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VOLUME THE FIRST.

TO JOHN LORD SOMERS, BARON OF EVESHAM.

My Lord,
I SHOULD not act the part of an impartial

Spectator, if I dedicated the following pa
pers to one who is not of the most consum
mate and most acknowledged merit
None but a person of a finished character

can be a proper patron of a work which
endeavours to cultivate and polish human
life by promoting virtue and knowledge,
and by recommending whatsoever may be
either useful or ornamental to society.

I know that the homage I now pay you,
is offering a kind of violence to one who is

as solicitous to shun applause, as he is as

siduous to deserve it. But, my lord, this is

perhaps the only particular in which your
prudence will be always disappointed.
While justice, candour, equanimity, a

zeal for the good of your country, and the

most persuasive eloquence in bringing over
others to it, are valuable distinctions, you
are not to expect that the public will so far

comply with your inclinations, as to forbear

celebrating such extraordinary qualities. It

is in vain that you have endeavoured to

conceal your share of merit in the many
national services which you have effected.

Do what you will, the present age will be

talking of your virtues, though posterity
alone will do them justice.
Other men pass through oppositions and

contending interests in the ways of ambi
tion; but your great abilities have been in

vited to power, and importuned to accept
of advancement Nor is it strange that this

should happen to your lordship, who could

bring into the service of your sovereign the

arts and policies of ancient Greece and

Rome; as well as the most exact knowledge
_

of our own constitution in particular, and of i

the interests of Europe in general; to which
I must also add, a certain dignity in yourself,
that (to say the least of it) has been always
equal to those great honours which have
been conferred upon you.

It is very well known how much the
church owed to you in the most dangerous
day it ever saw, that of the arraignment of
its prelates;* and how far the civil power,
in the late and present reign, has been
indebted to your counsels and wisdom.
But to enumerate the great advantages

which the public has received from your
administration, would be a more proper
work for a history, than for an address of
this nature.
Your lordship appears as great in your

private life, as in the most important offices

which you have borne. I would, therefore,
rather choose to speak of the pleasure you
afford all who are admitted to your con

versation, of your elegant taste in all the

polite arts, of learning, of your great hu

manity and complacency of manners, and
of the surprising influence which is peculiar
to you, in making every one who converses
with your lordship prefer you to himself,
without thinking the less meanly of his own
talents. But if I should take notice of all

that might be observed in your lordship, I

should have nothing new to say upon any
other character of distinction. I am,

MY LORD,
Your Lordship's most devoted,

Most obedient humble servant,
THE SPECTATOR.

* He was one of the counsel for the seven bishops im
peached in 1688.

VOLUME THE SECOND.

My Lord,
SIMILITUDE of manners and studies is

usually mentioned as one of the strongest
motives to affection and esteem: but the

TO CHARLES LORD HALIFAX.

passiinate veneration I have for your lord

ship,! think, flows from an admiration of

qualities in you, of which, in the whole

course of these papers, I have acknow-
11
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ledged myself incapable. While I busy
myself as a stranger upon earth, and can

pretend to no other than being a looker-on,

you are conspicuous in the busy and polite
world; both in the world of men, and that
of letters. While I am silent and unob
served in public meetings, you are admired

by all that approach you, as the life and

genius of the conversation. What a happy
conjunction of different talents meets in him
whose whole discourse is at once animated

by the strength and force of reason, and
adorned with all the graces and embellish
ments of wit! When learning irradiates

common life, it is then in its highest use and

perfection;. and it is to such as your lord

ship, that the sciences owe the esteem
which they have with the active part of

mankind. Knowledge of books in recluse

men, is like that sort of lantern which
hides him who carries it, and serves only
to pass through secret and gloomy paths of

his own; but in the possession of a man of

business, it is as a torch in the hand of one
who is willing and able to show those who
were bewildered, the way which leads to

their prosperity and welfare. A generous
concern for yrur country, and a passion for

eVery thing which is truly great and noble,
are what actuate all your life and actions;
and I hope you will forgive me when I have
an ambition this book may be placed in the

library of so good a judge of what is valua

ble; in that library where the choice is

such, that it will not be a disparagement to

be the meanest author in it. Forgive me,
my lord, for taking this occasion of telling
all the world how ardently I love and ho
nour you; and that I am, with the utmost

gratitude for all your favours,
MY LORD,

Your Lordship's most obliged, most obe

dient, and most humble servant,
THE SPECTATOR.

VOLUME THE THIRD.

TO THE RIGHT HON. HENRY BOYLE.*

Sir, 1712.

As the professed design of this work is to

entertain its readers in general, without

giving offence to any particular person, it

would be difficult to find out so proper a

patron for it as yourself, there being none
whose merit is more universally acknow

ledged by all parties, and who has made
himself more friends, and fewer enemies.
Your great abilities and unquestioned in

tegrity, in those high employments which

you have passed through,f would not have
been able to have raised you this general

approbation, had they not been accom

panied with that moderation in a high for

tune, and that affability of manners, which
are so conspicuous through all parts of your

* Youngest son of Charles Lord Clifford. He was
created Baron Charleton, in 1714 ; but dying, unmarried,
in 1725, the title died with him.

t He was several years secretary of state during the

reign of Queen Anne.

life. Your aversion to any ostentatious arts
of setting to show those great services which
you have done the public, has not likewise a
little contributed to that universal acknow
ledgment which is paid you by your coun

try.
The consideration of this part of your

character, is that which hinders me from
enlarging on those extraordinary talents
which have given you so great a figure in

the British senate, as well as in that ele

gance and politeness which appear in your
more retired conversation. I should be un
pardonable if, after what I have said, I

should longer detain you with an address of
this nature: I cannr.t, however, conclude it,

without acknowledging those great obliga
tions which you have laid upon,

SIR,
Your most obedient humble servant,

THE SPECTATOR.

VOLUME THE FOURTH.

TO THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH.

JVfy Lord, 1712.

As it is natural to have a fondness for

what has cost us much time and attention

to produce, I hope your grace will fljfgive

my endeavour to preserve this work from
oblivion by affixing to it your memorable
name.

I shall not here presume to mention the
illustrious passages of your life, which are
celebrated by the whole age, and have been
the subject of the most sublime pens; but if

I could convey you to posterity in your pri
vate character, and describe the stature,
the behaviour, and aspect, of the Duke of
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Marlborough, I question not but it would
fill the reader with more agreeable images,
and give him a more delightful entertain

ment than what can be found in the follow

ing or any other book.

One cannot indeed without offence to

yourself observe, that you excel the rest of

mankind in the least, as well as the greatest
endowments. Nor were it a circumstance
to be mentioned, if the graces and attrac

tions of your person were not the only pre
eminence you have above others, which is

left almost unobserved by greater writers.

Yet how pleasing would it be to those
who shall read the surprising revolutions in

your story, to be made acquainted with

your ordinary life and deportment ! How
pleasing would it be to hear that the same
man, who carried fire and sword into the
countries of all that had opposed the cause
of liberty, and struck a terror into the
armies of France, had, in the midst of his

high station, a behaviour as gentle as is

usual in the first steps towards greatness!
And if it were possible to express that easy
grandeur, which did at once persuade and
command, it would appear as clearly to

those to come, as it does to his contempora
ries, that all the great events which were

brought to pass under the conduct of so

well-governed a spirit, were the blessings
of heaven upon wisdom and valour; and all

which seem adverse, fell out by divine per
mission, which we are not to search into.

You have passed that year of life wherein

the most able and tortunate captain before

yourtime,declared he had lived long enough
both to nature and to glory; and your grace
may make that reflection with much more
justice. He spoke it after he had arrived
at empire by an usurpation upon those
whom he had enslaved: but the Prince of
Nindelheim* may rejoice in a sovereignty
which was the gift of him whose dominions
he had preserved.
Glory established upon the uninterrupted

success of honourable designs and actions,
is not subject to diminution; nor can any
attempts prevail against it, but in the pro
portion which the narrow circuit of rumour
bears to the unlimited extent of fame.
We may congratulate your grace not only

upon your high achievements, but likewise

upon the happy expiration of your com
mand, by which your glory is put out of

the power of fortune: and when your per
son shall be so too, that the Author and

Disposer of all things may place you in that

higher mansion of bliss and immortality
which is prepared for good princes, law

givers, and heroes, when he in his due time
removes them from the envy of mankind,
is the hearty prayer of,

MY LORD,
Your Grace's most obedient, most devoted,

humble servant,
THE SPECTATOR.

* This title was conferred upon the Duke by the Em
peror, after the battle of Hochstadt.

VOLUME THE FIFTH.

TO THE EARL OF WHARTON.

Mil Lord, 1712-13.

THE author of the Spectator, having pre
fixed before each of his volumes the name
of some great persons to whom he has par
ticular obligations, lays his claim to your
lordship's patronage upon the same ac

count I must confess, my lord, had not I

already received great instances of your
favour, I should have been afraid of sub

mitting a work of this nature to your peru
sal. You are so thoroughly acquainted with

the characters of men, and all the parts of

human life, that it is impossible for the least

misrepresentation of them to escape your
notice. It is your lordship's particular dis

tinction that you are master of the whole

compass of business, and have signalized

yourself in all the different scenes of it.

We admire some for the dignity, others for

the popularity of their behaviour; some for

their clearness of judgment, others for their

happiness of expression; some for the lay

ing of schemes, and others for the putting
them in execution. It isyourlordship only

who enjoys these several talents united, and
that too in as great perfection as others pos
sess them singly. Your enemies acknow

ledge this great extent in your lordship's

character, at the same time that they use

their utmost industry and invention to de

rogate from it. But it is for your honour
that those who are now your enemies were

always so. You have acted in so much con

sistency with yourself, and promoted the

interests of your country in so uniform a

manner, that even these who would misre

present your generous designs for the public

good, cannot but approve the steadiness and

intrepidity with which you pursue them.

It is a most sensible pleasure to me that I

have this opportunity of professing myself
one of your great admirers, and in a very

particular manner,
MY LORD,

Your Lordship's most obliged, and

most obedient humble servant,

THE SPECTATOR.
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VOLUME THE SIXTH.

TO THE EARL OF SUNDERLAND.

Mil Lord,
VERY many favours and civilities

(re
ceived from you in a private capacity)
which I have no other way to acknowledge,
will, I hope, excuse this presumption; but
the justice I, as a Spectator, owe your cha
racter, places me above the want of an
excuse. Candour and openness of heart,
which shine in all your words and actions,
exact the highest esteem from all who have
the honour to know you ; and a winning
condescension to all subordinate to you,
made business a pleasure to those who ex
ecuted it under you, at the same time that
it heightened her majesty's favour to all

those who had the happiness of having it

conveyed through your hands. A secretary
of state, in the interest of mankind, joined
with that of his fellow-subjects, accom

plished with a great facility and elegance
in all the modern as well as ancient lan

guages, was a happy and proper member
of a ministry, by whose services your sove

reign is in so high and flourishing a condi

tion, as makes all other princes and poten

tates powerful or inconsiderable in Europe,
as they are friends or enemies to Great
Britain. The importance of those great
events which happened during that ad
ministration in which your lordship bore so

important a charge, will be acknowledged
as long as time shall endure. I shall not
therefore attempt to rehearse those illus

trious passages, but give this application a
more private and particular turn, in desir

ing your lordship would continue your fa

vour and patronage to me, as you are a

gentleman of the most polite literature, and

perfectly accomplished in the knowledge
of books* and men, which makes it neces

sary to beseech your indulgence to the fol

lowing leaves, and the author of them, who
is, with the greatest truth and respect,

MY LORD,
Your Lordship's obliged, obedient,'

and humble servant,
THE SPECTATOR.

* His lordship was the founder of the splendid ami

truly valuable library at Althorp.

VOLUME THE SEVENTH.

TO MR. METHUEN/

Sir,
IT is with great pleasure I take an oppor

tunity of publishing the gratitude I owe you
for the place you allow me in your friend

ship and familiarity. I will not acknow
ledge to you that I have often had you in

my thoughts, when I have endeavoured to

draw, in some parts of these discourses, the
character of a good-natured, honest, and

accomplished gentleman. But such repre
sentations give my reader an idea of a per
son blameless only, or only laudable for

such perfections as extend no farther than
to his own private advantage and reputa
tion.

But when I speak of you, I celebrate one
who hashad the happiness of possessing also

those qualities which make a man useful to

society, and of having had opportunities
of exerting them in the most conspicuous
manner.

* Of Bishops-Canines, in the county of Wilts ; after

wards fir Paul Methurn. K. B. He was several years
ambassador at the court of Lisbon, where he conducted
himself with great ability.

The great part you had, as British am
bassador, in procuring and cultivating the

advantageous commerce between the courts

of England and Portugal, has purchased
you the lasting esteem of all who under
stand the interest of either nation.

Those personal excellencies which are
overrated by the ordinary world, and too

much neglected by wise men, you have ap
plied with the justest skill and judgment.
The most graceful address in horseman
ship, in the use of the sword, and in danc

ing, has been employed by you as lower

arts; and as they have occasionally served
to cover or introduce the talents of a skil

ful minister.

But your abilities have not appeared only
in one nation. When it was your province to

act as her majesty's minister at the court of

Savoy, at that time encamped, you accom

panied that gallant prince through all the

vicissitudes of his fortune, and shared by
his side the dangers of that glorious day in

which he recovered his capital. As far as

it regards personal qualities, you attained.
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in that one hour, the highest military
re

putation. The behaviour of our minister

in the action, and the good offices done the

vanquished in the name of the Queen of

England, gave both the conqueror and the

captive the most lively examples of the

courage and generosity of the nation he re

presented.
Your friends and companions in your ab

sence frequently talk these things of you;
and you cannot hide from us (by the most
discreet silence in any thing which regards
yourself) that the frank entertainment we

have at your table, your easy condescension
in little incidents of mirth and diversion,
and general complacency of manners, are
far from being the greatest obligations we
have to you. I do assure you, there is not
one of your friends has a greater sense of

your merit in general, and of the favours

you every day do us, than,

SIR,
Your most obedient,

and most humble servant,
RICHARD STEELE.

VOLUME THE EIGHTH.

TO WILLIAM HONEYCOMB, ESQ.*

THE seven former volumes of the Spec
tator having been dedicated to some of the
most celebrated persons of the age, I take
leave to inscribe this eighth and last to you,
as to a gentleman who hath ever been am-
oitious of appearing in the best company.
You are now wholly retired from the

\rnsy part of mankind, and at leisure to re

flect upon your past achievements; for

which reason I look upon you as a person
very well qualified for a dedication.

I may possibly disappoint my readers,
and yourself too, if I do not endeavour on
this occasion to make the world acquainted
with your virtues. And here, sir, I shall

not compliment you upon your birth, per
son, or fortune; nor on any other the like

perfections which you possess, whether you
will or no; but shall only touch upon those

which are of your owrt acquiring, and in

which every one must allow you have a
real merit
Your janty air and easy motion, the vo

lubility of your discourse, the suddenness
of your laugh, the management of your
snuff-box, with the whiteness of your hands
and teeth (which have justly gained you
the envy of the most polite part of the

male world, and the love of the greatest
beauties in the female) are entirely to be
ascribed to your own personal genius and

application.
You are formed for these accomplish

ments by a happy turn of nature, and have
finished yourself in them by the utmost im

provements of art. A man that is defective

in either of these qualifications (whatever
may be the secret ambition of his heart)
must never hope to make the figure you
have done, among the fashionable part of

his species. It is therefore no wonder we see

such multitudes of aspiring young men fall

short of you in all these beauties of your
charactei-, notwithstanding the study and

practice of them is the whole business of

1

Generally supposed to be Col. Cleland.

their lives. But I need not tell you matme
free and disengaged behaviour of a fine

gentleman makes as many awkward beaux,
as the easiness of your favourite hath made
insipid poets.
At present you are content to aim all

your charms, at your own spouse, without
farther thought of mischief to any others

of the sex. I know you had formerly
a very great contempt for that pedantic
race of mortals who call themselves philo

sophers; and yet, to your honour be it

spoken, there is not a sage of them all could

have better acted up to their precepts in

one of the most important points of life: I

mean, in that generous disregard of popu
lar opinion which you showed some years
ago, when you chose for your wife an ob

scure young woman, who doth not indeed

pretend to an ancient family, but has cer

tainly as many forefathers as any lady in

the land, if she could but reckon up their

names.
I must own I conceived very extraordi

nary hopes of you from the moment that

you confessed your age, and from eight-

and-forty (where you had stuck so many
years) very ingeniously stepped into your
grand climacteric. Your deportment has
since been very venerable and becoming.
If I am rightly informed, you make a re

gular appearance every quarter-sessions

among your brothers of the quorum; and
if things go on as they do, stand fair for

being a colonel of the militia. I am told

that your time passes away as agreeably
in the amusements of a country life, as it

ever did in the gallantries of the town; and
that you now take as much pleasure in the

planting of young trees, as you did formerly
in the cutting down of your ojd ones. In

short, we hear from all hands that you are

thoroughly reconciled to your dirty acres,

and have not too much wit to look into your
own estate.

After having spoken thus much of my
patron, I must take the privilege of an au-
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thor in saying something of myself. I shall

therefore peg leave to add, that I have pur
posely omitted setting those marks to the
end of every paper, which appeared in my
fca-mer volumes, that you may have an op
portunity of showing Mrs. Honeycomb the
shrewdness of your conjectures, by ascrib

ing every speculation to its proper author:

though you know how often many pro
found critics in style and sentiments have
very judiciously erred in this particular,
before they were let into the secret I

am,
SIR,

Your most faithful humble servant,
THE SPECTATOR.

THE BOOKSELLER TO THE READER.

IN the six hundred and thirty-second
Spectator the reader will find an account
of the rise of this eighth and last volume.

I have not been able to prevail upon the
several gentlemen who were concerned in

this work to let me acquaint the world with
their names.

Perhaps it will be unnecessary to inform
the reader, that no other papers which
have appeared under the title of the Spec
tator, since the closing of this eighth vol

ume, were written bv any of those gentle
men who had a hand in this or the former
volumes.
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Non fiitnum ex fuljore, sed ex fumo dare lucem

Cogitat, ut speciosa dehinc niiracula proniat.
HOT. jlrs Poet. ver. 143.

One with a flash begins, and ends in smoke ;

Another out of smoke brings glorious light,

And, (without raising expectation high)
Surprises us with dazzling miracles. Roscommon.

I HAVE observed that a reader seldom

peruses a book with pleasure, till he knows
whether the writer of it be a black or a fair

man, of a mild or choleric disposition, mar
ried or a bachelor, with other particulars
of the like nature, that conduce very much
to the right understanding cf an author.
To gratify this curiosity, which is so na
tural to a reader, I design this paper and

my next, as
prefatory discourses to my fol

lowing writings, and shall give some ac
count in them of the several persons that are

engaged in this work. As the chief trouble
of compiling, digesting and correcting will

fall to my share, I must do myself the jus
tice to open the work with my own history.

I was born to a small hereditary estate,
which according to the tradition of the vil

lage where it lies, was bounded by the
same hedges and ditches in William the

Conqueror's time that it is at present, and
has been delivered down from father to

son, whole and entire, without the loss or

acquisition of a single field or meadow,
during the space of six hundred years.
There runs a story in the family, that
when my mother was gone with child of

me about three months, she dreamt that

she was brought to bed of a judge. Whe
ther this might proceed from a lawsuit

which was then depending in the family,
or my father's being a justice of the peace,
I cannot determine; for I am not so vain
as to think it presaged any dignity that I

should arrive at in my future life, though
that was the interpretation which the

neighbourhood put upon it. The gravity
of my behaviour at my very first appear
ance in the world, and all the time that I

sucked, seemed to favour my mother's
dream : for, as she has often told me, I

threw away my rattle before I was two
months old, and would not make use of my
coral until they had taken away the bells

from it.

As for the rest of my infancy, there be

ing nothing in it remarkable, I shall pass

it over in silence. I find, that during my
nonage, I had the reputation of a very sul

len ycuth, but was always a favourite with

my schoolmaster, who used to say, 'that

my parts were solid, and would wear well.
I had not been long at the university, be-
fcre I distinguished myself by a most pro
found silence ; for during the space of

eight years, excepting in the public exer
cises of the college, I scarce uttered the

quantity of an hundred words; and indeed
do not remember that I ever spoke three
sentences together in my whole life.

Whilst I was in this learned body, I ap
plied myself with so much diligence to my
studies, that there are very few celebrated

books, either in the learned or the modem
tongues, which I am not acquainted with.

Upon the death of my father, I was re

solved to travel into foreign countries, and
therefore left the university, with the cha
racter of an odd, unaccountable fellow, that

had a great deal of learning, if I would but
show it. An insatiable thirst after know
ledge carried me into all the countries of

Europe, in which there was any thing new
or strange to be seen; nay, to such a de

gree was my curiosity raised, that having
read the controversies of some great men
concerning the antiquities of Egypt, I

made a voyage to Grand Cairo, on pur
pose to take the measure of a pyramid:
and as soon as I had set myself right in that

particular, returned to my native country
with great satisfaction. *

I have passed my latter years in this
city,

where I am frequently seen in most public

places, though there are not above half a

dozen of my select friends that know me;
of whom my next paper shall give a more

particular account. There is no place of

general resort wherein I do not often

make my appearance; sometimes I am seen

thrusting my head into a round of politi

cians at Will's, and listening with great at

tention to the narratives that are made in

those little circular audiences. Sometimes
I smoke a pipe at Child's,! and whilst I

* This is, probably, in allusion to Mr. John Greaves,

astronomical professor at Oxford, who in 1046 publish

ed a work entitled '

Pyramidographia.'
t Child's coffee-house was in St. Paul's church-yard

and much frequented by the clergy ;
St. James's is it

its original situation; Jonathan's was in Change-

alley, and the Rose was on the west side of Temple-bar

17
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seem attentive to nothing but the Post

man, overhear the conversation of every
table in the room. I appear on Sunday
nights at St. James's coffee-house, and
sometimes join the little committee of po
litics in the inner-room, as one who comes
there to hear and improve. My face is

likewise very well known at the Grecian,
the Cocoa-tree, and in the theatres both of

Drury-lane and the Hay-market. I have
3een taken for a merchant upon the Ex
change for above these ten years, and
sometimes pass for a Jew in the assembly-

{$ stock-jobbers at Jonathan's. In short,
wherever I see a cluster of people, I al

ways mix with them, though I never open
lips but in my own club.

Thus I live in the world rather as a

Spectator of mankind, than as one of the

_ iccies, by which means I have made my
self a speculative statesman, soldier, mer
chant, and artisan, without ever meddling
with any practical part in life. I am very
well versed in the theory of a husband, or
a father, and can discern the errors in the

economy, business, and diversion of others,
better than those who are engaged in them ;

as standers-by discover blots, which are

apt to escape those who are in the game.
I never espoused any party with violence,
and am resolved to observe an exact neu

trality between the Whigs and Tories, un
less I shall be forced to declare myself by
the hostilities of either side. In short, I

fTiave acted in all the parts of my life as a
I looker-on, which is the character I intend

'
Ll9 preserve in this paper.

I have given the reader just so much of

my histoiy and character, as to let him see
I am not altogether unqualified for the busi

ness I have undertaken. As for other par
ticulars in my life and adventures, I shall

insert them in following papers, as I shall

see occasion. In the mean time, when I

consider how much I have seen, read, and
heard, I begin to blame my own tacitur-

f nity;
and since I have neither time nor in

clination, to communicate the fulness of my
/
heart in speech, 1 am resolved to do it in

j
writing, and to print myself out, if possi-

1

ble, before I die. I have been often told

by my friends, that it is a pity so many
,usefu]u.djscoveries which I have made

a sheet full of thoughts every morning, for

the benefit of my contemporaries; and if I

(..can any way contribute to the diversion, or

improvement of the country in which I

is reasonable; but as for these three parti
culars, though I am sensible they might
tend very much to the embellishment of

my paper, I cannot yet come to a resolu
tion of communicating them to the public.

They would indeed draw me out of that ob

scurity which I have enjoyed for many
years, and expose me in public places to

several salutes and civilities, which have
been always very disagreeable to me; for

the greatest pain I can suffer, is the being
talked to, and being stared at. It is for

this reason likewise, that I keep my com
plexion and dress as very great secrets;

though it is not impossible but I may make
discoveries of both in the progress uf the
work I have undertaken.
After having been thus particular upon

myself, I shall in to-morrow's paper give
an account of those gentlemen who are con
cerned with me in this work ; for, as I have
before intimated, a plan of it is laid and
concerted (as all other matters of import
ance are) in a club. However, as my
friends have engaged me to stand in the

front, th<~se who have a mind to corre

spond with me, may direct their letters to

the Spectator, at Mr. Buckley's, in Little

Britain. For I must further acquaint the

reader, that though cur club meet only on

Tuesdays and Thursdays, we have ap
pointed a committee to sit every night for

the inspection of all such papers as may
contribute to the advancement of the pub
lic weal.
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Ast alii sex
Et plures, uno conclamant ore. fuv. Sat. vii. 167.

Six more at least join their consenting voice.

THE first of our society is a gentleman of

Worcestershire, of an ancient descent, a

baronet, his name is sir Roger de Coverly.
His great grandfather was inventor of that
famous country-dance which is called after

him. All who know that shire are very
well acquainted with the parts and the
merits of sir Roger. He is a gentleman
that is very singular in his behaviour, but

-^j^-t-y ;- T^-T,:. his singularities proceed from his eood
sKbuld be in the possession of a silent man

, s ^ are contradictions to the man-
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sh ners of the world, only as he thinks the
world is in the wrong. However, this hu
mour creates him no enemies, for he does

nothing with sourness or obstinacy; and his

being unconfined to modes and forms,
makes him but the readier and more capa
ble to please and oblige all who know him.
When he is in town, he lives in Soho-

square.* It is said, he keeps himself a

Jive, I shall leave it when I am summoned
Arat of it, with the secret satisfaction of

\,thjnking that I have not lived in vain.

There are three very material points
which I have not spoken to in this paper;
and which, for several important reasons,
I must keep to myself, at least for some
time: I mean an account of my name, my
age, and my lodgings. I must confess, I
would gratify my reader in any thing that

*Soho-square was at that time the genteelest part
of the town. The handsome house, built by the unfor
tunate Duke of Monmouth, occupied, until the year
1773, the whole of the ground on which Bateman's
buildings now stand.
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bachelor by reason he was crossed in love

by a perverse beautiful widow of the next

county to him. Before this disappoint
ment, sir Roger was what you call a fine

gentleman, had often supped with my Lord'

Rochester and sir George Etherege, fcught
a duel upon his first coming to town, and
kicked bully Dawson* in a public coffee

house for calling him youngster. But be

ing ill used by the abovementioned widow,
he was very seri-us for a year and a half;
and though, his temper being naturally jo

vial, he at last got over it, he grew careless

of himself, and never dressed afterwards.

He continues to wear a coat and doublet rf

the same cut that were in fashion at the
time of his repulse, which, in his merry
humours, he tells us, has been in and out

twelve times since he first wore it. It is

said Sir Roger grew humble in his desires

after he had forgot his cruel beautv, inso

much that it is reported he has frequently
offended in point of chastity with beggars
and gypsies: but this is looked upon, by his

friends, rather as a matter of raillery than
truth. He is now in his fifty-sixth year,
cheerful, gay, and hearty; keeps a good
house both in town and country; a great
lover of mankind: but there is such a

mirthful cast in his behaviour, that he is

rather beloved than esteemed. His tenants

grow rich, his servants look satisfied, all

the young women profess love to him, and
the young men are glad of his company.
When he c^mes into a house, he calls the

servants by their names, and talks all the

way up stairs to a visit. I must not omit,
that Sir Roger is a justice of the quorum;
that he fills the chair at a quarter-sessions
with great abilities, and three months ago

gained universal applause, by explaining
a passage in the game-act.
The gentleman next in esteem and au

thority among us is another bachelor, who
is a member of the Inner Temple, a man
of great probity, wit and understanding;
but he has chosen his place of residence

rather to obey the direction of an old hu-

moursome father, than in pursuit of his

own inclinations. He was placed there to

studv the laws of the land, and is the most

learned of any of the house in those of the

stage. Aristotle and Longinus are much
better understood by him than Littleton or

Cokp. The father sends up every post

questions relating to marriage-articles,
leases and tenures, in the neighbourhood;
all which questions he agrees with an at

torney to answer and take care of in the

lump. He is studying the passions them
selves when he should be inquiring into the

debates among men which arise from

them. He knows the argument of each of

the orations of Demosthenes and Tully,

* This fellow was a noted sharper, swaeeerer, and
debauchee about town, at the time here pointed out;
he was well known in Blackfriars and ita then infa

mous purlieus.

but not one case in the reports of our own
courts. No one ever took him for a fool;
but none, except his intimate friends, know
he has a great deal of wit. This turn
makes him at once both disinterested and
agreeable. As few of his thoughts are
drawn from business, thev are most of them
fit for conversation. His taste for books
is a little too just f~r the age he lives in;
he has read all, but approves of very few.
His familiarity with the customs, manners,
actions and writings of the ancients, makes
him a very delicate observer of what oc
curs to him in the present world. He is an
excellent critic, and the time of the play
is his hrur of business; exactly at five he
passes through New-Inn, crosses through
Russel-court, and takes a turn at Will's
till the play begins; he has his shoes rub
bed and his periwig powdered at the bar
ber's as you go into the Rose. It is for

the good of the audience when he is at

a play, for the actors have an ambition to

please him.
The person of next consideration is Sir

Andrew Freeport, a merchant of great
eminence in the citv of London; a person
of indefatigable industry, strong reason,
and great experience. His notions of trade
are noble and generous, and (as every rich

man has usually some sly way of jesting,
which would make no great figure were he
not a rich man) he calls the sea the British

Common. He is acquainted with com
merce in all its parts, and will tell you that

it is a stupid and barbarous way to extend
dominion by arms; for true power is to be

got by arts and industry. He will often

argue, that if this part of our trade were
well cultivated, we should gain from one

nation; and if another, from another. I

have heard him prove, that diligence
makes more lasting acquisitions than va

lour, and that sloth has ruined more na
tions than the sword. He abounds in se

veral frugal maxims, amongst which the

greatest favourite is,
' A penny saved is a

penny got.
' A general trader of good sense

is pleasanter company than a general scho

lar; and Sir Andrew having a natural un
affected eloquence, the perspicuity of his

discourse gives the same pleasure that wit
would in another man. He has made his

fortune himself; and says that England
may be richer than other kingdoms, by as

plain methods as he himself is richer than
other men; though at the same time I can

say this of him, that there is not a point in

the compass, but blows home a ship in

which he is an owner.
Next to Sir Andrew in the club-room

sits Captain Sentry, a gentleman of great

courage, good understanding, but invinci

ble modesty. He is one of those that de

serve very well but are very awkward at

putting their talents within the observation

of such as should take notice of them. He
was some years a captain, and behaved
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himself with great gallantry in several en

gagements and at several sieges; but hav

ing a small estate of his own, and beini
next heir to Sir Roger, he has quitted-a way
of life in which no man can rise suitably to

nis merit, who is not something of a cour
tier as well as a soldier. I have heard him
often lament, that in a profession where
merit is placed in so conspicuous a view,

impudence should get the better of modes
ty. When he has talked to this purpose,
1 never heard him make a scur expression,
but frankly confess that he left the world,
because he was net fit for it. A strict ho

nesty and an even regular behaviour, are
in themselves obstacles to him that must

press through crowds who endeavour at

the same end with himself, the favour of a
commander. He will however in his way
of talk excuse generals, for not disposing
according to men's desert, or inquiring into

it; for, says he, that great man who has
a mind to help me, has as many to break

through to come at me, as I have to come
at him : therefore he will conclude, that the
man who would make a figure, especially
in a military way, must get over all false

modesty, and assist his patron against the

importunity of other pretenders, by a pro
per assurance in his own vindication. He
says it is a civil cowardice to be backward in

asserting what you ought to expect, as it is

a military fear to be slow in attacking
when it is your duty. With this candour
does the gentleman speak of himself and
others. The same frankness runs through
all his conversation. The military part
of his life has furnished him with many
adventures, in the relation of which he is

very agreeable to the company; for he is

never overbearing, though accustomed to

command men in the utmost degree below
him ; nor ever too obsequious, from a habit
of obeying men highly above him.
But that our society may not appear a set

of humcurists, unacquainted with the gal
lantries and pleasures of the age, we have

amongst us the gallant Will Honeycomb;
a gentleman who, according to his years,
should be in the decline of his life; but

having ever been very careful of his per-
jon, and always had a very easy fortune,

time has made but a very little impression,
either by wrinkles on his forehead, or

traces on his brain. His person is well

turned, and of a good height. He is very

ready at that sort of discourse with which
men usually entertain women. He has all

his life dressed very well, and remembers
habits as others do men. He can smile

when one speaks to him, and laughs easily.
He knows the history of every mode, and
can inform you from which of the French

ring's wenches, our wives and daughters
nad this manner of curling their hair, that

way of placing their hoods; whose frailty
was covered by such a sort of petticoat, and
whose vanity to show her foot made that

part of the dress so short in such a year. In

a word, all his conversation and knowledge
has been in the female world. As other
men of his age will take notice to you what
such a minister said upon such and such an

occasion, he will tell you, when the duke
of Monmouth danced at court, such a wo
man was then smitten," another was taken
with him at the head of his troop in the
Park. In all these important relations, he
has ever about the same time received a
kind glance, or a blow of *a fan from some
celebrated beauty, mother of the present
lord Such-a-one. If you speak of a young
commoner, that said a lively thing in the

house, he starts up,
' He has good blood in

his vein; Tom Mirable begot him; the

rogue cheated me in that affair; that young
fellow's" mother used me more like a dog
than any woman I ever made advances
to.

' This way of talking of his, very much
enlivens the conversation amongst us of a
more sedate turn; and I find there is not
one of the company, but myself, who rare

ly speak at all, but speaks of him as of that

sort of man, who is usually called a well-

bred fine gentleman. To conclude his cha
racter, where women are not concerned,
he is an honest worthy man.

I cannot tell whether I am to account

him, whom I am next to speak of, as one
of our company; for he visits us but seldom,
but when he dees, it adds to every man
else a new enjoyment of himself. He is a

clergyman, a very philosophic man, of ge
neral learning, great s'anctity of life, and
the most exact good breeding. He has the
misfortune to be of a very weak constitu

tion, and consequently cannot accept of such
cares and business as preferments in his

function would oblige him to ; he is therefore

among divines what a chamber-counsellor
is among lawyers. The probity of his mind,
and the integrity of his life, create him
followers, as being eloquent or loud ad
vances others. He seldom introduces the

subject he speaks upon; but we are so far

gone in years, that he observes when he is

among us, an earnestness to have him fall

oh. some divine topic, which he always
trets with much authority, as one who
has TO interest in this world, as one who
is hastening to the object of all his wishes,
and conceives hope from his decays and in

firmities. These are my ordinary com
panions. Ry
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Et qnoi quisquc fere studio devinctus adtaeret.
A ut quibus in rebus multum simins antemorati,
Atque in qua ralione fuit contema masis incus.

In somnis cadem plerumque videmur obire.

Lucr. \. iv. 958.

What studies please, what most delipht.
And fill men's thoughts,thty dream them o'er at night.

Crteck.

IN one of my rambles, or rather specu
lations, I looked into the great hall, where
the bank is kept, and was not a little pleased
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to see the directors, secretaries, and clerks,
with all the other members of that weal

thy corporation, ranged in their several

stations, according to the parts they act
in that just and regular economy. This
revived in my memory the many discourses
which I had both read and heard, concern
ing the decay of public credit, with the
methods of restoring it, and which in my
opinion, have always been defective, be
cause they have always been made with
an eye to separate interests, and party
principles.
The thoughts of the day gave my mind

employment for the whole night, so that
I fell insensibly into a kind of methodical
dream, which disposed all my contempla
tions into a vision or allegory, or what else
the reader shall please to call it.

Methought I returned to the great hall,
where I had been the morning before, but
to my surprise, instead of the company that
I left there, I saw, towards the upper end
of the hall, a beautiful virgin seated on a
throne of gold. Her name (as they told

me) was Public Credit. The walls, in
stead of being adorned with pictures and
maps, were hung with many acts of par
liament written in golden letters. At the up
per end of the hall was the Magna Charta,
with the Act of Uniformity on the right
hand, and the Act of Toleration on the left.

At the lower end of the hall was the Act
of Settlement, which was placed full in the

eye of the virgin that sat upon the throne.
Both the sides of the hall were covered
with such acts of parliament as had been
made for the establishment of public funds.
The lady seemed to set an unspeakable
value upon these several pieces of furni

ture, insomuch that she often refreshed her
eye with them, and often smiled with a se
cret pleasure, as she looked upon them;
but, at the same time, showed a very par
ticular uneasiness, if she saw any thing
approaching that might hurt them. She
appeared, indeed, infinitely timorous in all

her behaviour: and whether it was from
the delicacy of her constitution, or that she
was troubled with vapours as I was after
wards told by one, who I fcund was none
of her well-wishers, she changed col ~>ur,

and startled at every thing she heard. Sho
was likewise (as I afterwards found) a

greater valetudinarian than any I had ever
met with, even in her own sex, and subject
to such momentary consumptions, that in

the twinkling of an eye, she would fall away
from the florid complexion, and most
healthful state of body, and wither into a
skeleton. Her recoveries were often as
sudden as her decays, insomuch that she
would revive in a moment out of a wasting
distemper, into a habit of the highest health
and vigour.

I had very soon an opportunity of observ

ing these quick turns and changes in her
constitution. There sat at her feet a couple
of secretaries, who received every hour

letters from all parts of the world, which
the one or the other of them was perpetu
ally reading to her; and, according to the
news she heard, to which she was exceed
ingly attentive, she changed colour, and
discovered many symptoms of health or
sickness.

Behind the throne was a prodigious heap
of bags of money, which were piled upon
one another so high that they touched the

ceiling. The floor on her right hand, and
on her left, was covered with vast sums of

gold that rose up in pyramids on either
side of her. But this I did not so much
wonder at, when I heard upon inquiry, that
she had the same virtue in tier touch, which
the poets tell us a Lydian king was formerly
possessed of: and that she could convert
whatever she pleased into that precious
metal.

After a little dizziness, and confused

hurry of thought, which a man often meets
with in a dream, methought the hall was
alarmed, the doors flew open and there en
tered half a dozen of the most hideous

phantoms that I had ever seen (even in a
dream) before that time. They came in
two by two, though matched in the most
dissociable manner, and mingled together
in a kind of dance. It would be tedious'to

describe their habits and persons, for which
reason I shall only inform my reader, that
the first couple were Tyranny and Anar
chy, the second were Bigotry and Atheism,
and the third the genius of a commonwealth,
and a young man of about twenty-two years
of age,* whose name I could not learn. He
had a sword in his right hand, which in the
dance he often brandished at the Act of

Settlement; and a citizen, who stood by me,
whispered in my ear, that he saw a sponge
in his left hand, f The dance of so many
jarring natures put me in mind of the sun,

moon, and earth, in the Rehearsal, that
danced together for no other end but to

eclipse one another.
The reader will easily suppose, by what

has been before said, that the lady on the
throne would have been almost frighted to

distraction, had she seen but any one of
these spectres ; what then must have been
her condition when she saw them all in a

body ? She fainted and died away at the

sight

' Et npqne jam color est misto candore rubori ;

Nee vigor, et vires, et qua; modo visa placebant ;

Nee corpus remanet '

Ovid, Met. Hi. 49.

-Her spirits faint,
Her blooming cheeks assume a pallid teint,
And scarce her form remains.'

There was as great a change in the hill

of money-bags, and the heaps of money;
the former shrinking and falling into so

many empty bags, that I now found not

* James Stuart, the pretended Prince of Wales, born
June 10, 1688. See Tat. No. 187.

t To wipe out the national debt.
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above a tenth part of them had been filled

with money.
The rest, that took up the same space,

and made the same figure, as the bags that

were really filled with money, had been
blown up with air, and called into my me
mory the bags full of wind, which Homer
tells us his hero received as a present
from Aiolus. The great heaps of gold on
either side of the throne, now appeared to

be only heaps of paper, or little piles of

notched sticks, bound up together in bun
dles, like Bath faggots.
Whilst I was lamenting this sudden deso

lation that had been made before me, the
whole scene vanished. In the room of the

frightful spectres, there now entered a se

cond dance of apparitions, very agreeably
matched together, and made up of very
amiable phantoms. The first pair was Li

berty with Monarchy at her right hand; the
second was Moderation, leading in Reli

gion; and the third a person whom I had
never seen,* with the Genius of Great
Britain. At the first entrance the lady re

vived, the bags swelled to their former

Dulk, the pile of faggots and heaps of paper
changed into pyramids of guineas: and for

my own part I was so transported with

joy, that I awaked, though I must confess I

fain would have fallen asleep again to have
closed my vision, if I could have done it.

No. 4.] Monday, March 5, 1710-11.

Egregii mortalem altiquesilenti ?

Hor. L. 2. Sat. vi. 58.

One of uncommon silence and reserve.

AN author, when he first appears in the

world, is very apt to believe it has nothing
to think of but his performances. With a

good share of this vanity in my heart, I

made it my business these three days to

listen after my own fame ; and as I have
sometimes met with circumstances which
did not displease me, I have been encoun
tered by others, which gave me much mor
tification. It is incredible to think how
empty I have in this time observed some
part of the species to be, what mere blanks

they are when they first come abroad in

the morning, how utterly they are at a

stand, until they are set a-going by some

paragraph in a newspaper.
Such persons are very acceptable to a

young author, for they desire no more in

any thing but to be new, to be agreeable.
If 1 found consolation among such, I was
as much disquieted by the incapacity of

others. These are mortals who have a
certain curiosity without power of reflec

tion, and perused my papers like specta
tors rather than readers. But there is so

little pleasure in inquiries tint so neivl.

concern ourselves, (it being the worst way

* The Elector of Hanover afterwards George I.

in the world to fame, to be too anxious
about it) that upon the whole I resolved for

the future to go en in my ordinary way; and
withcut too much' fear cr hope ab( ut the
business of reputation, to be vt ry careful ot

the design of my actions, but very negli

gent cf the consequences of them.
It is an endless and frivolcus pursuit to act

by any other rule, than the care cf satisfy

ing our own minds in what wfe do. One
would think a silent man, who concerned
himself with no one breathing, shculd be

very little liable to misrepresentations; and

yet I remember I was once taken up f( r a

jesuit, for no other reas n but my profound
taciturnity. It is from this misfortune, that
to be out of harm's way, I have ever since

affected crowds. He who comes into as

semblies only to gratify his curiosity, and
not to make a figure, enpys the pleasures
of retirement in a more exquisite degree,
than he possibly could in his closet; the

lover, the ambitious, and the miser, are
followed thither by a worse crowd than any
they can withdraw from. To be exempt
from the passions with which others are

tormented, is the only pleasing solitude. I

oan very justly say with the ancient sage,
/ 1 am never less alone than when alone.
) As I am insignificant to the company in

public places, and as it is visible I do not
come thither as most do, to show myself, I

gratify the vanity of all who pretend to

make an appearance, and have often as
kind looks from well-dressed gentlemen
and ladies, as a poet wruld bestow upon
one of his audience. There are so many
gratifications attend this public sort of ob

scurity, that some little distastes I daily
receive have lost their anguish; and I did
the other day, without the least displea
sure, overhear one say of me,

' that strange
fellow !' and another answer,

' I have known
the fellow's face these twelve years, and so

must you; but I believe you are the first

ever asked who he was.' There are, I

must confess, many to whom my person is

as well known as that of their nearest rela

tions, who give themselves no farther trou
ble about calling me by my name or quality,
but speak of me very currently by the ap
pellation of Mr. What-d'ye-call-him.
To make up f ">r these trivial disadvan

tages, I have the highest satisfaction of

beholding all nature with an unprejudiced
eye; and having nothing to do with men's

passions or interests, I can, with the greater
sagacity, -consider their talents, manners,
failings, and merits.

It is remarkable, that those who want

any one sense, possess the others with

greater f ircc and vivacity. Thus my want
of, or rather resignation of speech, gives
me all the advantages of a dumb man. I

have, methinks, a more than ordinary pe
netration in seeing; and flatter myself that
I h-.ive looked into the highest and lowest
of mankind, and made shrewd guesses,
without being admitted to their conversa-
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tion, at the inmost thoughts and reflections

of all whom I behold. It is frtm hence
that good or ill fortune has np manner oi

force towards affecting my judgment. ]

see men flourishing in courts and languish
ing in jails, without being prejudiced, from
their circumstances, to their favour or dis

advantage; but from their inward manner
of bearing their condition, often pity the

prosperous, and admire the unhappy.
Those who converse with the dumb,

know from the turn of their eyes, and the

changes of their countenance, their senti

ments of the objects before them. I have

indulged my silence to such an extrava

gance, that the few who are intimate with

me, answer my smiles with concurrent sen

tences, and argue to the very point I shaked

my head at, without my speaking. Will

Honeycomb was very entertaining the ether

night at a play, to a gentleman who sat en
his right hand, while I was at his left. The
gentleman believed Will was talking to

himself, when upon my looking with great
approbation at a young thing in a box be
fore us, he said, 'I am quite of another

opinion. She has, I will allow, a very
pleasing aspect, but, methinks that sim

plicity in her countenance is rather child
ish than innocent.' When I observed her
a second time, he said,

' I grant her dress
is very becoming, but perhaps the merit cf

that choice is owing to her mother; for

though,' continued he,
( I allow a beauty to

be as much commended for the elegance
of her dress, as a wit for that of his lan

guage; yet if she has stolen the colour cf

her ribands from another, or had advice
about her trimmings, I shall net allow her
the praise of dress, any more than I weuld
call a plagiary an author.

' When I threw

my eye towards the next woman to her,
Will spoke what I looked, according to his

romantic imagination, in the following man
ner:

'

Behold, you who dare, that charming
virgin; behold the beauty of her person
chastised by the innrcence of her th ughts.

Chastity, good-nature, and affability, are

the graces that play in her countenance;
she knows she is handsome,, but she knows
she is good. Conscious beauty adorned with
conscious virtue ! What a spirit is tnere in

those eyes! What a bloom in that person!
How is the whole woman expressed in her

appearance! Her air has the beauty cf

motion, and her look the force cf language.
'

It was prudence to turn away my eyes
from this object, and theref;re I turned
them to the thoughtless creatures who
make up ,he lump of that sex, and move a

knowing eye no more than the portraiture
of insignificant people by ordinary painters,
which are but pictures cf pictures.
Thus the working of my own mind is the

general entertainment of my life; I never
enter into the commerce cf discourse with

any but my particular friends, and not in

public even with them. Such a habit has

perhaps raised in me. uncommon reflec
tions: but this effect I cannot communicate
but tty my writings. As my pleasures are
almost wholly confined to those of the sight,
I take it for a peculiar happiness that I

have always had an easy and familiar ad
mittance to the fair sex. If I never praised
or flattered, I never belied or contradicted
them. As these compcse half the work!,,
and are, by the just complacence and

gal-^
lantry of our natien, the more powerful
part of eur pecple, I shall dedicate a con-

!

siderable share of these my speculations to

their service, and shall lead the ycung
through all the beccming duties of virgi

nity, marriage, and widowhood. When it

is a woman's day, in my werks, I shall en-
deavcur at a style and air suitable to theij>

understanding. When I say this, I must
be understood to mean, that I shall not

lower, but exalt the subjects I treat upon.
Discourse for their entertainment is net to

be debased but refined. A man may ap
pear learned without talking sentences, as

in his ordinary gesture he discovers he can

dance, thcugh he dees net cut capers. In
a word, I shall take it for the greatest glory
of my work, if ameng reasonable women
this paper may furnish tea-table talk. In
rder to it, I shall treat on matters which

relate to females, as they are concerned to

approach or fly from the other sex, or as

they are tied to them by blood, interest or
affection. Upon this occasion I think it is

but reasonable to declare, that whatever
skill I may have in speculation, I shall

never betray what the eyes cf levers say to

each ether in my presence. At the same
time I shall net think myself obliged, by this

promise, to conceal an'v false protestations
which I observe made by glances in public
assemblies; but endeavour to make both
sexes appear in their conduct what they
are in their hearts. By this means, love,

during the time cf my speculations, shall

be carried en with the same sincerity as

any other affair of less consideration. As
this is the greatest concern, men shall be
from henceforth liable to the greatest re

proach for misbehaviour in it. Falsehood
in love shall hereafter bear a blacker as

pect than infidelity in friendship, or
villany

in business. For this great and gocd ena,
all breaches against that noble passion, the

cement ef society, shall be severely exam
ined. But this, and ether matters loosely
hinted at now, and in my former papers,
shall have their proper place in my follow

ing discourses. The present writing is only
to admonish the world, that they shall not

find me an idle but a busy Spectator. R.

No. 5.] Tuesday, March 6, 1710-11.

Spectatum admissi risum teneatis?
HOT. Ars Poet. ver. 5.

Admitted to the sight, would you not laugh ?

AN opera may be allowed to be extrava

gantly lavish in its decorations, as its only
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design is to
gratify

the senses, and keep up
an indolent attention in the audience. Com
mon sense, however, requires, that there
should be nothing in the scenes and ma
chines, which may appear childish and
absurd. How would the wits of King
Charles's time have laughed to have seen
Nicolini exposed to a tempest in robes of

ermine, and sailing in an open boat upon
a sea of pasteboard? What a field of rail

lery would they have been let into, had
they been entertained with painted dra
gons spitting wildfire, enchanted chariots
drawn by Flanders' mares, and real cas
cades in artificial landscapes? A little skill

in criticism would inform us, that shadows
and realities ought not to be mixed together
in the same piece; and that the scenes
which are designed as the representations
of nature, should be filled with resem
blances, and not with the things them
selves. If one would represent a wide
champaign countiy filled with herds and
flocks, it would be ridiculous to draw the

country only upr>n the scenes, and to crowd
several parts of the stage with sheep and
oxen. This is joining together inconsist

encies, and making the decoration partly
real, and partly imaginary. I wculd re
commend what I have said here to the di

rectors, as well as to the admirers of our
modern opera.
As I was walking in the streets about a

fortnight ago, I saw an ordinary fellow car

rying a cage full of little birds upon his

shoulder; and as I was wondering with

myself what use he would put them to, he
was met very luckily by an acquaintance
who had the same curiosity. Upon his

asking what he had upon his shoulder, he
told him that he had been buying sparrows
for the opera. 'Sparrows for the opera,'
says his friend, licking his lips,

'
what, are

they to be roasted?' 'No, no,' says the

other,
'

they are to enter towards the end
of the first act, and to fly about the stage*.

'

This strange dialogue awakened my cu

riosity so far, that I immediately bought
the opera, by which means I perceived
that the sparrows were to act the part of

singing birds in a delightful grove; though
upon a nearer inquiry I found the sparrows
put the same trick upon the audience, that
Sir Martin Mar-all* practised upon his

mistress: for though they flew in sight,
the music proceeded from a concert of fla-

gelets and bird-calls, which were planted
behind the scenes. At the same time I

made this discovery, I found by the dis

course of the actors, that there were great
designs on foot for the improvement of the

opera; that it had been proposed to break
down a part of the wall, and to surprise
the audience with a party of an hundred

horse, and that there was actually a pro
ject of bringing the New-river into the

house, to be employed in jetteaus and wa
ter-works, j-* This project, as I have since

heard, is postponed till the summer season,
when it is thought the coolness that pro
ceeds from fountains and cascades will be
more acceptable and refreshing to the peo
ple of quality. In the mean time, to find

out a more agreeable entertainment for the
winter season, the opera of RinaldoJ is fill

ed with thunder and lightning, illumina
tions and fire-works; which the audience

may look upon without catching cold,
and indeed without much danger of being
burnt; for there are several engines filled

with water, and ready to play at a minute's

warning, in case any such accident should

happen. However, as I have a very great
friendship for the owner of this theatre, I

hope that he has been wise enough to in

sure his house before he would let this

opera be acted in it.

It is no wonder that those scenes should
be very surprising, which were contrived

by two pr;ets of different nations, and
raised by two magicians of different sexes.

Armida (as we are told in the argument)
was an Amazonian enchantress, and poor
Signior Cassani (as we learn from the per
sons represented) a Christian ccnjuror

(Afago C/iristiano.) I must confess I am
very much puzzled to find out how an
Amazon should be versed in the black art,
or how a good Christian, for such is the

part cf the magician, should deal with the
devil.

To consider the poet after the conjurors.
I shall give you a taste of the Italian from
the first lines cf the preface:

'

Eccoti, be-

nigno lettorc, iin parto di fioche sere, die se

ben nato di r.otte, non e pero aborto di te-

nebre, ma si fara conoscere Jiglio d'S//io/lo
con qualche. raggio di Parnasso.' 'Be
hold, gentle reader, the' birth of a few

evenings, which, though it be the offspring
of the night, is not the abortive of darkness,
but will make itself known to be the son of

Apollo, with a certain ray of Parnassus.'

He afterwards prcceeds to call Mynheer
Handel the Orpheus cf our age, and to ac

quaint us, in the same sublimity of style,
that he composed this opera in a fortnight.
Such are the wits to whose tastes we so

ambitiously conform ourselves. The tmth
of it is, the finest writers among the mo-

* 'Sir Martin Mar-all, or The Feiened Innocence;' a
comedy, by Dryden, made up of pieces borrowed from
Ciuinaiilt's 'Amant In'lisrret,' the 'Etourdi' of Mo-
liere, and M. du Fare's 'Francion.'

t At the time this paper was written, it could have
been little expected that what is here so happily ridi

culed, would ever really take place; but. in our en-

lightenod days, we have seen the Jfeic-rirer an in? as

no inconsiderable auxiliary, not only in a suburban
theatre, hut in Covent-earden itself: and if thr ma-
na?t-r!! of our 'classical theatres' have not been able to

bring an hundred horses on the stajre, it certainly was
not from a want of inclination, but because the stage
would not hold them.

*J Rinaldo, an opera, 1711. The plan was laid by
Aaron Hill, his outline filled up with Italian word
bv Sis. O. R"si. and the music composed hv Mamtel.

The story is taken from Tasso, and the scene laid in and
near Jerusalem.
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dern Italians express themselves in such a

florid form of words, and such tedious cir

cumlocutions, as are used by none but pe
dants in our own country; and at the same
time fill their writings

with such poor ima

ginations and conceits, as our youths are

ashamed of before they have been two

years at the university. Some may be apt
to think that it is the difference of genius
which produces the difference in the works
of the two nations; but to show that there

is nothing in this, if we look into the writ

ings of the old Italians, such as Cicero and

Virgil, we shall find that the English
writers, in their way of thinking and ex

pressing themselves, resemble those au

thors much more than the modern Italians

pretend to do. And as for the poet him

self, from whom the dreams of this opera
are taken, I must entirely agree with Mon
sieur Boileau, that one verse in Virgil is

worth all the clinquant or tinsel of Tasso.

But to return to the sparrows: there have
been so many flights of them let loose in

this opera, that it is feared the house will

never get rid of them; and that in other

plays they may make their entrance in

very wrong and improper scenes, so as to

be seen flying in a lady's bed-chamber,
or perching upon a king's throne; besides

the inconveniences which the heads of the

audience may sometimes suffer from them.
I am credibly informed, that there was
once a design of casting into an opera the

story of Whittington and his cat, and that

in order to it, there had been got together
a great quantity of mice; but Mr. Rich, the

proprietor of the play-house, very pru
dently considered that it would be impos
sible for the cat to kill them all, and that

consequently the princes of the stage might
be as much infested with mice, as the

prince of the island was before the cat's

arrival upon it; for which reason he would
not permit it to be acted in his house. And
indeed I cannot blame him; for, as he said

very well upon that occasion, I do not hear

that any of the performers in our opera pre
tend to equal the famous pied piper,* who
made all the mice of a great town in Ger

many f llow his music, and by that means
cleared the place of those little noxious

animals.
Before I dismiss this paper, I must in

form my reader, that I hear there is a

treaty on foot between London and Wisef
(who will be appointed gardeners of the

play-h"use) to furnish the opera of Rinaldo

and Armida with an orange-grove: and

that the next time it is acted, the singing-
birds will be personated by torn-tits, the

undertakers being resolved to spare neither

pains nor money for the gratification of the

audience. C.

* June 2C>, 12?4, the rat? and mice hy which Hame-
en was infested, were allured, it is said, by a p\]-r, to

a contiguous river in which (hey were all drowned.

t London and Wise were the Queen's gardeners at

Ibis time.

No. 6.] Wednesday, March 7, 1710-11.

Credehant hoc pr;inde nefas, et morte piandum,
Si juvenis vetulo non assurrexerat

Juv. Sat. ziii. 54.

Twas impious then (so much was a?e rever'd)

For youth to keep their seats when an old man appear'd.

I KNOW no evil under the sun so great as

the abuse of the understanding, and yet
there is no one vice more common. It has

diffused itself through both sexes, and all

qualities of mankind; and there is hardly
that person to be found, who is not more
concerned for the reputation of wit and

sense, than of honesty and virtue. But

this unhappy affectation of being wise ra

ther than honest, witty than good-natured,
is the source of most of the ill habits of life.

Such false impressions are owing to the

abandoned writings of men of wit, and the

awkward imitation of the rest of mankind.

For this reason Sir Roger was saying last

night, that ho was of opinion none but men
of fine parts deserve to be hanged. The
reflections cf such men are so delicate upon
all occurrences which they are concerned

in, that they should be exposed to more
than ordinary infamy and punishment, for

offending against such quick admonitions as

their own souls give them, and blunting the

fine edge of their minds in such a manner,
that they are no more shocked at vice and

folly than men of slower capacities. There
is no greater monster in being, than a very
ill man of great parts. He lives like a man
in a palsy, with one side ofhim dead. While

perhaps he enjoys the satisfaction of luxury,
of wealth, cf ambition, he has lost the taste

of good-will, of friendship, cf innocence.

Scarecrow, the beggar, in Lincoln's-inn-

fields, who disabled himself in his right leg,

and asks alms all day to get himself a warm

supper and a trull at night, is not half so

despicable a wretch, as such a man of

sense. The beggar has no relish above

sensations; he finds rest more agreeable
than motion; and while he has a warm fire

and his doxy, never reflects that he de

serves to be whipped. Every man who
terminates his satisfactions and enjoyments
within the supply of his own necessities and

passions, is, says Sir Roger, in my eye, as

poor a rogue as Scarecrow. 'But,' con

tinued he, 'for the loss of public and pri

vate virtue, we are beholden to your men
of fine parts forsooth; it is with them no

matter what is done, so it be dene with an

air. But to me, who am so whimsical

in a cormpt age as to act according to na

ture and reason, a selfish man, in the most

shining circumstance and equipage, ap

pears "in the same condition with the fellow

above mentioned, but more contemptible

in proportion to what more he robs the

public of, and enjoys above him. I lay it

d')wn therefore for a rale, that the whole

man is to move together; that every action

of any importance, is to have a prospect of

public good: and that the general tendency
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of our indifferent actions ought to be agree
able to the dictates of reason, of religion,
of good-breeding; with' ut this, a man as I

have before hinted, is hopping instead cf

walking, he is not in his entire and proper
motion.

'

While the honest knight was thus bewil

dering himself in good starts, I looked at

tentively upon him, which made him, I

thought, collect his mind a little.
' What

I aim at,' says he, 'is to represent that I

am of cpinicn, to polish our understandings,
and neglect our manners, is of all things the
most inexcusable. Reason should govern
p issi'n, but instead of that, you see, it is

often subservient to it; and, as unaccountable
as one would think it, a wise man is not al

ways a good man.' This degeneracy is not

only the guilt of particular persons, but als ,

at s-~me times, of a whrle people: and per
haps it may appear upon examination, that
the most polite ages are the least virtuous.

This may be attributed to the folly of ad

mitting wit and learning as merit in them
selves, without considering the application
of them. By this means it becomes a rule,
not so much to regard what we do, as how
we do it. But this false beauty will not pass
upon men of honest minds and true taste.

Sir Richard Blackmcre says, with as much
good sense as virtue,

'
It is a mighty shame

and dishonour to employ excellent faculties

and abundance of wit, to humour and please
men in their vices and follies. The great
enemy rf mankind, notwithstanding his wit
and angelic faculties, is the m^st odious

being in the whole creation.
' He goes on

soon after to say, very generously, that he
undertook the writing of his prem

' to res

cue the Muses out of the hands of ravishers,
to restore them to their sweet and chaste

mansions, and to engage them in an em
ployment suitable to their dignity.' This

certainly ought to be the purpose of every
man who appears in public, and whoever
dees not proceed upon that foundation, in

jures his c r
untry as fast ashe succeeds in his

studies. When modesty ceases to be the
chief ornament of one sex; and integrity of

the other, society is upon a wrong basis, and
we shall be ever after without rules to guide
wr judgment in what is really becoming
and ornamental. Nature and reason direct
one thing, passion and humour another. To
follow the dictates of these two latter, is

going into a rrad that is both endless and

intricate; when we pursue the other, our

passage is delightful, and what we aim at

easily attainable.

I do not doubt but England is at present
as polite a nation as any in the world; but

any man who thinks, can easily see, that

the affectation of being gay and in fashion,
has very near eaten up our good sense and
our religion. Is there any thing so just as

that mode and gallantry should be built

upo.n exerting ourselves in what is pro
per and agreeable to the institutions of jus
tice and piety among us? And yet is there

any thing more Common, than that we run
in perfect contradiction to them? All which
is supp

rrted by no other pretension, than
that it is done with what we call a good
grace.

Nothing ought to be held laudable or

becoming, but what nature itself should

prompt us to think so. Respect to all kinds
of superiors is founded, I think, upon in

stinct; and yet what is so ridiculous as age?
I make this abrupt transition to the men
tion of this vice, more than any other, in

order to introduce a little story, which I

think a pretty instance that the most polite

age is in danger of being the most vicious.
* It happened at Athens, during a public

representation of some play exhibited in

h/'iT'iir of the commonwealth, that an old

gentleman came to^ late for a place suitable

to his age and quality. Many of the young
gentlemen, who observed the difficulty and
confusion he was in, made signs to him that

they would accommodate him if he came
where they sat. The good man bustled

through the crowd accordingly ; but when
he came to the seats to which he was in

vited, the jest was to sit close and expose
him, as he stood, out of countenance, to the
whole audience. The frolic went round
the Athenian benches. But on those occa
sions there were also particular places as

signed for foreigners. When the gocd man
skulked towards the boxes appointed for

the Lacedaemonians, that honest people;
more virtuous than polite, rose up all to a

man, and with the greatest respect received
him among them. The Athenians being
suddenly touched with a sense of the Spar
tan virtue and their own degeneracy, gave
a thunder of applause; and the old man
cried out,

" The Athenians understand
what is good, but the Lacedaemonians prac
tise it"' R.

No. 7.] Thursday, March 8, 1710-11.

Somnia, terrores magicos, miracnla, sajras,
Nocturnes lemures, portentaque Thessala rides?

ffor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 208.

Visions, and magic spells, ran you despise,
And laugh at witches, ghosts, and prodigies?

GOING yesterday to dine with an old ac

quaintance, I had the misfortune to find the
whole family very much dejected. Upon
asking him the occasion of it, he told me
that his wife had dreamt a strange dream
the night before, which they were afraid

portended some misfortune to themselves
or to their children. At her coming into

the room, I observed a settled melancholy
in her countenance, which I should have
been troubled for, had I not heard from
whence it proceeded. We were no sooner
sat down, but after having looked upon me
a little while,

' My dear,' says she, turning
to her husband,

'

you may now see the

stranger that was in the candle last night.'
Soon after this, as they began to talk of
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family affairs, a little boy at the lower end

not begin upon Childermas-day; tell your
writing-master that Friday will be soon

enough.' I was reflecting with myself on
the oddness of her fancy, and wondering
that any body wuld establish it as a rule,
to lose a day in every week. In the midst
of these my musings, she desired me to

reach her a little salt upon the point of my
knife, which I did in such a trepidation and

hurry of obedience, that I let it drop by the

way; at which she immediately startled,
and said it fell towards her. Upon this I

looked very blank; and, observing the con
cern of the whole table, began to consider

myself, with some confusion, as a person
that had brought a disaster upon the fami

ly. The lady, however, recovering herself
after a little space, said to her husband,
with a sigh,

' Mv dear, misfortunes never
come single.' My friend, I fcund, acted
but an under part at his table, and being a
man of more good-nature than understand

ing, thinks himself obliged to fall in with
all the passions and humours of his yoke
fellow. 'Do not you remember, child,'

says she, 'that the pigeon-house fell the

very afternoon that our careless wench spilt
the salt upon the table?' 'Yes,' says he,
' my dear, and the next post brought us an
account of the battle of Almanza. ' The
reader may guess at the figure I made,
after having done all this mischief. I de

spatched my dinner as soon as I could, with

my usual taciturnity; when, to my utter

confusion, the lady seeing me quitting my
knife and fork, and laying them across one
another upon my plate, desired me that I

would hunrmr her so far as to take them
out of that fis^ire, and place them side by
side. What the absurdity was which I had
committed I did not know, but I suppose
there was some traditionary superstition in

it; and therefore, in obedience to the ladv
of the house, I disposed of my knife and
fork in two parallel lines, which is the

figure I shall always lay them in for the

future, though I do not know any reason
for it.

It is not difficult for a man to see that a

person has conceived an aversion to him.
For mv own part, I quickly fnmd by the

lady's looks, that she regarded me as a

very odd kind of fellow, with an unfortu
nate aspect. For which reason I took my
leave immediately after dinner and with
drew to mv old lodgintrs. Upon my return

home, I fell into a profound contemplation
on the evils that attend these superstitious
follies <"f mankind; how they subject us to

imaginary afflictions, and additional sor

rows, that do not properly come within
our lot. As if the natural calamities of life

were not sufficient for it, we turn the m^st
indifferent circumstances into misfortunes,
and suffer as much from trifling accidents,

as from real evils. 1 have known the shoot

ing of a star spoil a night's rest; and have
seen a man in love grow pale, and lose his

appetite, upon the plucking of a merry
thought. A screech-owl at midnight has
alarmed a family more than a band of ivb-

bers; nay, the voice rf a cricket hath struck
more terror than the roaring of a lion.

There is nothing so inconsiderable, which
may not appear dreadful to an imagination
that is filled with omens and prognostics.
A rusty nail, or a crooked pin, shoot up into

prodigies.
I remember I was once in a mixt assem

bly, that was full of noise and mirth, when
on a sudden an old woman unluckily ob
served there were thirteen of us in compa
ny. The remark struck a panic terror into

several who were present, insomuch that
one or two of the ladies were going to leave
the room; but a friend of mine taking notice
that one of our female companions was big
with child, affirmed there were fourteen in

the room, and that instead of pirtending one
of the company should die, it plainly fore

told one ofthem should be born. Had n t my
friend fr-und this expedient to break the

omen, I question n^t but half the women in

the company would have fallen sick that

very night.
An old maid, that is troubled with the

vapours, produces infinite disturbances of

this kind anrrng her friends and neighbours.
I know a maiden aunt, of a great family,
who is one rf these antiquated Sybils, that

forebodes and prophesies from one end of

the year to the other. She is ahvays seeing

apparitions and hearing.death-watches; and
was the ether day almost frighted out of

her wits by the great house-dog, that howled
in the stable at the time when she lay ill

of the tooth-ache. Such an extravagant
cast of mind engages multitudes of people,
not only in impertinent terrors, but in su

pernumerary duties of life; and arises from
that fear and ignorance which are natural

to the soul of man. The horror, with which
we entertain the th^uehts rf death, (or in

deed of any future evil) and the uncertainty
of its approach, fill a melancholy mind with
innumerable apprehensions and

suspicions,
and consequently dispose it to the observa

tion of such groundless prodigies and pre
dictions. For as it is the chief concern of

wise men to retrench the evils of life by the

reasonings of philosophy; it is the employ
ment of fnols to multiply them by the senti

ments of superstition.
For my own part, I should be very much

troubled were I endowed with this divining

quality, though it should infirm me truly
of every thing that can befal me. I w- uld

not anticipate the relish of any happiness,
nor feel the weight of any misery, before it

actually arrives.

I know but one way of fortifying my soul

against these gloomy presages and terr ors

of mind, and that is," by securing to myself
the friendship and protection of that Being
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who disposes of events, and governs futurity.
He sees at one view the whole thread of

my exfstence, not only that part of it which
I have already passed through, but that

which runs forward into all the depths of

eternity. When I lay me down to sleep, I

recommend myself to his care; when I

awake, I give myself up to his direction.

Amidst all the evils that threaten me, I will

look up to him for help, and question not
but he will either avert them, or turn them
to my advantage. Though I know neither
the time nor the manner of the death I am
to die, I am not at all solicitous about it;

because I am sure that he knows them both,
and that he will not fail to comfort and sup
port me under them. C.

No. 8.] Friday, March 9, 1710-11.

At Venus obscuro gradientes aere sepsit,
Et multo nebulae circum Dea fudit amictu,
Cernere ne quis eos Vtrg. JEn. i. 415.

They march obscure, for Venus kindly shrouds
With mists their persons, and involves in clouds.

Dryden.

I SHALL here communicate to the world
a couple of letters, which I believe will

give the reader as good an entertainment as

any that I am able to furnish him with, and
therefore shall make no apology for them:

'SiR,

' To the Spectator,

' I am one of the directors of the society
for the reformation of manners, and there
fore think myself a proper person for your
correspondence. I have thoroughly ex
amined the present state of religion in

Great Britain, and am able to acquaint you
with the predominant vice of every market
town in the whole island. I can tell you the

progress that virtue has made in all our

cities, boroughs, and corporations; and know
as well the evil practices that are commit
ted in Berwick or Exeter, as what is done
in my own family. In a word, Sir, I have

my correspondents in the remotest parts of

the nation, who send me up punctual ac

counts, from time to time, of all the little

irregularities that fall under their notice in

their several districts and divisions.

'I am no less acquainted with the par
ticular quarters and regions of this great
town, than with the different parts and dis

tributions of the whole nation. I can de
scribe every parish by its impieties, and
can tell you in which of our streets lewd-
ness prevails, which gaming has taken

possession of, and where drunkenness has
rot the better of them both. When I am
disposed to raise a fine for the poor, I know
the lanes and alleys that are inhabited by
common swearers. Whe.i I would encou

rage the hospital of Bridewell, and improve
the hempen manufacture, I am very well

acquainted with all the haunts and resorts
of female night-walkers.

'After this short account of myself, I

must let you know, that the design of this

paper is to give you information of a certain

irregular assembly, which I think falls very
properly under your observation, especially
since the persons it is composed of are
criminals too considerable for the animad
versions of our society. I mean, sir, the

Midnight Mask, which has of late been

frequently held in one of the most conspicu
ous parts of the town, and which I hear
will be continued with additions and im

provements. As all the persons who com
pose the lawless assembly are masked, we
dare not attack any of them in our wav, lest

we should send a woman of quality to Bride

well, or a peer of Great Britain to the Coun
ter: besides that their numbers are so very
great, that I am afraid they would be able
to rout our whole fraternity, though we
were accompanied with our guard of con
stables. Both these reasons, which secure
them from our authority, make them ob
noxious to yours; as both their disguise and
their numbers will give no particular per
son reason to think himself affronted by you.

'If we are rightly informed, the rules

that are observed by this new society, are

wonderfully contrived for the advancement
of cuckoldom. The women either come by
themselves, or are introduced by friends,
who are obliged to quit them, upon their

first entrance, to the conversation of any
body that addresses himself to them. There
are several rooms where the parties may
retire, and if they please, show their faces

by consent Whispers, squeezes, ncds, and
embraces, are the innocent freedoms of the

place. In short, the whole design of this

libidinous assembly seems to terminate in

assignations and intrigues; and I hope you
will take effectual methods, by ycur public
advice and admonitions, to prevent such a

promiscuous multitude of both sexes from

meeting together in so clandestine a manner.
'I am,

'Your humble servant, and fellow-labcurer,
<T. B.'

Not long after the perusal of this letter,
I received another up^n the same subject;
which, by the date and style of it, I take to

be written by some ycung templar:

'SiR, Middle Temple, 1710-11.
'When a man has been guilty cf any vice

or folly, I think the best atonement he can
make for it, is to warn ethers nr t to fall into

the like. In order to this I must, acquaint
you, that some time in February last I went
to the Tuesday's masquerade. Upon my
first going in I was attacked by half a dozen
female quakcrs, who seemed willing to

adopt me for a brother; but upon a nearer
examination I found they were a sisterhood
of coquettes, disguised in that precise habit.

I was sron after taken out to dance, and as
I fancied, by a woman of the first quality,
for she was very tall, and moved gracefully.
As soon as the minuet was over, we ogled
one another through our masks; and as 1
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am very well read in Waller, I repeated to

her the four following verses out of his poem
to Vandyke :

" The heedless lover does not know
Whose eyes they are that wound him so;
But, confounded with thy art.

Inquires her name that has his heart."

I pronounced these words with such a

languishing air, that I had some reason to

conclude I had made a conquest. She told

me that she hoped my face was not akin to

my tongue, and looking upon her watch, I

accidentally discovered the figure of a coro
net on the back part of it. I was so trans

ported with the thought of such an amour,
that I plied her from one room to another
with all the gallantries I could invent; and
at length brought things to so happy an

issue, that she gave me a private meeting
the next day, without page or footman,
coach or equipage. My heart danced in

raptures; but I had not lived in this golden
dream above three days, before I found

good reason to wish that I had continued
true to my laundress. I have since heard,

by a very great accident, that this fine lady
does not live far from Covent-garden, and
that I am not the first cully whom she has

passed herself upon for a countess.
' Thus, sir, you see how I have mistaken

a cloud for a Juno; and if you can make any
use of this adventure, for the benefit of

those who may possibly be as vain young
coxcombs as myself, I do most heartily give

you leave.
' I am, Sir,

' Your most humble admirer,
<B.L.'

I design to visit the next masquerade
myself, in the same habit I wore at Grand
Cairo; and till then shall suspend my judg
ment of this midnight entertainment. C.

No. 9.] Saturday, March 10, 1710-11.

Tigris agit rabida cum tigride pacem
Perpetuam: sssvis inter se convenit ursis.

Juv. Sal. xv. 163.

Tiger with tiger, bear with bear you'll find

In leagues offensive and defensive join'd. Tate.

MAN is said to be a sociable animal, and,

as an instance of it, we may observe, that

we take all occasions and pretences of form

ing ourselves into those little nocturnal as

semblies, which are commonly known by
the name of clubs. When a set of men find

themselves agree in any particular, though
never so trivial, they establish themselves
into a kind of fraternity and meet once or

twice a week, upon the account of such a fan

tastic resemblance. I know a considerable

market-town, in which there was a club of

fat men, that did not come together (as you
may well suppose) to entertain one another

with sprightlmess and wit, but to keep one

another in countenance. The room where
ftie club met was something of the largest,
nd had two entrances, the one by a door

bf a moderate size, and the other by a pair

of folding doors. If a candidate for this cor

pulent club could make his entrance through
the first, he was looked upon as unqualified;
but if he stuck in the passage, and could
not force his way through it, the folding-
doers were immediately thrown open for

his reception, and he was saluted as a bro
ther. I have heard that this club, though
it consisted but cf fifteen persons, weighed
above three tons.

In opposition to this society, there sprung
up another composed of scarecrows and
skeletons, who, being very meagre and en

vious, did all they could to thwart the de

signs of their bulky brethren, whom they
represented as men of dangerous principles;
.till at length they worked them out of the
favour of the people, and consequently out
of the magistracy. These factions tore the

corporation in pieces for several years, till

at length they came to this accommodation:
that the two bailiffs cf the town should be

annually chosen out of the two clubs; by
which means the principal magistrates are
at this day coupled like rabbits, one fat and
one lean.

Every one has heard of the club, or ra
ther the confederacy of the Kings. This

grand alliance was formed a little after the
return of King Charles the Second, and ad
mitted into it men of all qualities and pro
fessions, provided they agreed in the sur

name of King, which, as they imagined,

sufficiently declared the owners of it to be

altogether untainted with republican and
anti-monarchical principles.
A Christian name has likewise been often

used as a badge of distinction, and made the

occasion of a club. That of the Georges,
which used to meet at the sign of the

George, on St. George's day, and swear
' Before George,' is still fresh 'in every one's

memory.
There are at present, in several parts pi

this city, what they call street-clubs, in

which the chief inhabitants of the street

converse together every night. I remem
ber, upon my inquiring after lodgings in

Ormond-street, the landlord, to recommend
that quarter of the town, told me, there

was at that time a very good club in it; he
also told me, upon further discourse with

him, that two or three noisy country

'squires, who were settled there the year
before, had considerably sunk the price of

house-rent; and that the club (to prevent
the like inconveniencies for the future) had

thoughts of taking every house that became
vacant into their own hands, till they had
found a tenant for it, of a sociable nature

and good conversation.

The Hum-Drum' club, of which I was

formerly an unworthy member, was made

up of very honest gentlemen, of peaceable

dispositions, that used to sit together,

smoke their pipes, and say nothing, till mid

night. The Mum club (as I am informed)
is an institution of the same nature, and as

great an enemy to noise.
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After these two innocent societies, I can
not forbear mentioning a very mischievou
one, that was erected in the reign of King
Charles the second: I mean the club cf

duellists, in which none was to be admitted
that had not f ught his man. The presi
dent of it was said to have killed half a do
zen in single combat; and as for the other
members, they took their seats according
to the number of their slain. There was
likewise a side-table, for such as had only
drawn blood, and shown a laudable ambi
tion of taking the first opportunity to quali
fy themselves for the first table. This club,

consisting only of men of honour, did not
continue long, most of the members of it

being put to the sword, or hanged, a little

after its institution.

Our modern celebrated clubs are found
ed upon eating and drinking, which are

p lints wherein m .st men agree, and in

which the learned and the illiterate, the
dull and the airy, the philosopher and the
buff >on, can all of them bear a part. The
Kit-cat* itself is said to have taken its ori

ginal from a mutton-pie. The Beef-steakf
and October clubs are neither of them
averse to eating and drinking, if we may
form a judgment of them from their re

spective titles.

When men are thus knit together, by a
love of society, not a spirit of faction, and
do not meet to censure or annoy those that
are absent, but to enj iy one another; when
they are thus combined for their own im
provement, or for the good of others, or at
least to relax themselves from the business
of the day, by an innocent and cheerful con

versation, there may be something very
useful in these little institutions and esta

blishments.
I cannot forbear concluding this paper

with a scheme of laws that I met with upon
a wall in a little alehouse. How I came
thither I may inform my reader at a more
convenient time. These laws were enact
ed by a knot of artisans and mechanics,
who used to meet every night; and as

there is something in them which gives us
a pretty picture of low life, I shall tran
scribe them word for word.

*This club, which took its name from Christopher
Cat, the maker of their mutton-pies, was originally
formed in Shire-lane, about the time of the trial of the
seven bishops, for a little free evening conversation,
but in Queen Anne's reign comprehended above forty
uohlemen and gentlemen of the first rank, all firm

friends to the Hanoverian succession. Tho verses for

llieir toasting glasses were written by Garth, and the
Portraits of all its members painted by Kneller, who
was himself one of their number; hence all portraits
of the same dimensions are at this time known by the
name of Kit Cat. Jacob Tonson, the bookseller, was
their secretary, and built a gallery at his house at Barn
Elms, for the reception of the pictures, and where the
clu"; occasionally held its meetings From Tonson,
this raluable collection has mine by inheritance to
Samuel Baker, Esq. of Hertingfordbury, near Hertford.

t Of this club, it is said, that Mrs Woffington, the only
woman belonging to it, was president; Richard Est-

court, the comedian, was their provedore, and as an
honourable badge of his office, wore a small gridiron
ofgold hung round his neck with a green silk riband.

Kules to be observed in the Two-penny
Club, erected in this place, for the pre
servation of friendship, and good neigh
bourhood.

I. Every member at his first coming in
shall lay down his two-pence.

II. Every member shall fill his pipe out
of his own box.

III. If any member absents himself he
shall forfeit a penny for the use of the
club, unless in case of sickness or imprison
ment.

IV. If any member swears or curses, his

neighbour may give him a kick upon the
shins.

V. If any member tells stories in the club
that are not true, he shall forfeit for every
third lie an half-penny.

VI. If any member strikes another
wrongfully he shall pay his club for him.

VII. If any member brings his wife into
the club, he shall pay for whatever she
drinks or smckes.

VIII. If any member's wife comes to
fetch him home from the club, she shall

speak to him without the door.
IX. If any member calls anrther a cuck

old, he shall be turned out of the club.
X. None shall be admitted into the club

that is of the same trade with any member
of it.

XI. None of the club shall have his
clothes or shoes made or mended, but by a
brother member.

XII. No non-juror shall be capable of

being a member.

The morality of this little club is guarded
by such wholesome laws and penalties,
that I question not but my reader will be
as well pleased with them as he wruld
have been with the Lrgea Convivates of
Ben Jon son, the regulations of an old
Roman club, cited by Lipsius, or the rules
of a Symposium in an ancient Greek au
thor. C.

No. 10.] Monday, March 12, 1710-11.

Non aliter quam qui adverso vix flumine lembum,
Remigiissubigit: si brachia forte remisit,
Atque ilium in prsceps prono rapit alveus amni.

Virg. Ot.org. i. v. 201.

So the boat's brawny crew the current stem,
And slow advancing, struggle with the stream:
But if they slack their hands, or cease to strive,
Then down the flood with headlong haste they drive.

Dryden.

IT is with much satisfaction that I hear
this great city inquiring day by day after
these my papers, and receiving my morn
ing lectures with a becoming seriousness
and attention. My publisher tells me, that
there are already three thousand of them
distributed every day : so that if I allow

twenty readers to every paper, which I

look upon as a modest computation, I may
reckon about threescore thousand disciples
in London and Westminster, who I hop
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will take care to distinguish themselvesftvm
the tlnughtless herd of their ignorant and
inattentive brethren. Since I have raised
to myself so great an audience, I shall spare
no pains to make their instruction agree
able, and their diversirn useful. For which
reasons I shall endeavour to enliven mo
rality with wit, and to temper wit with

morality, that my readers may, if possible,
both ways find their account in the specu
lation of the day. ^And to the end that
their virtue ana discretion may not be
sh rt, transient, intermitting starts of

thought I have resolved to refresh their me
mories from day to day, till I have recover
ed them out of that desperate state of vice
and folly into which the age is fallen. The
mind that lies fallow but a single day,
sprouts up in follies that are only to be kill

ed by a constant and assiduous culture. It

was said cf Socrates, that he brought phi
losophy down from heaven, to inhabit

among men; and I shall be ambitious to
have it said of me that I have brought phi
losophy out of closets and libraries, schools,
and colleges, to dwell in clubs and assem
blies, at tea-tables, and in coffee-houses.

I would, therefore, in a very particular
manner, recommend these my speculations
to all well-regulated families, that set

apart an hour in every morning for tea
and bread and butter; and would earnestly
advise them, for their good, to order this

p iper to be punctually served up, and to be
looked upon as a part rf the tea-equipage.

Sir Francis Bacon observes, that a well-
written book, compared with its rivals and

antagonists, is like Moses's serpent, that

immediately swallowed up and devoured
those of the Egyptians. I shall not be so

vain ?.s to think, that where the Spectator
appeai-s, the other public prints will vanish;
but shall leave it to my reader's considera

tion, whether it is not much better to be let

into the knowledge of one's self, than to hear
what passes in Muscovy or Poland;-and to

amuse ourselves with such writings as tend
to the wearing out of ignorance, passion,
and prejudice, than such as naturally con
duce to inflame hatreds, and make enmi
ties irreconcilable?

In the next place I would recommend
his paper to the daily perusal of those gen
tlemen whom I cannot but consider as my
good brothers and allies, I mean the fra

ternity of Spectators, who live in the world
without having any thing to do in it; and
either by the affluence of their fortunes, or

laziness of their dispositions, have no other
business with the rest of mankind, but to

look upon them. Under this class of men
are comprehended all contemplative trades

men, titular physicians, fellows ofthe royal

society, templars that are not given to be

contentious, and statesmen that are out of

business; in short, every one that considers
the world as a theatre, and desires to

form a right judgment of those who are the
actors on it.

There is another set of men that I must
likewise

lay
a claim to, whom I have lately

called the blanks of society, as being alto

gether unfurnished with ideas, till the bu
siness and conversation of the day has sup
plied them. I have often considered those

poor souls with an eye of great commisera
tion, when I have heard them asking the
first man they have met with, whether
there was any news stirring? and by that
means gathering together materials for

thinking. These needy persons do not know
what to talk of, till about twelve o'clock in

the morning; for by that time they are

pretty good judges of the weather, know
which way the wind sits, and whether the
Dutch mail be come in. As they lie at the

mercy of the first man they meet, and are

grave or impertinent all the day long, ac

cording to the notions which they have
imbibed in the morning, I would earnestly
entreat them not to stir out of their cham
bers till they have read this paper, and do

promise them that I will daily instil into

them such sound and wholesome senti

ments, as shall have a good effect on theiv

conversation for the ensuing twelve hours.

But there are none to whom this paper
will be more useful than to the female
world. I have often thought there has not
been sufficient pains taken in finding out

Errper
employments and diversions for the

lir ones. Their amusements seem con
trived for them, rather as they are women,
than as they are reasonable creatures; and
are more adapted to the sex than to the

species. The toilet is their great scene of

business, and the right adjusting of their

hair the principal employment of their

lives. The sorting of a suit rf ribands is

reckoned a very good morning's work; and
if they make an excursion to a mercer's or

a toy-shop, so great a fatigue makes them
unfit for any thing else all the day after.

Their more serious occupations are sew

ing and embroidery, and their greatest

drudgery the preparations of jellies and
sweetmeats. This, I say, is the state of

ordinary women; though I know there are
multitudes of those of a more elevated life

and conversation, that move in an exalted

sphere of knowledge and virtue, that join
all the beauties of the mind to the orna

ments of dress, and inspire a kind of awe
and respect, as well as love, into theii

male beholders. I hope to increase the

number of these bv publishing this daily

paper, which I shall always endeavour to

make an innocent if not an improving en

tertainment, and by that means at least di

vert the minds of my female readers from

greater trifles. At the same time, as 1

would fain give some finishing touches to

those which are already the most beautiful

pieces in human nature, I shall endeavour

to point out all those imperfections that are

the blemishes, as well as those virtues

which are the embellishments, of the sex.

In the meanwhile, I hope these my gen
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tie readers, who have so much time on
their hands, will not grudge throwing away
a quarter of an hour in a day on this paper,
since they may do it without any hindrance
to business.

I know several of my friends and well-
wishers are in great pain for me, lest I

should not be able to keep up the spirit ofa

paper which I oblige myself to furnish every
day; but to make them easy in this parti
cular, I will promise them faithfully to give
it over as soon as I grow dull. This I know
will be a matter of great raillery to the
small wits, who will frequently put me in

mind of my'promise, desire me to keep my
word, assure me that it is high time to

give over, with many other little pleasant
ries of the like nature, which men of a lit

tle smart genius cannot forbear throwing
out against their best friends, when they
have such a handle given them of being
witty. But let them remember, that I do

hereby enter my caveat against this piece
of raillery. C.

No. 11.] Tuesday, March 13, 1710-11.

Dat veniam corvis, vexat censura columhaa.
Juv. Sat. ii. 63.

The doves are censur'd, while the crows are spar'd.

ARIETTA is visited by all persons of both
sexes, who have any pretence to wit and

gallantly. She is in that time of life which
is neither affected with the follies of youth,
or infirmities of age; and her conversa
tion is so mixed with gaiety and prudence,
that she is agreeable both to the old and
the young. Her behaviour is very frank,
without being in the least blamcable; and
as she is out of the track of any amorous or
ambitious pursuits of her own, her visitors

entertain her with accounts of themselves

very freely, whether they concern their

passions or their interests. I made her a
visit this afternoon, having been formerly
introduced to the honour of her acquaint
ance by my friend Will Honeycomb, who
has prevailed upon her to admit me some
times into her assembly, as a civil inoffen
sive man. I found her accompanied with
one person only, a common-place talker,
who, upon my entrance, arose, and after a

very slight civility sat down again; then,

turning to Arietta, pursued his discourse,
which I found was upon the old topic of

constancy in love. He went on with great
facility in repeating what he talks every
day of his life; and with the ornaments of

insignificant laughs and gestures, enforced
his arguments by quotations out of plays
and songs, which allude to the perjuries of

the fair, and the general levity of women.
Methought he strove to shine more than

ordinarily in his talkative way, that he
might insult my silence, and distinguish
himself before a woman of Arietta's taste
and understanding. She had often an in

clination to interrupt him, but could find

no opportunity, till the larum ceased of it

self, which it did not till he had repeatedf
and murdered the celebrated stoiy of the
Ephesian matron.

Arietta seemed to regard this piece of

raillery as an outrage done to her sex; as
indeed I have always observed that wo
men, whether out of a nicer regard to their

honour, or what other reason, I cannot
tell, are more sensibly touched with those
general aspersions which are cast upon
their sex, than men are by what is said of
theirs.

When she had a little recovered herself
from the serious anger she was in, she re

plied in the following manner.
'
Sir, when I consider how perfectly new

all you have said on this subject is, and that
the story you have given us is not quite two
thousand years old, I cannot but think it a

piece of presumption to dispute it with you:
but your quotations put me in mind of the
fable of the lion and the man. The man
walking with that noble animal, showed
him, in the ostentation of human supe
riority, a sign of a man killing a lion. Upon
which, the lion said, very justly, "We
lions are none of us painters, else we could
show a hundred men killed by lions, for

one lion killed by a man.
" You men are

writers, and can represent us women as

unbecoming as you please in your works,
while we are unable to return the injury.
You have twice or thrice observed in your
discourse, that hypocrisy is the very foun
dation of our education; and that an ability
to dissemble our affections is a professed
part of cur breeding. These, and such
other reflections, are sprinkled up and
down the writings of all ages, by authors,
who leave behind them memorials of their
resentment against the scorn of particular
women, in invectives against the whole
sex. Such a writer, I doubt not, was the
celebrated Petronius, who invented the
pleasant aggravations of the frailty of the

Ephesian lady; but when we consider this

question between the sexes, which has
seen either a point of dispute or raillery
ever since there were men and women, let

us take facts from plain people, and from
such as have not either ambition or capa
city to embellish their narrations with any
beauties of imagination. I was the other

day amusing myself with Lignon's Account
of Barbadoes; and in answer to your well-

wrought tale, I will give you (as it dwells

upon my memory) out of that honest tra

veller, in his fifty-fifth page, the history of

Inkle and Yarico.
'Mr. Thomas Inkle, of London, aged

twenty vears, embarked in the Downs, in

the good ship called the Achilles, bound
for the West Indies, on the 16th of June,

1647, in order to improve his fortune by
trade and merchandise. Our adventurer
was the third son of an eminent citizen,
who had taken particular care to instil into

his mind an early love of gain, by making
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mm a perfect master of numbers, and con

sequently giving him a quick view of los
and advantage, and preventing the natura
impulses of his passion, by prepossession
towards his interests. With a mind thu
turned, young Inkle had a person ever
way agreeable, a ruddy vigour in his coun
tenance, strength in his limbs, with ringlet
of fair hair loosely flowing on his shoul
ders. It happened in the course of the

voyage, that the Achilles, in some distress

put into a creek on the main of America
in search of provisions. The youth who i;

the hero of my story, among others, went
on shore on this occasion. From their firs

landing they were observed by a party of

Indians, who hid themselves in the woods
for that purpose. The English unadvisedly
marched a great distance from the shore
into the country, and were intercepted by
the natives, who slew the greatest number
of them. Our adventurer escaped among
others, by flying into a forest. Upon his

coming into a remote and pathless part of
the wood, he threw himself, tired and
breathless, on a little hillock, when an In
dian maid rushed from a thicket behind
him. After the first surprise they appear
ed mutually agreeable to each other. If

the European was highly charmed with
the limbs, features, and wild graces of the
naked American; the American was no
less taken with the dress, complexion and

shape of an European, covered from head
to foot. The Indian grew immediately
enamoured of him, and consequently soli

citous for his preservation. She therefore

conveyed him to a cave, where she gave
him a 'delicious repast of fruits, and led
him to a stream to slake his thirst. In the
midst of these good offices, she would some
times play with his hair, and delight in

the opposition of its colour to that of her

fingers: then open his bosom, then laugh
at him for covering it. She was, it seems,
a person of distinction, for she everv -day
came to him in a different dress, of the
most beautiful shells, bugles, and beads.

She likewise brought him a great many
spoils which her other lovers had present
ed to her, so that his cave was richly
adorned with all the spotted skins of

beasts, and most party-coloured feathers
of fowls, which that world afforded. To
make his confinement more tolerable, she
would carry him in the dusk of the eve

ning, or by the favour of moonlight, to un

frequented groves and solitudes, and show
him where to lie down in safety, and sleep
amidst the falls of waters and melody of

nightingales. Her part was to watch and
hold him awake in her arms, for fear of
her countrymen, and wake him on occa
sions to consult his safety. In this manner
did the lovers pass away their time till

they had learned a language of their own,
in which the voyager communicated to his

mistress how happy he should be to have
her in his country, where she should be

5

clothed in such silks as his waistcoat was
made of, and be carried in houses drawn
by horses, without being exposed to wind
or weather. All this he promised her the

enjoyment of, without such fears and
alarms as they were there tormented with.
In this tender correspondence these lovers
lived for several months, when Yarico,
instructed by her lover, discovered a ves
sel on the coast, to which she made sig
nals; and in the night, with the utmost joy
and satisfaction, accompanied him to a

ship's crew of his countrymen, bound for
Barbadoes. When a vessel from the main
arrives in that island, it seems the planters
come down to the shore, where there is

an immediate market of the Indians and
other slaves, as with us of horses and oxen.
'To be short, Mr. Thomas Inkle now

coming into English territories, began se

riously
to reflect upon his loss of time, and

to weigh with himself how many days' in
terest of his money he had lost during his

stay with Yarico. This thought made the

young man pensive, and careful what ac
count he should be able to give his friends
of his voyage. Upon which consideration,
:he prudent and frugal young man sold
Yarico to a Barbadian merchant; notwith

standing the poor girl, to incline him to
commiserate her condition, told him that
she was with child by him: but he only
made use of that information, to rise in his
demands upon the purchaser.

'

I was so touched with this story (which
[ think should be always a counterpart to
the Ephesian matron) that I left the room
with tears in my eyes, which a woman of
Arietta's good sense did, I am sure, take

;or greater applause than any compliments
. could make her.

No. 12.] Wednesday, March 14, 1710-1L

Veteres avias tibi de pulmone revello.

Pers. Sat. v. 92.

I root th' old woman from thy trembling heart.

AT my coming to London, it was some
ime before I could settle myself in a house
o my liking. I was forced to quit my first

odgings by reason of an officious landlady,
hat would be asking me every morning
\ow I had slept I then fell into an honest

amily, and lived very happily for above a

week; when my landlord, who was a jolly,

;ood-natured man, took it into his head
hat I wanted company, and therefore
would frequently come into my chamber,
o keep me from being alone. This I bore
or two or three days; but telling me one

.ay that he was afraid I was melancholy,
thought it was high time for me to be

^one, and accordingly took new lodgings
hat very night About a week after, I

ound my jolly landlord, who, as I said be-

ore, was an honest, hearty man, had put
me into an advertisement in the Daily
ourant, in the following words: ' Where-
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as a melancholy man left his lodgings on

Thursday last, in the afternoon, and was
afterwards seen going towards Islington : if

anv one can give notice of him to R. B.

fishmonger in the Strand, he shall be very
well rewarded for his pains.

' As I am the
best man in the world to keep my own
counsel, and my landlord, the fishmonger,
not knowing my name, this accident of my
life was never discovered to this very day.

I am now settled with a widow woman,
who has a great many children, and com
plies with my humour in eveiy thing. I do
not remember that we have exchanged a
word together these five years; my coffee

comes into my chamber every morning
without asking for it: if I want fire, I point
to my chimnev, if water to my basin, upon
which my landlady nods, as much as to say
she takes my meaning, and immediately
obeys my signals. She has likewise mo
delled her family so well, that when her
little boy offers to pull me by the coat, or

rattle in my face, his eldest sister imme-
ately calls him off, and bids him not dis

turb the gentleman. At my first entering
into the family, I was troubled with the

civility of their rising up to me every time
I came into the room ; but my landlady ob-

servine: that upon these occasions I always
cried Pish, and went out again, has forbid

den any such ceremony to be used in the

house; so that at present I walk into the
kitchen or parlour, without being taken no
tice of, or giving anv interruption to the
business or discourse of the family. The
maid will ask her mistress (though I am
by} whether the gentleman is ready to go
to dinner, as the mistress (who is indeed an
excellent housewife) scolds at the servants

as heartily before my face, as behind my
back. In short, I move up and down the

house, and enter into all companies with
the same liberty as a cat, or any other do
mestic animal, and am as little suspected
of telling any thing that I hear or see.

I remember last winter there were seve
ral young girls of the neighborhood sitting
abriit the fire with my landlady's daugh
ters, and telling stories of spirits and appa
ritions. Upon my opening the door the

young women broke off their discourse, but

my landlady's daughters telling them that

it was nobodv but the gentleman (for that
is the name which I go by in the neighbour
hood, as well as in the family) they went
on without minding me. I seated myself by
the candle that stood on a table at one end
of the ro^m; and pretending to read a book
that I to^k out of mv pocket, heard several
dreadful stories of ghosts, as pale as ashes,
that had stood at the feet of a bed, or walked
over a church-vard by moon-light; and of

others that had been conjured into the Red-
sea, for disturbing people's rest, and draw
ing their curtains at midnight, with many
other old women's fables of the like nature.
As one spirit raised another, I observed,
that at the end of every stoiy the whole

company closed their ranks, and crowded
about the fire. I took notice in particular
of a little boy, who was so attentive to every
stoiy, that I am mistaken if he ventures to

go to bed by himself this twelvemonth. In
deed they talked so loner, that the imagina
tions of the whole assembly were manifestly
crazed, and, I am sure, will be the worse
for it as long as they live. I heard one of
the girls, that had looked upon me over her
shoulder, asking the company h<"w long I

had been in the room, and whether I did
not look paler than I used to do. This put
me under some apprehensions that I should
be f reed to explain myself, if I did not re

tire; for which reason I took the candle into

my hand, and went up into my chamber,
not without wondering at this unaccrunta-
ble weakness in reasonable creatures, that

they should love to astonish and terrify one
another. Were I a father, I should take a

particular care to preserve my children
frrm these little horrors of imagination,
which they are apt to contract when they
are young, and are nrt able to shake off

when they are in years. I have known a
soldier that has entered a breach, affrighted
at his own shadow, and look pale uprn a
little scratching at his door, who the day
before had marched up against a battery of
cannon. There are instances of persons,
who have been terrified even to distraction
at the figure of a tree, or the shaking rf a
bulrush. The truth of it is, 1 lock upon
a s-und imagination as the greatest blessing
of life, next to a clear judgment, and a trood
conscience. In the mean time, since there
are very few whose minds are not more or
less subject to these dreadful thoughts and
apprehensions, we ought to arm ourselves

against them by the dictates cf reason and
religion,

' to pull the old woman cut of rur
hearts,' (as Persius expresses it in the motto
of my paper,) and extinguish those imper
tinent notions which we imbibed at a time
that we were not able to judge of their ab

surdity. Or, if we believe, as many wise
and good men have done, that there are
such phantoms and apparitions as those I

have been speaking of, let us endeavour to

establish to ourselves an interest in Him,
who hclds the reins cf the whole creation
in his hands, and moderates them after

such a manner, that it is impossible fr me
being to break loose up^n another without
his knowledge and permission.

Fr.r my own part, I am apt to j~5n in the

opinion with those who believe that all the

regions of nature swarm with spirits; and
that we have multitudes of spectators on all

our actions, when we think ourselves most
alone; but instead of terrifyinc: myself with
such a notion, I am wonderfully pleased to

think that I am always engaged with such
an innumerable society in searching cut the
wonders of the creation, and joining in the

same concert of praise and adoration.

Milton has finely described this mixed
communion of men and spirits in paradise;
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and had doubtless his eye upon a verse in

old Hesiod, which is almost word for word
the same with his third line in the follow

ing passage:

-Nor think, though men were none,
That heav'n would want spectators, God want praise;
Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth

Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep;
All these with ceaseless praise his works behold
Both day and night. How often from the steep
Ofechoing hill or thicket have we heard
Celestial voices to the midnight air,

Sole, or responsive each to other's note,

Singing their great Creator? Oft in bands,
While they keep watch, or nightly rounding walk,
With heav'nly touch of instru nental sounds,
In fiill harmonic number join'd, their songs
Divide the night, and lift our thoughts to heav'n.

Paradise Lost.

c.

No. 13.] Thursday, March 15, 1710-11.

Die mini, si fucris tu leo, qualis eris f Mart.

Were you a lion, how would you behave ?

THERE is nothing that of late years has
afforded matter of greater amusement to

the town than Signior Nicolini's combat
with a lion in the Haymarket, which has
been very often exhibited to the general
satisfacti n of most of the nobility and gen
try in the kingdom of Great Britain. Upon
the first rumour cf this intended combat it

was confidently affirmed, and is still be
lieved, by many in both galleries, that there
would be a tame lion sent from the tower,

every opera night, in order to be killed by
Hydaspes; this report, though altogether
groundless, so universally prevailed in the

upper regions of the playhouse, that some
of the most refined politicians in those parts
of the audience, gave it cut in whisper, that
the lion was a cousin-german of the tiger
who made his appearance in King Wil
liam's days, and that the stage wculd be

supplied with lions at the public expense,
during the wVrle session. Many likewise
were the conjectures of the treatment which
this lion was to meet with from the hands
of Signer Nicolini; some supposed that he
was to subdue him in recitativo, as Orpheus
used to serve the wild beasts in his time,
and afterwards to kn^ck him on the head;
some fancied that the lion wculd not pre
tend to lay his paws upon the hero, by rea
son of the received opinion, that a lion will

not hurt a virgin. Several, who pretended
to have seen the opera in Italy, had in

formed their friends, that the lion was to

act a part in high Dutch, and roar twice
orlhrice to a thorough bass, before he fell

at the feet of Hydaspes. To clear up a

matter that was so variously reported, 1

have made it my business to examine whe
ther this pretended lion is really the savage
he appears to be, or only a counterfeit.

But before I communicate my discoveries,
I must acquaint the reader, that upon my
walking behind the scenes last winter, as ]

was thinking on something else, I acci

dentally justled against a monstrous animal
hat extremely startled me, and upon my
nearer survey of it, appeared to be a lion

rampant. The lion seeing me very much
surprised, told me, in a gentle voice, that

'. might come by him, if I pleased:
'

For,'

says he,
' I do not intend to hurt any body.

'

! thanked him very kindly, and passed by
lim : and in a little time after saw him leap

upon the stage, and act his part with very
jreat applause. It has been observed by
several that the lion has changed his man
ner of acting twice or thrice since his first

appearance; which will not seem strange,
when I acquaint my reader that the lion

las been changed upon the audience three

several times. The first lion was a candle

snuffer, who being a fellow of a testy cho-

eric temper, overdid his part, and would
not suffer himself to be killed so easily as

le ought to have done; besides, it was ob

served of him, that he grew more surly

every time that he came out of the lion;

and having dropt some words in ordinary
conversation, as if he had net fought his

jest, and that he suffered himself to be
thrown upon his back in the scuffle, and
:hat he would wrestle with Mr. Nicolini

For what he pleased, out of his lion's skin,

it was thought proper to discard him : and
it is verily believed, to this day, that had
lie been brought upon the stage another

time, he would certainly have done mis

chief. Besides, it was objected against the

first lion, that he reared himself so high

up-^n his hinder paws, and walked in so

erect a posture, that he looked more like

an old man than a lion.

The second lion was a tailor by trade,

who belonged to the playhouse, and had
the character of a mild and peaceable man
in his pr-fession. If the former was too

furious, this was too sheepish for his part;

insomuch, that after a short modest walk

upon the stage, he would fall at the first

touch of Hydaspes, without grappling with

him, and giving him an opportunity of

showing his variety of Italian trips. It is

said, indeed, that he once gave him a rip
in his flesh-colour doublet: but this was

only to make work for himself, in his pri
vate character of a tailor. I must not omit,
that it was this second lion who treated me
with so much humanity behind the scenes.

The acting lion at present is, as I am in

formed, a country gentleman, who dees it

for his diversion, but desires his name may
be concealed. He says, very handsomely,
in his own excuse, that he does not act for

gain, that he indulges an innocent pleasure
in it; and that it is better to pass away an

evening in this manner, than in gaming and

drinking: but at the same time says, with

a very agreeable raillery upon himself, that

if his name should be known, the ill-na

tured world might call him,
' The ass in

the lion's skin.' This gentleman's temper
is made out of such a happy mixture of the
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mild and the choleric, that he outdoes both

his predecessors, and has drawn together

greater audiences than have been known in

the memory of man.
I must not conclude my narrative, with

out taking notice of a groundless report that

has been raised to a gentleman's disadvan

tage, of whom I must declare myself an ad

mirer; namely, that Signior Nicolini and
the lion have been sitting peaceably by one

another, and smoking a pipe together be
hind the scenes; by which their common
enemies would insinuate, that it is but a

sham combat which they represent upon
the stage: but upon inquiry I find, that if

any such correspondence has passed be
tween them, it was not till the combat was
over, when the lion was to be looked upon
as dead, according to the received rules of

the drama. Besides, this is what is prac
tised every day in Westminster-hall, where

nothing is more usual than to see a couple
of lawyers,whohave been tearing each other
to pieces in the court, embracing one an
other as soon as they are out of it.

I would not be thought in any part of this

relation, to reflect upon Signior Nicolini,
who in acting this part only complies with
the wretched taste of his audience; he
knows very well, that the lion has many
more admirert than himself; as they say
of the famous equestrian statue on the Pont
Neuf at Paris, that more people go to see

the horse, than the king who sits upon it.

On the contrary, it gives me a just indigna
tion to see a person whose action gives new
majesty to kings, resolution to heroes, and
softness to lovers, thus sinking from the

greatness of his behaviour, and degraded
into the character of the London Prentice.

I have often wished, that our tragedians
would copy after this great master of ac
tion. Could they make the same use of

their arms and legs, and inform their faces

with as significant looks and passions, how
glorious would an English tragedy appear
with that action, which is capable of giving

dignity to the forced thoughts, cold con

ceits, and unnatural expressions of an Italian

opera! In the mean time, I have related

this combat of the lion, to show what are

at present the reigning entertainments of

the politer part of Great Britain.

Audiences have often been reproached

by writers for the coarseness of their taste:

but our present grievance does not seem to

be the want of a good taste, but of common
sense. C.

No. 14.] Friday, March 16, 1710-11.

Teque his, infelix, exue monstris.

Ovid, Met. jv. 590.

Wretch that thou art! put off this monstrous shape.

I WAS reflecting this morning upon th<

spirit and humour of the public diversion

five-and-twenty years ago, and those of thi

present time; and lamented to myself, that

hough in those days they neglected their

morality, they kept up their good sense;
jut that the beau monde, at present, is only

^rown more childish, not more innocent

han the former. While I was in this train

thought, an odd fellow, whose face I

lave often seen at the playhouse, gave me
he following letter with these words: 'Sir,

he Lion presents his humble service to

ou, and desired me to give this into your
own hands.'

'From my den in the Haymarket,
SIR, March 15.

' I have read all your papers, and have
stifled my resentment against your reflec-

ions upon operas, until that of this day,
wherein you plainly insinuate, that Signior
Nicolini and myself have a correspondence
more friendly than is consistent with the

valour of his character, or the fierceness of

mine. I desire you would, for your own
sake, forbear such intimations for the fu

ture; and must say it is a great piece of ill

nature in you, to show so great an esteem
br a foreigner, and to discourage a Lion
that is your own countryman.

' I take notice of your fable of the lion and

man, but am so equally concerned in the

matter, that I shall not be offended to which
soever of the animals the superiority is

given. You have misrepresented me, in

saying that I am a country gentleman, who
act only for my diversion; whereas, had I

still the same woods to range in which I

once had when I was a fox-hunter, I should

not resign my manhood for a maintenance;
and assure you, as low as my circumstan r s

are at present, I am so much a man of ho

nour, that I would scorn to be any beast for

bread, but a lion.

'Yours, &c.'

I had no sooner ended this, than one of

my landlady's children brought me in seve
ral others, with some of which I shall make
up my present paper, they all having a

tendency to the same subject, viz. the ele

gance of our present diversions.

'SiR, Covent-Garden, March 13.
'
I have been for twenty years under-sex-

ton of this parish of St. Paul's Covent-

garden, and have not missed tolling in to

prayers six times in all those years; which
office I have performed to my great satis

faction, until this fortnight last past, during
which time I find my congregation take the

warning of my bell, morning and evening,
to go to a puppet-show set forth by one
Powell under the piazzas. By this means I

have iot only lost my two customers, whom
I used to place for sixpence a piece over

against Mrs. Rachel Eyebright, but Mrs.
Rachel herself is gone thither also. There
now appear among us none but a few ordi

nary people, who come to church only to

say their prayers, so that I have no work
worth speaking of but on Sundays. I have

placed my son at the piazzas, to acquaint
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the ladies that the bell rings for church,
and that it stands on the other side of the

garden; but they only laugh at the child.
' I desire you would lay this before all the

world, that I may not be made such a tool

for the future, and that punchinello may
choose hours less canonical. As things are

now, Mr. Powell has a full congregation,
while we have a very thin house; which if

you can remedy, you will very much oblige,

'Sir, Yours, &c.'

The following epistle I find is from the
undertaker of the masquerade.

SiR,
' I have observed the rules of my mask

so carefully (in not inquiring into persons)
that I cannot tell whether vou were one of

the company or not, last Tuesday; but if

you were not, and still design to come, I

desire you would, for your own entertain

ment, please to admonish the town, that all

persons indifferently are not fit for this sort

of diversion. I could wish, sir, you could
make them understand that it is a kind of

acting to go in masquerade, and a man
should be able to say or do things proper for

the dress in which he appears. We have
now and then rakes in the habit of Roman
senators, and grave politicians in the dress
of rakes. The misfortune of the thing is,

that people dress themselves in what they
have a mind to be, and not what they are
fit for. There is not a girl in the town, but
let her have her will in going to a mask,
and she shall dress as a shepherdess. But
let me beg of them to read the Arcadia, or

some other good romance, before they ap
pear in any such character at my house.
The last day we presented, every body was
so rashly habited, that when they came to

speak to each other, a nymph with a crook
had not a word to say but in the pert style
of the pit bawdry; and a man in the habit
of a philosopher was speechless, till an oc
casion offered of expressing himself in the
refuse of the tiring rooms. We had a judge
that danced a minuet, with a quaker for his

partner, while half a dozen harlequins stood

by as spectators: a Turk drank me off two
bottles of wine, and a Jew eat me up half a

ham of bacon. If I can bring my design to

bear, and make the maskers preserve their

characters in my assemblies, I hope you
will allow there is a foundation laid for more

elegant and improving gallantries than any
the town at present affords, and conse

quently that you will give your approbation
to the endeavours of, Sir,

' Your most obedient humble servant.
'

I am very glad the following epistle

obliges me to mention Mr. Powell a second

time in the same paper; fnr indeed there

cannot be too great encouragement given to

his skill in motions, provided he is under

proper restrictions.

SiR,
*THE opera at the Haymarket, and that

under the little Piazza in Covent garden,

being at present the two leading diversions
of the town, and Mr. Powell professing in

his advertisements to set up vVhittington
and his Cat against Rinaldo and Armida,
my curiosity led me the beginning of last

week to view both these performances, and
make my observations upon them.

'First, therefore, I cannot but observe
that Mr. Powell wisely forbearing to give
his company a bill of fare before-hand,

every scene is new and unexpected; where
as it is certain, that the undertakers of the

Haymarket, having raised too great an ex

pectation in their printed opera, very much
disappoint their audience on the stage.
'The king of Jerusalem is obliged to

come from the city on foot, instead of being
drawn in a triumphant chariot by white

horses, as my opera-book had promised
me; and thus, while I expected Armida's

dragons should rush forward towards Ar-

gentes, I found the hero was obliged to go
to Armida, and hand her out of her coach.

We had also but a very short allowance of

thunder and lightning; though I cannot in

this place omit doing justice to the boy who
had the direction of the two painted dra

gons, and made them spit fire and smoke.
He flashed out his rosin in such just pro
portions, and in such due time, that I could
not forbear conceiving hopes of his being
one day a most excellent player. I saw in

deed, but two things wanting to render his

whole action complete, I mean the keeping
his head a little lower, and hiding his can
dle.

* I observed that Mr. Powell and the un
dertakers of the opera had both the same

thought, and I think much about the same
time, of introducing animals on their seve

ral stages, though indeed with very dif

ferent success. The sparrows and chaf
finches at the Haymarket fly as yet very
irregularly over the stage; and instead of

perching on the trees, and performing their

parts, these young actors either get into the

galleries, or put out the candles; whereas
Mr. Powell has so well disciplined his pig,
that in the first scene he and Punch dance a
minuet together. I am informed, however,
that Mr. Powell resolves to excel his ad
versaries in their own way ; and introduce

larks in his next opera of 'Susannah, or In

nocence Betrayed, which will be exhibited

next week, with a pair of new Elders.

'The moral of Mr. Powell's drama is

violated, I confess, by Punch's national re

flections on the French, and King Harry's
laying his leg upon the Queen's lap, in too

ludicrous a manner, before so great an as

sembly.
As to the mechanism and scenery, every

thing, indeed, was uniform, and of apiece,
and the scenes were managed very dexter

ously; which calls on me to take notice,

that at the Haymarket, the undertakers

forgetting to change the side-scenes, we
were presented with a prospect of the ocean

in the midst of a delightful grove; and
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though the gentlemen on the stage hac

very much contributed to the beauty of the

grove, by walking up and down between
the trees, I must own I was not a little

astonished to see a well-dressed young fel

low, in a full-bottomed wig, appear in the
midst of the sea, and without any visible

concern taking snuff.
' I shall only observe one thing further,

in which both dramas agree; which is, that

by the squeak of their voices the heroes oi

each are eunuchs; and as the wit in both

pieces is equal, I must prefer the perform
ance of Mr. Powell, because it is in our
own language.

'lam, &c.'

No. 15.] Saturday, March, 17, 1710-11.

Parva leves capiunt animos
Ovid, Ars Jim. i. 159.

Light minds are pleased with trifles.

WHEN I was in France, I used to gaze
with great astonishment at the splendid

equipages, and party-coloured habits, of

that fantastic nation. I was one day in par
ticular contemplating a ladv that sat in a
coach adorned with gilded Cupids, and

finely painted with the loves of Venus and
Adnnis.. The coach was drawn bv six milk-
white horses, and loaded behind with the
same number of powdered footmen. Just

before the lady were a couple of beautiful

pages, that were stuck among the harness,
and by their eav dresses and smiling fea

tures, looked like the elder brothers of the
little boys that were carved and painted in

every corner of the coach.
The lady was the unfortunate Cleanthe,

who afterwards gave an occasion to a prettv
melancholy novel. She had, for several

years, received the addresses of a gentle
man, whom, after a long and intimate ac

quaintance, she forsook, upon the account
of this shining equipage, which had been
offered to her by one of great riches, but a

crazy constitution. The circumstances in

which I saw her, were, it seems, the dis

guises only of a broken heart, and a kind cf

pageantry to cover distress, for in two
months after, she was carried to her grave
with the same pomp and magnificence, be

ing sent thither partly by the loss of one

lover, and partly by the possession of an
other.

I have often reflected with myself on this

unaccountable humour in womankind, of

being smitten with every thing that is showy
and superficial ; and on the numberless evils

that befal the sex, from this light fantasti

cal disposition. I myself remember a young
lady that was very warmly solicited by a

couple of importunate rivals, who for seve
ral months together, did all they could to

recommend themselves, by complacency of

behaviour, and agreeableness of conversa
tion. At length when the competition was
doubtful, and the lady undetermined in her

choice, one of the young lovers very luckily

bethought himself of adding a supernume
rary lace to his liveries, which had so good
an effect, that he married her the very
week after.

The usual conversation of ordinary wo
men verymuch cherishes this natural weak
ness of beine: taken with outside and ap
pearance. Talk of a new-married couple,
and you immediately hear whether they
keep' their coach and six, or eat in plate.
Mention the name cf an absent lady, and it

is ten to one but you learn something of her

gown and petticoat A ball is a great help
to discourse, and a birth-day furnishes con
versation f~r a twelvemonth after. A fur

below of precious stones, a hat buttoned
with a diamond, a brocade waistcoat or pet
ticoat, are standing topics. In short, they
consider only the drapery of the species,
and never cast away a thought on those
ornaments of the mind that make persons
illustrious in themselves, and useful to

others. When wrmen are thus perpetually
dazzling one another's imaginations, and

filling their heads with nothing but colours,
it is no wonder that they are more attentive

to the superficial parts cf life, than the solid

and substantial blessings rf it A girl, who
has been trained up in this kind of conver

sation, is in danger of every embroidered
c~at that comes in her way. A pair of

fringed gloves may be her ruin. In a word,
lace and ribands, silver and gold galloons,
with the like glittering gewgaws, are so

many lures to women of weak minds and
low educations, and when artificially dis

played, are able to fetch down the most

airy coquette from the wildest of her flights
and rambles.
True happiness is of a retired nature, and

an enemy to pomp and noise; it arises, in

the first place from the enjoyment of one's

self ; and in the next, frcm the friendship
and conversation of a few select compa
nions; it loves shade and solitude, and na

turally haunts groves and fountains, fields

and meadows: in short, it feels every thing
it wants within itself, and receives no addi
tion from multitudes of witnesses and spec
tators. On the contrary, false happiness
loves to be in a crowd^i and to draw the

eyes of the world upon her. She does not

receive any satisfaction from the applauses
which she gives herself ; but from the ad
miration which she raises in others. She
flourishes in courts and palaces, theatres
and assemblies, and has no existence but
when she is looked upon.

Aurelia, though awoman ofgreat quality,

delights in the privacy of a country life, and

passes away a great part of her time in her
own walks and gardens. Her husband, who
is her bosom friend and crmpanirn in her
solitudes, has been in love with her ever
since he knew her. They brth abound with

d sense, consummate virtue, and a mu
tual esteem ; and are a perpetual entertain

ment to one another. Their family is under
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so regular an economy, in its hours of de
votion and repast, employment and diver

sion, that it looks like a little commonwealth
within itselft They often go into company,
that they may return with the greater de

light to one another; and sometimes live in

town, not to enjoy it so properly, as to grow
weary of it, that they may renew in them
selves the relish of a country life. By this

means they are happy in each other, be
loved by their children, adored by their

servants, and are become the envy, or
rather the delight of all that know them.
How different to this is the life of Fulvia!

She considers her husband as her steward,
and looks upon discretion and good house

wifery as little domestic virtues, unbecom
ing a woman of quality. She thinks life lost

in her own family, and fancies herself out

of the world, when she is not in the ring,
the playhouse, or the drawing-room. She
lives in a perpetual motion of body, and
restlessness of thought, and is never easy
in any one place, when she thinks there is

more company in another. The missing of

an opera the first night, would be more
afflicting to her than the death of a child.

She pities all the valuable part of her own
sex, and calls every woman of a prudent,
modest, and retired life, a poor-spirited,

unpolished creature. What a mortification

would it to be to Fulvia, if she knew that

her setting herself to view is but exposing
herself, and that she grows contemptible

by being conspicuous?
I cannot conclude my paper without ob

serving, that Virgil has very finely touched

upon this female passion for dress and
show, in the character of Camilla; who,
though she seems to have shaken fcff all

the other weaknesses of her sex, is still de
scribed as a woman in this particular. The
poet tells us that after having made a great
slaughter of the enemy, she unfortunately
cast her eye on a Trojan who wore an em
broidered tunic, a beautiful coat of mail,
with a mantle of the finest purple. 'A
golden bow,' says he,

'

hung upon his shoul

der; his garment was buckled with a golden
clasp, and his head covered with a helmet
of the same shining metal.' The Amazon
immediately singled out this well-dressed

warrior, being seized with a woman's long
ing for the pretty trappings that he was
adorned with:

-Totumque incauta per agmen
Ftemineo pra;dae et epoliorum ardebat amore.

JEn. xi. 782.

This heedless pursuit after these glitter

ing 'rifles, the poet (by a nice concealed

moial) represents to have been the destruc
tion of his female hero. C.

No. 16.] Monday, March 19, 1710-11.

Quid vcrurn atque decens euro et rogo, et omnis in hoc
gum. Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. i. Jl.

What right, what true, what fit we justly call,
Let this be all my care for this is all. Pope.

I HAVE received a letter desiring me to

be very satirical upon the little muff that
is now in fashion; another informs me of a

pair of silver garters buckled below the

knee-, that have been
lately seen at the

Rainbow coffee-house in fleet-street; a.

third sends me a heavy complaint against
fringed gloves. To be brief, there is scarce
an ornament of either sex which one or
other of my correspondents has not in

veighed against with some bitterness, and
recommended to my observation. I must,
therefore, once for all, inform my readers,
that it is not my intention to sink the dig
nity of this my paper, with reflections upon
red heels or top-knots, but rather to enter
into the passions of mankind, and to correct
those depraved sentiments that give birth
to all those little extravagancies which ap
pear in their outward dress and behaviour.

Foppish and fantastic ornaments are only
indications of vice, not criminal in them
selves.

x

Extinguish vanity in the mind, and

you naturally retrench the little superflui
ties of garniture and equipage. The bios
soms will fall of themselves when the root
that nourishes them is destroyed.

I shall, therefore, as I have said, apply
my remedies to the first seeds and princi
ples of an affected dress, without descend

ing to the dress itself
; though at the same

time I must own that I have thought of

creating an officer under me, to be entitled,
'The Censor of small Wares,' and of al

lotting him one day in the week for the
execution of such his office. An operator
of this nature might act under me, with the
same regard as a surgeon to a physician;
the one might be employed in healing those
blotches and tumours which break cut in

the body, while the other is sweetening the

blood, and rectifying the constitution. To
speak truly, the young people of both sexes
are so wonderfully apt to shoot out into long
swords or sweeping trains, bushy head
dresses or full-bottomed periwigs; with
several other incumbrances of dress, that

they stand in need of being pruned very
frequently, lest they should be oppressed
with ornaments, ana over-run with the lux
uriance of their habits. I am much in

doubt whether I should give the prefer
ence to a quaker that is trimmed close, and
almost cut to the quick, or to a beau that is

loaden with such a redundance of excres
cences. I must therefore desire my cor

respondents to let me know how they ap
prove my project, and whether they think
the erecting of such a petty censorship may
not turn to the emolument of the public,
for I would not do any thing of this nature

rashly and without advice.
There is another set of correspondents to

whom I must address myself in the second

place; I mean such as fill their letters with

private scandal, and black accounts of par
ticular persons and families. The world
is so full of ill nature, that I have lampoons
sent me by people who cannot spell, and
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satires composed by those who scarce know
how to write. By the last post in particu
lar, I received a packet of scandal which
is not legible; and have a whole bundle of

letters in women's hands, that are full of
blots and calumnies, insomuch, that when
I see the name Caclia, Phillis, Pastora, or
the like, at the bottom of a scrawl, I con
clude of course, that it brings me some ac
count of a fallen virgin, a faithless wife, or
an amorous widow. I must therefore in

form these my correspondents, that it is

not my design to be a publisher of intrigues
and cuckoldoms, or to bring little infamous
stories out of their present lurking-holes
into broad day-light. If I attack the vi

cious, I shall only set upon them in a body;
and will not be provoked by the worst usage
I can receive from others, to make an ex
ample of any particular criminal. In short
I have so much of a drawcansir in me, that
I shall pass over a single foe to charge
whole armies. It is not Lais nor Silenus,
but the harlot and the drunkard, whom I

shall endeavour to expose; and shall con
sider the crime as it appears in the species,
not as it is circumstanced in an individual.
1 think it was Caligula, who wished the
whole city of Rome had but one neck, that
he might behead them at a blow. I shall

do, out of humanity, what that emperor
would have done in the cruelty of his tem-

ger,

and aim every stroke at a collective

ody of offenders.
"

At the same time I am
very sensible that nothing spreads a paper
like private calumny and defamation; but
as my speculations are not under this ne

cessity, they are not exposed to this temp
tation.

In the next place I must apply myself to

my party correspondents, who are continu

ally teasing me to take notice of one an
other's proceedings. How often am I asked
by both sides, if it is possible for me to be
an unconcerned spectator of the rogueries
that are committed by the party which is

opposite to him that writes the letter.

About two days since, I was reproached
with an old Grecian law, that forbids any
man to stand as a neuter, or a looker-on in
the divisions of his country. However, as
I am very sensible my paper would lose
its whole effect, should it run out into the

outrages of a party, I shall take care to

keep clear of every thing which looks that

way. If I can any way assuage private in

flammations, or allay public ferments, I

shall apply myself to it with my utmost
endeavours: but will never let my heart

repi-oach me with having done any thing
towards increasing those feuds and animosi
ties that extinguish religion, deface govern
ment, and make a nation miserable.
What I have said under the three fore

going heads will, I am afraid, very much
retrench the number ofmy correspondents.
I shall therefore acquaint my reader, that
if he has started any hint which he is not
able to pursue, if he has m^*

'

vh any sur

prising story which he does not know how
to tell, if he has discovered any epidemical
vice which has escaped my observation, or
has heard of any uncommon virtue which
he would desire to publish; in short, if he
has any materials that can furnish out an
innocent diversion, I shall promise him my
best assistance in the working of them up
for a public entertainment.
This paper my reader will find was in

tended for an answer to a multitude of cor

respondents; but I hope he will pardon me
if I single out one of them in particular,
who has made me so very humble a request,
that I cannot forbear complying with it.

' To the Spectator.

SiR, March 15, 1710-11.
' I am at present so unfortunate as to

have nothing to do but to mind my own
business; and therefore beg cf you that you
will be pleased to put me into some small

post under you. I observe that you have

appointed your printer and publisher to

receive letters and advertisements for the

city of London, and shall think myself very
much honoured by you, if you will appoint
me to take in letters and advertisements
for the city of Westminster and duchy of
Lancaster. Though I cannot premise to fill

such an employment with sufficient abili

ties, I will endeavour to make up with in

dustry and fidelity what I want in parts
and genius.

' I am, Sir,
' Your most obedient servant,

'CHARLES L1LLIE.'
C.

No. 17.] Tuesday, March 20, 1710-11.

Tetrum ante omnia vultiim.

A visage rough,
Deform'd. unfeatur'd.

Juv. Sat. x. 191.

Drydm.

SINCE our persons are not of our own
making, when they are such as appear de
fective or uncomely, it is, methinks, an
honest and laudable fortitude to dare to be
ugly; at least to keep ourselves from being
abashed with a consciousness of imperfec
tions which we cannot help, and in which
there is no guilt. I weald not defend a

haggard beau, for passing away much time
at a glass, and. giving softness and languish
ing graces to deformity : all I intend is, that
we ought to be contented with cur counte
nance and shape, so far as never to eive
ourselves an uneasy reflecti n rn that sub

ject. It is to the ordinary people, who are
not accustomed to make very prrpcr re
marks on any occasion, matter ol great jest,
if a man enters with a prominent pair of
shoulders into an assemblv, or is distin

guished by an expansion of mouth, or obli

quity of aspect. It is happy f^r a man
that has any of those oddnesses about him,
if he can be as merry upon himself, as
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others are apt to be upon that occasion.
When he can possess himself with such a
cheerfulness, women and children, who are
at first frighted at him, will afterwards be
as much pleased with him. As it is barba
rous in ethers to rally him for natural de
fects, it is extremely agreeable when he
can jest upon himself for them.
Madam Maintenon's first husband* was a

hero in this kind, and has drawn many plea
santries from the irregularity of his shape,
which he describes as very much resem
bling the letter Z. He diverts himself like
wise by representing to his reader the make
'of an engine and

pully,
with which he used

to take off his hat. When there happens
to be any thing ridiculous in a visage, and
the owner of it thinks it an aspect of dig
nity, he must be of very great quality to be

exempt from raillery. 'The best expedient
therefore is to be pleasant upon himself.
Prince Harry and Falstaff, in Shakspeare,
have carried the ridicule upon fat and lean
as far as it will go. Falstaff is humcur-
ously called woolsack, bedpresser and hill
of flesh; Harry, a starveling, an elves-skin, a
sheath, a bow-case, and a tuck. There is, in
several incidents of the conversation be
tween them, the jest still kept up upon the

person. Great tenderness and sensibility
in this point is one of the greatest weak
nesses of self-love. For my own part, I

am a little unhappy in the mould of my
face, which is not quite so long as it is

broad. Whether this might not partly
arise from my opening my mouth much
seldomer than other people, and by conse

quence not so much lengthening the fibres

of my visage, I am net at leisure to deter
mine. However it be, I have been often put
out of countenance by the shortness of my
face, and was formerly at great pains of

concealing it by wearing a periwig with a

high fore-top, and letting my beard grow.
But now I have thoroughly got over this

delicacy, and could be contented with a
much shorter, provided it might qualify
me for a member of the merry club, which
the following letter gives me an account of.

I have received it from Oxford, and as it

abounds with the spirit of mirth and good
humour, which is natural to that place, I

shall set it down word for word as it came
to me.

'M^ST PROFOUND SlR,
'
Having been very well entertained, in

the last of your speculations that I have
yet seen, by your specimen upon clubs,
which I therefore hope you will continue, I

shall take the liberty to furnish you with a
brief account of such a one as, perhaps, you
have not seen in all your travels, unless
it was your fortune to touch upon some of
the woody parts of the African continent,
in your voyage to or from Grand Cairo.

* The celebrated Paul Scarron, author of the Roman
Cornique.

fi

There have arose in this university (long
since you left us without saying any thing)
several of these inferior hebdomadal socie

ties, as the Punning club, the Witty club,
and, amongst the rest, the Handsome club;
as a burlesque upon which, a certain merry
species, that seem to have come into the
world in masquerade, for some years last

past have associated themselves together,
and assumed the name of the Ugly club.
This ill-favoured fraternity consists of a

president and twelve fellows; the choice
of which is not confined by patent to any
particular foundation, (as St. John's men
would have the world believe, and have
therefore erected a separate society within

themselves,) but liberty is left to elect from
any school in Great Britain, provided the
candidates be within the rules of the club,
as set forth in a table, entitled,

' The Act
of Deformity;' a clause or two of which I

shall transmit to you.
'
I. That no person whatsoever shall

t>e admitted without a visible queerity in

his aspect, or peculiar cast of countenance;
of which the president and officers for the
time being are to determine, and the pre
sident to have the casting voice.

'
II. That a singular regard be had upon

examination, to the gibbosity of the gentle
men that offer themselves as founders'

kinsmen; or to the obliquity of their figure,
in what sort soever.

' III. That if the quantity of any man's
nose be eminently miscalculated, whether
as to the length or breadth, he shall have
a just pretence to be elected.

'

Lastly, That if there shall be two or
mere competitors for the same vacancy,
cisteris fiaribus, he that has the thickest
skin to have the preference.

'

Every fresh member, upon the first

night, is to enteitain the company with a
dish of codfish, and a speech in praise of

srp, whose portraiture they have in full

proportion, or rather disprr portion, ovei
the chimney; and their design is, as soon
as their funds are sufficient, to purchase the
heads of Thersites, Duns Scctus, Scarrrn,
Hudibras, and the old gentleman in Old-
ham, with all the celebrated ill faces of

antiquity, as furniture for the club-room.
'As they have always been professed

admirers of the other sex, so they unani

mously declare that they will give all pos
sible encouragement to such as will take
the benefit of the statute, though none yet
have appeared to do it.

1 The worthy president who is their
most devoted champion, has lately shown
me two copies cf verses, composed by a

gentleman of this society; the first a con-

gratulatcry ode, inscribed to Mrs. Touch
wood, upon the loss of her two fore-teeth;
the other a panegyric uprn Mrs. Andi
ron's left shoulder. Mrs. Vizard, (he
says) since the small-pox, is grown t( lera-

bly ugly, and a top toast in the club; but I

never heard him so lavish of his fine things,
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as upon old Nell Trot, who constantly offi

ciates at their table; her he even adores
and extols as the very counterpart of mo
ther Shipton; in short, Nell, (says he) is

one of the extraordinary works of nature;
but as for complexion, shape, and features,
so valued by others, they are all mere out

side and symmetry, which is his aversion.

Give me leave to add, that the president
is a facetious pleasant gentleman, and never
more so, than when he has got (as he calls

them) his dear mummers about him; and
he often protests it does him good to meet
a fellow with a right genuine grimace in

his air (which is so agreeable in the gene
rality of the French nation;) and, as an in

stance of his sincerity in this particular, he

gave me a sight of a list in his pocket-book
of all this class, who for these five years
have fallen under his observation, with
himself at the head of them, and in the
rear (as one cf a promising and improving
aspect,) Sir,

' Your obliged and humble servant,
ALEXANDER CARBUNCLE.

'Oxford, March 12, 1710.'
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Equitis quoque jam migravit ab aure voluptas
Omnis ad incertos oculos, et paudia v'ana.

Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. i. 187.

But now our nobles too are fops and vain,

Neglect the sense, but love the puinted scene.

Creech.

IT is my design in this paper to deliver

down to posterity a faithful account of the
Italian opera, and of the gradual progress
which it has made upon the English stage;
for there is no question but our great grand
children will be very curious to know the

reason why their forefathers used to sit

together like an audience of foreigners in

their own country, ad to hear whole plays
acted before them in a tongue which they
did not understand.
Arsinoe was the first opera that gave us

a taste of Italian music. * The great suc

cess this opera met with produced some

attempts of forming pieces upon Italian

plans, which should give, a more natural

and reasonable entertainment than what
can be met with in the elaborate trifles of

that nation. This alarmed the poetasters
and fiddlers of the town, who were used to

deal in a more ordinary kind of ware; and
therefore laid down an established rule,

Which is received as such to this day,
' That nothing is capable of being well set

to music, that is not nonsense.
'

This maxim was no sooner received, but
we immediately fell to translating the Ita

lian operas; a'nd as there was no great

danger of hurting the sense of these extra

ordinary pieces, our authors would often

* Arsi noe, queen of Cyprus, an opera, after the Italian

tanner, by Thomas Clayton. It was first performed
t the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, in 1707.

make words of their own, which were en

tirely foreign to the meaning of the pas
sages they pretended to translate; their chief
care being to make the numbers of the

English verse answer to those of the Ita

Han, that bcth of them might go to the
same tune. Thus the famous song in Ca
milla:

' Barbara si t' intendo, &c.

' Barbarous woman, yes, I know your meaning;'

which expresses the resentments of an an

gry lover, was translated into that English
lamentation:

' Frail are a lover's hopes,' &e.

And it was pleasant enough to see the

most refined perscns of the British nation

dying away and languishing to notes that

were filled with a spirit cf rage and indig
nation. It happened also very frequently
where the sense was rightly translated, the

necessary transposition of wrrds, which
were drawn out cf the phrase of one* tongue
into that of another, made the music appear
very absurd in one tongue that was very
natural in the other. I remember an Italian

verse that ran thus, word for word:

' And turn'd my rage into pity;'

which the English for rhyme sake trans

lated,
' And into pity turn'd my rage ;'

B.y this means the soft notes that were

adapted to pity in the Italian, fell upon the
word rage in the English; and the angry
sounds that were turned to rage in the ori

ginal, were made to express pity in the

translation. It oftentimes happened, like

wise, that the finest notes in the air fell

upon the most insignificant words in the

sentence. I have known the wcrd Ana

pursued through the whole gamut, have
been entertained with many a melcdirus

The, and have heard the most beautiful

graces, quavers, and divisions, bestowed

upon Then, For, and From ; to the eternal

honour of cur English particles.
The next step to our refinement was the

introducing of Italian actors into cur opera;
who sung their parts in their own language,
at the same time that our countrymen per
formed theirs in cur native tongue. The
king or hero of the play generally spoke in

Italian, and his slaves answered him in

English. The lover frequently
made his

court, and gained the heart of his princess,
in a language which she did net understand.

One wculd have thought it very difficult to

have carried on dialogues after this manner
without an interpreter between the per
sons that conversed together; but this was
the state of the English stage fcr about three

years.
At length the audience grew tired of un

derstanding half the opera; and therefore

to ease themselves entirely of the fatigue
of thinking, have so ordered it at present,
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that the whole opera is performed in a
unknown tongue. We no longer under
stand the language of rur rwn stage; ins-
much that I have rften been afraid, when
have seen our Italian performers chatter
ing in the vehemence of action, that the
have been calling us names, and abusin
us among themselves; but I h~pe, since w
do put such an entire confidence in them
they will not talk against us before cu
faces, though they may do it with the sam
safety as if it were behind rur backs. Ii

the mean time, I cannot forbear thinkinj
how naturally a historian who writes tw

'

or three hundred years hence, and does no
know the taste of his wise forefathers, wil
make the following reflection: 'In the be
ginning of the eighteenth century, the Ita
lian tongue was so well understood in Eng
land, that operas were acted on the public
stap;e in that language.

'

One scarce knows how t^ be serious in
the confutation of an absurdity that shows
itself at the first sight. It does not want
any great measure of sense to see the ridi
cule rf this monstrous practice; but wha
makes it the more astonishing, it is, no
tfye taste of the rabble, but of persons o
the greatest politeness, which has esta
blished it.

If the Italians have a genius for music
above the English, the English have a ge
nius for other performances of a much
higher nature, and capable of giving the
mind a much nobler entertainment. Would
one think it was possible (at a time when
an author lived that was able to write the
Phaedra and Hippolitus*) for a people to
be so stupidly fond of the Italian opera, as
scarce to give a third day's hearing to that
admirable tragedy? Music is certainly a

very agreeable entertainment: but if it

would take the entire possession of cur
ears, if it would make us incapable of hear
ing sense, if it would exclude arts that
have a much greater tendency to the re
finement of human nature; I must confess
I would allow it no better quarter than
Plato has d^ne, who banishes it out of his
commonwealth.
At present our notions of music are so

very uncertain, that we do not know what
it is we like; only, in general, we are trans

ported with any thing that is not English:
so it be of a foreien growth, let it be Ita

lian, French, or High Dutch, it is the same
thing. In sh-rt, our English music is quite
rooted out, and nothing yet planted in its

stead.

When a royal palace is burnt to the
ground, every man is at liberty to present
his plan for a new one; and though it be
but indifferently put together, it may fur
nish several hints that may be of use to a
good architect. I shall take the same li

berty in a following paper, of giving my
* Phmdra and Hippolitus, a tragedy by Edmund

Smith, first acted in 1707.

opinion upon the subject of music; which I

shall lay down only in a problematical man
ner, to be considered by those who are
masters in the art. C.
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Di bene fpcemnt. inopis me quodquo pusilli
Finxerunt animi, rare et perpa'ica Infjnentis.

Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. iv. 17.

Thank heaven that made me nf an humble mind;
To action little, less to words inclined!

OBSERVING one person behold another,
who was an utter stranger to him, with a
cast of his eye which, methcught, expressed
an emotion of heart very different from what
could be raised by an rbject so agreeable
as the gentleman he looked at, I began to

consider, not withrut seme secret sorrow,
the condition of an envious man. Some
have fancied that envy has a certain magi
cal force in it, and that the eyes of the en
vious have by their fascination blasted the

enjoyments ofthe happy. Sir Francis Bacon
says, some have been so curious as to re
mark the times and seasons when the stroke
of an envious eye is most effectually perni
cious, and have observed that it has been
when the person envied has been in any
circumstance of glory and triumph. At
such a time the mind of the prosperous man
goes, as it were, abroad, among things with
out him, and is irrre exposed to the malig
nity. But I shall not dwell upon specula
tions so abstracted as this, or repeat the

many excellent things which one might
collect rut of authors upon this miserable
affection; but, keeping the common rrad of

ife, consider the envirus man with relation
o these three heads, his pains, his reliefs,
and his happiness.
The envrus man is in pain upon all oc

casions which ought to give him pleasure.
The relish of his life is inverted; and the

ibjects which administer the highest satis-
action to those who are exempt from this

)assion, give the quickest pangs to persons
vho are subject to it. All the perfections
f their fellow-creatures are odious. Yruth,
jeauty, val'ur, and wisdom are provcca-
ions of their displeasure. What a wretched
and ap-state state is this! to be offended
vith excellence, and to hate a man because
e approve him ! The condition of the en-
ious man is the most emphatically misera-
le; he is not only incapable of rejoicing in
nother's merit or success, but lives in a
vorld wherein all mankind are in a plot
gainst his quiet, by studying their own
appiness and advantage. Will Prosper

; an honest tale-bearer, he makes it his
usiness to join in conversation with envious
nen. He points to such a handsome young
'ellow, and whispers that he is secretly
married to a great fortune. When they
oubt, he adds circumstances to prove it;

nd never fails to aggravate their distress,

y assuring them, that to his knowledge,
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ne has an uncle will leave him some thou
sands. Will has many arts of this kind to

torture this sort of temper, and delights in

it When he finds them change colour, and

say faintly they wish such a piece of news
is true, he has the malice to speak some
good or other of every man of their ac

quaintance.
The reliefs of the envious man are those

little blemishes and imperfections that dis

cover themselves in an illustrious charac
ter. It is a matter of great consolation to an
envious person,when aman ofknown honour
does a thing unworthy himself, or when any
action which was well executed, upon bet
ter information appears so altered in its cir

cumstances, that the fame of it is divided

among many, instead of being attributed to

one. This is a secret satisfaction to these

malignants; for the person whom they be
fore could not but admire, they fancy is

nearer their own condition as soon as his

merit is shared among others. I remember
some years ago there came out an excellent

poem without the name of the author. The
little wits, who were incapable of writing
it, began to pull in pieces the supposed
writer. When that would not do, they
took great pains to suppress the opinion
that it was his. That again failed. The
next refuge was to say it was overlooked

by one man, and many pages wholly writ
ten by another. An honest fellow, who sat

amongst a cluster of them in debate on this

subject, cried out,
*
Gentlemen, if you are

sure none of you yourselves had a hand in it,

you are but where you were, whoever writ
it.' But the most usual succour to the en

vious, in cases of nameless merit in this

kind, is to keep the property, if possible,
Unfixed, and by that means to hinder the

reputation of it from falling upon any par
ticular person. You see an envious man
clear up his countenance, if in the relation
of any man's great happiness in one p-^int,

you mention his uneasiness in another.
When he hears such a one is very rich he
turns pale, but recovers when you add that
he has many children. In a word, the only

< sure way to an envious man's favour, is not
to deserve it

But if we consider the envious man in

delight, it is like reading of the seat of a

giant in a romance; the magnificence of his
nouse consists in the many limbs of men
whom he has slain. If any who promised
themselves success in any uncommon un
dertaking miscarry in the attempt, or he
that aimed at what would have been useful
and laudable, meets with contempt and de
rision, the envius man, under the colour
of hating vainglory, can smile with an in

ward wantonness of heart at the ill effect it

may have upon an honest ambition for the
future.

Having thoroughly considered the nature
of this passion, I have made it my study
how t-i avoid the envy that may accrue to
me from these my speculations; and if I

am not mistaken in myself, I think I have
a genius to escape it Upon hearing in a
coffee-house one of my papers commended,
I immediately apprehended the envy that
would spring from that applause; and there
fore gave a description of my face the next

day; being resolved, as I grow in reputa
tion for wit to resign my pretensions to

beauty. This, I hope, may give some ease
to those unhappy gentlemen who do me the
honour to torment themselves upon the ac
count of this my paper. As their case is

very deplorable, and deserves compassion,
I shall sometimes be dull, in pity to them,
and will, from time to time, administer
consolations to them by further discoveries
of my person. In the meanwhile, if any
one says the Spectator has wit, it may be
some relief to them to think that he does
not show it in company. And if any one

praises his morality, they may comfort
themselves by considering that his face is

none of the longest R.

No. 20.] Friday, March 23, 1710-11.

Horn. II. i. 225.

Phou dog in forehead 1 Pope.

AMONG the other hardy undertakings
which I have proposed to myself, that of
the correction of impudence is what I have
very much at heart. This in a particular
manner is my province as Spectator; for it

is generally an offence committed by the

eyes, and that against such as the offenders
would perhaps never have an opportunity
of injuring any other way. The following
letter is a complaint of a young lady, who
sets forth a trespass of this kind, with that
command of herself as befits beauty and
innocence, and yet with so much spirit as

sufficiently expresses her indignation. The
whole transaction is performed with the

eyes; and the crime is no less than em
ploying them in such a manner, as to divert
the eyes of others from the best use they
can make of them, even looking up to
heaven.

<SlR,
' There never was (I believe) an accept

able man but had some awkward imitatoi-s.

Ever since the Spectator appeared, have I
remarked a kind of men, whom I choose to
call Starers; that without any regard to

time, place, or modesty, disturb a large
company with their impertinent eyes. Spec
tators make up a proper assembly for a

puppet-show or a bear-garden; but devout

supplicants and attentive hearers are the
audience one ought to expect in churches.
I am, sir, member of a small pious congre
gation near one cf the north gates of this

city; much the greater part of us indeed
are females, and used to behave ourselves
in a regular and attentive manner, till very
lately one whole aisle has been disturbed

by one of these monstrous Starers; he is
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the head taller than any one in the church;
but for the greater advantage of exposing
himself, stands upon a hassock, and com
mands the whole congregation, to the great
annoyance of the devoutest part of the au

ditory; for what with blushing, confusion,
and vexation, we can neither mind the

prayers or sermon. Your animadversion

upon this insolence would be a great favour
to, Sir,

Your most humble servant,
S. C.'

I have frequently seen of this sort of fel

lows, and do think there cannot be a greater
aggravation of an offence, than that it is

committed where the criminal is protected
by the sacredness of the place which he
violates. Many reflections of this sort might
be very justly made upon this kind of be
haviour, but a Starer is not usually a per
son to be convinced by the reason of the

thing; and a fellow that is capable of show
ing an impudent front before a whole con
gregation, and can bear being a public
spectacle, is not so easily rebuked as to
amend by admonitions. If, therefore, my
correspondent does not inform me that
within seven days after this date the bar
barian does at least stand upon his own
legs only, without an eminence, my friend
Will Prosper* has promised to take a has
sock opposite to him, and stare against him
in defence of the ladies. I have given him
directions, according to the most exact
rules of optics, to place himself in such a
manner, that he shall meet his eyes wher
ever he throws them. I have hopes that
when Will confronts him, and all the ladies,
in whose behalf he engages him, cast kind
looks and wishes of success at their cham
pion, he will have some shame, and feel a
little of the pain he has so often put others
to, of being out of countenance.

It has, indeed, been time out of mind
generally remarked, and as often lamented,
that this family of Starers have infested

public assemblies. I know no other way to
obviate so great an evil, except, in the case
of fixing their eyes upon women, some male
friend will take the part of such as are un
der the oppression of impudence, and en
counter the eyes of the Starers wherever
they meet them. While we suffer our wo
men to be thus impudently attacked, they
have no defence, but in the end to cast

yielding glances at the Starers. In this

case, a man who has no sense of shame, has
the same advantage over his mistress, as he
who has no regard for his own life has over
his adversary. While the generality of the
world are fettered by rules, and move by
proper and just methods; he, who has no
respect to any of them, carries away the
reward due to that propriety of behaviour,
with no other merit, but that of having
neglected it.

I take an impudent fellow to be a sort of

* Bee Spect. No. 19.

outlaw in good breeding, and therefore
what is said of him no nation or person can
be concerned for. For this reason one may
be free upon him. I have put myself to

great pains in considering this prevailing
quality, which we call impudence, and have
taken notice that it exerts itself in a dif
ferent manner, according to the different
soils wherein such subjects of these domi
nions as are masters of it, were born. Im
pudence in an Englishman, is sullen and
insolent; in a Scotchman it is untractable
and rapacious; in an Irishman absurd and
fawning. As the course of the world now
runs, the impudent Englishman behaves
like a surly landlord, the Scot like an ill-

received guest, and the Irishman like a

stranger, who knows he is not welcome.
There is seldom any thing entertaining
either in the impudence of a South or North
Briton; but that of an Irishman is always
comic. A true, and genuine impudence is

ever the effect of ignorance, without the
least sense of it The best and most suc
cessful Starers now in this town are of that

nation ; they have usually the advantage of

the stature mentioned in the above letter of

my correspondent, and generally take their
stands in the eye of women of fortune; inso

much that I have known one of them, three
months after he came from plough, with a
tolerable good air, lead out a woman from
a play, which one of our own breed, after

frur years at Oxford, and two at the Tem
ple, would have been afraid to look at.

I cannot tell how to account for it, but
these people have usually the preference to

our own fools, in the opinion of the sillier

part of womankind. Perhaps it is that an
English coxcomb is seldom so obsequious as
an Irish one; and when the design of pleas

ing is visible, an absurdity in the way to

ward it is easily forgiven.
But those who are downright impudent,

and go on without reflection that they are

such, are more to be tolerated, than a set

of fellows among us who profess impudence
with an air of humour, and think to carry
off the most inexcusable of all faults in the

world, with no other apology than saying in

a gay tone,
' I put an impudent face upon

the matter.' No; no man shall be allowed
the advantages of impudence, who is con
scious that he is such. If he knows he is

impudent, he may as well be otherwise; and
it shall be expected that he blush, when he
sees he makes another do it. For nothing
can atone for the want of modesty : without
which beauty is ungraceful, and wit de
testable. R.

No. 21.] Saturday, March 24, 1710-11.

Locus est et pluribus umbris. Jfor. Lib. I. Ep. v. 23.

There's room enough, and each may bring his friend.

Creech.

I AM sometimes very much troubled,
when I reflect upon the three great profes-
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sions of divinity, law, and physic; how they
are each of them overburdened with prac
titioners, and filled with multitudes of in

genious gentlemen that starve one another.

We may divide the clergy into generals,
field officers, and sub ilterns. Among the
first we may reckon bishops, deans, and
archdeacons. Among the second are doc
tors of divinity, prebendaries, and all that
wear scarfs. The rest are comprehended
under the subalterns. As for the first class,
our constitution preserves it frrm any re

dundancy of incumbents, notwithstanding
competitors are numberless. Upon a strict

calculation, it is found that there has been
a great exceeding of late years in the second

division, several brevets have been granted
for the converting of subalterns into scarf-

officers; insomuch, that within my memory
the price of lutestring is raised above two

pence in a yard. As for the subalterns, they
are not to be numbered. Should our clergy
once enter into the corrupt practice of the

laity, by the splitting of their freeholds,

they would be able to carry most of the
elections in England.
The body of the law is no less incumbered

with superfluous members, that are like

Virgil's army, which he tells us was so

crowded, many of them had not room to

use their weapons. This prodigious society
of men may be divided into the litigious and

peaceable. Under the first are compre
hended all those who are carried down in

coachfuls to Westminster-hall, every morn
ing in term time. Martial's description of

this species of lawyers is full of humour:
' Iras et verba locant.'

' Men that hire out their words and an

ger:' that are more or less passionate ac

cording as they are paid for it, and allow
their client a quantity of wrath proportiona
ble to the fee which they receive from him.
I must, however, observe to the reader,
that above three parts of those whom I

reckon among the litigious are such as are

only quarrelsome in their hearts, and have
no opportunity of showing their passion at

the bar. Nevertheless, as they do not know
what strifes may arise, they appear at the
hall every day, that they may show them
selves in a readiness to enter the lists, when
ever there shall be occasion for them.
The peaceable lawyers are, in the first

place, many of the benchers of the several

inns of court, who seem to be the dignitaries
of the law, and are endowed with those

qualifications of mind that accomplish a
man rather for a ruler than a pleader.
These men live peaceably in their habita

tions, eating once a day, and dancing once
a year,* for the honour of their respective
societies.

Another numberless branch of peaceable
lawyers are those young men who, being
placed at the inns of court in order to study
the laws of their country, frequent the play-

* See Dugdale's Origines Juridiciales.

house more than Westminster-hall, and arc
seen in all public assemblies, except in a
crurt of justice. I shall say nothing cf those
silent and busy multitudes that are e:n-

ployed within doors in the drawing up of

writings and conveyances; nor cf those

greater numbers that palliate their want of

business with a pretence to such chamber
practice.

If, in the third place, we look into the

profession of physic, we shall find a most
formidable bcdy rf men. The sight of them
is enough to make a man serious, fcr we
may lay it down as a maxim, that when a
nation abounds in

physicians,
it grows thin

cf people. Sir William Temple is very
much puzzled to find out a rrason why the
Northern Hive, as he calls it, does not send
cut such prcdigirus swarms, and over-run

the world with Goths and Vandals, as it

did formerly; but had that excellent author
observed that there were no students in

physic amrng the subjects cf Thor and
Wcden, and that this science very much
flourishes in the north at present, he might
have found a better solution for this diffi

culty than any rf those he has made use of.

This body of men in our own country may
be described like the British army in

Caesar's time. Some of them
slay

in cha
riots, and seme on foot. If the infantry do
less execution than the charioteers, it is

because they cannot be carried so soon into

all quarters of the town, and despatch so

Dtuich business in so short a time. Besides
this body cf regular troops, there are strag

glers, who without being duly listed and
enrolled, do infinite mischief to these who
are so unlucky as to fall into their hands.
There are, besides the above-mentioned)

innumerable retainers to physic, who, for

want of other patients, amuse themselves
with the stifling of cats in an air-pump, cut

ting up dogs alive, or impaling of insects

upon the point of a needle for microscopical
observations; besides those that are em
ployed in the gathering of weeds, and th<:

chase of butterflies: not to mention the
cockleshell-merchants and

spider-catchers.When I consider how each of these pro
fessions are crowded with multitudes that

seek their live'ihood in them, and how
many men of merit there are in each of

them, who may be rather said to be of the

science, than the profession, I very much
wonder at the humour of parents, who will

not rather choose to place their sons in a

way of life where an honest industry can
not but thrive, than in stations where the

greatest probity, learning, and good sense

may miscarry. How many men arc country
curates, that might have made themselves

aldermen of London, by a right improve
ment of a smaller sum of money than what
is usually laid out upon a learned education ?

A sober, frugal person, of slender parts, and
a slow apprehension, might have thrived

in trade, though he starves upon physic;
as

a man would be well enough pleased to buy
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silks of one whom he would not venture to

feel his pulse. Vagellius is careful, studi

ous, and obliging, but withal a little thick-

sculled; he has not a single client, but mi
have had abundance of customers. The
misfortune is, that parents take a liking to

a particular profession, and therefore desire
their sns may be of it: whereas, in so great
an affair of life, they should consider the

genius and abilities of their children, more
than their own inclinations.

It is the great advantage of a trading na-
ti^n that there are verv few in it so dull and

henvy, who may not be placed in stations

of life, which mav give them an opportunity
of making their fortunes. A well-regulated
commerce is not, like law, physic, or di

vinity, to be overstocked with hands; but
on the contrary flourishes by multitudes,
and gives employment to all its professors.
Fleets r.f merchantmen are so many squad
rons of floating sh^ps, that vend our wares
and manufactures in all the markets of the

world, and find out chapmen under brth
the tropics. C.

No. 22.] Monday, March 26, 1710-11.

Quodquemquc ostcndis mihi sic, incredulis odi.

Hor. Jlrs Poet. ver. 5.

-Whatever contradicts my sense
I hate to see, and never can believe. Roscommon.

THE word Spectator being most usually
understood as one cf the audience at public
representations in rur theatres, I seldrm
fail of many letters relating to plays and
operas. But indeed there are such mon-
str^us things dne in b^th, that if one had
not been an eve-witness of them, one cnild
not believe that svich matters had really
been exhibited. There is very little which
concerns human life, or is a picture of na
ture, that is regarded by the greater part
of the company. The understanding is dis
missed from cur entertainments. Our mirth
is the laughter of fools, and our admiration
the wonder of idiots; else such improbable,
monstrous, and incoherent dreams c'uld
not go off as they do, not only without the
utmost scorn and contempt, but even with
the loudest applause and approbation. But
the letters of my correspondents will repre
sent this affair in a more lively manner than

any discourse of my own; I shall therefore

give them to my reader with only this pre
paration, that they all come from players,
and that the business of playing is now so

managed, that you are not to be surprised
when I say one or two of them are rational,
others sensitive and vegetative actors, and
others wholly inanimate. I shall not place
these as I have named them, but as they
have precedence in the opinion of their au
diences.

MR. SPECTATOR,
'Your having been so humble as to take

notice of the epistles of other animals, em

boldens me, who am the wild boar that was
killed bv Mrs. Trfts, to represent to you,
that I think I was hardly used in not hav
ing the part of the lion of Hydaspes given
tome. It would have been but a natural

step for me to have personated that noble
creature, after having behaved myself to
satisfaction in the part above-mentioned.
That of a lion is too great a character for
one that never trod the stage before but

upon two legs. As for the little resistance
which I made, I hope it may be excused,
when it is considered that the dart was
thrown at me by so fair a hand. I must
confess I had but just put on my brutality;
and Camilla's charms were such, that be-

hrlding her erect mien, hearing her charm
ing voice, and astonished with her graceful
motion, I cruld not keep up to my assumed
fierceness, but died like a man.

'I am, Sir,
' Your most humble admirer,

THOMAS PRONE.'

MR. SPECTATOR,
' This is to let you understand, that the

playhouse is a representation of the world
in nothing so much as in this particular,
that no one rises in it according to his merit
I have acted several parts of household-
stuff with great applause for many years:
I am one cf the men in the hangings in
' The Emperor of the Morn;' I have twice

performed the third chair in an English
opera; and have rehearsed the pump in
' The Fortune-Hunters. '

I am now grown
old, and hope yru will recommend me so

effectually, as that I may say something
before I go off the stage: in which you will

do a great act of charity to

'Your m^Ft bumble servant,
'WILLIAM SCREENE.'

'MR. SPECTATOR,
'Understanding that Mr. Screene has

writ to you, and desired to be raised frrm
dumb and still parts; I desire, if yru give
him motion or speech, that you wruld ad
vance me in my way, and let me keep on
in what I humbly presume I am a master, to

wit, in representing human and still life to

gether. I have several times acted cne of

the finest flower-p^ts in the same opera
wherein Mr. Screene is a chair; therefore,

upon his promotion, request that I may
succeed him in the hangings, with my hand
in the orange-trees.

' Your humble servant,
'RALPH SIMPLE.'

'SiR, Drury-lane, March 24th, 1710-11.
'I saw your friend the Templar this

evening in the pit, and thought he looked

very little pleased with the representation
of the mad scene of the Pilgrim.* I wish,
sir, you would do us the favour to animad
vert frequently upon the false taste the

* A comedy by Beaumont and Fletcher; it was re
vived at Drury Lane in 1700, with new prologue and
epilogue by Drydon.
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town is in, with relation to plays as well as

operas. It certainly requires a degree of

understanding to play justly; but such is

our condition, that we are to suspend cur

reason to perform our parts.
'As to scenes of madness, you know, sir,

there are noble instances of this kind in

Shakspeare; but then it is the disturbance

of a noble mind, from generous and humane
resentments. It is like that grief which
we have for the decease of our friends. It

is no diminution, but a recommendation of

human nature, that in such incidents, pas
sion gets the better of reason ; and all we
can think to comfort ourselves, is impotent
against half what we feel. I will not men
tion that we had an idiot in the scene, and
all the sense it is represented to have is that

of lust. As for myself, who have long taken

pains in personating the passions, I have

to-night acted only an appetite. The part
I played is Thirst, but it is represented as

written rather by a drayman than a poet.
I come in with a tub about me, that tub

hung with quart pots, with a full gallon at

my mouth. I am ashamed to tell you that

I pleased very much, and this was intro

duced as a madness; but sure it was net

human madness, for a mule or an ass may
have '^een as dry as ever I was in my life.

f am, Sir,
' Your most obedient and humble servant.

'

' From the Savoy,
* MR. SPECTATOR, in the Strand.

' If you can read it with dry eyes, I give

you this trouble to acquaint you that I am
the unfortunate King Latinus, and I believe

I am the first prince that dated from this

palace since John of Gaunt. Such is the

uncertainty of all human greatness, that I,

who lately never moved without a guard,
am now pressed as a commcn soldier, and

am to sail, with the first fair wind, against

my brother Lewis of France. It is a very
hard thing to put off a character which one

has appeared in with applause. This I

experienced since the loss of my diadem ;

for upon quarrelling with another recruit, I

spoke my indignation out of my part in

recitativo;
Most audacious slave,

Dar'st thou an angry monarch's fury brave ?"

The words were no sooner out ofmy mouth,
when a sergeant knocked me down, and

asked me if I had a mind to mutiny^ in talk

ing things nobody understood. You see,

sir, my unhappy circumstances: arJ if by

your mediation you can procure a suosidv

for a prince (who never failed to make all

that beheld him merry at his appearance)

you will merit the thanks of your friend,

<THE KING OF LATIUM.'

ADVERTISEMENT.
For the good of the Public.

Within two doors of the masquerade lives an eminent

Italian chirurgeon. ai rived from the carnival at Venice,

of groat experience in private cures. Accommodations
are provided, and persons admitted in their masking
habits.

He baa cured since his coming thither, in less than a

fortnight four scaramouches, a mountebank doctor,
two Turkish bassas. three nuns, ami a morris-dancer.
N. B. Any person may agree liy the great, and be

kept in repair by the year. The doctor draws teetb

without pulling offyour mask. &.
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Ssevit atrox Volscens, nee teli conspicit usquam
Autorem, nee quo se ardena immittere possit.

Virg. Jn. ix. 420.

Fierce Volscens foams with rage, and gazing round,

Descry'd not him who gave the fatal wound :

Nor knew to fix revenge. JDryden.

THERE is nothing that more betrays a

base ungenerous spirit than the giving of

secret stabs to a man's reputation; lampoons
and satires, that are written with wit and

spirit, are like prisoned darts, which not

only inflict a wound, but make it incurable.

For this reason I am very much troubled

when I see the talents ofhumcur and ridicule

in the possession of an ill-natured man.*
There cannot be a greater gratification to a

barbarous and inhuman wit, than to stir up
sorrow in the heart of a private person,
to raise uneasiness among near relations,

and to expose whole families to derision,

at the same time that he remains unseen

and undiscovered. If, besides the accom

plishments of being witty and ill-natured,

a man is vicicus into the bargain, he is one
ot the most mischievous creatures than can

enter into a civil society. His satire will

then chiefly fall uprn those who ought to

be the most exempt from it. Virtue, merit,

and every thing that is praiseworthy, will

be made the subject of ridicule and buf

foonery. It is impossible to enumerate the

evils which arise from these arrows that

fly in the dark, and I know no other ex
cuse that is or can be made for them, than

that the wounds they give are only imagi

nary, and produce nothing more than a

secret shame or sorrow in the mind of the

suffering person. It must indeed be con

fessed, that a lampoon or a satire do not

carry in them robbery or murder; but at

the same time how many are there that

wMild not rather lose a considerable sum
of money, or even life itself, than be set up
as a mark of infamy and derision? and in

this case a man should consider, that an in

jury is not to be measured by the notions_of
him that gives, but of him who receives it.

Thofce who can put the best countenance

upon the outrages of this nature which are

offered them, are not without their secret

anguish. I have observed a passage in

Socrates' behaviour at his death, in a light

wherein none of the critics have considered

it. That excellent man entertaining his

friends, a little before he drank the bowl of

poison, with a discourse on the immortality

of the soul, at his entering upon it, says,

that he does not believe any the most

* H has been said that this was intended aj a ch

racter of Dean Swift.
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comic genius can censure him for talking
upon such a subject at such a time. This
passage, I think, evidently glances upon
Aristophanes, who writ a comedy on pur
pose to ridicule the discourses of that divine

philosopher. It has been observed by many
writers, that Socrates was so little moved
at this piece of buffoonery, that he was se
veral times present at its being acted upon
the stage, and never expressed the least

resentment of it. But with submission, I

think the remark I have here made shows
us, that this unworthy treatment made an

impression upon his mind, though he had
been too wise to discover it.

When Julius Caesar was lampooned by
Catullus, he invited him to a supper, 'and
treated him with such a generous civility,
that he made the poet his friend ever after.

Cardinal Mazarine gave the same kind of
treatment to the learned Quillet, who had
reflected upon his eminence in a famous
Latin poem. The cardinal sent for him,
and after some kind expostulations upon
what he had written, assured him of his

esteem, and dismissed him with a promise
of the next good abbey that should fall,
which he accordingly conferred upon him
a few months after. This had so good an
effect upon the author, that he dedicated
the second edition of his book to the cardi

nal, after having expunged the passages
which had given him offence.
Sextus Quintus was not of so generous

and forgiving a temper. Upon his being
made pope, the statue of Pasquin was one

night dressed in a very dirty shirt, with an
excuse written under it, that he was forced
to wear foul linen, because his laundress
was made a princess. This was a reflec
tion upon the pope's sister, who, before the

promotion of her brother, was in these
mean circumstances that Pasquin repre
sented her. As this pasquinade made a

great noise in Rome, the pope offered a
considerable sum of money to any person
that should discover the author of it. The
author relying upon his holiness's genero
sity, as also on some private overtures
which he had received from him, made the

discovery himself; upon which the pope
gave him the reward he had promised, but
at the same time to disable the satirist for

the future, ordered his tongue to be cut out,
and both his hands to be chopped off.

Aretine* is too trite an instance. Every one
knows that all the kings of Europe were
his tributaries. Nay, there is a letter of

his extant, in which he makes his boasts
that he had laid the Sophi of Persia under
contribution.

Though in the various examples which
I have here drawn together, these several

great men behaved themselves very differ

ently towards the wits of the age who had
reproached them; they all of them

plainly
showed that they were very sensible of

* Peter Aretine, commonly called the Scourgt tf
Princu, infamous for bia writings, died in 1556.

7

their reproaches, and consequently that

they received them as very great injuries.

For my own part, I would never trust a
man that I thought was capable of giving
these secret wounds; and cannot but think

that he would hurt the person, whose repu
tation he thus assaults, in his body or in his

fortune, could he do it with the same secu

rity. There is, indeed, something very
barbarous and inhuman in the ordinary
scribblers of lampoons. An innocent young
lady shall be exposed for an unhappy fea

ture. A father of a family turned to ridi

cule, for some domestic calamity. A wife

be made uneasy all her life for a misinter

preted word or action. Nay, a good, a

temperate, and a just man shall be put out

of countenance by the representation of

those qualities that should do him honour.

So pernicious a thing is wit, when it is not

tempered with virtue and humanity.
I have indeed heard of heedless inconsi

derate writers, that without any malice

have sacrificed the reputation of their

friends and acquaintance to a certain levity
of temper, and a silly ambition of distin

guishing themselves by a spirit of raillery
and satire; as if it were not infinitely more
honourable to be a good-natured man than
a wit. Where there is this little petulant
humour in an author, he is often veiy mis
chievous without designing to be so. For
which reason I always lay it down as a rule,

that an indiscreet man is more hurtful than
an ill-natured one; for as the latter will only
attack his enemies, and those he wishes
ill to; the other injures indifferently both

friends and foes. I cannot forbear, on this oc

casion, transcribing a fable out of Sir Roger
1'Estrange, which accidentally lies before

me. A company of waggish boys were

watching of frogs at the side of a pond, and
still as any of them put up their heads,

they would be pelting them down again
with stones. 'Children,' says one of the

frogs,
'

you never consider that though this

may be play to you it is death to us.

As this week is in a manner set apart
and dedicated to serious thoughts,

I shall

indulge myself in such speculations as may
not be altogether unsuitable to the season;
and in the mean time, as the settling in

ourselves a charitable frame of mind is a

work very proper for the time, I have in this

paper endeavoured to expose that particu
lar breach of charity which has been gene
rally overlooked by divines, because they
are but few who can be guilty of it. C.
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Accurrit quidam notus mini nomine tantum ;

Arreptaque manu, Quid agis, dulcissime rcrum?
Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. ix. 3.

Comes up a fop, (I knew him but by fame)
And seized my hand, and called me by name- -

My dear ! how dost 1

THERE are in this town a great number
of insignificant people, who are by no means
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fit for the better sort of conversation, and

yet have an impertinent ambition of ap
pearing with those to whom they are not
welcome. If you walk in the Park, one
ofthem will certainly join with you, though
you are in company with ladies! If you
drink a bottle they will find your haunts.
What makes such fellows the more bur
densome is, that they neither offend nor

please so far as to be taken notice of for

either. It is, I presume, for this reason,
that my correspondents are willing by my
means to be rid of them. The two follow

ing letters are writ by persons who suffer

by such impertinence. A worthy old bach
elor, who sets in for a dose of claret every
night, at such an hour, is teased by a
swarm of them; who, because they are
sure of room and good fire, have taken it

in their heads to keep a sort of club in his

company; though the sober gentleman
himself is an utter enemy to such meetings.

'MR. SPECTATOR,
* The aversion I for some years have had

to clubs in general, gave me a perfect re
lish for your speculation on that subject;
but I have since been extremely mortified, by
the malicious world's ranking me amongst
the supporters of such impertinent assem
blies. I beg leave to state my case fairly;
and that done, I shall expect redress from

your judicious pen.
' I am, sir, a bachelor of some standing,

and a traveller; my business, to consult my
own humour, which I gratify without con

trolling other people's: I have a room and
a whole bed to myself; and I have a dog, a

fiddle, and a gun; they please me, and in

jure no creature alive. My chief meal is a

supper, which I always make at a tavern.
I am constant to an hour, and not ill-hu

moured; for which reasons though I invite

nobody, I have no sooner supped, than I

have a crowd aboutme of that sort of good
company that know not whither else to go.
It is true every man pays his share; yet as

they are intruders, I have an undoubted

right to be the only speaker, or at least the

loudest; which I maintain, and that to the

great emolument of my audience. I some
times tell them their own in pretty free

language; and sometimes divert them with

merry tales, according as I am in humour.
I am one of those who live in taverns to a

great age, by a sort of regular intempe
rance; I never go to bed drunk, but always
flustered; I wear away very gently; am
apt to be peevish, but never angry. Mr.

Spectator, if you have kept various com
pany, you know there is in every tavern in

town some old humourist or other, who is

master of the house as much as he that

keeps it. The drawers are all in awe of

nim; and all the customers who frequent
his company, yield him a sort of comical
obedience. I do not know but I may be
such a fellow as this myself. But I appeal
to you, whether this is to be called a club,

[No. 24.

because so many impertinents will break
in upon me, and come without appoint
ment? Clinch of Barnethas a nightly meet

ing, and shows to every one that will come
in and pay; but then he is the onlv actor.

Why should people miscal things? If his is

allowed to be a concert, why may not mine
be a lecture? However, sir, I submit it to

you, and am, Sir, your most obedient &c.
'THOMAS KIMBOW.'

'Gooo SIR,
' You and I were pressed against each

other last winter in a crowd, in which un

easy posture we suffered together for al

most half an hour. I thank you for all

yovff civilities ever since, in being of my
acquaintance wherever you meet me. But
the other day you pulled off your hat to me
in the Park, when I was walking with my
mistress. She did not like your air, and
said she wondered what strange fellows I

was acquainted with. Dear sir, consider

it is as much as my life is worth, if she
should think we were intimate: therefore I

earnestly entreat you for the future to take
no manner of notice of, Sir, your obliged
humble servant,

WILL FASHION.'

A like impertinence is also very trouble

some to the superior and more intelligent

part of the fair sex. It is, it seems, a great
inconvenience, that those of the meanest

capacities will pretend to make visits,

though indeed they are qualified rather to

add to the furniture of the house (by filling

an empty chair) than to the conversation

they come into when they visit. A friend

of mine hopes for redress in this case, by
the publication of her letter in my paper;
which she thinks those she would be rid of

will take to themselves. It seems to be
written with an eye to one of those pert,

giddy, unthinking girls, who, upon the re

commendation only of an agreeable person,
and a fashionable air, take themselves to

be upon a level with women of the greatest
merit:

'MADAM,
' I take this way to acquaint you with

what common rules and forms would
never permit me to tell you otherwise; to

wit, that you and I, though equals in qual
ity and fortune, are by no means suitable

companions. You are, it is true, very pret

ty, can dance, and make a very good figure
in a public assembly; but, alas, madam,
you must go no further; distance and si

lence are
'

your best recommendations,
therefore let me beg of you never to make
me any more visits. You come in a literal

sense to see one, for you have nothing to

say. I do not say this, that I would by any
means lose your acquaintance; but I would

keep it up with the strictest forms of good-
breeding. Let us pay visits, but never see

one another. If you will be so good as tc

deny yourself always to me, I shall return
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the obligation, by Riving the same oi'ders

to my servants. When accident makes us

meet at a third place, we may mutually
lament the misfortune of never finding one
another at home, go in the same party to a
benefit play, and smile at each other, and

put down glasses as we pass in our coaches.

Thus we may enjoy as much of each
other's friendship as we are capable: for

there are some people who are to be known

only by sight, with which sort of friendship
I hope you will always honour, Madam,
your most obedient humble servant,

'MARY TUESDAY.
'P. S. I subscribe myself by the name of

the day I keep, that my supernumerary
friends may know who I am. '

ADVERTISEMENT.
To prevent all mistakes that may happen among gen

tlemen of the other end of the town, who come hut
once a week to St. James's coffee-house, either by mis

calling the servants, or requiring such things from them
as are not properly within their respective provinces ;

this is to give notice, that Kidney, keeper of the book-
debts of the outlying customers, and observer of those
who go off without paying, having resigned that em
ployment, is succeeded by John Sowton ; to whose place
of enterer of messages and first coffee-grinder, Wil
liam Bird is promoted ; and Samuel Burdock comes as
shoe-cleaner in the room of the said Bird. R.
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jEgrescitque medendo. f^rg. 5Bn. xii. 4G.

And sickens by the very means of health.

THE following letter will explain itself,

and needs no apology.
' SIR I am one of that sickly tribe who

are commonly known by the name of vale

tudinarians; and do confess to you, that I

first contracted this ill habit of body, or
rather of mind, by the study of physic. I no
sooner began to peruse books of this nature,
but I found my pulse was irregular; and
scarce ever read the account of any disease
that I did not fancy myself afflicted with.
Dr. Sydenham's learned treatise of fevers

threw me into a lingering hectic, which

hung upon me all the while I was reading
that excellent piece. I then applied my
self to the study of several authors, who
have written upon phthisical distempers,
and by that means fell into a consumption;
till at length, growing very fat, I was in a
manner shamed out of that imagination.
Not long after this I found in myself all the

symptoms of the gout, except pain; but was
cured of it by a treatise upon the gravel,
written by a very ingenious author, who,
(as it is usual for physicians to convert one

distemper into another) eased me of the

gout by giving me the stone. I at length
studied myself into a complication of dis

tempers; but, accidently taking into my
hand that ingenious discourse written by
Sanctorius, I was resolved to direct myself
by a scheme of rules, which I had collected
from his observations. The learned world

are very well acquainted with that gentle
man's invention; who, for the better carry
ing on his experiments, contrived a certain
mathematical chair, which was so artifi-

ci ally hungupon springs, that it would weigh
any thing as well as a pair of scales. By
this means he discovered how many ounces
of his food passed by perspiration, what
quantity of it was turned into nourishment,
and how much went away by the other
channels and distributions of nature.

'
Having provided myself with this chair,

I used to study, eat, drink, and sleep in it;

insomuch that I may be said, for these last

three years, to have lived in a pair of scales.

I compute myself, when I am in full health,
to be precisely two hundred weight, fall

ing short of it about a pound after a day's
fast, and exceeding it as much after a very
full meal; so that it is my continual em
ployment to trim the balance between
these two volatile pounds in my constitu

tion. In my ordinary meals I fetch my
self up to two hundred weight and half a

pound; and if, after having dined, I find

myself fall short of it, I drink just so much
small beer, or eat such a quantity of bread,
as is sufficient to make me weight. In my
greatest excesses I do not transgress more
than the other half pound; which, for my
health's sake, I do the first Monday in

every month. As soon as I find myself
duly poised after dinner, I walk till I have

perspired five ounces and four scruples;
and when I discover, by my chair, that I

am so far reduced, I fall to my books, and

study away three ounces more. As for the

remaining parts of the pound, I keep no
account of them. I do not dine and sup by
the clock, but by my chair; for when that

informs me my pound of food is exhausted,
I conclude myself to be hungry, and lay
in another with all diligence. In my days
of abstinence I lose a pound and a half,

and on solemn fasts am two pounds lighter
than on the other days in the year.

' I allow myself, one night with another,
a quarter of a pound of sleep, within a few
grains more or less; and if, upon my rising,
I find that I have not consumed my whole

quantity, I take out the rest in my chair.

Upon an exact calculation of what I ex
pended and received the last year, which
I always register in a book, I find the me
dium to be two hundred weight, so that I

cannot discover that I am impaired one
ounce in my health during a whole twelve
month. And yet, sir, notwithstanding this

my great care to ballast myself equally

every day, and to keep my body in its pro
per poise, so it is, that I find myself in a
sick and languishing condition. My com

plexion is grown very sallow, my pulse

low, and my body hydropical. Let me,
therefore, beg you, sir, to consider me as

your patient, and to give me more certain

rules to walk by than those I have already
observed, and you will very much oblige

* Your humble servant,
'
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This letter puts me in mind of an Italian

epitaph, written on the monument of a va
letudinarian: ' Stavo ben, ma per star meg-
lio, sto gui :' which it is impossible to

translate. * The fear of death often proves
mortal, and sets people on methods to save
their lives, which infallibly destroy them.
This is a reflection made by some histo

rians, upon observing that there are many
more thousands killed in a flight, than in a

battle; and may be applied to those mul
titudes of imaginary sick persons that

break their constitutions by physic, and
throw themselves into the arms of death,

by endeavouring to escape it. This me
thod is not only dangerous, but below the

practice of a reasonable creature. To con
sult the preservation of life, as the only
end of it, to make our health our business,
to engage in no action that is not part of a

regimen, or course of physic; are pur
poses so abject, so mean, so unworthy
human nature, that a generous soul would
rather die than submit to them. Besides
that a continual anxiety for life vitiates all

the relishes of it, and casts a gloom over
the whole face of nature; as it is impossible
we should take delight in any thing that
we are every moment afraid of losing.

I do not mean, by what I have here said,
that I think any one to blame for taking due
care of their health. On the contrary, as
cheerfulness of mind, and capacity for busi

ness, are in a great measure the effects of a

well-tempered constitution, a man cannot
be at too much pains to cultivate and pre
serve it. But this care, which we are

prompted to, not only by common sense,
but by duty and instinct, should never en

gage us in groundless fears, melancholy
apprehensions, and imaginary distempers,
which are natural to every man who is

more anxious to live, than how to die. In

short, the preservation of life should be

only a secondary concern, and the direction
of it our principal. If we have this frame
of mind, we shall take the best means to

preserve life, without being over solicitous

about the event; and shall arrive at that

point of felicity which Martial has men
tioned as the perfection of happiness, of
neither fearing nor wishing for death.

In answer to the gentleman, who tempers
his health by ounces and by scruples, and
instead of complying with those natural so

licitations of hunger and thirst, drowsiness
or love of exercise, governs himself by the

prescriptions of his chair, I shall tell him a
short fable. Jupiter, says the mythologist,
o reward the piety of a certain country-
.nan, promised to give him whatever he
would ask. The countryman desired that

he might have the management of the wea
ther in his own estate. He obtained his

request, and immediately distributed rain,

snow, and sunshine among his several

* The following translation, however, may pive an
English reader some idea of the Italian epitaph:

'

1 was
well, but striving to be better, I am here.'

fields, as he thought the nature of the soil

required. At the end of the year, when
he expected to see a more than ordinary
crop, his harvest fell infinitely short of that

of his neighbours. Upon which (says the

fable) he desired Jupiter to take the
weather again into his own hands, or
that otherwise he should utterly ruin him
self. C.
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Pallida mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas,

Regumque turres. O beate Sexti,

Vita? gumma brevis spem nos vetat inchoare longam,
Jam te premet nox, fabulseque manes,

Et domus exilis Plutonia. Hor. Lib. 1. Od. iv. 13.

With equal foot, rich friend, impartial fate

Knocks at the cottage, and the palace gate :

Life's span forbids thee to extend thy cares,

And stretch thy hopes beyond thy years :

Night soon will seize, and you must quickly go
To story'd ghosts, and Pluto's house below. Creech.

WHEN I am in a serious humour, I very
often walk by myself in Westminster Ab
bey; where the gloominess of the place,
and the use to which it is applied, with the

solemnity of the building, and the condi

tion of the people who lie in it, are apt to

fill the mind with a kind of melancholy, or

rather thoughtfulness, that is not disagree
-

able. I yesterday passed a whole after

noon in the church-yard, the cloisters, and
the church, amusing myself with the tomb
stones and inscriptions that I met with in

those several regions of the dead. Most of

them recorded nothing else of the buried

person, but that he was born upon one

day, and died upon another; the whole

history of his life being comprehended in

those two circumstances that are common
to all mankind. I could not but look upon
these registers of existence, whether of

brass or marble, as a kind of satire upon
the departed persons; who had left no
other memorial of them but that they were
born, and that they died. They put me in

mind of several persons mentioned in the

battles of heroic poems, who have sound

ing names given them, for no other reason
but that they may be killed, and are cele

brated for nothing but being knocked on
the head.
TXauxov n, MiJovra T, 8.= f<riA.ox3 T.' Horn.

'Glaucumque, Medontaque, Thersilochumque.' r\rg.

'Glaucus, and Mcdon, and Thersilocmis.'

The life of tfiese men is finely described

in holy writ by
' the path of an arrow,

'

which is immediately closed up and lost.

Upon my going into the church, I enter

tained myself with the digging of a grave;
and saw in every shovel-full of it that was
thrown up, the fragment of a bone or skull

intermixt with a kind of fresh mouldering
earth that some time or other had a place
in the composition of an human body.
Upon this I began to consider with myself,
what innumerable multitudes of people lay
confused together under the pavement
of that ancient cathedral; how men and
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women, friends and enemies, priests and sol

diers, monks and prebendaries, were crum
bled amongst one another, and blended

together in the same common mass; how
beauty, strength, and youth, with old age,
weakness, and deformity, lay undistin

guished, in the same promiscuous heap of

matter.
After having thus surveyed this great

magazine of mortality, as it were in the

lump, I examined it more particularly by
the accounts which I found on several of
the monuments which are raised in every
quarter of that ancient fabric. Some of
them were covered with such extravagant
epitaphs, that if it were possible for the
dead person to be acquainted with them,
he would blush at the praises which his
friends have bestowed upon him. There
are others so excessively modest, that they
deliver the character of the person depart
ed in Greek or Hebrew, and by that means
are not understood once in a twelvemonth.
In the poetical quarter, I found there were
poets who had no monuments, and monu
ments which had no poets. I observed, in

deed, that the present war had filled the
church with many of these uninhabited

monuments, which had been erected to the

memory of persons whose bodies were per
haps buried in the plains of Blenheim, or
in the bosom of the ocean.

I could not but be very much delighted
with several modern epitaphs, which are
written with great elegance of expression
and justness of thought, and therefore do
honour to the living as well as to the dead.
As a foreigner is very apt to conceive an
idea of the ignorance or politeness of a na
tion from the turn of their public monu
ments and inscriptions, they should be sub
mitted to the perusal of men of learning
and genius before they are put in execu
tion. Sir Cloudesly Shovel's monument has

very often given me great offence. Instead
of the brave rough English admiral, which
was the distinguishing character of that

plain, gallant man, he is represented on
his tomb by the figure of a beau, dressed
in a long periwig, and reposing himself

upon velvet cushions, under a canopy of

state. The inscription is answerable to

the monument: for instead of celebrating
the many remarkable actions he had per
formed in the service of hie country, it ac

quaints us only with the manner of his

death, in which it was impossible for him
to reap any honour. The Dutch, whom
we are apt to despise for want of genius,
show an infinitely greater taste of antiquity
and politeness in their buildings and works
of this nature, than what we meet with in

those of our own country. The monuments
of their admirals, which have been erected
at the public expense, represent them like

themselves, and are adorned with rostral

crowns and naval ornaments, with beauti
ful festoons of sea-weed, shells, and coral.

But to return to our subject. I have left

the repository of our English kings for the

contemplation of another day, when I shall

find my mind disposed for so serious an
amusement. I know that entertainments
of this nature are apt to raise dark and dis

mal thoughts in timorous minds, and gloomy
imaginations; but for my own part, though
I am always serious, I do not know what it

is to be melancholy; and can therefore take
a view of nature, in her deep and solemn

scenes, with the same pleasure as in her
most gay and delightful ones. By this

means I can improve myself with those ob

jects, which others consider with terror.

When I look upon the tombs of the great,

every emotion of envy dies in me; when I

read the epitaphs of the beautiful, every
inordinate desire goes out; when I meet
with the grief of parents upon a tombstone,

my heart melts with compassion; when I

see the tomb of the parents themselves, I

consider the vanity of grieving for those
whom we must quickly follow. When I

see kings lying by those who deposed them,
when I consider rival wits placed side by
side, or the holy men that divided the world
with their contests and disputes, I reflect

with sorrow and astonishment on the little

competitions, factions, and debates of man
kind. When I read the several dates of
the tombs, of some that died yesterday, and
some six hundred years ago, I consider that

great day when we shall all of us be con

temporaries, and make our appearance to

gether. C.

No. 27.] Saturday, March 31, 1711.

Ut nox longa, quibus mentitur arnica, diesque
Longa videtur opus debentibus ; ut piger minus

Pupillia, quos dura premit custodia inatruni :

Sic mihi tarda fluunt ingrataque tempora, qute spem
Consilium que morantur agendi gnaviter id, quod
jEque pauperibus prodest, locupletibus seque ;

^Eque neglectum pueris senibusque nocebit.

Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. i. 23

IMITATED.

Long as to him, who works for debt, the day ;

Long as the night to her, whose love 'saway ;

Long as the year's dull circle seems to run,
When the brisk minor pants for twenty-one ;

So slow th' unprofitable moments roll,

That lock up all the functions ofmy soul ;

That keep me from myself, and still delay
Life's instant business to a future day:
That task, which as we follow, or despise,
The eldest is a fool, the youngest wise :

Which done, the poorest can no wants endure ;

And which not done, the richest must be poor.
Pope.

THERE is scarce a thinking man in the

world, who is involved in the business of it,

but lives under a secret impatience of the

hurry and fatigue he suffers, and has formed
a resolution to fix himself, one time or other,

in such a state as is suitable to the end of

his being. You hear men every day, in

conversation, profess, that all the honour,

power, and riches, which they propose to

themselves, cannot give satisfaction enough
to reward them for half the anxiety they

undergo in the pursuit or possession of.
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them. While men are in this temper
(which happens Very frequently) how in

consistent are they with themselves? They
are wearied with the toil they bear, but
cannot find in their hearts to relinquish it;

retirement is what they want, but they
cannot betake themselves to it. While they
pant after shade and covert, they still affect

to appear in the most glittering scenes of
life. Sure this is but just as reasonable as
if a man should call for more lights, when
he has a mind to go to sleep.

Since then it is certain that our own
hearts deceive us in the love of the world,
and that we cannot command ourselves

enough to resign it, though we every day
wish ourselves disengaged from its allure

ments, let us not stand upon a formal taking
of leave, but wean ourselves from them
while we are in the midst of them.

It is certainly the general intention of the

greater part of mankind to accomplish this

work, and live according to their own ap
probation, as soon as they possibly can. But
since the duration of life is so uncertain, and
that has been a common topic of discourse
ever since there was such a thing as life it

self, how is it possible that we should defer
a moment the beginning to live according
to the rules of reason?
The man of business has ever some one

point to carry, and then he tells himself he
will bid adieu to all the vanity of ambition.
The man of pleasure resolves to take his

leave at least, and part civilly with his mis
tress; but the ambitious man is entangled
every moment in a fresh pursuit, and the
lover sees new charms in the object he fan
cied he could abandon. It istherefore a fan
tastical way of thinking, when we promise
ourselves an alteration in our conduct from

change of place, and difference of circum
stances; the same passions will attend us
wherever we are, till they are conquered,
and we can never live to our satisfaction in

the deepest retirement, unless we are capa
ble of living so, in some measure, amidst
the noise and business of the world.

I have ever thought men were better
known by what could be observed of them
from a perusal of their private letters, than

any other way. My friend the clergyman,
the other day, upon serious discourse with
him concerning the danger of procrastina
tion, gave me the following letters from

persons with whom he lives in great friend

ship and intimacy, according to the good
breeding and good sense of his character.
The first is from a man of business, who is

his convert: the second from one of whom
he conceives good,hopes: the third from
one who is in no state at all, but carried one

way and another by starts.

'SiR, I know not with what words to

express to you the sense I have of the high
obligation you have laid upon me, in the

penance you enjoined me of doing some good
or other to a person of worth every day I

live. The station I am in furnishes me with

daily opportunities
of this kind; and the

noble pnnciple with which you have in

spired me, of benevolence to all I have to
deal with, quickens my application in every
thing I undertake. When I relieve merit
from discountenance, when I assist a friend
less person,when I produce concealed worth,
I am displeased with myself, for having de

signed to leave the world in order to be vir

tuous. I am sorry you decline the occasions
which the condition I am in might afford

me of enlarging your fortunes; but I know
I contribute more to your satisfaction, when
I acknowledge I am the better man, from
the influence and authority you have over,

sir, your most obliged and most humble
servant, R. O.'

'SiR, I am entirely convinced of the
truth of what you were pleased to say to

me, when I was last with you alone. You
told me then of the silly way I was in; but

you told me so, as I saw you loved me,
otherwise I could not obey your commands
in letting you know my thoughts so sin

cerely as I do at present. I know "the
creature, for whom I resign so much of my
character," is all that you said of her; but
then the trifler has something in her so un-

designing and harmless, that her guilt in

one kind disappears by the comparison of

her innocence in another. Will you, vir

tuous man, allow no alteration of offences?

Must dear Chloe be called by the hard
name you pious people give to common wo
men? I keep the solemn promise I made
you in writing to you the state of my mind,
after your kind admonition; and will en
deavour to get the better of this fondness,
which makes me so much her humble ser

vant, that I am almost ashamed to sub
scribe myself yours, T. D.'

SIR, There is no state of life so anxious
as that of a man who does not live accord

ing to the dictates of his own reason. It

will seem odd to you, when I assure you
thatmy love of retirement first of all brought
me to court; but this will be no riddle, when
I acquaint you that I placed myself here
with a design of .getting so much money as

might enable me to purchase a handsome
retreat in the country. At present my cir

cumstances enable me, andmy duty prompts
me to pass away the remaining part of my
life in such a retirement as I at first pro
posed to myself; but to my great misfortune
I have entirely lost the relish of it, and
should now return to the country with

greater reluctance than I at first came to

court. I am so unhappy, as to know that

what I am fond of are trifles, and that what
I neglect is of the greatest importance; in

short, I find a contest in mv own mind be
tween reason and fashion. 1 remember you
once told me, that I might live in the world
and out of it, at the same time. Let me
beg of you to explain this paradox more at

large to me, that I may conform my life, if
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possible, both to my duty and my inclina

tion. I am yours, 8cc R.
C.

No. 28.] Monday, Aprill, 1711/

'Neque semper areum.

Tendit Apollo. Hor. Lib. 2. Od. x. 19.

Nor does Apollo always bend his bow.

I SHALL here present my reader with a

letter from a projector, concerning a new

office, which he thinks may very much con

tribute to the embellishment of the city,

and to the diiving barbarity out of our

streets. I consider it as a satire upon pro

jectors in general, and a lively picture of

the whole art of modern criticism.

SIR, Observing that youhave thoughts
of creating certain officers under you, for

the inspection of several petty enormities

which you yourself cannot attend to; and

finding daily absurdities hung out upon the

sign-posts of this city, to the great scandal

of foreigners, as well as those of our own

country, who are curious spectators of the

same; I do humbly propose that you will

be pleased to make me your superintendant
of all such figures and devices, as are or

shall be made use of on this occasion; with
11VJUO ^&

full powers to rectify or expunge whatever the owner to

I shall find irregular or defective. For

want of such an officer, there is nothing

like sound literature and good sense to be

met with in those objects that are every
where thrusting themselves out to the eye,

and endeavouring to become visible. Our
streets are filled with blue boars, black

swans, and red lions; not to mention flying

pigs, and hogs in armour, with many other

creatures more extraordinary than any in

the deserts of Africa. Strange! that one

who has all the birds and beasts in nature

to choose out of, should live at the sign of

an Ens Rationis!
' My first task therefore should be, like

that of Hercules, to clear the city from

monsters. In the second place, I would

forbid that creatures of jarring and incon

gruous natures should be joined together in

the same sign; such as the bell and the

neat's tongue, the dog and the gridiron

The fox and the goose may be supposed to

have met, but what has the fox and the se

ven stars to do together? And when die

the lamb and dolphin ever meet, excep

upon a sign post? As for the cat and fiddle

there is a conceit in it; and therefore I d

not intend that any thing I have here sai

should affect it. I must however observe

to you upon this subject, that it is usual for

a young tradesman, at his first setting up,
to add to his own sign that of the master

whom he served; as the husband, after

marriage, gives a place to his mistress's

arms in his own coat. This I take to have

given rise to many of those absurdities

which are committed over our heads; and,

as I am informed, first occasioned the three

nuns and a hare, which we see so frequently

joined together. I would therefore establish

certain rules, for the determining how fax-

one tradesman may give the sign of another,

and in what cases he may be allowed to

quarter it with his own.

In the third place, I would enjoin every

shop to make use of a sign which bears

some affinity to the wares in which it deals.

What can be more inconsistent, than to see

a bawd at the sign of the angel, or a tailor

at the lion? A cook should not live at the

boot, nor a shoemaker at the roasted pig;

and vet, for want of this regulation, I have

i goat set up before the door of a p
,
and the French king's head ai

ier-

at afumer,
sword-cutler's.

' An ingenious foreigner observes, that se

veral of those gentlemen who value them

selves upon their families, and overlook

such as are bred to trade, bear the tools of

heir forefathers in their coats of arms. )

will not examine how true this is in fact. But

hough it may not be necessary for posterity

hus to set up the sign of their forefathers,

think it highly proper for those who ac-

ually profess the trade to show some such

marks of it before their doors.

'When the name gives an occasion for an

ngenious sign-post, I would likewise advise

he owner to take that opportunity of let-

ing the world know who he is. It would

lave been ridiculous for the ingenious Mrs.

Salmon to have lived at the sign of the-

rout; for which reason she has erected be-

'ore her house the figure of the fish that is

her namesake. Mr. Bell has likewise dis

tinguished himself by a device of the same

nature: and here, sir, I must beg leave to

observe to you, that this particular figure

of a bell has given occasion to several pieces

of wit in this kind. A man of your reading

must know, that Abel Drugger gained great

applause by it in the time of Ben Jonson.

Our apocryphal heathen god* is also re

presented by this figure; which, in conjunc

tion with the dragon, makes a very hand

some picture in several of our streets. As
for the bell-savage, which is the sign of a

savage man standing by a bell, I was for

merly very much puzzled upon the conceit

of it, till I accidentally fell into the reading

of an old romance translated out of the

French; which gives an account of a very

beautiful woman who was found in a wil

derness, and is called in the French La
belle Sauvage; and is every where trans

lated by our countrymen the bell-savage.

This piece of philosophy will, I hope, con

vince you that I have made sign-posts my
study, and consequently qualified myselt

the employment which I solicit at your

hands. But before I conclude my letter, 1

must communicate to you another remark,

which 1 have made upon the subject with

which 1 am now entertaining you, namely,

that I can give a shrewd guess at the

* St. George.
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mour of the inhabitant by the sign that

hangs before his door. A surly choleric

fellow generally makes choice of a bear; as

men of milder dispositions frequently live

at the lamb. Seeing a punch-bowl paintec

upon a sign near Charing-cross, and very
curiously garnished, with a couple of angels,

hovering over it, and squeezing a lemon into

it, I had the curiosity to ask after the mas
ter of the house, and found, upon inquiry,
as I had guessed by the little agremens
upon his sign, that he was a Frenchman.
I know, sir, it is not requisite for me to en

large upon these hints to a gentleman oi

your great abilities; so humbly recommend
ing myself to your favour and patronage

' I remain, &c.

I shall add to the foregoing letter another,
which came to me by the same penny-post

From my own apartment
HONOURED SIR, near Charing-cross.
'

Having heard that this nation is a great

encourager of ingenuity, I have brought
with me a rope-dancer that was caught in

one of the woods belonging to the great

Mogul. He is by birth a monkey; but

swings upon a rope, takes a pipe of to

bacco, and drinks a glass of ale, like any
reasonable creature. He gives great satis

faction to the quality; and if they will make
a subscription for him, I will send for a
brother of his out of Holland, that is a very
good tumbler; and also for another of the
same family whom I design for my merry-
Andrew, as being an excellent mimic, and
the greatest droll in the country where he
now is. I hope to have this entertainment
in readiness for the next winter; and doubt
toot but it will please more than the opera,
or puppet-show. I will not say that a

monkey is a better man than some of the

opera heroes; but certainly he is a better

representative of a man, than the most ar

tificial composition of wood and wire. If

you will be pleased to give me a good word
in your paper, you shall be every night a

spectator at my show for nothing.
C. lam, &c.'

No. 29.] Tuesday, April 3, 1711.

Sermo lingua concinnus utraque
Buavior: ut Chio nota si commista Falerni est.

Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. x. 23.

Both tongues united sweeter sounds produce,
Like Chian mix'd with the Falernian juice.

THERE is nothing that has more startled

i ur English audience, than the Italian reci-

tativo at its first entrance upon the stage.

People were wonderfully surprised to hear

generals singing the word of command, and
iadies delivering messages in music. Our
countrymen could not forbear laughing
when they heard a lover chanting out a

billet-doux, and even the superscription of

a letter set to a tune. The famous blunder
in an old play of ' Enter a king and two
fiddlers solus,' was now no longer an ab

surdity, when it was impossible for a hero
in a desert, or a princess in her closet, to

speak any thing unaccompanied with mu
sical instruments.
But however this Italian method of acting

in recitativo might appear at first hearing,
I cannot but think it much more just than
that which prevailed in our English opera
before this innovation: the transition from
an air to recitative music being more natu

ral, than the passing from a song to plain
and ordinary speaking, which was the com
mon method in PurceU's operas.
The only fault I find in our present prac

tice, is the making use of the Italian reci

tativo with English words.
To go to the bottom of this matter, I must

observe, that the tone, or (as the French
call it) the accent of every nation in their

ordinary speech, is altogether different from
that of any other people; as we may see

even in the Welch and Scotch, who border
so near upon us. By the tone or accent, I

do not mean the pronunciation of each par
ticular word, but the sound of the whole
sentence. Thus it is very common for an

English gentleman, when he hears a French

tragedy, to complain that the actors all of

them speak in a tone: and therefore he very
wisely prefers his own countrymen, not con

sidering that a foreigner complains of the
same tone in an English actor.

For this reason, the recitative music, in

every language, should be as different as
the tone or accent of each language; for

otherwise, what may properly express a

passion in one language will not do it in

another. Every one who has been long in

Italy knows very well, that the cadences
in the recitativo bear a remote affinity to

the tone of their voices in ordinary conver

sation, or, to speak more properly, are only
the accents of their language made more
musical and tuneful.

Thus the notes of interrogation, or admi
ration, in the Italian music (if one may so

call them) which resemble their accents in

discourse on such occasions, are not unlike
the ordinary tones of an English voice when
we are angry; insomuch that I have often

een our audiences extremely mistaken, as

to what has been doing upon the stage, and

expecting to see the hero knock down his

messenger, when he has been asking him a

question; or fancying that he quarrels with
lis friend, when he only bids him good-
morrow.
For this reason the Italian artists cannot

agree with our English musicians in admir-

ng PurceU's compositions, and thinking his

.unes so wonderfully adapted to his words;
)ecause both nations do not always express
he same passions by the same sounds.

I am therefore humbly of opinion, that

an English composer should not follow the

talian recitative too servilely, but make
use of many gentle deviations from it, in

compliance with his own native language,
ie may copy out of it all the lulling soft-
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ness and '

dying fall^' (as Shakspeare calls

them,) but should still remember that he
ought to accommodate himself to an Eng
lish audience: and by humouring the tone
of our voices in ordinary conversation, have
the same regard to the accent of his own
language, as those persons had to theirs
whom he professes to imitate. It is ob
served, that several of the singing birds of
our own country learn to sweeten their

voices, and mellow the harshness of their
natural notes, by practising under those that
come from warmer climates. In the same
manner, I would allow the Italian opera to

lend our English music as much as may
grace and soften it, but never entirely to

annihilate and destroy it. Let the infusion
be as strong as you please, but still let the

subject-matter of it be English.A composer should fit his music to the

genius of the people, and consider that the

delicacy of hearing, and taste of harmony,
has been formed upon those sounds which
every country abounds with. In short, that
music is of a relative nature, and what is

harmony to one ear, may be dissonance to
another.

The same observation which I have made
upon the recitative part of music may be

applied to all our songs and airs in general.
Signior Baptist Lully acted like a man of

sense in this particular. He found the
French music extremely defective, and

very often barbarous. However, knowing
the genius of the people, the humour of
their language, and the prejudiced ears he
had to deal with, he did not pretend to ex
tirpate the French music, and plant the
Italian in its stead; but only to cultivate
and civilize it with innumerable graces and
modulations which he borrowed from the
Italians. By this means the French music
is now perfect in its kind; and when you
say it is not so good as the Italian, you only
mean that it does not please you so well;
for there is scarce a Frenchman who would
not wonder to hear you give the Italian such
a preference, The music of the French is

indeed very properly adapted to their pro
nunciation and accent, as their whole opera
wonderfully favours the genius of such a

gay airy people. The chorus in which that

opera abounds, gives the parterre frequent
opportunities of joining in concert with the

stage. This inclination of the audience to

sing along with the actors, so prevails with
them, that I have sometimes known the

performer on the stage to do no more in a
celebrated song, than the clerk of a parish
church, who serves only to raise the psalm,
and is afterwards drowned in the music of
the congregation. Every actor that comes
on the stage is a beau. The queens and
heroines are so painted, that they appear as

ruddy and cherry-cheeked as milk-maids.
The shepherds are all embroidered, and
acquit themselves in a ball better than our
English dancing-masters. I have seen a

couple of rivers appear in red stockings;
8

and Alpheus, instead of having his head
covered with sedge and bull-rushes, making
love in a full-bottomed periwig and a plume
of feathers; but with a voice so full of shakes
and quavers, that I should have thought the
murmurs of a country brook the much more
agreeable music.

I remember the last opera I saw in that

merry nation was the Rape of Proserpine,
where Pluto, to make the more tempting
figure, puts himself in a French equipage,
and brings Ascalaphus along with him as
his valet de chambre. This is what we
call folly and impertinence: but what the
French look upon as gay and polite.

I shall add no more to what I have here

offered, than that music, architecture, and

painting, as well as poetry and oratory, are
to deduce their laws and rules from the

general sense and taste of mankind, and
not from the principles of those arts them
selves; or, in other words, the taste is not
to conform to the art, but the art to the
taste. Music is not designed to please only
chromatic ears, but all that is capable of dis

tinguishing harsh from disagreeable notes.

A man of an ordinary ear is ajudge whether
a passion is expressed in proper sounds, and
whetherthe melody of those sounds be more
or less pleasing. C.

No. 30.] Wednesday, Afiril 4, 1711.

Si Mimnermus uti censet, sine amore jocisque
Nil est jucundum ; vivas in amore jocisque.

Hor. Ltb. 1. Ep. vi. 65

If nothing, as Mimnermus strives to prove,
Can e'er be pleasant without mirth and love,
Then live in mirth and love, thy sports pursue.

Creech.

ONE common calamity makes men ex

tremely affect each other, though they dif

fer in every other particular. The passion
of love is the most general concern among

;n; and I am glad to hear by my last ad
vices from Oxford, that there are a set of

signers in that university, who have erect
ed themselves into a society in honour of
that tender passion. These gentlemen are
of that sort of inamoratos, who are not so

very much lost to common sense, but that

they understand the folly they are guilty
of; and for that reason separate themselves
from all other company, because they will

enjoy the pleasure of talking incoherently,
without being ridiculous to any but each
other. When a man comes into the club,
he is not obliged to make any introduction
to his discourse, but at once, as he is seat

ing himself in his chair, speaks in the
thread of his own thoughts,

' She gave me
a very obliging glance, she never looked so

well in her life as this evening;' or the like

reflection without regard to any other
member of the society; for in this assembly
they do not meet to talk to each other; but

every man claims the full liberty of talking
to himself. Instead of snuff-boxes and
canes, which are the usual helps to dis-
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course with other young fellows, these have
each some piece of riband, a broken fan,

or an old girdle, which they play with
while they talk of the fair person remem
bered by each respective token. Accord

ing to the representation of the matter
from my letters, the company appear like

so many players rehearsing behind the

scenes; one is sighing and lamenting his

destiny in beseeching terms, another de

claiming he will break his chain, and an

other, in dumb-show, striving to express
his passion by his gesture. It is very ordi

nary in the assembly for one of a sudden to

rise and make a discourse concerning his

passion in general, and describe the tem

per of his mind in such a manner, as that

the whole company shall join in the de

scription, and feel the force of it. In this

case, if any man has declared the violence

of his flame in more pathetic terms, he is

made president for that night, out of re

spect to his superior passion.
We had some years ago in this town a

set of people who met and dressed like

lovers, and were distinguished by the name
of the Fringe-glove club; but they were

persons of such moderate intellects, even
before they were impaired by their pas
sion, that their irregularities could not fur

nish sufficient variety of folly to afford

daily new impertinences; by which means
that institution dropped. These fellows

could express their passion in nothing but

their dress; but the Oxonians are fantasti

cal now they are lovers, in proportion to

their learning and understanding before

they became such. The thoughts of the

ancient poets on this agreeable frenzy are

translated in honour of some modern beau

ty; and Chloris is won to-day by the same

compliment that was made to Lesbia a

thousand years ago. But as far as I can

learn, the patron of the club is the renown
ed Don Quixote. The adventures of that

gentle knight are frequently mentioned in

the society under the colour of laughing at

the passion and themselves: but at the

same time, though they are sensible of the

extravagancies of that unhappy warrior,

they do not observe, that to turn all the

reading of the best and wisest writings into

rhapsodies of love, is a frenzy no less di

verting than that of the aforesaid accom

plished Spaniard. A gentleman who, I

hope, will continue his correspondence, is

lately admitted into the fraternity, and sent

me the following letter:

SiR Since I find you take notice of

clubs, I beg leave to give you an account
of one in Oxford, which you have no where

mentioned, and perhaps never heard of.

We distinguish ourselves by the title of the

Amorous Club, are all votaries of Cupid,
and admirers of the fair sex. The reason

that we are so little known in the world, is

the secrecy which we are obliged to live

under in the university. Our constitution

runs counter to that of the place wherein
we live: for in love there are no doctors,
and we all profess so high a passion, that

we admit of no graduates in it. Our pre
sidentship is bestowed according to the

dignity of the passion; our number is un
limited; and our statutes are like those of

the Druids, recorded in our own breasts

only, and explained by the majority of the

company. A mistress, and a poem in her

praise, will introduce any candidate. With
out the latter no one can be admitted; for

he that is not in love enough to rhyme, is

unqualified for our society. To speak dis

respectfully of any woman is expulsion
from our gentle society. As we are at pre
sent all of us gown-men, instead of duel

ling when we are rivals, we drink together
the health of our mistress. The manner
of doing this sometimes indeed creates de

bates; on such occasions we have recourse
to the rules of love among the ancients.

" Ntevia sex cyathis, septem Justina bibatur."

Mart. Epig. i. 72.

" Six cups to Nffivia, to Justina seven."

This method of a glass to every letter of

her name, occasioned the other night a dis

pute of some warmth. A young student

who is in love with Mrs. Elizabeth Dim
ple, was so unreasonable as to begin her
health under the name of Elizabetha ,

which so exasperated the club, that by
common consent we retrenched it to Betty.
We look upon a man as no company that

does not sigh five times in a quarter of an

hour; and look upon a member as very ab

surd, that is so much himself as to make a

direct answer to a question. In fine, the

whole assembly is made up of absent men,
that is, of such persons as have lost their

locality, and whose minds and bodies never

keep company with one another. As I am
an unfortunate member of this distracted

society, you cannot expect a very regular
account of it; for which reason I hope you
will pardon me that I so abruptly subscribe

myself, Sir, your most obedient humble
servant, T. L.

'I forgot to tell you, that Albina, who
has six votaries in this club, is one of vour

readers.
'

fa-

o. 31.] Thursday, Aprils, 1711.

Sit mihi fas audita loqui firg- E. vi. 266.

What I have heard, permit me to relate.

LAST night, upon mv going into a coffee

house not far from the Haymarkct theatre,

I diverted myself for above half an hour
with overhearing the discourse of one, who,

by the shabbiness of his dress, the extra

vagance of his conceptions, and the hurry
of his speech, I discovered to be of that

species who are generally distinguished by
the title of Projectors. This gentleman,
for I found he was treated as such by his

audience, was entertaining a whole table
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of listeners with the project of an opera,
which he told us had not cost him above two
or three mornings in the contrivance, and
which he was ready to put in execution,

provided he might find his account in it.

He said that he had observed the great
trouble and inconvenience which ladies

were at, in travelling up and down to the
several shows that are exhibited in differ

ent quarters of the town. The dancing
monkeys are in one place; the puppet-
show in another; the opera in a third; not
to mention the lions, that are almost a
whole day's journey from the politer part
of the town. By this means people of figure
are forced to lose half the winter, after
their coming to town, before they have
seen all the strange sights about it. In or
der to. remedy this great inconvenience,
our projector drew out of his pocket the
scheme of an opera, entitled ' The Expe
dition of Alexander the Great;' in which
he had disposed all the remarkable shows
about town, among the scenes and decora
tions of his piece. The thought, he con
fessed, was not originally his own, but that
he had taken the hint of it from several

performances which he had seen upon our

stage : in one of which there was a raree-

show; in another a ladder-dance; and in

others a posture-man, a moving picture,
with many curiosities of the like nature.

This Expedition of Alexander opens
with his consulting the oracle at Delphos,
in which the dumb conjuror, who has been
visited by so many persons of quality of
late years, is to be introduced as telling his

fortune. At the same time Clinch of Bar-
net is represented in another corner of the

temple, as ringing the bells of Delphos, for

joy of his arrival. The tent of Darius is to

be peopled by the ingenious Mrs. Salmon,
where Alexander is to fall in love with a

piece of wax-work that represents the
beautiful Statira. When Alexander comes
into that country, in which Quintus Cur-
tius tells us the dogs were so exceeding
fierce, that they would not loose their

hold, though they were cut to pieces limb

by limb, and that they would hang upon
their prey by their teeth when they had

nothing but a mouth left, there is to be a
scene of Hockley-in-the-Hole, in which is

to be represented all the diversions of

that place, the bull-baiting only excepted,
which cannot possibly be exhibited in the

theatre, by reason of the lowness of the
roof. The several woods in Asia, which
Alexander must be supposed to pass
through, will give the audience a sight of

monkeys dancing upon ropes, with many
other pleasantries of that ludicrous spe
cies. At the same time, if there chance to

be any strange animals in town, whether
birds or beasts, they may be either let

loose among the woods, or driven across
the stage by some of the country people of

Asia. In the last great battle, Pinketh-
man is to personate King Poms upon an

elephant, and is to be encountered by
Powell, representing Alexander the Great,
upon a dromedary, which nevertheless
Mr. Powell is desired to call by the name
of Bucephalus. Upon the close of this

great decisive battle, when the two kings
are thoroughly reconciled, to show the
mutual friendship and good correspond
ence that reigns between them, they both
of them go together to a puppet-show, in

which the ingenious Mr. Powell, junior,

may have an opportunity of displaying his

whole art of machinery, for the diversion
of the two monarchs. Some at the table

urged, that a puppet-show was not a
suitable entertainment for Alexander the

Great; and that it might be introduced
more properly, if we suppose the con

queror touched upon that part of India

which is said to be inhabitedby the pygmies.
But this objection was looked upon as fri

volous, and the proposal immediately over
ruled. Our projector further added, that

after the reconciliation of these two kings,

they might invite one another to dinner,
and either of them entertain his guest with
the German artist, Mr. Pinkethman's hea
then gods, or any of the like diversions,
which shall then chance to be in vogue.
This project was received with very

great applause by the whole table. Upon
which the undertaker told us, that he had
not yet communicated to us above half his

design ;
for that Alexander being a Greek,

it was his intention that the wnole opera
should be acted in that language, which
was a tongue he was sure would wonder

fully please the ladies, especially when it

was a little raised and rounded by the Ionic

dialect; and could not but be acceptable
to the whole audience, because there are

fewer of them who understand Greek than
Italian. The only difficulty that remain
ed was how to get performers, unless we
could persuade some gentlemen of the uni

versities to learn to sing, in order to qualify
themselves for the stage; but this objection
soon vanished, when the projector inform
ed us that the Greeks were at present the

only musicians in the Turkish empire, and
that it would be very easy for our factory
at Smyrna to furnish us every year with a

colony of musicians, by the. opportunity of

the Turkey fleet; besides, says he, if we
want any single voice for any lower part in

the opera, Lawrence can learn to speak
Greek, as well as he does Italian, in a fort

night's time.

The projector having thus settled mat
ters to the good-liking of all that heard

him, he left his seat at the table, and

planted himself before the fire, where I

tiad unluckily taken my stand for the con
venience of overhearing what he said.

Whether he had observed me to be more
attentive than ordinary, I cannot tell, but

he had not stood by me above a quarter of.
a minute, but he turned short upon me on

a sudden, and catching me by a button ot
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my coat, attacked me very abruptly after

the following manner.
'

Besides, Sir, I have
heard of a very extraordinary genius for

music that lives in Switzerland, who has so

strong a spring in his fingers, that he can
make the board of an organ sound like a
drum, and if I could but procure a sub

scription of about ten thousand pounds
every winter, I would undertake to fetch
him over, and oblige him by articles to set

every thing that should be sung upon the

English stage.
'
After this he looked full in

my face, expecting I would make an an

swer, when, by good luck, a gentleman
that had entered the coffee-house since the

projector applied himself to me, hearing
him talk of his Swiss compositions, cried
out in a kind of laugh,

' Is our music then
to receive further improvements from Swit
zerland!' This alarmed the projector, who
immediately let go my button, and turned
about to answer him. I took the opportunity
of the diversion which seemed to be made
in favour of me, and laying down my penny
upon the bar, retired with some precipita
tion. C.

No. 32.] Friday, Afiril 6, 1711.

Nil illi larva aut tragicis opus ease cotburnis.
HOT. Lib. 1. Sat. v. 64.

He wants no tragic vizor to increase
His natural deformity efface.

THE late discourse concerning the sta

tutes of the Ugly clubx having been so well
received at Oxford, that contrary to the
strict rules of the society, they have been
so partial as to take my own testimonial,
and admit me into that select body; I could
not restrain the vanity

of publishing to the
world the honour which is done me. It is

no small satisfaction that I have given oc

casion for the President's showing both his

invention and reading to such advantage as

my correspondent reports he did: but it is

not to be doubted there were many very
proper hums and pauses in his harangue,
which lose their ugliness in the narration,
and which my correspondent (begging his

pardon) has no very good talent at repre
senting. I very much approve of the con

tempt the society has of beauty. Nothing
ought to be laudable in a man, in which his

will is not concerned; therefore our society
can follow nature, and where she has

thought fit, as it were, to mock herself, we
can do so too, and be merry upon the oc

casion.

<MR. SPECTATOR, Your making public
the late trouble I gave you, you will find to

have been the occasion of this. Who should
I meet at the coffee-house door the other

night, but my old friend Mr. President ! I

saw somewhat had pleased him; and as

soon as he had cast his eye upon me, "
Oho,

doctor, rare news from London," says he;
"the Spectator has made honourable men
tion of the club (man,) and published to the

world his sincere desire to he a member,
with a recommendatory description of his

phiz; and though our constitution has made
no particular provision for short faces, yet
his being an extraordinary case, I believe

we shall find a hole for him to creep in at;

for I assure you he is not against the canon;
and if his sides are as compact as his joles,

he need not disguise himself to make one of

us.
"

I presently called for the paper, to

see how you looked in print; and after we
had regaled ourselves awhile upon the plea
sant image of our proselyte, Mr. President

told me I should be his stranger at the next

night's club; where we were no sooner

come, and pipes brought, but Mr. Presi

dent began a harangue upon your introduc

tion to my epistle, setting forth with no less

volubility of speech, than strength of rea

son, "That a speculation of this nature was
what had been long and much wanted; and
that he doubted not but it would be of in

estimable value to the public, in reconciling
even of bodies and souls; in composing and

quieting the minds of men under all cor

poral redundancies, deficiencies, and irre

gularities whatsoever; and making every
one sit down content in his own carcass,

though it were not perhaps so mathemati

cally put together as he could wish." And
again, "How that for want of a due con
sideration of what you first advance, viz.

That our faces are not of our own choosing,

people had been transported beyond all

good breeding, and hurried themselves into

unaccountable and fatal extravagancies; as

how many impartial looking-glasses had
been censured and calumniated, nay, and
sometimes shivered into ten thousand splin
ters, only for a fair representation ot the
truth? How many head-strings and garters
had been made accessary, and actually for

feited, only because folks must needs quar
rel with their own shadows? And who,"
continues he,

" but is deeply sensible, that

one great source of the uneasiness and

misery of human Jife, especially amongst
those of distinction, arises from nothing in

the world else, but too severe a contempla
tion of an indefeasible contexture of our ex
ternal parts, or certain natural and invinci

ble dispositions to be fat or lean? when a

little more of Mr. Spectator's philosophy
would take off all this. In the mean time
let them observe, that there is not one of

their grievances of this sort, but perhaps,
in some ages of the world, has been highly
in vogue, and may be so again; nay, in some

country or other, ten to one, is so at this dav.

My Lady Ample is the most miserable
woman in the world, purely of her own
making. She even grudges herself meat
and drink, for fear she should thrive by
them; and is constantly crying out,

" In a

quarter of a year more I shall be quite out

of all manner of shape!"
Now the lady's

misfortune seems to be only this, that she
is planted in a wrong soil; for go but to the

other side of the water, it is a jest at Haer-
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lem to talk of a shape under eighteen stone.

These wise traders regulate their beauties
as they do their butter, by the pound; and
Miss Cross, when she first arrived in the
Low Countries, was not computed to be so

handsome as Madam Van Brisket by near
half a ton. On the other hand, there is

'Squire Lath, a proper gentleman of fifteen

hundred pounds per annum, as well as of
an unblamable life and conversation; yet
would I not be the squire for half his estate;
for if it was as much more, he would freely
part, with it all for a pair of legs to his
mind. Whereas in the reign of our first

Edward, of glorious memory, nothing more* modish than a brace of your fine taper sup
porters; and his majesty, without an inch
of calf, managed affairs in peace or war as

laudably as the bravest and most politic of
his ancestors; and was as terrible to his

neighbours under the royal name of Long-
shanks, as Coeur de Lion to the Saracens
before him. If we look further back into

history, we shall find that Alexander the
Great wore his head a little over the
left shoulder, and then not a soul stirred
out till he had adjusted his neck-bone; the
whole nobility addressed the prince and
each other obliquely, and all matters of im
portance were concerted and carried on in
the Macedonian court, with their polls on
one side. For about the first century, no

thing made more noise in the world than
Roman noses, and then not a word of them
till they revived again in eighty-eight.*
Nor is it so very long since Richard the
Third set up half the backs of the nation;
and high shoulders, as well as high noses,
were the top of the fashion. But to come
to ourselves, gentlemen, though I find by
my quinquennial observations, that we shall
never get ladies enough to make a party in
our own country, yet might we meet with
better success among some of our allies.

And what think you if our board sat for a
Dutch piece? Truly I am of opinion, that
as odd as we appear in flesh and blood, we
should be no such strange things in mezzo-
tinto. But this project may rest till our
number is complete; and this being our
election night, give me leave to propose
Mr. Spectator. You see his inclinations,
and perhaps we may not have his fellow.

"
' I found most of them (as is usual in all

such cases) were prepared; but one of the
seniors (whom by the by Mr. President had
taken all this pains to bring over) sat still,

and cocking his chin, which seemed only
to be levelled at his nose, very gravely de
clared,

" That in case he had had sufficient

knowledge of you, no man should have been
more willing to have served you; but that

he, for his part, had always had regard to
his own conscience, as well as other peo
ple's merit; and he did not know but that

you might be a handsome fellow; for as for

* Dryden in his plates to his translation of Virgil,
caused ^Eneas to be represented with a Roman nose, in
compliment to King William III

your
own certificate, it was every body's

business to speak for themselves." Mr.
President immediately retorted, "A hand
some fellow ! why he is a wit, Sir, and you
know the proverb:" and to ease the old

gentleman of his scruples, cried, "That
for matter of merit it was all one, you might
wear a mask." This threw him into a
pause, and he looked desirous of three days
to consider on it; but Mr. President im
proved the thought, and followed him up
with an old story,

" That wits were privi
leged to wear what masks they pleased in
all ages; and that a vizard

m
had been the

constant crown of their labours, which was
generally presented them by the hand of
some satyr, and sometimes of Apollo him
self:" for the truth of which he appealed to
the frontispiece of several books, and par
ticularly to the English Juvenal, to which
he referred him; and only added, "That
such authors were the Larvati, or Larva
donati of the ancients.

" This cleared up
all, and in the conclusion you were chose

probationer; and Mr. President put round

your health as such, protesting, "That
though indeed he talked of a vizard, he did
not believe all the while you had any more
occasion for it than the cat-a-mountain;" so
that all you have to do now is to pay your
fees, which are here very reasonable, if

you are not imposed upon; and you may
style yourself Informis Societatis Socivs;
which I am desired to acquaint you with;
and upon the same I beg you to accept of

the congratulation of, Sir,
' Your obliged humble servant,

'

Oxford, March 21.' ' A. C '

R.
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Fervidus tecum puer, et solutis

Gratite zonis, properentque nymphse
Et parum comis sine te juventas,

Mercuriusque. HOT. Lib. 1. Od. xxx. 5.

The graces with their zones unloos'd ;

The nymphs their beauties all expos'd;
From every spring, and every plain ;

Thy pow'rful, hot, and winged boyj
And youth, that's dull without thy joy;
And Mercury compose thy train. Creech.

A FRIEND of mine has two daughters,
whom I will call Lsetitia and* Daphne; the
former is one of the greatest beauties of the

age in which she lives, the latter no way
remarkable for any charms in her person.

Upon this one circumstance of their out

ward form, the good and ill of their life

seems to turn. Lxtitia has not, from her

very childhood, heard any thing else but
commendations of her features and com
plexion, by which means she is no other

than nature made her, a very beautiful out

side. The consciousness of her charms has
rendered her insupportably vain and inso

lent towards all who have to do with her.

Daphne, who was almost twenty before one
civil thing had been said to her, found her
self obliged to acquire some accomplish
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ments to make up for the want of those

attractions which she saw in her sister.

Poor Daphne was seldom submitted to in a

debate wherein she was concerned; her dis

course had nothing to recommend it but the

good sense of it, and she was always under
a necessity to have very well considered
what she was to say before she uttered it;

while Lxtitia was listened to with partiality,
and approbation sat in the countenances of

those she conversed with, before she com
municated what she had to say. These
causes have produced suitable effects, and
Lxtitia is as ins.ipid a companion as Daphne
is an agreeable one. Lxtitia, confident of

favour, has studied no arts to please; Daph
ne, despairing of any inclination towards
her person, has depended wholly on her
merit. Lxtitia has always something in her
air that is sullen, grave, and disconsolate.

Daphne has a countenance that appears
cheerful, open, and unconcerned. A young
gentleman saw Lxtitia this winter at a

play, and became her captive. His fortune

was such, that he wanted very little intro

duction to speak his sentiments to her fa

ther. The lover was admitted with the
utmost freedom into the family, where a
constrained behaviour, severe looks, and
distant civilities, were the highest favours
he could obtain of Lxtitia; while Daphne
used him with the good humour, familiarity,
and innocence of a sister: insomuch that he
would cften say to her, 'Dear Daphne,
wert thou but as handsome as Lxtitia.

'

She received such language with that in

genuous and pleasing mirth, which is natu
ral to a woman without design. He still

sighed in vain for Lxtitia, but found cer
tain relief in the agreeable conversation of

Daphne. At length, heartily tired with
the haughty impertinence of Lxtitia, and
charmed with the repeated instances of

good-humour he had observed in Daphne,
he one day told the latter, that he had

something to say to her he hoped she would
be pleased with 'Faith, Daphne,' con
tinued he,

' I am in love with thee, and

despise thy sister sincerely.' The manner
of his declaring himself, gave his mistress
occasion for a very hearty laughter.

'

Nay,
'

says he,
' I knew you would laugh at nie,

but I will ask your father.
' He did so; the

father received his intelligence with no less

joy than surprise, and was very glad he
had now no care left but for his oeauty,
which he thought he could carry to market
at his leisure. I do not know any thing that

has pleased me so much a great while, as

this conquest of my friend Daphne's. All
her acquaintance congratulate her upon her

chance-medley, and laugh at that premedi
tating murderer her sister. As it is an

argument of a light mind, to think the
worse of ourselves for the imperfections of

our persons, it is equally below us to value
ourselves upon the advantages of them.
The female world seem to be almost incor

rigibly gone astray in this particular; for

which reason I shall recommend the fol

lowing extract out of a friend's letter to the

professed beauties, who are a people almost
as unsufferable as the professed wits.

' Monsieur St. Evremond has concluded
one of his essays with affirming, that the
last sighs of a handsome woman are not so

much for the loss of her life, as of her

beauty. Perhaps this raillery is pursued
too far, yet it is turned upon a very obvious

remark, that woman's strongest passion is

for her own beauty, and that she values it

as her favourite distinction. From hence it

is that all arts, which pretend to improve
or preserve it, meet with so general a re

ception among the sex. To say nothing of

many false helps and contraband wares of

beauty, which are daily vended in this great
mart, there is not a maiden gentlewoman
of a good family, in any county of South
Britain, who has not heard of the virtues of

May-dew, or is unfurnished with some re

ceipt or other in favour of her complexion;
and I have known a physician of learning
and sense, after eight years study in the

university, and a course of travels into most
countries of Europe, owe the first raising
of his fortune to a cosmetic wash.

' This has given me occasion to consider
how so universal a disposition in woman
kind, which springs from a laudable mo
tive, the desire of pleasing, and proceeds
upon an opinion, not altogether groundless,
that nature may be helped by art, may be
turned to their advantage. And, methinks,
it would be an acceptable service to take
them out of the hands of quacks and pre
tenders, and to pi'event their imposing upon
themselves, by discovering to them the
true secret and art of improving beauty.

' In order to do this, before I touch upon
it directly, it will be necessary to lay down
a few preliminary maxims, viz.

' That no woman can be handsome by
the force of features alone, any more than
she can be witty only by the help of

speech.
' That pride destroys all symmetry and

grace, and affectation is a more terrible

enemy to fine faces than the small-pox.
'That no woman is capable of being

beautiful, who is not incapable of being
false.

' And, That what would be odious in a

friend, is deformity in a mistress.
' From these few principles, thus laid

down, it will be easy to prove, that the true

art of assisting beauty consists in embellish

ing the whole person by the proper orna

ments of virtuous and commendable quali
ties. By this help alone it is, that those

who are the favourite work of nature, or,

as Mr. Dryden expresses it, the porcelain

clay of human kind, become animated, and
are in a capacity of exerting their charms;
and those who seem to have been neglect
ed by her, like models wrought in haste,

are capable in a great measure of finishing
what she has left imperfect.
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'
It is, methinks, a low and degradin,

idea of that sex, which was created to re
fine the joys, and soften the cares of hu
inanity, oy the most agreeable participa
tion, to consider them merely as objects o:

sight. This is abridging them of their na
tural extent of power, to put them upon a
level with their pictures at Kneller's. Hov
much nobler is the contemplation of beau

ty, heightened by virtue, and commanding
our esteem and love, whilst it draws ou
observation ! How faint and spiritless an
the charms of a coquette, when comparec
with the real loveliness of Sophronia's in

nocence, piety, good-humour, and truth
virtues which add a new softness to her

sex, and even beautify her beauty ! Tha
agreeableness which must otherwise have
appeared no longer in the modest virgin, is

now preserved in the tender mother, the

prudent friend, and the faithful wife. Co
lours artfully spread upon canvass may en
tertain the eye, but not affect the heart
and she who takes no care to add to the na
tural graces of her person any excelling
qualities, may be allowed still to amuse, as
a picture, but not to triumph as a beauty.

' When Adam is introduced by Milton,
describing Eve in Paradise, ana relating
to the angel the impressions he felt upon
seeing her at her first creation, he does not

represent her like a Grecian Venus, by her
shape or features, but by the lustre of her
mind which shone in them, and gave them
their power of charming:
''Grace was in all her steps, heav'n in her eye,
In all her gestures dignity and love !"

'Without this irradiating power, the

proudest fair-one ought to know, whatever
her glass may tell her to the contrary, that
her most perfect features are uninformed
and dead.

' I cannot better close this moral, than

by a short epitaph written by Ben Jonson
with a spirit which nothing could inspire
but such an object as I have been de

scribing.
" Underneath this stone doth lie

As much virtue as could die ;

Which when alive did vigour give
To as much beauty as could live."

' I am, Sir, your most humble servant,
R. 'R. B.'

THE SPECTATOR.

No. 34.] Monday, April 9, 1711.

-parcit

Cognatis maculis similis fera-

Juv. Sat. xv. 159.

From spotted skins the leopard does refrain. Tale.

THE club of which I am a member, is

very luckily composed of such persons as

are engaged in different ways of life, and

deputed as it were out of the most conspi
cuous classes of mankind. By this means
I am furnished with the greatest variety of

hints and materials, and know every thing
that passes in the different quarters and

divisions, not only of this great city, but of
the whole kingdom. My readers too have
the satisfaction to find that there is no rank
or degrees among them who have not their

representative in this club, and that there
is always somebody present who will take
care of their respective interests, that no

thing may be written or published to the

prejudice or infringement of their just
rights and privileges.

I last night sat very late in company with
this select body of friends, who entertained
me with several remarks which they and
others had made upon these my specula
tions, as also with the various success which
they had met with among their several
ranks and degrees of readers. Will Honey
comb told me, in the softest manner he
could that there were some ladies (but for

your comfort, says Will, they are not those
of the most wit) that were offended at the
liberties I had taken with the opera and
the puppet-show; that some of them were
likewise very much surprised, that I should
think such serious points as the dress and

equipage of persons of quality, proper sub

jects for raillery.
He was going on when Sir Andrew Free-

port took him up short, and told him that

the papers he hinted at, had done great
good in the city, and that all their wives
and daughters were the better for them;
and further added, that the whole city

thought themselves very much obliged to

me for declaring my generous intentions to

courge vice and folly as they appear in a

multitude, without condescending to be a
publisher of particular intrigues and cuck-
oldoms. ' In short,' says Sir Andrew, '

if

you avoid that foolish beaten road of fall-

ng upon aldermen and citizens, and employ
your pen upon the vanity and luxury or

courts, your paper must needs be of gene-
al use.

Upon this my friend the Templar told

Sir Andrew, that he wondered to hear a
man of his sense talk after that manner;
:hat the city had always been the province
cor satire, and that the wits of King
Charles's time jested upon nothing 'else

during his whole reign. He then showed,
>y the example of Horace, Juvenal, Boi-

eau, and the best writers of every age,
hat the follies of the stage and court had
never been accounted too sacred for ridi

cule, how great soever the persons might
)e that patronized them. 'But after all,'

ays he,
' I think your raillery has made too

jreat an excursion, in attacking several per-
ons of the inns of court; and I do not be-

ieve you can show me any precedent for

four behaviour in that particular.
'

My good friend, Sir Roger de Coverly,
vho had said nothing all this while, began
lis speech with a Pish ! and told us, that

ic wondered to see so many men of sense,
o very serious upon fooleries.

' Let our
ood friend,' says he, 'attack every one
!iat deserves it; I would only advise you,
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Mr. Spectator,' applying himself to me,
' to take care how you meddle with coun

try squires. They are the ornaments of

the English nation; men of good heads and
sound bodies! and, let me tell you, some
of them take it ill of you, that you mention
fox-hunters with so little respect.

'

Captain Sentry spoke very sparingly on
this occasion. What he said was only to

commend my prudence in not touching
upon the army, and advised me to continue
to act

discreetly
in that point.

But by this time I found every subject of

my speculations was taken away from me,
by one or other of the club: and began to

think myself in the condition of the good
man that had one wife who took a dislike

to his grey hairs, and another to his black,
till by their picking

out what each of them
had an aversion to, they left his head alto

gether bald and naked.
While I was thus musing with myself,

my worthy friend the clergyman, who,
very luckily for me, was at the club that

night, undertook my cause. He told us,
that he wondered any order of persons
should think themselves too considerable to

be advised. That it was not quality, but

innocence, which exempted men from re

proof. That vice and folly ought to be at

tacked wherever they could be met with,
and especially when they were placed in

high and conspicuous stations of life. He
further added, that my paper would only
serve to aggravate the pains of poverty, if

it chiefly exposed those who are already
depressed, and in some measure turned into

ridicule, by the meanness of their conditions

and circumstances. He afterwards pro
ceeded to take notice of the great use this

paper might be of to the public, by repre
hending those vices which are too trivial for

the chastisement of the law, and too fantas

tical for the cognizance of the pulpit He
then advised me to prosecute my under

taking with cheerfulness, and assured me,
that whoever might be displeased with me,
I should be approved by all those whose

praises do honour to the persons on whom
they are bestowed.
The whole club pay a particular defer

ence to the discourse of this gentleman, and
are drawn into what he says, as much by
the candid ingenuous manner with which
he delivers himself, as by the strength of

argument and force of reason which he
makes use of. Will Honeycomb imme
diately agreed that what he had said was

right; and that, for his part, he would not

insist upon the quarter which he had de
manded for the ladies. Sir Andrew gave

up the city with the same frankness. The
Templar would not stand out, and was fol

lowed by Sir Roger and the Captain; who
all agreed that I should be at liberty to

carry the war into what quarter I pleased;
provided I continued to combat with cri

minals in a body, and to assault the vice

without hurting the person.

This debate, which was held for the good
of mankind, put me in mind of that which
the Roman triumvirate were formerly en

gaged in for their destruction. Every man
at first stood hard for his friend, tillthey
found that by this means they should spoil
their proscription; and at length, making
a sacrifice of all their acquaintance and re

lations, furnished out a very decent exe
cution.

Havingthus takenmy resolution to march
on boldly in the cause of virtue and good
sense, and to annoy their adversaries in

whatever degree or rank of men they may
be found, I shall be deaf for the future to

a"ll the remonstrances that shall be made to

me on this account. If Punch grows ex

travagant, I shall reprimand him very free

ly: if the stage becomes a nursery of folly
and impertinence, I shall not be afraid to

animadvert upon it. In short, if I meet
with any thing in city, court or country,
that shocks modesty or good manners, I

shall use my utmost endeavours to make
an example of it I must, however, entreat

every particular person who does me the

honour to be a reader of this paper, never to

think himself, or any one of his friends or

enemies, aimed at in what is said; for I

promise him, never to draw a faulty cha
racter which does not fit at least a thousand

people, or to publish a single paper, that is

not written in the spirit of benevolence, and
with a love of mankind. C.

No. 35.] Tuesday, April 10, 1711.

Risu inepto res ineptior nulla est. Mart.

Nothing so foolish as the laugh of fools.

AMONG all kinds of writing, there is none

in which authors are more apt to miscarry
than in works of humour, as there is none
in which they are more ambitious to excel.

It is not an imagination that teems with mon
sters, a head that is filled with extravagant

conceptions, which is capable of furnishing
the world with diversions of this nature;

and yet, if we look into the productions of

several writers, who set up for men of

humour, what wild irregular fancies, what
unnatural distortions of thought, do we meet
with? If they speak nonsense, they believe

they are talking humour, and when they
have drawn together a scheme of absurd

inconsistent ideas, they are not able to read

it over to themselves without laughing.
These poor gentlemen endeavour to gam
themselves the reputation of wits and nu-

mourists, by such monstrous conceits as al

most qualify them for Bedlam; not consi

dering that humour should always lie under

the check of reason, and that it requires the

direction of the nicest judgment, by so much
the more as it indulges itself in the most

boundless freedoms. There is a kind of

nature that is to be observed in this sort of

compositions, as well as in all other; and a
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certain regularity of thought which must
discover the writer to be a man of sense, at

the same time that he appears altogether
given up to caprice. For my part, when I

read the delirious mirth of an unskilful au

thor, I cannot be so barbarous as to divert

myself with it, but am rather apt to pity
the man, than to laugh at any thing he
writes.

The deceased Mr. Shadwell, who had
himself a great deal of the talent which I

am treating of, represents an empty rake, in

one of his plays, as very much surprised to

hear one say, that breaking of windows was
not humour; and I question not but several

English readers will be as much startled to

hear me affirm, that many of those raving
incoherent pieces, which are often spread
among us under odd chimerical titles, are
rather the offsprings of a distempered brain
than works of humour.

It is indeed much easier to describe what
is not humour, than what is; and very dif

ficult to define it otherwise than as Cowley
has done wit, by negatives. Were I to give
my own notions of it, I would deliver them
after Plato's manner, in a kind of allegory,
and by supposing Humour to be a person,
deduce to him all his qualifications, accord

ing to the following genealogy. Truth was
the founder of the family, and the father of

Good Sense. Good Sense was the father
of Wit, who married a lady of collateral

line called Mirth, by whom he had issue

Humour. Humour therefore being the

youngest of this illustrious family, and de
scended from parents of such different dis

positions, is very various and unequal in his

temper; sometimes you see him putting on

grave looks and a solemn habit, sometimes

airy in his behaviour and fantastic in his

dress; insomuch that at different times he
appears as serious as a judge, and as jocu
lar as a Merry-Andrew. But as he has a

great deal of the mother in his constitution,
whatever mood he is in, he never fails to

make his company laugh.
But since there is an impostor abroad,

who takes upon him the name of this young
gentleman, and would willingly pass for

him in the world, to the end that well-

meaning persons may not be imposed upon
by cheats, I would desire my readers, when
they meet with this pretender, to look into

his parentage, and to examine him strictly,
whether or no he be remotely allied to

Truth, and lineally descended from Good
Sense; if not, they may conclude him a
counterfeit. They may likewise distin

guish him by a loud and excessive laughter,
in which he seldom gets his company to

join with him. For as True Humour ge
nerally looks serious, while every body
laughs about him; False Humour is always
laughing, whilst everybody about him looks
serious. I shall only add, if he has not in

him a mixture of both parents, that is, if

he would pass for the offspring ofWit with
out Mirth, or Mirth without Wit, you may

conclude him to be altogether spurious and
a cheat.

The impostor of whom I am speaking,
descends originally from Falsehood, who
was the mother of Nonsense, who was
brought to bed of a son called Frenzy, who
married one of the daughters of Folly, com
monly known by the name of Laughter, on
whom he begot that monstrous infant of
which I have been speaking. I shall set

down at length the genealogical table of
False Humour, and, at the same time, place
under it the genealogy of True Humour,
that the reader may at one view behold
their different pedigrees and relations:

Falsehood.
Nonsense.

Frenzy. Laughter.
False Humour.

Truth.
Good Sense.

1

Wit. Mirth.
Humour.

I might extend the allegory, by mention

ing several of the children of False Humour,
who are more in number than the sands of

the sea, and might in particular enumerate
the many sons and daughters which he has

begot in this island. But as this would be
a very invidious task, I shall only observe
in general, that False Humour differs from
the True, as a monkey does from a man.

First of all, He is exceedingly given to

little apish tricks and buffooneries.

Secondly, He so much delights in mi-

mickry, that it is all one to him whether
he exposes by it vice and folly, luxury and

avarice; or on the contrary, virtue and

wisdom, pain and poverty.
Thirdly, He is wonderfully unlucky, in

somuch that he will bite the hand that feeds

him, and endeavour to ridicule both friends

and foes indifferently. For having but small

talents, he must be merry where he can,
not where he should.

Fourthly, Being entirely void of reason,
he pursues no point, either of morality or

instruction, but is ludicrous only for the
sake of being so.

Fifthly, Being incapable of any thing but
mock representations, his ridicule is al

ways personal, and aimed at the vicious

man, or the writer; not at the vice, or the

writing.
I have here only pointed at the whole

species of false humourists; but as one of

my principal designs in this paper is to

beat down that malignant spirit, which
discovers itself in the writings of the pre
sent age, I shall not scruple, for the future,

to single out any of the small wits, that in

fest the world with such compositions as

are ill-natured, immoral, and absurd. This
is the only exception which I shall make
to the general rule I have prescribed my
self, of attacking multitudes, since every
honest man ought to look upon himself as

in a natural state of war with the libeller
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and lamoooner, and to annoy them when
ever they tall in his way. This is but re

taliating upon them, and treating them as

thev treat others. C.

No. 36.] Wednesday, Afiril 11, 1711.

Immania monstra
Perferimus Virg. JEn. iii. 583.

Things the most out of nature we endure.

I SHALL not put myself to any farther

pains for this day's entertainment, than

barely to publish the letters and titles of

petitions from the playhouse, with the mi
nutes I have made upon the latter for my
conduct in relation to them.

'
Drury-lane, April the 9th.

'Upon reading the project which is set

forth in one of your late papers, of making
an alliance between all the bulls, bears,

elephants, and lions, which are separately
exposed to public view in the cities of Lon
don and Westminster; together with the
other wonders,shows,and monsters,whereof

you made respective mention in the said

speculation; we, the chief actors of this

playhouse, met and sat upon the said de

sign. It is with great delight that we ex

pect the execution of this work; and in

order to contribute to it we have given
warning to all our ghosts to get their live

lihoods where they can, and not to appear
among us after day-break of the 16th in

stant. We are resolved to take this op
portunity to part with every thing which
does not contribute to the representation of

human life; and shall make a free gift of

all animated utensils to your projector.
The hangings you formerly mentioned are
run away; as are likewise a set of chairs,
each of which was met upon two legs going
through the Rose tavern at two this morn
ing. We hope, sir, you will give proper
notice to the town that we are endeavour

ing at these regulations; and that we intend

for the future to show no monsters, but

men who are converted into such by their

own industry and affectation. If you will

please to be at the house to-night, you will

see me do my endeavour to show some un
natural appearances which are in vogue
among the polite and well-bred. I am to

represent, in the character of a fine lady

dancing, all the distortions which are fre

quently taken for graces in mien and ges
ture. This, sir, is a specimen ofthe methods
we shall tak to expose the monsters which
come within the notice of a regular theatre;
and we desire nothing more gross may be
admitted by you Spectators for the future.

We have cashiered three companies of

theatrical guards, and design our kings shall

for the future make love, and sit in coun

cil, without an army; and Avait only your
direction, whether you will have them re

inforce king Porus, or join the troops of

Macedon. Mr. Pinkethman resolves to

consult his pantheon of heathen gods in

opposition to the oracle of Delphos, and
doubts not but he shall turn the fortune of

Porus, when he personates him. I am de
sired by the company to inform you, that

they submit to your censures, and shall

have you in greater veneration than Her
cules was of old, if you can drive monsters
from the theatre; and think your merit
will be as much greater than his, as to con
vince .is more than to conquer. I am, sir,

your most obedient servant, T. D. '

'SiR, When I acquaint you with the

great and unexpected vicissitudes of my
fortune, I doubt not but I shall obtain your
pity and favour. I have for many years
past been Thunderer to the playhouse; and
have not only made as much noise out of

the clouds as any predecessor of mine in

the theatre that ever bore that character,
but also have descended and spoke on the

stage as the bold Thunderer in
' The Re

hearsal.' When they got me down thus

low, they thought fit to degrade me further,
and make me a ghost. I was contented
with this for these two last winters; but they
carry their tyranny still further, and not

satisfied that I am banished from above

ground, they have given me to understand
that I am wholly to depart their dominions,
and taken from me even my subterra
neous employment. Now, sir, what I de
sire of you is, that if your undertaker thinks
fit to use fire-arms (as other authors have

done,) in the time of Alexander, I may be a
cannon against Porus, or else provide for

me in the burning of Persepohs, or what
other method you shall think fit.

SALMONEUS, of Covent Garden.'

The petition of all the Devils in the play
house in behalf of themselves and families,

setting forth their expulsion from thence,
with certificates of their good life and con

versation, and praying relief.

The merits of this petition referred to

Mr. Chr. Rich, who made them devils.

The petition ofthe Grave-digger in Ham
let, to command the pioneers in the expe
dition of Alexander. Granted.
The petition of William Bullock, to be

Hephestion to Pinkethman the Great.
Granted.

ADVERTISEMENT.
A widow gentlewoman, well born both by father and

mother's side, being tho daughter of Thomas Prater,
once an eminent practitioner in the law, and of Letitia

Tattle, a family well known in all parts of this king
dom, having been reduced by misfortunes to wait on
several great persons, and for some time to be a teacher
at a boarding-school of young ladies, giveth notice to

thn public, that she hath lately taken a house near
Bloomsbury-square, commodiously situated next the

fields, in a good air ; where she teaches all sorts of birds
of thn loquacious kind, as parrots, stnrlincs. magpies,
and others, to imitate human voices in greater perfec
tion than ever was yet practised. They are not only
instructed to pronounce words distinctly, and in a pro

per tone and accent, but to speak the language with

great purity and volubility of tongue, together with all

the fashionable phrases and compliments now in use,
either at tea-tables or visiting-days. Those that hav

good voices may be taught to sing the newest opera
airs, and if required, to speak either Italian or French,

paying something extraordinary above th couuuoa
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rates. They whose friends are not able to pay the full

(vices, may be taken as half boarders. She teaches such
as are designed for tho diversion of the public, and to
act in enchanted woods on the theatres, by the great.
As she has often observed with much concern how in
decent an education is usually given these innocent
creatures, which in some measure is owing to their be

ing placed in rooms next the street, where, to the great
offence of chaste and tender ears, they learn ribaldry,
obscene songs, and immodest expressions from passen
gers, and idle people, as also to cry fish and card-

matches, with other useless parts of learning to birds
who have rich friends, she has fitted up proper and neat

apartments for them in the back part of her said house ;

where she suffers none to approach them but herself,
and a servant maid who is deaf and dumb, and whom
she provided on purpose to prepare their food, and
eleanse their cages ; having found by long experience,
how hard a thing it is fof those to keep silence who
have the use of speech, and the dangers her scholars are

exposed to by the strong impressions that are made by
harsh sounds, and vulgar dialects. In short, if they are
birds of any parts or capacity, she will undertake to
render them so accomplished in the compass of a twelve
month, that they shall be fit conversation for such ladies
as love to choose their friends and companions out of
this species. K.

No. 37.] Thursday, April 12, 1711.

Non ilia colo calathisve Minerva?
Focmineas assueta manus

Virg. JEn. vii. 805.

Unbred to spinning, in the loom unskill'd.

Dryden.

SOME months ago, my friend Sir Roger,
being in the country, enclosed a letter to

me, directed to a certain lady whom I shall

here call by the name of Leonora, and as

it contained matters of consequence, desired

me to deliver it to her with my own hand.

Accordingly I waited upon her ladyship
pretty early in the morning, and was de
sired by her woman to walk into the lady's

library, till such time as she was in readi

ness to receive me. The very sound of a

lady's library gave me a great curiosity
to see it; and as it was some time before
the lady came to me, I had an opportunity
of turning over a great many of her books,
which were ranged together in a very beau
tiful order. At the end of the folios (which
were finely bound and gilt) were great

jars of china placed one above another in

a very noble piece of architecture. The
quartos were separated from the octavos

by a pile of smaller vessels, which rose in

a delightful pyramid. The octavos were
bounded by tea-dishes of all shapes, colours,
and sizes, which were so disposed on a
wooden frame, that they looked like one
continued pillar indented with the finest

strokes of sculpture, and stained with the

greatest variety of dies. That part of the

library which was designed for the recep
tion of plays and pamphlets, and other
loose papers, was enclosed in a kind of

square, consisting of one of the prettiest

grotesque works that I ever saw, and made
up of scaramouches, lions, monkies, man
darines, trees, shells, and a thousand other
odd figures in china ware. In the midst of

the room was a small japan table with a

quire of gilt paper upon it, and on the pa
per a silver snuff-box made in the shape of

a little book. 1 found there were several
other counterfeit books upon the upper
shelves, which were carved in wood, and
served only to fill up the numbers, like

faggots in the muster of a regiment. I was
wonderly pleased with such a mixed kind
of furniture, as seemed very suitable both
to the lady and the scholar, and did not
know at first whether I should fancy my
self in a grotto or in a library.

Upon my looking into the books, I found
there were some few which the lady had
bought for her own use, but that most of

them had been got together, either because
she had heard them praised, or because she
had seen the authors of them. Among seve
ral that I examined, I very well remember
these that follow:

Ogleby's Virgil.

Dryden's Juvenal.

Cassandra.

Cleopatra.
Astrsea.

Sir Isaac Newton's Works.
The Grand Cyrus; with a pin stuck in

one of the middle leaves.

Pembroke's Arcadia.
Locke on Human Understanding; with a

paper of patches in it.

A Spelling Book.
A Dictionary for the explanation of hard

words.
Sherlock upon Death.
The fifteen comforts of Matrimony.
Sir William Temple's Essays.
Father Malebranche's Search after

Truth, translated into English.
A Book of Novels.
The Academy of Compliments.
Culpepper's Midwifery.
The Ladies' Calling.
Tales in Verse, by Mr. Durfey; bound

in red leather, gilt on the back, and
doubled down in several places.

All the Classic Authors in wood.
A set of Elzevirs by the same hand.
Clelia: which opened of itself in the place

that describes two lovers in a bower.
Baker's Chronicle.
Advice to a Daughter.
The New Atalantis, with a Key to it.

Mr. Steele's Christian Hero.
A Prayer-Book: with a bottle of Hun
gary water by the side of it

Dr. Sacheverell's Speech.
Fielding's Trial.

Seneca's Morals.

Taylor's Holy Living and Dying.
La Ferte's Instructions for Country

dances.
I was taking a catalogue in my pocket-

book of these, and several other authors,
when Leonora entered, and upon my pre

senting her with a letter from the knight,
told me, with an unspeakable grace, that

she hoped Sir Roger was in good health: I

answered Yes, for I hate long speeches, and
after a bow or two retired,

Leonora was formerly a celebrated beau-
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ty, and is still a very lovely woman. She has
been a widow for two or three years, and

being unfortunate in her first marriage, has
taken a resolution never to venture upon
a second. She has no children to take care

of, and leaves the management of her estate

to my good friend Sir Roger. But as the
mind naturally sinks into a Kind of lethargy,
and falls asleep, that is not agitated by
some favourite pleasures and pursuits, Leo
nora has turned all the passions of her sex
into a love of books and retirement. She
converses chiefly with men (as she has
often said herself) but it is only in their

writings; and admits of very few male vi

sitants, except my friend Sir Roger, whom
she hears with great pleasure, and without
scandal. As her reading has lain very
much among romances, it has given her a

very particular turn of thinking, and dis

covers itself even in her house, her gardens,
and her furniture. Sir Roger has enter
tained me an hour together with a descrip
tion of her country seat, which is situated
in a kind of wilderness, about a hundred
miles distant from London, and looks like
a little enchanted palace. The rocks about
her are shaped into artificial grottos co
vered with woodbines and jasmines. The
woods are cut into shady walks, twisted
into bowers, and filled with cages of tur
tles. The springs are made to run among
pebbles, and by that means taught to mur
mur very agreeably. They are likewise
collected into a beautiful lake that is in

habited by a couple of swans, and empties
itself by a little rivulet which runs through
a green meadow, and is known in the fa

mily by the name of ' The Purling Stream.
'

The knight likewise tells me, that this lady
preserves her game better than any of the

gentlemen in the country, not (says Sir Ro
ger) that she sets so great a value upon
her partridges and pheasants, as upon her
larks and nightingales. For she says that

every bird which is killed in her ground,
will spoil a concert, and that she shall cer

tainly miss him the next year.
When I think how oddly this lady is im

proved by learning, I look upon her with a
mixture of admiration and pity. Amidst
these innocent entertainments which she
has formed to herself, how much more va
luable does she appear than those of her

sex, who employ themselves in diversions

that are less reasonable though more in

fashion? What improvements would a wo
man have made, who is so susceptible of

impressions from what she reads, had she
been guided to such books as have a ten

dency to enlighten the understanding and

rectify the passions, as well as to those which
are of a little more use than to divert the

imagination?
But the manner of a lady's employing

herself usefully in reading, shall be the

subject of another paper, in which I design
to recommend such particular books as

may be proper for the improvement of

And as this is a subject of a very
"e, I shall desire my correspond-

the sex.

nice nature, 1 shall desire my corresponc
ents to give me their thoughts upon it. C.

No. 38.] Friday, Afiril 13, 1711.

Cupias non placuisse nimis. Mart.

One would not please too much.

A LATE conversation which I fell into,

gave me an opportunity of observing a great
deal of beauty in a very handsome woman,
and as much wit in an^ngenious man, turn
ed into deformity in the one, and absurdity
in the other, by the mere force of affecta

tion. The fair one had something in her

person, upon which her thoughts were fix

ed, that she attempted to show to advantage
in every look, word, and gesture. The
gentleman was as diligent to do justice to

his fine parts, as the lady to her beauteous
form. You might see his imagination on
the stretch to find out something uncom
mon, and what they call bright, to enter
tain her, while she writhed herself into as

many different postures to engage him.
When she laughed, her lips were to sever
at a greater distance than ordinary, to show
her teeth; her fan was to point to some
thing at a distance, that in the reach she

may discover the roundness of her arm;
then she is utterly mistaken in what she

saw, falls back, smiles at her own folly,
and is so wholly discomposed, that her
tucker is to be adjusted, her bosom ex
posed, and the whole woman put into new
airs and graces. While she was doing all

this, the gallant had time to think of some
thing very pleasant to say next to her, or
make some unkind observation on some
other lady to feed her vanity. These un

happy effects of affectation, naturally led
me to look into that strange state of mind
which so generally discolours the behaviour
of most people we meet with.

The learned Dr. Burnet, in his '

Theory
of the Earth,' takes occasion to observe,
that every thought is attended with a con
sciousness and representativeness; the mind,
has nothing presented to it but what is im

mediately followed by a reflection of con

science, which tells" you whether that

which was so presented is graceful or un

becoming. This act of the mind discovers

itself in the gesture, by a proper behaviour
in those whose consciousness goes no further

than to direct them in the just progress of

their present state or action; but betrays
an interruption in every second thought,
when the consciousness is employed in too

fondly approving a man's own conceptions;
which sort of consciousness is what we call

affectation.

As the love of praise is implanted in our
bosoms as a strong incentive to worthy ac

tions, it is a very difficult task to get above
a desire of it for things that should be whol

ly indifferent. Women whose hearts are
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fixed upon the pleasure they have in the I The wild havock affectation makes in

consciousness that they are the objects of

love and admiration, are ever changing the
air of their countenances, and altering the
attitude of their bodies, to strike the hearts
of their beholders with new sense of their

beauty. The dressing part of our sex,
whose minds are the same with the sillier

part of the other, are exactly in the like

uneasy condition to be regarded for a well-
tied cravat, a hat cocked with an uncom
mon briskness, a very well-chosen coat, or
other instances of merit, which they are

impatient to see unobserved.
This apparent affectation, arising from

an ill-governed consciousness, is not so

much to be wondered at in such loose and
trivial minds as these: but when we see
it reign in characters of worth and dis

tinction, it is what we cannot but lament,
not without some indignation. It creeps
into the heart of the wise man as well as
that of the coxcomb. When you see a
man of sense look about for applause, and
discover an itching inclination to be com
mended; lay traps for a little incense, even
from those whose opinion he values in no

thing but his own favour; who is safe

against this weakness? or who knows whe
ther he is guilty of it or not? The best way
to get clear of such a light fondness for ap
plause, is to take all possible care to throw
off the love of it upon occasions that are not
in themselves laudable, but as it appears
we hope for no praise from them. Of this

nature are all graces in men's persons,
dress, and bodily deportment, which will

naturally be winning and attractive if we
think not of them, but lose their force in pro
portion to our endeavour to make them such.
When our consciousness turns upon the

main design of life, and our thoughts are

employed upon the chief purpose either in

business or pleasure, we shall never betray
an affectation, for we cannot be guilty of it:

but when we give the passion for praise an
unbridled liberty, our pleasure in little

perfections robs us of what is due to us for

great virtues, and worthy qualities. How
many excellent speeches and honest actions

are lost, for want of being indifferent where
we ought? Men are oppressed with regard
to their way of speaking and acting, instead
of having their thoughts bent upon what
they should do or say; and by that means
bury a capacity for great things, by their
fear of failing in indifferent things. This,

perhaps, cannot be called affectation; but it

has some tincture of it, at least so far, as
that their fear of erring in a thing of no

consequence, argues they would be too
much pleased in performing it.

It is only from a thorough disregard to

himself in such particulars, that a man can
act with a laudable sufficiency: his heart
is fixed upon one point in view; and he
commits no errors, because he thinks no

thing an error but what deviates from that
intention.

that part of the world which should be
most polite, is visible wherever we turn our

eyes: it pushes men not only into imper
tinences in conversation, but also in their

premeditated speeches. At the bar it tor

ments the bench, whose business it is to

cut off all superfluities in what is spoken
before it by the practitioner, as well as se

veral little pieces of injustice which arise

from the law itself. I have seen it make a
man run from the purpose before a judge,
who was, when at the bar himself, so close

and logical a pleader, that with all the

pomp of eloquence in his power, he never

spoke a word too much. *

It might be borne, even here; but it often

ascends the pulpit itself; and the declaimer
in that sacred place, is frequently so im

pertinently witty, speaks of the last day it

self with so many quaint phrases, that

there is ho man who understands raillery
but must resolve to sin no more. Nay,
you may behold him sometimes in prayer,
for a proper delivery

of the great truths he
is to utter, humble himself with so very-well
turned phrases, and mention his own un-
worthiness in a way so very becoming, that

the air ofthe pretty gentleman is preserved,
under the lowliness of the preacher.

I shall end this with a short letter I writ
the other day to a very witty man, overrun
with the fault I am speaking of:

'DEAR SIR, I spent some time with

you the other day, and must take the liber

ty of a friend to tell you of the unsufferable

affectation you are guilty of in all you say
and do. When I gave you a hint of it,

you asked me whether a man is to be cold

to what his friends think of him? No, but

praise is not to be the entertainment of

every moment. He that hopes for it must
be able to suspend the possession of it till

proper periods of life, or death itself. If

you would not rather be commended than
be praise-worthy, contemn little merits;
and allow no man to be so free with you,
as to praise you to your face. Your vanity
by this means will want its food. At the
same time your passion for esteem will be
be more fully gratified; men will praise you
in their actions: where you now receive one

compliment, you will then receive twenty
civilities. Till then you will never have
of either, further than, Sir, your humble
servant. R.

102.

No. 39.] Saturday, April 14, 1711.

Multa fero, ut placem genus irritabile vatum.

Cum scribo Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii.

IMITATED.
Much do I suffer, much, to keep in peace
This jealous, waspish, wrong-headed rhyming race.

Pope.

As a perfect tragedy is the noblest pro
duction of human nature, so it is capable

* This seems to be intended as a compliment to

Chancellor Cowper.
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of giving the mind one of the most delight
ful and most improving entertainments. A
virtuous man (says Seneca) struggling with

misfortunes, is such a spectacle as gods
might look upon with pleasure; and such
a pleasure it is which one meets with in the

representation of a well-written tragedy.
Diversions of this kind wear out of our

thoughts every thing that is mean and lit

tle. They cherish and cultivate that hu
manity which is the ornament of our na
ture. They soften insolence, sooth afflic

tion, and subdue the mind to the dispensa
tions of Providence.

It is no wonder therefore that in all the

polite nations of the world, this part of

the drama has met with public encourage
ment.
The modern tragedy excels that of

Greece and Rome, in the intricacy and dis

position of the fable; but what a Christian
writer would be ashamed to own, falls in

finitely short of it in the moral part of the

performance.
This I may show more at large hereafter:

and in the mean time, that I may contribute

something towards the improvement of the

English tragedy, I shall take notice, in this

and in other following papers, of some par
ticular parts in it that seem liable to ex
ception.

Aristotle observes, that the Iambic verse
in the Greek tongue was the most proper
for tragedy: because at the same time that
it lifted up the discourse from prose, it

was that which approached nearer to it

than any other kind of verse. '

For,' says
he,

' we may observe that men in ordinary
discourse very often speak iambics, without

taking notice of it.' We may make the
same observation of our English blank
verse, which often enters into our common
discourse, though we do not attend to it,

and is such a due medium between rhyme
and prose, that it seems wonderfully adapt
ed to tragedy. I am therefore very much
offended when I see a play in rhyme; which
is as absurd in English, as a tragedy of hex
ameters would have been in Greek or
Latin. The solecism is, I think, still great
er in those plays that have some scenes in

rhyme and some in blank verse, which are
to be looked upon as two several languages;
or where we see some particular similes

dignified with rhyme at the same time that

every thing about them lies in blank verse.

I would not however debar the poet from
concluding his tragedy, or, if he pleases,

every act of it, with two or three couplets,
which may have the same effect as an air

in the Italian opera after a long recitative,
and give the actor a graceful exit. Besides

that, we see a diversity of numbers in some
parts of the old tragedy, in order to hinder
the ear from being tired with the same con
tinued modulation of the voice. For the
same reason I do not dislike the speeches
in our English tragedy that close with an

hemistich, or half verse, notwithstanding

the person who speaks after it begins a

new verse, without filling up the preced
ing one: nor with abrupt pauses and break
ings off in the middle of a verse, when

they humour any passion that is expressed
by it.

Since I am upon this subject, I must
observe that our English poets have suc
ceeded much better in the style, than in

the sentiments of their tragedies. Their

language is very often noble and sonorous,
but the sense either very trifling, or very
common. On the contrary, in the ancient

tragedies, and indeed in those of Corneille
and Racine, though the expressions are

very great, it is the thought that bears
them up and swells them. For my own
part, I prefer a noble sentiment that is de

pressed with homely language, infinitely
before a vulgar one that is blown up with
all the sound and energy of expression.
Whether this defect in our tragedies may
arise from want of genius, knowledge, or

experience in the writers, or from their

compliance with the vicious taste of their

readers, who are better judges of the lan

guage than of the sentiments, and conse-

?uently
relish the one more than the other,

cannot determine. But I believe it might
rectify the conduct both of the one and of

the other, if the writer laid down the whole
contexture of his dialogue in plain English,
before he turned it into blank verse; and if

the reader, after the perusal of a scene,
would consider the naked thought of every
speech in it, when divested of all its tragic
ornaments. By this means, without being
imposed upon by words, we may judge im

partially of the thought, and consider
whether it be natural or great enough for

the person that utters it, whether it de
serves to shine in such a blaze of eloquence,
or show itself in such a variety of lights as

are generally made use of by the writers
of our English tragedy.

I must in the next place observe, that

when our thoughts are great and just, they
are often obscured by the sounding phrases,
hard metaphors, and forced expressions in

which they are clothed. Shakspeare is often

very faulty in this particular. There is a
fine observation in Aristotle to this pur
pose, which I have never seen quoted.
The expression, says he, ought to be very
much laboured in the unactive parts of the

fable, as in descriptions, similitudes, narra

tions, and the like; in which the opinions,
manners, and passions of men are not re

presented; for these (namely, the opinions,

manners, and passions,) are apt to be ob
scured by pompous phrases and elaborate

expressions. Horace, who copied most of

his criticisms from Aristotle, seems to have
had his eye on the foregoing rule, in the

following verses:
' Et tragicus plerumque dolet sermone pedestri :

Telephus et Pcleus, cum pauper tt exul uterque,

Projicit ainpullas et seaquipedalia i^rba,

Si curat cor spectantia tettgesse querv'a.'
HOT. Ars Ptet. ver 9S.
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Tragedians too lay by their state to grieve :

Peleus and Telephus, exil'd and poor,
Forget their swelling and gigantic words.'

Roscommon.

Among our modern English poets, ther
is none who has a better turn for tragedy tha
Lee; if instead of favouring the impetuosit
of his genius he had restrained it, and kep
it within its proper bounds. His thought
are wonderfully suited to tragedy, but fre

quently lost in such a cloud of words, tia
it is hard to see the beauty of them. Then
is an infinite fire in his works, but so in
volved in smoke that it does not appear it

half its lustre. He frequently succeeds in

the passionate parts of the tragedy, bu
more particularly where he slackens hi

efforts, and eases the style of those epithet,
and metaphors, in which he so much
abounds. What can be more natural, more
soft, or more passionate, than that line in
Statira's speech where she describes the
charms of Alexander's conversation?
' Then he would talk ood gods! how he would talk !

That unexpected break in the line, anc

turning the description of his manner of

talking into admiration of it, is inexpressi
bly beautiful, and wonderfully suited to the
fond character ofthe person that speaks it.

There is a simplicity in the words, that
outshines the utmost pride of expression.
Otway has followed nature in the lan

guage of his tragedy, and therefore shine?
in the passionate parts, more than any of
our English poets. As there is something
familiar and domestic in the fable of his

tragedy, more than in those of any other
poet, he has little pomp, but great force in
his expressions. For which reason, though
he has admirably succeeded in the tender
and melting part of his tragedies, he some
times falls into too great familiarity of

phrase in those parts, which by Aristotle's

rule, ought to have been raised and sup
ported by the dignity of expression.

It has been observed by others, that this

poet has founded his tragedy of Venice
Preserved on so wrong a plot, that the

greatest characters in it are those of rebels
and traitors. Had the hero of this play
discovered the same good qualities in the
defence of his country that he showed for
its ruin and subversion, the audience could
not enough pity and admire him: but as he
is now represented, we can only say of him
what the Roman historian says of Cataline,
that his fall would have been glorious (si

firo fiatria sic concidisset') had he so fallen
in the service of his country. C.

No. 40.] Monday, April 16, 1711.

Ac ne forte putes, me, quse faceve ipse recusem,
Cum recto tractent alii, laudare maligne ;

Ille per extentum funem mini posse videtur
Ire poeta, meum qui pectus inaniter angit,
Irritat, mulcet, falsis terroribus implet,
Ut magus ; et modo me Thebis, modo ponit Athenis.

//or. Lib. 2, Ep. i. 208.

IMITATED.

Yet lest you think I rally more than teach,
Or praise, malignant, arts I cannot reach,
Let me for once presume t' instruct the times,
To know the poet from the man of rhymes ;

'Tis he, who gives my breast a thousand pains,
Can make me feel each passion that he feigns ;

Enrage, compose, with more than magic art,
With pity, and with terror, tear my heart ;

And snatch me o'er the earth, or through the air,
To Thebes, to Athens, when he will, and where.

Pope.

THE English writers of tragedy are pos
sessed with a notion, that when they re

present a virtuous or innocent person in

distress, they ought not to leave him till

they have delivered him out of his trou

bles, or made him triumph over his ene
mies. This error they have been led into by
a ridiculous doctrine in modern criticism,
that they are obliged to an equal distribu
tion of rewards and punishments, and an
impartial execution of poetical justice.Who were the first that established this
rule I know not; but I am sure it has no
Foundation in nature, in reason, or in the

practice of the ancients. We find that

jood and evil happen alike to all men on
:his side of the grave; and as the principal
design of tragedy is to raise commisera
tion and terror in the minds of the au
dience, we shall defeat this great end, if

we always make virtue and innocence hap-
3v and successful. Whatever crosses and
lisappointments a good man suffers in the

>ody of the tragedy, they will make but a
small impression on our minds, when we
enow that in the last act he is to arrive at
he end of his wishes and desires. When

see him engaged in the depths of his

afflictions, we are apt to comfort ourselves,
Because we are sure he will find his way
it of them; and that his grief, how great
oever it may be at present, will soon ter
minate in gladness. For this reason the
indent writers of tragedy treated men in

heir plays, as they are dealt with in the
ivorld, by making virtue sometimes happy
nd sometimes miserable, as they found
t in the fable which they made choice
f, or as it might affect their audience in
tie most agreeable manner. Aristotle con-
iders the tragedies that were written in
ither of these kinds, and observes, that
lose which ended unhappily had always
)leased the

people, and carried away the
>rize in the public disputes of the stage,
rom those that ended happily. Terror
nd commiseration leave a pleasing an

guish in the mind; and fix the audience in
uch a serious composure of thought, as is

much more lasting and delightful than any
ttle transient starts of joy and satisfaction.

Accordingly we find, that more of our

English tragedies have succeeded in which
ic favourites of the audience sink under
heir calamities, than those in which they
ecover themselves out of them. The best

lays of this kind are The Orphan, Venice
reserved, Alexander the Great, Theodo-
us, All for Love, CEdipus, Oroonoko,
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Othello, &c. King Lear is an admirable

tragedy of the same kind, as Shakspeare
wrote it; but as it is reformed, according
to the chimerical notion of poetical justice,
in my humble opinion it has lost half its

beauty. At the same time I must allow,
that there are very noble tragedies, which
have been framed upon the other plan, and
have ended happily; as indeed most of the

good tragedies, which have been written
since the starting of the above criticism,
have taken this turn; as The Mourning
Bride; Tamerlane, Ulysses, Phxdra and

Hippolitus, with most of Mr. Dryden's. I

must also allow that many of Shakspeare's,
and several of the celebrated tragedies of

antiquity, are cast in the same form. I do
not therefore dispute against this way of

writing tragedies, but against the criticism
that would establish this as the only me
thod; and by that means would very
much cramp the English tragedy, and
perhaps give a wrong bent to the genius of
our writers.

The tragi-comedy, which is the product
ot the English theatre, is one of the most
monstrous inventions that ever entered into

a poet's thoughts. An author might as
well think of weaving the adventures of

jEneas and Hudibras into one poem, as of

writing such a motley piece of mirth and
sorrow. But the absurdity of these per
formances is so very visible, that I shall not
insist upon it.

The same objections which are made to

tragi-comedy, may in some measure be ap
plied to all tragedies that have a double

plot in them; which are likewise more fre

quent upon the English stage, than upon
any other; for though the grief of the au

dience, in such performances, be not

changed into another passion, as in tragi

comedies; it is diverted upon another ob

ject, which weakens their concern for the

principal action, and breaks the tide of sor

row, by throwing it into different channels.
This inconvenience, however, may, in a

great measure be cured, if not wholly re

moved, by the skilful choice of an under

plot, which may bear such a near relation

to the principal design as to contribute to

wards the completion of it, and be con
cluded by the same catastrophe.
There is also another particular, which

may be reckoned among the blemishes, or

rather the false beauties of our English tra

gedy: I mean those particular speeches
which are commonly known by the name
of rants. The warm and passionate parts
of a tragedy, are always the most taking
with the audience; for which reason we
often see the players pronouncing, in all

the violence of action, several parts of the

tragedy which the author writ with great
temper, and designed that they should
have been so acted. I have seen Powell*

* Mr. George Powell, though moving in thn same
sphere with Betterton, Booth, Wilkes, &e. maintained
uo inconsiderable rank in the public estimation : un-

very often raise himself a loud clap by this
artifice. The poets that were acquainted
with this secret, have given frequent oc
casion for such emotions in the actor, by
adding vehemence to words where there
was no passion, or inflaming a real passion
into fustian. This hath filled the mouths
of our heroes with bombast; and given
them such sentiments, as proceed rather
from a swelling than a greatness of mind.
Unnatural exclamations, curses, vows,
blasphemies, a defiance of mankind, and
an outraging of the gods, frequently pass
upon the audience for towering thoughts,
and have accordingly met with infinite ap
plause.

I shall here add a remark, which I am
afraid our tragic writers may make an ill

use of. As our heroes are generally lovers,
their swelling and blustering upon the

stage very much recommends them to the
fair part of their audience. The ladies are

wonderfully pleased to see a man insulting
kings, or affronting the gods in one scene,
and throwing himself at the feet of his
mistress in another. Let him behave him
self insolently towards the men, and ab

jectly towards the fair one, and it is ten to
one but he proves a favourite with the
boxes. Dryden and Lee, in several of
their tragedies, have practised this secret
with good success.

But to show how a rant pleases beyond
the most just and natural thought that is

not pronounced with vehemence, I would
desire the reader when he sees the tragedy
of (Edipus, to observe how quietly the hero
is dismissed at the end of the third act,
after having pronounced the following lines,
in which the thought is very natural, and
apt to move compassion:

1 To you good gods, I make my last appeal.'
Or clear my virtues, or my crimes reveal.

If in the maze of fate I blindly run,
And backward tread those paths I sought to shun ;

Impute my error? to your own decree:

My hands are guilty, but my heart is free.'

Let us then observe with what thunder

claps of applause he leaves the stage, after

the impieties and execrations at the end of
the fourth act; and you will wonder to see
an audience so cursed and so pleased at the
same time.

' O that, as oft I have at Athens seen,

[ Where by the way, there was no stage
till many years after CEdipus. ]

The stage arise, and the hie clouds descend ;

So now in very deed, I might behold
This pond'rous globe, and all yon marble roof,

Meet, like the hands of Jove, and crush mankind:
For all the elements,' &c.

ADVERTISEMENT.
Having spoken of Mr. Powell, as sometimes raising

limself applause from the ill taste of an audience, I

must do him the justice to own, that he is excellently

brtunately, however, in his latter days, the love of the

xittle weaned him from his attachment to the stage,
and he declined greatly from that reputation which he

had acquired. He was author of five Plays, all of

which he brought on the stage with good success. He
died in 1714.
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lormerl for a tragedian, and, when he pleases, deserves

the admiration of the best judges: as I doubt not but he

will in the Conquest of Mexico, which is acted for his

own benefit, to-morrow night. C.

No, 41.] Tuesday, April 17, 1711.

Tu non inventa reperta es.

Ovid. Met. i. 654.

So found, is worse than lost. Addison.

COMPASSION for the gentleman who
writes the following letter, should not pre
vail upon me to fall upon the fair-sex, if it

were not that I find they are frequently
fairer than they ought to be. Such impos
tures are not to be tolerated in civil society,
and I think his misfortune ought to be made
public, as a warning for other men always
to examine into what they admire.

'SiR, Supposing you to be a person of

general knowledge, I make my application
to you on a very particular occasion. I have
a great mind to be rid of my wife, and

hope, when you consider my case, you will

be of opinion I have very just pretensions
to a divorce. I am a mere man of the town,
and have very little improvement, but what
I have got from plays. I remember in The
Silent Woman,* the learned Dr. Cutberd,
or Dr. Otter, (I forget which) makes one

of the causes of separation to be Error
Personse, when a man marries a woman,
and finds her not to be the same woman
whom he intended to marry, but another.

If that be law, it is, I presume, exactly my
case. For you are to know, Mr. Spectator,
that there are women who do not let their

husbands see their faces till they are mar
ried.

'Not to keep you in suspense, I mean

plainly that part of the sex who paint.

They are some of them so exquisitely skil

ful this way, that give them but a tolerable

pair of eyes to set up with, and they will

make bosom, lips, cheeks, and eye-brows,
by their own industry. As for niy dear,
never was a man so enamoured as I was of

her fair forehead, neck, and arms, as well

as the bright jet of her hair; but, to my
great astonishment, I find they were all the

effect of art. Her skin is so tarnished with

this practice, that when she first wakes in

a morning, she scarce seems young enough
to be the mother of her whom I carried to

bed the night before. I shall take the

liberty to part with her by the first oppor
tunity, unless her father will make her

portion suitable to her real, not her assumed
countenance. This I thought fit to let him
and her know by your means. I am, Sir,

your most obedient, humble servant.
'

I cannot tell what the law, or the parents

*
Epiccene, or The Silent Woman, a comedy by Ben

Jonson. It is much to bo regretted that this fine comedy
has for several years been totally neglected by the mana
gers of our theatres. Unless the public taste has greatly
declined from what it was, this excellent performance
would certainly be more acceptable than the flippant

vulgar nonsense with which we are so often annoyed
from the pens of some of our modern dramatists.

10

of the lady will do for this injured gentle

man, but must allow he has very much jus
tice on his side. I have indeed very long
observed this evil, and distinguished those

of our women who wear their own, from
:hose in borrowed complexions, by the
Picts and the British. There does not need

any great discernment to judge which are

which. The British have a lively animated

aspect; the Picts, though never so beautiful,
tiave dead uninformed countenances. The
muscles of a real face sometimes swell with
soft passion, sudden surprise, and are flush

ed with agreeable confusions, according as

the objects before them, or the ideas pre
sented to them, affect their imagination.
But the Picts behold all things with the

same air, whether they are joyful or sad;

the same fixed insensibility appears upon
all occasions. A Pict, though she takes all

that pains to invite the approach of lovers,

is obliged to keep them at a certain dis

tance; a sigh in a languishing lover, if

fetched too near her, would dissolve a fea

ture; and a kiss snatched by a forward one,

might transfer the complexion of the mis

tress to the admirer. It is hard to speak of

these false fair ones, without saying some

thing uncomplaisant, but I would only re

commend to them to consider how they like

coming into a room new painted; they may
assure themselves the near approach of a

lady who uses this practice is much more
offensive*

Will Honeycomb told us, one day, an ad

venture he once had with a Pict. This

lady had wit, as well as beauty, at will; and

made it her business to gain hearts, for no

other reason but to rally the tonnents of

her lovers. She would make great ad

vances to ensnare men, but without any
manner of scruple break off when there was
no provocation. Her ill nature and vanity
made my friend very easily proof against
the charms of her wit and conversation; but

her beauteous form, instead of being blem
ished by her falsehood and inconstancy,

every day increased upon him, and she had
new attractions every time he saw her.

When she observed Will irrevocably her

slave, she began to use him as such, and
after many steps towards such a cruelty,

she at last utterly banished him. The un

happy lover strove in vain, by servile epis

tles, to revoke his doom, till at length he

was forced to the last refuge, a round sum
of money to her maid. This corrupt at

tendant placed him early in the morning
behind the hangings in her mistress's dress

ing-room. He stood very conveniently to

observe, without being seen. The Pict be

gins the face she designed to wear that day,
and I have heard him protest she had

worked a full half hour before he knew her

to be the same woman. As soon as he saw

the dawn of that complexion for which he

had so long languished, he thought fit to

break from his concealment, repeating that

verse of Cowley:
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1 Th' adorning thee with so much art,
Is but a barbarous skill

;

"Tis like the pois'ning of a dart,
Too apt before to kill.'

The Pict stood before him in the utmost
confusion with the prettiest smirk imagina
ble on the finished side of her face, pale as

ashes on the other. Honeycomb seized all

her galley-pots and washes, and carried off

his handkerchief full of brushes, scraps of

Spanish wool, and phials of unguents. The
lady went into the country: the lover was
cured.

It is certain no faith ought to be kept
with cheats, and an oath made to a Pict is

of itself void. I would therefore exhort all

the British ladies to single them out, nor do
I know any but Lindamira who should be

exempt from discovery; for her own com
plexion is so delicate that she ought to be
allowed the covering it with paint, as a

punishment for choosing to be the worst

piece of art extant, instead of the master

piece of nature. As for my part, who have
no expectations from women, and consider
them only as they are part of the species, I

do not half so much fear offending a beauty
as a woman of sense; I shall therefore pro
duce several faces which have been in pub
lic these many years, and never appeared.
It will be a very pretty entertainment in the

playhouse, (when I have abolished this cus

tom) to see so many ladies, when they first

lay it down, incog, in their own faces.

In the mean time, as a pattern for im

proving their charms, let the sex study the

agreeable Statira. Her features are en
livened with the cheerfulness of her mind,
and good humour gives an alacrity to her

eyes. She is graceful without affecting an

air, and unconcerned without appearing
careless. Her having no manner of art in

her mind, makes her want none in her

person.
How like is this lady, and how unlike is

a Pict, to that description Dr. Donne gives
of his mistress?

' Her pure and eloquent blood

Spoke in her cheeks, and so distinctly wrought,
That one would almost say her body thought.'

ADVERTISEMENT.
A young gentlewoman of about nineteen years of age

(bred in the family of a person of quality, lately de

ceased) who paints the finest flesh-colour, wants a place,
and is to be heard of at the house of Mynheer Grotesque,
a Dutch painter in Barbican.
N. B. She is also well skilled in the drapery part, and

puts on hoods, and mixes ribands so as to suit the co
lours of the face with great art and success. R.

No. "42. ] Wednesday, Afiril 18,1711.

Garganum mugire putes nemus, aut mare Tuscum;
Tanto cum strrpitu huli spectantur, et artes,

Divitiicque peregrins; quibus oblitus actor
Cum stctit in sccna. concnrrit dextera Iffivffi.

Dixit adhuc aliquid? Nil sane. Quid placet ergo?
Lana Tarentino violas imitata veneiio.

Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. i. 202.

IMITATED.
Loud as the wolves, on Orca's stoi.ny steep,
Howl to the roarings of the northern deep:

Such is the shout, the long applauding note.
At Unin's high plurne, or'Oldfield's petticoat
Or when from court a birth-day suit bestow'd
Sinks the lost actor in the tawdry load.

Booth enters hark ! the universal peal !

But has he spoken Not a syllable
*

What shook the stage, and made the people stare T

Cato's long wig, flowr'd gown, and lacker'd chair.

Pope.

ARISTOTLE has observed, that ordinary
writers in tragedy endeavour to raise terror
and pity in their audience, not by proper
sentiments and expressions, but by the
dresses and decorations of the stage. There
is something of this kind very ridiculous in

the English theatre. When the author has
a mind to terrify us, it thunders; when he
would make us melancholy, the stage is

darkened. But among all our tragic arti

fices, I am the most offended at those which
are made use of to inspire us with magnifi
cent ideas of the persons that speak. The
ordinary method of making a hero, is to

clap a huge plume of feathers upon his

head, which rises so very high, that there
is often a greater length from his chin to

the top of his head, than to the sole of his

foot. One would believe, that we thought a

great man and a tall man the same thing.
This very much embarrasses the actor,
who is forced to hold his neck extremely
stiff and steady all the while he speaks; and

notwithstanding any anxieties which he

pretends for his mistress, his country, or

his friends, one may see by his action, that

his greatest care and concern is to keep the

plume of feathers from falling off his head.
For my own part, when I see a man utter

ing his complaints under such a mountain
of feathers, I am apt to look upon him ra

ther as an unfortunate lunatic than a dis

tressed hero. As these superfluous orna
ments upon the head make a great man, a

princess generally receives her grandeur
from those additional incumbrances that fall

into her tail; I mean the broad sweeping
train that follows her in all her motions,
and finds constant employment for a boy
who stands behind her to open and spread
it to advantage. I do not know how others

are affected at this sight, but I must con

fess, my eyes are wholly taken up with the

page's part; and as for the queen, I am not

so attentive to any thing she speaks, as to

the right adjusting of her train, lest it should
chance to trip up her heels, or incommode
her, as she walks to and fro upon the stage.
It is, in my opinion, a very odd spectacle,
to see a queen venting her passion in a dis

ordered motion, and a little boy taking care
all the while that they do not ruffle the tail

of her gown. The parts that the two per
sons act on the stage at the same time are

very different. The princess
is afraid lest

she should incur the displeasure of the king
her father, or lose the hero her lover,
whilst her attendant is only concerned lest

she should entangle her feet in her petticoat.
We are told, that an ancient tragic poet,

to move the pity of his audience for his

exiled kings and distressed heroes, used to
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make the actors represent them in dresses
and clothes that were thread-bare and de

cayed. This artifice for moving pity, seems
as ill-contrived as that we have been speak
ing of, to inspire us with a great idea of the
persons introduced upon the stage. In short,
I would have our conceptions raised by the

dignity of thought and sublimity of expres
sion, rather than by a train of robes or a

plume of feathers.

Another mechanical method of making
great men, and adding dignity to kings and
queens, is to accompany them with halberds
and battle-axes. Two or three shifters of

scenes, with the two candle-snuffers, make
up a complete body of guards upon the En
glish stage; and by the addition of a few
porters dressed in red coats, can represent
above a dozen legions. I have sometimes
seen a couple of armies drawn up together
upon the stage, when the poet has been dis

posed to do honour to his generals. It is

impossible for the reader's imagination to

multiply twenty men into such prodigious
multitudes, or to

fancy that two or three
hundred thousand soldiers are fighting in a
room of forty or fifty yards in compass. In
cidents of such a nature should be told, not

represented.
Non tamen intus

Digna gcri promes in scenam : multaque tollea
Ex oculis, quit niox narret facundia prtesens.'

Hor. Ars Poet. ver. 182.

' Yet there are things improper for a scene,
Which men ofjudgment only will relate.'

Roscommon.

I should, therefore, in this particular, re
commend to my countrymen the example
of the French stage, where the kings and
queens always appear unattended, and
leave their guards behind the scenes. I

should likewise be glad if we imitated the
French in banishing from our stage the
noise of drums, trumpets, and huzzas;
which is sometimes so very great, that
when there is a battle in the Haymarket
theatre, one may hear it as far as Charing-
cross.

I have here only touched upon those par
ticulars which are made use of to raise and

aggrandize the persons of a tragedy; and
shall show, in another paper, the several

expedients which are practised by authors
of a vulgar genius to move terror, pity, or

admiration, in their hearers.
The tailor and the painter often contri

bute to the success of a tragedy more than
the poet. Scenes affect ordinary minds as

much as speeches; and our actors are very
sensible, that a well-dressed play has some
times brought them as full audiences as a
well-written one. The Italians have a very
good phrase to express this art of imposing
upon the spectators by appearances; they
call it the ' Fourberia della scena.' 'The
knavery or trickish part of the drama. ' But
however the show and outside ofthe tragedy
may work upon the vulgar, the more un

derstanding part of the audience immedi
ately see through it, and despise it.

A good poet will give the reader a more
lively idea of an army or a battle in a de
scription, than if he actually saw them
drawn up in squadrons and battalions, or

engaged in the confusion of a fight. Our
minds should be opened to great concep
tions, and inflamed with glorious sentiments

by what the actor speaks more than by
what he appears. Can all the trapping!
or equipage of a king or hero, give Brutuj
half that pomp and majesty which he re-

ceives from a few lines in Shakspeare?
C.

No. 43.] Thursday, Afiril 19, 1711.

He tibi erunt artes , pacisque imponere moreni,
Parcere subjectis, et debellare superbos.

nrg. &n. vi. 853.

Be these thy arts, to bid contention cease,
Chain up stern war, and give the nations peace ;

O'er subject lands extend thy gentle sway,
And teach with iron rod the haughty to obey.

THERE are crowds of men whose great
misfortune it is that they were not bound
to mechanic arts or trades; it being abso

lutely necessary for them to be led by some
continual task or employment. These are
such as we commonly call dull fellows;

persons, who for want of something to do,
out of a certain vacancy of thought, rather
than curiosity, are ever meddling with

things for which they are unfit. I cannot

give you a notion of them better, than by
presenting you with a letter from a gentle
man, who belongs to a society of this order
of men, residing at Oxford.

'Oxford, April 13, 1711, 4 o'clock in

the morning.
'
SIR, In some ofyour late speculations,

I find some sketches towards a history of

clubs; but you seem to me to show them in

somewhat too ludicrous a light. I have
well weighed that matter, and think, that
the most important negociations may best
be carried on in such assemblies. I shall,

therefore, for the good of mankind (which
I trust you and I are equally concerned for

propose an institution of that nature for ex
ample sake.

' I must confess that the design and trans
actions of too many clubs are trifling, anr

manifestly of no consequence to the natior
or public weal. Those I will give you up.
But you must do me then the justice to own,
that nothing can be more useful or lauda

ble, than the scheme we go upon. To
avoid nicknames and witticisms, we cal

ourselves the Hebdomadal Meeting. Our
president continues for a year at least, and
sometimes four or five; we are all grave,
serious, designing men, in our way: we
think it our duty, as far as in us lies, tc

take care the constitution receives no harm.
Ne quid detrimenti res cafiiat fiublica.

To censure doctrines or facts, persons or

things, which we do not like; to settle the

nation at home, and carry on the war
abroad, where and in what manner we sec
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fit. If other people are not of our opinion,
we cannot help that It were better they
were. Moreover, we now and then con
descend to direct, in some measure, the
little affairs of our own university.

'Verily, Mr. Spectator, we are much
offended at the act for importing French
wines. A bottle or two of good solid edi

fying port at honest George's, made a night
cheerful, and threw off reserve. But this

plaguy French claret will not only cost us
more money, but do us less good. Had we
been aware of it before it had gone top far,

I must tell you, we would have petitioned
to be heard upon that subject. But let that

pass.
' I must let you know likewise, good sir,

thatwe lookupon a certain northern prince's
march, in conjunction with infidels, to be

palpably against our good-will and liking;
and, for all monsieur Palmquist, a most

dangerous innovation: and we are by no
means yet sure, that some people are not
at the bottom of it. At least my own pri
vate letters leave room for a politician, well

versed in matters of this nature, to suspect
as much, as a penetrating friend of mine
tells me.

'We think we have at least done the bu
siness with the malcontents in Hungary,
and shall clap up a peace there.

' What the neutrality army is to do, or

what the army in Flanders, and what two
or three other princes, is not yet fully de
termined among us; and we wait impa
tiently for the coming in of the next Dyer,
who you must know is our authentic intel

ligence, our Aristotle in politics. And,
indeed, it is but fit there should be some
dernier resort, the absolute decider of all

controversies.
'We were lately informed that the gal

lant trained-bands had patrolled all night

long about the streets of London. We in

deed could not imagine any occasion for it,

we guessed not a tittle on it aforehand, we
were in nothing of the secret; and that city

tradesmen, or their apprentices, should do

duty or work through the holidays, we
thought absolutely impossible. But Dyer
being positive in it, and some letters from
other people, who had talked with some
who had it from those who should know,
giving some countenance to it, the chairman

reported from the committee appointed to

examine into that affair, that it was possi
ble there might be something in it. I have
much more to say to you, but my two good
friends and neighbours, Dominic and Sly
boots, are just come in, and the coffee is

ready. I am, in the meantime, Mr. Spec
tator, your admirer and humble servant,

'ABRAHAM FROTH.'

You may observe the turn of their minds
tends only to novelty, and not satisfaction

in any thing. It would be disappointment
to them, to come to certainty in any thing,
for that would gravel them, and put an end

to their inquiries, which dull fellows do not
make for information, but for exercise. I

do not know but this may be a very good
way of accounting for what we frequently
see, to wit, that dull fellows prove very
good men of business. Business relieves

them from their own natural heaviness, by
furnishing them with what to do; whereas
business to mercurial men, is an interrup
tion from their real existence and happi
ness. Though the dull part of mankind are
harmless in their amusements, it were to

be wished they had no vacant time, because

they usually undertake something that
makes their wants conspicuous, by their

manner of supplying them. You shall sel

dom find a dull fellow of good education,
but if he happens to have any leisure upon
his hands, will turn his head to one of those
two amusements for all fools of eminence,

politics or poetry. The former of these
arts is the study of all dull people in gene
ral; but when dulness is lodged in a per
son of a quick animal life, it generally ex
erts itself in poetry. One might here
mention a few military writers, who give

great entertainment to the age, by reason
thatthe stupidity of theirheads is quickened
by the alacrity of their hearts. This con
stitution in a dull fellow, gives vigour to

nonsense, and makes the puddle boil, which
would otherwise stagnate. The British

Prince, that celebrated poem, which was
written in the reign of King Charles the

Second, and deservedly called by the wits

of that age incomparable, was the effect of

such a happy genius as we are speaking of.

From among many other distichs no less to

be quoted on this account, I cannot but re

cite the two following lines:

' A painted vest Prince Voltager bad on,
Which from a naked Pict his grandsire won.'*

Here, if the poet had not been vivacious,
as well as stupid, he could not, in the
warmth and hurry of nonsense, have been

capable of forgetting that neither Prince

Voltager, nor his grandfather, could strip
a naked man of his doublet; but a fool of a
colder constitution would have stayed to

have flayed the Pict, and made buff of his

skin, for the wearing of the conqueror.
To bring these observations to some use-

* Absurd as these lines are, they found an apologist
in the late Edward King, esq. who, in his Munimenta
Antiqua, after alluding to the practice of tattooing be

ing prevalent amongst the Britons, Picts, and other

northern nations, continues " The figures thus mark
ed, however, were as indelible as they were honourable
and they were even badges of their chieftains; inso

much that it is not quite impossible to make sense of

those lines, BO elegantly censured in the Spectator, fni

their burlesque nonsense :

1 A painted vest Prince Voltager had on.

Whichfrom a naked Pict his grandsire von.'

For amongst a people, such as the ancient Britons, who
were so barbarous that, like the Scythians, they deemed
the gkulls of their enemies an ornament to their horse-

trappings, it is not absolutely impossible to suppose that

the skin of a poor painted Pict, as well as the skin of a

Wolf, might be worn as a trophy !"

Munimenta, Antiqua, vol. i. p. 186
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ful purpose of life, what I would propose
should be, that we imitated those wise na
tions wherein every man learns some handi

craft-work. Would it not employ a beau,

prettily enough, if, instead of eternally

playing with a snuff-box, he spent some

part of his time in making one? Such a

method as this would very much conduce

to the public emolument, by making every
man living good for something; for there

would then be no one member of human
society, but would have some little pre
tension for some degree in it; like him
who came to Will's coffee-house, upon the

merit of having writ a posy of a ring. R.

No.44.] Friday, Afirill^ 1711.

Tu quid ego, et populus mecum desideret, audi.

HOT. Ars Poet. ver. 153.

Now hear what every auditor expects.
Roscommon.

AMONG the several artifices which are

put in practice by the poets to fill the minds
of an audience with terror, the first place
is due to thunder and lightning, which
are often made use of at the descending
of a god, or the rising of a ghost, at the

vanishing of a devil, or at the death of a

tyrant. I have known a bell introduced

into several tragedies with good effect; and
have seen the whole assembly in a very
great alarm all the while it has been ring

ing. But there is nothing which delights
and terrifies our English theatre so much
as a ghost, especially when he appears in

a bloody shirt. A spectre has very often

saved a play, though he has done nothing
but stalked across the stage, or rose through
a cleft of it, and sunk again without speak
ing one word. There may be a proper
season for these several terrors; and when
they only come in as aids and assistances

to the poet, they are not only to be excused,
but to be applauded. Thus the sounding
of the clock in Venice Preserved, makes
the hearts of the whole audience quake;
and conveys a stronger terror to the mind
than it is possible for words to do. The ap

pearance of the ghost in Hamlet is a mas

ter-piece in its kind, and wrought up with

all the circumstances that can create either

attention or horror. The mind of the rea

der is wonderfully prepared for his recep
tion by the discourses that precede it His
dumb behaviour at his first entrance,
strikes the imagination very strongly; but

every time he enters, he is still more ter

rifying. Who can read the speech with

which young Hamlet accosts him, without

trembling.
' HOT. Look, my lord, it comes !

' Ham. Angels and ministers of grace defend us !

Be thou a spirit of health, or goblin damn'd ;

Bring with thee airs from heay'n, or blasts from hell;

Be thy intents wicked or charitable ;

Thou com'st in such a questionable shape
That I will speak to thee. I'll call thee Hamlet,
King, Father, Royal Dane. Oh ! answer me.
Let me not burst in ignorance ; but tell

Why thy canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death,
Have burst their cearments ? Why the sepulchre,
Wherein we saw thee quietly inurn'd,
Hath op'd his ponderous and marble jaws,
To cast thee up again ? What may this mean ?

That thou, dead corse, again in complete steel

Revisit'st thus the glimpses of the moon,
Making night hideous ?'

I do not therefore find fault with the arti

fices above mentioned, when they are in

troduced with skill, and accompanied by
proportionable sentiment and expressions
in the writing.
For the moving of pity, our principle ma

chine is the handkerchief: and indeed in

our common tragedies, we should not know

very often that the persons are in distress

by any thing they say, if they did not from
time to time apply their handkerchiefs to

their eyes.
Far be it from me to think of

banishing this instrument of sorrow from
the stage; I know a tragedy could not sub

sist without it: all that I would contend for,

is to keep it from being misapplied. In a

word, I would have the actor's tongue sym
pathize with his eyes.
A disconsolate mother, with a child in

her hand, has frequently drawn compassion
from the audience, and has therefore gained
a place in several tragedies. A modern

writer, that observed how this had took in

other plays, being resolved to double the

distress, and melt his audience twice as

much as those before him had done,

brought a princess upon the stage with a

little boy in one hand, and a girl in the

other. This too had a very good effect. A
third poet being resolved to outwrite all his

predecessors, a few years ago introduced

three children with great success: and, as I

am informed, a young gentleman, who is

fully determined to break the most obdu
rate hearts, has a tragedy by him, where the
first person that appears upon the stage is

an afflicted widow in her mourning weeds,
with half a dozen fatherless children at

tending her, like those that usually hang
about the figure of Charity. Thus several

incidents that are beautifxil in a good writer,

become ridiculous by falling into the hands
of a bad one.

But among all our methods of moving
pity or terror, there is none so absurd and

barbarous, and what more exposes us to

the contempt and ridicule of our neigh
bours, than that dreadful butchering of one

another, which is very frequent upon the

English stage. To delight in seeing men
stabbed, poisoned, racked, or impaled, is

certainly the sign of a cruel temper: and as

this is often practised before the British

audience, several French critics, who think

these are grateful spectacles to us, take

occasion from them to represent us a peo

ple that delight in blood. It is indeed very
odd to see our stage strewed with carcases

in the last scenes of a tragedy; and to ob

serve in the wardrobe of the playhouse se

veral daggers, poniards, wheels, bowls for

poison, and many other instruments of
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death. Murders and executions are alway
transacted behind the scenes in the Frencl

theatre; which in general is very agree
able to the manners of a polite and civilizec

people: but as there are no exceptions to

this rule on the French stage, it leads them
mto absurdities almost as ridiculous as tha
which falls under our present censure. '.

remember in the famous play of Corneille
written upon the subject of the Horati
and Curiatii; the fierce young hero who
had overcome the Curiatii one after ano
ther, (instead of being congratulated by his
sister for his victory, being upbraided by
her for haying slain her lover) in the heigh'
of his passion and resentment kills her. I:

any thing could extenuate so brutal an ac
tion, it would be the doing of it on a sudden,
before the sentiments of nature, reason, or
manhood could take place in him. How
ever, to avoid public bloodshed, as soon as
his passion is wrought to its height, he
follows his sister to the whole length of the

stage, and forbears killing her till they are
both withdrawn behind the scenes. I must
confess, had he murdered her, before the

audience, the indecency might have been
greater; but as it is, it appears very unna
tural, and looks like killing in cold blood.
To give my opinion upon this case, the fact

ought not to have been represented, but to
have been told, if there was any occasion
for it.

It may not be unacceptable to the reader
to see how Sophocles has conducted a tra

gedy under the like delicate circumstances.
Orestes was in the same condition with
Hamlet in Shakspeare, his mother having
murdered his father, and taken possession
of his kingdom in conspiracy with her adul
terer. That young prince, therefore, bein
determined to revenge his father's deat
upon those who filled his throne, conveys
himself by a beautiful stratagem into his
mother's apartment, with a resolution to kill

her. But because such a spectacle would
nave been too shocking to the audience, this
dreadful resolution is executed behind the
scenes: the mother is heard calling out to
her son for mercy; and the son answering
her, that she showed no mercy to his fa

ther; after which she shrieks out she is

wounded, and by what follows we find that
she is slain. I do not remember that in

any of our plays there are speeches made
behind the scenes, though there are other
instances of this nature to be met with in
those of the ancients: and I believe my
reader will agree with me, that there is

something infinitely more affecting in this
dreadful dialogue between the mother and
her son behind the scenes, than could have
been in

any thing transacted before the
audience. Orestes immediately after meets
the usurper at the entrance of his pa
lace; and by a very happy thought of
the poet avoids killing him before the au
dience, by telling him that he should live
some time in his present bitterness of soul

before he would despatch him, and by or

dering him to retire into that part of the
palace where he had slain his father,
whose murder he would revenge in the

very same place where it was committed.
By this means the poet observes that de
cency, which Horace afterwards establish
ed by a rule, of forbearing to commit par
ricides or unnatural murders before the
audience.

' Nee pueros coram populo Medea trucidet.'

Jlrs Poet. ver. 185.

' Let not Medea draw her murd'ring knife,
And spill her children's blood upon the stage.'

Roscommon.

The French have, therefore, refined too
much upon Horace's rule, who never de
signed to banish all kinds of death from the

stage: but only such as had too much hor
ror in them, and which would have a better
effect upon the audience when transacted
behind the scenes. I would therefore re
commend to my countrymen the practice of
the ancient poets, who were very sparing of
their public executions, and rather chose to

perform them behind the scenes, if it could
be done with as great an effect upon the au
dience. At the same time I must observe,
that though the devoted persons of the

tragedy were seldom slain before the au
dience, which has generally something ridi

culous in it, their bodies were often pro
duced after their death, which has always
in it something melancholy or terrifying;
so that the killing on the stage does not
seem to have been avoided only as an inde

cency, but also as an improbability.
' Nee pueros coram populo Medea trucidet ;

Aut humana palain coquat exta nefarius Atreus ;

Ant in avem Progne vrrtatur, Cadmus in anguem,
Quodcunque ostendis milii sic, incredulis odi.'

Hor. jlrg Pott.

' Medea must not draw her murd'ring knife,
Nor Atreus there his horrid feast prepare :

Cadmus and Progne's metamorphoses,
(She to a swallow turn'd. he to a snake

;)

And whatsoever contradicts my sense,
I hate to see, and never can believe.' Ro^common.

I have now gone through the several
dramatic inventions which are made use
of by the ignorant poets to supply the place
of tragedy, and by the skilful to improve
t; some of which I could wish entirely re-

ected, and the rest to be used with cau-
ion. It would be an endless task to con
sider comedy in the same light, and to
mention the innumerable shifts that small
wits put in practice to raise a laugh. Bul-
ock in a short coat, and Norris in a long
me, seldom fail of this effect. In ordinary
;omedies, a broad and a narrow brimmed
hat are different characters. Sometimes
he wit of the scene lies in a shoulder belt,
and sometimes in a pair of whiskers. A
over running about the stage, with his
ead peeping out of a barrel,* was thought

a very good jest in King Charles the Se-
;ond's time; and invented by one of the

* The comedy of The Comical Revenge, or Love in

Tub, by Sir George Etlmidgo.
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first wits of that age. But because ridicul

is not so delicate as compassion, and be
cause the objects that make us laugh are

infinitely more numerous than those that
make us weep, there is a much greater
latitude for comic than tragic artifices,
and by consequence a much greater indul

gence to be allowed them. C.

No. 45. ] Saturday, Afiril 21, 1711.

Natio comoeda est- Juv. Sat. iii. 100.

The nation is a company of players..

THERE is nothing which I desire more
than a safe and honourable peace, though
at the same time I am very apprehensive
of many ill consequences that may attend
it. I do not mean in regard to our politics,
but to our manners. What an inundation
of ribands and brocades will break in upon
us ? What peals of laughter and imperti
nence shall we be exposed to ? For the

prevention of those great evils, I could

heartily wish that there was an act of par
liament for prohibiting the importation of
French fopperies.
The female inhabitants of our island have

already received very strong impressions
from this ludicrous nation, though by the

length of the war (as there is no evil which
has not some good attending it) they are

pretty well worn out and forgotten. I re
member the time when some of our well-
bred countiy-women kept their valet de
chambre; because, forsooth, a man was
much more handy about them than one of
their own sex. I myself have seen one of

these male Abigails tripping about the
room with a looking-glass in his hand, and

combing his lady's hair a whole morning
together. Whether or no there was any
truth in the story of a lady's being got with
child by one of these her hand-maids, I

cannot tell ; but I think at present the whole
race of them is extinct in our own country.
About the time that several of our sex

were taken into this kind of service, the
ladies likewise brought up the fashion of

receiving visits in their beds. It was then
looked upon as a piece of ill-breeding for a
woman to refuse to see a man because she
was not stirring; and a porter would have
been thought unfit for his place, that could
have made so awkward an excuse. As I

love to see every thing that is new, I once

prevailed upon my friend Will Honey
comb to cany me along with him to one of

these travelled ladies, desiring him at the
same time to present me as a foreigner
who could not speak English, that so I

might not be obliged to bear a part in the
discourse. The lady, though willing to ap
pear undrest, had put on her best looks,
and painted herself for ou-r reception. Her
hair appeared in a very nice disorder, as
the night-gown which was thrown upon her
shoulders was ruffled with great care. For
my part, I am so shocked with every thing

which looks immodest in the fail sex, that
I could not forbear taking off my eye from
her when she moved in bed, and was in the

greatest confusion imaginable every time
she stirred a leg, or an arm. As the co

quettes who introduced this custom grew
old, they left it off by degrees; well know
ing that a woman of threescore may kick
and tumble her heart out, without making
any impression.
Sempronia is at present the most profess

ed admirer of the French nation, but is so
modest as to admit her visitants no further
than her toilet. It is a very odd sight that
beautiful creature makes, when she is talk

ing politics, with her tresses flowing about
her shoulders, and examining that face in

the glass, which does such execution upon
all the male standers-by. How prettily
does she divide her discourse between her
women and her visitants ! What sprightly
transitions does she make from an opera or
a sermon, to an ivory comb or a pin-cush
ion! How have I been pleased to see her

interrupted in an account of her travels, by
a message to her footman; and holding her

tongue in the midst of a moral reflection, by
applying the tip of it to a patch.
There is nothing which exposes a woman

to greater dangers, than that gayety and
airiness of temper, which are natural to

most of the sex. It should be therefore
the concern of every wise and virtuous
woman to keep this sprightliness from de

generating into levity.. On the contrary,
the whole discourse and behaviour of the
French is to make the sex more fantastical,
or (as they are pleased to term it) more
awakened, than is consistent either with
virtue or discretion. To speak loud in pub
lic assemblies, to let every one hear you
talk of things that should only be mentioned
in private, or in whisper, are looked upon
as parts of a refined education. At the
same time, a blush is unfashionable, and
silence more ill-bred than any thing that
can be spoken. In short, discretion and

modesty, which in all other ages and coun
tries have been regarded as the greatest
ornaments of the fair sex, are considered
as the ingredients of narrow conversation
and family behaviour.
Some years ago I was at the tragedy of

Macbeth, and unfortunately placed myself
under a woman of quality that is since dead;
who as I found by the noise she made was
newly returned from France. A little be
fore the rising of the curtain, she broke out
nto a loud soliloquy,

' When will the dear
witches enter?' and immediately upon their

irst appearance, asked a lady that sat three
:>oxes from her on her right hand, if those
witches were not charming creatures. A
ittle after, as Betterton was in one of the
inest speeches of the play, she shook her
"an at another lady, who sat as far on her
eft hand, and told her with a whisper that

might be heard all over the pit, 'We must
not expect to see Balloon to-night,

' Not
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long after, calling out to a young baronet

by his name, who sat three seats before

me, she asked him whether Macbeth's wife
was still alive; and before he could give an

answer, fell a talking of the ghost of Ban-

quo. She had by this time formed a little

audience to herself, and fixed the attention

of all about her. But as I had a mind to

hear the play, I got out of the sphere of her

impertinence, and planted myself in one of
the remotest corners of the pit.
This pretty childishness of behaviour is

one of the most refined parts
of coquetry,

and is not to be attained in perfection by
ladies that do not travel for their improve
ment. A natural and unconstrained beha
viour has something in it so agreeable, that
it is no wonder to see people endeavouring
after it. But at the same time it is so very
hard to hit, when it is not born with us,
that people often make themselves ridicu

lous in attempting it.

A very ingenious French author tells us,
that the ladies of the court of France, in his

time, thought it ill-breeding, and a kind of

female pedantry, to pronounce a hard word
right: for which reason they took frequent
occasion to use hard words, that they might
show a politeness in murdering them. He
further adds, that a lady of some quality at

court having accidently made use of a hard
word in a proper place, and pronounced it

right, the whole assembly was out of coun
tenance for her.

I must however lie so just as to own that

there are many ladies who have travelled

several thousands of miles without being
the worse for it, and have brought home
with them all the modesty, discretion, and

good sense, that they went abroad with.

As on the contrary, there are great num
bers of travelled ladies who have lived all

their days within the smoke of London. I

have known a woman that never was out of

the parish of St. James's betray as many
foreign fopperies in her carriage, as she
could have gleaned up in half the countries

of Europe. C.

No.46.] Monday, April 23, 1711.

Non bene junctarum discordia scmina rerum.

Ovid, Met. Lib. i. ver. 8.

The jarring seeds of ill-concerted things.

WHEN I want materials for this paper,
it is my custom to go abroad in quest of

game; and when I meet any proper sub

ject, I take the first opportunity of setting
down a hint upon paper. At the same
time I look into the letters of my corres

pondents,
and if I find any thing suggested

m them that may afford matter of specula
tion, I likewise enter a minute of it in my
collection of materials. By this means I

frequently carry about me a whole sheet-

fill of hints, that would look like a rhap
sody of nonsense to any body but myself.
There is nothing in them but obscurity and

confusion, raving and inconsistency. In

short, they are my speculations in the
first principles, that (like the world in its

chaos) are void of all light, distinction, and
order.

About a week since there happened to

me a very odd accident, by reason of one of

these my papers of minutes which I had ac

cidentally dropped at Lloyd's coffee-house,
where the auctions are usually kept Before
I missed it, there were a cluster of people
who had found it, and were diverting them
selves with it at one end of the coffee-house.
It had raised so much laughter among them
before I had observed what they were
about, that I had not the courage to own
it. The boy of the coffee-house, when they
had done with it, carried it about in his

hand, asking every body if they had drop

ped a written paper; but nobody chal

lenging it, he was ordered by those merry
gentlemen who had perused it, to get up
into the auction pulpit, and read it to the
whole room, that if any one would own it,

they might. The boy accordingly mounted
the pulpit, and with a very audible voice

read as follows:

MINUTES.
Sir Roger de Coverley's country-seat

Yes, for I hate long speeches Query, if a

good Christian may be a conjurer Chil

dermas-day, saltseller, house-dog, screech-

owl, cricket Mr. Thomas Inkle of Lon
don, in the good ship called the Achilles.

YaricojEgrescitgue medendo Ghosts
The Lady's Library Lion by trade a tai

lor Dromedary called Bucephalus Equi
page the lady's summum bonum Charles
Lillie to be taken notice of Short face a

relief to envy Redundancies in the three

professions King Latinus a recruit Jew

devouring a ham of bacon Westminster-

abbey Grand Cairo Procrastination

April fools Blue boars, red lions, hogs in

armour Enter a King and two Fiddlers

solus Admission into the Ugly Club

Beauty how improveable Families of true

and false humour The parrot's school

mistress Face half Pict half British No
man to be a hero of a tragedy under six

feet Club of signers Letters from flower

pots, elbow-chairs, tapestry, figures, lion,

thunder The bell rings to the puppet-
show Old woman with a beard married
to a smock-faced boy My next coat to be.

turned up with blue Fable of tongs and

gridiron Flower dyers The Soldier's

prayer Thank ye for nothing, says the

galley-pot Pactolus in stockings with gol
den clocks to them Bamboos, cudgels,

drum-sticksSlip of my lady's eldest

daughter The black mare with a star in

her forehead The barber's pole Will

Honeycomb's coat-pocket Cxsar's beha
viour and my own in parallel circumstances

Poem in "patch-work Nulli gravis eat

fiercussus Achilles The female conventi

cler The ogle-master.
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The reading of this paper made the
whole coffee-house veiy merry; some of
them concluded it was written by a mad
man; and others by somebody that had been
taking notes out of the Spectator. One
who had the appearance of a very substan
tial citizen, told us, with several political
winks and nods, that he wished there was
no more in the paper than was expressed
in it: that for his part, he looked upon the

dromedary, the gridiron, and the barber's

pole to signify something more than what
was usually meant by those words: and that
he thought the coffee-man could not do
better than to carry the paper to one of
the secretaries of state. He further added,
that he did not like the name of the out
landish man with the golden clock in his

stockings. A young Oxford scholar, who
chanced to be with his uncle at the coffee

house, discovered to us who this Pactolus
was; and by that means turned the whole
scheme of this worthy citizen into ridicule.

While they were making their several con
jectures upon this innocent paper, I reached
out my arm to the boy as he was coming
out of the pulpit, to give it me; which he
did accordingly. This drew the eyes of the
whole company upon me; but after having
cast a cursory glance over it, and shook

my head twice or thrice at the reading of

it, I twisted it into a kind of match, and
lighted my pipe with it. My profound si

lence, together with the steadiness of my
countenance, and the gravity of my beha
viour during this whole transaction, raised
a very loud laugh on all sides of me; but as
I had escaped all suspicion of being the

author, I was very well satisfied, and ap
plying myself to my pipe and the Postman,
took no further notice of any thing that had
passed about me.

My reader will find, that I have already
made use of above half the contents of the

foregoing paper: and will easily suppose,
that those subjects which are yet untouch
ed, were such provisions as I had made for
his future entertainment. But as I have
been unluckily prevented by this accident,
I shall only give him the letters which re
lated to the two last hints. The first of
them I should not have published, were I

not informed that there is many a hus
band who suffers very much in his private
affairs by the indiscreet zeal of such a part
ner as is hereafter mentioned; to whom I

may apply the barbarous inscription quoted
by the Bishop of Salisbury in his travels;
' Dum nimis fiia est facta est imfiia:'

Through too much piety she became im
pious.

'

'SiR, I am one of those unhappy men
that are plagued with a gospel-gossip,
so common among dissenters (especially
friends. ) Lectures in the morning, church-
meetings at noon, and preparation sermons
at night, take up so much of her time, it is

very rare she knows what we have for din-
11

ner, unless when the preacher is to be at it.

With him come a tribe, all brothers and
sisters it seems; while others really such,
are deemed no relations. If at any time I

have her company alone, she is a mere
sermon pop-gun, repeating and discharg
ing texts, proofs, and applications, so per
petually, that however weary I may go to

bed, the noise in my head will not let me
sleep till towards morning. The miserv
ofmy case, and great numbers of such suf

ferers, plead your pity and speedy relief;

otherwise must expect, in a little time, to

be lectured, preached, and prayed into

want, unless the happiness of being sooner
talked to death prevent it. I am, &c.

R. G.'

The second letter, relating to the ogling
master, runs thus:

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am an Irish gen
tleman that have travelled many years for

my improvement; during which time I

have accomplished myself in the whole
art of ogling, as it is at present practised
in the polite nations of Europe. Being thus

qualified, I intend, by the advice of my
friends, to set up for an ogling-master. I
teach the church-ogle in the morning, and
the play-house ogle by candle-light. I

have also brought over with me a new
fly

ing ogle fit for the ring; which I teach in

the dusk of the evening, or in any hour of

the day, by darkening one of my windows.
I have a manuscript by me called The
Complete Ogler, which I shall be ready to

show you on any occasion. In the mean time
I beg you will publish the substance of this

letter in an advertisement, and you will

very much oblige, Yours, 8cc.
'

C.

No. 47.] Tuesday, April 24, 1711.

Eide si sapis Mart.

Laugh, if you are wise.
v

MR. HOBBS,* in his Discourse of Human
Nature, which, in my humble opinion, is

much the best of all his works, after some
very curious observations upon laughter,
concludes thus: 'The passion of laughter
is nothing else but sudden glory arising
from some sudden conception of some emi-

nency in ourselves, by comparison with
the infirmity of others, or with our own
formerly; for men laugh at the follies of

themselves past, when they come suddenly
to remembrance, except they bring with
them any present dishonour.

'

According to this author, therefore, when
we hear a man laugh excessively, instead

of saying he is very merry, we ought to tell

him he is very proud. And indeed, if we

* Thomas Hobbs of Malmsbury.
" He is commonly

represented," says Granger, "as a sceptic in religion,

and a dogmatist in philosophy ; but he was a dog
matist in both. The main principles of his Leviathan
are as little founded in moral or evangelical truth, as

the rules he has laid down for squaring the circle are

in mathematical demonstration." He died in 1679, at

the advanced age of 92.
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look into the bottom of this matter, we
shall meet with many observations to con
firm us in this opinion. Every one laughs
at somebody that is in an inferior state of

folly to himself. It was formerly the cus
tom for every great house in England to

keep a tame fool dressed in petticoats, that
the heir of the family might have an op
portunity ofjoking upon him, and diverting
himself with his absurdities. For the
same reason, idiots are still in request in

most of the courts of Germany, where
there is not a prince of any great magnifi
cence, who has not two or three dressed,

distinguished, undisputed fools in his reti

nue, whom the rest of the courtiers are

always breaking their jests upon.
The Dutch, who are more famous for

their industry and application, than for

wit and humour, hang up in several of

their streets what they call the sign of the

Gaper, that is, the head of an idiot dress
ed in a cap and bells, and gaping in a most
immoderate manner. This is a standing
jest at Amsterdam.
Thus every one diverts himself with

some person or other that is below him in

point of understanding, and triumphs in the

superiority of his genius, whilst he has
such objects of derision before his eyes.
Mr. Dennis has very well expressed this

in a couple of humorous lines, which are

part of a translation of a satire in Monsieur
Boileau:

' Thus one fool lolls his tongue out at another,
And shakes his empty noddle at his brother.'

Mr. Hobbs's reflection gives us the rea
son why the insignificant people above-
mentioned are stirrers-up of laughter
among men of a gross taste: but as the
more understanding part of mankind do
not find their risibility affected by such or

dinary objects, it may be worth the while
to examine into the several

provocatives
of

laughter, in men of superior sense and

knowledge.
In the first place I must observe, that

there is a set of merry drolls, whom the
common people of all countries admire,
and seem to love so well,

' that they could
eat them;' according to the old proverb: I

mean those circumforaneous wits whom
every nation calls by the name of that dish
of meat which it loves best: in Holland

they are termed Pickled Herrings; in

France, Jean Pottage; in Italy, Macaro
nies; and in Great Britain, Jack Puddings.
These merry wags, from whatsoever food

they receive
their titles, that theymay make

their audiences laugh, always appear in a
fool's coat, and commit such blunders and
mistakes in every step they take, and every
word they utter, as those who listen to

them would be ashamed of.

But this little triumph of the understand

ing under the disguise of laughter, is no
where more visible than in that custom
which prevails every where among us on
the first day of the present month, when

every body takes it into his head to make
as many fools as he can. In proportion as
there are more follies discovered, so there
is more laughter raised on this day than on

any other in the whole year. A neighbour
of mine, who is a haberdasher by trade,
and a very shallow conceited fellow, makes
his boast that for these ten years succes

sively he has not made less than a hun
dred April fools. My landlady had a fall

ing out with him about a fortnight ago, for

sending every one of her children upon
some sleeveless errand, as she terms it.

Her eldest son went to buy a half-penny
worth of inkle at a shoemaker's; the eld
est daughter was despatched half a mile to

see a monster, and, in short, the whole fa

mily of innocent children made April fools.

Nay, my landlady herself did not escape
him. This empty fellow has laughed upon
these conceits ever since.

This art of wit is well enough, when con
fined to one day in a twelvemonth: but
there is an ingenious tribe of men sprung
up of late years, who are for making April
fools every day in the year. These gentle
men are commonly distinguished by the
name of Biters: a race of men that are

perpetually employed in laughing at those
mistakes which are of their own produc
tion.

Thus we see, in proportion as one man is

more refined than another, he chooses his
fool out of a lower or higher class of man
kind, or to speak in a more

philosophical
language, that secret elation or pnde of

heart, which is generally called laughter,
arises in him, from his comparing himself
with an object below him, whether it so

happens that it be a natural or an artificial

fool. It is, indeed, very possible, that the

persons we laugh at may in the main of

their characters be much wiser men than

ourselves; but if they would have us laugh
at them, they must fall short of us in those

respects which stir up this passion.
I am afraid I shall appear too abstracted

in my speculations, if I show, that when a
man of wit makes us laugh, it is by betray
ing some oddness or infirmity in his own
character, or in the representation which
he makes of others; and that when we
laugh at a brute, or even at an inanimate

thing, it is at some action or incident that
bears a remote analogy to any blunder or

absurdity in reasonable creatures.

But to come into common life: I shall

pass by the consideration of those stage
coxcombs that are able to shake a whole
audience, and take notice of a particular
sort of men who are such proyokers of

mirth in conversation, that it is impossible
for a club or merry meeting to subsist with
out them; I mean those honest gentlemen
that are always exposed to the wit and

raillery of their well-wishers and compa
nions; that are

pelted by men, women, and

children, friends and foes, and, in a word,
stand as butts in conversation, for every
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One to shoot at that pleases. I know several

of these butts who are men of wit and sense,

though by some odd turn of humour, some

unlucky cast in their person or behaviour,

they have always the misfortune to make
the company merry. The truth of it is,

a man is not qualified for a butt, who has
not a good deal of wit and vivacity, even in

the ridiculous side of his character. A stu

pid butt is only fit for the conversation of

ordinary people: men of wit require one
that will give them play, and bestir him
self in the absurd part of his behaviour. A
butt with these accomplishments frequent

ly gets the laugh of his side, and turns the
ridicule upon him that attacks him. Sir

John Falstaff was a hero of this species,
and gives a good description of himself in

his capacity of a butt, after the following
manner: ' Men of all sorts,' says that merry
knight,

' take a pride to gird at me. The
brain of man is not able to invent any thing
that tends to laughter more than I invent,
or is invented on me. I am not only witty
in myself, but the cause that wit is in other
men.' C.

No. 48.] Wednesday, Afiril 25, 1711.

Per multas aditum, sibi srepe figures

Repperit Ovid, Met. xiv. 652.

Through various shapes he often finds access.

MY correspondents take it ill if I do not,

from time to time, let them know I have
received their letters. The most effectual

way will be to publish some of them that

are upon important subjects; which I shall

introduce with a letter of my own that I

writ a fortnight ago to a fraternity who
thought fit to make me an honorary mem
ber.
' To the President and Fellows of the Ugly

Club.
' MAY IT PLEASE YOUR DEFORMITIES,
' I have received the notification of the

honour you have done me, in admitting me
into your society. I acknowledge my want
of merit, and for that reason shall endea
vour at all times to make up my own fail

ures, by introducing and recommending to

the club persons of more undoubted quali
fications than I can pretend to. I shall next
week come down in the stage-coach, in or

der to take my seat at the board; and shall

bring with me a candidate of each sex.

The persons I shall present to you, are an
old beau and a modern Pict. If they are

not so eminently gifted by nature as our as

sembly expects, give me leave to say their

acquired ugliness is greater than any that

has ever appeared before you. The beau
has varied his dress every day of his life

for these thirty years past, and still added
to the deformity he was born with. The
Pict has still greater merit towards us, and

has, ever since she came to years of discre

tion, deserted the handsome party, and

taken all possible pains to acquhe the face
in which I shall present her to your con
sideration and favour. I am, gentlemen,
your most obliged humble servant,

THE SPECTATOR.
'P. S. I desire to know whether you ad

mit people of quality.
'

'
April 17.

'MR. SPECTATOR, To show you there
are among us of the vain weak sex, some
that have honesty and fortitude enough to

dare to be ugly, and willing to be thought
so, I apply myself to you, to beg your in

terest and recommendation to the Ugly
Club. If my own word will not be taken

(though in this case a woman's may) I can

bring credible witnesses of my qualifications
for their company, whether they insist upon
hair, forehead, eyes, cheeks, or chin; to

which I must add, that I find it easier to

lean to my left side, than to my right I

hope I am in all respects agreeable, and
for humour and mirth, I will keep up to the

president himself. All the favour I will

pretend to is, that as I am the first woman
who has appeared desirous of good company
and agreeable conversation, I may take and

keep the upper end of the table. And in

deed I think they want a carver, which I

can be, after as ugly a manner as they could
wish. I desire your thoughts of my claim
as soon as you can. Add to my features the

length of my face, which is full half-yard;

though I never knew the reason of it till

you gave one for the shortness of yours. If

I knew a name ugly enough to belong to

the above described face, I would feign one;
but, to my unspeakable misfortune, my
name is the only disagreeable prettiness
about me; so prythee make one for me that

signifies all the deformity in the world. You
understand Latin, but be sure bring it in

with my being, in the sincerity of my heart,

your most frightful admirer, and servant,
'HECATISSA.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I read your discourse

upon affectation,and from the remarks made
in it, examined my own heart so strictly,
that I thought I had found out its most' se

cret avenues, with a resolution to be aware
of them for the future. But, alas ! to my
sorrow I now understand that I have se

veral follies which I do not know the root

of. I am an old fellow, and extremely
troubled with the gout; but having always
a strong vanity towards being pleasing in

the eyes of women, I never have a mo
ment's ease,but Iam mounted in high-heeled
shoes, with a glazed wax-leather instep.

Two days after a severe fit, I was invited

to a friend's house in the city, where I be

lieved I should see ladies; and with my
usual complaisance, crippled myself to wait

upon them. A very sumptuous table, agree
able company, and kind reception, were but

so many importunate additions to the tor

ments I was in. A gentleman of the family
observed my condition; and soon after the
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queen's health, he in the presence of the
whole company, with his own hands, de

graded me into an old pair of his own shoes.

This operation before fine ladies, to me
(who am by nature a coxcomb) was suf

fered with the same reluctance as they ad
mit the help of men in their greatest ex

tremity. The return of ease made me
forgive the rough obligation laid on me,
which at that time relieved my body from a

distemper, and will my mind for ever from
a folly. For the charity received, I return

my thanks this way. Your most humble
servant.

'

'Epping, April 18.

'Sin, We have your papers here the

morning they come out, and we have been

very well entertained with your last, upon
the false ornaments of persons who repre
sent heroes in a tragedy. What made
your speculation come very seasonably
among us is, that we have now at this place
a company of strollers, who are far from

offending in the impertinent splendour of
the drama. They are so far from falling
into these false gallantries, that the stage is

here in its original situation of a cart. Alex
ander the Great was acted by a fellow in a

Eiper
cravat. The next day the Earl of

ssex seemed to have no distress but his

poverty; and my Lord Foppington the
same morning wanted any better means to

show himself a fop, than oy wearing stock

ings of different colours. In a word, though
they have had a full barn for many days
together, our itinerants are so wretchedly
poor, that without you can prevail to send
us the furniture you forbid at the play
house, the heroes appear only like sturdy
beggars, and the heroines gypsies. We
have had but one part which was performed
and dressed with propriety, and that was
justice Clodpate. This was so well done,
that it offended Mr. Justice Overdo, who
in the midst of our whole audience, was
(like Quixote in the puppet-show) so highly
provoked, that he told them, if they would
move compassion, it should be in their own
persons, and not in the characters of dis
tressed princes and potentates. He told
them if they were so good at finding the

way to peop'le's hearts, they should do it at

the end of bridges or church porches, in

their proper vocation of beggars. This, the

justice says, they must expect, since they
could not be contented to act heathen war
riors, and such fellows as Alexander, but
must presume to make a mockery of one
of the quorum. Your servant

' R.
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Hominem pagina nostra sapit. Mart.

Men and their manners I describe.

IT is very natural for a man who is not

turned for mirthful meetings of men, or as

semblies of the fair sex, to delight in that

sort of conversation which we find in cof

fee-houses. Here a man of my temper is

in his element; for if he cannot talk, he can
still be more agreeable to his company, as

well as pleased in himself, in being only a
hearer. It is a secret known but to few,

yet of no small use in the conduct of life,

that when you fall into a man's conversa

tion, the first thing you should consider is,

whether he has a greater inclination to hear

you,
or that you should hear him. The

latter is the more general desire, and I

know very able flatterers that never speak,
a word in praise of the persons from whom
they obtain daily favours, but still practise
a skilful attention to whatever is uttered by
those with whom they converse. We are

very curious to observe the behaviour of

great men and their clients: but the same

passions and interests move men in lower

spheres; and I (that have nothing else to

do but make observations) see in every pa
rish, street, lane, and alley of this populous
city, a little potentate that has his court and
his flatterers, who lay snares for his affec

tion and favour, by the same arts that are

practised upon men in higher stations.

In the place I most usually frequent, men
differ rather in the time of day in which

they make a figure, than in any real great
ness above one another. I, who am at the

coffee-house at six in the morning, know
that my friend Beaver, the haberdasher,
has a levee of more undissembled friends

and admirers, than most of the courtiers or

generals of Great Britain. Every man about

him has, perhaps, a newspaper in his hand;
but none can pretend to guess what step
will be taken in any one court of Europe,
till Mr. Beaver has thrown down his pipe,
and declares what measures the allies must
enter into upon this new posture of affairs.

Our coffee-house is near one of the inns of

court, and Beaver has the audience and ad
miration of his neighbours from six till

within a quarter of eight, at which time he
is interrupted by the students of the house;
some of whom are ready dressed for West
minster at eight in the morning, with faces

as busy as if they were retained in every
cause there; and others come in their night

gowns to saunter away their time, as if they
never designed to go thither. I do not know
that I meet in any of my walks, objects
which move both my spleen and laughter
so effectually, as those young fellows at the

Grecian, Squire's, Searle's, and all other

coffee-houses adjacent to the law, who rise

early for no other purpose but to publish
their laziness. One would think these young
virtuosos take a gay cap and slippers, with a
scarf and party-coloured gown, to be en

signs of dignity ; for the vain things approach
each other with an air, which shows they
regard one another for their vestments. I

have observed that the superiority among
these proceeds from an opinion of gallantry
and fashion. The gentleman in the straw

berry sash, who presides so much over the

rest, has, it seems, subscribed to every opera
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this last winter, and is supposed to receive
favours from one of the actresses.
When the day grows too busy for these

gentlemen to enjoy any longer the pleasures
of their dishabille, with any manner of con
fidence, they give place to men who have
business or good sense in their faces, and
come to the coffee-house either to transact

affairs, or enjoy conversation. The per
sons to whose behaviour and discourse I

have most regard, are such as are between
these two sorts of men; such as have not

spirits too active to be happy and well

pleased in a private condition, nor com
plexions too warm to make them neglect
the duties and relations of life. Of these
sort of men consist the worthier part of

"^nkind; of these are all good fathers, generous
brothers, sincere friends, and faith

ful subject. Their entertainments are de
rived rather lix^ reason than imagination:
which is the cause vvat there is no impa_

tience or instability in tha^ speech or ac
tion. You see in their counte*ances they
are at home, and in quiet possession Of the
present instant as it passes, without desre.

ing to quicken it by gratifying any passion,
or prosecuting any new design. These are
the men formed for society, and those little

communities which we express by the word
neighbourhood.
The coffee-house is the place of ren

dezvous to all that live near it, who are
thus turned to relish calm and orcKnary
life. Eubulus presides over the middle
hours of the day, when this assembly of
men meet together. He enjoys a great for
tune handsomely, without launching into

expense; and exerts many noble and useful

qualities, without appearing in any public
employment. His wisdom and knowledge
are serviceable to all that think fit to make
use of them; and he does the office of a
counsel, a judge, an executor, and a friend,
to all his acquaintance, not only without the
profits which attend such offices, but also
without the deference and homage which
are usually paid to them. The giving of
thanks is displeasing to him. The greatest
gratitude you can show him, is to let him
see you are a better man for his services;
and that you are as ready to oblige others,
as he is to oblige you.

In the private exigencies of his friends,
he lends at legal value considerable sums
which he might highly increase by rolling
in the public stocks. He does not consider
in whose hands his money will improve
most, but where it will do most good.
Eubulus has so great an authority in his

little diurnal audience, that when he shakes
his head at any piece of public news, they
all of them appear dejected; and on the

contrary, go home to their dinners with a

good stomach and cheerful aspect when
Eubulus seems to intimate that things go
well. Nay, their veneration towards him
is so great, that when they are in other

company they speak and act after him: are

wise in his sentences, and are no sooner sat

down at their own tables, but they hope or

fear, rejoice or despond, as they saw him
do at the coffee-house. In a word, every
man is Eubulus as soon as his back is turned.

Having here given an account of the se

veral reigns that succeed each other from

day-break till dinner-time, I shall mention
the monarchs of the afternoon on another

occasion, and shut up the whole series of

them with the history of Tom the Tyrant;*
who, asthe first minister of the coffee-house,
takes the government upon him between the
hours of eleven and twelve at night, and

gives his orders in the most arbitrary man
ner to the servants below him, as to the dis

position of liquors, coals, and cinders.

R. Y/
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Nunquam aliud natura, aliud sapientia dixit.

Juv. Sat. xiv. 321.

Good taste and nature always speak the same.

WHEN the four Indian kings were in this

^nntry, about a twelvemonth ago, I often
mixed with the rabble and followed them
a whole day together, being wonderfully
struck with the sight Of every thing that is

new or uncommon. 1 have, since their de
parture, employed a friend to make many
inquiries of their landlord the upholsterer,
relating to their manners and conversation,
as also concerning the remarks which they
made in this country: for, next to the form

ing a right notion of such strangers, I should
be desirous of learning what ideas they have
conceived of us.

The upholsterer finding my friend very
inquisitive about these his lodgers, brought
him some time since a little bundle of pa
pers, which he assured him were written

by king Sa Ga Yean Qua Rash Tow, and,
as he supposes, left behind by some mis
take. These papers are now translated,
and contain abundance of very odd observa

tions, which I find this little fraternity of

kings made during their stay in the isle of
Great Britain. I shall present my reader
with a short specimen of them in this pa
per, and may perhaps communicate more
to him hereafter. In the article of London
are the following words, which without
doubt are meant of the church of St. Paul:

' On the most rising part of the town
there stands a huge house, big enough to

contain the whole nation of which I am
king. Our good brother E Tow O Koam,
king of the Rivers, is of opinion it was made
!>y the hands of that great God to whom it

is consecrated. The kings of Granajah and
of the Six Nations believe that it was
created with the earth, and produced on
:he same day with the sun and moon. But
For my own part, by the best information

that I could get of this matter, I am apt to

* The waiter of that coffee-house, frequently nick
named Sir Thomas.
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think that this prodigious pile was fashioned
into the shape it now bears by several tools

and instruments, of which they have a won
derful variety in this country. It was pro
bably at first a huge misshapen rock, that

grew upon the top of the hill, which the
natives of the country (after having cut it

into a kind of regular figure) bored and
hollowed with incredible pains and indus

try, till they had wrought in it all those
beautiful vaults and caverns into which it is

divided at this day. As soon as this rock
was thus curiously scooped to their liking,
a prodigious number of hands must have
been employed in chipping the outside of

it, which is now as smooth as the surface of
a pebble; and is in several places hewn out
into pillars that stand like the trunks of so

many trees bound about the top with gar
lands of leaves. It is probable that when
this great work was begun, which must
have been many hundred years ago, there
was some religion among this people; for

they give it the name of a temple, and have
a tradition that it was designed for men to

pay their devotions in. And indeed there
are several reasons which make us think
that the natives of this country had formerly

among them some sort of worship; for they
set apart every seventh day as sacred: but

upon my going into one of these holy houses
on that day, I could not observe any cir

cumstance of devotion in their behaviour.

There was indeed a man in black, who was
mounted above the rest, and seemed to ut

ter something with a great deal of vehe

mence; but as for those underneath him,
instead of paying their worship to the deity
of the place, they were most of them bow
ing and curtseying to one another, and a

considerable number of them fast asleep.
' The queen of the country appointed two

men to attend us, that had enough t)f our

language to make themselves understood in

some few particulars. But we soon per
ceived these two were great enemies to one

another, and did not always agree in the

same story. We could make shift to gather
out of one of them, that this island was very
much infested with a monstrous kind of

animals, in the shape of men, called whigs,
and he often told us, that he hoped we
should meet with none of them in our way,
for that if we did, they would be apt to

knock us down for being kings.
' Our other interpreter used to talk very

much of a kind of animal called a tory, that

was as great a monster as the whig, and
would treat us as ill for being foreigners.
These two creatures, it seems are born
with a secret antipathy to one another, and

engage when they meet as naturally as the

elephant and the rhinoceros. But as we
saw none of either of these species, we are

apt to think that our guides deceived us
with misrepresentations and fictions, and
amused us with an account of such mon
sters as are not really in their country.
'These particulars we made a shift to

pick out from the discourse of our interpre
ters; which we put together as well as we
could, being able to understand but here
and there a word of what they said, and
afterwards making up the meaning of it

among ourselves. The men of the country
are very cunning and ingenious in handi
craft works, but withal so very idle, that
we often saw young, lusty, rawboned fel

lows, carried up and down the streets in

little covered rooms, by a couple of porters,
who are hired for that service. Their dress
is likewise very barbarous, for they almost

strangle themselves about the neck, and
bind their bodies with several ligatures,
that we are apt to think are the occasion
of several distempers among them, which
our country is entirely free from. Instead
of those beautiful feathers with whir11 we
adorn our heads, they often buy vp a nion-

strous bush of hair, which -overs their

heads, and falls down ^ larSe fleece be

low the middle of *neir backs; and with

which they v*1*- UP an(i down the streets,

and are f proud of it as if it was of their

ow growth.
'We were invited to one of their public

diversions, where we hoped to have seen
the great men of their country running
down a stag, or pitching a bar, that we
might have discovered who were the per
sons of the greatest abilities, among them ;

but instead of that, they conveyed us into a

huge room lighted up with abundance of

candles, where this lazy people sat still

above three hours to see several feats of

ingenuity performed by others, who it

seems were paid for it.
' As for the women of the country, not

being able to talk with them, we could only
make our remarks upon them at a distance.

They let the hair of their heads grow to a

great length; but as the men make a great
show with heads of hair that are none of
their own, the women, who they say have

very fine heads of hair, tie it up in a knot,
and cover it from being seen. The women
look like angels, and would be more beauti
ful than the sun, were it not for little black

spots that are apt to break out in their

faces, and sometimes rise in very odd
figures. I have observed that those little

blemishes wear off very soon; but when
they disappear in one part of the face, they
are very apt to break out in another, inso

much that I have seen a spot upon the fore
head in the afternoon, which was upon the
chin in the morning.'
The author then proceeds to show the

absurdity of breeches and petticoats, with

many other curious observations, which I

shall reserve for another occasion. I cannot
however conclude this paper without tak

ing notice, that amidst these wild remarks
there now and then appears something very
reasonable. I cannot likewise forbear ob

serving, that we are all guilty in some mea
sure of the same narrow way of thinking
which we meet with in this abstract of the
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Indian journal, when we fancy the customs,
dresses, and manners of other countries are
ridiculous and extravagant, if they do not
resemble those of our own. C.

No. 51.] Saturday, April 28, 1711.

Torquet ab obscoenis jam nunc sermonibus aurem.
Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. 1. 127.

He from the taste obscene reclaims our youth. Pope.

' MR. SPECTATOR, My fortune, quality,
and person, are such as render me as con

spicuous as any young woman in town. It

is in my power to enjoy it in all its vanities,

but I have from a very careful education,
contracted a great aversion to the forward
air and fashion which is practised in all

public places and assemblies. I attribute

this very much to the style and manner of

our plays. I was last night at the Funeral,*
where a confident lover in the play speak
ing of his mistress, cries out ." Oh that
Harriet! to fold these arms about the waist
of that beauteous,' struggling, and at last

yielding fair!" Such an image as this ought
by no means to be presented to a chaste and

regular audience. I expect your opinion of

this sentence, and recommend to your con

sideration, as a Spectator, the conduct of

the stage at present with relation to chas

tity and modesty. I am, Sir, your constant

reader and well-wisher.'

The complaint of this young lady is so

just, that the offence is gross enough to have

displeased persons who cannot pretend to

that delicacy and modesty, of which she is

mistress. But there is a great deal to be

said in behalf of an author. If the audience

would but consider the difficulty of keeping

up a sprightly dialogue for five acts to

gether, they would allow a writer, when
he wants wit, and cannot please any other

wise, to help it out with a little smuttiness.

I will answer for the poets, that no one

ever writ bawdry, for any other reason but

dearth of invention. When the author can

not strike out of himself any more of that

which he has superior to those who make

up the bulk of his audience, his natural re

course is to that which he has in common
with them; and a description which grati

fies a sensual appetite will please, when the

author has nothing about him to delight a

refined imagination. It is to such a poverty
we must impute this and all other sentences

in plays, which are of this kind, and which
are commonly termed luscious expressions.
This expedient to supply the deficiencies

of wit, has been used more or less by most

of the authors who have succeeded on the

stage; though I know but one who has pro

fessedly writ a play upon the basis of the

* The Funeral, or Grief Alamode, a comedy by Sir

Richard Steele. Much to the honour of Sir Richard, he

attended to the letter of his fair correspondent, and in a

subsequent edition of his comedy, expunged all the ob

noxious passages.

desire of multiplying our species, and that

is the polite Sir George Etheridge; if I un
derstand what the lady would be at, in the

play called She would if She could. Other

poets have here and there given an intima
tion that there is this design, under all the

disguises and affectations which a lady may
put on; but no author, except this, has
made sure work of it, and put the imagina
tions of the audience upon this one purpose
from the beginning to the end of the comedy.
It has always fared accordingly; for whe
ther it be that all who go to this piece-

would if they could, or that the innocents

go to it, to guess only what she would if

she could, the play has always been well

received.
It lifts a heavy empty sentence, when

there is added to it a lascivious gesture of

body; and when it is too low to pe raised

even by that, a flat meaning is enlivened by
making it a double one. Writers who want

genius, never fail of keeping this secret in

reserve, to create a laugh or raise a clap.

I, who know nothing of women but from

seeing plays, can give great guesses at the

whole structure of the fair sex, by being
innocently placed in the pit, dnd insulted

by the petticoats of their dancers; the ad

vantages of whose pretty persons are a

great help to a dull play. When a poet
flags in writing lusciously, a pretty girl can
move lasciviously, and have the same good
consequence for the author. Dull poets in

this case use their audiences, as dull para
sites do their patrons; when they cannot

longer divert them with their wit or hu
mour, they bait their ears with something
which is agreeable to their temper, though
below their understanding. Apicius cannot
resist being pleased, if you give him an ac
count of a delicious meal; or Clodius, if you
describe a wanton beauty: though at the

same time, if you do not awake those in

clinations in them, no men are better judges
of what is just and delicate in conversation.

But as I have before observed, it is easier to

talk to the man than to the man of sense.

It is remarkable that the writers of least

.earning are best skilled in the luscious

way. The poetesses of the age have done
wonders in this kind; and we are obliged
to the lady who writ Ibrahim, f for intro

ducing a preparatory scene to the very ac-

ion, when the emperor throws his hand-
cerchief as a signal for his mistress to fol-

ow him into the most retired part of the

seraglio. It must be confessed his Turkish

rriajesty went off with a good air, but me-

thought we made but a sad figure who
waited without. This ingenious gentlewo
man, in this piece of bawdry, refined upon
an author of the same sex, who, in the

ilover, makes a country 'squire strip to his

Holland drawers. For Blunt is disappoint-

:d, and the emperor is understood to go on
.o the utmost The pleasantry of stripping

t Mrs. Mary Pix. J Mrs. Apnara Helm.
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almost naked has been since practised
(where indeed it should have been begun)
very successfully at Bartholomew fair. *

It is not to be here omitted, that in one
of the above-mentioned female composi
tions, the Rover is very frequently sent on
the same errand; as I take it, above once

every act. This is not wholly unnatural;
for, they say, the men authors draw them
selves in their chief characters, and the
women writers may be allowed the same
liberty. Thus, as the male wit gives his
hero a great fortune, the female gives her
heroine a good gallant at the end of the

play. But, indeed, there is hardly a play
one can go to, but the hero or fine gentle
man of it struts off upon the same account,
and leaves us to considerwhat good office he
has put us to, or to employ ourselves as we
please. To be plain, a man who frequents
plays would have a very respectful notion
of himself, were he to recollect how often
he has been used as a pimp to ravishing
tyrants, or successful rakes. When the
actors make their exit on this good occa
sion, the ladies are sure to have an examin
ing glance from the pit, to see how they
relish what passes; and a few lewd fools are

very ready to employ their talents upon the

composure or freedom of their looks. Such
incidents as these make some ladies wholly
absent themselves from the playhouse; and
others never miss the first day of a play,
lest it should prove too luscious to admit
their going with any countenance to it on
the second.

If men of wit, who think fit to write for

the stage, instead of this pitiful way of giv

ing delight, would turn their thoughts upon
raising it from such good natural impulses
as are in the audience, but are choaked up
by vice and luxury, they would not only

please,
but befriend us at the same time.

If a man had a mind to be new in his way
of writing, might not he who is represented
as a fine gentleman, though he betrays the
honour and bed of his neighbour and friend,
and lies with half the women in the play,
and is at last rewarded with her of the best

character in it; I say, upon giving the co

medy another cast, might not such a one
divert the audience quite as well, if at the

catastrophe he were found out for a traitor,

and met with contempt accordingly? There
is seldom a person devoted to above one

darling vice at a time, so that there is room

enough to catch at men's hearts to their

good and advantage, if the poets will at

tempt it with the honesty which becomes
their character.

There is no man who loves his bottle or

his mistress, in a manner so very aban

doned, as not to be capable of relishing an

agreeable character, that is in no way a
slave to either of those pursuits. A man
that is temperate, generous, valiant, chaste,

* The appearance of Lady Mary, a rope-dancer at

Bartholomew fair, gave occasion to this proper animad
version.

faithful, and honest, may, at the same time,
have wit, humour, mirth, good breeding,
and gallantry. While he exerts these lat

ter qualities, twenty occasions might be in

vented to show he is master of the other
noble virtues. Such characters would smite
and reprove the heart of a man of sense,
when he is given up to his pleasures. He
would see he has been mistaken all this

while, and be convinced that a sound con
stitution and an innocent mind, are the true

ingredients for becoming and enjoying life.

All men of true taste would call a man of

wit, who should turn his ambition this way,
a friend and benefactor to his country; but
I am at a loss what name they would give
him, who makes use of his capacity for

contrary purposes. R.
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Omnes ut tecum meritis pro talibus annos
Exigat, et pulchra facial te prole parentem.

Virg. JEn. i. 78.

To crown thy worth, she Shall be ever thine,
And make thee father of a beauteous line.

AN ingenious correspondent, like a

sprightly wife, will always have the last

word. I did not think my last letter to the
deformed fraternity would have occasioned

any answer, especially since I had pro
mised them so sudden a visit; but as they
think they cannot show too great a venera
tion for my person, they have already sent
me up an answer. As to the proposal of a
marriage between myself and the match
less Hecatissa, I have but one objection to

it; which is, that all the society will expect
to be acquainted with her; and who can be
sure of keepine a woman's heart long,
where she may nave so much choice ? I

am the more alarmed at this, because the

lady seems particularly smitten vrith men
of their make.

I believe I shall set my heart upon her;
and think never the worse of my mistress
for an epigram a smart fellow writ, as he
thought, against her; it does but the more
recommend her to me. At the same time
I cannot but discover that his malice is

stolen from Martial:
' Tacta places, audit a places, si non videare,
Tota places ; neutro, si videare, places."

'Whilst in the dark on thy soft hand I hung,
And heard the tempting Syren in thy tongue,
What flames, what darts, what aneuish, I endur'dl
But when the candle enter'd, I was cur'd.'

' Your letter to us we have received, as
a signal mark of your favour and brotherly
affection. We shall be heartily glad to see

your short face in Oxford: and since the
wisdom of our legislature has been immor
talized in your speculations, and our perso
nal deformities in some sort by you recorded
to all posterity; we hold ourselves in grati
tude bound to receive, with the highest re

spect, all such persons as for their extraor

dinary merit you shall think fit, from time
to time, to recommend unto the board. A?
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for the Pictish damsel, we have an easy
chair prepared at the upper end of the

table; which we doubt not but she will

grace with a very hideous aspect, and
much better become the seat in the native

and unaffected uncomeliness of her person,
than with all the superficial airs of the

pencil, which (as you have very ingeniously

observed) vanish with a breath, and the
most innocent adorer may deface the shrine

with a salutation, and in the literal sense of

our poets, snatch and imprint his balmy
kisses, and devour her melting lips. In

short, the only faces of the Pictish kind
that will endure the weather, must be of

Dr. Carbuncle's die; though his, in truth,
has cost him a world the painting; but
then he boasts with Zeuxes, in setemitatem

fiingo; and oft jocosely tells the fair ones,
would they acquire colours that would stand

kissing, they must no lone:/'
1' paint, bat drink

for a compi*"" "- - maxim that in this our
a5e nas been pursued with no ill success; and
has been as admirable in its effects, as the
famous cosmetic mentioned in the Postman,
and invented by the renowned British Hip
pocrates of the pestle and mortar; making
the party, after a due course, rosy, hale,
and airy ; and the best and most approved
receipt now extant, for the fever of the

spirits. But to return to our female candi

date, who, I understand is returned to her

self, and will no longer hang out false

colours; as she is the first of her sex that

has done us so great an honour, she will

certainly in a very short time, both in prose
and verse, be a lady of the most celebrated

deformity now living, and meet with many
admirers here as frightful as herself. But

being a long-headed gentlewoman, I am
apt to imagine she has some further design
than you have yet penetrated; and perhaps
has more mind to the Spectator than any
of his fraternity, as the person of all the

world she could like for a paramour. And
if so, really I cannot but applaud her choice,
and should be glad, if it might lie in my
power, to effect an amicable accommoda
tion betwixt two faces of such different ex

tremes, as the only possible expedient to

mend the breed, and rectify the physiog

nomy of the family on both sides. And
again, as she is a lady of a very fluent elo-

.cution, you need not fear that your first

child will be born dumb, which otherwise

you might have reason to be apprehensive
of. To be plain with you, I can see no

thing shocking in it; for though she has not

a face like a john-apple, yet as a late friend

of mine, who at sixty-five ventured on a

lass of fifteen, very frequently in the re

maining five years of his life gave me to

understand, that as old as he then seemed,
when they were first married he and his

spouse could make but fourscore; so may
madam Hecatissa very justly allege here

after, that as long-visaged as she may then
be thought, upon their wedding-day Mr.

Spectator and she had but half an ell of

12

face betwixt them; and this my worthy
predecessor, Mr. Sergeant Chin, always
maintained to be no more than the true
oval proportion between man and wife.

But as this may be a new thing to you, who
have hitherto had no expectations from
women, I shall allow you what time you
think fit to consider on it; not without some

hope of seeing at last your thoughts here

upon subjoined to mine, and which is an
honour much desired by, sir, your assured

friend, and most humble servant,
' HUGH GOBLIN, Prseses.'

The following letter has not much in it,

but as it is written in my own praise, I can
not from my heart suppress it.

'

SIR, You proposed in your Spectator
of last Tneoday, Mr. Hobbs's hypothesis
for solving that very odd phenomenon of

laughter. You have made the hypothesis
valuable by espousing it yourself ; for had
it continued Mr. Hobbs s, nobody would
have minded it. Now here this perplexed
case arises. A certain company laughed
very heartily upon the reading of that very
paper of yours; and the truth of it is, he
must be a man of more than ordinary
constancy that could stand out against so

much comedy, and not do as we did. Now
there are few men in the world so far lost

to all good sense, as to look upon you to be
a man in a state of folly

" inferior to him
self.

"
Pray then how do you justify your

hypothesis of laughter?
' Your most humble, Q. R.'

1

Thursday, the 26th of the month of fools.

'

SIR, In answer to your letter, I must
desire you to recollect yourself; and you
will find, that when you did me the honour
to be so merry over my paper, you laughed
at the idiot, the German courtier, the gaper,
the merry-andrew, the haberdasher, the

biter, the butt, and not at
' Your humble servant,

R. 'THE SPECTATOR.'
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Aliquando bonus dormitat Homerus,
Hor. Ars Poet. ver. 359.

Homer himself hath been observ'd to nod.
Roscommon.

MY correspondents grow so numerous,
that I cannot avoid frequently inserting
their applications to me.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am glad I can in

form you, that your endeavours to adorn

that sex, which is the fairest part of the

visible creation, are well received, and like

to prove not unsuccessful. The triumph
of Daphne over her sister Lsetitia has

been the subject of conversation at several

tea-tables where I have been present; and

I have observed the fair circle not a little

pleased to find you considering them a*

reasonable creatures, and endeavouring to
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banish that Mahometan custom, which had
too much prevailed even in this island, oJ

treating women as if they had no souls.
I must do them the justice to say, that there
seems to be nothing wanting to the finish

ing of these lovely pieces of human nature,
besides the turning and applying their am
bition properly, and the keeping them up
to a sense of what is their true merit.

Epictetus, that plain, honest philosopher,
as little as he had of gallantry, appears to
have understood them, as well as the po
lite St. Evremont, and has hit this point
very luckily.

' When young women/ says
he,

' arrive at a certain age, they hear
themselves called Mistresses, and are
made to believe that their only business is
to please the men; they immediately begin
to dress, and place all their hupec in the
adorning of their persons; it is therefore,'
continues he, 'worth the while to endea
vour by all means to make them sensible
that the honour paid to them is only upon
account of their conducting themselves
^witM virtue, modesty, and discretion.

'

' Now, to pursue the matter yet further,
and to render your cares for the improve
ment of the fair ones more effectual, I

would propose a new method, like those

applications which are said to convey their
virtue by sympathy; and that is, that in

order to embellish the mistress, you should

give a new education to the lover, and
teach the men not to be any longer dazzled

by false charms and unreal beauty. I can
not but think that if our sex knew always
how to place their esteem justly, the other
would not be so often wanting to them
selves in deserving it. For as the being
enamoured with a woman of sense and vir

tue is an improvement to a man's under

standing and morals, and the passion is

ennobled by the object which inspires it;

so on the other side, the appearing amiable
to a man of a wise and elegant mind, car
ries in itself no small degree of merit and

accomplishment. I conclude, therefore,
that one way to make the women yet more
agreeable is, to make the men more vir
tuous. I am, sir, your most humble ser

vant, R. B.'

'April 26th.

'SiR, Yours of Saturday last I read,
not without some resentment; but I will

suppose, when you say you expect an in

undation of ribands and brocades, and to

see many new vanities which the women
will fall into upon a peace with France,
that you intend only the unthinking part
of our sex; and what methods can reduce
them to reason is hard to imagine.

'But, sir, there are others yet, that

your instructions might be of great use to,

who, after their best endeavours, are some
times at a loss to acquit themselves to a cen
sorious world. I am far from thinking you
can altogether disapprove of conversation
between ladies and gentlemen, regulated by

the rules of honour and prudence; and
have thought it an observation not ill-made,
that where that was wholly denied, the
women lost their wit, and the men their

good manners. It is, sure, from those im
proper liberties you mentioned, that a sort

of undistinguishing people shall banish
from their drawing-rooms the best-bred
men in the world, and condemn those that
do not. Your stating this point might, I

think, be of good use, as well as much
oblige, sir, your admirer and most humble
servant, ANNA BELLA.'

No answer to this, till Anna Bella sends
a description of those she calls the best-

bred men in the world.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a gentleman
who for many years last past have been
well Known to be truly splenetic, and that
my spleen arisesm having contracted so
great a

delicacy, by reading the Vcot au
thors, and keeping the most refined com
pany, that I cannot bear the least impro
priety of language, or rusticity ofbehaviour.

Now, sir, I have ever looked upon this as
a wise distemper; but by late observations

find, that every heavy wretch, who has no

thing to say, excuses his dulness by com
plaining of the spleen. Nay, I saw the
other day, two fellows in a tavern kitchen
set up for it, call for a pint and pipes, and

only by guzzling liquor, to each other's

health, and by wafting smoke in each
other's face, pretend to throw off the

spleen.
I appeal to you whether these

dishonours are to be done to the distemper
of the great and the polite. I beseech you,
sir, to inform these fellows that they have
not the spleen, because they cannot talk
without the help of a glass at their mouths,
or

convey their meaning to each other
without the interposition of clouds. If you
will not do this with all speed, I assure you,
for my part, I will wholly quit the disease,
and for the future be merry with the vul

gar. I am, sir, your humble servant.
'

'
SIR, This is to let you understand that

I am a reformed Starer, and conceived a
detestation for that practice from what you
have writ upon the subject. But as you
have been very severe upon the behaviour
of us men at divine service, I hope you will

not be so apparently partial to the women,
as to let them go wholly unobserved. If

they do every thing that is prssible to at

tract our eyes, are we more culpable than

they, for looking at them? I happened last

Sunday to be shut into a pew, which was
full of young ladies in the bloom of youth
and beauty. When the service began, I

had not room to kneel at the confession,
but as I stood kept my eyes from wander
ing as well as I was able, till one of the

young ladies, who is a Peeper, resolved to

bring down my looks and fix my devotion
on herself. You are to know, sir, that a

Peeper works with her hands, eyes, and
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fan; one of which is continually in motion,
while she thinks she is not actually the ad
miration of some ogler or starer in the con

gregation. As I stood utterly at a loss how
to behave myself, surrounded as I was,
this Peeper so placed herself as to be

kneeling just before me. She displayed the
most beautiful bosom imaginable, which
heaved and fell with some fervour, while a
delicate well-shaped arm held a fan over
her face. It was not in nature to command
one's eyes from this object I could not
avoid taking notice also of her fan, which
had on it various figures very improper to

behold on that occasion. There lay in the

body of the piece a Venus under a PUI Pie

Canopy furled with curir> Breaths of dra

pery, half naked, attended with a train of

Cupids, who were busy in fanning her as

she slept. Behind her was drawn a satyr
peeping over the silken fence, and threat

ening to break through it. I frequently
offered to turn my sight another way, but
was still detained by the fascination of the

Peeper's eyes, who had long practised a
skill in them, to recal the parting glances
of her beholders. You see my complaint,
and I hope you will take these mischievous

people, the Peepers, into your considera
tion. I doubt not but you will think a

Peeper as much more pernicious than a
Starer, as an ambuscade is more to be fear
ed than an open assault. I am, Sir, your
most obedient servant.

'

This Peeper using both fan and eyes, to

be considered as a Pict, and proceed ac

cordingly.

'KiNG LATINUS to the SPECTATOR,
greeting.

* Though some may think we descend
from our imperial dignity, in holding cor

respondence with a private literato; yet as

we have great respect to all good inten
tions for our service, we do not esteem it

beneath us to return you our royal thanks
for what you have published in our behalf,
while under confinement in the enchanted
castle of the Savoy, and for your mention of

a subsidy for a prince in misfortune. This

your timely zeal has inclined the hearts of

divers to be aiding unto us, if we could

propose the means. We have taken their

good-will into consideration, and have con
trived a method which will be easy to

those who shall give the aid, and not unac

ceptable to us who receive it. A concert
of music shall be prepared at Haberdash-
er's-hall, for Wednesday the second of

May, and we will honour the said entertain
ment with our own presence, where each

person shall be assessed but at two shil

lings and sixpence. What we expect from

you is, that you publish these our royal in

tentions, with injunction that they be read
at all tea-tables within the cities of London
ami Westminster; and so we bid you
heartily farewell.

'LATINUS, King of the Volscians.

' Given at our court in Vinegar-yard,
story the third from the earth, April 28,
1711.' R.
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Strenua nos exercet inertia.

Her. Lib. 2. Ep. xi. 28.

Laborious idleness our powers employs.

THE following letter being the first that

I have received from the learned nnivcraity
of Cambridge, I couM not but do myself
the honour of publishing it. It gives an ac-

coun* of a new sert f philosophers which
nas arose in that famous residence of learn

ing; and is, perhaps, the only sect this age
is likely to produce.

'
Cambridge, April 26.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Believing you to be
an universal encourager of liberal arts and
sciences, and glad of any information from
the learned world, I thought an account of
a sect of philosophers, very frequent among
us, but not taken notice of as far .as I can
remember, by any writers, either ancient
or modern, would not be unacceptable to

you. The philosophers of this sect are
in the language of our university called

Loungers. I am of opinion, that, as in many
other things, so likewise in this, the an
cients have been defective; viz: in men
tioning no philosophers of this sort. Some
indeed will affirm that they are a kind of

Peripatetics, because we see them conti

nually walking about. But I would have
these gentlemen consider, that though the
ancient Peripatetics walked much, yetthey
wrote much also; witness, to the sorrow of

this sect, Aristotle and others; whereas it

is notorious that most of our professors
never lay out a farthing either in pen, ink,
or paper. Others are for deriving them
from Diogenes, because several of the lead

ing men of the sect have a great deal of

cynical humour in them, and delight much
in sunshine. But then, again, Diogenes was
content to have his constant habitation in a
narrow tub, whilst our philosophers are so

far from being of his opinion, that it is

death to them to be confined within the
limits of a good handsome convenient cham
ber but for half an hour. Others there are
who from the clearness of their heads de
duce the pedigree of loungers from that

great man (I think it was either Plato or

Socrates) who, after all his study and

learning, professed, that all he then knew
was, that he knew nothing. You easily see

this is but a shallow argument, and may
be soon confuted.

I have with great pains and industry
made my observation from time to time

upon these sages; and having now all ma
terials ready, am compiling a treatise,
wherein I shall set forth the rise and pro
gress of this famous sect, together with
their maxims, austerities, manner of living,

&c. Having prevailed with a friend who
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designs shortly to publish a new edition of

Diogenes Laertius, to add this treatise of
mine by way of supplement; I shall now,
to let the world see what may be expected
from me (first begging Mr. Spectator's
leave that the world may see it) briefly
touch upon some of my chief observations,
and then subscribe myself your humble
servant. In the first place I shall give you
two or three of their maxims: the funda
mental one, upon which their whole system
is built, is un, vi*. That time being an
implacable enemy to, and. destroyer of all

things, ought to be paid in his own coin
and be destroyed and murdered without

mercy, by all the ways that can be invent
ed.

' Another favourite saying of theirs is,

'That business was only designed for

knaves, and study for blockheads.' A
third seems to be a ludicrous one, but has
a great effect upon their lives; and is this,
' That the devil is at home.' Now for their
manner of living: and here I have a large
field to expatiate in; but I shall reserve

particulars for my intended discourse, and
now only mention one or two of their

principal exercises. The elder proficients

employ themselves in inspecting mores ho-
minum multorum, in getting acquainted
with all the signs and windows in the town.
Some are arrived to so great a knowledge,
that they can tell every time any butcher
kills a calf, every time an old woman's cat
is in the straw; and a thousand other mat
ters as important. One ancient philosopher
contemplates two or three hours every day
over a sun-dial; and is true to the dial,

-As the dial to the sun,
Although it be not shone upon.

Our younger students are content to carry
their speculations as yet no farther than

bowling-greens, billiard-tables, and such
like places. This may serve for a sketch
of my design; in which I hope I shall have
your encouragement I am, Sir, yours.

'

I must be sojust as to observe I have for

merly seen of this sect at our other univer

sity; though not distinguished by the ap
pellation which the learned historian, my
correspondent, reports they bear at Cam
bridge. They were ever looked upon as a

people that impaired themselves more by
their strict application to the rules of their

order, than any other students whatever.
Others seldom hurt themselves any further
than to gain weak eyes, and sometimes
headaches; but these philosophers are
seized all over with a general inability, in

dolence, and weariness, and a certain impa
tience of the place they are in, with a hea
viness in removing to another.

The loungers are satisfied with oeing

merely part of the number of mankind,
without distinguishing themselves from

amongst them. They may be said rather
to suffer their time to"pass than to spend it,

without regard to the past, or prospect of

the future. All they know of this life is

only the present instant, and do not taste

even that. When one of this order hap
pens to be a man of fortune, the expense
of his time is transferred to his coach and
horses, and his life is to be measured by
their motion, not his own enjoyments 01

sufferings. The chief entertainment one
of these philosophers can possibly propose
to himself, is to get a relish of dress. This,
methinks, might diversify the person he is

weary of (his own dear self) to himself. I

have known these two amusements make
one of these philosophers make a very
tolerable figure in the world; with variety
of dresses in public assemblies in town,
ana

quic^ motion of his horses out of it;
now to Bath, IK~, to Tunbridge, then to

Newmarket, and then to London, he has
in process of time brought it to pass, that
his coach and his horses have been men
tioned in all those places. When the loun

gers leave an academic life, and instead of
this more elegant way of appearing in the

polite world, retire to the seats of their an

cestors, they usually join a pack of dogs,
and employ their days in defending their

poultry from foxes; I do not know any
other method that any of this order have
ever taken to make a noise in the world;
but I shall enquire into such about this

town as have arrived at the dignity of being
loungers by the force of natural parts,
without having ever seen a university; and
send my correspondent for the embellish
ment of his book, the names and history
of those who pass their lives without any
incidents at all; and how they shift coffee

houses and chocolate-houses from hour to

hour, to get over the insupportable labour
of doing nothing. R.
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Intus et in jecore segro
Nascuntur Domini Pers. Sat. v. 130.

Our passions play the tyrant in our breasts.

MOST of the trades, professions, and
ways of living among mankind, take their

original either from the love of pleasure or
the fear of want. The former, when it

becomes too violent, degenerates into luxu

ry, and the latter into avarice. As these
two principles of action draw different

ways, Persius has given us a very humour
ous account of a young fellow who was
roused out of his bed in order to be sent

upon a long voyage, by Avarice, and after

wards overpersuaded and kept at home
by Luxury. I shall set down the pleadings
of these two imaginary persons, as they are
in the original, with Mr. Dryden's trans
lation of them:

Mane, pieor, stortis : surge, inquit Avaritia; eja

Surge. Negas, instat. surge, inquit. Non queo. Surge.
Et quid again ? Rogitas ? saperdas advelie ponto,
Castoreum, stuppas, ebenum. thus, luhrica Coa.
Tolle reccns primus piper o sitiente camelo.
Verte aliquid; jura. Sed Jupiter audiet. heu !

Baro, regustatum digito terebrare salinum
Contentus perages, si vivere cum Jove tendii.
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Jam pueris pellem suecinctus, et oenophorum aptas ;

Ocyus ad navem. Nil obstat quin trabe vasta
AZgieum rapias, nisi solers Luxuria ante
Seductum inoneat

; Quo deinde insane ruis ? Quo ?
Quid tibi vis ? Calido sub peciore mascula bills

Ihtumuit, qiiam nonextinxerit urna cicutse?
Tun' mare transilias? Tibi torta cannabe fulto
Coena sit in transtro? Veientanumque rubellum
Exhalet vapida lirsiiin pice sessilis obba?
Quid petis? Ut nummi, quos hie quincunce modest
Nutrieras, pergant avidos sudare deunces ?

Indulge genio : carpamus dulcia ; nostrum est
Quod vivis ; cinis, et manes, et fabula fies.

Vive memor lethi; fugit hora. Hoc quod loquor
inde est.

En quid agis ? Duplici in diversum scinderis hamo.
Hunccine, an hunc sequeris ?

'

Sat. v. 132

4 Whether alone or in thy harlot's lap,
When thou wouldst take a lazy morning's nap;
Up, up, says Avarice

; thou snor'st again,
Stretches! thy limbs, and yawn'st, but all in vain.
The rugged tyrant no denial takes ;

At his command th' unwilling sluggard wakes.
What must I do ? he cries ; What ? says his lord;
Why rise, make ready, and go straight aboard ;

With fish, from Euxine seas, thy vessel freight ;

Flax, castor, Coan wines, the precious we' girt
Of pepper, and Sabean incense, take
With thy own hands, from the tir'd camel's back,
And with post-haste thy running markets make;
Be sure to turn the penny ; lie and swear

;

'Tis wholesome sin : but Jove, thou say'st will hear.
Swear, fool, or starve, for the dilemma's even

;A tradesman thou ! and hope to go to heav'n ?

Resolv'd for sea, the slaves thy baggage pack,
Each saddled with his burden on his back :

Nothing retards thy voyage now, but he,
That soft, voluptuous prince, call'd Luxury ;

And he may ask this civil question ; Friend,WT
hatdost thou make a shipboard? To what end?

Art thou of Bethlem's noble college free ?

Stark, staring mad, that thou would'st tempt the sea?
Cubb'd in a cabin, on a matrass laid,
On a brown George, with lousy swabbers fed ;

Dead wine, that stinks of the Borachio, sup
From a fowl jack, or greasy maple cup?
Say would'st thou bear all this, to raise thy store,
From six i' th' hundred to six hundred more?
Indulge, and to thy genius freely give ;

For, not to live at ease, is not to live.

Death stalks behind thee, and each flying hour
Does some loose remnant of thy life devour.
Live, while thou liv'st ; for death will make us all

A name, a nothing but an old wife's tale.

Speak : wilt thou Avarice or Pleasure choose
To be thy lord ? Take one, and one refuse.'

When a government flourishes in con

quests, and is secure from foreign attacks,
it naturally falls into all the pleasures of

luxury; and as these pleasures are very
expensive, they put those who are ad
dicted to them upon raising fresh supplies
of money, by all the methods of rapacious-
ness and corruption; so that avarice and
luxury very often become one complicated
principle of action, in those whose hearts
are wholly set upon ease, magnificence,
and pleasure. The most elegant and cor
rect of all the Latin historians observes,
that in his time, when the most formidable
states of the world were subdued by theRo
mans, the republic sunk into those two vices
of a quite different nature, luxury and ava
rice:* and accordingly describes Catiline as
one who coveted the wealth of other men,
at the same time that he squandered away
his own. This observation on the com
monwealth, when it was in its height of

power and riches, holds good of all go
vernments that are settled in a state of ease

* Alieni appetens, aui profusus. Sal.

and prosperity. At such times men natur
ally endeavour to outshine one another in

pomp and splendour, and having no fears to
alarm them from abroad, indulge them
selves in the enjoyment of all the plea
sures they can get into their possession;
which naturally produces avarice, and
an immoderate pursuit after wealth and
riches.

As I was humouring myself in the specu
lation of those two great principles of ac
tion, I could not forbear throwing my
thoughts into a little kind of allegory or
fable, with which I shall here present my
reader.

There were two very powerful tyrants
engaged in a perpetual war against each
other, the name of the first was Luxury,
and of the second Avarice. The aim of
each of them was no Iftss than universal

monarchy over the hearts of mankind.
Luxury had many generals under him,
who did him great service, as Pleasure,
Mirth, Pomp, and Fashion. Avarice was
likewise very strong in his officers, being
faithfully served by Hunger, Industry,
Care, and Watchfulness: he had likewise
a privy-counsellor who was always at his

elbow, and whispering something or other
in his ear: the name of this privy-coun
sellor was Poverty. As Avarice con
ducted himself by the counsels of Poverty,
his antagonist was entirely guided by the
dictates and advice of Plenty, who was his
first counsellor and minister of state, that
concerted all his measures for him, and
never departed out of his sight While
these two great rivals were thus contend
ing for empire, their conquests were very
various. Luxury got possession of one
heart, and Avarice of another. The father
of a family would often range himself un
der the banners of Avarice, and the son
inder those of Luxury. The wife and the
lusband would often declare themselves
on the two different parties : nay, the same
aerson would very often side with one in
lis youth, and revolt to the other in his old

age. Indeed the wise men of the world
stood neuter; but alas! their numbers were
not considerable. At length, when these
two potentateshad wearied themselves with

waging war upon one another, they agreed
upon an interview, at which neither of
their counsellors were to be present It is

said that Luxury began the parley, and af-

:er having represented the endless state of
war in which they were engaged, told his

enemy, with a frankness of heart which is

natural to him, that he believed they two
should be very good friends were in not for
he instigations of Poverty, that pernicious
counsellor, who made an ill use of his ear,
and filled him with groundless apprehen
sions and prejudices. To this Avarice re
)lied, that he looked upon Plenty (the first

minister of his antagonist) to be a much
nore destructive counsellor than Poverty,
"or that he was perpetually suggesting
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pleasures, banishing all the necessary cau
tions against want, and consequently un

dermining those principles on which the

government of Avarice was founded. At
last, in order to an accommodation, they
agreed upon this preliminary; that each of

them should immediately dismiss his privy-
counsellor. When things were thus far

adjusted towards a peace, all other differ

ences were soon accommodated, insomuch
that for the future they resolved to live as

good friends and confederates, and to share
between them whatever conquests were
made on either side. For this reason, we
now find Luxury and Avarice taking pos
session of the same heart, and dividing the
same person between them. To which I

shall only add, that since the discarding of
the counsellors above-mentioned, Avarice

supplies Luxury in
1

the room of Plenty, as

Luxury prompts Avarice in the place of

Poverty. C.
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Felices errore suo.

Happy in their mistake.

Lucan, i. 454.

THE Americans believe that all crea
tures have souls, not only men and women,
but brutes, vegetables, nay, even the most
inanimate things, as stocks and stones.

They believe the same of all the works of

art, as of knives, boats, looking-glasses;
and that as any of these things perish, their

souls go into another world, which is in

habited by the ghosts of men and women.
For this reason they always place by the

corpse of their dead friend a bow and ar

rows, that he may make use of the souls of

them in the other world, as he did of their

wooden bodies in this. How absurd soever

such an opinion as this may appear, our

European philosophers have maintained
several notions altogether as improbable.
Some of Plato's followers in particular,
when they talk of the world of ideas, enter

tain us with substances and beings no less

extravagant and chimerical. Many Aris
totelians have likewise spoken as unintelli

gibly of their substantial forms. I shall

only instance Albertus Magnus, who, in

his dissertation upon the load-stone, ob

serving that fire will destroy its magnetic
virtues, tells us that he took particular no
tice of one as it lay glowing amidst a heap
of burning coals, and that he perceived a

certain blue vapour to arise from it, which
he believed might be the substantial form,
that is in our West Indian phrase, the soul

of the loadstone.

There is a tradition among the Ameri
cans, that one of their countrymen de
scended in a vision to the great repository
of souls, or, as we call it here, to the other

world; and that upon his return he gave
his friends a distinct account of every thing
he saw among those regions of the dead. A

friend of mine, whom I have formerly men
tioned, prevailed upon one of the interpre
ters of the Indian kings, to inquire of them,
if possible, what tradition they have among
them of this matter: which, as well as he
could learn by many questions which he
asked them at several times, was in sub
stance as follows:

The visionary, whose name was Marra-
ton, after having travelled for a long space
under a hollow mountain, arrived at length
on the confines of this world of spirits, but
could not enter it by reason of a thick forest

made up of bushes, brambles, and pointed
thorns, so perplexed and interwoven with
one another, that it was impossible to find

a passage through it. Whilst he was look

ing about for some track or pathway that

might be worn in any part of it, he saw a

huge lion crouched under the side of it,

who kept his eye upon him in the same
posture as when he watches for his

prey.
The Indian immediately started back,
whilst the lion rose with a spring, and

leaped towards him. Being wholly desti

tute of all other weapons, he stooped down
to take up a huge stone in his hand; but to

his infinite surprise grasped nothing, and
found the supposed stone to be only the ap
parition of one. If he was disappointed on
this side, he was as much pleased on the

other, when he found the lion, which had
seized on his left shoulder, had no power
to hurt him, and was

only
the ghost of that

ravenous creature which it appeared to be.

He no sooner got rid of this impotent ene

my, but he marched up to the wood, and
after having surveyed it for some time, en
deavoured to press into one part of it that
was a little thinner than the rest; when
again, to his great surprise, he found the
bushes made no resistance, but that he
walked through briars and brambles with
bhe same ease as through the open air; and
in short, that the whole wood was nothing
else but a wood of shades. He immediately
concluded, that this huge thicket of thorns
and brakes was designed as a kind of fence
or quickset hedge to the ghosts it enclosed;
and that probably their soft substances

might be torn by these subtle points and

prickles, which were too weak to make
my impressions in flesh and blood. With
:his thought he resolved to travel through
:his intricate wood; when by degrees he
"elt a gale of perfumes breathing upon him,
that grew stronger and sweeter in propor
tion as he advanced. He had not proceeded
much further, when he observed the thorns
and briers to end, and gave place to a thou
sand beautiful green trees covered with
jlossoms of the finest scents and colours,
that formed a wilderness of sweets, and
were a kind of lining to those ragged scenes

which he had before passed through. As
he was coming out of this delightful part
of the wood, and entering upon the plains
tt enclosed, he saw several horsemen rush

ing by him, and a little while after he heard
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the cry of a pack of dogs. He had not
listened long before he saw the apparition
of a milk-white steed, with a young man on
the back of it, advancing upon full stretch
after the souls of about a hundred beagles,
that were hunting down the ghost of a hare,
which ran away before them with an un
speakable swiftness. As the man on the
milk-white steed came by him, he looked

upon him very attentively, and found him
to be the young prince Nicharagua, who
died about half a year before, and by rea
son of his great virtues, was at that time
lamented over all the western parts of

America.
He had no sooner got out of the wood, but

he was entertained with such a landscape
of flowery plains, green meadows, running
streams, sunny hills, and shady vales, as

were not to be represented by his own ex
pressions, nor, as he said, by the concep
tions of others. This happy region was
peopled with innumerable swarms of spi
rits, who applied themselves to exercises
and diversions, according as their fancies
led them. Some of them were tossing the

figure of a coit; others were pitching the
shadow of a bar; others were breaking the

apparition of a horse; and multitudes em
ploying themselves upon ingenious handi
crafts with the souls of departed utensils,
for that is the name which in the Indian

language they give their tools when they
are burnt or broken. As he travelled

through this delightful scene, he was very
often tempted to pluck the flowers that
rose every where about him in the greatest

variety and profusion, having never seen
several of them in his own country: but he

quickly found, that though they were ob

jects of his sight, they were not liable to

his touch. He at length came to the side

of a great river, and being a good fisher

man himself, stood upon the banks of it

some time to look upon an angler that had
taken a great many shapes of fishes, which

lay flouncing up and down by him.
I should have told my reader, that this

Indian had been formerly married to one
of the greatest beauties of his country, by
whom he had several children. This couple
were so famous for their love and constancy
to one another, that the Indians to this day,
when they give a married man joy of his

wife, wish they may live together like

Marraton and Yaratilda. Marraton had
not stood long by the fisherman, when he
saw the shadow of his beloved Yaratilda,
who had for some time fixed her eyes upon
him, before he discovered her. Her arms
were stretched out towards him, floods of

tears ran down her eyes. Her looks, her

hands, her voice called him over to her;
and at the same time seemed to tell him
that the river was impassable. Who can
describe the passion made up of joy, sor

row, love, desire, astonishment, that rose

in the Indian upon the sight of his dear Ya-
ratilda > He could express it by nothing

but his tears, which ran like a river down
his cheeks as he looked upon her. He had
not stood in this posture long, before he

plunged into the stream that lay before him;
and finding it to be nothing but the phantom
of a river, walked on the bottom of it till

he arose on the other side. At his approach
Yaratilda flew into his arms, whilst Mar
raton wished himself disencumbered of that

body which kept her from his embraces.
After many questions and endearments on
both sides, she conducted him to a bower
which she had dressed with all the orna
ments that could be met with in those

blooming regions. She had made it gay
beyond imagination, and was every day
adding something new to it. As Marraton
stood astonished at the unspeakable beauty
of her habitation, and ravished with the fra-

grancy that came from every part of it,

Yaratilda told him that she was preparing
this bower for his reception, as well know
ing that his piety to his God, and his faith

ful dealing towards men, would certainly

bring him to that happy place, whenever
his life should be at an end. She then

brought two of her children to him, who
died some years before, and resided with
her in the same delightful bower; advising
him to breed up those others which were
still with him in such a manner, that they
might hereafter all of them meet together
in this happy place.
The tradition tells us further, that he

had afterwards a sight of those dismal ha
bitations which are the portion of ill men
after death; and mentions several molten
seas of gold, in which were plunged the

souls of barbarous Europeans, who put to

the sword so many thousands of poor In

dians for the sake of that precious metal.

But having already touched upon the chief

points of this tradition, and exceeded the

measure of my paper, I shall not give any
further account of it. C.

No. 57.] Saturday, May 5, 1711.

Quern pnestare potest mulier galeata pudorem,
Gluse fugit a sexu ? Jwo. Sat. vi. 251.

What sense of shame in woman's breast can lie,

Inur'd to arms, and her own sex to fly. Dryden.

WHEN the wife of Hector, in Homer's
Iliad, discourses with her husband about

the battle in which he was going to engage,
the hero, desiring her to leave the matter to

his care, bids her go to her maids, and mind
her spinning: by which the poet intimates

that men and women ought to busy them
selves in their proper spheres, and on such

matters only as are suitable to their respec
tive sex.

I am at this time acquainted with a young
gentleman, who has passed a great part of

his life in the nursery, and upon occasion

can make a caudle or a sack-posset better

than any man in England. He is likewise a

wonderful critic in cambric and muslins, and
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vrill talk an hour together upon a sweet
meat. He entertains his mother every night
with observations that he makes both in

town and court: as what lady shows the
nicest fancy in her dress; what man of

quality wears the fairest wig; who has the
finest linen, who the prettiest snuff-box,
with many other the like curious remarks,
that may be made in good company.
On the otherhand, I have very frequently

the opportunity of seeing a rural Andro
mache, who came up to town last winter,
and is one of the greatest fox-hunters in the

country. She talks of hounds and horses,
and makes nothing of leaping over a six-
bar gate. If a man tells her a waggish
story, she gives him a push with her hand
in jest, and calls him an impudent dog; and
if her servant neglects his business, threat
ens to kick him out of the house. I have
heard her in her wrath call a substantial

tradesman a lousy cur; and remember one
day, when she could not think of the name
of a person, she described him in a large
company of men and ladies by the fellow
with the broad shoulders.

If those speeches and actions, which in

their own nature are indifferent, appear
ridiculous when they proceed from a wrong
sex, the faults and imperfections of one sex

transplanted into another, appear black
and monstrous. As for the men, I shall not
in this paper any further concern myself
about them; but as I would fain contribute
to make womankind, which is the most
beautiful part of the creation, entirely amia
ble, and wear out all those little spots and
blemishes that are apt to rise among the
charms which nature has poured out upon
them, I shall dedicate this paper to their
service. The spot which I would here en
deavour to clear them of, is that party rage
which of late years is very much crept into

their conversation. This is, in its nature,
a male vice, and made up of many angry
and cruel passions that are altogether re

pugnant to the softness, the modesty, and
those other endearing qualities which are
natural to the fair sex. Women were form
ed to temper mankind, and soothe them into

tenderness and compassion; not to set an

edge upon their minds, and blow up in them
those passions which are too apt to rise of

their own accord. When I have seen a

pretty mouth uttering calumnies and invec

tives, what would I not have given to have
stopt it? How have I been troubled to see
some of the finest features in the world grow
pale, and tremble with party rage? Ca
milla is one of the greatest beauties in the
British nation, and yet values herself more
upon being the virago of one party, than

upon being the toast of both. The dear

creature, about a week ago, encountered
the fierce and beautiful Penthesilea across
a tea-table; but in the height of her anger,
as her hand chanced to shake with the
earnestness of the dispute, she scalded her
fingers, and spilt a dish of tea upon her

petticoat. Had not this accident broke ofl

the debate, nobody knows where it would
have ended.
There is one consideration which I would

earnestly recommend to all my female rea

ders, and which, I hope, will have some

weight with them. In short, it is this, that

there is nothing so bad for the face as party-
zeal. It gives an ill-natured cast to the eye
and a disagreeable sourness to the look; be
sides that it makes the lines too strong, and
flushes them worse than brandy. I have
seen a woman's face break out in heats, as

she has been talking against a great lord,
whom she had never seen in her life; and
indeed I never knew a party-woman that

kept her beauty for a twelve-month. I

would therefore advise all my female'rea-

ders, as they value their complexions, to

let alone all disputes of this nature; though
at the same time, I would give free liberty
to all superannuated motherly partisans to

be as violent as they please, since there will

be no danger either of their spoiling their

faces, or of their gaining converts.

For my own part I think a man makes an
odious and despicable figure that is violent

in a party; but a woman is too sincere to

mitigate the fury of her principles with

temper and discretion, and to act with that

caution and reservedness which are requi
site in our sex. When this unnatural zeal

gets into them, it throws them into ten

thousand heats and extravagancies; their

generous souls set no bounds to their love,
or to their hatred; and whether a whig or
a tory, a lap-dog or a gallant, an opera or
a puppet-show, be the object of it, the pas
sion, while it reigns, engrosses the whole
woman.

I remember when Dr. Titus Oates* was
in all his glory, I accompanied my friend

Will Honeycomb in a visit to a lady of his

acquaintance. We were no sooner sat

down, but upon casting my eyes about the

room, I found in almost every corner of it

a print that represented the doctor in all

magnitudes and dimensions. A little after,
as the lady was discoursing with my friend,
and held her snuff-box in her hand, who
should I see in the lid of it but the doctor.

It was not long after this when she had oc
casion for her handkerchief, which, upon
the first opening, discovered among the

plaits of it the figure of the doctor. Upon
this my friend Will, who loves raillery,
told her, that if he was in Mr. Truelove's

place (for that was the name of her hus

band) ne should be made as uneasy by a
handkerchief as ever Othello was. ' I am
afraid,' said she, 'Mr. Honeycomb, you
are a tory : tell me truly, are you a friend

to the doctor, or not?' Will, instead of

making her a reply, smiled in her face (for
indeed she was very pretty) and told her,
that one of her patches was dropping off.

* The name of Dr. T. Gates is here substituted for

that of Dr. Sacheverell, who ii the real person meant.
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She immediately adjusted it, and looking a

little seriously, 'Well,' says she, 'I wil
be hanged if you and your silent frienc

there are not against the doctor in your
hearts, I suspected as much by his saying
nothing.

'

Upon this she took her fan in her

hand, and upon the opening of it, again dis

played to us the figure of the doctor, who
was placed with great gravity among the
sticks of it. In a word, I found that the
doctor had taken possession of her thoughts,
her discourse, and most of her furniture;
but finding myself pressed too close by her

question, I winked upon my friend to take
his leave, which he did accordingly.

No. 58.] Monday, May 7, 1711.

Ut pictura poesis erit

Hor. Ars Poet. ver. 361.

Poeras like pictures are.

NOTHING is so much admired, and so

little understood, as wit. No author that J

know of has written professedly upon it;

and as for those who make any mention of

it, they only treat on the subject as it has

accidentally fallen in their way, and that

too in little short reflections, or in general

declamatory flourishes, without entering
into the bottom of the matter. I hope
therefore I shall perform an acceptable
work to my countrymen, if- 1 treat at large

upon this subject; which I shall endeavour
to do in a manner suitable to it, that I may
not incur the censure which a famous critic*

bestows upon one who had written a trea

tise on 'the sublime' in a low grovelling

style. I intend to lay aside a whole week
for this undertaking, that the scheme of

my thoughts may not be broken and in

terrupted; and I dare promise myself, if

my readers will give me a week's attention,

that this great city will be very much
changed for the better by next Saturday
night. I shall endeavour to make what I

say intelligible to ordinary capacities, but if

my readers meet with any paper that in

some parts of it may be a little out of their

reach, I would not have them discouraged,
for they may assure themselves the next

shall be much clearer.

As the great and only end of these my
speculations is to banish vice and ignorance
out of the territories of Great Britain, I

shall endeavour as much as possible to

establish among us a taste of polite writing.
It is with this view that I have endeavoured
to set my readers right in several points

relating to operas and tragedies; and shall

trom time to time impart my notions of

comedy, as I think they may tend to its re

finement and perfection. I find by my
bookseller, that these papers of criticism,

with that upon humour, have met with a

more kind reception than indeed I could
nave hoped for from such subjects; for this

* Longiuus.
13

reason, I shall enter upon my present un

dertaking with greater cheerfulness.

In this, and one or two following papers,
I shall trace out the history

of false wit, and

distinguish the several kinds of it as they
have prevailed in different ages of the
world. This I think the more necessary at

present, because I observed there were

attempts on foot last winter to revive some
of those antiquated modes of wit that have
been long exploded out of the common
wealth of letters. There were several

satires and panegyrics handed about in

acrostic, by which means some of the most
arrant undisputed blockheads about the
town began to entertain ambitious thoughts,
and to set up for polite authors. I shall

therefore describe at length those many
arts of false wit, in which a writer does not

show himself a man of a beautiful genius,
but of great industry.
The first species of false wit which I

have met with is very venerable for its an

tiquity, and has produced several pieces
which have lived very near as long as the

Iliad itself: I mean those short poems
printed among the minor Greek poets,
which resemble the figure of an egg, a pair
of wings, an axe, a shepherd's pipe, and
an altar.

As for the first, it is a little oval poem,
and may not improperly be called a scho

lar's egg. I would endeavour to hatch it, or

in more intelligible language, to translate it

into English, did not I find the interpreta
tion of it very difficult; for the author seems
to have been more intent upon the figure
of his poem thaf upon the sense of it.

The pair of wings consist of twelve

verses, or rather feathers, every verse de

creasing gradually in its measure according
to its situation in the wing. The subject of

t (as in the rest of the poems which follow)

pears some remote affinity with the figure,
"or it describes a god of love, who is always
sainted with wings.
The axe methinks would have been a

;ood figure for a lampoon, had the edge of
t consisted of the most satirical parts of

the work; but as it is in the original, I take
t to have been nothing else but the posy of

an axe which was consecrated to Minerva,
and was thought to have been the same
:hat Epeus made use of in the building of

;he Trojan horse; which is a hint I shall

eave to the consideration of the critics. I

am apt to think that the posy was written

originally upon the axe, like those which
our modern cutlers inscribe upon their

cnives; and that therefore the posy still re

mains in its ancient shape, though the axe
itself is lost.

The shepherd's pipe may be said to be

"ull of music, for it is composed of nine dif

ferent kinds of verses, which by their seve

ral lengths resemble the nine stops of the

old musical instrument, that is likewise the

subject of the poem.
The altar is inscribed with the epitaph
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of Troilus the son of Hecuba; which, by
the way, makes me believe, that these false

pieces of wit are much more ancient than
the authors to whom they are generally
ascribed; at least I will never be persuaded,
that so fine a writer as Theocritus could
have been the author of any such simple
irorks.

It was impossible for a man to succeed in

these performances who was not a kind of

painter, or at least a designer. He was first

of all tq draw the outline of the subject
which he intended to write upon, and after

wards conform the description to the figure
of his subject. The poetry was to contract
or dilate itself according to the mould in

which it was cast. In a word, the verses
were to be cramped or extended to the
dimensions of the frame that was prepared
for them; and to undergo the fate of those

persons whom the tyrant Procustes used
to lodge in his iron bed; if they were too

short, he stretched them on a rack; and if

they were too long, chopped off a part of
their legs, till they fitted the couch which
he had prepared for them.
Mr. Dryden hints at this obsolete kind

of wit in one of the following verses in his

Mac Flecno; which an English reader can
not understand, who does not know that
there are those little poems above-men
tioned in the shape of wings and altars:

' Choose for thy command
Some peaceful province in acrostic land ;

There may'st thou wings display, and altars raise,
And torture one poor word a thousand ways.'

This fashion of false wit was revived by
several poets of the last age, and in par
ticular may be met with among Mr. Her
bert's poems; and, if I am not mistaken, in

the translation of Du Bartas. I do not re

member any other kind of work among the
moderns which more resembles the per
formances I have mentioned, than that

famous picture of king Charles the First,
which has the whole book of Psalms writ
ten in the lines of the face, and the hair of

the head. When I was last at Oxford, I

perused one of the whiskers, and was read

ing the other, but could not go so far in it as
I would have done, by reason of the im
patience of my friends and fellow-travel

lers, who all of them pressed to see such a

piece of curiosity. I have since heard, that

there is now an eminent writing-master in

town, who has transcribed all the Old Tes
tament in a full-bottomed periwig; and if

the fashion should introduce the thick kind
of wigs, which were in vogue some years
ago, he promises to add two or three super
numerary locks that shall contain all the

Apocrypha. He designed this wig origi

nally for king William, having disposed of

the two books of Kings in the two forks of

the foretop; but that glorious monarch dy
ing before the wig was finished, there is a

space left in it for the face of any one that
has a mind to purchase it

But to return to our ancient poems in pic

ture. I would humbly propose, for the
benefit of our modern smatterersin poetry,
that they would imitate their brethren

among the ancients in those ingenious de
vices. I have communicated this thought
to a young poetical lover of my acquaint
ance, who intends to present his mistress
with a copy of verses made in the shape of
her fan: and if he tells me true, has alrea

dy finished the three first sticks of it. He
has likewise promised me to get the mea
sure of his mistress's marriage finger, with
a design to make a posy in the fashion of a

ring, which shall exactly fit it. It is so very

easy to enlarge upon a good hint, that I

do not question but my ingenious readers
will apply what I have said to many other

particulars: and that we shall see the town
filled in a very little time with poetical tip-

Eets,
handkerchiefs, snuff-boxes, and the

ke female ornaments. I shall therefore
conclude with a word of advice to those ad
mirable English authors who call them
selves Pindaric writers, that they would ap
ply themselves to this kind of wit without loss

of time, as being provided better than any
other poets with verses of all sizes and di

mensions. C.

No. 59.] Tuesday, May 8, 1711.

Operose nihil agunt. Seneca.

Busy about nothing. ,

THERE, is nothing more certain than that

every man would be a wit if he could; and

notwithstanding pedants of a pretended
depth and solidity are apt to decry the wri

tings of a polite author, as flash and froth,

they all or them show upon occasion, that

they would spare no pains to arrive at the
character of those whom they seem to des

pise. For this reason we often find them
endeavouring at works of fancy, which cost

them infinite pangs in the production. The
truth of it is, a man had better be a galley
slave than a wit, were one to gain that title

by those elaborate trifles which have been
the inventions of such authors as were
often masters of great learning, but no

genius.
In my last paper I mentioned some of

those false wits among the ancients, and
in this shall give the reader two or three
other species of them, that flourished in the
same

early ages of the world. The first I

shall produce are the lipogrammatists or

letter-droppers of antiquity, that would take
an exception, without any reason, against
some particular letter in the alphabet, so

as not to admit it once into a whole poem.
One Tryphiodorus was a great master in

this kind of writing. He composed an

Odyssey or epic poem on the adventures
of Ulysses, consisting of four and twenty
books, having entirely banished the letter A
From his first book, which was called Alpha
[as lucus a non lucendo) because there was
not an Alpha in it. His second book was in-
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scribed Beta for the same reason. In short,
the poet excluded the whole four and twen
ty letters in their turns, and showed them,
one after another, that he could do his bu
siness without them.

It must have been very pleasant to have
seen this poet avoiding the reprobate letter,
as much as another would a false quantity,
and making his escape from it through the
several Greek dialects, when he was press
ed with it in any particular syllable. For the
most apt and elegant word in the whole
language was rejected, like a diamond with
a flaw in it, if it appeared blemished with
a wrong letter. I shall only observe upon
this head, that if the work I have here
mentioned had now been extant, the Odys
sey of Typhiodorus, in all probability,
would have been oftener quoted by our
learned pedants, than the Odyssey of Ho
mer. What a perpetual fund would it

have been of obsolete words and phrases,
unusual barbarisms and rusticities, absurd

spellings, and complicated dialects ? I

make no question but it would have been
looked upon as one of the most valuable
treasures of the Greek tongue.

I find likewise among the ancients that

ingenious kind of conceit, which the mo
derns distinguish by the name of a rebus,
that does not sink a letter, but a whole
word, by substituting a picture in its place.
When Caesar was one of the masters of the
Roman mint, he placed the figure of an ele

phant upon the reverse of the public money;
the word Caesar signifying an elephant in

the Punic language. This was artificially
contrived by Caesar, because it was not
lawful for a private man to stamp his own
figure upon the coin of the commonwealth.
Cicero, who was so called from the foun
der of his family, that was marked on the
nose with a little wen like a vetch (which
is Cicer in Latin,) instead ofMarcus Tullius

Cicero, ordered the words Marcus Tullius,
with a figure of a vetch at the end of them,
to be inscribed on a public monument.
This was done probably to show that he
was neither ashamed of his name or family,
notwithstanding the envy of his competi
tors had often reproached him with both.
In the same manner we read of a famous

building that was marked in several parts
of it with the figures of a frog and a lizard;
those words in Greek having been the
names of the architects, who by the laws
of their country were never permitted to

inscribe their own names upon their works.
For the same reason it is thought, that the
forelock of the horse in the antique eques
trian statue of Marcus Aurelius, represents
at a distance the shape of an owl, to inti

mate the country of the statuary, who, in

all probability, was an Athenian. This
kind of wit was very much in vogue among
our own countrymen about an age or two
ago, who did not practise it for any oblique
reason, as the ancients above-mentioned,
but purely for the sake of being witty.

Among innumerable instances that may be
given of this nature, I shall produce the
device of one Mr. Newberry, as I find it

mentioned by our learned Camden in his
Remains. Mr. Newberry, to represent his
name by a picture, hung up at his door the

sign of a yew-tree, that had several berries

upon it, and in the midst of them a great
golden N hung upon a bough of a tree,
which by the help of a little false spelling
made up the word N-ew-berry.

I shall conclude this topic with, a rebus,
which has been lately hewn out in free

stone, and erected over two of the portals
of Blenheim House, being the figure of a
monstrous lion tearing to pieces a little

cock. For the better understanding of

which device, I must acquaint my English
reader, that a cock has the misfortune to

be called in Latin by the same word that

signifies a Frenchman, as a lion is an em
blem of the English nation. Such a device
in so noble a pile of building, looks like a

pun in an heroic poem; and I am very
sorry the truly ingenious architect would
suffer the statuary to blemish his excel
lent plan with so" poor a conceit. But I

hope what I have said will gain quarter for

the cock, and deliver him out of the lion's

paw.
I find likewise in ancient times the con

ceit of making an echo talk sensibly, and

give rational answers. If this could be ex
cusable in any writer, it would be in Ovid,
where he introduces the echo as a nymph,
before she was worn away into nothing but
a voice. The learned Erasmus, though a
man of wit and genius, has composed a

dialogue upon this silly kind of device, and
made use of an echo who seems to have
been a very extraordinary linguist, for she
answers the persons she talks with in

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, according as

she found the syllables which she was to

repeat in any of those learned languages.
Hudibras, in ridicule of this false kind of

wit, has described Bruin bewailing the loss

of his bear to a solitary echo, who is of

great use to the poet in several distichs,
as she does not only repeat after him, but

helps out his verse, and furnishes him with

rhymes.
' He rag'd, and kept as heavy a coil as
Stout Hercules for loss ofHylas ;

Forcing the valleys to repeat
The accents of his sad regret ;

He beat his breast, and tore his hair,
For loss of his dear crony bear,
That Echo from the hollow ground
His doleful wailings did resound
More wistfully by many times,
Than in small poet's splay-foot rhymes,
That make her, in their rueful stories,
To answer to int'rogatories,
And most unconscionably depose
Things of which she nothing knows:
And when she has said all she can say
'Tis wrested to the lover's fancy.
Quoth he, O whither, wicked Bruin,
Art thou fled to my Echo. Ruin ?

I thought th' hadst scorn'd to budge a step
For fear. (Quoth Echo) Marry guep.
Am I not here to take thy part

'

Then what lias quell'd thy siuiiixira heart 1
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Have these bonea rattled, and thia head
So often in thy quarrel bled ?

Nor did I ever winch or grudge it,

For thy dear sake. (Quoth she) Mum budget
Think'st them 'twill not be laid 'i th' dish,
Thou turn'st thy back ? (Quoth Echo) Pish !

To run from those th' hadst overcome
Thus cowardly ? (Quoth Echo) Mum.
But what a vengeance makes thee fly
Prom me too as thine enemy ?

Or if thou hast no thought of me,
Nor what I have endur'd for thee,
Yet shame and honour might prevail
To keep thee thus from turning tail :

For who would grudge to spend his blood in
His honour's cause ? (Quoth she) Spudding.'

c.

No. 60.] Wednesday, May 9 1711.

Hoc est quod palles ? Cur quis non prandeat, Hoc est.

Pers. Sat. iii. 85.

Is it for this you gain those meagre looks,
And sacrifice your dinner to your books ?

SEVERAL kinds of false wit that vanished
in the refined ages of the world, discovered
themselves again in the time of monkish

ignorance.
As the monks were the masters of all

that little learning which was then extant,
and had their whole lives entirely disen

gaged from business, it is no wonder that

several of them, who wanted genius for

higher performances, employed many
hours in the composition of such tricks in

writing, as required much time and little

capacity. I have seen half the /Eneid
turned into Latin rhymes by one of the
beaux esprits of that dark age: who says
in his preface to it, that the .^rEneid wanted

nothing but the sweets of rhyme to make
it the most perfect work in its kind. I have
likev/ise seen a hymn in hexameters to

the Virgin Mary, which filled a whole

book, though it consisted but of the eight

following words:

'Tot, tibi, sunt, Virgo, dotes, quot, sidera, Oslo.'
' Thou hast as many virtues, O Virgin, as there are

stars in heaven.'

The poet rung the changes upon these

eight several words, and by that means
made his verses almost as numerous as

the virtues and the stars which they cele

brated. It is no wonder that men who
had so much time upon their hand did not

only restore all the antiquated pieces of

false wit, but enriched the world with in

ventions of their own. It was to this age
that we owe the productions of anagrams,
which is nothing else but a transmutation of

one word into another, or the turning of

the same set of letters into different words;
which may change night into day, or black

into white, if Chance, who is the goddess
that presides over these sorts of composi
tion, shall so direct. I remember a witty
author, in allusion to this kind of writing,
calls his rival, who (it seems) was distort

ed, and had his limbs set in places that did

rot properly belong to them,
' the anagram

of a man. '

When the anagrammatist takes a name
to work upon, he considers it at first as a

mine not broken up, which will not show
the treasure it contains, till he shall have
spent many hours in the search of it; for it is

his business to find out one word that con
ceals itself in another, and to examine the
letters in all the variety of stations in which
they can possibly be ranged. I have heard
of a gentleman who, when this kind of wit
was in fashion, endeavoured to gain his

mistress's heart by it. She was one of the
finest women of her age, and known by the
name ofthe Lady Mary Boon. The lovernot

being able to make any thing of Mary, by
certain liberties indulged to this kind of

writing, converted it into Moll; and after

having shut himself up for a half year,
with indefatigable industry produced an

anagram. Upon the presenting it to his

mistress, who was a little vexed in her
heart to see herself degraded into Moll
Boon, she told him, to his infinite surprise,
that he had mistaken her surname, for that
it was not Boon, but Bohun.

' Ibi omnis
Effusus labor

The lover was thunder-struck with his

misfortune, insomuch that in a little time
after he lost his senses, which indeed had
been very much impaired by that continual

application he had given to his anagram.
The acrostic was probably invented about

the same time with the anagram, though it

is impossible to decide whether the inven
tor of the one or the other were the greater
blockhead. The simple acrostic is nothing
but the name or title of a person, or thing,
made out of the initial letters of several

verses, and by that means written, after the
manner of the Chinese, in a perpendicular
line. But besides these there are compound
acrostics, when the principal letters stand
two or three deep. I have seen some of

them where the verses have not only been

edged by a name at each extremity, but
have had the same name running down like
a seam through the middle of the poem.
There is another near relation of the ana

grams and acrostics, which is commonly
called a chronogram. This kind of wit ap
pears very often on many modern medals,

especially those of Germany, when they re

present in the inscription the year in which
they were coined. Thus we see on a medal
of Gustavus Adolphus the following words,
CnRlsrVs DuX ERGO TRlVMpnVs. If

you take the pains to pick the figures out of
the several words, and range them in their

proper order, you will find they amount
to MDCXXVII, or 1627, the year "in which
the medal was stamped: for as some of the
letters distinguish themselves from the rest,
and overtop their fellows, they are to be
considered in a double capacity, both as
letters and as figures. Your laborious Ger
man wits will turn over a whole dictionary
for one of these ingenious devices. A man
would think they were searching after an

apt classical term, but instead of that they
are looking out a word that has an L. an
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M, or a D in it. When therefore we meet
with any of these inscriptions, we are not
so much to look in them for the thought,
as for the year of the Lord.
The bouts-rimez were the favourites of

the French nation for a whole age together,
and that at a time when it abounded in wit
and learning. They were a list of words
that rhyme to one another, drawn up by
another hand, and given to a poet, who was
to make a poem to the rhymes in the same
order that they were placed upon the list:

the more uncommon the rhymes were, the
more extraordinary was the genius of the

poet that could accommodate his verses to

them. I do not know any greater instance
of the decay of wit and learning among the
French (which generally follows the de
clension of empire) than the endeavouring
to restore this foolish kind of wit. If the
reader will be at the trouble to see exam
ples of it, let him look into the new Mer-
cure Gallant; where the author every month
gives a list of rhymes to be filled up by the

ingenious, in order to be communicated to
the public in the Mercure for the succeed

ing month. That for the month of Novem
ber last, which now lies before me, is as
follows:

Lauriers
Guerriers
Musette
Lisette

i Caesars

Houlette
Palette

One would be amazed to see so learned
a man as Menage talking seriously on this
kind of trifle in the following passage:

' Monsieur de la Chambre has told me,
that he never knew what he was going to
write when he took his pen into his hand;
but that one sentence always produced
another. For my own part I never knew
what I should write next when I was mak
ing verses. In the first place, I got all my
rhymes together, and was afterwards per
haps three or four months in filling them
up. I one day showed Monsieur Gombaud
a composition of this nature, in which,
among others, I had made use ofthe four fol

lowing rhymes, Amaryllis, Phyllis, Marne,
Arne; desiring him to give me his opinion of
it. He told me immediately, that my verses
were good for nothing. And upon my ask

ing his reason, he said, because the rhymes
are too common; and for that reason easy
to be put into verse. "

Marry," says I,
"

if

it be so, I am very well rewarded for all

the pains I have been at.
" But by Mon

sieur Gombaud's leave, notwithstanding the

severity of the criticism, the verses were
eood.

'
Vid. Menagiana.* Thus far the

learned Menage, whom I have translated
word for word.

* Tom. i. p. 174. &c. ed. Arast. 1713.

The first occasion of these bouts-rimez
made them in some manner excusable, as

they were tasks which the French ladies
used to impose on their lovers. But when
a grave author, like him above-mentioned,
tasked himself, could there be any thing
more ridiculous? Or would not one be apt
to believe that the author played booty,
and did not make his list of rhymes till he
had finished his poem ?

I shall only add, that this piece of false

wit has been finely ridiculed by Monsieur
Sarasin, in a poem entitled, La Defaite
des Bouts-Rimez, The Rout of the Bouts-
Rimez.

I must subjoin to this last kind of wit the
double rhymes, which are used in doggerel
poetry, and generally applauded by igno
rant readers. If the thought of the couplet
in such compositions is good, the rhyme
adds little to it; and if bad, it will not be
in the power of the rhyme to recommend
it. I am afraid that great numbers of those
who admire the incomparable Hudibras,
do it more on account of these doggerel
rhymes, than of the parts that really de
serve admiration. I am sure I have heard
the

and

1

Pulpit, drum ecclesiastic,
Was beat with fist, instead of a stick ;'

' There was an ancient sage philosopher,
Who had read Alexander Ross over ;'

more frequently quoted than the finest

pieces of wit in the whole poem. C.

No. 61.] Thursday, May 10, 1711.

Non equidem hoc studeo, bullatis ut mihi nugis
Pagina turgescat, dare pondus idoneo fumo.

Pers. Sat. v. 19.

"Pis not indeed my talent to engage
In lofty trifles, or to swell my page
With wind and noise. Dryden.

THERE is no kind of false wit which has
been so recommended by the practice

of all

ages, as that which consists in a jingle of

words, and is comprehended under the ge
neral name of punning. It is indeed impos
sible to kill a weed which the soil has a
natural disposition to produce. The seeds
of punning are in the minds of all men; and

though they may be subdued by reason,
reflection, and good sense, they will be very
apt to shoot up in the greatest genius that

is not broken and cultivated by the rules of

art. Imitation is natural to us, and when
it does not raise the mind to poetry, paint

ing, music, or other more noble arts, it often

breaks out in puns, and quibbles.
Aristotle, in the eleventh chapter of his

book of rhetoric, describes two or three
kinds of puns, which he calls paragrams,
among the beauties of good writing, and

produces instances of them out of some of

the greatest authors in the Greek tongue.
Cicero has sprinkled several of his works
with puns, and in his book where he lays
down the rules of oratory, quotes abundance
of sayings as pieces of wit, which also upon
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examination prove arrant puns. But the

age in which the pun chiefly flourished, was
in the reign of King James the First. That
learned monarch was himself a tolerable

punster, and made very few bishops or

privy-counsellors that had not sometime
or other signalized themselves by a clinch,
or a conundrum. It was therefore in this

age that the pun appeared with pomp and

dignity. It had been before admitted into

merry speeches and ludicrous compositions,
but was now delivered with great gravity
from the pulpit, or pronounced in the most
solemn manner at the council-table. The
greatest authors, in their most serious

works, made frequent use of puns. The
sermons of Bishop Andrews, and the trage
dies of Shakspeare are full of them. The
sinner was punned into repentance by the

former, as in the latter nothing is more
usual than to see a hero weeping and quib
bling for a dozen lines together.

I must add to these great authorities,
which seem to have given a kind of sanc
tion to this piece of false wit, that all the
writers of rhetoric have treated of punning
with very great respect, and divided the
several kinds of it into hard names, that
are reckoned among the figures of speech,
and recommended as ornaments in dis

course. I remember a country schoolmas
ter of my acquaintance told me once, that
he had been in company with a gentleman
whom he looked upon to be the greatest
panagrammatist among the moderns. Upon
inquiry, I found my learned friend had
dined that day with Mr. Swan, the famous

punster; and desiring him to give me some
account of Mr. Swan's conversation, he
told me that he generally talked in the

Paronomasia, that he sometimes gave into

the Place, but that in his humble opinion
he shined most in the Antanaclasis.

I must not here omit that a famous uni

versity ofthis land was formerly very much
infested with puns; but whether or no this

might not arise from the fens and marshes
in which it was situated, and which are
now drained, I must leave to the determi
nation of more skilful naturalists.

After this short history of punning, one
would wonder how it should be so entirely
banished out of the learned world as it is at

present, especially since it had found a

place in the writings of the most ancient

polite authors. To account for this we must
consider, that the first race of authors who
were the great heroes in writing, were
destitute of all the rules and arts of criti

cism; and for that reason, though they ex
cel later writers in greatness of genius, they
fall short of them in accuracy and correct

ness. The moderns cannot reach their

beauties, but can avoid their imperfections.
When the world was furnished with these
authors of the first eminence, there grew
up another set of writers, who gained them
selves a reputation by the remarks which

they made on the works of those who pre

ceded them. It was one of the employ
ments of these secondaiv authors, to dis

tinguish the several kinds of wit by terms
of art, and to consider them as more or less

perfect, according as they were founded in

truth. It is no wonder therefore, that even
such authors aslsocrates, Plato, and Cicero,
should have such little blemishes as are not
to be met with in authors of much inferior

character, who have written since those
several blemishes were discovered. I do
not find that there was a proper separation
made between puns and true wit by any of
the ancient authors, except Quintilian and

Longinus. But when this distinction was
once settled, it was very natural for all men
of sense to agree in it. As for the revival

of this false wit, it happened about the time
of the revival of letters; but as soon as it was
once detected, it immediately vanished and

disappeared. At the same time there is no

question, but as it has sunk in one age and
rose in another, it will again recover itself

in some distant period of time, as pedantry
and ignorance shall prevail upon wit and
sense. And, to speak the truth, I do very
much apprehend, by some of the last wuv-
ter's productions, which had their sets of

admirers, that our posterity will in a few

years degenerate into a race of punsters:
at least, a man may be very excusable for

any apprehensions of this kind, that has
seen acrostics handed about the town with

great secrecy and applause; to which I

must also add a little epigram called the
Witches* Prayer, that fell into verse when
it was read either backward or forward,

excepting only that it cursed one way, and
blessed the other. When one sees there
are actually such pains-takers among our
British wits, who can tell what it may end
in? If we must lash one another, let it be
with the manly strokes of wit and satire; for

I am of the old philosopher's opinion, that

if I must suffer from one or the other, I

would rather it should be from the paw of
a lion, than from the hoof of an ass. I do
not speak this out of any spirit of party.
There is a most crying dullness on both
sides. I have seen tory acrostics, and

whig anagrams, and do not quarrel with
either of them because they are whigs or

tories, but because they are anagrams and
acrostics.

But to return to punning. Having pursued
the history of a pun, from its original to its

downfall, I shall here define it to be a con
ceit arising from the use of two words that

agree in the sound, but differ in the sense.

The only way therefore to try a piece of

wit, is to translate it into a different lan

guage. If it bears the test, you may pro
nounce it true; but if it vanishes in the ex

periment, you may conclude it to have
been a pun. In short, one may say of a

pun, as the countryman described his

nightingale, that it \s''vox et firxterea ni-

/rii,'
' a sound, and nothing but a sound.'

On the contrary, one may represent true
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wit by the description which Aristenetu
makes of a fine woman: when she is dress
ed she is beautiful; when she is undressei
she is beautiful; or as Mercerus has trans
lated it more emphatically,

'
Induitur, for

mosa est : exuiter, ifisa, forma est. '* C.

No. 62.] Friday, May 11, 1711.

Scribendi recte sapere est et principium et fons.

ffors. Ars Poet. ver. 309.

Sound judgment is the ground of writing well.

Roscommon.

MR. LOCKE has an admirable reflection

upon the difference of wit and judgment,
whereby he endeavours to show the reason
why they are not always the talents of the
same person. His words are as follow:
* And hence, perhaps, may be given some
reason of that common observation, That
men who have a great deal of wit, and
prompt memories, have not always the
clearest judgment or deepest reason.

' For
wit lying most in the assemblage of ideas,
and putting those together with quickness
and variety, wherein can be found any re
semblance or congruity, thereby to make
up pleasant pictures, and agreeable visions
in the fancy; judgment, on the contrary,
lies quite on the other side, in separating
carefully one from another, ideas wherein
can be found the least difference, thereby
to avoid being misled by similitude, and
bv affinity to take one thing for another.
This is a way of proceeding quite contrary
to metaphor and allusion; wherein, for the
most part, lies that entertainment and
pleasantry of wit, which strikes so lively
on the fancy, and is therefore so accepta
ble to all people.

'

This, I think, the best and most philo
sophical account that I have ever met with
of wit, which generally, though not always,
consists in such a resemblance and con

gruity of ideas as this author mentions. I
shall only add to it, by way of explanation,
that every resemblance of ideas is not that
which we call wit, unless it be such an one
that gives delight and surprise to the
reader. These two properties seem essen
tial to wit, more particularly the last of
them. In order therefore that the resem
blance in the ideas be wit, it is necessary
that the ideas should not lie too near one
another in the nature of things; for where
the likeness is obvious it gives no surprise.
To compare one man's singing to that of

another, or to represent the whiteness of

any object by that of milk and snow, or the

variety of its colours by those of the rain

bow, cannot be called wit, unless besides
this obvious resemblance, there be some
further congruity discovered in the two
ideas, that is capable of giving the reader
some surprise. Thus when a poet tells us

* Dressed she is beautiful, undressed she is Benuty's
*elf.

the bosom of his mistress is as white as
snow, there is no wit in the comparison;
but when he adds with a sigh, it is as cold,
too, it then grows into wit. Every reader's

memory may supply him with innumera
ble instances of the same nature. For this

reason, the similitudes in heroic poets, who
endeavour rather to fill the mind with
great conceptions, than to divert it with
such as are new and surprising, have sel

dom any thing in them that can be called
wit. Mr. Locke's account of wit, with this
short explanation, comprehends most of
the species of wit, as metaphors, simili

tudes, allegories, enigmas, mottos, para
bles, fables, dreams, visions, dramatic

writings, burlesque, and all the methods
of allusion. There are many other pieces
of wit (however remote soever they may
appear at first sight from the foregoing de

scription) which upon examination will be
found to agree with it.

As true wit generally consists in this re
semblance and congruity of ideas, false wit

chiefly consists in the resemblance and con

gruity sometimes of single letters, as in

anagrams, chronograms, lipograms, and
acrostics; sometimes of syllables, as in

echoes and doggerel rhymes; sometimes of

words, as in puns and quibbles; and some
times of whole sentences or poems, cast
into the figures of eggs, axes, or altars:

nay, some carry the notion of wit so far, as
to ascribe it even to external mimickry;
and to look upon a man as an ingenious per
son, that can resemble the tone, posture, or
:
ace of another.
As true wit consists in the resemblance

of ideas, and false wit in the resemblance
of words, according to the foregoing in

stances; there is another kind of wit which
consists partly in the resemblance of ideas,
and partly in the resemblance of words,
which for distinction sake I shall call mixt
wit. This kind of wit is that which abounds
n Cowley, more than in any author that
ever wrote. Mr. Waller has likewise a
reat deal of it. Mr. Dryden is very

sparing in it. Milton had a genius much
above it. Spenser is in the same class with
Vlilton. The Italians, even in their epic
>oetry, are full of it. Monsieur Boileau,
who formed himself upon the ancient poets,
ms every where rejected it with scorn. If

we look after mixt wit among the Greek
writers, we shall find it no where but in

he -epigrammatists. There are indeed some
trokes of it in the little poem ascribed to

Vlusaeus, which by that, as well as many
>ther marks, betrays itself to be a modern
omposition. If we look into the Latin

vriters, we find none of this mixt wit in

Vireril, Lucretius, or Catullus; very little

n Horace, but a great deal of it in Ovid,
.nd scarce any thing else in Martial.
Out of the innumerable branches of mixt

vit, I shall choose one instance which may
e met with in all the writers of this class,

^he passion of love in its nature has been
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thought to resemble fire; for which reason
the words fire and flame are made use of to

signify love. The witty poets therefore

have taken an advantage from the double

meaning of the word fire, to make an in

finite number of witticisms. Cowley ob

serving the cold regard of his mistress's

eyes, and at the same time their power of

producing love in him, considers them as

burning-glasses made of ice; and finding
himself able to live in the greatest extremi
ties of love, concludes the torrid zone to be
habitable. When his mistress had read his

letter written in juice of lemon, by holding
it to the fire, he desires her to read it over
a second time by love's flame. When she

weeps, he wishes it were inward heat that
distilled those drops from the limbec.
When she is absent, he is beyond eighty,
that is, thirty degrees nearer the pole than
when she is with him. His ambitious love

is a fire that naturally mounts upwards;
his happy love is the beams of heaven, and
his unhappy love flames of hell. When it

does not let him sleep, it is a flame that
sends up no smoke; when it is opposed by
counsel and advice, it is a fire that rages
the more by the winds blowing upon it.

Upon the dying of a tree, in which he had
cut his loves, he observed that his written
flames had burnt up and withered the tree.

When he resolves to give over his passion,
he tells us, that one burnt like him for ever
dreads the fire. His heart is in ./Etna, that
instead of Vulcan's shop, encloses Cupid's
forge in it. His endeavouring to drown his

love in wine, is throwing oil upon the fire.

He would insinuate to his mistress, that
the fire of love, like that of the sun (which
produces so many living creatures,) should
not only warm, but beget. Love in an
other place cooks pleasure at his fire.

Sometimes the poet s heart is frozen in

every breast, and sometimes scorched in

every eye. Sometimes he is drowned in

tears, and burnt in love, like a ship set on
fire in the middle of the sea.

The reader may observe in every one of

these instances, that the poet mixes the

qualities of fire with those of love; and in

the same sentence, speaking of it both as

a passion and as real fire, surprises the
reader with those seeming resemblances
or contradictions, that make up all the wit
in this kind of writing. Mixt wit, there

fore, is a composition of pun and true wit,
and is more or less perfect, as the resem
blance lies in the ideas or in the words.
Its foundations are laid partly in falsehood
and partly in truth; reason puts in her
claim for one half of it, and extravagance
for the other. The only province there
fore for this kind of wit, is epigram, or
those little occasional poems, that in their
own nature are nothing else but a tissue of

epigrams. I cannot conclude this head of

mixt wit, without owning that the admira
ble poet, out of whom I have taken the ex
amples of it. had as much tr>" wit as any

author that ever writ; and indeed all other
talents of an extraordinary genius.

It may be expected, since I am upon this

subject, that I should take notice of Mr.
Dryden's definition of wit: which, with all

the deference that is due to the judg
ment of so great a man, is not so properly
a definition of wit as of good writing in

general. Wit, as he defines it, is
' a pro

priety of words and thoughts adapted to

the subject.' If this be a true definition of

wit, I am apt to think that Euclid was the

greatest wit that ever put pen to paper.
It is certain there never was a greater pro
priety of words and thoughts adapted to

the subject, than what that author has
made use of in his Elements. I shall only
appeal to my reader, if this definition

agrees with any notion he has of wit. If it

be a true one, I am sure Mr. Dryden was
not only a better poet, but a greater wit

than Mr. Cowley; and Virgil a much more
facetious man than either Ovid or Martial.

Bouhours, whom I look upon to be the
most penetrating of all the French critics,

has taken pains to show, that it is impossi
ble for any thought to be beautiful which
is not just, and has not its foundation in the
nature of things; that the basis of all wit is

truth; and that no thought can be valuable
of which good sense is not the ground
work. Boileau has endeavoured to incul

cate the same notion in several parts of his

writings, both in prose and verse. This is

that natural way of writing, that beautiful

simplicity, which we so much admire in

the compositions ofthe ancients; and which
no body deviates from, but those who want
strength of genius to make a thought shine
in its own natural beauties. Poets who want
this strength of genius to give that majes
tic simplicity to nature, which we so much
admire in the works of the ancients, are
forced to hunt after foreign ornaments, and
not to let any piece of wit of what kind
soever escape them. I look upon these
writers as Goths in poetry, who, like those
in architecture, not being able to come
up to the beautiful simplicity of the old

Greeks and Romans, have endeavoured to

supply its place with all the extravagances
of an irregular fancy. Mr. Dryden makes
a very handsome observation on Ovid's

writing a letter from Dido to ./Eneas, in

the following words: 'Ovid,' says he,

speaking of Virgil's fiction of Dido and
./Eneas,

' takes it up after him even in the
same age, and makes an ancient heroine of

Virgil's new created Dido; dictates a let

ter for her just before her death, to the un

grateful fugitive, and very unluckily for

himself, is for measuring a sword with a
man so much superior in force to him on
the same subject. I think I may be judge
of this, because I have translated both.

The famous author of the Art of Love has

nothing of his own; he borrows all from a

greater master in his own profession, and
which is worse, improves nothing which
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he finds. Nature fails him, and being
forced to his old shift, he has recourse to

witticism. This passes indeed with his
soft admirers, and gives him the prefer
ence to Virgil in their esteem.

'

Were not I supported by so great an

authority as that of Mr. Dryden, I should
not venture to observe, that the taste of
most of our English poets, as well as read
ers, is extremely Gothic. He quotes Mon
sieur Segrais for a threefold distinction of
the readers of poetry; in the first of which
he comprehends the rabble of readers,
whom he does not treat as such with re

gard to their quality, but to their numbers
and the coarseness of their taste. His
words are as follow: 'Segrais has distin

guished the readers of poetry, according to

their capacity of judging, into three classes.

[He might have said the same of writers,
too, if he had pleased. ] In the lowest form
he places those whom he calls Les Petits

Esprits, such things as are our upper-gal
lery audience in a playhouse; who like no

thing but the husk and rind of wit, and
prefer a quibble, a conceit, an epigram, be
fore solid sense and elegant expression.
These are mob readers. IfVirgil and Mar
tial stood for parliament-men, we know
already who would carry it. But though
they make the greatest appearance in the

field, and cry the loudest, the best on it is,

they are but a sort of French hugonots, or

Dutch boors, brought over in herds, but
not naturalized; who have not lands of two
pounds per annum in Parnassus, and there
fore are not privileged to poll. Their au
thors are of the same level, fit to represent
them on a mountebank's stage, or to be
masters of the ceremonies in a bear-garden:
yet these are they who have the most ad
mirers. But it often happens, to their mor
tification, that as their readers improve
their stock of sense (as they may by read

ing better books, and by conversation with
men of judgment) they soon forsake them.

I must not dismiss this subject without

observing, that as Mr. Locke in the pas
sage above mentioned has discovered the

most fruitful source of wit, so there is an
other of a quite contrary nature to it, which
does likewise branch itself out into several

kinds. For not only the resemblance, but
the opposition of ideas does very often pro
duce wit; as I could show in several little

points, turns, and antitheses, that I may
possibly enlarge upon in some future specu
lation. C.

No. 63.] Saturday, May 12, 1711.

Humano capiti cervicem pictor equinam
Jungere si velit, et varias inducere piurnas

Undique collatis membris, ut turpiter atrum
Desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne:
Spectatum admissi risum teneatis, amici?
Credite, Pisones, isti tabula; fore librum
Persimilem.

eujus,
velut ffigri somnia, vance

Fingentur species

14
HOT. Ars Poet. ver. 1.

If in a picture, Pi^o, you should see
A handsome woman with a fish's tail,
Or a man's head upon a horse's neck,
Or limbs of beast, of the most difTrent kinds,
Cover'd with feathers of all sorts of birds;
Would you not laugh, and think the painter mad?
Trust me that book is as ridiculous,
Whose incoherent style, like sick men's dreams,
Varies all shapes, and mixes all extremes.

Roscommon.

IT is very hard for the mind to disengage
itself from a subject on which it has been
long employed. The thoughts will be rising
of themselves from time to time, though
we give them no encouragement; as the

tossings and fluctuations of the sea continue
several hours after the winds are laid.

It is to this that I impute my last night's
dream or vision, which formed into one con
tinued allegory the several schemes of wit,
whether false, mixed, or true, that have
been the subject of my late papers.
Methought I was transported into a coun

try that was filled with prodigies and en

chantments, governed by the goddess of

Falsehood, and entitled the region of False
Wit. There was nothing in the fields, the

woods, and the rivers, that appeared natu
ral. Several of the trees blossomed in leaf-

gold, some of them produced bone-lace,
and some of them precious stones. The
fountains bubbled in an opera tune, and were
filled with stags, wild boars, and mermaids
that lived among the waters; at the same
time that dolphins and several kinds of fish

played upon the banks, or took their pas
time in the meadows. The birds had many
of them golden beaks, and human voices.

The flowers perfumed the air with smells
of incense, ambergris, and pulvillios*; and
were so interwoven with one another, that

they grew up in pieces of embroidery. The
winds were filled with sighs and messages
of distant lovers. As I was walking to and
fro in this enchanted wilderness, I could not
forbear breaking out into soliloquies upon
the several wonders which lay before me,
when to my great surprise, I found there
were artificial echoes in every walk, that

by repetitions of certain words which I

spoke, agreed with me, or contradicted me,
in every thing I said. In the midst of my
conversation with these invisible compa
nions, I discovered in the centre of a very
dark grove a monstrous fabric built after

the Gothic manner, and covered with in

numerable devices in that barbarous kind
of sculpture. I immediately went up to it,

and found it to be a kind of heathen temple
consecrated to the god of dulness. Upon
my entrance I saw the deity of the place
dressed in the habit of a monk, with a book
in one hand and a rattle in the other. Upon
his right hand was Industry, with a lamp
burning before her; and on his left Caprice,
with a monkey sitting on her shoulder.

Before his feet there stood an altar of a very
odd make, which, as I afterwards found,
was shaped in that manner to comply with

* Pulvillios sweet-scented powders.
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the inscription that surrounded it. Upon
the altar there lay several offerings of axes,

wings, and eggs, cut in paper, and inscribed

with verses. The temple was filled with

votaries, who applied themselves to dif

ferent diversions, as their fancies directed
them. In one part of it I saw a regiment
of anagrams, who were continually in mo
tion, turning to the right or to the left,

facing about, doubling their ranks, shifting
their stations, and throwing themselves into

all the figures and counter-marches of the
most changeable and perplexed exercises.

Not far from these was the body of acros

tics, made up of very disproportioned per
sons. It was disposed into three columns,
the officers planting themselves in a line on
the left hand of each column. The officers

were all of them at least six feet high, and
made three rows of very proper men; but
the common soldiers, who filled up the

spaces between the officers, were such

dwarfs, cripples, and scare-crows, that one
could hardly look upon them without laugh
ing. There were behind the acrostics two
or three files of chronograms, which dif

fered only from the former, as their officers

were equipped (like the figure of Time)
with an hour-glass in one hand, and a scythe
in the other; and took their posts pro
miscuously among the private men whom
they commanded.

In the body of the temple, and before the

very face of the deity, methought I saw the

phantom of Tryphiodorus, the lipogram-
matist, engaged in a ball with four-and-

twenty persons, who pursued him by turns

through all the intricacies and labyrinths
of a country-dance, without being able to

overtake him.

Observing several to be very busy at the
western end of the temple, I inquired into

what they were doing, and found there was
in that quarter the great magazine of re-

busses. These were several things of the
most different natures tied up in bundles,
and thrown upon one another in heaps like

faggots. You might behold an anchor, a

night-rail, and a hobby-horse bound up to

gether. One of the workmen seeing me
very much surprised, told me, there was
an infinite deal of wit in several of those

bundles, and that he would explain them
to me if I pleased; I thanked him for his

civility, but told him I was in very great
haste at that time. As I was going out of

the temple, I observed in one corner of it a

cluster .of men and women laughing very
heartily, and diverting themselves at a

game of crambo. I heard several double

rhymes as I passed by them, which raised

a great deal of mirth.

Not far from these was another set of

merry people engaged at a diversion in

which the whole jest was to mistake one

person for another. To give occasion for

these ludicrous mistakes, they were divided
into pairs, every pair being covered from
head to foot with the same kind of dress,

though perhaps there was not the least re
semblance in their faces. By this means an
old man was sometimes mistaken for a boy,
a woman for a man, and a black-a-moor for

an European, which very often produced
great peals of laughter. These I guessed
to be a party of puns. But being very de
sirous to get out of this world of magic,
which had almost turned my brain, I left

the temple, and crossed over the fields that

lay about it with all the speed I could make.
I was not gone far before I heard the sound
of trumpets and alarms, which seemed to

proclaim the march of an enemy; and, as I

afterwards found, was in reality what I ap
prehended it. There appeared at a great
distance a very shining light, and in the
midst of it, a person of a most beautiful

aspect; her name was Truth. On her right
hand there marched a male deity, who bore
several quivers on his shoulders, and grasp
ed several arrows in his hand. His name
was Wit The approach of these two ene
mies filled all the territories of False Wit
with an unspeakable consternation, inso

much that the goddess of those regions ap
peared in person upon her frontiers, with
the several inferior deities, and the different

bodies of forces which I had before seen in

the temple, who were now drawn up in

array, and prepared to give their foes a
warm reception. As the march of the

enemy was very slow, it gave time to the
several inhabitants who bordered upon the

regions of Falsehood to draw their forces
into a body, with a design to stand upon
their guard as neuters, and attend the issue

of the combat.
I must here inform my reader, that the

frontiers of the enchanted region, which I

have before described, were inhabited by
the species of Mixt Wit, who made a very
odd appearance when they were mustered

together in an army. There were men
whose bodies were stuck full of darts, and
women whose eyes were burning-glasses:
men that had hearts of fire, and women
that had breasts of snow. It would be end
less to describe several monsters of the like

nature, that composed this great army;
which immediately fell asunder, and divided
itself into two parts, the one half throwing
themselves behind the banners of Truth,
and the other behind those of Falsehood.
The goddess of Falsehood was of a gi

gantic stature, and advanced some paces
before the front of her' army : but as the

dazzling light which flowed from Truth

began to shine upon her, she faded insensi

bly; insomuch that in a little space, she
looked rather like a huge phantom than a
real substance. At length, as the goddess
of Truth approached still nearer to her she
fell away entirely, and vanished amidst the

brightness of her presence; so that there

did not remain the least trace or impression
of her figure in the place where she had
been seen.

As at the rising of the sun the constella-
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lions grow thin, and the stars go out one
after another, till the whole hemisphere is

extinguished; such was the vanishing of the

goddess: and not only of the goddess herself
but of the whole army that attended her,
which sympathized with their leader, and
shrunk into nothing, in proportion as the

goddess disappeared. At the same time
the whole temple sunk, the fish betook
themselves to the streams, and the wild
beasts to the woods, the fountains recovered
their murmurs, the birds their voices, the
trees their leaves, the flowers their scents,
and the whole face of nature its true and
genuine appearance. Though I still con
tinued asleep, I fancied myself as it were
awakened out of a dream, when I saw this

region of prodigies restored to woods and
rivers, fields and meadows.
Upon the removal of that wild scene of

wonders, which had very much disturbed

my imagination, I took a full survey of the

persons of Wit and Truth; for indeed it

was impossible to look upon the first, with
out seeing the other at the same time.
There was behind them a strong compact
body of figures. The genius of Heroic

Poetry appeared with a sword in her hand,
and a laurel on her head. Tragedy was
crowned with cypress, and covered with
robes dipped in blood. Satire had smiles in

her look, and a dagger under her garment.
Rhetoric was known by her thunderbolt;
and Comedy by her mask. After several
other figures, Epigram marched up in the

rear, who had been posted there at the be

ginning of the expedition, that he might not
revolt to the enemy, whom he was suspected
to favour in his heart. I was very much
awed and delighted with the appearance of
the god of Wit; there was something so

amiable, and yet so piercing in his looks,
as inspired me at once with love and terror.

As I was gazing on him, to my unspeakable
joy he took a quiver of arrows from his

shoulder, in order to make me a present of

it; but as I was reaching out my hand to

receive it of him, I knocked it against a

chair, and by that means awaked. C.

No. 64] Monday, May 14, 1711.

Hie vivimus ambitiosa

Paupertate omnes Juv. Sat. iii. 183.

The face of wealth in poverty we wear.

THE most improper things we commit
in the conduct of our lives, we are led into

by the force of fashion. Instances might
be given, in which a prevailing custom
makes us act against the rules of nature,

law, and common sense; but at present I

shall confine my consideration to the effect

it has upon men's minds, by looking into

our behaviour when it is the fashion to go
into mourning. The custom of represent
ing the grief we have for the loss of the
dead by our habits, certainly had its rise

from the real sorrow of such as were too

much distressed to take the proper care

they ought of their dress. By degrees it

prevailed, that such as had this inward op
pression upon their minds, made an apolo
gy for not joining with the rest of the world
in their ordinary diversions by a dress suit

ed to their condition. This therefore was
at first assumed by such only as were un
der real distress; to whom it was relief that

they had nothing about them so light and

gay as to be irksome to the gloom and me
lancholy of their inward reflections, or that

might misrepresent them to others. In

process of time this laudable distinction of

the sorrowful was lost, and mourning is

now worn by heirs and widows. You see

nothing but magnificence and solemnity in

the equipage of the relict, and an air of re

lease from servitude in the pomp of a son

who has lost a wealthy father. This
fashion of sorrow is now become a generous
part of the ceremonial between princes
and sovereigns, who, in the language of all

nations, are styled brothers to each other,
and put on the purple* upon the death of

any potentate with whom they live in ami

ty. Courtiers, and all who wish them
selves such, are immediately seized with

grief from head to foot upon this disaster
to their prince; so that one may know by
the very buckles of a gentleman-usher
what degree of friendship any deceased
monarch maintained with the court to

which he belongs. A good courtier's habit
and behaviour is hieroglyphical on these
occasions. He deals much in whispers,
and you may see he dresses according to

the test intelligence.
The general affectation among men, of

appearing greater than they are, makes
the whole world run into the habit of the
court You see the lady, who the day be
fore was as various as a rainbow, upon the
time appointed for beginning to mourn, as
dark as a cloud. This humour does. not

prevail only on those whose fortunes can

support any change in their equipage, nor on
those only whose incomes demand the wan
tonness of new appearances; but on such
also who have just enough to clothe them.
An old acquaintance of mine, of ninety
pounds a year, who has naturally the vanity
of being a man of fashion deep at his heart,
is very much put to it to bear the mortality
of princes. He made a new black suit upon
the death of the King of Spain, he turned
it for the King of Portugal, and he now
keeps his chamber while it is scouring for

the Emperor. He is a good economist in

his extravagance, and makes only a fresh

black button on his iron-gray suit for any
potentate of small territories; he indeed
adds his crape hatband for a prince whose

exploits he has admired in the gazette.
But whatever compliments may be made
on these occasions, the true mourners are

* Royal and princely mourners were usually clad in

purple.
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the mercers, silkmen, lacemen, and milli

ners. A prince of a merciful and roya
disposition would reflect with great anxiet)
upon the prospect of his death if he consi

dered what numbers would be reduced t<

misery by that accident only. He wouk
think it of moment enough to direct, tha
in the notification of his departure, the
honour done to him might be restrainec
to those of the household of the prince to

whom it should be signified. He woulc
think a general mourning to be in a less de

gree the same ceremony which is prac
tised in barbarous nations, of killing their
slaves to attend the obsequies of their

kings.
I had been wonderfully at a loss for

many months together, to guess at the cha
racter of a man who came now and then to

our coffee-house. He ever ended a news
paper with this reflection,

'
Well, I see all

the foreign princes are in good health.
'

li

you asked,
'

Pray, sir, what says the Post
man from Vienna?' He answered, Make
us thankful, the German Princes are all

well. '--'What does he say from Barcelona?'
' He does not speak but that the country
agrees very well with the new Queen.'
After very much inquiry, I found this man
of universal loyalty was a wholesale dealer
in silks and ribands. His way is, it seems,
if he hires a weaver or workman, to have it

inserted in his articles,
' that all this shall

be well and truly performed, provided no

foreign potentate shall depart this life with
in the time above-mentioned.' It happens
in all public mournings that the many
trades which depend upon our habits, are

during that folly either pinched with pre
sent want, or terrified with the apparent
approach of it. All the atonement which
men can make for wanton expenses (which
is a sort ot insulting the scarcity under
which others labour) is, that the superflui
ties of the wealthy give supplies to the ne
cessities of the poor; but instead of any
other good arising from the affectation of

being in courtly habits of mourning, all

order seems to be destroyed by it; and the
true honour which one court does to an
other on that occasion, loses its force and
efficacy. When a foreign minister beholds
the court of a nation (which flourishes in

riches and plenty) lay aside upon the loss

of his master, all marks of splendour and

magnificence, though the head of such a

joyful people, he will conceive a greater
idea of the honour done to his master, than
when he sees the generality of the people
in the same habit. When one is afraid to

ask the wife of a tradesman whom she has
lost of her family; and after some prepa
ration endeavours to know whom she
mourns for; how ridiculous it is to hear her

explain herself,
' That we have lost one of

the house of Austria!' Ponces are ele
vated so highly above the resjt of mankind,
that it is a presumptuous distinction to !

take a part in honours done to their memo- I

ries, except we have authority for it, by
being related in a particular manner to the
court which pays the veneration to their

friendship, and seems to express on such an
occasion the sense of the uncertainty of hu
man life in general, by assuming the habit of

sorrow, though in the full possession of

triumph and royalty. R.

No 65.] Tuesday, May 15, 1711.

-Demetri, teque, Tigelli,

Discipularum inter jubeo plorare catbedras.
HOT. Lib. 1. Sat. x. 90.

Demetrius and Tigellius, know your place ;

Go hence, and whine among the school-boy race.

AFTER having at large explained what
wit is, and described the false appearances
of it, all that labour seems but an useless

inquiry, without some time be spent in con

sidering the application of it. The seat of

wit, when one speaks as a man of the town
and the world, is the playhouse; I shall

therefore fill this paper with reflections

upon the use of it, in that place. The ap
plication of wit in the theatre has as strong
an effect upon the manners of our gentle
men, as the taste of it has upon the wri

tings of our authors. It may, perhaps, look
like a very presumptuous work, though not

foreign from the duty of a Spectator, to tax
the writings of such as have long had the

general applause of a nation; but I shall

always make reason, truth, and nature the
measures of praise and dispraise; if those
are for me, the generality of

opinion is of

no consequence against me; if they are

against me, the general opinion cannot long
support me.
Without further preface, I am going to

ook into some of our most applauded plays,
and see whether they deserve the figure

they at present bear in the imaginations of

men or not.

In reflecting upon these works, I shall

chiefly dwell upon that for which each

respective play is most celebrated. The
iresent paper shall be employed upon Sir

^opling Flutter. * The received character
of this play is, that it is the pattern of gen-
eel comedy. Dorimant and Harriot are
he characters of greatest consequence, and
f these are low and mean, the reputation
f the play is very unjust.
I will take for granted, that a fine gentle

man should be honest in his actions and re

ined in his language. Instead of this, our
lero in this piece is a direct knave in his

esigns, and a clown in his language. Bel-

air is his admirer and friend; in return for

which, because he is forsooth a greater wit

han his said friend, he thinks it reasonable

* The Man of Mode, or Sir Fopling Flutter, a come-

y, by Sir Georec Ktlicridei-. Thr character of Sir Fop-
ne was that of Ucau Hrwit. son of Sir Thomas Ilewit,

f I'ishiolmry. in Hertfordshire; of Dorimant, that of

Wilmot earl" of Rochester ;
and Bellair, that of the au

thor himself.
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to persuade him to many a young lady,
whose virtue, he thinks, will last no longer
than till she is a wife, and then she cannot
but fall to his share as he is an irresistible

fine gentleman. The falsehood to Mrs.

Loveit, and the barbarity of triumphing
over her anguish for losing him, is another
instance of his honesty, as well as his good
nature. As to his fine language; he calls

the orange-woman, who, it seems, is in

clined to grow fat,
' An overgrown jade,

with a flasket of guts before her;' and sa

lutes her with a pretty phrase of ' How
now, Double Tripe?' Upon the mention of

a country gentlewoman, whom he knows no

thing of (no one can imagine why)
' he will

lay his life she is some awkward ill-fashioned

country toad, who not having above four

dozen of hairs on her head, has adorned
her baldness with a large white fruz, that

she may look sparkishly in the fore-front of

the king's box at an old play.
' Unnatural

mixture of senseless common-place !

As to the generosity of his temper, he
tells his poor footman,

* If he did not wait

better,' he would turn him away, in the
nsolent phrase of, 'I'll uncase you.'
Now for Mrs. Harriot. She laughs at

obedience to an absent mother, whose ten

derness Busy describes to be very exquisite,
for that ' she is so pleased with finding
Harriot again that she cannot chide her for

being out of the way.
' This witty daughter

and fine lady has so little respect for this

good woman, that she ridicules her air in

taking leave, and cries,
' In what struggle

is my poor mother yonder! See, see, her
head tottering, her eyes staring, and her

under-lip trembling.
' But all this is atoned

for, because
' she has more wit than is usual

in her sex, and as much malice, though she

is as wild as you could wish her, and has
a demureness in her looks that makes it

50 surprising.' Then to recommend her
as a fit spouse for his hero, the poet makes
her speak her sense of marriage very inge

nuously: 'I think,' says she, 'I might be

brought to endure him, and that is all a

reasonable woman should expect in a hus
band.' It is methinks unnatural, that we
are not made to understand, how she that

was bred under a silly pious old mother,
that would never trust her out of her sight,
came to be so polite.

It cannot be denied, but that the negli

gence of every thing which engages the at

tention of the sober and valuable part of

mankind, appears very well drawn in this

piece. But it is denied, that it is necessary
to the character of a fine gentleman, that
he should in that manner trample upon all

order and decency. As for the character
of Dorimant, it is more of a coxcomb than
that of Fopling. He says of one of his

companions, that a good correspondence
between them is their mutual interest.

Speaking of that friend, he declares, their

being much together, 'makes the women
think the better of his understanding, and

udge more favourably of my reputation.
It makes him pass upon some for a man of

very good sense, and me upon others for a

very civil person.'
This whole celebrated piece is a perfect

contradiction to good manners, good sense,

and common honesty; and as there i no

thing in it but what is built upon the ruin

of virtue and innocence, according to the

notion of merit in this comedy, I take the

shoemaker to be in reality the fine gentle
man of the play : for it seems he is an atheist,

if we may depend upon his character as

given by the orange-woman, who is herself

far from being the lowest in the play. She

says, of a fine man who is Dorimant's com
panion,

' There is not such another heathen
in the town except the shoemaker.' His

pretension to be the hero of the drama ap
pears still more in his own description of

his way of living with his lady.
' There is,'

says he,
' never a man in town lives more

like a gentleman with his wife than I
dp;

I

never mind her motions; she never inquires
into mine. We speak to one another

civilly,
hate one another heartily; and because it is

vulgar to lie and soak together, we have
each of us our several settle-bed.

' That of

soaking together' is as good as if Dorimant
had spoken it himself; and I think, since

he puts human nature in as ugly a form as

the circumstance will bear, and is a staunch

unbeliever, he is very much wronged in

having no part of the good fortune bestowed
in the last act.

To speak plain of this whole work, I

think nothing but being lost to a sense of

innocence and virtue, can make any one
see this comedy, without observing more

frequent occasion to move sorrow and in

dignation, than mirth and laughter. At
the same time I allow it to be nature, but it

is nature in its utmost corruption and de

generacy. R.

No. 66.] Wednesday, May 16, 1711.

Motus doceri gaudet lonicog
Matura virgo, et fingitur artibus
Jam nunc, et incestos amores
De tenero meditatur ungui.

Bbr. Lib. 3. Od. vi. 21.

Behold a ripe and melting maid
Bound 'prentice to the wanton trado :

Ionian artists, at a mighty price,
Instruct her in the mysteries of vice,

What nets to spread, where subtle baits to lay ;

And with an early hand they form the temper'd clay.
Roscomman.

THE two following letters are upon a sub

ject of very great importance, though ex

pressed without any air of gravity.
' To the Spectator.

' SIR, I take the freedom of asking your
advice in behalf of a young country kins

woman of mine who is lately come to town,
and under my care for her education. She
is very pretty, but you cannot imagine how
unformed a creature it is. She comes to
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my hands just as nature left her, half finish

ed, and without any acquired improvements.
When I look on her I often think of the
Belle Sauvage mentioned in one of your pa
pers. Dear Mr. Spectator, help me to

make her comprehend the visible grace
of speech, and the dumb eloquence of mo
tion; for she is at present a perfect stranger
to both. She knows no way to express her
self but by her tongue, and that always to

signify her meaning. Her eyes serve her

yet only to see with, and she is utterly a

Foreigner to the language of looks and

glances. In this I fancy you could help
her better than any body. I have bestowed
two months in teaching her to sigh when
she is not concerned, and to smile when she
is not pleased, and am ashamed to own she
makes little or no improvement. Then she
is no more able now to walk, than she was
to go at a year old. By walking, you will

easily know I mean that regular but easy
motion which gives our persons so irresisti

ble a grace as if we moved to music, and is

a kind of disengaged figure: or, if I may so

speak, recitative dancing. But the want of
this I cannot blame in her, for I find she
has no ear, and means nothing by walking
but to change her place. I could pardon
too her blushing, if she knew how to carry
herself in it, and it did not manifestly injure
her complexion.

'

They tell me you are a person who have
seen the world, and are a judge of fine breed

ing; which makes me ambitious of some in

structions from you for her improvement;
which when you have favoured me with, I

shall further advise with you about the dis

posal of this fair forester in marriage; for I

will make it no secret to you, that her per
son and education are to be her fortune. I

am, sir, your very humble servant,
'CELIMENE.'

'SiR, Being employed by Celimene to

make up and send to you her letter, I

make bold to recommend the case therein
mentioned to your consideration, because
she and I happen to differ a little in our no
tions. I who am a rough man, am afraid

the young girl is in a fair way to be spoiled:

therefore, pray, Mr. Spectator, let us have

your opinion of this fine thing called fine

breeding; for I am afraid it differs too much
from that plain thing called good breeding.

' Your most humble servant
'

The general mistake among us in the

educating our children is, that in our daugh
ters we take care of their persons, and ne

glect their minds; in our sons we are so in

tent upon adorning their minds, that we
wholly neglect their bodies. It is from this

that you shall see a young lady celebrated
and admired in all the assemblies about

town, when her elder brother is afraid to

come into a room. From this ill manage
ment it arises, that we frequently observe
a man's life is half spent, before he is taken
notice of; and a woman in the prime of her

years
is out of fashion and neglected. The

boy I shall consider upon some other occa
sion, and at present stick to the girl: and I

am the more inclined to this, because I have
several letters which complain to me, that

my female readers have not understood me
for some days last past, and take them
selves to be unconcerned in the present
turn of my writing. When a girl is safely
brought from her nurse, before she is capa
ble of forming one single notion of any thing
in life, she is delivered to the hands of her
dancing-master, and with a coUar round
her neck, the pretty wild thing is taught a
fantastical gravity of behaviour, and forced
to a particular way of holding her head,
heaving her breast, and moving with her
whole body; and all this under pain of never

having a husband, if she steps, looks, or
moves awry. This gives a young lady won
derful workings of imagination, what is to

pass between her and this husband, that
she is every moment told of, and for whom
she seems to be educated. Thus her fancy
is engaged to turn all her endeavours to the
ornament of her person, as what must de
termine her good and ill in this life; and
she naturally thinks, if she is tall enough,
she is wise enough for any thing for which
her education makes her think she is de

signed. To make her an agreeable person
is the main purpose of her parents; to that
is all their cost, to that all their care di

rected; and from this general folly of pa
rents we owe our present numerous race of

coquettes. These reflections puzzle me,
when I think of giving my advice on the

subject of managing the wild thing men
tioned in the letter of my correspondent.
But sure there is a middle way to be fol

lowed; the management of a young lady's
person is not to be overlooked, but the eru
dition of her mind is much more to be re

garded. According as this is managed, you
will see the mind follow the appetites of the

body, or the body express the virtues of the
mind.
Cleomira dances with all the elegance cf

motion imaginable: but her eyes are so

chastised with the simplicity and innocence
of her thoughts, that she raises in her be-
lolders admiration and good-will, but no
oose hope or wild imagination. The true
art in this case is, to make the mind and
:>ody improve together; and, if possible, to
make gesture follow thought, and not let

nought be employed upon gesture.

No. 67.] Thursday, May 17, 1711.

Saltare elegantius quam necesse est probz. Sail.

Too fine a dancer for a virtuous woman.

LUCIAN, in one of his dialogues, intro

duces a philosopher chiding his friend for

lis being a lover of dancing, and a fre

quenter of balls. The other undertakes.
he defence of his favourite diversion, which,
ic says, was at first invented by the god-
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dess Rhea, and preserved the life of Jupiter
himself, from the cruelty of his father Sa
turn. He proceeds to show, that it had
been approved by the greatest men in all

ages; that Homer calls Merion a fine dan

cer; and says, that the graceful mien and

great agility which he had acquired by that

exercise, distinguished him above the rest

in the armies both of Greeks and Trojans.
He adds, that Pyrrhus gained more re

putation by inventing the dance which is

called after his name, than by all his other
actions: that the Lacedemonians, who were
the bravest people in Greece, gave great
encouragement to this diversion, and made
their Hormus (a dance much resembling
the French Brawl) famous over all Asia:
that there were still extant some Thessa-
lian statues erected to the honour of their

best dancers; and that he wondered how his

brother philosopher could declare himself

against the opinions of those two persons,
whom he professed so much to admire,
Homer and Hesiod; the latter of which
compares valour and dancing together, and
says, that 'the gods have bestowed forti

tude on some men, and on others a disposi
tion for dancing.

'

Lastly, he puts him in mind that So
crates, (who, in the judgment of Apollo,
was the wisest of men) was not only a pro
fessed admirer of this exercise in others, but
learned it himself when he was an old man.
The morose philosopher is so much af

fected by these and some other authorities,
that he becomes a convert to his friend, and
desires he would take him with him when
he went to his next ball.

I love to shelter myself under the exam
ples of great men; and, I think, I have

sufficiently showed that it is not below the

dignity of these my speculations to take no
tice of the following letter, which, I sup
pose, is sent me by some substantial trades
man about 'Change.

'SiR, I am a man in years, and by an
honest industry in the world have acquired
enough to give my children a liberal edu
cation, though I was an utter stranger to

it myself. My eldest daughter, a girl of

sixteen, has for some time been under the
tuition of Monsieur Rigadoon, a dancing-
master in the city; and I was prevailed
upon by her and her mother to go last night
to one of his balls. I must own to you, sir,

that having never been to any such place
before, I was very mu^h pleased and sur

prised with that part of his entertainment
which he called French dancing. There
were several young men and women, whose
limbs seemed to have no other motion but

purely what the music gave them. After
this part was over, they began a diver
sion which they call country dancing, and
wherein there were also somethings not dis

agreeable, and divers emblematical figures,

composed, as I guess, by wise men, for the
instruction of youth.

'Among the rest, I observed one, which
I think they call "Hunt the Squirrel," in

which while the woman flies the man pur
sues her; but as soon as she turns, he runs

away, and she is obliged to follow.
' The moral of this dance does, I think,

very aptly recommend modesty and discre

tion to the female sex.
' But as the best institutions are liable to

corruptions, so, sir, I must acquaint you,
that very great abuses are crept into this

entertainment. I was amazed to see my
girl handed by, and handing, young fellows

with so much familiarity;
and I could not

have thought it had been in the child. They
very often made use of a most impudent
and lascivious step, called "Setting," which
I know not how to describe to you, but by
telling you that it is the very reverse of

"back to back." At last an impudent
young dog bid the fiddlers play a dance
called "Moll Pately," and after having
made two or three capers, ran to his part
ner, locked his arm in hers, and whisked
her round cleverly above ground in such a

manner, that I, who sat upon one of the
lowest benches, saw further above her shoe
than I can think fit to acquaint you with.

I could no longer endure these enormities:

wherefore, just as my girl was going to be
made a whirligig, I ran in, seized on the

child, and carried her home.
'
Sir, I am not yet old enough to be a fool.

I suppose this diversion might at first be
invented to keep a good understanding be
tween young men and women, and so far

I am not against it; but I shall never allow
of these things. I know not what you will

say to this case at present, but am sure,
had you been with me, you would have
seen matter of great speculation.

'I am yours, &c.'

I must confess I am afraid that my cor

respondent had too much reason to be a
little out of humour at the treatment of his

daughter, but I conclude that he would
have been much more so, had he seen one
of those kissing dances, in which, Will Ho
neycomb assures me, they are obliged to

dwell almost a minute on the fair one's lips,
or they will be too quick for the music, and
dance quite out of time.

I am not able, however, to give my final

sentence against this diversion; and am of

Mr. Cowley's opinion, that so much of

dancing, at least, as belongs to the beha
viour and a handsome carriage of the body,
is extremely useful, if not absolutely neces

sary.
We generally form such ideas of people

at first sight, as we are hardly ever per
suaded to lay aside afterwards: for this rea

son, a man would wish to have nothing dis

agreeable or uncomely in his approaches,
and to be able to enter a room with a good
grace.

I might add, that a moderate knowledge
in the little rules of good-breeding, gives a
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man some assurance, and makes him easj
in all companies. For want of this, I havi
seen a professor of a liberal science at J

loss to salute a lady; and a most excel
lent mathematician not able to determine
whether he should stand or sit while my
lord drank to him.

It is the proper business of a dancing-
master to regulate these matters; though ]

take it to be a just observation, that unless

you add something of your own to what
these fine gentlemen teach you, and which
they are wholly ignorant of themselves, you
will much sooner get the character of an
affected fop, than of a well-bred man.
As for country dancing, it must indeec

be confessed that the great familiarities be
tween the two sexes on this occasion may
sometimes produce very dangerous conse

quences; and I have often thought that few
ladies' hearts are so obdurate as not to be
melted by the charms of music, the force
of motion, and a handsome young fellow
who is continually playing before their

eyes, and convincing them that he has the
perfect use of all his limbs.
But as this kind of dance is the particular

invention of our own country, and as every
one is more or less a proficient in it, I woulj
not discountenance it: but rather suppose
it may be practised innocently by others,
as well as myself, who am often partner to

my landlady's eldest daughter.

POSTSCRIPT.

Having heard a good character of the col
lection of pictures which is to be exposed
to sale on Friday next; and concluding from
the following letter, that the person who
collected them is a man of no unelegant
taste, I will be so much his friend as to

publish it, provided the reader will only
look upon it as filling up the place of an
advertisement:

'From the Three Chairs, in the Piazzas,
Covent Garden.

'May 16, 1711.

'Sin, As you are a Spectator, I think
we who make it our business to exhibit any
thing to public view, ought to apply our
selves to you for your approbation. I have
travelled Europe to furnish out a show for

you, and have brought with me what has
been admired in every country through
which I passed. You have declared in

many papers, that your greatest delights
are those of the eye, which I do not doubt
but I shall gratify with as beautiful objects
as yours ever beheld. If castles, forests,

ruins, fine women, and graceful men, can
please you, I dare promise you much satis

faction, if you will appear at my auction
on Friday next. A sight is, I suppose, as

grateful to a Spectator as a treat to another
person, and therefore I hope you will par
don this invitation from, sir,

' Your most obedient humble servant,
X. J.GRAHAM.'

No. 68.] Friday, May 18, iril.

Nos duo turba sumus Ovid, Met. \. 355.

We two are a multitude.

ONE would think that the larger the

company is in which we are engaged, the
greater variety of thoughts and subjects
would be started in discourse; but instead
of this, we find that conversation is never
so much straitened and confined as in nu
merous assemblies. When a multitude meet
together on any subject of discourse, their
debates are taken up chiefly with forms
and general positions; nay, if we come into
a more contracted assembly of men and
women, the talk generally runs upon the
weather, fashions, news, and the like pub
lic topics. In proportion as conversation

gets into clubs and knots of friends, it de
scends into particulars, and grows more
free and communicative; but the most open,
instructive, and unreserved discourse, is that
which passes between two persons who are
familiar and intimate friends. On these oc
casions a man gives a loose to every passion
and every thought that is uppermost, dis
covers his most retired opinions of persons
and things, tries the beauty and strength of
his sentiments, and exposes his whole soul
to the examination of his friend.

Tully was the first who observed, that

friendship improves happiness and abates

misery, by the doubling of our joy, and di

viding of our grief ; a thought m which he
hath been followed by all the essayers upon
friendship, that have written since his time.
Sir Francis Bacon has finely described
other advantages, or, as he calls them,
fruits of friendship; and, indeed, there is

no subject of morality which has been bet
ter handled and more exhausted than this.

Among the several fine things which have
been spoken of it, I shall beg leave to quote
some out of a very ancient author, whose
book would be regarded by our modern
wits as one of the most shining tracts ofmo
rality that is extant, if it appeared under
:he name ofa Confucius, or ofany celebrated
Grecian philosopher: I mean the little

apocryphal treatise, entitled The Wisdom
of the Son of Sirach. How finely has he de
scribed the art of making friends, by an

obliging and affable behaviour! and laid
down that precept which a late excellent
author has delivered as his own, That we
should have many well-wishers, but few
riends. ' Sweet language will multiply
'riends; and a fair sneaking tongue will in

crease kind greetings. Be in peace with

many, nevertheless, have but one counsel
or of a thousand.'* With what prudence
does he caution us in the choice of our
riends! And with what strokes of nature
I could almost say of humour) has he de-
icribed the behaviour of a treacherous and
self interested friend !

' If thcu wouldest

jet a friend, prove him first, and be not

* Ecclus. vi. 5, 6.
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hasty to credit him: for some man is

friend for his own occasion, and will not
abide in the day of thy trouble. And there
is a friend who being turned to enmity anc

strife, will discover thy reproach.
'

Again,
' Some friend is a companion at the table,
and will not continue in the day of thy af
fliction: but in thy prosperity he will be as

thyself, and will be bold over thy servants.
If thou be brought low he will be against
thee, and hide himself from thy face.'*

What can be more strong and pointed than
the following verse? '

Separate thyseli
from thine enemies, and take heed of thy
friends.' In the next words he particular
izes one of those fruits of friendship which
is described at length by the two famous
authors above-mentioned, and falls into a

general eulogium of friendship, which is

very just as well as very sublime. 'A faith
ful friend is a strong defence; and he that
hath found such a one hath found a trea
sure. Nothing doth countervail a faithful

friend, and his excellency is invaluable. A
faithful friend is the medicine of life; and

they that fear the Lord shall find him.
Whoso feareth the Lord shall direct his

friendship aright; for as he is, so shall his

neighbour (that is, his friend) be also.'f I

do not remember to have met with any
saying that has pleased me more than that
of a friend's being the medicine of life, to

express the efficacy of friendship in heal

ing the pains and anguish which naturally
cleave to our existence in this world; and
am wonderfully pleased with the turn in

the last sentence, that a virtuous man shall

as a blessing meet with a friend who is as

virtuous as himself. There is another saying
in the same author, which would have been

very much admired in a heathen writer:
* Forsake not an old friend, /or the new is

not comparable to him : a new friend is as

new wine; when it is old thou shalt drink
it with pleasure. ': With what strength of

allusion, and force of thought has he de
scribed the breaches and violations of

friendship?
' Whoso casteth a stone at

the birds
fray

eth them away; and he that

upbraideth his friend, breaketh friendship.

Though thou drawest a sword at a friend,

yet despair not, for there may be a return

ing to favour. If thou hast opened thy
mouth against thy friend, fear not, for there

may be a reconciliation ; except for up
braiding, or pride, or disclosing of secrets,
or a treacherous wound ; for, for these

things every friend will depart.
' We may

observe in this and several other precepts
in this author, those little familiar instances
and illustrations which are so much ad
mired in the moral writings of Horace and

Epictetus. There are very beautiful in

stances of this nature in the following pas
sages, which are likewise written upon the
same subject:

' Whoso discovereth secrets

- Ecclus. vi.7, et seqq. f Ibid. vi. 15 18. f Ibid,

tl 10. Ibid. xxii. 20, 21, 22.
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loseth his credit, and shall never find a
friend to his mind. Love thy friend, and
be faithful unto him; but if thou bewrayeth
his secrets, follow no more after him; for as

a man hath destroyed his enemy, so hast

thou lost the love of thy friend; as one that

letteth a bird go out of his hand, so hast
thou let thy friend go, and shall not get him
again: follow after him no more, for he is

too far off; he is as a roe escaped out of the
snare. As for a wound it may be bound up,
and after reviling there may be a recon

ciliation; but he that bewrayeth secrets, is

without hope, 'il

Among the several qualifications of a

good friend, this wise man has very justly

singled out constancy and faithfulness as

the principal: to these, others have added

virtue, knowledge, discretion, equality in

age and fortune, and as Cicero calls it, Mo-
rum comitas, 'a pleasantness of temper.'
If I were to give my opinion upon such an
exhausted subject, I should join to these

other qualifications, a certain equability or

evenness of behaviour. A man often con
tracts a friendship with one whom perhaps
he does not find out till after a year's con

versation; when on a sudden some latent

ill-humour breaks out upon him, which he
never discovered or suspected at his first

entering into an intimacy with him. There
are several persons who in some certain

periods of their lives are inexpressibly

agreeable, and in others as odious and de
testable. Martial has given us a very-

pretty picture of one of this species in the

following epigram :

Difficilis, facilis, jucundus, acerbus es idem,
Nee tecum possum vivere, nee sine te. Epig. xii. 47.

In all thy humours, whether grave or mellow,
Thou'rt such a touchy, testy, pleasant fellow ;

Hast so much wit, and mirth, and spleen about thee,
There is no living with thee, nor without thee.

It is very unlucky for a man to be entan

gled in a friendship with one, who, by these

changes and vicissitudes of humour, is some
times amiable, and sometimes odious; and
as most men are at sometimes in an admi
rable frame and disposition of mind, it should

one of the greatest tasks of wisdom to

Seep ourselves well when we are so, and
never to go out of that which is the agree
able part of our character. C.

No. 69.] Saturday, May 19, 1711.

Hie segetes, illic yeniunt felicius uvie
;

Arborei foetus alibi, atque injussa virescunt

Gramina. Nonne vides, croceos ut Tmolus odores,

India mittit ebur, mollos sua thura Sabaci 1

At Chalybes nudi ferrum, virosaque Pontus
Castorea, Eliadum palmas Epirus equarum 1

Continue has leges, aeternaque fcetlera certis

Imposuit natura locis Virg- Oeorg. i. 54.

This ground with Bacchus, that with Ceres suits
;

The other loads the trees with happy fruits ;

A fourth with grass, unbidden, decks the ground ;

Thus Tmolus is with yellow saffron crown'd :

India black ebon and white iv'ry bears
;

And soft Idume weeps her od'rous tears :

U Ecclus. xxvii. 10. et seqq.
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Thus Ponttis sends her beaver stones from far ;

And naked Spaniards temper steel for war.
Epirus for th' Elean chariot breeds

(In hopes of palms) a race of running steeds.

This is th' original contract ; these the laws
Irnpos'd by nature, and by nature's cause. Drydcn.

THERE is no place in the town which I

so much love to frequent as the Royal Ex
change. It gives me a secret satisfaction,
and in some measure gratifies my vanity, as
I am an Englishman, to see so rich an as

sembly of countrymen and foreigners, con-:

suiting together upon the private business
of mankind, and making this metropolis a
kind of emporium for the whole earth. I

must confess I look upon high Change to be
a great council, in which all considerable
nations have their representatives. Factors
in the trading world are what ambassadors
are in the politic world; they negotiate af

fairs, conclude treaties, and maintain a good
correspondence between those wealthy so

cieties of men that are divided from one
another by seas and oceans, or live on the
different extremities of a continent. I have
often been pleased to hear disputes adjusted
between an inhabitant of Japan and an al

derman of London, or to see a subject of the
Great Mogul entering into a league with
one of the Czar of Muscovy. I am infinitely

delighted in mixing with these several mi
nisters of commerce, as they are distin

guished by their different walks and differ

ent languages. Sometimes I am
jostled

among a body of Armenians; sometimes I

am lost in a crowd of Jews; and sometimes
make one in a group of Dutchmen. I am
a Dane, Swede, or Frenchman, at different

times; or rather fancy myself like the old

philosopher, who upon being asked what

countryman he was, replied, that he was a

citizen of the world.

Though I very frequently visit this busy
multitude of people, I am known to nobody
there but my friend Sir Andrew, who often

smiles upon me as he sees me bustling in

the crowd, but at the same time connives

at my presence without taking further no

tice of me. There is indeed a merchant of

Egypt, who just knows me by sight, having

formerly remitted me some money to Grand
Cairo: but as I am not versed in the modern

Coptic, our conferences go no further than

a bow and a grimace.
This grand scene of business gives me an

infinite variety of solid and substantial en

tertainments. As I am a great lover of

mankind, my heart naturally overflows with

pleasure at the sight of a prosperous and

happy multitude, insomuch that at many
public solemnities I cannot forbear express

ing my joy with tears that have stolen down

my cheeks. For this reason I am wonder
fully delighted to see such a body of men
thriving in their own private fortunes, and

at the same time promoting the public

stock; or, in other words, raising estates

for their own families, by bringing into

their country whatever is wanting, and

tarrying out of it whatever is superfluous.

Nature seems to have taken a particular
care to disseminate her blessings among the
different regions of the world, with an eye
to this mutual intercourse and traffic among
mankind, that the natives of the several

parts of the globe might have a kind of de

pendence upon one another, and be united

together by their common interest. Almost

every degree produces something peculiar
to it. The food often grows in one country,
and the sauce in another. The fruits of

Portugal are corrected by the products of

Barbadoes, and the infusion of a China

plant is sweetened with the pith
of an In

dian cane. The Philippine islands give a
flavour to the European bowls. The single
dress of a woman of quality is often the pro
ducts of a hundred climates. The muffand
the fan come together from the different

ends of the earth. The scarf is sent from
the torrid zone, and the tippet from beneath
the pole. The brocade petticoat rises out
of the mines of Peru, and the diamond neck
lace out of the bowels of Indostan.

If we consider our own country in its na
tural prospect, without any of the benefits

and advantages of commerce, what a bar
ren uncomfortable spot of earth falls to our
share! Natural historians tell us, that no
fruit grows originally among us, besides

hips and haws, acorns and pig-nuts, with
other delicacies of the like nature; that our
climate of itself, and without the assistance

of art, can make no farther advances to

wards a plum, than to a sloe, and carries

an apple to no greater perfection than a

crab; that our melons, our peaches, our

figs, our apricots, and cherries, are stran

gers among us, imported in different ages,
and naturalized in our English gardens; and
thatthey wo*ld all degenerate and fall away
into the trash of our own country, if they
were wholly neglected by the planter, and
left to the mercy of our sun and soil. Nor
has traffic more enriched our vegetable
world, than it has improved the whole face
of nature among us. Our ships are laden
with the harvest of every climate. Out
tables are stored with spices, and oils, and
wines. Our rooms are filled with pyramids
of China, and adorned with the workman
ship of Japan. Our morning's draught
comes to us from the remotest corners of
the earth. We repair our bodies by the

drugs of America, and repose ourselves un
der Indian canopies. My friend Sir An
drew, calls the vineyards of France our

gardens; the spice-islands, our hot-beds;
the Persians, our silk-weavers, and the
Chinese, our potters. Nature indeed fur
nishes us with the bare necessaries of life,

but traffic gives us a great variety of what
is useful, and at the same time supplies us
with every thing that is convenient and or
namental. Nor is it the least part of this

our happiness, that whilst we enjoy the re
motest products of the north and south, we
are free from those extremities of weather
which give them birth; that our eyes are
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refreshed with the green fields of Britain,
at the same time that our palates are feasted
with fruits that rise between the tropics.
For these i-easons there are not more use

ful members in a commonwealth than mer
chants. They knit mankind together in a
mutual intercourse of good offices, distri

bute the gifts of nature, find work for the

poor, add wealth to the rich, and magni
ficence to the great Our English mer
chant converts the tin of his own country
into gold, and exchanges its wool for rubies.

The Mahometans are clothed in our Bri
tish manufacture, and the inhabitants of the
frozen zone warmed with the fleeces of our

sheep.
When I have been upon the Change, I

have often fancied one of our old kings
standing in person, where is represented in

effigy, and looking down upon the wealthy
concourse of people with which that place
is every day filled. In this case, how would
he be surprised to hear all the languages of

Europe spoken in this little spot ofhis former
dominions, and to see so many private men,
who in his time would have been the vas
sals of some powerful baron, negotiating
like princes for greater sums of money than
were formerly to be met with in the royal
treasury! Trade, without enlarging the
British territories, has given us a kind of

additional empire. It has multiplied the
number of the rich, made our landed estates

infinitely more valuable than they were for

merly, and added to them an accession of

other estates as valuable as the lands them
selves. C.

No. 70.] Monday, May 21, 1711.

Interdum vulgus rectum videt
HOT. Lib. ii. Ep. i. 63.

Sometimes the vulgar see and judge aright.

WHEN I travelled, I took a particular
delight in hearing the songs and fables that
are come from father to son, and are most
in vogue among the common people of the
countries through which I passed; for it is

impossible that any thing should be univer

sally tasted and approved by a multitude,
though they are only the rabble of a nation,
which hath not in it some peculiar aptness
to please and gratify the mind of man.
Human nature is the same in all reasona
ble creatures; and whatever falls in with
it, will meet with admirers amongst rea
ders of all qualities and conditions. Mo-
liere, as we are told by Monsieur Boileau,
used to read all his comedies to an old wo
man who was his house-keeper, as she sat
with him at her work by the chimney-cor
ner; and could foretel the success of his

play in the theatre, from the reception it

met with at his fire-side : for he tells us the
audience always followed the old woman,
and never failed to laugh in the same place.

I know nothing which more shows the
essential and inherent perfection of sim

plicity of thought, above that which I call

the Gothic manner of writing, than this

that the first pleases all kinds of palates,
and the latter only such as have formed to

themselves a wrong artificial taste upon lit

tle fanciful authors and writers of epigrams.
Homer, Virgil, or Milton, so far as the lan

guage of their poems is understood, will

please a reader of plain common sense, who
would neither relish nor comprehend an

epigram of Martial, or a poem of Cowley;
so, on the contrary, an ordinary song or

ballad, that is the delight of the common
people, cannot fail to please all such rea
ders as are not unqualified for the entertain
ment by their affectation or ignorance; and
the reason is plain, because the same paint
ings of nature, which recommend it to the
most ordinary reader, will appear beauti
ful to the most refined.

The old song of Chevy-Chase is the fa

vourite ballad,of the common people of

England, and Ben Jonson used to say, he
had rather have been the author of it than
of all his works. Sir Philip Sidney, in his

discourse of poetry, speaks of it in the fol

lowing words: ' I never heard the old song
of Percy and Douglas, that I found not my
heart more moved than with a trumpet;
and yet it is sung by some blind crowder
with no rougher voice than rude

style,
which being so evil apparelled in the dust
and cobweb of that uncivil age, what would
it work trimmed in the gorgeous eloquence
of Pindar?' For my own part, I am so pro
fessed an admirer of this antiquated song,
that I shall give my reader a critique

upon it, without any further apology for s

doing.
*

The greatest modern critics have laid it

down as a rule, that an heroic poem should
be founded upon some important precept
of morality, adapted to the constitution of

the country in which the poet writes.

Homer and Virgil have formed their plans
in this view. As Greece was a collection

of many governments, who suffered very
much among themselves, and gave the
Persian emperor, who was their common
enemy, many advantages over them by
their mutual jealousies and animosities,

Homer, in order to establish among them
a union which was so necessary for their

safety, grounds his poem upon the discords
of the several Grecian princes who were
engaged in a confederacy against an Asiatic

prince, and the several advantages which
the enemy gained by such discords. At the
time the poem we are now treating of was
written, the dissensions of the barons,
who were then so many petty princes, ran

very high, whether they quarrelled among
themselves, or with their neighbours, and

* Mr. Addison was not aware that the old song so

much admired by Sir Philip Sidney and Ben Jonson,
was not the same as that which he here so elegantly
criticises, and which, in Dr. Percy's opinion, cannot be

older than the time of Elizabeth ;
and was probably

written after the eulogium of Sir Philip Sidney, or in

consequence of it.
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produced unspeakable calamities to the

country. The poet, to deter men from such

unnatural contentions, describes a bloody
battle and dreadful scene of death, occa

sioned by the mutual feuds which reigned
in the families of an English and Scotch

nobleman. That he designed this for the

instruction of his poem, we may learn

from his four last lines, in which, after the

example of the modern tragedians, he

draws from it a precept for the benefit of

his readers:
' God save the king, and bless the land

In plenty, joy, and peace ;

And grant henceforth that foul debate

'Twixt noblemen may cease.'

The next point observed by the greatest
heroic poets, hath been to celebrate per
sons and actions which do honour to their

country: thus Virgil's hero was the founder

of Rome, Homer's a prince of Greece; and

for this reason Valerius Flaccus and Sta-

tius, who were both Romans, might be

justly derided for having chosen the expe
dition of the Golden Fleece, and the wars

of Thebes, for the subjects of their epic

writings.
The poet before us has not only found

out an hero in his own country, but raises

the reputation of it by several beautiful in

cidents. The English are the first who
take the field, and the last who quit it.

The English bring only fifteen hundred to

the battle, the Scotch two thousand. The
English keep the field with fifty-three; the

Scotch retire with fifty-five: all the rest on

each side being slain in battle. But the

most remarkable circumstance of this kinc

is the different manner in which the Scotch

and English kings receive the news of this

fight, and of the great men's deaths who
commanded in it:

' This news was brought to Edinburgh,
Where Scotland's king did reign,

That brave Earl Douglas suddenly,
Was with an arrow slain.

1 heavy news, king James did say,
Scotland can witness be,

I have not any captain more
Of such account as he.

1 Like tidings to King Henry cams
Within as short a space,

That Percy of Northumberland
Was slain at Chevy-Chase.

Now God be with him, said our king,
Sith 'twill no better be,

I trust I have within my realm
Five hundred good as he.

' Yet shall not Scot nor Scotland say,
But I will vengeance take,

And be revenged on them all

For brave Lord Percy's sake.

4 This vow full well the king perform'd
After on Humble-down,

In one day fifty knights were slain,

With lords of great renown.

' And of the rest ofsmall account

Did many thousands die,' &c.

At the same time that our poet shows

laudable partiality to his countrymen, h

represents the Scots after a manner not un

becoming: so bold and brave a people.

1 Earl Douglas on a milk-white iteed,

Most liko a baron bold.

Rode foremost of the company,
Whose armour shone like gold.'

His sentiments and actions are every way -

uitable to an hero. One of us two, says

e, must die. I am an earl as well as

ourself, so that you can have no pretence
or refusing the combat: however, says he,

t is pity, and indeed would be a sin, that

o many innocent men should perish for our

akes; rather let you and I end our quarrel
n single fight:

1 Ere thus I will out-braved be,

One of us two shall die ;

I know thee well, an earl thou art,

Lord Percy, so am I.

But trust me, Percy, pity it were,
And great offence, to kill

Any of these our harmless men,
For they have done no ill.

Let thou and I the battle try,

And set our men aside ;

Accursed be he, Lord Percy said,

By whom it is deny'd.'

When these brave men had distinguish

ed themselves in the battle, and in single

combat with each other, in the midst of a

,-enerous parley, full of heroic sentiments,

he Scotch earl falls; and with his dying
words encourages his men to revenge his

death, representing to them, as the most

jitter circumstance of it, that his rival saw
iim fall:

1 With that there came an arrow keen
Out of an English bow,

Which struck Earl Douglas to the heart

A deep and deadly blow.

' Who never spoke more words thaii these,

Fight on my merry-men all,

For why, my life is at an end,
Lord Percy sees my fall.'

Merry-men in the language of those times,

is no more than a cheerful word for com

panions and fellow-soldiers. A passage in

the eleventh book of Virgil's j?Eneid is very
much to be admired, where Camilla, in

her last agonies, instead of weeping over

the wound she had received, as me might
have expected from a warrior of her sex,

considers only (like the hero of whom we
are now speaking) how the battle should

be continued after her death:

Turn sic expirans Accam ex squalibus imam
Alloquitur; fida ante alias qua; sola Cammillz.

(luicum partiri curas; atque hxc ita fatur:

Hactenus, Acca soror, potui : nunc vulnus acerbum

Conficit, et tenebris nigrescunt omnia circum :

Effuge, et hnec Turno mandata novissima perfer;

Buccedat pugns ; Trojanosque arceat urbe :

Jamque vale.. -Zn. xi. 820.

A gathering mist o'erclouds her cheerful eyes ;

And from her cheeks the rosy colour flies,

Then turns to her, whom. of her female train,

She trusted most, and thiis she speaks with pain :

Acca, 'tis past! he swims before my sight,

Inexorable death; and claims his right.

Bear my last words to Turnu? ; fly with speed,

And bid him timely to my charge nceeed,

Repel the Trojans, and the town relieve

Farewell. Dryden.

Turnus did not die in so heroic a man
ner ; though our poet seems to have had

his eye upon Turnus's speech in the last

verse:
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' Lord Percy sees my fall.'

Vicisti, et victum tendere palmas
Ausonii videre JEn. xii. 936.

The Latian chiefs have seen me beg my life.

Dryden.

Earl Percy's lamentation over his enemy
is generous, beautiful, and passionate: 1

must only caution the reader not to let the

simplicity of the style, which one may well

pardon in so old a poet, prejudice him

against the greatness of the thought:
' Then leaving life, Earl Percy took
The dead man by the hand,

And said, Earl Douglas, for thy life

Would I have lost my land.

' O Christ, my very heart doth bleed

With sorrow for thy sake :

For sure a more renowned knight
Mischance did never take.'

The beautiful line,
'

Taking the dead man
bvthe hand,' will put the reader in mind
of jEneas's behaviour toward Lausus, whom
he himself had slain as he came to the res

cue of his aged father:

At vero ut vultum vidit morientis, et ora,
Ora modis Anehisiades pallentia miris ;

Ingemuit, miserans graviter, dextramque tetendit.

JEn. x. 822.

The pious prince beheld young Lausus dead ;

He griev'd, he wept, then grasp'd his hand, and said,

&c. Dryden.

I shall take another opportunity to con

sider the other parts of this old song. C.

No. 71.] Tuesday, May 22, 1711.

Scribere jussit amor. Ovid. Ep. iv. 10.

Love bade me write.

THE entire conquest of our passions is

so difficult a work, that they who despair
of it should think of a less difficult task,
and only attempt to regulate them. But
there is a third thing which may contribute

not only to the ease, but also to the plea
sure of our life; and that is refining our pas
sions to a greater elegance than we receive

them from nature. When the passion is

love, this work is performed in innocent,

though rude and uncultivated minds, by
the mere force and dignity of the object.
There are forms which naturally create

respect in the beholders, and at once in

flame and chastise the imagination. Such
an impression as this gives an immediate
ambition to deserve, in order to please.
This cause and effect are beautifully de-

cribed by Mr. Dryden in the fable of Cy-
mon and Iphigenia. After he has repre
sented Cymon so stupid, that

' He whistled as he went for want of thought ;'

he makes him fall into the following scene,
and shows its influence upon him so excel

lently, that it appears as natural as won
derful:

'
It happen'd on a summer's holiday,

That to the greenwood-shade he took his way ;

His quarter-staff, which he could ne'er forsake,

Hung half before, and half behind his back.

He trudg'd along, unknowing what he sought,
And whistled as he went for want of thought.

'

By chance conducted, or by thirst constraint,
The deep recesses of the grove he gain'd ;

Where in a plain, defended by the wood,
Crept through the matted grass a chrystal flood,

By which an alabaster fountain stood :

And on the margin of the fount was laid

(Attended bjrjier slaves) a sleeping maid,
Like Dian ami her nymphs, when tir'd with sport,
To rest'by cool Eurotas they resort;
The dame herself the goddess well express'd,
Not more distinguished by her purple vest,

Than by the charming features of her face,
And e'en in slumber a superior grace :

Her comely limbs compos'd with decent care,
Her body shaded with a slight cymar ;

Her bosom to the view was only bare :

The fanning wind upon her bosom blows ;

To meet the fanning wind her bosom rose
;

The fanning wind and purling streams continue her

repose.
'The fool of nature stood with stupid eyes,

And gaping mouth that testify'd surprise ;

Pix'd on her face, nor could remove his sight,
New as he was to love, and novice in delight :

Long mute he stood, and leaning on his staff,

His wonder witness'd with an idiot laugh ;

Then would have spoke, but by his glimm'ring sense

First found his want ofwords, and fear'd offence:

Doubted for what he was he should be known,
By his clown-accent and his country-tone.'

But lest this fine description should be

excepted against, as the creation of that

great master Mr. Dryden, and not an ac

count of what has really ever happened in

the world, I shall give you, verbatim, the

epistle of an enamoured footman in the

country to his mistress. Their surnames
shall not be inserted, because their passions
demand a greater respect than is due to

their quality. James is servant in a great

family, and Elizabeth waits upon the

daughter of one as numerous, some miles

off her lover. James, before he beheld

Betty, was vain of his strength, a rough
wrestler, and quarrelsome cudgel-player;

Betty a public dancer at May-poles, a romp
at stool-ball: he always following idle wo
men, she playing among the peasants : he a

country bully, she a country coquette. But
love has made her constantly in her mis
tress's chamber, where the young lady

gratifies a secret passion of her own, by
making Betty talk of James; and James is

become a constant waiter near his master's

apartment, in reading, as well as he can,
romances. I cannot learn who Molly is,

who it seems walked ten miles to carry the

angry message, which gave occasion to

what follows:

'May 14, 1711.
' MY DEAR BETTY, Remember your

bleeding lover, who lies bleeding at the

wounds Cupid made with the arrows he
borrowed at the eyes of Vemis, which is

your sweet person.
' Nay more, with the token you sent me

for my love and service offered to your
sweet person; which was your base re

spects to my ill conditions; when, alas!

there is no ill conditions in me, but quite

contrary; all love, and purity, especially
to your sweet person; but all this I take as

a jest.
' But the sad and dismal news which
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Molly brought me struck me to the heart,
which was, it seems, and is, your ill con
ditions for my love and respects to you.

4 For she told me, if I came forty times

to you, you would not speak with me,
which words I am sure is a great grief
to me.

' Now, my dear, if I may not be permit
ted to your sweet company, and to have
the happiness of speaking with your sweet

person, I beg the favour of you to accept
of this my secret mind and thoughts, which
hath so long lodged in my breast, the which
ifyou do not accept, I believe will go nigh
to break my heart.

'
For, indeed, my dear, I love you above

all the beauties I ever saw in my life.
* The young gentleman, and my master's

laughter, the Londoner that is come down
.o marry her, sat in the arbour most part
of last night. Oh, dear Betty, must the

nightingales sing to those who marry for

oney, and not to us true lovers! Oh, my
lear Betty, that we could meet this night
irhere we used to do in the wood!

' Now, my dear, if I may not have the

Blessing of kissing your sweet lips, I beg I

may have the happiness of kissing your
fair hand, with a few lines from your dear

self, presented by whom you please or

Jhink fit I believe, if time would permit
me, I could write all day; but the time be

ing short, and paper little, no more from

your never failing lover till death,
'JAMES .'*

Poor James! since his time and paper
were so short, I that have more than I can
use well of both, will put the sentiments of

this kind letter (the style of which seems
to be confused with scraps he had got in

hearing and reading what he did not un

derstand) into what he meant to express.

'DEAR CREATURE, Can you then ne

glect him who has forgot all his recrea
tions and enjoyments to pine away his life

in thinking of you? When I do so, you ap

pear more amiable to me than Venus does
in the most beautiful description that ever
was made of her. All this kindness you
return with an accusation, that I do not
love you: but the contrary is so manifest,

* The writer of this loving epistle was James Hirst,
a servant to the Hon. Edward Wortley, esq. In de

livering a number of letters to his master, he gave him,
by mistake, this which he had just written to his

sweetheart, and in its stead kept one of his master's.

James soon discovered the error he had committed, and
returned to rectify it, but it was too late : the letter to

Betty was the first which met Mr. Wortley's eye, and
he hid indulged his curiosity in reading the pathetic
effusion of his love-lorn footman. James begged to

have it returned :
"
No, James," said his master.

' You
shall be a great man ; and this letter must appear in

the Spectator."
James at length succeeded in convincing Betty

that he had no "
ill conditions," and obtained her

consent to marry him : the marriage, however, was un

fortunately prevented by her sudden death
;
and James,

who seems to have been a good sort of soul, soon
after married her sister. This sister was. most proba
bly, the Molly who trudged so many miles to carry the

angry message.

that I cannot think you are in earnest.

But the certainty given me in your mes
sage by Molly, that you do not love me. is

what robs me of all comfort. She says you
will not see me : if you can have so much
cruelty, at least wnte to me, that I may
kiss the impression made by your fair

hand. I love you above all things, and, in

my condition, what you look upon with in

difference is to me the most exquisite plea
sure or pain. Our young lady and a fine

gentleman from London, who are to marry
For mercenary ends, walk about our gar
dens, and hear the voice of evening night

ingales, as if for fashion sake they courted

those solitudes, because they have heard
lovers do so. Oh, Betty ! could I hear those

rivulets murmur, and birds sing, while you
stood near me, how little sensible should I

be that we are both servants, that there is

any thing on earth above us! Oh! I could

write to you as long as I love you, till

death itself. JAMES.'

N. B. By the words ill conditions, James
means, in a woman coquetry, in a man in

constancy. R.

No. 72.] Wednesday, May 22, 1711.

Genus immortale manet, multosquc per aanos
Stat fortuna domus, et avi numerantur avorum.

Virg. Otorg. iv. 208.

Th' immortal line in sure succession reigns,
The fortune of the family remains,
And grandsires' grandsons the long list contains.

Dryden.

HAVING already given my reader an ac
count of several extraordinary clubs both
ancient and modern, I did not design to

have troubled him with any more narra
tives of this nature; but I have lately re

ceived information of a club which I can
call neither ancient nor modern, that I

dare say will be no less surprising to mv
reader than it was to myself; for which
reason I shall communicate it to the pub
lic as one of the greatest curiosities of its

kind.
A friend of mine complaining of a trades

man who is related to him, after having re

presented him as a very idle, worthless

fellow, who neglected his family, and spent
most of his time over a bottle, told me, to

conclude his character, that he was a
member of the Everlasting Club. So very
odd a title raised my curiosity to inquire
into the nature of a club that had such a

sounding name; upon which my friend

gave me the the following account.

The Everlasting Club consists of a hun
dred members, who divide the whole

twenty-four hours among them in such a

manner, that the club sits day and night
from one end of the year to another; no

party presuming to rise till they are re

lieved by those who are in course to suc

ceed them. By this means a member of

the Everlasting Club never wants compa
ny; for though he is not upon duty himself,
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he is sure to find some who are; so that if

he be disposed to take a whet, a nooning,
an evening's draught, or a bottle after

midnight, he goes to the club, and finds a
knot of friends to his mind.

It is a maxim in this club, that the stew
ard never dies; for as they succeed one an
other by way of rotation, no man is to quit
the great elbow-chair which stands at the

upper-end of the table, till his successor is

in readiness to fill it: insomuch that there
has not been a sede vacante in the memory
of man.
This club was instituted towards the end

(or as some of them say, about the middle)
of the civil wars, and continued without

interruption till the time of the great fire,*

which burnt them out, and dispersed them
for several weeks. The steward at that

time maintained his post till he had like to

have been blown up with a neighbouring
house, (which was demolished in order to

stop the fire;) and would not leave the
chair at last, till he had emptied all the
bottles upon the table, and received re

peated directions from the Club to with
draw himself. This steward is frequently
talked of in the club, and looked upon by
every member of it as a greater man than
the famous captain mentioned in my lord

Clarendon, who was burnt in his ship be
cause he would not quit it without orders.

It is said, that towards the close of 1700,

being the great year of jubilee, the club

had it under consideration whether they
should break up or continue their session;

but after many speeches and debates, it

was at length agreed to sit out the other

century. This resolution was passed in a

general c\vib,nemine contradicente.

Having given this short account of the

institution and continuation of the Ever

lasting Club, I should here endeavour to

say something of the manners and charac
ters of its several members, which I shall

do according to the best lights I have re

ceived in this matter.

It appears by their books in general,
thai since their first institution, they have
smoked fifty tons of tobacco, drank thirty
thousand butts of ale, one thousand hogs
heads of red port, two hundred barrels of

brandy, and a kilderkin of small beer.

There has been likewise a great consump
tion of cards. It is also said, that they ob

serve the law in Ben Jonson's club,f which
orders the fire to be always kept in {focus
fierennis esto} as well for the convenience

of lighting their pipes, as to cure the damp
ness of the club-room. They have an old

woman in the nature of a vestal, whose
business it is to cherish and perpetuate the

fire, which burns from generation to gene
ration, and has seen the glass-house fires in

and out above an hundred times.

The Everlasting Club treats all other

* Anno 1666.

t Bee the Leges Convivales of this club, in Lang-
atine's Lives of English Poeta, &c. Art. Ben Jonson.

clubs with an eye of contempt, and talks

even of the Kit-Cat and October as of a

couple of upstarts. Their ordinary dis

course, (as much as I have been able to

learn of it) turns altogether upon such ad
ventures as have passed in their own as

sembly; of members who have taken the

glass in their turns for a week together,
without stirring out of the club; of others

who have smoked an hundred pipes at a

sitting; of others, who have not missed
their morning's draught for twenty years
together. Sometimes they speak in rap
tures of a run of ale in king Charles's reign;
and sometimes reflect with astonishment

upon games at whist, which have been mi

raculously recovered by members of the

society, when in all human probability the

case was desperate.

They delight in several old catches,
Which they sing at all hours, to encourage
one another to moisten their clay, and

grow immortal by drinking; with many-
other edifying exhortations of the like na
ture.

There are four general clubs held in a

year, at which times they fill up vacan

cies, appoint waiters, confirm the old fire-

maker, or elect a new one, settle contribu

tions for coals, pipes, tobacco, and other

necessaries.

The senior member has outlived the

whole club twice over, and has been drunk
with the grandfathers of some of the pre
sent sitting members. C.

No. 73.] Thursday, May 24, 1711.

-O Dea certe ! Virg. JEn. i. 328.

O goddess ! for no less you seem.

IT is very strange to consider, that a

creature like man, who is sensible of so

many weaknesses and imperfections, should

be actuated by a love of fame: that vice

and ignorance, imperfection and misery,
should contend for praise, and endeavour
as much as possible to make themselves

objects of admiration.

But notwithstanding man's essential per
fection is but very little, his comparative

perfection may be very considerable. If he
looks upon himself in an abstracted light,

he has not much to boast of; but if he con

siders himself with regard to others, he

may find occasion of glorying, if not in his

own virtues, at least in the absence of an

other's imperfections. This gives a dif

ferent turn to the reflections of the wise

man and the fool. The first endeavours to

shine in himself, and the last to outshine

others. The first is humbled by the sense

of his own infirmities, the last is lifted up
by the discovery of those which he observes

in other men. The wise man considers

what he wants, and the fool what he

abounds in. The wise man is happy when
he gains his own approbation, and the fool

when he recommends himself to the ap

plause of those about him.
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But however unreasonable and absurd
this passion for admiration may appear in

such a creature as man, it is not wholly to
be discouraged; since it often produces very
good effects, not only as it restrains him
from doing any thing which is mean and
contemptible, but as it pushes him to ac
tions which are great and glorious. The
principle may be defective or faulty, but
the consequences it produces are so good,
that for the benefit of mankind, it ought not
to be extinguished.

It is observed by Cicero, that men of the

greatest and the most shining parts are the
most actuated by ambition; and if we look
into the two sexes, I believe we shall find
this principle of action stronger in women
than in men.
The passion for praise, which is so very

vehement in the fair sex, produces excel
lent effects in women of sense, who desire
to be admired for that only which deserves

admiration; and I think we may observe,
without a compliment to them, that many
of them do not only live in a more uniform
course of virtue, but with an infinitely

greater regard to their honour, than what
.ye find in the generality of our own sex.
How many instances have we of chastity,
fidelity, devotion ! How many ladies distin

guish themselves by the education of their

children, care of their families, and love of
their husbands, which are the great quali
ties and achievements of womankind! as
the making of war, the carrying on of traffic,
the administration of justice, are those by
which men grow famous, and get them
selves a name.
But as this passion for admiration, when

it works according to reason, improves the
beautiful part of our species in every thing
that is laudable; so nothing is more destruc
tive to them when it is governed by vanity
and folly. What I have therefore here to

say, only regards the vain part of the sex,
whom for certain reasons, which the reader
will hereafter see at laVge, I shall distin

guish by the name of idols. An idol is

wholly taken up in the adorning of her per
son. You see in every posture of her body,
air of her face, and motion of her head,
that it is her business and employment to

gain adorers. For this reason your idols

appear in all public places and assemblies,
in order to seduce men to their worship.
The playhouse is very frequently filled

with idols; several of them are carried in

procession every evening about the ring,
and several of them set up their worship
even in churches. They are to be accosted
in the language proper to the deity. Life
and death are in their power: joys of hea
ven and pains of hell, are at their disposal;

paradise is in their arms, and eternity in

every moment that you are present with
them. Raptures, transports, and ecstacies
are the rewards which they confer; sighs
and tears, prayers and broken hearts, are
the offerings which are paid to them. Their

smiles make men happy; their frowns drive
them to despair. I snail

only add under
this head, that Ovid's book ct the Art of

Love is a kind of heathen ritual, which
contains all the forms of worship which are
made use of to an idol.

It would be as difficult a task to reckon

up these different kinds of idols, as Milton's

was to number those that were known in

Canaan, and the lands adjoining. Most of

them are worshipped like Moloch in fires

and flames. Some of them, like Baal, love
to see their votaries cut and slashed, and

shedding their blood for them. Some of

them, like the idol in the Apocrypha, must
have treats and collations prepared for

them every night. It has indeed been

known, that some of them have been used

by their incensed worshippers like the Chi
nese idols, who are whipped and scourged
when they refuse to comply with the pray
ers that are offered to them.

I must here observe that those idolaters

who devote themselves to the idols I am
here speaking of, differ very

much from all

other kinds of idolaters. For as others fall

out because they worship different idols,

these idolaters quarrel because they wor

ship the same.
The intention therefore of the idol is quite

contrary to the wishes of the idolater: as
the one desires to confine the idol to him
self, the whole business and ambition of the
other is to multiply adorers. This humour
of an idol is prettily described in a tale of

Chaucer. He represents one of them sitting
at a table with three of her votaries about

her, who are all of them courting her fa

vour, and paying their adorations. She
smiled upon one, drank to another, and trod

upon the other's foot which was under the
table. Now which of these three, says the
old bard, do you think was the favourite?

In troth, says he, not one of all the three.

The behaviour of this old idol in Chaucer,
puts me in mind of the beautiful Clarinda,
one of the greatest idols among the moderns.
She is worshipped once a week by candle

light, in the midst of a large congregation,

generally called an assembly. Some of the

gayest youths in the nation endeavour to

plant themselves in her eye, while she sits

in form with multitudes of tapers burning
about her. To encourage the zeal of her

idolaters, she bestows a mark of her favour

upon every one of them, before they go out

of her presence. She asks a question of one,
tells a stoiy to another, glances an ogle

upon a third, takes a pinch of snuff from
the fourth, lets her fan drop by accident to

give the fifth an occasion of taking it up.
In short, every one goes away satisfied with
his success, and encouraged to renew his

devotions on the same canonical hour that

day seven-night.
An idol may be undeified by many acci

dental causes. Marriage in particular is a
kind of counter-apotheosis, or a deification

inverted. When a man becomes familiar
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with his goddess, she quickly sinks into a
woman.
Old age is likewise a great decayer of

your idol. The truth of it is, there is not a
more unhappy being than a superannuated
idol, especially when she has contracted
such airs and behaviour as are only graceful
when her worshippers are about her.

Considering therefore that in these and

many other cases the woman generally out
lives the idol, I must return to the moral of
this paper, and desire my fair readers to

give a proper direction to their passion for

being admired; in order to which, they
must endeavour to make themselves the

objects of a reasonable and lasting admira
tion. This is not to be hoped for from

beauty, or dress, or fashion, but from those
inward ornaments which are not to be de
faced by time or sickness, and which ap
pear most amiable to those who are most
acquainted with them. C.

No. 74.] Friday, May 25, 1711.

Pendent opera interrupta
Virg. JEn. iv. 83.

The works unfinish'd and neglected lie.

IN my last Monday's paper I gave some
general instances of those beautiful strokes
which please the reader in the old song of

Chevy-Chase; I shall here, according to

my promise, be more particular, and show
that the sentiments in that ballad are ex
tremely natural and poetical, and full of the

majestic simplicity which we admire in the

greatest of the ancient poets: for which
reason I shall quote several passages of it,

in which the thought is altogether the same
with what we meet in several passages of
the JEneid; not that I would infer from
thence that the poet (whoever he was)
proposed to himself any imitation of those

passages, but that he was directed to them
in general by the same kind of poetical

genius, and by the same copyings after

nature.
Had this old song been filled with epi-

grammatical turns and points of wit, it

might perhaps have pleased the wrong
taste of some readers; but it would never
have become the delight of the common

People,
nor have warmed the heart of Sir

hilip Sidney like the sound of a trumpet;
it is only nature that can have this effect,
and please those tastes which are the most

unprejudiced, or the most refined. I must
however beg leave to dissent from so great
an authority as that of Sir Philip Sidney, in

the judgment which he has passed as to the
rude style and evil apparel of this anti

quated song; for there are several parts in

it where not only the thought but the lan

guage is majestic, and the numbers sonor

ous; at least the apparel is much more
gorgeous than many of the poets made use
of in Queen Elizabeth's time, as the reader

16

will see in several of the following quota
tions.

What can be greater than either the

thought or the expression in that stanza,
' To drive the deer with hound and horn
Earl Percy took his way ;

The child may rue that is unborn
The hunting of that day!'

This way of considering the misfortunes
which this battle would bring upon pos
terity, not only on those who were born im
mediately after the battle, and lost their
fathers in it, but on those also who perished
in future battles which took their rise from
this quarrel of the two earls, is wonderfully
beautiful, and conformable to the way of

thinking among the ancient poets.

Audiet pugnas vitio parentum
Kara juventus. Hor. Lib. 1. Od. ii. 23.

Posterity, thinn'd by their fathers' crimes,
Shall read, with grief, the story of their times.

What can be more sounding and poetical,
or resemble more the majestic simplicity of

the ancients, than the following stanzas?

' The stout Earl of Northumberland
A vow to God did make,

His pleasure in the Scottish woods
Three summers' days to take.

' With fifteen hundred bowmen bold,
All chosen men of might,

Who knew full well, in time of need
To aim their shafts aright.

' The hounds ran swiftly through the woods
The nimble deer to take,

And with their cries the hills and dales
An echo shrill did make.'

Vocat ingenti clamore Cithaeron,

Taygetique canes, domitrixque Epidaurus equorum:
Et vox assensu nemorum ingeminata remugit.

Georg. in. 43.

Cithaeron loudly calls me to my way;
Thy hounds, Taygetus, open, and pursue the prey:
High Epidaurus urges on my speed,
Fam'd for his hills, and for his horses' breed:
From hills and dales the cheerful cries rebound;
For Echo hunts along and propagates the sound.

Dryden
' Lo yonder doth Earl Douglas come,
His men in armour bright ;

Full twenty hundred Scottish spears,
All marching in our sight.

'All men of pleasant Tividale,
Fast by the river Tweed,' &c.

The country of the Scotch warriors, de
scribed in these two last verses, has a fine

romantic situation, and affords a couple of

smooth words for verse. If the reader com
pares the foregoing six lines of the song
with the following Latin verses, he will see

how much they are written in the spirit of

Virgil :

Adversi campo apparent, hastasque reductis

Protendunt longe dextris; et spicula vibrant:

Quique altum Przneste viri, quique arva Gahinae

Junonis, gelidumque Anionem, et roscida rivis

Hernica saxa colunt: qui rosea rura Velini,
ftui Tt'tricffi horrentes rnpes, montemque Severum,
Casperiamque colunt, Forulosque, et flumen HimellsD.

Q,ui Tiberim Fabarimque bibunt.
JEn. xi. 605 vii. 682, 7152.

Advancing in a line, they couch their spears
Prseneste sends a chosen band,

With thosp who plow Saturnia's Gabine land:

Besides the succours which cold Anien yields;
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The rockg of Hernicus besides a band,
That followed from Velinum's dewy land

And mountaineers that from Severus came:
And from the craggy cliffs of Tetrica;
And those where yellow Tiber takes his way,
And where Himella's wanton waters play:

Casperia sends her arms with those that lie

By Fabaris, and fruitful Foruli. Dryden.

But to proceed:
' Earl Douglas on a milk-white steed,
Most like a baron bold,

Rode foremost of the company,
Whose armour shone like gold.'

Turnus ut antevolans tardum prsecessfTat agmen,&c.
Vidisti, quo Turnus equo, quibus ibat .n armis
Aureus

' Our English archers bent their bows,
Their hearts were good and true;

At the first flight of arrows sent,
Full threescore Scots they slew.

'

They clos'd full fast on ev'ry side,
No slackness there was found;

And many a gallant gentleman
Lay gasping on the ground.

With that there came an arrow keen
Out of an English bow,

Which struck Earl Douglas to the heart,
A deep and deadly blow.'

jEneas was wounded after the same manner

by an unknown hand in the midst of a par
ley.

Has inter voces, media inter talia verba,
Ecce viro stridens alis allapsa sagitta est,

Incertum qua pulsa manu 95n. zii. 318.

Thus while he spake, unmindful of defence,
A winged arrow struck the pious prince;
But whether from a human hand it came,
Or hostile god, is left unknown by fame. Dryden.

But of all the descriptive parts of this song,
there are none more beautiful than the four

following stanzas, which have a great force

and spirit in them, and are filled with very
natural circumstances. The thought in the

third stanza was never touched by any other

poet,
and is such a one as would have shined

in Homer or Virgil:

So thus did both these nobles die,
Whose courage none could stain;

An English archer then perceiv'd
The noble Earl was slain.

' He had a bow bent in his hand,
Made of a trusty tree,

An arrow of a cloth-yard long
Unto the head drew he.

'Against Sir Hugh Montgomery
So right his shaft he set,

The grey-goose wing that was thereon
In his heart-blood was wet.

'This fight did last from break of day
Till setting of the sun;

For when they rung the ev'ning bell

The battle scarce was done.'

One may observe, likewise, that in the ca

talogue of the slain, the author has followed

the example of the great ancient poets, not

only in giving a long list of the dead, but

by diversifying it with little characters of

particular persons.
' And with Earl Douglas there was slain

Sir Hugh Montgomery,
Sir Charles Carrel, that from the field

One foot would never fly :

' Sir Charles Murrel of Ratclifftoo.
His sister's son was he

;

Sir David Lamb, so well esteem'd,
Yet saved could not be.'

The familiar sound in these names destroys
the majesty of the description; for this rea

son I do not mention this part of the poem
but to show the natural cast of thought
which appears in it, as the two last verses

look almost like a translation of Virgil.
Cadit et Ripheus, justissimus iinus

tiui fuit in Teucris, et servantissimus rcqui.
Diis aliter visum ^5. ii. 426.

Then Ripheus fell in the unequal fight,

Just of his word, observant of the right;
Heav'n thought not so. Dryden.

In the catalogue of the English who fell,

Witherington s behaviour is in the same
manner particularized very artfully, as the

reader is prepared for it by that account

which is given of him in the beginning of

the battle; though I am satisfied your little

buffoon readers (who have seen that pas
sage ridiculed in Hudibras) will not be able

to take the beauty of it: for which reason I

dare not so much as quote it.*

' Then slept a gallant 'squire forth,

Witherington was his name,
Who said, I would not have it told

To Henry our king for shame,

'That e'er my captain fought on foot,

And I stood looking on.'

We meet with the same heroic sentiment

in Virgil.
Non pudet, O Rutuli, cunctis pro talibus unam
Objectare animam? numerone, an viribus squi
Non sumus 7 3En. xii. 229.

For shame, Rutilius, can you bear the sight
Of one expos'd for all, in single fight,
Can we before the face of Heav'n confess

Our courage colder, or our numbers less? Dryden.

What can be more natural, or more mov
ing, than the circumstances in which he
describes the behaviour of those women
who had lost their husbands on this fatal

day?
' Next day did many widows come
Their husbands to bewail ;

They wash'd their wounds in brinish tears,
But all would not prevail.

'Their bodies bath'd in purple blood,

They bore with them away ;

They kiss'd them dead a thousand times,
When they were clad in clay.'

Thus we see how the thoughts of this

poem, which naturally arise from the sub

ject, are always simple, and sometimes ex

quisitely noble; that the language is often

very sounding, and that the whole is writ

ten with a true poetical spirit.

If this song had been written in the

Gothic manner, which is the delight of all

our little wits, whether writers or readers,
it would not have hit the taste of so many
ages, and have pleased the readers of all

ranks and conditions. I shall only beg par
don for such a profusion of Latin quota
tions ; which I should not have made use

of, but that I feared my own judgment
would have looked too singular on such a

subject, had not I
supported

it by the prac
tice and authority of Virgil. C.

* There is nothing ludicrous in the verse alluded to,

as it stands in the onginal ballad:

' For Wetharryngton my harte is wo,
That ever he slayne shulde be;

For when both his leeees wear hewyne in to,

Yet he knul'd and fought on bis kne.'
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No. 75.] Saturday, May 26, 1711.

Omnis Aristippum decuit color, et status, et res.

HOT. Lib. 1. Ep. 23. xvii.

Ail fortune fitted Aristippus well. Creech.

IT was with some mortification that I

suffered the raillery of a fine lady of my
acqaintance, for calling, in one of my pa
pers,* Dorimant a clown. She was so un
merciful as to take advantage of my in

vincible taciturnity, and on that occasion

with great freedom to consider the air, the

height, the face, the gesture of him, who
could pretend to judge so arrogantly of gal

lantry. She is full of motion, janty and

lively in her impertinence, and one of those

that commonly pass, among the ignorant,
for persons who have a great deal of hu
mour. She had the play of Sir Fopling in

her hand, and after she had said it was

happy for her there was not so charming a

creature as Dorimant now living, she began
with a theatrical air and tone of voice to

read, by way of triumph over me, some of

his speeches.
' 'Tis she ! that lovely air,

that easy shape, those wanton eyes, and all

those melting charms about her mouth,
which Medley spoke of. I'll follow the

lottery, and put in for a prize with my
friend Bellair.'

' In love the victors from the vanquish'd fly;

They fly that wound, and they pursue that die.'

Then turning over the leaves, she reads

alternately, and speaks,
' And you and Loveit to her cost shall find

I fathom all the depths of woman-kind.'

Oh the fine gentleman ! But here, continues

she, is the passage I admire most, where
he begins to tease Lovei,t, and mimic Sir

Fopling. Oh, the pretty satire, in his re

solving to be a coxcomb to please, since

noise and nonsense have such powerful
charms.

'

I, that I may successful prove,
Transform myself to what you love.'

Then how like a man of the town, so wile

and gay is that!
1 The wise will find a difference in our fate,

You wed a woman, I a good estate.'

It would have been a very wild endeavour

for a man of my temper to offer any oppo
sition to so nimble a speaker as my lair

enemy is; but her discourse gave me very

many reflections, when I had left her com-

pany. Among others, I could not but con

sider with some attention, the false impres
siens the generality (the fair sex more

especially) have 01 what should be in

tended, when they say
' a fine gentleman;

and could not help revolving that subjec
in my thoughts, and settling, as it were, an

idea of that character in my own imagina
tion.

No man ought to have the esteem of th

rest of the world, for any actions which ar

disagreeable to those maxims which pre

* Sped. No. C5.

ail, as the standards of behaviour, in the

ountry wherein he lives. What is oppo-
ite to the eternal rules of reason and good
ense, must be excluded from any place in

tie carriage of a well-bred,man. I did not,

confess, explain myself enough on this

ubject, when I called Dorimant a clown,
nd made it an instance of it, that he called

tie orange-wench, Double Tripe: I should

lave shown, that humanity obliges a gen-
leman to give no part of humankind re-

>roach, for what they, whom they re

proach, may possibly have in common with

he most virtuous and worthy amongst us.

When a gentleman speaks coarsely, he has

dressed himself clean to no purpose. The

clothing of our minds certainly ought to be

regarded before that of our bodies. To be-

ray in a man's talk a corrupt imagination,
s a much greater offence against the con

versation of a gentleman, than any negli

gence of dress imaginable. But this sense

of the matter is so far from being received

among people even of condition, that Voci-
rer passes for a fine gentleman. He is loud,

laughty, gentle, soft, lewd, and obsequious

jy turns, just as a little understanding and

jreat impudence prompt him at the pre
sent moment. He passes among the silly

3art of our women for a man of wit, be

cause he is generally in doubt. He contra

dicts with a shrug, and confutes with a

certain sufficiency,
in professing such and

such a thing is above his capacity. What
makes his character the pleasariter is, that

tie is a professed deluder of women; and

because the empty coxcomb has no regard
to any thing that is of itself sacred and in

violable. I have heard an unmarried lady
of fortune say, It is a pity so fine a gentle

man as Vocifer is so great an atheist. The
crowds of such inconsiderable creatures,

that infest all places of assembling, every
reader will have in his eye from his own

observation; but would it not be worth

considering what sort of figure a man
who formed himself upon those principles

among us, which are agreeable to the dic

tates of honour and religion, would make
in the familiar and ordinary occurrences of

life?

I hardly have observed any one fill his

several duties of life better than Ignotus.

All the under parts of his behaviour, and

such as are exposed to common observa

tion, have their rise in him from great and

noble motives. A firm and unshaken ex

pectation of another life makes him become

this; humanity and good-nature, fortified

by the sense of virtue, has the same effect

upon him as the neglect of all goodness has

upon many others. Being firmly established

in all matters of importance, that certain

inattention which makes men's actions look

easy, appears in him with greater beauty:

by a thorough contempt of little excel

lencies, he is perfectly master of them.

This temper of mind leaves him under no

necessity of studying his air, and he has this
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peculiar distinction, that his negligence is

unaffected.

He that can work himself into a pleasure
in considering this being as an uncertain

one, and think to reap an advantage by its

discontinuance, is in a fair way of doing all

things with a graceful unconcern, and a

fentleman-like
ease. Such a one does not

ehold his life as a short, transient, per
plexing state, made up of trifling pleasures
and great anxieties; but sees it in quite an
other light; his griefs are momentary and
his joys immortal. Reflection upon death
is not a gloomy and sad thought of resign
ing every thing that he delights in, but it

is a short night followed by an endless day.
What I would here contend for is, that the
more virtuous a man is, the nearer he will

naturally be to the character of genteel and
agreeable. A man whose fortune is plenti
ful, shows an ease in his countenance, and
confidence in his behaviour, which he that
is under wants and difficulties cannot as
sume. It is thus with the state of the mind;
he that governs his thoughts with the ever
lasting rules of reason and sense, must have
something so inexpressibly graceful in his
words and actions, that every circumstance
must become him. The change of persons
or things around him does not alter his situa

tion, but he looks disinterested in the oc
currences with which others are distracted,
because the greatest purpose of his life is

to maintain an indifference both to it and
all its enjoyments. In a word, to be a fine

gentleman, is to be a generous and a brave
man. What can make a man so much in

constant good humour, and shine, as we
call it, than to be supported by what can
never fail him, and to believe that what
ever happens to him was ther best thing
that could possibly befal him, or else he on
whom it depends, would not have permitted
it to have befallen him at all. R.

No. 76.] Monday, May 28, 1711.

Ut tu fortunam, sic nos te, Celse, feremus.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. viii. 17.

As you your fortune bear, we will bear you.
Creech.

THERE is nothing so common as to find

a man whom in the general observation of

nis carriage you take to be of a uniform

temper, subject to such unaccountable starts

of humour and passion, that he is as much
unlike himself, and differs as much from
the man you at first thought him, as any
two distinct persons can differ from each
other. This proceeds from the want of

forming some law of life to ourselves, or

fixing some notion of things in general,
which may affect us in such a manner as to

create proper habits both in our minds and
bodies. The negligence of this, leaves us

exposed, not only to an unbecoming levity in

our usual conversation, but also to the same

instability in our friendships, interests, and

alliances. A man who is but a mere Spec
tator of what passes around him, and nt
.engaged in commerces of any consideration,
is but an ill judge of the secret motions of
the heart of man, and by what degrees it is

actuated to make such visible alterations in

the same person: but at the same time,
when a man is no way concerned in the
effect of such inconsistencies in the beha
viour of men of the world, the speculation
must be in the utmost degree both divert

ing and instructive; yet to enjoy such ob
servations in the highest relish, he ought
to be placed in a post of direction, and have
the dealings of their fortunes to them. I

have therefore been wonderfully diverted
with some pieces of secret history, which
an antiquary, my very good friend, lent me
as a curiosity. They are memoirs of the

private life of Pharamond of France. ' Pha
ramond,' says my author,

' was a prince of

infinite humanity and generosity, and at the
same time the most pleasant and facetious

companion of his time. He had a peculiar
taste in him, which would have been un

lucky in any prince but himself; he thought
there could be no exquisite pleasure in con

versation, but among equals ; and would

pleasantly bewail himself that he always
lived in a crowd, but was the only man in

France that could never get into company.
This turn of mind made him delight in

midnight rambles, attended only with one

person of his bed-chamber. He would in

these excursions get acquainted with men
(whose temper he had a mind to try) and
recommend them privately to the parti
cular observation of his first minister. He
generally found himself neglected by his

new acquaintance as soon as they had hopes
of growing great; and used on such occa
sions to remark, that it was a great injus
tice to tax princes of forgetting themselves
in their high fortunes, when there were so
few that could with constancy bear the
favour of their very creatures.

' My author
in these loose hints has one passage, that

gives us a very lively idea of the uncommon
genius of Pharamond. He met with one
man whom he had put to all the usual proofs
he made of those he had a mind to know
thoroughly, and found him for his*purpose.
In discourse with him one day, he gave him
an opportunity of saying how much would

satisfy all his wishes. The prince imme
diately revealed himself, doubled the sum,
and spoke to him in this manner: '

Sir, you
have twice what you desired, by the favour
of Pharamond; but look to it, that you are
satisfied with it, for it is the last you shall

ever receive. I from this moment consider

you as mine; and to make you truly so, I

give you my royal word you shall never be

greater or less than you are at present.
Answer me not (concluded the prince smil

ing,) but enjoy the fortune I have put you
in, which is above my own condition; for

you have hereafter nothing to hope or fear.*

His majesty having thus well chosen and
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bought a friend and companion, he enjoyec
alternately all the pleasures of an agreeable
private man, and a great and powerful mo
narch. He gave himself, with his compa
nion, the name of the merry tyrant; for he
punished his courtiers for their insolence
and folly, not by any act of public disfavour,
but by humorously practising upon their

imaginations. If he observed a man un-
tractable to his inferiors, he would find an

opportunity to take some favourable notice
of him, and render him insupportable. He
knew all his own looks, words, and actions,
had their interpretations; and his frienc

Monsieur Eucrate (for so he was called"

having a great soul without ambition, he
could communicate all his thoughts to him,
and fear no artful use would be made of
that freedom. It was no small delight when
they were in private, to reflect upon all

which had passed in public.
Pharamond would often, to satisfy a vain

fool of power in his country, talk to him in
a full court, and with one whisper make
him despise all his old friends and acquain
tance. He was come to that knowledge of
men by long observation, that he would
profess altering the whole mass of blood in

some tempers, by thrice speaking to them.
As fortune was in his power, he gave him
self constant entertainment in managing the
mere followers of it with the treatment they
deserved. He would, by a skilful cast of
his eye, and half a smile, make two fellows
who hated, embrace, and fall upon each
other's necks with as much eagerness, as
if they followed their real inclinations, and
intended to stifle one another. When he
was in high good humour, he would lay the
scene with Eucrate, and on a public night
exercise the passions of his whole court.

He was pleased to see a haughty beauty
watch the looks of the man she had long
despised, from observation of his being
taken notice of by Pharamond; and the
lover conceive higher hopes, than to follow
the woman he was dying for the day be
fore. In a court, where men speak affec

tion in the strongest terms, and dislike in

the faintest, it was a comical mixture of

incidents to see disguises thrown aside in

one case, and increased on the other, ac

cording as favour or disgrace attended the

respective objects of men's approbation or

disesteem. Pharamond, in his mirth upon
the meanness of mankind, used to say,

* As
he could take away a man's five senses, he
could give him a hundred. The man in

disgrace shall immediately lose all his na
tural endowments, and he that finds favour
have the attributes of an angel.' He would
carry it so far as to say, 'It should not be

only so in the opinion of the lower part of

his court, but the men themselves shall

think thus meanly or greatly of themselves,
as they are out or in the good graces of a
court.

'

A monarch, who had wit and humour
like Pharamond, must have pleasures

which no man else can ever have an op
portunity of enjoying. He gave fortune to

none but those whom he knew could re
ceive it without transport. He made a no
ble and generous use of his observations,
and did not regard his ministers as they
were agreeable to himself, but as they were
useful to his kingdom. By this means, the

king appeared in every officer of state; and
no man had a participation of the power,
who had not a similitude of the virtue of
Pharamond. R.
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Non convivere licet, nee urbe tola

Quisquam est tarn prope tarn proculque nobis.

Mart. Epig. 87. 1. i.

What correspondence can I hold with you,
Who are so near, and yet so distant too ?

MY friend Will Honeycomb is one of
those sort of men who are very often absent
in conversation, and what the French call

a reveur and a distrait. A little before our
club-time last night, we were walking to

gether in Somerset-gardens, where Will
had picked up a small pebble of so odd a
make, that he said he would present it to a
friend of his, an eminent virtuoso. After
we had walked some time, I made a full

stop with my face towards the west, which
Will knowing to be my usual method of

asking what's o'clock, in an afternoon, im

mediately pulled out his watch, and told me
we had seven minutes good. We took a
turn or two more, when to my great sur

prise, I saw him squir away his watch a
considerable way into the Thames, and
with great sedateness in his looks put up
the pebble, he had before found, in his fob.

As I have naturally an aversion to much
peaking, and do not love to be the messen

ger of ill news, especially when it comes
:oo late to be useful, I left him to be con
vinced of his mistake in due time, and con
tinued my walk, reflecting on these little

absences and distractions in mankind, and

resolving to make them the subject of a

\iture speculation.
I was the more confirmed in my design,

when I considered that they were very
often blemishes in the characters of men of
excellent sense; and helped to keep up the

reputation of that Latin proverb, which
Vtr. Dryden has translated in the following
"ines:

' Great wit to madness sure is near ally'd,
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

1*

My reader does, I hope, perceive, that I

distinguish a man who is absent, because he
hinks of something else, from one who is

.bsent, because he thinks of nothing at afl.

The latter is too innocent a creature to be
aken notice of; but the distractions of the

* Nullum magnum ingenium sine mixtura dementis.
Seneca De Tranquil. Jlnim. cap. xv.
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former may, I believe, be generally ac
counted for from one of these reasons.

Either their minds are wholly fixed on
some particular science, which is often the
case of mathematicians and other learned

men; or are wholly taken up with some
violent

passion, such as anger, fear or love
which ties the mind to some distant

object,
or, lastly, these distractions proceed from
a certain vivacity and fickleness in a man's
temper, which while it raises up infinite

numbers of ideas in the mind, is continually
pushing it on, without allowing it to rest on

any particular image. Nothing therefore
is more unnatural than the thoughts and
conceptions of such a man, which are sel

dom occasioned either by the company he
is in, or any of those objects which are

placed before him. While you fancy he is

admiring a beautiful woman, it is an even

wager mat he is solving a proposition in

Euclid; and while you may imagine he is

reading the Paris Gazette, it is far from
being impossible, that he is pulling down
and rebuilding the front of his country-
house.
At the same time that I am endeavouring

to expose this weakness in others, I shall

readily confess that I once laboured under
the same

infirmity myself. The method I
took to conquer it was a firm resolution
to learn something from whatever I was
obliged to see or hear. There is a way of

thinking, if a man can attain to it, by which
he may strike somewhat out of any thing.
I can at present observe those starts of good
sense, and struggles of unimproved reason
in the conversation of a clown, with as much
satisfaction as the most shining periods of
the most finished orator; and can make a
shift to command my attention at a pup
pet-show or an opera, as well as at Hamlet
or Othello. I always make one of the com
pany I am in; for though I say little my
self, my attention to others, and those nods
of approbation which I never bestow un
merited, sufficiently show that I am among
them. Whereas Will Honeycomb, though
a fellow of good sense, is every day doing
and saying a hundred things, which he af
terwards confesses, with a well-bred frank

ness, were somewhat mal a firofios, and
undesigned.

I chanced the other day to go into a cof

fee-house, where Will was standing in the
midst of several auditors, whom he had
gathered round him, and was giving them
an account of the person and character of

Moll Hinton. My appearance before him
just put him in mind of me, without making
him reflect that I was actually present.
So that, keeping his eyes full upon me, to

the great surprise of his audience, he
broke off his first harangue, and proceed
ed thus: 'Why now there's my friend,'

mentioning me by my name, 'he is a fel

low that thinks a great deal, but never

opens his mouth; I warrant you he is now
thrusting his short face into some coffee

house about 'Change. I was his bail in
the time of the Popish plot, when he was
taken up for a Jesuit.

'
If he had looked on

me a little longer, he had certainly de
scribed me so particularly, without ever

considering what led him into it, that the
whole company must necessarily have
found me out; for which reason, remem
bering the old proverb,

' Out of sight out
of mind,'I left the room; and upon meet
ing him an hour afterwards, was asked by
him, with a great deal of good humour, in

what part of the world I lived, that he had
not seen me these three

days.
Monsieur Bruyere has given us the cha

racter of an absent man, with a great deal
of humour, which he has pushed to an

agreeable extravagance: with the heads of

it I shall conclude my present paper.
Menalcas,' says that excellent author,

' comes down in a morning, opens his door
to go out, but shuts it again, because he
perceives that he has his night-capon: and

examining himself further, finds that he is

but half shaved, that he has stuck his

sword on his right side, that his stockings
are about his heels, and that his shirt is

over his breeches. When he is dressed,
he goes to court, comes into the drawing-
room, and walking bolt-upright under a
branch of candlesticks, his wig is caught up
by one of them, and hangs dangling in the
air. All the courtiers fall a-laughing, butMe
nalcas laughs louder than any of them and
looks about for the person that is the jest of

the company. Coming down to the court-

gate he finds a coach, which taking for his

own, he whips into it; and the coachman
drives off", not doubting but he carries his
master. As soon as he stops, Menalcas
throws himself out of the coach, crosses
the court, ascends the stair-case, and runs

through all the chambers with the greatest
familiarity; reposes himself on a couch,
and fancies himself at home. The master
of the house at last comes in; Menalcas
rises to receive him, and desires him to sit

down; he talks, muses, and then talks

again. The gentleman of the house is tired

and amazed; Menalcas is no less so, but is

every moment in hopes that his imperti
nent guest will at last end his tedious visit.

Night comes on, when Menalcas is hardly-
undeceived.

When he is playing at backgammon,
he calls for a full glass of wine and water
it is his turn to throw, he has the box in

one hand, and his glass in the other; and

being extremely dry, and unwilling to lose

time, he swallows down both the dice, and
at the same time throws his wine into the
tables. He writes a letter, and flings the
sand into the ink-bottle; he writes a second
and mistakes the superscription. A noble
man receives one of them, and upon open
ing it reads as follows: ' I would have you,
honest Jack, immediately upon the receipt
of this, take in hay enough to serve me the
winter.' His farmer receives the other.
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and is amazed to see in it,
'My lord, I re

ceived your grace's commands, with an en
tire submission to .

'
If he is at an enter

tainment, you may see the pieces of bread

continually multiplying round his plate. It

is true, the rest of the company want it as

well as their knives and forks, which Me-
nalcas does not let them keep long. Some
times in a morning he puts his whole family
in a hurry, and at last goes out without be

ing able to stay for his coach or dinner,
and for that day you may see him in every
part of the town, except the very place
where he had appointed to be upon a busi
ness of importance. You would often take
him for every thing that he is not; for a
fellow quite stupid, for he hears nothing;
for a fool, for he talks to himself, and has
an hundred grimaces and motions with his

head, which are altogether involuntary;
for a proud man, for he looks full upon
you, and takes no notice of your saluting
him. The truth of it is, his eyes are open,
but he makes no use of them, and neither
sees you, nor any man, nor any thing else.

He came once from his country-house, and
his own footmen undertook to rob him, and
succeeded. They held a flambeau to his

throat, and bid him deliver his purse; he
did so, and coming home told his friends he
had been robbed; they desired to know the

particulars, 'Ask my servants,' says Me-
nalcas,

' for they were with me. ' X.

No. 78.] Wednesday, May 30, 1711.

Cum tails sis, utinam nosier esses!

Could we but call so great a genius oursl

The following letters are so pleasant,
that I doubt not but the reader will be as

much diverted with them as I was. I have
nothing to do in this day's entertainment,
but taking the sentence from the end of

the Cambridge letter, and placing it at the
front of my paper, to show the author I

wish him my companion with as much
earnestness as he invites me to be his.

'
SIR, I send you the enclosed, to be in

serted (if you think them worthy of it) in

your Spectator; in which so surprising a

genius appears, that it is no wonder if all

mankind endeavours to get somewhat into

a paper which will always live.
' As to the Cambridge affair, the hu

mour was really carried on in the way I

describe it. However, you have a full

commission to put out or in, and to do
whatever you think fit with it. I have al

ready had the satisfaction of seeing you
take that liberty with some things I have
before sent you. Go on, sir, and prosper.
You have the best wishes of, sir, your very
affectionate and obliged humble servant.

'

'

Cambridge.
' MR. SPECTATOR, You well know it is

of great consequence to clear titles, and it

is of importance that it be done in the pro

per season; on which account this is to as

sure you that the club of Ugly Faces was
instituted originally at Cambridge, in the

merry reign of King Charles II. As in

great bodies of men it is not difficult to find

members enough for such a club, so (I re

member) it was then feared, upon their

intention of dining together, that the hall

belonging to Clare-hall, the ugliest then in

the town (though now the neatest) would
not be large enough handsomely to hold
the company. Invitations were made to

great numbers, but very few accepted
them without much difficulty. One plead
ed, that being at London, in a bookseller's

shop, a lady going by with a great belly

longed to kiss him. He had certainly been

excused, but that evidence appeared, that

indeed one in London did pretend she long
ed to kiss him, but that it was only a pick

pocket, who during his kissing her stole

away all his money. Another would have

got off by a dimple in his chin; but it was

proved upon him, that he had, by coming
into a room, made a woman miscarry, and

frightened two children into fits. A third

alleged, that he was taken by a lady for

another gentleman, who was one of the

handsomest in the university: but upon
inquiry it was found that the lady had ac

tually lost one eye, and the other was very
much upon the decline. A fourth pro
duced letters out of the country in his vin

dication, in which a gentleman offered him
his daughter, who had lately fallen in love

with him, with a good fortune; but it was
made appear, that the young lady was
amorous, and had like to have run away
with her father's coachman, so that it was

supposed, that her pretence of falling in

love with him, was only in order to be well

married. It was pleasant to hear the se

veral excuses which were made, insomuch
that some made as much interest to be ex

cused, as they would from serving sheriff;

however, at last the society was formed,
and proper officers were appointed; and
the day was fixed for the entertainment,
which was in venison season. A pleasant
fellow of King's-college (commonly called

Crab, from his sour look, and the only man
who did not pretend to get off) was nomi
nated for chaplain; and nothing was want

ing but some one to sit in the elbow-chair,

by way of president, at the upper end of

the table; and there the business stuck, for

there was no contention for superiority
there. This affair made so great a noise,

that the King, who was then at Newmar
ket, heard of it, and was pleased merrily
and graciously to say,

' He could not be
there himself, but he would send them a
brace of bucks.'

' I would desire you, sir, to set this affair

in a true light, that posterity may not be
misled in so important a point; for when
the wise man who shall write your true

history,' shall acquaint the world, that you
had a diploma sent from the Ugly Club at
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Oxford, and that by virtue of it you were
admitted into it, what a learned war wil
there be among future critics about the

original of that club, which both universi
ties will contend so warmly for? And per-
naps some hardy Cantabrigian author may
then boldly affirm, that the word Oxford
was an interpolation of some Oxonian in

stead of Cambridge. This affair will be
best adjusted in your life-time; but I hope
your affection to your mother will not make
you partial to your aunt.

' To tell you, sir, my own opinion: though
I cannot find any ancient records of any
acts of the society of the Ugly Faces, co
sidered in a public capacity; yet, in

private one, they have certainly antiquity
on their side. I am persuaded they will

hardly give place to the Loungers, and the

Loungers are of the same standing with the

university itself.
*
Though we well know, sir, you want no

motives to do justice, yet I am commission
ed to tell you, that you are invited to be ad
mitted ad eundem at Cambridge; and I

believe I may venture safely to deliver this
as the wish of our whole university.

'

To Mr. Spectator.
' The humble Petition ofWHO and

WHICH, showeth,
' That your petitioners being in a forlorn

and destitute condition, know not to whom
we should apply ourselves for relief, be
cause there is hardly any man alive who
hath not injured us. Nay, we speak it with
sorrow, even you yourself, whom we
should suspect of such a practice the last

of all mankind, can hardly acquit yourself
of having given us some cause of com
plaint. We are descended of ancient fa

milies, and kept up our dignity and honour

many years, till the jack-sprat THAT sup
planted us. How often have we found our
selves slighted by the clergy in their pul
pits, and the lawyers at the bar? Nay, how
often have we heard, in one of the most

polite and august assemblies in the uni

verse, to our great mortification, these

words, 'That THAT that noble lord urged;'
which if one of us had had justice done,
would have sounded nobler thus,

' That
WHICH that noble lord urged.' Senators

themselves, the guardians of British liber

ty, have degraded us, and preferred THAT
to us; and yet no decree was ever given
against us. In the very acts of parlia
ment, in which the utmost right should
be done to every body, word, and thing,
we find ourselves often either not used, or
used one instead of another. In the first

and best prayer children are taught, they
learn to misuse us: ' Our Father WHICH art

in heaven,' should be ' Our Father, WHO
art in heaven;' and even a Convocation,
after long debates, refused to consent to an
alteration of it. In our General Confession
we say, 'Spare thou them, O God, WHICH
confess their faults,' which ought to be

'WHO confess their faults.' What hopes
then have we of having justice done us,
when the makers of our very prayers and

laws, and the most learned in all faculties,
seem to be in a confederacy against us,
and our enemies themselves must be our

judges.
'The Spanish proverb says, El sabio

muda consejo, el necio no; 5. e. "A wise
man changes his mind, a fool never will.'

So that we think you, sir, a very proper
person to address to, since we know you to

be capable of being convinced, and chang
ing your judgment. You are well able to

settle this affair, and to you we submit our
cause. We desire you to assign the butts

and bounds of each of us; and that for the
future we may bgth enjoy our own. We
would desire to be heard by our counsel,
but that we fear in their very pleadings

they would betray our cause: besides, we
have been oppressed so many years, that

we can appear no other way but in forma
fiaufieris. All which considered, we hope
you will be pleased to do that which to

right and justice shall appertain. And your
petitioners,' 8cc. K.

No. 79.] Thursday, May 31, 1711.

Oderunt peccare boni virtutis amore.
//or. Lib. 1. Ep. xvi. 52.

The good, for virtue's sake, abhor to sin. Creech.

I HAVE received very many letters of late

from my female correspondents, most of

whom are very angry with me for abridg
ing their pleasures, and looking severely
upon things in themselves indifferent. But
I think they are extremely unjust to me in

this imputation. All I contend for is, that
those excellencies, which are to be regarded
but in the second place, should not precede
more weighty considerations. The heart of

man deceives him in spite of the lectures of

half a life spent in discourses on the subjec
tion of passion; and I do not know why one

may not think the heart of woman as un-

Faithful to itself. If we grant an equality in

the faculties of both sexes, the minds of

women are less cultivated with precepts,
and consequently may, without

disrespect
:o them, be accounted more liable to illu

sion, in cases wherein natural inclination is

out of the interests of virtue. I shall take

up my present time in commenting upon a
jillet or two which came from ladies, and
"rom thence leave the reader to judge whe-
;her I am in the right or not, in thinking it

s possible fine women may be mistaken.
The following address seems to have no
other design in it, but to tell me the writer

will do what she pleases for all me.

MR. SPECTATOR, I am young, and

very much inclined to follow the paths of

nnocence; but at the same time, as 1 have
a plentiful fortune, and am of quality, I am
unwilling to resign the pleasures of distinc

tion, some little satisfaction in being ad-
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mired in general, and much greater in bein
beloved by a gentleman whom I design 1

make my husband. But I have a mind t

put off entering into matrimony till anothe
winter is over my head, which (whatever
musty sir, you may think of the matter)
design to pass away in hearing music, goin
to plays, visiting, and all other satisfaction
which fortune and youth, protected by in

nocence and virtue, can procure for, sir

your most humble servant, M. T.
'My lover does not know I like him

therefore having no engagements upon me
I think to stay and know whether I maj
not like any one else better.

'

I have heard Will Honeycomb say,
' A

woman seldom writes her mind but in he
postscript.

'
I think this gentlewoman ha

sufficiently discovered her s in this. I wil

lay what wager she pleases against her
present favourite, and can tell her that she
will like ten more before she is fixed, anc
then will take the worst man she ever likec
.n her life. There is no end of affection
taken in at the eyes only; and you may as
well satisfy those eyes with seeing, as con-
troul any passion received by them only,
tt is from loving by sight, that coxcombs so

frequently succeed with women, and very
often a young lady is bestowed by her pa
rents to a man who weds her as innocence
itself, though she has, in her own heart,
given her approbation of a different man in

every assembly she was in the whole year
before. What is wanting among women as
well as among men is the love of laudable

things, and not to rest only on the forbear
ance of such as are reproachful.
How far removed from a woman of this

light imagination is Eudosia! Eudosia has
all the arts of life and good-breeding, with
so much ease, that the virtue of her con
duct looks more like instinct than choice.
It is as little difficult to her to think justly
of persons and things, as it is to a woman of
different accomplishments to move ill or
look awkward. That which was, at first,

the effect of instruction, is grown into a
habit; and it would be as hard for Eudosia
to indulge a wrong suggestion of thought, as

it would be for Flavia, the fine dancer, to

come into a room with an unbecoming air.

But the misapprehensions people them
selves have of their own state of mind, is

laid down with much discerning in (he fol

lowing letter, which is but an extract of a
kind epistle from my charming mistress

Hecatissa, who is above the vanity of ex
ternal beauty, and is the better judge of the

perfections of the mind.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I write this to ac

quaint you, that very many ladies, as well
as myself, spend many hours more than we
used at the glass, for want of the female

library, of which you promised us a cata

logue. I hope, sir, in the choice of authors
for us, you will have a particular regard to

books of devotion. What they are, and how
17

many, must be your chief care; for upon the
propriety of such writings depends a great
deal. I have known those among us who
think, if they every morning and evening
spend an hour in their closet, and read over
so many prayers in six or seven books of

devotion, all equally nonsensical, with a
sort of warmth, (that might as well be
raised by a glass of wine, or a dram of cit

ron,) they may all the rest of their time go
on in whatever their particular passion
leads them to. The beauteous Philautia,
who is (in your language) an idol, is one of
these votaries; she has a very pretty fur
nished closet, to which she retires at her
appointed hours. This is her dressing-
room, as well as chapel; she has constantly
before her a large looking-glass; and upon
the table, according to a very witty author,

'

Together lie her prayer-book and paint,
At once t'improve the sinner and the saint.'

; It must be a good scene, if one could be

present at it, to see this idol by turns lift up
tier eyes to heaven, and steal glances at her
own dear person. It cannot but be a pleas-
ng conflict between vanity and humiliation.
When you are upon this subject, choose
looks which elevate the mind above the

world, and give a pleasing indifference to

ittle things in it. For want of such instruc

tions, I am apt to believe so many people
take it in their heads to be sullen, cross,
and angry, under pretence of being ab
stracted from the affairs of this life, when
at the same time they betray their fondness
'or them by doing their duty as a task, and
routing and reading good books for a week
ogether. Much of this I take to proceed
rom the indiscretion of the books them-
>elves, whose very titles of weekly prepara-
ions, and such limited godliness, lead peo
ple of ordinary capacities into great errors,
and raise in them a mechanical religion,

entirely distinct from morality. I know a

ady so given up to this sort of devotion,
hat though she employs six or eight hours
f the twenty-four at cards, she never
misses one constant hour of prayer, for
vhich time another holds her cards, to

vhich she returns with no little anxious-
ess till two or three in the morning. All
icse acts are but empty shows, and, as it

vere, compliments made to virtue; the
mind is all the while untouched with any
rue pleasure in the pursuit of it. From
ence I presume it arises, that so many
eople call themselves virtuous, from no
ther pretence to it but an absence of ill.

^here is Dulcianara, the most insolent of

[1 creatures to her friends and domestics,

pon no other pretence in nature, but that
as her silly phrase is)

" No one can say
lack is her eye.

" She has no secrets, for-

ooth, which should make her afraid to

peak her mind, and therefore she is im-

ertinently blunt to all her acquaintance,
nd unseasonably imperious to all her

amily. Dear sir, be pleased to put such
ooks into our hands as may make our vir-
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tue more inward and convince some of us,

that in a mind truly virtuous, the scorn of

rice is always accompanied with the pity
rf it. This and other things are impatiently
expected from you by our whole sex;

among the rest by, sir, your most humble
servant, B. D. '

R.

No. 80.] Friday, June 1, 1711.

Cslum, non animuro, mutant, qui trans mare currant.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xi. 27.

Those that beyond-sea go, will sadly find,

They change their climate only, not their mind.
Creech.

IN the year 1688, and on the same day of

that year, were born in Cheapside, London,
two females of exquisite feature and shape;
the one we shall call Brunetta, the other
Phillis. A close intimacy between their

parents made each of them the first ac

quaintance the other knew in the world.

They played, dressed babies, acted visit-

ings, learned to dance, and make courtesies

together. They were inseparable compa
nions in all the little entertainments their
tender years Avere capable of: which inno
cent happiness continued until the begin
ning of their fifteenth year, when it hap
pened that Phillis had a head-dress on,
which became her so well, that instead of

being beheld any more with pleasure for
their amity to each other, the eyes of the

neighbourhood were turned to remark them
with comparison of their beauty. They
now no longer enjoyed the ease of mind and

pleasing indolence in which they were for

merly happy, but all their words and ac
tions were misinterpreted by each other,
and every excellence in their speech and
behaviour was looked upon as an act of

emulation to surpass the other. These be

ginnings of disinclination soon improved
into a formality of behaviour, a general
coldness, and by natural steps into an irre

concilable hatred.
These two rivals for the reputation of

beauty, were in their stature, countenance,
and mien so very much alike, that if you
were speaking of them in their absence,
the words in which you described the one
must give you an idea of the other. They
were hardly distinguishable, you would
think when they were apart, though ex

tremely different when together. What
made their enmity the more entertaining to

all the rest of their sex was, that in detrac
tion from each other, neither could fall

upon terms which did not hit herself as

much as her adversary. Their nights grew
restless with meditation of new dresses to

outvie each other, and inventing new de
vices to recal admirers, who observed the
charms of the one rather than those of the

other, on the last meeting. Their colours

failed at each other's appearance, flushed
with pleasure at the report of a disadvan

tage, and their countenances withered upon

instances of applause. The decencies to

which women are obliged, made these vir

gins stifle their resentment so far as not to

break into open violences, while they
equally suffered the torments of a regulated
anger. Their mothers, as it is usual, en

gaged in the quarrel, and supported the
several pretensions of their daughters with
all that ill-chosen sort of expense which is

common with people of plentiful fortunes
and mean taste. The girls preceded their

parents like queens of May, in all the gaudy
colours imaginable, on every Sunday, to

church, and were exposed to the examina
tion ofthe audience for superiority of beauty.
During this constant struggle it happen

ed, that Phillis one day at public prayers
smote the heart of a gay West-Indian, who
appeared in all the colours which can affect

an eye that could not distinguish between

being fine and tawdry. This American, in

a summer-island suit, was too shining and
too gay to be resisted by Phillis, and too in

tent upon her charms to be diverted by
any of the laboured attractions of Brunetta.
Soon after, Brunetta had the mortification

to see her rival disposed of in a wealthy
marriage, while she was only addressed to

in a manner that showed she was the admi
ration of all men, but the choice of none.
Phillis was carried to the habitation of her

spouse in Barbadoes. Brunetta had the ill-

nature to inquire for her by every opportu
nity, and had the misfortune to hear of her

being attended by numerous slaves, fanned
into slumbers by successive bands of them,
and carried from place to place in all the

pomp of barbarous magnificence. Brunet
ta could not endure these repeated advices,
but employed all her arts and charms in

laying baits for any of condition of the same
island, out of mere ambition to confront*
her once more before she died. She at last

succeeded in her design, and was taken to

wife by a gentleman whose estate was con

tiguous to that of her enemy's husband. It

would be endless to enumerate the many
occasions on which these irreconcilable

beauties laboured to excel each other; but
in process of time it happened, that a ship
put into the island consigned to a friend of

PKillis, who had directions to give her the re
fusal of all goods for apparel, before Brunet
ta could be alarmed of their arrival. He did

so, and. Phillis was dressed in a few days in

a brocade more gorgeous and costly than
had ever before appeared in that latitude.

Brunetta languished at the sight, and
could by no means come up to the bravery
of her antagonist. She communicated her

anguish of mind to a faithful friend, who
by an interest in the wife of Phillis's mer
chant, procured a remnant of the same silk

for Brunetta. Phillis took pains to appear
in all the public places where she was sure
to meet Brunetta; Brunetta was now pre

pared for the insult, and came to a public
ball in a plain black silk mantua, attended

by a beautiful negro girl in a petticoat of
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tho jame brocade with which Phillis was
attired. This drew the attention of the

whole company, upon which the unhappy
Phillis swooned away, and was immediately

conveyed to her house. As soon as she

came to herself, she fled from her hus
band's house, went on board a ship in the

road; and is now landed in inconsolable

despair at Plymouth.

POSTSCRIPT.
After the above melancholy narration,

it may perhaps be a relief to the reader to

peruse the following expostulation;
To Mr. Spectator.

* The just Remonstrance of affronted

THAT.
*
Though I deny not the petition of Mr.

WHO and WHICH, yet you should not suf

fer them to be rude, and to call honest peo
ple names: for that bears very hard on
some of those rules of decency which you
are justly famous for establishing. They
may find fault, and correct speeches in

the senate, and at the bar, but let them
try to get themselves so often and with so

much eloquence repeated in a sentence,
as a great orator doth frequently intro

duce me.
* My lords, (says he) with humble sub

mission, That That I say is this; That That,
That That gentleman has advanced, is not

That That he should have proved to your
lordships.

' Let those two questionary pe
titioners try to do thus with their Whos
and their Whiches.

' What great advantage was I of to Mr.

Dryden, in his Indian Emperor,
" You force me still to answer you in That;'

to furnish out a rhyme to Morat? and
what a poor figure would Mr. Bayes have
made without his "

Egad and all That?"
How can a judicious man distinguish one

thing from another, without saying,
" Tins

here," or "That there?" And how can a

sober man, without using the expletives
of

oaths, (in which indeed the rakes a?d bul

lies have a great advantage overothers,)
make a discourse of any tolerabte length,

without " That is;" and if he be a very

grave man indeed, without "That is to

say?" And how instructive as well as en

tertaining are those usual expressions in the

mouths of great men, "Such things as

That," and " The like af That.
"

* I am not against reforming the corrup
tions of speech you mention, and own there

are proper seasons for the introduction of

other words besides That; but I scorn as

much to supply the place of a Who or a

Which at every turn, as they are unequal

always to fill mine; and I expect good

language and civil treatment, and hope to

receive it for the future: That That I shall

only add is, That ' I am, yours,
R.* 'THAT.'

* The first Volume of the original 8vo. and 12mo.

tditums, as published by Tonsan, closes with Ms paper.
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Ciualis ubi audito venantum murmure tigris

Horruit in maculas Stat. Theb. ii. 128.

As when the tigress hears the hunter's din,

Dark angry spots distain her glossy skin:

ABOUT the middle of last winter I went
to see an opera at the theatre in the Hay-
market, where I could not but take notice

of two parties of very fine women, that

had placed themselves in the opposite side-

boxes, and seemed drawn up in a kind of

battle-array one against another. After a

short survey of them, I found they were

patched differently; the faces on one hand

being spotted on the right side of the fore

head, and those upon the other on the left.

I quickly perceived that they cast hos

tile glances upon one another; and that

their patches were placed in those different

situations, as party-signals
to distinguish

friends from foes. In the middle-boxes,

between these two opposite bodies were

several ladies who patched indifferently

on both sides of their faces, and seemed to

sit there with no other intention but to see

the opera. Upon inquiry I found that the

body of Amazons on my right hand were

whigs, and those on my left, tories; and that

those who had placed themselves in the

middle-boxes were a neutral party, whose

faces had not yet declared themselves.

These last, however, as I afterwards found,

diminished daily, and took their party with

one side or the other; insomuch that I ob

served, in several of them, the patches
which were before dispersed equally, are

now all gone over to the whig or tory side

of the face. The censorious say, that the

men, whose hearts are aimed at, are very
often the occasions that one part of the face

TS thus dishonoured, and lies under a kind

of disgrace, while the other is so much set

off and adorned by the owner; and that the

patches turn to the right or to the left, ac

cording to the principles of the man who is

most in favour. But whatsoever may be
the motives of a few fantastical coquettes,
who do not patch for the public good so

much as for their own private advantage,
it is certain that there are several women
of honour who patch out of principle, and
with an eye to the interest of their coun

try. Nay, I am informed that some of

them adhere so steadfastly to their party,
and are so far from sacrificing their zeal

for the public to their passion for any par
ticular person, that in a late draught of

marriage-articles, a lady has stipulated with

her husband, that whatever his opinions

are, she shall be at liberty to patch on

which side she pleases.
I must here take notice, that Rosalinda,

a famous whig partisan, has most unfor

tunately a very beautiful mole on the tory

part of her forehead; which being very

conspicuous, has occasioned many mis

takes, and given a handle to her enemies

to misrepresent her face, as though it had
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revolted from the whig interest. But
whatever this natural patch may seem to

intimate, it is well known that her notions

of government are still the same. This

unlucky mole, however, has misled seve
ral coxcombs; and like the hanging out of

false colours, made some of them converse
with Rosalinda in what they thought the

spirit of her party, when on a sudden she
has given them an unexpectd fire, that
has sunk them all at once. If Rosalinda is

unfortunate in her mole, Nigranilla is as un

happy in a pimple, which forces her, against
her inclinations, to patch on the whig side.

I am told that many virtuous matrons,
who formerly have been taught to believe
that this artificial

spotting
of the face was

unlawful, are now reconciled by a zeal for

their cause, to what they could not be
prompted by a concern for their beauty.
This way of declaring war upon one an
other, puts me in mind of what is reported
of the tigress, that several spots rise in her
skin when she is angry, or as.Mr. Cowley
has imitated the verses that "stand as the
motto of this paper:

1 She swells with angry piide,
And calls forth all her spots on every side'*

When. I was in the theatre the time
above-mentioned, I had the curiosity to

count the patches on both sides, and found
the tory patches to be about twenty strong
er than the whig; but to make amends for

this small inequality, I the next morning
found the whole puppet-show filled with
faces spotted after the whiggish manner.
Whether or no the ladies had retreated
hither in order to rally their forces 1 cannot

tell; but the next night they came in so

great a body to the opera, that they out

numbered the enemy.
This account of party-patches will, I ai&

afraid, appear improbable to those who
live at a distance from the fashionable

world; but as it is a distinction of a very

singular nature, and what perhaps may
never meet with a parallel, I think I should

not have discharged the office of a faithful

Spectator, had not I recorded it

I have, in former papers, endeavoured
to expose this party-rage in women, as it

only serves to aggravate the hatreds and
animosities that reign among men, and in

a great measure deprives the fair sex of

those peculiar charms with which nature

has endowed them.
When the Romans and Sabines were

at war, and just upon the point of giving

battle, the women, who were allied to both

of them, interposed with so many tears

and entreaties, that they prevented the

mutual slaughter which threatened both

parties, and united them together in a firm

and lasting peace.
I would recommend this noble example

to our British ladies, at a time when their

country is torn with so many unnatural di

visions, that if they continue, it will be a
misfortune to be born in it. The Greeks
thought it so improper for women to in

terest themselves in competitions and con

tentions, that for this reason, among others,

they forbad them under pain of death, to

be present at the Olympic games, notwith

standing these were the public diversions

of all Greece.
As our English women exceed those of

all nations in beauty, they should endeavour
to outshine them in all other accomplish
ments proper to the sex, and to distinguish
themselves as tender mothers, and faithful

wives, rather than as furious partisans.
Female virtues are of a domestic turn.

The family is the proper province for pri
vate women to shine in. If they must be

showing their zeal for the public, let it not

be against those who are perhaps of the
same family, or at least of the same re

ligion or nation, but against those who
are the open, professed, undoubted ene
mies of their faith, liberty, and coun

try. When the Romans were pressed with
a foreign enemy, the ladies voluntarily-
contributed all their rings and jewels to

assist the government under a public exi

gence, which appeared so laudable an ac
tion in the eyes of their countrymen, that

from thenceforth it was permitted by a law
to pronounce public orations at the funeral

of a woman, in praise of the deceased per
son, which till that time was peculiar to

men. Would our English ladies, instead

of sticking on a patch against those of their

own country, show themselves so truly pub
lic-spirited as to sacrifice every one herneck
lace against the common enemy, what de
crees ought not to be made in favour ofthem.
Since I am recollecting upon this subject

such passages as occur to my memory out
of ancient authors, I cannot omit a sentence
in the celebrated funeral oration of Peri

cles, which he made in honour of those
bra-re Athenians that were slain in a fight
with the Lacedemonians, f After having
addressed himself to the several ranks and
orders oS his countrymen, and shown them
how they should behave themselves in the

public caube, he turns to the female part
of his audience: ' And as for you,' says he,
' I shall adviie you in very few words.
Aspire only to those virtues that are pe
culiar to your s^x; follow ycur natural

modesty, and thinK it your greatest com
mendation not to bt talked of one wav or
other.' C.

* Davidris, Book III. v. 47.
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Caput doinina venale sub hasta.

Juv. Sat. iii. 33.

His fortunes ruin'd, and himself a slave.

PASSING under Ludgate^: the other clay,
I heard a voice bawling for charity, which

t Thucyd. Hist. L. II. p. 130, edit. H. Stcph. 1568. folio.

j Ludgatn, in the year 1373, was constituted a prison
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1 thought I had somewhere heard before.

Coming near lo the gate, the prisoner call

ed me by my name, and desired I woulc
throw something into the box: I was out ol

countenance for him, and did as he bid me,
by putting in half a crown. I went away,
reflecting upon the strange constitution of
some men, and how meanly they behave
themselves in all sorts of conditions. The
person who begged of me is now, as I take
it, fifty : I was well acquainted with him till

about the age of twenty-five; at which
time, a good estate fell to him by the death
of a relation. Upon coming to this unex
pected good fortune, he ran into all the ex
travagances imaginable; was frequently in

drunken fits, broke drawers' heads, talked
and swore loud, was unmannerly to those
above him, and insolent to those below him.
I could not but remark, that it was the
same baseness of spirit which worked in

his behaviour in both fortunes: the same
little mind was insolent in riches, and
shameless in poverty. .This accident made
me muse upon the circumstance of being
in debt in general, and solve in my mind
what tempers were most apt to fall into

this error of life, as well as the misfortune
It must needs be to languish under such

pressures. As for myself, my natural aver
sion to that sort of conversation which
makes a figure with the generality of man
kind, exempts me from any temptations to

expense; and all my business lies within a

very narrow compass, which is only to give
an honest man who takes care ofmy estate,

proper vouchers for his quarterly pay
ments to me, and observe what linen my
laundress brings and takes away with her
once a week. My steward brings his re

ceipt ready for my signing; and I have
a pretty implement with the respective
names of shirts, cravats, handkerchiefs and

stockings, with proper numbers, to know
how to reckon with my laundress. This
being almost all the business I have in the
world for the care of my own affairs, I am
at full leisure to observe upon what others

do, with relation to their equipage and

economy.
When I walk the street, and observe the

hurry about me in this town,
Where, with like haste, thro' several ways they run ;

Some to undo, and some to be undone;'*

I say, when I behold this vast variety of

persons and humours, with the pains they
both take for the accomplishment of the
ends mentioned in the above verses of Den-
ham, I cannot much wonder at the endea
vour after gain, but am extremely asto

nished that men can be so insensible of the

danger of ninning into debt. One would
think it impossible that a man who is given
to contract debts should not know, that his

creditor has, from that moment in which

for such debtors as were freemen of the city of London:
it was taken down in the year 1762.

*
Cooper's Hill, v. 31.

he transgresses payment, so much as that
demand comes to, m his debtor's honour,
liberty, and fortune. One would think he
did not know that his creditor can say the
worst thing imaginable of him, to wit,
'That he is unjust,' without defamation;
and can seize his person without being
guilty of an assault. Yet such is the loose

and abandoned turn of some men's minds,
that they can live under these constant ap
prehensions, and still go on to increase the
cause of them. Can there be a more low
and servile condition, than to be ashamed or
afraid to see any one man breathing? Yet
he that is much in debt, is in that condition

with relation to twenty different people.
There are indeed circumstances wherein
men of honest natures may become liable

to debts, by some unadvised behaviour in

any great point of their life, or mortgaging
a man's honesty as a security for that of

another, and the like: but these instances

are so particular and circumstantiated, that

they cannot come within general considera
tions. For one such case as one of these,
there are ten, where a man, to keep .up a
farce of retinue and grandeur within his

own house, shall shrink at the expectation
of surly demands at his doors. The debtor
is the creditor's criminal, and all the offi

cers of power and state, whom we behold
make so great a figure, are no other than
so many persons in authority to make good
his charge against him. Human society
depends upon his having the vengeance
law allots him; and the debtor owes his

liberty to his neighbour, as much as the
murderer does his life to his prince.
Our gentry are, generally speaking, in

debt: and many families have put it into a
kind of method of being so from generation
to generation. The father mortgages when
his son is very young: and the boy is to

marry, as soon as he is at age, to redeem it

and find portions for his sisters. This, for

sooth, is no great inconvenience to him; for

he may wench, keep a public table, or feed

dogs, like a worthy English gentleman, till

he has out-run half his estate, and leave
the same incumbrance upon his first-born,
and so on, till one man of more vigour than

ordinary, goes quite through the estate, or
some man of sense comes into it, and scorns
to have an estate in partnership, that is to

say, liable to the demand or insult of any
man living. There is my friend Sir An
drew, though for many years a great and
general trader, was never the defendant in

a law-suit, in all the perplexity of business,
and the iniquity of mankind at present; no
one had any colour for the least complaint
against his dealings with him. This is cer

tainly as uncommon, and in its proportion
as laudable in a citizen, as it is in a general
never to have suffered a disadvantage in

fight. How different from this gentleman
is Jack Truepenny, who has been an old

acquaintance of Sir Andrew and myself
from boys, but could never learn our cau-
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tion. Jack has a whorish unresisting Rood-
nature, which makes him incapable of

having a property in any thing. His for

tune, his reputation, his time, and his ca

pacity, are at any man's service that comes
first. When he was at school, he was

whipped thrice a week for faults he took

upon him to excuse others; since he came
into the business of the world, he has been
arrested twice or thrice a year for debts

he had nothing to do with, but as surety
for otherr.; and I remember when a friend

of his had suffered in the vice of the town,
all the physic his friend took was conveyed
to him by Jack, and inscribed ' A bolus, or
an electuary for Mr. Truepenny.' Jack
had a good estate left him which came to

nothing; because he believed all who pre
tended to demands upon it. This easiness

and credulity destroy all the other merit
he has; and he has all his life been a sacrifice

to others, without ever receiving thanks, or

doing one good action.

I will end this discourse with a speech
which I heard Jack make to one of his

creditors (of whom he deserved gentler

usage) after lying a whole night in custody
at his suit.

'
Sir, your ingratitude for the many kind

nesses I have done you, shall not make me
unthankful for the good you have done me,
in letting me see there is such a man as

you in the world. I am obliged to you for

the diffidence I shall have all the rest of

my life: I shall hereafter trust no man so

far as to be in his debt.' R.

No. 83.] Tuesday, June 5, 1711.

Animum pictura pascit inani.

Virg. JEn. i. 468.

And with the shadowy picture feeds his mind.

WHEN the weather hinders me from

taking my diversions without doors, I fre

quently make a little party with two or
three select friends, to visit any thing cu
rious that may be seen under covert. My
principal entertainments of this nature are

pictures, insomuch, that when I have found

the weather set in to be very bad, I have
taken a whole day's journey

to see a gallery
that is furnished by the hands of great mas
ters. By this means, when the heavens are

filled with clouds, when the earth swims in

rain, and all nature wears a lowering coun

tenance, I withdraw myself from these un

comfortable scenes into the visionary worlds

of art; where I meet with shining land

scapes, gilded triumphs, beautiful faces,

and all those other objects that fill the

mind with gay ideas, and disperse that

gloominess which is apt to hang upon it in

those dark disconsolate seasons.

I was some weeks ago in a course of these

diversions; which had taken such an entire

possession of my imagination, that they
formed in it a short morning's dream, which
I shall communicate to my reader, rather

as the first sketch and outlines of a vision,
than as a finished piece.

I dreamt that I was admitted into a long
spacious gallery, which had one side co
vered with pieces of all the famous painters
who are now living, and the other with
the works of the greatest masters that are
dead.
On the side of the living, I saw several

persons busy in drawing, colouring, and de

signing. On the side of the dead painters,
I could not discover more than one per
son at work, who was exceedingly slow in

his motions, and wonderfully nice in his

touches.

I was resolved to examine the several

artists that stood before me, and accord

ingly applied mvself to the side of the liv

ing. The first I observed at work in this

part of the gallery was Vanity, with his hair

tied behind him in a riband, and dressed
like a Frenchman. All the faces he drew
were very remarkable for their smiles, and
a certain smirking air which he bestowed

indifferently on every age and degree of

either sex. The toujours g-ai appeared
even in his judges, bishops, and privy-coun
sellors. In a word, all his men were fietito

maitres, and all his women coquettes. The
drapery of his figures was extremely well

suited to his faces, and was made up of all

the glaring colours that could be mixt to

gether; every part of the dress was in a

flutter, and endeavoured to distinguish itself

above the rest.

On the left hand of Vanity stood a labo

rious workman, who I found was his hum
ble admirer, and copied after him. He was
dressed like a German, and had a very
hard name, that sounded something like

Stupidity.
The third artist that I looked over was

Fantasque dressed like a Venitian scara

mouch. He had an excellent hand at chi

mera, and dealt very much in distortions

and grimaces. He would sometimes af

fright himself with the phantoms that fiW-
d from his pencil. In short, the most

elaborate of his pieces was at best but a

terrifying dream ; and one could say nothing
more of his finest figures, than that they
were agreeable monsters.
The fourth person I examined was very

remarkable for his hasty hand, which left

his pictures so unfinished, that the beauty
in the picture (which was designed to con
tinue as a monument of it to posterity) faded
sooner than in the person after whom it was
drawn. He made so much haste to des

patch his business, that he neither gave
himself time to clean his pencils, nor mix
his colours. The name of this expeditious
workman was Avarice.
Not far from this artist I saw another of

a quite different nature, who was dressed in

the habit of a Dutchman, and known by
the name of Industry. His figures were

wonderfully laboured. If he drew the por
traiture of a man, he did not omit a single
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hair in his face; if the figure of a ship, there
was not a rope among the tackle that es

caped him. He had likewise hung a great
part of the wall with night-pieces, that
seemed to show themselves by the candles
which were lighted up in several parts of

them; and were so inflamed by the sun
shine which accidentally fell upon them,
that at first sight I could scarce forbear

crying out ' Fire.
'

The five foregoing artists were the most
considerable on this side the gallery; there
were indeed several others whom I had not
time to look into. One of them, however,
I could not forbear observing, who was
very busy in retouching the finest pieces,

though he produced no originals of his own.
His pencil aggravated every feature that
was before overcharged, loaded every de
fect, and poisoned every colour it touched.

Though this workman did so much mis
chief on the side of the living, he never
turned his eye towards that of the dead.
His name was Envy.
Having taken a cursory view of one side

of the gallery, I turned myself to that which
was filled by the works of those great mas
ters that were dead; when immediately I

fancied myself standing before a multitude
of spectators, and thousands of eyes looking
upon me at once : for all before me appeared
so like men and women, that I almost for

got they were pictures. Raphael's figures
stood in one row, Titian's in another, Guido
Rheni's in a third. One part of the wall
was peopled by Hannibal Carrache, an
other by Corregio, and another by Rubens.
To be short, there was not a great master

among the dead who had not contributed
to the embellishment of this side of the gal

lery. The persons that owed their being
to these several masters, appeared all of

them to be real and alive, and differed

among one another only in the variety of
their shapes, complexions, and clothes; so
that they looked like different nations of
the same species.

Observing an old man (who was the same
person I before mentioned, as the only artist

that was at work on this side of the gallery)

creeping up and down from one picture to

another, and retouching all the fine pieces
that stood before me, I could not but be

very attentive to all his motions. I found
his pencil was so very light, that it worked
imperceptibly, and after a thousand touches,
scarce produced any visible effect in the

picture on which he was employed. How
ever, as he busied himself incessantly, and

repeated touch after touch without rest or

intermission, he wore off insensibly every
little disagreeable gloss that hune upon a

figure. He also added such a beautiful

brown to the shades, and mellowness to the

colours, that he made every picture appear
more perfect than when it came fresh from
the master's pencil. I could not forbear

looking upon the face of this ancient work
man, and immediately, by the long lock of

hair upon his forehead, discovered him to
be Time.
Whether it were because the thread ofmy

dream was at an end I cannct tell, but upon
my taking a survey of this imaginary eld

man, my sleep left me. C.
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-Quis talia fando
Myrmidonum, Dolopumve, aut duri miles Ulyssei,
Temperet a lachrymis? Firg. JEn. ii. v. 6.

Who can such woes relate without a tear,
As stern Ulysses must have wept to hear ?

LOOKING over the old manuscript where
in the private actions of Pharamond are set

down by way of table-book, I frund many
things which gave me great delight, and
as human life turns upon the same princi
ples and passions in all ages, I thought it

very proper to take minutes of what passed
in that age for the instruction of this. The
antiquary who lent me these papers, gave
me a character of Eucrate the favourite of

Pharamond, extracted from an author who
lived in that court. The account he gives
both of the prince and this his faithful

friend, will not be improper to insert here,
because I may have occasion to mention

many of their conversations, into which
these memorials of them may give light.

'

Pharamond, when he had a mind to re
tire for an hour or two from the hurry of
business and fatigue of ceremony, made a

signal to Eucrate, by putting his hand to

his face, placing his arm negligently on a
window, or some such action as appeared
indifferent to all the rest of the company.
Upon such notice, unobserved by others

(for their entire intimacy was always a se

cret) Eucrate repaired to his own apart
ment to receive the king. There was a
secret access to this part of the court, at

which Eucrate used to admit manywhose
mean appearance in the eyes of the ordi

nary waiters and door-keepers, made them
be repulsed from other parts of the palace.
Such as these were let in here by order of

Eucrate, and had audiences of Pharamond.
This entrance Pharamond called " The
gate of the unhappy," and the tears of the
afflicted who came before him, he would
say, were bribes received by Eucrate; for

Eucrate had the most compassionate spirit
of all men living, except his generous mas
ter, who was always kindled at the least

affliction which was communicated to him.
In regard for the miserable, Eucrate took

particular care that the common forms of

distress, and the idle pretenders to sorrow,
about courts, who wanted only supplies to

luxury, should never obtain favour by his
means: but the distresses which arise from
the many inexplicable occurrences that

happen among men, the unaccountable
alienation of parents from their children,
cruelty of husbands to wives, poverty oc
casioned from shipwreck or fire, the falling
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out of friends, or such other terrible disas

ters, to which the life of man is exposed;
in cases of this nature, Eucrate was the

patron; and enjoyed this part of the royal
favour so much without being envied, that

it was never inquired into, by whose means
what no one else cared for doing,wasbrought
about.

'One evening when Pharamond came
into the apartment of Eucrate, he found
him extremely dejected; upon which he
asked, (with a smile that was natural to

him,) "\Vhat, is there any one too misera
ble to be relieved by Pharamond, that Eu
crate is melancholy?" "I fear there is,"
answered the favourite: "A person with

out, of a good air, well dressed, and though
a man in the strength of his life, seems to

faint under some inconsolable calamity. All
his features seem suffused with agony of

mind; but I can observe in him, that it is

more inclined to break away in tears, than

rage. I asked him what he would have.
He said he would speak to Pharamond. I

desired his business. He could hardly say
to me,

'
Eucrate, carry me to the king, my

story is not to be told twice; I fear I shall

not be able to speak it at all.
' Pharamond

commanded Eucrate to let him enter; he
did so, and the gentleman approached the

king with an air which spoke him under
the greatest concern in what manner to de
mean himself. The king, who had a quick
discerning, relieved him from the oppres
sion he was under: and with the most beau
tiful complacency, said to him, "Sir, do
not add to that load of sorrow I see in your
countenance the awe of my presence. Think
you are speaking to your friend. If the
circumstances of your distress will admit of

it, you shall find me so." To whom the

stranger:
"
Oh,excellentPharamond,name

not a friend to the unfortunate SpinamonL
*

I had one, but he is dead by my own hand;
but, oh Pharamond, though it was by the
hand of Spinamont, it was by the guilt of
Pharamond. I come not, oh excellent

prince, to implore your pardon; I come to

relate my sorrow, a sorrow too great for
human life to support; from henceforth
shall all occurrences appear dreams, or
short intervals of amusement, for this one
affliction which has seized my very being.
Pardon me, oh Pharamond, if my griefs
give me leave, that I

lay before you in the

anguish of a wounded mind, that you, good
as you are, are guilty of the generous blood

spilt this day by this unhappy hand. Oh
that it had perished before that instant!"
Here the stranger paused, and recollecting
his mind, after some little meditation, he
went on in a calmer tone and gesture as

follows :

"There is an authority due to distress,
and as none of human race is above the
reach of sorrow, none should be above the

* Mr. Thornhill, the contlonian here alluded to, under
the translated name of Spinamont, killed sir C. Deering
of Kent, Bart, in a duel, May 9, 171 1

hearing the voice of it; I am sure Phara
mond is not. Know, then, that I have this

morning unfortunately killed in a duel, the
man whom of all men living I most loved.

I command myself too much in your royul
presence, to say, Pharamond gave me my
friend! Pharamond has taken him from
me ! I will not

say,
Shall the merciful Pha

ramond destroy his own subjects? Will the
father of his country murder his people?
But the merciful Pharamond does destroy
his subjects, the father of his country does
murder his people. Fortune is so much the

pursuit of mankind, that all glory and ho
nour is in the power of a prince, because he
has the distribution of their fortunes. It is

therefore the inadvertency, negligence, cr

guilt of princes to let any thing grow into

custom which is against their laws. A
court can make fashion and duty walk to

gether; it can never without the guilt of a

court, happen, that it shall not be unfashion
able to do what is unlawful. But, alas ! in

the dominions of Pharamond, by the force

of a tyrant custom, which is misnamed a

point of honour, the duellist kills his friend
whom he loves; and the judge condemns
the duellist while he approves his behavi
our. Shame is the greatest of all evils;

what avail laws, when death only attends
the breach of them, and shame obedience
to them? As for me, oh Pharamond, were
it possible to describe the nameless kinds
of compunctions and tenderness I feel, when
I reflect upon the little accidents in our for

mer familiarity, my mind swells into sorrov.-

which cannot be resisted enough to be silent

in the presence of Pharamond. (With that
he fell into a flood of tears, and wept aloud. )

Why should 'not Pharamond hear the an.-

guish he only can relieve others from in

time tp come? Let him hear from me,
what they feel who have given death by
the false mercy of his administration, ancl

form to himself the vengeance called for

by those who have perished by his negli

gence.
" R.
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Interdum speciosa locis, morataque recte

Fabula, nullius veneris, sine pondere et arte,
Valdius oblectat populum, meliusque moratur,
Ciunni versus inopes rerum, niigjpque canors.

Ifors. Ars Poet. ver. 3i:.

When the sentiments and manners please.
And all the characters are wrought with casr.
Your Tale, though void of beauty, force, and art.

More strongly shall delight, and "warm the heart ;

Than where a lifeless pomp of verse appears,
And with sonorous trifles charms our ears.

Francif.

IT is the custom of the Mahometans, if

:hey see any printed or written paper upon
the ground, to take it up and lay it aside

carefully, as not knowing but it may con
tain some piece of their Alcoran. I must
confess I have so much of the Mussulman
in me, that I cannot forbear looking into

"ivery printed paper which comes m mv
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way, under whatsoever despicable circum
stances it may appear; for as no mortal

author, in the ordinary fate and vicissitude

of things, knows to what use his works

may some time or other be applied, a man
may often meet with very celebrated

names in a paper of tobacco. I have light
ed my pipe more than once with the writ

ings of a prelate; and know a friend of

mine, who, for these several years, has
converted the essays of a man of quality
into a kind of fringe for his candlesticks.

I remember, in particular, after having
read over a poem of an eminent author on
a victory, I met with several fragments of

it upon the next rejoicing day, which had
been employed in squibs and crackers, and

by that means celebrated its subject in a

double capacity. I once met with a page
of Mr. Baxter, under a Christmas pie.
Whether or no the pastry-cook had made
use of it through chance or waggery, for

the defence of that superstitious viande, I

know not; but upon the perusal of it, I con
ceived so good an idea of the author's piety,
that I bought the whole book. I have often

profited by these accidental readings, and
have sometimes found very curious pieces
that are either out of print, or not to be
met with in the shops of our London book
sellers. For this reason, when my friends

take a survey of my library, they are very
much surprised to find upon the shelf of

folios, two long band-boxes standing up
right among my books; till I let them see

that they are both of them lined with deep
erudition and abstruse literature, I might
likewise mention a paper-kite, from which
I have received great improvement; and a
hat case, which I would not exchange for

all the beavers in Great Britain. This

my inquisitive temper, or rather imperti
nent humour, of prying into all sorts of

writing, with my natural aversion to lo

quacity, give me a good deal of employ
ment when I enter any house in the country;
for I cannot for my heart leave a room, be
fore I have thoroughly studied the walls

of it, and examined the several printed

papers which are usually pasted upon
them. The last piece that I met with upon
this occasion gave me most exquisite plea
sure. My reader will think I am not se

rious, when I acquaint him that the piece
I am going to speak of, was the old ballad

of the Two Children in the Wood, which
is one of the darling songs of the common
people, and has been the delight of most

Englishmen in some part of their age.
This song is a plain simple copy of na

ture, destitute of the helps and ornaments
of art. The tale of it is a pretty tragical

story, and pleases for no other reason but
because it is a copy of nature. There is

even a despicable simplicity in the verse;
and yet because the sentiments appear
genuine and unaffected, they are able to

move the mind of the most polite reader
with inward meltings of humanity and

18

compassion. The incidents grow cut of the

subject, and are such as are the most pro
per to excite pity; for which reason the

whole narration has something in it very
moving, notwithstanding the author of it

(whoever he was) has delivered it in such
an abject phrase and poorness. of expres
sion, that the quoting any part of it would
look like a design of turning it into ridicule.

But though the language is mean, the

thoughts, as I have before said, from one
end to the other, are natural, and therefore

cannot fail to please those who are not

judges of language, or those who, notwith

standing they are judges of language, have
a true and unprejudiced taste of nature.

The condition, speech, and behaviour of

the dying parents, with the age, innocence,
and distress of the children, are set forth

in such tender circumstances, that it is im

possible for a reader of common humanity
not to be affected with them. As for the

circumstance of the robin-red-breast, it is

indeed a little poetical ornament; and to

show the genius of the author amidst all

his simplicity, it is just the same kind of

fiction which one of the greatest of the

Latin poets has made use of upon a paral
lel occasion; I mean that passage in Ho
race, where he describes himself when he
was a child, fallen asleep in a desert wood,
and covered with leaves by the turtles that

took pity on him.

Me fabulosae Vulture in Appulo,
Altricis extra limen Apulise,
Ludo fatigatumque somno
Fronde nova puerum palunibes

Texere Od. iv. Lib. 3. 9.

' Me when a child, as tir'd with play,

Upon th' Apulian hills I lay
In careless slumbers bound,
The gentle doves protecting found,

And cover'd me with myrtle leaves.'

I have heard that the late Lord Dorset,
who had the greatest wit tempered with
the greatest candour, and was one of the
finest critics as well as the best poets of his

age, had a numerous collection of old Eng
lish ballads, and took a particular pleasure
in the reading of them. I can affirm the
same of Mr. Dryden, and know several of

the most refined writers of our present age
who are of the same humour.

I might likewise refer my readers to

Moliei'e's thoughts on this subject, as he has

expressed them in the character of the

Misanthrope; but those only who are en
dowed with a true greatness of soul and

genius, can divest themselves of the images
of ridicule, and admire nature in her sim

plicity : and nakedness. As for the little

conceited wits of the age, who can only
show their judgment by finding fault, they
cannot be supposed to admire these pro
ductions which have nothing to recom
mend them but the beauties of nature,
when they do not know how to relish even
those compositions that with all the beau
ties of nature, have also the additional ad

vantages of art. L.
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No. 86.] Friday, June 8,

Heu quam difficile est crimen non prodere vultu!
Ovid. Met. Lib ii. v. 447.

How in the looks does conscious guilt appear.
Addison.

THERE are several arts which all men
are in some measure masters of, without

having been at the pains of learning them.

Every one that speaks or reasons is a

grammarian and a logician, though he

may be wholly unacquainted with the rules

of grammar or logic, as they are delivered

in books and systems. In the same man
ner, every one is in some degree a master
of that art which is generally distinguished

by the name of physiognomy ;
and naturally

forms to himself the character or fortune

of a stranger, from the features and linea

ments of his face. We are no sooner pre
sented to any one we never saw before, but

we are immediately struck with the idea

of a proud, a reserved, an affable, or a

good-natured man; and upon our first go
ing into a company of strangers, our bene
volence or aversion, awe or contempt, rises

naturally towards several particular per
sons, before we have heard them speak a

single word, or so much as know who they
are.

Every passion gives a particular cast to

the countenance, and is apt to discover it

self in some feature or other. I have seen

an eye curse for half an hour together, and
an eyebrow call a man a scoundrel. No
thing is more common than for lovers to

complain, resent, lantruish, despair, and
die in dumb show. For my own part, I

am so apt to frame a notion of every man's

humour or circumstances by his looks, that

I have sometimes employed myself from

Charing-Cross to the Royal Exchange in

drawing the characters of those who have

passed by me. When I see a man with a

sour rivelled face, I cannot forbear pitying
his wife; and when I meet with an open in

genuous countenance, think on the happi
ness of his friends, his family and his rela

tions.

I cannot recollect the author of a famous
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be better known by our looks than by our

words, and that a man's speech is much
more easily disguised than his countenance.

In this case, however, I think the air of

the whole face is much more expressive
than the lines of it. The truth of it is, the

air is generally nothing else but the in

ward disposition of the mind made visible.

Those who have established physiogno

my into an art, and laid down rules of

judging men's tempers by their faces, have

regarded the features much more than the

air. Martial has a pretty epigram on this

subject:

Crine ruber, niger ore, brevis pede, luniine Itesus :

Hem magnam proestas, Zoile, si bonus es.

Kpiff . liv. 1. 12.

1 Thy beard and head am of a different dye :

Short of one foot, distorted in an eye ;

With all these tokens of a knave complete,
Should'st thou be honest, thou'rt a dev'lish cheat.

I have seen a very ingenious author on

this subject, who founds his speculations
on the supposition that as a man hath in

the mould of his face a remote likeness to

that of an ox, a sheep, a lion, a hog, or any
other creature; he hath the same resem
blance in the frame of his mind, and is sub

ject to those passions which are predomi
nant in the creature that appears in his

countenance. Accordingly he gives the

prints of several faces that are of a differ

ent mould, and by a little overcharging the

likeness discovers the figures of these se

veral kinds of brutal faces in human fea

tures.* I remember in the life of the fa

mous Prince of Conde, the writer observes,
the face of that prince was like the face of

an eagle, and that the prince was very
well pleased

to be told so. In this case

therefore we may be sure, that he had in

his mind some general implicit notion of

this art of physiognomy which I have just
now mentioned; and that when his cour

tiers told him his face was made like an

eagle's, he understood them in the same
manner as if they had told him, there was

something in his looks which showed him
to be strong, active, piercing, and of a

royal descent. Whether or no the differ

ent motions of the animal spirits, in differ

ent p?.ssions; may have any effect on the

mould of the face when the lineaments are

E
liable and tender, or whether the same
ind of souls require the same kind of ha

bitations, I shall leave to the considera

tion of the curious. In the mean time I

think nothing can be more glorious than

for a man to give the lie to his face, and to

be an honest, just, good-natured man, in

spite of all those marks and signatures
which nature seems to have set upon him
for the contrary. This very often happens
among those, who instead of being exaspe
rated by their own looks, or envying the

looks of others, apply themselves entirely
to the cultivating of their minds, and get

ting those beauties which are more lasting,

and more ornamental. I have seen many
an amiable piece of deformity; and have

observed a certain cheerfulness in as bad a

system of features as ever was clapped to

gether, which hath appeared more lovely
than all the blooming charms of an inso

lent beauty. There is a double praise due

to virtue, when it is lodged in a body that

seems to have been prepared for the re

ception of vice; in many such cases the

soul and the body do not seem to be fel

lows.

Socrates was an extraordinary instance

of this nature. There chanced to be a

* This refers to Baptista della Porta's celebrated

Treatise De Humana Physiognomia : which has ran

through many editions both in Latin and Italian. H
died in 1615.
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great physiognomist in his time at Athens,
who had made strange discoveries of men's

tempers and inclinations by their outward

appearances. Socrates's disciples, that

they might |mt this artist to the trial, car
ried him to their master, whom he had
never seen before, and did not know he
was then in company with him. After a
short examination of his face, the physiog
nomist pronounced him the most lewd, li

bidinous, drunken old fellow that he had
ever met with in his whole life. Upon
which the disciples all burst out a-laugh-
ing, as thinking they had detected the
falsehood and vanity of his art. But So
crates told them, that the principles of his

art might be very true, notwithstanding his

present mistake; for that he himself was

naturally inclined to those particular vices

which the physiognomist had discovered
in his countenance, but that he had con

quered the strong dispositions he was born

with, by the dictates of philosophy.*We are indeed told by an ancient author, f
that Socrates very much resembled Silenus
in his face ; which we find to have been

very rightly observed from the statues and
busts of both, that are still extant ; as well
as on several antique seals and precious
stones, which are frequently enough to be
met with in the cabinets of the curious. But
however observations of this nature may
sometimes hold, a wise man should be par
ticularly cautious how he gives credit to a
man's outward appearance. It is an irre

parable injustice we .are guilty of towards
one another, when we are prejudiced by
the looks and features of those whom we do
not know. How often do we conceive ha
tred against a person of worth, or fancy a
man to be proud or ill-natured by his as

pect, whom we think we cannot esteem too

much when we are acquainted with his real

character? Dr. Moore, in his admirable

System of Ethics, reckons this particular
inclination to take a prejudice against a man
for his looks, among the smaller vices in

morality, and, if I remember, gives it the

name of a firosofiolefisia. %

No. 87.] Saturday, June 9, 1711.

Nimium ne crede colori. Virg. Eel. ii. 17.

Trust not too much to an enchanting face.

Dryden.

IT has been the purpose of several of my
speculations to bring people to an uncon
cerned behaviour with relation to their per
sons, whether beautiful or defective. As
the secrets of the Ugly Club were exposed
to the public, that men might see there
were some noble spirits in the age, who are

* Cicer. Tusc. Q.U. 5. et De Fato.

t Plat. Conviv.

t A Greek word, used in the New Testament, Rom.
ii. 11, and Eph. vi. 9 : where it is said that " God is no
respecter of persons." Here it signifies a prejudice
aaainst a person formed from hia countenance, &c. too

hastily.

not at all displeased with themselves upon
considerations which they had no choice in;
so the discourse concerning Idols tended to
lessen the value people put upon them
selves from personal advantages and gifts
of nature. As to the latter species of man
kind, the beauties, whether male or female,
they are generally the most untractable

people of all others. You are so excessively
perplexed with the particularities in their

behaviour, that to be at ease, one would be
apt to wish there were no such creatures.

They expect so great allowances, and give
so little to others, that they who have to do
with them find in the main, a man with a
better person than ordinary, and a beauti
ful woman, might be very happily changed
fcr such to whom nature has been less libe

ral. The handsome fellow is usually so

much a gentleman, and the fine woman has

something so becoming, that there is no

enduring either of them. It has therefore
been generally my choice to mix with
cheerful ugly creatures, rather than gen
tlemen who are graceful enough to omit or
do what they please ;

or beauties who have
charms enough to do and say what would
be disobliging in any but themselves.

Diffidence and presumption, upon ac
count of our persons, are equally faults;
and both arise from the want of knowing,
or rather endeavouring to know ourselves,
and for what we ought to be valued or ne

glected. But indeed I did not imagine these
little considerations and coquetries could
have the ill consequences as I find they
have, by the following letters of my corres

pondents ; where it seems beauty is thrown
into the account, in matters of sale, to those
who receive no favour from the charmers.

' June 4.

'MR. SPECTATOR, After I have assur
ed you I am in every respect one of the
handsomest young girls about town, I need
be particular in nothing but the make of

my face, which has the misfortune to be
exactly oval. This I take to proceed from
a temper that naturally inclines me both to

speak and hear.
'With this account you may wonder

how I can have the vanity to offer myselt
as a candidate, which I now do, to a society
where the Spectator and Hecatissa have
been admitted with so much applause. I

don't want to be put in mind how very de
fective I am in every thing that is ugly: 1

am too sensible of my own unworthiness in

this particular, and therefore I only pro
pose myself as a foil to the club.

' You see how honest I have been to con
fess all my imperfections, which is a great
deal to come from a woman, and what I

hope you will encourage with the favour of

your interest.
" There can be no objection made on the

side of the matchless Hecatissa, since it is

certain I shall be in no danger of giving her
the least occasion of jealousy : and then a
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joint-stool in the very lowest place at the

table, is all the honour that is coveted by
' Your most humble and obedient servant,

'ROSALINDA.'
' P. S. I have sacrificed my necklace to

put into the public lottery against the com
mon enemy. And last Saturday, about
three o'clock in the afternoon, I began to

patch indifferently on both sides of my
face.'

'London, June 7, 1711.
'Ms. SPECTATOR, 'Upon reading your

late dissertation concerning Idols, I cannot
but complain to you that there are, in six

or seven places of this city, coffee-houses

kept by persons of that sisterhood. These
idols sit and receive all day long the adora
tion of the youth within such and such dis

tricts. I know in particular, goods are not
entered as they ought to be at the custom
house, nor law-reports perused at the

Temple, by reason of one beauty who de
tains the young merchants too long near

'Change, and another fair one who keeps
the students at her house when they should
be at study. It would be worth your while
to see how the idolaters alternately offer

incense to their idols, and what heart-burn

ings arise in those who wait for their turn
to receive kind aspects from those little

thrones, which all the company, but these

lovers, call the bars. I saw a gentleman
turn as pale as ashes, because an idol turned
the sugar in a tea-dish for his rival, and

carelessly called the boy to serve him, with
a-
" Sirrah! why don't you give the gentle

man the box to please himself?" Certain
it is, that a very hopeful young man was
taken with leads in his pockets below the

bridge, where he intended to drown him
self, because his idol would wash the dish
in which she had just drank tea, before she
would let him use it

' I am, sir, a person past being amorous,
and do not give this information out of envy
or jealousy, but I am a real sufferer by it.

These lovers take any thing for tea and
coffee

; I saw one yesterday surfeit to make
his court, and all his rivals, at the same
time, loud in the commendation of liquors
that went against every body in the room
that was not in love. While these young
fellows resign their stomachs with their

hearts, and drink at the idol in this man
ner, we who come to do business, or talk

politics, are utterly poisoned. They have
also drams for those who are more enam
oured than ordinary; and it is very common
for such as are too low in constitution to

ogle the idol upon the strength of tea, to

fluster themselves with warmer liquors:
thus all pretenders advance, as fast as they
can, to a fever, or a diabetes. I must re

peat to you, that I do not look with an evil

eye upon the profit of the idols, or the di

versions of the lovers; what I hope from
this remonstrance, is only that we plain

people may not be served as if we were

idolaters; but that from the time of pub
lishing this in your paper, the idols would
mix ratsbane only for their admirers, and
take more care of us who don't love them.

' I am, sir, yoursf
R. 'T. T.'
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Quid domini faciant, audent cum talia Aires ?

Virg. Eel. iii. 1C.

'What will not masters do when servants thus pre
sume?'

'May 30, 1711.
'MR. SPECTATOR, I have no small

value for your endeavours to lay before the
world what may escape their observation,
and yet highly conduces to their service.

You have, I think, succeeded very well on

many subjects; and seem to have been con
versant in very different scenes of life. But
in the considerations of mankind, as a Spec
tator, you should not omit circumstances
which relate to the inferior part of the

world, any more than those which concern
the greater. There is one thing in particu
lar which I wonder you have not touched

upon, and that is the general corruption of

manners in the servants of Great Britain.

I am a man that have travelled and seen

many nations, but have for seven years last

past resided constantly in London, or with
in twenty miles of it. In this time I have
contracted a numerous acquaintance among
the best sort of people, and have hardly
found one of them happy in their servants.

This is matter of great astonishment to

foreigners, and all such as have visited

foreign countries; especially since we can
not but observe, that there is no part of the
world where servants have

thosej>rivileges
and advantages as in England. They have
no where else such plentiful diet, large

wages, or indulgent liberty. There is no

place where they labour less, and yet where

they are so little respectful, more wasteful,
more negligent, or -where they so frequent

ly change their masters. To this I attri

bute, in a great measure, the frequent rob

beries and losses which we suffer on the

high road and in our own houses. That
indeed which gives me the present thought
of this kind is, that a careless groom of

mine has spoiled me the prettiest pad in

the world, with only riding him ten miles;
and I assure you, if I were to make a regis
ter of all the horses I have known thus
abused by negligence of servants, the num
ber would mount a regiment. 1 wish you
would give us your observations, that we
may know how to treat these rogues, or
that we masters may enter into measures
to reform them. Pray give us a speculation
in general about servants, and you make
me Yours,

' PHILO-BRITANNICUS.
1 P. S. Pray do not omit the mention of

grooms in particular.'
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This honest gentleman, who is so desirous

that I should write a satire upon grooms,
has a great deal of reason for his resent

ment; and I know no evil which touches all

mankind so much as this of the misbeha
viour of servants.

The complaint of this letter runs wholly
upon men-servants; and I can attribute the
licentiousness which has at present pre
vailed among them, to nothing but what an
hundred before me have ascribed it to, the
custom of giving board-wages. This one
instance of false economy is sufficient to de
bauch the whole nation of servants, and
makes them as it were but for some part
of their time in that quality. They are
either attending in places where they meet
and run into clubs, or else if they wait at

taverns, they eat after their masters, and
reserve their wages for other occasions.

From hence it arises, that they are but in a
lower degree what their masters them
selves are; and usually affect an imitation
of their manners; and you have in liveries,

beaux, fops, and coxcombs, in as high per
fection as among people that keep equi

pages. It is a common humour among the
retinue of people of

quality,
when they are

in their revels, that is, when they are out

of their master's sight, to assume in a hu
morous way the names and titles of those

whose liveries they wear. By which means
characters and distinctions become so fa

miliar to them, that it is to this, among
other causes, one may impute a certain in

solence among our servants, that they take
no notice of any gentleman, though they
know him ever so well, except he is an ac

quaintance of their master's.

My obscurity and taciturnity leave me at

.liberty, without scandal, to dine, if I think

fit, at a common ordinary, in the meanest
as well as the most sumptuous house of

entertainment. Falling in the other day at

a victualling-house near the house of peers,
I heard the maid come down and tell the

landlady at the bar, that my lord bishop
swore he would throw her out at window,
if she did not bring up more mild beer, and
that my lord duke would have a double

mug of purl. My surprise was increased,
in hearing loud and rustic voices speak and
answer to each otherupon the public affairs,

by the names of the most illustrious of our

nobility ; till of a sudden one came running
in, and cried the house was rising. Down
came all the company together and away !

The alehouse was immediately filled with

clamour, and scoring one mug to the mar
quis of such a place, oil and vinegar to such
an earl, three quarts to my new lord for

wetting his title, and so forth. It is a thing
too notorious to mention the crowds of ser

vants, and their insolence, near the courts

of justice, and the stairs towards the su

preme assembly, where there is a universal

mockery of all'order, such riotous clamour
and licentious confusion, that one would
think the whole nation lived in jest, and

that there were no such thing as rule and
distinction among us.

The next place cf resort, wherein the

servile world are let loose, is at the entrance

of Hyde Park, while the gentry are at the

ring. Hither people bring their lackeys out

of state, and here it is that all they say at

their tables, and act in their houses, is

communicated to the whole town. There
are men of wit in all conditions of life; and

mixing with these people at their diversions,
I have heard coquettes and prudes as well

rallied, and insolence and pride exposed
(allowing for their want of education) with
as much humour and good sense, as in the

politest companies. It is a general observa

tion, that all dependents run in some mea
sure into the manners and behaviour of

those whom they serve. You shall fre

quently meet with lovers and men of in

trigue among the lackeys as well as at

White's or in the side-boxes. I remember
some years ago an instance of this kind. A
footman to a captain of the guards used fre

quently, when his master was out of the

way, to carry on amours and make assigna
tions in his master's clothes. The fellow

had a very good person, and there are very
many women that think no further than the
outside of a gentleman: besides which, he
was almost as learned a man as the colonel

himself: I say, thus qualified, the fellow

could scrawl billet-doux so well, and fur

nish a conversation on the common topics,
that he had, as they call it, a great deal of

good business on his hands. It happened
one day, that coming down a tavern stairs

in his master's fine guard-coat with a well-

dressed woman masked, he met the colonel

coming up with other company; but with a

ready assurance he quitted his lady, came

up to him and said,
'
Sir, I know you have

too much respect for yourself to cane me
in this honourable habit. But you see there

is a lady in the case, and I hope on that

score also you will put off your anger till I

have told 'you all another time.
' After a

little pause the colonel cleared up his coun

tenance, and with an air of familiarity whis

pered his man apart, 'Sirrah, bring the

lady with you to ask pardon for you;' then

aloud,
' Look to it, Will, I'll never forgive

you else.' The fellow went back to his

mistress, and telling her, with a loud voice

and an oath, that was the honestest fellow

in the world, conveyed her to a hackney
coach.
But the many irregularities committed by

servants in the places above-mentioned, as

well as in the theatres, of which masters
are generally the occasions, are too various

not to need being resumed on another occa

sion.
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Petite hinc, juvenesque senesque
Finem animo certum, miserisque viatica canis

Cras hoc fiet. Idem eras fiet. Guid ? quasi magnum.
Nempe diem donas? sed cinn lux altera venit
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Jam crashesternum consumpeimus; ecce aliud eras

Egerit hos annos, et semper paulum erit ultra.
Nam qiiamviB prope te, quamvis temone sub uno,
Vertentem sese frustra sectabere canthum.

Pers. Sat. 5. v. 64.

Pers. From thee both old and young, with profit learn
The bounds of good and evil to discern.

Corn. Unhappy he who does this work adjourn,
And to to-morrow would the search delay:
His lazy morrow will be like to-day.
Pers But is one day of ease too much to borrow?
Corn. Yes, sure

; for yesterday was once to-morrow.
That yesterday is gone, and nothing gain'd;
And all thy fruitless days will thus be drain'd:
For thou hast more to-morrows yet to ask,
And wilt be ever to begin thy task;
Who, like the hindmost chariot-wheels, art curst.
Still to be near, but ne'er to reach the first. Dryden.

As my correspondents upon the
subjec

of love are very numerous, it is my design
if possible, to range them under severa
heads, and address myself to them at dif
ferent times. The first branch of them, to
whose service I shall dedicate this paper
are those that have to do with women o
dilatory tempers, who are for spinning ou
the time of courtship to an immoderate
length, without being able either to close
with their lovers, or to dismiss them. ]

have many letters by me filled with com
plaints against this sort of women. In one
of them no less a man than a brother of the
coif tells me, that he began his suit vicesimo
nono Caroli secundi, before he had been a
twelve-month at the Temple; that he pro
secuted it for many years after he was called
to the bar; that at present he is a sergeant
at law; and notwithstanding he hoped that
matters would have been long since brought
to an issue, the fair one still demurs. I

am so well pleased with this gentleman's
phrase, that I shall distinguish this sect of
women by the title of Demurrers. I find by
another letter from one that calls himself

Thyrsis, that his mistress has been demur
ring above these seven years. But among
all my plaintiffs of this nature, I most pity
the unfortunate Philander, a man of a con
stant passion and plentiful fortune, who sets
forth that the timorous and irresolute Syl
via has demurred till she is past child-

bearing. Strephon appears by his letter to
be a very choleric lover, and irrecoverably
smitten with one that demurs out of self-

interest. He tells me with great passion
that she has bubbled him out of his youth;
that she drilled him on to five and fifty, and
that he verily believes she will drop him
in his old age, if she can find her account in

another. I shall conclude this narrative
with a letter from honest Sam Hopewell, a

very pleasant fellow, who it seems has at

last married a demurrer. I must only pre
mise, that Sam, who is a very good bottle-

companion, has been the diversion of his

friends, upon account of his passion, ever
since the year one thousand six hundred
and eighty-one.

DEAR SIR, You know very well my
passion for Mrs. Martha, and what a dance
she has led me. She took me out at the age

of two and twenty, and dodged with me
above thirty years. I have loved her till

she is grown as grey as a cat, and am with
much ado become the master of her per
son, such as it is at present. She is however
in my eye a very charming old woman.
We often lament that we did not marry
sooner, but she has nobody to blame for it

but herself. You know very well that she
would never think of me whilst she had a
tooth in her head. I have put the date of

my passion, anno amoris trigesimo /irimo,
instead of a posy on my wedding ring. I

expect you should send me a congratulatory
letter, or, if you please, an epithalamium
upon this occasion. Mrs. Martha's and
yours eternally, SAM HOPEWELL.'

In order to banish an evil out of the
world, that does not only produce great un
easiness to private persons, but has also a
very bad influence on the public, I shall
endeavour to show the folly of demurrage,
from two or three reflections which I earn

estly recommend to the thoughts of my fair

readers.

First of all, I would have them seriously
think on the shortness of their time. Life
is not long enough for a coquette to play all

her tricks in. A timorous woman drops into
her grave before she has done deliberating.
Were the age of man the same that it was
before the flood, a lady might sacrifice half
a
century

to a scruple, and be two or three
ages in demurring. Had she nine hundred
years good, she might hold out to the con
version of the Jews before she thought fit

:o be prevailed upon. But, alas! she ought
to play her part in haste, when she con-
iiders that she is suddenly to quit the stage,
and make room for others.

In the second place, I would desire my
'emale readers to consider, that as the term
of life is short, that of beauty is much
shorter. The finest skin wrinkles in a few

years, and loses the strength of its colour-

ngs so soon, that we have scarce time to
admire it. I might embellish this subject
with roses and rainbows, and several other

ngenious conceits, which I may possibly
eserve for another opportunity.
There is a third consideration which I

would likewise recommend to a demurrer,
and that is the great danger of her falling
n love when she is about threescore, if she
annot satisfy her doubts and scruples be-
bre that time. There is a kind of latter

pring, that sometimes gets into the blood
if an old woman, and turns her into a very
idd sort of an animal. I would therefore

jave the demurrer consider what a strange
igure she will make, if she chances to get
iver all difficulties, and comes to a final

esolution in that unseasonable part of her
ife.

I would not however be understood, by
ny thing I have here said, to discourage
nat natural modesty in the sex, which ren-
ers a retreat from the first approaches of
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a lover both fashionable and graceful. All
that I intend is, to advise them, when they
are prompted by reason and inclination, to

demur only out of form, and so far as de

cency requires. A virtuous woman should

reject the first offer of marriage, as a good
man does that of a bishopric; but I would
advise neither the one nor the other to per
sist in refusing what they secretly approve.
I would in this particular propose the ex

ample of Eve to all her daughters, as Mil
ton has represented her in the following

passage, which I cannot forbear transcrib

ing entire, though only the twelve last lines

are to my present purpose.

The rib he form'd and fashion'd with his hands:
Under his forming hands a creature grew,
Man-like, but different sex; so lovely fair,
That what seem'd fair in all the world, seem'd now
Mean, or in her summ'd up, in her contain'd,
And in her looks; which from that time infua'd
Sweetness into my heart, unfelt before;
And into all things from her air inspir'd
The spirit of love and amorous delight.
She disappear'd, and left me dark: I wak'd

To find her, or for ever to deplore
Her loss, and other pleasures all abjure ;

When out of hops, behold her, not far off,

Such as I saw her in my dream, adorn'd
With what all earth or heaven could bestow
To make her amiable. On she came,
Led by her heav'nly Maker, though unseen,
And guided by his voice, nor uninform'd
Of nuptial sanctity and marriage rites:

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye,
In every gesture dignity and love.

I, overjoy'd, could not forbear aloud:
" This turn hath made amends: thou hast fulfill')!

Thy words, Creator, bounteous and benign!
Giver of all things fair; but fairest this
Of all thy gifts, nor enviest. I now see
Bone of my bone, flesh ofmy flesh, myself."
She heard me thus, and though divinely brought,

Yet innocence and virgin modesty,
Her virtue, and the conscience of her worth,
That would be woo'd, and not unsought be won,
Not obvious, not obtrusive, but retir'd

The more desirable; or, to say all,

Nature herself, though pure of sinful thought,
Wrought in her so, that seeing me she turn'd.
t follow'd her: she what was honour knew,
And with obsequious majesty approv'd
My pleaded reason. To the nuptial bower
I led her blushing like the morn

Paradise Lost, viii. 469511.
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Magnus sine viribus ignis
Incassum furit Virg. Oeorg. iii. 99.

1 In all the rage of impotent desire,

They feel a quenchless flame, a fruitless fire.'

THERE is not, in my opinion, a consi
deration more effectual to extinguish inor
dinate desires in the soul of man, than the
notions of Plato and his followers upon that

subject. They tell us, that every passion
which has been contracted by the soul

during her residence in the body, remains
with her in a separate state; and that the
soul in the body, or out of the body, differs
no more than the man does from himself
when he is in his house, or in open air.

When therefore the obscene passions in

particular have once taken root, and spread
themselves in the soul, they cleave to her
inseparably, and remain in her for ever,

after the body is cast off and thrown aside.

As an argument to confirm this their doc
trine, they observe, that a lewd youth who
goes on in a continued course of voluptuous
ness, advances by degrees into a libidinous

old man; and that the passion survives in

the mind when it is altogether dead in the

body; nay, that the desire grows more
violent, and (like all other habits) gathers
strength by age at the same time that it

has no power of executing its own pur
poses. If, say they, the soul is the most

subject to these passions at a time when it

has the least instigations from the nody,
we may well suppose she will still retain
them when she is entirely divested of it.

The very substance of the soul is festered
with them, the gangrene is gone too far to
be ever cured; the inflammation will rage
to all eternity.

In this therefore, (say the Platonists,)
consists the punishment of a voluptuous
man after death. He is tormented with
desires which it is impossible for him to

gratify; solicited by a passion that has nei
ther objects nor organs adapted to it. He
lives in a state of invincible desire and im
potence, and always burns in the pursuit
of what he always despairs to possess. It

is for this reason (says Plato) that the souls
of the dead appear frequently in ceme
teries, and hover about the places where
their bodies are buried, as still hankering
after their old brutal pleasures, and de

siring again to enter the body that gave
them an opportunity of fulfilling them.
Some of our most eminent divines have

made use of this Platonic notion, so far as
it regards the subsistence of our passions
after death, with great beauty and strength
of reason. Plato indeed carries the thought
very far when he grafts upon it his opinion
of ghosts appearing in places of burial.

Though I must confess, if one did believe
that the departed souls of men and women
wandered up and down these lower re

gions, and entertained themselves with the

sight of their species, one could not de
vise a more proper hell for an impure
spirit than that which Plato has touched

upon.
The ancients seem to have drawn such

a state of torments in the description of

Tantalus, who was punished with the rage
of an. eternal thirst, and set up to the chin
in water that fled from his lips whenever
he attemptedto drink it.

Virgil who has cast the whole system of

Platonic philosophy, so far as it relates to

the soul of man, into beautiful allegories,
in the sixth book of his ./Eneid gives us
the punishment of a voluptuary after death,
not unlike that which we are here speak
ing of:

-Lucent genealibus altis

Aurea fulcra toris, epulaeque ante Jra parat re

Regifico luxu : furiarum maxima juxta
Accubat, et manibus prohibet contingere mensas :

Exurgitque facem attollens, atque intonat ore.

Jn. vi. 604.
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They lie below on golden beds display'd,
And genial feasts with regal pomp are made:
The queen of furies by their side is set,

And snatches from their mouths the untasted meat ;

Which, if they touch, her hissing snakes she rears,

Tossing her torch and thundering in their cars.

Drydcn.

That I may a little alleviate the severity
ot this my speculation (which otherwise

may lose me several of my polite readers,) I

shall translate a story that has been quoted
upon another occasion by one of the most
learned men of the present age, as I find it

in the original. The reader will see it is not

foreign to my present subject, and I dare

say will think it a lively representation of

a person lying under the torments of such a
Kind of tantalism, or Platonic hell, as that

which we have now under consideration.

Monsieur Pontignan, speaking of a love-

adventure that happened to him in the

country, gives the following account of it.
*

' When I was in the country last sum
mer, I was often in company with a couple
of charming women, who had all the wit

and beauty one could desire in female com
panions, with a dash of coquetry, that from
time to time gave me a great many agree
able torments. I was, after my way, in love

with both of them, and had such frequent
opportunities of pleading my passions to

them when they were asunder, that I had
reason to hope for particular favours from
each of them. As I was walking one even

ing in my chamber with nothing about me
out my night-gown, they both came into

my room, and told me they had a very
pleasant trick to put upon a gentleman that

was in the same house, provided I would
bear a part in it. Upon this they told me
such a plausible story, that I laughed at their

contrivance, and agreed to do whatever

they should require of me. They imme
diately began to swaddle me up in my night

gown, with long pieces of linen, which they
folded about me till they had wrapt me in

above a.n hundred yards of swathe. My
arms were pressed to my sides, and my
legs closed together by so many wrappers
one over another, that I looked" like an

/Egyptian mummy. As I stood bolt up
right upon one end in this antique figure,
one of the ladies burst out a laughing.
"And now, Pontignan," says she, "we
intend to perform the promise that we find

you have extorted from each of us. You
have often asked the favour of us, and
I dare say you are a better, bred cava
lier than to refuse to go to bed with two
ladies that desire it of you.

" After having
stood a fit of laughter, I begged them to

uncase me, and do with me what they

pleased. "No, no," said they, "we like

you veiy well as you are;" and upon that

ordered me to be carried to one of their

houses, and put to bed in all my swaddles.

The room was lighted up on all sides: and
I was laid very decently between a pair of

* This is a paraphrase of a story in the " Academic

Galante," a little book printed at Paris in 1G82.

sheets, with my head (which was indeed

the only part I could move) upon a very

high pillow: this was no sooner done, but

my two female friends came into bed to me
in their finest night-clothes. You may
easily guess at the condition of a man that

saw a couple of the most beautiful women
in the world undrest and abed with him,
without being able to stir hand or foot,

begged them to release me, and struggled
all I could to get loose, which I did with so

much violence, that about midnight they
both leaped out of the bed, crying out

they were undone. But seeing me safe,

they took their posts again, and renewed
their raillery. Finding all my prayers and

endeavours were lost, I composed myself
as well as I could, and told them, that if

they would not unbind me, I would fall

asleep between them, and by that means

disgrace them for ever. But alas! this

was impossible; could I have been disposed
to it, they would have prevented me by
several little ill-natured caresses and en

dearments which they bestoAved upon me.
As much devoted as I am to woman-kind,
I would not pass such another night to be

master of the whole sex. My reader will

doubtless be curious to know what became of

me the next morning. Why truly my bed

fellows left me an hour before day, and told

me, if I would be good and lie still, they
would send somebody to take me up as soon

as it was time for me to rise. Accordingly
about nine o'clock in the morning an old

woman came to unswathe me. I bore all this

very patiently, being resolved to take my
revenge of my tormentors, and to keep no

measures with them as soon as I was at

liberty; but upon asking my old woman
what was become of the two ladies, she

told me she believed they were by that

time within sight of Paris, for that they
went away in a coach and six before five

o'clock in the morning.
' L.
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In furias ignemque ruunt: amor omnibus idem.

Virg. Qcorg. iii. 344.

-They rush into the flame ;

For love is lord of all, and is in all the same.

Dryden.

THOUGH the subject I am now going

upon would be much more properly the

foundation of a comedy, I cannot forbear

inserting the circumstance which pleased

me in the account a young lady gave me
of the loves of a family in town, which

shall be nameless; or rather, for the better

sound and elevation of the history, instead

of Mr. and Mrs. Such-a-onc, I shall call

them by feigned names. Without further

preface, you are to know, that within the

liberties of the city of Westminster lives

the Lady Honoria,"a widow about the age
of forty, of a healthy constitution, gay tem

per, and elegant person. She dresses a
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little too much like a girl, affects a childish

fondness in the tone of her voice, sometimes
a pretty sullenness in the leaning of her
head, and now and then a downcast of her

eyes on her fan. Neither her imagination
nor her health would ever give her to know
that she is turned of twenty; but that in the
midst of these pretty softnesses, and airs of

delicacy and attraction, she has a tall

daughter within a fortnight of fifteen, who
impertinently comes into the room, and
towers so much towards woman, that her
mother is always checked by her presence,
and every charm of Honoria droops at the
entrance of Flavia. The agreeable Flavia
would be what she is not, as well as her
mother Honoria; but all their beholders are
more partial to an affectation of what a per
son is growing up to, than of what has been

already enjoyed, and is gone for ever. It

is therefore allowed to Flavia to look for

ward, but not to Honoria to look back.
Flavia is no way dependent on her mother
with relation to her fortune, for which rea
son they live almost upon an equality in con
versation; and as Honoria has given Flavia
to understand, that it is ill-bred to be al

ways calling mother, Flavia is as well

pleased never to be called child. It hap
pens by this means, that these ladies are

generally rivals in all places where they
appear; and the words mother and daugh
ter never pass between them but out of

spi :e. Flavia one night at a play observing
Honoria draw the eyes of several in the

Eit,

called to a lady who sat by her, and
id her ask her mother to lend her her

snuff-box for a moment. Another time,

when, a lover of Honoria was on his knees

beseeching the favour to kiss her hand,
Flavia rushing into the room, kneeled down
by him and asked her blessing. Several
or these contradictory acts of duty have
raised between them such a coldness, that

they generally converse when they are in

mixed company by way of talking at one

another, and not to one another. Honoria
is ever complaining of a certain sufficiency
in the young women of this age, who as

sume to themselves an authority of carry
ing all things before them, as if they were

possessors of the esteem of mankind, and all

who were but a year before them in the

world, were neglected or deceased. Flavia

upon such provocation, is sure to observe,
that there are people who can resign no

thing, and know not how to give up what
they know they cannot hold; that there
are those who will not allow youth their

follies, not because they are themselves

past them, but because they love to con
tinue in them. These beauties rival each
other on all occasions; not that they have

always had the same lovers, but each has

kept up a vanity to show the other the
charms of her lover. Dick Crastin and
Tom Tulip, among many others, have of
late been pretenders in this family: Dick
to Honoria, Tom to Flavia. Dick is the only

19

surviving beau of the last age, and Tom al

most the only one that keeps up that order
of men in this.

I wish I could repeat the little circum
stances of a conversation of the four lovers

with the spirit in which the young lady I

had my account from, represented it at a
visit where I had the honour to be present;
but it seems Dick Crastin, the admirer of

Honoria, and Tom Tulip, the pretender to

Flavia, were purposely admitted together
by the ladies, that each might show the
other that her lover had the superiority in

the accomplishments of that sort of crea
ture whom the sillier part of women call a
fine gentleman. As this age has a much
more gross taste in courtship, as well as in

every thing else, than the last had, these

gentlemen are instances of it in their diffe

rent manner of application. Tulip is ever

making allusions to the vigour of his per
son, the sinewy force of his make; while
Crastin professes a wary observation of the
turns of his mistress's mind. Tulip gives
himself the air of a resistless ravisher,
Crastin practises that of a skilful lover.

Poetry is the inseparable property of every
man in love; and as men of wit write verses

on those occasions, the rest of the world re

peat the verses of others. These servants
of the ladies were used to imitate their

manner of conversation, and allude to one

another, rather than interchange discourse

in what they said when they met. Tulip
the other day seized his mistress's hand,
and repeated out of Ovid's Art of Love,

' "Tis I can in soft battles pass the night,
Yet rise next morning vigorous for the fight,

Fresh as the day, and active as the light.'

Upon hearing this, Crastin, with an air

of deference, played with Honoria's fan,

and repeated,
'

Sedley has that prevailing gentle art,

That can with a resistless charm impart
The loosest wishes to the chastest heart r

Raise such a conflict, kindle such a fire,

Between declining virtue and desire,
Till the poor vanquish'd maid dissolves away,
In dreams all night, in sighs and tears all day.'*

When Crastin had uttered these verses

with a tenderness which at once spoke pas
sion and respect, Honoria cast a triumph
ant glance at Flavia, as exulting in the ele

gance of Crastin's courtship, and upbraid
ing her with the homeliness of Tulip's.

Tulip understood the reproach, and in re

turn began to applaud the wisdom of old

amorous gentlemen, who turned their mis
tress's imagination as far as possible from
what they had long themselves forgot, and
ended his discourse with a sly commenda
tion of the doctrine of Platonic love; at the
same time he ran over, with a laughing

eye, Crastin's thin legs, meagre looks, and

spare body. The old gentleman imme
diately left the room with some disorder,

* Lord Rochester's Imitation of the first Satire of
Horace.
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and the conversation fell upon untimely

passion, after-love, and unseasonable youth.

Tulip sung, danced, moved before the glass,

led his mistress half a minuet, hummed
'Celi a- the fair, in the bloom of fifteen !'

when there came a servant with a letter to

him, which was as follows:

'
SIR, I understand very well what you

meant by your mention of Platonic love. I

shall be glad to meet you immediately in

Hyde-park, or behind Montague-house,
or attend you to Barn-elms, or any other

fashionable place that's fit for a gentleman
to die in, that you shall appoint for, sir,

' Your most humble servant,
'RICHARD CRASTIN.'

Tulip's colour changed at the readirtg of

this epistle; for which reason his mistress

snatched it to read the contents. While
she was doing so, Tulip went away; and
the ladies now agreeing in a common ca

lamity, bewailed together the danger of

their lovers. They immediately undressed
to go out, and took hackneys to prevent
mischief; but, after alarming all parts of

the town, Crastin was found by his widow
in his pumps at Hyde-park, which ap
pointment Tulip never kept, but made his

escape into the country. Flavia tears her
hair for his inglorious safety, curses and

despises her charmer, and is fallen into

love with Crastin: which is the first part
of the history of the rival mother. R.

No. 92.] Friday, June 15, 1711.

Convive prope dissentire videntur,
Poscentes vario multum diversa palato ;

Quid dem ? Quid non dem ?

Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 61.

IMITATED.
-What would you have me do,

When out of twenty I can please not two ?

One likes the pheasant's wing, and one the leg :

The vulgar boil, the learned roast an egg ;

Hard task to hit the palate ofsuch guests.
Pope.

LOOKING over the late packets of let

ters which have been sent to me, I found

the following:

' MR. SPECTATOR, Your paper is a part
of my tea-equipage, and my servant knows

my humour so well, that calling for my
breakfast this morning, (it being past my
usual hour,) she answered, The Spectator
was not yet come in; but that the tea

kettle boiled, and she expected it every
moment. Having thus in part signified to

you the esteem and veneration which 1

have for you, I must put you in mind of the

catalogue of books which you have promis
ed to recommend to our sex; for I have de

ferred furnishing my closet with authors,

till I receive your advice in this particular,

being your daily disciple and humble ser

vant, LEONORA.'

In answer to mv fair disciple, whom I

am very prcud of, 1 must acquaint her and
the rest of my readers, that since I have
called out for help in my catalogue of a

lady's library, I have received many letters

upon that head, some of which I shall give
an account of.

In the first class, I shall take notice of

those which come to me from eminent

booksellers, who every one of them men
tion with respect the authors they have

printed, and consequently have an eye to

their own advantage more than to that of

the ladies. One tells me, that he thinks it

absolutely necessary for women to have
true notions of right and equity, and that

therefore they cannot peruse a better book
than Dalton s Country Justice. Another
thinks they cannot be without The Com
plete Jockey. A third observing the cu

riosity and desire of prying into secrets,

which he tells me is natural to the fair sex,

is of opinion this female inclination, if well

directed, might turn very much to their ad

vantage, and therefore recommends to me
Mr. Mede upon the Revelations. A fourth

lays it down as an unquestioned truth, that

a lady cannot be thoroughly accomplished
who has not read The Secret Treaties and

Negotiations of Marshal d'Estrades. Mr.
Jacob Tonson, junior, is of opinion, that

Bayle's Dictionary might be of very great
use to the ladies, in order to make them

general scholars. Another, whose name I

have forgotten, thinks it highly proper that

every woman with child should read Mr.
Wall's History of Infant Baptism; and an
other is very importunate with me to re

commend to all my female readers .The
finishing Stroke; being a Vindication of the

Patriarchal Scheme, &c.
In the second class, I shall mention books

which are recommended by husbands, if I

may believe the writers of them. Whether
or no they are real husbands or personated
ones I cannot tell; but the books they re

commend are as follow. A Paraphrase on

the History of Susannah. Rules to keep
Lent. The Christian's Overthrow pre
vented. A Dissuasive from the Play-house.
The Virtues of Camphire, with Directions

to make Camphire Tea. The Pleasures

of a Country Life. The Government of

the Tongue. A letter dated from Cheap-
side, desires me that I would advise all

young wives to make themselves mistresses

of Wingate's Arithmetic, and concludes

with a postscript, that he hopes I will not

forget the Countess of Kent's Receipts.
I may reckon the ladies themselves as a

third class among these my correspondents
and privy-counsellors. In a letter from one
of them,'l am advised to place Pharamond
at the head of my catalogue, and, if I think

proper, to give the second place to Cassan
dra.* Coquetilla begs me not to think

of nailing women upon their knees with

* Two celebrated French romances, written by At
La Calprenede.
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manuals of devotion, nor of scorching their

faces with books of housewifery. Florilla

desires to know if there are any books writ
ten against prudes, and entreats me, if

there are, to give them a place in my li

brary. Plays of all sorts have their several
advocates: All for Love, is mentioned in

above fifteen letters; Sophonisba, or Han
nibal's Overthrow, in a dozen; The Inno
cent Adultery is likewise highly approved
of; Mithridates, King of Pontus, has many
friends; Alexander the Great and Aureng-
zebe have the same number of voices; but

Theodosius, or the Force of Love, carries

it from all the rest.

I should, in the last place, mention such
books as have been proposed by men of

learning, and those who appear competent
judges of this matter, and must here take
occasion to thank A. B. whoever it is that
conceals himself under these two leters, for

his advice upon this subject. But as I find

the work I have undertaken to be very dif

ficult, I shall defer the executing of it till I

am further acquainted with the thoughts
of my judicious contemporaries, and have
time to examine the several books they of

fer to me: being resolved, in an affair of

this moment, to proceed with the greatest
caution.

In the meanwhile, as I have taken the
ladies under my particular care, I shall

make it my business to find out in the best

authors, ancient and modern, such passages
as may be for their use, and endeavour to

accommodate them as well as I can to their

taste; not questioning but that the valuable

part of the sex will easily pardon me, if

from time to time I laugh at those little

vanities and follies which appear in the be
haviour of some of them, and which are
more proper for ridicule than a serious cen
sure. Most books being calculated for male
readers, and generally written with an eye
to men of learning, makes a work of this

nature the more necessary; besides, I am
the more encouraged, because I flatter my
self that I see the sex daily improving by
these my speculations. My fair readers
are already deeper scholars than the beaux.
I could name some of them who talk much
better than several gentleman that make a

figure at Will's; and as I frequently receive
letters from the fine ladies and pretty fel

lows, I cannot but observe that the former
are superior to the others, not only in the
sense but in the spelling. This cannot but
have a good effect upon the female world,
and keep them from being charmed by
those empty coxcombs that have hitherto
been admired among the women, though
laughed at among the men.

I am credibly informed that Tom Tat
tle passes for an impertinent fellow, that
Will Trippet begins to be smoked, and that
Frank Smoothly himself is within a month
of a coxcomb, in case I think fit to continue
this paper. For my part, as it is my busi
ness in some measure to detect such as

would lead astray weak minds by their false

pretences to wit and judgment, humour and
gallantry, I shall not fail to lend the best

light I am able to the fair sex for the con
tinuation of these their discoveries. L.

No. 93.] Saturday, June 16, 1711.

-Spatio brevi

Spera longam reseces; dura loquimur, fugerit invida
Mta.a ; carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero.

Hor. Lib. 1. Od. xi. 6.

Thy lengthen'd hopes with prudence bound
Proportion'd to the flying hour:

While thus we talk in careless ease,
The envious moments wing their flight;

Instant the fleeting pleasure seize,
Nor trust to-morrow's doubtful light.

Francis.

WE all of us complain of the shortness
of time, saith Seneca, and yet have much
more than we know what to do with. Our
lives, says he, are spent either in doing
nothing at all, or in doing nothing to the

purpose, or in doing nothing that we ought
to do. We are always complaining our

days are few, and acting as though there
would be no end of them. That noble phi
losopher has described our inconsistency
with ourselves in this particular, by all

those various turns of expression and

thought which are peculiar to his writings.
I often consider mankind as wholly in

consistent with itself in a point that bears
some affinity to the former. Though we
seem grieved at the shortness of life in

general, we are wishing every period of it

at an end. The minor longs to be at age,
then to be a man of business, then to make
up an estate, then to arrive at honours, then
to retire. Thus although the whole life

is allowed by every one to be short, the
several divisions of it appear long and te

dious. We are for lengthening our span in

general, but would fain contract the parts
of which it is composed. The usurer would
be very well satisfied to have all the time
annihilated that lies between the present
moment and the next quarter-day. The
politician would be contented to lose three

years in his life, could he place things in

the posture which he fancies they will

stand in after such a revolution of time.

The lover would be glad to strike out of

his existence all the moments that are to

pass away before the happy meeting. Thus,
as fast as our time runs, we should be very
glad in most part of our lives that it ran
much faster than it does. Several hours
of the day hang upon our hands, nay, we
wish away whole years; and travel through
time as through a country filled with many
wild and empty wastes, which we would
fain hurry over, that we may arrive at

those several little settlements or imagi
nary points of rest which are dispersed up
and down in it.

If we divide the life of most men into

twenty parts, we shall find that at least

nineteen ofthem are mere gaps and chasmsj
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which are neither filled with pleasure nor
business. I do n^t however include in this

calculation the life of those men who are in

a perpetual hurry of affairs, but of those

only who are not always engaged in scenes
of action ; and I hope I shall not do an un

acceptable piece of service to these per
sons, if I point out to them certain methods
for the filling up their empty spaces of life.

The methods I shall propose to them are
as follow.

The first is the exercise of virtue, in the
most general acceptation ofthe word. That
particular scheme which comprehends the
social virtues, may give employment to the
most industrious temper, and find a man in

business more than the most active station

in life. To advise the ignorant, relieve the

needy, comfort the afflicted, are duties that
fall in our way almost every day of our
lives. A man has frequent opportunities
of mitigating the fierceness of a party; of

doing justice to the character of a deserv

ing man; of softening the envious, quieting
the angry, and rectifying the prejudiced;
which are all of them employments suited

to a reasonable nature, and bring great
satisfaction to the person who can busy
himself in them with discretion.

There is another kind of virtue that may
find employment for those retired hours in

which we are altogether left to ourselves,
and destitute of company and conversation;
I mean that intercourse and communication
which every reasonable creature ought to

maintain with the great Author of his being.
The man who lives under an habitual sense
of the divine presence keeps up a perpetual
cheerfulness of temper, and enjoys every
moment the satisfaction of thinking himself
in company with his dearest and best of

friends. The time never lies heavy upon
him; it is impossible for him to be alone.

His thoughts and passions are the most
busied at such hours when those of other
men are the most unactive. He no sooner

steps out of the world but his heart burns
with devotion, swells with hope, and tri

umphs in the consciousness of that presence
which every where surrounds him; or on
the contrary, pours out its fears, its sor

rows, its apprehensions, to the great sup
porter of his existence.

I have here only considered the necessity
of a man's being virtuous, that he may have

something to do; but if we consider further,
that the exercise of virtue is not only an
amusement for the time it lasts, but that

its influence extends to those parts of our
existence which lie beyond the grave, and
that our whole eternity is to take its colour
from those hours which we here employ in

virtue or in vice, the argument redoubles

upon us, for putting in practice this method
or passing away our time.

When a man has but a little stock to im
prove, and has opportunities of turning it

all to good account, what shall we think of

him if he suffers nineteen parts of it to lie

dead, and perhaps employs even the twen
tieth to his ruin or disadvantage? But be
cause the mind cannot be always in its

fervours, nor strained up to a pitch of vir

tue, it is necessary to find out proper em
ployments for it in its relaxations.

The next method therefore that I would

propose to fill up our time, should be useful

and innocent diversions. I must confess I

think it is below reasonable creatures to be

altogether conversant in such diversions as

are merely innocent, and have nothing else

to recommend them, but that there is no
hurt in them. Whether any kind of gam
ing has even thus much to say for itself, I

shall not determine; but I think it very-
wonderful to see persons of the best sense

passing away a dozen hours together in

shuffling and dividing a pack of cards, with
no other conversation but what is made up
of a few game phrases, and no other ideas
but those of black or red spots ranged to

gether in different figures. Would not a
man laugh to hear any one of this species
complaining that life is short?
The stage might be made a perpetual

source of the most noble and useful enter

tainments, were it under proper regula
tions.

But the mind never unbends itself so

agreeably as in the conversation of a well-
chosen friend. There is indeed no blessing
of life that is in any way comparable to the

enjoyment of a discreet and virtuous friend.

It eases and unloads the mind, clears and

improves the understanding, engenders
thoughts and knowledge, animates virtue
and good resolutions, soothes and allays the

passions, and finds employment for most of

the vacant hours of life.

Next to such an intimacy with a particu
lar person, one would endeavour after a
more general conversation with such as are
able to entertain and improve those with
whom they converse, which are qualifica
tions that seldom go asunder.

There are many other useful amuse
ments of life which one would endeavour
to multiply, that one might on all occasions
have recourse to something, rather than
suffer the mind to lie idle, or run adrift

with any passions that chance to rise in it.

A man that has a taste of music, painting,
or architecture, is like one that has another

sense, when compared with such as have no
relish of those arts. The florist, the planter,
the gardener, the husbandman, when they
are only as accomplishments to the man of

Fortune, are great reliefs to a country life,

and many ways useful to those who are

possessed of them.
But of all the diversions of life, there is

none so proper to fill up its empty spaces
as the reading of useful and entertaining
authors. But this I shall only touch upon,
because it in some measure interferes with
the third method, which I shall propose in

another paper, for the employment of our
dead unactive hours, and which I shall only
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mention in general to be the pursuit of

knowledge.

Na 94.] Monday, June 18, 1711.

-Hoc est

Vivere bis, vita posse priore frui.

Mart. Epig. xxiii. 10.

The present joys of life we doubly taste,

By looking back with pleasure on the past.

THE last method which I proposed in

my Saturday's paper, for filling up those

empty spaces of life which are so tedious
and burdensome to idle people, is the em
ploying ourselves in the pursuit of know
ledge. I remember Mr. Boyle, speaking
of a certain mineral, tells us, that a man
may consume his whole life in the study of

it, without arriving at the knowledge of all

its qualities. The truth of it is, there is

not a single science, or any branch of it,

that might not furnish a man with business
for life, though it were much longer than
it is.

I shall not here engage on those beaten

subjects of the usefulness of knowledge, nor
of the pleasure and perfection it gives the

mind; nor on the methods of obtaining it,

nor recommend any particular branch of it;

all which have been the topics of many
other writers; but shall indulge myself in a

speculation that is more uncommon, and

may therefore perhaps be more enter

taining.
I have before shown how the unemployed

parts of life appear long and tedious, and
shall here endeavour to show how those

parts of life which are exercised in study,
reading, and the pursuits of knowledge, are

long, but not tedious, and by that means
discover a method of lengthening our lives,
and at the same time of turning all the parts
of them to our advantage.
Mr. Locke observes,

' That we get the
idea of time or duration, by reflecting on
that train of ideas which succeed one an
other in our minds; that for this reason,
when we sleep soundly without dreaming,
we have no perception oftime, or the length
of it while we sleep; and that the moment
wherein we leave off to think , till the mo
ment we begin to think again, seems to

have no distance.
' To which the author

adds,
' And so I doubt not but it would be

to a waking man, if it were possible for him
to keep only one idea in his mind, without

variation, and the succession of others; and
we see, that one who fixes his thoughts
very intently on one thing, so as to take but
little notice of the succession of ideas that

pass in his mind whilst he is taken up with
that earnest contemplation, lets slip out of
his account a good part of that duration,
and thinks that time shorter than it is.'

We might carry this thought further,
and consider a man as, on one side, shorten

ing his time by thinking on nothing, or but
a few things; so on the other, as lengthen
ing it, by employing his thoughts on many

subjects, or by entertaining a quick and
constant succession of ideas. Accordingly,
Monsieur Malebranche, in his Inquiry after

Truth, (which was published several years
before Mr. Locke's Essay on Human Un
derstanding,) tells us, 'that it is possible
some creatures may think half an hour as

long as we do a thousand years; or look

upon that space of duration which we call
a minute, as an hour, a week, a month, or a
whole age.'
The notion of Monsieur Malebranche is

capable of some little explanation from
what I have quoted out of Mr. Locke; for
if our notion of time is produced by our re

flecting on the succession of ideas in our
mind, and this succession may be infinitely
accelerated or retarded, it will follow, that
different beings may have different notions
of the same parts of duration, according as
their ideas, which we suppose are equally
distinct in each of them, follow one another
in a greater or less degree of rapidity.
There is a famous passage in the Alco

ran, which looks as if Mahomet had been
possessed of the notion we are now speak
ing of. It is there said, that the angel
Gabriel took Mahomet out of his bed one

morning to give him a sight of all things in

the seven heavens, in paradise, and in hell,
which the prophet took a distinct view of;
and after having held ninety thousand con
ferences with God, was brought back again
to his bed. All this, says the Alcoran, was
transacted in so small a space of time, that
Mahomet at his return found his bed still

warm, and took up an earthen pitcher
which was thrown down at the very instant

that the angel Gabriel carried him away,
before the water was all spilt.

*

There is a very pretty story in the Turk
ish Tales, which relates to this passage of

that famous impostor, and bears some affi

nity to the subject we are now upon. A
sultan of Egypt, who was an infidel, used
to laugh at this circumstance in Mahomet's
life, as what was altogether impossible and
absurd: but conversing one day with a great
doctor in the law, who had the gift of work
ing miracles, the doctor told him he would
quickly convince him of the truth of this

passage in the history of Mahomet, if he
would consent to do what he would desire
of him. Upon this the sultan was directed
to place himself by a huge tub cf water,
which he did accordingly; and as he stood

by the tub amidst a circle of his great men,
the holy man bid him plunge his head into

the water, and draw it up again. The king
accordingly thrust his head into the water,
and at the same time found himself at the
foot of a mountain on the sea-shore. The
king immediately began to rage against his
doctor for this piece of treachery and witch-

* This story is not to be found in the Alcoran, nor
can I meet with any life of the prophet where it is told
in these words; there is something like it in Simon's-
Critical History of the Belief of the Eastern Nations,
but it is less particular.
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craft; but at length, knowing it was in vain
to be angry, he set himself to think on pro
per methods for getting a livelihood in this

strange country. Accordingly he applied
himself to some people whom he saw at

work in a neighbouring wood: these peo
ple conducted him to a town that stood at a
little distance from the wood, where after

some adventures, he married a woman of

great beauty and fortune. He lived with
this woman so long, that he had by her se

ven sons and seven daughters. He was af

terwards reduced to great want, and forced
to think of plying in the streets as a porter
for his livelihood. One day as he was walk

ing alone by the sea-side, being seized with

many melancholy reflections upon his for

mer and his present state of life, which had
raised a fit of devotion in him, he threw off

his clothes with a design to wash himself,

according to the custom of the Mahometans,
before he said his prayers.

After his first plunge into the sea, he no
sooner raised his head above the water but
he found himself standing by the side of the

tub, with the great men of his court about

him, and the holy man at his side. He im

mediately upbraided his teacher for having
sent him on such a course of adventures,
and betrayed him into so long a state of mi
sery and servitude; but was wonderfully
surprised when he heard that the state he
talked of was only a dream and a delusion ;

that he had not stirred from the place
where he then stood; and that he had only
dipped his head into the water, and imme
diately taken it out again.
The Mahometan doctor took this occa

sion of instructing the sultan, that nothing
was impossible with God; and that He,
with whom a thousand years are but as one

day, can, if he pleases, make a single dav,

nay, a single moment, appear to any of his

creatures as a thousand years.
I shall leave my reader to compare these

eastern fables with the notions of those two

great philosophers whom I have quoted in

this paper; and shall only, by way of appli
cation, desire him to consider how we may
extend life beyond its natural dimensions,

by applying ourselves diligently to the pur
suits of knowledge.
The hours of a wise man are lengthened

by his ideas, as those of a fool are by his

passions. The time of the one is long, be
cause he does not know what to do with it ;

so is that of the other, because he distin

guishes every moment of it with useful or

amusing thoughts; or, in rther words, be
cause the one is always wishing it away,
and the other always enjoying it.

How different is the view of past life, in

the man who is grown old in knowledge and

wisdom, from that of him who is grown old

in ignorance and folly! The latter is like

the owner rf a barren country, that fills his

eye with the prospect of naked hills and

plains, which produce nothing either pro
fitable or ornamental; the other beholds a

beautiful and spacious landscape divided
into delightful gardens, green meadows,
fruitful fields, and can scarce cast his eye
on a single spot of his possessions, that is

not covered with some beautiful plant or
flower. L.

No. 95.] Tuesday, June 19, 1711.

Curse leves loquuntur, ingentes stupent. Seneca Trag

Light sorrows loose the tongue, but great enchain. P

HAVING read the two following letters

with much pleasure, I cannot but think the

good sense of them will be as agreeable to

the town as any thing I could say either on
the topics they treat of, or any other; thev
both allude to former papers of mine, and I

do not question but the first, which is upon
inward mourning, will be thought the pro
duction of a man who is well acquainted
with the generous yearnings of distress in a

manly temper, which is above the relief of
tears. A speculation of my own on that

subject I shall defer till another occasion.

The second letter is from a lady of a mind
as great as her understanding. There is

perhaps something in the beginning of it

which I ought in modesty to conceal; but I

have so much esteem for this correspon
dent, that I will not alter a tittle of what
she writes, though I am thus scrupulous at

the price of being ridiculous.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I was very well

pleased with your discourse upon general
mourning, and should be obliged to you if

you would enter into the matter more deep
ly, and give us your thoughts upon the com
mon sense the ordinary people have of the
demonstrations of grief, who prescribe rules

and fashions to the most solemn affliction;

such as the loss of the nearest relations and
dearest friends. You cannot go to visit a
sick friend, but some impertinent waiter
about him observes the muscles of your
face, as strictly as if they were prognostics
of his death or recovery. If he happens to

be taken from you, you are immediately
surrounded with numbers of these specta
tors, who expect a melancholy shrug of

your shoulders, a pathetical shake of your
head, and an expressive distortion of your
face, to measure your affection and value
for the deceased. But there is nothing, on
these occasions, so much in their favour as

immoderate weeping. As all their pas
sions are superficial, they imagine the seat

of love and friendship to be placed visibly
in the eyes. They judge what stock of

kindness you had for the living, by the

quantity of tears you pour out for the dead;
so that ifone body wants that quantity of salt

water another abounds with, he is in great

danger of being thought insensible or ill-

natured. They are strangers to
friendship

whose grief happens not to be moist enough
to wet such a parcel of handkerchiefs.
But experience has told us, nothing is so
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fallacious as this outward sign of sorrow;
and the natural history of our bodies will

teach us that this flux of the eyes, this fa

culty of weeping, is peculiar only to some
constitutions. We observe in the tender
bodies of children, when crossed in their

little wills and expectations, how dissolva

ble they are into tears. If this were what
grief is in men, nature would not be able to

support them in the excess of it for one
moment. Add to this observation, how
quick is their transition from this passion
to that of their joy! I will not say we see

often, in the next tender things to children,
tears shed without much grieving. Thus
it is common to shed tears without much
sorrow, and as common to suffer much sor

row without shedding tears. Grief and

weeping are indeed frequent companions:
but, I believe, never in their highest ex
cesses. As laughter does not proceed from

profound joy, so neither does weeping from

profound sorrow. The sorrow which ap
pears so easily at the eyes, cannot have
pierced deeply into the heart. The heart
distended with grief, stops all the passages
for tears or lamentations.

Now, sir, what I would incline you to

in all this is, that you would inform the
shallow critics and observers upon sorrow,
that true affliction labours to be invisible,
that it is a stranger to ceremony, and that

it bears in its own nature a dignity much
above the little circumstances which are
affected under the notion of decency. You
must know, sir, I have lately lost a dear

friend, for whom I have not yet shed a tear,
and for that reason your animadversions on
that subject would be the more acceptable
to, sir, your most humble servant,

<B. D.'

'June the 15th.

'MR. SPECTATOR, As I hope there are
but few who have so little gratitude as not
to acknowledge the usefulness of your pen,
and to esteem it a public benefit; so I am
sensible, be that as it will, you must never
theless find the secret and incomparable
pleasure of doing good, and be a great
sharer in the entertainment you give. I

acknowledge our sex to be much obliged,
and I hope improved by your labours, and
even your intentions more particularly for

our service. If it be true, as it is sometimes

said, that our sex have an influence on the

other, your paper may be yet a more ge
neral good. Your directing us to reading,
is certainlv the best means to our instruc

tion; but I think, with
you, caution in that

particular very useful, since the improve
ment of our understandings may, or may
not, be of service to us, according as it is

managed. It has been thought we are not

generally so ignorant as ill-taught, or that

our sex does not so often want wit, judgment,
or knowledge, as the right application of

them. You are so well-bred, as to say your
fair readers are already deeper scholars

than the beaux, and that you could name
some of them that talk much better than
several gentlemen that make a figure at

Will's. This may possibly be, and no great
compliment, in my opinion, even supposing
your comparison to reach Tom's and the
Grecian. Surely you are too wise to think
that the real commendation of a woman.
Were it not rather to be wished we im
proved in our own sphere, and approved
ourselves better daughters, wives, mothers,
and friends?

'I cannot but agree with the judicious
trader in Cheapside (though I am not at all

prejudiced in his favour) in recommending
the study of arithmetic; and must dissent

even from the authority which you men
tion, when it advises the making of cur sex
scholars. Indeed a little more philosophy,
in order to the subduing our passions to our

reason, might be sometimes serviceable,
and a treatise of that nature I should ap
prove of, even in exchange for Theodosius,
or the Force of Love; but as I Well know
you want not hints, I will proceed no fur

ther than to recommend the Bishop of Cam-
bray's Education of a Daughter, as it is

translated into the only language I have

any knowledge of, though perhaps very
much to its disadvantage. I have heard it

objected against that piece, that its instruc

tions are not of general use, but only fitted

for a great lady; but I confess I am not of

that opinion; for I do not remember that

there are any rules laid down for the ex

penses of a woman, in which particular only
I think a gentlewoman ought to differ from
a lady of the best fortune, or highest qua
lity, and not in their principles of justice,

gratitude, sincerity, prudence, or modesty.
I ought perhaps to make an apology for this

long epistle; but as I rather believe you a
friend to sincerity, than ceremony, shall

only assure you I am, sir, your humble
servant,
T. 'ANNABELLA.'
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-Amicum
Mancipium domino, et frugi

Hor. Lib. 2. Sat. vii. 2.

The faithful servant, and the true. Creech.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I have frequently
read your discourse upon servants, and as I

am one myself, have been much offended,

that in that variety of forms wherein you
considered the bad, vou found no place to

mention the good. There is however one

observation of yours I approve, which is,

" That there are men of wit and good sense

among all orders of men, and that servants

report most of the good or ill which is

spoken of their masters." That there are

men of sense who live in servitude, I have
the vanity to say I have felt to my woful

experience. You attribute very justly the

source of our general iniquity to board-
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wages, and the manner of living out of

domestic way: but I cannot give you my
thoughts on this subject any way so well, as

by a short account of my own life to this the

forty-fifth year of my age; that is to say,
from my being first a footboy at fourteen,
to my present station of a nobleman's por
ter in the year of my age above-mentioned.

' Know then, that my father was a poor
tenant to the family of Sir Stephen Rack-
rent Sir Stephen put me to school, or
rather made me follow his son Harry to

school, from my ninth year: and there,
though Sir Stephen paid something for my
learning, I was used like a servant, .and was
forced to get what scraps of learning I could

by my own industry, for the school-master
took very little notice of me. My young
master was a lad of very sprightly parts;
and my being constantly about him, and
loving him, was no small advantage to me.
My master loved me extremely, and has
often been whipped for not keeping me at
a distance. He used alwavs to say, that
when he came to his estate I should have a
lease of my father's tenement for nothing.
I came up to town with him to Westmin
ster-school; at which time he taught me at

night all he learnt; and put me to find out
words in the dictionary when he was about
his exercise. It was the will of Providence
that master Harry was taken very ill of a
fever of which he died within ten days after
his first falling sick. Here was the first

sorrow I ever knew; and I assure you, Mr.
Spectator, I remember the beautiful action
of the sweet youth in his fever, as fresh as
if it were yesterday. If he wanted any
thing, it must be given him by Tom. When
I let any thing fall through the grief I was
under, he would cry,

" Do not beat the poor
boy: give him some more julep for me, no

body else shall give it me." He would
strive to hide his being so bad, when he
saw I could not bear his being in so much
danger, and comforted me, saying,

" Tom,
Tom, have a good heart." When I was
holding a cup at his mouth, he fell into con

vulsions; and at this very time I hear my
dear master's last groan. I was quickly
turned out of the room, and left to sob and
beat my head against the wall at my leisure.

The grief I was in was inexpressible; and
every body thought it would have cost me
my life. In a few days my old lady, who
was one of the housewives of the world,
thought of turning me out of doors, because
I put her in mind of her son. Sir Stephen
proposed putting me to prentice; but my
lady being an excellent manager would not
let her husband throw away his money in

acts of charity. I had sense enough to be
under the utmost indignation, to see her
discard with so little concern, one her son
had loved so much; and went out of the
house to ramble wherever my feet would

carry me.
' The third day after I left Sir Stephen's

family, I was strolling up and down the

walks in the Temple. A young gentleman
of the house, who (as I heard him say after

wards) seeing me half-starved and well-

dressed, thought me an equipage ready to

his hand, after a very little inquiry more
than "Did I want a master?" bid me fol

low him; I did so, and in a very little while

thought myself the happiest creature in the
world. My time was taken up in carrying
letters to wenches, or messages to young
ladies of my master's acquaintance. We
rambled from tavern to tavern, to the play
house, the Mulberry-garden,

* and all places
of resort; where my master engaged every
night in some new amour, in which and

dnnking, he spent all his time when he had
money. During these extravagances, I had
the pleasure of lying on the stairs of a
tavern half a night playing at dice with
other servants, and the like idleness. When
my master was moneyless, I was generally

employed in transcribing amorous pieces of

poetry, old songs, and new lampoons. This
life held till my master manned, and he
had then the prudence to turn me off, be
cause I was in the secret of his intrigues.

1 1 was utterly at a loss what course to

take next; when at last I applied myself
to a fellow-sufferer, one of his mistresses, a
woman of the town. She happening at that

time to be pretty full of money, clothed me
from head to foot; and knowing me to be
a sharp fellow, employed me accordingly.
Sometimes I was to go abroad with her,
and when she had pitched upon a young
Fellow, she thought for her turn, I was to

lie dropped as one she could not trust. She
would often cheapen goods at the New Ex
change ;t and when she had a mind to be
attacked, she would send me away on an
errand. When an humble servant and she
were beginning a parley, I came imme
diately, and told her Sir John was come
aome; then she would order another coach
to prevent being dogged. The lover makes
signs to me as I get behind the coach; I

ihake my head, it was impossible- I leave

my lady at the next turning, and follow the

cully-to know how to fall in his way on an
other occasion. Besides good offices of this

nature, I writ all my mistress's love-letters;
some from a lady that saw such a gentle
man at such a place in such a coloured coat,
some showing the terror she was in of a
ealous old husband, others explaining that

he severity of her parents was such (though
\er fortune was settled) that she was wil

ing to run away with such a one, though
he knew he was but a younger brother,

n a word, my half education and love of

die books, made me outwrite all that made

* The Mulberry-pardon was a place of gentpol riitrr-

ainment near Buckingham-house, (now the Cinecn'j
'alace )

t Britain's Burse, or the New Exchange, built in KiOS.

was situated between Durham-yard and York-buildings,
n tin- Strand. It had rows of shops (says Penr.&Ju) over
h" \v;i!k, filled chiefly with milliners. *emp>t"w- Vc.

This was a place of fashionable resort. It wra*.

down in 1737.
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love to her by way of epistle; and as she
was extremely cunning, she did well enough
in company by a skilful affectation of the

greatest modesty. In the midst of all this I

was surprised with a letter from her and a
ten pound note.

" HONEST TOM, You will never see me
more, I am married to a very cunning
country gentleman, who might possibly
guess something if I kept you still; there
fore farewell."

' When this place was lost also in mar
riage, I was resolved to go among quite an
other people, for the future, and got in but
ler to one of those families where there is a
coach kept, three or four servants, a clean

house, and a good general outside upon a
small estate. Here I lived very comfortably
for some time, until I unfortunately found

my master, the very gravest man alive, in

the garret with the chamber-maid. I knew
the world too well to think of staying there;
and the next day pretended to have re
ceived a letter out of the country that my
father was dying, and got my discharge,
with a bounty for my discretion.

'The next I lived with was a peevish
single man, whom I stayed with for a year
and a half. Most part of the time I passed
very easily; for when I began to know him,
I minded no more than he meant what he
said; so that one day in a good humour he
said,

" I was the best man he ever had, by
my want of respect to him. "

'
These, sir, are the chief occurrences of

my life, and I will not dwell upon very
many other places I have been in, where I

have been the strangest fellow in the world,
where nobody in the world had such ser

vants as they, where sure they were the
unluckiest people in the world in servants,
and so forth. All I mean by this represen
tation is, to show you that we poor servants

are not [what you called us too generally]
all rogues; but that we are what we are,

according to the example of our superiors.
In the family I am now in, I am guilty of

no one sin but lying: which I do with a

grave face in my gown and staff every day
I live, and almost all day long, in denying
my lord to impertinent suitors, and my lady
to unwelcome visitants. But, sir, I am to

let you know that I am, when I can get
abroad, a leader of the servants : I am he
that keeps time with beating my cudgel
against the boards in the gallery at an

opera; I am he that am touched so pro
perly at a tragedy, when the people of

quality are staring at one another during
the most important incidents. When you
hear in a crowd a cry in the right place, a

hum where the point is touched in a speech,
or a huzza set up where it is the voice of

the people; you may conclude it is begun
or ioined by, sir, your more than humble
servant, THOMAS TRUSTY.'
T.

20
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Projecere animas- Virg. . vi. 430.

They prodigally threw their lives away.

AMONG the loose papers which I have

frequently spoken of heretofore, I find a
conversation between Pharamond and Eu-
crate upon the subject of duels, and the

copy of an edict issued in consequence of

that discourse.

Eucrate argued, that nothing but the
most severe and vindictive punishment,
such as placing the bodies of the offenders
in chains, and putting them to death by the
most exquisite torments, would be sufficient

to extirpate a crime which had so long pre
vailed, and was so firmly fixed in the opi
nion of the world as great and laudable.

The king answered,
' that indeed instances

of ignominy were necessary in the cure of

this evil; but, considering that it prevailed
only among such as had a nicety in their

sense of honour, and that it often happened
that a duel was fought to save appearances
to the world, when both parties were in

their hearts in amity and reconciliation to

each other, it was evident that turning the
mode another way would effectually put a

stop to what had being only as a mode; that
to such persons, poverty and shame were
torments sufficient; that he would not go
further in punishing in others, crimes which
he was satisfied he himself was most guilty
of, in that he might have prevented them
by speaking his displeasure sooner.' Be
sides which the king said,

' he was in gene
ral averse to tortures, which was putting
human nature itself, rather than the crimi

nal, to disgrace; and that he would be sure
not to use this means where the crime was
but an ill effect arising from a laudable

cause, the fear of shame.
' The king, at the

same time, spoke with much grace upon
the subject of mercy; and repented of many
acts of that kind which had a magnificent
aspect in the doing, but dreadful conse

quences in the example.
'

Mercy to par
ticulars,' he observed, 'was cruelty in the

general. That though a prince could not

revive a dead man by taking the life of him
who killed him, neither could he make
reparation to the next that should die by
the evil example: or answer to himself for

the partiality in not pardoning the next as

well as the former offender.
' ' As for

me,' says Pharamond, 'I have conquered
France, and yet have given laws to my
people. The laws are my methods of life;

they are not a diminution but a direction to

my power. I am still absolute to distinguish
the innocent and the virtuous, to give ho
nours to the brave and generous; I am ab
solute in my good-will; none can oppose my
bounty, or prescribe rules for my favour.

While I can, as I please, reward the good,
I am under no pain that I cannot pardon
the wicked: for which reason,' continued

Pharamond, ' I will effectually put a stop
to this evil, by exposing no more the ten-
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derness of my nature to the importunity of

having the same respect to those who are
miserable by their fault, and those who are
so by their misfortune. Flatterers (con
cluded the king smiling) repeat to us prin
ces, that we are heaven's vicegerents; let

us be so, and let the only thing out of our

power be: to do ill.
"

Soon after the evening wherein Phara-
mond and Eucrate had this conversation,
the following edict was published against
duels.

PharamoTKTs Edict against Duels.
' PHARAMOND, King of the Gauls, to all his

loving subjects sendeth greeting.
' Whereas it has come to our royal no

tice and observation, that in contempt of

all laws, divine and human, it is of late be
come a custom among the nobility and gen
try of this our kingdom, upon slight and
trivial, as well as great and urgent provo
cations, to invite each other into the field,

there by their own hands, and of their own
authority, to decide their controversies by
combat ; we have thought fit to take the
said custom into our royal consideration,
and find upon inquiry into the usual causes
whereon such fatal decisions have arisen,
that by this wicked custom, maugre all the

precepts of our holy religion, and the rules

of right reason, the greatest act of the hu
man mind, forgiveness of injuries, is be
come vile and shameful; that the rules of

good society and virtuous conversation are

hereby inverted; that the loose, the vain,
and the impudent, insult the careful, the

discreet, and the modest; that all virtue is

suppressed, and all vice supported, in the
one act of being capable to dare to the
death. We have also further, with great
sorrow of mind, observed that this dreadful

action, by long impunity (our royal atten

tion being employed upon matters of more
general concern) is become honourable,
and the refusal to engage in it ignominious.
In these our royal cares and inquiries we
are yet further made to understand, that
the persons of most eminent worth, and
most hopeful abilities, accompanied with
the strongest passion for true glory, are
such as are most liable to be involved in

the dangers arising from this licence.

Now taking the said premises into our se

rious consideration, and well weighing that

all such emergences (wherein the mind is

incapable of commanding itself, and where
the injury is too sudden or too exquisite to

be borne) are particularly provided for by
laws heretofore enacted; and that the

qualities of less injuries, like those of in

gratitude, are too nice and delicate to come
under general rules; we do resolve to blot

this fashion, or wantonness of anger, out of

the minds of our subjects, by our royal re

solutions declared in this edict as follow:
' No person who either sends or accepts

a challenge, or the posterity of either,

though no death ensues thereupon, shall

be, after the publication of this our edict,

capable of bearing office in these our do
minions.

' The person who shall prove the send

ing or receiving a challenge, shall receive
to his own use and property, the whole
personal estate of both parties; and their
real estate shall be immediately vested in

the next heir of the offenders in as ample
manner as if the said offenders were actu

ally deceased.
' In cases where the laws (which we have

already granted to our subjects) admit of
an appeal for blood; when the criminal is

condemned by the said appeal, he shall

not only suffer death, but his whole estate,

real, mixed, and personal, shall from the
hour of his death be vested in the next
heir of the person whose blood he spilt.

That it shall not hereafter be in our

royal power, or that of our successors, to

pardon the said offences, or restore the
offenders in their estates, honours, or blood,
for ever.

' Given at our court at Blois, the 8th of

February, 420, in the second year of

our reign.' T.
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Tanta est quserendi cura decoris.

Juv, Sat. vi. 500.

So studiously their persons they adorn.

THERE is not so variable a thing in na
ture as a lady's head-dress. Within my
own memory, I have known it rise and fall

above thirty degrees. About ten years ago
it shot up to a very great height, insomuch
that the female part of our species were
much taller than the men.* The women
were of such an enormous stature, that

'we appeared as grasshoppers before
them, 't At present the whole sex is in a
manner dwarfed, and shrunk into a race of

beauties that seem almost another spe
cies. I remember several ladies who were
once very near seven feet high, that at

present want some inches of five. How
they came to be thus curtailed I cannot

learn; whether the whole sex be at pre
sent under any penance which we know
nothing of, or whether they have cast their

head-dresses in order to surprise us with

something in that kind which shall be en

tirely new, or whether some of the tallest

of the sex, being too cunning for the rest,

have contrived this method to make them
selves appear sizeable, is still a secret;

though I find most are of opinion, they
are at present like trees new lopped and
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pruned, that will certainly sprout up and
flourish with greater heads than before. For

my own part, as I do not love to be insult

ed by women who are taller than myself, I

admire the sex much more in their present
humiliation, which has reduced them to

their natural dimensions, than when they
had extended their persons and lengthened
themselves out into formidable and gigan
tic figures. I am not for adding to the

beautiful edifices of nature, nor for raising

any whimsical superstructure upon her

plans; I must therefore repeat it, that I

am highly pleased with the coiffure now in

fashion, and think it shows the good sense

which at present very much reigns among
the valuable part of the sex. One may ob
serve that women in all ages have taken
more pains than men lo adorn the outside

of their heads; and indeed I very much ad

mire, that those female architects, who
raise such wonderful structures out of

ribands, lace, and wire, have not been re
corded for their respective inventions. It

is certain there have been as many or

ders in these kinds of building, as in those

which have been made of marble. Some
times they rise in the shape of a pyramid,
sometimes like a tower, and sometimes
like a steeple. In Juvenal's time the build

ing grew by several orders and stories, as

he has very humorously described it:

Tot premit ordonibus, tot adhuc compagibus altum
.'Tvliricnt caput ;

Andromachen a fronte videbis ;

Post minor est : aliam credas. Juv. Sat. vi. 501.

With curls on curls they build her head before,
And mount it with a formidable toyv'r:A giantess she seems ;

but look behind,
And then she dwindles to the pigmy kind. Dryden.

But I do not remember in any part of my
reading, that the head-dress aspired to so

great an extravagance as in the fourteenth

century; when it was built up in a couple
of cones or spires, which stood so exces

sively high on each side of the head, that
a woman who was but a pigmy without
her head-dress, appeared like a colossus

upon putting it on. Monsieur Paradin says,
'That these old-fashioned fontanges rose
an ell above the head; that they were

pointed like steeples, and had long loose

pieces of crape fastened to the tops of

them, which were curiously fringed, and

hung down their backs like streamers.
'

The women might possibly have carried
this Gothic building much higher, had not
a famous monk, Thomas Conecte by name,
attacked it with great zeal and resolution.

This holy man travelled from place to

place to preach down this monstrous com
mode; and succeeded so well in it, that as

the magicians sacrificed their books to the
flames upon the preaching of an apostle,

many of the women threw down their

head-dresses in the middle of his sermon,
and made a bonfire of them within sight of
the pulpit. He was so renowned as well
for the sanctity of his life as his manner of

preaching, that he had often a congrega

tion of twenty thousand people; the men
placing themselves on the one side of his

pulpit, and the women on the other, that

appeared (to use the similitude of an inge
nious writer) like a forest of cedars with
their heads reaching to .the clouds. He so

warmed and animated the people against
this monstrous ornament, that it lay under
a kind of persecution; and whenever it ap
peared in public, was pelted down by the

rabble, who flung stones at the persons
who wore it. But notwithstanding this

prodigy vanished while the preacher was

among them, it began to appear again
some months after his departure, or to tell

it in Monsieur Paradin's own words,
' The

women that, like snails in a fright, had
drawn in their horns, shot them out again
as soon as the danger was over.

' This ex

travagance of the women's head-dresses m
that age, is taken notice of by Monsieur

d'Argentre in his history of Bretagne, and

by other historians, as well as the person I

have here quoted.
It is usually observed, that a good reign

is the only proper time for making of laws

against the exorbitance of power; in the
same manner an excessive head-dress may
be attacked the most effectually when the
fashion is against it. I do therefore recom
mend this paper to my female readers by
way of prevention.

I would desire the fair sex to consider

how impossible it is for them to add any
thing that can be ornamental to what is al

ready the master-piece of nature. The
head has the most beautiful appearance, as

well as the highest station, in a human
figure. Nature has laid out all her art in

beautifying the face; she has touched it

with vermillion, planted in it a double row
of ivory, made it the seat of smiles and

blushes, lighted it up and enlivened it

with the brightness of the eyes, hung it on
each side with curious organs of sense,

given it airs and graces that cannot be de

scribed, and surrounded it with such a

flowing shade of hair as sets all its beau
ties in the most agreeable light. In short,
she seems to have designed the head as the

cupola of the most glorious of her works;
and when we load it with such a pile of su

pernumerary ornaments, we destroy the

symmetry of the human figure, and fool

ishly contrive to call off the eye from great
and real beauties, to childish gewgaws,
ribands, and bone-lace. L.
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Turpi secernis honestum.
Hor. Lib. i. Sat. vi. 63.

You know to fix the bounds of right and wrong.

THE club, of which I have often declared

myself a member, were last night engaged
in a discourse upon that which passes for the

chief point of honour among men and wo
men: and started a great many hints upon
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the subject, which I thought were entirely
new. I shall therefore methodize the seve
ral reflections that arose upon this occasion,
and present my reader with them for the

speculation of this day; after having pre
mised, that if there is any thing in this pa
per which seems to differ with any passage
of last Thursday's, the reader will consider
this as the sentiments of the club, and the
other as my own private thoughts, or rather
those of Pnaramond.
The great point of honour in men is cou

rage, and in a woman chastity. If a man
loses his honour in one rencounter, it is

not impossible for him to regain it in an
other, a slip in a woman's honour is irre

coverable. I can give no reason for fixing
the point of honour to these two qualities,
unless it be that each sex sets the greatest
value on the qualification which renders
them the most amiable in the eyes of the

contrary sex. Had men chosen for them
selves, without regard to the opinions of the
fair sex, I should believe the choice would
have fallen on wisdom or virtue; or had
women determined their own point of ho
nour, it is probable that wit or good-nature
would have carried it against chastity.

Nothing recommends a man more to the
female sex than courage; whether it be
that they are pleased to see one who is a
terror to others fall like a slave at their

feet, or that this quality supplies their own
principal defect, in guarding them from in

sults, and avenging their quarrels: or that

courage is a natural indication of a strong
and sprightly constitution. On the other

side, nothing makes women more esteemed

by the opposite sex than chastity; whether
it be that we always prize those most who
are hardest to come at, or that nothing be
sides chastity with its collateral attendants,

truth, fidelity, and constancy, gives the
man a property in the person he loves, and

consequently endears her to him above all

things.
I am very much pleased with a passage

in the inscription on a monument erected
in Westminster-Abbey to the late Duke
and Dutchess of Newcastle. ' Her name
was Margaret Lucas, youngest sister to the
lord Lucas of Colchester; a noble family,
for all the brothers were valiant, and all

the sisters virtuous.'

In books of chivalry, where the point of

honour is strained to madness, the whole

story runs on chastity and courage. The
damsel is mounted on a white palfrey as an
emblem of her innocence; and to avoid

scandal, must have a dwarf for her page.
She is not to think of a man, until some
misfortune has brought a knight-errant to

her relief. The knight falls in love, and
did not gratitude restrain her from murder
ing her deliverer, would die at her feet by
her disdain. However, he must waste

many years in the desert, before her virgin-
heart can think of a surrender. The knight
goes off, attacks every thing he meets that

is bigger and stronger than himself, seeks
all opportunities of being knocked on the

head, and after seven years' rambling re

turns to his mistress, whose chastity has
been attacked in the mean time by giants
and tyrants, and undergone as many trials

as her lover's valour.

In Spain, where there are still great re

mains of this romantic humour, it is a

transporting favour for a lady to cast an

accidental glance on her lover from a

window, though it be two or three stories

high : as it is usual for a lover to assert his

passion for his mistress, in single combat
with a mad bull.

The great violation of the point of honour
from man to man, is giving the lie. One
may tell another he whores, drinks, blas-

phenfes, and it may pass unresented; but

to say he lies, though but in jest, is an af

front that nothing but blood can expiate.
The reason perhaps may be, because no
other vice implies a want of courage so

much as the making of a lie; and therefore

telling a man he lies, is touching him in

the most sensible part of honour, and indi

rectly calling him a coward. I cannot

omit under this head what Herodotus tells

us of the ancient Persians, that from the

age of five years to twenty they instruct

their sons only in three things, to manage
the horse, to make use of the bow, and to

speak truth.

The placing the point of honour in this

false kind of courage, has given occasion to

the very refuse of mankind, who have
neither virtue nor common sense; to set up
for men of honour. An English peer, who
has not been long dead,* used to tell a

pleasant story of a French gentleman, that

visited him early one morning at Paris,

and after great professions of respect, let

him know that he had it in his power to

oblige him; which, in short, amounted to

this, that he believed he could tell his lord

ship the person's name who jostled him as

he came out from the opera; but before he
would proceed, he begged his lordship,
that he would not deny him the honour of

making him his second. The English lord,

to avoid being drawn into a very foolish af

fair, told him, he was under engagements
for his two next duels to a couple of parti
cular friends. Upon which the gentleman
immediately withdrew, hoping his lordship
would not take it ill if he meddled no far

ther in an affair from whence he himself
was to receive no advantage.
The beating down this false notion of

honour, in so vain and lively a
people

as

those of France, is deservedly looked upon
as one of the most glorious parts of their

present king's reign. It is a pity but the

punishment of these mischievous notions

should have in it some particular circum
stances of shame and infamv; that those

* It has been said that this was William Cavendish,
the first Duke of Devonshire, who died August 13, 1707.
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who are slaves to them may see, that in

stead of advancing their reputations, they
lead them to ignominy and dishonour.
Death is not sufficient to deter men who

make it their glory to despise it; but if

every one that fought a duel were to stand
in the pillory, it would quickly lessen the
number of these imaginary men of honour,
and put an end to so absurd a practice.
When honour is a support to virtuous

principles, and runs parallel with the laws
of God and our country, it cannot be too
much cherished and encouraged; but when
the dictates of honour are contrary to
those of religion and equity, they are the

greatest depravations of human nature, by
giving wrong ambitions and false ideas of
what is good and laudable; and should
therefore be exploded by all governments,
and driven out as the bane and plague of
human society. L.

No. 100.] Monday, June 25, 1711.

Nil ego contulerim jucundo sanus amico.
Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. v. 44.

The greatest blessing is a pleasant friend.

A MAN advanced in years, that thinks fit

to look back upon his former life, and call

that only life which was passed with satis

faction and enjoyment, excluding all parts
which were not pleasant to him, will find

himself very young, if not in his infancy.
Sickness, ill-humour, and idleness, will
have roobed him of a great share of that

space we ordinarily call our life. It is

therefore the duty of every man that would
be true to himself, to obtain, if possible, a

disposition to be pleased, and place him
self in a constant aptitude for the satisfac

tions of his being. Instead of this, you
hardly see a man who is not uneasy in pro
portion to his advancement in the arts of
life. An affected delicacy is the common
improvement we meet with in those who
pretend to be refined above others. They
do not aim at true pleasures themselves,
but turn their thoughts upon observing the
false pleasures of other men. Such people
are valetudinarians in society, and they
should no more come into company than a
sick man should come into the air. If a
man is too weak to bear what is a refresh
ment to men in health, he must still keep
his chamber. When any one in Sir Roger's
company complains he is out of order, he
immedJ-il &y calls for some posset-drink for

him; ;or which reason that sort of people
who are ever bewailing their constitution in

other places are the cheerfulest imaginable
when he is present,

It is a wonderful thing that so many, and
they not reckoned absurd, shall entertain
those with whom they converse, by giving
them the history of their pains and aches;
and imagine such narrations their quota of
the conversation. This is of all other the
meanest help to discourse, and a man must

not think at all, or think himself very in

significant, when he finds an account of
his head-ache answered by another's ask

ing what news in the last mail. Mutual
good-humour is a dress we ought to appear
in whenever we meet, and we should make
no mention of what concerns ourselves,
without it be of matters wherein our friends

ought to rejoice: but indeed there are
crowds of people who put themselves in no
method of pleasing themselves or others;
such are those whom we usually call indo
lent persons. Indolence is, methinks, an
intermediate state between pleasure and
pain, and very much unbecoming any part
of our life after we are cut of the nurse's

arms; such an aversion to labour creates
a constant weariness, and one would think
should make existence itself a burden.
The indolent man descends from the dig
nity of his nature, and makes that being
which was rational merely vegetative. His
life consists only in the mere increase and

decay of a body, which, with relation to the
rest of the world, might as well have been
uninformed, as the habitation of a reason
able mind.
Of this kind is the life of that extraordi

nary couple, Harry Tersett and his lady.

Harry was in the days of his celibacy one
of those pert creatures who have much
vivacity and little understanding; Mrs. Re
becca Quickly, whom he married, had all

that the fire of youth and lively manner
could do towards making an agreeable wo
man. These two people of seeming merit
fell into each other's arms; and passion
being sated, and no reason or good sense in

either to succeed it, their life is now at a

stand; their meals are insipid, and their

time tedious; their fortune has placed them
above care, and their loss of taste reduced
them below diversion. When we talk of

these as instances of inexistence, we do not

mean, that in order to live it is necessary
we should always be in jovial crews, or
crowned with chaplets of roses, as the

merry fellows among the ancients are de
scribed; but it is intended, by considering
these contraries to pleasure, indolence and
too much delicacy, to show that it is pru
dence to preserve a disposition in ourselves
to receive a certain delight in all we hear
and see.

This portable quality of good-humour
seasons all the parts and occurrences we
meet with in such a manner, that there are
no moments lost; but they all pass with so

much satisfaction, that the heaviest of loads

(when it is a load,) that of time, is never
felt by us. Varilas has this quality to

the highest perfection, and communicates
it whenever he appears. The sad, the

merry, the severe, the melancholy, show
a new cheerfulness when he comes amongst
them. At the same time no one can repeat
any thing that Varilas has ever said that
deserves repetition; but the man has that
innate goodness of temper, that he is wel-
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come to every body, because every man
thinks he is so to him. He does not

seem to contribute any thing to the mirth
of the company; and yet upon reflection

you find it all happened by his being there.

I thought it was whimsically said of a gen
tleman, that if Varilas had wit, it would be
the best wit in the world. It is certain,
when a well-corrected lively imagination
and good-breeding are added to a sweet

disposition, they qualify it to be one of the

greatest blessings, as well as pleasures of life.

Men would come into company with ten
times the pleasure they do, if they were
sure of hearing nothing which woum shock
them, as well as expected what would
please them. When we know every per
son that is spoken of is represented by one
who has no ill-will, and every thing that is

mentioned described by one that is apt to

set it in the best light, the entertainment
must be delicate, because the cook has

nothing brought to his hand but what is

the most excellent in its kind. Beautiful

pictures are the entertainments of pure
minds, and deformities of the corrupted.
It is a degree towards the life of angels,
when we enjoy conversation wherein there
in nothing presented but in its excellence:
and a degree towards that of demons,
where nothing is shown but in its degene
racy. T.

N'i. 101.] Tuesday, June 26, 1711.

Romulus, et Liber pater, et cum Castore Pollux,
Post ingentia facta, deorum in templa recepti ;

Dum terras hominumque colunt genus, aspera bella

Componunt, agros assignant, oppida condunt
;

Ploravere suis non respondere favorem
Speratum meritis : Bar. Lib. 2. Ep. i. 5.

IMITATED.
Edward and Henry, now the boast of fame,
And virtuous Alfred, a more sacred name,
After a life of gen'rous toils endur'd,
The Gaul subdu'd or property secur'd,
Ambition humbled, mighty cities storm'd,
Or laws establish'd, and the world reform'd

;

Clos'd their long glories with a sigh, to find

Th' unwilling gratitude of base mankind. Pope.

CENSURE,' says a late ingenious author,
'
is the tax a man pays to the public for

being eminent. '
It is a folly for an eminent

man to think of escaping it, and a weakness
to be affected with it. All the illustrious

persons of antiquity, and indeed of every
age in the world, have passed through this

fiery persecution. There is no defence

against reproach but obscurity; it is a kind
of concomitant to greatness, as satires and
invectives were an essential part of a Ro
man triumph.

If men of eminence are exposed to cen
sure on one hand, they are as much liable

to flattery on the other. If they receive

reproaches which are not due to them, they
likewise receive praises which they do not
deserve. In a word, the man in a high post
is never regarded with an indifferent eye,
but always considered as a friend or an ene

my. For this reason persons in great sta

tions have seldom their true characters
drawn till several years after their deaths.
Their personal friendships and enmities
must cease, and the parties they were en

gaged in be at an end, before their faults or
their virtues can have justice done them.
When writers have the least opportunity
of knowing the truth, they are in the best

disposition to tell it.

It is therefore the privilege of posterity
to adjust the characters of illustrious per
sons, and to set matters right between those

antagonists, who by their rivalry for great
ness divided a whole age into factions. We
can now allow Caesar to be a great man,
without derogating from Pompey, and cele

brate the virtues of Cato without detracting
from those of Caesar. Every one that has
been long dead has a due proportion of

praise allotted him, in which, whilst he
lived, his friends were too profuse, and his

enemies too sparing.

According to Sir Isaac Newton's calcu

lations, the last comet that made its ap
pearance in 1680, imbibed so much heat

by its approaches to the sun, that it would
have been two thousand times hotter than
red hot iron, had it been a globe of that

metal; and that supposing it as big as the

earth, and at the same distance from the

sun, it would be fifty thousand years in

cooling, before it recovered its natural tem

per. In the like manner, if an Englishman
considers the great ferment into which our

political world is thrown at present, and
how intensely it is heated in all its parts,
he cannot suppose that it will cool again in

less than three hundred years. In such a
tract of time it is possible that the heats of

the present age may be extinguished, and
our several classes of great men represented
under their proper characters. Some emi
nent historian may then probably arise

that will not write recentibus odiis (as Ta
citus expresses it,) with the passions and

prejudices of a contemporary author, but
make an impartial distribution of fame

among the great men of the present age.
I cannot forbear entertaining myself very

often with the idea of sucli an imaginary
historian describing the reign of Anne the

first, and introducing it with a preface to

his reader, that he is now entering upon the
most shining part of the English story.
The great rivals in fame will be then dis

tinguished according to their respective
merits, and shine in their proper points of

light Such an one (says the historian)

though variously represented by the wri
ters of his own age, appears to have been a

man of more than ordinary abilities, great
application, and uncommon integrity: nor
was such an one (though of an opposite

party and interest) inferior to him in any
of these respects. The several antagonists
who now endeavour to depreciate one an

other, and are celebrated or traduced by
different parties, will then have the same

body of admirers, and appear illustrious in
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the opinion of the whole British nation.

The deserving man, who can now recom
mend himself to the esteem of but half his

countrymen, will then receive the appro
bations and applauses of a whole age.

Among the several persons that flourish

in this glorious reign, there is no question
but such a future historian, as the person
of whom I am speaking, will make mention
of the men of genius and learning, who
have now any figure in the British nation.

For my own part, I often flatter myself with
the honourable mention which will then be
made of me; and have drawn up a para
graph in my own imagination that I fancy
will not be altogether unlike what will be
found in some page or other of this imagi
nary historian.

It was under this reign, says he, that the

Spectator published those little diurnal es

says which are still extant. We know very
little of the name or person of this author,

except only that he was a man of very short

face, extremely addicted to silence, and so

great a lover of knowledge, that he made a

voyage to Grand Cairo for no other reason,
but to take the measure of a pyramid. His
chief friend was Sir Roger De Coverley, a
whimsical country knight, and a Templar
whose name he has not transmitted to us.

He lived as a lodger at the house of a

widow-woman, and was a great humourist
in all parts of his life. This is all we can
affirm with any certainty of his person and
character. As for his speculations, not

withstanding the several obsolete words and
obscure phrases of the age in which he lived,
we still understand enough of them to see
the diversions and characters of the English
nation in his time; not but that we are to

make allowance for the mirth and humour
of the. author, who has doubtless strained

many representations of things beyond the
truth. For if we interpret his words in their
literal meaning, we must suppose that wo
men of the first quality used to pass away
whole mornings at a puppet-show; that

they attested their principles by their

patches; that an audience would sit out an

evening, to hear a dramatical performance
written in a language which they did not

understand; that chairs and flower-pots
were introduced as actors upon the British

stage; that a promiscuous assembly of men
and women were allowed to meet at mid
night in masks within the verge of the court;
with many improbabilities of the like na
ture. We must, therefore, in these and the
like cases, suppose that these remote hints

and allusions aimed at some certain follies

which were then in vogue, and which at

present we have not any notion of. We
may guess by several passages in the specu
lations, that there were writers who en
deavoured to detract from the works of this

author; but as nothing of this nature is come
down to us, we cannot guess at any objec
tions that could be made to his paper. If
we consider his style with that indulgence

which we must show to old English writers,
or if we look into the variety of his subjects,
with those several critical dissertations,
moral reflections,

* * * * *

The following part of the paragraph is

so much to my advantage, and beyond any
thing I can pretend to, that I hope my rea
der will excuse me for not inserting it.

JL.
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Lusus animo dehent aliquando dari,
Ad cogitandum melior ut redeat sibi.

Phcedr. Fab. xiv. 3.

The mind ought sometimes to be diverted, that it

may return the better to thinking.

I DO not know whether to call the follow

ing letter a satire upon coquettes, or a re

presentation of their several fantastical ac

complishments, or what other title to give
it; but as it is I shall communicate it to the

public.
It will sufficiently explain its own

intentions, so that I shall give it my reader
at length, without either preface or post
script.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Women are armed
with fans as men with swords, and some
times do more execution with them. To
the end therefore that ladies may be entire

mistresses of the weapon which they bear,
I have erected an academy for the training

up of young women in the exercise of the

fan, according to the most fashionable airs

and motions that are now practised at court.

The ladies who carry fans under me are
drawn up twice a-day in my great hall,
where they are instructed in the use of their

arms, and exercised by the following words
of command: Handle your fans, Unfurl

your fans, Discharge your fans, Ground
your fans, Recover your fans, Flutter your
fans. By the right observation of these few

plain words of command, a woman of a tole

rable genius, who will apply herself dili

gently to her exercise for the space of but
one half-year, shall be able to give her fan
all the graces that can possibly enter into

that little modish machine.
'But to the end that my readers may

form to themselves a right notion of this ex
ercise, I beg leave to explain it to them in

all its parts. When my female regiment
is drawn up in array, with every one her

weapon in her hand, upon my giving the
word to Handle their fans, each of them
shakes her fan at me with a smile, then

gives her right-hand woman a tap upon the

shoulder, then presses her lips with the ex

tremity of the fan, then lets her arms fall

in an easy motion, and stands in readiness

to receive the next word of command. All
this is done with a close fan, and is generally
learned in the first week.

' The next motion is that of unfurling the

fan, in which are comprehended several

little flirts, and vibrations, as also gradual
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and deliberate openings, with many volun

tary fallings asunder in the fan itself, that

are seldom learned under a month's prac
tice. This part of the exercise pleases the

spectators more than any other, as it dis

covers on a sudden an infinite number of

cupids, garlands, altars, birds, beasts, rain

bows, and the like agreeable figures, that

display themselves to view, whilst every
one in the regiment holds a picture in her
hand.

'

Upon my giving the word to Discharge
their fans, they give one general crack that

may be heard at a considerable distance

when the wind sits fair. This is one of the
most difficult parts of the exercise, but I

have several ladies with me, who at their

first entrance could not give a pop loud

enough to be heard at the farther end of a

room, who can now discharge a fan in such
a manner, that it shall make a report like

a pocket pistol. I have likewise taken care

(in order to hinder young women from let

ting off their fans in wrong places or on un
suitable occasions) to show upon what sub-

J'ect

the crack of a fanmay come in properly,
have likewise invented a fan, with which

a girl of sixteen, by the help of a little wind
which is enclosed about one of the largest

sticks, can make as loud a crack as a

woman of fifty with an ordinary fan.
' When the fans are thus discharged, the

word of command in course is to ground
their fans. This teaches a lady to quit her
fan gracefully when she throws it aside in

order to take up a pack of cards, adjust a

curl of hair, replace a falling pin, or apply
herself to any other matter of importance.
This part of the exercise, as it only con

sists in tossing a fan with an air upon a long
table (which stands by for that purpose,)

may be learned in two days' time as well as

in a twelvemonth.
' When my female regiment is thus dis

armed, I generally let them walk about the

room for some time; when on a sudden

(like ladies that look upon their watches
after a long visit) they all of them hasten

to their arms, catch them up in a hurry,
and place themselves in their proper sta

tions upon my calling out, Recover your
fans. This part of the exercise is not diffi

cult, provided a woman applies her thoughts
to it.

' The fluttering of the fan is the last, and

indeed the master-piece of the whole exer

cise; but if a lady does not mispend her

time, she may make herself mistress of it

in three months. I generally lay aside the

dog-days and the hot time of the summer
for the teaching this part of the exercise;

for as soon as ever I pronounce Flutter

your fans, the place is filled with so many
zephyrs and gentle breezes as are very re

freshing in that season of the year, though

they might be dangerous to ladies of a ten

der constitution in any other.
' There is an infinite variety of motions

to be made use of in the flutter of a fan.

There is the angry flutter, the modish

flutter, the timorous flutter, the confused

flutter, the meny flutter, and the amorous
flutter. Not to be tedious, there is scarce

any emotion in the mind which does not

produce a suitable agitation in the fan; in

somuch, that if I only see the fan of a dis

ciplined lady, I know very well whether
she laughs, frowns, or blushes. I have
seen a fan so very angry, that it would have
been dangerous for the absent lover who
provoked it to have come within the wind
of it; and at other times so very languish
ing, that I have* been glad for the lady's
sake the lover was at a sufficient dis

tance from it. I need not add, that a fan is

either a prude or coquette, according to the
nature of the person who bears it. To con
clude my letter, I must acquaint you that 1

Jiave from my own observations compiled a
little treatise for the use of mv scholars, en

titled, The Passions of the Fan; which I

will communicate to you, if you think it

may be of use to the public. I shall have a

general review on Thursday next; to which

you shall be very welcome if you will ho
nour it with your presence. I am, &c.

' P. S. I teach young gentlemen the whole
art of gallanting a fan.

*N. B. I have several little plain fans

made for this use, to avoid expense.' L.

No. 103.] Thursday, June 28, 1711.

-Sihi quivis
Speret idem : sudet rimlt urn, frustraque laboret

Ausus idem Hor. ATS Poet. v. 240.

Such all might hope to imitate with ease :

Yet while they strive the same success to gain,
Should find their labour and their hopes are vain,

Francit.

MY friend, the divine, having been used
with words of complaisance (which he
thinks could be properly applied to no one

living, and I think could be only spoken of

him, and that in his absence,) was so ex

tremely offended with the excessive way of

speaking civilities among us, that he made
a discourse against it at the club, which he
concluded with this remark,

' that he had
not heard one compliment made in our so

ciety since its commencement.' Every one
was pleased

with his conclusion; and as

each knew his good-will to the rest, he was
convinced that the many professions of

kindness and service, which we ordinarily
meet with, are not natural where the heart

is well inclined; but are a prostitution of

speech, seldom intended to mean any part
of what they express, never to mean all

they express. Our reverend friend, upon
this topic, pointed to us two or three para

graphs on this subject in the first sermon

of the first volume in the late archbishop's

posthumous works.* I do not know that I

ever read any thing that pleased me more,

* See Archbishop Tillotson's Sermon on Sincerity,

from John, chap. i. ver. 47, being the last discourse lw

preached, July 29, 1C94. He died Nov. 24. following.
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and as it is the praise of Longinus, that he
speaks of the sublime in a style suitable to

it, so one may say of this author upon sin

cerity, that he abhors any pomp of rhetoric
on this occasion, and treats it with a more
than ordinary simplicity, at once to be a

preacher and an example. With what
command of himself does he lay before us,
in the language and temper of his profes
sion, a fault, which, by the least liberty and
warmth of expression, would be the most

lively wit and Satire! But his, heart was
better disposed, and the good man chastised
the great wit in such a manner, that he was
able to speak as follows:

'

Amongst too many other instances of

the great conniption and degeneracy of the

age wherein we live, the great and general
want of sincerity in conversation is none of

the least The world is grown so full of

dissimulation and compliment, that men's
words are hardly any signification of their

thoughts; and if any man measures his
words by his heart, and speaks as he thinks,
and does not express more kindness to every
man, than men usually have for any man,
he can hardly escape the censure of want
of breeding. The old English plainness and

sincerity, that generous integrity of nature,
and honesty of disposition, which always
argues true greatness of mind, and is usu

ally accompanied with undaunted courage
and resolution, is in a great measure lost

amongst us. There has been a long endea
vour to transform us into foreign manners
and fashions, and to bring us to a servile
imitation of none of the best of our neigh
bours, in some of the worst of their qualities.
The dialect of conversation is now-a-days
so swelled with vanity and compliment, and
so surfeited (as I may say) of expressions
of kindness and respect, that if a man that
lived an age or two ago should return into

the world again, he would really want a

dictionary to help him to understand his

own language, and to know the true intrinsic

value of the phrase in fashion, and would

hardly at first believe at what a low rate

the highest strains and expressions of kind
ness imaginable do commonly pass in cur
rent payment: and when he should come
to understand it, it would be a great while
before he could bring himself with a good
countenance and a good conscience to con
verse with men upon equal terms, and in

their own way.
' And in truth it is hard to say, whether

it should more provoke our contempt or our

pity, to hear what solemn expressions of

respect and kindness will pass between
men, almost upon no occasion; how great
honour and esteem they will declare for

one whom perhaps they never saw before,
and how entirely they are all on a sudden
devoted to his service and interest, for no
reason ; how infinitely and eternally obliged
to him, for no benefit; and how extremely
they will be concerned for him, yea and
afflicted too, for no cause. I know it is said,

21

in justification of this hollow kind of con

versation, that there is no harm, no real

deceit in compliment, but the matter is

well enough, so long as we understand one

another; etverba valent ut nummi, "words
are like money;" and when the current
value of them is generally understood, no
man is cheated by them. This is something,
if such words were any thing; but being
brought into the account, they are mere
cyphers. However, it is still a just matter
of complaint, that sincerity and plainness
are out of fashion, and that our language is

running into a lie; that men have almost

quite perverted the use of speech, and
made words to signify nothing; that the

greatest part of the conversation of man
kind is little else but driving a trade of dis

simulation; insomuch, that it would make
a man heartily sick and weary of the world
to see the little sincerity that is in use and

practice among men. '

When the vice is placed in this con

temptible light, he argues unanswerably
against it, in words and thoughts so natural,
that any man who reads them would ima
gine he himself could have been the author
of them.

' If the show of any thing be good for any
thing, I am sure sincerity is better: for why
does any man dissemble, or seem to be that
which he is not, but because he thinks it

good to have such a quality as he pretends
to? For to counterfeit and dissemble, is to

put on the appearance of some real excel
lence. Now the best way in the world to

seem to be any thing, is really to be what
he would seem to be. Besides that, it is

many times as troublesome to make good
the pretence of a good quality, as to have

it; and if a man have it not, it is ten to one
but he is discovered to want it; and then
all his pains and labour to seem to have it,

are lost.
'

In another part of the same discourse he

goes on to show, that all artifice must natu

rally tend to the disappointment of him that

practises it.

'Whatsoever conveniencemay be thought
to be in falsehood and dissimulation, it is

soon over; but the inconvenience of it is

perpetual, because it brings a man under
an everlasting jealousy and suspicion, so

that he is not believed when he speaks
:ruth, nor trusted when perhaps he means

tionestly. When a man hath once forfeited

the reputation of his integrity, he is set fast,

and nothing will then serve his turn, neither
truth nor falsehood.' R.

No. 104.] Friday, June 29, 1711.

Quails equoa Threissa fatigat

Harpalyce ' Virg. JEn. i. 340

With such array Harpalyce bestrode

Her Thracian courser. Dryden.

IT would be a noble improvement, or

rather a recovery of what we call good
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breeding, if nothing were to pass amongst
us for agreeable which was the least trans

gression against the rule of life called de
corum, or a regard to decency. This would
command the respect of mankind, because
it carries in it deference to their good opi
nion, as humility lodged in a worthy mind
is always attended with a certain homage,
which no haughty soul, with all the arts

imaginable, will ever be able to purchase.
Tully says,Virtue and decency are so nearly
related, that it is difficult to separate them
from each other but in our imagination.
As the beauty of the body always accom
panies the health of it, so certainly is de
cency concomitant to virtue. As beauty of

body, with an agreeable carriage, pleases
the eye, and that pleasure consists in that
we observe all the parts with a certain ele

gance are proportioned to each other; so
does decency of behaviour which appears
in our lives obtain the approbation of all

with whom we converse, from the order,

consistency, and moderation of our words
and actions. This flows from the reverence
we bear towards every good man, and to

the world in general; for to be negligent of
what any one thinks of you, does not only
show you arrogant but abandoned. In all

these considerations we are to distinguish
how one virtue differs from another. As it

is the part of justice never to do violence, it

is of modesty never to commit offence. In
this last particular lies the whole force of
what is called decency; to this purpose that
excellent moralist above-mentioned talks
of decency; but this quality is more easily
comprehended by an ordinary capacity,
than expressed with all his eloquence. This
decency of behaviour is generally trans

gressed among all orders of men; nay, the

very women, though themselves created as
it were for an ornament, are often very
much mistaken in this ornamental part of
life. It would methinks be a short rule for

behaviour, if every young lady, in her dress,
words, and actions, were only to recom
mend herself as a sister, daughter, or wife,
and make herself the more esteemed in

one of those characters. The care of them
selves, with regard to the families in which
women are born, is the best motive for
their being courted to come into the alli

ance of other houses. Nothing can pro
mote this end more than a strict preserva
tion of decency. I should be glad it a certain

equestrian order of ladies, some of whom
one meets in an evening at every outlet of
the town, would take this subject into their
serious consideration. In order thereunto,
the following letter may not be wholly un

worthy their perusal.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Going lately to take
the air in one of the most beautiful evenings
this season has produced; as I was admiring
the serenity of the sky, the lively colours
of the fields, and the variety of the land

scape every where around me, my eyes

were suddenly called from these inanimate

objects by a little party of horsemen I saw

passing the road. The greater part of them
escaped my particular observation, by rea
son that my whole attention was fixed on a

very fair youth who rode in the midst of

them, and seemed to have been dressed by
some description in a romance. His fea

tures, complexion, and habit, had a re
markable effeminacy, and a certain lan

guishing vanity appeared in his air. His
hair, well curled and powdered, hung to a
considerable length on his shoulders, and
was wantonly tied, as if by the hands ot nis

mistress, in a scarlet riband, which played
like a streamer behind him; he had a coat
and waistcoat of blue camblet, trimmed
and embroidered with silver; a cravat of

the finest lace; and wore, in a smart cock,
a little beaver hat edged with silver, and
made more sprightly by a feather. His

horse, too, which was a pacer, was adorned
after the same airy manner, and seemed to

share in the vanity of the rider. As I was

pitying the luxury of this young person,
who appeared to me to have been educated

only as an object of sight, I perceived on

my nearer approach, and as I turned my
eyes downward, a part of the equipage I

had not observed before, which was a pet
ticoat of the same with the coat and waist

coat. After this discovery, I looked again
on the face of the fair Amazon who had
thus deceived me, and thought those fea

tures which had before offended me by
their softness, were now strengthened into

as improper a boldness; and though her

eyes, nose, and mouth seemed to be formed
with perfect symmetry, I am not certain

whether she, who in appearance was a

very handsome youth, may not be in reality
a very indifferent woman.

' There is an objection which naturally
presents itself against these occasional per
plexities and mixtures of dress, which is

that they seem to break in upon that pro
priety and distinction of appearance in

which the beauty of different characters is

preserved; and if they should be more fre

quent than they are at present, would look

like turning our public assemblies into a

general masquerade. The mcdel of this

Amazonian hunting-habit for ladies, was,
as I take it, first imported from France,
and well enough expresses the gayety of a

people who are taught to do any thing, so it

be with an assurance: but I cannot help
thinking it sits awkwardly yet on our En
glish modesty. The petticoat is a kind of
incumbrance upon it, and if the Amazons
should think fit to go on in this plunder of
our sex's ornaments, they ought to add to

their spoils, and complete their triumph
over us, by wearing the breeches. *

* On this passage Mr. Drake observes,
' At a period

when the riding-habit has become as familiar as any
other mode of female dress, my fair readers will proba
bly smile at the reproof and apprehensions of the Spec
tator; time has ascertained its utility as a travelling
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If it be natural to contract insensibly the
manners'of those we imitate, the ladies who
are pleased with assuming our dresses will
do us more honour than we deserve, but

they will do it at their own expence. Why
should the lovely Camilla deceive us in

more shapes than her own, and affect to be
represented in her picture with a gun and a

spaniel; while her elder brother, the heir
of a worthy family, is drawn in silks like
his sister? The dress and air of a man are
not well to be divided; and those who would
not be content with the latter ought never
to think of assuming the former. There is

so large a portion of natural agreeableness
among the fair sex of our island, that they
seem betrayed into these romantic habits
without having the same occasion for them
with their inventors: all that needs to be
desired of them is, that they would be
themselves, that is, what nature designed
them. And to see their mistake when they
depart from this, let them look upon a man
who affects the softness and effeminacy of a

woman, to learn how their sex must appear
to us, when approaching to the resemblance
of a man. I am, sir, your most humble
servant.

' T.

No. 105.] Saturday, June 30, 1711.

-Id arbitror

Adprime in vita ease utile, ne quid nimis.

Ter. Jindr. Act 1. Sc. 1.

I take it to be a principal rule of life, not to be too
much addicted to any one thing.

Too much of any thing is good for nothing.
Enff. Prov.

MY friend Will Honeycomb values him
self very much upon what he calls the

knowledge of mankind, which has cost him
many disasters in his youth : for Will rec
kons every misfortune that he has met with

among the women, and every rencounter

among the men, as parts of his education;
and fancies he should never have been the
man he is, had he not broke windows,
knocked down constables, disturbed honest

people with his midnight serenades, and
beat up a lewd woman's quarters, when he
was a young fellow. The engaging in ad
ventures of this nature Will calls the study
ing of mankind; and terms this knowledge
of the town, the knowledge of the world.
Will ingenuously confesses that for half his
life his head ached every morning with

reading of men overnight; and at present
comforts himself under certain pains which
he endures from time to time, that without
them he could not have been acquainted
with the gallantries of the age. This Will
looks upon as the learning of a gentleman,

dress, and, I believe, neither the chastity nor the mo
desty of the sex has suffered by the experiment. Could
our amiable moralist revisit the light of day, he would
have infinitely more reason to be shocked at the present
Gallic fashion of going nearly naked, than at the warm
covering of broadcloth usurped by the beauties of his

day.' Drake's Essays, vol. iii. p. 42.

and regards all other kinds of science as the

accomplishments of one whom he calls a
scholar, a bookish-man, or a philosopher.
For these reasons Will shines in mixed

company, where he has the discretion not
to go out of his depth, and has often a cer
tain way of making his real ignorance ap
pear a seeming one. Our club however has

frequently caught him tripping, at which
times they never spare him. For as Will
often insults us with his knowledge of the

town, we sometimes take our revenge upon
him by our knowledge of books.
He was last week producing two or three

letters which he writ in his youth to a

coquette lady. The raillery of them was
natural, and well enough for a mere man
of the town; but, very unluckily, several of
the words were wrong spelt. Will laughed
this off at first as well as he could; but find

ing himself pushed on all sides, and espe
cially by the Templar, he told us with a
little passion, that he never liked pedantry
in spelling, and that he spelt like a gentle
man, and not like a scholar: upon this Will
had recourse to his old topic of showing the

narrow-spiritedness, the pride and ignor
ance of pedants; which he carried so far,
that upon my retiring to my lodgings, I

could not forbear throwing together such
reflections as occurred to me upon that

subject.
A man who has been brought up among

books, and is able to talk of nothing else, is

a very indifferent companion, and what we
call a pedant. But, methinks, we should

enlarge the title, and give it to every one
that does not know how to think out of his

profession and particular way of life.

What is a greater pedant than a mere
man of the town? Bar him the play-houses,
a catalogue of the reigning beauties, and an
account of a few fashionable distempers
that have befallen him, and you strike him
dumb. How many a pretty gentleman's
knowledge lies all within the verge of the
court! He will tell you the names of the

principal favourites, repeat the shrewd say
ings of a man of quality, whisper an intrigue
that is not yet blown upon by common fame:
or, if the sphere of his observations is a
little larger than ordinary, will perhaps
enter into all the incidents, turns and revo
lutions in a game of ombre. When he has

gone thus far he has shown you the whole
circle of his accomplishments, his parts are

drained, and he is disabled from any farther

conversation. What are these but rank

pedants? and yet these are the men who
value themselves most on their exemption
from the pedantry of colleges.

I might here mention the military pedant
who always talks in a camp, and is storm

ing towns, making lodgments, and fighting
battles from one end of the year to the
other. Every thing he speaks smells of

gunpowder; if you take away his artillery
from him, he has not a word to say for

himself. I might likewise mention the law
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pedant, that is perpetually putting cases,

repeating the transactions of Westminster-
hall, wrangling with you upon the most in

different circumstances of life, and not to be
convinced of the distance of a place, or of

the most trivial point in conversation, but

by dint of argument. The state pedant is

wrapt up in news, and lost in politics. If

you mention either of the kings of Spain or

Poland, he talks very notably; but if you
go out of the Gazette, you drop him. In

short, a mere courtier, a mere soldier, a
mere scholar, a mere any thing, is an in

sipid pedantic character, and equally ridi

culous.

Of all the species of pedants, which I

have mentioned, the book-pedant is much
the most supportable; he has at least an
exercised understanding, and a head which
is full though confused, so that a man who
converses with him may often receive from
him hints of things that are worth knowing,
and what he may possibly turn to his own
advantage, though they are of little use to

the owner. The worst kind of pedants
among learned men, are such as are natu

rally endued with a very small share of

common sense, and have read a great num
ber of books without taste or distinction.

The truth of it is, learning, like travel

ling, and all other methods of improvement,
as it finishes good sense, so it makes a silly
man ten thousand times more insufferable,

by supplying variety of matter to his im
pertinence, and giving him an opportunity
of abounding in absurdities.

Shallow pedants cry up one another much
more than men of solid and useful learning.
To read the titles they give an editor, or

collector of a manuscript, you would take
him for the glory of the commonwealth of

letters, and the wonder of his age, when
perhaps upon examination you find that he
has only rectified a Greek particle, or laid

out a whole sentence in proper commas.

They are obliged indeed to be thus lavish

of their praises, that they may keep one
another in countenance; and it is no wonder
if a great deal of knowledge, which is not

capable of making a man wise, has a natu
ral tendency to make him vain and arro

gant. L.

No. 106.] Monday, July 2, 1711.

Hinc tibi copia
Manabit ad plenum, benigno
Ruris honorum opulenta cornu.

Hor. Lib. 1. Od. xvii. 14.

Here plenty's liberal horn shall pour
Of fruits for thee a copious show'r,
Rich honours of the quiet plain.

HAVING often received an invitation from

my friend Sir Roger de Coverley to pass
away a month with him in the country

7

, I

last week accompanied him thither, and
am settled with him for some time at his

country-house, where I intend to form seve
ral of my ensuing speculations. Sir Roger,

who is very well acquainted with my hu
mour, lets me rise and go to bed when I

please, dine at his own table or in my
chamber, as I think fit, sit still and say no

thing without bidding me be merry. When
the gentlemen of the country come to see

him, he only shows me at a distance. As I

have been walking in his fields, I have ob
served them stealing a sight of me over a

hedge, and have heard the knight desiring
them not to let me see them, for that I

hated to be stared at.

I am the more at ease in Sir Roger's
family, because it consists of sober and staid

persons; for as the knight is the best mas
ter in the world, he seldom changes his ser

vants; and as he is beloved by all about

him, his servants never care for leaving
him : by this means his domestics are all in

?;ars,

and grown old with their master,

ou would take his valet de chambre for

his brother, his butler is gray-headed, his

groom is one of the gravest men that I have
ever seen, and his coachman has the looks

of a privy counsellor. You see the good
ness of the master even in the old house

dog, and in a gray pad that is kept in the

stable with great care and tenderness out of

regard to his past services, though he has
been useless for several years.

I could not but observe with a great deal
of pleasure the

joy
that appeared in the

countenances of these ancient domestics

upon my friend's arrival at his country-seat.
Some of them could not refrain from tears

at the sight of their old master; every one
of them pressed forward to do something
for him, and seemed discouraged if they
were not employed. At the same time the

good old knight, with a mixture of the fa

ther and the master of the family, tempered
the inquiries after his own affairs with seve
ral kind questions relating to themselves.
This humanity and good-nature engages
every body to him, so that when he is plea
sant upon any of them, all his family are in

good humour, and none so much as the per
son whom he diverts himself with: on the

contrary, if he coughs, or betrays any in

firmity of old age, it is easy for a stander-by
to observe a secret concern in the looks of

all his servants.

My worthy friend has put me under the

particular care of his butler, who is a very
prudent man, and, as well as the rest of

his fellow-servants, wonderfully desirous of

pleasing me, because they have often heard
their master talk of me as of his particular
friend.

My chief companion, when Sir Roger is

diverting himself in the woods or the fields,

is a very venerable man who is ever with
Sir Roger, and has lived at his house in the

nature of a chaplain above thirty years.
This gentleman is a person of good sense

and some learning, of a very regular life

and obliging conversation: he heartily loves

Sir Roger, and knows that he is very much
in the old knight's esteem, so that he lives
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in the family rather as a relation than

dependent.
I have observed in several of my papers

that my friend Sir Roger, amidst all his

good qualities, is something of a humorist
und that his virtues, as well as imperfec
tions, are as it were tinged by a certain ex
travagance, which makes them particularly
his, and distinguishes them from those ol

other men. This cast of mind, as it is gene
rally very innocent in itself, so it renders
his conversation highly agreeable, and more
delightful than the same degree of sense
and virtue would appear in their common
and ordinary colours. As I was walking
with him last night, he asked me how J

liked the good man whom I have just now
mentioned? and without staying for my an
swer told me, that he was afraid of being
insulted with Latin and Greek at his own
table; for which reason he desired a par
ticular friend of his at the university to find

him out a clergyman rather of plain sense
than much learning, of a good aspect, a
clear voice, a sociable temper, and, if pos
sible, a man that understood a little of back
gammon. 'My friend,' says Sir Roger,
' found me out this gentleman, who, besides
the endowments . required of him, is, they
tell me, a good scholar, though he does not
show it. I have given him the parsonage of
the parish; and because I know his value,
have settled upon him a good annuity for
life. If he outlives me, he shall find that he
was higher in my esteem than perhaps he
thinks he is. He has now been with me
thirty years; and though he does not know
I have taken notice of it, has never in all

that time asked any thing of me for him
self, though he is every day soliciting me
for something in behalf of one or other of

my tenants his parishioners. There has not
been a law-suit in the parish since he has
lived among them; if any dispute arises

they apply themselves to him for the deci

sion; if they do not acquiesce in his judg
ment, which I think never happened above
once or twice at most, they appeal to me.
At his first settling with me, I made him a

present of all the good sermons which have
been printed in English, and only begged
of him that every Sunday he would pro
nounce one of them in the pulpit. Accord
ingly he has digested them into such a
series, that they follow one another natu

rally, and make a continued system of prac
tical divinity.

'

As Sir Roger was going on in his story,
the gentleman we were talking of came up
to us; and upon the knight's asking him
who preached to-morrow (foi it was Satur

day night,) told us the bishop of St. Asaph*
in the morning, and Dr. South in the after
noon. He then showed us his list of preach
ers for thf whole year, where I saw with a
great deal of pleasure, archbishop Tillot-

son, bishop Saunderscn, Dr. Barrow, Di.

* Dr. Fleetwood.

Calamy, with several living authors who
have published discourses of practical di

vinity. I no sooner saw this venerable man
in the pulpit, but I very much approved of

my friend's insisting upon the qualifications
of a good aspect and a clear voice; for I was
so charaned with the gracefulness of his

figure and delivery, as well as with the dis
courses he pronounced, that I think I never
passed any time more to my satisfaction.
A sermon" repeated after this manner, is

like the composition of a poet in the mouth
of a graceful actor.

I could heartily wish that more of our

country clergy would follow this example;
and instead of wasting their spirits in labo
rious compositions of their own, would en
deavour after a handsome elocution, and
all those other talents that are proper to
enforce what has been penned by greater
masters. This would not only be more easy
to themselves, but more edifying to the

people. L.
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./Esopo ingentem statuam posuere Attici

Servumque collocarunt seterna in basi,
Patere honoris scirent ut cunctis viam.

Phasdr. Ep. I. 2.

The Athenians erected a large statue to JEsop, and
placed him, though a slave, on a lasting pedestal ;

to

show, that the way to honour lies open indifferently
to all.

THE reception, manner of attendance,
undisturbed freedom and quiet, which I

meet with here in the country, has con
firmed me in the opinion I always had, that
the general corruption of manners in ser
vants is owing to the conduct of masters.
The aspect of every one in the family car
ries so much satisfaction, that it appears he
iuiows the happy lot which has befallen

in being a member of it. There is one

particular
which I have seldom seen but at

sir Roger's; it is usual in all other places,
that servants fly from the parts of the house

through which their master is passing; on
the contrary, here they industriously place
themselves in his way; and it is on both
sides, as it were, understood as a visit,

when the servants appear without calling.
This proceeds from the humane and equal
temper of the man of the house, who also

ierfectly well knows how to enjoy a great
estate with such economy as ever to be
much beforehand. This makes his own
mind untroubled, and consequently unapt
o vent peevish expressions, or give pas
sionate or inconsistent orders to those about
lim. Thus respect and love go together;
and a certain cheerfulness in performance
if their duty is the particular distinction of

he lower part of this family. When a ser-

ant is called before his master, he does
lot come with an expectation to hear him-
elf rated for some trivial fault, threatened
o be stripped, or used with any other un

becoming language, which mean masters
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otten give to worthy servants; but it is often
to know, what road he took, that he came
so readily back according to order; whe
ther he passed by such a ground; if the old
man who rents it is in good health; or whe
ther he gave Sir Roger's love to him, or
the like.

A man who preserves a respect founded
on his benevolence to his dependents, lives

rather like a prince than a master in his

family; his orders are received as favours
rather than duties; and the distinction of

approaching him is part of the reward for

executing what is commanded by him.
There is another circumstance in which

my friend excels in his management, which
is, the manner of rewarding his servants.
He has ever been of opinion, that giving
his cast clothes to be worn by valets has a

very ill effect upon little minds, and creates
a silly sense of equality between the par
ties, in persons affected only with outward

things. I have heard him often pleasant on
this occasion, and describe a young gentle
man abusing his man in that coat, which a
month or two before was the most pleasing
distinction he was conscious of in himself.
He would turn his discourse still more plea
santly upon the bounties of the ladies of this

kind; and I have heard him say he knew a
fine woman, who distributed rewards and

punishments in giving becoming or unbe
coming dresses to her maids.
But my good friend is above these little

instances of good-will, in bestowing only
trifles on his servants; a good servant to

him is sure of having it in his choice very
soon of being no servant at all. As I before

observed, he is so good a husband, and
knows so thoroughly that the skill of the

purse is the cardinal virtue of this life; I

say, he knows so well that frugality is the

support of generosity, that he can often

spare a large fine when a tenement falls,

and give that settlement to a good servant
who has a mind to go into the world, or
make a stranger pay the fine to that ser

vant, for his more comfortable maintenance,
if he stays in his service.
A man of honour and generosity considers

it would be miserable to himself to have no
will but that of another, though it were of

the best person breathing, and for that rea
son goes on as fast as he is able to put his

servants into independent livelihoods. The
greatest part of Sir Roger's estate is ten

anted by persons who have served himself
or his ancestors. It was to me extremely
pleasant to observe the visitants from seve
ral parts to welcome his arrival into the

country: and all the difference that I could
take notice of between the late servants

who came to see him, and those who staid

in the family, was that these latter were
looked upon as finer gentlemen and better

courtiers.

This manumission and placing them in a

way of livelihood, I look upon as only what
is due to a good servant; which encourage

ment will make his successor be as diligent,
as humble, and as ready as he was. There
is something wonderful in the narrowness of

those minds, which can be pleased, and be
barren of bounty to those who please them.
One might, on this occasion, recount the

sense that great persons in all ages have
had of the merit of their dependents, and
the heroic services which men have done
their masters in the extremity of their for

tunes, and shown to their undone patrons,
that fortune was all the difference between

them; but as I design this my speculation

only as a gentle admonition to thankless

masters, I shall not go out of the occur

rences of common life, but assert it as a

general observation, that I never saw, but
in Sir Roger's family, and one or two more,
good servants treated as they ought to be.

Sir Roger's kindness extends to their chil

dren's children, and this very morning he
sent his coachman's grandson to prentice.
I shall conclude this paper with an account

of a picture in his gallery, where there are

many which will deserve my future ob

servation.

At the very upper end of this handsome
structure I saw the portraiture of two young
men standing in a river, the one naked, the

other in livery. The person supported
seemed half dead, but still so much alive as

to show in his face exquisite joy and love

towards the other. I thought the fainting

figure resembled my friend Sir Roger: and

looking at the butler who stocd by me, for

an account of it, he informed me that the

person in the livery was a servant rf Sir

Roger's, who stood on the shore while his

master was swimming, and observing him
taken with some sudden illness, and sink

under water, jumped in and saved him.
He told me Sir Roger took off the dress he
was in as soon as he came home, and by a

great bounty at that time, followed by his

favour ever since, had made him master of

that pretty seat which we saw at a distance

as we came to this house. I remembered
indeed Sir Roger said, there lived a very

worthy gentleman, to whom he was highly

obliged, without mentioning any thing fur

ther. Upon my looking a little dissatisfied

at some part of the picture, my attendant

informed me that it was against Sir Roger's
will, and at the earnest request of the gen
tleman himself, that he was drawn in the

habit in which he had saved his master.

R.

No. 108.] Wednesday, July 4, 1711.

Gratis anhclans, multa agendo nihil agens.
P/uedr. Fab. v. 1. 2.

Out of breath to no purpose and very busy about nothing.

As I was yesterday morning walking
with Sir Roger before liis house, a country-
fellow brought him a huge fish, which, he
told him, Mr. William Wimble* had caught

* Mr. Thomas Morecraft, a Yorkshire gentleman
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that very morning; and that he presented it

with his service to him, and intended to

come and dine with him. At the same time
he delivered a letter, which my friend read
to me as soon as the messenger left him.

'SiR ROGER, I desire you to accept of

a jack, which is the best I have caught
this season. I intend to come and stay with

you a week, and see how the perch bite in

the Black river. I observed with some
concern, the last time I saw you upon the

bowling-green, that your whip wanted a
lash to it: I will bring half a dozen with me
that I twisted last week, which I hope will

serve you all the time you are in the country.
I have not been out of the saddle for six

days last past, having been at Eton with
Sir John's eldest son. He takes to his

learning hugely. I am sir, your humble
servant,

WILL WIMBLE.'

This extraordinary letter, and message
that accompanied it, made me very curious

to know the character and quality ofthe gen
tleman who sent them; which I found to be
as follows. Will Wimble is younger bro
ther to a baronet, and descended of the an
cient family of the Wimbles. He is now
between forty and fifty; but being bred to

no business, and born to no estate, he gene
rally lives with his elder brother as su

perintendent of his game. He hunts a pack
of dogs better than any man in the country,
and is very famous for finding out a hare.

He is extremely well versed in all the little

handicrafts of an idle man. He makes a

May-fly to a miracle; and furnishes the
whole country with angle-rods. As he is

a good-natured officious fellow, and very
much esteemed upon account of his fa

mily, he is a welcome guest at every house,
and keeps up a good correspondence among
all the gentlemen about him. He carries

a tulip root in his pocket from one to an

other, or exchanges a puppy between a

couple of friends that live perhaps in the

opposite sides ofthe country. Will i s a parti-
cular favourite of all the young heirs, whom
he frequently obliges with a net that he
has weaved, or a setting-dog that he has
made himself. He now and then presents
a pair of garters of his own knitting to their

mothers or sisters; and' raises a great deal

of mirth among them, by enquiring, as often

as he meets them, "how they wear!"
These gentleman-like manufactures and

obliging little humours make Will the dar

ling of the country.
Sir Roger was proceeding in the charac

ter of him, when he saw him make up to

us with two or three hazle twigs in his

hand that he had cut in Sir Roger's woods,
as he came through them, in his way to the
house. I was very much pleased to ob
serve on one side the hearty and sincere

welcome with which Sir Roger received

him, and on the other, the secret jov which

his guest discovered at sight of the good old

knight. After the first salutes were over,
Will desired Sir Roger to lend him one of

his servants to carry a set of shuttlecocks
he had with him in a little box, to a lady that
lived about a mile off", to whom it seems he
had promised such a present for above this

half year. Sir Roger's back was no sooner
turned but honest Will began to tell me of

a large cock pheasant that he had sprung
in one of the neighbouring woods, with two
or three other adventures of the same na
ture. Odd and uncommon characters are
the game that I look for, and most delight
in; for which reason I was as much pleased
with the novelty of the person that talked
to me, as he could be for his life with
the springing of a pheasant, and therefore

listened to him with more than ordinary
attention.

In the midst of this discourse the bell

rung to dinner, where the gentleman I

have been speaking of had the pleasure of

seeing the huge jack he had caught, served

up for the first dish in a most sumptuous
manner. Upon our sitting down to it he

gave us a long account how he had hooked
it, played with it, foiled it, and at length
drew it out upon the bank, with several

other particulars that lasted all the first

course. A dish of wild fowl that came
afterwards furnished conversation for the
rest of the dinner, which concluded with
a late invention of Will's for improving the

quail-pipe.

Upon withdrawing into my room after

dinner, I was secretly touched with com
passion towards the honest gentleman that

had dined with us; and could not but con
sider with a great deal of concern, how so

good a heart and such busy hands were

wholly employed in trifles; that so much
humanity should be so little beneficial to

others, and so much industry so little ad

vantageous to himself. The same temper
of mind and application to affairs might
have recommended him to the public
esteem, and have raised his fortune in an
other station of life. What good to his

country or himself might not a trader or a
merchant have done with such useful

though ordinary qualifications?
Will Wimble's is the case of many a

younger brother of a great family, who had
rather see their children starve like gentle
men, than thrive in a trade or profession
that is beneath their quality. This humour
fills several parts of Europe with pride and

beggary. It is the happiness of a trading
nation like ours, that the younger sons,

though incapable of any liberal art or pro
fession, may be placed in such a way of

life, as may perhaps enable them to vie

with the best of their family. Accordingly
we find several citizens that were launched
into the world with narrow fortunes, rising

by an honest industry to greater estates

than those of their elder brothers. It is

not improbable but Will was formerly tried
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at divinity, law, or physic; and that finding
his genius did not lie that way, his parents
gave him up at length to his own inven
tions. But certainly, however improper
he might have been for studies of a higher
nature, he was perfectly well turned for

the occupations of trade and commerce.
As I think this a point which cannot be too

much inculcated, I shall desire my reader
to compare what I have here written with
what I have said in my twenty-first specu
lation. L.

No. 109.] Thursday, July 5, 1711.

Abnormis sapiens HOT. Lib. 2. Sat. ii. 3.

Of plain good sense, untutor'd in the schools.

I WAS this morning walking in the gal
lery, when sir Roger entered at the end

opposite to me, and advancing towards
me, said he was glad to meet me among
his relations the De Coverleys, and hoped
I liked the conversation of so much good
company, who were as silent as myself. I

knew he alluded to the pictures, and as he
is a gentleman who does not a little value
himself upon his ancient descent, I expect
ed he would give me some account of them.
We were now arrived at the upper end of

the gallery, when the knight faced towards
one of the pictures, and as we stood before

it, he entered into the matter, after his
blunt way of saying things, as they occur to

his imagination, without regular introduc

tion, or care to preserve the appearance of

a chain of thought.
' It is,' said he,

' worth while to consider
the force of dress; and how the persons
of one age differ from those of another,

merely by that only. One may observe,
also, that the general fashion of one age
has been followed by one particular set of

people in another, and by them preserved
from one generation to another. Thus the
vast jetting coat and small bonnet, which
was the habit in Henry the Seventh's time,
is kept on in the yeoman of the guard; not
without a good and politic view, because
thev look a foot taller, and a foot and a
half broader: besides, that the cap leaves
the face expanded, and consequently more
terrible, and fitter to stand at the entrance
of palaces.

' This predecessor of ours you see is

dressed after this manner, and his cheeks
would be no larger than mine, were he in a
hat as I am. He was the last man that

won a prize in the Tilt-yard (which is now
a common street before Whitehall.) You
see the broken lance that lies there by his

right foot. He shivered that lance of his

adversary all to pieces: and bearing him
self, look you, sir, in this manner, at the
same time he came within the target of

the gentleman who rode against him, and

taking him with incredible force before

nun on the pummel of his saddle, he in

that manner rid the tournament over, with
an air that showed he did it rather to per
form the rule of the lists, than expose his

enemy; however, it appeared he knew how
to make use of a victory, and with a gentle
trot he marched up to a gallery, where
their mistress sat, (for they were rivals,)
and let him down with laudable courtesy
and pardonable insolence. I do not know
but it might be exactly where the coffee

house is now.
' You are to know this my ancestor was

not only a military genius, but fit also for

the arts of peace, for he played on the base-
viol as well as any gentleman at court; you
see where his viol hangs by his basket-hilt

sword. The action at the Tilt-yard you
may be sure won the fair lady, who was a
maid of honour, and the greatest beauty of

her time; here she stands, the next picture.
You see, sir, my great great great grand
mother has on the new-fashioned petticoat,

except that the modern is gathered at the

waist; my grandmother appears as if she
stood in a large drum, whereas the ladies

now walk as if they were in a go-cart. For
all this lady was bred at court, she be
came an excellent country wife, she brought
ten children, and when I show you the

library, you shall see in her own hand (al

lowing for the difference of the language)
the best receipt now in England both for a

hasty-pudding and a white-pot.
' If you please to fall back a little, because

it is necessaiy to look at the three next

pictures at one view ; these are three sisters,

she on the right hand who is so very beau

tiful, died a maid; the next to her, still

handsomer, had the same fate, against her

will; this homely thing in the middle had
both their portions added to her own, and
was stolen by a neighbouring gentleman, a
man of stratagem and resolution, for he

poisoned three mastiffs to come at her, and
knocked down two deer-stealers in carry-

ng her off. Misfortunes happen in all

families. The theft of this romp, and so

much money, was no great matter to our
estate. But the next heir that possessed it

was this soft gentleman, whom you see there.

Observe the small buttons, the little boots,
the laces, the slashes about his clothes,
and above all the posture he is drawn in,

[

which to be sure was his own choosing,)
see he sits with one hand on a desk

writing, and looking as it were another

way, like an easy writer, or a sonnetteer.

rle was one of those that had too much wit

to know how to live in the world; he was
i man of no justice, but great good man
ners; he ruined everv body that had any
:hing to do with him, but never said a rude

ihing in his life; the most indolent pers-.n
n the world; he would sign a deed that

massed away half his estate with his gloves
>n, but would not put on his hat before a

ady if it were to save his country. He U
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said to be the first that ihade love by
squeezing the hand. He left the estate

with ten thousand pounds debt upon it; but
however by all hands I have been informed
that he was every, way the finest gentle
man in the world. That debt lay heavy
on our house for one generation, but it was
retrieved by a gift from that honest man
you see there, a citizen of our name, but

nothing at all akin to us. I know Sir An
drew Freeport has said behind my back,
that this man was descended from one
of the ten children of the maid of honour
I showed you above; but it was never
made out. We winked at the thing, in

deed, because money was wanting at that

time.
'

Here I saw my friend a little embarrass

ed, and turned my face to the next por
traiture.

Sir Roger went on with his account of the

gallery in the following manner: ' This
man (pointing to him I looked at) I take to

be the honour of our house. Sir Humphrey
de Coverley ; he was in his dealings as punc
tual as a tradesman, and as generous as a

gentleman. He would have thought him
self as much undone by breaking his word,
as if it were to be followed by bankruptcy.
He served his country as a knight of the
shire to his dying day. He found it

no easy matter to maintain an integrity
in his words and actions, even in things
that regarded the offices which were in

cumbent upon him, in the care of his own
affairs and relations of life, and therefore

dreaded (though he had great talents) to

go into employments of s^ate, where he
must be exposed to the snares of ambition.

Innocence of life and great ability were the

distinguishing parts of his character; the

latter, he had often observed, had led to the

destruction of the former, and he used fre

quently to lament that great and good had
not the same signification. He was an
excellent husbandman, but had resolved

not to exceed such a degree of wealth; all

above it he bestowed in secret bounties

many years after the sum he aimed at for

his own use was attained. Yet he did not

slacken his industry, but to a decent old age

spent the life and fortune which was super
fluous to himself, in the service of his

friends and neighbours.
'

Here we were called to dinner, and Sir

Roger ended the discourse of this gentle

man, by telling me, as we followed the

servant, that this his ancestor was a brave

man, and narrowly escaped being killed

in the civil wars; 'For,' said he, 'he was
sent out of the field upon a private message,
the dav before the battle of Worcester.'
The whim of narrowly escaping by having
been within a day of danger, with other

matters above-mentioned, mixed with good
sense, left me at a loss whether I was more

delighted with my friend's wisdom or sim

plicity. R.

No. 110.] Friday, July 6, 1711.

Horror ubique animos, simul ipsa silentia terrent.

Virg. Mn. ii. 755.

All things are full of horror and affright,
And dreadful ev'n the silence of the night.

Dryden.

AT a little distance from Sir Roger's
house, among the ruins of an old abbey,
there is a long walk of aged elms; which
are shot up so very high, that when one

passes under them, the rooks and crows
that rest upon the tops of them seem to be

cawing in another region. I am very much
delighted with this sort of noise, which I

consider as a kind of natural prayer to that

Being who supplies the wants of his whol<*

creation, and who, in the beautiful language
of the Psalms,* feedeth the young ravens
that call upon him. I like this retirement

the better, because of an ill report it lies

under of being haunted; for which reason

(as I have been told in the family) no living
creature ever walks in it besides the chap
lain. My good friend the butler desired

me with a very grave face not to venture

myself in it after sunset, for that one of the
footmen had been almost frightened out of

his wits by a spirit that appeared to him in

the shape of a black horse without a head;
to which he added, that about a month ago
one of the maids coming home late that

way with a pail of milk upon her head,
heard such a rustling among the bushes
that she let it fall.

I was taking a walk in this place last

night between the hours of nine and ten,
and could not but fancy it one of the most

proper scenes in the world for a ghost to

appear in. The ruins of the abbey are
scattered up and down on every side, and
half covered with ivy and elder-bushes, the

harbours of several solitary birds which
seldom make their appearance till the dusk
of the evening. The place was formerly a

church-yard, and has still several marks in

it of graves and burying-places. There is

such an echo among the old ruins and

vaults, that if you stamp but a little louder
than ordinary, ycu hear the sound repeated.
At the same time the walk of elms, with
the croaking of the ravens which from time
time are heard from the tops of them,
looks exceeding solemn ard venerable. The
objects naturally raise seriousness and at

tention; and when night heightens the

awfulness of the place, and pours out her

supernumerary horrors upon every thing
in it, I do not at all wonder that weak minds
fill it with spectres and apparitions.
Mr. Locke, in his chapter of the Asso

ciation of Ideas, has very curious remark*
to show how, by the prejudice of educa

tion, one idea often introduces into the mind
a whole set that bear no resemblance to

one another in the nature rf tilings. Among
several examples of this kind, he produces

* Psal. cxlvii. 9

22
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the following instance. The ideas of gob
lins and sprites have really no more to do
with darkness than light; yet let but a

foolish maid inculcate these often on the
mind of a child, and raise them there to

gether, possibly he shall never be able to

separate them again so long as he lives;
but darkness shall ever afterwards bring
with it those frightful ideas, and they shall

be so joined, that he can no more bear the
one than the other.

'

As I was walking in this solitude, where
the dusk of the evening conspired with so

many other occasions of terror, I observed
a cow grazing not far from me, which an

imagination that was apt to startle might
easily have construed into a black horse
without a head: and I dare say the poor
footman lost his wits upon some such tri

vial occasion.

My friend, Sir Roger, has often told me
with a great deal of mirth, that at his first

coming to his estate he found three parts
of his house altogether useless; that the
best room in it had the reputation of being
haunted, and by that means was locked up;
that noises had been heard in his long gal

lery, so that he could not get a servant
to enter it after eight o'clock at night;
that the door of one of his chambers was
nailed up, because there went a st^ry in the

tamily that a butler had formerly hanged
himself in it; and that his mother, who lived

to a great age, had shut up half the rooms
in the house, in which either her husband,
a son, or daughter had died. The knight

seeing his habitation reduced to so small a

compass, and himself in a manner shut out

of his own house, upon the death of his

mother ordered all the apartments to be

flung open, and exorcised by his chaplain,
who lay in every room one after another,
and by that means dissipated the fears

which had so long reigned in the family.
I should not have been thus particular

upon these ridiculous horrors, did not I

find them so very much prevail in all parts
of the country. At the same time I think
a person who is thus terrified with the

imagination of ghosts and spectres much
more reasonable than one who, contrary to

tho reports of all historians, sacred and

profane, ancient and modern, and to the

traditions of all nations, thinks the appear
ance of spirits fabulous and groundless.
Could not I give myself up to this general
testimony of mankind, I should to the re

lations of particular persons who are now
living, and whom I cannot distrust in other

matters of fact. I might here add, that

not only the historians, to whom we may
join the poets, but likewise the philoso

phers of antiquity, have favoured this opi
nion. Lucretius himself, though by the

course of his philosophy he was obliged to

maintain that the soul did not exist sepa
rate from the body, makes no doubt of the

reality of apparitions, and that men 'nave

often appeared after their death. This I

think very remarkable: he was so pressed
with the matter of fact, which he could not

have the confidence to deny, that he was
forced to account for it by one of the most
absurd unphilosophical. notions that was
ever started. He tells us that the surfaces
of all bodies are perpetually flying off from
their respective bodies, one after another;
and that these surfaces or thin cases that

included each other whilst they were joined
in the body, like the coats of an onion, are

sometimes seen entire when they are sepa
rated from it; by which means we often

behold the shapes and shadows of persons
who are either dead or absent.*

I shall dismiss this paper with a story
out of Josephus,f not so much for the sake
of the story itself as for the moral reflec

tions with which the author concludes it,

and which I shall here set down in his own
words. 'Glaphyra, the daughter of king
Archelaus, after the death of her two first

husbands, (being married to a third, who
was brother to her first husband, and so

passionately in love with her, that he turned
off his former wife to make room for this

marriage,) had a very odd kind of dream.
She fancied that she saw her first husband

coming towards her, and that she embraced
him with great tenderness; when in the

midst of the pleasure which she expressed
at the sight of him, he reproached her after

the following manner; "Glaphyra," says
he, "thou hast made good the old saying,
that women are nrt to be trusted. Was not
I the husband of thv virginity? Have I not

children by thee? How couldst thou forget
our loves so fan as to enter into a second

marriage, and after that into a third, nay
to take for thy husband a man who has so

shamelessly crept into the bed of his bro
ther? However, for the sake of our past
loves, I shall free thee from thv present
reproach, and make thee mine for ever.'*

Glaphyra told this dream to several women
of her acquaintance, and died soon after.

I thought this story might not be imperti
nent in this place, wherein I speak of those

kings. Besides that, the example deserves
to be taken notice of, as it contains a most
certain proof of the immortality of the soul,

and of Divine Providence. If any man
thinks these facts incredible, let him enjoy
his own opinion to himself, but let him no't

endeavour to disturb the belief of others,
who by instances of this nature are exc.ited

to the study of virtue.
' L.

No. 111.] Saturday, July 7, 1711.

Inter silvas academi qusrere verum.
Hor. Lib 2. Ep. it. 45.

To search for truth in academic crovrs.

THE course of my last speculation led

me insensibly into a subject upon which I

always meditate with great delight, I mean

* l.ucret iv 34, &r.

t Antiquit Jud lib xvii. cap. 15. sect. 4, 5.
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the immortality of the soul. I was yester
day walking alone in one of my friend's

woods, and lost myself in it very agreeably,
as I was running over in my mind the seve
ral arguments that established this great
point, which is the basis of morality, and
the source of all the pleasing hopes and
secret joys that can arise in the heart of a
reasonable creature. I considered those
several proofs, drawn;

First, From the nature of the soul itself,
and particularly its immateriality, which
though not absolutely necessary to the

eternity of its duration, has, I think, been
evinced to almost a demonstration.

Secondly, From its passions and senti

ments, as particularly from its love of ex
istence, its horror of annihilation, and its

hopes of immortality, with that secret
satisfaction which it finds in the practice
of virtue, and that uneasiness which follows
in it upon the commission of vice.

Thirdly, From the nature ofthe Supreme
Being, whose justice, goodness, wisdom, and
veracity are all concerned in this great point.
But among these and other excellent ar

guments for the immortality of the soul,
there is one drawn from the perpetual pro
gress of the soul to its perfection, without
a possibility of ever arriving at it: which is

a hint that I do not remember to have seen

opened and improved by others who have
written on this subject, though it seems to
me to carry a great weight with it. How
can it enter into the thoughts of man, that
the soul which is capable of such immense
perfections, and of receiving new improve
ments to all eternity, shall fall away into

nothing almost as soon as it is created? Are
such abilities made for no purpose? A brute
arrives at a point of perfection that he can
never pass: in a few years he has all the
endowments he is capable of: and were he
to live ten thousand more, would be the
same thing he is at present. Were a hu
man soul thus at a stand in her accomplish
ments, were her faculties to be full blown,
and incapable of further enlargements, I

could imagine it might fall away insensi

bly, and drop at once into a state of anni
hilation. But can we believe a thinking
being, that is in a perpetual progress of im
provements, and travelling on from perfec
tion to perfection, after having just looked
/ibroad into the works of its Creator, and
made a few discoveries of his infinite good
ness, wisdom, and power, must perish at
her first setting out, and in the beginning
of her inquiries?
A man, considered only in his present

state, seems only sent into the world to pro
pagate his kind. He provides himself with
a successor, and immediately quits his post
to make room for him.

-Haeres
Hseredem alterius, velut unda supervenit undam.

HOT. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 175.

Weir crowds heir, as in a rolling flood
Wave urges wave. Creech.

He does not seem born to enjoy life,

> deliver it down to others. This is

, but
to deliver it down to others. This is not

surprising to consider in animals, which are
formed for our use, and can finish their bu
siness in a short life. The silk-worm, after

having spun her task, lays her eggs and
dies. But a man can never have taken in

his full measure of knowledge, has not time
to subdue his passions, establish his soul in

virtue, and come up to the perfection of

his nature, before he is hurried off the

stage. Would an infinitely wise Being make
such glorious creatures for so mean a pur
pose? Can he delight in the production of

such abortive intelligences, such short-lived

reasonable beings? Would he give us ta

lents that are not to be exerted ? Capaci
ties that are never to be gratified? How
can we find that wisdom, which shines

through all his works, in the formation of

man, without looking on this world as only
a nursery for the next, and believing that
the several generations of rational crea

tures, which rise up and disappear in such

quick successions, are only to receive their

first rudiments of existence here, and af

terwards to be transplanted into a more
friendly climate, where they may spread
and flourish to all eternity.
There is not, in my opinion, a more

pleasing and triumphant consideration in

religion than this, of the perpetual pro
gress which the soul makes towards the

perfection of its nature, without ever arriv

ing at a period in it. To look upon the soul
as going on from strength to strength; to

consider that she is to shine tor ever with
new accessions of glory, and brighten to all

eternity; that she will be still adding vir
tue to virtue, and knowledge to knowledge;
carries in it something wonderfully agree
able to that ambition which is natural to

the mind of man. Nay, it must be a pros
pect pleasing to God himself, to see his
creation for ever beautitying in his eyes,
and drawing nearer to him by greater de
grees of resemblance.
Methinks this single consideration of the

progress of a finite spirit to perfection, will
be sufficient to extinguish all envy in infe
rior natures, and all contempt in superior.
That cherubim, which now appears as a
God to a human soul, knows very well that
the period will come about in eternity, when
the human soul shall be as perfect as he
himself now is: nay, when she shall look
down upon that degree of perfection, as
much as she now falls short of it. It is

true the higher nature still advances, and

by that means preserves his distance and

luperiority in the scale of being; but he
knows that how high soever the station is

of which he stands possessed at present, the
inferior nature will at length mount up to it,

and shine forth in the same degree of glory.
With what astonishment and veneration

may we look into our own souls, where
there are such hidden stores of virtue and

knowledge, such inexhausted sources ot
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perfection? We know not yet what we
shall be, nor will it ever enter into the
heart of man to conceive the glory that will
be always in reserve for him. The soul,
considered with its Creator, is like one of
those mathematical lines that may draw
nearer to one another for all eternity with
out a possibility of touching it: and can
there be a thought so transporting, as to

consider ourselves in these perpetual ap
proaches to Him, who is not only the
standard of perfection but of happiness.

JL.

No. 112.] Monday, July 9, 1711.

rp-arx 3-sovf, vo/cu u( SA9
Ti/ta

xsirai,

Pythag.

First, in obedience to thy country's rites,

Worship th' immortal gods.

I AM always very well pleased with a

country Sunday, and think, if keeping holy
the seventh day were only a human insti

tution, it would be the best method that
could have been thought of for the polish

ing and civilizing of mankind. It is certain

the country people would soon degenerate
into a kind of savages and barbarians, were
there not such frequent returns of a stated

time, in which the whole village meet to

gether with their best faces, and in their

cleanliest habits, to converse with one an
other upon indifferent subjects, hear their

duties explained to them, and join together
in adoration of the Supreme Being. Sunday
clears away the rust of the whole week, not

only as it refreshes in their minds the notions

of religion, but as it puts both the sexes upon
appearing in their most agreeable forms,
and exerting all such qualities as are apt
to give them a figure in the eye of the vil

lage. A country fellow distinguishes him
self as much in the churchyard, as a citizen

does upon the Change, the whole parish-

politics being generally discussed in that

place either after sermon or before the bell

rings.

My friend Sir Roger being a good church
man, has beautified the inside of his church
with several texts of his own choosing. He
has likewise given a handsome pulpit-cloth,
and railed in the communion-table at his

own expence. He has often told me, that

at his coming to his estate he found his pa
rishioners very irregular; and that in order
to make them kneel and join in the re

sponses, he gave every one of them a has
sock and a common-prayer-book: and at

the same time employed an itinerant sing

ing-master, who goes about the country for

that purpose, to instruct them rightly in the
tunes of the Psalms; upon which they now
very much value themselves, and indeed
outdo most of the country churches that I

have ever heard.
As Sir Roger is landlord to the whole

congregation, he keeps them in very good
order, and will suffer nobody to sleep in it

besides himself; for if by chance he has
been surprised into a short nap at sermon,

upon recovering out of it he stands up and
looks about him, and if he sees any body
else nodding, either wakes them himself,
or sends his servants to them. Several
other of the old knight's particularities
break out upon these occasions. Sometimes
he will be lengthening out a verse in the

singing Psalms, half a minute after the rest

of the congregation have done with it; some
times when he is pleased with the matter
of his devotion, he pronounces 'Amen,'
three or four times to the same prayer;
and sometimes stands up when every body
else is upon their knees, to count the con

gregation, or see if any of his tenants are

missing.
I was yesterday very much surprised to

hear my old friend, in the midst of the ser

vice, calling out to one John Matthews to

mind what he was about, and not disturb

the congregation. This John Matthews it

seems is remarkable for being an idle fel

low, and at that time was kicking his heels

for his diversion. This authority of the

knight, though exerted in that odd manner
which accompanieshim in all circumstances
of life, has a very good effect upon the pa
rish, who are not polite enough to see any
thing ridiculous in his behaviour; besides

that the general good sense and worthiness
of his character make his friends observe
these little singularities as foils that rathei

set off than blemish his good qualities.
As soon as the sermon is finished, nobody

presumes to stir till Sir Roger is gene cut of

the church. The knight walks down from
his seat in the chancel between a double
row of his tenants, that stand bowing to

him on each side: and every now and then

inquires how such a one's wife, or mother,
or son, or father do, whom he does not see

at church; which is understood as a secret

reprimand to the person that is absent.

The chaplain has often told me, that upon
a catechising day, when Sir Roger has been

pleased with a boy that answers well, he
has ordered a Bible to be given him next

day for his encouragement; and sometimes

accompanies it with a flitch of bacon to his

mother. Sir Roger has likewise added five

pounds a year to the clerk's place; and that

he may encourage the young fellows to make
themselves perfect in the church-service^
has promised upon the death of the present
incumbent, who is very old, to bestow it

according to merit.

The fair understandinglpetween
Sir Roger

and his chaplain, and their mutual concur
rence in doing good, is the more remarka
ble, because the very next village is famous
for the differences and contentions that rise

between the parson and the 'squire, who
live in a perpetual state of war. The par
son is always preaching at the 'squire; and
the 'squire, to be revenged on the parson,
never comes to church. The 'squire has
made all his tenants atheists and tytho-
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stealers; while the parson instructs them
every Sunday in the dignity of his order,
and insinuates to them, in almost every ser

mon, that he is a better man than his pa
tron. In short, matters have come to such
an extremity, that the 'squire has not said

his prayers either in public or private this

half year; and that the parson threatens

him, if he does not mend his manners, to

pray for him in the face of the whole con

gregation.
Feuds of this nature, though too frequent

in the country, are very fatal to the ordi

nary people; who are so used to be dazzled
with riches, that they pay as much defer
ence to the understanding of a man of an

estate, as of a man of learning; and are very
hardly brought to regard any truth, how
important soever it may be, that is preached
to them, when they know there are several
men of five hundred a year who do not be
lieve it. L.

No. 113.] Tuesday, July 10, 1711.

Haerent infixi pectore vultus.

Virg. vKn. iv. 4.'

Her looks were deep imprinted in his heart.

IN my first description of the company in

which 1 pass most of my time, it may be re

membered, that I mentioned a great afflic

tion which my friend Sir Roger had met with
in his youth; which was no less than a disap
pointment in love. It happened this even

ing, that we fell into a very pleasing walk
at a distance from his house. As soon as
we came into it,

'
It is,' quoth the good old

man looking round him with a smile,
'

very
hard, that any part of my land should be
settled upon one who has used me so ill as

the perverse widow did; and yet I am sure
I could not see a sprig of any bough cf this

whole walk of trees, but I should reflect

upon her and her severity. She has cer

tainly the finest hand of any woman in the
world. You are to know, this was the place
wherein I used to muse upon her; and by
that custom I can never come into it, but
the same tender sentiments revive in my
mind, as if I had actually walked with that

beautiful creature under these shades. I

have been fool enough to carve her name
on the bark of several of these trees; so un

happy is the condition of men in love, to

attempt the removing of their passion by
the methods which serve only to imprint it

deeper. She has certainly the finest hand
of any woman in the world.

'

Here followed a profound silence; and I

was not displeased to observe my friend

falling so naturally into a discourse, which
I had ever before taken notice he indus

triously avoided. After a very long pause,
he entered upon an account of this great
circumstance in his life, with an air which
I thought raised my idea of him above what
I had ever had before; and gave me the

picture of that cheerful mind of his, before

it received that stroke which has ever since

affected his words and actions. But he went
on as follows.

'I came to my estate in my twenty-
second year, and resolved to follow the steps
of the most worthy of my ancestors who
have inhabited this spot of earth before me,
in all the methods of hospitality and good
neighbourhood, for the sake of my fame;
and in country sports and recreations, for

the sake of my health. In my twenty-third
year I was obliged to serve as sheriff of the

county; and in my servants, officers, and
whole equipage, indulged the pleasure of a

young man (who did not think ill of his own
person,) in taking that public occasion of

showing my figure and behaviour to ad

vantage. You may easily imagine to your
self what appearance I made, who am
pretty tall, rid well, and was very well

dressed, at the head of a whole county,
with music before me, a feather in my hat,

and my horse well bitted. I can assure

you,
I was not a little pleased with the

kind looks and glances I had from all the

balconies and windows as I rode to the hall

where the assizes were held. But when
I came there, a beautiful creature, in a
widow's habit, sat in court to hear the event

of a cause concerning her dower. This

commanding creature, (who was born for

the destruction of all who behold her,) put
on such a resignation in her countenance,
and bore the whispers of all arcund the

court with such a pretty uneasiness, I war
rant you, and then recovered herself from
one eye to another, until she was perfectly
confused by meeting something so wistful

in all she encountered, that at last, with a

murrain to her, she cast her bewitching

eye upon me. I no sooner met it but I

bowed like a great surprised booby; and

knowing her cause was to be the first which
came on, I cried, like a great captivated
calf as I was,

" Make way for the defend

ant's witnesses." This sudden partiality-

made all the county immediately see the

sheriff also was become a slave to the fine

widow. During the time her cause was

upon tnal, she behaved herself, I warrant

you, with such a deep attention to her

business, took opportunities to have little

billets handed to her counsel, then would
be in such a pretty confusion, occasioned,

you must know, by acting before so much
company, that not only I, but the whole
court was prejudiced in her favour; and all

that the next heir to her husband had to

urge, was thought so groundless and frivo

lous, that when it came to her counsel to

reply, there was not half so much said as

every one besides in the court thought he
could have urged to her advantage. You
must understand, sir, this perverse woman
is one of those unaccountable creatures that

secretly rejoice in the admiration of men,
but indulge themselves in no further con

sequences. Hence it is that she has ever

had a train of admirers, and she removes
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from her slaves in town to those in the

country, according to the seasons of the

year. She is a reading ladv, and far gone
in the pleasures of friendship. She is al

ways accompanied by a confidant, who is

witness to her daily protestations against
our sex, and consequently a bar to her first

steps towards love, upon the strength of
her own maxims and declarations.

'
However, I must needs say, this accom

plished mistress of mine has distinguished
me above the rest, and has been known to

declare Sir Roger de Coverley was the
tamest and most humane of all the brutes
in the country. I was told she said so by
one who thought he rallied me; and upon
the strength of this slender encourage
ment of being thought least detestable, I

made new liveries, new-paired my coach-

horses, sent them all to town to be bitted,
and taught to throw their legs well, and
move altogether, before I pretended to

cross the country, and wait upon her. As
soon as I thought my retinue suitable to the
character of my fortune and youth, I set

out from hence to make my addresses.
The particular skill of this lady has ever
been to inflame your wishes, and yet com
mand respect. To make her mistress of

this art, she has a greater share of know
ledge, wit, and good sense, than is usual
even among men of merit. Then she is

beautiful beyond the race of women. If

you will not let her go on with a certain

artifice with her eyes, and the skill of

beauty, she will arm herself with her real

charms, and strike you with admiration in

stead of desire. It is certain that if you
were to behold the whole woman, there is

that dignity in her aspect, that composure
in her motion, that complacency in her

manner, that if her form makes you hope,
her merit makes you fear. But then again,
she is such a desperate scholar that no

country gentleman can approach her with
out being a jest. As I was going to tell

you, when I came to her house, I was ad
mitted to her presence with great civility;
at the same time she placed herself to be
first seen by me in such an attitude, as I

think you call the posture of a picture, that

she discovered new charms, and I at last

came towards her with such an awe as

made me speechless. This she no sooner
observed but she made her advantage of it,

and began a discourse to me concerning
love and honour, as they both are followed

by pretenders, and the real votaries to

them. When she discussed these points in

a discourse, which I verily believe was as

learned as the best philosopher in Europe
could possibly make, she asked me whether
she was so happy as to fall in with my sen

timents on these important particulars. Her
confidant sat by her, and upon my being
in the last confusion and silence, this ma
licious aid of her's turning to her, says,

" I

am very glad to observe Sir Roger pauses
upon this subject: and seems resolved to

deliver all his sentiments upon the mattei
when he pleases to speak." They both

kept their countenances, and after" I had
sat half an hour meditating how to behave
before such profound casuists, I rose up and
took my leave. Chance has since that time
thrown me very often in her way, and she
as often directed a discrurse to me which I

do not understand. This barbarity has

kept me ever at a distance from the most
beautiful object my eyes ever beheld. It is

thus also she deals with all mankind, and

you must make love to her, as you would

conquer the Sphinx, by posing her. But
were she like other women, and that there
were any talking to her, how constant must
the pleasure of that man be, who could

converse with a creature But, after all,

you may be sure her heart is fixed on some
one or other; and yet I have been credibly
informed but who can believe half that is

said! after she had done speaking to me,
she put her hand to her bosom, and ad

justed her tucker. Then she cast her eyes
a little down, upon my beholding her too

earnestly. They say she sings excellently;
her voice in her ordinary speech has some

thing in it inexpressibly sweet You must
know I dined with her at a public table the

day after I first saw her, and she helped
me to some tansy in the eye

of all the gen
tlemen in the country. She has certainly
the finest hand of any woman in the world.

I can assure you, sir, were you to behold

her, you would be in the same condition;
for as her speech is music, her form is an

gelic. But I find I grow irregular while I

am talking of her; but indeed it would be

stupidity to be unconcerned at such perfec
tion. Oh, the excellent creature! she is as

inimitable to all women as she is inaccessi

ble to all men. '

I found my friend begin to rave, and in

sensibly led him towards the house, that

we might be joined by some other com

pany; and am convinced that the widow is

the secret cause of all that inconsistency
which appears in some parts of my friend's

discourse; though he has so much command
of himself as not directly to mention her,

yet according to that of Martial, which one
knows not how to render into English,
Dum facet hanc loquitur. I shall end this

paper with that whole epigram, which

represents with much humour my honest

friend's condition :

Quicquid agit Rufus, nihil est, nisi Nevia Rufo,
Si gaudet, si flct, si tacet, hanc loquitur:

Ccenat, propinat, poscit, negat, annuit, una est

Nvia ; si non sit Naevia, ttiutug erit

Scriberit hesterna patri cum luce salutem,
Nsevia lux, inquit, Nivia numcn, avc.

Epig. 69. 1. L

'Let Rufus weep, rejoice, stand, sit, or walk.
Still he can nothing but of Ntevia talk ;

Let him eat, drink, ask questions, or dispute,
'

Still he must speak of Ntevia, or be mute.

He writ to his father, ending with this line,

I am, my lovely Ntevia, ever thine.'

R.
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No, 114.] Wednesday, July 11, 1711.

Paupertatis pudor et ftiga
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xviii. 34.

-The dread of nothing more
Than to be thought necessitous and poor. Pooly.

ECONOMY in our affairs has the same
effect upon our fortunes which good-breed
ing has upon our conversation. There is a

pretending behaviour in both cases, which
instead of making men esteemed, renders
them both miserable and contemptible.
We had yesterday, at Sir Roger's, a set of

country gentlemen who dined with him:
and alter dinner the glass was taken,

by those who pleased, pretty plentifully.

Among others I observed a person of a

tolerably good aspect, who seemed to be
more greedy of liquor than any of the com

pany, and yet methought he did not taste

it with delight. As he grew warm, he was
suspicious of every thing that was said, and
as he advanced towards being fuddled, his
humour grew worse. At the same time his
oitterness seemed to be rather an inward
dissatisfaction in his own mind, than any
dislike he had taken to the company. Upon
hearing his name, I knew him to be a gen
tleman of a considerable fortune in this

county, but greatly in debt. What gives
the unhappy man this peevishness of spirit

is, that his estate is dipped, and is eating
out with usury; and yet he has not the
heart to sell any part of it. His proud
stomach, at the cost of restless nights, con
stant inquietudes, danger of affronts, and
a thousand nameless inconveniences, pre
serves this canker in his fortune, rather
than it shall be said he is a man of a fewer
hundreds a year than he has been com
monly reputed. Thus he endures the tor

ment of poverty, to avoid the name of being
less rich. If you go to his house you see

great plenty; but served in a manner that
shows it is all unnatural, and that the mas
ter's mind is not at home. There is a cer
tain waste and carelessness in the air of

every thing, and the whole appears but a
covered indigence, a magnificent poverty.
That neatness and cheerfulness which at

tends the table of him who lives within

compass, is wanting, and exchanged for a
libertine way of service in all about him.

Thjs gentleman's conduct, though a very
common way of management, is as ridicu
lous as that officer's would be who had but
few men under his command, and should
take the charge of an extent of country
rather than of a small pass. To pay for,

personate, and keep in a man's hands, a

greater estate than he really has, is of all

others the most unpai'donable vanity, and
must in the end reduce the man who is

guilty of it to dishonour. Yet if we look
round us in any county of Great Britain,
we shall see many in this fatal error; if

that may be called by so soft a name, which
proceeds from a false shame of appearing
what they really are, when the contrary

behaviour would in a short time advance
tHem to the condition which they pretend to.

Laertes has fifteen hundred pounds a

year, which is mortgaged for six thousand

pounds; but it is impossible to convince

him, that if he sold as much as would pay
off that debt, he would save four shillings
in the pound,* which he gives for the vanity
of being the reputed master of it. Yet if

Laertes did this he would perhaps be easier

in his own fortune; but then Irus, a fellow

of yesterday, who has but twelve hundred a

year, would be his equal. Rather than this

shall be, Laertes goes on to bring well-bom

beggars into the world, and every twelve

month charges his estate with at least one

year's rent more by the birth of a child.

Laertes and Irus are neighbours, whose

way of living are an abomination to each
other. Irus is moved by the fear ofpover-

ty,
and Laertes by the shame of it. Though

the motive of action is of so near affinity in

both, and may be resolved into this, 'that to

each of them poverty is the greatest of all

evils,' yet are their manners very widely
different. Shame of poverty makes Laer
tes launch into unnecessary equipage, vain

expense, and lavish entertainments. Fear
of poverty makes Irus allow himself only

plain necessaries, appear without a ser

vant, sell his own corn, attend his labour

ers, and be himself a labourer. Shame of

poverty makes Laertes go every day a step
nearer to it; and fear of poverty stirs up Irus

to make every day some further progress
from it.

These different motives produce the ex
cesses which men are guilty of in the neg
ligence of and provision

for themselves.

Usury, stock-jobbing, extortion, and op
pression, have their seed in the dread of

want; and vanity, riot, and prodigality,
from the shame of it: but both these ex
cesses are infinitely below the pursuit of a
reasonable creature. After we have taken
care to command so much as is necessary
for maintaining ourselves in the order of

men suitable to our character, the care of

superfluities is a vice no less extravagant,
than the neglect of necessaries would have
been before.

Certain it is, that they are both out of

nature, when she is followed with reason

and good sense. It is from this reflection

that I always read Mr. Cowley with the

greatest pleasure. His magnanimity is as

much above that of other considerable men
as his understanding; and it is a true dis

tinguishing spirit in the elegant author who
published his works, to dwell so much upon
the temper of his mind and the moderation
of his desires. By this means he rendered
his friend as amiable as famous. That
state of life which bears the face of poverty
with Mr. Cowley's great vulgar,t is admi-

* Viz. the land-tax.

f Hence, ye profane, I hate ye all,

Both the great vulgar and the small.

Cowley's Par. cf Horace, Od. 3. i.
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rably described; and it is no small satisfaq-
tion to those of the same turn of desire, that
he produces the authority of the wisest men
of the best age of the world, to strengthen
his opinion of the ordinary pursuits of man
kind.

It would methinks be no ill maxim of

life, if, according to that ancestor of Sir

Roger, whom I lately mentioned, every
man would point to himself what sum he
would resolve not to exceed. He might by
this means cheat himself into a tranquillity
on this side of that expectation, or convert
what he should get above it to nobler uses
than his own pleasures or necessities.

This temper of mind would exempt a man
from an ignorant envy of restless men above
him, and a more inexcusable contempt of

happy men below him. This would be

sailing by some compass, living with some
design; but to be eternally bewildered in

prospects of future gain, and putting on

unnecessary armour against improbable
blows of fortune, is a mechanic being which
has not good sense for its direction, but is

carried on by a sort of acquired instinct

towards things below our consideration,
and unworthy our esteem. It is possible
that the tranquillity I now enjoy at Sir

Roger's may have created in me this way
of thinking, which is so abstracted from
the common relish of the world: but as I

am now in a pleasant arbour, surrounded
with a beautiful landscape, I find no in

clination so strong as to continue in these

mansions, so remote from the ostentatious
scenes of life; and am at this present wri

ting, philosopher enough to conclude with
Mr. Cowley,

1 If e'er ambition did my fancy cheat.
With any wish so mean as to be great ;

Continue, Heav'n, still from me to remove
The humble blessings of that life I love.'

T.

No. 115.] Thursday, July 12, 1711.

Ut sit mens sana in corpore sano.
Juv. Sat. x. 356.

Pray for a sound mind in a sound body.

BODILY labour is of two kinds, either
that which a man submits to for his liveli

hood, or that which he undergoes for his

pleasure. The latter of them generally
changes the name of labour for that of

exercise, but differs only from ordinaiy
labour as it rises from another motive.
A country life abounds in both these

kinds of labour, and for that reason gives a
man a greater stock of health, and conse

quently a more perfect enjoyment of him
self, than any other way of life. I consider
the body as a system of tubes and glands,
or, to use a more rustic phrase, a bundle
of pipes and strainers, fitted to one another
after so wonderful a manner as to make a

proper engine for the soul to work with.
This description does not only comprehend

the bowels, bones, tendons, veins, nerves,
and arteries, but every muscle and every
ligature, which is a composition of fibres,
that are so many imperceptible tubes or

pipes interwoven on all sides with invisible

glands or strainers.

This general idea of a human body, with
out considering it in its niceties of anatomy,
lets us see how absolutely necessary labour
is for the right preservation of it. There
must be frequent motions and agitations,
to mix, digest, and separate the juice*
contained in it, as well as to clear and
cleanse that infinitude of pipes and strain

ers, of which it is composed, and to give
their solid parts a more firm and lasting
tone. Labour or exercise ferments the

humours, casts them into their proper
channels, throws off redundancies, and

helps nature in those secret distributions,
without which the body cannot subsist in

its vigour, nor the soul act with cheerful
ness.

I might here mention the effects which
this has upon all the faculties of the mind,
by keeping the understanding clear, the

imagination untroubled, and refining those

spirits that are necessary for the proper
exertion of our intellectual faculties, during
the present laws of union between soul and

body. It is to a neglect in this particular
that we must ascribe the spleen which
is so frequent in men of studious and se

dentary tempers, as well as the vapours
to which those of the other sex are so often

subject.
Had not exercise been absolutely neces

sary for our well-being, nature would not
have made the body so proper for it, by
giving such an activity to the limbs, and
such a pliancy to every part, as necessarily
produce those compressions, extensions,
contortions, dilatations, and all other kinds
of motions that are necessary for the pre
servation of such a system of tubes and

glands as has been before mentioned. And
that we might not want inducements to en

gage us in such an exercise of the body as

is proper for its welfare, it is so ordered
that nothing valuable can be produced
without it. Not to mention riches and ho
nour, even food and raiment are not to be
come at without the toil cf the hands and
sweat of the brows. Providence furnishes

materials, but expects that we should work
them up ourselves. The earth must be la

boured before it gives its increase, and
when it is forced into its several products,
how many hands must they pass through
before they are fit for use ! Manufactures,
trade, and agriculture, naturally employ
more than nineteen parts of the species in

twenty; and as for those who are not

obliged to labour, by the condition in which
they are born, they are more miserable
than the rest of mankind, unless they in

dulge themselves in that voluntary labour
which goes by the name of exercise.

My friend Sir Roger has been an inde-
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fatigable man in business of this kind, anc
has hung several parts of his house with
the trophies of his former labours. The
walls of his great hall are covered with the
horns of several kinds of deer that he has
killed in the chase, which he thinks the
most valuable furniture of his house, as

they afford him frequent topics of dis

course, and show that he has not been idle.

At the lower end of the hall is a large
otter's skin stuffed with hay, which his mo
ther ordered to be hung up in that manner,
and the knight looks upon with great satis

faction, because it seems he was but nine

years old when his dog killed him. A little

room adjoining to the hall is a kind of ar

senal, filled with guns of several sizes and
inventions, with which the knight has made
great havoc in the woods, and destroyed
many thousands of pheasants, partridges,
and woodcocks. His stable-doors are patch
ed with noses that belonged to foxes of the

knight's own hunting down. Sir Roger
showed me one of them that for distinction
sake has a brass nail stuck through it,

which cost him about fifteen hours' riding,
carried him through half a dozen counties,
killed him a brace of geldings, and lost

above half his dogs. This the knight looks

upon as one of the greatest exploits of his
life. The perverse widow, whom I have
given some account of, was the death of
several foxes; for Sir Roger has told me
that in the course of his amours he patched
the western door of his stable. Whenever
the widow was cruel, the foxes were sure
to pay for it. In proportion as his passion
for the widow abated and old age came
on, he left off fox-hunting; but a hare is

not yet safe that sits within ten miles of his
house.

There is no kind of exercise which I

would so recommend to my readers of both
sexes as this of riding, as there is none
which so much conduces to health, and is

every way accommodated to the body, ac

cording to the idea which I have given of
it, Doctor Sydenham is very lavish in its

praises; and if the English reader will see
the mechanical effects of it described at

length, he may find them- in a book pub
lished not many years since under the title

of Medicina Gymnastica.* For my own
part, when I am in town, for want of these

opportunities, I exercise myself an hour

every morning upon a dumb-bell that is

placed in a corner of my room, and it

pleases me the more because it does every
thing I require of it in the most profound
silence. My landlady and her daughters
are so well acquainted with my hours of

exercise, that they never come into my
room to disturb me whilst I am ringing.
When I was some years younger than I

am at present, I used to employ myself in
a more laborious diversion, which I learned
from a Latin treatise of exercises that is

written with a great deal of erudition :t it

is there called the <r*it*w, or the fighting
with a man's own shadow, and consists in
the brandishing of two short sticks grasped
in each hand, and loaded with plugs of lead
at either end. This opens the chest, exer
cises the limbs, and gives a man all the

pleasure of boxing, without the blows. I

could wish that several learned men would
lay out that time which they employ in

controversies and disputes about nothing,
in this method of fighting with their own
shadows. It might conduce very much to

evaporate the spleen, which makes them
uneasy to the public as well as to them
selves.

To conclude, As I am a compound of

soul and body, I consider myself as obliged
to a double scheme of duties; and think I

have not fulfilled the business of the day
when I do not thus employ the one in la

bour and exercise, as well as the other in

study and contemplation. L.

No. 116.] Friday, July 13, 1711.

Vocat ingenti clamore Cithaeron,

Taygetique canes Virg. Cfeorg. iii.

The echoing hills and chiding hounds invite.

THOSE who have searched into human
nature observe, that nothing so much shows
the nobleness of the soul, as that its felicity
consists in action. Every man has such an
active principle in him, that he will find

out something to employ himself upon, in

whatever place or state of life he is posted
I have heard of a gentleman who was un
der close confinement in the Bastile seven

years; during which time he amused him
self in scattering a few small pins about
his chamber, gathering them up again,
and placing them in different figures on
the arm of a great chair. He often told his

friends afterwards, that unless he had
found out this piece of exercise, he verily
believed he should have lost his senses.

After what has been said, I need not in

form my readers, that Sir Roger, with
whose character I hope they are at present
pretty well acquainted, has in his youth
;one through the whole course of those
rural diversions which the country abounds
in; and which seem to be extremely well
suited to that laborious industry a man may
observe here in a far greater degree than in

:owns and cities. I have before hinted at

some of my friend's exploits; he has in his

youthful days taken forty coveys of par-
ridges in a season; and tired many a salmon
with a line consisting but of a single hair.

The constant thanks and good wishes of the

neighbourhood always attended him, on ac
count of his remarkable enmity towards

foxes; having destroyed more of those ver-

* By Francis Fuller, M. A.

23

f Hieronymus Mercurialis's celebrated book, Jlrtit

Gymnastica apud Antiques, Sec. Libri stz. Vetut. 1569

quarto.
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min in one year, than it was thought the
whole county could have produced. In
deed the knight does not scruple to own
among his most intimate friends, that in

order to establish his reputation this way,
he has secretly sent for great numbers of

them out of other counties, which he used
to turn loose about the country by night,
that he might the better signalize himself
in their destruction the next day. His hunt

ing horses were the finest and best managed
in all these parts. His tenants are still full

of the praises of a gray stone-horse that un

happily staked himself several years since,
and was buried witli great solemnity in the
orchard.

Sir Roger, being at present too old for

fox-hunting, to keep himself in action, has

disposed of his beagles and got a pack of

stop-hounds. What these want in speed,
he endeavours to make amends for by the

deepness of their mouths and the variety of

their notes, which are suited in such a man
ner to each other, that the whole cry makes
up a complete concert. He is so nice in this

particular, that a gentleman having made
him a present of a very fine hound the other

day, the knight returned it by the servant

with a great many expressions of civility;
but desired him to tell his master, that the

dog he had sent was indeed a most excel

lent bass, but that at present he only wanted
a counter-tenor. Could I believe my friend

had ever read Shakspeare, I should cer

tainly conclude he had taken the hint from
Theseus in the Midsummer Night's Dream:

' My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind,
So flu'd, so sanded; and their heads are hung
With ears that sweep away the morning dew.
Crook-knee'd and dew-lapt like Thessaliaii bulls,

Slow in pursuit, but match'd in mouths like bells,

Each under each. A cry more tunable
Was never halloo'd to, nor chcer'd with horn.'*

Sir Roger is so keen at this sport that he
has been out almost every day since I came
down; and upon the chaplain's offering to

lend me his easy pad, I was prevailed on

yesterday morning to make one of the com
pany. I was extremely pleased as we rid

along, to observe the general benevolence
of all the neighbourhood towards my friend.

The farmers' sons thought themselves

happy if they could open a gate for the

good old knight as he passed by; which he

generally requited with a nod or a smile,
and a kind inquiry after their fathers or

uncles.

After we had rid about a mile from home,
we came upon a large heath, and the sports
men began to beat. They had done so for

some time, when, as I w^s at a little dis

tance from the rest of the company, I saw
a hare pop out from a small furze-brake
almost under my horse's feet. I marked
the way she took, which 1 endeavoured to

make the company sensible of by extending

my arm; but to no purpose, till Sir Roger,

* Act iv. Sc. l.

who knows that none of my extraordinary
motions are insignificant, rode up to me and
asked me if puss was gone that way? Upon
my answering yes, he immediately called

in the dogs, and put them upon the scent.

As they were going off, I heard one of the

country-fellows muttering to his companion,
' That 'twas a wonder they had not lost all

their sport, for want of the silent gentle
man's crying, Stole away.'
This, with my aversion to leaping hedges,

made me withdraw to a rising ground, from
whence I could have the pleasure of the
whole chase, without the fatigue cf keeping
in with the hounds. The hare immediately
threw them above a mile behind her; but I

was pleased to find, that instead of running
straight forwards, or, in hunter's language,

'flying the country,' as I was afraid she.

might have done, she wheeled about, and
described a sort of circle round the hill,

where I had taken my station, in such a
manner as gave me a very distinct view ol

the sport I could see her first pass by, and
the dogs some time afterwards, unravelling
the whole track she had made, and follow

ing her through all her doubles. I was at

the same time delighted in observing that

deference which the rest of the pack paid
to each particular hound, according to the

character he had acquired among them.
If they were at a fault, and an old hound ot

reputation opened but once, he was imme
diately followed by the whole cry; while a
raw dog, or one who was a noted liar, might
have yelped his heart out without being
taken notice of.

The hare now, after having squatted two
or three times, and been put up again as

often, came still nearer to the place where
she was at first started. The dogs pursued
her, and these were followed by the jolly

knight, who rode upon a white gelding,

encompassed by his tenants and servants,
and cheering his hounds with all the gaiety
of five-and-twenty. One of the sportsmen
rode up to me, and told me that he was
sure the chase was almost at an end, be
cause the old dogs, which had hitherto lain

behind, now headed the pack. The fellow

was in the right. Our hare took a large
field just under us, followed bv the full cry
in view. I must confess the brightness of

the weather, the cheerfulness of every thing
around me, the chiding of the hounds, which
was returned upon us in a double echo fmm
two neighbouring hills, with the hallooing
of the sportsmen, and the sounding of the

horn, lifted my spirits into a most lively

pleasure, which 1 freely indulged because
I was sure it was innocent. If I was under

any concern, it was on the account of the

poor hare, that was now quite spent, and
almost within the reach of her enemies;
when the huntsman getting forward, threw
down his pole before the dogs. They were
now within eight yards of that game which

they had been pursuing for almost as many
hours; yet on the signal before-mentioned
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they all made a sudden stand, and though
they continued opening as much as before,
durst not once attempt to pass beyond the

pole. At the same time Sir Roger rode for

ward, and alighting, took up the hare in

his arms; which he soon after delivered up
to one of his servants with an order, if she
could be kept alive, to let her go in his great
orchard; where it seems he has several of

these prisoners of war, who live together in

a very comfortable captivity. I was highly
pleased to see the discipline of the pack,
and the good-nature of the knight, who
could not find in his heart to murder a crea
ture that had given him so much diversion.

As we were returning home, I remem
bered that Monsieur Paschal, in his most
excellent discourse on the Misery of Man,
tells us, that all our endeavours after great
ness proceed from nothing but a desire of

being surrounded by a multitude of persons
and affairs that may hinder us from looking
into ourselves, which is a view we cannot
bear. He afterwards goes on to show that

our love of sports comes from the same rea

son, and is particularly severe upon hunting.
'What,' says he, 'unless it be to drown

thought, can make them throw away so

much time and pains upon a silly animal,
which they might buy cheaper in the mar
ket?' The foregoing reflection is certainly

just, when a man suffers his whole mind to

be drawn into his sports, and altogether
loses himself in the woods; but does not

affect those who propose a far more lauda

ble end from this exercise, I mean the pre
servation of health, and keeping all the

organs of the soul in a condition to execute

her orders. Had that incomparable pei-son,

whom I last quoted, been a little more in

dulgent to himself in this point, the world

might probably have enjoyed him much

longer; whereas through too great an ap

plication to his studies in his youth, he con

tracted that ill habit of body, which, after

a tedious sickness, carried him off in the

fortieth year of his age; and the whole his

tory we have of his life till that time, is but

one continued account of the behaviour of

a noble soul struggling under innumerable

pains and distempers.
For my own part, I intend to hunt twice

a week during my stay with Sir Roger; and

shall prescribe the moderate use of this ex

ercise to all my country friends, as the best

kind of physic for mending a bad constitu

tion, and preserving a good one.

I cannot do this better, than in the fol

lowing lines out of Mr. Dryden:

'The first physicians by debauch were made;
Excess began, and Sloth sustains the trade.

By chase our long-liv'd fathers earn'd their food ;

Toil strung the nerves, and purified the blood;

But we their sons, a pampcr'd rare of men.

Are dwindled down to threescore years and ten.

Better to hunt in fields for health unbought,

Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught.

The wise for cure on exercise depend:
God never made his work for man to mend.

No. 117.] Saturday, Jiuy 14, 1711.

-Ipsi sibi soinnia fingunt. Vlrg. Eel. viii. 108.

With voluntary dreams they cheat their minds.

THERE are some opinions in which a man
should stand neuter, without engaging his

assent to one side or the other. Such a

hovering faith as this, which refuses to set

tle upon any determination, is absolutely

necessary in a mind that is careful to avoid

errors and prepossessions. When the argu
ments press equally on both sides in mat
ters that are indifferent to us, the safest

method is to give up ourselves to neither.

It is with this temper of mind that \ con

sider the subject of witchcraft. When I

hear the relations that are made from all

parts of the world, not only from Norway
and Lapland, from the East and West In

dies, but from every particular nation in

Europe, I cannot forbear thinking that

there is such an intercourse and commerce
with evil spirits, as that which we express

by the name of witchcraft. But when I

consider that the ignorant and credulous

parts of the world abound most in these re

lations, and that the persons among us who
are supposed to engage in such an infernal

commerce, are people of a weak under

standing and crazed imagination, and at the

same time reflect upon the many impos
tures and delusions of this nature that have
been detected in all ages, I endeavour to

suspend my belief till I hear more certain

accounts than any which have yet come to

my knowledge. In short, when I consider

the question, whether there are such per
sons in the world as those we call witches,

my mind is divided between the two opposite

opinions, or rather (to speak my thoughts

freely) I believe in general that there is,

and has been, such a thing as witchcraft;
but at the same time can give no credit to

any particular instance of it.

I am engaged in this speculation, by some
occurrences that I met with yesterday,
which I shall give my reader an account of

at large. As I was walking with my friend

Sir Roger by the side of one of his woods,
an old woman applied herself to me for my
charity. Her dress and figure put me in

mind of the following description in Otway:
' In a close lane as I pursued my journey,

I spy'd a wrinkled hag, with age grown double,

Picking dry sticks, and mumbling to herself.

Her eyes with scalding rheum were gall'd and red ;

Cold palsy shook her head ;
her hands seem'd wither'd ;

And on her crooked shoulders had she wrapt
The tatter'd remnant of an old striped hanging,
Which served to keep her carcase from the cold,

So there was nothing of a piece about her.

Her lower weeds were all o'er coarsely patch'd

With diffrent colour'd rags, black, red, white, yellow.

And seem'd to speak variety of wretchedness.'

As I was musing on this description, and

comparing it with the object before me, the

knight told me, that this very old woman
had the reputation of a witch all over the

country, that her lips were observed to be

always in motion, and that there was not a
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switch about her house which her neigh-
oours did not believe had carried her seve
ral hundreds of miles. If she chanced to

stumble, they always found sticks or straw
that lay in the figure of a cross before her.
If she made any mistake at church, and
cried Amen in a wrong place, they never
failed to conclude that she was saying her

prayers backwards. There was not a maid
in the parish that would take a pin of her,
though she should offer a bag of money with
it. She goes by the name of Moll White,
and has made the country ring with several

imaginary exploits that are palmed upon
her. If the dairy-maid does not make her
butter come so soon as she would have it,

Moll White is at the bottom of the churn.
If a horse sweats in the stable, Moll White
has been upon his back. If a hare makes
an unexpected escape from the hounds, the
huntsman curses Moll White. '

Nay,' says
Sir Roger,

' I have known the master of the
pack, upon such an occasion, send one of
his servants to see if Moll White had been
out that morning.

'

This account raised my curiosity so far
that I begged my friend Sir Roger to go
with me into her hovel, which stood in a

solitary corner under the side of the wood.

Upon our first entering, Sir Roger winked
to me, and pointed at something that stood
behind the door, which, upon looking that

way, I found to be an old broom-staff. At
the same time he whispered me in the ear
to take notice of a tabby cat that sat in the

chimney corner, which, as the old knight
told me, lay under as bad a report as Moll
White herself; for besides that Moll is said

often to accompany her in the same shape,
the cat is reported to have spoken twice or
thrice in her life, and to have plaved seve
ral pranks above the capacity of an ordi

nary cat.

I was secretly concerned to see human
nature in so much wretchedness and dis

grace, but at the same time could not for

bear smiling to hear Sir Roger, who is a
little puzzled about the old woman, advis

ing her as a
justice

of the peace to avoid all

communication with the devil, and never to

hurt any of her neighbours' cattle. We
concluded our visit with a bounty, which
was very acceptable.

In our return home Sir Roger told me,
that old Moll had been often brought be
fore him for making children spit pins, and

giving maids the night-mare; and that the

country people would be tossing her into

a pond and trying experiments with her

every day, if it was not for him and his

chaplain.
I have since found upon inquiry, that Sir

Roger was several times staggered with the

reports that had been brought him concern

ing this old woman, and would frequently
have bound her over to the county sessions,

had not his chaplain with much ado per
suaded him to the contrary.

I have been the more particular in this

account, because I hear there is scarce a vil

lage in England that has not a Moll White
in it. When an old woman begins to doat,
and grow chargeable to a parish, she is gene
rally turned into a witch, and fills the whole

country with extravagant fancies, imagi
nary distempers, and terrifying dreams. In
the mean time, the poor wretch that is the
innocent occasion of so many evils, begins
to be frighted at herself, and sometimes
confesses secret commerces and familiari
ties that her imagination forms in a delirious
old age. This frequently cuts off charity
from the greatest objects of compassion,
and inspires people with a malevolence to
wards those poor decrepid parts of our spe
cies in whom human nature is defaced by
infirmity and dotage. L.

No. 118.] Monday, July 16, 1711.

Hsret lateri lethalis rundo.

V\rg. JEn. iv. 73.

-The fatal dart
Sticks in his side, and rankles in his heart.

Dryden.

THIS agreeable seat is surrounded with
so many pleasing walks, which are struck
out of a wood, in the midst of which the
house stands, that one can hardly ever be

weary of rambling from one labyrinth cf de
light to another. To one used to live in a

city the charms of the country are so ex
quisite, that the mind is lost in a certain

transport which raises us above ordinary
life, and yet is not strong enough to be in
consistent with tranquillity. This state of
mind was I in, ravished with the murmur
of waters, the whisper of breezes, the sing
ing of birds; and whether I looked up to
the heavens, down on the earth, or turned
to the prospects around me, still struck
with new sense of pleasure; when I found
by the voice of my friend, who walked by
me, that we had insensibly strolled into the
grove sacred to the widow. ' This woman,

'

says he,
*
is of all others the most unintelli

gible; she either designs to marry, or she
does not. What is the most perplexing of
all is, that she does not either say to her
lovers she has any resolution against that
condition of life in' general, or that she ba
nishes them; but, conscious of her own
merit, she permits their addresses, without
fear of any ill consequence, or want of re

spect, from their rage or despair. She has
that in her aspect, against which it is im
possible to offend. A man whose thoughts
are constantly bent upon so agreeable an

object, must be excused if the ordinary oc
currences in conversation are below his
attention. I call her indeed perverse, but,
alas! why do I call her so? Because her

superior merit is such, that I cannot ap
proach her without awe, that my heart is

checked by too much esteem : I am angry
that her charms are not more accessible,
that I am more inclined to worship than
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salute her. How often have I wished her

unhappy, that I might have an opportunity
of serving her? and how often troubled in

that very imagination, at giving her the

pain of being obliged? Well, I have led a
miserable life in secret upon her account;
but fancy she would have condescended to

have some regard for me, if it had not been
for that watchful animal her confidant.
'Of all persons under the sun,' (continued

he, calling me by name,) *be sure to set a
mark upon confidants: they are of all peo
ple the most impertinent. What is most
pleasant to observe in them, is, that they
assume to themselves the merit of the per
sons whom they have in their custody.
Orestilla is a great fortune, and in wonder
ful danger of surprises, therefore full of

suspicions of the least indifferent thing,
particularly careful of new acquaintance,
and of growing too familiar with the old,

Themista, her favourite woman, is every
whit as careful of whom she speaks to, and
what she says. Let the ward be a beauty,
her confidant shall treat you with an air of

distance; let her be a fortune, and she as
sumes the suspicious behaviour of her friend
and patroness. Thus it is that very many
of our unmarried women of distinction are
to all intents and purposes married, except
the consideration of different sexes. They
are directly under the conduct of their whis
perer; and think they are in a state of free

dom, while they can prate with one of these"

attendants of all men in general, and still

avoid the man they most like. You do not
see one heiress in a hundred whose fate

does not turn upon this circumstance of

choosing a confidant. Thus it is that the

lady is addressed to, presented and flattered,

only by proxy, in her woman. In my case,
how is it possible that .

'
Sir Roger was

proceeding in his harangue, when we heard
the voice of one speaking very importu
nately, and repeating these words,

' What,
not one smile!' We followed the sound till

we came close to a thicket, on the other side

of which we saw a young woman sitting as

it were in a personated sullenness just over
a transparent fountain. Opposite to her
stood Mr. William, Sir Roger's master of

the game. The knight whispered me,
'Hist, these are lovers.' The huntsman

looking earnestly at the shadow of the young
maiden in the stream,

* Oh thou dear pic
ture, if thou couldst remain there in the ab
sence of that fair creature whom you repre
sent in the water, how willingly could I

stand here satisfied for ever, without trou

bling my dear Betty herself with any men
tion of her unfortunate William, whom she
is angry with! But, alas! when she pleases
to be gone, thou wilt also vanish .Yet
let me talk to thee while thou dost stay.
Tell my dearest Betty thou dost not more
depend upon her, than does her William :

her absence will make away with me as
well as thee. If she offers to remove thee,
I will jump into these waves to lay hold on

thee; herself, her own dear person, I must
never embrace again. Still do you hear
me without one smile It is too much to
bear.' He had no sooner spoke these

words, but he made an offer of throwing
himself into the water; at which his mis
tress stalled up, and at the next instant
he jumped across the fountain, and met her
in an embrace: She, half recovering from
her fright, said in the most charming voice

imaginable, and with a tone of complaint,
'I thought how well you would drown
yourself. No, no, you will not drown your
self till you have taken your leave of Susan

Holiday.' The huntsman, with a tender
ness that spoke the most passionate love,
and with his cheek close to hers, whispered
the softest vows of fidelity in her ear, and
cried,

' Do not, my dear, believe a word
Kate Willow says; she is spiteful, and
makes stories, because she loves to hear
me talk to herself for your sake.

' ' Look
you there,' quoth Sir Roger, 'do you see

there, all mischief comes from confidants!

But let us not interrupt them; the maid is

honest, and the man dares not be otherwise,
for he knows I loved her father: I will in

terpose in this matter, and hasten the wed
ding. Kate Willow is a witty mischievous
wench in the neighbourhood, who was a

beauty; and makes me hope I shall see the

perverse widow in her condition. She was
so flippant with her answers to all the ho
nest fellows that came near her, and so very
vain of her beauty, that she has valued her
self upon her charms till they are ceased.

She therefore now makes it her business to

prevent other young women from being
more discreet than she. was herself: how
ever, the saucy thing said, the other day,
well enough,

" Sir Roger and I must make
a match, for we are both despised by those

we loved.
" The hussy has a great deal of

power wherever she comes, and has her
share of cunning.

' However, when I reflect upon this

woman, I do not know whether in the main
I am the worse for having loved her; when
ever she is recalled to my imagination my
youth returns, and I feel a forgotten warmth
in my veins. This affliction in my life has
streaked all my conduct with a softness, of

which I should otherwise have been inca

pable. It is owing, perhaps, to this dear

mage in my heart that I am apt to relent,
:hat I easily forgive, and that many desira

ble things are grown into my temper, which
[ should not have arrived at by better mo
tives than the thought of being one day
tiers. I am pretty well satisfied such a

passion as I have had is never well cured;
ind between you and me, I am often apt to

imagine it has had some whimsical effect

upon my brain; for I frequently find that in

my most serious discourse I let fall jome
comical familiarity of speech or odd phrase
:hat makes the company laugh. However,
T cannot but allow she is a most excellent

woman. When she is in the country, I
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warrant she does not run into dairies, bu
reads upon the nature of plants; she has a

glass bee-hive, and comes into the garden
out of books to see them work, and observe
the policies of their commonwealth. She
understands every thing. I would give ten

pounds to hear her argue with my frienc

Sir Andrew Freeport about trade. No,
no, for all she looks so innocent, as it were,
take my word for it she is no fool.

' T.

No. 119.] Tuesday, July 17, 1711.

Urbem quam dicunt Roman), Melibcee, putavi
Stultus ego huic nostra; similcm

rirg. Eel. i. 20.

The city men call Rome, unskilful clown,
I thought resembled this our humble town.

Warton.

THE first and most obvious reflections
which arise in a man who changes the city
for the country, are upon the different man
ners of the people whom he meets with in
those two different scenes of life. By man
ners I do not mean morals, but behaviour
and good-breeding, as they show them
selves in the town and in the country.
And here, in the first place, I must ob

serve a very great revolution that has
happened in this article of good-breeding.
Several obliging deferences, condescensions,
and submissions, with many outward forms
and ceremonies that accompany them, were
first of all brought up among the politer
part of mankind, who lived in courts and
cities, and distinguished themselves from
the rustic part of the species (who on all

occasions acted bluntly and naturally) by
such a mutual complaisance and intercourse
of civilities. These forms of conversation

by degrees multiplied and grew trouble
some; the modish world found too great a
constraint in them, and have therefore
thrown most of them aside. Conversation,
like the Romish religion, was so encum
bered with show and ceremony, that it

stood in need of a reformation to retrench
its superfluities, and restore it to its natural
good sense and beauty. At present there
fore an unconstrained carriage, and a cer
tain openness of behaviour, are the height
of good-breeding. The fashionable world is

grown free and easy; our manners sit more
loose upon us. Nothing is so modish as an
agreeable negligence. In a word, good-
breeding shows itself most, where to an
ordinary eye it appears the least.

If after this we look on the people of
mode in the country, we find in them the
manners of the last age. They have no
sooner fetched themselves up to the fashions
of the polite world, but the town has drop
ped them, and are nearer to the first state
of nature than to those refinements which
formerly reigned in the court, and still pre
vail in the country. One may now know a
man that never conversed in the world, by
his excess of good-breeding. A polite coun
try 'squire shall make you as many bows in

half an hour, as would serve a courtier for
a week. There is infinitely more to do
about place and precedency in a meeting
of justices' wives, than in an assembly of

duchesses.
This rural politeness is very troublesome

to a man of my temper, who generally take
the chair that is next me, and walk first or

last, in the front or in the rear, as chance
directs. I have known my friend Sir Ro
ger's dinner almost cold before the company
could adjust the ceremonial, and be pre
vailed upon to sit down: and have heartily
pitied my old friend, when I have seen him
forced to pick and cull his guests as they
sat at the several parts of his table, that he

might drink their healths according to their

respective ranks and qualities. HonestWill
Wimble, who I should have thought had
been altogether uninfected with ceremony,
gives me abundance of trouble in this par
ticular. Though he has been fishing all the

morning, he will not help himself at dinner
until I am served. When we are going out
of the hall, he runs behind me; and last

night, as we were walking in the fields, Jk
stopped short at a stile until I came up to

it, and upon my making signs to him to get
over, told me with a serious smile, that
sure I believed they had no manners in the

country.
There has happened another revolution

in the point of good-breeding, which relates
to the conversation among men of mode,
and which I cannot but look upon as very
extraordinary. It was certainly one of the
first distinctions of a well-bred man to ex
press every thing that had the most remote
appearance of being obscene, in modest
terms and distant phrases; whilst the clown
who had no such delicacy of conception and

xpression, clothed his ideas in those plain,

homely terms that are the most obvious
and natural. This kind of good-manners
was perhaps carried to an excess, so as to

make conversation too stiff, formal, and

precise: for which reason, (as hvpocrisy in

jne age is generally succeeded by atheism
'n another,) conversation is in a great mea-
mre relapsed into the first extreme; so

that at present several of our men of the

town, and particularly those who have been

polished in France, make use of the most
coarse uncivilized words in our language,
and utter themselves often in such a man
ner as a clown would blush to hear.
This infamous piece of good-breeding,

which reigns among the coxcombs of the

own, has not yet made its way into the

country; and as it is impossible for such an
rrational way of conversation to last long
among a people that make any profession
of religion, or show of modesty, if the coun-

ry gentlemen get into it, they will certainly
be left in the lurch. Their good-breeding
will come too late to them, and they will

>e thought a parcel of lewd clowns, while

hey fancy themselves talking together like

men of wit and pleasure.
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As the two points of good-breeding, which
I have hitherto insisted upon, regard be
haviour and conversation, there is a third

which turns upon dress. In this too the

country are very much behind-hand. The
rural beaux are not yet got out of the fashion

that took place at the time of the revolu

tion, but ride about the country in red coats

and laced hats, while the women in many
parts are still trying to outvie one another
in the height of their head-dresses.
But a friend of minej who is now upon the

western circuit, having promised to give
me an account of the several modes and
fashions that prevail in the different parts
of the nation through which he passes, I

shall defer the enlarging upon this last

topic till I have received a letter from him,
which I expect every post. L.

No. 120.] Wednesday, July 18, 1711.

Equidem credo, quia sit divinitus illis

Ingenium Virg. Oeorg. i. 451.

1 deem their breasts inspir'd
With a divine sagacity.

MY friend Sir Roger is very often merry
with me upon my passing so much of my
time among his poultry. He has caught me
twice or thrice looking after a bird's-nest,
and several times sitting an hour or two

together near a hen and chickens. He tells

me he believes I am personally acquainted
with every fowl about his house; calls such
a particular cock my favourite; and fre

quently complains that his ducks and geese
have more of my company than himself.

I must confess I am infinitely delighted
with those speculations of nature which are

to be made in a country-life; and as my
reading has very much lain among books of

natural history, I cannot forbear recollect

ing upon this occasion the several remarks
which I have met with in authors, and

comparing them with what falls under my
own'observation: the arguments for Provi
dence drawn from the natural history of

animals being in my opinion demonstrative.

The make of every kind of animal is dif

ferent from that of every other kind: and

yet there is not the least tum in the muscles
or twist in the fibres of any one, which does

not render them more proper for that par
ticular animal's way of life than any

other

cast or texture of them would have been.

The most violent appetites in all crea
tures are lust and hunger. The first is a

perpetual call upon them to propagate their

kind; the latter to preserve themselves.
It is astonishing to consider the different

degrees of care that descend from the parent
to the young, so far as is absolutely neces

sary for the leaving a posterity. Some crea
tures cast their eggs as chance directs them,
and think of them no farther; as insects and

several kinds of fish. Others, of a nicer

frame, find out proper beds to deposit them
in, and there leave them; as the serpent,

the crocodile, and ostrich: others hatch
their eggs, and tend the birth until it is able

to shift for itself.

What can we call the principle which
directs every different kind of bird to ob
serve a particular plan in the structure of

ts nest, and directs all the same species to

work after the same model? It cannot be

mitation; for though you hatch a crow un
der a hen, and never let it see any of the

works of its own kind, the nest it makes
shall be the same, to the laying of a stick,

with all the other nests of the same species.
ft cannot be reason; for were animals en

dowed with it, to as great a degree as man,
their buildings would be as different as ours,

according to the different conveniences that

they would propose to themselves.
Is it not remarkable that the same tem

per of weather, which raises this genial
warmth in animals, should cover the trees

with leaves, and the fields with grass, for

their security and concealment, and pro
duce such infinite swarms of insects for the

upport and sustenance of their respective
broods?
Is it not wonderful that the love of the

parent should be so violent while it lasts,

and that it should last no longer than is ne

cessary for the preservation of the young?
The violence of this natural love is ex

emplified by a very barbarous experiment;
which I shall quote at length, as I find it in

an excellent author, and hope my readers

will pardon the mentioning such an instance

of craelty, because there is nothing can so

effectually show the strength of that princi

ple in animals of which I am here speaking.
' A person who was well skilled in dis

section opened a bitch, and as she lay in the

most exquisite tortures, offered her one of

her young puppies, which she immediately
fell a licking: and for the time seemed in

sensible of her own pain. On the removal
she kept her eyes fixed on it, and began a

wailing sort of cry, which seemed rather to

proceed from the loss of her young one,
than the sense of her own torments.

'

But notwithstanding this natural love in

brutes is much more violent and intense

than in rational creatures, Providence has

taken, care that it should be no longer trou

blesome to the parent than it is useful to the

young; for so soon as the wants of the latter

cease, the mother withdraws her fondness,
and leaves them to provide for themselves;
and what is a very remarkable circum
stance in this part of instinct, we find that

the love of the parent may be lengthened
out beyond its usual time, if the preserva
tion of the species requires it: as we may
see in birds that drive away their young as

soon as they are able to get their livelihood,

but continue to feed them if they are tied to

the nest, or confined within a cage, or by
any other means appear to be out of a con
dition of supplying their own necessities.

This natural love is not observed in ani

mals to ascend from the young to the parent.
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which is not at all necessaiy for the con
tinuance of the species: nor indeed in rea
sonable creatures does it rise in any propor
tion, as it spreads itself downward; for in all

family affection, we find protection granted
and favours bestowed, are greater motives
to love and tenderness, than safety, benefits,
or life received.
One would wonder to hear sceptical men

disputing for the reason of animals, and
telling us it is only our pride and prejudices
that will not allow them the use of that

faculty.
Reason shows itself in all occurrences of

life; whereas the brute makes no discovery
of such a talent, but in what immediately
regards his own preservation or the con
tinuance of his species. Animals in their

generations are wiser than the sons of men;
but their wisdom is confined to a few par
ticulars, and lies in a very narrow compass.
Take a brute out of his instinct, and you
find him wholly deprived of understanding.
To use an instance that comes often under
observation.
With what caution does the hen provide

herself a nest in places unfrequented, and
free from noise and disturbance! When
she has laid her eggs in such a manner
that she can cover them, what care does
she take in turning them frequently that
all parts may partake of the vital warmth!
When she leaves them, to provide for her

necessary sustenance, how punctually does
she return before they have time to cool,
and become incapable of producing an ani
mal ! In the summer you see her giving her
self greater freedoms, and quitting her care
for above two hours together; but in win
ter, when the rigour of the season would
chill the principles of life, and destroy the

young one, she grows more assiduous in her
attendance, and stays away but half the
time. When the birth approaches, with
how much nicety and attention does she

help the chick to break its prison ! not to
take notice of her covering it from the in

juries of the weather, providing it proper
nourishment, and teaching it to help itself;
nor to mention her forsaking the nest, if

after the usual time of reckoning the young
one does not make its appearance. A
chymical operation could not be followed
with greater art or diligence than is seen
in the hatching of a chick; though there are

many other birds that show an infinitely

greater sagacity in all the forementioned

particulars.
But at the same time the hen, that has

all this seeming ingenuity (which is indeed

absolutely necessary for the propagation
of the species,) considered in other re

spects, is without the least glimmering of

thought or common sense. She mistakes
a piece of chalk for an egg, and sits upon
it in the same manner. She is insensible

of
any increase or diminution in the num

ber of those she lays. She does not distin

guish between her own and those of an

other species; and when the birth appears
of never so different a bird, will cherish it

for her own. In all these circumstances,
which do not carry an immediate regard to
the subsistence of herself or her species,
she is a very idiot.

There is not, in my opinion, any thing
more mysterious in nature than this in

stinct in animals, which thus rises above
reason and falls infinitely short of it. It

cannot be accounted for by any properties
in matter, and at the same time works
after so odd a manner, that one cannot think
it the faculty of an intellectual being. For
my own part, I look upon it as upon the

principle of gravitation in bodies, which is

not to be explained by any known qualities
inherent in the bodies themselves, nor from
the laws of mechanism, but, according to

the best notions of the greatest philoso
phers, is an immediate impression from the
first mover, and the divine energy acting
in the creatures. L.

No. 121.] Thursday, July 19, 1711.

Jovis omnia plena. Virg. Eel. iii. CO.

All things are full of Jove.

As I was walking this morning in the

great yard that belongs to my friend's

country-house, I was wonderfully pleased
to see the different workings of instinct in a
hen followed by a brood of ducks. The
young upon the sight of a pond, immedi

ately ran into it; while the step-mother,
with all imaginable anxiety, hovered abcut
the borders of it, to call them out of an
element that appeared to her so dangerous
and destructive. As the different principle
which acted in these different animals can
not be termed reason, so, when we call it

Instinct, we mean something we have no

knowledge of. To me, as I hinted in my
last paper, it seems the immediate direc

tion of Providence, and such an operation
of the supreme Being, as that which deter

mines all the portions of matter to their

proper centres. A modern philosopher,

quoted by Monsieur Bayle in his learned
Dissertation on the Souls of Brutes, delivers

the same opinion, though in a bolder f rm
of words, where he says, Deus est anima
brutonum,

' God himself is the soul of

Brutes.
' Who can tell what to call that

seeming sagacity in animals, which directs

them to such food as is proper for them,
and makes them naturally avoid whatever
is noxious or unwholesome? Tully has ob
served that a lamb no sooner falls from its

mother, but immediately and of its own
accord it applies itself to the teat. Dam-
tier, in his Travels, tells us, that when
seamen are thrown upon any of the un-

cnown coasts of America, they never ven-
:ure upon the fruit of any tree, how tempt
mg soever it may appear, unless they ob

serve that it is marked with the pecking
of birds; but fall on without any fear or
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Hpprehension where the birds have been
before them.
But notwithstanding animals have no

thing like the use of reason, we find in

them all the lower parts of our nature, the

passions and senses, in their greatest
strength and perfection. And here it is

worth our observation, that all beasts and
birds of prey are wonderfully subject to

anger, malice, revenge and all the other
violent passions that may animate them in

search of their proper food; as those that
are incapable of defending themselves, or

annoying others, or whose safety lies chiefly
in their flight, are suspicious, fearful, and

apprehensive of every thing they see or
hear: whilst others that are of assistance
and use to man, have their natures softened
with something mild and tractable, and by
that means are qualified for a domestic life,

in this case the passions generally corres

pond with the make of the body. We do
not find the fury of a lion in so weak and
defenceless an animal as a lamb; nor the
meekness of a lamb in a creature so armed
for battle and assault as the lion. In the
same manner, we find that particular ani
mals have a more or less exquisite sharp
ness and sagacity in those particular senses
which most turn to their advantage, and
in which their safety and welfare is the
most concerned.
Nor must we here omit that great variety

of arms with which nature has
differently

fortified the bodies of several kinds of ani

mals, such as claws, hoofs, horns, teeth,
and tusks, a tail, a sting, a trunk, or a pro
boscis. It is likewise observed by natural

ists, that it must be some hidden principle,
distinct from what we call reason, which
instructs animals in the use of these their

arms, and teaches them to manage them to
the best advantage; because they naturally
defend themselves with that part in which
their strength lies, before the weapon be
formed in it; as is remarkable in lambs,
which, though they are bred within doors,
and never saw the actions of their own
species, push at those who approach them
with their foreheads, before the first bud
ding of a horn appears.

I shall add to these general observations
an instance, which Mr. Locke has given us,
of Providence even in the imperfections of
a creature which seems the meanest and
the most despicable in the whole animal
world. 'We may,' says he, 'from the
make of an oyster or cockle, conclude that
it has not so many nor so quick senses as a

man, or several other animals; nor if it

had, would it, in that state and incapacity
of transferring itself from one place to an
other, be bettered by them. What good
would sight and hearing do to a creature,
that cannot move itself to or from the ob
ject, wherein at a distance it perceives
good or evil? And would not quickness of
sensation be an inconvenience to an animal
that must be still where chance has once

24

placed it, and there receive the afflux ot

colder or warmer, clean or foul water, as

it happens to come to it?'

I shall add to this instance out of Mr.
Locke another out of the learned Dr. Mere,
who cites it from Cardan, in relation to an
other animal which Providence has left de

fective, but at the same time has shown its

wisdom in the formation of that organ in

which it seems chiefly to have failed.
' What is more obvious and ordinary than
a mole? and yet what more palpable argu
'ment of Providence than she? The mem
bers of her body are so exactly fitted to her
nature and manner of life: for her dwelling
being under ground, where nothing is to be

seen, nature has so obscurely fitted her
with eyes, that naturalists can scarce agree
whether she have any sight at all, or no.

But for amends, what she is capable of for

her defence and warning of danger, she has

very eminently conferred upon her; for she
is exceeding quick of hearing. And then
her short tail and short legs, but broad
fore-feet armed with sharp claws; we see

by the event to what purpose they are, she
so swiftly working herself under ground,
and making her way so fast in the earth, as

they that behold it cannot but admire it.

Her legs therefore are short, that she need

dig no more than will serve the mere thick
ness of her body; and her fore-feet are

broad, that she may scoop away much
earth at a time; and little or no tail she has,
because she courses it not upon the ground
like the rat or mouse, of whose kindred she

is; but lives under the earth, and is fain to

dig herself a dwelling there. And she

making her way through so thick an ele

ment, which will not yield easily as the air

or the water, it had been dangerous to have
drawn so long a train behind her; for her

enemy might fall upon her rear, and fetch
her out before she had completed or got
full possession of her works?'

I cannot forbear mentioning Mr. Bovle's
remark upon this last creature, who I re
member somewhere in his works observes,
that though the mole be not totally blind

(as it is commonly thought) she has not

sight enough to distinguish particular ob

jects. Her eye is said to have but one hu
mour in it, which is supposed to give her
the idea of light, but of nothing else, and
is so formed that this idea is probably pain
ful to the animal. Whenever she ccmes
up into broad day she might be in dan

ger of being taken, unless she were thus
affected by a light striking upon her eye,
and immediately warning her to buiy her
self in her proper element. More sight
would be useless to her, as none at all

might be fatal.

I have only instanced such animal as

ieem the most imperfect works of nature;
and if Providence shows itself even in the
Blemishes ofthese creatures,howmuch more
does it discover itself in the several endow
ments which it has variously bestowed upon
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such creatures as are more or less finished

and completed in their several faculties,

according to the condition of life in which
they are posted.

I could wish our Royal Society would
compile a body of natural history, the best
that could be gathered together from books
and observations. If the several writers

among them took each his particular spe
cies, and gave us a distinct account of its

original, birth, and education, its policies,
hostilities, and alliances, with the frame
and texture of its inward and outward parts,
and particularly those that distinguish it

from all other animals, with their peculiar
aptitudes for the state of being in which
Providence has placed them, it would be
one of the best services their studies could
do mankind, and not a little redound to the

glory of the all-wise Contriver.
It is true, such a natural history, after all

the disquisitions of the learned, would be
infinitely short and defective. Seas and
deserts hide millions of animals from our
observation. Innumerable artifices and
stratagems are acted in the '

hoivling wil
derness' and in the '

great deep,' that can
never come to our knowledge. Besides
that there are infinitely more species of
creatures which are not to be seen without
nor indeed with the help of the finest

glasses, than of such as are bulky enough
for the naked eye to take hold of. How
ever, from the consideration of such ani
mals as lie within the compass of our know
ledge, we might easily form a conclusion of
the rest, that the same variety of wisdom
and goodness runs through the whole crea
tion and puts every creature in a condition
to provide for its safety and subsistence in

its proper station.

Tully has given us an admirable sketch
of natural history in his second book con

cerning the Nature of the Gods; and that
in a style so raised by metaphors and de

scriptions, that it lifts the subject above

raillery and ridicule, which frequently fall

on such nice observations when they'pass
through the hands of an ordinaiy writer.

No. 122.] Friday, July 20, 1711.

Comes jucundus in via pro vehiculo est. Publ. Syr.

Frag.

An afrreeable companion upon the road is as good
as a coach.

A MAN'S first care should be to avoid the

reproaches of his own heart; his next, to

escape the censures of the world. If the

last interferes with the former, it ought to

be entirely neglected; but otherwise there
cannot be a greater satisfaction to an honest

mind, than to see th^se approbations which
it gives itself seconded by the applauses of

the public. A man is more sure of his con

duct, when the verdict which he passes
upon his own behaviour is thus warranted

and confirmed by the opinion of all that
know him.

My worthy friend, Sir Roger, is one of
those who is not only at peace within him
self, but beloved and esteemed by all about
him. He receives a suitable tribute for

his universal benevolence to mankind, in

the returns of affection and good-will, which
are paid him by every one that lives within
his neighbourhood. I

lately
met with two

or three odd instances of that general re

spect which is shown to the good old knight
He would needs carry Will Wimble and

myself with him to the county assizes. As
we were upon the road Will Wimble joined
a couple of plain men who rid before us,
and conversed with them for some time;

during which, my friend Sir Roger ac

quainted me with their characters.

'The first of them,' says he, 'that has
a spaniel by his side, is a yeoman of about
an hundred pounds a year, an honest man.
He is just within the game-act, and qualified
to kill a hare or a pheasant. He knocks
down his dinner with his gun twice or

thrice a week; and by that means lives

much cheaper than those who have not so

good an estate as himself. He would be a

good neighbour if he did not destroy so

many partridges. In short, he is a very
sensible man; shoots flying; and has been
several times foreman of the

petty-jury.
' The other that rides along with him is

Tom Touchy, a fellow famous for "taking
the law" of every body. There is not one
in the town where he lives that he has not

sued at a quarter sessi-ns. The rogue had
once the impudence to go to law with the
Widow. His head is full of costs, damages,
and ejectments. He plagued a couple of

honest gentlemen so long for a trespass in

breaking one of his hedges, till he was
forced to sell the ground it enclosed to de

fray the charges of the prosecution; his

father left him fourscore pounds a year;
but he has cast and been cast so often, that

he is not now worth thirty. I suppose he
is going upon the old business of the wil

low-tree.
'

As Sir Roger was giving me this account
of Tom Touchy, Will Wimble and his two

companions stopped short till we came
up to them. After having paid their re

spects to Sir Roger, Will told him that Mr.

Touchy and he must appeal to him upon a

dispute that arose between them. Will, it

seems, had been giving his fellow-traveller
an account of his angling one day in such a
hole: when Tom Touchy, instead of hear

ing out his
story,

told him that Mr. Such-
a-One, if he pleased, might

' take the law
of him' for fishing in that part of the river.

My friend Sir Roger heard them both,

upon a round trot; and after having paused
some time, told them, with the air of a
man who would not give his judgment
rashly, that ' much might be said on both
sides.' They were neither of them dis

satisfied with the knight's determination,
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because neither of them found himself in

the wrong by it. Upon which we made
the best of our way to the assizes.

The court was sat before SirRoger came;
but notwithstanding all the justices had
taken their places upon the bench, they
made room for the old knight at the head
of them; who for his reputation in the coun

try took occasion to whisper in the judge's
ear,

' that he was glad his lordship had
met with so much good weather in his cir

cuit.' I was listening to the proceeding of

the court with much attention, and infinitely

pleased with that great appearance of so

lemnity which so properly accompanies
such a public administration of our laws;
when after about an hour's sitting, I ob

served, to my great surprise, in the midst
of a trial, that my friend Sir Roger was
getting up to speak. I was in some pain
for him, until I found he had acquitted
himself of two or three sentences, with a
look ofmuch business and great intrepidity.

Upon his first rising the courtwas hushed,
and a general whisper ran among the coun

try people, that Sir Roger
' was up.

' The
speech he made was so little to the pur
pose, that I shall not trouble my readers
with an account of it; and I believe was not
so much designed by the knight himself to

inform the court, as to give him a figure in

my eye, and keep up his credit in the

country.
I was highly delighted when the court

rose to see the gentlemen of the country
gathering about my old friend, and striving
who should compliment him most; at the
same time that the ordinary people gazed
upon him at a distance, not a little admir

ing his courage that was not afraid to speak
to the judge.

In our return home we met with a very
odd accident; which I cannot forbear re

lating, because it shows how desirous all

who know Sir Roger, are of giving him
marks of their esteem. When we arrived

upon the verge of his estate, we stopped at

a little inn to rest ourselves and our horses.

The man of the house had, it seems, been

formerly a servant in the knight's family;
and to do honour to his old master, had,
some time since, unknown to Sir Roger,
put him up in a sign-post before the door;
so that the knight's head had hung out

upon the road about a week before he him
self knew any thing of the matter. As soon
as Sir Roger was acquainted with it, find

ing that his servant's indiscretion proceeded
wholly from affection and good-will, he only
told him that he had made him too high a

compliment; and when the fellow seemed
to think that could hardly be, added with a
more decisive look, that it was too great an
honour for any man under a duke; but told

him at the same time, that it might be al

tered by a very few touches, and that he
himself would be at the charge of it. Ac
cordingly they got a painter by the knight's
directions to add a pair of whiskers to the

face, and by a little aggravation of the fea

tures to change it into the Saracen's Head.
I should not have known this story, had not

the innkeeper, upon Sir Roger's alighting,
told him in my hearing, that his honours
head was brought back last night with the
alterations that he had ordered to be made
in it. Upon this, my friend, with his usual

cheerfulness, related the particulars above-

mentioned, and ordered the head to be

brought into the room. I could not forbear

discovering greater expressions of mirth
than ordinary upon the appearance of this

monstrous face, under which, notwithstand

ing it was made to frown and stare in a
most extraordinary manner, I could still

discover a distant resemblance of my old

friend. Sir Roger, upon seeing me laugh,
desired me to tell him truly if I thought it

possible for people to know him in that dis

guise. I at first kept my usual silence; but

upon the knight's conjuring me to tell him
whether it was not still more like himself

than a Saracen, I composed my counte

nance in the best manner I could, and re

plied,
' that much might be said on both

sides.'

These several adventures, with the

knight's behaviour in them, gave me as

pleasant a day as ever I met with in any of

my travels. L.

No. 123.] Saturday, July 21, 1711.

Doctrina sed vim promovet insitam,

Rectique cultus pectora roborant ;

Utcunque defecere mores,
Dedecorant bene nata culpae.

Hor. Lib. 4. Od. iv. 33.

Yet the best blood by learning is refln'd,

And virtue arms the solid mind ;

Whilst vice will stain the noblest race,
And the paternal stamp efface. Oldisworth.

As I was yesterday taking the air with

my friend, Sir Roger, we were met by a
fresh-coloured ruddy young man who rid by
us full speed, with a couple of servants be
hind him. Upon my inquiry who he was,
Sir Roger told me that he was a young
gentleman of considerable estate, who had
been educated by a tender mother that

lived not many miles from the place where
we were. She is a very good lady, says
my friend, but took so much care of her
son's health that she has made him good for

nothing. She quickly found that reading
was bad for his eyes, and that writing made
his head ache. He was let loose among the
woods as soon as he was able to ride on

horseback, or to carry a gun upon his

shoulder. To be brief, I found, upon my
friend's account of him, that he had got a

great stock of health, but nothing else; but
that if it were a man's business only to live,

there would not be a more accomplished
young fellow in the whole country.
The truth of it is, since my residing in

these parts I have seen and heard iimume
rable . instances of young heirs and eldei
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brothers, who, either from their own re

flecting upon the estates they are born to,

And therefore thinking all other accom

plishments unnecessary, or from hearing
these notions frequently inculcated to them

by the flattery of their servants and domes
tics, or from the same foolish thought pre
vailing in those who have the care of their

education, are of no manner of use but to

keep up their families, and transmit their

lands and houses in a line to posterity.
This makes me often think on a story I

have heard of two friends, which I shall

give my reader at large, under feigned
names. The moral of it may, I hope, be
useful, though there are some circumstances
which make it rather appear like a novel,
than a true story.
Eudoxus and Leontine began the world

with small estates. They were both of them
men of good sense and great virtue. They
prosecuted their studies together in their

earlier years, and entered into such a friend

ship as lasted to the end of their lives.

Eudoxus, at his first setting out in the

world, threw himself into a com*t, whei'e

by his natural endowments and his acquired
abilities he made his way from one post to

another, until at length he had raised a very
considerable fortune. Leontine on the con

trary sought all opportunities of improving
his mind, by study, conversation, and travel.

He was not only acquainted with all the

sciences, but with the most eminent pro
fessors of them throughout Europe. He
knew perfectly well the interest of its

princes, with the customs and fashions of

their courts, and could scarce meet with
the name of an extraordinary person in the
Gazette whom he had not either talked to

or seen. In short, he had so well mixed and

digested his knowledge of men and books,
that he made one of the most accomplished
persons of his age. During the whole course
of his studies and travels he kept up a punc
tual correspondence with Eudoxus, who
often made himself acceptable to the prin
cipal men about court by the intelligence
which he received from Leontine. When
they were both turned of forty, (an age in

which, according to Mr. Cowley,
' there is

no dallying with life,') they determined,

pursuant to the resolution they had taken
in the beginning of their lives, to retire,
and pass the remainder of their days in the

country. In order to this, they both ofthem
married much about the same time. Leon-
tine, with his own and wife's fortune, bought
a farm of three hundred a year, which lay
within the neighbourhood of his friend Eu
doxus, who had purchased an estate of as

many thousands. They were both of them
fathers about the same time, Eudoxus hav

ing a son born to him, and Leontine, a

daughter; but to the unspeakable grief of

the latter, his young wife (in whom all his

happiness was wrapt up,) died in a f w
davs after the birth of her daughter. His
affliction would have been insupportable,

had not he been comforted by the daily
visits and conversation of his friend. As

they were one day talking together with
their usual intimacy, Leontine, considering
how incapable he was of giving his daugh
ter a proper education in his own house,
and Eudoxus reflecting on the ordinary
behaviour of a son who knows himself to

be the heir of a great estate, they both

agreed upon an exchange of children,

namely, that the boy should be bred up
with Leontine as his son, and that the girl
should live with Eudoxus as his daughter,
until they were each of them arrived at

years
of discretion. The wife of Eudoxus,

knowing that her son could not be so ad

vantageously brought up as under the care

of Leontine, and considering at the same
time that he would be perpetually under
her own eye, was by degrees prevailed
upon to fall in with the project She there

fore took Leonilla, for that was the name
of the girl, and educated her as her own
daughter. The two friends on each side

had wrought themselves to such an habitual

tenderness for the children who were un
der their direction, that each of them had
the real passion of a father, where the title

was but imaginary. Florio, the name of

the young heir that lived with Leontine,

though he had all the duty and affection

imaginable for his supposed parent, was

taught to rejoice at the sight of Eudoxus,
who visited his friend very fi-equently, and
was dictated by his natural affection, as

well as by the rules of prudence, to make
himself esteemed and beloved by Florio.

The boy was now old enough to know his

supposed father's circumstances, and that

therefore he was to make his way in the
world by his own

industry.
This considera

tion grew stronger in him every day, and

produced so good an effect, that he applied
himself with more than ordinary attention

to the pursuit of every thing which Leon-
tine recommended to him. His natural

abilities, which were very good, assisted

by the directions of so excellent a coun

sellor, enabled him to make a quicker pro
gress than ordinary through all the parts
of his education. Before he was twenty
years of age, having finished his studies

and exercises with great applause, he was
removed from the university to the inns of

court, where there are very few that make
themselves considerable proficients in the
studies of the place, who know they shall

arrive at great estates without them. This
was not Florio's case; he found that three
hundred a year was but a poor estate for

Leontine and himself to live upon, so that

he studied without intermission till he gain
ed a very gocd insight into the constitution

and laws of his country.
I shruld have told my reader, that whilst

Florio lived at the house of his foster-father,
he was always an acceptable guest in the

family of Eudoxus, where he became ac

quainted with Leonilla from her infancy.
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His acquaintance with her by degrees grew
into love, which in a mind trained up in all

the sentiments of honour and virtue became
a very uneasy passion. He despaired of

gaining an heiress of so great a fortune, and
would rather have died than attempted it

by any indirect methods. Leonilla, who
was a woman of the greatest beauty joined
with the greatest modesty, entertained at

the same time a secret passion for Florio,
but conducted herself with so much pru
dence, that she never gave him the least

intimation of it. Florio was now engaged
in all those arts and improvements that are

proper to raise a man's private fortune, and

give him a figure in his country, but se

cretly tormented with that passion which
burns with the greatest fury in a virtuous
and noble heart, when he received a sudden
summons from Leontine, to repair to him
in the country the next day: for it seems
Eudoxus was so filled with the report of
his son's reputation, that he could no longer
withhold making himself known to him.
The morning after his arrival at the house
of his supposed father, Leontine told him
that Eudoxus had something of great im
portance to communicate to him; upon
which the good man embraced him and
wept. Florio was no sooner arrived at the

great house that stood in his neighbourhood,
but Eudoxus took him by the hand, after
the first salutes were over, and conducted
him into his closet. He there opened to
him the whole secret of his parentage and
education, concluding after this manner: ' I

have no other way of acknowledging my
gratitude to Leontine, than by marrying
you to his daughter. He shall not lose the

pleasure cf being your father by the disco

very J have made to you. Leonilla too shall

be still my daughter; her filial piety, though
misplaced, has been so exemplary, that it

deserves the greatest reward I can confer

upon it. You shall have the pleasure of

seeing a great estate fall to you, which you
would have lost the relish of, had you
known yourself born to it. Continue o'nly
to deserve it in the same manner you did
before you were possessed of it. I have left

your mother in the next room. Her heart

yearns towards you. She is making the
same discoveries to Leonilla which I have
made to yourself.' Florio was so over
whelmed with this profusion of happiness,
that he was not able to make a reply, but
threw himself down at his father's feet, and
amidst a flood of tears, kissed and embraced
his knees, asking his blessing, and express
ing in dumb show those sentiments of love,

duty, and gratitude that were too big for
utterance. To conclude, the happy pair
were married, and half Eudoxus's estate
settled upon them. Leontine and Eudoxus
passed the remainder oftheir lives together;
and received in the dutiful and affectionate
behaviour of Florio and Leonilla the just
recompence, as well as the natural effects

of that care which they had bestowed upon
them in their education. L.
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A great book is a great evil.

A MAN who publishes his works in a

volume, has an infinite advantage over one
who communicates his writings to the world
in loose tracts and single pieces. We do
not expect to meet with any thing in a

bulky volume, till after some heavy pre
amble, and several words of course, to pre
pare the reader for what follows. Nay,
authors have established it as a kind of rule,

that a man ought to be dull sometimes; as

the most severe reader makes allowances
for many rests and nodding-places in a vo
luminous writer. This gave occasion to the

famous Greek proverb, which I have cho
sen for my motto, that 'A great book is a

great evil.
'

On the contrary, those who publish then

thoughts in distinct sheets, and as it were

by piece-meal, have none of these advan

tages. We must immediately fall into our

subject, and treat every part of it in alively
manner, or our papers are thrown by as

dull and insipid. Our matter must lie close

together, and either be wholly new in itself,

or in the turn it receives from our expres
sions. Were the books of our best authors

thus to be retailed to the public, and every
page submitted to the taste of forty or fifty

thousand readers, I am afraid we should

complain of many flat expressions, trivial

observations, beaten topics, and common
thoughts, which go off very well in the

lump. At the same time, notwithstanding
some papers may be made up of broken
hints and irregular sketches, it is often ex

pected that every sheet should be a kind
of treatise, and make out in thought what
it wants in bulk: that a point of humour
should be worked up in all its parts; and a

subject touched upon in its most essential

articles, without the repetitions, tautolo

gies, and enlargements, that are indulged
to longer labours. The ordinary writers

of moralitv prescribe to their readers after

the Galenic way; their medicines are made
up in large quantities. An essay-writer
must practise in the chymical method, and

give the virtue of a full draught in a few

drops.
Were all books reduced thus to

their quintessence, many a bulky author
would make his appearance in a penny pa
per. There would be scarce such a thing
in nature as a folio; the works of an age
would be contained on a few shelves; not to

mention millions of volumes that would be

utterly annihilated.

I cannot think that the difficulty of fur

nishing out separate papers of this nature,
lias hindered authors from communicating
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their thoughts to the world after such a
manner: though I must confess I am amazed
that the press should be only made use of
in this way by news-writers, and the zealots
of parties; as if it were not more advan

tageous to mankind, to be instructed in wis
dom and virtue, than in politics; and to be
made good fathers, husbands, and sons, than
counsellors and statesmen. Had the philo
sophers and great men of antiquity, who
took so much pains in order to instruct man
kind, and leave the world wiser and better
than they found it; had they, I say, been
possessed of the art of printing, there is no
question but they would have made such
an advantage of it, in dealing out their lec
tures to the public. Our common prints
would be of great use were they thus cal

culated to diffuse good sense through the
bulk of a people, to clear up their under

standings, animate their minds with virtue,

dissipate the sorrows of a heavy heart, or
unbend the mind from its more severe

employments with innocent amusements.
When knowledge, instead of being bound
up in books and kept in libraries and re

tirements, is thus obtruded upon the public;
when it is canvassed in every assembly and
exposed upon every table, I cannot forbear

reflecting upon that passage in the Pr">-

verbs: 'Wisdom crieth without, she ut-
tereth her voice in the streets: she crieth
in the chief place of concourse, in the open
ings of the gates. In the city she uttereth
her words, saying, How long, ye simple
ones, will ye love simplicity? and the
scorners delight in their scorning? and fools

hate knowledge?'
The many letters which come to me from

persons of the best sense in both sexes, (for
I may pronounce their characters from their

way of writing) do not a little encourage me
in the prosecution of this my undertaking;
besides that my bookseller tells me, the de
mand for these my papers increases daily.
It is at his instance that I shall continue my
rural speculations to the end of this month;
several having made up separate sets of

them, as they have done before of those re

lating to wit, to operas, to points of mora
lity, or subjects of humour.

1 am not at all mortified, when sometimes
I see my works thrown aside by men of no
taste nor learning. There is a kind of hea
viness and ignorance that hangs upon the
minds of ordinary men, which is too thick
for knowledge to break through. Their
souls are to be enlightened.

Nox atra cava circumvolat umbra.

Virg. JEn. ii. 360.

Black night enwraps them in her gloomy shade.

To these I must apply the fable of the

mole, that after having consulted many
oculists for the bettering of his sight, was at

last provided with a good pair of specta
cles; but upon his endeavouring to make
use of them, his mother told him very
prudently, 'That spectacles, though they

might help the eye of a man, could be of
no use to a mole.

'

It is not therefore for

the benefit of moles that I publish these my
daily essays.
But besides such as are moles through

ignorance, there are others who are moles

through envy. As it is said in the Latin

proverb,
' That one man is a wolf to an

other,' so generally speaking, one author is

a mole to another. It is impossible for them
to discover beauties in one another's works;
they have eyes only for spots and blemishes:

they can indeed see the light, as it is said

of the animals which are their namesakes,
but the idea of it is painful to them ; they
immediately shut their eyes upon it, and
withdraw themselves into a wilful obscu

rity. I have already caught two or three
of these dark undermining vermin, and in

tend to make a string of them, in order to

hang them up in one of my papers, as an

example to all such voluntary moles. C.
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Ne, pueri, ne tanta an i mis asstiescite bella,
Neu patriae validas in viscera vertite vires.

Virg. JEn. vi. 832.

This thirst of kindred blood, my sons, detest,
Nor turn your face against your country's breast.

Dryden.

MY worthy friend Sir Roger, when we
are talking of the malice of parties, very
frequently tells us an accident that hap
pened to him when he was a school-boy,
which was at the time when the feuds
ran high between the Round-heads and
Cavaliers. This worthy knight, being then
but a stripling, had occasion to inquire
which was the way to St. Anne's Lane;
upon which the person whom he spoke to,
instead of answering his question, called
him a young popish cur, and asked him
who had made Anne a saint? The boy,
being in some confusion, inquired of the
next he met, which was the way to Anne's
Lane; but was called a prick-eared cur
for his pains, and instead of being shown
the way, was told that she had been a
saint before he was born, and would be
one after he was hanged.

'
Upon this,

'

says Sir Roger,
' I did not think fit to re

peat the former questions, but going into

every lane of the neighbourhood, asked
what they called the name of that lane?'

By which ingenious artifice he found out
the place he inquired after without giving
offence to any party. Sir Roger generally
closes this narrative with reflections on the
mischief that parties do in the country,
how they spoil a good neighbourhood, and
make honest gentlemen hate one another;
besides that they manifestly tend to the

prejudice of the land-tax, and the destruc
tion of the game.
There cannot a greater judgment befal

a country than such a dreadful spirit of

division as rends a government into two
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distinct people, and makes them greater
strangers and more averse to one another,
than if they were actually two different
nations. The effects of such a division are

pernicious to the last degree, not only with
regard to those advantages which they
give the common enemy, but to those pri
vate evils which they produce in the heart
of almost every particular person. This
influence is very fatal both to men's morals
and their understanding; it sinks the vir
tue of a nation, and not only so, but de
stroys even common sense.
A furious party spirit, when it rages in

its full violence, exerts itself in civil war
and bloodshed; and when it is under its

greatest restraints naturally breaks out in

falsehood, detraction, calumny, and a par
tial administration of justice. In a word,
it fills a nation with spleen and rancour,
and extinguishes all the seeds of good
nature, compassion, and humanity.
Plutarch says, very finely,

' that a man
should not allow himself to hate even his

enemies, because,' says he, 'if you indulge
this passion in some occasions, it will rise
of itself in others; if you hate your ene
mies, you will contract such a vicious habit
of mind, as by degrees will break out upon
those who are your friends, or those who
are indifferent to you.' I might here
observe how admirably this precept of

morality (which derives the malignity of
hatred from the passion itself, and not from
its object) answers to that great rule which
was dictated to the world about an hun
dred years before this philosopher wrote;*
but instead of that, I shall only take notice,
with a real grief of heart, that the minds
of many good men among us appear
soured with party-principles, and alienated
from one another in such a manner, as
seems to me altogether inconsistent with
the dictates either of reason or religion.
Zeal for a public cause is apt to breed pas
sions in the hearts of virtuous persons, to

which the regard of their own private in

terest would never have betrayed them.
If this party spirit has so ill an effect on

our morals, it has likewise a very great one

upon our judgments. We often hear a poor
insipid paper or pamphlet cried up, and
sometimes a noble piece depreciated, by
those who are of a different principle from
the author. One who is actuated by this

spirit is almost under an incapacity of dis

cerning either real blemishes or beauties.
A man of merit in a different principle, is

like an object seen in two different me
diums, that appears crooked or broken,
however straight and entire it may be in

itself. For this reason there is scarce a

person of any figure in England, who does
not go by two contrary characters, as op
posite to one another as light and darkness.

Knowledge and learning suffer in a parti
cular manner from this strange prejudice,

* Viz. by Jesus Christ. See Luke vi. 2732 tc.

which at present prevails amongst all

ranks and degrees* in the British nation.

As men formerly became eminent in learn
ed societies by their parts and acquisi
tions, they now distinguish themselves by
the warmth and violence with which they
espouse their respective parties. Books
are valued upon the like considerations.

An abusive, scurrilous style, passes for sa

tire, and a dull scheme of party notions is

called fine writing.
There is one piece of sophistry practised

by both sides, and that is the taking any
scandalous story that has been ever whis

pered or invented of a private man, for a

known undoubted truth, and raising suit

able speculations upon it. Calumnies that

have been never proved, or have been
often refuted, are the ordinary postulatums
of these infamous scribblers, upon which

they proceed as upon first principles grant
ed by all men, though in their hearts they
know they are false, or at best very doubt
ful. When they have laid these founda
tions of scurrility, it is no wonder that their

superstructure is every way answerable to

them. If this shameless practice of the

present age endures much longer, praise
and reproach will cease to be motives of

action in good men.
There are certain periods of time in all

governments when this inhuman spirit pre
vails. Italy was long torn to pieces by the
Guelfes and Gibellines, and France by those

who were for and against the league: but it

is very unhappy for a man to be born in such
a stormy and tempestuous season. It is the
restless ambition of artful men that thus
breaks a people into factions, and draws
several well-meaning persons to their in

terest by a specious concern for their coun

try. How many honest minds are filled

with uncharitable and barbarous notions,
out of their zeal for the public good ?

What cruelties and outrages would they
not commit against men of an adverse par
ty, whom they would honour and esteem,
if, instead of considering them as they are

represented, they knew them as they are?
Thus are persons of the greatest probity
seduced into shameful errors and preju
dices, are made bad men even by that
noblest of principles, the love of their

country. I cannot here forbear mention

ing the famous Spanish proverb,
' If there

were neither fools nor knaves in the world,
all people would be of one mind. '

For my own part I could heartily wish
that all honest men would enter into an as

sociation, for the support of one another

against the endeavours of those whom they
ought to look upon as their common ene

mies, whatsoever side they may belong to.

Were there such an honest body of neutral

forces, we should never see the worst of

men in great figures of life, because they
are useful to a party; nor the best unre

garded, because they are above practising
those methods which would be grateful to
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their faction. We should then single every
criminal out of the herd, and hunt him
down however formidable and overgrown
he might appear; on the contrary, we
should shelter distressed innocence, and
defend virtue, however beset with con

tempt or ridicule, envy or defamation. In

short, we should not any longer regard our

fellow-subjects as Whigs or Tories, but
should make the man of merit our friend,
and the villain our enemy. C.
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Tros Kutulusve fuat, nullo discrimine habebo.

Virg. JEn. x. 108.

Rutulians, Trojans, are the same to me. Dryden.

IN my yesterday's paper I proposed,
that the honest men of all parties should
enter into a kind of association for the de
fence of one another, and the confusion of
their common enemies. As it is designed
this neutral body should act with regard to

nothing but truth and equity, and divest
themselves of the little heats and prepos
sessions that cleave to parties of all kinds,
I have prepared for them the following
form of an association, which may express
their intentions in the most plain and sim

ple manner.
'We whose names^ire hereunto sub

scribed, do solemnly declare, that we do in

our consciences believe two and two make
four; and that we shall adjudge any man
\rhatsoever to be our enemy who endea
vours to persuade us to the contrary. We
are likewise ready to maintain, with the
hazard of all that is near and dear to us,
that six is less than seven in all times and
all places: and that ten will not be more
three years hence than it is at

present.We do also firmly declare, that it is our
resolution as long as we live to call black
black, and white white. And we shall

upon all occasions oppose such persons
that upon any day of the year shall call

black white, or white black, with the ut
most peril of our lives and fortunes.'

Were there such a combination of honest

men, who without any regard to place
would endeavour to extirpate all such fu

rious zealots as would sacrifice one half of

their country to the passion and interest of

the other; as also such intamous hypo
crites, that are for promoting their own
advantage under colour of the public good;
with all the profligate immoral retainers to

each side, that have nothing to recom
mend them but an implicit submission to

their leaders, we should soon see that fu

rious party-spirit extinguished, which may
in time expose us to the derision and con

tempt of all the nations about us.

A member of this society that would thus

carefully employ himself in making room
for merit, by throwing down the worthless
and depraved part of mankind from those

conspicuous stations of life to which they

have been sometimes advanced, and all this

without any regard to his private interest,
would be no small benefactor to his country'.

I remember to have read in Diodorus Si-

culus an account of a very active little ani

mal, which I think he calls the ichneumon,
that makes it the whole business of his life

to break the eggs of the crocodile, which
he is always in search after. This instinct

is the more remarkable, because the ich

neumon never feeds upon the eggs he has

broken, nor any other way finds his ac
count in them. Were it not for the inces

sant labours of this industrious animal,

/Egypt, says the historian, would be over
run with crocodiles; for the ^Egyptians are

so far from destroying those pernicious
creatures, that they worship them as gods.

If we look into the behaviour of ordinary

partizans, we shall find them far from re

sembling this disinterested animal; and
rather acting after the example of the

wild Tartars, who are ambitious of de

stroying a man of the most extraordinary
parts and accomplishments, as thinking
that upon his decease the same talents,

whatever post they qualified him for, enter
of course into his destroyer.
As in the whole train of my speculations,

I have endeavoured as much as I am able

to extinguish that pernicious spirit of pas
sion and prejudice which rages with the

same violence with all parties, I am still

the more desirous of doing some good in

this particular, because I observe that the

spirit of party reigns more in the country
than in the town. It here contracts a kind
cf brutality and rustic fierceness, to which
men of a politer conversation are wholly
strangers.

*

It extends itself even to the
return of the bow and the hat; and at the
same time that the heads of parties pre
serve towards one another an outward show
of good-breeding, and keep up a perpe
tual intercourse of civilities, their tools that

are dispersed in these outlying parts will

not so much as mingle together at a cock-
match. This humour fills the country
with several periodical meetings of Whig
jockies and Tory fox-hunters; not to men
tion the innumerable curses, frowns, and

whispers it produces at a quarter-sessions.
I do not know whether I have observed

in any of my former papers, that my friends

Sir Roger de Coverley and Sir Andrew
Freeport are of different principles, the
first of them inclined to the landed and the

other to the monied interest This humour
is so moderate in each of them, that it

proceeds no farther than to an agreeable

raillery, which very often diverts the rest

of the club. I find however that the knight
is a much stronger Tory in the country than
in town, which as he has told me in my ear,

is absolutely necessary for the keeping up
his interest. In all our journey from London
to this house we did not so much as bait at

a Whig inn; or if by chance the coachman

stopped at a wrong place, one of Sir Roger's
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servants would ride up to his master full

speed, and whisper to him that the master
of the house was against such a one in the
last election. This often betrayed us into
hard beds and bad cheer; for we were not
so inquisitive about the inn as the innkeeper;
and provided our landlord's principles were
sound, did not take any notice of the stale-

ness of his provisions. This I found still the
more inconvenient, because the better the
host was, the worst generally were his ac

commodations; the fellow knowing very
Avell that those who were his friends would
take up with coarse diet and a hard lodging.
For these reasons, all the while I was upon
the road I dreaded entering into a house of

any one that Sir Roger had applauded for
an honest man.

Since my stay at Sir Roger's in the coun

try, I daily find more instances of this nar
row party humour. Being upon the bowl
ing-green at a neighbouring market-town
the other day, (for that is the place where
the gentlemen of one side meet once a week)
I observed a stranger among them of a bet
ter presence and genteeler behaviour than

ordinary; but was much surprised, that not

withstanding he was a very fair bettor,

nobody would take him up. But upon in

quiry I found, that he was one who had
given a disagreeable vote in a former par
liament, for which reason there was not a
man upon that bowling-green who would
have so much correspondence with him as
to win his money of him.

Among other instances of this nature, I

must not omit one which concerns myself.
Will Wimble was the other day -relating
several strange stories that he had picked
up, nobody knows where, of a certain great
man; and upon my staring at him, as one
that was surprised to hear such things in

the country, which had never been so much
as whispered in the town, Will stopped
short in the thread of his discourse, and
after dinner asked my friend Sir Roger in

his ear if he was sure that I was not a

fanatic.

It gives me a serious concern to see such
a spirit of dissention in the country ; not only
as it destroys virtue and common sense, and
renders us in a manner barbarians towards
one another, but as it perpetuates our ani

mosities, widens our breaches, and trans

mits our present passions and prejudices to

our posterity. For my own part, I am
sometimes afraid that I discover the seeds
of a civil war in these our divisions; and
therefore cannot but bewail, as in their first

principles, the miseries and calamities of
our children. C.

No. 127.] Thursday, July 26, 1711.

Quantum est in rebus inane! Pers. Sat. i. 1.

How much of emptiness we find in things!

IT is our custom at Sir Roger's, upon the

coming in of the post, to sit about a pot of

25

coffee, and hear the old knight read Dyer's
letters; which he does with his spectacles
upon his nose, and in an audible voice,

smiling very often at those little strokes of

satire, which are so frequent in the writings
of that author. I afterwards communicate
to the knight such packets as I receive un
der the quality of Spectator. The following
letter chancing to please him more than

ordinary, I shall publish it at his request.

MR. SPECTATOR, You have diverted

the town almost a whole month at the ex

pense of the country, it is now high time
that you should give the country their re

venge. Since your withdrawing from this

place, the fair sex are run into great ex

travagances. Their petticoats which began
to heave and swell before you left us, are

now blown up into a meet enormous con

cave, and rise every day more and more.
In short, sir, since our women know them
selves to be out of the eye cf the Spectator

they will be kept within no compass. You

praised them a little too soon, for the mo
desty of their head-dresses; for as the hu
mour of a sick person is often driven out of

one limb into another, their superfluity of

ornaments, instead of being entirely banish

ed, seems only fallen from their heads upon
their lower parts. What they have lost in

height they make up in breadth, and, con

trary to all rules of architecture, widen the
foundations at the same time that they
shorten the superstructure. Were they,
like Spanish jennets, to impregnate by the

wind, they could not have thought on a

more proper invention. But as we do not

yet hear any particular use in this petticoat,
or that it contains any thing more than
what was supposed to be in those of scantier

make, we are wonderfully at a loss about it.

' The women give out, in defence of these

wide bottoms, that they are airy, and very
proper for the season; but this I look upon
to be only a pretence, and a piece of art,

for it is well known we have not had a more
moderate summer these many years, so

that it is certain the heat they complain of

cannot be in the weather. Besides I would
fain ask these tender constitutioned ladies,

why they should require more cooling than

their mothers before them.
' I find several speculative persons are of

opinion that our sex has of late years been

very saucy, and that the hoop-petticoat is

made use of to keep us at a distance. It is

most certain that a woman's honour cannot

be better intrenched than after this manner,
in circle within circle, amidst such a variety
of out-works and lines of circumvallation.

A female who is thus invested in whale

bone, is sufficiently secured against the ap
proaches of an ill-bred fellow, who might
as well think of Sir George Etherege's way
of making "Love in a Tub," as in the

midst of so many hoops.
' Among these various conjectures, there

are men of superstitious tempers, who look
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upon the hoop petticoat as a kind of prodigy
Some will have it that it portends the down
fall of the French king, and observe tha
the farthings] appeared in England a littl

before the ruin of the Spanish monarchy.*
Others are of opinion that it foretells battle
and bloodshed, and believe it of the samf
prognostication as the tail of a blazing star
For my part, I am apt to think it is a sign
that multitudes are coming into the work
rather than going out of it.

' The first time I saw a lady dressed in
one of these petticoats, I could not forbeai

blaming her in my own thoughts for walk
ing abroad when she was ' so near her time,
but soon recovered myself out of my errorj
when I found all the modish part ofthe sex
as 'far gone as herself.' It is generally
thought some crafty women have thus be
trayed their companions into hoops, that

they might make them accessary to their
own concealments, and by that means es

cape the censure of the world; as wary
generals have sometimes dressed two or
three dozen of their friends in their own
habit, that they might not draw upon them
selves any particular attacks from the

enemy. The strutting petticoat smooths
all distinctions, levels the mother with the

daughter, and sets maids and matrons,
wives and widows, upon the same bottom.
In the mean while I cannot but be troubled
to see so many well-shaped innocent virgins
bloated up, and waddling up and down like

big-bellied women.
' Should this fashion get among the ordi

nary people, our public ways would be so

crowded, that we should want street-room.
Several congregations of the best fashion
find themselves already very much straiten

ed, and if the mode increase, I wish it may
not drive many ordinary women into meet
ings and conventicles. Should our sex at
the same time take it into their heads to
wear trunk breeches (as who knows what
their indignation at this female treatment

may drive them to?) a man and his wife
would fill a whole pew.

' You know, sir, it is recorded of Alexan
der the Great, that in his Indian expedition
he buried several suits of armour, which
by his directions were made much too big
for any of his soldiers, in order to give pos
terity an extraordinary idea of him, and
make them believe he had commanded an

army of giants. I am persuaded that if one
of the present petticoats happens to be hung
up in any repository of curiosities, it would
lead into the same error the generations
that lie some removes from us; unless we
can believe our posterity will think so dis

respectfully of their great grandmothers,
that they made themselves monstrous to

appear amiable.
' When I survey this new-fashioned ro

tunda in all its parts, I cannot but think of
the old philosopher, who after having en-

Viz. in 15M.

tered into an Egyptian temple, and looked
about for the idol of the place, at length
discovered a little black monkey inshrined
in the midst of it, upon which he could not
forbear crying out, to the great scandal of
the worshippers, "What a magnificent
palace is here for such a ridiculous in

habitant!"
'

Though you have taken a resolution, in

one of your papers, to avoid descending to

particularities of dress, I believe you will

not think it below yon. on so extraordinary
an occasion, Lo unhoop the fair sex, and
cure this fashiorable tympany that is got
among them. I am apt to think the petti
coat will shrink of its own accord at your
first coming to town; at least a touch of your
pen will make it contract itself like the
sensitive plant, and by that means oblige
several who are either terrified or astonish
ed at this portentous novelty, and among
the rest, your humble servant, &c.' C.

No. 128.] Friday, July 27, 1711.

Concordia discors. Lucan, Lib. i. 98.

Harmonious discord.

WOMEN in their nature are much more
gay and joyous than men; whether it be
that their blood is more refined, their fibres
more delicate, and their animal spirits more
light and volatile; or whether, as some have
'magined, there may not be a kind of sex in
the very soul, I shall not pretend to deter
mine. As vivacity is the gift of women,
gravity is that of men. They should each
of them therefore keep a watch upon the
particular bias which nature has fixed in
;heir minds, that it may not draw too much,
and lead them out of the paths of reason.
This will certainly happen, if the one in

every word and action affects the character
of being rigid and severe, and the other ot

>eing brisk and airy. Men should beware
of being captivated by a kind of savage
ihilosophy, women by a thoughtless gal-

antry. Where these precautions are not

observed, the man often degenerates into a

cynic, the woman into a coquette; the man
jrows sullen and morose, the woman im-
jertinent and fantastical.

By what I have said, we may conclude
men and women were made as counter-
>arts to one another, that the pains and
anxieties of the husband might be relieved

y the sprightliness and good-humour ofthe
wife. When these are rightly tempered,
are and cheerfulness go hand in hand ;

,nd the family, like a ship that is duly
rimmed, wants neither sail nor ballast.

Natural historians observe (for whilst I

m in the country I must fetch my allusions

rom thence) that only the male birds have
oices; that their songs begin a little before

reeding-time, and end a little after; that

whilst the hen is covering her eggs, the
male generally takes his stand upon a
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neighbouring bough within her hearing;
and by that means amuses and diverts her
with his songs during the whole time of her

sitting.
This contract among birds lasts no longer

thap till a brood of young ones arises from
it; so that in the feathered kind, the cares
and fatigues of the married state, if I may
so call it, lie principally upon the female.
On the contrary, as in our species the man
and the woman are joined together for life,

and the main burden rests upon the former,
nature has given all the little arts of sooth

ing and blandishment to the female, that
she may cheer and animate her companion
in a constant and assiduous application to

the making a provision for his family, and
the education of their common children.
This however is not to be taken so strictly,
as if the same duties were not often reci

procal, and incumbent on both parties; but

only to set forth what seems to have been
the general intention of nature, in the differ

ent inclinations and endowments which are
bestowed on the different sexes.
But whatever was the reason that man

and woman were made with this variety of

temper, if we observe the conduct of the
fair sex, we find that they choose rather to

associate themselves with a person who
resembles them in the light and volatile

humour which is natural to them, than to

such as are
qualified

to moderate and coun
terbalance it. It has been an old com
plaint, that the coxcomb carries it with
them before the man of sense. When we
see a fellow loud and talkative, full of in

sipid life and laughter, we may venture to

pronounce him a female favourite. Noise
and flutter are such accomplishments as

they cannot withstand. To be short, the

passion of an ordinary woman for a man is

nothing else but self-love diverted upon an
other object. She would have the lover a
woman in every thing but the sex. I do
not know a finer piece of satire on this

part of womankind, than those lines of Mr.
Dryden:

Our thoughtless sex is caught by outward form,
And empty noise ; and loves itself in man.

This is a source of infinite calamities to

the sex, as it frequently joins them to men,
who in their own thoughts are as fine crea
tures as themselves; or if they chance to
be good-humoured, serve only to dissipate
their fortunes, inflame their follies, and ag
gravate their indiscretions.

The same female levity is no less fatal to
them after marriage than before. It re

presents to their imaginations the faithful,

prudent husband, as an honest, tractable,
and domestic animal; and turns their

thoughts upon the fine gay gentleman, that

laughs, sings, and dresses so much more
agreeably.
As this irregular vivacity of temper leads

astray the hearts of ordinary women in the

choice of their lovers and the treatment of

their husbands, it operates with the same
pernicious influence towards their chil

dren, who are taught to accomplish them
selves in all those sublime perfections that,

appear captivating in the eye of their mo
ther. She admires in her son what she
loved in her gallant; and by that means con
tributes all she can to perpetuate herself in

a worthless progeny.
The younger Faustina was a lively in

stance of this sort of women. Notwith

standing she was married to Marcus Aure-
lius, one of the greatest, wisest, and best
of the Roman emperors, she thought a com
mon gladiator much the prettier gentle
man; and had taken such care to accom

plish her son Commcdus according to her
own notions of a fine man, that when he
ascended the throne of his father, he be
came the most foolish and abandoned tyrant
that was ever placed at the head of the;

Roman empire, signalizing; himself in no-

thing but the fighting of prizes, and knock

ing out men's brains. As he had no taste

of true glory, we see him in several medals
and statues, which are still extant of him,

equipped like a Hercules, with a club and
a lion s skin.

I have been led into this speculation by
the characters I have heard of a country
gentleman and his lady, who do not live

many miles from Sir Roger. The wife is

an old coquette, that is always hankering
after the diversions of the town; the hus
band a morose rustic, that frowns and frets

at the name of it. The wife is over-run with

affectation, the husband sunk into brutality.
The lady cannot bear the noise of the larks

and nightingales, hates your tedious sum
mer-days, and is sick at the sight of shady
woods and purling streams; the husband
wonders how any one can be pleased with
the fooleries of plays and operas, and rails

from morning to night at essenced fops and

tawdry courtiers. The children are edu
cated in these different notions of their pa
rents. The sons follow the father about
his grounds, while the daughters read vo
lumes of love-letters and romances to their
mother. By this means it comes to pass,
that the girls look upon their father as a
clown, and the boys think their mother no
better than she should be.

How different are the lives of Aristus and

Aspasia ! The innocent vivacity of the one
is tempered and composed by the cheerful

gravity of the other. The wife grows wise

by the discourses of the husband, and the
husband good-humoured by the conversa
tions of the wife. Aristus would not be so

amiable were it not for his Aspasia, nor

Aspasia so much esteemed were it not for

her Aristus. Their virtues are blended
in their children, and diffuse through the
whole family a perpetual spirit of be
nevolence, complacency, and satisfaction.
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No. 129.] Saturday, July 28, 1711.

Vertentem sese frus-tra sectabere canthum,
Cum rota posterior curras ct in axe secundo.

Pers. Sat. v. 71.

Thou, like the hindmost chariot wheels, art curst
Still to be near, but ne'er to be the first. Dryden.

GREAT masters in painting never care
for drawing people in the fashion, as very
well knowing that the head-dress, or peri
wig, that now prevails, and gives a grace
to their portraitures at present, will make
a very odd figure, and perhaps look mon
strous in the eyes of posterity. For this
reason they often represent an illustrious

person in a Roman habit, or in some other
dress that never varies. I could wish for
the sake of my country friends, that there
was such a kind of everlasting drapery to
be made use of by all who live at a certain
distance from the town, and that they
would agree upon such fashions as should
never be liable to changes and innovations.
For want of this standing dress, a man who
takes a journey into the country is as much
surprised as one who walks in a gallery of
old family pictures, and finds as great a

variety of garbs and habits in the persons
he converses with. Did they keep to one
constant dress they would sometimes be in

the fashion, which they never are as mat
ters are managed at present. If instead of

running after the mode, they would con
tinue fixed in one certain habit, the mode
would some time or other overtake them,
as a clock that stands still is sure to point
right once in twelve hours. In this case
therefore I would advise them, as a gentle
man did his friend who was hunting about
the whole town after a rambling fellow If

you follow him you will never find him, but
if you plant yourself at the corner of any
one street, I will engage it will not be long
before you see him.

I have already touched upon this subject
in a speculation which shows how cruelly
the country are led astray in following the

town; and equipped in a ridiculous habit,
when they fancy themselves in the height
of the mode. Since that speculation I have
received a letter (which I there hinted

at) from a gentleman who is now in the
western circuit.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Being a lawyer of
the Middle-Temple, a Cornishman by birth,
I generally ride the western circuit* for my
health, and as I am not interrupted with

clients, have leisure to make many obser
vations that escape the notice of my fellow-
travellers.

' One of the most fashionable women I

met with in all the circuit was my landlady
at Staines, where I chanced to be on a holi

day. Her commode was not half a foot

high, and her petticoat within some yards
of a modish circumference. In the same
place I observed a young fellow with a

* Counsellors generally go on the circuit through their
native counties

tolerable periwig, had it not been covered
with a hat that was shaped in the Ramilic-
cock. As I proceeded in my journey, I

observed the petticoat grew scantier and
scantier, and about threescore miles from
London was so very unfashionable, that
a woman might walk in it without any
manner of inconvenience.

' Not far from Salisbury I took notice ot

a justice of peace's lady,
who was at least

ten years behind-hand in her dress, but at

the same time as fine as hands could make
her. She was flounced and furbelowed
from head to foot; every ribbon was wrin

kled, and every part of her garments in

curl, so that she looked like one of those
animals which in the country we call a
Friezeland hen.

' Not many miles beyond this place I

was informed that one of the last year's
little muffs had by some means or other

straggled into those parts, and that all 'the

women of fashion were cutting their old

muffs in two, or retrenching them, accord

ing to the little model which was got among
them. I cannot believe the report they
have there, that it was sent down franked

by a parliament-man in a little packet; but

probably by next winter this fashion will be
at the height in the country, when it is quite
out at London.

* The greatest beau at our next county
sessions was dressed in a most monstrous
flaxen periwig, that was made in King
William's reign. The wearer of it

g^oes,
it seems, in his own hair when he is at

home, and lets his wig lie in buckle for a
whole half year, that he may put it on upon
occasion to meet the judges in it.

'I must not here omit an adventure
which happened to us in a country church

upon the frontiers of Cornwall. As we
were in the midst of the service, a lady
who is the chief woman of the place, and
had passed the winter at London with her

husband, entered the congregation in a little

head-dress, and a hooped petticoat. The
people, who were wonderfully startled at

such a sight, all of them rose up. Some
stared at the prodigious bottom, and some
at the little top of this strange dress. In

the mean time the lady of the manor filled

the area of the church, and walked up to

her pew with an unspeakable satisfaction,

amidst the whispers, conjectures, and asto

nishment of the whole congregation.
' Upon our way from hence we saw a

young fellow riding towards us full gal

lop, with a bob wig and black silken bag
tied to it. He stopt short at the coach,
to ask us how far the judges were behind
us. His stay was so very short, that we
had only time to observe his new silk waist

coat, which was unbuttoned in several

places to let us see that he had a clean shirt

on, which was ruffled down to his middle.
' From this place, during our progress

through the most western parts of the

kingdom, we fancied ourselves in Kinp
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Charles the Second's reign, the people
having made very little variations in their

dress since that time. The smartest of

the country 'squires appear still in the

Monmouth-cock, and when they go a woo
ing (whether they have any post in the
militia or not) they generally put on a red
coat. We were, indeed, very much sur

prised, at the place we lay at last night, to

meet with a gentleman that had accoutred
himself in a night-cap-wig, a coat with long
pockets and slit sleeves, and a pair of shoes
with high scollop tops; but we soon found

by his conversation that he was a person
who laughed at the ignorance and rusticity
of the country people, and was resolved to

live and die in the mode.
'
Sir, if you think this account of my tra

vels may be of any advantage to the public,
I will next year trouble you with such oc
currences as I shall meet with in other parts
of England. For I am informed there are

greater curiosities in the northern circuit

than in the western; and that a fashion
makes its progress much slower into Cum
berland than into Cornwall. I have heard
in particular, that the Steenkirk* arrived
but two months ago at Newcastle, and that
there are several commodes in those parts
which are worth taking a journey thither
to see.' C.

No. 130.] Monday, July 30, 1711.

-Semperquo recentes
Convectare juvat praedas, et vivere rapto.

Vlrg. JEn. vii. 748.

A plundering race, still eager to invade,
On spoil they live, and make of theft a trade.

As I was yesterday riding out in the fields

with my friend Sir Roger, we saw at a little

distance from us a troop of gipsies. Upon
the first discovery of them, my friend
was in some doubt whether he should not
exert the justice of the peace upon such a
band of lawless vagrants; but not having his

clerk with him, who is a necessary coun
sellor on these occasions, and fearing that

his poultry might fare the worse for it, he
let the thought drop; but at the same time

gave me a particular account of the mis
chiefs they do in the country, in stealing

people's goods and spoiling their servants.
' If a stray piece of linen hangs upon a

hedge,' says Sir Roger, 'they are sure to

have it; it a hog loses his way in the fields,

it is ten to one but he becomes their prey :

our geese cannot live in peace for them; if

a man prosecutes them with severity, his
hen-roost is sure to pay for it. They
generally straggle into these parts about this

*The Steenkirk was a military cravat of black silk.

This, as well as many other ornamsntsof dress, received
the name from the overjoyed Parisian* after the battle
of Steenkirk, fought Aug. 2. lli!)2

;
and the English, with

their accustomed complacency towards every thing
French, adopted it, although its very name was in
tended to perpetuate the remembrance of their own
sovereign's defeat.

time of the year; and set the heads of our
servant-maids so agog for husbands that we
do not expect to have any business done as

it should be, whilst they are in the country.
I have an honest dairy-maid who crosses

their hands with a piece of silver every
summer, and never fails being promised the
handsomest young fellow in the parish for

her pains. Your friend the butler has 1 een
fool enough to be seduced by them; and

though he is sure to lose a knife, a fork, or
a spoon every time his fortune is told him,

generally shuts himself up in the pantry
with an old gipsy for above half an hour
once in a twelve-month. Sweethearts are
the things they live upon, which they be
stow very plentifully upon all those that

apply themselves to them. You see now
and then some handsome young jades

among them: the sluts have very often

white teeth and black eyes.'
Sir Roger observing that I listened with

great attention to his account of a people
who were so entirely new to me, told me,
that, if I would, they should tell us our for

tunes. As I was very well pleased with
the knight's proposal, we lid up and com
municated our hands to them. A Cas
sandra of the crew, after having examined

my lines very diligently, told me, that I

loved a pretty maid in a corner, that I was
a good woman's man, with some other par
ticulars which I do not think proper to re

late. My friend Sir Roger alighted from his

horse, and exposing his palm to two or three
that stood by him, they crumpled it into all

shapes, and diligently scanned every wrinkle
that could be made in it; when one of them,
who was older and more sun-burnt than
the rest, told him, that he had a widow in

his line of life. Upon which the knight
cried,

' Go, go, you are an idle baggage;'
and at the same time smiled upon me. The
gipsy finding he was not displeased in his

heart, told him after a farther inquiry into

his hand, that his true-love was constant,
and that she should dream of him to-night.

My old friend cried Pish ! and bid her go
on. The gipsy told him that he was a
bachelor, but would not be so long; and
that he was dearer to somebody than he

thought. The knight still repeated,
' She

was an idle baggage,' and bid her go on.
' Ah, master,' says the gipsy,

' that roguish
leer of yours makes a pretty woman's heart

ache; you have not that simper about the
mouth for nothing.

' The uncouth gibberish
with which all this was uttered, like the
darkness of an oracle, made us the more
attentive to it. To be short, the knight left

the money with her that he had crossed her
hand with, and got up again on his horse.

As we w.ere riding away, Sir Roger told

me, that he knew several sensible people,
who believed these gipsies now and thei

foretold very strange things; and for halt

an hour together appeared more jocund
than ordinary. In the height of his good-

i numour, meeting a common beggar upon
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the road, who was no conjurer, as he went
to relieve him he found his pocket was
picked; that being a kind of palmistry at

which this race of vermin are very dex
trous.

I might here entertain my reader with
historical remarks on this idle profligate

people, who infest all the countries of

Europe, and live in the midst of govern
ments in a kind of commonwealth by them
selves. But instead of entering into observa
tions of this nature, I shall fill the remain

ing part of my paper
with a story which i

still fresh in Holland, and was printed in

one of our monthly accounts about twenty
years ago.

' As the trekschuyt, or hack

ney-boat, which carries passengers from

Leyden to Amsterdam, was putting off, a

boy running along the side of the canal de
sired to be taken in: which the Piaster of

the boat refused, because the lad had not

Xiite
money enough to pay the usual fare,

n eminent merchant oeing pleased with
the looks of the boy, and secretly touched
with compassion towards him, paid the

money for him, and ordered him to be taken
on board. Upon talking with him after

wards, he found that he could speak readily
m three or four languages, and learned upon
farther examination that he had been stolen

away when he was a child by a gipsy, and
had rambled ever since with a gang of those

strollers up and down several parts of Eu
rope. It happened that the merchant,
whose heart seems to have inclined towards
the boy by a secret kind of instinct, had
himself lost a child some years before.

The parents after a long search for him,

gavehim up fordrowned in one of the ca
nals with which that country abounds;
and the mother was so afflicted at the loss

of a fine boy, who was her only son, that

she died for grief of it. Upon laying to

gether all particulars, and examining the
several moles and marks by which the mo
ther used to describe the child when he
was first missing, the boy proved to be the
son of the merchant, whose heart had so

unaccountably melted at the sight of him.
The lad was very well pleased to find a fa

ther who was so rich, and likely to leave
him a good estate: the father on the other
hand was not a little delighted to see a son

return to him, whom hehad given up forlost,
with such a strength of constitution, sharp
ness ofunderstanding, and skill in languages.'
Here the printed story leaves off; but if I

may give credit to reports, our linguist

having received such extraordinary rudi

ments towards a good education, was after

wards trained up in every thing that

becomes a gentleman; wearing off by little

and little all the vicious habits and prac
tices that he had been used to in the course
of his peregrinations. Nay, it is said, that
he has since been employed in foreign
courts upon national business, with great
reputation to himself and honour to those
who sent him, and that he has visited seve

ral countries as a public minister, in whicj
he formerly wandered as a gipsy. C.

No. 131.] Tuesday, July 31, 1711.

Ipste rursum concedite sylvae.

Once more, ye woods, adieu.

Virg. EC. x. 63

IT is usual for a man who loves country
sports to preserve the game in his own
grounds, and divert himself upon those that

belong to his neighbour. My friend Sir

Roger generally goes two or three miles
from his house, and gets into the frontiers

of his estate, before he beats about in search
of a hair or partridge, en purpose to spare
his own fields, where he is always sure of

finding diversion, when the worst comes to

the worst. By this means the breed about
his house has time to increase and multiply,
besides that the sport is the more agreea
ble where the game is the harder to come
at, and where it does not lie so thick as to

produce any perplexity or confusion in the

pursuit. For these reasons the country-

gentleman, like the fox, seldom preys near
his own home.

In the same manner I have made a
month's excursion out of the town, which
is the great field of game for sportsmen of

my species, to try my fortune in the coun

try, where I have started several subjects,
and hunted them down, with some plea
sure to myself, and I hope to others. I am
here forced to use a great deal of diligence
before I can spring any thing to my mind,
whereas in town, .whilst I am following one

character, it is ten to one but I am crossed
in my way by another, and put up such a

variety of odd creatures in both sexes,
that they foil the scent of one another, and

puzzle the chase. My greatest difficulty
in the country is to find sport, and in town
to choose it. In the mean time, as I have

given a whole month's rest to the cities of

London and Westminster, promise myself
abundance of new game upon my return
thither.

It is indeed high time for me to leave the

country, since I find the whole neighbour
hood begin to grow very inquisitive after

my name and character: my love cf soli

tude, taciturnity, and particular way of

life, having raised a great curiosity in all

these pails.
The notions which have been framed of

me are various: some look upon me as very-

proud, some as very modest, and some as

very melancholy. Will Wimble, as my
friend the butler tells me, observing me
very much alone, and extremely silent

when I am in company, is afraid I have
killed a man. The country people seem
to suspect me for a conjurer; and srme of

:hem hearing of the visit which I made to

Moll White, will needs have it that Sii

Roger has brought down a cunning man
with him to cure the old woman, and frc-
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the country from her charms. So that the
character which I go under in part of the

neighbourhood, is what they here call a
White Witch.
A justice of peace, who lives about five

miles off, and is not of Sir Roger's party,
has it seems said twice or thrice at his ta

ble, that he wishes Sir Roger does not har
bour a Jesuit in his house, and that he
thinks the gentlemen of the country would
do very well to make me give some account
of myself.
On the other side, some of Sir Roger's

friends are afraid the old knight is imposed
upon by a designing fellow; and as they
have heard that he converses very promis
cuously when he is in town, do not know
but he has brought down with him some
discarded Whig, that is sullen, and says
nothing because he is out of place.
Such is the variety of opinions which are

here entertained of me, so that I pass
among some for a disaffected person, and

among others for a popish priest; among
some for a wizard, and among others for a

murderer; and all this for no other reason
that I can imagine, but because I do not

hoot, and halloo, and make a noise. It is

true my friend Sir Roger tells them,
' That it is my way,' and that I am only a

philosopher; but this will not satisfy them.

They think there is more in me than he
discovers, and that I do not hold my tongue
for nothing.
For these and other reasons I shall set

out for London to-morrow, having found

by experience that the country is not a

place for a person of my'temper, who does
not love jollity, and what they call good
neighbourhood. A man that is out of hu
mour when an unexpected guest breaks in

upon him, and does not care for sacrificing
an afternoon to every chance-comer, that
will be the master of his own time, and the

pursuer of his own inclinations, makes but
a very unsociable figure in this kind of life.

I shall therefore retire into the town, if I

may make use of that phrase, and get into

the crowd again as fast as I can, in order to

be alone. I can there raise what specula
tions I please upon others without being
observed myself, and at the same time enjoy
all the advantages of company, with all the

privileges of solitude. In the meanwhile,
to finish the month, and conclude these my
rural speculations, I shall here insert a let

ter from my friend Will Honeycomb, who
has not lived a month for these forty years
out of the smoke of London, and rallies me
after his way upon my country life.

4 DEAR SPEC, I suppose this letter will
find thee picking of daisies, or smelling to
a lock of hay, or passing away thy time in

some innocent country diversion of the like
nature. I have however orders from the club
to summon thee up to town, being all of us

cursedly afraid thou wilt not be able to relish
our company, after thy conversations with

Moll White, and Will Wimble. Prythec
do not send us any more stories of a cock
and a bull, nor frighten the town with

spirits and witches. Thy speculations be

gin to smell confoundedly of woods and
meadows. If thou dost not come up quickly,
we shall conclude that thou art in love with
one of Sir Roger's dairy-maids. Service to

the knight. Sir Andrew is grown the cock
of the club since he left us, and if he does
not return quickly will make every mother's
son of us commonwealth's men. Dear Spec,
thine eternally,

C. WILL HONEYCOMB.'

No. 132.] Wednesday, August 1, 1711.

Q.ni, aut tempus quid postulet non videt, aut plura
loquitur, aut se ostentat, aut eorum quibuscum est ra-

tionem non habet, is ineptus esse dicitur. Tull.

That man may be called impertinent, who considers

not the circumstances of time, or engrosses the conversa

tion, or makes himself the subject of his discourse, or

pays no regard to the company he is in.

HAVING notified to my good friend Sir

Roger that I should set out for London the

next day, his horses were ready at the ap

pointed hour in the evening; and, attended

by one of his grooms, I arrived at the coun

try-town at twilight, in order to be ready
for the stage-coach the day following. As
soon as we arrived at the inn, the servant,
who waited upon me, inquired of the cham
berlain in my hearing what company he had
for the coach? The fellow answered, 'Mrs.

Betty Arable, the great fortune, and the

widow her mother; a recruiting officer,

(who took a place because they were to

go,) young 'Squire Quickset, her cousin

(that her mother wished her to be married

to;) Ephraim the Quaker, her guardian;
and a gentleman that had studied himself

dumb, from Sir Roger de Coverley's.' I-

observed by what he said of myself, that

according to his office he dealt much in in

telligence; and doubted not but there was
some foundation for his reports of the rest

of the company, as well as for the whim
sical account he gave of me. The next

morning at day-break we were all called;
and I, who know my own natural shyness,
and endeavour to be as little liable to be

disputed with as possible, dressed imme
diately, that I might make no one wait.

The first preparation for cur setting out

was, that the captain's half-pike was placed
near the coachman, and a drum behind the
coach. In the mean time the drummer,
the captain's equipage, was veiy loud,
' that none cf the captain's things should be

placed so as to be spoiled;' upon which his

cloak-bag was fixed in the seat of the coach t

and the captain himself, according to a fre

quent, though invidious behaviour of mili

tary men, ordered his man to look sharp,
that none but one of the ladies should have
the place he had taken fronting the coach
box.
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We were in some little time fixed in our

seats, an- sat with that dislike which peo
ple not too good-natured usually conceive
of each other at first sight. The coach

jumbled us insensibly into some sort of fa

miliarity : and we had not moved above two
miles, when the widow asked the captain
what success he had in his recruiting? The
officer, with a frankness he believed very
graceful, told her,

' that indeed he had but

very little luck, and had suffered much by
desertion, therefore should be glad to end
his warfare in the service of her or her fair

daughter. In a word,' continued he,
' I am

a soldier, and to be plain is my character:

you see me, madam, young, sound, and im

pudent; take me yourself^ widow, or give
me to her; I will be wholly at your disposal.
I am a soldier of fortune, ha!' This was
followed by a vain laugh of his own, and a

deep silence of all the rest ofthe company. I

had nothing left for it but to fall fast asleep,
which I did with all speed. 'Come,' said

he,
' resolve upon it, we will make a wed

ding at the next town: we will wake this

pleasant companion who is fallen asleep, to

be the brideman; and,' giving the quaker a

clap on the knee, he concluded,
* this sly

saint, who, I will warrant, understands
what is what as well as you or I, widow,
shall give the bride as father.

' The quaker,
who happened to be a man of smartness,
answered,

'
Friend, I take it in good part

that thou hast given me the authority of a
father over this comely and virtuous child;
and I must assure thee, that if I have (he

giving her, I shall not bestow her on thee.

Thy mirth, friend, savoureth of folly : thou
art a person of a light mind, thy drum is a

type of thee, it soundeth because it is empty.
Verily, it is not from thy fulness, but thy
emptiness, that thou hast spoken this day.
Friend, friend, we have hired this coach in

partnership with thee, to earn' us to the

irreat city; we cannot go any other way.
This worthy mother must hear thee, if thou
wilt needs utter thy follies; we cannot help
it, friend, I say: if thou wilt, we must hear

thee; but if thou wert a man of understand

ing, thou wouldst not take advantage of thy
courageous countenance to abash us chil

dren of peace. Thou art, thou sayest, a sol

dier; give quarter to us, who cannot resist

thee. Why didst thou fleer at our friend,
who feigned himself asleep? He said no

thing; but how dost thou know what he
containeth? If thou speakest improper
things in the hearing of this virtuous voung
virgin, consider it as an outrage against a

distressed person that cannot get from thee:

to speak indiscreetly what we are obliged
to hear, by being hasped up with thee in

this public vehicle, is in some degree as

saulting on the high road.
'

Here Ephraim paused, and the Captain,
with a happy and uncommon impudence,
(which can be convicted and support itself

at the same time,) cries, 'Faith, friend, I

thank theej I should have been a little im

pertinent if thou hadst not reprimanded me.

Come, thou art, I see, a smoky old fellow,
and I will be very orderly the ensuing pait
of my journey. I was going to give myself
airs, but, ladies, I beg pardon.'
The captain was so little out of humour,

and our company was so far from being
soured by this little ruffle, that Ephraim
and he took a particular delight in being
agreeable to each other for the future; and
assumed their different provinces in the

conduct of the company. Our reckonings,

apartments, and accommodation, fell under

Ephraim; and the Captain looked to all

disputes upon the road, as the good beha
viour of our coachman, and the right we
had of taking place, as going to London, of

all vehicles coming from thence. The oc

currences we met with were ordinary, and

very little happened which could entertain

by the relation of them : but when I con

sidered the company we were in, I took it

for no small good-fortune, that the whole

journey was not spent in impertinences,
which to one part of us might be an enter

tainment, to the other a suffering. What,
therefore, Ephraim said, when we were
almost arrived at London, had to me an air

not only of gx>od understanding, but good
breeding. Upon the young lady's express
ing her satisfaction in the journey, and de

claring how delightful it had been to her,

Ephraim declared himself as follows:
' There is no ordinary part of human life,

which expresseth so much a good mind,
and a right inward man, as his behaviour

upon meeting with strangers, especially
such as may seem the most unsuitable com
panions to him : such a man, when he falleth

in the way with persons cf simplicity and

innocence, however knowing he may be in

the ways of men, will not vaunt himself

thereof, but will the rather hide his supe
riority to them, that he may not be painful
unto them. My good friend,' continued he,

turning to the officer,
' thee and I are to

part by and by, and peradventure we may
never meet again: but be advised by a plain

man; modes and apparel are but trifles to

the real man, therefore do not think such a

man as thyself terrible for thy garb, nor

such a one as me contemptible for mine.

When two such as thee and I meet, with

affections as we ought to have towards each

other, thou shouldst rejoice to see my
peaceable demeanor, and I should be glad
to see thy strength and ability to protect
me in it.' T.

No. 133.] Thursday, August 2, 1711.

Quis desiderio sit pudor, aut modus
Tarn chari eapitis ? HOT. Lib. 1. Od. xxiv. L

Such was his worth, our loss is such,
We cannot love too well or grieve too much.

Oldisvrorth.

THERE is a sort of delight, which is al

ternately mixed with terror and sorrow, in
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the contemplation of death. The soul hai

its curiosity more than ordinarily awaken
ed, when it turns its thoughts upon the con
duct of such who have behaved themselves
with an equal, a resigned, a cheerful, a ge
nerous or heroic temper in that extremity.We are affected with these respective man
ners of behaviour, as we

secretly
believe

the part of the dying person imitable by
ourselves, or such as we imagine ourselves
more particularly capable of. Men of ex
alted minds march before us like princes,
and are, to the ordinary race of mankind,
rather subjects for their admiration than

example. However, there are no ideas
strike more forcibly upon our imaginations,
than those which are raised from reflections

upon the exits of great and excellent men.
Innocent men who have suffered as crimi

nals, though they were benefactors to hu
man society, seem to be persons of the

highest distinction, among the vastly greater
number of human race, the dead. \Vhen
the iniquity of the times brought Socrates
to his execution, how great and wonderful
is it to behold him, unsupported by any
thing but the testimony of his own con
science, and conjectures of hereafter, re
ceive the poison with an air^^ mirth and
good humour, and as if goingW an agreea
ble journey, bespeak some deity to make it

fortunate.
'

When Phocion's good actions had met
with the like reward from his country, and
he was led to death with many others of
his friends, they bewailing their fate, he

walking composedly towards the place of

execution, how gracefully does he support
his illustrious character to the very last in

stant ! One of the rabble spitting at him as
lie passed, with his usual authority he called
to know if no one was ready to teach this
fellow how to behave himself. When a

poor-spirited creature that died at the same
time for his crimes, bemoaned himself un-

manfully, he rebuked him with this ques
tion,

' Ts it no consolation to such a man as

thou art to die with Phocion?' At the in

stant when he was to die, they asked what
commands he had for his son? he answered,
'To forget this injury of the Athenians.'

Niocles, his friend, under the same sen

tence, desired he might drink the potion
before him: Phocion said, 'Because, he
never had denied him any thing, he would'
not even this, the most difficult request he
had ever made.'
These instances were very noble and

great, and the reflections of those sublime

spirits had made death to them what it is

really intended to be by the Author of na
ture, a relief from a various being, ever

subject to sorrows and difficulties.

Epaminondas, the Theban general, hav
ing received in fight a mortal stab with a

sword, which was left in his body, lay in

that posture till he had intelligence that his

troops had obtained the victory, and then

permitted it tobe drawn out, at which instant

26

he expressed himself in this manner. ' This
is not the end of my life, my fellow-soldiers;
it is now your Epaminondas is born, who
dies in so much glory.

'

It were an endless labour to collect the
accounts, with which all ages have filled

the world, .of noble and heroic minds that
have resigned this being, as if the termina
tion of life were but an ordinary occurrence
of it.

This common-place way of thinking I
fell into from an awkward endeavour to
throw off a real and fresh affliction, by
turning over books in a melancholy mood;
but it is not easy to remove griefs which
touch the heart, by applying remedies
which only entertain the imagination. As
therefore this paper is to consist of any
thing which concerns human life, I cannot

help letting the present subject regard
what has been the last object of my eyes,
though an entertainment of sorrow.

I went this evening to visit a friend, with
a design to rally him, upon a story I had
heard of his intending to steal a marriage
without the privity of us his intimate friends
and acquaintance. I came into his apart
ment with that intimacy which I have done
for very many years, and walked directly
into his bed-chamber, where I found my
friend in the agonies of death. What could
I do? The innocent mirth in my thoughts
struck upon me like the most flagitious
wickedness: I in vain called upon him; he
was senseless, and too far spent to have the
least knowledge of my sorrow, or any pain
in himself. Give me leave then to tran
scribe my soliloquy, as I stood by his

mother, dumb with the weight of grief for
a son who was her honour and her comfort,
and never till that hour since his birth had
seen an occasion of a moment's sorrow to

:r.

' How surprising is this change ! From
;he possession of vigorous life and strength,
to be reduced in a few hours to this fatal

extremity ! Those lips which look so pale
and livid, within these few days gave de-

ight to all who heard their utterance : it

was the business, the purpose of his being,
next to obeying Him to whom he is gone,
to please and instruct, and that for no other
end but to please and instruct. Kindness
was the motive of his actions, and with all

:he capacity requisite for making a figure
n a contentious world, moderation, good
nature, affability, temperance, and chastity,
were the arts of his excellent life. There,
as he lies in helpless agony, no wise man
who knew him so well as I, but would re

sign all the world can bestow to be so near
he end of such a life. Why does my heart
so little obey my reason as to lament thee,
thou excellent man? Heaven receive him
or restore him ! Thy beloved mother, thy
obliged friends, thy helpless servants, stand
around thee without distinction. How much
wouldst thou, hadst thou thy senses, say to
each of us.-
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But now that g^od heart bursts, and he
is at rest. With that breath expired a soul

who never indulged a passion unftt for the

place he is gone to. Where are now thv

plans of justice, of truth, of honour ? Of
what use the volumes thnu hast collated,
the arguments thou hast invented, the ex

amples thou hast followed? Poor were the

expectations of the studious, the mrdest,
and the good, if the reward of their labours
were only to be expected from man. No,
my friend, thy intended pleadings, thy in

tended good offices to thy friends, thy in

tended services to thy country, are already

perf-Tmed (as to thy concern in them,)
in his sight, before whom, the past, pre
sent, and future appear at one view. While
others with thy talents were tormented
with ambition, with vain-glory, with envy,
with emulation, how well didst thou turn

thy mind to its own improvement in things
out of the power of fortune; in probity, in

integrity, in the practice and study of jus
tice ! How silent thy passage, how private
thy journey, how glorious thy end! 'Many
have I known more famous, some more
knowing, not one so innocent.

' R.

No. 134.] Friday, August 3, 1711.

-Opiferque per orbem
Dicor Ovid, Met. Lib. i. 521.

And am the great physician call'd below. Dryden.

DURING my absence in the country,
several packets have been left for me,
which were not forwarded to me, because
I was expected every day in town. The
author of the following letter, dated from.

Tower-hill, having sometimes been enter

tained with some learned gentlemen in

plush doublets,* who have vended their

wares from a stage in that place, has plea

santly enougli addressed to me, as no less a

sage in morality than those are in physic.
To comply with his kind inclination to

make my cures famous, I shall give you
his testimonial of my great abilities at large
in his own words.

'
Tower-hill, July 5, 1711.

'Sin, Your saying the other day there

is something wonderful in the narrowness
of those minds which can be pleased, and
be barren of bounty to th r se who please
them, makes me in pain that I am not a

man in power. If T were, you should soon

see how much I approve your speculations.
In the mean time, I beg leave to supply
that inability with the empty tribute of an

honest mind, bv telling you plainly I love

and thank vou for your daily refreshments.
I constantly peruse your paper as I sm ke

my morning's pipe, (though I camrt for

bear reading the motto before I fill and

light,) and really it gives a grateful relish

to every whiff; each paragraph is fraught
either with useful or delightful notions, and

1 Quack Doctors.

I never fail of being highly diverted or im
proved. The variety of your subjects sur

prises me as much as a box of pictures did

formerly, in which there was only one face,
that by pulling some pieces of isinglass over

it, was changed into a grave senator or a

Merry-Andrew, a patched lady or a nun,
a beau or a blackamoor, a prude or a co

quette, a country 'squire or a conjurer,
with many other different representations

very entertaining, (as you are, ) though still

the same at the bottom. This was a childish

amusement, when I was carried away with
outward appearance, but you make a deeper
impression, and affect the secret springs of

the mind; you charm the fancy, soothe the

passions, and insensibly lead the reader to

that sweetness of temper that ycu so well

describe; you rouse generosity with that

spirit, and inculcate humanity with that

ease, that he must be miserably stupid that

is not affected by you. I cannot say, in

deed, that you have put impertinence to

silence, or vanity out of countenance; but,
methinks you have bid as fair for it as any
man that ever appeared upon a public

stage; and offer an infallible cure of vice

and folly, for the price of one penny. And
since it is

us^ftfor
those who receive benefit

by such faWous operators, to publish an

advertisement, that others may reap the

same advantage, I think myseli obliged to

declare to all the world, that having frr a

long time been splenetic, ill-natured, fro-

ward, suspicious, and unsociable, by the

application of your medicines, taken only
with half an ounce of right Virginia tobacco,
for six successive mornings, I am become

open, obliging, officious, frank and hospita
ble. I am, your humble servant and great

admirer, GEORGE TRUSTY.'

The careful fatherland humble petitioner
hereafter-mentioned, who are under diffi

culties about the just management of fans,

will soon receive proper advertisements

relating to the professors in that behalf,
with their places of abode and methods ol

teaching.

'July 5, 1711.

'SiR, In your Spectator of June 27th,

you transcribe a letter sent to you from a

new sort of muster-master, who teaches

ladies the whole exercise of the fan; I have
a daughter just come to town, who though
she has always held a fan in her hand at

proper times, yet she knows no more how
:o use it according to true discipline than
an awkward school-boy does to make use
of his new sword. I have sent for her on

purpose to learn the exercise, she being
already very well accomplished in all other

arts which are necessary for a ycung lady
to understand; my request is, that you will

speak to your correspondent on my behalf,
and in your next paper let me know what
he expects, either by the month or the

I quarter, for teaching: and where he keeps
i his place of rendezvous. I have a son, too,
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whom I would fain have taught to gallant

fans, and should be glad to know what the

gentleman will have for teaching them both,

I finding fans for practice at my own ex-

pence. This information will in the highest
manner oblige, sir, your most humble ser

vant, WILLIAM WISEACRE.
' As soon as my son is perfect in this art,

(which I hope will be in a year's time, for

the boy is pretty apt,) I design he shall

learn to ride the great horse, (although he
is not yet above twenty years old,) if his

mother, whose darling he is, will venture

him.'
To the Spectator.

The humble Petition of BENJAMIN
EASY, Gent, showeth,

* That it was your petitioner's misfortune

to walk to Hackney church last Sunday,
where, to his great amazement, he met
with a soldier of your own training ; she

furls a fan, recovers a fan, and goes through
the whole exercise of it to admiration. This

well-managed officer of your's has, to my
knowledge, been the ruin of above five

young gentlemen besides myself, and still

goes on laying waste wheresoever she

comes, whereby the whole ,village is in

great danger. Our humble request is,

^lerefore, that this bold Amazon be or

dered immediately to lay down her arms,
or that you would issue forth an order, that

we who have been thus injured may meet
at the place of general rendezvous, and
there be taught to manage our snuff-boxes

in such a manner as we may be an equal
match for her. And your petitioner shall

ever pray, &c.' R.

No. 135.] Saturday, August 4, 1711.

Est brevitate opus, ut currat sententia
Hor. Lib. l.Sat. x. 9.

Let brevity despatch the rapid thought.

I HAVE somewhere read of an eminent

person, who used in his private offices of

devotion to give thanks to heaven that he
was born a Frenchman: for my own part,
I look upon it as a peculiar blessing that I

was born an Englishman. Among many
other reasons, I think myself very happy
in my country, as the language of it is won
derfully adapted to a man who is sparing
of his words, and an enemy to loquacity.
As I have frequently reflected on my

good fortune in this particular, I shall com
municate to the public my speculations
upon the English Tongue, not doubting
but they will be acceptable to all my cu
rious readers.
The English delight in silence more than

any other European nation, if the remarks
which are made on us by foreigners are
true. Our discourse is not kept up in con

versation, but falls into more pauses and
intervals than in our neighbouring coun

tries; as it is observed, that the matter of

our writings is thrown much closer together,
and lies in a narrower compass than is usual

in the works of foreign authors: for, to fa

vour our natural taciturnity, when we are

obliged to utter our thoughts, we do it in

the shortest way we are able, and give as

quick a birth to our conceptions as possible.
This humour shows itself in several re

marks that we may make upon the English

language. As first of all by its abounding
in monosyllables, which gives us an op
portunity of delivering our thoughts in few
sounds. This indeed takes off from the

elegance of our tongue, but at the same time

expresses our ideas in the readiest manner,
and consequently answers the first design of

speech better than the multitude of sylla

bles, which make the words of other lan

guages more tunable and sonorous. The
sounds of our English words are commonly
like those of string music, short and tran

sient, which rise and perish upon a single

touch; those of ether languages are like the

notes of wind instruments, sweet and swell

ing, and lengthened out into variety of

modulation.
In the next place we may observe, that

where the words are not monosyllables, we
often make them so, as much as lies in our

power, by our rapidity of pronunciation; as

it generally happens in most of our long
words which are derived from the Latin,
where we contract the length of the sylla
bles that gives them a grave and solemn
air in their own language, to make them
more proper for despatch, and more con
formable to the genius of cur tongue. This
we may find in a multitude of words, as
'
liberty, conspiracy, theatre, orator,

' &c.
The same natural aversion to loquacity

has of late years made a very considerable

alteration in our language, by closing in one

syllable the termination of cur prsterper-
fect tense, as in these words, 'drown'd,
walk'd, arriv'd,' for 'drowned, walked,
arrived,' which has very much disfigured
the tongue, and turned a tenth part of our
smoothest words into so many clusters of

consonants. This is the more.remarkable,
because the want of vowels in our language
has been the general complaint of our

politest authors, who nevertheless are the
men that have made these retrenchments,
and consequently very much increased cur
former scarcity.
This reflection on the words that end in

ed, I have heard in conversation, frrm one
of the greatest geniuses this age has pro
duced. * I think we may add to the fore

going observation, the change which has

happened in our language, by the abbre
viation of several words that are terminated
in eth, by substituting an s in the room of

the last syllable, as in ' drowns, walks, ar

rives,' and innumerable other words, which

* This was probably Dean Swift, who has made the

same observation in his proposal for correct ing, improv
ing, and ascertaining the English Tongue, &c. See
Swift's Work*.
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in the pronunciation of our forefathers were
'drowneth, walketh, arriveth.' This has

wonderfully multiplied a letter which was
before too frequent in the English tongue,
and added to that hissing in our language,
which is taken so much notice of by foreign
ers; but at the same time humours our

taciturnity, and eases us of many superflu
ous syllables.

I might here observe, that the same sin

gle letter on many occasions does the office

of a whole word, and represents the '
his'

and ' her' of our forefathers. There is no
doubt but the ear of a foreigner, which is

the best judge in this case, would very
much disapprove of such innovations, which
indeed we do ourselves in some measure,
by retaining the old termination in writing,
and in all the solemn offices of our religion.
As in the instances I have given we have

epitomized many of our particular words to

the detriment of our tongue, so on other oc
casions we have drawn two words into one,
which has likewise very much untuned our

language, and clogged it with consonants, as
'
mayn t, can't, shan't, won't,' and the like,

for 'may not, can not, shall not, will not,'
&c.

It is perhaps this humour of speaking no
more than we needs must, which has so

miserably curtailed some of our woixis, that

in familiar writings and conversations they
often lose all but their first syllables, as in
' mob. rep. pos. incog.' and the like; and as
all ridiculous words make their first entry
into a language by familiar phrases, I dare
not answer for these, that they will not in

time be looked upon as a part of our tongue.
We see some of our poets have been so in

discreet as to imitate Hudibras's doggrel

expressions in their serious compositions,

by throwing out the signs of our substan

tives, which are essential to the English
language. Nay, this humour of shortening
our language had once run so far, that some
of cur celebrated authors, among whom we
may reckon Sir Roger L'Estrange in par
ticular, began to prune their words of all

superfluous letters, as they termed them,
in order to adjust the spelling to the pro
nunciation; which would have confounded
all our etymologies, and have quite de

stroyed our tongue.We may here likewise observe that our

proper names when familiarized in English,

generally dwindle to monosyllables, whereas
in other modern languages they receive a

softer turn on this occasion, by the addition

of a new syllable. Nick in Italian is Nico-

lina; Jack in French Janot; and so of the

rest.

There is another particular in our lan

guage which is a great instance of our fru

gality of words, and that is, the suppressing
of several particles which must be pro
duced in other tongues to make a sentence

intelligible. This often perplexes the best

writers, when they find the relatives,
' whom, which,' or they,' at their mercy,

whether they may have admission or not;
and will never be decided until we have

something like an academy, that by the best

authorities and rulesdrawn from the analogy
of languages shall settle all controversies

between grammar and idiom.

I have only considered our language as -it

shows the genius and natural temper of the

English, which is modest, thoughtful, and

sincere, and which, perhaps, may recom
mend the people, though it has spoiled the

tongue. We might, perhaps, carry the
same thought into other languages, and de
duce a great part of what is peculiar to

them from the genius of the people who
speak them. It is certain, the light talka

tive humour of the French has not a little

infected their tongue, which might be shown

by many instances; as the genius of the

Italians, which is so much addicted to music
and ceremony, has moulded all their words
and phrases to those particular uses. The
stateliness and gravity of the Spaniards
shows itself to perfection in the solemnity
of their language; and the blunt honest

humour of the Germans sounds better in

the roughness of the High-Dutch, than it

would in a politer tongue. C.

No. 136.] Monday, August 6, 1711.

Parthis mendacior.
Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. i. 112.

A greater liar Parthia never bred.

ACCORDING to the request of this strange
fellow, I shall print the following letter:

' MR. SPECTATOR, I shall without any
manner of preface or apology acquaint you,
that I am, and ever have been from my
youth upward one of the greatest liars this

island has produced. I have read all the

moralists upon the subject, but could never

find any effect their discourses had upon
me, but to add to my misfortune by new

thoughts and ideas, and making me more

ready in my language, and capable of some
times mixing seeming truths with my im

probabilities. With this strong passion to

wards falsehood in this kind, there does not

live an honester man, or a sincerer friend;

but my imagination runs away with me,
and whatever is started, I have such a

scene of adventures appears in an instant

before me, that I cannot help uttering them,

though to my immediate confusion, I can

not but know I am liable to be detected by
the first man I meet
'Upon occasion of the mention of the

battle of Pultowa,* I could not forbear

giving an account of a kinsman of mine, a

young merchant who was bred at Moscow,
that had too much mettle to attend b-oks

of entries and accounts, when there was so

* Fought July 8, 170!), between Charlrs XII. of Swe
den and Peter 'I emperor of Russia, wherein Charles

was entirely defeated, and compelled to seek refuge in

Turkey.
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active a scene in the country where he re

sided, and followed the Czar as a volunteer
This warm youth (born at the instant the

thing was spoke of) was the man who un
horsed the Swedish general, he was the
occasion that the Muscovites kept their fire

in so soldier-like a manner, and brought u]
those troops which were covered from th<

enemy at the beginning of the day; besides

this, he had at last the good fortune to be
the man who took Count Piper.

* With al

this fire I knew my cousin to be the civilest

creature in the world. He never made any
impertinent show of his valour, and then he
had an excellent genius for the world in

every other kind. I had letters from him
(here I felt in my pockets) that exactly
spoke the Czar's character, which I knew
perfectly well; and I could not forbear con

cluding, that I lay with his imperial majesty
twice or thrice a week all the while he
lodged at Deptford. f What is worse than
all this, it is impossible to speak to me, but

you give me some occasion of coming out
with one lie or other, that has neither wit,
humour, prospect of interest, or any other
motive that I can think of in nature.

' The
other day, when one was commending an
eminent and learned divine, what occasion
in the world had I to say,

' Methinks he
would look more venerable if he were not
so fair a man?' I remember the company
smiled. I have seen the gentleman since,
and he is coal-black. I have intimations

every day in my life that nobody believes

me, yet I am never the better. I was say
ing something the other day to an old friend
at Will's coffee-house, and he made no
manner of answer; but told me that an ac

quaintance of Tully the orator having two
nr three times together said to him, with
out receiving any answer,

" that upon his

honour he was but that very month forty
years of age;" Tully answered, "Surely
you think me the most incredulous man in

the world, if I do not believe what you have
told me every day these ten years.

" The
mischief of it is, I find myself wonderfully
inclined to have been present at every oc

currence that is spoken of before me; this

has led me into many inconveniences, but
indeed they have been the fewer, because
I am no ill-natured man, and never speak
things to any man's disadvantage. I never

directly defame, but I do what is as bad in

the consequence, for I have often made a
man say such and such a lively expression,
who was born a mere elder brother. When
one has said in my hearing,

" Such a one is

no wiser than he should be," I immediately
have replied,

" Now, 'faith, I cannot see

that, he said a very good thing to my lord

Such-a-One, upon such an occasion, and
the like.

" Such an honest dolt as this has
been watched in every expression he utter

ed, upon my recommendation of him, and

conse
cule

* Prime Minister of Charles XII.

t In the spring of the year l(i!8.

iequently been subject to the more ridi-

. 1 once endeavoured to cure myself of
this impertinent quality, and resolved to

hold my tongue for seven days together; I

did so, but then I had so many winks and

unnecessary distortions of my face upon
what any body else said, that I found I only
forbore the expression, and that I still lied

in my heart to every man I met with. You
are to know one thing, (which I believe you
will say is a pity, considering the use I

should have made of it, ) I never travelled
in my life; but I do not know whether I

could have spoken of any foreign country
with more familiarity than I do at present,
in company who are strangers to me. I

have cursed the inns in Germany; com
mended the brothels at Venice; the free
dom of conversation in France; and though
I never was out of this dear town, and fifty
miles about it, have been three nights to

gether dogged by bravos, for an intrigue
with a cardinal's mistress at Rome.

' It were endless to give you particulars
of this kind; but I can assure you, Mr. Spec
tator, there are about twenty or thirty of
us in this town: I mean, by this town, the
cities of London and Westminster; I say
:here are in town a sufficient number of us
to make a society among ourselves; and
since we cannot be believed any longer, I

>eg of you to print this my letter, that we
may meet together, and be under such

regulation as there may be no occasion for

>elief or confidence amongus. If you think

it, we might be called "The Historians,"
?or liar is become a very harsh word. And
:hat a member of the society may not here
after be ill received by the rest of the world,
desire you would explain a little this sort

of men, and not let us historians be ranked,
as we are in the imagination of ordinary
>eople, among common liars, make-bates,
mpostors, and incendiaries. For your in-

ti-uction herein, you are to know that an
listorian in conversation is only a person of
o pregnant a fancy, that he cannot be con-
ented with ordinary occurrences. I know
a man of quality of our order, who is of the

wrong side of forty-three, and has been of
hat age, according to Tully's jest, for some
ears since, whose vein is upon the roman-
ic. Give him the least occasion, and he
will tell you something so very particular
hat happened in such a year, and in such

ompany, where by the by was present such

one, who was afterwards made such a

tiing. Out of all these circumstances, in

he best language of the world, he will join

ogether, with such probable incidents, an
ccount that shows a person of the deepest
>enetration, the honestest mind, and withal

omething so humble when he speaks of

limself, that you would admire. Dear sir,

vhy should this be lying ! There is nothing
o instructive. He has withal the gravest

spect; something so very venerable and
reat! Another of these historians is

oung man whom we would take in, thougl
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he extremely wants parts; as people send
children (before they can learn any thing,)
to school, to keep them out of harm's way.

He tells things which have nothing at

all in them, and can neither please nor dis

please, but merely take up your time to no
manner of purpose, no manner of delight;
but he is good-natured, and. does it because

he, loves to be saying something to you, and
entertain you.

'I could name you a soldier that hath
d6ne very great things without slaughter;
he is prodigiously dull and slow of head,
but what he can say is for ever false, so that
we must have him.

' Give me leave to tell you of one more,
who is a lover; he is the most afflicted crea
ture in the world, lest what happened be
tween him and a great beauty should ever
be known. Yet again he comforts himself.
"
Hang the jade, her woman. If money

can keep the slut trusty I will do it, though
I mortgage every acre; Anthony and Cleo

patra for that; all for love and the world
well lost."*

' Then, sir, there is my little merchant,
honest Indigo, of the 'Change, there is my
man for loss and gain; there is tare and tret,

there is lying all round the globe; he has
such a prodigious intelligence, he knows all

the French are doing, or what we intend
or ought to intend, and has it from such
hands. But, alas, whither am I running!
while I complain, while I remonstrate to

you, even all this is a lie, and there is not
one such person of quality, lover, soldier,
or merchant, as I have now described in

the whole world, that I know of. But I will

catch myself once in my life, and in spite
of nature speak one truth, to wit, that I am
your humble servant, &c.' T.

No. 137.] Tuesday, August 7, 1711.

At hsec etiam servis semper libera fuerunt, timerent,

gauderent, dolerent, suo potius quam alterius arbitrio.

TuU Epist.

Even slaves were always at liberty to fear, rejoice,
and grieve, at their own rather than another's pleasures.

IT is no small concern to me, that I find

so many complaints from that part of man
kind whose portion it is to live in servitude,
that those whom they depend upon will

not allow them to be even as happy as their

condition will admit of. There are, as these

unhappy correspondents inform me, mas
ters who are offended at a cheerful counte

nance, and think a servant has broke loose

from them, if he does not preserve the ut

most awe in their presence. There is one
who says, if he looks satisfied, his master
asks him, 'What makes him so pert this

morning?' if a little sour,
' Hark

ye, sirrah,
are not you paid your wages?' The poor
creatures live in the most extreme misery

* This is an allusion to Dryden's play of All for Love,
or the World well Lost. It is generally considered the

beet dramatic production of that great man.

together; the master knows not how to pre
serve respect, nor the servant how to give
it. It seems this person is of a sullen na
ture, that he knows but little satisfaction

in the midst of a plentiful fortune, and

secretly frets to see any appearance of con
tent in one that lives upon the hundredth

part of his income, while he is unhappy in

the possession of the whole. Uneasy per
sons, who cannot possess their own minds,
vent their spleen upon all who depend upon
them; which, I think, is expressed in a

lively manner in the following letters.

'August 2, 1711.
'
SIR, I have read your Spectator of the

third of the last month, and wish I had the

happiness of being preferred to serve so

good a master as Sir Roger. The character
of my master is the very reverse of thai

good and gentle knight's. All his direc

tions are given, and his mind revealed, by
way of contraries: as when any thing is to

be remembered, with a peculiar cast of face

he cries,
" Be sure to forget now." If I am

to make haste back,
" Do not come these

two hours; be sure to call by the way upon
some of your companions.

" Then another
excellent way of his is, if he sets me any
thing to do, which he knows must necessa

rily take up half a day, he calls ten times
in a quarter of an hour to know whether I

have done yet. This is his manner; and
the same perverseness runs through all his

actions, according as the circumstances

vary. Besides all this, he is so suspicious,
that he submits himself to the drudgery of

a spy. He is as unhappy himself as he
makes his servants: he is constantly watch

ing us, and we differ no more in pleasure
and liberty than as a jailer and a prisoner.
He lays traps for faults, and no sooner makes
a discovery,' but falls into such language,
as I am more ashamed of for coming from

him, than for being directed to me. This,
sir, is a short sketch of a master I have
served upwards of nine years; and though
I have never wronged him, I confess my
despair of pleasing him has very much
abated my endeavour to do it. If you will

give me leave to steal a sentence out of my
master's Clarendon, I shall tell you my
case in a word "

Being used worse than I

deserved, I cared less to deserve well than
I had done." I am, sir, vour humble ser

vant, RALPH VALET.'

'DEAR MR. SPECTER, I am the next

thing to a lady's woman, and am under both

my lady and her woman. I am so used by
them both, that I should be very glad to

see them both in the Specter. My lady
herself is of no mind in the world, and for

that reason her woman is of twenty minds
in a moment. My lady is one that never
knows what to do with herself; she pulls on

and puts off every thing she wears twenty
times before she resolves upon it for that

day. I stand at one end of the room, and
reach things to her woman. When mv
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lady asks for a thing, I hear, and have
half brought it, when the woman meets me
in the middle of the room to receive it, and
at that instant she says,

" No she will not
have it.

" Then I go back, and her woman
comes up to her, and by this time she will

have that, and two or three things more, in

an instant. The woman and I run to each

other; I am loaded and delivering the things
to her, when my lady says she wants none
of all these things, and we are the dullest

creatures in the world, and she the unhap-
piest woman living, for she shall not be
drest in any time. Thus we stand, not

knowing what to do, when our good lady,
with all the patience in the world, tells us
as plain as she can speak, that she will

have temper because we have no manner
of understanding; and begins again to dress,
and see if we can find out of ourselves what
we are to do. When she is dressed she

goes to dinner, and after she has disliked

every thing there, she calls for a coach,
then commands it in again, and then she
will not go out at all, and then will go too,
and orders the chariot. Now, good Mr.

Specter, I desire you would, in the behalf
of all who serve froward ladies, give out in

your paper, that nothing can be done with
out allowing time for it, and that one can
not be back again with what one was sent

for, if one is called back before one can go
a step for that they want. And if you
please, let them know that all mistresses

are as like as all servants. I am your lov

ing friend, PATIENCE GIDDY.'

These are great calamities; but I met
the other day in the Five-fields, towards

Chelsea, a pleasanter tyrant than either of

the above represented. A fat fellow was
puffing on in his open waistcoat; a boy of

fourteen in a livery, carrying after him his

cloak, upper coat, hat, wig, and sword.
The poor lad was ready to sink with the

weight, and could not keep up with his

master, who turned back every half fur

long, and wondered what made the lazy
young dog lag behind.
There is something very unaccountable,

that people cannot put themselves in the
condition of the persons below them, when
they consider the commands they give.
But there is nothing more common than to

see a fellow (who, if he were reduced to it,

would not be hired by any man living,)
lament that he is troubled with the most
worthless dogs in nature.

It would, perhaps, be running too far out
of common life to urge, that he who is not
master of himself and his own passions,
cannot be a proper master of another.

Equanimity in a man's own words and ac

tions, will easily diffuse itself through his

whole family. Pamphilio has the happiest
household of any man I know, and that

proceeds from the humane regard he has
to them in their private persons, as well as
in respect that they are his servants. If

there be any occasion, wherein they may
in themselves be supposed to be unfit to
attend their master's concerns, by reason
of any attention to their own, he is so good
as to place himself in their condition. I

thought it very becoming in him, when at
dinner the other day, he made an apology
for want of more attendants. He said,
'One of my footmen is gone to the wedding
of his sister, and the other I do not expect
to wait, because his father died but two
days ago.' T.

No. 138.] Wednesday, August 8, 1711.

Utitur in re non dubia testibus non necessariis . Tull.

He uses unnecessary proofs in an indisputable point.

ONE meets now and then with persons
who are extremely learned and knotty in

expounding clear cases. Tully tells us of
an author that spent some pages to prove
that generals could not perform the great
enterprises which have made them so illus

trious, it they had not had men. He as
serted also, it seems, that a minister at

home, no more than a commander abroad,
could do any thing without other men were
his instruments and assistants. On this

occasion he produces the example of The-
mistocles, Pericles, Cyrus, and Alexander
himself, whom he denies to have been ca

pable of effecting what they did, except
they had been followed by others. It is

pleasant enough to see such persons con
'tend without opponents, and triumph with
out victory.
The author above-mentioned by the ora

tor is placed for ever in a very ridiculous

light, and we meet every day in conversa
tion such as deserve the same kind of re

nown, for troubling those with whom they
converse with the like certainties. The
persons that I have always thought to de
serve the highest admiration in this kind
are your ordinary story-tellers, who are
most religiously careful of keeping to the
truth in every particular circumstance of
a narration, whether it concerns the main
end or not. A gentleman whom I had the
honour to be in company with the other

day, upon some occasion that he was
pleased to take, said, he remembered a

very pretty repartee made by a very witty
man in King Charles's time upon the like
occasion. 'I remember (said he, upon en

tering into the tale) much about the time
of Oates's plot, that a cousin-gcrman of
mine and I were at the Bear in Holborn.

No, I am out, it was at the Cross-keys,
but Jack Thomson was there, for he was
very great with the gentleman who made
the answer. But I am sure it was spoken
somewhere thereabouts, for we drank a
bottle in that neighbourhood every even

ing; but no matter for all that, the thing is

the same; but '

He was going on to settle the geography
of the jest when I left the room, wondering
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at this odd turn of head which can play
away its words, with uttering nothing; to

the purpose, still observing its own im
pertinences, and yet proceeding in them.
I do not question but he informed the rest

of his audience, who had more patience
than I, of the birth and parentage, as well
as the collateral alliances of his family who
made the repartee, and of him who pro
voked him to it.

It is no small misfortune to any who have
a just value for their time, when this qua
lity of being so very circumstantial, and
carpful to be exact, happens to show itself

in a man whose quality obliges them to at

tend his proofs, that it is now day, and the
like. But this is augmented when the same
genius gets into authority, as it often does.

Na\ , I have known it more than once
ascend the very pulpit. One of this sort

taking it in his head to be a great admirer
of Dr. Tillotson and Dr. Beveridge, never
failed of proving out of these great authors

things which no man living would have de
nied him upon his own single authority.
One day resolving to come to the point in

hand, he said,
'
according to that excellent

divine, I will enter upon the matter, or in

his words, in his fifteenth sermon of the
folio edition, page 160,
" I shall briefly explain the words, and

then consider the matter contained in

them."
This honest gentleman needed not, one

would think, strain his modesty so far as to

alter his design of '
entering upon the mat

ter,' to that of 'briefly explaining.' But
so it was, that he would not even be con
tented with that authority, but added also

the other divine to strengthen his method,
and told us,

' with the pious and learned
Dr. Beveridge, page 4th of his ninth vo

lume, "I shall endeavour to make it as

plain as I can from the words which I have
now read, wherein for that purpose we
shall consider

" This wiseacre was
reckoned by the parish, who did not un
derstand him, a most excellent preacher;
but that he read too much, and was so

humble that he did not trust enough to his

own parts.
Next to these ingenious gentlemen, who

argue for what nobody can deny them, are

to be ranked a sort of people who do not in

deed attempt to prove insignificant things,
but are ever labouring to raise arguments
with you about matters you will give up
to them without the least controversy. One
of these people told a gentleman who said

he saw Mr. Such-a-One go this morning
at nine of the clock towards the Gravel-

pits:
'
Sir, I must beg your pardon for that,

for though I am very loth to have anv dis

pute with you, yet, I must take the liberty
to tell you, it was nine when I saw him at

St. James's.' When men of this genius are

pretty far gone in learning they will put

you to prove that snow is white, and when

you are upon that topic can say that there

is really no such thing as colour in nature;
in a word, they can turn what little know
ledge they have into a ready capacity of

raising doubts; into a capacity of being al

ways frivolous and always unanswerable.
It was of two disputants of this impertinent
and laborious kind that the cynic said,
' One of these fellows is milking a ram, and
the other holds the pail.'

ADVERTISEMENT.

The exercises of the snuff-box, accord

ing to the most fashionable airs and mo
tions, in opposition to the exercise of the

fan, will be taught with the best plain 01

perfumed snuff, at Charles Lillie's, per
fumer, at the corner of Beaufort-buildings,
in the Strand, and attendance given for the
benefit of the young merchants about the

Exchange for two hours every day at noon,

except Saturdays, at a tov-shop, near Gar-

raway's coffee-house. There will be like

wise taught the ceremony of the snuff-box,
or rules for offering snuff to a stranger, a

friend, or a mistress, according to the de
gree of familiarity or distance; with an ex

planation of the careless, the scornful, the

politic, and the surly pinch, and the ges
tures proper to each of them.
'N. B. The undertaker does not ques

tion but in a short time to have formed a

b"dy of regular snuff-boxes ready to meet
and make head against all the regiment ol

fans which have been lately disciplined
and are now in motion.

' T.

No. 139.] Thursday, August 9, 1711.

Vera gloria radices agit, atque etiam propagatur
ficta omnia celeriter. tanquam flosculi, decidunt, nee
siniiilatum potcst quidquam esse diuturnum. Tull.

True glory takes root, and even spreads: all false

pretences, like flowers, fall to the ground ; nor can any
counterfeit last long.

OF all the affections which attend hu
man life, the love of glory is the most ar

dent. According as this is cultivated in

princes, it produces the greatest good or

the greatest evil. Where sovereigns have
it by impressions received from education

only, it creates an ambitious rather than a

noble mind: where it is the natural bent of

the prince's inclination, it prompts him to

the pursuit of things truly glorious. The
two greatest men now in Europe (according
to the common acceptation of the word

great) are Lewis King of France, and
Peter Emperor of Russia. As it is certain

that all fame does not arise from the prac
tice of virtue, it is, methinks, no unpleas-

ing amusement to examine the glorv of

these potentates, and distinguish that which
is empty, perishing, and frivolous, from
what is solid, lasting, and important.
Lewis of France had his infancy attend

ed by crafty and worldly men, who made
extent of territory the most glorious in

stance of power, and mistook the spreading
of fame for the acquisition of honour. The
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young monarch's heart was by such con
versation easily deluded into a fondness for

vain-glory, and upon these unjust princi
ples to form or fall in with suitable projects
of invasion, rapine, murder, and all the

guilts that attend war when it is unjust.
At the same time this tyranny was laid,
sciences and arts were encouraged in the
most generous manner, as if men of higher
faculties were to be brjbed to permit the
massacre of the rest of the world. Every
superstructure which the court of France
built upon their first designs, which were
in themselves vicious, was suitable to its

false foundation. The ostentation of riches,
the vanity of equipage, shame of poverty,
and ignorance of modesty, were the com
mon arts of life: the generous love of one
woman was changed into gallantry for all

the sex, and friendship among men turned
into commerce of interest, or mere profes
sions. ' While these were the rules of life,

perjuries in the prince, and a general cor

ruption of manners in the subject, were the
snares in which France has entangled all

her neighbours.' With such false colours
have the

eyes
of Lewis been enchanted,

from the debauchery of his early youth, to

the superstition of his present old age.
Hence it is, that he has the patience to

have statues erected to his prowess, his

valour, his fortitude, and in the softness

and luxury of a court to be applauded for

magnanimity and enterprise in military
achievements.
Peter Alexovitz of Russia, when he

came to years of manhood, though he
found himself emperor of a vast and nu
merous people, master of an endless terri

tory, absolute commander of the lives and
fortunes of his subjects, in the midst of this

unbounded power and greatness, turned his

thoughts upon himself and people with sor
row. Sordid ignorance and a brute manner
of life, this generous prince beheld and con

temned, from the light of his own genius.
His judgment suggested this to him, and his

courage prompted him to amend it. In
order to this, he did not send to the nation
from whence the rest of the world has bor
rowed its politeness, but himself left his

diadem to learn the true way to glory and
honour, and application to useful arts,
wherein to employ the laborious, the sim

ple, the honest part of his people. Me
chanic employments and operations were
very justly the first objects of his favour
and observation. With this glorious in

tention he travelled into foreign nations in

an obscure manner, above receiving little

honours where he sojourned, but prying
into what was of more consequence, their

arts of peace and of war. By this means has
this great prince laid the foundation of a

great and lasting fame, by personal labour,

personal knowledge, personal valour. It

would be injury to anv of antiquity to name
them with him. Who, but himself, ever
left a throne to learn to sit in it with more

27

grace? Who ever thought himself mean
in absolute power, till he had learned to

use it?

If we consider this wonderful person, it

is perplexity to know where to begin his

encomium. Others may, in a metaphori
cal or philosophical sense, be said to com
mand themselves, but this emperor is also

literally under his own command. How
generous and how good was his entering
his own name as a private man in the army
he raised, that none in it might expect to

outrun the steps with which he himself ad
vanced! By such measures this godlike

prince learned to conquer, learned to use
his conquests. How terrible has he ap
peared in battle, how gentle in victory!
Shall then the base arts of the Frenchman
be held polite, and the honest labours of

the Russian barbarous? No: barbarity is

the ignorance of true honour, or placing
any thing instead of it. The unjust prince
is ignoble and barbarous, the good prince
only renowned and glorious.

Though men may impose upon them
selves what they please by their corrupt

imaginations, truth will ever keep its sta

tion; and as glory is nothing else but the
shadow of virtue, it will certainly disap

pear at the departure of virtue. But how
carefully ought the true notions of it to be

preserved, and how industrious should we
be to encourage any impulses towards it!

The Westminster school-boy that said the

other day he could not sleep or play for

the colours in the hall,* ought to be free

from receiving a blow for ever.

But let us consider what is truly gloriou?

according to the author I have to-day

quoted in the front of my paper.
The perfection of glory, says Tully, con

sists in these three particulars;
' That the

people love us; that they have confidence

in us; that being affected with a certain

admiration towards us, they think we de
serve honour. ' This was spoken of great
ness in a commonwealth. But if one were
to form a notion of consummate glory
under our constitution, one must add to the
above-mentioned felicities a certain neces

sary in existence, and disrelish of all the

rest, without the prince's favour. He
should, methinks, have riches, power, ho

nour, command, and glory; but riches,

power, honour, command, and glory,
should have no charms, but as accompa
nied with the affection of his prince. He
should, methinks, be popular because a

favourite, and a favourite because popular.
Were it not to make the character too

imaginary, I would give him sovereignty
over some foreign territory, and make him
esteem that an empty addition without the

kind regards of his own prince. One may
merely have an idea of a man thus com-

* The colours taken by the Duke of Marlborough at

Blenheim, in 1704, were fixed up in Westminster-hall
after having been carried in procession through the

city.
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posed and circumstantiated, and if he were
so made for power without a capacity of

giving jealousy, he would be also glonous
without the possibility of receiving dis

grace. This humility and this importance
must make his glory immortal.
These thoughts are apt to draw me be

yond the usual length ot this paper; but if

I could suppose such rhapsodies could out

live the common fate of ordinary things, I

would say these sketches and faint images
of glory were drawn in August, 1711, when
John Duke of Marlborough made that me
morable march wherein he took the French
lines without bloodshed. T.

No. 140.] Friday, August 10, 1711.

Animum curie nunc hue, nunc dividit illuc.

Virg. JEn. iv. 285.

This way and that the anxious mind is torn.

WHEN I acquaint my reader, that I have

many other letters not yet acknowledged,
I believe he will own, what I have a mind
he should believe, that I have no small

charge upon me, but am a person of some

consequence in this world. I shall there
fore employ the present hour only in read

ing petitions in the order as follows.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have lost so much
time already, that I desire, upon the re

ceipt hereof, you will sit down immediately
and give me your answer. And I would
know of you whether a pretender of mine

really loves me. As well as I can I will

describe his manners. When he sees me
is always talking of constancy, but vouch
safes to visit me but once a fortnight, and
then he is alwavs in haste to be gone.
When I am sick, 1 hear he says he is migh
tily concerned, but neither comes nor sends,
because, as he tells his acquaintance with a

sigh, he does not care to let me know all

the power I have over him, and how im

possible it is for him to live without me.
When he leaves the town he writes once
in six weeks, desires to hear from me,
complains of the torment of absence, speaks
of flames, tortures, languishings, and ecsta
sies. He has the cant of an impatient lover,
but keeps the pace of a lukewarm one.

You know I must not go faster than he
does, and to move at this rate is as tedious
as counting a great clock. But you are to

know he is rich, and my mother says, ashe
is slow he is sure; he will love me long if he
love me little: but I appeal to you whether
he loves at all. Your neglected humble

servant, LYDIA NOVELL.'
' All these fellows who have money are

extremely saucy and cold; pray, sir, tell

them of it.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have been delight
ed with nothing more through the whole
course of your writings than the substantial

account you lately gave of wit, and I could

wish you would take some other opportu
nity to express further the corrupt taste

the age has run into; which I am chiefly

apt to attribute to the prevalency of a few

popular authors, whose merit in some re

spects has given a sanction to their faults

in others. Thus the imitators of Milton
seem to place all the excellency of that sort

of writing either in the uncouth or antique
words, or something else which was highly
vicious, though pardonable in that great
man. The admirers of what we call point,
or turn, look upon it as the particular hap
piness to which Cowley, Ovid, and others,
owe their reputation, and therefore endea
vour to imitate them only in such instances.

What is just, proper, and natural, does not

seem to be the question with them, but by
what means a quaint antithesis may be

brought about, how one word may be made
to look two ways, and what will be the con

sequence cf a forced allusion. Now though
such authors appear to me to resemble
those who make themselves fine, instead

of being well-dressed, or graceful; yet the
mischief is, that these beauties in them,
which I call blemishes, are thought to pro
ceed from luxuriance of fancy, and over

flowing of good sense. In one word, they
have the character of being too witty: but
if you would acquaint the world they are
not witty at all, you would, among many
others, oblige, sir, your most benevolent

reader, R. D.'

'

SIR, I am a young woman, and reckon
ed pretty; therefore you will pardon me
that I trouble you to decide a wager be
tween me and a cousin of mine, who is al

ways contradicting one because he under
stands Latin: pray, sir, is Dimple spelt
with a single or a double p ? I am, sir,

your very humble servant,
'BETTY SAUNTER.'

'

Pray, sir, direct thus,
" To the kind

Querist," and leave it at Mr. Lillie's, for I

do not care to be known in the thing at all.

I am, sir, again, your humble servant.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I must needs tell

you there are several of your papers I do
not much like. You are often so nice, there

is no enduring you; and so learned, there is no

understanding you. What have you to do
with our petticoats? Your humble servant,

'PARTHENOPE.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, Last night, as I

was walking in the Park, I met a couple
of friends.

"
Pr'ythee, Jack," says one of

them,
"

let us go drink a glass of wine, for

I am fit for nothing else." This put me
upon reflecting on the many miscarriages
which happen in conversations over wine,
whei. men go to the bottle to remove such
humours as it only stirs up and awakens.
This I could not attribute more to any
thing than to the humour of putting com
pany upon others which men do not like

themselves. Pray, sir, declare in your
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papers, that he who is a troublesome com
panion to himself, will not be an agreeable
one to others. Let people reason them
selves into good humour, before they im
pose themselves upon their friends. Pray,
sir, be as eloquent as you can upon this

subject, and do human Hfe so much good,
as to argue powerfully, that it is not every
one that can swallorf who is fit to drink
a glass of wine. Vbur most humble ser
vant'

'
SIR, I tliis morning cast my eye upon

your paperconceming the expence of time.
You are >ery obliging to the women, espe
cially tJzose who are not young and past
gallapfty, by touching so gently upon gam
ing: therefore I hope you do not think it

wjong to employ a little leisure time in that
Aversion; but I should be glad to hear you
jay something upon the behaviour of some
of the female gamesters.

' I have observed ladies, who in all other
respects are gentle, good-humoured, and
the very pinks of good-breeding; who as
soon as the ombre-table is called for and
sit down to their business, are immediately
transmigrated into the veriest wasps in
nature.
'You must know I keep my temper,

and win their money; but am out of coun
tenance to take it, it makes them so very
uneasy. Be pleased, dear sir, to instruct
them to lose with a better grace, and you
will oblige, Yours,

RACHEL BASTO.'
' MR. SPECTATOR, Your kindness to

Leonora, In one of your papers, has given
me encouragement to do myself the honour
of writing to you. The great regard you
have so often expressed for the instruction
and improvement of our sex will I hope, in

your own opinion, sufficiently excuse me
from making any apology for the imperti
nence of this letter. The great desire I

have to embellish my mind with some of
those graces which you say are so becom-;
ing, and which you assert reading helps us
to, has made me uneasy until I am put in a

capacity of attaining them. This, sir, I

shall never think myself in, until you shall
be pleased to recommend some author or

sent ignorance, may be thought a good
presage and earnest of improvement, you
may look upon your time you shall bestow
in answering this request not thrown away
to no purpose. And I cannot but add,
that unless you have a particular and more
than ordinary regard for Leonora, I have
a better title to your favour than she: since
I do not content myself with tea-table read
ing of your papers, but it is my entertain
ment very often when alone in my closet.
To show you I am capable of improvement,
and hate flattery, I acknowledge I do not
like some of your papers; but even there I
am readier to call in question my own shal-
.ow understanding than Mr. Spectator's
profound judgment. I am sir, your already
'and in hopes of being more your) obliged
servant, PARTHENIA.'
This last letter is written with so urgent

and serious an air, that I cannot but think
t incumbent upon me to 2bmply with her
commands, which I shall do very suddenly.

T.

authors to my perusal.
' I thought, indeed,. when I first cast my

eye on Leonora's letter, that I shouM have
had no occasion for requesting it of you;
but, to my very great concern, I found on
the perusal of that Spectator, I was en

tirely disappointed, and am as much at a
loss how to make use of my time for that
end as ever. Pray, sir, oblige me at least
with one scene, as you were pleased to en-
Certain Leonora with your prologue. I

write to you not only my own sentiments,
but also those of several others of my ac

quaintance, who are as little pleased with
the ordinary manner of spending one's time
as myself; and if a fervent desire after

knowledge, and a great sense of our pre-

No. 141.] Saturday, August 11, 1711.

Migravit ab aure voluptas
Omnis Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. ii. 187.

Taste, that eternal wanderer, that flies

From heads to ears, and now from ears to eyes.

Pope.

IN the present emptiness of the town, I
have several applications from the lower
part of the players, to admit suffering to

pass for acting. They in very obliging
terms desire me to let a fall on the ground,
a stumble, or a good slap on the back, be
reckoned a jest. These gambols I shall
tolerate for a season, because I hope the
evil cannot continue longer than until the

people of condition and taste return to
town. The method some time ago, was to
entertain that part of the audience, who
have no faculty above eye-sight, with rope-
dancers and tumblers; which was a way
discreet enough, because it prevented con

fusion, and distinguished such as could
show all the postures which the body is

capable of, from those who were to repre
sent-all the passions to which the mind is

subject. But though this was prudently
settled, corporeal and intellectual actors

ought to be kept at a still wider distance
than to appear on the same stage at all:

for which reason I must propose some
methods for the improvement of the bear

garden, by dismissing all bodily actors to

that quarter.
In cases of greater moment, where men

appear in public, the consequence and im

portance of the thing can bear them out.

And though a pleader or preacher is hoarse
or awkward, the weight of their matter
commands respect and attention; but in

theatrical speaking, if the performer is not

exactly proper and graceful, he is utterly
ridiculous. In cases where there is little
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else expected, but the pleasure
of the ears I occasion of that tragedy, and fill the mind

and eyes, the least diminution of that plea
sure is the highest offence. In acting,

barely to perform the part is not com
mendable, out to be the least out is con

temptible. To avoid these difficulties and

delicacies, I am informed, that while I was
out of town, the actors have flown into the

air, and played such pranks, and run such

hazards, that none but the servants of the

fire-office, tilers, and masons, could have
been able to perform the like. * The author

of the following letter, it seems, has been of

the audience at one of these entertainments,
and has accordingly complained to me upon
it; but I think he has been to the utmost

degree severe against what is exceptiona
ble in the play he mentions, without dwell

ing so much as he might have done on the
author's most excellent talent of humour.
The pleasant pictures he has drawn of life

should have been more kindly mentioned,
at the same time that he banishes his

witches, who are too dull devils to be at

tacked with so much warmth.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Upon a report that

Moll White had followed you to town, and
was to act a part in the Lancashire Witches,
I went last week to see that play. It was

my fortune to sit next to a country justice
of the peace, a neighbour (as he said) of

Sir Roger's, who pretended to show her to

us in one of the dances. There was witch
craft enough in the entertainment almost to

incline me to believe him; Ben Johnson
was almost lame; young Bullockf narrowly
saved his neck; the audience was astonish

ed, and an old acquaintance of mine, a per
son of worth, whom I would have bowed to

in the pit, at two yards' distance did not

know me.
' If you were what the country-people

reported you, a white witch, I could have
wished you had been there to have exor
cised that rabble ofbroomsticks, with which
we were haunted for above three hours. I

could have allowed them to set Clod in the

tree, to have scared the sportsmen, plagued
the justice, and employed honest Teague
with his holy water. This was the proper
jse of them in comedy, if the author had

stopped here; but I cannot conceive what
relation the sacrifice of the black lamb,
and the ceremonies of their worship to the

devil,J have to the business of mirth and
humour.

' The gentleman who writ this play, and
has drawn some characters in it very justly,

appears to have been misled in his witch
craft by an unwary following the inimitable

Shakspeare. The incantations in Macbeth
have a solemnity admirably adapted to the

* Alluding to Shadwell's comedy of the Lancashire
Witches, which boing considered a party play, had a

good run at this time. It was advertised for the very

night in which this Number is dated.

tTho names of two actors then upon the stage.

t Different incidents in the play of the Lancashire
Witches.

ath a suitable horror; besides that the
wishes are a part of the story itself, as we
find \t very particularly related in Hector
Boetiub> from whom he seems to have taken
it. This therefore is a proper machine,
where the business is dark, horrid, and
bloody; but is

extremely foreign from the
affair of comedy. Subjects of this kind,
which are in themselves disagreeable, can
at no time become

^nttrtaining, but by
passing through an imagination like Shak
speare s to form them; for vhich reason
Mr. Dryden would not allow even Beau
mont and Fletcher capable of '.nutating
him.

" But Shakspeare's magic could not copied bt-

Within that circle none durst walk but he."

'I should not, however, have troubled

you with these remarks, if there were noi

something else in this comedy, which wants
to be exorcised more than the witches: I

mean the freedom of some passages, which
I should have overlooked, if I had not ob
served that those jests can raise the loudest

mirth, though they are painful to right
sense, and an outrage upon modesty.

'We must attribute such liberties to the
taste of that age: but indeed by such re

presentations a poet sacrifices the best part
of his audience to the worst; and, as one
would think, neglects the boxes, to write
to the orange-wenches.

'I must not conclude till I have taken
notice of the moral with which this comedy
ends. The two young ladies having given
a notable example of out-witting those who
had a right in the disposal of them, and

marrying without consent of parents, one
of the injured parties, who is easily recon

ciled, winds up all with this remark,

-Design whate'er we will,

There is a fate which over-rules us still."

'We are to suppose that the gallants are

men of merit, but if they had been rakes,
the excuse might have served as well..

Hans Carvel's wife was of the same princi

ple, but has expressed it with a delicacy
which shows she is not serious in her ex"-

cuse, but in a sort of humorous philosophy
turns off the thought of her guilt, and says,

" That if weak women go astray.
Their stars are more in fault than they."

' This no doubt is a full reparation, and
dismisses the audience with very edifying
impressions.

4 These things fall under a province you
have partly pursued already, and therefore
demands your animadversion, for the regu
lating so noble an entertainment as that of

the stage-. It were to be wished, that all

who write for it hereafter would raise their

genius by the ambition of pleasing people
of the best understanding; and leave others,

who show nothing of the human species but

The concluding distich of Shadwell's play
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risibility, to seek their diversion at the
bear-garden, or some other privileged
place, where reason and. good manners
have no right to disturb them.

'

August 8, 1711. I am, &c. '

T.

No. 142.] Monday, August 13, 1711.

Irrupta tenet copula Hor. Lib. 1. Od. xiii. 33.

Whom love's unbroken bond unites.

THE following letters being genuine, and
the images of a worthy passion, I am will

ing to give the old lady's admonition to my
self, and the representation of her own hap
piness, a place in my writings.

'August 9, 1711.
MR. SPECTATOR, I am now in the

sixty-seventh year of my age, and read you
with approbation; but methinks you do not
strike at the root of the greatest evil in life,
which is the false notion of gallantry in love.
It is, and has long been, upon a very ill

foot; but I who have been a wife forty
years, and was bred up in a way that has
made me ever since very happy, see

through the folly of it In a word, sir,
when I was a young woman, all who
avoided the vices of the age were very
carefully educated, and all fantastical ob
jects were turned out of our sight The
tapestry-hangings, with the great and ve
nerable simplicity of the scripture stories,
had better effects than now the loves of
Venus and Adonis, or Bacchus and Ariadne,
in your fine present prints. The gentle
man I am married to, made love to me in

rapture, but it was the rapture of a Chris
tian and a man of honour, not a romantic
hero or a whining coxcomb. This put our
life upon a right basis. To give you an
idea of our regard one to another, I enclose
to you several of his letters writ forty years
ago, when my lover; and one writ the other

day, after so many years cohabitation.
'Your servant, ANDROMACHE.'

"August 7, 1671.

"MADAM, If my vigilance, and ten
thousand wishes for your welfare and re

pose, could have any force, you last night
slept in security, and had every good angel
in your attendance. To have my thoughts
ever fixed on you, to live in constant fear
of every accident to which human life is

liable, and to send up my hourly prayers
to avert them from you: I say, madam,
thus to think, and thus to suffer, is what I
do for her who is in pain at my approach,
and calls all my tender sorrow imperti
nence. You are now before my eyes, my
eyes that are ready to flow with tenderness,
but cannot give relief to my gushing heart,
that dictates what I am now saying, and
yearns to tell you all its achings. How art
thou, oh my soul, stolen from thyself! how

is all my attention broken! my books are
blank paper, and my friends intruders. I
have no hope of quiet but from your pity.To grant it would make more for your
triumph. To give pain is the tyranny, to
make happy the true empire of beauty. If

you would consider aright, you would find
an agreeable change in dismissing the at
tendance of a slave, to receive the com
plaisance of a companion. I bear the former
in hopes of the latter condition. As I live
in chains without murmuring at the power
which inflicts them, so I could enjoy free
dom without forgetting the mercy that gave
it. I am, Madam, your most devoted, most
obedient servant."*

'
Though I made him no declarations in

his favour, you see he had hopes of me
when he writ this in the month following.

"
September 3, 1671."MADAM, Before the light this morning

dawned upon the earth, I awaked, and lay
in expectation of its return, not that it could
give any new sense of joy to me, but as I

hoped it would -bless you with its cheerful
face, after a quiet which I wished you last

night. If my prayers are heard, the day
appeared with all the influence of a merciful
Creator upon your person and actions. Let
others, my lovely charmer, talk of a blind

being that disposes their hearts, I contemn
their low images of love. I have not a
thought which relates to you, that I can
not with confidence beseech the All-seeing
Power to bless me in. May he direct you
in all your steps, and reward your inno
cence, your sanctity of manners, your pru
dent youth, and becoming piety, with the
continuance of his grace and protection.
This is an unusual language to ladies; but
you have a mind elevated above the giddy
notions of a sex insnared by flattery and
misled by a false and short adoration into a
solid and long contempt Beauty, my fairest

creature, palls in the possession, but I love
also your mind: your soul is as dear to me
as my own; and if the advantages of a li

beral education, some knowledge, and as
much contempt of the world, joined with
the endeavours towards a life of strict vir
tue and religion, can qualify me to raise
new ideas in a breast so well disposed as

your's is, our days will pass away with ioy;
and old age, instead of introducing melan
choly prospects of decay, give us hope of
eternal youth in a better life. I have but
few minutes from the duty of my employ
ment to write in, and without time to read
over what I have writ, therefore beseech
you to pardon the first hints of my mind,
which I have expressed in so little order.
I am, dearest creature, your most obedient
most devoted servant."

* This and the following letters in this Number are
all genuine, having been written by Sir Richard Steelc,
to Miss Scurlook, afterwards Lady Steele. See Steele'g

Letters, Vol. II.
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* The two next were written after the

day of our marriage was fixed.

"
September 25, 1671.

"MADAM, It is the hardest thing in

the world to be in love, and yet attend bu
siness. As for me, all that speak to me
find me out, and I must lock myself up, or
other people will do it for me. A gentle
man asked me this morning,

' What news
from Holland,' and I answered, 'She is

exquisitely handsome.' Another desired
to know when I had been last at Windsor.
I replied, 'She designs to go with me.'
Pr'ythee, allow me at least to kiss your
hand before the appointed day, that my
mind may be in some composure. Me-
thinks I could write a volume to you, but
all the language on earth would fail in say
ing how much, and with what disinterested

passion, I am ever your's.
"

"
Sept. 30, 1671, 7 in the morning.

"DEAR CREATURE, Next to the in
fluence of heaven, I am to thank you that
I see the returning day with pleasure. To
pass my evenings in so sweet a conversa
tion, and have the esteem of a woman of

your merit, has in it a peculiarity of happi
ness no more to be expressed than returned.
But I am, my lovely creature contented
to be on the obliged side, and to employ
all my days in new endeavours to convince

you and all the world of the sense I have
of your condescension in choosing, Madam,
your most faithful, most obedient humble
servant.

"

'He was, when he writ the following
letter, as agreeable and pleasant a man as

any in England.
" October 20, 1671.

" MADAM, I beg pardon that my paper
is not finer, but I am forced to write from
a coffee-house where I am attending about
business. There is a dirty crowd of busy
faces all around me talking of money, while
all my ambition, all my wealth, is love;
love, which animates my heart, sweetens
my humour, enlarges my soul, and affects

every action of my life. It is to my lovely
charmer, I owe that many noble ideas are

continually affixed to my words and actions:
it is the natural effect of that generous pas
sion to create in the admirers some simili
tude of the object admired; thus my dear
am I every day to improve from so sweet a

companion. Look up, my fair one, to that
heaven which made thee such, and join
with me to implore its influence on our ten
der innocent hours, and beseech the author
of love to bless the rites he has ordained,
and mingle with our happiness a just sense
of our transient condition, and a resignation
to his will, which only can regulate our
minds to a steady endeavour to please him
and each other. I am, for ever, your
faithful servant."

' I will not trouble you with more letters

at this time, but if you saw the poor with
ered hand which sends you these minutes,
I am sure you wjll smile to think that there
is one who is so gallant as to speak of it

still as so welcome a present, after forty-

years' possession of the woman whom he
writes to.

"June 23, 1711.
" MADAM, I heartily beg your pardon

for my omission to write yesterday. It was
no failure of my tender regard for you; but

having been very much perplexed in my
thoughts on the subject of my last, made
me determine to suspend speaking of it

until I came myself. But my lovely crea
ture, know it is not in the power of age, or
misfortune, or any other accident which
hangs over human life, to take from me the

pleasing esteem I have for you, or the me
mory of the bright figure you appeared in,
when your gave your hand and heart to,

Madam, your most grateful husband, and
obedient servant.

" T.

No. 143.] Tuesday, August 14, 1711.

Non est vivere, sed valere, vita.

Martial, Epig. Ixx. 6.

For life is only life, when blest with health.

IT is an unreasonable thing some men
expect of their acquaintance. They are
ever complaining that they are out of order,
or displeased, or they know not how, and
are so far from letting that be a reason for

retiring to their own homes, that they
make it their argument for coming into

company. What has any bodv to do with
accounts of a man's being indisposed but
his physician? If a man- laments in com
pany, where the rest are in humour enough
to enjoy themselves, he should not take it

ill if a servant is ordered to present him
with a porringer of caudle or posset-drink,

by wav of admonition that he gd home to

bed. That part of life which we ordinarily
understand by the word conversation, is an

indulgence to the sociable part of our
make; and should incline us to bring our

proportion of good-will or good-humour
among the friends we meet with, and not
to trouble them with relations which must
of necessity oblige them to a real or feigned
affliction. Cares, distresses, diseases, unea
sinesses, and dislikes of our own, are by no
means to be obtruded uprn our friends. If
we would consider how little of this vicis

situde of motion and rest, which we call life,

is spent with satisfaction, we should be
more tender of our friends, than to bring
them little sorrows which do net belong to

them. There is no real life but cheerful

life; therefore valetudinarians should be
sworn, before they enter into company, not
to say a word of themselves until the meet

ing breaks up. It is not here pretended,
that we should be always sitting with

chaplets of flowers round cur heads, or be
crowned with roses in order to make our
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entertainment agreeable to us; but if (as it

is usually observed) they who resolve to be

merry, seldom are so, it will be much more
unlikely for us to be well-pleased, if they
are admitted who are always complaining
they are sad. Whatever we do, we should

keep up the cheerfulness of our spirits, and
never let them sink below an inclination at

least to be well-pleased. The way of this,

is to keep our bodies in exercise, our minds
at ease. That insipid state wherein neither
are in vigour, is not to be accounted any part
of our portion of being. When we are in the
satisfaction of some innocent pleasure, or

pursuit of some laudable design, we are in

the possession of life, of human life. For
tune will give us disappointments enough,
and nature is attended with infirmities

enough, without our adding to the unhappy
side of our account by our spleen or ill-

humour. Poor Cottilus, among so many real

evils, a chronical distemper and a narrow
fortune, is never heard to complain. That
equal spirit of his, which any man may
have, that like him will conquer pride,

vanity, and affectation, and follow nature,
is not to be broken, because it has no points
to contend for. To be anxious for nothing
but what nature demands as necessary, it

it is not the wayto an estate, is the way to

what men aim at by getting an estate.

This temper will preserve health in the

body, as well as tranquillity in the mind.
Cottilus sees the world in a hurry, with the
same scorn that a sober person sees a man
drunk. Had he been contented with what
he ought to have been, how could, says he,
such a one have met with such a dis

appointment? If another had valued his

mistress for what he ought to have loved

her, he had not been in her power. If her
virtue had had a part of his passion, her

levity had been his cure; she could not

then have been false and amiable at the

same time.

Since we cannot promise ourselves con

stant health, let us endeavour at such a

temper as may be our best support in the

decay of it. XJranius has arrived at that

composure of soul, and wrought himself up
to such a neglect of every thing with which
the generality of mankind is enchanted,
that nothing but acute pains can give him
disturbance, and against those too he will

tell his intimate friends he has a secret

which gives him present ease. Uranius is

so thoroughly persuaded of another life, and
endeavours so sincerely to secure an in

terest in .it, that he looks upon pain but as

a quickening of his pace to a home where
he shall be better provided for than in his

present apartment. Instead of the me
lancholy views which others are apt to

give themselves, he will tell you that he
has forgot he is mortal, nor will he think of

himself as such. He thinks at the time of

his birth he entered into an eternal being;
and the short article of death he will not

allow an interruption of life; since that

moment is not of half the duration as is

his ordinary sleep. Thus is his being one
uniform and consistent series of cheerful

diversions and moderate cares, without fear

or hope of futurity. Health to him is more
than pleasure to another man, and sickness

less affecting to him than indisposition is

to others.

I must confess, if one does not regard
life after this manner, none but idiots can

pass it away with any tolerable patience.
Take a fine lady who is of a delicate

frame, and you may observe, from the hour
she rises, a certain weariness of all that

passes about her. I know more than one
who is much too nice to be quite alive.

They are sick of such strange frightful

people that they meet; one is so awkward,
and another so disagreeable, that it looks

like a penance to breathe the same air with
them. You see this is so very true, that

a great part of ceremony and good-breed
ing among the ladies turns upon their un

easiness; and I will undertake, if the how-

d'ye-servants of our women were to make
a weekly bill of sickness, as the parish
clerks do of mortality, you would not find,

in an account of seven days, one in thirty
that was not downright sick or indisposed,
or but a very little better than she was,
and so forth.

It is certain that to enjoy life and health

as a constant feast, we should not think

pleasure necessary, but if possible, to ar

rive at an equality of mind. It is as mean
to be overjoyed upon occasions of good for

tune, as to be dejected in circumstances of

distress. Laughter in one condition is as

unmanly as weeping in the other. We
should not form our minds to expect trans

port on every occasion, but know how
to make it enjoyment to be out of pain.

Ambition, envy, vagrant desire, or imper
tinent mirth, will take up our minds, with

out we can possess ourselves in that sobriety
of heart which is above all pleasures, and
can be felt much better than described.

But the ready way, I believe, to the right

enjoyment of life, is, by a prospect towards

another, to have but a very mean opinion
of it. A great author of our time* has set

this in an excellent light, when, with a phi

losophic pity of human life, he spoke of it

in his Theory of the Earth in the following
manner:

' For what is this life but a circulation of

little mean actions? We lie down and rise

again, dress and undress, feed and wax
hungry, work or play, and are weary, and

then we lie down again, and the circle re

turns. We spend the day in trifles, and

when the night comes we throw ourselves

into the bed of folly, amongst dreams, and

broken thoughts, and wild imaginations.

Our reason lies asleep by us, and we are

for the time as arrant brutes as those that

* Dr. Thomas Burnet, Master of the Charter-house,

author of " Telluris sacra Theoria."
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sleep in the stalls, or in the field. Are
not the capacities of man higher than
these? And ought not his ambition and ex

pectations to be greater? Let us be adven
turers for another world. It is at least a
fair and noble chance; and there is nothing
in this worth our thoughts or our passions.
If we should be disappointed, we are still

no worse than the rest of our fellow mor
tals; and if we succeed in our expecta
tions, we are eternally happy.

' T.

No. 144.] Wednesday, August 15, 1711.

Noris quam elegans formarum Spectator siem.

Ter. Eun. Act. iii. Sc.i
You shall see how nice a judge of beauty I am.

BEAUTY has been the delight and tor

ment of the world ever since it began. The
philosophers have felt its influence so sen

sibly, that almost every one of them has
left us some saying or other, which inti

mated that he too well knew the power of
it. One* has told us, that a graceful person
is a more powerful recommendation than
the best letter that can be written in our
favour. Anotherf desires the possessor of it

to consider it as a mere gift of nature, and
not any perfection of his own. A thirdt
calls it a short-lived tyranny; a fourth a
' silent fraud,' because it imposes upon us
without the help of language; but I think
Carneades spoke as much like a philoso
pher as any of them, though more like
a lover, when he calls it

'

royalty without
force.

'
It is not indeed to be denied, but

there is something irresistible in a beaute
ous form; the most severe will not pretend,
that they do not feel an immediate prepos
session in favour of the handsome. No one
denies them the privilege of being first

heard, and being regarded before others in

matters of ordinary consideration. At the
same time the handsome should consider
that it is a possession, as it were, foreign to

them. No one can give it himself or pre
serve it when they have it. Yet so it is,

that people can bear any quality in the
world better than beauty. It is the conso
lation of all who are naturally too much
affected with the force of it, that a little

attention, if a man can attend with judg
ment, will cure them. Handsome people
usually are so fantastically pleased with

themselves, that if they do not kill at first

sight, as the phrase is, a second interview
disarms them of all their power. But I

shall make this paper rather a warning-
piece to give notice where the danger is,

than to propose instructions how to avoid
it when you have fallen in the way of

it. Handsome men shall be the subject of

another chapter, the women shall take up
the present discourse.

Amaryllis, who has been in town but one

winter, is extremely improved with the arts
of good-breeding, without leaving nature.

* Aristotle, t Plato. I Socrates. Theophraitus.

She has not lost the native simplicity of her
aspect, to substitute that patience of being
stared at, which is the usual triumph and
distinction of a town lady. In public assem
blies you meet her careless eye diverting
itself with the objects around her, insensi

ble that she herself is one of the brightest
in the place.

Dulcissa is of quite another make, she is

almost a beauty by nature, but more than
one by art. If it were possible for her to

let her fan or any limb about her rest, she
would do some part of the execution she

meditates; but though she designs herself
a prey, she will not stay to be taken. No
painter can give you words for the differ

ent aspects of Dulcissa in half a moment,
wherever she appears: so little does she

accomplish what she takes so much pains
for, to be gay and careless.

Merab is attended with all the charms of

woman and accomplishments of man. It

is not to be doubted but she has a great
deal of wit, if she were not such a beauty;
and she would have more beauty had she
not so much wit. Affectation prevents her
excellences from walking together. If she
has a mind to speak such a thing, it must
be done with such an air of her body; and
if she has an inclination to look

very
care

less, there is such a smart thing to be said

at the same time, that the design of being
admired destroys itself. Thus the unhappy
Merab, though a wit and a beauty, is al

lowed to be neither, because she will always
be both.
Albacinda has the skill as well as power

of pleasing. Her form is majestic, but her

aspect humble. All good men should be
ware of the destroyer. She will speak to

you like your sister, until she has you sure;
but is the most vexatious of tyrants when

you are so. Her familiarity of behaviour,
her indifferent questions, and general con

versation, make the silly part of her vota
ries full of hopes, while the wise fly from
her power. She well knows she is too

beautiful and too witty to be indifferent to

any who converse with her, and therefore
knows she does not lessen herself by fa

miliarity, but gains occasions of admiration

by seeming ignorance of her perfections.
Eudosia adds to the height of her stature

a nobility of spirit which still distinguishes
her above the rest of her sex. Beauty in

others is lovely, in others agreeable, in

others attractive, but in Eudosia it is com
manding. Love towards Eudosia is a sen
timent like the love of glory. The lovers
of other women are softened into fondness,
the admirers of Eudosia exalted into am
bition.

Eucratia presents herself to the imagina
tion with a more kindly pleasure, and as

she is woman, her praise is wholly femi
nine. If we were to form an image of dig
nity in a man, we should give him wisdom
and valour, as being essential to the cha
racter of manhood. In like manner, If you
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describe a right woman in a laudable sense,
she should have gentle softness, tender

fear, and all those parts of life which dis

tinguish her from the other sex; with some
subordination to it, but such an inferiority
that makes her still more lovely. Eucratia
is that creature, she is all over woman,
kindness is all her art, and beauty all her
arms. Her look, her voice, her gesture,
and whole behaviour is truly feminine. A
goodness mixed with fear gives a tincture
to all her behaviour. It would be savage
to offend her, and cruelty to use art to gain
her. Others are beautiful, but, Eucratia,
thou art beauty !

Omniamante is made for deceit, she has
an aspect as innocent as the famed Lucrece,
but a mind as wild as the more famed Cleo

patra. Her face speaks a vestal, but her
heart a Messalina. Who that beheld Om-
niamante's negligent unobserving air, would
believe that she hid under that regardless
manner the witty prostitute, the rapacious
wench, the prodigal courtesan ? She can,
when she pleases, adorn those eyes with
tears like an infant that is chid; she can
cast down that pretty face in confusion,
while you rage with jealousy, and1 storm at

^er perfidiousness; she can wipe her eyes,
iremble and look frighted, until you think

yourself a brute for your rage, own yourself
an offender, beg pardon, and make her new
presents.
But I go too far in reporting only the

dangers in beholding the beauteous, which
I design for the instruction of the fair as
well as their beholders; and shall end this

rhapsody with mentioning what I thought
was well enough said of an ancient sage* to
a beautiful youth, whom he saw admiring
his own figure in brass. ' What,' said the

philosopher, 'could that image of yours say
for itself if it could speak?'

' It might say,
(answered the youth,) that it is very beau
tiful.' 'And are not you ashamed,' re

plied the cynic, 'to value yourself upon
that only of which a piece of brass is ca

pable?' T.

No. 145.] Thursday, August 16, 1711.

Stultitiam patiuntur opes-
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xviii. 29.

Their folly pleads the privilege of wealth.

IF the following enormities are not
amended upon the first mentioning, I de
sire further notice from my correspon
dents.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am obliged to you
for your discourse the other day upon frivo
lous disputants, who, with great warmth and
enumeration of many circumstances and au
thorities, undertake to prove matters which
nobody living denies. You cannot employ

*
Amisthenes, the founder of the sect of Cynic philo

sophers.
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yourself more usefully than in adjusting the
laws of disputation in coffee-houses and acci
dental companies, as well as in more formal
debates. Among many other things which

your own experience must suggest to you,
it will be very obliging if you please to take
notice of wagerers. I will not here repeat
what Hudibras says of such disputants,
which is so true, that it is almost prover
bial; but shall only acquaint you with a set

of young fellows of the inns of court, whose
fathers have provided for them so plenti
fully, that they need not be very anxious to

get law into their heads for the service of
their country at the bar; but are of those
who are sent (as the phrase of parents is,)
to the Temple to know how ' to keep their
own. ' One of these gentlemen is very loud
and captious at a coffee-house which I fre

quent, and being in his nature troubled with
a humour of contradiction, though withal

excessively ignorant, he has found a way
to indulge this temper, go on in idleness
and ignorance, and yet still give himself
the air of a very learned and knowing man,
by the strength of his pocket. The mis
fortune of the thing is, I have, as it hap
pens sometimes, a greater stock of learning
than of money. The gentleman I am speak
ing of takes advantage of the narrowness of

my circumstances in such a manner, that
he has read all that I can pretend to, and
runs me down with such a positive air, and
with such powerful arguments, that from
a very learned person I am thought a mere
pretender. Not long ago I was relating
that I had read such a passage in Tacitus,
up starts my young gentleman in a full com
pany, and pulling out his purse offered to

lay me ten guineas, to be staked imme
diately in that gentleman's hands, (pointing
to one smoking at another table,) that I was
utterly mistaken. I was dumb for want of
ten guineas; he went on unmercifully to

triumph over my ignorance how to take him
up, and told the whole room he had read
Tacitus twenty times over, and such a re
markable incident as that could not escape
him. He has at this time three considerable

wagers depending between him and some
of his companions, who are rich enough
to hold an argument with him. He has five

guineas upon questions in geography, two
that the Isle of Wight is a peninsula, and
three guineas to one that the world is

round. We have a gentleman comes to our
coffee-house, who deals mightily in an

tique scandal; my disputant has laid him
twenty pieces upon a point of history, to

wit, that Caesar never lay with Cato's sister,
as is scandalously reported by some people.

' There are several of this sort of fellows
in town, who wager themselves into states

men, historians, geographers, mathemati
cians, and every other art, when the per
sons with whom they talk have not wealth
equal to their learning. I beg of you to

prevent, in these youngsters, this compen
dious way to wisdom, which costs other
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people so much time and pains: and you will

oblige your humble servant.
*

' Coffee-house near the Temple, Aug. 12, 1711.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Here is a young
gentleman that sings opera-tunes or whis
tles in a full house. Pray let him know
that he has no right to act here as if he
were in an empty room. Be pleased to

divide the spaces of a public room, and cer

tify whistlers, singers, and common orators,

that are heard farther than their portion of

the room comes to, that the law is open,
and that there is an equity which will re

lieve us from such as interrupt us in our
lawful discourse, as much as against such
who stop us on the road. I take these per
sons, Mr. Spectator, to be such trespassers
as the officer in your stage-coach, and am
of the same sentiment with counsellor

Ephraim. It is true the young man is rich,

and, as the vulgar say, needs not care for

any body; but sure that is no authority for

him to go whistle where he pleases. I am,
sir, your most humble servant

' P. S. I have chambers in the Temple,
and here are students that learn upon the

hautboy : pray desire the benchers that all

lawyers who are proficients in wind-music

may lodge to the Thames. '

' MR. SPECTATOR, We are a company
of young women who pass our time very
much together, and obliged by the merce
nary humour of the men to be as merce

narily inclined as they are. There visits

among us an old bachelor whom each of

us has a mind to. The fellow is rich, and
knows he may have any of us, therefore

is particular to none, but excessively ill-

bred. His pleasantry consists in romping,
he snatches kisses by surprise, puts his

hands in our necks, tears our fans, robs us
of ribands, forces letters out of our hands,
looks into any of our papers, and a thou
sand other rudenesses. Now what I will

desire of you is, to acquaint him, by print

ing this, that if he does not marry one of

us very suddenly, we have all agreed, the

next time he pretends to be merry, to

affront him, and use him like a clown as

he is. In the name of the sisterhood I take

my leave of you, and am, as they all are,

your constant reader and well-wisher.
'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I and several others

of your female readers have conformed our

selves to your rules, even to our very dress.

There is not one of us but has reduced our
outward petticoat to its ancient sizeable cir

cumference, though indeed we retain still a

quilted one underneath; which makes us
not altogether unconformable to the fashion;
but it is on condition Mr. Spectator extends
not his censure too far. But we find you
men secretly approve our practice, by imi

tating our pyramidical farm. The skirt of

your fashionable coats forms as large a cir

cumference as our petticoats; as these are
set out with whalebone, so are those with

wire, to increase and sustain the bunch of

fold that hangs down on each side; and, the

hat, I perceive is decreased in just propor
tion to our head-dresses. We make a regu
lar figure, but I defy your mathematics to

give name to the form you appear in. Your
architecture is mere gothic, and betrays a
worse genius than ours; therefore if you are

Fartial

to your own sex, I shall be less than
am now, your humble servant' T.

No. 146.] Friday, August 17, 1711.

Nemo vir raagnus sine aliquo afflatu divino unquam full.

TulL

No man was ever great without some degree of inspi
ration.

WE know the highest pleasure our minds
are capable of enjoying with composure,
when we read sublime thoughts communi
cated to us by men of great genius and elo

quence. Such is the entertainment we meet
with in the philosophic parts of Cicero's

writings. Truth and good sense have there

so charming a dress, that they could hardly
be more agreeably represented with the
addition of poetical fiction, and the power
of numbers. This ancient author, and a

modern one, have fallen into my hands
within these few days; and the impressions

they have left upon me have at the present

quite spoiled me for a merry fellow. The
modern is that admirable writer the author
of the Theory of the Earth. The subjects
with which I have lately been entertained

in them both bear a near affinity; they
are upon inquiries into hereafter, and the

thoughts of the latter seem to me to be
raised above those of the former, in propor
tion to his advantages, Scripture and revela

tion. If I had a mind to it, I could not at

present talk of any thing else; therefore I

shall translate a passage in the one, and
transcribe a paragraph out cf the other, foi

the speculation of this day. Cicero tells us,*

that Plato reports Socrates, upon receiving
his sentence, to have spoken to his judges
in the following manner:

I have great hopes, O my judges, that

it is infinitely to my advantage that I am
sent to death: for it must of necessity be,

that one of these two things must be the

consequence. Death must take away all

these senses, or convey me to another life.

If all sense is to be taken away, and death

is no more than that profound sleep with ut

dreams in which we are sometimes buried,

oh, heavens! how desirable it is to die!

How many days do we know in life pre
ferable to such a state? But if it be true

that death is but a passage
to places which

they who lived bet re us do now inhabit,

how much still happier is it to go fr m
those who call themselves judges to appear
befire those who are really such; before

Minos, Rhadamanthus, /Eacus, and Trip-

* Tusculan. Qutcstion. lib. 1.
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tolemus, and to meet men who have lived

with justice and truth? Is this, do you
think, no happy journey? Do you think it

nothing to speak with Orpheus, Musseus,
Homer, and Hesiod? I would, indeed, suf

fer many deaths to enjoy these things. With
what particular delight should I talk to

Palamedes, Ajax, and others who like me
have suffered by the iniquity of their judges.
I should examine the wisdom of that great

prince, who carried such mighty forces

against Troy; and argue with Ulysses and

Sisyphus upon difficult points, as I have in

conversation here, without being in danger
of being condemned. But let not those

among you who have pronounced me an
innocent man be afraid of death. No harm
can arrive at a good man, whether dead or

living; his affairs are always under the
direction of the gods; nor will I believe the
fate which is allotted to me myself this day
to have arrived by chance; nor have I aught
to say either against my judges or accusers,
but that they thought they did me an in

jury.--^But I detain you too long, it is

time that I retire to death, and you to your
affairs of life; which of us has the better is

known to the gods, but to no mortal man. '

The divine Socrates is here represented
in a figure worthy his great wisdom and

philosophy, worthy the greatest mere man
that ever breathed. But the modern dis

course is written upon a subject no less than
the dissolution of nature itself. Oh how
glorious is the old age of that great man,
who has spent his time in such contempla
tions as has made this being, what only it

should be, an education for heaven! He
has, according to the lights of reason and

revelation, which seemed to him clearest,
traced the steps of Omnipotence. He has
with a celestial ambition, as far as it is

consistent with humility and devotion, ex
amined the ways of Providence, from the
creation to the dissolution of the visible

world. How pleasing must have been the

speculation, to observe Nature and Provi

dence move together, the physical and
moral world march the same pace: to ob
serve paradise and eternal spring the seat

of innocence, troubled seasons and angry
skies the portion of wickedness and vice.

When this admirable author has reviewed
all that has past, or is to come, which re

lates to the habitable world, and run through
the whole face of it, how could a guardian
angel, that had attended it through all its

courses or changes, speak more emphati
cally at the end of his charge, than does our
author when he makes, as it were, a funeral

oration over this globe, looking to the point
where it once stood ?

' Let us only, if you please, to take leave
of this subject, reflect upon this occasion on
the vanity and transient glory of this habita
ble world. How by the force of one ele

ment breaking loose upon the rest, all the
varieties of nature, all the works of art, all

the labours of men are reduced to nothing.

All that we admired and adored before as

great and magnificent, is obliterated or van

ished; and another form and face of things,

plain, simple, and every where the same,
overspreads the whole earth. Where are
now the great empires of the world, and
their great imperial cities? their pillars,

trophies, and monuments of glory? show
me where they stood, read the inscription,
tell me the victor's name. What remains,
what impressions, what difference or dis

tinction do you see in this mass of fire?

Rome itself, eternal Rome, the great city,
the empress of the world, whose domina
tion and superstition, ancient and modern,
make a great part of the history of the

earth, what is become of her now? She laid

her foundations deep, and her palaces were

strong and sumptuous.
" She glorified her

self, and lived deliciously, and said in her

heart, I sit a queen, and shall see no sor

row:" But her hour is come, she is wiped
away from the face of the earth, and buried

in everlasting oblivion. But it is not cities

only, and works of men's hands, but the

everlasting hills, the mountains and rocks

of the earth are melted as wax before the

sun, and "their place is no where found."

Here stood the Alps, the load of the earth,
that covered many countries, and reached
their arms from the ocean to the Black Sea;
this huge mass of stone is softened and dis

solved as a tender cloud into rain. Here
stood the African mountains, and Atlas with
his top above the clouds; there was frozen

Caucasus, and Taurus, and Imaus, and the

mountains of Asia; and yonder towards the

north, stood the Riphsean hills clothed in

ice and snow. All these are vanished,

dropt away as the snow upon their heads.
" Great and marvellous are thy works, just
and true are thy ways, thou King of saints!

Hallelujah.'"* T.

No. 147.] Saturday, August 18, 1711.

Pronunciatio est vocis, et vultus et gestus moderatio
cum venustate. Tull.

Good delivery is a graceful management of the voice,

countenance, and gesture.

'MR. SPECTATOR, The well reading of

the Common Prayer is of so great impor
tance, and so much neglected, that I take
the liberty to offer to your consideration

some particulars on that subject. And what
more worthy your observation than this?

A thing so public, and of so high conse

quence. It is indeed wonderful, that the

frequent exercise of it should not make the

performers of that duty more expert in it.

This inability, as I conceive, proceeds from
the little care that is taken of their reading,
while boys and at school, where, when they
are got into Latin, they are looked upon as

above English, the reading of which is

* Burnet's Theory of the Earth, ll>84. fol. Book III.

Chap. 12. p. 110, 111.
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^yholly neglected, or at least read to very
little purpose, without any due observations
made to them of the proper accent and
manner of reading; by this means they have
acquired such ill habits as will not easily be
removed. The only way that I know of to

remedy this, is to propose some person of

great ability that way as a pattern for them ;

example being most effectual to convince
the learned, as well as instruct the ignorant

' You must know, sir, I have been a con
stant frequenter of the service of the church
of England for above these four years last

past, and until Sunday was seven-night
never discovered to so great a degree, the

excellency of the Common Prayer. When,
being at St. James's Garlick-Hill church,*
I heard the service read so distinctly, so

emphatically, and so fervently, that it was
next to an impossibility to be unattentive.

My eyes and my thoughts could not wander
as usual, but were confined to my prayers.
I then considered I addressed myself to the

Almighty, and not to a beautiful face. And
when I reflected on my former perform
ances of that duty, I found I had run it over
as a matter of form, in comparison to the
manner in which I then discharged it. My
mind was really affected, and fervent wishes

accompanied my words. The Confession
was read with such a resigned humility,
the Absolution with such a comfortable au

thority, the Thanksgivings with such a re

ligious joy, as made me feel those affections

of the mind in a manner I never did before.
To remedy therefore the grievance above

complained of, I humbly propose, that this

excellent reader, upon the next, and every
annual assembly of the clergy of Sion-col-

lege, and all other conventions, should read

prayers before them. For then those that
are afraid of stretching their mouths, and

spoiling their soft voices, will learn to read
with clearness, loudness, and strength.
Others that affect a rakish, negligent air,

by folding their arms and lolling on their

books, will be taught a decent behaviour,
and comely erection of body. Those that

read so fast, as if impatient of their work,
may learn to speak deliberately. There is

another sort of persons, whom I call Pin
daric readers, as being confined to no set

measure; these pronounce five or six words
with great deliberation, and the five or six

subsequent ones with as great celerity: the
first part of a sentence with a very exalted

voice, and the latter part with a submissive
one: sometimes again with one sort of a

tone, and immediately after with a very
different one. These gentlemen will learn

of my admired reader an evenness of voice

and delivery, and all who are innocent of

these affectations, but read with such an

mdifferency as if they did not understand
the language, may then be informed of the
art of reading movingly and fervently, how

* The rector of this parish at that time was Mr. Philip
Btubbs, afterwards archdeacon of St. Alban's.

to place the emphasis, and give the proper
accent to each word, and how to vary the
voice according to the nature of the sen
tence. There is certainly a very great dif

ference between the reading a prayer and
a Gazette, which I beg of you to inform a
set of readers, who affect, forsooth, a cer
tain gentleman-like familiarity of tone, and
mend the language as they go on, crying,
instead of 'pardoneth and absolveth, ''par
dons and absolves. These are often pretty
classical scholars, and would think it an un

pardonable sin to read Virgil or Martial
with so little taste as they do divine service.

' This indifferency seem s tome to rise from
the endeavour of avoiding the imputation
of cant, and the false notion of it. It will be

proper therefore to trace the original and

signification of this word. "Cant" is, by
some people, derived from one Andrew
Cant, who, they say, was a Presbyterian
minister in some illiterate part of Scotland,
who by exercise and use had obtained the

faculty, aljas gift, of talking in the pulpit in

such a dialect, that it is said he was under
stood by none but his own congregation, and
not by all of them. Since master Cant's

time, it has been understood in a larger
sense, and signifies all sudden exclamations,

whinings, unusual tones, and in fine all pray
ing and preaching, like the unlearned of the

Presbyterians. But I hope a proper eleva

tion of voice, a due emphasis and accent,
are not to come within this description. So
that our readers may still be as unlike the

Presbyterians as they please. The dis

senters (I mean such as I have heard,) do
indeed elevate their voices, but it is with
sudden jumps from the lower to the higher
part of them; and that with so little sense
or skill, that their elevation and cadence is

bawling and muttering. They make use
of an emphasis, but so improperly, that it

is often placed on some very insignificant

particle, as upon 'if or 'and.' Now if

these improprieties have so great an effect

on the people, as we see they have, how
great an influence would the service of our

church, containing the best prayers that

ever were composed, and that in terms
most affecting, most humble, and most ex

pressive of our wants, and dependence on
the object of our worship, disposed in most

proper order, and void of all confusion;
what influence, I say, would these prayers
have, were they delivered with a due em
phasis, and apposite rising and variation of

voice, the sentence concluded with a gentle

cadence, and in a word, with such an accent

and turn of speech as is peculiar to prayer.
' As the matter of worship is now ma

naged, in dissenting congregations, you find

insignificant words and phrases raised by a

lively vehemence; in our own churches,
the most exalted sense depreciated, by a

dispassionate indolence. I remember to

have heard Doctor S ef say in his

t Probably Dr. Smallridge.
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pulpit, of the Common Prayer, that, at

least, it was as perfect as any thing of hu

man institution. If the gentlemen who err

in this kind would please to recollect the

many pleasantries they have read upon
those who recite, good things with an ill

grace, they would go on to think that what

in that case is only ridiculous, in themselves

is impious. But leaving this to their own

reflections, I shall conclude this trouble

with what Caesar said upon the irregularity

of tone in one who read before him.

vou read or sing? If you sing, you sing

very ill.
"* Your most humble servant.

No. 148.] Monday, August 20,^1711.

Exempta juvat spinis e pluribus una.

Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 212.

Better one thorn pluck'd out, than all remain.

MY correspondents assure me that the

enormities which they lately complained of,

and I published an account of, are so far

from being amended, that new evils arise

every day to interrupt their conversation,

in contempt of my reproofs. My friend who
writes from the coffee-house near the Tem
ple, informs me that the gentleman who
constantly sings a voluntary in spite of the

whole company, was more musical than

ordinary after reading my paper; and has

not been contented with that, but has dancec

up to the glass in the middle of the room
and practised minuet-steps to his own hum
ming. The incorrigible creature has gone
still farther, and in the open coffee-house

with one hand extended as leading a lady
in it, he has danced both French and coun

try-dances, and admonished his supposec

partner by smiles and nods to hold up her

head, and fall back, according to the re

spective facings and evolutions of the dance.

Before this gentleman began this his exer

cise, he was pleased to clear his throat by
coughing and spitting a full half hour; and
as soon as he struck up, he appealed to an

attorney's clerk in the room, whether he
hit as he ought,

' Since you from death
have saved me?' and then asked the young
fello-y (pointing to a chancery-bill under
his arm,;) whether that was an opera-score
he carrie<J or not? Without staying

for an

answer, he fell into the exercise above-

mentioned, and practised his airs to the full

house who were turned upon him, without
the least shame or repentance for his for

mer transgressions.
I am to the last degree at a loss what to

do with this young fellow, except I declare

him an outlaw, and pronounce it penal for

any one to speak to him in the said house
which he frequents, and direct that he be

obliged to drink his tea and coffee without

sugar, and not receive from any person

* Si legis, cantai : i eantas, male cantas.

whatsoever any thing above mere neces-

aries.

As we in England are a sober people,
and generally inclined rather to a certain

Dashfulness of behaviour in public, it is

amazing whence some fellows come whom
one meets with in this town; they do not at

all seem to be the growth of our island; the

>ert, the talkative, all such as have no

sense, of the observation of others, are cer

tainly of foreign extraction. As for my
)art, I am as much surprised when I see a

alkative Englishman, as I should be to see

the Indian pine growing on one of our quick
set hedges. Where these creatures get sun

enough, to make them such lively animals

and dull men, is above my philosophy.
There are another kind of impertinents

which a man is perplexed with in mixed

company, and those are your loud speakers.
These treat mankind as if we were all deaf;

they do not express but declare themselves.

Many of these are guilty of this outrage out

of vanity, because they think all they say is

well; or that they have their own persons
in such veneration, that they believe no

thing which concerns them can be insigni

ficant to any body else. For these people s

sake, I have often lamented that we cannot

close our ears with as much ease as we can

our eyes. It is very uneasy that we must

necessarily be under persecution.
Next to

these bawlers, is a troublesome creature

who comes with the air of your friend and

vour intimate, and that is your whisperer.
There is one of them at a coffee-house

which I myself frequent, who observing me
to be a man pretty well made for secrets,

gets by me, and with a whisper tells me

things 'which all the town knows, .t is no

very hard matter to guess at the source of

this impertinence, which is nothing else but

a method or mechanic art of being wise.

You never see any frequent in it, whom you
:an suppose to have any thing in the world

o do. These persons are worse than baw-

ers, as much as a secret enemy is more dan

gerous than a declared one. I wish this my
coffee-house friend would take this for an

intimation, that I have not heard one word

ic has told me for these several years;

whereas he now thinks me the most trusty

repository of his secrets. The whisperers

have a pleasant way of ending the clo

conversation, with saying aloud, 'Do not

you think so?' Then whisper again, and

then aloud,
' But you know that person;

then whisper again. The thing would be

well enough, if they whispered to keep the

folly of what they say among friends; 1

alas, they do it to preserve the importance
of their thoughts. I am sure I could name

you more than one person whom no man

living ever heard talk upon any subject in

nature, or ever saw in his whole life with a

book in his hand, that, I know not how,

can whisper something like knowledge of

what has and does pass in the world: which

you would think he learned from some ta-
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miliar spirit that did not think him worthy
to receive the whole story. But in truth

whisperers deal only in half accounts of

what they entertain you with. A great help
to their discourse is,

' That the town says,
and people begin to talk very freely, and

they had it from persons too considerable
to be named, what they will tell you when
things are riper.' My friend has winked
upon me any day since I came to town last,

and has communicated to me as a secret,
that he designed in a very short time to tell

me a secret; but I shall know what he
means, he now assures me, in less than a

fortnight's time.
But I must not omit the dearer part of

mankind, I mean the ladies, to take up a
whole paper upon grievances which con
cern the men only; but shall humbly pro
pose, that we change fools for an experi
ment only. A certain set of ladies complain
they are frequently perplexed with a visit

ant, who affects to be wiser than they are;
which character he hopes to preserve
by an obstinate gravity, and great guard
against discovering his opinion upon any
occasion whatsoever. A painful silence

has hitherto gained him no farther advan

tage, than that as he might, if he had be
haved himself with freedom, been excepted
against, but as to this and that particular,
he now offends in the whole. To relieve

these ladies, my good friends and corre

spondents, I shall exchange my dancing
outlaw for their dumb visitant, and assign
the silent gentleman all the haunts of the

dancer; in order to which, I have sent

them by the penny-post the following Ot
ters for their conduct in their new conver
sations.

*
SIR, I have, you may be sure, heard

of your irregularities without regard to my
observations upon you; but shall not treat

jrou with so much rigour as you deserve. If

you will give yourself the trouble to repair
to the place mentioned in the postscript to

this letter, at seven this evening, you will

be conducted into a spacious room, well-

lighted, where there are ladies and music.

You will see a young lady laughing next
the window to the street; you may take
her out, for she loves you as well as she
does any man, though she never saw you
before. She never thought in her life, any
more than yourself. She will not be sur

prised when you accost her, nor concerned
when you leave her. Hasten from a place
where you

are laughed at, to one where

you will be admired. You are of no con

sequence, therefore go where you will be
welcome for being so. Your humble ser

vant.'

'
SIR, The ladies whom you visit, think

a wise man the most impertinent creature

living, therefore you cannot be offended
that they are displeased with you. Why
will you take pains to appear wise, where

you would not be the more esteemed for

being really so? Come to us; forget the

gigglers; let your inclination go along with

you,
whether you speak or are silent; and

let all such women as are in a clan or sis

terhood go their own way; there is no room
for you in that company who are of the
common taste of the sex.

' For women born to be controll'd

Stoop to the forward and the bold ;

Affect the haughty and the proud,
The gay, the frolic, and the loud.

1*

T.

No. 149.] Tuesday, August 21, 1711.

Cui ut manu sit quein ease dementem yelit,

ftuem sapere, quern sanari, quern in morbum injici,

Quern contra amari, quern accersiri, quern expeti.
Cecil, apud Tull.

Who has it in her pow'r to make men mad,
Or wise, or sick, or well : and who can choose
The object of her appetite at pleasure.

"

THE following letter, and my answer,
shall take up the present speculation.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am the young
widow of a country gentleman, who has
left me entire mistress of a large fortune,
which he agreed to as an equivalent for the
difference in our years. In these circum
stances it is not extraordinary to have a
crowd of admirers; which I have abridged
in my own thoughts, and reduced to a cou

ple of candidates only, both young, and
neither of them disagreeable in their per
sons: according to the common way of

computing, in one the estate more than de
serves my fortune, in the other my fortune

more than deserves the estate. When I

consider the first, I own I am so far a
woman I cannot avoid being delighted with
the thoughts of living great; but then he
seems to receive such a degree of courage
from the knowledge of what he has, he
looks as if he was going to confer an obliga
tion on me; and the readiness he accosts

me with, makes me jealous I am only hesr-

in a repetition of the same things he lias

said to a hundred women before. When I

consider the other, I see myself approach
ed with so much modesty and respect, and

such a doubt of himself, as betrays, rae-

thinks, an affection within, and a belief at

the same time that he himself would be

the only gainer by my consent. What an

unexceptionable husband could I make out

ofboth! but since that is impossible,
I beg

to be concluded by your opinion. It is ab

solutely
in your power to dispose of, your

most obedient servant, SYLVIA.
'

MADAM, You do me great honour in

your application to me on this importan*

occasion; I shall therefore talk to you with

the tenderness of a father, in gratitude for

your giving me the authority of one. You
do not seem to make any great distinction

between these gentlemen as to their per
sons; the whole question

lies upon their

circumstances and behaviour. If the one

* Waller.
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is less respectful because he is rich, an<
the other more obsequious because he i

not so, they are in that point moved by thi

same principle, the consideration of for

tune, and you must
place them in each

other's circumstances before you can iudgi
of their inclination. To avoid confusion in

discussing this point, I will call the richer
man Strephon, and the other Florio. If

you believe Florio with Strephon's estate
would behave himself as he does now,
Florio. is certainly your man; but if you
think Strephon were he in Florio's condi
tion, would be as obsequious as Florio is

now, you ought for your own sake to choose

Strephon; for where the men are equal,
there is no doubt riches ought to be a rea
son for preference. After this manner, my
dear child, I would have you abstract them
from their circumstances; for you are to

take it for granted, that he who is very
humble only because he is poor, is the

very same man in nature, with him who is

haughty because he is rich.

'When you have gone thus far, as to
consider the figure they make towards

you; you will please, my dear, next to con
sider the appearance you make towards
them. If they are men of discerning, they
can observe the motives of your heart: and
Florio can see when he is disregarded only
upon account of fortune, which makes you
to him a mercenary creature; and you are
still the same thing to Strephon, in taking
him for his wealth only; you are therefore
to consider whether you had rather oblige,
than receive an obligation.

' The marriage-life is always an insipid,
a vexatious, or a happy condition. The first

is, when two people of no genius or taste

for themselves meet together upon such a
settlement as has been thought reasonable

by parents and conveyancers, from an ex
act valuation of the land and cash of both

parties. In this case the young lady's per
son is no more regarded, than the house
and improvements in purchase of an estate:

but she goes with her fortune, rather than
her fortune with her. These make up the
crowd or vulgar of the rich, and fill up the
lumber ofhuman race, without beneficence
towards those below them, or respect to

wards those above them; and lead a despi
cable, independent, and useless life, without
sense of the laws of kindness, good-nature,
mutual offices, and the elegant satisfactions

which flow from reason and virtue.
' The vexatious life arises from a con

junction of two people of quick taste and
resentment, put together for reasons well
known to their friends, in which special
care is taken to avoid (what they think the
chief of evils) poverty, and ensure to them
riches, with every evil besides. These
good people live in a constant constraint
before company, and too great familiarity
alone. When they are within observation

they fret at each other's carriage and
behaviourj when alone they revile each

other's person and conduct. In company
they are in a purgatory, when only together
in a hell.

' The happy marriage is where two per
sons meet and voluntarily make choice of
each other, without principally regarding
or neglecting the circumstances of fortune
or beauty. These may still love in spite
of adversity or sickness: the former we
may in some measure defend ourselves

from, the other is the portion of our very
make. When you have a true notion of
this sort of passion, your humour of living
great will vanish out of your imagination,
and you will find love has nothing to do
with state. Solitude, with the person be
loved, has a pleasure, even in a woman's
mind, beyond show or pomp. You are
therefore to consider which of your lovers
will like you best undressed, which will

bear with you most when out of humour;
and your way to this is to ask of yourself,
which of them you value most for his own
sake? and by that judge which gives the

greater instances of his valuing you for

yourself only.
' After you have expressed some sense

of the humble approach of Florio, and a
little disdain at Strephon's. assurance in his

address, you cry out,
' What an unexcep-

:ionable husband could I make out of both i

'

ft would therefore, methinks, be a good
wav to determine yourself. Take him in

whom what you like is not transferable to

another; for if you choose otherwise, there is

no hope your husband will ever have what
fou liked in his rival; but intrinsic quali-
;ies in one man may very probably pur
chase every thing that is adventitious in

another. In plainer terms: he whom you
take for his personal perfections will sooner
arrive at the gifts of fortune, than he whom
you take for the sake of his fortune, at

tain to personal perfections. If Strephon
s not as accomplished and agreeable as

Florio, marriage to you will never make
lim so: but marriage to you may make
Florio as rich as Strephon. Therefore to

make a sure purchase, employ fortune

upon certainties, but do not sacrifice cer
tainties to fortune. I am, your most obe

dient, humble servant.' T.

No. 150.] Wednesday, August 18, 1711.

Nil habet infelix paupertas durius in se,

auam quod ridicules homines facit

Juv. Sat. iii. 152.

Want is the scorn of every wealthy fool,

And wit in rags is turn'd to ridicule. D'ryden.

As I was walking in my chamber the

morning before I went last into the coun-

ry, I heard the hawkers with great vehe
mence crying about a paper, entitled, The
Ninety-nine Plagues of an Empty Purse,
had indeed sometime before observed,

hat the orators of Grub-street had dealt

ery much in plagues. They have al-

eady published in the same month, The
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Plagues of Matrimony, The Plagues of a

Single Life, The Nineteen Plagues of a
Chambermaid, The Plagues of a Coach
man, The Plagues of a Footman, and The
Plague of Plagues. The success these
several plagues met with, probably gave
occasion to the above-mentioned poem on an

empty purse. However that be, the same
noise so frequently repeated under my win
dow, drew me insensibly to think on some
of those inconveniences and mortifications
which usually attend on poverty, and, in

short, gave birth to the present specula
tion: for after my fancy had run over the
most obvious and common calamities which
men of mean fortunes are liable to, it de
scended to those little insults and con

tempts, which though they may seem to

dwindle into nothing when a man offers to
describe them, are perhaps in themselves
more cutting and insupportable than the
former. Juvenal with a great deal of hu
mour and reason tells us, that nothing bore
harder upon a poor man in his time than
the continual ridicule which his habit and
dress afforded to the beaux of Rome:
Quid quod materiam prebet causasque jocorum
Omnibus hie idem; si foeda et scissa lacerna,
Si toga sordidula est, et rupta calceus alter

Pelle patet, vel si c6nsuto vulnere crassum
Atque recens linum ostendit non una cicatrix.

Juv. Sat. iii. 147.

Add that the rich have still a gibe in store,
And will be monstrous witty on the poor;
For the torn surtout and the tatter'd vest,
The wretch and all his wardrobe are a jest;
The greasy gown sully'd with often turning.
Gives a good hint to say the man's in mourning;
Or if the shoe be ript, or patch is put,
He's wounded, see the plaster on his foot. Dryden.

It is on this occasion that he afterwards
adds the reflection which I have chosen for

my motto.

Want is the scorn of ev'ry wealthy fool,

And wit in rags is turn'd to ridicule. Dryden.

It must be confessed that few things
make a man appear more despicable, or
more prejudice his hearers against what
he is going to offer, than an awkward or

pitiful dress: insomuch that I fancy, had
Tully himself pronounced one of his ora

tions with a blanket about his shoulders,
more people would have laughed at his

dress than have admired his eloquence.
This last reflection made me wonder at a
set of men, who without being subjected to

it by the unkindness of their fortunes, are
contented to draw upon themselves the
ridicule of the world in this particular. I

mean such as take it into their heads, that

the first regular step to be a wit is to com
mence a sloven. It is certain nothing has
so much debased that, Avhich must have
been otherwise so great a character; and I

know not how to account for it, unless it

may possibly be complaisance to those nar
row minds who can have no notion of the
same persons possessing different accom
plishments; or that it is a sort of sacrifice

which some men are contented to make to

calumny, by allowing it to fasten on one

part of their character, while they arc

endeavouring to establish another.
Yet however unaccountable this foolish

custom is, I am afraid it could plead a long
prescription; and probably gave too much
occasion for the vulgar definition still re-1

maining among us of a heathen philoso
pher.

I have seen the speech of a Terrse-Jiliiis,

spoken in King Charles the Second's

reign; in which he describes two very emi
nent men, who were perhaps the greatest
scholars of their age; and after having
mentioned the entire friendship between
them, concludes, that '

they had but one

mind, one purse, one chamber, and one
hat.

' The men of business were also in

fected with a sort of singularity little better

than this. I have heard my father say,
that a broad-brimmed hat, short hair, and
unfolded handkerchief, were in his time

absolutely necessary to denote a ' notable

man;' and that he had known two or three,
who aspired to the character of a 'ver)
notable,' wear shoe-strings with great suc
cess.

To the honour of our present age it must
be allowed, that some of our greatest ge
niuses for wit and business have almost en

tirely broke the neck of these absurdities.

Victor, after havingdespatched the most

important affairs of the commonwealth, has

appeared at an assembly, where all the la

dies have declared him the genteelest man
in the company; and in Atticus, though
every way one of the greatest geniuses the

age has produced, one sees nothing particu
lar in his dress or carriage to denote his

pretensions to wit and learning: so that at

present a man may venture to cock up his

hat, and wear a fashionable wig, without

being taken for a rake or a fool.

The medium between a fop and a sloven

is what a man of sense would endeavour to

keep; yet I remember Mr. Osborn advises

his son to appear in his habit rather above
than below his fortune; and tells him that

he will find a handsome suit of clothes al

ways procures some additional respect.*
I have indeed myself observed, that my
banker ever bows lowest to me when I wear

my full-bottomed wig; and writes me ' Mr.'
or '

Esq.' according as he sees me dressed.

I shall conclude this paper with an ad
venture which I was myself an eye-witness
of very lately.

I happened the other day to call in at a

celebrated coffee-house near the Temple.
I had not been there long when there came
in an elderly man very meanly dressed, and
sat down by me; he had a thread-bare

loose coat on, which it was plain he wore
to keep himself warm, and not to favour

his under suit, which seemed to have been
at least its contemporary: his short wig and

hat were both answerable to the rest of his

* Advice to a Son, by Francis Osborn, Esq. Part. 1

Sec. 23.
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apparel. He was no sooner seated than he
called for a dish of tea; but as several gen
tlemen in the room wanted other things,
the boys of the house did not think them
selves at leisure to mind him. I could ob
serve the old fellow was very uneasy at the
affront, and at his being obliged to repeat
his commands several times to no purpose;
until at last one of the lads presented him
with some stale tea in a broken dish, ac

companied with a plate of brown sugar;
which so raised his indignation, that after
several obliging appellations of dog am
rascal, he asked him aloud before the whole

company,
'Why he must be used with kss

respect than that fop there?' pointing to a

well-dressed young gentleman who was

drinking tea at the opposite taWe. The

boy of the house replied with a go^d deal

of pertness, that his master had two sorts

of customers, and that the gentkman at the

other table had given him many a sixpence
for wiping his shoes.' By this time the

young Templar, who found his honour con

cerned in the dispute,
and that the eyes of

the whole coffee-house were upon him, had
thrown aside a paper he had in his hand,
and was coming towards us, while we at

the table made what haste we could to get

away from the impending quarrel, but were
all of us surprised to see him as he ap
proached nearer to put on an air of defer

ence and respect. To whom the old man
said,

' Hark you, sirrah, I will pay off your
extravagant bills once more, but will take
effectual care for the future, that your pro
digality shall not spirit up a parcel of ras

cals to insult your father.
'

Though I by no means approve either

the impudence of the servants or the extra

vagance of the son, I cannot but think the
old gentleman was in some measure justly
served for walking in masquerade, I mean
appearing in a dress so much beneath his

quality and estate. X.
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Maximas virtutes jacere omnes necesse est voltrptate
dominants. Tull. de Fin.

Where'pleasure prevails, all the greatest virtues will
lose their power.

I KNOW no one character that gives rea
son a greater shock, at the same time that
it presents a good ridiculous image to the

imagination, than that of a man of wit and

pleasure about the town. This description
of a man of fashion, spoken by some with a
mixture of scorn and ridicule, by others
with great gravity as a laudable distinction,
is in every body's mouth that spends any
time in conversation. My friend Will
Honeycomb has this expression very fre

quently; and I never could understand by
the story which follows, upon his mention
of such a one, but that his man of wit and
pleasure was either a drunkard, too old for

wenching, or a young lewd fellow with some
29

liveliness, who would converse with you,
receive kind offices of you, and at the same
time debauch your sister, or lie with your
wife. According to his description, a man
of wit, when he could have wenches for

crowns a-piece
which he liked quite as

well, wouU be so extravagant as to bribe

servants, mate false friendships, fight rela

tions: 1 sar, according to him, plain and

simple vice was too little for a man of wit

and pleasure; but he would leave an easy
and accessible wickedness, to come at the
same thing with only the addition of certain

falsehood and possible murder. Will thinks
the town grown very dull, in that we do not
hear so much as we used to do of those cox
combs, whom, (without observing it,) he
describes as the most infamous rogues in

nature, with relation to friendship, love, or
conversation.

When pleasure is made the chief pursuit
of life, it will necessarily follow that such
monsters as these will arise from a con
stant application to such blandishments as

naturally root out the force of reason and
reflection, and substitute in their place a

general impatience of thought, and a con
stant pruriency of inordinate desire.

Pleasure, when it is a man's chief pur
pose, disappoints itself; and the constant

application to it palls the faculty of enjoy
ing it, though it leaves the sense of our ina

bility for that we wish, with a disrelish of

every thing else. Thus the intermediate
seasons of the man of pleasure are more
heavy than one would impose upon the
vilest criminal. Take him when he is

awaked too soon after a debauch, or disap
pointed in following a worthless woman
without truth, and there is no man living
whose being is such a weight or vexation
as his is. He is an utter stranger to the

pleasing reflections in the evening of a well-

spent day, or the gladness of heart or quick
ness of spirit in the morning after profound
sleep or indolent slumbers. He is not to be
at ease any longer than he can keep reason
and good sense without his curtains; other
wise he will be haunted with the reflection,
that he could not believe such a one the
woman that upon trial he found her. What
las he got by his conquest, but to think

meanly of her for whom a day or two be-
bre he had the highest honour? And of
limself for perhaps wronging the man
whom of all men living he himself would
east willingly have injured?
Pleasure seizes the whole man who ad

dicts himself to it, and will not give him
eisure for any good office in life which con-
radicts the gaiety of the present hour.
You may indeed observe in people of plea
sure a certain complacency and absence of

all severity, which the habit of a loose un
concerned life gives them ; but tell the man
of pleasure your secret wants, cares, or

sorrows, and you will find that he has given

up the delicacy of his passions to the crav-

ngs of his appetite. He little knows the
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perfect joy he loses, for the disappointing
gratifications which he pursues. He looks
at Pleasure as she approaches, and comes
to him with the recommendation of warm
wishes, gay looks, ai>d gleeful motion;
but he does not observe how she leaves his

presence with disorder, hrpoteqce, down
cast shame, and conscious imperfection.
She makes our youth inglorious, bur age
shameful.
Will Honeycomb gives us twenty intiia-

tions in an evening of several hags who^
bloom was given up to his arms; and would
raise a value to himself for having had, as
the phrase is,

'

very good women. '

Will's

good women are the comfort of his heart,
and support him, I warrant, by the memory
of past interviews with persons of their con
dition. No, there is not in the world an
occasion wherein vice makes so fantastical

a figure, as at the meeting of two old people
who have been partners in unwarrantable

pleasure. To tell a toothless old lady
that she once had a good set, or a defunct
wench er that he once was the admired
thing of the town, are satire instead of ap
plauses; but on the other side, consider the
old age of those who have passed their days
in labour, industry, and virtue, their decays
make them but appear the more venerable,
and the imperfections of their bodies are
beheld as a misfortune to human society
that their make is so little durable.
But to return more directly to my man

of wit and pleasure. In all orders of men,
wherever this is the chief character, the

person who wears it is a negligent friend,

father, and husband, and entails poverty
on his unhappy descendants. Mortgages,
diseases, and settlements, are the legacies
a man of wit and pleasure leaves to his fa

mily. All the poor rogues that make such
lamentable speeches after every sessions at

Tyburn, were, in their way, men of wit
and pleasure before they fell into the ad
ventures which brought them thither.

Irresolution and procrastination in all a
man's affairs, are the natural eflfects of

being addicted to pleasure. Dishonour to

the gentleman and Bankruptcy to the trader,
are the portion of either whose chief pur
pose of life is delight. The chief cause that
this pursuit has been in all ages received
with so much quarter from the soberer part
of mankind, has been that some men of

great talents have sacrificed themselves to

it. The shining qualities of such people
have given a beauty to whatever they were

engaged in, and a mixture of wit has re

commended madness. For let any man
who knows what it is to have passed much
time in a series of jollity, mirth, wit, or

humorous entertainments, look back at

what he was all that while a doing, and he
will find that he has been at one instant

sharp to some man he is sorry to have of

fended, impertinent to some one it was cru

elty to treat with such freedom, ungracefully
noisy at such a time, unskilfully open at

such a time, unmercifully calumnious at

such a time; and from the whole course of
his applauded satisfactions, unable in the
end to recollect any circumstance which
can add to the enjoyment of his own mind
alone, or which he would put his character

upon, with other men. Thus it is with
those who are best made for becoming
pleasures; but how monstrous is it in the

generality of mankind who pretend this

way, without genius or inclination towards
it! The scene then is wild to an extrava

gance: this is, as if fools should mimic mad-
frven. Pleasure of this kind is the intem-
pe*ate meals and loud jollities of the com
mon rate of country gentlemen, whose
pi^ctite and way of enjoyment is to put an
end as fast as they can to that little particle
of reason they have when they are sober.
These n\en of wit and pleasure despatch
their sensts as fast as possible by drinking
until they cannot taste, smoking until they
cannot see, and roaring until they cannot
hear.
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Like leaves on trees the race of man is. found.

Pope.

THERE is no sort of people whose con
versation is so pleasant as that of

military
men, who derive their courage and mbcj-
nanimity from thought and reflection. Tlie

|

many adventures which attend their way
of life, makes their conversation so full of
incidents, and gives them so frank an air in

speaking of what they have been witnesses
of, that no company can be more amiable
than that of men of sense who are soldiers.

There is a certain irregular way in their
narrations or discourse, which has some
thing more warm and pleasing than we
meet among men who are used to adjust
and methodise their thoughts.

I was this evening walking in the fields

with my friend Captain Sentry, and I could

not, from the many relations which I drew
him into, of what passed when he was in

the service, forbear expressing my wonder,
that the 'fear of death,' which we, the rest

of mankind, arm ourselves against with so

much contemplation, reason, and philoso

phy, should appear so little in camps, that
common men march into open breaches,
meet opposite battalions, not only without
reluctance but with alacrity. IVIy friend
answered what I said in the following man
ner: What you wonder at may very na

turally be the subject of admiration to all

who are not conversant in camps; but when
a man has spent some time in that way of

life, he observes a certain mechanic cour

age which the ordinary race of men become
masters of from acting always in a crowd.

They see, indeed, many drop, but then

they see many more alive; they observt
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themselves escape very narrowly, and they
do not know why they should not again.
Besides which general way of loose think

ing, they usually spend the other part of

their time in pleasures upon which their

minds are so entirely bent, that short la

bours or dangers are but a cheap purchase
of jollity, triumph, victory, fresh quarters,
new scenes, and uncommon adventures.

Such are the thoughts of the executive part
of an army, and indeed of the gross of man
kind in general; but none cf these men of

mechanical courage nave ever made any
great figure in the profession of arms.

Those who are formed for command, are

such as have reasoned themselves out of a

consideration of greater good than length
of days, into such a negligence of their be

ing, as to make it their first position, that

it is one day to be resigned; and since it is,

in thtf prosecution of worthy actions and
service of mankind, they can put it to ha
bitual hazard. The event of our designs,

say they, as it relates to others, is uncer
tain; but as it relates to ourselves it must
be prosperous, while we are in the pursuit
of our duty, and within the terms upon
which Providence has insured our happi
ness, whether we die or live. All that na
ture has prescribed must be good; and as

death is natural to us, it is absurdity to fear
it. Fear loses its purpose when we are
sure it cannot preserve us, and we should
draw resolution to meet it from the impos
sibility to escape it. Without a resignation
to the necessity of dying, there can be no

capacity in man to attempt any thing that
is glorious : but 'when they have once at

tained to that perfection, the pleasures of a
life spent in martial adventures are as great
as any of which the human mind is capable.
The force of reason gives a certain beauty,
mixed with the conscience of well-doing
and thirst of glory, to all which before was
terrible and ghastly to the imagination. Add
to this, that the fellowship of danger, the
common good ofmankind, the general cause,
and the manifest virtue you may observe in

so many men, who made no figure until

that day, are so many incentives to destroy
the little consideration of their own persons.
Such are the heroic part of soldiers who are

qualified for leaders. A* to the rest, whom
I before spoke of, I know not how it is, but

they arrive at a certain habit of being void
of thought, insomuch that on occasion of

the most imminent danger they are still in

the same indifference. Nay, I remember
an instance of a gay Frenchman,* who was
led on in battle by a superior officer, (whose
conduct it was his custom to speak of always
with contempt and raillery,) and in the be

ginning of the action received a wound he
was sensible was mortal; his reflection on
this occasion was, "I wish I could live

another hour, to see how this blundering
coxcomb will get clear of this business.

"

*TheChevalierde Flourilles, a lieutenant general un
der the Prince of Conde, at the battle of Senelf, in 1674.

' I remember two young fellows who rid

in the same squadron of a troop of horse,
who -were ever together; they ate, they
drank, they intrigued; in a word, all their

passions and affections seemed to tend the
same way, and they appeared serviceable to
each other in them. We were in the dusk of
the evening to march over a river, and the

troop these gentlemen belonged to were to
be transported in a ferry boat, as fast as

they could. One of the friends was now in
the boat, while the other was drawn up
with others by the water-side, waiting the
return of the boat. A disorder happened
in the passage by an unruly horse; and a

gentleman who had the rein of his horse

negligently under his arm, was forced into

the water by his horse jumping over. The
friend on the shore cried out, "Who is

that is drowned, trow ?" He was imme
diately answered, "Your friend, Harry
Thompson." He very gravely replied,

"Ay, he had a mad horse." This short

epitaph from such a familiar, without more
words, gave me, at that time under twenty,
a very moderate opinion of the friendship
of companions. Thus is affection and every
other motive of life in the generality rooted
out by the present busy scene about them :

they lament no man whose capacity can be

supplied by another; and where men con
verse without delicacy, the next man you
meet will serve as well as he whom you
have lived with half your life. To such the
devastation of countries, the misery of in

habitants, the cries of the pillaged, and the
silent sorrow of the great unfortunate, are

ordinary objects; their minds are bent upon
the little gratifications of their own senses
and appetites,forgetful ofcompassion, insen
sible of glory; avoiding only shame; their
whole hearts taken up with the trivial hope
of meeting and being merry. These are the

people who make up the gross of the sol

diery. But the fine gentleman in that band
of men is such a one as I have now in my
eye, who is foremost in all danger to which
he is ordered. His officers are his friends

andVompanions, as they are men of honour
and gentlemen; the private men his breth

ren, as they are of his species. He is be
loved of all that behold him. They wish
him in danger as he views their ranks, that

they may have occasion to save him at their
own hazard. Mutual love is the order cf

the files where he commands; every man
afraid for himself and his neighbour, not
lest their commander should punish them,
but lest he should be offended. Such is his

regiment who knows mankind, and feels

their distresses so far as to prevent them.
Just in distributing what is their due, he
would think himself below their tailor to

wear a snip of their clothes in lace upon
his own; and below the most rapacious
agent, should he enjoy a farthing above his

own pay. Go on, brave man, immortal

glory is 'thy fortune, and immortal happi
ness thy reward.

' T.
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Habet natura ut aliarum omnium rerum sic Vivendi
mnduin ; senectus autem peractio tetatis est tanquam
fabula:. Cujus defatigationem fugere debemus, prpser-
tim adjuncta satietate. Tutt. de Seneci.

Life, as well as all other things, hath its bounds as

signed by nature; and its conclusion, like the last act

of a play, is old age ;
the fatigue of which we ought to

thun, especially when our appetites are fully satisfied.

OF all the impertinent wishes which we
hear expressed in conversation, there is not

one more unworthy a gentleman or a man
of liberal education, than that of wishing
one's self younger. I have observed this

wish is usually
made upon sight of some

object which gives the idea of a past action,
that it is no dishonour to us that we cannot
now repeat: or else on what was in itself

shameful when we performed it. It is a
certain sign of a foolish or a dissolute mind
if we want our youth again only for the

strength of bones and sinews which we once
were masters of. It is (as my author has

it) as absurd in an old man to wish for the

strength of a youth, as it would be in a

young man to wish for the strength of a bull

or a horse. These wishes are both equally
out of nature, which should direct in all

things that are not contradictory to justice,

law, and reason. But though every old

man has been young, and every young one

hopes to be old, there seems to be a most
unnatural misunderstanding between those
two stages of life. This unhappy want of

commerce arises from the insolent arro

gance or exultation in youth, and the irra

tional despondence or self-pity in age. A
young man whose passion and ambition is

to be good and wise, and an old one who has
no inclination to be lewd or debauched, are

quite unconcerned in this speculation; but
the cocking young fellow who treads upon
the toes of his elders, and the old fool who
envies the saucy pride he sees him in, are

the objects of our present contempt and de
rision. Contempt and derision are harsh

words; but in what manner can one give
advice to a youth in the pursuit and pos
session of sensual pleasures, or afford ^>ity
to an old man in the impotence and desire

of enjoying them? When young men in

public places betray in their deportment an
abandoned resignation to their appetites,

they give to sober minds a prospect of a

despicable age, which, if not interrupted by
death in the midst of their follies, must cer

tainly come. When an old man bewails
the loss of such gratifications which are

passed, he discovers a monstrous inclina

tion to that which it is not in the course of

Providence to recall. The state of an old

man, who is dissatisfied merely for his be

ing such, is the most out of all measures of

reason and good sense of any being we have

any account of, from the highest angel to

the lowest worm. How miserable is the

contemplation to consider a libidinous old

man (while all created beings, besides him
self and devils, are following the order of

Providence) fretting at the course of things,
and being almost the sole malcontent in the

creation. But let us a little reflect upon
what he has lost by the number of years.
The passions which he had in youth are not
to be obeyed as they were then, but reason
is more powerful now, without the disturb
ance of them. An old gentleman, the other

day, in-discourse with a friend of his (re
flecting upon some adventures they had in

youth togetW) cried out,
' Oh, Jack, those

were happy days!'
' That is true,' replied

his friend,
' but methinks we go about our

business more quietly than we did then.'
One would think it should be no small satis

faction to have gone sc. far in our journey
that the heat of the day is over with us.

When life itself is a fever, as it is in licen

tious youth, the pleasures of rt are no other
than the dreams of a man in that distem

per; and it is as absurd to wish the return
of that season of life, as for a man m health

to be sorry for the loss of gilded palaces,

fairy walks, and flowery pastures, witn

which he remembers he was entertained in

the troubled slumbers of a fit of sickness.

As to all the rational and worthy plea
sures of our being, the conscience of a good
fame, the contemplation of another life, the

respect and commerce of honest men, our

capacities for such enjoyments are enlarged

by years. While health endures, the lat

ter part
of life, in the eye of reason, is cer

tainly the more eligible. The memory of

a well-spent youth gives a peaceable, un

mixed, and elegant pleasure to the mind;
and to such who are so unfortunate as not to

be able to look back on youth with satisfac

tion, they may give themselves no little con

solation that they are under no temptation
to repeat their follies, and that they at pre
sent despise them. It was prettily said,
' He that would be long an old man, must

begin early to be one.' It is too late to re

sign a thing after a man is robbed of it;

therefore it is necessary that before the ar

rival of age we bid adieu to the pursuits of

youth, otherwise sensual habits will live in

our imaginations, when our limbs cannot be

subservient to them. The poor fellow who
lost his arm last siege, will tell you he feels

the fingers that are buried in Flanders ache

every cold morning at Chelsea.

The fond humour of appearing in the

gay and fashionable world, and being ap
plauded for trivial excellences, is what
makes youth have age in contempt, and
makes age resign witn so ill a grace the

qualifications of youth, but this in both
sexes is inverting all things, and turning
the natural course of our minds, which
should build their approbations and dislike

upon what nature and reason dictate, into

chimera and confusion.

Age in a virtuous person, of either sex,

carries in it an authority which makes it

preferable to all the pleasures of youth. If

to be saluted, attended, and consulted with

deference, are instances of pleasure, they
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are such as never fail a virtuous old age.
In the enumeration of the imperfections and

advantages of the younger and later years
of man, they are so near in their condition,

that, methinks, it should be incredible we
see so little commerce of kindness between
them. If we consider youth and age with

Tully, regarding the affinity to death, youth
has many more chances to be near it than

age; what youth can say more than an old

man, He shall live until night?' Youth
catches distempers more easily, its sickness

is more violent, and its recovery more doubt
ful. The youth indeed hopes for many
more days, so cannot the old man. The
youth's hopes are ill grounded; for what is

more foolish than to place any confidence

upon an uncertainty? But the old man has
not room so much as to hope; he is still

happier than the youth, he has already en

joyed what the other does but hope for.

One wishes to live long, the other has lived

long. But alas, is there any thing in human
life, the duration of which can be called

long? There is nothing which must end, to

be valued for its continuance. If hours,

days, months and years pass away, it is no
matter what hour, what day, what month,
or what year we die. The applause of a

good actor is due to him at whatever scene
of the play he makes his exit. It is thus in

the life of a man of sense, a short life is suf

ficient to manifest himself a man of honour
and virtue; when he ceases to be such he
has lived too long, and while he is such, it

is of no consequence to him how long he
shall be so, provided he is so to his life's

end. T.
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Nemo repente fuit turpissimus- -Juv. Sat. ii. 13.

No man e'er reach'd the heights of vice at first.

Tate.

* MR. SPECTATOR, You are frequent in

the mention of matters which concern the
feminine world, and take upon you to be

very severe against men upon all those oc
casions: but all this while I am afraid you
have been very little conversant with wo
men, or you would know the generality of

them are not so angry as you imagine at the

general vices among us. I am apt to believe

(begging your pardon) that you are still

what I myself was once, a queer modest
fellow; and therefore, for your information,
shall give you a short account of myself,
and the reasons why I was forced to wench,
drink, play, and do every thing which are

necessary to the character of a man of wit
and pleasure, to be well with the ladies.

' You are to know then that I was bred a

gentleman, and had the finishing part of my
education under a man of great probity,
wit, and learning, in one of our universities.
I will not deny but this made my behaviour
and mien bear in it a figure of thought ra
ther than action; and a man of a quite con

trary character, who never thought in his

life, rallied me one day upon it, and said
' he believed I was still a virgin.

' There
was a young lady of virtue present, and I

was not displeased to favour the insinuation;
but it had a quite contrary effect from what
I expected. I was ever after treated with

great coldness both by that lady and all the
rest of my acquaintance. In a very little

time I never came into a room but I could
hear a whisper,

' Here comes the maid.' A
girl of humour would on some occasion say,
' Why, how do you know more than any of

us?' An expression of that kind was gene
rally followed by a loud laugh. In a word,
for no other fault in the world than that

they really thought me as innocent as them
selves, I became of no consequence among
them, and was received always upon the
foot of a jest This made so strong an im

pression upon me, that I resolved to be as

agreeable as the best ofthemen who laughed
at me: but I observed it was nonsense for

me to be impudent at first among those who
knew me. My character for modesty was
so notorious wherever I had hitherto ap
peared, that I resolved to show my new
face in new quarters of the world. My first

step I chose with judgment; for I went to

Astrop,* and came down among a crowd
of academics, at one dash, the impudentest
fellow they had ever seen in their lives.

Flushed with this success, I made love and
was happy. Upon this conquest I thought
it would be unlike a gentleman to stay long
with my mistress, and crossed the country
to Bury. | I could give you a very good
account of myself at that place also. At
these two ended my first summer of gal

lantry. The winter following, you would
wonder at it, but I relapsed into modesty
upon coming among people of figure in

London, yet not so much but that the ladies

who had formerly laughed at me, said,
' Bless us!-how wonderfully that gentleman
is improved!' Some familiarities about the

playhouses towards the end of the ensuing
winter, made me conceive new hopes of

adventures. And instead rf returning the
next summer to Astrop or Bury, I thought
myself qualified to go to Epsom, and fol

lowed a young woman, whose relations were

jealous of my place in her favour, to Scar

borough. I carried my point, and in my
third year aspired to go to Tunbridge, and
in the autumn of the same year made my
appearance at Bath. I was now got into

the way of talk proper for ladies, and was
run into a vast acquaintance among them,
which I always improved to the best ad

vantage. In all this course of time, and some

years following, I found a sober modest man
was always looked upon by both sexes as a

precise unfashioned fellow of no life or

spirit. It was ordinary for a man who had
been drunk in good company, or passed a

* Astrop Wells in Oxfordshire.

f Bury-fair. A place of fashionable resort.
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night with a wench, to speak of it next day
before women for whom he had the greatest

respect. He was reproved, perhaps, with
a blow of the fan, or with an ' oh fy !

'

but
the angry lady still preserved an apparent
approbation in her countenance. He was
called a strange wicked fellow, a sad wretch ;

he shrugs his shoulders, swears, receives
another blow, swears again he did not know
he swore, and all was well. You might
often see men game in the presence of wo
men, and throw at once for more than they
were worth, to recommend themselves as

men of spirit. I found by long experience
that the loosest principles and most aban
doned behaviour, carried all before them in

pretensions to women of fortune. The en

couragement given to people of this stamp,
made me soon throw off the remaining im

pressions of a sober education. In the above-
mentioned place's, as well as in town, I

always kept company with those who lived

most at large; and in the process of time I

was a pretty rake among the men, and a

very pretty fellow among the women. I

must confess I had some melancholy hours

upon the account of the narrowness of my
fortune, but my conscience at the same
time gave me the comfort that I had quali
fied myself for marrying a fortune.

'When I had lived in this manner for

some time, and became thus accomplished,
I was now in the twenty-seventh year of

my age, and about the forty-seventh of my
constitution, my health and estate wasting

very fast; when I happened to fall into the

company of a very pretty young lady, in her
own disposal. I entertained the company,
as we men of gallantry generally do, with
the many haps and disasters, watchings
under windows, escapes from jealous hus

bands, and several other perils. The young
thing was wonderfully charmed with one

that knew the world so well, and talked so

fine; with Desdemona, all her -lover said

affected her;
' It was strange, it was won

drous strange.
'

In a word, I saw the im

pression I had made upon her, and with a

very little application the pretty thing has
married me. There is so much charm in

her innocence and beauty, that I do now as

much detest the course I have been in for

many years, as I ever did before I entered

into it.

' What I intend, Mr. Spectator, by writ

ing all this to you, is that you would, before

you go any further with your panegyrics on

the fair sex, give them some lectures upon
their silly approbations. It is that I am
weary of vice, and that it was not my natu

ral way, that I am now so far recovered as

not to bring this believing dear creature to

contempt and poverty for her generosity to

me. At the same time tell the youth of

good education of our sex, that they take
too little care of improving themselves in

little things. A good air at entering into a

room, a proper audacity in expressing him
self with gaiety and gracefulness, would

make a young gentleman of virtue and
sense capable of discountenancing the shal

low impudent rogues, that shine among the

women.
' Mr. Spectator, I do not doubt but you

are a very sagacious person, but you are so

great with Tully of late, that I fear you will

contemn these things as matters of no con

sequence: but believe me, sir, they are of

the highest importance to human life; and
if you can do any thing towards opening fair

eyes, you will lay an obligation upon all

your contemporaries, who are fathers, hus

bands, or brothers to females. Your most
affectionate humble servant,
T. ' SIMON HONEYCOMB.'

No. 155.] Tuesday, August 28, 1711.

Hse nugte seria ducunt
In mala ffor. Jlrs Poet. v. 451.

These things, which now seem frivolous and slight,

Will prove of serious consequence. Roscommon.

I HAVE more than once taken notice of an

indecent license taken in discourse, wherein

the conversation on one part is involuntary,
and the effect of some necessary circum

stances. This happens in travelling to-,

gether in the same hired coach, sitting near

each other in any public assembly, or the

like. I have, upon making observations of

this sort, received innumerable messages
from that part of the fair sex whose lot in

life it is to be of any trade or public way of

life. They are all, to a woman, urgent with

me to lay before the world the unhappy
circumstances they are under, from the un
reasonable liberty which is taken in their

presence, to talk on what subject it is

thought fit by every coxcomb who wants

understanding or breeding. One or two of

these complaints I shall set down.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I keep a coffee

house, and am one of those whom you have

thought fit to mention as an idol some time

ago. I suffered a good deal of raillery upon
that occasion; but shall heartily forgive you,
who are the cause of it, if you will do me
justice in another point. What I ask of you
is to acquaint my customers (who are other

wise very good ones) that I am unavoidably-

hasped in my bar, and cannot help hearing
the improper discourses they are pleased to

entertain me with. They strive who shall

say the most immodest things in my hear

ing. At the same time half a dozen of them
loll at the bar, staring just in my face, ready-

to interpret my looks and gestures, accord

ing to their own imaginations. In this pas
sive condition I know not where to cast my
eyes, place my hands, or what to employ
myself in. But this confusion is but a jest,

and I hear them say in the end, with an

insipid air of mirth and subtlety,
' Let her

alone, she knows as well as we, for all she

looks so.' Good Mr. Spectator, persuade

gentlemen that it is out of all decency. Say
it is possible a woman may be modest and
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yet keep a public-house. Be pleased to

argue, that in truth the affront is the more
unpardonable because I am obliged to suffer

it, and cannot fly from it. I do assure you,
sir, the cheerfulness of life which would
arise from the honest gain I have, is utterly
lost to me, from the endless, flat, imper
tinent pleasantries which I hear from morn
ing to night. In a word, it is too much for
me to bear; and I desire you to acquaint
them, that I will keep pen and ink at the
bar, and write down all they say to me, and
send it to you for the press. It is possible
when they see how empty what they speak,
without the advantage of an impudent coun
tenance and gesture, will appear, they may
come to some sense of themselves, and the
insults they are guilty of towards me. I

am, sir, your most humble servant,
'THE IDOL.'

This representation is so just, that it is

hard to speak of it without an indignation
which perhaps would appear too elevated
to such as can be guilty of this inhuman
treatment, where they see they affront
a modest, plain, and ingenuous behaviour.
This correspondent is not the only sufferer
in this kind, for I have long letters both
from the Royal and New-Exchange on the
same subject. They tell me that a young
fop cannot buy a pair of gloves, but he is

at the same time straining for some inge
nious ribaldry to say to the young woman
who helps them on. It is no small addition
to the calamity, that the rogues buy as
hard as the plainest and modestest custom
ers they have; besides which they loll upon
the counters half an hour longer than they
need, to drive away other customers, who
are to share their impertinences with the

milliner, or go to another's shop. Letters
from 'Change-alley are full of the same evil;
and the girls tell me, except I can chase
some eminent merchants from their shops,
they shall in a short time fail. It is very
unaccountable, that men can have so little

deference to all mankind who pass by
them, as to bear being seen toying by twos
and threes at a time, with no other purpose
but to appear gay enough to keep up a

light conversation of common-place jests,
to the injury of her whose credit is certainly
hurt by it, though their own may be strong
enough to bear it. When we come to have
exact accounts of these conversations, it is

not to be doubted but that their discourses
will raise the usual style of buying and sel

ling. Instead of the plain downright lying,
and asking and bidding so unequally to

what they will really give and take, we
may hope to have from these fine folks an

exchange of compliments. There must
certainly be a great deal of pleasant differ

ence between the commerce of lovers, and
that of all other dealers, who are, in a kind,
adversaries. A sealed bond or a bank-note,
would be a prett y gallantry to convey unseen
into the hands of one whom a director is

charmed with; otherwise the city-loiterers
are still more unreasonable than those at
the other end of the town. At the New-
Exchange they are eloquent for want of

cash, but in the city they ought with cash
to supply their want of eloquence.

If one might be serious on this prevailing
folly, one might observe, that it is a melan
choly thing, when the world is mercenary
even to the buying and selling our very
persons; that young women, though they
have never so great attractions from nature,
are never the nearer being happily disposed
of in marriage; I say it is very hard under
this necessity, it shall not be possible for

them to go into a way of trade for their

maintenance, but their very excellences
and personal perfections shall be a disad

vantage to them, and subject them to be
treated as if they stood there to sell their

persons to prostitution. There cannot be
a more melancholy circumstance to one
who has made any observation in the world,
than one of those erring creatures exposed
to bankruptcy. When that happens, none
of those toying fools will do any more than

any other man they meet to preserve her
from infamy, insult and distemper. A
woman is naturally more helpless than the
other sex; and a man of honour and sense
should have this in his view in all manner
of commerce with her. Were this well

weighed, in consideration, ribaldry and
nonsense would not be more natural to

entertain women with than men; and it

would be as much impertinence to go into

a shop of one of these young women without

buying, as into that of any other trader. I

shall end this speculation with a letter I have
received from a pretty milliner in the city.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have read your
account of beauties, and was not a little

surprised to find no character of myself in

it. I do assure you I have little else to do
but to give audience, as I am such. Here
are merchants of no small consideration,
who call in as certainly as they go to

'Change, to say something of my roguish
eye. And here is one who makes me once
or twice a week tumble over all my goods,
and then owns it was only a gallantry to see
me act with these pretty hands; then lays
out three-pence in a little riband for his

wristbands, and thinks he is a man of great

vivacity. There is an ugly thing not far off

me, whose shop is frequented only by peo
ple of business, that is all day long as busy
as possible. Must I that am a beauty be
treated with for nothing but my beauty?
Be pleased to assign rates to my kind

glances, or make all pay who come to see

me, or I shall be undone by my admirers
for want of customers. Albacinda, Eudo-

sia, and all the rest* would be used just as

we are, if they were in our condition;
therefore pray consider the distress of us,

the lower order of beauties, and I shall be

your obliged humble servant.' T.
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No. 156.] Wednesday, August^, 1711.

Sed tu simul obligasti
Perfidum votis caput, enitescis
Pulchrior multo Hor. Lib. 2, Od. viii. 5.

-But thou,
When once thou hast broke some tender vow,
All perjur'd, dost more charming grow!

I DO not think any thing could make a

pleasanter entertainment, than the history
of the reigning favourites among the wo
men from time to time about this town. In
such an account we ought to have a faith
ful confession of each lady for what she
liked such and such a man, and he ought
to tell us by what particular action or
dress he believed he should be most suc
cessful. As for my part, I have always
made as easy a judgment when a man
dresses for the ladies, as when he is equip
ped for hunting or coursing. The woman's
man is a person in his air and behaviour

quite different from the rest of our species.
His garb is more loose and negligent, his
manner more soft and indolent; that is to

say, in both these cases there is an apparent
endeavour to appear unconcerned and care
less. In catching birds the fowlers have a
method of imitating their voices, to bring
them to the snare; and your women's men
have always a similitude of the creature

they hope to betray in their own conversa
tion. A woman's man is very knowing in

all that passes from one family to another,
has pretty little officiousness, is not at a
loss what is good for a cold, and it is not
amiss if he has a bottle of spirits in his

pocket in case of any sudden indisposition.

Curiosity having been my prevailing
passion, and indeed the sole entertainment
of my life, I have sometimes made it my
business to examine the course of intrigues
as well as the manners and accomplish
ments of such as have been most successful

that way. In all my observation, I never
knew a man of good understanding a gene
ral favourite; some singularity in his beha
viour, some whim in his way of life, and
what would have made him ridiculous

among the men, has recommended him to

the other sex. I should be very sorry to

offend a people so fortunate as these of

whom I am speaking; but let any one look
over the old beaux, and he will find the
man of success was remarkable for quarrel
ling impertinently for their sakes, for

dressing unlike the rest of the world, or

passing his days in an insipid assiduity
about the fair sex to gain the figure he
made amongst them. Add to this, that he
must have the reputation of being well with
other women, to please any one woman of

gallantry ; for you are to know, that there is

a mighty ambition among the light part of

the sex to gain slaves from the dominion of

others. My friend Will Honeycomb says
it was a common bite with him, to lay

suspicions that he was favoured by a lady's
enemy, that is, some rival H^auty, to be

well with herself. A little spite is natural
to a great beauty: and it is ordinary to snap
up a disagreeable fellow lest another should
have him. That impudent toad Bareface
fares well among all the ladies he converses

with, for no other reason in the world but
that he has the skill to keep them from

explanation with one another. Did they
know there is not one who likes him in her

heart, each would declare her scorn of him
the next moment; but he is well received

by them because it is the fashion, and op
position to each other brings them insensi

bly into an imitation of each other. What
adds to him the greatest grace is, that the

pleasant thief, as they call him, is the most
inconstant creature living, has a wonderful
deal of wit and humour, and never wants

something to say; besides all which, he has
a most spiteful dangerous tongue if you
should provoke him.
To make a woman's man, he must not be

a man of sense, or a fool; the business is

to entertain, and it is much better to have
a faculty of arguing, than a capacity ot

judging right. But the pleasantest of all

the women's equipage are your regular

visitants; these are volunteers in their ser

vice without hopes of pay or preferment.
It is enough that they can lead out from a

public place, that they are admitted on a

public day, and can be allowed to pass

away part of that heavy load, their time,
in the company of the fair. But commend
me above all others to those who are

known for your miners of ladies; these are

the choicest spirits which our age pro
duces. We have several of these irresisti

ble gentlemen among us when the company
is in town. These fellows are accomplished
with the knowledge of the ordinary occur

rences about court and town, have that sort

of good-breeding which is exclusive of all

morality, and consists only in being publicly
decent, privately dissolute.

It is wonderful how far a fond opinion of

herself can carry a woman, to make her
have the least regard to a professed known
woman's man; but as scarce one of all wo
men who are in the tour of gallantries ever

hears any thing ofwhat is the common sense

of sober minds, but are entertained with
a continual round of flatteries, they cannot

be mistresses of themselves enough to

make arguments for their own conduct
from the behaviour of these men to others.

It is so far otherwise, that a general fame
for falsehood in this kind, is a recommen
dation; and the coxcomb, loaded with fa

vours of many others, is received like a
victor that disdains his trophies, to be a
victim to the present charmer.

If you see a man more full of gesture than

ordinary in a public assembly, if loud upor
no occasion, if negligent of the company
around him, and yet laying wait for destroy
ing by that negligence', you may take it for

granted that he has ruined many a fail-

one. The woman's man expresses himself
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wholly in that motion which we call strut

ting. An elevated chest, a pinched hat, a
measurable step, and a sly surveying eye,
are the marks of him. Now and then you see
a gentleman with all these accomplishments;
but, alas, any one of them is enough to undo
thousands; when a gentleman with such

perfections adds to it suitable learning,
there should be public warning of his resi

dence in town, that we may remove our
wives and daughters. It happens some
times that such a fine man has read all the

miscellany poems, a few of our comedies,
and has the translation of Ovid's Epistles
by heart. ' Oh if it were possible that such
a one could be as true as he is charming!
But that is too much, the women will share
such a dear false man: a little gallantry to

hear him talk one would indulge one's self

in, let him reckon the sticks of one's fan,

say something of the Cupids in it; and then
call one so many soft names which a man
of his learning has at his fmgers'-ends.
There sure is some excuse for frailty, when
attacked by such a force against a weak
woman. ' Such is the soliloquy of many a

lady one might name, at the sight of one
of those who make it no iniquity to go on
from day to day in the sin of woman-
slaughter.

It is certain, that people are got into a

way of affectation, with a manner of over

looking the most solid virtues, and admiring
the most trivial excellences. The woman
is so far from expecting to be contemned
for being a very injudicious silly animal,
that while she can preserve her features
and her mien, she knows she is still the

object of desire; and there is a sort of secret

ambition, from reading frivolous books, and

keeping as frivolous company, each side to

be amiable in perfection, and arrive at the
characters of the Dear Deceiver and the

Perjured Fair. C.

No. 157.] Thursday, August 30, 1711.

Genius, natale comes qui temperat astrum,
Naturae Deus humanae, mortalis in unum.
duodque caput. Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 187.

IMITATED.
That directing pow'r,

Who forms the genius in the natal hour :

That God of nature, who, within us still,

Inclines our action, not constrains our will. Pope.

I AM very much at a loss to express by
any word that occurs to me in our language
that which is understood by indoles in Latin.

The natural disposition to any particular
art, science, profession, or trade, is very
much to be consulted in the care of youth,
and studied by men for their own conduct
when they form to themselves any scheme
of life. It is wonderfully hard indeed for a

man to judge of his own capacity impar
tially. That may look great to me which
may appear little to another, and I may be
carried by fondness towards myself so' far,

as to attempt things too high for my talents

30

and accomplishments. But it is not, me-
thinks, so very difficult a,matterto make
a judgment of the abilities of others, espe
cially of those who are in their infancy.
My common-place book directs me on this

occasion to mention the dawning of great
ness in Alexander, who being asked in his

youth to contend for a prize in the Olympic
games, answered he would, if he had kings
to run against him. Cassius, who was one
of the conspirators against Cxsar, gave as

great a proof of his temper, when in his
childhood he struck a play-fellow, the son
of Sylla, for saying his father was master of
the Roman people. Scipio is reported to
have answered, (when some flatterers at

supper were asking him what the Romans
would do for a general after his death,)
' Take Marius. ' Marius was then a very
boy, and had given no instances of his

valour; but it was visible to Scipio from the
manners of the youth, that he had a soul

formed for the attempt and execution of

great undertakings. I must confess I have
very often with much sorrow bewailed the
misfortune of the children of Great Britain,
when I consider the ignorance and undis-

cerning of the generality of schoolmasters.
The boasted liberty we talk of is but a mean
reward for the long servitude, the many
heart-aches and terrors, to which our child
hood is exposed in going through a gram
mar-school. Many of these stupid tyrants
exercise their cruelty without any manner
of distinction of the capacities of children,
or the intention of parents in their behalf.
There are many excellent tempers which
are worthy to be nourished and cultivated
with all possible diligence and care, that
were never designed to be acquainted with

Aristotle, Tully, or Virgil ; and there are as

many who have capacities for understand

ing every word those great persons have
writ, and yet were not born to have any
relish of their writings. For want of this

common and obvious discerning in thosewho
have the care of youth, we have so many
hundred unaccountable creatures every
age whipped up into great scholars, that are
for ever near a right understanding, and
will never arrive at it. These are the scan
dal of letters, and these are generally the
men who are to teach others. The sense
of shame and honour is enough to keep
the world itself in order without corporal
punishment, much more to train the minds
of uncorrupted and innocent children. It

happens, I doubt not, more than once in a

year, that a lad is chastised for a block

head, when it is a good apprehension that
makes him incapable of knowing what his

teacher means. A brisk imagination very
often may suggest an error, which a Ia3
could not have fallen into, if he had been
as heavy in conjecturing as his master in

explaining. But there is no mercy even to

wards a wrong interpretation of his mean
ing, the sufferings of the scholar's body arc
to rectify the mistakes of his rcind.
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I am confident that no boy, who will not

oe allured to letters without blows, will

ever be brought to any thing with them.
A great or good mind must necessarily be
the worse for such indignities; and it is a
sad change, to lose of its virtue for the im

provement of its knowledge. No one who
has gone through what they call a great
school, but must remember to have seen

children of excellent and ingenuous natures,

(as has afterwards appeared in their man
hood;) I say no man has passed through
this way of education, but must have seen
an ingenuous creature expiring with shame,
with pale looks, beseeching sorrow, and
silent tears, throw up its honest eyes, and
kneel on its tender knees to an inexorable

blockhead, to be forgiven the false quantity
of a word in making a Latin verse. The
child is punished, and the next day he
commits a like crime, and so a third with
the same consequence. I would fain ask

any reasonable man, whether this lad, in

the simplicity of his native innocence, full

of shame, and capable of any impression
from that grace of soul, was not fitter for

any purpose in this life, than after that

spark of virtue is extinguished in him,

though he is able to write twenty verses in

an evening?
Seneca says, after his exalted way of

talking, 'As the immortal gods never learnt

any virtue, though they are endued with
all that is good; so there are some men
who have so natural a propensity to what

they should follow, that they learn it al

most as soon as they hear it.
' Plants and

vegetables are cultivated into the production
of finer fruits than they would yield with
out that care; and yet we cannot entertain

hopes of producing a tender conscious spirit

into acts of virtue, without the same methods
as are used to cut timber, or give new shape
to a piece of stone.

It is wholly to this dreadful practice that

we may attribute a certain hardiness and

ferocity which some men, though liberally

educated, carry about them in all their

behaviour. To be bred like a gentleman,
and punished like a malefactor, must, as

we see it does, produce that illiberal sauci-

ness which we see sometimes in men of

letters.

The Spartan boy who suffered the fox

(which he had stolen and hid under his

coat,) to eat into his bowels, I dare say had
not half the wit or petulance which we
learn at great schools among us: but the

glorious sense of honour, or rather fear of

shame, which he demonstrated in that ac

tion, was worth all the learning in the world
without it.

It is, methinks, a very melancholy con

sideration, that a little negligence can
spoil

us, but great industry is necessary to im
prove us; the most excellent natures are
soon depreciated, but evil tempers are long
before they are exalted into good habits.

To help this by punishments, is the same

thing as killing a man to cure him of a dis

temper; when he comes to suffer punish
ment in that one circumstance, he is brought
below the existence of a rational creature,
and is in the state of a brute that moves
only by the admonition of stripes. But since
this custom of educating youth by the lash
is suffered by the gentry of Great Britain,
I would prevail only that honest heavy lads

may be dismissed from slavery sooner than

they are at present, and not whipped on to

their fourteenth or fifteenth year, whether
they expect any progress from them or
not. Let the child s capacity be forthwith

examined, and he sent to some mechanic

way of life, without respect to his birth, if

nature designed him for nothing higher: let

him go before he has innocently suffered,
and is debased into a dereliction of mind
for being what it is no guilt to be, a plain
man. I would not here be supposed to
have said, that our learned men of either

robe, who have been whipped at school,
are not still men of noble and liberal minds;
but I am sure they had been much more
so than they are, had they never suffered
that infamy.
But though there is so little care, as I

have observed, taken, or observation made
of the natural strain of men, it is no small
comfort to me, as a Spectator, that there is

any right value set upon the bona indoles
of other animals: as appears by the follow

ing advertisement handed about the county
ofLincoln, and subscribed by Enos Thomas,
a person whom I have not the honour to

know, but suppose to be profoundly learned
in horseflesh:

'A chesnut horse called Caesar, bred by
James Darcy, esquire, at Sedbury, near
Richmond, in the county of York; his grand-
dam was his old royal mare, and got by
Blunderbuss, which was got by Hemsly-
Turk, and he got by Mr. Courant's Arabian,
which got Mr. Minshul's Jew's-Trump.
Mr. Cxsar sold him to a nobleman (coming
five years old, when he had but one sweat,)
for three hundred guineas. A guinea a leap
and trial, and a shilling the man.
T. 'ENOS THOMAS.'

No. 158.] Friday, August 31, 1711.

Nos IMBC novimus esse nihil. Martial, xiii.

We know these things to be mere trifles.

OUT of a firm regard to impartiality, 1

print these letters, let them make for me
or not.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I have observed

through the whole course of your rhap
sodies (as you once very well called them,)
you are very industrious to overthrow all

that many of your superiors, who have

gone before you, have made their rule of

writing. I am now between fifty and sixty,
and had the honour to be well with the first

men of taste and gallantry in the joyous
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reign of Charles the Second. We then had,
I humbly presume, as good understandings
among us as any now can pretend to. As
for yourself, Mr. Spectator, you seem with
the utmost arrogance to undermine the

very fundamentals upon which we con
ducted ourselves. It is monstrous to set up
for a man of wit, and yet deny that honour
in a woman is any thing else but peevish
ness, that inclination is

' not'* the best rule

of life, or virtue and vice any thing else but
health and disease. We had no more to do
but to put a lady in a good humour, and all

we could wish followed of course. Then,
again, your Tully, and your discourses of

another life, are the very bane of mirth and

good-humour. Pr'ythee do not value thy
self on thy reason at that exorbitant rate,
and the dignity of human nature; take my
word for it, a setting-dog has as good rea
son as any man in England. Had you (as

by your diurnals one would think you do, )

set up for being in vogue in town, you should
have fallen in with the bent of passion and

appetite; your songs had then been in every
pretty mouth in England, and your little

distichs had been the maxims of the fair

and the witty to walk by: but, alas, sir,

what can you hope for, from entertaining

people with what must needs make them
like themselves worse than they did before

they read you? Had you made it your
business to describe Corinna charming,
though inconstant, to find something in hu
man nature itself to make Zoilus excuse
himself for being fond of her; and to make
every man in good commerce with his own
reflections, you had done something worthy
our applause; but indeed, sir, we shall not
commend you for disapproving us. I have
a great deal more to say to you, but I shall

sum it all up in this one remark. In short,

sir, you do not write like a gentleman. I

am, sir, your most humble servant.'

( MR. SPECTATOR, The other day we
were several of us at a tea-table, and ac

cording to custom and your own advice had
the Spectator read among us. It was that

paper wherein you are pleased to treat with

great freedom that character which you
call a woman's man. We gave up all the

kinds you have mentioned, except those

who, you say, are our constant visitants. I

was upon the occasion commissioned by the

company to write to you and tell you,
" that

we shall not part with the men we have at

present, until the men of sense think fit to

relieve them, and give us their company in

their stead.
" You cannot imagine but that

we love to hear reason and good sense bet

ter than the ribaldry we are at present en
tertained with; but we must have company,
and among us very inconsiderable is better

than none at all. We are made for the
cements of society, and came into the world
to create relations amongst mankind; and

*
Spcct. in folio. In the 8vo. edition of 1712,

'
not'

was left out.

|

solitude is an unnatural being to us. If the
men of good understanding would forget a
little of their severity, they would find their
account in it: and their wisdom would have
a pleasure in it, to which they are now
strangers. It is natural among us when
men have a true relish of our company and
our value, to say every thing with a better

grace: and there is, without designing it,

something ornamental in what men utter
before women, which is lost or neglected in

conversations of men only. Give me leave
to tell you, sir, it would do you no great
harm it you yourself came a little more into

our company: it would certainly cure you
of a certain positive and determining man
ner in which you talk sometimes. In hopes
of your amendment, I am, sir, your gentle
reader.

'

' MR. SPECTATOR, Your professed re

gard to the fair sex, may perhaps make
them value your admonitions when they
will not those of other men. I desire you,
sir, to repeat some lectures upon subjects
you have now and then in a cursory man
ner only just touched. I would have a

Spectator wholly write upon good-breeding:
and after you have asserted that time and
place are to be very much considered in all

our actions, it will be proper to dwell upon
behaviour at church. On Sunday last a

grave and reverend man preached at our
church. There was something particular
in his accent; but without any manner of
affectation. This particularity a set of gig-
;lers thought the most necessary thing to

ie taken notice of in his whole discourse,
and made it an occasion of mirth during
the whole time of sermon. You should see
one of them ready to burst behind a fan,
another pointing to a companion in another
seat, and a third with an arch composure,
as if she would if possible stifle her laugh
ter. There were many gentlemen who
looked at them steadfastly, but this they
took for ogling and admiring them. There
was one of the merry ones in particular,
that found out but just then that she had
but five fingers, for she fell a reckoning the

pretty pieces of ivory over and over again,
to find herself employment and not laugh
out. Would it not be expedient, Mr. Spec
tator, that the church-warden should hold

up his wand on these occasions, and keep
the decency of the place, as a magistrate
does the peace in a tumult elsewhere?'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a woman's
man, and read with a very fine lady your
paper, wherein you fall upon us whom you
envy: what do you think I did? You must
know she was dressing, and I read the

Spectator to her, and she laughed at the

places whei*e she thought I was touched; I

threw away your moral, and taking up her

girdle, cried out,
1 Give me but what this riband bound,
Take all the rest the sun goes round.'*

* Waller's verses on a lady's girdle.
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'She smiled, sir, and said you were a
pedant; so say of me what you please, reac

Seneca, and quote him against me if you
think fit I am, sir, your humble ser
vant.

'

T.
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-Omnem, quz nunc obducta tuenti
Mortales hebetat visas tibi, et huraida circum
Caligat, nubcm eripiam. fifg- JEn. ii. 604.

The cloud, which, intercepting the clear light,
Hangs o'er thy eyes, and blunts thy mortal sight,
I will remove.

WHEN I was at Grand Cairo, I picked
up several oriental manuscripts which ]

have still by me. Among others, I met with
one entitled, The Visions of Mirza, which
I have read over with great pleasure. ]

intend to give it to the public when I have
no other entertainment for them; and shall

begin with the first vision, which I have
translated word for word as follows:

'On the fifth day of the moon, which,
according to the custom of my forefathers,
I always keep holy, after having washed

myself, and offered up my morning devo
tions, I ascended the high hills of Bagdat,
in order to pass the rest of the day in medi
tation and prayer. As I was here airing
myself on the tops of the mountains, I fefl

into a profound contemplation on the vanity
ofhuman life; and passing from one thought
to another,

"
Surely," said I,

" man is but
a shadow, and life a dream." Whilst I

was thus musing, I cast my eyes towards
the summit of a rock that was not far from
me, where I discovered one in the habit of
a shepherd, with a little musical instrument
in his hand. As I looked upon him he ap
plied it to his lips, and began to play upon
it. The sound of it was exceeding sweet,
and wrought into a variety of tunes that

were inexpressibly melodious, and alto

gether different from any thing I had ever
heard. They put me m mind of those

heavenly airs that are played to the de

parted souls of good men upon their first

arrival in Paradise, to wear out the im

pressions of the last agonies, and qualify
them for the pleasures of that happy place.

My heart melted away in secret raptures.
' I had often been told that the rock be

fore me was the haunt of a Genius; and that

several had been entertained with music
who had passed by it, but never heard that

the musician had before made himself visi

ble. When he had raised my thoughts by
those transporting airs which he played, to

taste the pleasures of his conversation, as I

looked upon him like one astonished, he
beckoned to me, and by the waving of his

hand directed me to approach the place
where he sat. I drew near with that reve
rence which is due to a superior nature;
and as my heart was entirely subdued by
the captivating strains I had heard, I fell

down at his feet and wept. The genius
smiled upon me with a look of compassion

and affability that familiarized him to my
imagination, and at once dispelled all the
fears and apprehensions with which I ap
proached him. He lifted me from the

ground, and taking me by the hand,
"Mirza," said he, "I have heard thee in

thy soliloquies; follow me."
' He then led me to the highest pinnacle

of the rock, and placing me on the top of it,

"Cast thy eyes eastward," said he, "and
tell me what thou seest." " I see," said I," a huge valley, and a prodigious tide of
water rolling through it." "The valley
that thou seest," said he, "is the Vale of

Misery, and the tide of water that thou
seest, is part of the great tide of eternity.

"

"What is the reason," said I, "that the
tide I see rises out of a thick mist at one
end, and again loses itself in a thick mist at
the other?" "What thou seest," said he,"

is that portion of eternity which is called

time, measured out by the sun, and reach

ing from the beginning of the world to its

consummation." "Examine now," said

he,
" this sea that is bounded with darkness

at both ends, and tell me what thou disco -

verest in it." "I see abridge," said I,
' '

standing in the midst of the tide.
" " The

bridge thou seest," said he, "is human
life, consider it attentively.

"
Upon a more

leisurely survey of it, I found that it con
sisted of three-score and ten entire arches,
with several broken arches, which added
to those that were entire, made up the
number about an hundred. As I was count

ing the arches, the genius told me that this

bridge consisted at first of a thousand arches :

but that a great flood swept away the rest,
and left the bridge in the ruinous condition
I now beheld it. "But tell me farther,"
said he, "what thou discoverest on it.

"
" I see multitudes of people passing over
it," said I,

" and a black cloud hanging on
each end of it.

" As I looked more atten

tively, I saw several of the passengers
dropping through the bridge into the great
tide that flowed underneath it; and upon
farther examination, perceived there were
innumerable trap-doors that lay concealed
in the bridge, which the passengers no
sooner trod upon, but they fell through
them into the tide, and immediately disap
peared. These hidden pit-falls were set

very thick at the entrance of the bridge, so

that throngs of people no sooner broke

:hrough the cloud, but many of them fell

nto them. They grew thinner towards
the middle, but multiplied and lay closer

together towards the end of the arches that
were entire.

'There were indeed some persons, but
their number was very small, that continued
a kind of hobbling march on the broken
arches, but fell through one after another,

>eing quite tired and spent with so long a
walk.

' I passed some time in the contemplation
of this wonderful structure, and the great
aricty of objects which it presented. My
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'heart was filled with a deep melancholy to

see several dropping unexpectedly in the
midst of mirth and jollity, and catching at

every thing that stood by them to save
themselves. Some were looking up towards
the heavens in a thoughtful posture, and in

the midst of a speculation stumbled and fell

out of sight. Multitudes were very busy in

the pursuit of bubbles that glittered in their

eyes and danced before them; but often
when they thought themselves within the
reach of them, their footing failed and down
they sunk. In this confusion of objects, I

observed some with scimitars in theirhands,
and others with urinals, who ran to and fro

upon the bridge, thrusting several persons
on trap-doors which did not seem to lie

in their way, and which they might have

escaped had they not been thus forced upon
them.

' The genius seeing me indulge myself on
this melancholy prospect, told me I had
dwelt long enough upon it.

" Take thine

eyes off the bridge," said he, "and tell me
if thou yet seest any thing thou dost not

comprehend.
"

Upon looking up,
" What

mean," said I,
" those great flights of birds

that are perpetually hovering about the

bridge, and settling upon it from time to

time? I see vultures, harpies, ravens, cor

morants, and among many other feathered
creatures several little winged boys, that

perch in great numbers upon the middle
arches." "

These," said the genius,
" are

Envy, Avarice, Superstition,Despair,Love,
"with the like cares and passions that infest
human life."

' I here fetched a deep sigh.
"
Alas,"

said I, "man was made in vain! how is he
given away to misery and mortality ! tor
tured in life, and swallowed up in death!"
The genius b^ing moved with compassion
towards me, bivl me quit so uncomfortable
a prospect. "Look no more," said he," on man in the first stage of his existence,
in his setting out for eternity; but cast thine

eye on that thick mi& into which the tide
bears the several generations of mortals
that fall into it.

"
I directed my sight as I

was ordered, and (whether or no the good
genius strengthened it with any superna
tural force, or dissipated pan of the mist
that was before too thick for the eye to

penetrate,) I saw the valley opening at the
farther end, and spreading forth into an
immense ocean, that had a huge rock of
adamant running through the midst of it,

and dividing it into two equal parts. The
clouds still rested on one half of it, insomuch
that I could discover nothing in it: but the
other appeared to me a vast ocean planted
with innumerable islands, that were covered
with fruits and flowers, and interwoven with
athousand little shining seas that ran among
them. I could see persons dressed in glo
rious habits with garlands upon their heads,
passing amonjj the trees, lying down by the
sides of fountains, or resting on beds of flow

ers; and could hear a confused harmonv of

singing birds, falling waters, human voices,
and musical instruments. Gladness grew
in me upon the discovery of so delightful a

scene. I wished for the wings of an eagle,
that I might fly away to those happy seats;
but the genius told me there was no passage
to them except through the gates of death
that I saw Opening every moment upon the

bridge.
" The islands,

5 '

said he,
" that lie

so fresh and green before thee, and with
which the whole face of the ocean appears
spotted as far as thou canst see, are more
in number than the sands on the sea-shore;
there are myriads of islands behind those,

which thou here discoverest, reaching far

ther than thine eye, or even thine ima

gination can extend itself. These are the
mansions of good men after death, who ac

cording to the degree and kinds of virtue in

which they excelled, are distributed among
these several islands, which abound with

pleasures of different kinds and degrees,
suitable to the relishes and perfections of

those who are settled in them ; every island

is a Paradise accommodated to its respec
tive inhabitants. Are not these, O Mirza,
habitations worth contending for? Does life

appear miserable, that gives thee opportu
nities of earning such a reward? Is death
to be feared, that will convey thee to so

happy an existence? Think not man was
made in vain who has such an eternity re

served for him.
"

I gazed with inexpressi
ble pleasure on these happy islands. At
length, said I,

" Show me now, I beseech

thee, the secrets that lie hid under those
dark clouds which cover the ocean on the
other side of the rock of adamant." The
genius making me no answer, I turned me
about to address myself to him a second

time, but found that he had left me; I then
turned again to the vision which I had been
so long contemplating: but, instead of the

rolling tide, the arched bridge, and the

happy islands, I saw nothing but the long,
hollow valley of Bagdat, with oxen, sheep,
and camels, grazing upon the sides of it.

The end of the First Vision ofMirza.
Vv*
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Cui mens divinior, atque os

Magna sonaturum, des nominis hujus honorem.
Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. iv. 43.

On him confer the Poet's sacred name,
Whose lofty voice declares the heav'nly flame.

THERE is no character more frequently

given to a writer, than that of being a ge
nius. I have heard many a little sonneteei

called a fine genius. There is not an heroic

scribbler in the nation, that has not his ad
mirers who think him a great genius; and
as for your smatterers in tragedy, there is

scarce a man among them who is not cried

up by one or other for a prodigious genius.

My design in this paper is to consider

what is properly a great genius, and to
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throw some thoughts together on so un
common a subject.

Among great geniuses those few draw
the admiration of all the world upon them,
and stand up as the prodigies of mankind,
who by the mere strength of natural parts,
and without any assistance of art or learn

ing, have produced works that were the

delight of their own times, and the wonder
of posterity. There appears something
nobly wild and extravagant in these great
natural geniuses that is infinitely more
beautiful than all the turn and polishing
of what the French call a bel esfirit, by
which they would express a genius refined

by conversation, reflection, and the reading
of the most polite authors. The greatest
genius which runs through the arts and sci

ences, takes a kind of tincture from them,
and falls unavoidably into imitation.

Many of these great natural geniuses that
were never disciplined and broken by rules

of art, are to be found among the ancients,
and in particular among those of the more
eastern parts of the world. Homer has in

numerable flights that Virgil was not able
to reach, and in the Old Testament we find

several passages more elevated and sublime
than any in Homer. At the same time that
we allow a greater and more daring genius
to the ancients, we must own that the

greatest of them very much failed in, or,
if you will, that they were much above the

nicety and correctness of the moderns. In

their similitudes and allusions, provided
there was a likeness, they did not much
trouble themselves about the decency of

the comparison: thus Solomon resembles
the nose of his beloved to the tower of Le
banon which looketh towards Damascus;
as the coming of a thief in the night, is a
similitude of the same kind in the New
Testament. It would be endless to make
collections of this nature; Homer illustrates

one of his heroes encompassed with the

enemy, by an ass in a field of corn that has
his sides belaboured by all the boys of the

village without stirring a foot for it; and
another of them tossing to and fro in his

bed and burning with resentment, to a piece
of flesh broiled on the coals. This particu
lar failure in the ancients, opens a large
field of raillery to the little wits, who can

laugh at an indecency, but not relish the

sublime in these sorts of writings. The
present emperor of Persia, conformable to

this eastern way of thinking, amidst a great

many pompous titles, denominates himself
the sun of glory,' and 'the nutmeg of de

light.' In short, to cut off all cavilling

against the ancients, and particularly those
of the warmer climates, who had most heat
and life in their imagination, we are to con

sider that the rule of observing what the

French call the bienseance in an allusion,

has been found out of later years, and in

the colder regions of the world; where we
would make some amends for our want of

force and spirit, by a scrupulous nicety and

exactness in our compositions. Our coun

tryman Shakspeare was a remarkable in

stance of this first kind of great geniuses.
I cannot quit this head without observing

that Pindar was a great genius of the first

class, who was hurried on by a natural fire

and impetuosity to vast conceptions of

things and noble sallies of imagination. At
the same time, can any thing be more ridi

culous than for men of a sober and mode
rate fancy to imitate this poet's way of

writing in those monstrous compositions
which go among us under the name of Pin
darics? When I see people copying works,

which, as Horace has represented them,
are singular in their kind, and inimitable:

when I see men following irregularities by
rule, and by the little tricks of art straining
after the most unbounded flights of nature,
I cannot but apply to them that passage in

Terence;
-Incerta hsec si tu postules

Ratione certa facere, nihilo plus agas,
duam si des operam, ut cum ratione insanius.

Eun. Act 1. Sc. 1.

You may as well pretend to be mad and in your
senses at the same time, as to think of reducing these

uncertain things to any certainty by reason.

In short, a modern Pindaric writer com

pared with Pindar, is like a sister among
the Camisars* compared with Virgil's

Sibyl: there is the distortion, grimace, and
outward figure, but nothing of that divine

impulse which raises the mind above itself,

and makes the sounds more than human.
There is another kind of great geniuses

which I shall place in a second class, not as

I think them inferior to the first, but only

for distinction's sake, as they are of a dif

ferent kind. This second class of great

geniuses are those that have formed them
selves by rules, and submitted the greatness
of their natural talents to the corrections

and restraints of art. Such among the

Greeks were Plato and Aristotle; among
the Romans Virgil and Tully; among the

English Milton and Sh Francis Bacon.

* A particular account c* these people
and the strange

fortune of their leader, is to be found in Voltaire's " Sie-

cle de Louis XIV." A few of them made their appear
ance in this country, in the year 1707, of whom Smollet

gives the following account :

" Three Camis, or protestants, from the Cevennois,

having made their escape, and repaired to London, ac

quired" about tkis time the appullation of French pro

phets, from thfir enthusiastic gesticulations, effusions,

and convulsions; and even formed a sect of their coun

trymen. Tne French refugees, scandalized at their be

haviour, pnd authorized by the bishop of London. as

superior jf the French congregations, resolved to in

quire into the mission of these pretended prophets.

whose names were Elias Marion. John Cavalier, and

Dursnd Eage. They were declared impostors and coun

terfeits. Notwithstanding this decision, which was

confirmed by the bishops, they continued their assrm-

lilies in folio, under the countenance of Sir Richard

Bulkeley and John Lacy. They reviled the ministers

of the established church: they denounced judgments

against the city of London, and the whole British na

tion; and published their predictions composed of unin

telligible jargon. Then they were prosecuted at the

expense of the French churches, as disturbers of the

public peace and false prophets. They were sentence!

to pay a tine of twenty marks each, and stand twice on

a scaffold, with papers on their breasts, denoting theii

offence : a sentence which was executed accordingly a.

Charing-Cross and the Royal-Exchange."
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The genius in both these classes of author

may be equally great, but shows itself afte:
a different manner. In the first it is like i

rich soil in a happy climate, that produce
a whole wilderness of noble plants rising in
a thousand beautiful landscapes, without
any certain order or regularity. In the
other it is the same rich soil under the
same happy climate, that has been laid out
in walks and parterres, and cut into shape
and beauty by the skill of the gardener.
The great danger in these latter kind of

geniuses, is lest
they cramp their own abili

ties too much by imitation, and form them
selves altogether upon models, without giv
ing the full play to their own natural parts.An imitation of the best authors is not to

compare with a good original; and I believe
we may observe that very few writers make
an extraordinary figure in the world, who
have not something in their way of think
ing or expressing themselves, that is pecu
liar to them, and entirely their own.

It is odd to consider what great geniuses
are sometimes thrown away upon trifles.

'I once saw a shepherd,' says a famous
Italian author, 'who used to divert him
self in his solitudes with tossing up eggsand catching them again without breakingthem: in which he had arrived to so greata degree of perfection, that he would keep
up four at a time for several minutes to
gether playing in the air, and falling into
his hands by turns. I think,' says the au
thor,

' I never saw a greater severity than
in this man's face; for by his wonderful
perseverance and application, he had con
tracted the seriousness and gravity of a
privy-counsellor; and I could not but re
flect with myself, that the same assiduity
and attention, had they been rightly applied,
might have made him a greater mathema
tician than Archimedes.' . C.
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Ipsc dies agitat festos: Fususque per herbam,
ignis ubi in medio et socii cratera coronant,Te libans, Leniee, vocat : pecorisque magistris
Velocis jaculi certamina ponit in ulmo,
Corporaque agresti nudat pnedura paleestra.Hanc olitn veteres vitam coluere Sabini,
Hanc Remus et frater. Sic fortis Etruria crevit,
Scilicet et rerum facta est pulcherrima Roma.

. Virg. Georg. ii. 527.

Himself, in rustic pomp, on holy-days,To rural powers a just oblation paysAnd on the green his careless limbs displays.The hearth is in the midst : the herdsmen round
The cheerful fire provoke his health in goblets crown'd.He calls on Bacchus, and propounds the prize;The groom his fellow-groom at buts defies
And bends his bow, and levels with his eyesOr stript for wrestling, smears his limbg with oil,And watches with a trip his foe to foil
Such was the life the frugal Sabines led;So Remus and his brother king were bre'd

;Prom whom th' austere Etrurian virtue rose
And this rude life our homely fathers chose

'

Old Rome from such a race deriv'd her birth
The seat of empire, and the conquer'd earth.'

Dryden.
[ AM glad that my late going into the

country has increased the number of my

correspondents, one of whom sends me the
following letter:

'SiR, Though you are pleased tore-
tire from us so soon into the city, I hope
you will not think the affairs of the coun
try altogether unworthy of your inspec
tion for the future. I had the honour of

seeing your short face at Sir Roger de Co-
verley's, and have ever since thought your
person and writings both extraordinary.Had

you staid there a few days longer, you
would have seen a country wake, which
you know in most parts of England is the
eve-feast of the dedication of our churches.
I was last week at one of these assemblies,
which was held in a neighbouring parish:
where I found their green covered with a
promiscuous multitude of all ages and both
sexes, who esteem one another more or
less the following part of the year, accord
ing as they distinguish themselves at this
time. The whole company were in their

holiday clothes, and divided into several
parties, all of them endeavouring to show
themselves in those exercises wherein they
excelled, and to gain the approbation of
the lookers-on.

' I found a ring of cudgel-players, who
were breaking one another's heads in order
:o make some impression on their mis
presses' hearts. I observed a lusty young
ellow, who had the misfortune of a broken
Date; but what considerably added to the
anguish of the wound, was his overhearing
an old man, who shook his head and said,
'That he questioned now if Black Kate
would marry him these three years.' I
was diverted from a farther observation of
these combatants by a foot-ball match,
wWch was on the other side of the green ;

where Tom Short behaved himself so
well, that most people seemed to agree, 'it
was impossible that he should remain a
jachelor until the next wake.' Having
Clayed many a match myself, I could have
ooked longer on this sport, had I not ob
served a country girl who was posted on
an eminence at some distance from me,
and was making so many odd grimaces,
and writhing and

distorting her whole bodyn so strange a manner, as made me very
desirous to know the meaning of it. Upon
my coming up to her, I found that she was
overlooking a ring of wrestlers, and that
her sweetheart, a person of small stature,
was

contending with a huge brawny fellow,who twirled him about, and shook the little
man so violently, that by a secret sympa-
hy of hearts it produced all those "agita-
ions in the person of his mistress, who I
dare say, like Cxlia in Shakspeare on the
ame occasion, could have wished herself
invisible to catch the strong fellow by the
eg.

'* The 'squire of the parish treats the
whole company every year with a hogs
head of ale; and proposes a beaver hat
s a recompence to him who gives most

* As You Like It. Act i. Sc. 6.
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falls. This has raised such a spirit of emu
lation in the youth of the place, that some
of them have rendered themselves very
expert at this exercise; and I was often

surprised to see a fellow's heels fly up, by
a trip which was given him so smartly that
I could scarce discern it. I found that the
old wrestlers seldom entered the ring until

some one was grown formidable by having
thrown two or three of his opponents: but

kept themselves as it were in a reserved

body to defend the hat, which is always
hung up by the person who gets it in one
of the most conspicuous parts of the house,
and looked upon by the whole family as

something redounding much more to their
honour than a coat of arms. There was a
fellow who was so busy in regulating all

the ceremonies, and seemed to carry such
an air of importance in his look, that I

could not help inquiring who he was, and
was immediately answered,

" That he did
not value himself upon nothing, for that
he and his ancestors had won so many
hats, that his parlour looked like a haber
dasher's shop." However, this thirst of

glory in them all was the reason that no
man stood "lord of the ring," for above
three falls while I was among them.

' The young maids who were not lookers-
on at these exercises, were themselves en

gaged in some diversions: and upon my
asking a farmer's son of my own parish
what he was gazing at with so much at

tention, he told me, "That he was seeing

Betty Welch," whom I knew to be his

sweetheart,
"
pitch a bar."

' In short, I found the men endeavoured
to show the women they were no cowards,
and that the whole company strived to re

commend themselves to each other by
making it appear that they were all in a

perfect state of health, and fit to undergo

any fatigues of bodily labour.

'Your judgment upon this method of

love and gallantry, as it is at present prac
tised among us in the country, will very
much oblige, sir, yours, &

'

If I would here put on the scholar and

politician, I might inform my readers how
.hese bodily exercises or games were for-

nerly encouraged in all the common
wealths of Greece; from whence the

Romans afterwards borrowed their fien-

tathlum, which was composed of running,

wrestling, leaping, throwing, and boxing,

though the prizes were generally nothing
but a crown of cypress or parsley, hats not

being in fashion in those days: that there is

an old statute, which obliges every man in

England, having such an estate, to keep and

exercise the long-bow: by which means
our ancestors excelled all other nations in

the use of that weapon, and we had all the

real advantages, without the inconvenience
of a standing army: and that I once met
with a book of projects, in which the au

thor, considering to what noble ends that

spirit of emulation, which so remarkably
shows itself among our common people in

these wakes, might be directed, proposes
that for the improvement of all our handi

craft trades there should be annual prizes
set up for such persons as were most ex

cellent in their several arts. But laying
aside all these political considerations,

which might tempt me to pass the limits

of my paper, I confess the greatest benefit

and convenience that I can observe in these

country festivals, is the bringing young
people together, and giving them an op

portunity of showing themselves in the

mt)st advantageous light A country fel

low that throws his rival upon his back,
has generally as good success with their

common mistress; as nothing is more usual

than for a nimble-footed wench to get a

husband at the same time that she wins

a smock. Love and marriages are the

natural effects of these anniversary as

semblies. I must therefore very much

approve the method by which my corre

spondent tells me each sex endeavours to

recommend itself to the other, since no

thing seems more likely to promise a

healthy offspring, or a happy cohabita

tion. And I believe I may assure my
country friend, that there has been many
a court lady who would be contented to ex

change her crazy young husband for Tom
Short, and several men of quality who
would have parted with a tender yoke
fellow for Black Kate.

I am the more pleased with having love

made the principal end and design of these

meetings, as it seems to be more agreeable
to the intent for which they were at first in

stituted, as we are informed by the learned

Dr. Kennet,* with whose words I shall con

clude my present paper.
' These wakes (says he,) were in imita

tion of the ancient >.*., or love-feasts;

and were first established in England by
Pope Gregory the Great, who in an Epis
tle to Melitusthe abbot, gave order that

they should be kept in sheds or arbories

made up with the branches and boughs of

trees round the church.
'

He adds,
' That this laudable custom of

wakes prevailed for many ages, until the

nice puritans began to exclaim against i

as a remnant of popery; and by degrees
the precise humour grew so popular, that

at an Exeter assizes the Lord Chief Baron

Walter made an order for the suppression
of all wakes; but on Bishop Laud's com

plaining of this innovating humour, the king

commanded the order to be reversed. X.
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Servetur ad imum,
aualis ab incepto processed!, et sibi constot.

Ilor. Jlrs Poet.

Keep one consistent plan from end to end.

NOTHING that is not a real crime makes

* Parochial Antiquities, 4to. 1095, p CIO, 614
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a man appear so contemptible and little in

the eyes of the world as inconstancy, espe
cially when it regards religion or party.
In either of these cases, though a man per
haps does but his duty in changing his

side, he not only makes himself hated by
those he left, but is seldom heartily esteem
ed by those he comes over to.

In these great articles of life, therefore,
a man's conviction ought to be very strong,
and if possible so well-timed, that worldly
advantages may seem to have no share in it,

or mankind will be ill-natured enough to

think he does not change sides out of prin
ciple, but either out of levity of temper, or

prospects of interest. Converts and rene-

gadoes of all kinds should take particular
care to let the world see they act upon ho
nourable motives; or whatever approba
tions they may receive from themselves,
and applauses from those they converse

with, they may be very well assured that

they are the scorn of all good men, and the

public marks of infamy and derision.

Irresolution on the schemes of life which
offer themselves to our choice, and incon

stancy in pursuing them, are the greatest
and most universal causes of all our disquiet
and unhappiness. When ambition pulls
one way, interest another, inclination a

third, and perhaps reason contrary to all,

a man is likely to pass his time but ill who
has so many different parties to please.
When the mind hovers among such a va

riety of allurements, one had better settle

on a way of life that is not the very best
we might have chosen, than grow old with
out determining our choice, and go out of
the world, as the greatest part of mankind
do, before we had resolved how to live in

it. There is but one method of setting our
selves at rest in this particular, and that
is by adhering steadfastly to one great end
as the chief and ultimate aim of all our

pursuits. If we are firmly resolved to live

up to the dictates of reason, without any
regard to wealth, reputation, or the like

considerations, any more than as they fall

in with our principal design, we may go
through life with steadiness and pleasure;
but if we act by several broken views, and
will not only be virtuous, but wealthy,
popular, and every thing that has a value
set upon it by the world, we shall live and
die in misery and repentance.
One would take more than ordinary care

to guard one's self against this particular
imperfection, because it is that which our
nature very strongly inclines us to; for if

we examine ourselves thoroughly, we shall

find that we are the most changeable be

ings in the universe. In respect to our un

derstanding, we often embrace and reject
the very same opinions; whereas beings
above and beneath us have probably no

opinions at all, or at least no wavering and
uncertainties in those they have. Our su-

perirrs are guided by intuition, and our in

feriors by instinct. In respect of our wills,
31

we fall into crimes and recover out of them,
are amiable or odious in the eyes of our

great Judge, and pass our whole life in of

fending and asking pardon. On the con

trary, the beings underneath us are not

capable of sinning, nor those above us of

repenting. The one is out of the possibili
ties of duty, and the other fixed in an eter
nal course of sin, or an eternal course of
virtue.

There is scarce a state of life, or stage in

it, which does not produce changes and
revolutions in the mind of man. Our
schemes of thought in infancy are lost in

those of youth; these too take a different

turn in manhood, until old age often leads
us back into our former infancy. A new
title or an unexpected success throws
us out of ourselves, and in a manner de

stroys cur identity. A cloudy day, or a lit

tle sunshine, has as great an influence on

many constitutions, as the most real bless

ing or misfortune. A dream varies our

being, and changes our condition while it

lasts; and every passion, not to mention
health and sickness, and the greater altera

tions in body and mind, makes us appear
almost different creatures. If a man is so

distinguished among other beings by this

infirmity, what can we think of such as

make themselves remarkable for it even

among their own species? It is a very
trifling character to be one of the most va
riable beings of the most variable kind,

especially if we consider that he who is the

great standard of perfection has in him no
shadow of change, but 'is the same yester
day, to-day, and for ever.'

As this mutability of temper and incon

sistency with ourselves is the greatest
weakness of human nature, so it makes the

person who is remarkable for it in a very
particular manner more ridiculous than

any other infirmity whatsoever, as it sets

him in a greater variety of foolish lights,
and distinguishes him from himself by an

opposition of party-coloured characters.
The most humorous character in Horace
s founded upon this unevenness of temper
and irregularity of conduct:

-Sardus habebnt
Hie Tigellius hoc: Caesar, qui cogere posset,
Si peteret per amicitiam patris, atque suam, non
Quidquam proflceret ;

si collibuisset, ab ovo
Usque ad mala citaret, lo Bacche, modo suinma
Voce, modo hac, resonat qute chord is quatuor ima.
Nil tequale homini fuit illi : seepe velut qui
Currebat fugiens hostem; persrepe velut qui
Junonis sacra ferret

; habebat ssepe ducentos,
Ssepe decem servos : Modo reges atque tetrarchas,
Omnia magna loquens ; modo, sit iiiihi mensa

tripes, et

Concha sails puri, et toga, qua; defendere frigus,
Quamvis crassa, queat. Decies centena dediree*
Huic parco paucis contento, quinque diebus
Nil erat in loculis. Noctes vigilabat ad ipsum
Mane : diem totum stertebat. Nil fuit unquam
Sic impar sibi Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. iii.

Instead of translating this passage in

Horace, I shall entertain my English reader
with the description of a parallel charac-

er, that is wonderfully well finished by Mr.
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Dryden, and raised upon the same founda
tion:

In the first rank of these did Zimri stand :

A man so various, that he seem'd to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.
Stiff in opinion, always in the wrong;
Was every thing by starts, and nothing long ;

But, in the course of one revolving moon,
Was chemist, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon !

Then all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking,
Besides ten thousand freaks that dy'd in thinking.
Blest madman, who could every hour employ,
With something new to wish, or to enjoy !*

c.
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3i quid ego adjuero, curamve levasso
QU;E mine te coquit, et versat sub pectore fixa,

Ecquid erit pretii ? Enn. apud Tellium.

Say, will you thank me if I bring you rest,
And ease the torture of your troubled breast?

INQUIRIES after happiness, and rules for

attaining it, are not so necessary and useful
to mankind as the arts of consolation, and

supporting one's self under affliction. The
utmost we can hope for in this world is

contentment; if we aim at any thing higher,
we shall meet with nothing but grief and

disappointment. A man should direct all

his studies and endeavours at making him
self easy now and happy hereafter.

The truth of it is, if all the happiness that

is dispersed through the whole race of

mankind in this world were drawn toge
ther, and put into the possession of any sin

gle man, it would not make a very happy
being. Though on the contrary, if the
miseries of the whole species were fixed
in a single person, they would make a

very miserable one.

I am engaged in this subject by the fol

lowing letter, which, though subscribed by
a fictitious name, I have reason to believe
is not imaginary.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am one of your
disciples, and endeavour to live up to your
rules, which I hope will incline you to pity

my condition. I shall open it to you in a

very few words. About three years since,
a gentleman, whom, I am sure, you your
self would have approved, made his ad
dresses to me. He had every thing to re

commend him but an estate, so that my
friends, who all of them applauded his

person, would not for the sake of both of us
favour his passion. For my own part, I

resigned myself up entirely to the direction

of those who knew the world much better

than myself, but still lived in hopes that

some juncture or other would make me
happy in the man, whom, in my heart, I

prerered to all the world ; being determined
if I could not have him, to have nobody
else. About three months ago I received a
letter from him, acquainting me, that by
the death of an uncle he had a considerable

estate left him, which he said was welcome
to him upon no other account, but as he
hoped it would remove all difficulties that

lay in the way to our mutual happiness.
You may well suppose, sir, with how much
joy I received this letter, which was follow
ed by several others filled with those ex
pressions of love and joy, which I verily
believe nobody felt more sincerely, nor
knew better how to describe, than the gen
tleman I am speaking of. But, sir, how
shall I be able to tell it you ! By the last

week's post I received a letter from an in

timate friend of this unhappy gentleman,
acquainting me, that as he had just settled his

affairs, and was preparing for his journey,
he fell sick of a fever and died. It is im
possible to express to you the distress I am
in upon this occasion. I can only have
recourse to my devotions: and to the

reading of good books for my consolation;
and as I always take a particular delight
in those frequent advices and admonitions
which you give the

public,
it would be a

very great piece of charity in you to lend
me your assistance in this conjuncture. If

after the reading of this letter you find

yourself in a humour, rather to rally and
ridicule, than to comfort me, I desire you
would throw it into the fire, and think no
more of it; but if you are touched with my
misfortune, which is greater than I know
how to bear, your counsels may very much
support, and will infinitely oblige, the af

flicted LEONORA.'

A disappointment in love is more hard to

get over than any other: the passion itself

so softens and subdues the heart, that it

disables it from struggling or bearing up
against the woes and distresses which befall

it. The mind meets with other misfor
tunes in her whole strength; she stands
collected within herself, and sustains the
shock with all the force which is natural to

her; but a heart in love has its foundation

sapped, and immediately sinks under the

weight of accidents that are disagreeable
to its favourite passion.

In afflictions men generally draw their
consolations out of books of morality, which
indeed are of great use to fortify and

strengthen the mind against the impres
sions of sorrow. Monsieur St. Evremont,
who does not approve of this method, re
commends authors who are apt to stir up
mirth in the mind of readers, and fancies
Don Quixote can give more relief to a

heavy heart than Plutarch or Seneca, as it

is much easier to divert grief than to con

quer it. This doubtless may have its effects

on some tempers. I should rather have
recourse to authors of a quite contrary kind,
that give us instances of calamities and
misfortunes, and show human nature in its

greatest distresses.

If the afflictions we groan under be very
heavy, we shall find some consolation in the

society of as great sufferers as ourselves,
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especially when we find our companions
men of virtue and merit. If our afflictions

are light, we shall be comforted by the

comparison we majke between ourselves

and our fellow-sufferers. A loss at sea, a
fit of sickness, or the death of a friend, are

such trifles, when we consider whole king
doms laid in ashes, families put to the

sword, wretches shut up in dungeons, and
the like calamities of mankind, that we are

out of countenance for our own weakness, if

we sink under such little strokes of fortune.

Let the disconsolate Leonora consider,
that at the very time in which she lan

guishes for the loss of her deceased lover,

there are persons in several parts of the

world just perishing in a shipwreck; others

crying out for mercy in the terrors of a
death-bed repentance; others lying under
the tortures of an infamous execution, or

the like dreadful calamities; and she will

find her sorrows vanish at the appearance
of those which are so much greater and
more astonishing.

I would further propose to the considera
tion of my afflicted disciple, that possibly
what she now looks upon as the greatest
misfortune, is not really such in itself. For

my own part, I question not but our souls

in a separate state will look back on their

lives in quite another view than what they
had of them in the body; and that what

they now consider as misfortunes and dis

appointments, will very often appear to

have been escapes and blessings.
The mind that hath any cast towards

devotion, naturally flies to it in its afflic

tions.

When I was in France I heard a very
remarkable story of two lovers, which I

shall relate at length in my to-morrow's

paper, not only because the circumstances
of it are extraordinary, but because it may
serve as an illustration to all that can be said

on this last head, and show the power of

religion in abating that particular anguish
which seems to lie so heavy on Leonora.
The story was told me by a priest, as I tra

velled with him in a stage-coach. I shall

give it my reader, as well as I can remember,
in his own words, after having premised,
that if consolations may be drawn from a

wrong religion and a misguided devotion,

they cannot but flow much more naturally
from those which are founded upon reason

and established in good sense. L.
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Ilia, Q,uis ct me, inqiiit, miseram, et te perdidit, Orpheu?
Jamque vale : feror ingenti circumdata nocte,

Invalidasque tibi tendens, heu ! non tua, palmas.
Virg. Qcorg, iv. 494.

Then thus the bride : What fury seiz'd on thee,

Unhappy man ! to lose thyself and me ?

And now farewell! involved in shades of night,
For ever I am ravish'd from thy sight :

In vain I reach my feeble hands to join
In sweet embraces, ah! no longer thine. Dryden.

CONSTANTIA was a woman of extraordi

nary wit and beauty, but very unhappy in

a father, who having arrived at great riches

by his own industry, took delight in no

thing but his money. Theodosius* was the

younger son of a decayed family, of great

parts and learning, improved by a genteel
and virtuous education. When he was in

the twentieth year of his age he became

acquainted with Constantia, who had not

then passed her fifteenth. As he lived but
a few miles distant from her father's house,
he had frequent opportunities of seeing her,
and by the advantages of a good person and
a pleasing conversation, made such an im

pression on her heart as it was impossible
for time to efface. He was himself no less

smitten with Constantia. A long acquaint
ance made them still discover new beauties

in each other, and by degrees raised in

them that mutual passion which had an
influence on their following lives. It un

fortunately happened, that in the midst of

this intercourse of love and friendship be
tween Theodosius and Constantia, there

broke out an irreparable quarrel between
their parents, the one valuing himself too

much upon his birth, and the other upon
his possessions. The father of Constantia

was so incensed at the father of Theodo
sius, that he contracted an unreasonable
aversion towards his son, insomuch that he
forbade him his house, and charged his

daughter, upon her duty, never to see him
more. In the mean time, to break off all

communication between the two lovers,

who he knew entertained secret hopes of

some favourable opportunity that should

bring them together, he found out a young
gentleman of a good fortune and an agree
able person, whom he pitched upon as a hus
band for his daughter. He soon concerted

this affair so well, that he told Constantia

it was his design to marry her to such a

gentleman, and that her wedding should

be celebrated on such a day. Constantia,
who was overawed with the authority of

her father, and unable to object any thing
against so advantageous a match, received
the proposal with a profound silence, which
her father commended in her, as the most
decent manner of a virgin's giving her con
sent to an overture of that kind. The noise

of this intended marriage soon reached

Theodosius, who, after a long tumult of

passions, which naturally rise in a lover's

heart on such an occasion, writ the follow

ing letter to Constantia.

* The thought of my Constantia; which
for some years has been my only happiness,
is now become a greater torment to me than
I am able to bear. Must I then live to see

you another's? The streams, the fields and

meadows, where we have so often talked

together, grow painful to me; life itself is

become a burden. May you long be happy

* Dr. Langhorne's Theodosius and Constantia is

founded upon this paper.
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in the world, but forget that there was ever
such a man in it as THEODOSIUS.'

This letter was conveyed to Constantia
that very evening, who fainted at the read

ing of it; and the next morning she was
much more alarmed by two or three mes
sengers, that came to her father's house,
one after another, to inquire if they had
heard any thing of Theodosius, who, it

seems, had left his chamber about mid
night, and could no'where be found. The
deep melancholy which had hung upon his

mind some time before, made them appre
hend the worst that could befal him. Con
stantia, who knew that nothing but the

report of her marriage could have driven
him to such extremities, was not to be
comforted. She now accused herself of

having so tamely given an ear to the pro
posal of a husband, and looked upon the
new lover as the murderer of Theodosius.
In short, she resolved to suffer the utmost
effects of her father's displeasure, rather
than comply with a marriage which ap
peared to her so full of guilt and horror.
The father seeing himself entirely rid. of

Theodosius, and likely to keep a considera
ble portion in his family, was not very much
concerned at the obstinate refusal of his

daughter; and did not find it very difficult

to excuse himself upon that account to his

intended son-in-law, who had all along re

garded this alliance rather as a marriage
of convenience than of love. Constantia
had now no relief but in her devotions and
exercises of religion, to which her afflic

tions had so entirely subjected her mind,
that after some years had abated the vio

lence of her sorrows, and settled her

thoughts in a kind of tranquillity, she re
solved to pass the remainder of her days in

a convent. Her father was not displeased
with a resolution which would save monev
in his family, and readily complied with
his daughter's intentions. Accordingly in

the twenty-fifth year of her age, while her

beauty was yet in all its height and bloom,
he carried her to a neighbouring city, in

order to look out a sisterhood of nuns among
whom to place his daughter. There was
in this place a father of a convent who was

very much renowned for his piety and ex

emplary life; and as it is usual in the Ro
mish church for those who are under any
great affliction, or trouble of mind, to apply
themselves to the most eminent confessors

for pardon and consolation, our beautiful

votary took the opportunity of confessing
herself to this celebrated father.

We must now return to Theodosius, who,
the very morning that the above-mentioned

Inquiries had been made after him, arrived

at a religious house in the city where now
Constantia resided; and desiring that se

crecy and concealment of the fathers of the

convent, which is very usual upon any ex

traordinary occasion, he made himself one
<tf the order, with a private vow never to

inquire after Constantia; whom he looked

upon as given away to his rival upon the

day on which, according to common fame,
their marriage was to have been solemn
ized. Having in his youth made a good
progress in learning, that he might dedi
cate himself more entirely to religion, he
entered into holy orders, and in a few years
became renowned for his sanctity of life,

and those pious sentiments which he in

spired into all who conversed with hhn. It

was this holy man to whom Constantia had
determined to apply herself in confession,

though neither she nor any other, besides
the prior of the convent, knew any thing
of his name or family. The gay, the amia
ble Theodosius, had now taken upon him
the name of Father Francis, and was so far

concealed in a long beard, a shaven head,
and a religious habit, that it was impossible
to discover the man of the world in the

venerable conventual.
As he was one morning shut up in his

confessional, Constantia kneeling by him

opened the state of her soul to him; and
after having given him the history of a life

full of innocence, she burst out into tears,

and entered upon that part of her story in

which he himself had so great a share.
' My behaviour,' says she,

' has I fear been
the death of a man who had no other fault

but that of loving me too much. Heaven

only knows how dear he was to me whilst

he lived, and how bitter the remembrance
of him has been to me since his death.'

She here paused, and lifted up her eyes that
streamed with tears, towards the father;
who was so moved with the sense of her

sorrows, that he could only command his

voice, which was broke with sighs and

sobbings, so far as to bid her proceed. She
followed his directions, and in a flood of

tears poured out her heart before him.

The father could not forbear weeping aloud,

insomuch that in the agonies cf his grief the

seat shook under him. Constantia, who
thought the good man was thus moved by
his compassion towards her, and by the

horror of her guilt, proceeded with the

utmost contrition to acquaint him with that

vow of virginity in which she was going to

engage herself, as the proper atonement
for her sins, and the only sacrifice she could

make to the memory of Theodosius. The
father, who by this time had pretty well

composed himself, burst out again in tears

upon hearing that name to which he had
been so long disused, and upon receiving this

instance of unparalleled fidelity from one
whom he thought had several years since

given herself up to the possession of an
other. Amidst the interruptions of his sor

row, seeing his penitent overwhelmed with

grief, he was only able to bid her from time
to time be comforted to tell her that her
sins were forgiven her that her guilt was
not so great as she apprehended that she

should not suffer herself to be afflicted

above measure. After which he recovered
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himself enough to give her the absolution
in form ; directing her at the same time to

repair to him again the next day, that he
might encourage her in the pious resolu
tions she had taken, and give her suitable
exhortations for her behaviour in it. Con-
stantia retired, and the next morning re
newed her applications. Theodosius having
manned his soul with proper thoughts and
reflections, exerted himself on this occasion
in the best manner he could to animate his

penitent in the course of life she was enter

ing upon, and wear out of her mind those

groundless fears and apprehensions which
had taken possession of it; concluding with
a promise to her, that he would from time
to time continue his admonitions when she
should have taken upon her the holy veil.
* The rules of our respective orders,' says
he,

* will not permit that I should see you,
but you may assure yourself not only of

having a place in my prayers, but of re

ceiving such frequent instructions as I can
convey to you by letters. Go on cheerfully
in the glorious course you have undertaken,
and you will quickly find such a peace and
satisfaction in your mind, which is not in
the power of the world to give.

'

Constantia's heart was so elevated with
the discourse of Father Francis, that the

very next day she entered upon her vow.
As soon as the solemnities of her reception
were over; she retired, as it is usual, with
the abbess into her own apartment.
The abbess had been informed the night

before of all that had passed between her
noviciate and Father Francis; from whom
she now delivered to her the following
letter:

' As the first fruits of those joys and con
solations which you may expect from the
life you are now engaged in, I must ac

quaint you that Theodosius, whose death
sits so heavy upon your thoughts, is still

alive; and that the father to whom you
have confessed yourself, was once that
Theodosius whom you so much lament.
The love which we have had for one an
other will make us more happy in its dis

appointment than it could have done in its

success. Providence has disposed of us for
our advantage, though not according to our
wishes. Consider your Theodosius still as

dead, but assure yourself of one who will

not cease to pray for you, in Father
FRANCIS.'

Constantia saw that the hand-writing
agreed with the contents of t.he letter; and
upon reflecting on the voice of the person,
the behaviour, and above all the extreme
sorrow of the father during her confession,
she discovered Theodosius in every par
ticular. After having wept vnth tears of

joy,
'It is enough,' says she, 'Theodosius

is still in being: I shall live with comfort
and die in peace.'
The letters which the father sent her

afterwards are yet extant in the nunnery

where she resided; and are often read to

the young religious, in order to inspire
them with good resolutions and sentiments
of virtue. It so happened, that after Con
stantia had lived about ten years in the

cloister, a violent fever broke out in the

place, which swept away great multitudes,
and among others Theodosius. Upon his

death-bed he sent his benediction in a very
moving manner to Constantia, who at that
time was so far gone in the same fatal dis

temper, that she lay delirious. Upon the
interval which generally precedes death in

sicknesses of this nature, the abbess, finding
that the physicians had given her over, told

her that Theodosius was just gone before

her, and that he had sent her his benedic
tion in his last moments. Constantia re

ceived it with pleasure. 'And now,' says
she, 'if I do not ask any thing improper,
let me be buried by Theodosius. My vow
reaches no farther than the grave; what I

ask is, I hope, no violation of it.' She
died soon after, and was interred, according
to her request.
Their tombs are still to be seen, with a

short Latin inscription over them to the

following purpose:
Here lie the bodies of Father Francis

and Sister Constance. They were lovely
in their lives, and in their deaths they were
not divided.' C.

No. 165.] Saturday, September 8, 1711.

Si forte necesse est,

Fingere cinctutis non exaudita Cethegis,

Continget: dabiturque licentia sumpta pudenter.
Hor. Ars Poet. v. 48.

If you would unheard of things express,
Invnnt new words; we can indulge a muse,
Until the license rise to an abuse. Creech.

I HAVE often wished that as in our con
stitution there are several persons whose
business it is to watch over our laws, our

liberties, and commerce, certain men might
be set apart as superintendents of our lan

guage, to hinder any words of a foreign
coin from passing am^ng us;, and in par
ticular to prohibit any French phrases from

becoming current in this kingdom when
those of our own stamp are altogether as

valuable. The present war has so adulte

rated our tongue with strange words, that

it would be impossible for one of our great

grandfathers to know what his posterity
have been doing, were he to read their ex

ploits in a modern newspaper. Our war
riors are very industrious in propagating
the French language, at the same time that

they are so gloriously successful in beating
down their power. Our soldiers are men
of strong heads for action, and perform
such feats as they are not able to express.

They want words in their own tongue to

tell us what it is they achieve, and there

fore send us over accounts of their per
formances in a jargon of phrases, which

they learn among their conquered enemies.
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They ought however to be provided with

secretaries, and assisted by our foreign mi
nisters, to tell their story for them in plain

English, and to let us know in our mother-

tongue what it is our brave countrymen are

fcbout, The French would indeed be in the

right to publish the news of the present war
in English phrases, and make their cam
paigns unintelligible. Their people might
flatter themselves that things are not so bad
as they really are, were they thus palliated
with foreign terms, and thrown into shades
and obscurity; but the English cannot be
too clear in their narrative of those actions,
which have raised their country to a higher
pitch of

glory than it ever yet arrived at,

and which will be still the more admired
the better they are explained.
For my part, -by that time a siege is car

ried on two or three days, I am altogether
lost and bewildered in it, and meet with so

many inexplicable difficulties, that I scarce
know which side has the better of it, until

I am informed by the Tower-guns that the

place is surrendered. I do indeed make
some allowances for this part of the war;
fortifications have been foreign inventions,
and upon that account abounding in foreign
terms. But when we have won battles

which may be described in our own lan

guage, why are our papers filled with so

many unintelligible exploits, and the French

obliged to lend us a part of their tongue be
fore we can know how they are conquered?
They must be made accessary to their own
disgrace, as the Britons were formerly so

artificially wrought in the curtain of the
Roman theatre, that they seemed to draw
it up, in order to give the spectators an op
portunity of seeing their own defeat cele

brated upon the stage; for so Mr. Dryden
has translated that verse in Virgil :

Purpurea intexti tollunt aultea Britanni.

Georg. iii. 25.

Which interwoven Britons seem to raise,

And show the triumph that their shame displays.

The histories of all our former wars are

transmitted to us in our vernacular idiom,
to use the phrase of a great modern critic. *

I do not find in any of our chronicles, that

Edward the Third ever reconnoitred the

enemy, though he often discovered the pos
ture of the French, and as often vanquished
them in battle. The Black Prince passed

many a river without the help of pontoons,
and "filled a ditch with faggots as success

fully as the generals of our times do it with

fascines. Our commanders lose half their

praise, and our people half their joy, by
means of those hard words and dark ex

pressions in which our newspapers do so

much abound. I have seen many a prudent
citizen, after having read every article, in

quire of his next neighbour what news the

mail had brought.
I remember, in that remarkable year

* Dr. Richard Bentley.

when our country was delivered from the

greatest fears ana apprehensions, and raised

to the greatest height of gladness it had
ever felt since it was a nation, I mean the

year of Blenheim, I had the copy of a letter

sent me out of the country, which was writ

ten from a young gentleman in the army to

his father, a man of good estate and plain
sense. As the letter was very modishly
chequered with this modern military elo

quence, I shall present my reader with a

copy of it.

'SiR, Upon the junction of the French
and Bavarian armies they took post behind
a great morass which they thought im

practicable. Our general the next day sent

a party of horse to "reconnoitre" them
from a little

"
hauteur," at about a quarter

of an hour's distance from the army, who
returned again to the camp unobserved

through several "defiles," in one of which

they met with a party of French that had
been "

marauding," and made them all

prisoners at discretion. The day after a
drum arrived at our camp, with a message
which he would communicate to none but
the general; he was followed by a trumpet,
who they say behaved himself very saucily,
with a message from the Duke of Bavaria.

The next morning our army being divided

into two "
corps," made a movement Co

wards the enemy. You will hear in the

public prints how we treated them, with
the other circumstances of that glorious

day. I had the good fortune to be in that

regiment that pushed the "
gens d'armes."

Several French battalions, which some say
were a "corps de reserve," made a show
of resistance; but it only proved a "

gas
conade," for upon our preparing to fill up
a little "fosse in order to attack them,

they beat the "chamade," and sent us a
" carte blanche." Their " commandant,"
with a great many other general officers,

and troops without number, are made pri
soners of war, and will, I believe, give you
a visit in England, the " cartel" not being

yet settled. Not questioning but these par
ticulars will be very welcome to you, I con

gratulate you upon them, and am your most
dutiful son,' &c.

The father of the young gentleman upon
the perusal of the letter found it contained

great news, but could not guess what it was^

He immediately communicated it to the

curate of the parish, who upon the reading
of it, being vexed to see any thing he could

not understand, fell into a kind of a passion,
and told him, that his son had sent turn a

letter that was neither fish, flesh, nor good
red-herring. 'I wish,' says he, 'the cap
tain may be "

compos mentis," he talks of

a saucy trumpet, and a drum that carries

messages ; then who is this "carte blanche?"
He must either banter us, or he is out of his

senses.' The father, who always looked

upon the curate as a learned man, begun to

fret inwardly at his son's usage, and pro-
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during a letter which he had written to him
about three posts before,'

' You see here,

says he,
* when he writes for money he

knows how to speak intelligibly enough
there is no man in England can express
himself clearer, when he wants a new fur
niture for his horse.

'
In short the old man

was so puzzled upon the point, that it might
have fared ill with his son, had he not seen
all the prints about three days after filled

with the same terms of art, and that Charles

only writ like other men. L.

No. 164.] Monday, September 10, 1711.

Quod nee Jovis ira, nee ignis,
Nee poterit ferruin, nee edax abolere vetustas.

Ovid. Met. xv. 871.

-Which nor dreads the rage
Of tempests, fire, or war, or wasting age.

Welsted.

ARISTOTLE tells us that the world is a

copy or transcript of those ideas which are
in the mind of the first Being, and that
those ideas which are in the mind of man,
are a transcript of the world. To this we
may add, that words are the transcript of

those ideas which are in the mind of man,
and that writing or printing are the tran

script of words.
As the Supreme Being has expressed,

and as it were printed his ideas in the crea

tion, men express their ideas in books,
which by this great invention of these latter

ages may last as long as the sun and moon,
and perish only in the general wreck of

nature. Thus Cowley in his poem on the

Resurrection, mentioning the destruction of

the universe, has those admirable lines:

Now all the wide extended sky,
And all th' harmonious worlds on high,
And Virgil's sacred work shall die.

There is no other method of fixing those

thoughts which arise and disappear in the
mind of man, and transmitting them to the
last periods of time; no other method of

giving a permanency to our ideas, and pre
serving the knowledge of any particular
person, when his body is mixed with the
common mass of matter, and his soul re
tired into the world of spirits. Books are
the legacies that a great genius leaves to

mankind, which are delivered down from

generation to generation, as presents to the

posterity of those who are yet unborn.
All other arts of perpetuating our ideas

continue but a short time. Statues can last

but a few thousands of years, edifices fewer,
and colours still fewer than edifices. Mi
chael Angelo, Fontana, and Raphael, will
hereafter be what Phidias, Vitruvius, and
Apelles are at present, the names of great
statuaries, architects, and painters, whose
works are lost The several arts are ex
pressed in mouldering materials. Nature
sinks under them and is not able to support
the ideas which are imprest upon it.

The circumstance which gives authors

an advantage above all the great masters,
is this, that they can multiply their origi
nals: or rather can make copies of their

works, to what number they please, which
shall be as valuable as the originals them
selves. This gives a great author something
like a prospect of eternity, but at the same
time deprives him of those other advantages
which artists meet with. The artist finds

greater returns in profit, as the author in

fame. What an inestimable price would a

Virgil or a Horner, a Cicero or an Aristotle

bear, were their works like a statue, a

building, or a picture, to be confined only
in one place, and made the property of a

single person !

If writings are thus durable, and may
pass from age to age throughout the whole
course of time, how careful should an au
thor be of committing any thing to print
that may corrupt posterity, and poison the
minds of men with vice and. error! Wrtters
of great talents, who employ their parts
in propagating immorality, and seasoning
vicious sentiments with wit and humour, are
to be looked upon as the pests of society,
and the enemies of mankind. They leave
books behind them (as it is said of those
who die in distempers which breed an ill-

will towards their own species) to scatter

infection and destroy their posterity. They
act the counterparts of a Confucius or a

Socrates; and seem to have been sent into

the world to deprave human nature, and
sink it into the condition of brutality.

I have seen some Roman Catholic authors
who tell us, that vicious writers continue in

purgatory so long as the influence of their

writings continues upon posterity:
' for pur-

jatory,' say they, 'is nothing else but a

cleansing us of our sins, which cannot be
said to be done away, so long as they con-

inue to operate, and corrupt mankind.
The vicious author,' say they, 'sins after

death, and so long as he continues to sin,

so long must he expect to be punished.'

Though the Roman Catholic notion of pur-
jatory be indeed very ridiculous, one can-
lot but think that if the soul after death
las any knowledge of what passes in this

world, that of an immoral writer would
receive much more regret from the sense

of corrupting, than satisfaction from the

;hought of pleasing his surviving admirers.
To take off from the severity of this

speculation, I shall conclude this paper
with a story of an atheistical author, who
at a time when he lay dangerously sick, and
lad desired the assistance of a neighbouring
curate, confessed to him with great con-

rition, that nothing sat more heavy at his

icart than the sense of his having seduced
he age by his writings, and that their evil

nfluence was likely to continue even aftei

his death. The curate upon farther ex
amination finding the penitent in the utmost

agonies of despair, and being himself a man
of learning, told him that he hoped his case

was not so desperate as he apprehended,
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since he found that he was so very sensible
of his fault and so sincerely repented of it.

The penitent still urged the evil tendency
of his book to subvert all religion, and the
little ground of hope there could be for one
whose writings would continue to do mis
chief when his body was laid in ashes. The
curate, finding no other way of comforting
him, told him that he did well in being
afflicted for the evil design with which he
published his book; but that he ought to be

very thankful that there was no danger of
its doing any hurt: that his cause was so

very bad, and his arguments so weak, that
he did not apprehend any ill effects of it: in

short, that he might rest satisfied his book
could do no more mischief after his death,
than it had done whilst he was living. To
which he added, for his farther satisfaction,
that he did not believe any besides his par
ticular friends and acquaintance had ever
been at the pains of reading it, or that any
body after his death would ever inquire
after it. The dying man had still so much
the frailty of an author in him, as to be cut
to the heart with these consolations; and,
without answering the good man, asked his
friends about him (with a peevishness that
is natural to a sick person) where they had
picked up such a blockhead? And whether
they thought him a proper person to attend
one in his condition? The curate finding
that the author did not expect to be dealt
with as a real and sincere penitent, but as
a penitent of importance, after a short ad
monition withdrew; not questioning but he
should be again sent for if the sickness grew
desperate. The author however recovered,
and has since written two or three other
tracts with the same spirit, and, very luckily
for his poor soul, with the same success. *

C.

No. 167.] Tuesday, September 11, 1711.

Fuit haud ignobilis Argis,
Uui se credebat miros audire tragoedos,
In vacuo laetus sessor plausorque theatre;
Cietera qui vite servaret munia recto

More; bonus sane vicinus, amabilis hospes:
Comis in u.vorem

; posset qui ignoscere servis,
Et signo laesio non insanire lagente ;

Posset qui nipemet puteum vitare patentem,
Hie ubi cogiiatorum opibus curisque refectus,

Expulit ellefooro morbum bilemque meraco,
Et redit ad sese : Pol me occidistis, amici,
Non servastis, ait

; cui sic extorta voluptas,
Et drm (it us pur vim mentis gratissimus error.

Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 128.

IMITATED.

There lived in Primo Georgii (they record)
A worthy member, no smaU fool, a lord :

Who, though the house was up, delighted sate,
Heard, noted, answer'd, as in full debate ;

In all but this, a man of sober life,

Fond of his friend, and civil to his wife;
Not quite a madman, though a pasty fell

And much too wise to walk into a well.

* This was probably Mr. John Toland, author of the
ife of .Milton, whose ilcistical writings had exposed him
to tin- repeated attacks of the Taller. There appears to
IJP another blow aimed at him in No. 234.

Him the damn'd doctor and his friends immur'd ;

They bled, they cupp'd, they purg'd, in short, they
cur'd ;

Whereat the gentleman began to stare
' My friends !' he cry'd,

'

pox take ye for your care !

That from a patriot of distinguished note,
Have bled and purg'd me to a simple vote.' Pop*.

THE unhappy force of an imagination un-

guided by the check of reason and judgment,
was the subject of a former speculation. My
reader may remember that he has seen in

one cf my papers a complaint of an unfor
tunate gentleman, who was unable to con
tain himself (when any ordinary matter was
laid before him,) from adding a few circum
stances to enliven plain narrative. That
correspondent was a person of to* warm
a complexion to be satisfied with things
merely as they stood in nature, and there
fore formed incidents which should have

happened to have pleased him in the story.
The same ungoverned fancy which pushed
that correspondent on, in spite cf himself,
to relate public and notorious falsehoods,
makes the author of the following letter do
the same in private; one is a prating, the
other a silent, liar.

There is little pursued in the errors of
either of these worthies, but mere present
amusement: but the folly of him who lets

his fancy place him in distant scenes un
troubled and uninterrupted, is very much
preferable to that of him who is ever forcing
a belief, and defending his untruths with
new inventions. But 1 shall hasten to let

this liar in soliloquy, who calls himself a
castle-builder, describe himself with the
same unreservedness as formerly appeared
in my correspondent above-mentioned. If a
man were to be serious on this subject, he
might give very gi*ave admonitions to those
who are following any thing in this life, on
which they think to place their hearts, and
tell them that they are really castle-builders.

Fame, glory, wealth, honour, have in the

prospect pleasing illusions; but they who
come to possess any of them will find they
are ingredients towards happiness, to be

regarded only in the second place : and that
when they are valued in the first degree,
they are as disappointing as any of the

phantoms in the following letter.

'Sept. 6, 1711.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a fellow of a

very odd frame of mind, as you will find by
the sequel; and think myself fool enough
to deserve a place in your paper. I am un

happily far gone in building, and am one of

that species of men who are properly de
nominated castle-builders, who sc rn to be
beholden to the earth for a foundation, or

dig in the bowels of it for materials, but
erect their structures in the most unstable
of elements, the air; fancy alone laying the

line, marking the extent, and shaping the
model. It would be difficult to enumerate
what august palaces and stately porticos
have grown under my f. rming imagina
tion, or what verdant meadows and shad)
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groves have started into being by the pow
erful feat of a warm fancy. A castle-

builder is even just what he pleases, and as

such I have grasped imaginary sceptres,
and delivered uncontrollable edicts, from a
throne to which conquered nations yielded
obeisance. I have made I know not how
many inroads into France, and ravaged the

very heart of that kingdom; I have dined
in the Louvre, and drank champaign at Ver
sailles; and I would have you take notice, I

am not only able to vanquish a people al

ready
* cowed' and accustomed to flight,

but I could, Almanzor-like,* drive the Bri
tish general from the field, were I less a

protestant, or had ever been affronted by
the confederates. There is no art or pro
fession, whose most celebrated masters I

have not eclipsed. Wherever I have af
forded mv salutary presence, fevers have
ceased to turn, and agues to shake the hu
man fabric. When an eloquent fit has been

upon me, an apt gesture and proper ca
dence has animated each sentence, and gaz
ing crowds have found their passions worked
up into rage, or soothed into a calm. I am
short, and not very well made; yet upon
sight of a fine woman, I have stretched into
a proper stature, and killed with a good air

and mien. These are the gay phantoms
that dance before my waking eyes, and
compose my day-dreams. I should be the
most contented happy man alive, were the
chimerical happiness which springs from
the paintings of fancy less fleeting and tran

sitory. But, alas! it is with grief of mind I

tell you, the least breath of wind has often
demolished my magnificent edifices, swept
away my groves, and left no more trace cf
them than if they had never been. My ex
chequer has sunk and vanished by a rap on

my door, the salutation of a friend has cost
me a whole continent, and in the same mo
ment I have been pulled by the sleeve, mv
crown has fallen from my head. The ill

consequence of these reveries is inconceiv

ably great, seeing the loss of imaginary pos
sessions makes impressions of real woe.
Besides, bad economy is visible and appa
rent in builders of invisible mansions. My
tenants' advertisements of ruins and dilapi
dations often cast a damp on my spirits,
even in the instant when the sun; in all its

splendour, gilds my eastern palaces. Add
to this the pensive drudgery in building,
and constant grasping aerial trowels, dis
tracts and shatters the mind, and the frnd
builder of Babels is often cursed with an in

coherent diversity and confusion ofthoughts.
I do not know to whom I can more pro
perly apply myself for relief from this fan
tastical evil, than to yourself; whom I earn

estly implore to accommodate me with a
method how to settle my head and cool mv
brain-pan. A dissertation on castle-build

ing may not only be serviceable to myself,

* Almanzor is a furious character in Dryden's Con
quest of Granada.

32

but all architects who display their skill in

the thin element. Such a favour would

oblige me to make my next soliloquy not
contain the praises of my dear self, but of

the Spectator, who shall, by complying
with this, make me his obliged humble
servant, VITRUVIUS.'
T.

No. 168.] Wednesday, Sefit. 12, 1711.

Pectus praeceptis format amicis.
Hor. Lib. 2. Ep. i. 12fc.

Forms the soft bosom with the gentlest art. Pope.

IT would be arrogance to neglect the ap
plication of my correspondents so far, as net
sometimes to insert their animadversions

upon my paper; that of this day shall be
therefore wholly composed of the hints
which they have sent me.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I send you this to

congratulate your late choice of a subject,
for treating on which you deserve public
thanks, I mean that on those licensed ty
rants the school-masters. If you can dis
arm them of their rods, you will certainly
have your old age reverenced by all the

young gentlemen of Great Britain who are
now between seven and seventeen years.
You may boast that the incomparably wise
Quintilian and you are of one mind in this

particular.
" Si cutest (says he,) menu tarn

illiberalis lit objurgatione non corrigatur,
isetiam ad filagas, ut fiessima quaeque man-
ci/iia, durabitur;" \. e.

" If any child be of
so disingenuous a nature, as not to stand cor
rected by reproof, he, like the very worst of

slaves, will be hardened even against blows
themselves." And afterwards,

" Pucfet di-

cere in quse firobra nefandi homines isle

cxdendijure abufantur;" \. e.
" I blush to

say how shamefully these wicked men abuse
the power of correction.

"
' I was bred myself, sir, in a verv great

school,* rf which the master was a Welch-
man, but certainly descended from a Span
ish family, as plainly appeared from his

temper as well as his name.f I leave you
to judge what sort of a school-master a
Welchman ingrafted on a Spaniard would
make. So very dreadful had he made him
self to me, that although it is above twenty
years since I felt his heavy hand, yet still

once a month at least I dream of 'him, so

string an
^impression did he make en my

mind. It is a sien he has fully terrified me
waking, who still continues to haunt me
sleeping.

' And yet I may say without vanity, that
the business of the school was what I did
without great difficulty; and I was not re

markably unlucky; and yet such was the
master's severity, that once a month, or

oftener, I suffered as much as would have

* Eton.
t Dr. Charles Roderick, master of Eton-school, and

afterwards provost of King's-college, Cambridge.
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satisfied the law of the land for a petty
larceny.

'

Many a white and tender hand, which
the fond mother had passionately kissed a
thousand and a thousand times, have I seen

whipped until it was covered with blood;

perhaps for smiling, or for going a yard
and a naif out of a gate, or for writing an o
for an A, or an A for an o. These were our

great faults! Many a brave and noble spirit
has been there broken; others have run
from thence and were never heard of after

wards. It is a worthy attempt to undertake
the cause of distressed youth; and it is a
noble piece of knight-errantry to enter the
list against so many armed pedagogues. It

is pity but we had a set of men, polite in

their behaviour and method of teaching,
who should be put into a condition of being
above flattering or fearing the parents of
those they instruct. We might then pos
sibly see learning become a pleasure, and
children delighting themselves in that which
they now abhor for coming upon such hard
terms to them. What would be still a greater
happiness arising from the care of such in

structors, would be, that we should have
no more pedants, nor any bred to learning
who had not genius for it. I am, with the
utmost sincenty, sir, your most affectionate
humble servant.'

'Richmond, Sept. 5, 1711.
'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a boy of four

teen years of age, and have for this last

year been under the tuition of a doctor of

divinity, who has taken the school of this

place under his care. * From the gentle
man's great tenderness to me and friend

ship to my father, I am very happy in

learning my book with pleasure. We never
leave off our diversions any farther than to

salute him at hours of play when he pleases
to look on. It is impossible for any of us

[

to love our own parents better than we do
i

him. He never gives any of us a harsh '

word, and we think it the greatest punish
ment in the world when he will not speak
to any of us. My brother and I are both

together inditing this letter. He is a year
older than I am, but is now ready to break
his heart that the doctor has not taken any
notfce of him these three days. If you
please to print this he will see it, and we
hope, taking it for my brother's earnest
desire to be restored to his favour, he will

again smile upon him. Your most obedient

servant, T. S.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, You have represent
ed several sorts of impertinents singly, I

wish you would now proceed and describe
some of them in sets. It often happens in

public assemblies, that a party who came
thither together, or whose impertinences
are of an equal pitch, act in concert, and

* This was Dr. Nicholas Brady, who assisted Tate in

the new version of the Psalms ;'he died rector of Rich
mond and Oapham, in Surrey, in 1736.

are so full of themselves, as to give disturb

ance to all that are about them. Some
times you have a set of whisperers who lay

1

their heads together in order to sacrifice

every body within their observation; some
times a set of laughers that keep up an in

sipid mirth in their own corner, and by
their noise and gestures show they have no

respect for the rest of the company. You
frequently meet with these sets at the

opera, the play, the water-works, t and other

public meetings, where the whole business

is to draw off the attention of the spectators
from the entertainment, and to fix it upon
themselves; and it is to be observed, that

the impertinence is ever loudest when the
set happens to be made up of three or four

females who have got what you call a

woman|s man among them.
' I am at a loss to know from whom peo

ple of fortune should learn this behaviour,
unless it be from the footmen who keep
their places at a new play, and are often

seen passing away their time in sets at all-

fours in the face of a full house, and with a

perfect disregard to the people of quality

sitting on each side of them.
' For preserving therefore the decency

of
public assemblies, methinks it would

be out reasonable that those who disturb

others should pay at least a double price
for their places; or rather women of birth

and distinction should be informed, that a

levity of behaviour in the eyes of people of

understanding degrades them below their

meanest attendants; and gentlemen should
know that a fine coat is a livery, when the

person who 'wears it discovers no higher
sense than that of a footman. I am, sir.

your most humble servant.
'

'Bedfordshire, Sept. 1, 1711.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am one of those

whom every body calls a poacher, and
sometimes go out to course with a brace of

greyhounds, a mastiff, and a spaniel or two;
and when I am weary with coursing, and
have killed hares enough, go to an ale

house to refresh myself. I beg the favour
of you (as you set up for a reformer) to

send us word how many dogs you will al

low us to go with, how many full pots of

ale to drink, and how many hares to kill in

a day, and you will do a great piece of ser
vice to all the sportsmen. Be quick, then,
for the time of coursing is come on. Yours,
in haste, ISAAC HEDGEDITCH.'

No. 169.] Thursday, September 13, 1711.

Sic vita erat : facile omnes perferrc ac pati :

Cum qiiibus eratcunque una, his scse dedere,
Eorum obseqiii studiis ;

adversus nemini ;

t The Water-theatre, a favourite amusement of those

times, was invented by one Mr Winstanley, and ex
hibited at the lower end of Piccadilly ;

it consisted of

sea-pods, eoddrssos. fee playing and spnutingout water
and fire mingled with water; performed every evening
between live and six.
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Nunquam prsponens se aliis ; Ita facilime
Sine invidia invenias laudem

Ter. Andr. Act i. Sc. 1.

His manner of life was this ; to bear with every
body's humours ; to comply with the inclinations and
pursuits of those he conversed with

;
to contradict no

body ;
never to assume a superiority over others. This

is the ready way to gain applause, without exciting
envy.

MAN is subject to innumerable pains and
sorrows by the very condition of humanity,
and yet, as if nature had not sown evils

enough in life, we are continually adding
grief to grief, and aggravating the com
mon calamity by our cruel treatment of

one another. Every man's natural weight
of afflictions is still made more heavy by
the envy, malice, treachery, or injustice of

his neighbour. At the same time that the
storm beats upon the whole species, we are

falling foul upon One another.
Half the misery of human life might

be extinguished, would men alleviate the

general curse they lie under, by mutual
offices of compassion, benevolence and hu

manity. There is nothing therefore which
we ought more to encourage in ourselves
and others, than that disposition of mind
which in our language goes under the title

of good-nature, and which I shall choose
for the subject of this day's speculation.
Good-nature is more agreeable in con

versation than wit, and gives a certain air

to the countenance which is more amiable
> than beauty. It shows virtue in the fairest

light, takes off in some measure from the

deformity of vice, and makeseven folly and

impertinence supportable.
There is no society or conversation to be

kept up in the world without good-nature,
or something which must bear its appear
ance, and supply its place. For this reason
mankind have been forced to invent a kind
of artificial humanity, which is what we
express by the word good-breeding. For
if we examine thoroughly the idea of what
we call so, we shall find it to be nothing
else but an imitation and mimickry of good
nature, or in other terms, affability, com
plaisance, and easiness of temper reduced
into an art.

These exterior shows and appearances
of humanity render a man wonderfully po
pular and beloved, when they are founded

upon a real good-nature: but without it

are like hypocrisy in religion, or a bare
form of holiness, which when it is discover

ed, makes a man more detestable than pro
fessed impiety.
Good-nature is generally born with us;

health, prosperity, and kind treatment from
the world are great cherishers of it where
they find it; but nothing is capable of forcing
it up, where it does not grow of itself. Iti

one of the blessings of a happy constitution,

which education may improve but not pro
duce.

Xenophon in the life of his imaginary
prince, whom he describes as a pattern for

real ones, is always celebrating the phi-

.anthropy or good-nature of his hero,
which he tells us he brought into the world

with him, and gives many remarkable in

stances of it in his childhood, as well as in

all the several parts of his life.* Nay, on

nis death-bed, he describes him as being

pleased, that while his soul returned to

lim that made it, his body should incorpo
rate with the great mother of all things,
and by that means become beneficial to

mankind. For which reason, he gives his

sons a positive order not to enshrine it in

gold or silver, but to lay it in the earth as

soon as the life was gone out of it.

An instance of such an overflowing of

humanity, such an exuberant love to man
kind, could not have entered into the imagi
nation of a writer, who had not a soul filled

with great ideas, and a general benevolence

to mankind.
In that celebrated passage of Sallust,

where Caesar and Cato are placed in such

beautiful but opposite lights,f Caesar's cha
racter is chiefly made up of good-nature,
as it showed itself in all its forms towards

his friends or his enemies, his servants or

dependants, the guilty or the distressed.

As for Cato's character, it is rather awful

than amiable. Justice seems most agree
able to the nature of God, and mercy to that

of man. A being who has nothing to par
don in himself, may reward every man ac

cording to his works; but he whose very
best actions must be seen with grains of

allowance, cannot be too mild, moderate,
and forgiving. For this reason, among all

the monstrous characters in human nature,

there is none so odious, nor indeed so ex

quisitely ridiculous, as that of a rigid severe

temper in a worthless man.
This part of good-nature, however, which

consists in the pardoning and overlooking
of faults, is to be exercised only in doing
ourselves justice, and that too in the ordi

nary commerce and occurrences of life; for

in the public administration of justice,

mercy to one may be cruelty to others.

It is grown almost into a maxim, that

good-natured men are not always men of

the most wit. This observation in my f

opinion, has no foundation in nature. The
greatest wits I have conversed with are

men eminent for their humanity. I take

therefore this remark to have been occa

sioned by two reasons. First, because ill-

nature among ordinary observers passes for

wit. A spiteful saying gratifies so many
little passions in those who hear it, that it

generally meets with a good reception.
The laugh rises upon it, and the man who
utters it is looked upon as a shrewd sa

tirist. This may be one reason, why a

great many pleasant companions appear so

surprisingly dull, when they have endea

voured to be merry in print; the public

* Xenoph. De Cyri Instil. lib. viii. cap. vii. sect. 3

edit. J. A. Ern. 8vo. torn. i. p. 550.

f Sallust. Bell. Catil. c. liv.
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being more just than private clubs or assem
blies, in distinguishing between what is wit,
and what is ill-nature.

Another reason why the good-natured
man may sometimes bring his wit in ques
tion, is, perhaps, because he is apt to be
moved with compassion for those misfor
tunes or infirmities, which another would
turn into ridicule, and by

'

that means
gain the reputation of a wit. The ill-

natured man, though but of equal parts,

gives himself a larger field to expatiate
in; he exposes those failings of human na
ture which the other would cast a veil

over, laughs at vices which the other either
excuses or conceals, gives utterance to re
flections which the other stifles, falls indif

ferently upon friends or enemies, exposes
the person who has obliged him, and, in

short, sticks at nothing that may establish
his character of a wit. It is no wonder,
therefore, he succeeds in it better than
the man of humanity, as a person who
makes use of indirect methods is more
likely to grow rich than the fair trader.

No. 170.] Friday, September 14, 1711.

In amore htec omnia insunt vitia: injuriz,
Suspiciones, inimicitiae, inducice,
Bellum pax rursum Ter. Eun. Act i. Sc. 1.

In love are all these ills: suspicions, quarrels,
Wrongs, reconcilements, war, and peace again.

Caiman.

UPON looking over the letters of my fe

male correspondents, I find several from
women complaining of jealous husbands,
and at the same time protesting their own
innocence; and desiring my advicfe on this

occasion. I shall therefore take this sub -

ject into my consideration; and the more
willingl v, because I find that the Marquis cf

Halifax, who, in his Advice to a Daughter,
has instructed a wife how to behave herself
towards a false, an intemperate, a choleric,
a sullen, a covetous, or a silly husband, has
not spoken one word of a jealous husband.

'

Jealousy is that pain which a man feels

from the apprehension that he is not equally
beloved by the person whom he entirely
loves.

' Now because our inward passions
and inclinations can never make themselves
visible, it is impossible for a jealrus man to

be thoroughly cured of his suspicions. His

thoughts hang at best in a state of doubtful
ness and uncertainty: and are never capa
ble of receiving any satisfaction on the ad

vantageous side; so that his inquiries are
most successful when they discover nothing.
His pleasure arises from his disappoint
ments, and his life is spent in pursuit of a
secret that destroys his happiness if he
chance to find it

An ardent love is always a strong ingre
dient in this passion; for the same affection

which stirs up the jealous man's desires,
and gives the party beloved so beautiful a

figure in his imagination, makes him believe

she kindles the same passion in others, and

appears as amiable to all beholders. And
as jealousy thus arises from an extraordi

nary love, it is of so delicate a nature, that

it scorns to take up with any thing less than
an equal return of love. Not the warmest

expressions of affection, the softest and most
tender hypocrisy, are able to give any sa

tisfaction, where we are not persuaded that

the affection is real, and the satisfaction

mutual. For the jealous man wishes him
self a kind of deity to the person he loves.

He would be the only pleasure of her senses,

the employment of her thoughts; and is

angry at eveiy thing she admires or takes

delight in besides himself.

Phxdra's request to his mistress, upon
his leaving her for three days, is inimitably
beautiful and natural :

Cum milite isto prsesens, absens ut sies:

Dies noctesque me ames: me desideres:

Me somnies: me expectes: de me cogites:
Me speres: me te oblectes : mecum tola sis :

Meus fac sis postremo animus, quando ego sum tuus.

Ter. Eun. Act i. Sc. 2

Be with yon soldier present, as if absent :

All night and day love me : still lone for me :

Dream, ponddPstill 'on' me : wish, hope for me :

Delight in me ; be all in all with me ;

Give your whole heart, for mine's all your's, to me.
Colman.

The jealous man's disease is of so malig
nant anature, that it converts all it takes into

its own nourishment. A cool behaviour sets

him on the rack, and is interpreted as an

instance of aversion or indifference; a fond

one raises his suspicions, and looks too

much like dissimulation and artifice. If the

person he loves be cheerful, her thoughts
must be employed on another; and if sad,

she is certainly thinking on himself. In

short, there is no word or gesture so in

significant, but it gives him new hints,

feeds his suspicions, and furnishes him with

fresh matters of discovery: so that if we
consider the effects of his passion, one would
rather think it proceeded from an invete

rate hatred, than an excessive love; for cer

tainly none can meet with more disquietude
and uneasiness than a suspected wife, if we
except the jealous husband.
But the great unhappiness of this passion

is, that it naturally tends to alienate the af

fection which it is so solicitous to engross;
and that for these two reasons, because it

lays too great a constraint on the words and

actions of the suspected person, and at the

same time shows you have no honourable

opinion of her; both of which are strong
motives to aversion.

Nor is this the worst effect of jealousy;
for it often draws after it a more fatal train

of consequences, and makes the person you
suspect guilty of the very crimes you are so

much afraid "of. It is very natural for such

who are treated ill, and upbraided falsely,

to find out an intimate friend that will hear
their crmplaint?, condole their sufferings,

and endeavour to soothe and assuage their

secret resentments. Besides, jealousy puts
a woman often in mind of an ill thing that
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she would not otherwise, perhaps, have
thought of, and fills her imagination with
such an unlucky idea, as in time grows
familiar, excites desire, and loses all the
shame and horror which might at first at
tend it. Nor is it a wonder if she, who suf
fers wrongfully in a man's opinion of her,
and has therefore nothing to forfeit in his

esteem, resolves to give him reason for his

suspicions, and to enjoy the pleasure of the
crime, since she must undergo the igno
miny. Such, probably, were the consi
derations that directed'the wise man in his
advice to husbands: 'Be not jealous over
the wife of thy bosom, and teach her not an
evil lesson against thyself.

'*

And here, among the other torments
which this passion produces, we may usu
ally observe that none are greater mourners
than jealous men, when the person who
provoked theirjealousy is taken from them.
Then it is that their love breaks out fu

riously,
and throws off all the mixtures of

suspicion which choked and smothered it

oefore. The beautiful parts of the cha
racter rise uppermost in the jealous hus
band's memory, and upbraid him with the
ill usage of so divine a creature as was once
in his possession; whilst all the little im
perfections, that were before so uneasy to

him, wear off from his remembrance, and
show themselves no more.
We may see by what has been said, that

jealousy takes the deepest root in men of
amorous dispositions; and of these we find
three kinds who are most overrun with it.

The first are those who are conscious to

themselves of any infirmity, whether it be
weakness, old age, deformity, ignorance, or
the like. These men are so well acquainted
with the unamiable part of themselves,
that they have not the confidence to think

they are really beloved; and are so distrust
ful of their own merits, that all fondness
towards them puts them out of countenance,
and looks like a jest upon their persons.
They grow suspicious on their first looking
in a glass, and are stung with jealousy at

the sight of a wrinkle. A handsome fel

low immediately alarms them, and every
thing that looks young, or gay, turns their

thoughts upon their -wives.

A second sort of men who are most liable

to this passion, are those of cunning, wary,
and distrustful tempers. It is a fault very
justly found in histories composed by poli
ticians, that they leave nothing to chance
or humour, but are still for deriving every
action from some plot or contrivance, for

drawing up a perpetual scheme of causes
and events, and preserving a constant cor

respondence between the camp and the
council-table. And thus it happens in the
affairs of love with men of too refined a
thought. They put a construction on a look,
and find out a design in a smile; they give
new senses and significations to words and

*
Kccleiiasticus, ix. 1.

actions; and are ever tormenting them
selves with fancies of their own raising.

They generally act in a disguise themselves,
and therefore mistake all outward shows
and appearances for hypocrisy in others;
so that I believe no men see less of the
truth and reality of things, than these great
refiners upon incidents, who are so won
derfully subtile and over-wise in their con

ceptions.
Now, what these men fancy they know of

women by reflection, your lewd and vicious
men believe they have learned by expe
rience. They have seen the poor husband
so misled by tricks and artifices, and in the
midst of his inquiries so lost and bewildered
in a crooked intrigue, that they still sus

pect an under-plct in every female action;
and especially where they see any resem
blance in the behaviour of two persons, are

apt to fancy it proceeds from the same de

sign in both. These men therefore bear
hard upon the suspected party, pursue her
close through all her turnings and wind

ings, and are too well acquainted with the
chase to be flung off by any false steps or
doubles. Besides, their acquaintance and
conversation has lain wholly among the
vicious part of woman-kind, and therefore
it is no wonder they censure all alike, and
look upon the whole sex as a species of im
postors. But if, notwithstanding their pri
vate experience, they can get over these

prejudices, and entertain a favourable opi
nion of some women, yet their own loose
desires will stir up new suspicions from an
other side, and make them believe all men
subject to the same inclinations with them
selves.

Whether these or other motives are most

predominant, we learn from the modern
histories of America, as well as from our
own experience in this part of the world,
that jealousy is no northern passion, but

rages most in those nations that lie nearest
the influence of the sun. It is a misfortune
for a woman to be born between the tropics;
for there lie the hottest regions of jealousy,
which as you come northward cools all

along with the climate, till you scarce meet
with any thing like it in the polar circle.

Our own nation is very temperately situated
in this respect; and if we meet with some
few, disordered with the violence of this pas
sion, they are not the proper growth of
our country, but are many degrees nearer
the sun in their constitutions than in their

climate.
After this frightful account of jealousy,

and the persons who are most subject to it,

it will be but fair to show by what means
the passion may be best allayed, and those
who are possessed with it set at ease.

Other faults, indeed,are not under the wife's

jurisdiction, and should, if possible, escape
her observation; but jealousy calls upon her

particularly for its cure, and deserves all

her art and application in the attempt
Besides, she has this for her encourage-
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ment, that her endeavours will be always
pleasing, and that she will still find the af

fection of her husband rising towards her in

proportion as his doubts and suspicions va
nish; for, as we have seen all along, there
is so great a mixture of love and
is well worth the separating. Bu
be the subject of another paper. L.

No. 171.] Saturday, September 15, 1711.

Ovid, Met. vii. 826.Credula res amor est.-

Love is a credulous passion.

HAVING in my yesterday's paper disco

vered the nature of jealousy, and pointed
out the persons who are most subject to it,

I must here apply myself to my fair corre

spondents, who desire to live well with a

jealous husband, and to ease his mind of its

unjust suspicions.
The first rule I shall propose to be ob

served is, that you never seem to dislike in

another what the jealous man is himself

guilty of, or to admire any thing in which
he himself does not excel. A jealous man
is very quick in his applications; he knows
how to find a double edge in an invective,
and to draw a satire on himself out of a

panegyric on another. He does not trouble

himself to consider the person, but to di

rect the character; and is secretly pleased
or confounded, as he finds more or less of

himself in it. The commendation of any
thing in another stirs up his jealousy, as it

shows you have a value for others besides

himself; but the commendation of that,
which he himself wants, inflames him more,
as it shows that, in some respects, you pre
fer others before him. Jealousy is admira

bly described in this view by Horace in his

ode to Lydia:
Qiium tu, Lydia, Telephi
Cervicem roseam, et cerea Telephi

Laudas brachia, vae mcum
Fervens ditticili bile tumet jecur ;

Tune nee mens mihi, nee color

Certa sede manet
;
humor et in gcnas

Purtim labitur, areuens
Uuam lentis penitus macerer ignibus.

Lib. 1. Oil. ziii. 1.

When Telephus his youthful charms,
His rosy neck and winding arms,
With endless rapture you recite,
And in the pleasing name delight ;

My heart, inflamed by jealous heats,
With numberless resentments beats ;

Prom my pale cheek the colour flies,

And all the man within me dies ;

By turns my hidden grief appears
In rising sighs and falling tears,
That show too well the warm desires.
The silent, slow, consuming fires,

Which on my inmost vitals prey,
And melt my very soul away.

The jealous man is not indeed angry if

you dislike another; but if you find those

faults, which are to be found in his own
character, you discover not only your dis

like of another, but of himself. In short, he
is so desirous of ingrossing all your love,
that he is grieved at the want of any charm
which he believes has power to raise it: and

if he finds by your censures on others, that

he is not so agreeable in your opinion as he

might be, he naturally concludes you could
love him better if he had other qualifica

tions, and that by consequence your affec

tion does not rise so high as he thinks it

ought. If therefore his temper be grave or

sullen, you must not be too much pleased
with a jest, or transported with any thing
that is gay or diverting. If his beauty be
none of the best, you must be a professed
admirer of prudence, or any other quality
he is master of, or at least vain enough to

think he is.

In the next place, you must be sure to be
free and open in your conversation with

him, and to let in light upon your actions,
to unravel all your designs, and discover

every secret, however trifling or indifferent.

A jealous husband has a particular aver
sion to winks and whispers, and if he does
not see to the bottom of every thing, will

be sure to go beyond it in his fears and

suspicions. He will always expect to be

your chief confident, and where he finds

himself kept out of a secret, will believe

there is more in it than there should be.

And here it is of great concern, that you
preserve the character of your sincerity
uniform and of a piece; for if he once finds

a false gloss put upon any single action, he

quickly suspects all the rest: his working
imagination immediately take a false hint,
and runs off with it into several remote

consequences, till he has proved very in

genious in working out his own misery.
If both these methods fail, the best way

will be to let him see you are much cast

down and afflicted for the ill opinion he
entertains of you, and the disquietudes he
himself suffers for your sake. There are

many who take a kind of barbarous plea
sure in the jealousy of those who love them,
that insult over an aching heart, and tri

umph in their charms which are able to

excite so much uneasiness:

Ardeat ipsa licet, tormentis gaudet amantis.
Juv. Sat. vi. 208.

Though equal pains her peace of mind destroy,
A lover's torments give her spiteful joy.

But these often carry the humour so far,

till their affected coldness and indifference

quite kills all the fondness of a lover, and
are then sure to meet in their turn with all

the contempt and scorn that is due to so

insolent a behaviour. On the contrary, it is

very probable a melancholy, dejected car

riage, the usual effects of injured innocence,

may soften the jealous husband into pity,
make him sensible of the wrong he does

you, and work out of his mind all those

Fears and suspicions that make you both

unhappy. At least it will have this good
effect, that he will keep his jealousy to him
self, and repine in private, either because
tie is sensible it is a weakness, and will

therefore hide it from your knowledge, or

because he will be apt to fear some ill effect
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it may produce in cooling your love towards
him, or diverting it to another.

1 There is still another secret that can
never fail, if you can once get it believed,
and which is often practised by women of

greater cunning than virtue. This is to

change sides for a while with the jealous
man, and to turn his own passion upon him
self; to take some occasion of growing jeal
ous of him, and to follow the example he
himself hath set you. This counterfeit jeal
ousy will bring him a great deal of plea
sure, if he thinks it real; for he knows
experimentally how much love goes along
with this passion, and will besides feel

something like the satisfaction of revenge,
in seeing you undergo all his own tortures.
But this, indeed, is an artifice so difficult,
and at the same time so disingenuous, that
it ought never to be put in practice but by
such as have skill enough to cover the de
ceit, and innocence to render it excusable.

I shall conclude this essay with the story
of Herod and Mariamne, as I have collected
it out of Josephus;* which may serve almost
as an example to whatever can be said on
this subject.
Mariamne had all the charms that beauty,

birth, wit, and youth could give a woman,
and Herod all the love that such charms
are able to raise in a warm and amorous
disposition. In the midst of this his fond
ness for Mariamne, he put her brother to

death, as he did her father not many years
after. The barbarity of the action was
represented to Mark Antony, who imme
diately summoned Herod into Egypt, to
answer for the crime that was there laid to
his charge. Herod attributed the summons
to Antony's desire of Mariamne, whom
therefore before his departure, he gave into
the custody of his uncle Joseph, with pri
vate orders to put her to death, if any such
violence was offered to himself. This Jo

seph was much delighted with Mariamne's
conversation, and endeavoured with all his
art and rhetoric, to set out the excess of

Herod's passion for her; but when he still

found her cold and incredulous, he incon

siderately told her, as a certain instance of

her lord's affection, the private orders he
had left behind him, which plainly showed,
according to Joseph's interpretation, that
he could neither live nor die without her.
This barbarous instance of a wild unrea
sonable passion quite put out, for a time,
those little remains of affection she still had
for her lord. Her thoughts were so wholly
taken up with the cruelty of his orders,
that she could not consider the kindness
that produced them, and therefore repre
sented him in her imagination, rather under
the frightful idea of a murderer than a
lover.

Herod was at length acquitted and dis
missed by Mark Antony, when his soul was

*
Antiquities of the Jews, book xv. chap. 3. sect. 5, 6,

9; chap. 7. sect. 1, 2, &c.

all in flames for his Mariamne; but before
their meeting, he was not a little alarmed
at the report he had heard of his uncle's
conversation and familiarity with her in his
absence. This therefore was the first dis

course he entertained her with, in which
she found it no easy matter to quiet his

suspicions. But at last he appeared so well
satisfied of her innocence, that from re

proaches and wranglings he fell to tears
and embraces. Both of them wept very
tenderly at their reconciliation, and Herod
poured out his whole soul to her in the
warmest protestations oflove and constancy;
when amidst all his sighs and languishings
she asked him, Whether the private orders
he left with his uncle Joseph were an in

stance of such an inflamed affection? 1'he

jealous king was immediately roused at so

unexpected a question, and concluded his
uncle must have been too familiar with her,
before he could have discovered such a
secret. In short, he put his uncle to death,
and very difficultly prevailed upon himself
to spare Mariamne.
After this he was forced on a second

journey into Egypt, when he committed
his lady to the care of Sohemus, with the
same private orders he had before given
his uncle, if any mischief befel himself. In
the meanwhile Mariamne so won upon So
hemus by her presents and obliging con
versation, that she drew all the secret from,

him, with which Herod had intrusted him ;

so that after his return, when he flew to
her with all the transports of joy and love,
she received him coldly with sighs and
tears, and all the marks of indifference and
aversion. This reception so Stirred up his

indignation, that he had certainly slain her
with his own hands, had not he feared he
himself should have become the greatest
sufferer by it. It was not long after this,
when he had another violent return of love

upon him: Mariamne was therefore sent
for to him, whom he endeavoured to soften
and reconcile with all possible conjugal
caresses and endearments; but she declined
his embraces, and answered all his fond
ness with bitter invectives for the death of

her father, and her brother. This beha
viour so incensed Herod, that he very
hardly refrained from striking her; when
in the heat of their quarrel there came in a
witness suborned by some of Mariamne's
enemies, who accused her to the king of a

design to poison him. Herod was now pre
pared to hear any thing in her prejudice,
and immediately ordered her servant to be
stretched upon the rack; who in the extre

mity of his torture confessed, that his mis
tress's aversion to the king arose from some

thing Sohemus had told her; but as for any
design of poisoning, he utterly disowned
the least knowledge of it. This confession

quickly proved fatal to Sohemus, who now
lay under the same suspicions and sentence
that Joseph had before him, on the like

occasion. Nor would Herod rest here; but
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accused her with great vehemence of a de

sign upon his life, and, by his authority with
the judges, had her publicly condemned
and executed. Herod soon after her death

grew melancholy and dejected, retiring
from the public administration of affairs

into a solitary forest, and there abandoning
himself to all the black considerations,
which naturally arise from a passion made
up of love, remorse, pity, and despair. He
used to rave for his Mariamne, and to call

upon her in his distracted fits; and in all

probability would soon have followed her,
had not his thoughts been seasonably called
off from so sad an object by public storms,
which at that time very nearly threatened
him. L.

No. 172.] Monday, September 17', 1711.

Non solum scientia, quae est reraota a justitia, calli-

ditas potius quam sapientia est appellanda; verum
etiain animus paratus ad periculum, si sun cupiditate,
non utilitate commimi, impellitur, audaciae potius no-
men habeat, quam furtitudinis

Plato apud Tull.

As knowledge, without justice, ought to be called cun-
nins, rather than wisdom

;
so a mirid prepared to meet

danser, if excited by its own eagerness, and not the

public good, deserves the name of audacity, rather than
that of fortitude.

THERE can be no greater injury to human
society than that good talents among men
should be held honourable to those who are
endowed with them, without any regard
how they are applied. The gifts of nature
and accomplishments of art are valuable
but as they are exerted in the interests of

virtue, or governed by the rules of honour.
We ought toabstract our minds from the
observation of anv excellence in those we
converse with, till we have taken some
notice or received some good information
of the disposition of their minds; otherwise
the beauty of their persons, or the charms
of their wit, may make us fond of those
whom our reason and judgment will tell us
we ought to abhor.
When we suffer ourselves to be thus car

ried away by mere beauty, or mere wit,

Omniamante, with all her vice, will bear

away as much of cur good-will as the most
innocent virgin, or discreet matron; and
there ca"hnot be a more abject slavery in

this world, than to dote upon what we
think we ought to condemn. Yet this must
be our condition in all the parts of life, if

we suffer ourselves to approve any thing
but what tends to the promotion of what is

good and honourable. If we would take
true pains with ourselves to consider all

things by the light of reason and justice,

though a man were in the height of youth
and amorous inclinations, he would look

upon a coquette with the same contempt, or

indifference, as he would upon a coxcomb.
The wanton carriage in a woman would

disappoint her of the admiration which she
aims at; and the vain dress or discourse of
* man would destrov the comeliness of his

shape, or goodness of his understanding. I

say the goodness of his understanding, for

it is no less common to see men of senSe

commence coxcombs, than beautiful women
become immodest. When this happens in

either, the favour we are naturally inclined

to give to the good qualities they have from
nature should abate in proportion. But
however just it is to measure the value of

men by the application of their talents, and
not by the eminence of those qualities, ab
stracted from their use: I say, however just
such a way of judging is, in all ages as well

as this, the contrary has prevailed upon the

generality of mankind. How many lewd
devices have been preserved from one age
to another, which had perished as soon as

they were made, if painters and sculptors
had been esteemed as much for the pur
pose, as the execution of their designs?
Modest and well-governed imaginations
have by this means l^st the representation
of ten thousand charming portraitures, filled

with images of innate truth, generous zeal,

courageous faith, and tender humanity; in

stead of which, satvrs, furies, and monsters,
are recommended by those arts to a shame
ful eternity.
The unjust application of laudable talents

is tolerated in the general opinion of men,
not only in such cases as are here mention

ed, but also in matters which concern ordi

nary life. If a lawyer were to be esteemed

only as he uses his parts in contending for

justice, and were immediately despicable
when he appeared in a cause which he could
not but know was an unjust one, how honour
able would his character be ? And how ho
nourable is it in such among us, who follow

the profession no otherwise, than as labour

ing to protect the injured, to subdue the

oppressor, to imprison the careless debtor,
and do right to the painful artificer? But

many of this excellent character are over
looked by the greater number; who affect

covering a weak place in a client's title, di

verting the course of an inquiry, or finding
a skilful refuge to palliate a falsehood; yet
it is still called eloquence in the latter,

though thus unjustly employed: but resolu

tion in an assassin is according to reason

quite as laudable as knowledge and wis

dom exercised in the defence of an ill

cause.

Were the intention steadfastly consider

ed, as the measure of approbation, all false

hood would soon be out of countenance; and
an address in imposingupon mankind, would
be as contemptible in one state of life as an

other. A couple of courtiers making pro
fessions of esteem, would make the same

figure after breach of promise, as two

knights of the post convicted of perjury.
But conversation is fallen so low in point of

morality, that, as they say in a bargain,
Met the buyer look to it;' so in friendship
he is the man in danger who is most apt to

believe. He is the more likely to suffer

in the commerce, who begins with the
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obligation cf being the more ready to enter
into it.

But those men only are truly great, who
place their ambition rather in acquiring to
themselves the conscience of worthy enter
prises, than in the prospect of glory which
attends them. These exalted spirits would
rather be secretly the authors of events
which are serviceable to mankind, than,
without being such, to have the public fame
of it. Where, therefore, an eminent merit
is robbed by artifice or detraction, it does
but increase by such endeavours of its ene
mies. The impotent pains which are taken
to sully it, or diffuse it among a crowd to
the injury of a single person, will naturally
produce the contrary effect; the fire will
blaze out, and burn up all that attempt to
smother what they cannot extinguish.
There is but one thing necessary to keep

the possession of true glory, which is, to
hear the opposers of it with patience, and
preserve the virtue by which it was ac
quired. When a man is thoroughly per
suaded that he ought neither to admire,
wish for, or pursue any thing but what is

exactly his duty, it is not in the power of
seasons, persons, or accidents, to diminish
his value. He only is a great man who can
neglect the applause of the multitude, and
enjoy himself independent of its favour.
This is indeed an arduous task: but it should
comfort a glorious spirit that it is the highest
step to which human nature can arrive.-- -,i . -. A^*.mt*xm iicn.ni \_, V^dll (11 I i VC
Triumph, applause, acclamation, are dear
to the mind of man; but it is still a more
exquisite delight to say to yourself, youhave done well, than to hear the whole hu
man race pronounce you glorious, except
you yourself can join with them in your own
reflections. A mind thus equal and uni
form, may be deserted by little fashionable
admirers and followers, but will ever be
had in reverence by souls like itself. The
branches of the oak endure all the seasons
of the year, though its leaves fall off in
autumn; and these too will be restored with
the returning spring. T.

No. 173.] Tuesday, September 18, 1711.

Remove fera monstra, tuseque
Saxificos vultus, quajcunque ea, tolle Medusa;.

Ovid, Met. v. 216.
Hence with those monstrous features, and, O! spareThat Gorgon's look, and petrifying stare. P.

IN a late paper I mentioned the project
ol an ingenious author for the erecting of
several handicraft prizes to be contended
for by our British artisans, and the influ
ence they might have towards the im-
31-ovement of our several manufactures. I
have since that been very much surprised
by the following advertisement, which I
find in the Post-boy of the llth instant, and
again repeated in the Post-boy of the 15th.

' On the 9th of October next will be run
for upon Coleshill-heath in Warwickshire

33

a plate cf six guineas' value, three heats,
by any horse, mare, or gelding, that hath
not won above the value of 51. the winning
horse to be sold for 10/. to carry 10 stone

weight, if 14 hands high; if above or under
to carry or be allowed weight for inches,
and to be entered Friday the 15th, at the
Swan in Coleshill, before six in the even
ing. Also a plate of less value to be run for

by asses. The same day a gold ring to be
grinned for by men.'

The first of these diversions that is to be
exhibited by the 10/. race-horses may pro
bably have its use; but the two last, in
which the asses and men are concerned,
seem to me altogether extraordinary and
unaccountable. Why they should keep
running asses at Coleshill, or how makingmouths turn to account in Warwickshire,
more than in any other parts of England, I
cannot comprehend. I have looked over
all the Olympic games, and do not find any
thing in them like an ass-race, or a match
at grinning. However it be, I am informed
that several asses are now kept in body-
clothes, and sweated every morning upon
the heath; and that all the country-fellows
within ten miles of the Swan, grin an hour
or two in their glasses every morning, in
order to qualify themselves for the 9th of
October. The prize which is proposed to
be grinned for, has raised such an ambition
among the common people of out-grinningone another, that many very discerning
persons are afraid it should spoil most of
the faces in the county; and that a War
wickshire man will be known by his grin,
as Roman Catholics imagine a Kentish man
is by his tail. The gold ring which is made
the prize of deformity, is just the reverse
of the golden apple that was formerly made
the prize of beauty, and should carry for
its poesy the old motto inverted:

'Detur tetriori.'

Or, to accommodate it to the capacity of
the combatants,

The frightfull'st grinner
Be the winner.

In the meanwhile I would advise a Dutch
painter to be present at this great contro
versy of faces, in order to make a collection
of the most remarkable grins that shall be-
there exhibited.

I must not here omit an account which I

lately received of one of these grinnine-
matches from a gentleman, who, upon
reading the above-mentioned advertise
ment, entertained a coffee-house with the
following narrative: Upon the taking of
Namure, amidst other public rejoicingsmade on that occasion, there was a gold
ring given by a whig justice of peace to be
grinned for. The first competitor that en
tered the lists, was a black swarthy French
man, who accidentally passed that way,and being a man naturally of a withered
look, and hard features, promised himsell
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good success. He was placed upon a table

in the great point of view, and looking upon
the company, like Milton's Death,

' Grinn'd horribly a ghastly smile '

His muscles were so drawn together on
each side of his face, that he showed twenty
teeth at a grin, and put the country in some

pain, lest a foreigner should cany away the
honour of the day; but upon a further trial

they found he was master only of the merry
grin.
The next that mounted the table was a

malecontent in those days, and a great mas
ter in the whole art of grinning, but parti

cularly excelled in the angry grin. He did

his part so well, that he is said to have
made half a dozen women miscarry; but
the justice being apprized by one who stood

near him, that the fellow who grinned in

his face was a Jacobite, and being unwilling
that a disaffected person should win the

gold ring, and be looked upon as the best

grinner in the country, he ordered the paths
to be tendered unto him upon his quitting
the table, which the grinner refusing he
was set aside as an unqualified person.
There were several other grotesque figures
that presented themselves, which it would
be too tedious to describe. I must not how
ever omit a ploughman who lived in the
farther part of the country, and being very
lucky in a pair of long lantern-jaws, wrung
his face into such a hideous grimace, that

every feature of it appeared under a differ

ent distortion. The whole company stood

astonished at such a complicated grin, and
were ready to assign the prize to him, had
it not been proved by one of his antagonists,
that he had practised with verjuice for some

days before, and had a crab found upon him
at the very time of grinning; upon which
the best judges of grinning declared it as

their opinion, that he was not to be looked

upon as a fair grinner, and therefore or

dered him to be set aside as a cheat.

The prize it seems at length fell upon a

cobbler, Giles Gorgon by name, who pro
duced several new grins of his own inven

tion, having been used to cut faces for many
years together over his last. At the very
first grin he cast every human feature out

of his countenance, at the second he be
came the face of a spout, at the third a

baboon, at the fourth a head of a bass-viol,
and at the fifth a pair of nut-crackers. The
whole assembly wondered at his accom

plishments, and bestowed the ring on him

unanimously; but, what he esteemed more
than all the rest, a country wench, whom
he had wooed in vain for above five years
before, was so charmed with his grins, and
the applauses which he received on all

sides, that she married him the week fol

lowing, and to this day wears the prize upon
her finger, the cobbler having made use of

it as his wedding ring.
This paper might perhaps seem very im

pertinent, if it grew serious in the conclu

sion. I would nevertheless leave to the

consideration of those who are the patrons
of this monstrous trial of skill, whether or

no they are not
guilty,

in some measure, of

an affront to their species, in treating after

this manner the ' human face divine,' and

turning that part of us, which has so great
an image impressed upon it, into the image
of a monkey; whether the raising such

silly competitions among the ignorant, pro

posing prizes for such useless accomplish
ments, filling the common people's heads
with such senseless ambitions, and inspiring
them with such absurd ideas of superiority
and pre-eminence, has not in it something
immoral as well as ridiculous. L.

No. 174.] Wednesday, September 19, 1711.

Htec memini et victum frustra contenders Thyrsin,
Virg. Eel. vii. 69.

The whole debate in mem'ry I retain.

When Thyrsis argued warmly, but in vain. P.

THERE is scarce any thing more com
mon than animosities between parties that

cannot subsist but by their agreement: this

was well represented in the sedition of the

members of the human body in the old

Roman fable.* It is often the case of lesser

confederate states against a superior power,
which are hardly held together, though
their unanimity is necessary for their com
mon safety; and this is always the case of

the landed and trading interests of Great

Britain; the trader is fed by the product of

the land, and the landed man cannot be
clothed but by the skill of the trader: and

yet those interests are ever jarring.
We had last winter an instance of this

at our club, in Sir Roger de Coverley and
Sir Andrew Freeport, between whom there

is generally a constant, though friendly op
position of opinions. It happened that one
of the company, in an historical discourse,

was observing, that Carthaginian faith was
a proverbial phrase to intimate breach of

leagues. Sir Roger said it could hardly be

otherwise: that the Carthaginians were the

greatest traders in the world; and as gain
is the chief end of such a people, they never

pursue any other: the means to it are never

regarded; they will, if it comes easily, get

money honestly; but if not, they will not

scruple to attain it by fraud, or cozenage:
and indeed, what is the whole business of

the trader's account, but to overreach him
who trusts to his memory? But were not

that so, what can there great and noble be

expected from him whose attention is ever

fixed upon balancing his books, and watch

ing over his expences? And at best let

frugality and parsimony be the virtues of

the merchant, how much is his punctual

dealing below a gentleman's charity to the

poor, or hospitality among his neighbours?

Captain Sentry observed Sir Andrew very

* Livii Hist. Dec. 1. Lib. ii. cap. ii
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diligent in hearing Sir Roger, and had a
mind to turn the discourse, by taking notice
in general, from the highest to the lowest

parts of human society, there was a secret,

though unjust, way among men, of indulging
the seeds of ill-nature and envy, by com
paring their own state of life to that of an
other, and grudging the approach of their

neighbour to their own happiness; and on
the other side, he, who is the less at his ease,

repines at the other, who he thinks has un

justly the advantage over him. Thus the
civil and military lists look upon each other
with much ill-nature; the soldier repines
at the courtier's power, and the courtier
rallies the soldier's honour; or, to come to

lower instances, the private men in the
horse and foot of an army, the carmen and
coachmen in the city streets, mutually look

upon each other with ill-will, when they
are in competition for quarters, or the way
in their respective motions.

'It is very well, good captain,' inter

rupted Sir Andrew: '

you may attempt to

turn the discourse if you think fit; but I

must however have a word or two with Sir

Roger, who, I see, thinks he has paid me
off, and been very severe upon the mer
chant. I shall not,' continued he, 'at this

time remind Sir Roger of the great and
noble monuments of charity and public
spirit, which have been erected by mer
chants since the reformation, but at present
content myself with what he allows us, par
simony and frugality. If it were consistent

with the quality of so ancient a baronet as

Sir Roger, to keep an account, or measure

things by the most infallible way, that of

numbers, he would prefer our parsimony
to his hospitality. If to drink so many
hogsheads is to be hospitable, we do not
contend for the fame of that virtue; but it

would be worth while to consider, whether
so many artificers at work ten days together
by my appointment, or so many peasants
made merry on Sir Roger's charge, are the
men more obliged? I believe the families

of the artificers will thank me more than
the household of the peasants shall Sir

Roger. Sir Roger gives to his men, but I

place mine above the necessity or obliga
tion of my bounty. I am in very little pain
for the Roman proverb upon the Carthagi
nian traders; the Romans were their pro
fessed enemies: I am only sorry no Cartha

ginian histories have come to our hands:
we might have been taught perhaps by
them some proverbs against the Roman
generosity, in fighting for, and bestowing
other people's goods. But since Sir Roger
has taken occasion, from an old proverb,
to be out of humour with merchants, it

should be no offence to offer one not quite
so old, in their defence. When a man hap
pens to break in Holland, they say of him
that " he has not kept true accounts. " This
phrase, perhaps, among us, would appear
a soft or humourous way of ^peaking, but
with that exact nation it bears the highest

reproach. For a man to ,je mistaken in

the calculation of his expense, in his ability
to answer future demands, or to be imper
tinently sanguine in putting his credit to

too great adventure, are all instances of as

much infamy, as with gayer nations to be

failing in courage, or common honesty.
' Numbers are so much the measure of

every thing that is valuable, that it is not

possible to demonstrate the success of any
action, or the prudence of any undertak

ing, without them. I say this in answer
to what Sir Roger is pleased to say,

" that

little that is truly noble can be expected
from one who is ever poring on his cash-

book, or balancing his accounts." When 1

have my returns from abroad, I can tell to

a shilling, by the help of numbers, the profit
or loss by my adventure; but I ought also

to be able to show that I had reason for

making it, either from my own experience
or that of other people, or from a reason
able presumption that my returns will be
sufficient to answermy expense and hazard;
and this is never to be done without the
skill of numbers. For instance, if I am to

trade to Turkey, I ought beforehand to

know the demand of our manufactures

there, as well as of their silks in England,
and the customary prices that are given
for both in each country. I ought to have
a clear knowledge of these matters before

hand, that I may presume upon sufficient

returns to answer the charge of the cargo
I have fitted out, the freight and assurance
out and home, the customs to the queen,
and the interest of my own money, and be
sides all these expenses a reasonable profit
to myself. Now what is there of scandal in

this skill? What has the merchant done,
that he should be so little in the good graces
of Sir Roger? He throws down no man's

inclosures, and tramples upon no man's

corn; he takes nothing from the industrious

labourer; he pays the poor man for his

work; he communicates his
profit

with

mankind; by the preparation of his cargo,
and the manufacture of his returns, he
furnishes employment and subsistence to

greater numbers than the richest noble

man; and even the nobleman is obliged to

him for finding out foreign markets for the

produce of his estate, and for making a

great addition to his rents: and yet it is cer

tain that none of all these things could be
done by him without the exercise of his

skill in numbers.
This is the economy of the merchant,

and the conduct of the gentleman must be
the same, unless by scorning to be the

steward, he resolves the steAvard shall be
the gentleman. The gentleman, no more
than the merchant, is able, without the

help of numbers, to account for the success

of any action, or the prudence of any ad
venture. If, for instance, the chase is his

whole adventure, his only returns must be
the stag's horns in the great hall, and the

fox's nose upon the stable door. Without
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doubt Sir Roger knows the full value of

these returns: and if beforehand he had

computed the charges of the chase, a gen
tleman of his discretion would certainly
have hanged up all his dogs: he would
never have brought back so many fine

horses to the kennel; he would never have

gone so often, like a blast, over fields of

corn. If such too had been the conduct
of all his ancestors, he might truly have
boasted at this day, that the antiquity of

his family had never been sullied by a trade;
a merchant had never been permitted with
his whole estate to purchase a room for his

picture in the gallery of the Coverleys, or to

claim his descent from the maid of honour.
But it is very happy for Sir Roger that the
merchant paid so dear for his ambition. It

is the misfortune of many other gentlemen
to turn out of the seats of their ancestors,
to make way for such new masters as have
been more exact in their accounts than

themselves; and certainly he deserves the
estate a great deal better who has got it

by his industry, than he who has lost it by
his negligence.' T.

No. 175.] Thursday, September 20, 1711.

Proximus a tectis ignis defenditur segre.
Ovid. Rent. Am. v. 625.

To gave your house from neighb'ring fire is hard.
Tate.

I SHALL this .day entertain my readers
with two or three letters I have received
from my correspondents: the first discovers
to me a species of females which have
hitherto escaped my notice, and is as fol

lows:
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a young gen

tleman of a competent fortune, and a suffi

cient taste of learning, to spend five or six
hours every day very agreeably among my
books. That I might have nothing to divert
me from my studies, and to avoid the noise
of coaches and chairmen, I have taken

lodgings in a very narrow street, not far
from Whitehall; but it is my misfortune to

be so posted, that my lodgings are directly
opposite to those of a Jezebel. You are to

know, sir, that a Jezebel (so called by the

neighbourhood from displaying her perni
cious charms at her window,) appears con

stantly dressed at her sash, and has a thou
sand little tricks and fooleries to attract the

eyes of all the idle young fellows in the

neighbourhood. I have seen more than six

persons at once from their several windows
observing the Jezebel I am now complain
ing of. I at first looked on her myself with
the highest contempt, could divert myself
with her airs for half an hour, and after
wards take up my Plutarch with great
tranquillity of mind; but was a little vexed
to find that in less than a month she had
considerably stolen upon my time, so that
I resolved to look at her no more. But the

Jezebel, who, as I suppose, might think it

a diminution to her honour, to have the

number of her gazers lessened, resolved
not to part with me so, and began to play
so many new tricks at her window, that it

was impossible for me to forbear observing
her. I verily believe she put herself to the

expense of a new wax baby on purpose to

plague me; she used to dandle and play
with this figure as impertinently as if it had
been a real child: sometimes she would let

fall a glove or a pin-cushion in the street,
and shut or open her casement three or
four times in a minute. When I had al

most weaned myself from this, she came
in shift-sleeves, and dressed at the win
dow. I had no way left but to let down my
curtains, which I submitted to, though it

considerably darkened my room, and was
pleased to think that I had at last got the
better of her; but was surprised the next

morning to hear her talking out of her
window quite across the street, with an
other woman that lodges over me. I am
since informed that she made her a visit,

and got acquainted with her within three
hours after the fall of my window-curtains.

'
Sir, I am plagued every moment in the

day, one way or other, in my own chambers;
and the Jezebel has the satisfaction to know,
that though I am not looking at her, I am
listening to her impertinent dialogues, that

pass over my head. I would immediately
change my lodgings, but that I think it

might look like a plain confession that I

am conquered; and besides this, I am told

that most quarters of the town are infested

with these creatures. If they are so, I am
sure it is such an abuse as a lover of learn

ing and silence ought to take notice of.
' I am, sir, yours, &c.'

I am afraid, by some lines in this letter,
that my young student is touched with a

distemper which he hardly seems to dream
of, and is too far gone in it to receive ad
vice. However, I shall animadvert in due
time on the abuse which he mentions, hav

ing myself observed a nest of Jezebels near
the Temple, who make it their diversion

to draw up the eyes of young Templars;
that at the same time they may see them
stumble in an unlucky gutter which runs
under the window.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have lately read
the conclusion of your forty-seventh specu
lation upon butts with great pleasure, and
have ever since been thoroughly persuaded
that one of those gentlemen is extremely
necessary to enliven conversation. I had
an entertainment last week upon the water,
for a lady to whom I make my addresses,
with several of our friends of both sexes.

To divert the company in general, and to

show my mistress in particular my genius
for raillery, I took one of the most cele

brated butts in town along with me. It is

with the utmost shame and confusion that

I must acquaint you with the sequel of my
adventure. As soon as we were got into

the boat, I pfeyed a sentence or two at mv
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putt
which I thought very smart, when my

ill genius, who I verily believe inspired
him purely for my destruction, suggested
to him such a reply, as got all the laughter
on his side. I was dashed at so unexpected
a turn; which the butt perceiving, resolved
not to let me recover myself, and pursuing
his victory, rallied and tossed me in a most
unmerciful and barbarous manner until we
came to Chelsea. I had some small success
while we were eating cheese-cakes; but

coming home, he renewed his attacks with
his former good fortune, and equal diver
sion to the whole company. In short, sir,

r must ingenuously own that I never was
so handled in all my life: and to complete
my misfortune, I am since told that the

Dutt, flushed with his late victory, has
made a visit or two to the dear object of

my wishes, so that I am at once in danger
of losing all my pretensions to wit, and
my mistress into the bargain. This, sir,

is a true account of my present troubles,
which you are the more obliged to assist

me in, as you were yourself in a great
measure the cause of them, by recom
mending to us an instrument, and not in

structing us at the same time how to play
upon it.

' I have been thinking whether it might
not be highly convenient, that all butts

should wear an inscription affixed to some
part of their bodies, showing on which side

they are to be come at, and that if any of

them are persons of unequal tempers, there
should be some method taken to inform the
world at what time it is safe to attack them,
and when you had best let them alone.

But, submitting these matters to your more
serious consideration, I am, sir, yours, &c. '

I have indeed, seen and heard of several

young gentlemen under the same misfor
tune with my present correspondent. The
best rule I can lay down for them to avoid
the like calamities for the future, is tho

roughly to consider, not only "Whether
their companions are weak, "but "Whe
ther themselves are wits."

The following letter comes to me from

Exeter, and being credibly informed that

what it contains is matter of fact, I shall

give it my reader as it was sent to me.

Exeter, Sept. 7.

'MR. SPECTATOR, You were pleased in

a late speculation to take notice of the in

convenience we lie under in the country, in

not being able to keep pace with the

fashion. But there is another misfor
tune which we are subject to, and is no
less grievous than the former, which has
hitherto escaped your observation. I mean
the having things palmed upon us for Lon
don fashions, which were never once heard
of there.

'A lady of this place had some time since

a box rf the newest ribands sent down by
the coach. Whether it was her own ma
licious invention, or the wantonness of a

London milliner, I am not able to inform

you; but among the rest, there was one

cherry-coloured riband, consisting of about
half a dozen yards, made up in the figure
of a small head-dress. The aforesaid lady
had the assurance to affirm amidst a circle

of female inquisitors, who were present at

the opening of the box, that this was the
newest fashion worn at court. Accordingly
the next Sunday, we had several females,
who came to church with their heads
dressed wholly in ribands, and looked like

so many victims ready to be sacrificed.

This is still a reigning mode among us.

At the same time we have a set of gentle
men who take the liberty to appear in all

public places without any buttons to their

coats, which they supply with several little

silver hasps, though our freshest advices
from London make no mention of any such

fashion; and we are something shy of af

fording matter to the button-makers for a
second petition.

* What I would humbly propose to the

public is, that there may be a society
erected in London, to consist of the most
skilful persons of both sexes, for the in

spection of modes and fashions; and that

hereafter no person or persons shall pre
sume to appear singularly habited in any
part of the country, without a testimonial

from the aforesaid society, that their dress
is answerable to the mode at London. By
this means, sir, we shall know a little

whereabout we are.
' If you could bring this matter to bear,

you would very much oblige great numbers
of your country friends, and among the rest,

your very humble servant.

X 'JACK MODISH.'

No. 176.] Friday, September 21, 1711.

Parvula, pumiliok jce T put, tola merum sal.

Lucr. iv. 1155.

A little, pretty, witty, charming she !

THERE are in the following letter, mat
ters, which I, a bachelor, cannot be sup
posed to be acquainted with: therefore

shall not pretend to explain upon it until

farther consideration, but leave the author
of the epistle to express his condition his

own way.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I do not deny but

you appear in many of your papers to un

derstand human life pretty well; but there

are very many things which you cannot

possibly have a true notion of, in a single

life; these are such as respect the married

state; otherwise I cannot account for your
having overlooked a very good sort of peo

ple, which are commonly called in scorn
" the Hen-peckt.

" You are to understand

that I am one of those innocent mortals

who suffer derision under that word, for

being governed by the best of wives. It

would be worth your consideration to enter
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into the nature of affection itself, and tell

us according to your philosophy, why it is

that our dears should do what they will

with us, shall be froward, ill-natured, as

suming, sometimes whine, at others, rail,
then swoon away, then come to life, have
the use of speech to the greatest fluency
imaginable, and then sink away again, and
all because they fear we do not love them
enough; that is, the poor things love us so

heartily, that they cannot think it possible
we should be able to love them in so great
a degree, which makes them take on so.

I say, sir, a true good-natured man, whom
rakes and libertines call hen-peckt, shall
fall into all these different moods with his
dear life, and at the same time see they are

wholly put on; and yet not be hard-hearted

enough to tell the dear good creature that
she is an hypocrite.

' This sort of good men is very frequent
in the populous and wealthy city of London,
and is the true hen-peckt man. The kind
creature cannot break through his kind
nesses so far as to come to an explanation
with the tender soul, and therefore goes on
to comfort her when nothing ails her, to

appease her when she is not angry, and to

give her his cash when he knows she does
not want it; rather than be uneasy for a
whole month, which is computed by hard
hearted men the space of time which a
froward woman takes to come to herself, if

you have courage to stand out.
' There are indeed several other species

of the hen-peckt, and in my opinion they
are certainly the best subjects the queen
has; and for that reason I take it to be your
duty to keep us above contempt.

' I do not know whether I make myself
dnderstood in the representation of a hen-

peckt life, but I shallgake leave to give you
an account of myself, and my own spouse.
You are to know that I am reckoned no

fool, have on several occasions been tried

whether I will take ill-usage, and the
event has been to my advantage; and yet
there is not such a slave in Turkey as I am
to my dear. She has a good share of wit,
and is what you call a very pretty agree
able woman. I perfectly doat on her, and

my affection to her gives me all the anxie
ties imaginable but that of jealousy. My
being thus confident of her, I take, as much
as I can judge of my heart, to be the rea

son, that whatever she does, though it be
never so much against my inclination, there
is still left something in her manner that is

amiable. She will sometimes look at me
with an assumed grandeur, and pretend to

resent that I have not had respect enough
for her opinion in such an instance in com
pany. I cannot but smile at the pretty
anger she is in, and then she pretends she
is used like a child. In a word, our great
debate is, which has the superiority in point
of understanding. She is eternally form

ing an argument of debate; to which I

very indolently answer,
" Thou art mighty

pretty." To this she answers,
" All the

world but you think I have as much sense
as yourself. I repeat to her,

" Indeed yoi
are pretty." Upon this there is no pa
tience; she will throw down any thing
about her, stamp, and pull off her head-
clothes. "

Fy, my dear," say I,
" how

can a woman of your sense fall into such an

intemperate rage?" This is an argument
that never fails.

"
Indeed, my dear," says

she,
"
you make me mad sometimes, so

you do, with the silly way you have of

treating me like a pretty idiot." Well,
what have I got by putting her into good
humour? Nothing, but that I must convince
her of my good opinion by my practice;
and then I am to give her possession of my
little ready-money, and, for a day and a
half following, dislike all she dislikes, and
extol every thing she approves. I am so

exquisitely fond of this darling, that I sel

dom see any of my friends, am uneasy in all

companies until I see her again; and when
I come home she is in the dumps, because
she says she is sure I came so soon only be
cause I think her handsome. I dare not

upon this occasion laugh: but though I

am one of the warmest churchmen in the

kingdom, I am forced to rail at the times,
because she is a violent Whig. Upon this

we talk politics so long, that she is con
vinced I kiss her for her wisdom. It is a
common practice with me to ask her some

question concerning the constitution, which
she answers me in general out of Harring
ton's Oceana. Then I commend her strange

memory, and her arm is immediately lock
ed in mine. While I keep her in this tem
per she plays before me, sometimes dancing
in the midst of the room, sometimes striking
an air at her spinet, varying her posture
and her charms in such a manner that lam
in continual pleasure. She will play the fool

if I allow her to be wise ! but if she suspects
I like her for her trifling, she immediately
grows grave.

' These are the toils in which I am taken,
and I carry off my servitude as well as most

men; but my application to you is in behalf
of the hen-peckt in general, and I desire a

dissertation from you in defence of us. You
have, as I am informed, very good authori

ties in our favour, and hope you will not

omit the mention of the renowned Socrates,
and his philosophic resignation to his wife

Xantippe. This would be a very good of

fice to the world in general, for the hen-

peckt are powerful in their quality and

numbers, not only in cities, but in courts;
in the latter they are ever the most obse

quious, in the former the most wealthy- of

all men. When you have considered wed
lock thoroughly, you cught to enter into

the suburbs of"matrimony, and give us an
account of the thraldom of kind keepers
and irresolute lovers; the keepers who can
not quit their fair ones, though they see

their approaching ruin; the lovers who dare

not marry, though they know they never
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shall be happy without the mistresses whom
they cannot purchase on other terms.

' What will be a greater embellishment
to your discourse will be, that you may find

instances of the haughty, the proud, the

frolic, the stubborn, who are each of them
in secret downright slaves to their wives,
or mistresses. I must beg of you in the last

place to dwell upon this, that the wise and
the valiant in all ages have been hen-peckt;
and that the sturdy tempers who are not

slaves to affection, owe that exemption to

their being enthralled by ambition, avarice,
or some meaner passion. I have ten thousand
thousand things more to say, but my wife
sees me writing, and will, according to cus

tom, be consulted, if I do not seal this im

mediately. Your's,
T. 'NATHANIEL HENROOST.'

No. 177.] Friday, September 22, 1711.

Quis enim bonus, aut face riisrnus

Arcana, qualem Cereris vult ease sacerdos,
Ulla aliena sibi credat mala ? Juv. Sat. xv. 140.

Who can all sense of others' ills escape,
Is but a brute, at best, in human shape. Tote.

IN one of my last week's papers I treated

of good-nature, as it is the effect of constitu

tion; I shall now speak of it as a moral vir

tue. The first may make a man easy in

himself and agreeable to others, but implies
no merit in him that is possessed of it A
man is no more to be praised upon this ac

count, than because he has a regular pulse,
or a good digestion. This good-nature,
however, in the constitution, which Mr.

Dryden somewhere calls a 'milkiness of

blood,' is an admirable groundwork for the

other. In order, therefore, to try our good
nature, whether it arises from the body or

the mind, whether it be founded in the ani

mal or rational part of our nature; in a

word, whether it be such as is entitled to

any other reward, besides that secret satis

faction and contentment of mind which is

essential to it, and the kind reception it pro
cures us in the world, we must examine it

by the following rules:

First, whether it acts with steadiness and

uniformity, in sickness and in health, in

prosperity and in adversity; if otherwise,
it is to be looked upon as nothing else but

an irradiation of the mind from some new
supply of spirits, or a more kindly circula

tion of the blood. Sir Francis Bacon men
tions a .cunning solicitor, who would never
ask a favour of a great man before dinner;
but took care to prefer his petition at a time

when the party petitioned had his mind
free from care, and his appetites in good
humour. Such a transient temporary good
nature as this, is not that philanthropy,
that love of mankind, which deserves the
title of a moral virtue.

The next way of a man's bringing his

good-nature to the test is, to consider

whether it operates according to the rules

of reason and duty; for if notwithstand

ing its general benevolence to mankind, it

makes no distinction between its objects, if

it exerts itself promiscuously towards the

deserving and undeserving, if it relieves
alike the idle and the indigent, if it gives it

self up to the first petitirner, and lights upon
any one rather by accident than choice, it

may pass for an amiable instinct, but must
not assume the name of a moral virtue.

The third trial of good-nature will be the

examining ourselves, whether or no we are
able to exert it to our own disadvantage,
and employ it upon proper objects, notwith

standing any little pain, want or inconve

nience, which may arise to ourselves from
it. In a word, whether we are willing to

risk any part of our fortune, or reputation,
or health, or ease, for the benefit of man
kind. Among all these expressions of good
nature, I shall single out that which goes
under the general name of charity, as it

consists in relieving the indigent; that be

ing a trial of this kind which offers itself to

us almost at all times, and in every place.
I should propose it as a rule, to every one

who is provided with any competency of

fortune more than sufficient for the neces

saries of life, to lay aside a certain portion
of his income for the use of the poor. This
I would look upon as an offering to Him
who has a right to the whole, for th use
of those whom in the passage hereafter

mentioned, he has described as his own re

presentatives upon earth. At the same
time we should manage our charity with
such prudence and caution, that we may
not hurt our own friends or relations, whilst

we are doing good to thosewho are strangers
to us.

This may possibly be explained better by
an example than by a rule.

Eugenms is a man of an universal good
nature, and generous beyond the extent of

his fortune; but withal so prudent, in the

economy of his affairs, that what goes out

in charity is made up by good management.
Eugenius has what the world calls two
hundred pounds a year; but never values
himself above nine-score, as not thinking he
has a right to the tenth part, which he

always appropriates to charitable uses. To
this sum he frequently makes other volun

tary additions, insomuch that in a good year,
for such he accounts those in which he has
been able to make greater bounties than

ordinary, he has given above twice that sum
to the sickly and indigent. Eugenius pre
scribes to himself many particular days
of fasting and abstinence, in order to in

crease his private bank of charity, and sets

aside what would be the current expenses
of those times for the use of the poor. He
often goes afoot where his business calls

him, and at the end of his walk has given
a shilling, which in his ordinary methods
of expense would have gone for coach-hire,
to the first necessitous person that has fallen

in his way. I have known him, when he
has been going to a play or an opera, divert

the money which was designed for that
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purpose, upon an object of charity whom he
has met with in the street; and afterwards

pass his evening in a coffee-house, or at a
friend's fire-side, with much greater satis

faction to himself, than he could have re
ceived from the most exquisite entertain
ments of the theatre. By these means he
is generous without impoverishing himself,
and enjoys his estate by making it the pro
perty of others.

There are few men so cramped in their

private affairs, who may not be charitable
after this manner, without any disadvantage
to themselves, or prejudice to their families.

It is but sometimes sacrificing a diversion
or convenience to the poor, and turning the
usual course of our expenses into a better
channel. This is, I think, not only the
most prudent and convenient, but the most
meritorious piece of charity, which we can

put in practice. By this method, we in

some measure share the necessities of the

poor at the same time that we relieve'them,
and make ourselves not only their patrons,
but their fellow-sufferers.

Sir Thomas Brown, in the last part of

his Religio Medici, in which he describes
his charity in several heroic instances, and
with a noble heat of sentiment, mentions

thaHrerse in the Proverbs of Solomon,
' He

that giveth to the poor, lendeth to the
Lord:* "There is more rhetoric in that
one sentence," says he, "than in a library
of sermons; and indeed, if those sentences
were understood by the reader, with the
same emphasis as they are delivered by the

author, we needed not those volumes of in

structions, but might be honest by an epi
tome, "f
This passage in scripture is indeed won

derfully persuasive; but I think the same
thought is carried much farther in the New
Testament, where our Saviour tells us in a
most pathetic manner, that he shall here
after regard the clothing of the naked, the

feeding of the hungry, and the visiting of

the imprisoned, as offices done to himself,
and reward them accordingly.}: Pursuant
to those passages in holy scripture, I have
somewhere met with the epitaph of a cha
ritable man, which has very much pleased
me. I cannot recollect the words, but the
sense of it is to this purpose: What I spent
I lost; what I possessed is left to others;
what I gave away remains with me.

Since I am thus insensibly engaged in sa

cred writ, I cannot forbear making an ex
tract of several passages which I have

always read with great delight in the book

* Prov. xix. 17.

t Brown's Rel. Medici, Part II. Sect. 13. f. 1659. p. 2.

t Mat. xxv. 31, et seqq.

| The epitaph alluded to is (or was) in St. George's
Church, at Doncastcr in Yorkshire, and runs in old

FiiL-lish thus:
How now, who is heare? That I spent, that I had:
I Rohin of Doncasteare That I cave, that T have;
And Margaret my fcare That 1 left, that I lost.

A. D 1579
iuoth Rohertus Byrks, who in this world did reign

threescore years and seven, and yet lived not one. -

of Job. It is the account which that holy
man gives of his behaviour in the days o'f

his prosperity, and if considered only as a
human composition, is a finer picture of a

charitable and gord-natured man than is to

be met with in any other author.
' O that I were as in months past, as in

the days when God preserved me: When
his candle shined upon my head, and when
by his light I walked through darkness:
When the Almighty was yet with me;
when my children were about me: When
I washed my steps with butter, and the
rock poured out rivers of oil.

' When the ear heard me, then it blessed

me; and when the eye saw me, it gave wit

ness to me. Because I delivered the poor
that cried, and the fatherless, and him that

had none to help him. The blessing of him
that was ready to perish came upon me,
and I caused the widow's heart to sing for

joy. I was eyes to the blind, and feet was
I to the lame: I was a father to the poor,
and the cause which I knew not I searched
out. Did not I weep for him that was in

trouble? was not my soul grieved for the

poor? Let me be weighed in an even bal

ance, that God may know mine integrity.
If I did despise the cause of my man
servant or of my maid-servant when they
contended with me, what then shall I do
when God riseth up? and when he visiteth,

what shall I answer him? Did not he that

made me in the womb, make him? and
did not one fashion us in the womb? If I

have withheld the poor from their desire,
or have caused the eyes of the widow to

fail : Or have eaten my morsel myself alone,
and the fatherless hath not eaten thereof:
If I have seen any perish for want of cloth

ing, or any poor without covering: If his

loins have not blessed me, and if he were
not warmed with the fleece of my sheep:
If I have lifted up my hand against the

fatherless, when I saw,my help in the gate;
then let mine arm fall from my shoulder-

blade, and mine arm be broken from the
bone. If I have rejoiced at the destruction
of him that hated me, or lifted up myself
when evil found him : (Neither have I suf

fered my mouth to sin, by wishing a curse
to his soul.) The stranger did not lodge in

the street; but I opened my doors to the
traveller. If my land cry against me, or
that the furrows likewise therefore com
plain: If I have eaten the fruits thereof

without money, or have caused the owners
thereof to lose their life; let thistles grow
nstead of "wheat, and cockle instead cf

Barley. 'II L.

No. 178.] Monday, September 24, 1711.

Comis in uxorem Jtor. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 133.

Civil to his wife. Pope.

I CANNOT defer takingnotice of this letter.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am but too good a

||
Job xxix. 2. &c. xxx. 25, &c. xxxi. 6, &c. passim.
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judge of your paper of the 15th instant,
which is a master-piece; I mean that of

jealousy ; but I think it unworthy of you to

speak of that torture in the breast of a man,
and not to mention also the pangs of it in

the heart of a woman. You have very ju

diciously, and with the greatest penetration
imaginable, considered it as woman is the
creature of whom the diffidence is raised:

but not a word of a man, who is so unmer
ciful as to move jealousy in his wife, and
not care whether she is so or not. It is pos
sible you may not believe there are such

tyrants in the world; but, alas, I can tell

you of a man who is ever out of humour in

his wife'scompany, and the pleasantest man
in the world every where else; the greatest
sloven at home when he appears to none
but his family, and most exactly well-

dressed in all other places. Alas, sir, is it

of course, that to deliver one's self wholly
into a man's power without possibility of

appeal to any other jurisdiction but his own
reflections, is so little an obligation to a gen
tleman, that he can be offended and fall

into a rage, because my heart swells tears

into my eyes when I see him in a cloudy
mood? I pretend to no succour, and hope
for no relief but from himself; and yet he
that has sense and justice in every thing
else, never reflects, that to come home only
to sleep off.an intemperance, and spend all

the time he is there as if it were a punish
ment, cannot but give the anguish of a jeal
ous mind. He always leaves his home as

if he were going to court, and returns as if

he were entering a jail. I could add to this,

that from his company and his usual dis

course, he does not scruple being thought
an abandoned man, as to his morals. Your
own imagination will say enough to you
concerning the condition of me his wife;
and I wish you would be so good as to re

present to him, for he is not ill-natured,
and reads you much, that the moment I

hear the door shut after him,- 1 throw my
self upon my bed, and drown the child he
is so fond of with my tears, and often frighten
it with my cries; that I curse my being; that

I run to my glass all over bathed in sorrows,
and help the utterance of my inward an

guish by beholding the gush of my own ca
lamities as my tears fall from my eyes.
This looks like an imagined picture to tell

you, but indeed this is one of my pastimes.
Hitherto I have only told you the general

temper of my mind, but how shall I give

you an account of the distraction of it?

Could you but conceive how cruel I am one
moment in my resentment, and at the en

suing minute, when I place him in the con
dition my anger would bring him to, how
compassionate; it would give you some no
tion how miserable I am, and how little I

deserve it. When I remonstrate with the

greatest gentleness that is possible against
unhandsome appearances, and that married

persons are under particular rules; when
he is in the best humour to receive this, I

34

am answered only: That I expose my own
reputation and sense if I appear jealous. I

wish, good sir, you would take this into

serious consideration, and admonish hus
bands and wives, what terms they ought to

keep towards each other. Your thoughts
on this important subject will have the

greatest reward, that which descends on
such as feel the sorrows of the afflicted.

Give me leave to subscribe myself, your
unfortunate humble servant,

'CELINDA.'

I had it in my thoughts, before I received

the letter of this lady, to consider this dread
ful passion in the mind of a woman : and the

smart she seems to feel does not abate the

inclination I had to recommend to husbands
a more regular behaviour, than to give the

most exquisite of torments to those who
love them, nay whose torments would be
abated if they did not love them.

It is wonderful to observe how little is

made of this inexpressible injury, and how
easily men get into a habit of being least

agreeable, where they are most obliged to

be so. But this subject deserves a distinct

speculation, and 'I shall observe for a day
or two the behaviour of two or three happy-

pairs I am acquainted with, before I pre
tend to make a system of conjugal morality.
I design in the first place to go a few miles

out of town, and there I know where to

meet one who practises all the parts of a

fine gentleman in the duty of an husband.

When he was a bachelor much business

made him particularly negligent in his ha

bit; but now there is no young lover living
so exact in the care of his person. One who
asked, Why he was so long washing his

mouth, and so delicate in the choice and

wearing of his linen? was answered,
" Be

cause there is a woman of merit obliged to

receive me kindly, and I think it incum
bent upon me to make her inclination go

along with her duty.
"

If a man would give himself leave to

think, he would not be so unreasonable as

to expect debauchery and innocence could

live in commerce together; or hope that

flesh and blood is capable of so strict an al

legiance as that a fine woman must go on to

improve herself till she is as good and im

passive as an angel, only to preserve fide

lity to a brute and a satyr. The lady who
desires me for her sake to end one of my
papers with the following letter, I am per
suaded, thinks such a perseverance very

impracticable.
4 HUSBAND, Stay more at home. I know

where you visited at seven of the clock on

Thursday evening. The colonel, whom you
charged me to see no more, is in town.

T. ' MARTHA HOUSEWIFE.'

No. 179.] Tuesday, September^, 1711.

Centuriffl seniorum agitantexpertia frugis:

Celsi praetereunt austera poemata Rhamues,
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Omni' tulit p'inrtum qni miscuit utile dulci,
Lectorem deiectando, pariterque monendo.

Hor. drs Poet. v. 341.

Old age is only fond of moral truth,
Lectures too grave disgust aspiring youth ;

But he who blends instruction with delight,
Wins every reader, nor in vain shall write. P.

1 MAY cast my readers under two general
divisions, the mercurial and the saturnine.

The first are the gay part of my disciples;
who require speculations of wit and humour,
the others are those of a more solemn and
sober turn, who find no pleasure but in pa
pers of morality and sound sense. The
former call every thing that is serious, stu

pid; the latter look upon every thing as im
pertinent that is ludicrous. Were I always
grave, one half of my readers would fall off

from me: were I always merry, I should
lose the other. I make it therefore my en
deavour to find out entertainments of both
kinds, and by that means, perhaps, consult
the good of both, more than I should do, did
I always write to the particular taste of
either. As they neither of them know what
I proceed upon, the sprightly reader, who
takes up mv paper in order to be diverted,

very often finds himself engaged unawares
in a serious and profitable course of think

ing; as, on the contrary, the thoughtful
man, who perhaps may hope to find some
thing solid, and full of deep reflection, is

very often insensibly betrayed into a fit of
mirth. In a word, the reader sits down to

my entertainment without knowing his bill

of fare, and has therefore at least the plea
sure of hoping there may be a dish to his

palate.
I must confess, were I left to myself, I

should rather aim at instructing than divert

ing; but if we will be useful to the world, we
must take it as we find it. Authors of pro
fessed severity discourage the looser part of

mankind from having any thing to do with
their writings. A man must have virtue in

him, before he will enter upon the reading
of a Seneca or an Epictetus. The very title

of a moral treatise has something in it aus
tere and shocking to the careless and incon
siderate.

For this reason several unthinking per
sons fall in my way, who would give no
attention to lectures delivered with a reli

gious seriousness or a philosophic gravity.

They are ensnared into sentiments of wis
dom and virtue when they do not think of

it; and if by that means they arrive only at

such a decree of consideration as may dis

pose them to listen to more studied and
elaborate discourses, I shall not think my
speculations useless. I might likewise ob

serve, that the gloominess in which some
times the minds of the best men are in

volved, very often stands in need of such
little incitements to mirth and laughter, as

are apt to disperse melancholv, and put our
faculties in good humour. To which some
will add, that the British climate, mnre than

any other makes entertainments of this na
ture in a manner necessary.

If what I have here said does not recom
mend, it will at least excuse, the variety of

my speculations. I would not willingly
laugh but in order to instruct, or if I some
times fail in this point, when my mirth
ceases to be instructive, it shall never cease
to be innocent. A scrupulous conduct in
this particular, has, perhaps, more merit
in it than the generality of readers imagine;
did they know how many thoughts occur in
a point of humour, which a discreet author
in modesty suppresses; how many stmkes
of raillery present themselves, which could
not fail to please the ordinary taste of man
kind, but are stifled in their birth by reason
of some remote tendency which they carry
in them to corrupt the minds of those who
read .them; did they know how many
glances of ill-nature are industriously avoid
ed for fear of doing injury to the reputation
of another, they would be apt to think kindly
of those writers who endeavour to make
themselves diverting without being immo
ral. One may apply to these authors that

passage in Waller:

Poets lose half the praise they would have got,
Were it but known what they discreetly blot.

As nothing is more easy than to be a wit,
with all the above-mentioned liberties, it

requires some genius and invention to ap
pear such without them.
What I have here said is not only in re

gard to the public, but with an eye to my
particular correspondent, who has sent me
the following letter, which I have castrated
in some places upon these considerations:

'
SIR, Having lately seen your discourse

upon a match of grinning, I cannot forbear

giving yru an account of a whistling match,
which with many others, I was entertained
with abnut three years since at the Bath.
The prize was a guinea, to be conferred

upon the ablest whistler, that is, on him
who could whistle clearest, and go through
his tune without laughing, to which at the
same time he was provoked by the antick

postures of a merry-andrew, who was to

stand upon the stage and play his tricks in

the eye ofthe performer. There were three

competitors for the guinea. The first was
a ploughman of a very, promising aspect;
his features were steady, and his muscles

composed in so inflexible a stupidity, that

upon his first appearance every one gave
the guinea for lost. The pickled herring
however found the way to shake him; for

upon his whistling a country jig, this un

lucky wag danced to it with such variety
of distortions and grimaces, that the coun

tryman could not forbear smiling upon him,
and by that means spoiled his whistle and
lost the prize.

' The next that mounted the stage was an
under-citizen of the Bath, a person remark
able among the inferior people of that place
for his great wisdom, and his broad band.
He contracted his mouth with much gra

vity, and that he might dispose his mind tc
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be more serious than ordinary, began the
tune of The Children in the Wood. He
went through part of it with good success,
when on a sudden the wit at his elbow, who
had appeared wonderfully grave and atten

tive for some time, gave him a touch upon
the left shoulder, and stared him in the face
with so bewitching a grin, that the whistler
relaxed his fibres into a kind of simper, and
at length burst out into an open laugh. The
third who entered the lists was a footman,
who in defiance of the merry-andrew and
all his arts, whistled a Scotch tune, and an
Italian sonata, with so settled a countenance
that he bore away the prize, to the great
admiration of some hundreds of persons,
who, as well as myself, were present at this

trial of skill. Now, sir, I humbly conceive,
whatever you have determined of the grin-
ners, the whistlers ought to be encouraged,
not only as their art is practised without

distortion, buj^as it improves country mu
sic, promotes gravity, and teaches ordinary
people to keep their countenances, if they
see any thing ridiculous in their betters: be
sides that it seems an entertainment very
particularly adapted to the Bath, as it is

usual for a rider to whistle to his horse
when he would make his water pass. I

am, sir, &c.
' POSTSCRIPT.

' After having despatched these two im

portant points of grinning and whistling, I

hope you will oblige the world with some
reflections upon yawning, as I have seen it

practised on a twelfth-night, among other
Christmas gambols, at the house of a very
worthy gentleman, who always entertains

his tenants at that time of the year. They
yawn for a Cheshire cheese, and begin
about midnight, when the whole company
is disposed to be drowsy. He that yawns
widest, and at the same time so naturally
as to produce the most yawns among the

spectators, carries home the cheese. If you
handle this subject as you ought, I question
not but your paper will set half the king
dom a-yawning, though I dare promise you
it will never make any body fall asleep.

'

No. 180.] Wednesday, September 26, 1711.

Delirant reges, plectuntur Achivi.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. ii. 14.

The monarch's folly makes the people rue. P.

THE following letter has so much weight
and good sense, that I cannot forbear insert

ing it, though it relates to a hardened sin

ner whom I have very little hopes of re

forming, viz. Lewis XIV. of France.

MR. SPECTATOR, Amidst the variety
of subjects of which you have treated, I

could wish it had fallen in your way, to ex

pose the vanity of conquests. This thought
would naturally lead one to the French
king, who has been generally esteemed the

greatest conqueror of our age, till her ma
jesty's armies had torn from him so many
of his countries, and deprived him of the

fruit of all his former victories. For my
own part, if I were to draw his picture, I

should be for taking him no lower than to

the peace of Ryswick, just
at the end of his

triumphs, and before his reverse of fortune:

and even then I should not forbear thinking
his ambition had been vain, and unprofit
able to himself and his people.

' As for himself, it is certain he can have

gained nothing by his conquests, if they
have not rendered him master of more sub

jects, more riches, or greater power. What
I shall be able to offer upon these heads, I

resolve to submit to your consideration.
' To begin then with his increase of sub

jects. From the time he came of age, and
has been a manager for himself, all the

people he had acquired were such only as

he had reduced by his wars, and were left

in his possession by the peace; he had con

quered not above one-third part of Flan

ders, and consequently no more than one-

third part of the inhabitants of that pro
vince.

' About one hundred years ago the houses

in that country were all numbered, and by
a just computation the inhabitants of all

sorts could not then exceed 750,000 souls.

And if any man will consider the desolation

by almost perpetual wars, the numerous
armies that have lived almost ever since at

discretion upon the people, and how much
of their commerce has been removed for

more security to other places, he will have
little reason to imagine that their numbers
have since increased; and therefore with

one-third part of that province that prince
can have gained no more than one-third

part of the inhabitants, or 250,000 new sub

jects, even though it should be supposed

they were all contented to live still in their

native country, and transfer their allegiance
to a new master.

' The fertility of this province, its con

venient situation for trade and commerce,
its capacity for furnishing employment and
subsistence to great numbers, and the vast

armies that have been maintained here,
make it credible that the remaining two-

thirds of Flanders are equal to all his other

conquests; and consequently by all, he can

not nave gained more than 750,000 new

subjects, men, women, and children, espe

cially if a deduction shall be made of such

as have retired from the conqueror, to live

under their old masters.
' It is time now to set his loss against his

profit, and to show for the new subjects he
had acquired, how many old ones he had
lost in the acquisition. I think that in his

wars he has seldom brought less into the

field in all places than 200,000 fighting

men, besides what have been left in garri
sons: and I think the common computation
is, that of an army, at the end of a cam

paign, without sieges or battles, scarce four-
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fifths can be mustered of those that came
into the field at the beginning of the year.
His wars at several times, until the last

peace, have held about twenty years; and
if 40,000 yearly lost, or a fifth part of his

armies, are to be multiplied by twenty, he
cannot have lost less than 800,000 of his

old subjects, and all able-bodied men; a

greater number than the new subjects he
had acquired.

' But this loss is not all. Providence seems
to have equally divided the whole mass of

mankind into different sexes, that every
woman may have her husband, and that

both may equally contribute to the con
tinuance of the species. It follows then,
that for all the men that have been lost, as

many women must have lived single, and it

were but charity to believe, they have not
done all the service they were capable of

doing in their generation. In so long a
course of years great part of them must
have died, and all the rest must go off at

last, without leaving any representatives
behind. By this account he must have lost

not only 800,000 subjects, but double that

number, and all the increase that was rea

sonably to be expected from it.

'It is said in the last war there was a
famine in his kingdom, which swept away
two millions of his people. This is hardly
ci-edible. If the loss was only of one-fifth

part of that sum, it was very great. But it

is no wonder there should be famine, where
so much of the people's substance is taken

away for the king's use, that they have not

sufficient left to provide against accidents;
where so many of the men are taken from
the plough to serve the king in his wars,
and a great part of the tillage is left to the
weaker hands of so many women and chil

dren. Whatever was the loss, it must un

doubtedly be placed to the account of his

ambition.
' And so must also the destruction or ban

ishment of 3 or 400,000 of his reformed

subjects; he could have no other reasons
for valuing those lives so very cheap but

only to recommend himself to the bigotry
of the Spanish nation.

' How should there be industry in a coun

try where all property is precarious? What
subject will sow

1

his land, that his prince
may reap the whole harvest? Parsimony
and frugality must be strangers to such a

people; for will any man save to-day, what
he has reason to fear will be taken from
him to-morrow > And where is the en

couragement for marrying? Will any man
think of raising children, without any as

surance of clothing for their backs, or so

much as food for their bellies? And thus by
his fatal ambition, he must have lessened

the number of his subjects, not only by
slaughter and destruction; but by prevent
ing their very births, he has done as much
as was possible towards destroying posterity
itself.

'Is this then the great, the invincible

Lewis? This the immortal man, the tout

fiuissanty or the almighty, as his flatterers

have called him? Is this the man that is so

celebrated for his conquests? For every
subject he has acquired, has he not lost

three that were his inheritance? Are not

his troops fewer, and those neither so well

fed, clothed, or paid, as they were formerly,

though he has now so much greater cause
to exert himself? and what can be the rea-

son of all this, but that his revenue is a great
deal less, his subjects are either poorer, or

not so many to be plundered by constant

taxes for his use?
' It is well for him he had found out a way

to steal a kingdqm;* if he had gone on con

quering as he did before, his ruin had been

long since finished. This brings to my mind
a saying of King Pyrrhus, after he had a

second time beat the Romans in a pitched
battle, and was complimented by his gene
rals: "Yes," says he, "suah another vic

tory and \ am quite undone. And since I

have mentioned Pyrrhus I will end with a

very good, though known, story of this am
bitious madman. When he had shown the

utmost fondness for his expedition against
the Romans, Cyneas, his chief minister,
asked him what he proposed to himself by
this war? " Why," says Pyrrhus,

" to cm-
quer the Romans, and reduce all Italy to

my obedience." "What then?" says Cy
neas. "To pass over into Sicily, says

Pyrrhus,
" and then all the Sicilians must

be our subjects." "And what does your
majesty intend next?" "Why truly," says
the king,

" to conquer Carthage, and make
myself master of all Africa.

" " And what,
sir," says the minister,

"
is to be the end of

all your expeditions?" "Why then," says
the king,

" for the rest of our lives we will

sit down to good wine." " How, sir," re

plied Cyneas,
" to better than we have now

before us? Have we not already as much as

we can drink?"
' Riot and excess are not the becoming

characters of princes; but if Pyrrhus and
Lewis had debauched like Vitellius, they
had been less hurtful to their people. Your
humble servant,
T. PHILARITHMUS. '

No. 181.] Thursday, September "2?, 1711.

His lacrymis vitam damns, et miserescimus ultro.

Virg. JEn. ii. H.
1

!.

Mov'd by these tears, we pity and protect.

I AM more pleased with a letter that is

filled with touches of nature than of wit.

The following one is of this kind ;

'
SIR, Among all the distresses which

happen in families, I do not remember that

you have touched upon the marriage of

children without the consent of their pa
rents. I am one of these unfortunate per-

* The kingdom of Spain, Beired by Louis XIV. in 1701.
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sons. I was about fifteen when I took the

liberty to choose for myself; and have ever
since languished under the displeasure of

an inexorable father, who, though he sees

me happy in the best of husbands, and
blessed with very fine children, can never
be prevailed upon to forgive me. He was
so kind to me before this unhappy accident
that indeed it makes my breach of duty, in

some measure, inexcusable; and at the same
time creates in me such a tenderness to

wards him, that I love him above all things,
arfi would die to be reconciled to him. I

have thrown myself at his feet, and be

sought him with tears to pardon me; but
he always pushes me away, and spurns me
from him. I have written several letters to

him, but he will neither open nor receive
them. About two years ago I sent my little

boy to him, dressed in a new apparel; but
the child returned to me crying, because he
said his grandfather would not see him, and
had ordered him to be put out of his house.

My mother is won over to my side, but
dares not mention me to my father, for fear

of provoking him. About a month ago he

lay sick upon his bed, and in great danger
of his life: I was pierced to the heart at the

news, and could not forbear going to inquire
after his health. My mother took this op
portunity of speaking in my behalf: she told

him, with abundance of tears, that I was
come to see him, that I could not speak to

her for weeping, and that I should certainly
break my heart if he refused at that time
to give me his blessing, and be reconciled
to me. He was so far from relenting to

wards me, that he bid her speak no more
of me, unless she had a mind to disturb him
in his last moments; for, sir, you must know
that he has the reputation of an honest and

religious man, which makes my misfortune
so much the greater. God be thanked he is

since recovered: but his severe usage has

given me such a blow, that I shall soon sink

under it, unless I may be relieved by any
impressions which the reading of this in

your paper may make upon him. I am,
sir, &c.'

'

Of all hardnesses of heart there is none so

inexcusable as that of parents towards their

children. An obstinate, inflexible, unfor

giving temper is odious upon all occasions;
but here it is unnatural. The love, tender

ness, and compassion, which are apt to

arise in us towards those who depend upon
us, is that by which the whole world of life

is upheld. The Supreme Being, by the
transcendent excellency and goodness of

his nature, extends his mercy towards all

his works; and because his creatures have
not such a spontaneous benevolence, and

compassion towards those who are under
their care and protection, he has implanted
in them an instinct, that supplies the place
of this inherent goodness. I have illus

trated this kind of instinct in former papers,
and have shown how it runs through all the

species of brute creatures, as indeed the
whole animal creation subsists by it.

This instinct in man is move general and
uncircumscribed than in brutes, as being
enlarged by the dictates of reason and duty.
For if we consider ourselves attentively,
we shall find that we are not only inclined

to love those who descend from us, but that
we bear a kind of o-ropyx, or natural affec

tion, to every thing which relies upon us
for its good and preservation. Dependence
is a perpetual call upon humanity, and a

greater incitement to tenderness and pity,
than any other motive whatsoever.
The man, therefore, who, notwithstand

ing any passion or resentment, can over
come this powerful instinct, and extinguish
natural affection, debases his mind even
below brutality; frustrates, as much as in

him lies, the great design of Providence,
and strikes out of his nature one of the most
divine principles that is planted in it.

Among innumerable arguments which

might be brought against such an unrea
sonable proceeding, I shall only insist on
one. We make it the condition of our for

giveness that we forgive others. In cur

very prayers we desire no more than to be
treated by this kind of retaliation. The case

therefore before us seems to be what they
call a ' case in point;' the relation between
the child and father, being what comes
nearest to that between a creature and its

Creator. If the father is inexorable to the

child who has offended, let the offence be
of never so high a nature, how will he ad

dress himself to the Supreme Being, under
the tender appellation of a Father, and de
sire of him such a forgiveness as he himself

refuses to grant?
To this I might add many other religious,

as well as many prudential considerations;
but if the last-mentioned motive does not

prevail, I despair of succeeding by any
other, and shall therefore conclude my
paper with a very remarkable story, which
is recorded in an.old chronicle published

by Freher, among the writers of the Ger
man history.

Eginhart, who was secretary to Charles
the Great, became exceeding popular by
his behaviour in that post. His great abili

ties gained him the favour of his master,
and the esteem of the whole court. Imma,
the daughter ofthe emperor, was so pleased
with his person and conversation, that she

fell in love with him. As she was one of

the greatest beauties of the age, Eginhart
answered her with a more than equal re

turn of passion. They stifled their flames

for some time, under apprehension of the

fatal consequences that might ensue. Eg
inhart at length, resolved to hazard all,

rather than live deprived of one whom
his heart was so much set upon, conveyed
himself one night into the princess's apart
ment, and knocking gently at the door, wai

admitted as a person who had something to

communicate to her from the emperor. He
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was with her in private most part of the

night; but upon his preparing to go away
about break of day, he observed that there
had fallen a great snow during his stay with
the princess. This very much perplexed
him, lest the prints of his feet in the snow
might make discoveries to the king, who
often used to visit his daughter in the morn
ing. He acquainted the princess Imma
with his fears; who, after some consulta
tions upon the matter, prevailed upon him
to let her carry him through the snow upon
her own shoulders. It happened, that the

emperor, not being able to sleep, was at
that time up and walking in his chamber,
when upon looking through the window he
perceived his daughter tottering under her
burden, and carrying his first minister
across the snow; which she had no sooner

done, but she returned again with the ut
most speed to her own apartment. The
emperor was extremely troubled and asto

nished at this accident: but resolved to

speak nothing of it until a proper opportu
nity. In the mean time, Eginhart knowing
that what he had done could not be long a
secret, determined to retire from court;
and in order to it, begged the emperor that
he would be pleased to dismiss him, pre
tending a kind of discontent at his not hav
ing been rewarded for his long services.

The emperor would not give a direct an
swer to his petition, but told him he would
think of it, and appointed a certain day
when he would let him know his pleasure.
He then called together the most faithful

of his counsellors, and acquainting them
with his secretary's crime, asked them
their advice in so delicate an affair. The
most of them gave their opinion, that the

person could not be too severely punished,
who had thus dishonoured his master. Upon
the whole debate, the emperor declared it

was his opinion, that Eginhart's punish
ment would rather increase than diminish
the shame of his family, and that therefore
he thought it the most .advisable to wear
out the memory of the fact, by marrying
him to his daughter. Accordingly, Egin
hart was called in, and acquainted by the

emperor, that he should no longer have

any pretence of complaining his services
were not rewarded, for that the princess
Imma should be given him in marriage,
with a dower suitable to her quality; which
was soon after performed accordingly. L.

No. 182.] Friday, September 28, 1711.

Plus aloes quam mellis habet
Juv. Sat. vi. 180.

The bitter overbalances the sweet.

As all parts of human life come under

my observation, my reader must not make
uncharitable inferences from my speaking
knowingly of that sort of crime which is at

present treated of. He will, I hope, sup
pose I know it only from the letters of cor

respondents, two of which you shall have
as follows:

'MR. SPECTATOR, It is wonderful to
me that among the many enormities which
you have treated of, you have not men
tioned that of wenching, and particularly
the ensnaring part. I mean that it is a

thing very fit for your pen, to expose the

villany of the practice of deluding women.
You are to know, sir, that I myself am a
woman who have been one of the unhappy
that have fallen into this misfortune, afld

that by the insinuation of a very worthless
fellow who served others in the same man
ner, both before my ruin, and since that
time. I had, as soon as the rascal left me,
so much indignation and resolution, as not
to go upon the town, as the phrase is, but
took to work for my living in an obscure

place, out of the knowledge of all with
whom I was before acquainted.

' It is the ordinary practice and business
of life, with a set of idle fellows about this

town, to write letters, send messages, and
Form appointments with little raw unthink

ing girls, and leave them after possession
of them, without any mercy, to shame, in

famy, poverty, and disease. Were you to
read the nauseous impertinences which are
written on these occasions, and to see the

silly creatures sighing over them, it could
not but be matter of mirth as well as pity.A little 'prentice girl of mine has been for

some time applied to by an Irish fellow,
who dresses very fine, and struts in a laced

coat, and is the admiration of seamstresses
who are under age in town. Ever since I

lave had some knowledge of the matter, I

lave debarred my 'prentice from pen, ink,
and paper. But the other day he bespoke
some cravats of me: I went out of the snop,
and left his mistress to put them up in a

)and-box, in order to be sent to him when
lis man called. When I came into the

shop again, I took occasion to send her

away, and found in the bottom of the box
written these words,

"Why would you ruin
a harmless creature that loves you? Then
in the lid,

" There is no resisting Stre-

phon.
"

I searched a little further, and found
in the rim of the box,

" At eleven o'clock
at night come in a hackney-coach at the
end of our street." This was enough to

alarm me; I sent away the things, and took

my measures accordingly. An hour or two
before the appointed time I examined my
young lady, and found her trunk stuffed

with impertinent letters and an old scroll

of parchment in Latin, which her lover had
sent her as a settlement of fifty pounds a

year. Among other things, there was also

the best lace I had in my shop to make
him a present for cravats. I was very glad
of this last circumstance, because I could

very conscientiously swear against him that

he had enticed my servant away, and was
her accomplice in robbing me: I procured
a warrant against him accordingly. Every

I
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thing was now prepared, and the tender
hour of love approaching, I who had acted
for myself in my youth the same senseless

part, knew how to manage accordingly;
therefore, after having locked up my maid,
and not being so much unlike her in height
and shape, as in a huddled way not to pass
for her, I delivered the bundle designed to

be carried off, to her lover's man, who came
with the signal to receive them. Thus I

followed after to the coach, where, when I

saw his master take them in, I cried out,
Thieves! Thieves! and the constable with
his attendants seized my expecting lover.

I kept myself unobserved until I saw the
crowd sufficiently increased, and then ap
peared to declare the goods to be mine;
and had the satisfaction to see my man of

mode put into the round-house, with the
stolen wares by him, to be produced in

evidence against him the next morning.
This matter is notoriously known to be
fact; and I have been contented to save my
'prentice, and to take a year's rent of this

mortified lover, not to appear farther in

the matter. This was some penance; but,

sir, is this enough for villany of much more
pernicious consequence than the trifles for

which he was to have been indicted? Should
not you, and all men of any parts or honour,

put things upon so right a foot, as that such
a rascal should not laugh at the imputation
of what he was really guilty, and dread

being accused of that for which he was ar
rested?

' In a word, sir, it is in the power of you,
and such as I hope you are, to make it as

infamous to rob a poor creature of her
honour as her clothes. I leave this to your
consideration, only take leave (which I

cannot do without sighing,) to remark to

you,
that if this had been the sense of man

kind thirty years ago, I should have avoided
a life spent in poverty and shame. I am,
sir, your humble servant,

ALICE THREADNEEDLE.'

'Round-house, Sept. 9.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a man of plea

sure about town, but by the stupidity of a
dull rogue of a justice of peace, and an in

solent constable, upon the oath of an old

harridan, am imprisoned here for theft,
when I designed only fornication. The
midnight magistrate as he conveyed me
along, had you in his mouth, and said, this

would make a pure story for the Spectator.
I hope, sir, you won't pretend to wit, and
take the part of dull rogues of business.
The world is so altered of late years, that
there was not a man who would knock
down a watchman in my behalf, but I was
carried off with as much triumph as if I

had been a pick-pocket. At this rate,
there is an end of all the wit and humour
in the world. The time was when all the
honest whoremongers in the neighbour
hood would have rose against the cuckolds
in my rescue. If fornication is to be scan

dalous, half the fine things that have been
writ by most of the wits of the last age

may be burned by the common hangman.
Harkee, Mr. Spec, do not be queer; after

having done some things pretty well, don't

begin to write at that rate that no gentle
man can read thee. Be true to love, and
burn your Seneca. You do not expect me
to write my name from hence, but I am
your unknown humble, &c.' T.

No. 183.] Saturday, September 29, 1711.

ISfttV J' " . Hesiod.

Sometimes fair truth in fiction we disguise ;

Sometimes present her naked to men's eyes.

FABLES were the first pieces of wit that

made their appearance in the world, and
have been still highly valued, not only in

times of the greatest simplicity, but among
the most polite ages of mankind. Jotham's
fable of the trees* is the oldest that is ex

tant, and as beautiful as any which have
been made since that time. Nathan's fable

of the poor man and his lambf is likewise
more ancient than any that is extant, be
sides the above-mentioned, and had so good
an effect, as to convey instruction to the ear
of a king without offending it, and to bring
the man after God's own heart to a right
sense of his guilt and his duty. We find

-iEsop in the most distant ages of Greece;
and if we look into the very beginning of

the commonwealth of Rome,:): we see a

mutiny among the common people appeas
ed by a fable of the belly and the limbs,
which was indeed very proper to gain the
attention of an incensed rabble, at a time
when perhaps they would have torn to

pieces any man who had preached the
same doctrine to them in an open and direct

manner. As fables took their birth in the

very infancy of learning, they never flour

ished more than when learning was at its

greatest height. To justify this assertion,
I shall put my reader in mind of Horace,
the greatest wit and critic in the Augustan
age; and of Boileau, the most correct poet
among the moderns; not to mention La
Fontaine, who by this way of writing is

come more into vogue than any other au
thor of our times.

The fables I have here mentioned are

raised altogether upon brutes and vegeta
bles, with some of our own species mixed
among them, when the moral hath so re

quired. But besides this kind of fable, there

is another in which the actors are passions,
virtues, vices, and other imaginary persons
of the like nature. Some of the ancient

critics will have it, that the Iliad and Odys
sey of Homer are fables of this nature; and
that the several names of gods and heroes
are nothing else but the affections of the

mind in a visible shape and character.

* Judges ix. & 15. t 2 Sam. xii. 14.
\ Liv. Hist. lib. ii. sect. 32, tc. Floras, lib. i. c. 23.
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Thus they tell us, that Achilles, in the first

Iliad, represents anger, or the irascible

part of human nature; that upon drawing
his swoi-d against his superior in a full as

sembly, Pallas is only another name for

reason, which checks and advises him upon
that occasion; and at her first appearance
touches him upon the head, that part of

the man being looked upon as the seat of

reason. And thus of the rest of the poem.
As for the Odyssey, I think it is plain that
Horace considered it as one of these alle

gorical fables, by the moral which he has

given us of several parts of it. The great
est Italian wits have applied themselves to

the writing cf this latter kind of fables.

Spenser's Fairy-Queen is one continued
series of them from the beginning to the
end of that admirable work. If we look
into the finest prose authors of antiquity,
such as Cicero, Plato, Xenophon, and many
others, we shall find that this was likewise
their favourite kind of fable. I shall only
farther observe upon it, that the first of

this sort that made any considerable figure
in the world, was that of Hercules meeting
with Pleasure and Virtue ; which was in

vented by Prodicus, who lived before So

crates, and in the first dawnings of philo

sophy. He used to travel through Greece

by virtue of this fable, which procured him
a kind reception in all the market towns,
where he never failed telling it as soon as

he had gathered an audience about him.
After this short preface, which I have

made up of such materials as my memory
does at present suggest to me, before I pre
sent my reader with a fable of this kind,
which I design as the entertainment of the

present paper, I must in a few words open
the occasion of it.

In the account which TPlato gives us of

the conversation and behaviour of Socrates,
the morning he was to die, he tells the fol

lowing circumstance:
When Socrates his fetters were knocked

off (as was usual to be done, on the day that

the condemned person was to be executed)
being seated in the midst of his disciples,
and laying one of his legs over the other,
in a very unconcerned posture, he began
to rub it where it had been galled by the

iron; and whether it was to show the in

difference with which he entertained the

thoughts of his approaching death, or (after
his usual manner) to take every occasion
of philosophizing upon some useful subject,
he observed the pleasure of that sensation

which now arose in those very parts of his

leg, that just before had been so much
pained by the fetter. Upon this he reflect

ed on the nature of pleasure and pain in

general, and how constantly they succeed
one another. To this he added, that if a
man of good genius for a fable were to re

present the nature of pleasure and pain in

that way of writing, he would probably
join them together after such a manner,
that it would be impossible for the one to

come into any place without being followed

by the other.

It is possible, that if Plato had thought it

proper at such a time to describe Socrates

launching out into a discourse which was
not of a piece with the business of the day,
he would have enlarged upon this hint,
and have drawn it out into some beautiful

allegory or fable. But since he has not

done it, I shall attempt to write one myself
in the spirit of that divine author.

'There were two families which from
the beginning of the world were as opposite
to each other as light and darkness. The
one of them lived in heaven, and the other
in hell. The youngest descendant of the
first family was Pleasure, who was the

daughter of Happiness, who was the child
of Virtue, who was the offspring of the

gods. These, as I said before, had their

habitation in heaven. The youngest of the

opposite family was Pain, who was the son

of Misery, who was the child of Vice, who
was the offspring of the Furies. The habi
tation of this race of beings was in hell.

' The middle station of nature between
these two opposite extremes was the earth,
which was inhabited by creatures of a mid
dle kind, neither so virtuous as the one,
nor so vicious as the other, but partaking
of the good and bad qualities of these two

opposite families. Jupiter considering that

the species, commonly called man, was too

virtuous to be miserable, and too vicious to

be happy; that he might make a distinc

tion between the good and the bad, ordered
the two youngest of the above-mentioned

families, Pleasure, who was the daughter
of Happiness, and Pain who was the son of

Miseiy, to meet one another upon this part
of nature which lay in the half way be
tween them, having promised to settle it

upon them both, provided they could agree
upon the division of it, so as to share man
kind between them.

'Pleasure and Pain were no sooner met
in their new habitation, but they imme
diately agreed upon this point, that Plea

sure should take possession of the virtuous,
and Pain of the vicious part of that species
which was given up to them. But upon
examining to which of them any^individual

they met with belonged, they found each
of them had a right to him; for that, con

trary to what they had seen in their old

places of residence, there was no person so

vicious who had not some good in him, nor

any person so virtuous who had not in him
some evil. The truth of it is, they generally
found upon search, that in the most vicious

man Pleasure might lay claim to an hun
dredth part, and that in the most virtuous

man Pain might come in for at least two-

thirds. This they saw would occasion end
less disputes between them, unless they
cnuld come to some accommodation. To
this end there was a marriage proposed
between them, and at length concluded.

By this means it is that we find Pleasure
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and Pain are such constant yoke-fellows,
and that they either make their visits to

gether, or are never far asunder. If Pain
comes into a heart he is quickly followed

by Pleasure; and if Pleasure enter, you
may be sure Pain is not far off.

' But notwithstanding this marriage was
very convenient for the two parties, it did
not seem to answer the intention of Jupiter
in sending them among mankind. To re

medy therefore this inconvenience, it was
stipulated between them by article, and
confirmed by the consent of each family,
that notwithstanding they here possessed
the species indifferently; upon the death
of every single person, if he was found to

have in him a certain proportion of evil,
he should be despatched into the infernal

regions by a passport from Pain, there to
dwell with Misery, Vice, and the Furies.
Or on the contrary, if he had in him a cer
tain proportion of good, he should be de
spatched into heaven by a passport from
Pleasure, there to dwell with Happiness,
Virtue, and the gods.

' L.

No. 184.] Monday, October 1,

Opere in longo fas est obrepere somnum.
Hor. Jlrs Poet. v. 360.

Who labours long, may be allowed to sleep.

WHEN a man has discovered a new vein
of humour, it often carries him much far

ther than he expected from it. My corre

spondents take the hint I give them, and

pursue it into speculations which I never

thought of at my first starting it. This has
been the fate of my paper on the match of

grinning, which has already produced a
second paper on parallel subjects, and

brought me the following letter by the last

post. I shall not premise any thing to it,

farther than that it is built on matter of

fact, and is as follows:

'Sin, You have already obliged the
world with a discourse upon grinning, and
have since proceeded to whistling, from
whence you at length came to yawning;
from this, I think, you may make a very
natural transition to sleeping. I there
fore recommend to you for the subject of a

paper the following advertisement, which
about two months ago was given into every
body's hands, and may be seen with some
additions in the Daily Courant of August
the ninth.
" Nicholas Hart, who slept last year in

Saint Bartholomew's hospital, intends to

sleep this year at the Cock and Bottle in

Little-Britain."

'Having since inquired into the matter
of fact, I find that the above-mentioned
Nicholas Hart is every year seized with a

periodical fit of sleeping, which begins upon
the fifth of August, and ends on the ele
venth of the same month :

35

1 On the first of that month he grew dull;
On the second, appeared drowsy;
On the third, fell a yawning;
On the fourth, began to nod;
On tlfc fifth, dropped asleep;
On the sixth, was heard to snore;
On the seventh, turned himself in his bed;
On the eighth, recovered his former po~

ture;
On the ninth, fell a stretching;
On the tenth, about midnight, awaked;
On the eleventh, in the morning, called

for a little small beer.

' This account I have extracted out of
the journal of this sleeping worthy, as it

has been faithfully kept by a gentleman of
Lincoln's-inn who has undertaken to be his

historiographer. I have sent it to you, not

only as it represents the actions of Nicholas
Hart, but as it seems a very natural picture
of the life of many an honest English gen
tleman, whose whole history, very often,
consists of yawning, nodding, stretching,
turning, sleeping, drinking, and the like ex
traordinary particulars. I do not question,
sir, that, if you pleased, you could put out
an advertisement not unlike the above-
mentioned, of several men of figure; that
Mr. John Such-a-one, gentleman, or Tho
mas Such-a-one, esquire, who slept in the

country last summer, intends to sleep in

town this winter. The worst of it is, that
the drowsy part of our species is chiefly
made up of very honest gentlemen, who
live

quietly among their neighbours, with
out ever disturbing the public peace. They
are drones without stings. I could heartily
wish, that several turbulent, restless, ambi
tious spirits, would for a while change
places with these good men, and enter
themselves into Nicholas Hart's fraternity.
Could one bu,t lay asleep a few busy heads
which I could name, from the first of No
vember next to the first of May ensuing,*
I question not but it would very much re
dound to the quiet of particular persons, as
well as to the benefit of the public.

' But to return to Nicholas Hart: I be
lieve, sir, you will think it a very extraor

dinary circumstance for a man to gain his
livelihood by sleeping, and that rest should

procure a man sustenance as well as indus-

:ry; yet so it is, that Nicholas got last year
enough to support himself for a twelve
month. I am likewise informed that he
tias this year had a very comfortable nap.
The poets value themselves very much for

sleeping on Parnassus, but I never heard

they got a groat by it. On the contrary,
our friend Nicholas gets more by sleeping
than he could by working, and may be more
properly said, than ever Homer was, to

lave had golden dreams. Juvenal indeed
mentions a drowsy husband who raised an
state by snoring, but then he is represented

* At that time the session of parliament usually con
tinued from November till May.
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to have slept what the common people
call a clog's sleep; or if his sleep was real,
his wife was awake, and about her busi
ness. Your pen, which loves to moralize

upon all subjects, may raise something, me-
thinks, on this circumstance also, and point
out to us those sets of men, who, instead of

growing rich by an honest industry recom
mend themselves to the favour of the great,

by making themselves agreeable compa
nions in the participations of luxury and

pleasure.
' I must further acquaint you, sir, that

one of the most eminent pens in Grub-
street is now employed in writing the dream
of this miraculous sleeper, which I hear
will be of more than ordinary length, as it

must contain all the particulars that are

supposed to have passed in his imagination
during so long a sleep. He is said to have

gone already through three days and three

nights of it, and to have comprised in them
the most remarkable passages of the four

first empires of the world. If he can keep
free from party strokes, his work may be
of use; but this I much doubt, having been
informed by one of his friends and confi

dents, that he has spoken some things of

Nimrod with too great freedom. I am ever,

sir, &c.' L.

No. 185.] Tuesday, October "2, 1711.

Tantfene animis coelestibus irse ?

Virg. JEn. i. 15.

And dwells such fury in celestial breasts ?

THERE is nothing in which men more
deceive themselves than in what the world
calls zeal. There are so many passions
which hide themselves under it, and so

many mischiefs arising from it, that some
have gone so far as to say it would have
been for the benefit of mankind if it had
never been reckoned in the catalogue of

virtues. It is certain, where it is once
laudable and prudential, it is an hundred
times criminal and erroneous; nor can it be

otherwise, if we consider that it operates
with equal violence in all religions, how
ever opposite they may be to one another,
and in all the subdivisions of each religion
in particular.
We are told by some of the Jewish rab

bins, that the first murder was occasioned

by a religious controversy; and if we had
the whole history of zeal from the days of

Cain to our own times, we should see it

filled with so many scenes of slaughter
and bloodshed, as would make a wise man
very careful how he suffers himself to

be actuated by such a principle, when it

only regards matters of opinion and specu
lation.

I would have every zealous man examine
his heart thoroughly, and, I believe, he will

often find, that what he calls a zeal for his

religion, is either pride, interest, or ill-

nature. A man, who differs from another in

-opinion, sets himself above him in his own
judgment, and in several particulars pre
tends to be the wiser person. This is a

great provocation to the proud man, and
gives a very keen edge to what he calls his
zeal. And that this is the case very often,
we may observe from the behaviour of
some of the most zealous for orthodoxy,
who have often great friendships and inti

macies with vicious immoral men, provided
they do but agree with them in the same
scheme of belief. The reason is, because
the vicious believer gives the precedency
to the virtuous man, and allows the good
Christian to be the worthier person, at the
same time that he cannot come up to his

perfections. This we find exemplified in

that trite passage which we see quoted in

almost every system of ethics, though upon
another occasion:

Video meliora proboque,
Deteriora sequor Ovid. Met. vii. 20.

I see the right, and I approve it too;
Condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue.

Tate.

On the contrary, it is certain, if our zeal

were true and genuine, we should be much
more angry with a sinner than a heretic;
since there are several cases which may
excuse the latter before his great Judge,
but none which can excuse the former.

Interest is likewise a great inflamer, and
sets a man on persecution under the colour
of zeal. For this reason we find none are
so forward to promote the true worship by
fire and sword, as those vrho find their pre
sent account in it. But I shall extend the
word interest to a larger meaning than
what is generally given it, as it relates to

our spiritual safety and welfare, as well as
to our temporal. A man is glad to gain
numbers on his side, as they serve to

strengthen him in his private opinions.

Every proselyte is like a new argument for

the establishment of his faith. It makes him
believe that his principles carry conviction

with them, and are the more likely to be
true when he finds they are comformable to

the reason of others, as well as to his own.
And that this temper of mind deludes a
man very often into an opinion of his zeal,

may appear from the common behaviour
of the atheist, who maintains and spreads
tiis opinions with as much heat as those

who believe they do it only out of a passion
:or God's glory.
Ill-nature is another dreadful imitator of

zeal. Many a good man may have a natu

ral rancour and malice in his heart, which
las been in some measure quelled and sub-

dued oy religion; but if it finds any pre
tence of breaking out, which does not seem
to him inconsistent with the duties of a

Christian, it throws off all restraint, and

rages in its full fury. Zeal is, therefore, a

?reat ease to a malicious man. by making
lim believe he doesGod service, whilst he is

gratifying the bent of a perverse revengeful

;emper. For this reason we find that most
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of the massacres and devastations which
have been in the world, have taken their
rise from a furious pretended zeal.

I love to see a man zealous in a good mat
ter, and especially when his zeal shows
itself for advancing morality, and promot
ing the happiness of mankind. But when
I find the instruments he works with are
racks and gibbets, galleys and dungeons:
when he imprisons men s persons, confis
cates their estates, ruins their families,
and burns the body to save the soul, I can
not stick to pronounce of such a one, that

(whatever he may think of his faith and

religion) his faith is vain, and his religion

unprofitable.
After having treated of these false zea

lots in religion, I cannot forbear mentioning
a monstrous species of men, who one would
not think had any existence in nature, were
they not to be met with in ordinary conver

sation, I mean the zealots in atheism. One
would fancy that these men, though they
fall short, in every other respect, of those
who make a profession of religion, would
at least outshine them in this particular,
and be exempt from that single fault which
seems to grow out of the imprudent fer

vours of religion. But so it is, that infidelity
is propagated with as much fierceness and

contention, wrath and indignation, as if the

safety of mankind depended upon it. There
is something so ridiculous and perverse in

this kind of zealots, that one does not know
how to set them out in their proper colours.

They are a sort of gamesters who are eter

nally upon the fret, though they play for

nothing. They are perpetually teazing
their friends to come over to them, though
at the same time they allow that neither
of them shall get any thing by the bargain.
In short, the zeal of spreading atheism is,

if possible, more absurd than atheism itself.

Since I have mentioned this unaccount
able zeal which appears in atheists, and

infidels, I must farther observe, that they
are likewise in a most particular manner

possessed with the spirit of bigotry. They
are wedded to opinions full of contradic

tions and impossibility, and at the same
time look upon the smallest difficulty in an

article of faith as a sufficient reason for re

jecting it. Notions that fall in with the

common reason of mankind, that are con

formable to the sense of all ages, and all

nations, not to mention their tendency for

promoting the happiness of societies, or of

particular persons, are exploded as errors

and prejudices; and schemes erected in

their stead that are altogether monstrous
and irrational, and require the most ex

travagant credulity to embrace them. I

would fain ask one of these bigoted infidels,

supposing all the great points of atheism,
as the casual or eternal formation of the

world, the materiality of a thinking sub

stance, the mortality of the soul, the fortui

tous organization of the body, the motions
and gravitation of matter, with the like

I particulars, were laid together and formed
I into a kind of creed, according to the opi
nions of the most celebrated atheists; I say,

supposing such a creed as this were form
ed and imposed upon any one people in the

world, whether it would not require an

infinitely greater measure of faith, than

any set of articles which they so violently

oppose. Let me therefore advise this gene
ration of wranglers, for their own and for

the public good, to act at least so consist

ently with themselves, as not to bum with
zeal for irreligion, and with bigotry for

nonsense. C.

No. 186.] Wednesday, Octobers, 1711.

Coelum ipsum petimus stultitia

Hor. Lib. 3. Od. i. 38.

High Heaven itself our impious rage assails. P.

UPON my return to my lodgings last night,
I found a letter from my worthy friend the

clergyman, whom I have given some ac

count of in my former papers. He tells me
in it that he was particularly pleased with

the latter part of my yesterday's specula
tion; and at the same time inclosed the fol

lowing essay,, which he desires me to pub
lish as the sequel of that discourse. It con

sists partly of uncommon reflections, and

partly of such as have been already used,
but now set in a stronger light.

' A believer may be excused by the most
hardened atheist for endeavouring to make
him a convert, because he does it with an

eye to both their interests. The atheist is

inexcusable who tries to gain over a be

liever, because he does not propose the

doing himself or the believer any good by
such a conversion.

* The prospect of a future state is the se

cret comfort and refreshment of my soul; it

is that which makes nature look gay about

me; it doubles all my pleasures, and sup
ports me under all my afflictions; I can look

at disappointments and misfortunes, pain
and sickness, death itself, and what is worse
than death, the loss of those who are dear

est to me, with indifference, so long as I

keep in view the pleasures
of eternity, and

the state of being in which there will be no
fears nor apprehensions, pains nor sorrows,
sickness nor separation. Why will any
man be so impertinently officious as to tell

me all this is only fancy and delusion? Is

there any merit in being the messenger of

ill news? If it is a dream, let me enjoy it,

since it makes me both the happier and

better man.
'I must confess I do not know how to

trust a man who believes neither heaven
nor hell, or in other words, a future state

of rewards and punishments. Not only na

tural self-love, but reason directs us to pro
mote our own interests above all things. It

can never be for the interest of a believer

to do me a mischief, because he is sure upon
the balance of accounts to find himself a

loser by it. On the contrary, if he con
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siders his own welfare in his behaviour to

wards me, it will lead him to do me all the

good he can, and at the same time restrain

him from doing me any injury. An unbe
liever does not act like a reasonable crea

ture, if he favours me contrary to his pre
sent interest, or does not distress me when
it turns to his present advantage. Honour
and good-nature may indeed tie up his

hands; but as these would be very much
strengthened by reason and principle, so
without them they are only instincts, or

wavering, unsettled notions, which rest on
no foundation.

'

Infidelity has been attacked with so good
success of late years, that it is driven out of
all its out-works. The atheist has not found
his post tenable, and is therefore retired
into deism, and a disbelief of revealed reli

gion only.
' But the truth of it is, the greatest num

ber of this set of men are those who, for
want of a virtuous education or examining
the grounds of religion, know so very little

of the matter in question, that their infide

lity is but another term for their ignorance.
' As folly and inconsiderateness are the

foundations of infidelity, the great pillars
and supports of it are either a vanity of ap
pearing wiser than the rest of mankind, or
an ostentation of courage in despising the
terrors of another world, which have so

great an influence on what they call weaker
minds; or an aversion to a belief that must
cut them off from many of those pleasures

they propose to themselves, and fill them
with remorse for many of those they have

already tasted.
' The great received articles of the Chris

tian religion have been so clearly proved,
from the authority of that divine revela
tion in which they are delivered, that it is

impossible for those who have ears to hear,
and eyes to see, not to be convinced of them.
But were it possible for any thing in the
Christian faith to be erroneous, I can find

no ill consequences in adhering to it. The
great points of the incarnation and suffer

ing of our Saviour, produce naturally such
habits of virtue in the mind of man, that, I

say, supposing it were possible for us to be
mistaken in them, the infidel himself must
at least allow that no other system of reli

gion could so effectually contribute to the

heightening of morality. They give us great
ideas of the dignity of human nature, and
of the love which the Supreme Being bears
to his creatures, and consequently engage
us in the highest acts of duty towards our

Creator, ourneighbour, and ourselves. How
many noble arguments has St Paul raised

from the chief articles of our religion, for

the advancing of morality in its three great
branches! To give a single example in

each kind. What can be a stronger motive
to a firm trust and reliance on the mercies
of our Maker, than the giving his Son to

suffer for us? What can make us love and
esteem even the most inconsiderable of

mankind more than the thought that Christ
died for him? Or what dispose us to set a
stricter guard upon the purity of our own
hearts, than our being members of Christ,
and a part of the society of which that im
maculate person is the head? But these
are only a specimen of those admirable in-

forcements of
morality, which the apostle

has drawn from the history of our blessed
Saviour.

' If our modern infidels considered these
matters with that candour and seriousness
which they deserve, we should not see them
act with such a spirit of bitterness, arro

gance, and malice. They would not be

raising such insignificant cavils, doubts, and

scruples, as may be started against every
thing that is not capable of mathematical

demonstration; in order to unsettle the mind
of the ignorant, disturb the public peace,
subvert morality, and throw all things into

confusion and disorder. If none of these
reflections can have any influence on them,
there is one that perhaps may, because it

is adapted to their vanity, by which they
seem to be guided much more than their
reason. I would therefore have them con
sider that the wisest and best of men in all

ages of the world, have been those who
lived up to the religion of their country,
when they saw nothing in it opposite to mo
rality, and to the best lights they had of the
divine nature. Pythagoras's first rule di

rects us to worship the gods
" as it is or

dained by law," for that is the most natural

interpretation of the precept. Socrates,
who was the most renowned among the
heathens both for wisdom and virtue, in his
last moments desires his friends to offer a
cock to Esculapius: doubtless out of a sub
missive deference to the established worship
of his country. Xenophon tells us, that his

prince (whom he sets forth as a pattern of

perfection) when he found his death ap
proaching, offered sacrifices on the moun
tains to the Persian Jupiter, and the Sun,
"
according to the custom of the Persians;"

for those are the words of the historian.*

Nay, the Epicureans and atomical philoso
phers showed a very remarkable modesty
in this particular; for though the being of
a God was entirely repugnant to their

schemes of natural philosophy, they con
tented themselves with the denial of a pro
vidence, asserting at the same time the
existence of gods in general; because they
would not shock the common belief of man
kind, and the religion of their country.

'
L.

No. 187.] Thursday, October 4, 1711.

Miseri quibus
Intentata nitcs Hor. Lib. I Od. v. K
Ah, wretched they! whom Pyrrha's smile
And unsuspecting arts beguile! Duncombe.

THK intelligence given by this corres

pondent is so important and useful, in ordei

* Xenoph. Cyroped. Lib. 8. page 500. Ed. Hutching
1747. 8vo.
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to avoid the persons he speaks of, that I

shall insert his letter at length.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I do not know that

you have ever touched upon a certain spe
cies of women, whom we ordinarily call

jilts. You cannot possibly go upon a more
useful work, than the consideration of these

dangerous animals. The coquette is indeed
one degree towards the jilt; but the heart
of the former is bent upon admiring herself,
and giving false hopes to her lovers; but
the latter is not contented to be extremely
amiable, but she must add to that advantage
a certain delight in being a torment to
others. Thus when her lover is in the full

expectation of success, the jilt shall meet
him with a sudden indifference, and admi
ration in her face at his being surprised that
he is received like a stranger, and a cast of
her head another way with a pleasant scorn
of the fellow's insolence. It is very proba
ble the lover goes home utterly astonished
and dejected, sits down to his 'scrutoire,
sends her word in the most abject terms
that he knows not what he has done, that
all which was desirable in this life is so sud

denly vanished from him, that the charmer
of his soul should withdraw the vital heat
from the heart which pants for her. He
continues a mournful absence for some time,

pining in secret, and out of humour with all

things which he meets with. At length he
takes a resolution to try his fate, and ex
plain with her resolutely upon her unac
countable carriage. He walks up to her

apartment, with a thousand inquietudes,
and doubts in what manner he shall meet
the first cast of her eye; when, upon his

first appearance, she flies towards him,
wonders where he has been, accuses him
of his absence, and treats him with a fami

liarity as surprising as her former coldness.

This good correspondence continues until

the lady observes the lover grows happy in

it, and then she interrupts it with some new
inconsistency of behaviour. For (as I just
now said) the happiness of a jilt consists

only in the power of making others uneasy.
But such is the folly of this sect of women,
that they carry on this pretty, skittish be

haviour, until they have no charms left to

render it supportable. Corinna, that used
to torment all who conversed with her with
false glances, and little heedless unguarded
motions, that were to betray some inclina

tion towards the man she would insnare,
finds at present all she attempts that way
unregarded; and is obliged to indulge the

jilt in her constitution, by laying artificial

plots, writing perplexing letters from un
known hands, and making all the young
fellows in love with her until they find out
who she is. Thus, as before she gave tor
ment by disguising her inclination, she now
is obliged to do it by hiding her person.

' As for my own part, Mr. Spectator, it

has been my unhappy fate to be jilted from
my youth upward; and as my taste has

been very much towards intrigue and hav
ing intelligence with women of wit, my
whole life has passed away in a series of

impositions. I shall, for the benefit of the

present race of young men give some ac
count of my loves. I know not whether

you have ever heard of the famous girl
about town, called Kitty. This creature

(for I must take shame upon myselt ) was

my mistress in the days when keeping was
in fashion. Kitty, under the appearance
of being wild, thoughtless, and irregular in

all her words and actions, concealed the
most accomplished jilt of her time. Her
negligence had to me a charm in it like that
of chastity, and want of desires seemed as

great a merit as the conquest of them. The
air she gave herself was that of a romping
girl, and whenever I talked to her with any
turn of fondness, she would immediately
snatch off my periwig, try it upon herself in

the glass, clap her arms a-kimbow, draw
my sword, andmake passes on the wall, take
off my cravat, and seize it to make some
other use of the lace, or run into some other
unaccountable rompishness, until the time
I had appointed to pass away with her was
over. I went from her full of pleasure at

the reflection that I had the keeping of so
much beauty in a woman, who, as she was
too heedless to please me, was also too un-
attentive to form a design to wrong me.

Long did I divert every hour that hung
heavy upon me in the company of this crea

ture, whom I looked upon as neither guilty
nor innocent, but could laugh at myself for

my unaccountable pleasure in an expense
upon her, until in the end it appeared my
pretty insensible was with child by my foot

man.
* This accident roused me into a disdain

against all libertine women, under what ap
pearance soever they hid their insincerity,
and I resolved after that time to converse
with none but those who lived within the
rules of decency and honour. To this end
I formed myself into a more regular turn
of behaviour, and began to make visits, fre

quent assemblies, and lead out ladies from
the theatres, with all the other insignificant
duties which the professed servants of the
fair place themselves in constant readiness
to perform. In a very little time, (having
a plentiful fortune,) fathers and mothers

began to regard me as a good match, and I

found easy admittance into the best fami
lies in town to observe their daughters; but

I, who was born to follow the fair to no

purpose, have by the force of my ill stars

made my application to three jilts succes

sively-
r

Hyaena is one of those who form them
selves into a melancholy and indolent air,

and endeavour to gain admirers frrm their

inattention to all around them. Hyaena can
loll in her coach, with something so fixed

in her countenance, that it is impossible to

conceive her meditation is employed only
on her dress and her charms in that pos-
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ture. If it were not too coarse a smile, I

should say, Hyaena, in the figure she affects

to appear in, is a spider in the midst of a

cobweb, that is sure to destroy every fly
that approaches it. The net Hyxna throws
is so fine, that you are taken in it before

you can observe any part of her work. I

attempted her for a long and weary season,
but I found her passion went no farther than
to be admired; and she is of that unreason
able temper, as not to value the inconstancy
of her lovers, provided she can boast she
once had their addresses.

' Biblis was the second I aimed at, and
her vanity lay in purchasing the adorers of

others, and not rejoicing in their love itself.

Biblis is no man's mistress, but every wo
man's rival. As soon as I found this, I fell

in love with Chloe, who is my present plea
sure and torment I have writ to her,
danced with her, and fought for her, and
have been her man in the sight and expecta
tion of the whole town these three years,
and thought myself near the end of my
wishes; when the other day she called me
into her closet, and told me, with a very
grave face, that she was a woman of ho
nour, and scorned to deceive a man who
loved her with so much sincerity as she saw
1 did, and therefore she must inform me
that she was by nature the most inconstant
creature breathing, and begged of me not to

marry her: If I insisted upon it, I should;
but that she was lately fallen in love with
another. What to do or say I know not,
out desire you to inform me, and you will

jifinitely oblige, sir, your humble servant,
'CHARLES YELLOW.'
ADVERTISEMENT.

Mr. Sly, haberdasher of hats, at the cor
ner of Devereux-court, in the Strand, gives
notice, that he has prepared very neat hats,
rubbers, and brushes for the use of young
tradesmen in the last year of their appren
ticeship, at reasonable rates. T.

No. 188.] Friday, Octobers, 1711.

Lsetua sum laudari a te laudato viro. Tull.

It gives me pleasure to be praised by you whom all
men praise.

HE is a very unhappy man who sets his
heart upon being admired by the multitude,
or affects a general and undistinguishing ap
plause among men. What pious men call
the testimony of a good conscience, should
be the measure of our ambition in this kind;
that is to say, a man of spirit should con
temn the praise of the ignorant, and like

being applauded for nothing but what he
knows in his own heart he deserves. Be
sides which, the character of the person
who commends you is to be considered, be
fore you set a value upon his esteem. The
praise of an ignorant man is only good-will,
and you should receive his kindness as he

is a good neighbour in society, and not as a

good judge of your actions in point of fame
and reputation. The satirist said very we\
of popular praise and acclamations,

" Give
the tinkers and cobblers their presents
again, and learn to live of yourself."* It

is an argument of a loose and ungoverned
mind to be affected with the promiscuous
approbation of the generality of mankind;
and a man of virtue should be too delicate

for so coarse an appetite of fame. Men of

honour should endeavour only to please the

worthy, and the man of merit should desire

to be tried only by his peers. I thought it

a noble sentiment which I heard yesterday
uttered in conversation: 'I know,' said a

gentleman,
' a way to be greater than any

man. If he has worth in him, I can re

joice in his superiority to me; and that

satisfaction is a greater act of the soul in

me, than any in him which can possibly

appear to me.' This thought could not

proceed but from a candid and generous
spirit; and the approbation of such minds
is what may be esteemed true praise: for

with the common race of men there is no

thing commendable but what they them
selves may hope to be partakers of, and
arrive at; but the motive truly glorious is,

when the mind is set rather to do things
laudable, than to purchase reputation.
Where there is that sincerity as the foun
dation of a good name, the kind opinion of

virtuous men will be an unsought, but a ne

cessary consequence. The Lacedaemonians,
though a plain people, and no pretenders
to politeness, had a certain delicacy in their

sense of glory, and sacrificed to the Muses
when they entered upon any great enter

prise. They would have the commemora
tion of their actions be transmitted by the

purest and most untainted memorialists.
The din which attends victories and public
triumphs, is by far less eligible than the
recital of the actions of great men by honest
and wise historians. It is a frivolous plea
sure to be the admiration of gaping crowds;
but to have the approbation of a good man
in the cool reflections of his closet, is a gra
tification worthy an heroic spirit. The ap
plause of the crowd makes the head giddy,
but the attestation of a reasonable man
makes the heart glad.
What makes the love of popular or gene

ral praise still more ridiculous, is, that it is

usually given for circumstances which are

foreign to the persons admired. Thus they
are the ordinary attendants on power and
riches, which may be taken out of one man's
hands, and put into another's. The appli
cation only, and not the possession, mikes
those outward things honourable. The
vulgar and men of sense agree in admiring
men, for having what they themselves
would rather be possessed of; the wise man
applauds him whom he thinks most virtu-

* Tollat sua munera cerdo

Tecum habila. Pers. Sat. iv. 51.
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ous, the rest of the w orld him who is mos
wealthy.
When a man is in this way of thinking, *

do not know what can occur to one more
monstrous, than to see persons of ingenuity
address their services and performances t(

men no way addicted to liberal arts. In
these cases, the praise on one hand, anc
the patronage on the other, are equally th<

objects of ridicule. Dedications to ignoran
men are as absurd as any of the speeches
of Bui finch in the Droll. Such an address
one is apt to translate into other words; anc
when the different parties are thoroughly
considered, the panegyric generally implies
no more than if the author should say to the
patron;

' My very good lord, you and I can
never understand one another; therefore I

humbly desire we may be intimate friend
for the future.

'

The rich may as well ask to borrow of
the pr>or, as the man of virtue or merit to

nope for addition to his character from any
but such as himself. He that commends
another engages so much of his own repu
tation as he gives to that person commended ;

and he that has nothing laudable in himself
is not of ability to be such a surety. The
wise Phocion was so sensible how dangerous
it was to be touched with what the multi
tude approved, that upon a general accla
mation made when he was making an ora
tion, he turned to an intelligent friend who
stood near him, and asked in a surprised
manner, 'What slip have I made?'

I shall conclude this paper with a billet
which has fallen into my hands, and was
written to a lady from a gentleman whom
she had highly commended. The author
of it had formerly been her lover. When
all possibility of commerce between them
on the subject of love was cut off, she spoke
so handsomely of him, as to give occasion
for this letter.

'MADAM, I should be insensible to a
stupidity, if I could forbear making you my
acknowledgments for your late mention of
me with so much applause. It is, I think,
your fate to give me new sentiments: as you
formerly inspired me with the true sense
of love, so do you now with the true sense
of glory. As desire had the least part in
the passion I heretofore professed towards
you, so has vanity no share in the glory to
which you have now raised me. Innocence,
knowledge, beauty, virtue, sincerity, and
discretion, are the constant ornaments of
her who has said this of me. Fame is a
babbler, but I have arrived at the highest
glory in this world, the commendation of
the most deserving person in it.' T.

No. 189.] Saturday, October 6, 1711.

Patrise pietatis imago. Virg. JE*. x. 834.

An image of paternal tenderness.

THE following letter being written to my
bookseller, upon a subject ofwhich I treated

some time since, I shall publish it in this

paper, together with the letter that was in
closed in it.

' MR. BUCKLEY, Mr. Spectator having
of late descanted upon the

cruelty of parents
to their children, I have been induced (at
the request of several of Mr. Spectator's
admirers,) to inclose this letter, which I
assure you is the original from a father to
his own son, notwithstanding the latter gave
but little or no provocation. It would be
wonderfully obliging to the world, if Mr.
Spectator would give his opinion of it in

some of his speculations, and particularly
to (Mr. Buckley,) your humble servant.'

'
SIRRAH, You are a saucy audacious

rascal, and both fool and mad, and I care
not a farthing whether you comply or no;
that does not raze out my impressions of

your insolence, going about railing at me,
and the next day to solicit my favour. These
are inconsistences, such as discover thy rea
son depraved. To be brief, I never desire
to see your face; and, sirrah, if you go to
the workhouse, it is no disgrace to me for

you to be supported there; and if you starve
in the streets, I'll never give any thing un
derhand in your behalf. If I have any more
of your scribbling nonsense, I'll break your
liead the first time I set sight on you. You
are a stubborn beast; is this your gratitude
:or my giving you money? You rogue, I'll

setter your judgment, and give you a greater
sense of your duty to (I regret to say) your
:

ather, &c.

'P. S. It's prudence in you to keep out
of my sight; for to reproach me, that Might
overcomes Right, on the outside of your
etter, I shall give you a great knock on
the skull for it.

'

Was there ever such an image of pater
nal tenderness! It was usual among some
of the Greeks to make their slaves drink to

excess, and then expose them to their chil

dren, who by that means conceived an early
aversion to a vice which makes men appear
so monstrous and irrational. I have ex
>osed this picture of an unnatural father
with the same intention, that its deformity
may deter others from its resemblance. If
he reader has a mind to see a father of the
ame stamp represented in the most ex-

[uisite strokes of humour, he may meet
with it in one of the finest comedies that
ever appeared upon the English stage: I

nean the part of Sir Sampson in Love for
^ove.

I must not, however, engage myself
ilindly on the side of the son, to whom the
ond letter above written was directed. His
ather calls him a 'saucy and audacious

ascal,' in the first line, and I am afraid,

.pon examination, he will prove but an
ngracious youth.

' To go about railing' at
.is father, and to find no other place but
the outside of his letter' to tell him that
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might overcomes right' if it does not dis

cover 'his reason to be depraved,' and
'that he is either fool or mad,' as the
choleric old gentleman tells him, we may
at least allow that the father will do very
well in endeavouring to ' better his judg
ment, and give him a greater sense of his

duty.
' But whether this may be brought

about by breaking his head, or '

giving him
a great knock on the skull,' ought, I think,
to be well considered. Upon the whole, I

wish the father has not met with his match,
and that he may not be as equally paired
with a son, as the mother in Virgil:

Crudelis tu quoque mater:
Crudelis mater magis, an puer improbus ille ?

Improbus ille puer, credulis tu quoque mater.
Eel. viii. 43.

O barbarous mother, thirsting to destroy 1

More cruel was the mother or the boy ?

Both, both alike delighted to destroy,
Th' unnatural mother, and the ruthless bop

Wartan.

Or like the crow and her egg in the Greek
proverb:

Bad the crow, bad the egg.

Koexg xopsxoj, xaxov ov.

1 must here take notice of a letter which
I have received from an unknown corre

spondent upon the subject of my paper,
upon which the foregoing letter is likewise
founded. The writer of it seems very much
concerned lest that paper should seem to

give encouragement to the disobedience of

children towards their parents; but if the
writer of it will take the pains to read it

over again attentively, I dare say his ap
prehensions will vanish. Pardon and re
conciliation are all the penitent daughter
requests, and all that I contend for in her

behalf; and in this case I may use the say
ing of an eminent wit, who, upon some great
men's pressing him to forgive his daughter
who had married against his consent, told

them he could refuse nothing to their in

stances, but that he would have them
remember there was difference between

giving and forgiving.
I must confess, in all controversies be

tween parents and their children, I am
naturally prejudiced in favour ofthe former.
The obligations on that side can never be

acquitted, and I think it is one of the

greatest reflections upon human nature,
that paternal instinct should be a stronger
motive to love than filial gratitude; that

the receiving of favour should be a less

inducement to good-will, tenderness, and
commiseration, than the conferring ofthem ;

and that the taking care of any person,
should endear the child or dependant more
to the parent or benefactor, than the parent
or benefactor to the child or dependant;
yet so it happens, that for one cruel parent
we meet with a thousand undutiful chil

dren. This, is, indeed, wonderfully con
trived (as I have formerly observed,) for

the support of every living species; but at

the same time that it shows the wisdom of

the Creator, it discovers the imperfection
and degeneracy of the creature.
The obedience of children to their pa

rents is the basis of all government, and
set forth as the measure of that obedience
which we owe to those whom Providence
has placed over us.

It is father Le Compte, if I am not mis

taken, who tells us how want of duty in this

particular is punished among the Chinese,
insomuch, that if a son should be known to

kill, or so much as to strike his father, not

only the criminal, but his whole family
would be rooted out, nay, the inhabitants
of the place where he lived would be put
to the sword, nay, the place itself would
be razed to the ground, and its foundations
sown with salt. For, say they, there must
have been an utter deprivation of manners
in that clan or society of people who could
have bred up among them so horrid an of

fender. To this I shall add a passage out
of the first book of Herodotus. That histo

rian, in his account of the Persian customs
and religion, tells us, it is their opinion that
no man ever killed his father, or that it is

possible such a crime should be in nature;
but that if any thing like it should ever

happen, they conclude that the reputed
son must have been illegitimate, supposi
tions, or begotten in adultery. Their opinion
in this particular shows sufficiently what a
notion they must have had of undutifulness
in general. L.

No. 190.] Monday, October 8, 1711.

Servitas crescit nova
Hor. Lib. 2. Od. vni. 18.

A slavery to former times unknown.

SINCE I made some reflections upon the

general negligence used in the case of re

gard towards women, or in other words,
since I talked of wenching, I have had

epistles upon this subject, which I shall,
for the present entertainment, insert as they
lie before me.

' MR. SPECTATOR, As your specula
tions are not confined to any part of human
life, but concern the wicked as well as the

good, I must desire your favourable accept
ance of what I, a poor strolling girl about

town, have to say to you. I was told by a

Roman-Catholic gentleman who picked me
up last week, and who, I hope, is absolved

for what passed between us; I say, I was
told by such a person, who endeavoured to

convert me to his own religion, that in

countries where popery prevails, besides

the advantage of licensed stews, there are

large endowments given for the Incurabili,
I think he called tliem, such as are past all

remedy, and are allowed such maintenance
and support as to keep them without farther

care until they expire. This manner of

treating poor s'inners has, methinks, great

humanity in it; and as you are a person
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who pretend to carry your reflections upon
all subjects whatever that occur to you,
with candour, and act above the sense of

what misinterpretation you may meet with,
I beg the favour of you to lay before all the
world the unhappy condition of us poor
vagrants, who are really in the way of

labour instead of idleness. There are

crowds of us whose manner of livelihood

has long ceased to be pleasing to us; and
who would willingly lead a new life, if the

rigour of the virtuous did not for ever expel
us from coming into the world again. As
it now happens, to the eternal infamy of

the male sex, falsehood among you is not

reproachful, but credulity in woman is in

famous.
' Give me leave, sir, to give you my his

tory. You are to know that I am a daughter
of a man of good reputation, tenant to a man
of quality. The heir of this great house
took it in his head to cast a favourable eye
upon me, and succeeded. I do not pretend
to say he promised me marriage: I was
not a creature silly enough to be taken by
so foolish a story ; but he ran away with me
up to this town, and introduced me to a

grave matron, with whom I boarded for a

day or two with great gravity, and was not
a little pleased with the change of my con

dition, from that of a country life to the
finest company, as I believed, in the whole
world. My humble servant made me un
derstand that I should always be kept in

the plentiful condition I then enjoyed; when
after a very great fondness towards me, he
one day took his leave of me for four or

five days. In the evening of the same day,
my good landlady came to me, and observ

ing me very pensive, began to comfort me,
and with a smile told me 1 must see the
world. When I was deaf to all she could

say to divert me, she began to tell me with
a very frank air that I must be treated as I

ought, and not to take these squeamish
humours upon me, for my friend had left

me to the town; and, as their phrase is, she

expected I would see company, or I must
be treated like what I had brought myself
to. This put me into a fit of crying: and I

immediately, in a true sense of my condi

tion, threw myself on the floor, deploring
my fate, calling upon all that was good and
sacred to succour me. While I was in this

agony, I observed a decrepid old fellow

come into the room, and looking with a
sense of pleasure in his face at all my ve
hemence and transport. In a pause of my
distresses I heard him say to the shameless
old woman who stood by me, "She is cer

tainly a new face, or else she acts it rarely.
"

With that the gentlewoman, who was mak
ing her market of me, in all the turns of

my person, the heaves of my passion, and
the suitable change of my posture, took
occasion to commend my neck, my shape,
my eyes, my limbs. All this was accom
panied with such speeches as you may have
heard horse-coursers make in the sale of

36

nags, when they are warranted for their

soundness. You understand by this time

that I was left in a brothel, and exposed to

the next bidder, who could purchase me
of my patroness. This is so much the work
of hell : the pleasure in the possession of us

wenches abates in proportion to the degrees
we go beyond the bounds of innocence; and
no man is gratified, if there is nothing left

for him to debauch. Well, sir, my first

man, when I came upon the town, was Sir

Jeoffry Foible, who was extremely lavish

to me of his money, and took such a fancy
to me that he would have carried me off,

if my patroness would have taken any rea

sonable terms for me; but as he was old,

his covetousness was his strongest passion,
and poor I was soon left exposed to be the

common refuse of all the rakes and de

bauchees in town. I cannot tell whether

you will do me justice or no, till I see

whether you print this or not; otherwise,
as I now live with Sal,* I could give you a

very just account of who and who is to

gether in this town. You perhaps won't

believe it; but I know of one who pretends
to be a very good Protestant, who lies with

a Roman-Catholic: but more of this here

after, as you please me. There do come
to our house the greatest politicians of the

age; and Sal is more shrewd than any body
thinks. No body can believe that such wise

men could go to bawdy-houses out of idle

purpose. I have heard them often talk of

Augustus Cxsar, who had intrigues with

the wives of senators, not out of wantonness
but stratagem.

'It is a thousand pities you should be so

severely virtuous as I fear you are; other

wise, after one visit or two, you would soon

understand that we women of the town are

not such useless correspondents as you may
imagine : you have undoubtedly heard that

it was a courtesan who discovered Cati

line's conspiracy. If you print this I'll tell

you more; and am, in the meantime, sir,

your most humble servant,
'REBECCA NETTLETOP.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am an idle young
woman that would work for my livelihood,

but that I am kept in such a manner as I

cannot stir out. My tyrant is an old jealous

fellow, who allows me nothing to appear in.

I have but one shoe and one slipper; no

head-dress, and no upper-petticoat. As you
set up for a reformer, I desire you would

take me out of this wicked way and keep
me yourself. EVE AFTERDAY.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am to complain
to you of a set of impertinent coxcombs,
who visit the apartments of us wcmen of

the town, only, as they call it, to see the

world. I must confess to you, this to men
of delicacy might have an effect to cure

them; but as they are stupid, noisy, and

* A celebrated courtesan and procuress at that tim

upon the town.
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drunken fellows, it tends only to make vice

in themselves, as they think, pleasant and

humorous, and at the same time nauseous
in us. I shall, sir, hereafter, from time to

time give you the names of these wretches
who pretend to enter our houses merely as

Spectators. Those men think it wit to use
us ill: pray tell them, however worthy we
are of such treatment, it is unworthy them
to be guilty of it towards us. Pray, sir,

take notice of this, and pity the oppressed :

I wish we could add to it, the innocent.'

T.

No. 191.] Tuesday, October 9, 1711.

HX.OV ovfipov. Horn. II. ii. 6.

Deluding vision of the night. Pope.

SOME ludicrous schoolmen have put the

case, that if an ass were placed between two
bundles of hay, which affected his senses

equally on each side, and tempted him in

the very same degree, whether it would be

possible for him to eat of either. They
generally determine this question to the dis

advantage of the ass, who they say would
starve in the midst of plenty, as not having
a single grain of free-will, to determine him
more to the one than to the other. The
bundle of hay on either side striking his

sight and smell in the same proportion,
would keep him in perpetual suspense, like

the two magnets, which travellers have
told us, are placed one of them in the roof,

and the other in the floor of Mahomet's

burying-place at Mecca, and by that means

say they, pull the impostor's iron coffin with
such an equal attraction, that it hangs in

the air between both of them. As for the

ass's behaviour in such nice circumstances,
whether he would starve sooner than violate

his neutrality to the two bundles of hay, I

shall not presume to determine; but only
take notice of the conduct of our own species
in the same perplexity. When a man has
a mind to venture his money in a lottery,

every figure of it appears equally alluring,
and as likely to succeed as any of its fel

lows. They all of them- have the same

pretensions to good-luck, stand upon the

same foot of competition, and no manner of

reason can be given why a man should pre
fer one to the other before the lottery is

drawn. In this case therefore caprice very
often acts in the place of reason, and forms
to itself some groundless imaginary motive,
where real and substantial ones are want

ing. I know a well-meaning man that is

very well pleased to risk his good-fortune

upon the number 1711, because it is the

year of our Lord. I am acquainted with a

tacker* that would give a good deal for

* In 1704 a bill was brought into the House of Com
mons against occasional conformity ; and in order to

make it pass the lords, from whom much opposition was
expected, it was proposed to tacK it to a money-bill.
This wis violently opposed; mid after a warm dincus-

sion, it was pat to the vote, when 13-1 were for tacking :

the number 134. On the
contrary,

I have
been told of a certain zealous dissenter

who being a great enemy to popery, and

believing that bad men are the most for

tunate in this world, will lay two to one on

the number 666 against any other number,
because, says he, it is the number of the

beast, f Several would prefer the number

12,000 before any other, as it is the number
of the pounds in the great prize. In short,

some are pleased to find their own age in

their number; seme that have got a number
which makes a pretty appearance in the

cyphers; and others, because it is the same
number that succeeded in the last lottery.

Each of these upon no other grounds, thinks

he stands fairest for the great lot, and that

he is possessed of what may not be impro
perly called ' the golden number.'
These principles of election are the pas

times and extravagances of human reason,

which is of so busy a nature, that it will be

exerting itself in the meanest trifles, and

working even when it wants materials.

The wisest of men are sometimes acted}:

by such unaccountable motives, as the life

of the fool and the superstitious is guided

by nothing else.

I am surprised that none of the fortune

tellers, or, as the French call them, the

Diseurs de bonne Avanture, who publish
their bills in every quarter of the town,
have turned our lotteries to their advantage.
Did any of them set up for a caster of for

tunate figures, what might he not get by his

pretended discoveries and predictions?
I remember among the advertisements in

the Post-Boy of September the 27th, I was

surprised to see the following one:

' This is to give notice, that ten shillings

over and above the market-price, will be

given for the ticket in the 1,500,000/. lot

tery,
No. 132, by Nath. Cliff, at the Bible

and Three Crowns in Cheapside.
'

This advertisement has given great mat
ter of speculation to ccffee-house theorists.

Mr. Cliff's principles and conversation have
been canvassed upon this occasion, and vari

ous conjectures made why he should thus

set his heart upon No. 132. I have ex
amined all the powers in those numbers,
broken them into fractions, extracted the

square and cube root, divided and multi

plied them all ways, but could not arrive at

the secret until abcut three days ago, when
I received the following letter from an un

known hand; by which I find that Mr.
Nath. Cliff is only the agent, and not the

principal in this advertisement.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am the person that

lately advertised I would give ten shillings

more than the current price for the ticket

No. 132 in the lottery now drawing; which

but 250 being against it, the motion was overruled, and
the bill committed unclogged.

f See Revelations, ch. xiii. 18. t Actuated.
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is a secret which I have communicated to

some friends, who rally me incessantly upon
that account. You must know I have but
one ticket, for which reason, and a certain

dream I have lately had more than once, I

was resolved it should be the number I most

approved. I am so positive I have pitched
upon the great lot, that I could almost lay
all I am worth of it. My visions are so fre

quent and strong upon this occasion, that I

have not only possessed the lot, but disposed
of the money which in all probability it will

sell for. This morning in particular, I set

up an equipage, which I look upon to be
the gayest in the town: the liveries are very
rich, but not gaudy.

I should be very glad
to see a speculation or two upon lottery

subjects, in which you would oblige all peo
ple concerned, and in particular, your most
humble servant,

GEORGE GOSLING.

'P. S. Dear Spec, if I get the 12,000

pound, I'll make thee a handsome present.
'

After having wished my correspondent
good luck, and thanked him for his intended

tindness, I shall for this time dismiss the

lubject of the lottery, and only observe, that

.he greatest part of mankind are in some

degree guilty of my friend Gosling's ex

travagance. We are apt to rely upon future

prospects, and become
really expensive

while we are only rich in possibility. We
live up to our expectations, not to our pos
sessions, and make a figure proportionable
to what we may be, not what we are. We
outrun our present income, as not doubting
to disburse* ourselves out of the profits of

some future place, project, or reversion that

we have in view. It is through this temper
of mind, which is so common among us,

that we see tradesmen break, who have
met with no misfortunes in their business;
and men of estates reduced to poverty, who
have never suffered from losses or repairs,
tenants, taxes, or law-suits. In short, it is

this foolish, sanguine temper, this depend
ing upon contingent futurities, that occa

sions romantic generosity, chimerical gran
deur, senseless ostentation, and generally
ends in beggary and ruin. ' The man who
will live above his present circumstances,
is in great danger of living in a little time
much beneath them;' or, as the Italian pro
verb runs,

' The man who lives by hope,
will die by hunger.'

It should be an indispensable rule in life,

to contract our desires to our present con

dition, and, whatever may be our expecta
tions, to live within the compass of what
we actually possess. It will be time enough
to enjoy an estate when it comes into our

hands; but if we anticipate our good fortune
we shall lose the pleasure of it when it ar

rives, and may possibly never possess what
we have so foolishly counted upon. L.

*
i. e. reimburse.

No. 192.] Wednesday, October 10, 1711.

-Uno ore onmes omnia
Bona dicere, et laudare fortunas meas,
Qui gnatum baberem tali ingenio prseditum.

Ter. Jlndr. Act i. sc. I.

All the world
With one accord said all good things, and prais'd

My happy fortunes, who possess a son
So good, BO liberally disposed. Colman.

I STOOD the other day, and beheld a fa

ther sitting in the middle of a room with a

large family of children about him; and me-
thought I could observe in his countenance
different motions of delight, as he turned
his eye towards the one and the other of

them. The man is a person moderate in

his designs for their preferment and wel
fare: and as he has an easy fortune, he is

not solicitous to make a great one. His
eldest son is a child of a very towardly dis

position, and as much as the father loves

him, I dare say he will never be a knave to

improve his fortune. I do not know any
man who has a juster relish of life than the

person I am speaking of, or keeps a better

guard against the terrors cf want, or the

hopes of gain. It is usual in a crowd of chil

dren, for the parent to name out of his own
flock all the great officers of the kingdom.
There is something so very surprising in

the parts of a child of a man's own, that

there is nothing too great to be expected
from his endowments. I know a good wo
man who has but three sons, and there is,

she says, nothing she expects with more
certainty, than that she shall see one of

them a bishop, the other ajudgc, and the
third a court-physician, The humour is,

that any thing which can happen to any
man's child, is expected by every man for

his own. But my friend, whom I was going
to speak of, does not flatter himself with
such vain expectations, but has his eye
more upon the virtue and disposition of his

children, than their advancement or wealth.
Good habits are what will certainly im

prove a man's fortune and reputation; but,
on the other side, affluence of fortune will

not as probably produce good affections of

the mind.
It is very natural for a man of a kind dis

position, to amuse himself with the pro
mises his imagination makes to him of the

future condition of his children, and to re

present to himself the figure they shall bear
in the world after he has left it. When his

prospects of this kind are agreeable, his

fondness gives as it were a longer date to

his own life; and the survivorship of a wor

thy man in his son, is a pleasure scarce in

ferior to the hopes of the continuance of his

own life. That man is happy who can be

lieve of his own son, that he will escape the

follies and indiscretions of which he himself

was guilty, and pursue and improve every
thing that was valuable in him. The con

tinuance of his virtue is much more to be

regarded than that of his life; but it is the

most lamentable of all reflections, to think
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that the heir of a mail's fortune is such a
one as will be a stranger to his friends,
alienated from the same interests, and a

promoter of every thing which he himself

disapproved. An estate in possession of
such a successor to a good man, is worse
than laid waste; and the family of which he
is the head, is in a more deplorable condi
tion than that of being extinct.

When I visit the agreeable seat of my
honoured triend Ruricola, and walk from
room to room revolving many pleasing oc

currences, and the expressions of many just
sentiments I have heard him utter, and see
the booby his heir in pain while he is doing
the honours of his house to the friend of his

father, the heaviness it gives one is not to
be expressed. Want of genius is not to be

imputed to any man, but want of humanity
is a man's own fault. The son of Ruricola

(whose life was one continued series of wor
thy actions, and gentleman-like inclinations)
is the companion of drunken clowns, and
knows no sense of praise but in the flattery
he receives from his own servants; his

pleasures are mean and inordinate, his lan

guage base and filthy, his behaviour rough
and absurd. Is this creature to be account
ed the successor of a man of virtue, wit,
and breeding? At the same time that I

have this melancholy prospect at the house
where I miss my old friend, I can go to a

gentleman's not far off it, where he has a

daughter who is the picture both of his

body and mind, but both improved with the

beauty and modesty peculiar to her sex.

It is she who supplies the loss of her father
to the world; she, without his name or for

tune, is a truer memorial of him, than her
brother who succeeds him in both. Such an

offspring as the eldest son of my friend, per
petuates his father in the same manner as the

appearance of his ghost would: it is indeed

Ruricola, but it is Ruricola grown frightful.
I know not to what to attribute the brutal

turn which this young man has taken, ex

cept it may be to a certain severity and dis

tance which his fatherused towards him, and

might, perhaps, have occasioned a dislike to

those modes of life, which were not made
amiable to him by freedom and affability.
We may promise ourselves that no such

excrescence will appear in the family of the

Cornelii, where the father lives with his

sons like their eldest brother, and the sons

converse with him as if they did it for no
other reason but that he is the wisest man
of their acquaintance. As the Cornelii*
are eminent traders, their good correspond
ence with each other is useful to all that

know them as well as to themselves: and
their friendship, good-will, and kind offices

are disposed of jointly as well as their for-

* The allusion is supposed to be to the family of the

Eyles's, who were merchants of distinction. Francis

Eyles, the father, created baronet by George I. was a
director of the East-India Company, and an alderman
of London. His eldest son. Sir John Eyks, bart. was
lord mayor in 1727; and another of his sona, Sir Joseph
Eyles, knight, sheriff of London in 1735.

tune, so that no one ever obliged one of

them, who had not the obligation multiplied
in returns from them all.

It is the most beautiful object the eyes of

man can behold, to see a man of worth and
his son live in an entire unreserved corre

spondence. The mutual kindness and af

fection between them, give an inexpressible
satisfaction to all who know them. It is a

sublime pleasure which increases by the

participation. It is as sacred as friendship,
as pleasurable as love, and as joyful as re

ligion. This state of mind does not only

dissipate sorrow, which would be extreme
without it, but enlarges pleasures which
would otherwise be contemptible. The
most indifferent thing has its force and

beauty when it is spoke by a kind father,

and an insignificant trifle has its weight
when offered by a dutiful child. I know
not how to express it, but I think I may
call it a 'transplanted self-love.' All the

enjoyments and sufferings which a man
meets with are regarded only as they con

cern him in the relation he has to another.

A man's very honour receives a new value

to him, when he thinks that when he is in

his grave, it will be had in remembrance
that such an action was done by such an
one's father. Such considerations sweeten
the old man's evening, and his soliloquy de

lights him when he can say to himself, No
man can tell my child, his father was either

unmerciful, or unjust. My son shall meet

many a man who shall say to him,
' I was

obliged to thy father; and be my child a
friend to his child for ever.

'

It is not in the power of all men to leave
illustrious names or great fortunes to their

posterity, but they can very much conduce
to their having industry, probity, valour,
and justice. It is in every man's power to

leave his son the honour of descending from
a virtuous man, and add the blessings of

heaven to whatever he leaves him. I shall

end this rhapsody with a letter to an excel

lent young man of my acquaintance, who
has lately lost a worthy father.

' DEAR SIR, I know no part of life more

impertinent than the office of administering
consolation: I will not enter into it, for I

cannot but applaud your grief. The vir

tuous principles you had from that excel

lent man, whom you have lost, have wrought
in you as they ought, to make a vouth of

three and twenty incapable of comfort upon
coming into possession of a great fortune. I

doubt not but you will honour his memory
by a modest enpyment of his estate; and
scorn to triumph over his grave, by em
ploying in rint, excess, and debauchery,
what he purchased with so much industry,

prudence, and wisdom. This is the true

way to show the sense you have of your
loss, and to take away the distress of others

upon the occasion. You cann-.t recall your
father by your grief, but you may revive

him to liis friends by your conduct.' T.
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No. 193.] Thursday, October 11, 1711.

Ingentern foribus doraus alta superbis
Mane salutantum totis vomit ffidibus undam.

Virg. Georff. ii. 461.

His lordship's palace view, whose portals proud,
Each morning vomit forth a cringing crowd.

Warton, Sec.

WHEN we look round us and behold the

strange variety of faces and persons which
fill the streets with business and hurry, it is

no unpleasant amusement to make guesses
at their different pursuits, and judge by their
countenances what it is that so anxiously
engages their present attention. Of all this

busy crowd, there are none who would give
a man inclined to such inquiries better di

version for his thoughts, than those whom
we call good courtiers, and such as are as
siduous at the levees of great men. These
worthies are got into a habit ofbeing servile

with an air, and enjoy a certain vanity in

being known for understanding how the
world passes. In the pleasure of this they
can rise early, go abroad sleek and well-

dressed, with no other hope or purpose,
but to make a bow to a man in court favour,
and be thought, by some insignificant smile
of his, not a little engaged in his interests

and fortunes. It is wondrous, that a man
can get over the natural existence and pos
session of his own mind so far as to take

delight either in paying or receiving such
cold and repeated civilities. But what main
tains the humour is, that outward show is

what most men pursue, rather than real

happiness. Thus both the idol, and idola

ter, equally impose upon themselves .in

pleasing their imaginations this way. But
as there are very many of her majesty's
good subjects who are extremely uneasy at

their own seats in the country, where all

from the skies to the centre of the earth is

their own, and have a mighty longing to

shine in courts, or to be partners in the

power of the world; I say, for the benefit

of these, and others who hanker after being
in the whisper with great men, and vexing
their neighbours with the changes they
would be capable of making in the appear
ance at a country sessions, it would not

methinks be amiss to give an account of

that market for preferment, a great man's
levee.

For aught I know, this commerce be
tween the mighty and their slaves, very
justly represented, might do so much good,
as to incline the great to regard business
rather than ostentation; and make the little

know the use of their time, too well to

spend it in vain applications and addresses.
The famous doctor in Moorfields, who gain
ed so much reputation for his horary pre
dictions, is said to have had in his parlour
different ropes to little bells which hung in

the room above stairs, where the doctor

thought fit to be oraculous. If a girl had
been deceived by her lover, one bell was
pulled: and if a peasant had lost a cow, the
servant rung another. This method was

kept, in respect to all other passions and
concerns, and the skilful waiter below sifted

the inquirer, and gave the doctor notice ac

cordingly. The levee of a great man is laid

after the same manner, and twenty whis

pers, false alarms, and private intimations,

pass backward and forward from the por
ter, the valet, and the patron himself, be
fore the gaping crew, who are to pay their

court, are gathered together. When the
scene is ready, the doors fly*open and dis

cover his lordship.
There are several ways ot making this

first appearance. You may be either half-

dressed, and washing yourself, which is

indeed the most stately; but this way of

opening is peculiar to military men, in

whom there is something graceful in ex

posing themselves naked; but the politi

cians, or civil officers, have usually affected
to be more reserved, and preserve a certain

chastity of deportment. Whether it be

hieroglyphical or not, this difference in the

military and civil list, I will not say; but
have ever understood the fact to be, that

the close minister is buttoned up, and the
brave officer open-breasted on these occa
sions.

However that is, I humbly conceive the
business ofa levee is to receive the acknow
ledgments of a multitude, that a man is

wise, bounteous, valiant and powerful.
When the first shot of eyes is made, it is

wonderful to observe how much submission
the patron's modesty can bear, and how
much servitude the client's spirit can de
scend to. In the vast multiplicity of busi

ness, and the crowd about him, my lord's

parts are usually so great, that to the
astonishment of the whole assembly, he has

something to say to every man there, and
that so suitable to his capacity, as any man
may judge that it is not without talents that

men can arrive at great employments. I

have known a great man ask a flag-officer
which way was the wind; a commander of
horse the present price of oats, and a stock

jobber, at what discount such a fund was,
with as much ease as if he had been bred
to each of those several ways of life. Now
this is extremely obliging, for at the same
time that the patron informs himself of

matters, he gives the person of whom he

inquires an opportunity to exert himself.

What adds to the pomp of those interviews

is, that it is performed with the greatest
silence and order imaginable. The patron
is usually in the midst of the room, and
some humble person gives him a whisper,
which his lordship answers aloud,

' It is

well: Yes, I am of your opinion. Pray in

form yourself further, you may be sure of

my part in it.' This happy man is dismiss

ed, and my lord can turn himself to a busi

ness of a quite different nature, and off-hand

gives as good an answer as any great man
is obliged to. For the chief point is to keep
in generals, and if there be any thing offer

ed that is particular, to be in haste.
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But we are now in the height of the affair,

and my lord's creatures have all had their

whispers round to keep up the farce of the

thing, and the dumb-show is become more
general. He casts his eye to that corner,
and there to Mr. Such-a-one; to the other,
'And when did you come to town?' And
perhaps just before he nods to another; and
enters with him,

'

But, sir, I am glad to see

you,
now I think of it.

' Each of those are

nappy for the next four-and-twenty hours;
and those who bow in ranks undistinguish
ed, and by dozens at a time, think they have

very good prospects if they may hope to

arrive at such notices half a year hence.
The satirist says, there is seldom com

mon sense in high fortune;* and one would
think, to behold a levee, that the great were
not only infatuated with .their station, but
also that they believed all below were
seized too; else how is it possible they could
think of imposing upon themselves and
others in such a degree, as to set up a levee
for any thing but a direct farce? But such
is the weakness of our nature, that when
men are a little exalted in their condition,

they immediately conceive they have addi
tional senses, and their capacities enlarged
not only above other men, but above hu
man comprehension itself. Thus it is ordi

nary to see a great man attend one listening,
bow to one at a distance, and to call to a
third at the same instant. A girl in new
ribands is not more taken with herself, nor
does she betray more apparent coquetries,
than even a wise man in such a circum
stance of courtship. I do not know

any thing
that I ever thought so very distasteful as the
affectation which is recorded of Caesar; to

wit, that he would dictate to three several
writers at the same time. This was an
ambition below the greatness and candour
of his mind. He indeed (if any man had
pretensions to greater faculties than any
other mortal) was the person; but such a

way of acting is childish, and inconsistent

with the manner of our being. It appears
from the very nature of things, that there
cannot be any thing effectually despatched
in the distraction of a public levee; but the
whole seems to be a conspiracy of a set of
servile slaves, to give up their own liberty
to take away their patron's understanding'.

T.

No. 194.] Friday, October 12, 1711.

Difficili bile tumet jecur.
Bar. Lib. 1. Od. xiii. 4.

With jealous pangs my bosom swells.

THE present paper shall consist of two
letters which observe upon faults that are

easily cured both in love and friendship.
In the latter, as far as it merely regards
conversation, the person who neglects visit-

* Karusenim ferine sensus communis in ilia
Fortuna Juv. viii. 73.

ing an agreeable friend is punished in the

very transgression; for a good companion
is not found in every room we go into. But
the case of love is of a more delicate nature,
and the anxiety is inexpressible, if every
little instance of kindness is not reciprocal.
There are things in this sort of commerce
which there are not words to express, and
a man may not possibly know how to re

present what yet may tear his heart into

ten thousand tortures. To be grave to a
man's mirth, unattentive to his discourse,
or to interrupt either with something that

argues a disinclination to be entertained by
him, has in it something so disagreeable,
that the utmost steps which may be made
in farther enmity cannot give greater tor

ment. The gay Corinna, who sets up for

an indifference and becoming heedlessness,

gives her husband all the torment imagin
able out of mere insolence, with this pe
culiar vanity, that she is to look as gay as
a maid in the character of a wife. It is no
matter what is the reason of a man's grief,
if it be heavy as it is. Her unhappy man
is convinced that she means him no disho

nour, but pines to death because she will

not have so much deference to him as to

avoid the appearance of it The author
of the following letter is perplexed with an

injury that is in a degree yet less criminal,
and yet the source of the utmost unhappi-
ness.

'Ma. SPECTATOR, I have read your pa
pers which relate to jealousy, and desire

your advice in my case,which you will say
is not common. I have a wife, of whose
virtue I am not in the least doubtful; yet I

cannot be satisfied she loves me, which
gives me as great uneasiness as being faulty
the other way would do. I know not
whether I am not yet more miserable than
in that case, for she keeps possession of my
heart, without the return of her's. I would
desire your observations upon that temper
in some women, who will not condescend
to convince their husbands of their inno
cence or their love, but are wholly negligent
of what reflections the poor men make
upon their conduct (so they cannot call it

criminal,) when at the same time a little

tenderness of behaviour, or regard to show
an inclination to please them, would make
them entirely at ease. Do not such women
deserve all the misinterpretation which

they neglect to avoid? Or are they not in

the actual practice of guilt, who care not

whether they are thougnt guilty or not? If

my wife does the most ordinary thing, as

visiting her sister, or taking the air with
her mother, it is always carried with the
air of a secret. Then she will sometimes

a thing of no consequence, as if it was

>nly want of memory made her conceal it

>efore; and this only to dally with my
anxiety. I have complained to her ot this

jehaviour in the gentlest terms imaginable,
and beseeched her not to use him, who de-
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sired only to live with her like an indulgent
friend, as the most morose and unsociable
husband m the world. It is no easy matter
to describe our circumstance, but it is
miserable with this aggravation, that it

might be easily mended, and yet no remedy
endeavoured. She reads you, and there is
a phrase or two in this letter which she will
know came from me. If we enter into an
explanation which may tend 'to our future
guiet by your means, you shall have our
joint thanks; in the mean time I am (asmuch as I can in this ambiguous condition
3e any thing,) sir, your humble servant.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, Give me leave to
make you a present of a character not yet
described in your papers,which is that of aman who treats his friend with the same
odd variety which a fantastical female
tyrant practises towards her lover. I have
for some time had a friendship with one of
those mercurial persons. The rogue I know
loves me, yet takes advantage of my fond
ness tor him to use me as he pleases. We
are by turns the best friends and the great
est strangers imaginable. Sometimes youwould think us inseparable; at other times
he avoids me for a long time, yet neither
lie nor 1 know why. When we meet next
by chance, he is amazed he has not seen
me, is impatient for an appointment the
same evening; and when I expect he would
have kept it, I have known him slip away
to another place; where he has sat readingthe news, when there is no post; smokin?
his pipe which he seldom cares for; and
staring about him in company with whom
he has had nothing to do, as if he wondered
how he came there.

' That I may state my case to you the
more fully, I shall transcribe some short
minutes I have taken of him in my alma
nack since last spring; for you must know
there are certain seasons of the year, ac
cording to which, I will not say our friend
ship, but the enjoyment of it rises or falls.
In March and April he was as various as
the weather; in May and part of June I
tound him the sprightliest best-humoured
tellow in the world; in the dog-days he wasmuch upon the indolent; in September
very agreeable but very busy; and since
the glass fell last to changeable, he has
made three appointments with me, and
broke them every one. However, I have
good hopes of him this winter, especially
it you will lend me your assistance to re-
torm him, which will be a great ease and
pleasure to sir, your most humble servant.
'October 9, 1711.' T

237

Tales of a king who had long languished
under an ill habit of body, and had taken
abundance of remedies to no purpose. At
length, says the fable, a physician cured
him by the following method: he took an
hollow ball of wood, and filled it with seve
ral drugs; after which he closed it up so

artificially that nothing appeared. He
likewise took a mall, and after having hol
lowed the handle and that part which
strikes the ball, he inclosed in them several
drugs after the same manner as in the ball
itself. He then ordered the sultan, who
was his patient, to exercise himself early
in the morning with these rightly prepared
instruments, till such time as "he should
sweat; when, as the story goes, the virtue
of the medicaments perspiring through the
wood, had so good an influence on the sul
tan's constitution, that they cured him of an
indisposition which all the compositions he
had taken inwardly had net been able to
remove. This eastern allegory is finely
:ontrived to show us how beneficial bodily
labour is to health, and that exercise is
the most effectual physic. I have described
n my hundred and fifteenth paper, from
the general structure and mechanism of an
human body, how absolutely necessary ex
ercise is for its preservation: I shall in this
place recommend another great preserva
tive of health, which in many cases pro
duces the same effects as exercise, and may
in some measure supply its place, where
opportunities of exercise are wanting. The
preservative I am speaking of is tempe
rance, which has those particular advan
tages above all other means of health, that
it may be practised by all ranks and con
ditions, at any season, or in any place. It
is a kind of regimen into which every man
may put himself, without interruption to
business, expense of money, or loss of time.
If exercise throws off all superfluities, tem
perance prevents them; if exercise clears
the vessels, temperance neither satiates
nor overstrains them; if exercise raises
proper ferments in the humours, and pro
motes the circulation of the blood, tem
perance gives nature her full play, and
enables her to exert herself in all hei
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ffes. Opor. & Dier. 1. i. 40.

Fools, not to know that half exceeds the wholeHow blest the sparing rncal and temperate bowl.

THERE is a story in the Arabian Nights

force and vigour; if exercise dissipates a
growing distemper, temperance starves it.

Physic, for the most part, is nothing else
but the substitute of exercise and tempe
rance. Medicines are indeed absolutely
necessary in acute distempers, that cannot
wait the slow operations of those two great
instruments of health; but did men live in
an habitual course of exercise and tempe
rance, there would be but little occasion for
them. Accordingly we find that those
parts of the world are the most healthy,
where they subsist by the chace; and that
men lived longest when their lives were
employed in hunting, and when they had
little food besides what they caught. Blis

tering, cupping, bleeding," are seldom of
use but to the idle and intemperate; as all
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those inward applications which arc so

much in practice among us, arc for the
most part nothing else but expedients to

make luxury consistent with health. The
apothecary is perpetually employed in

countermining the cook and the vintner.
It is said of Diogenes, that meeting a young
man who was going to a feast, he took him
up in the street and earned him home to
his friends, as one who was running into

imminent danger, had not he prevented
him.* What would that philosopher have
said, had he been present at the gluttony
of a modern meal? Would not he have
thought the master of a family mad, and
have begged his servants to tie down his

hands, had he seen him devour foul, fish,
and flesh; swallow oil and vinegar, wines
and spices; throw down sallads of twenty
different herbs, sauces of an hundred in

gredients, confections and fruits of number
less sweets and flavours? What unnatural
motions and counter-ferments must such a

medley of intemperance produce in the

body? For my part, when I behold a
fashionable table set out in all its magnifi
cence, I fancy that I see gouts and dropsies,
fevers and lethargies, with other innume
rable distempers lying in ambuscade among
the dishes.

Nature delights in the most plain and
simple diet. Every animal, but man, keeps
to one dish. Herbs are the food of this

species, fish of that, and flesh of a third.

Man falls upon every thing that comes in

his way; not the smallest fruit or xcrcs-
cece of the earth, scarce a berry or a
mushroom, can escape him.

It is impossible to lay down any deter
minate rule for temperance, because what
is luxury in one may be tempei-ance in an
other; but there are few that have lived any
time in the world, who are not judges of
their own constitutions, so far as to know
what kinds and what proportions of food do
best agree with them. Were I to consider

my readers as my patients, and to prescribe
such a kind of temperance as is accommo
dated to all persons, and such as is particu
larly suitable to our climate and way of

living, I would copy the following rules of
a very eminent physician.

' Make your
whole repast out of one dish. If you indulge
in a second, avoid drinking any thing strong
until you have finished your meal; at the
same time abstain from all sauces, or at

least such as are not the most plain and

simple.' A man could not be well guilty of

gluttony, if he stuck to these few obvious
and easy rules. In the first case there
would be no variety of tastes to solicit his

palate, and occasion excess; nor in the se

cond any artificial provocatives to relieve

satiety, and create a false
appetite.

Were
I to prescribe a rule for drinking, it should
be formed upon a saying quoted by Sir Wil
liam Temple: *T,he first glass for myself,

Diog. Laert. Viue Philosopu. lib. vi. cap. 2. n.6.

the second for my friends, the third for

good humour, and the fourth for mine ene
mies.' But because it is impossible for one
who lives in the world to diet himself

always in so philosophical a manner, I

think every man should have his days of

abstinence, according as his constitution

will permit. These are great reliefs to na

ture, as they qualify her for struggling with

hunger and thirst, whenever any distemper
or duty of life may put her upon such diffi

culties; and at the same time give her an

opportunity of extricating herself from her

oppressions,and recovering the several tones

and springs of her distended vessels. Be
sides that abstinence, well-timed, often kills

a sickness in embryo, and destroys the first

seeds of an indisposition. It is observed

by two or three ancient authors,:)" that So
crates, notwithstanding he lived in Athens

during that great plague, which has made
so much noise through all ages, and has
been celebrated at different times by such
eminent hands; I say, notwithstanding that

he lived in the time of this devouring pes
tilence, he never caught the least infection,
which those writers unanimously ascribe to

that uninterrupted temperance which he

always observed.
And here I cannot but mention an ob

servation which I have often made, upon
reading the lives of the philosophers, and

comparing them with any series of kings or

great men of the same number. If we con
sider these ancient sages, a great part of

whose philosophy consisted in a temperate
and abstemious course of life, one would
think the life of a philosopher and the life

of a man were of two different dates. For
we find that the generality of these wise
men were nearer an hundred than sixty
years of age, at the time of their respective
deaths. But the most remarkable instance
of the efficacy of temperance towards the

procuring of long life, is what we meet
with in a little book published by Lewis
Cornaro, the Venetian; which I the rather

mention, because it is of undoubted credit,
as the late Venetian ambassador, who was
of the same family, attested more than once
in conversation, when he resided in Eng
land. Cornaro, who was the author of the
little treatise I am mentioning, was of an
infirm constitution, until about forty, when
by obstinately persisting in 'an exact course
of temperance, he recovered a perfect state

of health ;: insomuch that at fourscore he

published his book, which has been trans

lated into English under the title of Sure and
Certain Methods of Attaining a Long and

Healthy Life. He lived to give a third or

t Diogenes Laertius in Vit. Socratis. Elian in Var.
His. Lib. 13. cap. 27, &c.

t Lewis Cornaro was born in 14<i7. In liis youth lie

lived very freely ; which brought him into u had state

of health, upon which he formed the resolution of con

fining himself to twelve ounces of food and fourteen rf
wine daily ; by which means, and exercise, he not only
recovered his health, bur acquired a vigorous constitu
tion. He died at Padua in 1565.
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fourth edition of it; and after having passed
his hundredth year, died without pain or

agony, and like one who falls asleep. The
treatise I mention has been taken notice of
bv several eminent authors, and is written
with such a spirit of cheerfulness, religion
and good sense, as are the natural concomi
tants of temperance and sobriety. The
mixture of the old man in it is rather a re

commendation than a discredit to it.

Having designed this paper as the sequel
to that upon exercise, I have not here con
sidered temperance as it is a moral virtue,
which I shall make the subject of a future

speculation, but only as it is the means of

health. L.

No 196.] Monday, October 15, 1711.

Est Ulubris, animus si te non deficit sequus.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xi. 30.

True happiness is to no place confin'd,
But still is found in a contented mind.

*MR. SPECTATOR, There is a particu
lar fault which I have observed in most
of the moralists in all ages, and that is, that

they are always professing themselves, and

teaching others, to be happy. This state

is not to be arrived at in this life, therefore
I would recommend to you to talk in an
humbler strain than your predecessors have
done, and instead of presuming to be happy,
instruct us only to be easy. The thoughts
of him who would be discreet,-and aim at

practicable things, should turn upon allay

ing our pain, rather than promoting our

joy. Great inquietude is to be avoided,
but great felicity is not to be attained. The
great lesson is equanimity, a regularity of

spirit, which is a little above cheerfulness
and below mirth. Cheerfulness is always
to be supported if a man is out of pain, but
mirth to a prudent man should always be
accidental. Jt should naturally arise out of

the occasion, and the occasion seldom be
laid for it; for those tempers who want
mirth to be pleased, are like the constitu

tions which flag without the use of brandy.
Therefore, I say, let your precept be,

' Be
easy.' That mind is dissolute and ungo-
verned, which must be hurried out of itself

by loud laughter or sensual pleasure, or
else be wholly unactive.
'There are a couple of old fellows of

my acquaintance who meet every day and
smoke a pipe, and by their mutual love to

each other, though they have been men of
business and bustle in the world, enjoy a

greater tranquillity than either could have
worked himself into by any chapter of Se
neca. Indolence of body and mind, when
we aim at no more, is very frequently en

joyed; but the very inquiry after happiness
has something restless in it, which a man
who lives in a series of temperate meals,
friendly conversations, and easy slumbers,
gives himself no trouble about. While men

27

of refinement are talking of tranquillity, he
possesses it.

'What I would, by these broken ex
pressions, recommend to you, Mr. Specta
tor, is, that you would speak of the way of
life which plain men may pursue, to fill up
the spaces of time with satisfaction. It is a
lamentable circumstance, that wisdom s or,
as you call it, philosophy, should fun.ish
ideas only for the learned; and that a man
must be a philosopher to know how to pass
away his time agreeably. It would, there

fore, be worth your pains to place in a hand
some light the relations and affinities among
men, which render their conversation with
each other so grateful, that the highest ta
lents give but an impotent pleasure in com
parison with them. You may find descrip
tions and discourses which will render the
fire-side of an honest artificer as entertain

ing as your own club is to you. Good-nature
has an endless source of pleasures in it: and
the representation of domestic life filled

with its natural gratifications, instead of the

necessary vexations which are generally
insisted upon in the writings of the witty,
will be a very good office to society.

.' The vicissitudes of labour and rest in

the lower part of mankind, make their be

ing pass away with that sort of relish which
we express by the word comfort; and should
be treated of by you, who are a Spectator,
as well as such subjects which appear in

deed more speculative, but are less instruc

tive. In a word, sir, I would have you turn

your thoughts to the advantage of such as
want ydu most; and show that simplicity,
innocence, industry, and temperance, are
arts which lead to tranquillity, as much as

learning, wisdom, knowledge, and contem

plation. I am, sir, your most humble ser

vant, T. B.'

'
Hackney, Oct. 12.

'Mn. SPECTATOR, I am the young wo
man whom you did so much justice to some
time ago, in acknowledging that I am per
fect mistress of the fan, and use it with the
utmost knowledge and dexterity. Indeed
the world, as malicious as it is, will allow
that from a hurry of laughter I recollect

myself the most suddenly, make a curtsey,
and let fall my hands before me, closing my
Fan at the same instant, the best of any
woman in England. I am not a little de

lighted that I have had your notice and ap
probation ;

and however other young women

may rally me out of envy, I triumph in it,

and demand a place in your friendship.
You must, therefore, permit me to lay be-

Fore you the present state of my mind. I

was reading your Spectator of the 9th in

stant, and thought the circumstance of the

ass divided between the two bundles of hay
which equally affected his senses, was a

ively representation of my present condi

tion, for you are to know that I am ex

tremely enamoured with two young gentle
men who at this time pretend to me. One
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must hide nothing M hen one is asking ad

vice, therefore I will own to you that I am
very amorous, and very covetous. My lover
Will is very rich, and my lover Tom very
handsome. I can have either of them when
I please; but when I debate the question in

mv own mind, I cannot take Tom for fear
of losing Will's estate, nor enter upon Will's

estate, and bid adieu to Tom's person. I

am ver.y young, and yet no one in the world,
dear

sjjr,
has the main chance more in her

head than myself. Tom is the gayest, the

blithest creature! He dances well, is very

civil^and diverting at all hours and seasons.
Oli! he is the joy of my eyes! But then

again Will is so very rich and careful of the
main. How many pretty dresses does Tom
appear in to charm me! But then it imme
diately occurs to me that a man of his cir

cumstances is so much the poorer. Upon
the whole, L have at last examined both
these desires of love and avarice, and upon
strictly weighing the matter, I begin to
think I shall be covetous longer than fond;
therefore, if you have nothing to say to the

contrary, I shall take Will. Alas, poor
Tom ! Your humble servant,
T. 'BIDDY LOVELESS.'
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Alter rixatur de lana sanpe caprina,
Propugnat nueis armatiis: scilicet, ut non
8ic inihi prinra fides; et, vere quod placet, ut
Acritur elatrem ? Pretium setas altera sordet.

Ambigitur quid enim! Castor sciat, an Docilis plus,
Brundusium Numici melius. via ducat, an Appi.

Hor. Lib. L Ep. xviii. 15.

On trifles some are earnestly absurd :

You'll think the world depends on every word.
What ! is not every mortal free to speak !

I'll ffive my reasons, though I break my neck!
And what's the question? If it shines or raizrs;
Whether 'tis twelve or fifteen miles to Staines.

Pitt.

EVERY age a man passes through, and
way of life he engages in, has some parti
cular vice or imperfection naturally cleav

ing to it, which it will require his nicest

care to avoid. The several weaknesses to

which youth, old age, and manhood are ex

posed, have long since been set down by
many both of the poets and philosophers;
but I do not remember to have met with

any author who has treated of those ill-

habits men are subject to, not so much by
reason of their different ages and tempers,
as the particular professions or business in

which they were educated and brought up.
I am the more surprised to find this sub

ject so little touched on, since what I am
here speaking of is so apparent, as not to

escape the most vulgar observation. The
business men are chiefly conversant in, does
not only give a certain "cast or turn to their
mil, ds, but is very often apparent in their

outward behaviour, and some of the most
indifferent actions of their lives. It is this

air diffusing itself over the whole man,
which helps us to find out a person at his

first appearance; so that the most careless

observer fancies he can scarce be mistaken
in the carriage of a seaman, or the gait of a
tailor.

The liberal arts, though they may possi

bly have less effect on our external mien
and behaviour, make so deep an impression
on the mind, as is very apt to bend it wholly
one way.
The mathematician will take little less

than demonstration in the most common
discourse, and the schoolman is as great a
friend to definition and syllogisms. The
physician and divine are often heard to dic

tate in private companies with the same
authority which they exercise over their

patients and disciples; while the lawyer is

putting cases and raising matter for dispu
tation, out of every thing that occurs.

I may possibly some time or other ani

madvert more at large on the particular
fault each profession is most infected with;
but shall at present wholly apply myself to

the cure of what I last mentioned, namely,
that spirit of strife and contention in the
conversations of gentlemen of the long r^be.
This is the more ordinary, because these

gentlemen regarding argument as their own
proper province, and very often making
ready money of it, think it unsafe to yield
before company. They are showing in

common talk how zealously they could de
fend a cause in court, and therefore fre

quently forget to keep that temper which
is absolutely requisite to render conversa
tion pleasant and instructive.

Captain Sentry pushes this matter so far

that I have heard him say,
' he has known

but few pleaders that were tolerable com
pany.

'

The captain, who is a man of good sense,
but dry conversation, was last night giving
me an account of a discourse, in which he
had lately been engaged with a young
wrangler in the law. I was giving my
opinion,' says the captain,

* without appre
hending any debate that might arise from
it, of a general's behaviour in a battle that

was fought some years before either the

Templar or myself were born. The young
lawyer immediately took me up, and by
reasoning above a quarter of an hour upon
a subject which I saw he understood nothing
of, endeavoured to show me that my opi
nions were ill-grounded. Upon which,'

says the captain,
' to avoid any further con

tests, I told him, that truly I had not con
sidered those several arguments which he
had brought against me, and that there

might be a great deal in them.' '
Ay, but,'

says my antagonist, who would not let me
escape so,

' there are several things to be

urged in favour of your opinion, which you
have omitted;' and thereupon begun to

shine on the other side of the question.
'

Upon this,' says the captain,
' I ca'me over

to my first sentiments, and entirely ac

quiesced in his reasons for my so doing.

Upon which the Templar again recovered
his former posture, and confuted both him
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self and me a third time. In short,' says
my friend,

* I found he was resolved to keep
me at sword's length, and never let me
close with him; so that I had nothing left

but to hold my tongue, and give my antago
nist free leave to smile at his victory, who
I found, like Hudibras% could still change
sides, and still confute. '*

For my own part, I have ever regarded
our inns of court as nurseries of statesmen
and lawgivers, which makes me often fre

quent that part of the town with great plea
sure.

Upon my calling in lately at one of the
most noted Temple coffee-houses, I found
the whole ro^m which was full of young
students, divided into several parties, each
of which was deeply engaged in some con

troversy. The management of the late

ministry was attacked and defended with

great vigour; and several preliminaries to
the peace were proposed by some, and "re

jected by others; the demolishing ofDunkirk
was so eagerly insisted on, and so warmly
controverted, as had like to have produced
a challenge. In short, I observed that the
desire of victory, whetted with the little

prejudices of party and interest, generally
carried the argument to such a height, as
made the disputants insensibly conceive an
aversion towards each other, and part with
the highest dissatisfaction on both sides.

The managing an argument handsomely
being so nice a p^int, and what I have seen
so very few excel in, I shall here set down
a few rules on that head, which among
other things, I gave in writing to a young
kinsman of mine, who had made so great a

proficiency in the law that he began to plead
in company, up~n every subject that was
started.

Having the entire manuscript by me, I

imy perhans, from time to time, publish
such parts ^f it as I shall think requisite for

the instruction of the British youth. What
regards my present purpose is as fallows:

Avoid disputes as much as possible. In
order to appear easy and well-bred in con
versation, you may assure yourself that it

requires more wit, as well as more good
humour, to improve than to contradict the
notions of another: but if you are at any
time obliged to enter on an argument, give
your reasons with the utmost coolness and
modesty, two things which scarce ever fail

of making an impression on the hearers.

Besides, if you are neither dogmatical, nor
show either by your actions or words, that

you are full of yourself, all will the more
heartily rejoice at your victory. Nay,
should you be pinched in your argument
you may make your retreat with a very
good grace. You were never positive, and
are now glad to be better informed. This
has made some approve the Socratical way
of reasoning, where, while you scarce affirm

any thing, you can hardly be caught in an

* Fart i. cant. 1. vei. 69, 70.

absurdity: and though possibly you are en
deavouring to bring over another to your
^pinion, which is firmly fixed, you seem
only to desire information from him.

In order to keep that temper which is sc

difficult, and yet so necessary to preserve,
you may please to consider, that nothing
can be more unjust or ridiculous, than to be
angry with another because he is not of

your opinion. The interests, eojication,
and means by which men attain theigknow-
ledge, are so very different, that iftT

possible they should all think alike^
has at least as much reason to be angi
you, as you with him. Sometimes t

yourself cool, it may of service to asi

self fairly, what might have been your opi
nion, had you all the biasses of education
and interest your adversary may possibly
have? But if you contend for the honour of

victory alone, you may lay down this as an
infallible maxim, that you cannot make a
more false step, or give, your antagonists a
greater advantage over you, than by falling
into a passion.
When an argument is over, how many

weighty reasons does a man recollect, which
his heat and violence made him utterly for

get?
It is yet more absurd to be angry with a

man because he does not apprehend the
force of your reasons, or gives weak ones
of his own. If you argue for reputation,
this makes your victory the easier; he is

certainly in all respects an object of your
pity, rather than anger; and if he cannot

comprehend what you do, you ought to
thank nature for her favours, who has given
you so much the clearest understanding.
You may please to add this consideration,

that among your equals no one values your
anger, which only preys upon its master;
and perhaps you may find it not very con
sistent either with prudence or your ease,
to punish yourself whenever you meet with
a fool or a knave.

Lastly, If you propose to yourself the true
end of argument, which is information, it

may be a seasonable check to your passion;
for if you search purely after truth, it will

be almost indifferent to you where you find
it. I cannot in this place omit an observa
tion which I have often made, namely, That
nothing procures a man more esteem and
less envy from the whole company, than if

he chooses the part of moderator, without

engaging directly on either side in a dis

pute. This gives him the character of im
partial, furnishes him with an opportunity
of sifting things to the bottom, showing his

judgment, and of sometimes making hand-
some compliments to each of the contending
parties.

I shall close this subject with giving you
one caution. When you have gained a vic

tory, do not push it too far; it is sufficient to

let the company and your adversary see it

is in your power, but that you are too gene
rous to make use of it. A.
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Orvse luporum prreda rapacium,
Sectamur ultro, quos opimus

Fallere et effugere eat triumphns.
/tor. Lib. 4. Od. iv. 50.

We, like
' weak hinds,' the brinded wolf provoke,

And when retreat is victory
Rush on, though sure to die. Oldiswtrth.

THERE is a species of women, whom I

shall distinguish by the name of salaman
ders. Now a salamander is a kind of he
roine in chastity, that treads upon fire and
lives in the midst of flames without being
hurt. A salamander knows no distinction

of sex in those she converses with, grows
familiar with a stranger at first sight, and
is not so narrow-spirited as to observe whe
ther the person she talks to be in breeches
or petticoats. She admits a male visitant

to her bed-side, plays with him a whole af
ternoon at picquet, walks with him two or
three hours by moonlight, and is extremely
scandalized at the unreasonableness of a

husband, or the severity of a parent, that
would debar the sex from such innocent
liberties. Your salamander is therefore a

perpetual declaimer against jealousy, an
admirer of the French good-breeding, and
a great stickler for freedom in conversation.
In short, the salamander lives in an invinci

ble state of simplicity and innocence. Her
constitution is preserved in a kind of natu
ral frost. She wonders what people mean
by temptations, and defies mankind to do
their worst. Her chastity is engaged in a
constant ordeal, or fiery trial: like good
Queen Emma, the pretty innocent walks
blindfolded among burning ploughshares,
without being scorched or singed by them.

It is not therefore for the use of the sala

mander, whether in a married or a single
state of life, that I design the following
paper; but for such females only as are
made of flesh and blood, and find them
selves subject to human frailties.

As for this part of the fair sex who are
not of the salamander kind, I would most

earnestly advise them to observe a quite
different conduct in their behaviour; and to

avoid as much as possible what religion
calls temptations, and the world opportuni
ties. Did they but know how many thou
sands of their sex have been gradually be

trayed from innocent freedoms to ruin and

infamy; and how many millions of ours have

begun with flatteries, protestations, and en

dearments, but ended with reproaches, per
jury, and perfidiousness; they would shun
like death the very first approaches of one
that might lead them into inextricable la

byrinths of guilt and misery. I must so far

give up the cause of the male world, as to

exhort the female sex in the language of

Chamont in the Orphan:
Trust not to man; we are by nature false,

Dissembling, subtle, cruel, and unconstant;
When a man talks of love with caution trust him;
But if he swears, he'll certainly deceive thee.

I might very much enlarge upon this sub

ject, but shall conclude it with a story

which I lately heard from one of our Span
ish officers,* and which may show the dan

ger a woman incurs by too great familiarities

with a male companion.
An inhabitant of the kingdom of Castile,

being a man of more than ordinary pru
dence, and of a grave composed behaviour,
determined about the fiftieth year

of his

age to enter upon wedlock. In order to

make himself easy in it, he cast his eye
upon a young woman who had nothing to

recommend her but her beauty and her

education, her parents having been reduced
to great poverty by the wars which for

some years have laid that whole country
waste. The Castilian having made his ad
dresses to her and married her, they lived

together in perfect happiness for some time;
when at length the husband's affairs made
it necessary for him to take a voyage to the

kingdom of Naples, where a great part of

his estate lay. The wife loved him too ten

derly to be left behind him. They had not

been a shipboard above a day, when they
unluckily fell into the hands o'f an Algerine
pirate, who carried the whole company on

shore, and made them slaves. The Castilian

and his wife had the comfort to be under
the same master; who seeing how dearly

they loved one another and gasped after

their liberty, demanded a most exorbitant

price for their ransom. The Castilian,

though he would rather have died in slavery
himself, than have paid such a sum as he
found would go near to ruin him, was so

moved with compassion towards his wife,
that he sent repeated orders to his friend in

Spain, (who happened to be his next rela

tion) to sell his estate, and transmit the

money to him. His friend hoping that the
terms of his ransom might be made more
reasonable, and unwilling to sell an estate

which he himself had some prospect of in

heriting, formed so many delays, that three
whole years passed away without any thing

being done for the setting them at liberty.
There happened to live a French rene-

gado, in the same place where the Castilian

and his wife were kept prisoners. As this

fellow had in him all the vivacity of his

nation, he often entertained the captives
with accounts of his own adventures; to

which he sometimes added a song or a

dance, or some other piece of mirth, to

divert them during their confinement. His

acquaintance with the manners of the Al-

gerines enabled him likewise to do them
several good offices. The Castilian, as he
was one day in conversation with this rene

gade, discovered to him the negligence and

treachery of his correspondent in Castile,
and at the same time asked his a'lvice how
he should behave himself in that exigency;
he further told the renegade, that he found
it would be impossible for him to raise the

money, unless he himself might go over to

* Viz. one of the English officers who had been em
ployed in the war in Spain.
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dispose of his estate. The renegade, after

having represented to him that his Algerine
master would never consent to his release

upon such a pretence, at length contrived
a method for the Castilian to make his

escape in the habit of a seaman. The Cas
tilian succeeded in his attempt; and having
sold his estate, being afraid lest the money
should miscarry by the way, and determin

ing to perish with it rather than lose one
who was much dearer to him than his life,

he returned himself in a little vessel that
was going to Algiers. It is impossible to

describe the joy he felt upon this occasion,
when he considered that he should soon see
the wife whom he so much loved, and en

dear, himself more' to her, by this uncom
mon piece of generosity.
The renegado, during the husband's ab

sence, so insinuated himself into the good
graces of his young wife, and so turned her
head with stories of gallantry, that she

quickly thought him the finest gentleman
she had ever conversed with. To be brief,
her mind was quite alienated from the
honest Castilian, whom she was taught to

look upon as a formal old fellow, unworthy
the possession of so charming a creature.

She had been instructed by the renegado
how to manage herself upon his arrival; so

that she received him with an appearance
of the utmost love and gratitude, and at

length persuaded him to trust their com
mon friend the renegado with the money he
had brought over for their ransom; as not

questioning but he would beat down the
terms of it, and negociate the affair more to

their advantage than they themselves could
do. The good man admired her prudence,
and followed her advice. I wish I could
conceal the sequel of this story, but since I

cannot, I shall despatch it in as few words
as possible. The Castilian having slept

longer than ordinary the next morning,
upon his awaking found his wife had left

him. He immediately arose and inquired
after her, but was told that she was seen
with the renegado about break of day. In
a word, her lover having got all things

ready for their departure, they soon made
their escape out of the territories of Algiers,
carried away the money, and left the Cas
tilian in captivity: who partly through the
cruel treatment of the incensed Algerine
his master, and partly through the unkind

usage of his unfaithful wife, died some few
months after. L.
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S<rribere jussit amor. Ovid. Ep. iv. 10.

Love bade me write.

THE following letters are written with
such an air of sincerity that I cannot deny
the inserting of them.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Though you are

every where in your writings a friend to

women, I do not remember that you have
directly considered the mercenary practice
of men in the choice of wives. If you would
please to employ your thoughts upon that

subject, you would easily conceive the mise
rable condition many of us are in, who not

only from the laws of custom and modesty
are restrained from making any advances
towards our wishes, but are also, from the
circumstance of fortune, out of all hopes of

being addressed to by those whom we love.

Under all these disadvantages I am obliged
to apply myself to you, and hope I shall

prevail with you to print in your very next

paper the following letter, which is a decla
ration o/ passion to one who has made some
faint addresses to me for some time. I

believe he ardently loves me, but the in

equality of my fortune makes him think he
cannot answer it to the world, if he pursues
his designs by way of marriage; and I be
lieve, as he does not want discernment, he
discovered me looking at him the other day
unawares, in such a manner as has raised his

hopes of gaining me on terms the men call

easier. But my heart was very full on this

occasion, and if you know what love and
honour are, you will pardon me that I use
no farther arguments with you, but hasten
to my letter to him, whom I call Oroon-
dates;* because if I do not succeed, it shall
look like romance; and if I am regarded,
you shall receive a pair of gloves at my
wedding, sent to you under the name of
Statira.'

' To Oroondates,

'SiR, After very much perplexity in

myself, and revolving how to acquaint you
with my own sentiments, and expostulate
with you concerning yours, I have chosen
this way, by which means I can be at once
revealed to you, or if you please, lie con
cealed. If I do not within a few days find

the effect which I hope from this, the whole
affair shall be buried in oblivion. But alas!

what am I going to do, when I am about to
tell you that I love you ? But after I have
done so, I am to assure you, that with all

the passion which ever entered a tender
heart, I know I can banish you from my
sight for ever, when I am convinced that

you have no inclination towards me but to

my dishonour. But alas! sir, why should

you sacrifice the real and essential happi
ness of life to the opinion of a world, that
moves upon no other foundation but pro
fessed error and prejudice ? You all can
observe that riches alone do not make you
happy, and

yet give up every thing else

when it stands in competition with riches.

Since the world is so bad, that religion is

left to us silly women, and you men act

generally upon principles of profit and plea
sure, I will talk to you without arguing from

any thing but what may be most to your
advantage, as a man of the world. And I

* A celebrated name in Mademoiselle Scuderv's
French romance of The Grand Cyrus, &c.
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will lay before you the state of the case,

supposing that you had it in your power to

make me your mistress or your wife, and

hope to convince you that the latter is more
for your interest, and will contribute more
to your pleasure.
We will suppose, then, the scene was

laid, and you were now in expectation of

the approaching evening wherein I was to

meet you, and be carried to what conve
nient corner of the town you thought fit, to

consummate all which your wanton imagi
nation has promised to you in the possession
of one who is in the bloom of youth, and in

the reputation of innocence. You would
soon have enough of me, as I am sprightly,

young, gay, and airy. When fancy is sated,
and finds all the promises it made itself

false, where is now the innocence which
charmed you? The first hour you are alone,

you will find that the pleasure of a de
bauchee is only that of a destroyer. He
blasts all the fruit he tastes; and where the
brute has been devouring, there is nothing
left worthy the relish of the man.' Reason
resumes her place after imagination is cloy
ed; and I am with the utmost distress and
confusion to behold myself the cause of un

easy reflections to you, to be visited by
stealth, and dwell for the future with two

companions (the most unfit for each other
in the world) solitude and guilt. I will not

insistupon the shameful obscurity we should

pass our time in, nor run over the little short

snatches of fresh air, and free commerce,
which all people must be satisfied with,
whose actions will not bear examination,
but leave them to your reflections, who
have seen enough of that life, of which I

have but a mere idea.
' On the other hand, if you can be so good

and generous as to make me your wife, you
may promise yourself all the obedience and
tenderness with which gratitude can inspire
a virtuous woman. Whatever gratifications

you may promise yourself from an agreea
ble person, whatever compliances from an

easy temper, whatever consolation from a
sincere friendship, you may expect as the
due of your generosity. What at present in

your ill view you promise yourself from me,
will be followed with distaste and satiety;
but the transports of a virtuous love are the
least part of its happiness. The raptures
of innocent passion are but like lightning to

the day, they rather interrupt than advance
the pleasure' of it. How happy then is that
life to be, where the highest pleasures of

sense are but the lowest parts of its felicity?
' Now I am to repeat to you the unnatural

request of taking me in direct terms. I

know there stands between me and that

happiness, the haughty daughter of a man
who can give you suitably to your fortune.

But if you weigh the attendance and beha
viour of her who comes to you in partner
ship of your fortune, and expects an equiva
lent, with that of her who enters your house
as honoured and obliged by that permission,

whom of the two will you choose? Yon,
perhaps, will think fit to spend a day abroad
in the comnrrn entertainments of men of
sense and fortune; she will think herself ill-

used in that absence, and contrive at home
an expense proportioned to the appearance
which you make in the world. She is in all

things to have a regard to the fortune which
she brought you; I to the fortune to which

you introduce me. The commerce between

you two will eternally have the air of a bar

gain, between us of a friendship: joy will

ever enter into the room with you, ana kind
wishes attend my benefactor when he leaves

it. Ask yourself, how would you be pleased
to enjoy for ever the pleasure of having laid

an immediate obligation on a grateful mind?
Such will be your case with me. In the
other marriage you will live in a constant

comparison of benefits, and never know the

happiness of conferring or receiving any.
' It may be you will, after all, act rather

in the prudential way, according to the sense
of the ordinary world. I know not what I

think or say, when that melancholy reflec

tion comes upon me; but shall only add
more, that -it is in your power to make me
your grateful wife, but never your aban
doned mistress.

' T.

No. 200.] Friday, October 19, 1711.

Vincit amor patrite Virg. JEn. vi. 823.

The noblest motive is the public good.

THE ambition of princes is many times
as hurtful to themselves as to their people.
This cannot be doubted of such as prove
unfortunate in their wars, but it is often

true too of those who are celebrated for
their successes. If a severe view were to

be taken of their conduct, if the profit and
loss by their wars could be justly balanced,
it would be rarely found that the conquest
is sufficient to repay the cost.

As I was the other day looking over the
letters of my correspondents, I took this

hint from that of Philarithmus; which has
turned my present thoughts upon political

arithmetic, an art of greater use than enter

tainment. My friend has offered an Essay
towards proving that Louis XIV. with all

his acquisitions is not master of more peo
ple than at the beginning of his wars, nay,
that for every subject he had acquired, he
had lost three that were his inheritance.

If Philarithmus is not mistaken in his cal

culations, Louis must have been impove
rished by his ambition.
The prince for the public good has a

sovereign property in every private per
son's estate; and consequently his riches

must increase or decrease in proportion to

the number and riches of his subjects. For
example; if sword or pestilence should de

stroy all the people of this metropolis, (God
forbid there should be room for such a sup
position! but if this should be the case) the

queen must needs lose a great part of her

revenue, or, at lea^t, what is charged upon
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the city, must increase the burden up~n the
rest of her subjects. Perhaps the inhabit
ants here are not above a tenth part of the

whole; yet as they are better fed, and
clothed, and lodged, than her other sub

jects, the customs and excises upon their

consumption, the imposts upon their houses,
and other taxes, do very probably make a
fifth part ofthe whole revenue ofthe crown.
But this is not all; the consumption of the

city takes off a great part of the fruits of

the whole island; and as it pays such a pro
portion of the rent or yearly value of the
lands in the country, so it is the cause of

paying such a proportion of taxes upon
those lands. The loss then of such a peo
ple must needs be sensible to the prince,
and visible to the whola kingdom.
On the other hand, if it should please

God to drop from heaven a new people
equal in number and riches to the city, I

should be ready to think their excises, cus

toms, and house-rent would raise as great
a revenue to the crown as would be lost in

the former case. And as the consumption
of this new body would be a new market
for the fruits of the country, all the lands,

especially those most adjacent, would rise in

their yearly value, and pay greater yearly
taxes to the public. The gain in this case
would be as sensible as the former loss.

Whatsoever is assessed upon the general,
is levied upon individuals. It were worth
the while then to consider what is paid by,
or by means of, the meanest subjects, in

order to compute the value of every subject
to the prince.
For my o\vn part, I should believe that

seven-eighths of the people are without

property in themselves, or the heads of

their families, and forced to work for their

daily bread ; and that of this sort there are
seven millions in the whole island of Great
Britain: and yet one would imagine that

seven-eighths of the whole people should
consume at least three-fourths of the whole
fruits of the country. If this is the case,
the subjects without property pay three-
fourths of the rents, and consequently enable
the landed fnen to pay three-fourths of their
taxes. Now, if so great a part of the land-tax
were tobe divided by seven millions, it would
amount to more than three shillings to every
head. And thus, as the poor are the cause,
without which the rich c^uld not pay this

tax, even the poorest subject is, upon this

account, worth three shillings yearly to the

prince.

:

Again; one would imagine the consump
tion rf seven-eighths of the whole people
should pay two- thirds of all the customs
and excises. And if this sum too should be
divided by seven millions, viz. the number
of poor people, it would amount to more
than seven shillings to every head: and
therefore with this and the former sum,
every pnor subject, without property, ex
cept of his limbs or labour, is worth at least

ten shillings yearly to the sovereign. So

much then the queen loses with every one
of her old, and. gains with every one of her
new subjects.
When I was got into this way of thinking,

I presently grew conceited of the argument,
and was just preparing to write a letter of
advice to a member of parliament, for open
ing the freedom of our towns and trades,
for taking away all manner of distinctions

between the natives and foreigners, for re

pealing our laws of parish settlements, and
removing every other obstacle to the in

crease of the people. But as soon as I had
recollected with what inimitable eloquence
my fellow-labourers had exaggerated the
mischiefs of selling the birthright of Bri-'

tons for a shilling,* of spoiling the pure
British blood with foreign mixtures, of in

troducing a confusion of languages and reli

gions, and of letting in strangers to eat the
bread out of the mouths of our own people,
I became so humble as to let my project
fall to the ground, and leave my country to

increase by the ordinary way of generation.
As I have always at heart the public

good, so I am ever contriving schemes to'

promote it: and I think I may without

vanity pretend to have contrived some as

wise as any of the castle-builders. I had no
sooner given up my former project, but my
head was presently full of draining fens and
marshes, banking out the sea, and joining
new lands to my country; for since it is

thought impracticable to increase the peo
ple to the land, I fell immediately to con
sider how much would be gained to the

prince by increasing the land to the people.
If the same omnipotent Power which

made the world, should at this time raise

out of the ocean, and join to Great Britain,
an equal extent of land, with equal build

ings, corn, cattle, and other conveniences
and necessaries of life, but no men, women,
nor children, I should hardly believe this

would add either to the riches of the people,
or revenue of the prince ; for since the pre
sent buildings are sufficient for all the in

habitants, if any of them should forsake the
old to inhabit the new part of the island,
the increase of house-rent in this would be
attended with at least an equal decrease of

it in the other. Besides, we have such a

sufficiency of corn and cattle, that we give
bounties to our neighbours to take what
exceeds of the former off our hands, and
we will not suffer any of the latter to be

imported upon us by our fellow-subjects;
and for the remaining product of the coun

try, 'tis already equal to all our markets.
But if all these things should be doubled to

the same buyers, the owners must be glad
with half their present prices; the landlords

with half their present rents: and thus by
so great an enlargement of the country, the
rents in the whole would not increase, nor
the taxes to the public.

* This ig an ironical allusion to some of the popular
arguments which were urged in the year 1708, against
a bill for the naturalization of foreign Protestants.
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On the contrary, I should believe they
would be very much diminished: for as the
land is only valuable for its fruits, and these

are all perishable, and for the most part
must either be used within the year, or

perish without use, the owners will get rid

of them at any rate, rather than that they
should waste in their possession: so that it

is probable the annual production of those

perishable things, even of the tenth part of

them, beyond all possibility of use, will re

duce one half of their value. It seems to be
for this reason that our neighbour merchants
who engross all the spices, and know how
great a quantity is equal to the demand, de

stroy all that exceeds it It were natural
then to think that the annual production of
twice as much as can be used, must reduce
all to an eighth part of their present prices;
and thus this extended island would not
exceed one-fourth part of its present value,
or pay more than one-fourth part of the

present tax.

It is generally observed, that in countries
of the greatest plenty there is the poorest
living; like the schoolman's ass in one of

my speculations, the people almost starve
between two meals. The truth is, the poor,
which are the bulk of a nation, work only
that they may live; and if with two days'
labour they can get a wretched subsistence,

they will hardly be brought to work the
other four. But then with the wages of two
days they can neither pay such prices for

their provisions, nor such excises to the

government.
That paradox, therefore, in old Hesiod,

.rxiov ,^. ru TVTOS, or,
' half is more than the

whole,' is very applicable to the present
case; since nothing is more true in political
arithmetic, than that the same people with
half the country is more valuable than with
the whole. I begin to think there was
nothing absurd in Sir W. Petty, when he
fancied if all the highlands of Scotland and
the whole kingdom of Ireland were sunk
in the ocean, so that the pe pie were all

saved and brought into the lowlands of
Great Britain; nay, though they were to

be reimbursed the value of their estates by
the body of the people, yet both the sove

reign and the subjects in' general would be
enriched by the very loss.

If the people only make the riches, the
father of ten children is a greater benefac
tor to the country than he who has added
to it 10,000 acres of land, and no people.
It is certain Lewis has j nned vast tracts f

land to his dominions: but if Philarithmus

says true, that he is not now master of so

many subjects as bef >re; we may then ac
count for his not being abL- to bring such

mighty armies into the field, and f >r their

being 'neither so well fed, nor clothed, n r

Eaid
as formerly. The reason is plain

ewis must needs have been impoverished
not only by his loss of subjects, but bv his

acquisition of lands. T.

No. 201.] Saturday, October 20, 1711.

Religentem esse oportet, religiosum nefas.

Incerti Autcrris apud Jlul. Ottt.

A man should be religious, not superstitious.

IT is of the last importance to season the

passions of a child with devotion, which
seldom dies in a mind that has received an

early tincture of it. Though it may seem
extinguished for a while by the cares of

the world, the heats of youth, or the al

lurements of vice, it generally breaks out
and discovers itself again as soon as dis

cretion, consideration, age, or misfortunes
have brought the man to himself. The fire

may be covered and overlaid, but cannot
be entirely quenched and smothered.
A state of temperance, sobriety, and

justice, without devotion, is a cold, lifeless,

insipid condition of virtue; and is rather to

be styled philosophy than religion. Devo
tion opens the mind to great conceptions,
and fills it with more sublime ideas than any
that are to be met with in the most exalted

science; and at the same time warms and

agitates the soul more than sensual pleasure.
It has been observed by some writers,

that man is more distinguished from the
animal world by devotion than by reason,
as several brute creatures discover in their

actions something like a faint glimmering
of reason, though they betray in no single
circumstance of their behaviour any thing
that bears the least affinity to devotion. It

is certain, the propensity of the mind to re

ligious worship, the natural tendency of the
soul to

fly
to some superior being for suc

cour in dangers and distresses, the grati
tude to an invisible superintendent which
arises in us upon receiving any extraordi

nary and unexpected good fortune, the acts
of love

t
and admiration with which the

thoughts of men are so wonderfully trans

ported in meditating upon the divine per
fections, and the universal concurrence of
all the nations under heaven in the great
article of adoration, plainly show that de-
v^tion or religious worship must be the
effect of tradition from some first founder
of mankind, or that it is conformable to the
natural light of reasn, or that it proceeds
from an instinct implanted in the soul it

self. For my part, I look upon all these to

be the concurrent causes; but whichever
of them shall be assigned as the principle
of divine worship, it manifestly points to a

Supreme Being as the first author of it.

I may take some other opportunity of

considering those particular forms and me
thods of devotion which are taught us by
Christianity; but shall here observe into

whit errors even this divine principle may
sometimes lead us, when it is not moderated

by that right reason which was given us as
the guide of all our actions.

The tw> great errors into which a mis
taken devotion may betray us, are enthu
siasm and superstition.
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There is not a more melancholy object
than a man who has his head turned with
a religious enthusiasm. A person that is

crazed, though with pride or malice, is a

sight very mortifying to human nature; but
when the distemper arises from any indis

creet fervours of devotion, or too intense
an application of the mind to its mistaken
duties, it deserves our compassion in a more
particular manner. We may however learn
this lesson from it, that since devotion it

self (which one would be apt to think could
not be too warm) may disorder the mind,
unless its heats are tempered with caution
and prudence, we should be particularly
careful to keep our reason as cool as possi
ble, and to guard ourselves in all parts of

life against the influence of passion, imagi
nation, and constitution.

Devotion, when it does not lie under the
check of reason, is very apt to degenerate
into enthusiasm. When the mind finds her
self very much inflamed with hex devotions,
she is too much inclined to think they are
rt6Y of her own kindling, but blown up by
something divine within her. If she. in

dulges this thought too far, and humours
the growing passion, she at last flings her
self into imaginary raptures and ecstacies;
and when once sjje_fancies herself under
the influence of a divine impulse, it is no
wonder if $h.e, slights human ordinances,
and refuses to comply with any established
form of religion, as thinking herself- direct

ed by a muc.h superior guide.
As enthusiasm is a kind of excess in de

votion, superstition is the excess, not only
of devotion, but of religion in general, ac

cording to an old heathen saying, quoted
by Aulus Gellius,*

'

Religentem esse ofior-

tet, religiosum nefas ;' 'A man should be

religious, not superstitious.
' For as the au

thor tells us, Nigidius observed upon this

passage, that the Latin words which ter

minate in osus generally imply vicious cha

racters, and the having of any quality to an
excess.
An enthusiast in religion is like an obsti

nate clown, a superstitious man like an in-

sipjdcourtier. / Enthusiasm has something
( in IFoT madness, superstition of folly. Most
of the sects that fall short of the church of

; England have in them strong tinctures of

i enthusiasm, as the Roman Catholic reli

gion is one huge overgrown body of childish
and idle superstitions.
The Roman Catholic church seems ir

recoverably lost in tins particular. If an
allsurd dress or behaviour be introduced in

the world, it will soon be found out and dis

carded. On the contrary, a habit or cere

mony, though never so ridiculous, which
has taken sanctuary in the church, sticks
in it for ever. A Gothic bishop, perhaps,
thought it proper to repeat such a form in

such particular shoes or slippers; another
fancied it would be very decent if such a

* Noctes Attics, lib. iv. cap. 9.
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part of public devotions were performed
with a mitre on his head, and a crosier in

his hand. To this a brother Vandal, as

wise as the others, adds an antic dress, which
he conceived would allude very aptly to

such and such mysteries, till by degrees the
whole office was degenerated into an empty
show.
Their successors see the vanity and in

convenience of these ceremonies; but in

stead of reforming, perhaps add others,
which they think more significant, and
which take possession in the same manner,
and are never to be driven out after they
have been once admitted. I have seen the

pope officiate at St. Peter's, where, for two
hours together, he was busied in putting on
or off his different accoutrements, accord

ing to the different parts he was to act in

them.

Nothing is so glorious in the eyes of man
kind, and ornamental to human nature, set

ting aside the infinite advantages which
arise from it, as a strong, steady, masculine

piety; but enthusiasm and superstition are
the weaknesses of human reason, that ex

pose us to the scorn and derision of infidels,
and sink us even below the beasts that

perish.

Idolatry may be looked upon as another
error arising from mistaken devotion; but
because reflections on that subject would be
of no use to an English reader, I shall not

enlarge upon it. L.

No. 202.] Monday, October 22, 1711.

Ssepe decem vitiis instructor, odit et borret.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xviii. C5.

Tho' ten times worse themselves, you'll frequent view,
Those who with keenest rage will censure you. P.

THE other day as I passed along the

street, I saw a sturdy 'prentice-boy dis

puting with a hackney-coachman; and in

an instant, upon some word rf provocation,
throw off his hat and periwig, clench his

fist, and strike the fellow a slap on the face;
at the same time calling him a rascal, and

telling him he was a gentleman's son. The
young gentleman was, it seems, bound to a
blacksmith; and the debate arose abnut

payment for some work done about a coach,
near which they fought. His master, dur

ing the combat, was full of his bny's praises;
and as he called to him to play with his

hand and foot, and throw in his head, he
made all us who stood round him of his

party, by declaring the boy had very good
friends, and he could trust him with un
told gold. As I am generally in the theory
of mankind, I could not but make my re

flections upon the sudden popularity which
was raised about the lad; and perhaps with

my friend Tacitus, fell into observations

upon it, which were too great for the occa
sion: or ascribed this general favour to

causes which had nothing to do towards it.

But the young blacksmith's being a gentle-
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man was, methought, what created him
good-will firm his present equality with
the mob about him. Add to this, that he
was not so much a gentleman, as not, at the
same time that he called himself such, to
use as rough methods for his defence as his

antagonist. The advantage of his having
good friends, as his master expressed it,

was not lazily urged; but he showed him-
selt superior to the coachman in the per
sonal qualities of courage and activity, to
confirm that of his being well allied, before
his birth was of any service to him.

If one might moralize from this silly

story, a man would say, that whatever ad
vantages of fortune, birth, or any other

good, pe pie p ssess above the rest of the
world, they should show collateral emi
nences besides those distinctions; cr those
distinctions will avail only to keep up com
mon decencies and ceremonies, and not to

preserve a real place oi favour or esteem in

the opinion and common sense of their fel

low creatures.
The folly of people's procedure, imagin

ing that nothing more is necessary than

property and superior circumstances to

support them in distinction, appears in no
way so much as in the domestic part of
life. It is ordinary to feed their humours into

unnatural excrescences, if I may so speak,
and make their whole being a wayward
and Uneasy condition, for want of the ob
vious reflection, that all parts of human life

is a commerce. It is not only paying wages,
and giving commands, that constitutes a
master of a family; but prudence, equal
behaviour, with readiness to protect and
cherish them, is what entitles a man to that
character in their very hearts and senti
ments. It is pleasant enough to observe,
that m n expect from their dependants,
from their sole motive of fear, all the good
effects which a liberal education, and af
fluent fortune, and every other advantage,
cannot produce in themselves. A man will
have his servant just, diligent, sober, and
chaste, for no other reasons but the terror
of losing his master's favour, when all the
laws divine and human cannot keep him
whom he serves within bounds, with rela
tion to any one of those virtues. But both
in great and ordinary affairs, all superiority
which is not founded on jnerit and virtue,
is supported only by artifice and stratagem.
Thus you see flatterers are the agents in

families of humourists, and those who go
vern themselves by any thing but reason.

Make-bates, distant relations, poor kins

men, and indigent followers, are the fry
which support the economy of an humour-
some rich man. He is eternally whispered
with intelligence of who are true or false to

him in matters of no consequence, and he
maintains twenty friends to defend him
against the insinuations of one who would

perhaps cheat him of an old coat
I shall not enter into farther speculation

upon this subject at present, but think the

fallowing letters and petition are made up
ot proper sentiments on this occasion.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a servant to an
old lady who is governed by one she calls

her friend; who is so familiar an one, that
she takes up-n her to advise her without

being called to it, and makes her uneasy
with all about her. Pray, sir, be pleased
to give us some remarks upon voluntary
counsellors; and let these people know that
to give any b~dy advice, is to say to that

person, I am your betters.
"

Pray, sir,

as near as you can, describe that eternal
flirt and disturber of families, Mrs. Taper-
ty, who' is always visiting, and putting peo
ple in a way as they call it. If y

ru can make
her stay at home one evening, you will be a

general benefactor to all the ladies' w^men
in town, and particularly to yrur 1-ving
friend, SUSAN CIVIL.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a footman, and
live with one of those men, each of whom
is said to be one of the best humoured men
in the world, but that he is passionate.

Pray be pleased to inform them, that he
who is passionate, and takes no care to

command his hastiness, does more
injury

to

his friends and servants in one half hour,
than whole years can atone for. This mas
ter of mine, who is the best man alive in

common fame, disobliges somebody every
day he lives: and strikes me fnr the next
thin- 1 do, because he is out of humour at

it. If these gentlemen knew that they do
all the mischief that is ever done in con

versation, they w^uld reform; and I who
have been a spectator of gentlemen at din

ner f r many years, have seen that indis

cretion does ten times more mischief than
ill-nature. But you will represent this bet

ter than your abused humble servant,
'THOMAS SMOKY.'

To the Spectator.

The humble Petition of JOHN STEWARD,
ROBERT BUTLER, HARRY COOK, and
ABIGAIL CHAMBERS, in behalf of them
selves and their relations belonging to and

dispersed in the several services of most
of the great families within the cities of

London and Westminster;
' Showeth,

' That in many of the families in which

your petitioners live and are employed,
the several heads rf them are wholly unac

quainted with what is business, and are

very little judges when they are well or ill

used by us your said petitioners.
' That fir want of such skill in their own

affairs; and by indulgence of their own lazi

ness and pride, thev continually keep ab-ut

them certain mischievous animals called

spies.
' That whenever a spy is entertained, the

peace of that house is 'from that moment
banished.

* That spies never give an account of
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good services, but represent our mirth and
freedom by the words wantonness and dis

order.
' That in all families where there are

spies, there is a general jealousy and mis

understanding.
' That the masters and mistresses of such

houses live in c ntinual suspicion of the ir

ingenuous and true servants, and are given
up to the m nagement of those who are
false and perfidious.

' That such masters and mistresses who
entertain spies, are no longer m~re than

cyphers in their own f imilies; and that we
your petitioners are with great disdain

obliged to pay all our respect, and expect
all our maintenance fr^m such spies.
'Your petitioners theref re m n st hum

bly pray, that you would represent the

premises to all persons f condition; and

your petitioners, as in duty bound, shall

f r ever pray,' &c. T.

No. 20-1.1 Tuesday, October 23, 1711.

Phrebe pater, si das huius mihi nominis iisum
Nee falsa ClymBne culpam sub imasrine celat;

Pisrnora da, genitor Ovid. Met. ii. 38.

Illustrious parent ! if I yet may claim
The name of son. O rescue me from shame ;

My mother's truth aonfirm ; all doubt remove,
By tender pledges of a father's love.

THERE is a loose tribe of men whom I

have iiot yet taken notice of, that ramble
into all the corners r-f this great city, in

order t~> seduce such unf Ttunate females
as fall into their walks. These abandoned

profligates raise up issue in every quarter of

the town, and very often, for a valuable

consideration, father it upon the church
warden. By this means there are several

married men who. have a little family in

nv st of the parishes of London and West
minster, and several bachelors who are un
done by a charge of children.

When a man once gives himself this

liberty of preying at large, and living upon
the common, he finds so much game in a

popul us citv, that it is surprising to c~nsi-

der the numbers which he sometimes pro
pagates. We see many a young fellow

who is scarce of age, that could lay his

claim to the jus trhim likerorum, or the

privileges which were granted bv the Ro
man laws, to all such as were fathers of

three children. Nay, I have heard a rake,
who w >s n~t quite five-and-twenty, declare

himself the father of a seventh son, and
verv prudently determine to breed him up
a physician. In short, the town is full of

these voung patrinrchs, not to mention
several battered beaux, who like heed
less spendthrifts that squander away their

estafs before thev are masters of"them,
have raised up their whole stock of chil

dren before marriage.
I must not here omit the particular whim

of an impudent libertine, that had a little

smattering of heraldry; and observing how

the genealogies of great families were often

drawn up in the shape cf trees, had takeu.

a fancy to dispose of his own illegitimate
issue iii a figure of the same kind:

-Nee loneum tempus et ineens
Exiit adcnelum rarnis folicibus arbos,

Miraturque novas frondes, et non sua poma.
Virg. Qeorg. ii . 80.

And in short space the la'ten bouchs arise,
With happy fruit advancing to the skies ;

The mother plant admires the leaves unknown
Of alien trees, and apples not her own. Drydcn

The trunk of the tree was marked with
his own name, Will Maple. Out rf the
side rf it PTCW a large barren branch, .in

scribed Mary Maple, the name (if his un

happy w fe.

'

The head was adorned with
five huge b ughs. On the bottrm <f the

first was written in capital characters Kate
Crle, who branched 'ut into three sprigs,
viz. William, Richard, and Rebecca. Sal

Twiford gave birth to another bough, that

shot up into Sarah, Tom, Will, and Frank.
The third arm of the tree had only a single
infant on it, with a space left for a seccnd;
the parent from whom it sprung being near
her time when the autlv.r t ok this inge
nious device into his head. The two other

great b ughs were very plentifully kaden
with fruit of the same kind; besides which
there were many ornamental branches that

did not bear. In short,, a more flourishing
tree never came <~ut of the herald's office.

What makes this generation of vermin
so very prolific, is the indefatigable dili

gence with which they apply themselves
to their business. A man does not undergo
more watchings and fatigues in a cam
paign, than in the course of a vicious amcur.
As it is said rf some men, that they make
their business their pleasure, these sons of

darkness may be said to make their plea
sure their business. They might conquer
their corrupt inclinations with half the

pains they are at in gratifying them.
Nor is the invention of these men less to

be admired than their industry and vigi
lance. There is a fragment of Apollodorus
the comic poet (who was contemporary
with Menander) which is full of humour,
as follows: 'Thou mayest shut up thy
doors,' says he, 'with bars and bolts. It

will be imp ssible for the blacksmith to

make them so fist, but a cat and a whore-
nvistrr will find a way through them.' In
a \v~rd, there is no head so full of strata

gems as that of a libidinous man.
Were I to propose a punishment for this

infamous race of propagators, it should be
to send them, after the second or third ' f-

fence, into our American colonies, in order
to people those parts of her majesty's
dominions where there is a want or inha

bitants, and, in the phrase of Dioger.es, to

'plant men.' Some countries punish this

crime with death; but I think such a ban
ishment would be sufficient, and might
turn this generative faculty to the advan

tage of the public.
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In the mean time, until these gentlemen
may be thus disposed of, I would earnestly
exhort them to take care of those unfortu

nate creatures whom they have brought
into the world,by these indirect methods,
and to give their spurious children such an
education as may render them more virtu

ous than their parents. This is the best
atonement they can make for their own
crimes, and indeed the only method that is

left them to repair their past miscarriages.
I would likewise desire them to consider,

whether they are not bound in common
humanity, as well as by all the obligations
of religion and nature, to make some pro
vision for those whom they have not only
given life to, but entailed upon them, though
very unreasonably, a degree of shame and

disgrace. And here I cannot but take notice
of those depraved notions which prevail
among us, and which must have taken rise

from our natural inclination to favour a
vice to which we aresoverv prone, namely,
that bastardy and cuckoldom should be
looked upon as reproaches; and that the

ignominy which is only due to lewdness
and falsehood, should fall in so unreason
able a manner upon the persons who are
innocent

I have been insensibly drawn into this

discourse by the following letter, which is

drawn up with such a spirit of sincerity,
that I question not but the writer of it has

represented his case in a true and genuine
light.

'
SIR, I am one of those people who by

the general opinion of the world are counted
both infamous and unhappy.

' My father is a very eminent man in this

kingdom, and one who bears considerable
offices in it. I am his son, but my misfor
tune is, that I dare not call him father, nor
he without shame own me as his issue, I

being illegitimate, and therefore deprived
of that endearing tenderness and unpa
ralleled satisfaction which a good man
finds in the love and conversation of a pa
rent. Neither have I the opportunities to

render him the duties of a son, he having
always carried himself at so vast a dis

tance, and with such superiority towards

me, that by long use I have contracted a
timorousness when before him, which hin

ders me from declaring my own necessities,

and giving him to understand the inconve
niences I undergo.

' It is my misfortune to have been neither

bred a scholar, a soldier, nor to any kind of

ousiness, which renders me entirely inca

pable of making provision for myself with
out his assistance; and this creates a con
tinual uneasiness in my mind, fearing I shall

in time want bread; my father, if I may so

call him, giving me but very faint assur

ances of doing any thing for me.
' I have hitherto lived somewhat like a

gentleman, and it would be very hard for

me to labour for my living. I am in con-

|

tinual anxiety for my future fortune, and
under a great unhappiness in losing the
sweet conversation and friendly advice of

my parents; so that I cannot look upon my
self otherwise than as a monster, strangely

spning up in nature, which every one is

ashamed to own.
'
I am thought to be a man of some na

tural parts, and by the continual reading
what you have offered the world, become
an admirer thereof, which has drawn me to

make this confession; at the same time

hoping, if any thing herein shall touch you
with a sense of pity, you would then allow
me the favour of your opinion thereupon;
as also what part I, being unlawfully born,

may claim of the man's affection who begot
me, and how far in your opinion I am to be

thought his son, or he acknowledged as my
father. Your sentiments and advice herein
will be a great consolation and satisfaction

to, sir, your admirer, &c.
C. W. B.'

No. 204.] Wednesday, October 24, 1711.

Urit grata protervitas,
Et vultus minium lubricus aspici.

Hor. Lib. 1. Od. xix. 7.

Her face too dazzling for the sight,
Her winning coyness fires my soul,

I feel a strange delight.

I AM not at all displeased that I am
become the courier of love, and that the
distressed in that passion convey their com
plaints to each other by my means. The
following letters have lately come to my
hands, and shall have their place with

great willingness. As to the reader's en

tertainment, he will, I hope, forgive the

inserting such particulars as to him may
perhaps seem frivolous, but are to the per
sons who wrote them of the highest conse

quence. I shall not trouble you with the

prefaces, compliments, and apologies made
to me before each epistle when it was de
sired to be inserted; but in general they
tell me, that the persons to whom they
are addressed have intimations, by phrases
and allusions in them, from whence they
came.

' To the Sothades.

'The word, by which I address you,

gives you, who understand Portuguese,* a

* The following is Mr. Chalmers's excellent definition

of the meaning of this significant word.
" The Portuguese word Saudades (here inaccurately

written Sothades) signifies the most refined, most ten

der and ardent desires for something absent, accompa
nied with a solicitude and anxious recard. which can
not be expressed by one word in any other langnain'.

'Saudade,' say the dictionaries.
'

.-15 "'>>". Finhtimo
sfntimiento dfi hien ansente, com desro de posseerlo.'

Hence, the word Saudades comprehends every good
wish: and Muitas Sausades is the Inkiest wish and
compliment that can be paid to another. Ho, if a per
son is observed to be melancholy, and is asked ' What
ails him r if he answers, Tenlio Sausades, it is under

stood to mean, I am under the most refined torment
fo the absence of my love ;

or from being absent from

I my country,' tc."
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lively image of the tender regard I have for

you. The Spectator's late letter from Sta-
tira gave me the hint to use the same
method of explaining myself to you. I am
not affronted at the design your late beha
viour discovered you had in your addresses
to me; but I impute it to the degeneracy of
the age, rather than your particular fault.

As I aim at nothing more than being yours,
I am willing to be a stranger to your name,
ycur fortune, or any figure which your wife

might expect to make in the world, pro
vided my commerce with you is not to be a

guilty one. I resign gay dress, the plea
sures of visits, equipage, plays, balls, and

operas, for that one satisfaction of having
you for ever mine. I am willing you shall

industriously conceal the only cause of tri

umph which I can know in this life. I wish

only to have it my duty, as well as my in

clination, to study your happiness. If this
has not the effect this letter seems to aim
at, you are to understand that I had a mind
to be rid of you, and took the readiest way
to pall you with an offer of what you would
never desist pursuing while you received ill

usage. Be a true man ; be my slave while

you doubt me, and neglect me when you
think I love you. I defy you to find out
what is your present circumstance with me;
but I know while I can keep this suspense,
I am your admired, BELINDA. '

' MADAM, It is a strange state of mind a
man is in, when the very imperfections c.f a
woman he loves turns into excellences and
advantages. I do assure you, I am very
much afraid of venturing upon you. I now
like you in spite of my reason, and think it

an ill circumstance to owe one's happiness
to nothing but infatuation. I can see you
ogle all the young fellows who look at you,
and observe your eye wander after new
conquests every moment you are in a pub
lic place; and yet there is such a beauty in

all your looks and gestures, that I cannot
but admire you in the very act of endea

vouring to gain the hearts of others. My
condition is the same with that of the lover
in the Way of the World. I have studied

your faults so long, that they are become as
familiar to me, and I like them as well as I

do my own. Look to it, madam, and con
sider whether you think this gay behaviour
will appear to me as amiable when an hus
band, as it does now to me a lover. Things
are so far advanced, that we must proceed;
and I hope you will lay to heart, that it will
be becoming in me to appear still your
lover, but not in you to be still my mistress.

Gaiety in the matrimonial life is graceful
in one sex, but exceptionable in the other.
As you improve these little hints, you will

ascertain the happiness or uneasiness of,

madam, your most obedient, most humble
servant, T. D.'

'SiR, When I sat at the window, and
you at the other end of the room by my
cousin, I saw you catch me looking at you.

Since you have the secret at last, which I

am sure you should never have known but

by inadvertency, what my eyes said was
true. But it is too soon to confirm it with

my hand, therefore shall not subscribe my
name.'

'
SIR, There were other gentlemen

nearer, and I know no necessity you were
under to take up that flippant creature's

fan, last night; but you shall never touch a
stick of mine more, that's pos.

'PHILLIS.'

' To Colonel R s in Spain.
* Before this can reach the best of hus

bands and the fondest lover, those tender
names will be of no more concern to me.
The indisposition in which you, to obey the
dictates of your honour and duty, left me,
has increased upon me; and I am acquainted
by my physicians I cannot live a week
longer. At this time my spirits fail me;
and it is the ardent love I have for you that

carries me beyond my strength, and en
ables me to tell you, the most painful thing
in the prospect of death is, that I must part
with you. But let it be a comfort to you,
that I have no guilt hangs upon me, no

unrepented folly that retards me; but I pass

away my last hours in reflection upon the

happiness we have lived in together, and
in sorrow that it is so soon to have an end.

This is a frailty which I hope is so far from

criminal, that methinks there is a kind of

piety in being so unwilling to be separated
frrm a state which is the institution of hea

ven, and in which we have lived according
to its laws. As we know no more of the

next life, but that it will be an happy one
to the good, and miserable to the wicked,

why may we not please ourselves at least

to alleviate the difficulty of resigning this

being, in imagining that we shall have a
sense of what passes below, and may possi

bly be employed in guiding the steps of
those with whom we walked with inno

cence when mortal? Why may not I hope
to go on in my usual work, and, though un
known to you, be assistant in all the con
flicts of your mind? Give me leave to say
to you, O best of men, that I cannot figure
to myself a greater happiness than in such
an employment. To be present at all the
adventures to which human life is exposed,
to administer slumber to thy eyelids in the

agonies of a fever, to cover thy beloved

face in the day of battle, to go with thee a

guardian angel incapable of wound or pain,
where I have longed to attend thee when a

weak, a fearful woman: these, my dear,
are the thoughts with which I warm my
poor languid heart. But indeed I am not

capable, under my present weakness, of

bearing the strong agonies of mind I fall

into, when I form to myself the grief you
will be in, upon your first hearing of my
departure. I will not dwell upon this, be
cause your kind and generous heart will be
but the more afflicted, the more the person
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for whom you lament offers you consolation

My last breath will, if I am myself, expir<
in a prayer for you. I shall never see th}
face again. Farewell for eVer. T.

No. 205.] Thursday, October 25, 1711.

Decipimur specie recti Hor. Ars Poet. v. 25.

Deluded by a seeming excellence. jRoscommon.

WHEN I meet with any vicious charac
ter, that is not generally known, in order
to prevent its "doing mischief, I draw it at

length; and set it up as a scarecrow; by
which means I do not only make an exam
ple of the person to whom it belongs, but
give warning to all her majesty's subjects,
that they mav not suffer by it. Thus, to

change the allusion, I have marked out
several of the shoals and quicksands of life,

and am continually employed in discovering
those which are still concealed; in order to

keep the ignorant and unwary from running
upin them. It is with this intention that I

publish the following letter, which brings
to light some secrets of this nature.

MR. SPECTATOR, There are none of

your speculations which I read over with

greater delight than those which are de
signed for the improvement of our sex.
You have endeavoured to correct our un
reasonable fears and superstitions, in your
seventh and twelfth papers; our fancy for

equipage, in your fifteenth; our love of pup
pet-shows, in your thirty-first; our notions
of beauty, in your thirty-third; our inclina
tion for romances, in your.thirty-seventh;
our passion for French fopperies, in your
forty-fifth; our manhood and party zeal, in

your fifty-seventh; our abuse of dancing,
in your sixty-sixth and sixty-seventh; our

levity, in your hundred and twenty-eighth;
our love of coxcombs, in your hundred and
fifty -fourth, and hundred and fifty-seventh;
our tyranny over the hen-peckt, in your
hundred and seventy-sixth. You have de
scribed the Pict in your forty-first; the Idol

in your seventy-third ; the Demurrer, in your
eighty-ninth; the Salamander, in your hun
dred and ninety-eighth. You have likewise
taken to pieces our dress, and represented
to us the extravagances we are often guilty
of in that particular. You have fallen upon
our patches, in your fiftieth and eighty-first;
our commodes, in your ninety-eighth; our

fans, in your hundred and second; our

riding-habits, in your hundred and fourth ;

our hoop-petticoats, in your hundred and

twenty-seventh; besides a great many little

blemishes which you have touched upon in

your several other papers, and in those

many letters that are scattered up and
down your works. At the same time we
must own that the compliments you pay
our sex are innumerable, and that those

very faults which you represent in us, are
neither black in themselves, nor, as you
own, universal among us. But, sir, it is

plain that those your discourses are calcu
lated ff-r none but the fashionable part of

womankind, and for the use of those who
are rather indiscreet than vicious. But,
sir, there is a sort of prrstitutes in the lower
part r:f our sex, who are a scandal to us,
and very well deserve to fall under your
censure. I know it would debase your pa
per too much to enter into the behaviour of
those female libertines; but as your remarks
on some part of it would be doing a justice
to several women of virtue and honour,
whose reputations suffer by it, I hope you
will not think it improper to give the pub
lic some accounts of this nature. You must
know, sir, I am provoked to write you this

letter, by the behaviour of an infamous
woman, who, having passed her youth in a
most shameless state of prostitution, is now
one of those who gain their livelihood by
seducing others that are younger than them
selves, and by establishing a criminal com
merce between the two sexes. Among
several of her artifices to get money, she

frequently persuades a vain young fellow,
that such a woman of quality, or such a ce
lebrated toast, entertains a secret passion
for him, and wants nothing but an oppor
tunity of revealing it. Nay, she has gone
so far as to write letters in the name of a
woman of figure, to borrow money of one
of these foolish Roderigo's, which she has
afterwards appropriated to her own use.

In the mean time, the person who has lent

the money, has thought a lady under obli

gations to him, who scarce knew his name;
and wondered at her ingratitude, when he
lias been with her, that she has not owned
the favour, though at the same time he was
too much of a man of honour to put her in

mind of it.

'When this abandoned baggage meets
with a man who has vanity enough to give
credit to relations of this nature, she turns

liim to very good account by repeating
praises that were never uttered, and de

livering messages that were never sent. As
the house of this shameless creature is fre

quented by several foreigners, I have heard
of another artifice, out of which she often

raises money. The foreigner sighs after

some British beauty, whom he only knows

)y fame; upon which she promises, if he
can be secret, to procure him a meeting.
The stranger, ravished at his good fortune,

jives her a present, and in a little time is

ntroduced to some imaginary title; for you
must know that this cunning purveyor has
icr representatives upon this occasion of

some of the finest ladies in the kingdom.
Jy this means, as I am informed, it is usual

enough to meet with a German count in

breign countries, that shall make his boasts

of favours he has received from women of

he highest ranks, and the most unblemished
characters. Now, sir, what safety is there

or a woman's reputation, when a lady may
be thus prostituted as it were by proxy,
and be reputed an unchaste woman; as the
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hero in the ninth book of Dryden's Virgil
is looked up^n as a coward, because the

phantom which appeared in his likeness ran

away from Turnus? You may depend upon
what. I rehte to you to be matter of fact,
and the practice of more than one of these
female panders. If you print this letter, I

may give you some farther accounts of this
vicious race of women. Your humble ser

vant, BELVIDERA.'
I shall add two other letters on different

subjects to fill up my paper.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a country cler

gyman, and hope you will lend me your
assistance in ridiculing some little indecen
cies which cannot so properly be exposed
from the pulpit.

' A widow lady who straggled this sum
mer from London into my parish for the
benefit of the air, as she says, appears
every Sunday at church with many fashion
able extravagances, to the great astonish
ment ofmy congregation.

' But what gives us the most offence
is her theatrical manner of singing the
Psalms. She introduces above fifty Italian
airs into the hundredth psalm; and whilst
we begin

" All people," in the old solemn
tune of our forefathers, she in a quite dif
ferent key runs divisions on the vowels, and
adorns them with the graces of Nicolini:
if she meets with " eke" or "

aye," which
are frequent in the metre of Hopkins and
Sternhold, we are certain to hear her qua
vering them half a minute after us, to some
sprightly airs of the opera.

' I am very far fnm being an enemy to
church music; but fear this abuse of it may
make my parish ridiculous, who already
look on the singing psaims as an entertain
ment, and not part of the devotion : besides,
I am apprehensive that the infection may
spread; for 'Squire Squeekum, who by his
voice seems (if I may use the expression)
to be cut out for an Italian singer, was last

Sunday practising the same airs.
' I know the lady's principles, and that

she will plead the toleration, which (as she

fancies) allows her non-conformity in this

particular; but I beg of you to acquaint her,
that singing the Psalms' in a different tune
from the rest of the congregation, is a sort
of schism not tolerated by that act. I am,
sir, your very humble servant, R. S.'

4 MR. SPECTATOR, In your paper upon
temperance, you prescribe to us a rule of

drinking, out of Sir William Temple, in
the following words: "The first glass for

myself, the second for my friends, the third
for good-humour, and the fourth for mine
enemies." Now, sir, you must know, that
I have read this your Spectator, in a club
whereof I am a member; when our presi
dent told us there was certainly an error in
the print, and that the word glass should
be bottle; and therefore has ordered me to
inform you of this mistake, and to desire

you to publish the following erratum : In
the paper of Saturdav , October 13, column
3, line 11, f r "glass," read "bottle."

Yours, ROBIN GOODFELLOW.'
L.
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Quanta quisqiio sibi plura negavcrit,
A Diis plura feret HOT. .Lib. 3. Od. xvi. 21.

They that do much themselves deny,
Receive more blessings from the sky. Creech.

THERE is a call upon mankind to value
and esteem those who set a moderate price
upon their own merit; and self-denial is

frequently attended with unexpected bless

ings, which in the end abundantly recom
pense such losses as the modest seem to

suffer in the ordinary occurrences of life.

The curious tell us, a determination in cur
favour or to our disadvantage is made upon
our first appearance, even bef re they
know any thing of our characters, but from,

the intimations men gather from rur aspect.
A man, they say, wears the picture of his

mind in his countenance; and one man's

eyes are spectacles ti his, who looks at him
to read his heart. But though that way of

raising an opinion of those we behold in

public, is very fallacious, certain it is, that

those, who by their words and actions take
as much upon themselves, as they can but

barely demand in the strict scrutiny of their

deserts, will find their account lessen every
day. A modest man preserves his charac
ter, as a frugal man does his fortune; if

either of them live to the height of either,
one will find losses, the other errors, which
he has not stock by him to make up. It

were therefore a just rule, to keep vour
desires, your words, and actions, within the

regard you observe your friends have for

you, and never, if it were in a man's power,
to take as much as he possibly might,
either in preferment or reputation. My
walks have lately been among the mercan
tile part of the world; and one gets phrases
naturally from those with whom one con
verses. I say, then, he that in his air, his
treatment of others, or an habitual arro

gance to himself, gives himself credit for
the least article of more wit, wisdom, good
ness, or valour, than he can possibly pro
duce if he is called upon, will find the world
break in upon him, and consider him as one
who has cheated them of all the esteem

they had before allowed him. This brings
a commission of bankruptcy upon him;
and he that might have gone on to his
life's end in a prosperous" way, by aiming
at more than he should, is no longer pro
prietor of what he really had before, but
his pretensions fare as all things do which
are torn instead of being divided.
There is no one living would deny Cinna

the applause of an agreeable and facetious

wit; or could possibly pretend that there
is not something inimitably unforced and

diverting in his manner of delivering all his
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sentiments in his conversation, if he were
able to conceal the strong desire of applause
which he betrays in every syllable he ut

ters. But they who converse with him, see
that all the civilities they could do to him,
or the kind things they could say to him,
would fall short of what he expects; and
therefore, instead of showing him the es
teem they have for his merit, their reflec

tions turn only upon that they observe he
has of it himself.

If you go among the women, and be
hold Gloriana trip into a room with that
theatrical ostentation of her charms, Mir-
tilla with that soft regularity in her motion,
Chloe with such an indifferent familiarity,
Corinna with such a fond approach, and
Roxana with such a demand of respect in

the great gravity of her entrance; you find
all the sex who understand themselves and
act naturally, wait only for their absence,
to tell you that all these ladies would im
pose themselves upon you; and each of
them carry in their behaviour a conscious
ness of so much more than they should

pretend to, that ihey lose what would other
wise be given them.

I remember the last time I saw Macbeth,
I was wonderfully taken with the skill of

the poet, in making the murderer form
fears to himself from the moderation of the

prince whose life he was going to take

away. He says of the king:
' He bore his

faculties so meekly;' and justly inferred
from thence, that all divine and human
power would join to avenge his death, who
had made such an abstinent use of domi
nion. All that is in a man's power to do to

advance his own pomp and glory, and for

bears, is so much laid up against the day
of distress; and pity will always be his por
tion in adversity, who acted with gentleness
in prosperity.
The great officer who foregoes the ad

vantages he might take to himself, and
renounces all prudential regards to his own
person in danger, has so far the merit of a

volunteer; and all his honours and glories
are unenvied, for sharing the common fate
with the same frankness as they do, who
have no such endearing circumstances to

part with. But if there were no such con
siderations as the good effect which self-

denial has upon the sense of other men
towards us, it is of all qualities the most
desirable for the agreeable disposition in

which it places our own minds. I cannot
tell what better to say of it, than that it is

the very contrary of ambition; and that

modesty allays all those passions and in

quietudes to which that vice exposes us.

He that is moderate in his wishes from
reason and choice, and not resigned from
sourness,, distaste, or disappointment, dou
bles all the pleasures of his life. The air,
the season, a sunshiny day, or a fair pros
pect, are instances of happiness, and that
which he enjoys in common with all the
world, (by his exemption from the en

chantments by which all the world are be

witched) are to him uncommon benefits and
new acquisitions. Health is not eaten up
with care, nor pleasure interrupted by
envy. It is not to him of any consequence
what this man is famed for, or for 'what
the other is prefered. He knows there is

in such a place an uninterrupted walk; he
can meet in such a company an agreeable
conversation. He has no emulation, he is

no man's rival, but every man's well-wisher;
can look at a prosperous man, with a plea
sure in reflecting that he hopes he is as

happy as himsflf: and has his mind and
his fortune (as far as prudence will allow)
open to the unhappy and to the stranger.
Lucceius has learning, wit, humour, elo

quence, but no ambitious prospects to pur
sue with these advantages, therefore to the

ordinary world he is perhaps thought to

want spirit, but known among his friends
to have a mind of the most consummate
greatness. He wants no man's admiration, is

in no need of pomp. His clothes please him
if they are fashionable and warm; his com
panions are agreeable if they are civil and
well-natured. There is with him no occa
sion for superfluity at meals, for jollity in

company ; in a word, for any thing extraordi

nary to administer delight to him. Want of

prejudice, and command of appetite, are
the companions which make his journey of

life so easy, that he in .all places meets with
more wit, more good cheer, and more good
humour, than is necessary to make him
enjoy himself with pleasure and satisfac

tion. T.
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Omnibus in terris, quse sunt a Gadihus usque
Auroram et Gangem, pauci dignoscere possunt
Vera bona, atque illis multum diversa, remota
Erroris nebula Juv. Sat. x. L

Look round the habitable world, how few
Know their own good, or, knowing it, pursue?
How rarely reason guides the stubborn choice,

Prompts tho fond wish, or lifts the suppliant voice?

Dryd. Johnson, tec.

IN my last Saturday's paper I laid down
some thoughts upon devotion in general,
and shall here show what were the notions

of the most refined heathens on this subject,
as they are represented in Plato's dialogue

upon prayer, entitled Alcibiades the Se

cond, which doubtless gave occasion to

Juvenal's tenth satire, and to the second
satire of Persius; as the last of these au
thors has almost transcribed the preceding
dialogue, entitled Alcibiades the First, in

his fourth satire.

The speakers, in this dialogue upon
prayer, are Socrates and Alcibiades; and
the substance of it (when drawn together
out of the intricacies and digressions) as

follows

Socrates meeting his pupil Alcibiades, as

he was going to his devotions, and observ

ing his eyes to be fixed upon the earth with
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great seriousness and attention, tells him,
that he had reason to be thoughtful on that

occasion, since, it was possible for a man to

bring down evils upon himself by his own
prayers, and that those things which the

gods send him in answer to his petitions,

might turn to his destruction. This, says
he, may not only happen when a man prays
for what he knows is mischievous in its

own nature, as Oedipus implored the gods
to sow dissention between his sons; but
when he prays for what he believes would
be for his good, and against what he be
lieves would be to his detriment. This the

philosopher shows must necessarily happen
among us, since most men are blinded with

ignorance, prejudice, or passion, which hin
der them ifom seeing such

things as are

really beneficial to them. For an instance,
he asks Alcibiades, whether he would not
be thoroughly pleased and satisfied if that

god, to whom he was going to address him
self, should promise to make him the

sovereign of the whole earth! Alcibiades

answers, that he should, doubtless, look

upon such a promise as the greatest favour
that could be bestowed upon him. Socrates
then asked him, if after receiving this great
favour he would be contented to lose his
life? Or if he would receive it though he
was sure he should make an ill use of it?

To both which questions Alcibiades an
swers in the negative. Socrates then shows
him, from the examples of others, how
these might very probably be the effects

of such a blessing. He then adds, that
other reputed pieces of good-fortune, as
that of having a son, or procuring the

highest post in a government, are subject
to the like fatal consequences; which ne

vertheless, says he, men ardently desire,
and would not fail to pray for, if they
thought their prayers might be effectual

for the obtaining of them.

Having established this great point, that,
all the most apparent blessings in this

life are obnoxious to such dreadful conse

quences, and that no man knows what in

its event would prove to him a blessing or
a curse, he teaches Alcibiades after what
manner he ought to pray.
In the first place, he recommends to him,

as the model of his devotions, a short prayer
which a Greek poet composed for the use
of his friends, in the following words: ' O
Jupiter, give us those things which are good
for us, whether they are such things as we
pray for, or such things as we do not pray
for: and remove from us those things which
are hurtful, though they are such things as
we pray for.

'

In the second place, that his disciple may
ask such things as are expedient for him,
he shows him, that it is absolutely neces

sary to apply himself to the study of true

wisdom, and to the knowledge of that
which is his chief good, and the most suit

able to the excellency of his nature.
In the third and last place, he informs

39

him that the best methods he could makt
use of to draw down blessings upon him
self, and to render his prayers acceptable,
would be to live in a constant practice of

his duty towards the gods, and towards
men. Under this head he very much re

commends a form of prayer the Lacede
monians make use of, in which they petition
the gods

' to give them all good things so long
as they were virtuous.

' Under this head,
likewise, he gives avery remarkable account
of an oracle to the following purpose:
When the Athenians in the war with the

Lacedemonians received many defeats both

by sea and land, they sent a message to the
oracle of Jupiter Ammon, to ask the rea
son why they who erected so many temples
to the gods, and adorned them with such

costly offerings; why they who had insti

tuted, so many festivals, and accompanied
them with such pomps and ceremonies; in

short, why they who had slain so many he
catombs at their altars, should be less suc

cessful than the Lacedemonians, who fell

so short of them in these particulars? To
this, says he, the oracle made the follow

ing reply: 'I am better pleased with the

prayers of the Lacedemonians than with
all the oblations of the Greeks.

' As this

prayer implied and encouraged virtue in

those who made it; the philosopher pro
ceeds to show how the most vicious man
might be devout, so far as victims could
make him, but that his offerings were

regarded by the gods as bribes, and his pe
titions as blasphemies. He likewise quotes
on this occasion two verses out of Homer,*
in which the poet says,

' that the scent of

the Trojan sacrifices were carried up to

heaven by the winds; but that it was not

acceptable to the gods, who were displeas
ed with Priam and all his people.'
The conclusion of this dialogue is very

remarkable. Socrates having deterred Al
cibiades from the prayers and sacrifice

which he was going to offer, by setting
forth the above mentioned difficulties ot

performing that duty as he ought, adds
these words: 'We must therefore wait
until such time as we may learn how we
ought to behave ourselves towards the gods,
and towards men.' 'But when will that

time come,' says Alcibiades, 'and who is

it that will instruct us? for I would fain see

this man, whoever he is.'
' It is one,' says

Socrates,
' who takes care of you; but as

Homer tells us, that Minerva removed the
mist from Diomede's eyes that he might
plainly discover both gods and men,f so the

darkness that hangs upon your mind must
be removed before you are able to discern

what is good and what is evil.
' ' Let him

remove from my mind,' says Alcibiades,
' the darkness and what else he pleases, I

am determined to refuse nothing he shall

order me, whoever he is, so that I may be
come the better man by it.' The remaining

*
Iliad, viii. 5B4, &e. t Ibid. v. 127.
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part of this dialogue is very obscure: there

is something in it that would make us think

Socrates hinted at himself, when he spoke
of this divine teacher who was to come into

the world, did not he own that he himself
was in this respect as much at a loss, and
in as great distress as the rest of mankind.
Some learned men look upon this con

clusion as a prediction of our Saviour, or at

least that Socrates, like the high priest,*

prophesied unknowingly, and pointed at

that Divine Teacher who was to come into

the world some ages after him. However
that may be, we find that this great philo

sopher saw by the light of reason, that it

was suitable to the goodness of the divine

nature, to send a person into the world who
should instruct mankind in the duties of re

ligion, and, in particular, teach them how
to pray.
Whoever reads this abstract of Plato's

discourse on prayer, will, I believe, na

turally make this reflection, 'That the

great founder of our religion, as well by
his own example, as in the form of prayer
which he taught his disciples, did not only
keep up to those rules which the light of

nature had suggested to this great philoso
pher, but instructed his disciples in the
whole extent of this duty, as well as of all

others. He directed them to the proper
object of adoration, and taught them, ac

cording to the third rule above-mentioned,
to apply themselves to him in their closets,
without show or ostentation, and to worship
him in spirit and in truth.

' As the Lacede
monians in their form of prayer implored
the gods in general to give them all good
things so long as they were virtuous, we
ask in particular that our offences may be

forgiven, as we forgive those of others. If

we look into the second rule which Socrates
has prescribed, namely, that we should

apply ourselves to the knowledge of such

things as are best for us, this too is explain
ed at large in the doctrines of the gospel,
where we are taught in several instances to

regard those things as curses, which appear
as blessings in the eye of the world; and, on
the contrary, to esteem those things as

blessings, which to the generality of man
kind appear as curses. Thus in the form
which is prescribed to us, we only pray for

that happiness which is our chief good, and
the great end of our existence, when we
petition the Supreme Being for the coming
of his kingdom, being solicitous for no other

temporal blessings but our daily sustenance.

On the other side, we pray against nothing
but sin, and against evil in general, leaving
it with Omniscience to determine what is

really such. If we look into the first of So
crates his rules of prayer, in which he re

commends the above-mentioned form of the
ancient poet, we find that form not only com
prehended, but very much improved in the

petition, wherein we pray to the Supreme

*
Caiapbai, John zi. 40.
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Being that his will may be done: which i?

of the same force with that form which
our Saviour used, when he prayed against
the most painful and most ignominious of

deaths,
' Nevertheless not my will, but

thine be done.
' This comprehensive peti

tion is the most humble, as well as the most

prudent, that can be offered up from the
creature to his Creator, as it supposes the

Supreme Being wills nothing but what is

for our good, and that he knows better than
ourselves what is so. L.
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Veniunt spectentur ut ipsse.

Ovid. JIrs Am. Lib. 1. 99

To be themselves a spectacle they come.

I HAVE several letters of people of good
sense who lament the depravity or poverty
of taste the town is fallen into with relation

to plays and public spectacles. A lady in

particular observes, that there is such a

levity in the minds of her own sex, that'

they seldom attend to any thing but imper
tinences. It is indeed prodigious to observe
how little notice is taken of the most exalt

ed parts of the best tragedies in Shaks-

peare; nay, it is not only visible that sen

suality has devoured all greatness of soul,

but the under-passion (as I may so call it)

of a noble spirit, Pity, seems to be a stranger
to the generality of an audience. The minds
of men are indeed very differently disposed;
and the reliefs from care and attention are
of one sort in a great spirit, and of another
in an ordinary one. The man of a great
heart, and a serious complexion, is more
pleased with instances of generosity and

pity, than the light and ludicrous spirit can

possibly be with the highest strains of mirth
and laughter. It is therefore a melancholy
prospect when we see a numerous assem

bly lost to all serious entertainments, and
such incidents as should move one sort of

concern, excite in them a quite contrary
one. In the tragedy of Macbeth, the other

night, when the lady who is conscious of

the crime of murdering the king seems ut

terly astonished at the news, and makes an
exclamation at it, instead of the indignation
which is natural to the occasion, that ex

pression is received with a loud laugh.

They were as merry when a criminal was
stabbed. It is certainly an occasion of re

joicing when the wicked are seized in their

designs; but I think it is not such a triumph
as is exerted by laughter.
You may generally observe, that the ap

petites are sooner moved than the passions.
A sly expression which alludes to oawdry,
puts a whole row into a pleasing smirk;
when a good sentence that describes an in

ward sentiment of the soul, is received with
the greatest coldness and indifference. A
correspondent of mine, upon this subject,
has divided the female part of the audience,
and accounts for their prepossessions against
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this reasonable delight in the following man
ner: 'The prude,' says he, 'as she act!

always in contradiction, so she is gravely
sullen at a comedy, and extravagantly gay
at a tragedy. The coquette is so much
taken up with throwing her eyes around
the audience, and considering the effect of

them, that she cannot be expected to ob
serve the actors but as they are her rivals,
and take off the observation of the men
from herself. Besides these species of wo
men, there are the examples, or the first

of the mode. These are to be supposed too
well acquainted with what the actor was
going to say to be moved at it. After these
one might mention a certain flippant set of
females who are mimics, and are wonder
fully diverted with the conduct of all the

people around them, and are spectators
only of the audience. But what is of all the
most to be lamented, is the loss of a party
whom it would be worth preserving in their

right senses upon all occasions, and these
are those whom we may indifferently call the

innocent, or the unaffected. You may some
times see one of these sensibly touched with
a well-wrought incident; but then she is

immediately so impertinently observed by
the men, and frowned at by some insensible

superior of her own sex, that she is asham
ed, and loses the enjoyment of the most
laudable concern, pity. Thus the whole
audience is afraid of letting fall a tear, and
shun as a weakness the best and worthiest

part of our sense.

'
SIR, As you are one that doth not only

pretend to reform, but affect it amongst
people of any sense; makes me (who am
one of the greatest of your admirers,) give
you this trouble to desire you will settle

the method of us females knowing when
one another is in town: for they have now
got a trick of never sending to their ac

quaintance when they first come; and if

one does not visit them within the week
which they stay at home, it is a mortal

quarrel. Now, dear Mr. Spec, either com
mand them to put it in the advertisement
of your paper, which is generally read by
our sex, or else oi-der them to breathe their

saucy footmen (who are good for nothing
else,) by sending them to tell all their ac

quaintance. If you think to print this, pray
put it into a better style as to the spelling

part. The town is now filling every day,
and it cannot be deferred, because people
take advantage of one another by this

means, and break off acquaintance, and
are rude. Therefore, pray put this in your
paper as soon as you can possibly, to pre
vent any future miscarriages of this nature.
I am, as I ever shall be, dear Spec, your
most obedient humble servant,

MARY MEANWELL.'
'

Pray settle what is to be a proper noti

fication of a person's being in town, and how
that differs according to people's quality.

'

' October 20.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I have been out ot

town, so did not meet with your paper,
dated September the 28th, wherein you, to

my heart's desire, expose that cursed vice
of ensnaring poor young girls, and drawing
them from their friends. I assure you with
out flattery it has saved a 'prentice of mine
from ruin; and in token of gratitude, as well
as for the benefit of my family, I have put
it in a frame and glass, and hung it behind

my counter. I shall take care to make my
young ones read it every morning, to fortify

them against such pernicious rascals. 1
know not whether what you writ was mat
ter of fact, or your own invention; but this

I will take my oath on, the first part is so

exactly like what happened to my 'pren
tice, that had I read your paper then, 1

should have taken your method to have
secured a villain. Go on and prosper. Your
most obliged humble servant'

MR. SPECTATOR, Without raillery, I

desire you to insert this word for word in

your next, as you value a lover's prayers.
You see it is a hue and cry after a stray
heart, (with the marks and blemishes un

derwritten;) which, whoever shall bring to

you, shall receive satisfaction. Let me beg
of you not to fail, as you remember the

passion you had for her to whom you lately
ended a paper:

'

Noble, generous, great and good,
But never to be understood ;

Fickle as the wind, still changing,
After every female ranging,
Panting, trembling, sighing, dying,
But addicted much to lying:
When the Syren songs repeats,

Equal measure still it beats;
Whoe'er shall wear it, it will smart her,
And whoe'er takes it, takes a tartar.'

T.
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Of earthly goods, the best is a good wife ;

A bad, the bitterest curse of human life.

THERE are no authors I am more pleased
with than those who show human nature in

a variety of views, and describe the several

ages of the world in their different manners.
A reader cannot be more rationally enter -

ained, than by comparing the virtues and
vices of his own times with those which
jrevailed in the times of his forefathers;
ind drawing a parallel in his mind between
us own private character and that of other

)ersons, whether of his own age or of the

ages that went before him. The contem-
>lation of mankind under these changeable
colours is apt to shame us out of any par-
icular vice, or animate us to any particular
virtue; to make us pleased or displeased
with ourselves in the most proper points,
and to clear our minds of prejudice and

prepossession, and rectify that narrowness
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of temper which inclines us to think amiss
of those who differ from us.

If we look into the manners of the most
remote ages of the world, we discover hu
man nature in her simplicity; and the more
we come downward towards our own times,

may observe her hiding herself in artifices

and refinements, polished insensibly out of

her original plainness, and at length en

tirely lost under form and ceremony, and

(what we call) good-breeding. Read the ac
counts of men and women as they are given
us by the most ancient writers, both sacred
and profane, and you would think you were

reading the history of another species.

Among the writers of antiquity there are
none who instruct us more openly in the
manners of their respective times in which

they lived, than those who have employed
themselves in satire, under what dress so

ever it may appear; as there are no other
authors whose province it is to enter so

directly into the ways of men, and set their

miscarriages in so strong a light.

Simonides, a poet famous in his genera
tion, is, I think, author of the oldest satire

that is now extant; and, as some say, of the
first that was ever written. This poet
flourished about four hundred years after

the siege of Troy; and shows, by his way
of writing, the simplicity, or rather coarse

ness, of the age in which he lived. I have
taken notice in my hundred and sixty-first

speculation, that the rule of observing what
the French call the Bienseance in an allu

sion, has been found out of later years; and
that the ancients, provided there was a
likeness in their similitudes, did not much
trouble themselves about the decency of

the comparison. The satire or iambics of

Simonides, with which I shall entertain my
readers in the present paper, are a re

markable instance of what I formerly ad
vanced. The subject of this satire is woman.
He describes the sex in their several cha

racters, which he derives to them from a

fanciful supposition raised upon the doc
trine of pre-existence. He tells us that

the gods formed the souls of women out

of those seeds and principles which com
pose several kinds of animals and elements;
and that their good or bad dispositions arise

in them according as such and such seeds

and principles predominate in their con
stitutions. I have translated the author

very faithfully, and if not word for word,

(which our language would not bear,) at

least so as to comprehend every one of his

sentiments, without adding any thing of my
own. I have already apologised for this

author's want of delicacy, and must further

premise, that the following satire affects

only some of the lower part of the sex, and
not those who have been refined by a polite
education, which was not so common in the

age of this poet.
In the beginning God made the souls of

womankind out of different materials, and
in a separate state from their bodies.

' The souls of one kind of women were
formed out of those ingredients which com
pose a swine. A woman of this make is a
slut in her house and a glutton at her table.

She is uncleanly in her person, a slattern

in her dress, and her family is no better

than a dung-hill.
'A second sort of female soul was formed

out of the same materials that enter into

the composition of a fox. Such a one is

what we call a notable discerning woman,
who has an insight into every thing whether
it be good or bad. In this species of fe

males there are some virtuous and some
vicious.

'A third kind of women were made up
of canine particles. These are what we
commonly call scolds, who imitate the ani

mals out of which they were taken, that

are always busy and barking, that snarl at

every one who comes in their way, and live

in perpetual clamour.
The fourth kind of women were made

out of the earth. These are your slug

gards, who pass away their time in indo

lence and ignorance, hover over the fire a

whole winter, and apply themselves with

alacrity to no kind of business but eating.
' The fifth species of females were made

out of the sea. These are women of varia

ble uneven tempers, sometimes all storm
and tempest, sometimes all calm and sun

shine. The stranger who sees one of these

in her smiles and smoothness would cry her

up for a miracle of good humour; but on a
sudden her looks and words are changed;
she is nothing but fury and outrage, noise

and hurricane.
' The sixth species were made up of the

ingredients which compose an ass, or a
beast of burden. These are naturally ex

ceeding slothful, but upon the husband's

exerting his authority, will live upon hard

fare, and do every thing to please him.

They are, however, far from being averse
to venereal pleasure, and seldom refuse a

male companion.
' The catfurnished materials for a seventh

species of women, who are of a melancholy,
froward, unamiable nature, and so repug
nant to the offers of love, that they fly in the
face of their husband when he approaches
them with conjugal endearments. This

species of women are likewise subject to

little thefts, cheats, and pilferings.
' The mare with a flowing mane, which

was never broke to any servile toil and

labour, composed an eighth species of

women. These are they who have little

regard for their husbands, who pass away
their time in dressing, bathing, and per
fuming; who throw "their hair into the
nicest curls, and trick it up with the fairest

flowers and garlands. A woman of this

species is a very pretty thing for a stranger
to look upon, but very

detrimental to the

owner, unless it be a king or a prince who
takes a fancy to such a toy.

' The ninth species of females were taken
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out of the ape. These are such as are both

ugly and ill-natured, who have nothing
beautiful in themselves, and endeavour to

detract from or ridicule every thing which
appears so in others.

'The tenth and last species of women
were made out of the bee; and happy is the
man who gets such a one for his wife. She
is altogether faultless and unblameable.
Her family flourishes and improves by her

good management. She loves her husband,
and is beloved by him. She brings him a
race of beautiful and virtuous children.

She distinguishes herself among her sex.

She is surrounded with graces. She never
sits among the loose tribe of women, nor

passes away her time with them in wanton
discourses. She is full of virtue and pru
dence, and is the best wife that Jupiter can
bestow on man. '

I shall conclude these iambics with the
motto of this paper, which is a fragment of

the same author;
'A man cannot possess

any thing that is better than a good woman,
nor any thing that is worse than a bad one.'

As the poet has shown a great penetra
tion in his diversity of female characters,
he has avoided the fault which Juvenal and
Monsieur Boileau are guilty of, the former
in his sixth, and the other in his last satire,

where they have endeavoured to expose
the sex in general, without doing justice to

the valuable part of it. Such levelling
satires are of no use to the world; and for

this reason I have often wondered how the
French author above-mentioned, who was
a man of exquisite judgment, and a lover
of virtue, could think human nature a pro
per subject for satire in another of his cele

brated pieces, which is called The Satire

upon Man. What vice or frailty can a dis

course correct, which censures the whole

species alike, and endeavours to show by
some superficial strokes of wit, that brutes

are the most excellent creatures of the two?
A satire should expose nothing but what is

corrigible, and make a due discrimination

between those who are, and those who are

not the proper objects of it. L.

No. 210.] Wednesday, October 31, 1711.

Nescioquomodoinhaeret in mentibus quasi sseculoruni

quoddam augurium futurorum ; idque in maximis in-

geniis altissimisque animis et existit maxime, et appa-
ret facillime. Cic,. Tusc. Quest

There is, I know not how, in minds a certain presage
as it were, of a future existence; and this takes the deep
est root, and is most discoverable in the greatest ge
niuses and most exalted souls.

' To the Spectator.
*'

SIR, I am fully persuaded that one of

the best springs of generous and worthy ac

tions, is the having generous and worthy
thoughts of ourselves. Whoever has a mean
opinion of the dignity of his nature, will act

in no higher a rank than he has allotted

himself in his own estimation. If he con
siders his being as circumscribed by the

uncertain
.
term of a few years, his designs

will be contracted into the same narrow

span he imagines is to bound his existence.

How can he exalt his thoughts to any thing
great and noble, who only believes that,
after a short turn on the stage of this world,
he is to sink into oblivion, and to lose his

consciousness for ever?
' For this reason I am of opinion, that so

useful and elevated a contemplation as that
of the soul's immortality cannot be resumed
too often. There is not a more improving
exercise to the human mind, than to be fre

quently reviewing its own great privileges
and endowments; nor a more effectual means
to awaken in us an ambition raised above
low objects and little pursuits, than to value
ourselves as heirs of eternity.

fIt is a very great satisfaction to consider
the best and wisest of mankind in all na
tions and ages, asserting as with one voice
this their birthright, and to find it ratified

by an express revelation. At the same time
if we turn our thoughts inward upon our

selves, we may meet with a kind of secret

sense concurring with the proofs of our own
immortality.

' You have, in my opinion, raised a good
presumptive argument from the increasing

appetite the mind has to knowledge, and to

the extending its own faculties, which can
not be accomplished, as the more restrained,

perfection of lower creatures may, in the
limits of a short life. I think another pro
bable conjecture may be raised from our

appetite to duration itself, and from a re

flection on our progress through the several

stages of it. "We are complaining," as

you observed in a former speculation, "of
the shortness of life, and yet are perpetually
hurrying over the parts of it, to arrive at

certain little settlements or imaginary points
of rest, which are dispersed up and down
in it."

' Now let us consider what happens to us
when we arrive at these imaginary points
of rest. Do we stop our motion and sit

down satisfied in the settlement we have

gained? or are we not removing the boun

dary, and marking out new points of rest,

to which we press forward with the like

eagerness, and which cease to be such as

fast as we attain them? Our case is like

that of a traveller upon the Alps, who
should fancy that the top of the next hill

must end his journey, because it terminates
his prospect; but he no sooner arrives at it,

than he sees new ground and other hills

beyond it, and continues to travel on as be
fore.

'This is so plainly every man's condition

in life, that there is no one who has ob
served any thing, but may observe, that as

fast as his time wears away, his appetite to

something future remains. The use there

fore I would make of it is, that since nature

(as some love to express it,) does nothing
in vain, or, to speak properly, since the

Author of our being has planted no wan-
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dering passion in it, no desire which has not

its object, futurity is the proper object of

the passion so constantly exercised about

it; and this restlessness in the present, this

assigning ourselves over to farther stages
of duration, this successive grasping at

somewhat still to come, appears to me
(whatever it may to others,) as a kind of

instinct or natural symptom which the mind
of man has of its own immortality.

' I take it at the same time for granted,
thatthe immortality of the soul is sufficiently
established by other arguments: and if so,

this appetite, which otherwise would be

very unaccountable and absurd, seems very
reasonable, and adds strength to the con

clusion. But I am amazed when I consider

there are creatures capable of thought, who
in spite of every argument, can form to

themselves a sullen satisfaction in thinking
otherwise. There is something so pitifully

mean in the inverted ambition of that man
who can hope for annihilation, and please
himself to think that his whole fabric shall

one day crumble into dust, and mix with

the mass of inanimate beings, that it equally
deserves our admiration and pity. The
mystery of such men's unbelief is not hard
to be penetrated; and indeed amounts to

nothing more than a sordid hope that they
shall not be immortal, because they dare

not be so.

'This brings me back to my first ob

servation, and gives me occasion to say fur

ther, that as worthy actions spring from

worthy thoughts, so worthy thoughts are

likewise the consequence of worthy actions.

But the wretch who has degraded himself

below the character of immortality, is very

willing to resign his pretensions to it, and

to substitute in its room a dark negative

happiness in the extinction of his being.
The admirable Shakspeare has given us

a strong image of the unsupported condition

of such a person in his last minutes, in the

second part of King Henry the Sixth, where
Cardinal Beaufort, who had been concerned

in the murder of good Duke Humphrey, is

represented on his death-bed. After some
short confused speeches, which show an

imagination disturbed with guilt, just as he

is expiring, King Henry, standing by him
full of compassion, says,

" Lord Cardinal! if thou think'st on heaven's bliss,

Hold up thy hand, make signal of that hope!
He dies, and makes no sign !"

The despair which is here shown, with

out a word or action on the part of a dying

person, is beyond what could be painted by
the most forcible expressions whatever.

' I shall not pursue this thought farther,

but only add, that as annihilation is not to

be had with a wish, so it is the most abject

thing in the world to wish it. What are

honour, fame, wealth, or power, when com

pared with the generous expectation of a

being without end, and a happiness ade

quate to that being?
'
I shall trouble you no farther; but with

a certain gravity which these thoughts have

given me, I reflect upon some things people
say of you, (as they will of men who distin

guish themselves,) which I hope are not

true, and wish you as good a man as you are

an author. I am, sir, your most obedient

humble servant, T. D.'

T.

No. 211.] Thursday, November 1, 1711.

Fictis meminerit nos jocari fabulis.

Phadr. Lib. 1. Prol.

Let it be remembered that we sport in fabled stories

HAVING lately translated the fragment
of an old poet, which describes womankind
under several characters,and supposes them
to have drawn their different manners and

dispositions from those animals and ele

ments out of which he tells us they were

compounded; I had some thoughts of giving
the sex their revenge, by laying together
in another paper the many vicious charac

ters which prevail in the male world, and

showing the different ingredients that go to

the making up of such different humours
and constitutions. Horace has a thought
which is something akin to this, when in

order to excuse himself to his mistress, for

an invective which he had written against

her, and to account for that unreasonable

fury with which the heart of man is often

transported, he tells us that, when Prome
theus made his man of clay, in the knead

ing up of the heart, he seasoned it with

some furious particles of the lion. But upon
turning this plan to and fro in my thoughts,
I observed so many unaccountable humours
in man, that I did not know out of what
animals to fetch them. Male souls are di

versified with so many characters, that the

world has not variety of materials sufficient

to furnish out their different tempers and

inclinations. The creation, with all its

animals and elements, would not be large

enough to supply their several extrava

gances.
Instead therefore of pursuing the thought

of Simonides, I shall observe, that as he has

exposed the vicious part of women from the

doctrine of pre-existence, some of the an

cient philosophers have in a manner sati

rized the vicious part of the human species
in general, fi-om a notirn of the soul's post-

existence, if I may so call it; and that as

Simonides describes brutes entering into

the composition of women, others have

represented human souls as entering into

brutes. This is commonly termed the doc

trine of transmigration, which supposes that

human souls, upon their leaving the body,
become the souls of such kinds of brutes as

they most resemble in their manners; or, to

give an account of it as Mr. Dryden has de

scribed in his translation of Pythagoras's

speech in the fifteenth book of Ovid, where
that philosopher dissuades his hearers from

eating flesh:

Thus all things are but alter'd. nothing dies.

And here and there th' unbodied spirit flies:
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By time, or force, or sickness dispossessed.
And lodges where it lights, in bird or beast;

Or hunts without till ready limbs it find,
And actuates those according to their kind;
From tenement to tenement is toss'd,
The soul is still the same, the figure only lost.

Then let not piety be put to flight,
To please the taste of glutton appetite ;

But suffer inmate souls secure to dwell,
Lest from their seats your parents you expel ;

With rapid hunger feed upon your kind,
Or from a beast dislodge a brother's mind.

Plato, in the vision of Erus the Arme
nian, which I may possibly make the sub

ject of a future speculation, records some
beautiful transmigrations; as that the soul
of Orpheus, who was musical, melancholy,
and a woman-hater, entered into a swan;
the soul of Ajax, which was all wrath and
fierceness, into a lion; the soul of Agamem
non, that was rapacious and imperial, into
an eagle; and the soul of Thersites, who
was a mimic and a buffoon, into a monkey.
Mr. Congreve, in a prologue to one of his

comedies, has touched upon this doctrine
with great humour:

Thus Aristotle's soul of old that was,
May now be damn'd to animate an ass

;

Or in this very house, for aught we know,
Is doing painful penance in some beau.

I shall fill up this paper with some let

ters which my last Tuesday's speculation
has produced. My following correspondents
will show, what I there observed, that the

speculation of that day affects only the
lower part of the sex.

From my house in the Strand, Oct. 30.

MR. SPECTATOR, Upon reading your
Tuesday's paper, I find by several symp
toms in my constitution that I am a bee.

My shop, or if you please to call it so, my
cell, is in that great hive of females which

goes by the name of the New Exchange;
where! am daily employed in gathering to-

ether a little stock of gain from the finest

owers about the town, I mean the ladies

and the beaux. 1 have a numerous swarm
of children, to whom I give the best edu
cation I am able. But, sir, it is my misfor
tune to be married to a drone, who lives

upon what I get, without bringing any thing
into the common stock. Now, sir, as on the
one hand I take care not to behave myself
towards him like a wasp, so likewise I would
not have him look on me as an humble-bee;
for which reason I do all I can to put him
upon laying up provisions for a bad day,
and frequently represent to him the fatal

effects his sloth and negligence may bring
upon us in our old age. I must beg that

you will join with me in your good advice

upon this occasion, and you will for ever

oblige your humble servant,
MELISSA.'

'Piccadilly, Oct. 31, 1711.
'
SIR, I am joined in wedlock for my

sins to one of those fillies who are described
in the old poet with that hard name you
gave us the other day. She has a flowing

mane, and a skin as soft as silk. But, sir,

she passes half her life at her glass, and
almost ruins me in ribands. For my own
part, I am a plain handicraft man, and in

danger of breaking by her laziness and ex-

pensiveness. Pray, master, tell me in your
next paper whether I may not expect of
her so much drudgery as to take care of
her family, and curry her hide in case of
refusal. Your loving friend,

'BARNABY BRITTLE.'
'

Cheapside, Oct. 30.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am mightily pleas

ed with the humour of the cat; be so kind
as to enlarge upon that subject. Yours till

death, JOSIAH HENPECK.
' P. S. You must know I am married to a

grimalkin
'

'Wapping, Oct. 31, 1711.

'SiR, Ever since your Spectator of

Tuesday last came into our family, my hus
band is pleased to call me his Oceana, be
cause the

foolisl^pld poet that you have
translated says, imt the souls of some wo
men are made of sea-water. This it seems
has encouraged my sauce-box to be witty
upon me. When I am angry, he cries,

"Pr'ythee, my dear, be calm;" when I

chide one of my servants,
"
Pr'ythee, child,

do. not bluster.
" He had the impudence

about an hour ago to tell me, that he was a

seafaring man, and must expect to divide
his life between storm and sunshine. When
I bestir myself with any spirit in my family,
it is "high sea" in his house; and when I

sit still without doing any thing, his affairs

forsooth are "wind-bound." When I ask
him whether it rains, he makes answer," It is no matter, so that it be fair weather
within doors.

" In short, sir, I cannot speak
my mind freely to him, but I either swell
or rage, or do something that is not fit for a
civil woman to hear. Pray, Mr. Spectator,
since you are so sharp upon other women,
let us know what materials your wife is

made of, if you have one. I suppose you
would make us a parcel of poor-spirited
tame insipid creatures; but, sir, I would
have you to know, we have as good pas
sions in us as yourself, and that a woman
was never designed to be a milk-sop.
L. 'MARTHA TEMPEST.'

No. 212.] Friday, November 2, 1711.

-Eripe turpi
Colia jugo, liber, liber sum, die age

Hor. Lib. 2. Sat. vii. 92.

Loose thy neck from this ignoble chain,
And boldly say thou'rt free. Creech.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I never look upon
my dear wife, but I think of the happiness
Sir Roger de Coverley enjoys, in having
such a friend as you to expose in proper
colours the cruelty and perverseness of his
mistress. I have very often wished you
visited in our family, and were acquainted
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with my spouse; she would afford you, for
some months at least, matter enough for
one Spectator a week. Since we are not so

happy as to be of your acquaintance, give
me leave to represent to you our present
circumstances as well as I can in writing.
You are to know then that I am not of a

very different constitution from Nathaniel
Henroost, whom you have lately recorded
in your speculations; and have a wife who
makes a more tyrannical use of the know
ledge of my easy temper than that lady
ever pretended to. We had not been a
month married, when she found in me a
certain pain to give offence, and an indo

lence, that made me bear little inconve
niences rather than dispute about them.
From this observation it soon came to pass,
that if I offered to go abroad, she would get
between me and the door, kiss me, and say
she could not part with me; then down
again I sat. In a day or two after this first

pleasant step towards confining me, she
declared to me, that I wm all the world to

her, and she thought sh^Wight to be all the
world to me. "If," said she, "my dear
loves me as .much as I love him, he will

never be tired of my company." This de
claration was followed by my being denied
to all my acquaintance; and it very soon
came to that pass, that to give an answer at

the door, before my face, the servants would
ask her whether I was within or not; and
she would answer no, with great fondness,
and tell me I was a good dear. I will not

enumerate more little circumstances to give
you a livelier sense of my condition; but tell

you in general, that from such steps as

these at first, I now live the life of a pri
soner of state; my letters are opened, and
I have not the use of pen, ink, and paper,
but in her presence. I never go abroad,

except she sometimes takes me with her in

her coach to take the air, if it may be called

so, when we drive, as we generally do, with
the glasses up. I have overheard my ser

vants lament my condition, but they dare
not bring me messages without her know
ledge, because they doubt my resolution to

stand by them. In the midst of this insipid

way of life, an old acquaintance of mine,
Tom Meggot, who is a favourite with her,
and allowed to visit me in her company be
cause he sings prettily, has roused me to

rebel, and conveyed his intelligence to me
in the following manner: My wife is a great
pretender to music, and very ignorant of it;

but far gone in the Italian taste. Tom goes
to Armstrong, the famous fine writer of

music, and desires him to put this sentence
of Tully in the scale of an Italian air, and
write it out for my spouse from him. An
ille mihi liber cui mulier imfierat ? Cui leges

imfionit, firxscribit,jubet, i>etat quodvide-
tur? Qui nihil imfieranti negare, nihil re-

cusareaudet? Poscit? dandum est. Vocat?
ueniendum. Ejicit? abeundum. Minita-
tur? extimescendum. " Docs he live like

a gentleman who is commanded by a wo

man ? He to whom she gives law, grants
and denies what she pleases ? who can nei

ther deny her any thing she asks, or refuse

to do any thing she commands ?"
' To be short, my wife was extremely

pleased with it; said the Italian was the

only language for music; and admired how
wonderfully tender the sentiment was, and
how pretty the accent is of that language;
with the rest that is said by rote on that

occasion. Mr. Meggot is sent for to sing
this air, which he performs with mighty
applause; and my wife is in ecstacv on the

occasion, and glad to find, by my being so

much pleased, that I was at last come into

the notion of the Italian; "for," said she,
"

it grows upon one when one once comes
to know a little of the language; and pray,
Mr. Meggot, sing again those notes, JVi/iil

imfieranti negare, nihil recusare." You
may believe I was not a little delighted with

my friend Tom's expedient to alarm me,
and in obedience to his summons I gave all

this story thus at large; and I am resolved

when this appears in the Spectator, to de

clare for myself. The manner of the insur

rection I contrive by your means, which
shall be no other than that Tom Meggot
who is at our tea-table every morning, shall

read it to us; and if my dear can take the

hint, and say not one word, but let this be
the beginning of a new life without farther

explanation, it is very well; for as soon as

the Spectator is read out, I shall, without

more ado, call for the coach, name the hour
when I shall be at home, if I come at all;

if I do not, they may go to dinner. If my
spouse only swells and says nothing, Tom
and I go out together, and all is well, as I

said before; but if she begins to command
or expostulate, you shall in my next to you
receive a full account of her resistance and

submission, for submit the dear thing must

to, sir, your most obedient humble servant,
ANTHONY FREEMAN.

*

P. S. I hope I need not tell you that I

desire this may be in your very next.' T.

No. 213. "I Saturday, November 3, 1711.
J

Mens sibi conscia recti.

rirg. JEn. i. 606.

A good intention.

IT is the great art and secret of Chris

tianity, if I may use that phrase, to manage
our actions to the best advantage, and direct

them in such a manner that every thing we
do may turn to account at that great day
when every thing we have done will be set

before us.

In order to give this consideration its full

weight, we may cast all our actions under

the division of such as are in themselves

either good, evil, or indifferent. If we divide

our intentions after the same manner, and

consider them with regard to our actions,

we may discover that great art and secret

of religion which I have here mentioned.
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A good intention joined to a good action,

gives it its proper force and efficacy ; joined
to an evil action, extenuates its malignity,
and in some cases may take it wholly away;
and joined to an indifferent action, turns it

to a virtue, and makes it meritorious as far
as human actions can be so.

In the next place, to consider in the same
manner the influence of an evil intention

upon our actions. An evil intention per
verts the best of actions, and makes them
in reality, what the fathers with a witty
kind of zeal have termed the virtues of the
heathen world, so many shining sins. It

destroys the innocence of an indifferent ac

tion, -and gives an evil action all possible
blackness and horror, or, in the emphatical
language of sacred writ, makes ' sin ex
ceeding sinful.'

If, in the last place, we consider the na
ture of an indifferent intention, we shall find
that it destroys the merit of a good action;
abates, but never takes away the malignity
of an evil action; and leaves an indifferent
action in its natural state of indifference.

It is therefore of unspeakable advantage
to possess our minds with an habitual good
intention, and to aim all our thoughts,
words, and actions at some laudable end,
whether it be the glory of our Maker, the

good of mankind, or the benefit of our own
souls.

This is a sort of thrift or good husbandry
in moral life, which does not throw away
any single action, but makes every one go
as far as it can. It multiplies the means of

salvation, increases the number of our vir

tues, and diminishes that of our vices.

There is something very devout, though
not solid, in Acosta's answer to Limborch,
who objects to him the multiplicity of cere
monies in the Jewish religion, as washings,
dresses, meats, purgations, and the like.

The reply which the Jew makes upon this

occasion is, to the best of my remembrance
as follows: ' There are not duties enough,'
says he,

' in the essential parts of the law
for a zealous and active obedience. Time,
place, and person are requisite, before you
have an opportunity of putting a moral vir

tue into practice. We have therefore,' says
he,

'

enlarged the sphere of our duty, and
made many things, which are in themselves

indifferent, a part of our religion, that we
may have more occasions of showing our
love to God, and in all the circumstances of

life be doing something to please him.'
Monsieur St. Evremond has endeavoured

to palliate the superstitions of the Roman
Catholic religion with the same kind of

apology, where he pretends to consider the
different spirits of the Papists, and'the Cal-

vinists, as to the great points wherein they
disagree. He tells us, that the former are
actuated by love, and the other by fear; and
that in their expressions of duty and devo
tion towards the Supreme Being, the former
seem particularly careful to do every thing
which may possibly please him, and the

40

other to abstain from every thing which

may possibly displease him.
But notwithstanding this plausible reason

with which both the Jew and the Roman
Catholic would excuse their respective su

perstitions, it is certain there is something
in them very pernicious to mankind, and
destructive to religion; because the injunc
tion of superfluous ceremonies makes such
actions duties as were before indifferent,
and by that means renders religion more
burdensome and difficult than it is in its

own nature, betrays many into sins of omis
sion which they could not otherwise be

guilty of, and fixes the minds of the vulgar
to the shadowy, unessential points, instead

of the more weighty and more important
matters of the law.

This zealous and active obedience, how
ever, takes place in the great point we are

recommending; for, if, instead of prescrib

ing to ourselves indifferent actions as du

ties, we apply a good intention to all our
most indifferent actions, we make our very
existence one continued act of obedience,
we turn our diversions and amusements to

our eternal advantage, and are pleasing
Him whom we are made to please, in all

the circumstances and occurrences of life.

It is this excellent frame of mind, this

holy officiousness, (if I may be allowed to

call it such) which is recommended to us

by the apostle in that uncommon precept
wherein he directs us to propose to our
selves the glory of our Creator in all our
most indifferent actions,

' whether we eat

or drink, or whatsoever we do.'*

A person therefore who is possessed with
such an habitual good intention, as that

which I have been here speaking of, enters

upon no single circumstance of life, without

considering it as well pleasing to the great
Author of his being, conformable to the
dictates of reason, suitable to human nature
in general, or to that particular station in

which Providence has placed him. He
lives in a perpetual sense of the Divine

Presence, regards himself as acting, in the
whole course of his existence, under the
observation and inspection of that Being,
who is privy to all his motions and all his

thoughts, who knows his '

down-sitting and
his up-rising, who is about his path, and
about his bed, and spieth out all his ways, 't

In a word, he remembers that the eye of

his Judge is always upon him, and in every
action he reflects that he is doing what is

commanded or allowed by Him who will

hereafter either reward or punish it. This
was the character of those holy men of old,

who in that beautiful phrase of scripture
are said to have ' walked with God. '

When I employ myself upon a paper of

morality, I generally consider how I may
recommend the particular virtue which I

treat of, by the precepts or examples of the

ancient heathens; by that means, if possible,

* 1 Cor. x. 31. fPsal. cxxxix. 2, 3. J Gen. v. iJ8, vl a
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to shame those who have greater advan

tages of knowing their duty, and there
fore greater obligations to perform it, into a
better course of life: besides that, many
among us are unreasonably disposed to give
a fairer hearing to a Pagan philosopher than
to a Christian writer.

I shall therefore produce an instance of

this excellent frame of mind in a speech
of Socrates, which is quoted by Erasmus.
This great philosopher, on the day of his

execution, a little before the draught of

poison was brought to him, entertaining his

friends with a discourse on the immortality
of the soul, has these words: 'Whether or
no God will approve of my actions, I know
not; but this I am sure of, that I have at all

times made it my endeavour to please him,
and I have a good hope that this my en
deavour will be accepted by him.' We
find in these words of that great man the
habitual good intention which I would here

inculcate, and with which that divine phi
losopher always acted. I shall only add,
that Erasmus, who was an unbigotted Ro
man Catholic, was so much transported
with this passage of Socrates, that he could
scarce forbear looking upon him as a saint,

and desiring him to pray for him; or as

that ingenious and learned writer has ex

pressed himself in a much more lively man
ner;

' When I reflect on such a speech pro
nounced by such a person, I can scarce
forbear crying out,

" Sancte Socrates, ora

pro nobit:" O holy Socrates, pray for us.'

L.

No. 214.] Monday, Novembers, 1711.

Perierunt tempera longi
gervitii Juv. Sat. iii. 124

A long dependence in an hour is lost. Dryden.

I DID some time ago lay before the world
the unhappy condition or the trading part
of mankind, who suffer by want of punctu
ality in the dealings of persons above them ;

but there is a set of men who are much
more the objects of compassion than even

those, and these are the dependants on

great men, whom they are pleased to take

under their protection as such as are to

share in their friendship and favour. These,
indeed, as well from the homage that is ac

cepted from them, as the hopes which are

given to them, are become a sort of credi

tors; and these debts, being debts of honour,

ought, according to the accustomed maxim,
to be first discharged.
When I speak of dependants, I would

not be understood to mean those who are

worthless in themselves, or who, without

any call, will press into the company of

their betters. Nor, when I speak of pa
trons, do I mean those who either have it

not in their power, or have no obligation to

assist their friends; but I speak of such

leagues where there is powef and obligation

on the one part, and merit and expectation
on the other.

The division of patron and client, may,
I believe, include a third of our nation : the
want of merit and real worth in the client,
will strike out about ninety-nine in a hun
dred of these; and the want of ability in pa
trons, as many of that kind. But, however,
I must beg leave to say, that he who will

take up another's time and fortune in his

service, though he has no prospect of re

warding his merit towards him, is as unjust
in his dealings as he who takes up goods of

a tradesman without intention or ability to

pay him. Of the few of the class which 1

think fit to consider, there are not two in

ten who succeed, insomuch that I know a
man of good sense who put his son to a

blacksmith, though an offer was made him
of his being received as a page to a man of

quality. There are not more cripples come
out of the wars than there are from those

great services; some through discontent lose

their speech, some their memories, others

their senses, or their lives; and I seldom
see a man thoroughly discontented, but I

conclude he has had the favour of some

great man. I have known of such as have
been for twenty years together within a
month of a good employment, but never
arrived at the happiness of being possessed
of any thing.
There is nothing more ordinary, than that

a man who has got into a considerable sta

tion, shall immediately alter his manner of

treating all his friends, and from that mo
ment he is to deal with you as if he were

your Fate. You are no longer to be con

sulted, even in matters which concern your
self; but your patron is of a species above

you, and a free communication with you is

not to be expected. This, perhaps, may
be your condition all the while he bear:,

office, and when that is at an end, you are

i
as intimate as ever you were, and he will

take it very ill if you keep the distance he

prescribed you towards him in his gran
deur. One would think this should be a

behaviour a man could fall into with the

worst grace imaginable: but they who know
the world have seen it more than once. I

have often, with secret pity, heard the

same man who has professed his abhor
rence against all kinds of passive behavir.ur,

lose minutes, hours, days, and years, in a

fruitless attendance on one who" had no in

clination to befriend him. It is very much
to be regretted, that the great have one

particular privilege above the rest of the

world, of being slow in receiving impres
sions of kindness, and quick in taking of

fence. The elevation above the rest of man
kind, except in very great minds, makes
men so giddy, that they do not see after the

same manner thev did before. Thus they

despise their old friends, and strive to ex
tend their interest to new pretenders. By
this means it often happens, that when you
come to know how you lost such an em
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ployment you will find the man who got it

never dreamed of it; but, forsooth, he was
to be surprised into it, or perhaps solicited
to receive it. Upon such occasions as these
a man may perhaps grow out of humour.
If you are so, all mankind will fall in with
the patron, and you are an humourist and
untractable if you are capable of being sour
at a disappointment: but it is the same
thing whether you do or do not resent ill

usage, you will be used after the same man
ner; as some good mothers will be sure to

whip their children till they cry, and then

whip them for crying.
There are but two ways of doing any

thing with great people, and those are

by making yourself either considerable or

agreeable. The former is not to be attained
but by finding a way to live without them,
or concealing that you want them; the lat

ter is only by falling into their taste and

pleasures. This is of all the employments
in the world the most servile, except it

happens to be of your own natural humour.
For to be agreeable to another, especially
if he be above you, is not to be possessed
of such qualities and accomplishments as
should render you agreeable in yourself,
but such as make you agreeable in respect
to him. An imitation of his faults, or a

compliance, if not subservience to his vices,
must be the measure of your conduct.
When it comes to that, the unnatural

state a man lives in, when his patron
pleases, is ended; and his guilt and com
plaisance are objected to him, though the
man who rejects him for his vices was not

only his partner but seducer. Thus the
client (like a young woman who has given
up the innocence that made her charming)
has not only lost his time, but also the vir

tue which could render him capable of re

senting the injury which is done him.
It would be endless to recount the tricks

of turning you off from themselves to per
sons who have less power to serve you : the
art of being sorry for such an unaccountable
accident in your behaviour, that such a one

(who, perhaps, has never heard of you) op
poses your advancement; and if you have

any thing more than ordinary in you, you
are flattered with a whisper, that it is no
wonder people are so slow in doing for a
man of your talents, and the like.

After all this treatment, I must still add
the pleasantest insolence of all, which I

have once or twice seen; to wit, that when
a silly rogue has thrown away one part
in three of his life in unprofitable attend

ance, it is taken wonderfully ill that he
withdraws, and is resolved to employ the
rest for himself.

When we consider these things, and re
flect upon so many honest natures (which
one, who makes observation of what passes,
may have seen) that have miscarried by
such sort of applications, it is too melan
choly a scene to dwell upon; therefore I

shall take another opportunity to discourse

of good patrons, and distinguish such as

have done their duty to those who have de

pended upon them, and were not able to

act without their favour. Worthy patrons
are like Plato's Guardian Angels, who are

always doing good to their wards; but ne

gligent patrons are like Epicurus's gods,
that lie lolling on the clouds, and instead of

blessings, pour down storms and tempests
on the heads of those that are offering in

cense to them. T.

No. 215.] Tuesday, November 6, 1711.

Ingenuas didicisse firteliter artes

Emollit mores, nee sinit esse feros.

Ovid, Ep. ix. Lib. 2. de Ponto, v. 47.

Ingenuous arts, where they an entrance find,

Soften the manners, and subdue the mind.

I CONSIDER a human soul without educa
tion like marble in the quarry, which shows
none of its inherent beauties; until the skill

of the polisher fetches out the colours,
makes the surface shine, and discovers

every ornamental cloud, spot, and vein that

runs through the body of it. Education,
after the same manner, when it works upon
a noble mind, draws out to view every la

tent virtue and perfection, which without
such helps are never able to make their

appearance.
If my reader will give me leave to change

the allusion so soon upon him, I shall make
use of the same instance to illustrate the
force of education, which Aristotle has

brought to explain his doctrine of substan
tial forms, when he tells us that a statue

lies hid in a block of marble; and that the
art of the statuary only clears away the

superfluous matter and removes the rub
bish. The figure is in the stone, the sculp
tor only finds it. What sculpture is to a
block of marble, education is to a human
soul. The philosopher, the saint, or the

hero, the wise, the good, or the great man,
very often lie hid and concealed in a ple
beian, which a proper education might
have disinterred, and have brought to light.
I am, therefore, much delighted with read

ing the accounts of savage nations, and with

contemplating those virtues which are wild

and uncultivated; to see courage exerting
itself in fierceness, resolution in obstinacy,
wisdom in cunning, patience in sullenness

and despair.
Men's passions operate variously, and

appear in different kinds of actions, accord

ing as they are more or less rectified and

swayed by reason. When one hears of ne

groes, who upon the death of their masters,
or upon changing their service, hang them
selves upon the next tree, as it frequently

happens in our American plantations, who
can forbear admiring their fidelity, though
,t expresses itself in so dreadful a manner?
What might not that savage greatness of

soul which appears in these poor wretches
on many occasions, be raised to, were it
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rightly cultivated ? And what colour of ex
cuse can there be for the contempt with
which we treat this part of our species?
that we should not put them upon the com
mon foot of humanity; that we should only
set an insignificant fine upon the man who
murders them; nay, that we should, as
much as in us lies, cut them oflF from the

prospects of happiness in another world as

well as in this, and deny them that which
we look upon as the proper means for at

taining it?

Since I am engaged on this subject, I can
not forbear mentioning a story which I have
lately heard, and which is so well attested,
that I have no manner of reason to suspect
the truth of it. I may call it a kind of wild

tragedy that passed about twelve years ago
at Saint Christopher's, one of our British
Leeward islands. The negroes who were
the persons concerned in it, were all of
them the slaves of a gentleman who is now
in England.
This gentleman, among his negroes, had

a young woman, who was looked upon as a
most extraordinary beauty by those of her
own complexion. He had at the same time
two young fellows, who were likewise ne

groes and slaves, remarkable for the come
liness of their persons, and for the friendship
which they bore to one another. It unfor

tunately happened that both of them fell in

love with the female negro above-mention

ed, who would have been very glad to have
taken either of them for her husband, pro
vided they could agree between themselves
which should be the man. But they were
both so passionately in love with her, that

neither of them could think of giving her

up to his rival; and at the same time were
so true to one another, that neither of them
would think of gaining her without his

friend's consent. The torments of these two
lovers were the discourse of the family to

which they belonged, who could not for

bear observing the strange complication of

passions which perplexed the hearts of the

poor negroes, that often dropped expres
sions of the uneasiness they underwent, and
how impossible it was for either of them
ever to be happy.

After a long struggle between love and

friendship, truth and jealousy, they one day
took a walk together into a wood, carrying
their mistress along with them: where,
after abundance of lamentations, they stab

bed her to the heart, of which she imme
diately died. A slave who was at his work
not far from the place were this astonishing

piece of cruelty was committed, hearing
the shrieks of the dying person, ran to see

what was the occasion of them. He there

discovered the woman lying dead upon the

ground, with the two negroes on each side

of her, kissing the dead corpse, weeping
over it, and beating their breasts in the ut

most agonies of grief and despair. He im

mediately ran to the English family with
the news of what he had seen; who upon

coming to the place saw the woman dead,
and the two negroes expiring by her with
wounds they had given themselves.
We see in this amazing instance of bar

barity, what strange disorders are bred in

the minds of those men whose passions are
not regulated by virtue, and disciplined by
reason. Though the action which I have
recited is in itself full of guilt and horror,
it proceeded from a temper of mind which

might have produced very noble fruits, had
it been informed and guided by a suitable

education.

It is therefore an unspeakable blessing to

be born in those parts of the world where
wisdom and knowledge flourish; though it

must be confessed, there are, even in these

parts, several pooruninstructed persons,who
are but little above the inhabitants of those

nations of which I have been here speak
ing; as those who have had the advantages
of a more liberal education rise above one
another by several different degrees of per
fection. For, to return to our statue in the
block of marble, we see it sometimes only

begun to be chipped, sometimes rough-
hewn, and but just sketched into an human
figure; sometimes we see the man appear
ing distinctly in all his limbs and features,
sometimes we find the figure wrought up to

a great elegancy, but seldom meet with

any to which the hand of a Phidias or Praxi
teles could not give several nice touches and

finishings.
Discourses of morality, and reflections

upon human nature, are the best means we
can make use of to improve our minds, and

gain a true knowledge of ourselves, and

consequently to recover our souls out of the

vice, ignorance, and prejudice, which na

turally cleave to them. I have all along
professed myself in this paper a promoter
of. these great ends; and I flatter myself
that I do from day to day contribute some

thing to the polishing of men's minds: at

least my design is laudable, whatever the
execution may be. I must confess I am not

a little encouraged in it by many letters

which I receive frbm unknown hands, in

approbation of my endeavours: and must
take this opportunity of returning my
thanks to those who write them, and ex

cusing myself for not inserting several of

them in my papers, which I am sensible

would be a very great ornament to them.
Should I publish the praises which are so

well penned, they would do honour to the

persons who write them, but my publish

ing of them would, I fear, be a sufficient

instance to the world that I did not deserve
them. C.

No. 216.] Wednesday, November 7, 1711.

Siquidem herclc possis. nil priiis. neque fortius:

Verum si incipies, neque perficies navilor,

Atque, 11 hi pati nnn poteris. cum nemo expctit,
Infecta pace, ultro ad earn venies, indicans

Te amare.et ferre non posse: actuni est, ilicet,

Peristi : eludet, ubi te victum senserit.

Ter. Eun. Act i. Sc. 1.
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O brave ! oh excellent if you maintain it!

But if you try, and can't go through with spirit,
And finding you can't bear it, uninvited,
Your peace unmade, all ofyour own accord,
You come and swear you love, and can't endure it,

Goodnight! all's over! ruin'dl and undone!
She'll jilt you, when she sees you in her power.

Colman.

' To Mr. Spectator.
'
SIR, This is to inform you, that Mr.

Freeman had no sooner taken coach, but
his lady was taken with a terrible fit of the

vapours, which it is feared will make her

miscarry, if not endanger her life; there

fore, dear sir, if you know of any receipt
that is good against this fashionable reign
ing distemper, be pleased to communicate
it for the good of the public, and you will

oblige, yours, A. NOEWILL.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, The uproar was so

great as soon as I had read the Spectator
concerning Mrs. Freeman, that after many
revolutions in her temper, of raging, swoon

ing, railing, fainting, pitying herself, and

reviling her husband, upon an accidental

coming in of a neighbouring lady (who says
she has writ to you also) she had nothing
left for it but to fall into a fit. I had the
honour to read the paper to her, and have
a pretty good command of countenance
and temper on such occasions; and soon
found my historical name to be Tom Meg-
got in your writings, but concealed myself
until I saw how it affected Mrs. Freeman.
She looked frequently at her husband, as

often at me; and she did not tremble as she
filled tea, until she came to the circum
stance of Armstrong's writing out a piece
of Tully for an opera tune. Then she burst

out, she was exposed, she was deceived,
she was wronged and abused. The tea-cup
was thrown in the fire; and without taking
vengeance on her spouse, she said to me,
that I was a pretending coxcomb, a med
dler that knew not what it was to interpose
in so nice an affair as between a man and
his wife. To which Mr. Freeman: 'Ma
dam, were I less fond of you than I am, I

should not have taken this way of writing
to the Spectator to inform a woman, whom
God and nature have placed under my di

rection, with what I request of her; but
since you are so indiscreet as not to take
the hint which I gave you in that paper, I

must tell you, madam, in so many words,
that you have for a long and tedious space
of time acted a part unsuitable to the sense

you ought to have of the subordination in

which you are placed. And I must ac

quaint you once for all, that the fellow with
out Ha, Tom!" (Here the footman en
tered and answered,

"
Madam.")

"
Sirrah,

don't you know my voice? Look upon me
when I speak to you. I say, madam, this

fellow here is to know of me myself, "whe-
ther I am at leisure to see company or not.

I am from this hour master of this house;
andmy business in it, and every where else,
is to behave myself in such a manner, as it

shall be hereafter an honour to you to bear

my name; and your pride that you are the

delight, the darling, and ornament of a man
of honour, useful and esteemed by his

friends; and I no longer one that has buried
some merit in the world, in compliance to

a froward humour which has grown upon
an agreeable woman by his indulgence."
Mr. Freeman ended this with a tenderness
in his aspect, and a downcast eye, which
showed he was extremely moved at the an

guish he saw her in; for she sat swelling
with passion, and her eyes firmly fixed on
the fire; when I, fearing he would lose all

again, took upon me to provoke her out of

that amiable sorrow she was in, to fall upon
me; upon which I said very seasonably foi

my friend, that indeed Mr. Freeman was
become the common talk of the town: and
that nothing was so much a jest, as when it

was said in company Mr. Freeman has pro
mised to come to such a place. Upon which
the good lady turned her softness into down
right rage, and threw the scalding tea-ket
tle upon your humble- servant, flew into the
middle of the room, and cried out she was
the unfortunatest of all women. Others

kept family dissatisfactions for hours cf

privacy and retirement. No apology was
to be made to her, no expedient to be found,
no previous manner of breaking what was
amiss in her; but all the world was to be

acquainted with her errors, without the
least admonition. Mr. Freeman was going
to make a softening speech, but I interposed:" Look you, madam, I have nothing to say
to this matter, but you ought to consider

you are now past a chicken: this humour,
which was well enough in a girl, is insuf

ferable in one cf your motherly character.
"

With that she lost all patience, and flew

directly at her husband's periwig. I got
her in my arms, and defended my friend;
he making signs at the same time that it

was too much; I beckoning, nodding, and

frowning over her shoulder, that he was
lost if he did not persist. In this manner
she flew round and round the room in a mo
ment, until the lady I spoke of above and
servants entered; upon which she fell on a
couch as breathless. I still kept up my
friend: but he, with a very silly air, bid
them bring the coach to the door, and we
went off: I being forced to bid the coach
man drive on. We were no sooner come to

my lodgings, but all his wife's relations came
to inquire after him; and Mrs. Freeman's
mother writ a note, wherein she thought
never to have seen this day, and so forth.

' In a word, sir, I am afraid we are upon
a thing we have not talents for, and I can
observe already, my friend looks upon me
rather as a man that knows a weakness of

him that he is ashamed of, than one who
has rescued him from slavery. Mr. Spec
tator, I am but a young fellow, and if Mr.
Freeman submits, I shall be looked upon as

an incendiary, and never get a wife as long
as I breathe. He has indeed sent word
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nome he shall lie at Hampstead to-night;
but I believe fear of the first onset after

this rupture has too great a place in this

resolution. Mrs. Freeman has a very pretty
sister; suppose I delivered him up, and
articled with the mother for her for oring-
ing him home. If he has not courage to

stand it (you are a great casuist,) is it such
an ill thing to bring myself off as well as I

can? What makes me doubt my man is,

that I find he thinks it reasonable to ex

postulate at least with her; and Captain
Sentry will tell you, if you let your orders
be disputed, you are no longer a comman
der. I wish you could advise me how to get
clear of this business handsomely. Yours,
T. TOM MEGGOT.'

No. 217.] Thursday, November 8, 1711.

-Tune fcemina simplex,
Et pariter toto repetitur clamor ab antro.

Jnv. Sat. vi. 326.

Then unrestrain'd by njles of decency,
Th' assembled females raise a general cry.

I SHALL entertain my reader to-day with
some letters from my correspondents. The
first of them is the description of a club,
whether real or imaginary I cannot de

termine; but am apt to fancy, that the
writer of it, whoever she is, has formed a
kind ofnocturnal orgie out of her own fancy.
Whether this be so or not, her letter may
conduce to the amendment of that kind of

persons who are represented in it, and
whose characters are frequent enough in

the world.

'MR. SPECTATOR, In some of your first

papers you were pleased to give the public a

very diverting account of several clubs and
nocturnal assemblies; but I am a member
of a society which has wholly escaped your
notice, I mean a club of She-Romps. We
take each a hackney-coach, and meet once
a week in a large upper-chamber, which
we hire by the year for that purpose; our
landlord and his family, who are quiet peo
ple, constantly contriving to be abroad on
our club-night. We are no sooner come
together, than we throw off all that modesty
and reservedness with which our sex are

obliged to disguise themselves in public
places. I am not able to express the plea
sure we enjoy from ten at night till four in

the morning, in being as rude as you men
can be for your lives. As our play runs

high, the room is immediately filled with
broken fans, torn petticoats, lappets, or

head-dresses, flounces, furbelows, garters,
and working-aprons. I had forgot to tell

you at first, that besides the coaches we
come in ourselves, there is one which stands

always empty to carry off our dead men,
for so we call all those fragments and tat

ters with which the room is strewed, and
which we pack up together in bundles and

put into the aforesaid coach. It is no small
diversion for us to meet the next night at

some member's chamber, where every one
is to pick out what belonged to her from
this confused bundle of silks, stuffs, laces,

and ribands. I have hitherto given you an

account of our diversion on ordinary club-

nights; but must acquaint you further, that

once a month we demolish a prude, that is,

we get some queer formal creature in

among us, and unrig her in an instant.

Our last month's prude was so armed and
fortified in whalebone and buckram, that

we had much ado to come at her; but you
would have died with laughing to have seen

how the sober awkward thing looked when
she was forced out of her entrenchments.
In short, sir, it is impossible to give you a

true notion of our sport, unless you would
come one night amongst us; and though it

be directly against the rules of our society
to admit a male visitant, we repose so much
confidence in your silence and taciturnity,
that it was agreed by the whole club, at

our last meeting, to give you entrance for

one night as a spectator. I am your hum
ble servant,

KITTY TERMAGANT.
' P. S. We shall demolish a prude next

Thursday.
'

Though I thank Kitty for her kind offer,

I do not at present find in myself any in

clination to venture my person with her
and her romping companions. I should re

gard myselt as a second Clodius intruding
on the mysterious rites of the Bona Dea,
and should apprehend being demolished as

much as the prude.
The following letter comes from a gen

tleman whose taste I find is much too deli

cate to endure the least advance towards

romping. I may perhaps hereafter improve
upon the hint he has given me, and make
it the subject of a whole Spectator; in the
mean time take it as it follows in his own
words:

' MR. SPECTATOR, It is my misfortune
to be in love with a young creature who is

daily committing faults, which though they
give me the utmost uneasiness, I know not

how to reprove her for, or even acquaint
her with. She is pretty, dresses well, is

rich, and good-humoured; but either wholly
neglects, or has no notion of that which

polite people have agreed to distinguish by
the name of delicacy. After our return
from a walk the other day, she threw her
self into an elbow-chair, and professed be
fore a large company, that she was all over
in a sweat. She told me this afternoon that

her stomach ached; and was complaining
yesterday at dinner of something that stuck

in her teeth. I treated her with a basket
of fruit last summer, which she eat so very
greedily, as almost made me resolve never
to see her more. In short, sir, I begin to

tremble whenever I see her about to speak
or move. As she does not want sense, if

she takes these hints I am happy; if not, I
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am more than afraid, that these things
which shock me even in the behaviour of a

mistress, will appear insupportable in that
of a wife. I am, sir, yours, &c.'

My next letter comes from a corres

pondent whom I cannot but very much
value, upon the account which she gives
of herself.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am happily arrived
at a state of tranquillity, which few people
envy, I mean that of an old maid; therefore

being wholly unconcerned in all that med
ley of follies which our sex is apt to con
tract from their silly fondness of yours, I

read your railleries on us, without provoca
tion. I can say with Hamlet,

" Man delights not me,
Nor woman neither."

'
Therefore, dear sir, as you never spare

your own sex, do not be afraid of reproving
what is ridiculous in ours, and you will

oblige at least one woman, who is your
humble servant,

'SUSANNAH FROST.'
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am wife to a cler

gyman, and cannot help thinking that in

your tenth or tithe character of womankind
you meant myself, therefore I have no

quarrel against you
for the other nine cha

racters. Your humble servant,
X. 'A. B.'

No. 218.] Friday, November 9, 1711.

Quid de quoque viro, et cui dicas, sjepe caveto.
Hor. Lib. l.Ep. xviii.68.

Have a care
Ofwhom you talk, to whom, and what, and where.

Pooley.

I HAPPENED the other day, as my way is,

to stroll into a little coffee-house beyond
Aldgate; and as I sat there, two or three

very plain sensible men were talking of the

Spectator. One said, he had that morning
drawn the great benefit ticket; another
wished he had; but a third shaked his head
and said, It was a pity that the writer of

that paper was such a sort of man, that it

was no great matter whether he had or no.

He is, it seems, said the good man, the most

extravagant creature in the world; has run

through vast sums, and yet been in con
tinual want: a man, for all he talks so well
of economy, unfit for any of the offices of

life by reason of his profuseness. It would
be an unhappy thing to be his wife, his

child, or his friend; and yet he talks as well
of those duties of life as any one, Much
reflection has brought me to so easy a con

tempt for every thing which is false, that

this heavy accusation gave me no manner
of uneasiness; but at the same time it threw
me into deep thought upon the subject of

fame in general; and I could not but pity
such as were so weak, as to value what the
common people say out of their own talka

tive temper to the advantage or diminution
of those whom they mention, without being
moved either by malice or good-will. It

will be too long to expatiate upon the sense
all mankind have of fame, and the inex

pressible pleasure which there is in the ap
probation of worthy men, to all who are

capable of worthy actions, but methinkg
one may divide the general word fame into

three different species, as it regards the
different orders of mankind who have any
thing to do with it. Fame therefore may
be divided into glory, which respects the

hero; reputation, which is preserved by
every gentleman; and credit, which must
be supported by every tradesman. These
possessions in fame are dearer than life to

those characters of men, or rather are the
life of these characters. Glory, while the

hero pursues great and noble enterprises,
is impregnable; and all the assailants of his

renown do but show their pain and impa
tience of its brightness, without throwing
the least shade upon it. If the foundation

of an high name be virtue and service, all

that is offered against it is but rumour,
which is too short-lived to stand up in com
petition with glory,

which is everlasting.

Reputation, which is the portion of every
man who would live with the elegant and

knowing part of mankind, is as stable as

glory, if it be as well founded; and the

common cause of human society is thought
concerned when we hear a man of good
behaviour calumniated. Besides which,

according to a prevailing custom amongst
us, every man has his defence in his own
arm : and reproach is soon checked, put out

of countenance, and overtaken by disgrace.
The most unhappy of all men, and the

most exposed to the malignity and wanton
ness of the common voice, is the trader.

Credit is undone in whispers. The trades

man's wound is received from one who is

more private and more cruel than the ruf

fian with the lantern and dagger. The man
ner of repeating a man's name, As;

' Mr.

Cash, Oh ! do you leave your money at his

shop? Why, do you know Mr. Searoom?
He is indeed a general merchant.' I say,
I have seen, from the iteration of a man's

name, hiding one thought of him, and ex

plaining what you hide, by saying some

thing to his advantage when you speak, a

merchant hurt in his credit; and him who,

every day he lived, literally added to the

value of his native country, undone by-

one who was only a burden and a blemish

to it. Since every body who knows the

world is sensible of this great evil, how
careful ought a man to be in his language
of a merchant? It may possibly be in the

power of a very shallow creature to lay
the ruin of the best family in the most opu
lent city; and the more so, the more highly
he deserves of his country; that is to say,

the farther he places his wealth out of his

hands, to draw home that of another cli

mate.
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In this case an ill word may change plenty
mto want, and by a rash sentence a free

and generous fortune mav in a few days be
reduced to beggary. How little does a

giddy prater imagine, that an idle phrase
to the disfavour of a merchant, may be as

pernicious in the consequence, as the for

gery of a deed to bar an inheritance would
be to a gentleman ? Land stands where it

did before a gentleman was calumniated,
and the state of a great action is just as it

was before calumny was offered to diminish

it, and there is time, place, and occasion,

expected to unravel all that is contrived

against those characters; but the trader who
is ready only for probable demands upon
him, can have no armour against the in

quisitive, the malicious, and the envious,
who are prepared to fill the cry to his dis

honour. Fire and swoi'd are slow engines
of destruction, in comparison of the babbler
in the case of the merchant.
For this reason I thought it an imitable

piece of humanity of a gentleman of my
acquaintance, who had great variety of af

fairs, and used to talk with warmth enough
against gentlemen by whom he thought
himself ill dealt with; that he would never
let any thing be urged against a merchant
(with whom he had any difference) except
in a court of justice. He used to say, that to

speak ill of a merchant, was to begin his

suit with judgment and execution. One
cannot, I think, say more on this occasion,
than to repeat, that the merit of the mer
chant is above that of all other subjects;
for while he is untouched in his credit, his

hand-writing is a more portable coin for the
service of his fellow-citizens, and Ms word
the gold of Ophir to the country wherein
he resides. T.

No. 219.] Saturday, November 10, 1711.

Vix ea nostra voco. Ovid. Met, Lib. xiii. 141.

These I scarce call our own.

THERE are but few men, who are not
ambitious of distinguishing themselves in

the nation or country where they live, and
of growing considerable among those with
whom they converse. There is a kind of

grandeur and respect, which the meanest
and most insignificant part of mankind en
deavour to procure in the little circle of

their friends and acquaintance. The poorest
mechanic, nay, the man who lives upon
common alms, gets him his set of admirers,
and delights in that superiority which he
enjoys over those who are in some respects
beneath him. This ambition, which is natu
ral to the soul of man, might methinks re
ceive a very happy turn; and, if it were
rightly directed, contribute as much to a

person's advantage, as it generally does to

his uneasiness and disquiet.
I shall therefore put together some

thoughts on this subject, which I have not
met with in other writers; and shall set

them down as they have occurred to me,
without being at the pains to connect or

methodise them.
All superiority and pre-eminence that

one man can have over another, may be re

duced to the notion of quality, which, con
sidered at large, is either that of fortune,

body, or mind. The first is that which con
sists in birth, title, or riches; it is the most

foreign to our natures, and what we can the

least call our own of any of the three kinds
of quality. In relation to the body, quality
arises from health, strength, or beauty;
which are nearer to us, and more a part of

ourselves than the former. Quality, as it

regards the mind, has its rise from know
ledge or virtue; and is that which is more
essential to us, and more intimately united

with us than either of the other two.

The quality of fortune, though a man has
less reason to value himself upon it than on
that of the body or mind, is however the

kind of quality which makes the most shin

ing figure in the eye of the world.

As virtue is the most reasonable and

genuine source of honour, we generally find

in titles an intimation of some particular
merit that should recommend men to the

high stations which they possess. Holiness

is ascribed to the pope; majesty to kings,

serenity or mildness of temper to princes;
excellence or perfection to ambassadors;

grace to archbishops; honour to peers; wor

ship or venerable behaviour to magistrates;
and reverence, which is of the same import
as the former, to the inferior clergy.

In the founders of great families, such
attributes of honour are generally corre

spondent with the virtues of the person to

whom they are applied; but in the descend
ants they are too often the marks rather of

grandeur than of merit. The stamp and
denomination still continues, but the in

trinsic value is frequently lost.

The death-bed shows the emptiness of

titles in a true light. A poor dispirited sin

ner lies trembling under the apprehensions
of the state he is entering on; and is asked

by a grave attendant how his holiness does?

Another hears himself addressed to under
the title of highness or excellency, who lies

under such mean circumstances of mortality
as are the disgrace of human nature. Titles

at such a time look rather like insults and

mockery than respect.
The truth of it is, honours are in this

world under no regulation; true quality is

neglected, virtue is oppressed, and vice

triumphant. The last day will rectify this

disorder, and assign to every one a station

suitable to the dignity of his character.

Ranks will be then adjusted, and precedency
set right.
Methinks we should have an ambition, if

not to advance ourselves in another world,
at least to preserve our post in it, and out

shine our inferiors in virtue here, that they
may not be put above us in a state which is

to settle the distinction for eternity.
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Men in Scripture are called strangers and

sojourners upon earth, and life a pilgrimage.
Several heathen, as well as Christian au
thors, under the same kind of metaphor,
have represented the world as an inn, which
was only designed to furnish us with ac
commodations in this our passage. It is

therefore very absurd to think of setting up
our rest before we come to our journeys
end, and not rather to take care of the re

ception we shall there meet, than to fix our

thoughts on the little conveniences and ad

vantages which we enjoy one above another
in the way to it.

Epictetus makes use of another kind of

allusion, which is very beautiful, and won
derfully proper to incline us to be satisfied

with the post in which Providence has

placed us. We are here, says he, as in a

theatre, where every one has a part allot

ted to him. The great duty which lies upon
a man is to act his part in perfection. We
may indeed say, that our part does not suit

us, and that we could act another better.

But this, says the philosopher, is not our
business. All that we are concerned in is

to excel in the part which is given us. If it

be an improper one, the fault is not in us,
but in Him who has cast our several parts,
and is the great disposer of the drama.*
The part that was acted by this philoso

pher himself was but a very indifferent one,
for he lived and died a slave. His motive
to contentment in this particular, receives

a very great enforcement from the above-
mentioned consideration, if we remember
that our parts in the other world will be

new-cast, and that mankind will be there

ranged in different stations of superiority
and pre-eminence, in proportion as they
have here excelled one another in virtue,

and performed in their several posts of life

the duties which belong to them.
There are many beautiful passages in the

little apocryphal book, entitled, The Wis
dom of Solomon, to set forth the vanity of

honour, and the like temporal blessings
which are in so great repute among men,
and to comfort those who have not the pos
session of them. It represents in very

warm
and noble terms this advancement of a good
man in the other world, and the great sur

prise which it will produce among those

who are his superiors in this.
' Then shall

the righteous man stand in great boldness

before the face of such as have afflicted

him, and made no account of his labours.

When they see it they shall be troubled
with terrible fear, and shall be amazed at

the strangeness of his salvation, so far be

yond all that they looked for. And they
repenting and groaning for anguish of spirit,
shall say within themselves, This was he
whom we had sometime in derision, and a

proverb of reproach. We fools accounted
his life madness and his end to be without

honour. How is he numbered among the

*
Epicteti Enchirid. cap. 23.

41

children of God, and his lot is .among the

saints! 'I
If the reader would see the description of

a life that is passed away in vanity and

among the shadows of pomp and greatness,
he may see it very finely drawn in the same

place. $ In the mean time, since it is ne

cessary in the present constitution of things,
that order and distinction should be kept up
in the world, we should be happy, if those

who enjoy the upper stations in it, would
endeavour to surpass others in virtue, as

much as in rank, and by their humanity
and condescension make their superiority

easy and acceptable to those who are be
neath them; and if, on the contrary, those

who are in meaner posts of life, would con
sider how they may better their condition

hereafter, and by a just deference and
submission to their superiors, make them

happy in those blessings with which Provi

dence has thought fit to distinguish them.
C.

No. 220.] Monday, November 12, 1711.

Rumoresque scrit varies

Virg.

A thousand rumours spreads.

. xii. 228.

'

SIR, Why will you apply to my father

for my love ? I cannot help it if he will give

you my person; but I assure you it is not in

his power, nor even in my own, to give you
my heart. Dear sir, do but consider the ill

consequence of such a match; you are fifty-

five, I twenty-one. You are a man of busi

ness, and mightily conversant in arithmetic
and making calculations; be pleased there
fore to consider what proportion your spirits
bear to mine; and when you have made a

just estimate of the necessary decay
on one

side, and the redundance on the other, you
will act accordingly. This perhaps is such

language as you may not expect from a

young lady; but my happiness is at stake,
and I must talk plainly. I mortally hate

you; and so, as you and my father agree,

you may take me or leave me: but it you
will be. so good as never to see me more,
you will for ever oblige, sir, your most
humble servant, HENRIETTA.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, There are so many
artifices and modes of false wit, and such a

variety of humour discovers itself among its

votaries, that it would be impossible to ex
haust so fertile a subject, if you would think
fit to resume it. The following instances

may, if you think fit, be added by way of

appendix to your discourses on that subject.
' That feat of poetical activity mentioned

by Horace, of an author who could compose
two hundred verses while he stood upon one

leg, has been imitated (as I have heard,)

by a modern writer; who priding himself

on the hurry of his invention, thought it no

t Wisd. ch. v. 1-5 r Ibid. ch. v. 814
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small addition to his fame to have each

piece minuted with the exact number of

hours or days it cost him in the composi
tion. He could taste no praise until he had
acquainted you in how short space of time
he had deserved it; and was not so much
led to an ostentation of his art, as of his

despatch :

-Accipe, si vis,

Accips jam tabulas
;
detur nobis locus, hora,

Custodes: vide.tmus uter plus scribere possit.
Hor. Lib. 1. Sat. iv. 1.

Here's pen and ink, and time, and place ; let's try
Who can write moat, and fastest, you or I. Creech.

' This was the whole of his ambition; and
therefore I cannot but think the flights of

this rapid author very proper to be opposed
to those laborious nothings which you have
observed were the delight of the German
wits, and in which they so rapidly got rid

of such a tedious quantity of their time.
' I have known a gentleman of another

turn of humour, who despising the name of

an author, never printed his works, but con
tracted his .talent, and by the help of a very
fine diamond which he wore on his little

finger, was a considerable poet upon glass.
He had a very good epigrammatic wit; and
there was not a parlour or tavern window
where he visited or dined for some years,
which did not receive some sketches or

memorials of it. It was his misfortune at

last to lose his genius and his ring to a

sharper at play, and he has not attempted
to make a verse since.

' But of all contractions or expedients for

wit, I admire that of an ingenious projector
whose book I have seen. This virtuoso

being a mathematician, has according to

his taste, thrown the art of poetry into a
short problem, and contrived tables, by
which any one without knowing a word of

grammar or sense, may to his great comfort
be able to compose, or rather to erect,

Latin verses.* His tables are a kind of

poetical logarithms, which being divided

into several squares, and all inscribed with
so many incoherent words, appear to the

eye somewhat like a fortune-telling screen.

What a joy must it be to the unlearned

operator to find that these words being
carefully collected and writ down in order

according to the problem, start of them
selves into hexameter and pentameter
verses? A friend of mine, who is a student

in astrology, meeting with this book, per
formed the operation, by the rules there set

down; he showed his verses to the next of

his acquaintance, who happened to under
stand Latin; and being informed they de
scribed a tempest of wind, very luckily

prefixed them, together with a translation,

to an almanack he was just then printing,
and was supposed to have foretold the last

great storm, f

* This erecter of Latin verses was a John Peter, who
in 1678 published an 8vo. pamphlet, entitled Artificial

Versifying, a new Way to make Latin verses.

f November 26th, 1703.

I think the only improvement beyond
this, would be that which the late Duke of

Buckingham mentioned to a stupid pre
tender to poetry, as the project of a Dutch
mechanic, viz. a mill to make verses. This
being the most compendious method of all

which have yet been proposed, may de
serve the thoughts of our modern virtuosi,
who are employed in new discoveries for
the public good; and it may be worth the
while to consider, whether in an island
where few are content without being
thought wits, it will not be a common
benefit, that wit as well as labour should
be made cheap. I am, sir, your humble
servant, &c.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I often dine at' a

gentleman's house where there are two
young ladies in themselves very agreeable,
but very cold in their behaviour, because

they understand me for a person that is to

"break my mind," as the phrase is, very
suddenly to one of them. But I take this

way to acquaint them that I am not in love
with either of them, in hopes they will use
me with that agreeable freedom and indif

ference which they do all the rest of the

world, and not to drink to one another only,
but sometimes cast a kind look, with their

service to, sir, your humble servant.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, lam a young gen
tleman, and take it for a piece of good-
breeding to pull off my hat when I see any
thing peculiarly charming in any woman,
whether I know her or not. I take care
that there is nothing ludicrous or arch in

my manner, as if I were to betray a woman
into a salutation by way of jest or humour;
and yet, except I am acquainted with her, I

find she ever takes it for a rule, that she is

to look upon this civility and homage I pay
to her supposed merit, as an impertinence
or forwardness which she is to observe and
neglect. I wish, sir, you would settle the
business of salutation ; and please to inform
me how I shall resist the sudden impulse I

have to be civil to what gives an idea of

merit; or tell these creatures how to be
have themselves in return to the esteem I

have for them. My affairs are such, that

your decision will be a favour to me, if it be

only to save the unnecessary expense of

wearing out my hat so fast as I do at pre
sent lam, sir, yours, T. D.'

'POSTSCRIPT.
' There are some that do know me, ano

won't bow to me. '

No. 221.] Tuesday, November 13, 1711.

Usque ad mala-
-Ab ovo

Hor. Lib. I. Sat. iii. 6.

From eifgs, which first are set upon the board,
To apples ripe, with which it last is stor'd.

WHEN I have finished any of my specu
lations, it is my method to consider which
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of the ancient authors have touched upon
the subject that I treat of. By this means
I meet with some celebrated thought upon
it, or a thought of my own expressed in bet
ter words, or some similitude for the illus

tration of my subject. This is what gives
birth to the motto of a speculation, which I

rather choose to take out of the poets than
the prose writers, as the former generally
gives a finer turn to a thought than the lat

ter, and by couching it in few words and in

harmonious numbers, make it more portable
to the memory.
My reader is therefore sure to meet with

at least one good line in every paper, and

very often finds his imagination entertained

by a hint that awakens in his memory some
beautiful passage of a classic author.

It was a saying of an ancient philoso
pher,* which I find some of our writers
have ascribed to Queen Elizabeth, who
perhaps might have taken occasion to re

peat it, that a good face is a letter of re

commendation. It naturally makes the
beholders inquisitive into the person who
is the owner of it, and generally prepos
sesses them in his favour. A handsome
motto has the same effect. Besides that it

always gives a supernumerary beauty to a

paper, and is sometimes in a manner neces

sary, ^hen the writer is engaged in what

may appear a paradox to vulgar minds, as

it shows, that he is supported by good au

thorities, and is not singular in his opinion.
I must confess, the motto is of little use to

an unlearned reader, forwhich reason I con
sider it only as ' a word to the wise.

' But as

for my unlearned friends, if they cannot re
lish the motto, I take care to make provision
for them in the body of my paper. If they
do not understand the sign that is hung out,

they know very well by it that they may
meet with entertainment in the house; and
I think I was never better pleased than
with a plain man's compliment, who upon
his friends telling him that he would like

the Spectator much better if he understood
the motto, replied, that '

good wine needs
no bush.'f

I have heard of a couple of preachers in

a country town, who endeavoured which
should outshine one another, and draw to

gether the greatest congregation. One of

them being well versed in the Fathers, used
to quote every now and then a Latin sen
tence to his illiterate hearers, who it seems
found themselves so edified by it, that they
flocked in greater numbers to this learned
man than to his rival. The other finding
his congregation mouldering every Sunday,
and hearing at length what was the occa
sion of it, resolved to give his parish a little

Latin in his turn; but being unacquainted
with any of the Fathers, he digested into

his sermons the whole book of Quae Genus,

* Aristotle, or, according to some, Diogenes. See
Diogenes Lacrtius, lib. 5. cap. 1. n. 11.

t The mottos in tha original publication were not
translated.

adding; ho-vever such explications to it as

he thonght might be for the benefit of his

people. He afterwards entered upon As in

Przesenti, which he converted in the same
manner to the use of his parishioners. This
in a very little time thickened his audience,
filled his church, and routed his antagonist.
The natural love to Latin, which is so

prevalent in our common people, makes
me think that my speculations fare never
the worse among them for that little scrap
which appears at the head of them; and
what the more encourages me in the use of

quotations in an unknown tongue, is, that I

hear the ladies, whose approbation I value
more than that of the whole learned world,
declare themselves in a particular manner
pleased with my Greek mottos.

Designing this day's work for a disserta

tion upon the two extremities of my papers,
and having already despatched my motto, I

shall, in the next place, discourse upon
those single capital letters, which are placed
at the end of it, and which have afforded

great matter of speculation to the curious.

I have heard various conjectures upon this

subject. Some tell us that C is the mark
of those papers that are written by the

clergyman, though others ascribe them to

the club in general: that the papers marked
with R were written bymy friend Sir Roger:
that L signifies the lawyer, whom I have
described in my second speculation; and
that T stands for the trader or merchant.
But the letter X, which is placed at the end
of some few of my papers, is that which has

puzzled the whole town, as they cannot
think of any name which begins with that

letter, except Xenophon and Xerxes, who
can neither of them be supposed to have
had any hand in these speculations.

In answer to these inquisitive gentlemen,
who have many of them made inquiries of

me by letter, I must tell them the reply of

an ancient philosopher, who carried some

thing hidden under his cloak. A certain

acquaintance desiring him to let him know
what it Avas he covered so carefully: 'I

cover it,' says he, 'on purpose that you
should not know.' I have made use of

these obscure marks for the same purpose.

They are, perhaps, little amulets or charms
to preserve the paper against the fascina

tion and malice of evil eyes: for which rea

son I would not have my reader surprised
ifhereafterhe sees any ofmy papers marked
with a Q, a Z, Y, an &c. or with the word
Abracadabra.

I shall, however, so far explain myself to

the reader, as to let him know that the let

ters C, L, and X, are cabalistical, and carry
more in them than it is proper for the world
to be acquainted with. Those who are

versed in the philosophy of Pythagoras,
and swear by the Tetrachtys, that is the

number four,* will know very well that the

* See Stanley's Lives of the Philosophers, page 527.

2nd edition, 1687, folio.
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number ten, which is signified by the letter

X, (and which has so much perplexed the

town,) has in it many particular powers:
that it is called by Platonic writers the com
plete number; that one, two, three, and
four put together make up the number ten;
and that ten is all. But these are not mys
teries for ordinary readers to be let into.

A man must have spent many years in hard
study before he can arrive at the know
ledge of them.
We had a rabbinical divine in England,

who was chaplain to the Earl of Essex, in

Queen Elizabeth's time, that had an admi
rable head for secrets of this nature. Upon
his taking the doctor of divinity's degree,
he preached before the university of Cam
bridge, upon the first verse of the first

chapter of the first book of Chronicles,
' in

which,' says he, 'you have the three fol

lowing words:

"Adam, Seth, Enosh."
He divided this short text into many parts,
and by discovering several mysteries in

each word, made a most learned and elabo
rate discourse. The name of this profound
preacher was Dr. Alabaster, of whom the
reader may find a more particular account
in Dr. Fuller's book of English Worthies.
This instance will, I hope, convince my
readers that there may be a great deal of
fine writing in the capital letters which
bring up the rear of my paper, and give
them some satisfaction in that particular.
But as for the full explication of these
matters, I must refer them to time, which
discovers all things. C.

No. 222. ] Wednesday, November 14, 1711.

Cur alter fratrum cessare, et ludere, et ungi,
Fneferat Herodis palmetis pinguibus

/for. Lib. 2 Ep. ii. 183.

Why, of two brothers, one his pleasure loves,
Prefers his sports to Herod's fragrant groves. Creech.

'MR. SPECTATOR, There is one thing
I have often looked for in your papers, and
have as often wondered to find myself dis

appointed; the rather, because I think it a

subject every way agreeable to your design,
and by being left unattempted by others,
seems reserved as a proper employment
for you; I meanadisquisition,from whence it

proceeds, that men of the brightest parts,
and most comprehensive genius, completely
furnished with talents for any province in

human affairs; such as by their wise les

sons of economy to others, have made it

evident that they have the justest notions
of life, and of true sense in the conduct
of it; from what unhappy contradictious
cause it proceeds, that persons thus finished

by nature and by art, should so often fail in

the management of that which they so well

understand, and want the address to make
a right application of their own rules. This
is certainly a prodigious inconsistency in

behaviour, and makes such a figure in

morals, as a monstrous birth in naturals;
with this difference only, which greatly
aggravates the wpnder, that it happens
much more frequently; and what a blemish
does it cast upon wit and learning in the

general account of the world > * and in how
disadvantageous a light does it expose them
to the busy class of mankind, that there
should be so many instances of persons who
have so conducted their lives in spite of

these transcendent advantages, as neither
to be happy in themselves nor useful to

their friends; when every body sees uVwas

entirely in their own power to be eminent
in both these characters? For my part, I

think there is no reflection more astonish

ing, than to consider one of these gentle
men spending a fair fortune, running in

every body's debt without the least appre
hension of a future reckoning; and at last

leaving not only his own children, but pos
sibly those of other people, by his means,
in starving circumstances ; while a fellow,
whom one would scarce suspect to have a
human soul, shall perhaps raise a vast

estate out of nothing, and be the founder
of a family capable of being very considera

ble in their country, and doing many illus

trious services to it. That this observation

is just, experience has put beyond all dis

pute. But though the fact be so evident

and glaring, yet the causes of it are still in

the dark; which makes me persuade my
self, that it would be no unacceptable piece
of entertainment to the town, to inquire
into the hidden sources of so unaccountable
an evil. I am, sir, your most humble ser

vant.'

What this correspondent wonders at, ha*
been matter of admiration ever since there
was any such thing

as human life. Horace
reflects upon this inconsistency very agree
ably in the character of Tigellius whom he
makes a mighty pretender to economy, and
tells you, you might one day hear him speak
the most philosophic things imaginable con

cerning being contented with a little, and
his contempt of every thing but mere ne

cessaries; and in half a week after spend a

thousand pounds. When he says this of

him with relation to expense, he describes

him as unequal to himself in every other

circumstance of life; and, indeed, if we con
sider lavish men carefully, we shall find it

always proceeds from a certain incapacity
of possessing themselves, and finding en

joyment in their own minds. Mr. Dryden
has expressed this very excellently in the
character of Zimri :

" A man so various, that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.
Ptiffin opinion, always in the wrong,
Was every thing by startB. and nothing long!
Put in the course of one revolving moon.
Was rhymist, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon.

Then all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking,
Hesidi-s ten thousand freaks, that died in thinking;
Bless'd madman, who could every hour employ
In something new to wish, or to enjoy!
In squandering wealth was his peculiar art.

Nothing went unrewarded but desert."
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This loose state of the soul hurries th

extravagant from one pursuit to another
and the reason that his expenses are greate
than another's, is, that his wants are al

more numerous. But what makes so man}
go on in this way to their lives' end, is, tha

they certainly do not know how contempt!
ble they are in the eyes of the rest of man
kind, or rather, that indeed they are not st

contemptible as they deserve. Tully says
it is the greatest of wickedness to lessei

your paternal estate. And if a man woulc

thoroughly consider how much worse than
banishment it must be to his child, to ride

by the estate which should have been his,
had it not been for his father's injustice to

him, he would be smitten with reflection
more deeply than can be understood by any
but one who is a father. Sure there can
be nothing more afflicting, than to think it

had been happier for his son to have been
born of any other man living than himself.

It is not perhaps much thought of, but it

is certainly a very important lesson, to
leam how to enjoy ordinary life, and to be
able to relish your being without the trans

port of some passion, or gratification of
some appetite. For want of this capacity,
the world is filled with whetters, tipplers,
cutters, sippers, and all the numerous train
of those who for want of thinking, are forced
to be ever exercising their feeling, or tasting.
It would be hard on this occasion to men
tion the harmless smokers of tobacco, and
takers of snuff.

The slower part of mankind, whom my
correspondent wonders should get estates,
are the more immediately formed for that

pursuit. They can expect distant things
without impatience, because

they are not
carried out of their way either by violent

passion or keen appetite to any thing. To
men addicted to delights, business is an in

terruption; to such as are cold to delights,
business is an entertainment. For which
reason it was said to one who commended
a dull man for his application,

' No thanks
to him; if he had no business he would have
nothing to do.' T.

No. 223.] Thursday, November 15, 1711.

O suavis animal qualem te dicam bonam,
Antchac fuisse, tales cum sint reliquse!

Phadr. Lib. 3. Fab. i. 5.

O sweet Foul! how good must you have been hereto,
fore when your remains are so delicious.

WHEN I reflect upon the various fate of
those multitudes of ancient writers who
flourished in Greece and Italy, I consider
time as an immense ocean, in which many
noble authors are entirely swallowed up,
many very much shattered and damaged,
some quite disjointed and broken into

pieces, while some have wholly escaped
the common wreck; but the number of the
last is very small.

Apparent rari nantes hi gurgite vasto.

Virg. JEn. i. ver. 122.
One here and there floats on the vast abyss.

Among the mutilated poets of antiquity
there is none whose fragments are so beau
tiful as those of Sappho. They give us a
taste of her way of writing, which is per
fectly conformable with that extraordinary
character we find of her in the remarks of
those great critics who were conversant
with her works when they were entire.
One may see by what is left of them, that
she followed nature in all her thoughts,
without descending to those little points,
conceits, and turns of wit with which many
of our modern lyrics are so miserably in
fected. Her soul seems to have been made
up of love and poetry. She felt the passion
in all its warmth, and described it in all its

symptoms. She is called by ancient au
thors the tenth muse; and by Plutarch is

compared to Cacus the son of Vulcan, who
breathed out nothing but flame. I do not
know by the character that is given of her
works, whether it is not for the benefit of
mankind that they are lost. They were
filled with such bewitching tenderness an.d

rapture, that it might have been dangerous
to have given them a reading.
An inconstant lover called Phaon, occa

sioned great calamities to this poetical lady,
she fell desperately in love with him, and
took a voyage into Sicily, in pursuit of him,
tie having withdrawn himself thither on
purpose to avoid her. It was in that island,
md on this occasion, she is supposed to
lave made the Hymn to Venus, with a
translation of which I shall present my
reader. Her Hymn was ineffectual for

procuring that happiness which she prayed
br in it. Phaon was still obdurate, and
iappho so transported with the violence of
icr passion, that she was resolved to get
rid of it at any price.
There was a promontory in Acarnania

ailed Leucate, on the top of which was a
ittle temple dedicated to Apollo. In this

:emple it was usual for despairing lovers
.o make their vows in secret, and after
wards to fling themselves from the top of
the precipice into the sea, where they were
sometimes taktn up alive. This place was
herefore called the Lover's Leap; and
whether or no the fright they had been in,
or the resolution that could push them to
so dreadful a remedy, or the bruises which
hey often received in their fall, banished

all the tender sentiments of love, and gave
heir spirits another turn; those who had
aken this leap were observed never to re-

apse into that passion. Sappho tried the

.Aire, but perished in the experiment.
After having given this short account of

ippho, so far as it regards the following
_ de, I shall subjoin the translation of it as
t was sent me by a friend, whose admira-
jle Pastorals and Winter-pieces have been

Iready so well received. * The reader will

>a

Ode

* Ambrose Philips.
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find in it that pathetic simplicity which i

so peculiar to him, and so suitable to th<

ode he has here translated. This ode in
the Greek (besides those beauties observec

by Madam Dacier,) has several harmo
mous turns in the words, which are not log
in the English. I must farther add, that
the translation has preserved every image
and sentiment of Sappho, notwithstanding
it has all the ease and spirit of an original
In a word, if the ladies have a mind to
know the manner of writing practised by
the so much celebrated Sappho, they may
here see it in its genuine and natural beauty,
without any foreign or affected ornaments.

A HYMN TO VENUS.
O Venus, beauty of the skies,
To whom a thousand temples rise,

Gaily false in gentle smiles,
Full of love-perplexing wiles;
O goddess! from my heart remove
The wasting cares and pains of love.

If ever thou hast kindly heard
A song in soft distress preferr'd,

Propitious to my tuneful vow,
gentle goddess! hear me now,

Descend, thou bright, immortal guest,
In all thy radiant charms confess'd.

Thou once didst leave almighty Jove,
And all the golden roofs above;
The car thy wanton sparrows drew,
Hov'ring in air they lightly flew;
As to my bower they wing'd their way,
1 saw their quiv'ring pinions play.

The birds dismiss'd (while you remain)
Bore back thfir empty car again ;

Then you with looks divinely mild.
In ev'ry heavenly feature smil'd.
And ask'd what new complaints I made.
And why I call'd you to my aid ?

What frenzy in my bosom rag'd,
And by what cure to be assuag'd?
What gentle youth I would allure,
Whom in my artful toils secure?
Who does thy tender heart subdue,
Tell me, my Sappho, tell me, who ?

Though now he shuns thy longing arms,
He soon shall court thy slighted charms;
Though now thy ofTrines he despise,
He soon to thee shall sacrifice;

Though now he freeze, he soon shall burn.
And be thy victim in his turn.

Celestial visitant, once more
Thy needful presence I implore!
In pity come and ease my grief.

Bring my distemper'd soul relief,

Favour thy suppliant's hidden fires,
And give me all my heart desires.

Madam Dacier observes, there is some
thing very pretty in that circumstance of
this ode, wherein Venus is described as

sending away her chariot upon her arrival

at Sappho's lodgings, to denote that it was
not a short transient visit which she in

tended to make her. This ode was pre
served by an eminent Greek critic, who
inserted it entire in his works, as a pattern
of perfection in the structure of it.

Longinus has quoted another ode of this

great poetess, which is likewise admirable
in its kind, and has been translated by the
same hand with the foregoing one. I shall

oblige my reader with it in another paper.
In the meanwhile, I cannot but wonder

that these two finished pieces have never
been attempted before by any of our own
countrymen. But the truth of it is, the

compositions of the ancients, which have
not in them any of those unnatural witti

cisms that are the delight of ordinary
readers, are extremely difficult to render
into another tongue, so as the beauties of
the original may not appear weak and faded
in the translation. C.

No. 224.] Friday, November 16, 1711.

Fulgente trahit constrictos gloria cumi
Non minus ignotos generosi*

HOT. Lib. 1. Sat. vi. 23.

Chain'd to her shining car, Fame draws along
With equal whirl the great and vulgar throng.

IF we look abroad upon the great multi
tude of mankind, and endeavour to trace
out the principles of action in every in

dividual, it will, I think, seem highly pro
bable that ambition runs through the whole
species, and that every man in proportion
to the vigour rf his complexion is more or
less actuated by it. It is indeed no uncom
mon thing to meet with men, who, by the
natural bent of their inclinations, and with
out the discipline rf philosophy, aspire not
to the heights of power and grandeur; who
never set their hearts upon a numerous
train of clients and dependencies, nor other

gay appendages of greatness; who are con
tented with a competency, and will not
molest their tranquillity to gain an abun
dance. But it is not therefore to be con
cluded that such a man is n^t ambitious; his
desires may have cut cut another channel,
and determined him to ether pursuits; the
motive however may be still the same; and
in these cases likewise the man may be

equally pushed en witli the desire of dis

tinction.

Though the pure consciousness of worthy
actions, abstracted from the views of popu-
ar applause, be to a generous mind an am
ale reward, yet the desire of distinction waai

l^ubtless implanted \\\ cur natures as an
additional incentive to exert ourselves in

virtuous excellence.
This passion, indeed, like all others, is

requently perverted to evil and ignoble

)urpses; so that we may account for many
of the excellences and follies of life upon
he same innate principle, to wit, the desire
'f being remarkable; f r this, as it has been

differently cultivated by education, study,
nnd converse, will bring; forth suitable ef-

"ects as it falls in with an ingenuous disposi-
i- n, or a corrupt mind. It docs accordingly
:xpress itself in acts of magnanimity o'-

ielfish cunning, as it meets with a good or H
weak understanding. As it has been em
)loyed in embellishing the mind, or adorn-

ng the outside, it renders the man eminently
>raise\vorthy or ridiculous. Ambition there-

ore is not to be confined only to one passion
r pursuit; for as the same humours in con-
titutions otherwise different, affect th
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body after different manners, so the same

aspiring principle within us sometimes
breaks forth upon one pbject, sometimes

upon another.

It cannot be doubted, but that there is as

great a desire of glory in a ring of wrestlers
or cudgel-players, as in any other more re

fined competition for superiority. No man
that could avoid it, would ever suffer his

head to be broken but out of a principle of

honour. This is the secret spring that

pushes them forward; and the superiority
which they gain above the undistinguished
many, does more than repair those wounds

they have received in the combat. It is Mr.
Waller's opinion, that Julius Caesar, had
he not been master of the Roman empire,
would, in all probability, have made an ex
cellent wrestler:

'Great Julius on the mountains bred,
A flock perhaps or herd had led ;

He that the world subdu'd, had been
But the best wrestler on the green.'

That he subdued the world, was owing to

the accidents of art and knowledge; had he
not met with those advantages, the same
sparks of emulation would have kindled
within him, and prompted him to distin

guish himself in some enterprise of a lower
nature. Since therefore no man's lot is so

unalterably fixed in this life, but that a
thousand accidents may either forward or

disappoint his advancement, it is, methinks,
a pleasant and inoffensive speculation, to

consider a great man as divested of all the
adventitious circumstances of fortune, and
to bring him down in one's imagination to

that low station of life, the nature of which
bears some distant resemblance to that high
one he is at present possessed of. Thus
one may view him, exercising in miniature
those talents of nature, which being drawn
out by education to their full length, enable
him for the discharge of some important
employment. On the other hand, one mav
raise uneducated merit to such a pitch of

greatness as may seem equal to the possible
extent of his improved capacity.
Thus nature furnishes man with a gene

ral appetite of glory, education determines
it to this or that particular object. The
desire of distinction is not, I think, in any
instance more observable than in the variety
of outsides and new appearances, which the
modish part of the world are obliged to

provide, in order to make themselves re

markable; for any thing glaring or particu
lar, either in behaviour or apparel, is known
to have this good effect, that it catches the

eye, and will not suffer you to pass over the

person so adorned without due notice and
observation. It has likewise, upon this ac

count, been frequently resented as a verv

great slight, to leave any gentleman out of

a lampoon or satire, who has as much right
to be there as his neighbour, because it sup

poses the person not eminent enoue-h t"> be
taken notice of. To this passionate fondness

for distinction are owing various frolickscme

and irregular practices, as sallying out into

nocturnal exploits, breaking of windows,

singing of catches, beating the watch, get

ting drunk twice a day, killing a great
number of horses; with -many other enter

prises of the like fiery nature: for certainly

many a man is more rakish and extravagant
than he would willingly be, were there not

others to look on and give their approbation.
One very common, and at the same time

the most absurd ambition that ever showed
itself in human nature, is that which comes

upon a man with experience and old age,
the season when it might be expected he
should be wisest; and therefore it cannot

receive any of those lessening circumstances

which do, in some measure, excuse the dis

orderly ferments of youthful blood: I mean
the passion for getting money, exclusive of

the character of the provident father, the

affectionate husband, or the generous friend.

It may be remarked, for the comfort of

honest poverty, that this desire reigns most
in those who have but few good qualities to

recommend them. This is a weed that will

grow in a barren soil. Humanity, good
nature, and the advantages of a liberal

education, are incompatible with avarice.

It is strange to see how suddenly this abject

passion kills all the noble sentiments and

generous ambitions that adorn human na

ture; it renders the man who is overrun

with it a peevish and cruel master, a severe

parent, an unsociable husband, a distant

and mistrustful friend. But it is more to the

present purpose to consider it as an absurd

passion of the heart, rather than as a vicious

affection of the mind. As there are frequent
instances to be met with of a proud humility,
so this passion, contrary to most others,

affects applause, by avoiding all show and

appearance; for this reason it will not some
times endure even the common decencies
r f apparel.

' A covetous man will call him
self poor, that you may soothe his vanity by
contradicting him.

' Love and the desire of

glory, as they are the most natural, so they
are capable of being refined into the most
delicate and rational passions. It is true,

the wise man who strikes out of the secret

paths of a private life, for honour and dig

nity, allured by the splendour of a court,

and the unfelt weight of public employ
ment, whether he succeeds in his attempts
"r no, usually comes near enough to this

painted greatness to discern the daubing;
he is then dcsir~us of extricating himself

~ut of the hurry of life, that he may pass

away the remainder of his days in tranquil
lity and retirement.

It may be thought then but common pru
dence in a man not to change a better state

f"r a worse, nor ever to quit that which he
knows he shall take up again with pleasure;
and yet if human life be not a little moved
with the gentle gales of hopes and fears,

there may be s^me danger of its stagnating
in an unmanly indolence and security. It is

a known story of Domitian, that after he
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had possessed himself of the Roman em
pire, his desires turned upon catching flies.

Active and masculine spirits in the vigour
of youth neither can nor ought to remain at

rest. If they debar" themselves from aiming
at a noble object, their desires will move
downwards, and they will feel themselves
actuated by some low and abject passion.
Thus, if you cut off the top branches of a
tree, and will not suffer it to grow any
higher, it will not therefore cease to grow,
but will quickly shoot out at the bottom.
The man indeed who goes into the world

only with the narrow views of self-interest,
who catches at the applause of an idle mul
titude, as he can find no solid contentment
at the end of his journey, so he deserves to

meet with disappointments in his way: but
he who is actuated by a nobler principle;
whose mind is so far enlarged as to take in

the prospect of his country's good ; who is

enamoured with that praise which is one
of the fair attendants of virtue, and values
not those acclamations which are not se
conded by the impartial testimony of his
own mina; who repines not at the low sta

tion which Providence has at present allot

ted him, but yet would willingly advance
himself by justifiable means to a more rising
and advantageous ground; such a man is

warmed with a generous emulation; it is a
virtuous movement in him to wish and to
endeavour that his power of doing good may
be equal to his will.

The man who is fitted out by nature, and
sent into the world with great abilities, is

capable of doing great good or mischief in

it. It ought therefore to be the care of
education to infuse into the untainted youth
early notices of justice and honour, that so
the possible advantages of good parts may
not take an evil turn, nor be perverted to

base and unworthy purposes. It is the
business of religion and philosophy not so

much to extinguish our passions as to

regulate and direct them to valuable well-
chosen objects. When these have pointed
out to us which course we may lawfully
steer, it is no harm to set out all our sail;
if the storms and tempests of adversity
should rise upon us, and not suffer us to

make the haven where we would be, it

will however prove no small consolation to

us in these circumstances, that we have
neither mistaken our course, nor fallen into
calamities of our own procuring.

Religion therefore (were we to consider
it no farther than as it interposes in the
affairs of this life) is highly valuable, and

worthy of great veneration; as it settles the
various pretensions, and otherwise interfer

ing interests of mortal men, and thereby
consults the harmony and order of the great
community; as it gives a man room to play
his part, and exert his abilities; as it ani
mates to actions truly laudable in them
selves, in their effects beneficial to society;
as it inspires rational ambition, correct love,
and elegant desire. Z.

No. 225.] Saturday, November 17,

Nullum numen abest si sit prudentia-
Jur. Sat. x. 365.

Prudence supplies the want of every good.

I HAVE often thought if the minds of men
were laid open, we should see but little

difference between that of the wise man
and that of the fool. There are infinite

reveries, numberless extravagances, and a

perpetual train of vanities which pass
through both. The great difference is, that

the first knows how to pick and cull his

thoughts for conversation, by suppressing
some and communicating others; whereas
the other lets them all indifferently fly out

in words. This sort of discretion, how
ever, has no place in private conversation

between intimate friends. On such occa
sions the wisest men very often talk like

the weakest: for indeed the talking with a
friend is nothing else but thinking aloud.

Tully has therefore very justly exposed
a precepf delivered by some ancient wri

ters, that a man should live with his enemy
in such a manner, as might leave him room
to become his friend; and with his friend in

such a manner, that if he became his ene

my, it should not be in his power to hurt
him. The first part of this rule, which

regards our behaviour towards an enemy
is indeed very reasonable, as well as very
prudential; but the latter part of it, which

regards our behaviour towards a friend,

savours more of cunning than of discretion,

and would cut a man off from the greatest

pleasures of life, which are the freedoms of

conversation with a bosom friend. Besides

that, when a friend is turned into an enemy,
and, as the son of Sirach calls him, 'a

bewrayer of secrets,'* the world is just

enough to accuse the perfidiousness of the

friend rather than the indiscretion of the

person who confided in him.
Discretion does not only show itself in

words, but in all the circumstances of ac

tion, and is like an under-agent of Provi

dence, to guide and direct us in the ordinary
concerns of life.

There are many more shining qualities
in the mind of man, but there is none so

useful as discretion; it is this indeed which

gives a value to all the rest, which sets

them at work in their proper times and

places, and turns them to the advantage of

the person who is possessed of them. With
out it, learning is pedantry, and wit imper
tinence; virtue itself looks like weakness;
the best parts only qualify a man to be

more sprightly in errors, and active to his

own prejudice.
Nor does discretion only make a man the

master of his own parts, but of other men's.

The discreet man finds out the talents of

those he converses with, and knows how to

apply them to proper uses. Accordingly,
if we look into particular communities and
divisions of men, we may observe, that it is

* Eccles. vi. 9. xzvii. 17.
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the discreet man, not the witty, nor the

learned, nor the brave, who guides the con

versation, and gives measures to the so

ciety. A man with great talents, but void
of discretion, is like Polyphemus in the fa

ble, strong and blind, endued with an irre

sistible force, which for want of sight is of

no use to him.

Though a man has all other perfections,
and wants discretion, he will be of no great

consequence in the world; but if he has
this single talent in perfection, and but a
common share of others, he may do what
he pleases in his particular station of life.

At the same time that I think discretion

the most useful talent a man can be master

of, I look upon cunning to be the accom

plishment of little, mean, ungenerous minds,
Discretion points out the noblest ends to us,

and pursues the most proper and laudable

methods of attaining them. Cunning has

only private selfish aims, and sticks at

nothing which may make them succeed.

Discretion has large and extended views,
and like a well-formed eye, commands a
whole horizon. Cunning is a kind of short

sightedness, that discovers the minutest

objects which are near at hand, but is not

able to discern things at a distance. Dis

cretion, the more it is discovered, gives a

greater authority to the person who pos
sesses it. Cunning, when it is once de

tected, loses its force, and makes a man in

capable of bringing about even those events

which he might have done, had he passed
-only for a plain man. Discretion is the

perfection of reason, and a guide to us in

all the duties of life: cunning is a kind
of instinct, that only looks out after our
immediate interest and welfare. Discre
tion is only found in men of strong sense

and good understandings: cunning is often

to be met with in brutes themselves, and
in persons who are but the fewest removes
from them. In short, cunning is only the

mimic of discretion, and may pass upon
weak men, in the same mannner as viva

city is often mistaken for wit, and gravity
for wisdom.
The cast of mind which is natural to a

discreet man, makes him look forward into

futurity, and consider what will be his con

dition millions of ages hence, as well as

what it is at present. He knows that the

misery or happiness which are reserved

for him in another world, lose nothing of

their reality by being placed at so great a

distance from him. The objects do not

appear little to him because they are re

mote. He considers that those pleasures
and pains which lie hid in eternity, ap
proach nearer to him every moment, and
will be present with him in their full

weight and measure, as much as those

pains and pleasures which he feels at this

very instant. For this reason he is careful

to secui-e to himself that which is the

proper happiness of his nature, and the

ultimate design of his being. He carries
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his thoughts to the end of every action, and
;onsiders the most distant as well as the

most immediate effects of it. He super
sedes every little prospect of gain and ad

vantage which offers itself here, if he does

not find it consistent with his views of an
hereafter. In a word, his hopes are full

of immortality, his schemes are large and

glorious, and his conduct suitable to one
who knows his true interest, and how to

pursue it by proper methods.
I have in this essay upon discretion, con

sidered it both as an accomplishment and
as a virtue, and have therefore described

it in its full extent; not only as it is conver
sant about worldly affairs, but as it regards
our whole existence; not only as it is the

guide of a mortal creature, but as it is in

general the director of a reasonable being.
It is in this light that discretion is repre
sented by the wise man, who sometimes
mentions it under the name of discretion,

and sometimes under that of wisdom. It

is indeed (as described in the latter part of

this paper) the greatest wisdom, but at the

same time in the power of every one to

attain. Its advantages are infinite, but its

acquisition easy; or to speak of her in the

words of the apocryphal writer, whom I

quoted in my last Saturday's paper,* 'Wis
dom is glorious, and never fadeth away, yet
she is easily seen of them that love her,
and found of such as seek her. She pre-
venteth them that desire her, in making
herself first known unto them. He that

seeketh her early, shall have no great tra

vel: for he shall find her sitting at his

doors. To think therefore upon her is the

perfection of wisdom, and whoso watcheth
for her shall quickly be without care. For
she goeth about seeking such as are worthy
of her, showeth herself favourably unto

them in the ways, and meeteth them in

every thought.' C.
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Mutum est pictura poema.

A picture is a poem without words.

f I HAVE very often lamented and hinted

my sorrow in several speculations, that the

art of painting is made so little use of to the

improvement of our manners. When we
consider that it places the action of the

person represented in the most agreeable

aspect imaginable, that it does not only ex

press the passion or concern as it sits upon
him who is drawn, but has under those fea

tures the height of the painter's imagi
nation, what strong images of virtue and

humanity might we not expect would be

* Wisdom of Solomon, chap. vi. ver. 1216.
f This paper was written for the purpose of promoting

a subscription to Nicholas Dorigny's set of the Cartoons,

which he had got the queen's permission to engrave.
Th king was so much pleased with the abilities of the

artist, that he conferred the honour of knighthood on
him.
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instilled into the mind from the labours of
the pencil? This is a poetry which would
be understood with much less capacity,
and less expense of time, than what is

taught by writings; but the use of it is gene
rally perverted, and that admirable skill

prostituted to the basest and most unwor
thy ends. Who is the better man for be

holding the most beautiful Venus, the best

wrought Bacchanal, the images of sleeping
Cupids, languishing nymphs, or any of the

representations of gods, goddesses, demi
gods, satyrs, Polyphemes, sphynxes, or
fawns? But if the virtues and vices, which
are sometimes pretended to be represented
under such draughts, were given us by the

painter in the characters of real life, and
the persons of men and women whose
actions have rendered them laudable or

infamous, we should not see a good history-
piece without receiving an instructive lec

ture. There needs no other proof of this

truth, than the testimony of every reason
able creature who has seen the cartoons in

her majesty's gallery at Hampton-court.
These are representations of no less actions
than those of our Blessed Saviour and his

apostles. As I now sit and recollect the
warm images which the admirable Raphael
has raised, it is impossible even from the
faint traces in one's memory of what one has
not seen these two years, to be unmoved at

the horror and reverence which appear in

the whole assembly when the mercenary
man fell down dead; at the amazement of

the man born blind, when he first receives

sight; or at the graceless indignation of the

sorcerer, when he is struck blind. The
lame when they first find strength in their

feet, stand doubtful of their new vigour.
The heavenly apostles appear acting these

great things with a deep sense of the in

firmities which they relieve, but no value
of themselves who administer to their

weakness. They know themselves to be
but instruments; and the generous distress

they are painted in when divine honours
are offered to them, is a representation in

the most exquisite degree of the beauty of

holiness. When St. Paul is preaching to

the Athenians, with what wonderful art

are alnmst all the different tempers of man
kind represented in that elegant audience?
You see one credulous of all that is said;
another wrapt up in deep suspense; another

saying, there is some reason in what he

says; another angry that the apostle de

stroys a favourite opinion whiah he is

unwilling to give up; another wholly con

vinced, and holding out his hands in rapture;
while the generality attend, and wait for

the opinion of those who are of leading
characters in the assembly. I will not pre
tend si much as to mention that chart on
which is drawn the appearance of our
blessed L^rd after his resurrection. Pre
sent authority, late sufferings, humility and

majesty, despotic command, and divine

love, are at once seated in his celestial

aspect. The figures of the eleven apostles
are all in the same passion of admiration,
but discover it differently according to their

character. Peter receives his master's
orders on his knees, with an admiration
mixed with a more particular attention:
the two next with a more open ecstasy,
though still constrained by an awe of the
divine presence. The beloved disciple,
whom I take to be the right of the two first

figures, has in his countenance wonder
drowned in love; and the last personage,
whose back is towards the spectators,
and his side towards the presence, one
would fancy to be St. Thomas as abashed

by the conscience of his former diffidence;
which perplexed concern it is possible

Raphael thought too hard a task to draw,
but by this acknowledgment of the diffi

culty to describe it.

The whole work is an exercise of the

highest piety in the painter; and all the
touches of a religious mind are expressed
in a manner much more forcible than can

possibly be performed by the most moving
eloquence. These invaluable pieces are

very justly in the hands of the greatest and
most pious sovereign in the world, and can
not be the frequent object of every one at

their own leisure: but as an engraver is to

the painter what a printer is to the author,
it is worthy her majesty's name that she
has encouraged that noble artist Monsieur

Dorigny, to publish these works of Raphael.
We have of this gentleman a piece of the

Transfiguration, which, I think, is held a
work second to none in the world.

Methinks it would be ridiculous in our

people of condition, after their large boun
ties to foreigners of no name or merit,
should they overlook this occasion of hav

ing for a trifling subscription, a work which
it is impossible for a man of sense to be

hold, without beingwarmed with the noblest

sentiments that can be inspired by love,

admiration, compassion, contempt of this

world, and expectation of a better.

It is certainly the greatest honour we can

do our country, to distinguish strangers of

merit who apply to us with modesty and
diffidence which generally accompanies me
rit. No opportunity of this kind ought to

be neglected; and amodest behaviour should
alarm us to examine whether we do not lose

something excellent under that disadvantage
in the possessor of that quality. My skill

in paintings, where one is not directed by
the passion of the pictures, is so inconsider

able, that I am in very great perplexity
when I offer to speak of any performances
of painters of landscapes, buildings, or sin

gle figures. This makes me at a loss how
to mention the pieces which Mr. Boul ex

poses to sale by auction on Wednesday next

in Chandos Street: but having heard him
commended by those who have bought of

him heretofore, for great integrity in his

dealing, and overheard him himself (though
a laudable painter) say, nothing of his own
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was fit to come into the room with those he
had to sell, I feared I should lose an occa
sion of serving a man of worth, in omitting
to speak of his auction. T.
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Wretch that I am ! ah, whither shall I go ?

Will you not hear me, nor regard my woe ?

I'll strip, and throw me from yon rock so high,
Where Olpis sits to watch the scaly fry.
Should I be drown 'd, or 'scape with life away,
If cur'd of love, you, tyrant, would be gay. P.

IN my last Thursday's paper, I made
mention of a place called the Lover's

Leap, which I find has raised a great cu

riosity among several ofmy correspondents.
I there told them that this leap was used to

be taken from a promontory of Leucas.
This Leucas was formerly a part of Acar-
nania, being joined to it by a narrow neck
of land, which the sea has by length of time
overflowed and washed away; so that at

present Leucas is divided from the conti

nent, and is a little island in the Ionian sea.

The promontory of this
island^from whence

the lover took his leap, was "rmerly call

ed Leucate. If the reader has a mind to

know both the island and the promontory
by their modern titles, he will find in his

map the ancient island of Leucas under the
name of St. Mauro, and the ancient pro
montory of Leucate under the name of
the Cape of St. Mauro.

Since I am engaged thus far in antiquity,
I must observe that Theocritus in the
motto prefixed to my paper, describes one
of his despairing shepherds addressing him
self to his mistress after the following man
ner: 'Alas! what will become of me?
Wretch that I am! Will you not hear me?
I'll throw off my clothes and take a leap
into that part of the sea which is so much
irequented by Olpis the fisherman. And
though I should escape with my life, I

know you will be pleased with it.' I shall

leave it with the critics to determine whe
ther the place, which this shepherd so

particularly points out, was not the above-
mentioned Leucate, or at least some other
lover's leap, which was supposed to have
had the same effect. I cannot believe, as

all the interpreters do, that the shepherd
means nothing farther here than that he
would drown himself, since he represents
the issue of his leap as doubtful, by adding,
that if he should escape with his life, he
knows his mistress would be pleased with
it: which is, according ^to

our interpreta
tion, that she would rejoice any way to get
rid of a lover who was so troublesome to her.

After this short preface, I shall present
my reader with some letters which I have
received upon this subject. The first is sent
me by a physician.

' MR. SPECTATOR, The lover's leap,
which you mention in your 223d paper,
was generally, I believe,, a very effectual

cure for love, and not only for love, trut

for all other evils. In short, sir, I am afraid
it was such a leap as that which Hero took
to get rid of her passion for Leander. A
man is in no danger of breaking his heart,
who breaks his neck to prevent it. I know
very well the wonders which anticnt au
thors relate concerning this leap; and in

particular, that very many persons who
tried it, escaped not only with their lives,
but their limbs. If by this means they got
rid of their love, though it may in part be
ascribed to the reasons you give for it; why
may we not suppose that the cnld bath,
into which they plunged themselves, had
also some share in their cure? A leap into

the sea, or into any creek of salt waters, very
often gives a new motion to the spirits, and
a new turn to the blood: for which reason
we prescribe it in distempers which no
other medicine will reach. I could pro
duce a quotation out of a very venerable

author, in which the frenzy produced by
love is compared to that which is produced
by the biting of a mad dog. But as this

comparison is a little too coarse for your
paper, and might look as if it were cited to

ridicule the author who has made use of it;

I shall only hint at it, and desire you to con
sider whether, if the frenzy produced by
these two different causes be of the same
nature, it may not verv properly be cured

by the same means. I am, sir, your most
humble servant, and well-wisher',

.'/ESCULAPIUS.'

'MR. SPECTATOR. I am a young wo
man crossed in love. My strry is very long
and melancholy. To give you the heads of

it, a young gentleman, after having made
his applications to me for three years to

gether, and filled my head with a thousand
dreams of happiness, some few days since
married another. Pray tell me in what part
of the world your pr'rmntory lies, which
you call the Lover's Leap, and whether
one may go to it bv land? But, alas! I am
afraid it has lest its virtue, and that a wo
man of our times would find no more relief

in taking such a leap, than in singing a
hymn to Venus. So that I must cry cut with
Dido, in Dryden's Virgil:

Ah! cruel heav'n, that made no cure for love!

' Your disconsolate servant,
'ATHENAIS.'

'MisTEtt SPICTATUR, Mv heart is so
full of Irfes and passions f r Mrs. Gwini-
frid, and she is so pettish and ' verrun with
cholers against me, that if I had the p-'-od

happiness to have my dwelling (which is

placed by my crete-cranfathcr up- n the

pottom of an hill) no farther distance hut

twenty mile from the Lrfer's Leap, I wruld
indeed endeafour to prcak mv neck upon
it on purpose. Now, good Mr. Spictatur
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of Crete Pritain, you must know it, there
is in Caernarvonshire a very pig mountain,
the clory of all Wales, which is named Pen-
mainmaure, and you must also know, it is

no crete journey on foot from me; but the
road is stony and bad for shooes. Now,
there is upon the forehead of this mountain
a very high rock, (like a parish steeple)
that cometh a huge deal over the sea; so
when I am in my melancholies, and I do
throw myself from it, I do tesire my fery
good friend to tell me in his Spictatur, if I

shall be cure of my griefous lofes; for there
is the sea clear as class, and as creen as the
leek. Then likewise if I be drown and
preak my neck, if Mrs. Gwinifrid will not
lofe me afterwards. Pray be speedy in

your answers, for I am in crete haste, and
it is my tesires to do my business without
loss of time. I remain with cordial affec

tions, your ever lofing friend,
' DAVYTH AP SHENKYN.

' P. S. My law-suits have prought me to

London, put I have lost my causes; and so
have made my resolutions to go down and
leap before the frosts begin; for I am apt to
take colds.'

Ridicule, perhaps, is a better expedient
against love than sober advice, and I am of

opinion, that Hudibras and Don Quixote
may be as effectual to cure the extrava

gances of this passion, as any of the old phi
losophers. I shall therefore publish very
speedily the translation of a little Greek
manuscript, which is sent me by a learned
friend. It appears to have been a piece of
those records which were kept in the tem
ple of Apollo, that stood upon the promon
tory of Leucate. The reader will find -it to

be a summary account of several persons
who tried the lover's leap, and of the suc
cess they found in it. As there seem to be
in it some anachronisms, and deviations
from the ancient orthography, I am not

wholly satisfied myself that it is authentic,
and not rather the production of one of those
Grecian sophisters, who have imposed upon
the world several spurious works of this

nature. I speak this by way of precaution,
because I know there are several writers of
uncommon erudition, who would not fail to

expose my ignorance, if they caught me
tripping in a matter of so great moment.

Vs*
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Percunctatorum fugito, nam garrulua idem est.

Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xviii. 69.

Th' inquisitive will blab: from such refrain ;

Their leaky ears no secret can retain. Shard.

THERE is a creature who has all the or

gans of speech, a tolerable good capacity
for conceiving what is said to it, together
with a pretty proper behaviour in all the
occurrences of common life; but naturally
very vacant of thought in itself, and there
fore forced to apply itself to foreign assis

tances. Of this make is that man who is

very inquisitive. You may often observe,
that though he speaks as good sense as

anyman upon any thing with which he is well

acquainted, he cannot trust to the range of

his own fancy to entertain himself upon that

foundation, but goes on still to new inqui
ries. Thus, though you know he is fit for

the most polite conversation, you shall see

him very well contented to sit by a jockey,
giving an account of the many revolutions

in his horse's health, what potion he made
him take, how that agreed with him, how
afterwards he came to his stomach and his

exercise, or any the like impertinence; and
be as well pleased as if you talked to him
on the most important truths. This humour
is far from making a man unhappy, though
it may subject him to raillery; for he gene
rally falls in with a person who seems to be
born for him, which is your talkative fel

low. It is so ordered, that there is a secret

bent, as natural as the meeting of different

sexes, in these two characters, to supply
each other's wants. I had the honour the
other day to sit in a public room, and saw
an inquisitive man look with an air of satis

faction upon the approach of one of these
talkers. The man of ready utterance sat

down by him^and rubbing his head, leaning
on his arm, arid making an uneasy counte

nance, he began;
' There is no manner of

news to-day. I cannot tell what is the mat
ter with me, but I slept very ill last night;
whether I caught cold or no, I know not,
but I fancy I do not wear shoes thick

enough for the weather, and I have coughed
all this week. It must be so, for the custom
of washing my head winter and summer
with cold water, prevents any injury from
the season entering that way: so it must
come in at my feet; but I take no notice of

it: as it comes so it goes. Most of our evils

proceed from too much tenderness; and our
faces are naturally as little able to resist the
cold as other parts. The Indian answered

very well to an European, who asked him
how he could go naked,

"
I am all face."

'

I obsei-ved this discourse was as welcome
to my general inquirer as any other of more

consequence could have been; but somebody
calling our talker to another part ofthe room,
the inquirer told the next man who sat by
him, that Mr. Such-a-one, who was just

gone from him, used to wash his head in

cold water every morning; and so repeated
almost verbatim all that had been said to

him. The truth is, the inquisitive are the

funnels of conversation : they do not take in

any thing for their own use, but merely to

pass it to another. They are the channels

through which all the good and evil that is

spoken in town are conveyed. Such as are

offended at them, or think they suffer by
their behaviour, may themselves mend that

inconvenience; for they are not a malicious

people, and if you will supply them, you
may contradict any thing they have said

before by their own mouths. A farther ac-
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count of a thing is one of the gratefullest
goods that can arrive to them ; and it is sel
dom that they are more particular than to

say,
' The town will have it, or I have it

from a good hand;' so that there is room for
the town to know the matter more particu
larly, and for a better hand to contradict
what was said by a good one.

I have not known this humour more ridi
culous than in a father, who has been ear

nestly solicitous to have an account how his
son has passed his leisure hours; if it be in
a way thoroughly insignificant, there cannot
be a greater joy than an inquirer discovers
in seeing him follow so hopefully his own
steps. But this humour among men is most
pleasant when they are saying something
which is not wholly proper for a third per
son to hear, and yet is in itself indifferent.
The other day there came in a well-dressed

young fellow, and two gentlemen of this

species immediately fell a whispering his

pedigree. I could overhear, by breaks,
'She was his aunt;' then an answer, 'Ay,
she was of the mother's side;' then again 'in

a little lower voice,
' His father wore gene

rally a darker wig;' answer, 'Not much,
but this gentleman wears higher heels to
his shoes.

'

As the inquisitive, inmy opinion, are such
merely from a vacancy in their own imagi
nations, there is nothing methinks so dan
gerous as to communicate secrets to them ;

for the same temper of inquiry makes them
as impertinently communicative: but no
man, though he converses with them, need
put himself in their power, for they will be
contented with matters of less moment as
well. When there is fuel enough, no mat
ter what it is. Thus the ends of sen
tences in the newspapers, as,

' This wants
confirmation,' 'This occasions many spe
culations,' and 'Time will discover the
event,' are read by them, and considered
not as mere expletives.
One may see now and then this humour

accompanied with an insatiable desire of

knowing what passes, without turning it to

any use in the world but merely their own
entertainment. A mind which is gratified
this way is adapted to humour and plea
santry, and formed for an unconcerned cha
racter in the world; and like myself to be a
mere Spectator. This curiosity, without
malice or self-interest, lays up in the ima
gination a magazine of circumstances which
cannot but entertain when they are produced
in conversation. If one were to know, from
the man of the first quality to the meanest
servant, the different intrigues, sentiments,

pleasures, and interests of mankind, would
it not be the most pleasing entertainment
-maginable to enjoy so constant a farce, as
the observing mankind much more different
from themselves in their secret thoughts
and public actions, than in their night-caps
and long periwigs?

'MR SPECTATOR, Plutarch tells us,

that Caius Gracchus, the Roman, was fre

quently hurried by his passion into so loud
and tumultuous a way of speaking, and so

strained his voice as not to be able to pro
ceed. To remedy this excess, he had an

ingenious servant, by name Licinius, always
attending him with a pitch-pipe, or instru

ment to regulate the voice; who, whenever
he heard his master begin to be high, im
mediately touched a soft note, at which 'tis

said, Caius would presently abate and grow
calm.

' Upon recollecting this story, I have fre

quently wondered that this useful instru

ment should have been so long discontinued,

especially since we find that this good office

of Licinius has preserved his memory for

many hundred years, which, methinks,
should have encouraged some one to have
revived it, if not for the public good, yet
for his own credit. It may be objected, that
our loud talkers are so fond ot their own
noise, that they would not take it well to be
checked by their servants. But granting
this to be true, surely any of their hearers
have a very good title to play a soft note in

their own defence. To be short, no Lici
nius appearing, and the noise increasing, I

was resolved to give this late long vacation
to the good of my country; and I have at

length by the assistance' of an ingenious
artist (who works for the Royal Society,)
almost completed my design, and shall "be

ready in a short time to furnish the public
with what number of these instruments

they please, either to lodge at coffee-houses,
or cany for their own private use. In the
mean time I shall pay that respect to seve
ral gentlemen, who I know will be in dan

ger of offending against this instrument, to

give them notice of it by private letters, in

which I shall only write,
" Get a Licinius."

' I should now trouble you no longer, but
that I must not conclude without desiring
you to accept one of these pipes, which
shall be left for you with Buckley; and
which I hope will be serviceable to you,
since as you are silent yourself, you are
most open to the insults of the noisy. I am,
sir, &c. W. B.'

' I had almost forgot to inform you, that
as an improvement in this instrument, there
will be a particular note, which I call a

tiush-note; and this is to be made use of

against a long story, swearing, obsceneness,
and the like.

'

T.
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-Spiral adhuc amor,
Vivuntque commissi calores
TEolice fidibus puellfe. HOT. Lib. 4. Od. IT. 10.

Nor Sappho's amorous flames decay,
Her living songs preserve their charming art,
Her verse still breathes the passions of her heart.

Francis.

AMONG the many famous pieces of an

tiquity which are still to be seen at Rome,
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there is the trunk of a statue which has lost

the arms, legs, and head; but discovers such
an exquisite workmanship in what remains
of it, that Michael Angelo declared he hat
learned his whole art from it. Indeed he
studied it so attentively, that he made mos'
of his statues, and even his pictures, in that

gusto, to make use of the Italian phrase
for which reason this maimed statue is sti

called Michael Angelo's school.
A fragment of Sappho, which I design

for the subject of this paper, is in as great
reputation among the poets and critics, ai

the mutilated figure above-mentioned ii

among the statuaries and painters. Several
of our countrymen, and Mr. Dryden in par
ticular, seem very often to have copied after
it in their dramatic writings, and in their

poems upon \ove.
Whatever might have been the occasion

of this ode, the English reader will enter
into the beauties of it, if he supposes it to
have been written in the person of a lover

sitting by his mistress. I shall set to view
three different copies of this beautiful ori

ginal; the first is a translation by Catullus,
the second by Monsieur Boileau, and the
last by a gentleman whose translation of
the Hymn to Venus has been so deservedly
admired. *

AD LESBIAM.
me mi par esse deo videtur,
Jlle, si fas est, superare divas,

Qut scdens adversus identidcm te

Special, el audit.

Dulce ridentem ; misero quod omnis
Eripit sensus mihi : nam simul te,

Lesbia, adspexi, nihil est super mi
Quod loquar amens.

Lingua sed torpet: tennis sub artus
Mamma dimanat: sonitu suopte
Tinniunt aures : gemina teguntur

Lumina nocte.

My learned reader will know very well
the reason why one ofthese verses is printed
in Roman letter; and if he compares this

translation with the original, will find that
the three first stanzas are rendered almost
word for word, and not only with the same
elegance, but, with the same short turn of

expression which is so remarkable in the

Greek, and so peculiar to the Sapphic ode.
I cannot imagine for what reason Madam
Dacier has told us, that this ode of Sappho
is preserved entire in Longinus, since it is

manifest to any one who looks into that
author's quotation of it, that there must at

least have been another stanza, which is not

Un image confus se repand sur ma vuS,
Je n'entens plug, jc tombe en de donees longueurs ;

Et pile, sans haleine, interdite, esperdui?,
Un frisson me saisit, je tremble, je me meurs.

The reader will see that this is rather
an imitation than a translation. The cir

cumstances do not He so thick together,
and follow one another with that vehe
mence and emotion as in the original. In

short, Monsieur Boileau has given us all

the poetry, but not all the passion of this

famous fragment. I shall, in the last place,
present my reader with the English trans
lation.

Blest as th' immortal gods is he,
The youth who fondly sits by thee.
And hears and sees thee all the while

Softly speak and sweetly smile.

Twas this depriv'd rny soul of rest,

And rais'd sii'-li tumults in my breast;
For while I gaz'd, in transport tost,

My breath was gone, my voice was lost:

My bosom glow'd : the subtle flame
Ran quick through all my vital frame ;

O'er my dim eyes a darkness hung;
My ears with hollow murmurs rung.

In dewy damps my limbs were chill'd ;

My blflod with gentle horrors tbrill'd ;

My feeble pulse forgot to play ;

I fainted, sunk, and dy'd away.

Instead of giving any character of this

[ast translation, I shall desire my learned
reader to look into the criticisms which

Longinus has made upon the original. By
that means he will know to which of the
:ranslations he ought to give the preference.
[ shall only add, that this translation is

written in the very spirit of Sappho, and
as near the Greek as the genius of our lan

guage will possibly suffer.

Longinus has observed, that this descrip
tion of love in Sappho is an exact copy of

nature, and that all the circumstances,
which follow one another in such a hurry
of sentiments, notwithstanding they appear
repugnant to each other, are really such as

lappen in the frenzies of love.

I wonder, that not one of the critics or

:ditors, through whose hands this cde has

>assed, has taken occasion from it to men-
ion a circumstance related by Plutarch.

That author, in the famous story of Antio-

chus, who fell in love with Stratonice, his

mother-in-law, (and not daring to discover

lis passion,) pretended to be confined to

lis bed by sickness, tells us, that Erasis-

transmitted to us.

The second translation of this fragment

ratus, the physician, found out the nature

>f his distemper by those symptoms of love
1 11C 5CIAJ11U I I illlM.UlDll Ul LUIS II ilKllllTllL I'll 1 J 1 ijT O __!-., ,....'

which I shall here cite, is that of Monsieur which
jf

had
.

learnt * m
.,
Sa
PP^ *J

Boilean inSs* Stratonice was in the room ot the

[love-sick prince, when these symptom
Heureux! qui pr^s de toi, pour toi seule soupire:
Q.ui j' MI it ilu plaisir de t'entendre parler :

ftui te voit quelquefois doucemcnt lui sourire,
Lcs dieuz, dans son bonheur, peuvent-ils 1'egaler 1

Je sens de veine en veine une subtile flamme
Courir par tout mon corps, si-tot que je te vois:
Et dans les doux transports, oil sY-pare mon ame.
Je ne scaurois trouver de langue, ni de voiz.

* See No. 323.

discovered themselves to his physician; and
it is probable, that they were not very dif

ferent from those which Sappho here de
scribes in a lover sitting by his mistress.

The story of Antiochus is so well known,
that I need not add the sequel of it, which
has no relation to my present subject
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Homines ad decs nulla re proprius accedunt, quam
galutem hominibus dando. Tull.

Men resemble the gods in nothing so much as in

doing good to their fellow-creatures.

HUMAN trmed,JMAN nature appears a very de^
or a very beautiful object, according to the
different lights in which it is viewed. When
we see men of inflamed passions, or of

wicked designs, tearing one another to

pieces by open violence, or undermining
each other by secret treachery; when we
observe base and narrow ends pursued by
ignominious and dishonest means; when
we behold men mixed in society as if it

were for the destruction of it; we are even
ashamed of our species, and out of humour
with our own being. But in another light,
when we behold them mild, good, and be
nevolent, full rf a generous regard for the

public prosperity, compassionating
each

other's distresses, and relieving each other's

wants, we can hardly believe they are
creatures of the same kind. In this view

they appear gods to each other, in the ex
ercise of the noblest power, that of doing
good; and the greatest compliment we have
ever been able to make to our own being,
has been by calling this disposition of mind

humanity. We cannot but observe a plea
sure arising in our own breast upon the

seeing or hearing of a generous action, even
when we are wholly disinterested in it. I

cannot give a more proper instance of this,
than by a letter from Pliny, in which he
recommends a friend in the most handsome
manner, and methinks it would be a great
pleasure to know the success of this epistle,

though each party concerned in it has been
so many hundred years in his grave.

' To Maximus.

'What I should gladly do for any friend

of yours, I think I may now with confidence

request for a friend of mine. Arrianus Ma-
turius is the most considerable man of his

country : when I call him so, I do not speak
with relation to his fortune, though that is

very plentiful, but to his integrity, justice,

gravity, and prudence; his advice is useful
to me in business, and his judgment in mat
ters of learning. His fidelity, truth, and
good understanding are very great; besides

this, he loves me as you do, than which, I

cannot say any thing that signifies a warmer
affection. He has nothing that's aspiring;
and, though he might rise to the highest
order of nobility, he keeps himself in an
inferior rank: yet I think myself bound to

use my endeavours to serve and promote
him; and would therefore find the means
of adding something to his honours while
he neither expects nor knows it, nay,
though he should refuse it. Something, in

short, I would have for him, that may be
honourable, but not troublesome; and I en
treat that you will procure him the first

thing of this kind that offers, by which you

will not only oblige me, but him also; for

though he does not covet it, I know he will

be as grateful in acknowledging your favour

as if he had asked it.
'

'MR. SPECTATOR, The reflections in

some of your papers on the servile manner
of education now in use, have given birth

to an ambition, which, unless you discoun

tenance it, will, I doubt, engage me in a

very difficult, though not ungrateful adven
ture. I am about to undertake, for the sake
of the British youth, to instruct them in

such a manner, that the most dangerous
page in Virgil or Homer may be read by
them with much pleasure, and with per
fect safety to their persons.

' Could I prevail so far as to be honoured
with the protection of some few of them,

(for I am not hero enough to rescue many,)
my design is to retire with them to an agree
able solitude, though within the neighbour
hood of a city, for the convenience of their

being instructed in music, dancing, drawing,

designing, or any other such accomplish
ments, which it is conceived may make as

proper diversions for them, and almost as

pleasant, as the little sordid games which

dirty school-boys are so much delighted
with. It may easily be imagined, how such
a pretty society, conversing with none be

neath themselves, and sometimes admit

ted, as perhaps not unentertaining parties,

amongst better company, commended and
caressed for their little performances, and
turned by such conversations to a certain

gallantry of soul, might be brought early

acquainted with some of the most polite

English writers. This having given them
some tolerable taste of books, they would
make themselves masters of the Latin

tongue by methods far easier than those in

Lilly, with as little difficulty or reluctance

as young ladies learn to speak French, or

to sing Italian operas. When they had ad
vanced thus far, it would be time to form
their taste something more exactly. One
that had any true relish of fine writing,

might with great pleasure both to himself

and them, run over together with them the

best Roman historians, poets, and orators,
and point out their more remarkable beau

ties, give them a short scheme of chrono

logy, a little view of geography, medals,

astronomy, or what else might best feed

the busy inquisitive humour so natural to

that age. Such of them as had the least

spark of genius, when it was once awakened

by the shining thoughts and great senti

ments of those admired writers, could not,

I believe, be easily withheld from attempt
ing that more difficult sister language,
whose exalted beauties they would have
heard so often celebrated as the pride and
wonder of the whole learned world. In the

mean while, it would be requisite to exer
cise their style in writing any little pieces
that ask more of fancy than of judgment:
and that frequently in their native Ian-
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guage, which every one, methinks, should
be most concerned to cultivate, especially
letters, in which a gentleman must have so

frequent occasions to distinguish himself.
A set of genteel good-natured youths fallen
into such a manner of life, would form al

most a little academy, and doubtless prove
no such contemptible companions, as might
not often tempt a wiser man to mingle him
self in their diversions, and draw them into
such serious sports as might prove nothing
less instructing than the gravest lessons. I

doubt not but it might be made some of
their favourite plays, to contend which of
them should recite a beautiful part of a

poem or oration most gracefully, or some
times to join in acting a scene of Terence,
Sophocles, or our own Shakspeare. The
cause of Milo might again be pleaded
before more favourable judges, Caesar a
second time be taught to tremble, and an-
nother race of Athenians be afresh enraged
at the ambition of another Philip. Amidst
these noble amusements, we could hope to

see the early dawnings of their imagination
daily brighten into sense, their innocence

improve into virtue, and their unexperi
enced good-nature directed to a generous
love of their country. I am, &c.'

*"

T.
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O pudor! O pietas! Mart. viii. 78.

O modesty! O piety!

LOOKING over the letters which I have

lately received from my correspondents, I

met with the following one, which is writ
ten with such a spirit of politeness, that I

could not but be very much pleased with it

myself, and, question not but it will be as

acceptable to the reader.

'MR. SPECTATOR, You, who are no

stranger to public assemblies, cannot but
have observed the awe they often strike on
such as are obliged to exert any talent be
fore them. This is a sort of elegant dis

tress to which ingenuous minds are the most
liable, and may therefore deserve some re
marks in your paper. Many a brave fellow,
who has put his enemy to flight in the field,

has been in the utmost disorder upon mak
ing a speech before a body of his friends at

home. One would think there was some
kind of fascination in the eyes of a large
circle of people, when darting all together
upon one person. I have seen a new actor

in a tragedy so bound up by it as to be
scarce able to speak or move, and have

expected he would have died above three
acts before the dagger or cup of poison
were brought in. It would not be amiss, if

such a one were at first to be introduced as
a ghost, or a statue, until he recovered his

spirits, and grew fit for some living part.
'As this sudden desertion of one's self

shows a diffidence which is not displeasing,
it implies at the same time the greatest

respect to an audience that can be. It is a
sort of mute eloquence, which pleads for

their favour much better than words could

do; and we find their generosity naturally
moved to support those who are in so much
perplexity to entertain them. I was ex

tremely pleased with a late instance of this

kind at the opera of Almahide, in the en

couragement given to a young singer,*
whose more than ordinary concern on her
first appearance recommended her no less

than her agreeable voice, and just per
formance. Mere bashfulness without merit
is awkward; and merit without modesty in

solent. But modest merit has a double claim
to acceptance, and generally meets with as

many patrons as beholders. I am, &c.

It is impossible that a person should exert
himself to advantage in an assembly, whe
ther it be his part either to sing or speak,
who lies under too great oppressions of

modesty. 1 remember, upon talking with a

friend of mine concerning the force of pro
nunciation, cur discourse led us into the enu
meration of the several organs of speech
which an orator ought to have in perfec
tion, as the tongue, the teeth, the lips, the

nose, the palate, and the windpipe.
' Upon

which,' says my friend,
'

you have omitted
the most material organ of them all, and
that is the forehead.

'

But notwithstanding an excess of modesty
obstructs the tongue, and renders it unfit

for its offices, a due proportion of it is

thought so requisite to an orator, that rhe
toricians have recommended it to their dis

ciples as a particular in their art. Cicero
tells us that he never liked an orator who
did not appear in some little confusion at

the beginning of his speech, and confesses
that he himself never entered upon an ora
tion without trembling and concern. It is

indeed a kind of deference which is due to

a great assembly, and seldom fails to raise

a benevolence in the audience towards the

person who speaks. My correspondent has
taken notice that the bravest men often ap
pear timorous on these occasions, as indeed
we may observe, that there is generally no
creature more impudent than a coward;

Lingua melior, sed frigida bello

Dextera Virg- ^. xi. 338.

Bold at the council-board :

But cautious in the field, he shunn'd the sword.

Dryden.

A bold tongue and a feeble arm are the

qualifications of Drances in Virgil; as Ho
mer, to express a man both timorous and

saucy, makes use of a kind of point, which
is very rarely to be met with in his writings;

namely, that he had the eyes of a dog, bu
the heart of a deer, f
A just and reasonable modesty does not

only recommend eloquence, but sets off

every great talent which a man can be pos-
icssed of. It heightens all the virtues which

* Mrs. Barbier. See a curious account of this lady in

Sir John Hawkins's History of Music, vol. v. p. 156.

t Iliad, i. 225.
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it accompanies; like the shades in paintings
it raises and rounds every figure, and makes
the colours more beautiful, though not so

glaring as they would be without it.

Modesty is not only an ornament, but also
a guard to virtue. It is a kind of quick and
delicate feeling in the soul; which makes
her shrink and withdraw herself from every
thing that has danger in it. It is such an
exquisite sensibility, as warns her to shun
the first appearance of every thing which
is hurtful.

I cannot at present recollect either the
place or time of what I am going to men
tion; but 1 have read somewhere in the

history of ancient Greece, that the women
of the country were seized with an un
accountable melancholy, which disposed
several of them to make away with them
selves. The senate, after having tried

many expedients to prevent this self-mur
der, which was so frequent among them,
published an edict, that if any woman
whatever should lay violent hands upon
herself, her corpse should be exposed
naked in the street, and dragged about the

city in the most public manner. This edict

immediately put a stop to the practice
which was before so common. We may
see in this instance the strength of female

modesty, which was able to overcome the
violence even of madness and despair. The
fear of shame in the fair sex, was in those

days more prevalent than that of death.
If modesty has so great an influence over

our actions, and is in many cases so impreg
nable a fence to virtue; what can more un
dermine morality than that politeness which
reigns among the unthinking part of man
kind, and treats as unfashionable the most
ingenuous part of our behaviour; which re
commends impudence as good-breeding,
and keeps a man always in countenance,
not because he is innocent, but because he
is shameless?
Seneca thought modesty so great a check

to vice, that he prescribes to us the prac
tice of it in secret, and advises us to raise it

in ourselves upon imaginary occasions, when
such as are real do not offer themselves; for

this is the meaning of his precept, That
when we are by ourselves, and in our great
est solitudes, we should fancy 'that Cato
stands before, us and sees every thing we
do. In short, if you banish Modesty out of
the world, she carries away with her half
the virtue that is in it.

After these reflections on modesty, as it

is a virtue, I must observe, that there is a
vicious modesty which justly deserves to be
ridiculed, and which those persons very
often discover who value themselves most
ipon a well-bred confidence. Thishappens
>vhen a man is ashamed to act up to his

reason, and would not upon any considera
tion be surprised at the practice of those

duties, for the performance of which he
was sent into the world. Many an impu
dent libertine would blush to be caught in

43

a serious discourse, and would scarce be
able to show his head, after having dis
closed a religious thought. Decency of be
haviour, all outward show of virtue, and
abhorrence of vice, are carefully avoided
by this set of shamed-faced people, as what
would disparage their gayety of temper, and
infallibly bring them to dishonour. This is

such a poorness of spirit, such a despicable
cowardice, such a degenerate abject state
of mind, as one would think human nature
incapable of, did we not meet with frequent
instances of it in ordinary conversation.
There is another kind of vicious modesty

which makes a man ashamed of his person,
his birth, his profession, his poverty, or the
like misfortunes, which it was not his choice
to prevent, and is not in his power to rectify.
If a man appears ridiculous by any of the
afore-mentioned circumstances, he becomes
much more so by being out of countenance
for them. They should rather give him
occasion to exert a noble spirit, and to pal
liate those imperfections which are not in

his power, by those perfections which are;
or to use a very witty allusion of an eminent
author, he should imitate Cxsar, who, be
cause his head was bald, covered that de
fect with laurels. C.
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Nihil largiundo gloriam adeptus est.

Sallust. Pell. Cat.

By bestowing nothing he acquired glory.

MY wise and good friend, Sir Andrew
Freeport, divides himself almost equally
Between the town and the country. His time
n town is given up to the public, and the

management of his private fortune; and after

every three or four days spent in this man
ner, he retires for as many to his seat within
a few miles of the town, to the enjoyment
of himself, his family, and his friend. Thus
Business and pleasure, or rather, in Sir An
drew, labour and rest, recommend each
other. They take their turns with so quick
a vicissitude, that neither becomes a habit,
or takes possession of the whole man; nor
s it possible he should be surfeited with
ither. I often see him at our club in good
mmour, and yet sometimes too with an air

of care in his looks: but in his country re-

reat he is always unbent, and such a com-
)anion as I could desire; and therefore I

eldom fail to make one with him when he
s pleased to invite me.
The other day, as soon as we were got

nto his chariot, two or three beggars on
ach side hung upon the doors, and soli-

ited our charity with the usual rhetoric of

a sick wife or husband at home, three or
our helpless little children all starving with
.old and hunger. We were forced to part
with some money to get rid of their impor-
unity; and then we proceeded on our jour-

ley with the blessings and acclamations of

hese people*
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'Well, then,' says Sir Andrew, 'we go
off with the prayers and good wishes of the

beggars, and perhaps too our healths will

be drunk at the next ale-house : so all we
snail be able to value ourselves upon, is,

that we have promoted the trade of the vic

tualler and the excises of the government.
But how few ounces of wool do we see upon
the backs of these poor creatures? And
when they shall next fall in our way, they
will hardly be better dressed; they must
always live in rags to look like objects of

compassion. If their families too are such
as they are represented, it is certain they
cannot be better clothed, and must be a

great deal worse fed. One would think

potatoes should be all their bread, and their
drink the pure element; and then what
goodly customers are the farmers like to

have for their wool, corn, and cattle? Such
customers, and such a consumption, cannot
choose but advance the landed interest, and
hold up the rents of the gentlemen.

' But of all men living, we merchants,
who live by buying and selling, ought never
to encourage beggars. The goods which
we export are indeed the product of the

lands, but much the greater part of their
value is the labour of the people: but how
much of these people's labour shall we ex

port whilst we hire them to sit still? The
very alms they receive from us are the

wages of idleness. I have often thought
that no man should be permitted to take
relief from the parish, or to ask it in the

street, until he has first purchased as much
as possible of his own livelihood by the la

bour of his own hands; and then the public
ought only to be taxed to make good the

deficiency. If this rule was strictly ob
served we should see every where such a
multitude of new labourers, as would in all

probability, reduce the prices of all our
manufactures. It is the very life of mer
chandise to buy cheap and sell dear. The
merchant ought to make his outset as

cheap as possible, that he may find the

greater profit upon his returns; and nothing
will enable him to do this like the reduction
of the price of labour upon all our manu
factures. This too would be the ready way
to increase the number of our foreign mar
kets. The abatement of the price of the
manufacture .would pay for the carriage of

it to more distant countries; and this con

sequence would be
equally

beneficial both
to the landed and trading interests. As so

great an addition of labouring hands would

produce this happy consequence both to the
merchant and the gentleman, our liberality
to common beggars, and every other ob
struction to the increase of labourers, must
be equally pernicious to both.'

Sir Andrew then went on to affirm, that
the reduction of the prices of our manufac
tures bv the addition of so many new hands,
would be no inconvenience to any man; but

observing I was something startled at the

assertion, he made a short pause, and then

resumed the discourse. ' It may seem,' says
he,

' a paradox, that the price of labour
should be reduced without an abatement of

wages, or that wages can be abated without

any inconvenience to the labourer, and yet
nothing is more certain than that both these

things may happen. The wages of the la

bourers make the greatest part of the price
of every thing that is useful ; and if in pro
portion with the wages the price of all other

things should be abated, every labourer
with less wages would still be able to pur
chase as many necessaries of life; where
then would be the inconvenience? But the

price of labour may be reduced by the ad
dition of more hands to a manufacture, and

yet the wages of persons remain as high as

ever. The admirable Sir William Petty
has given examples of this in some of his

writings: one of them, as I remember, Is

that of a watch, which I shall endeavour to

explain so as shall suit my present pur
pose. It is certain that a single watch
could not be made so cheap in proportion

by only one man, as a hundred watches by
a hundred; for as there is a vast variety in

the work, no one person could equally suit

himself to all the parts
of it: the manufac

ture would be tedious, and at last but clum

sily performed. But if a hundred watches
were to be made by a hundred men, the
cases may be assigned to one, the dials to

another, the wheels to another, the springs
to another, and every other part to a proper
artist. As there would be no need of per
plexing any one person with too much va

riety, every one would be able to perform
his single part with greater skill and expe
dition; and the hundred watches would be
finished in one-fourth part of the time of

the first one, and every one of them at one-

fourth part of the cost, though the wages
of every man were equal. The reduction
of the price of the manufacture would in

crease the demand of it, all the same hands
would be still employed, and as well paid.
The same rule will hold in the clothing, the

shipping, and all other trades whatsoever.
And thus an addition of hands to our manu
factures will only reduce the price of them ;

the labourer will still have as much wages,
and will consequently be enabled to purchase
more conveniences of life, so that every in

terest in the nation would receive a benefit

from the increase of our working people.
' Besides I see no occasion for this cha-

rity to common beggars, since every beggar
is an inhabitant of a parish, and every pa
rish is taxed to the maintenance of their

own poor. For my own part I cannot be

mightily pleased with the laws which have
done this, which have provided better to

feed than employ the poor. We have a

tradition from our forefathers, that after

the first of those laws was made, they were
insulted with that famous song:

Hang sorrow and cast away care,

The parish is bound to find us, Sc.c.

And if we will be so good-natured as to
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maintain them without work, they can do
no less in return than sing us " The merry
Beggars.

"

'What then? Am I against all acts of

charity? God forbid! I know of no virtue

in the gospel that is in more pathetic ex

pressions recommended to our practice.
" I

was hungry and ye gave me no meat,

thirsty and ye gave me no drink, naked and

ye clothed me not, a stranger and ye took

me not in, sick and in prison and ye visited

me not." Our blessed Saviour treats the

exercise or neglect of charity towards a

poor man, as the performance or breach of

this duty towards himself. I shall endea
vour to obey the will of my lord and master:
and therefore if an industrious man shall

submit to the hardest labour and coarsest

fare, rather than endure the shame of

taking relief from the parish, or asking it

in the street, that is the hungry, the thirsty,
the naked; and I ought to believe, if any
man is come hither for shelter against per
secution or oppression, this is the stranger,
and I ought to take him in. If any country
man of our own is fallen into the hands of

infidels, and lives in a state of miserable

captivity, this is the man in prison, and I

should contribute to his ransom. I ought
to give to an hospital of invalids, to recover
as many useful subjects as I can: but I shall

bestow none of my bounties upon an alms-
house of idle people; and for the same rea
son I should not think it a reproach to me
if I had withheld my charity from those
common beggars. But we prescribe better

rules than we are able to practise; we are
ashamed not to give into the mistaken man
ners of our country: but at the same time,
I cannot but think it a reproach worse than
that of common swearing, that the idle and
the abandoned are suffered in the name of

heaven and all that is sacred to extort from
Christian and tender minds a supply to a

profligate way of life, that is always to be

supported, but never relieved.' Z.

No. 233.] Tuesday, November 27, 1711.

Tanquam htec sint nostri medicina furoria

Aut deus ille mails hominum mitescere discat.

Virg. Eel. x. v. 60.

As if by these, my sufferings I could ease ;

Or by my pains the god of love appease. Dryden.

I SHALL in this paper discharge myself
of the promise I have made to the public,

by obliging them with a translation of the

little Greek manuscript, which is said to

have been a piece of those records that

were preserved in the temple of Apollo,

upon the promontory of Leucate. It is a
short history of the Lover's Leap, and is

inscribed,
' An account of persons, male

and female, who offered up their vows in

the temple of the Pythian Apollo in the

forty-sixth Olympiad, and leaped from the

promontory of Leucate into the Ionian Sea,
in order to cure themselves of the passion
of love.'

This account is very dry in many parts,
as only mentioning the name of the lover

who leaped, the person he leaped for, and

relating in short, that he was either cured,
or killed, or maimed by the fall. It indeed

gives the names of so many who died by it,

that it would have looked like a bill of mor

tality, had I translated it at full length; I

have therefore made an abridgment of it,

and only extracted such particular pas

sages as have something extraordinary,
either in the case or in the cure, or in the

fate of the person who is mentioned in it.

After this short preface take the account

as follows:

Battus, the son of Menalcas the Sicilian,

leaped for Bombyca the musician: got rid

of his passion with the loss of his right leg
and arm, which were broken in the fall.

Melissa, in love with Daphnis, very-
much bruised, but escaped with life.

Cynisca, the wife of ^Eschines, being in

love with Lycus; and /Eschines her hus

band being in love with Eurilla; (which had
made this married couple very uneasy to

one another for several years) both the

husband and the wife took the leap by con

sent; they both of them escaped, and have
lived very happily together ever since.

Larissa, a virgin of Thessaly, deserted

by Plexippus, after a courtship of three

years; she stood upon the brow of the pro

montory for some time, and after having
thrown down a ring, a bracelet, and a little

picture, with other presents which she had
received from Plexippus, she threw her
self into the sea, and was taken up alive.

N. B. Larissa before she leaped made
an offering of a silver Cupid in the temple
of Apollo.
Simxtha, in love with Daphnis the Myn-

dian ; perished in the fall.

Charixus, the brother of Sappho, in love

with Rhodope the courtesan, having spent
his whole estate upon her, was advised by
his sister to leap in the beginning of his

amour, but would not hearken to her until

he was reduced to his last talent; being for

saken by Rkodope, at length resolved to

take the leap. Perished in it.

Aridxus, a beautiful youth of Epirus, in

love with Praxinoe, the wife of Thespis;
escaped without damage, saving only that

two of his fore-teeth were struck out and
his nose a little flatted.

Cleora, a widow of Ephesus, being in

consolable for the death of her husband,
was resolved to take this leap in order to

get rid of her passion for his memory; but

being arrived at the promontory, she there

met with Dimachus the Milesian, and after

a short conversation with him, laid aside

the thoughts of her leap, and married him
in the temple of Apollo.
N. B. Her widow's weeds are still seen

hanging up in the western corner of the

temple.
Olphis, the fisherman, having received a

box on the ear from Thestylis the day be-
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fore, and being determined to have no more
to do with her, leaped, and escaped with
life.

Atalanta, an old maid, whose cruelty had
several years before driven two or three

despairing lovers to this leap; being now in

the fifty-fifth year of her age, and in love

with an officer of Sparta, broke her neck in

the fall.

Hipparchus, being passionately fond of

his own wife, who was enamoured of Ba-

thyllus, leaped, and died of his fall; upon
which his wife married her gallant.

Tettyx, the dancing-master, in love with

Olympia, an Athenian matron, threw him
self from the rock with great agility, but
was crippled in the fall.

Diagoras, the usurer, in love with his

cook-maid; he peeped several times ovef
the precipice: but his heart misgiving him,
he went back and married her that evening.

Cinsedus, after having entered his own
name in the Pythian records, being asked
the name of the person whom he leaped
for, and being ashamed to discover it, he was
set aside, and not suffered to leap.

Eunicia, a maid of Paphos, aged nine

teen, in love with Eurybates. Hurt in the
fall but recovered.
N. B. This was the second time of her

leaping.
Hesperus, a young man of Tarentum, in

love with his master s daughter. Drowned,
the boats not coming in soon enough to his

relief.

Sappho the Lesbian, in love with Phaon,
arrived at the temple of Apollo habited like

a bride in garments as white as snow. She
wore a garland of myrtle on her head, and
carried in her hand the little musical in

strument of her own invention. After hav

ing sung an hymn to Apollo, she hung up
her garland on one side of his altar, and her

harp on the other. She then tucked up her
vestments like a Spartan virgin, and amidst
thousands of spectators, who were anxious
for her safety, and offered up vows for her

deliverance, marched directly forwards to

the utmost summit of the promontory,
where after having repeated a stanza of

her own verses, which we could not hear,
she threw herself off the rock with such an

intrepidity as was never before observed in

any who" had attempted that dangerous
leap. Many who were present related, that

they saw her fall into the sea, from whence
she never rose again; though there were
others who affirmed that she never came to

the bottom of her leap, but that she was

changed into a swan as she fell, and that

they saw her hovering in the air under that

shape. But whether or no the whiteness
and fluttering of her garments might not

deceive those who looked upon her, or

whether she might not really be metamor
phosed into that musical and melancholy
bird, is still a doubt among^ the Lesbians.

Alcxus, the famous lyric poet, who had
for some time been passionately in love with

Sappho, arrived at the promontory of Leu-
cate that very evening, in order to take the

leap upon her account: but hearing that

Sappho had been there before him, and
that her body could be no where found, he

very generously lamented her fall, and is

said to have written his hundred and twen

ty-fifth ode upon that occasion.

Leaped in this Olympiad.
Males 124
Females 126

250
Cured.

Males 51
Females ... . . 69

C. 120
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Vellem in amicitia sic erraremus.
HOT. Lib. 1. Sat. iii. 41.

I wish this error in your friendship reign'd.
Creech.

You very often hear people, after a story-

has been told with some entertaining cir

cumstances, tell it over again with par
ticulars that destroy the jest, but give light
into the truth of the narration. This sort

of veracity, though it is impertinent, has

something amiable in it, because it pro
ceeds from the love of truth even in frivo

lous occasions. If such honest amendments
do not promise an agreeable companion,
they do a sincere friend; for which reason

one should allow them so much of our time,
if we fall into their company, as to set us

right in matters that can do us no manner
of harm, whether the facts be one way or

the other. Lies which are told out of arro

gance and ostentation, a man should de
tect in his own defence, because he should

not be triumphed over. Lies which are

told out of malice he should expose, both
for his own sake and that of the rest of

mankind, because every man should rise

against a common enemy: but the officious

liar, many have argued, is to be excused,
because it does some man good, and no man
hurt. The man who made more than or

dinary speed from a fight in which the

Athenians were beaten, and told them they
had obtained a complete victory, and put
the whole city into the utmost joy and ex

ultation, was checked by the magistrates
for this falsehood; but excused himself by
saying, 'O Athenians! am I your enemy
because I gave you two happy days?' This
fellow did to a whole people what an ac

quaintance of mine does every day he lives,

in some eminent degree, to particular per
sons. He is ever lying people into good
humour, and as Plato said it was allowable

in physicians to lie to their patients to keep
up their spirits, I am half doubtful whether

my friend's behaviour is not as excusable.

His manner is to express himself surprised
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at the cheerful countenance of a man whom
he observes diffident of himself; and gene
rally by that means make his lie a truth.
He will, as if he did not know any thing of
the circumstance, ask one whom he knows
at variance with another, what is the mean
ing that Mr. Such-a-one, naming his ad

versary, does not applaud him with that
heartiness which formerly he has heard
him? 'He said, indeed,* continues he, 'I
would rather have that man for my friend
than any man in England; but for an ene

my! 'This melts the person he talks

to, who expected nothing but downwright
raillery from that side. According as he
sees his practice succeed, he goes to the

opposite party, and tells him, he cannot

imagine how it happens that some people
know one another so little; 'You spoke
with so much coldness of a gentleman who
said more good of you, than, let me tell

you, any man living deserves.' The suc
cess of one of these incidents was, that the
next time one of the adversaries spied the

other, he hems after him in the public
street, and they must crack a bottle at the
next tavern, that used to turn out of the
other's way to avoid one another's eye
shot. He will tell one beauty she was com
mended by another, nay, he will say she

gave the woman he speaks to, the prefer-
rence in a particular for which she herself
is admired. The pleasantest confusion ima
ginable is made through the whole town by
my friend's indirect offices. You shall have
a visit returned after half a year's absence,
and mutual railing at each other every
day of that time. They meet with a thou
sand lamentations for so long a separation,
each party naming herself for the greatest
delinquent, if the ether can possibly be so

good as to forgive her, which she has no
reason in the world, but from the know
ledge of her goodness, to hope for. Very
often a whole train of railers of each side

tire their horses in setting matters right
which they have said during the war be
tween the parties; and a whole circle of

acquaintances are put into a thousand

pleasing passions and sentiments, instead of

the pangs of anger, envy, detraction, and
malice.
The worst evil! ever observed this man's

falsehood occasion, has been, that he turned
detraction into flattery. He is well skilled

in the manners of the world, and by over

looking what men really are, he grounds
his artifices upon what they have a mind
to be. Upon this foundation, if two distant

friends are brought together and the cement
seems to be weak, he never rests until

he finds new appearances to take off all

remains of ill-will, and that by new mis

understandings they are thoroughly recon
ciled.

' To the S/iectator.

'Devonshire, Nov. 14, 1711.

'SiRj There arrived in this neighbour

hood two days ago one of your gay gentlemen
of the town, who being attended at his entry
with a servant of his own, besides a coun

tryman he had taken up for a guide, ex
cited the curiosity of the village to leant

whence and what he might be. The coun

tryman (to whom they applied as most

easy of access) knew little more than that

the gentleman came from London to travel

and see fashions, and was, as he heard say,
a free-thinker. What religion that might
be, he could not tell: and for his own part,
if they had not told him the man was a

free-thinker, he should have guessed, by
his way of talking, he was little better

than a heathen; excepting only that he had
been a good gentleman to him, and made
him drank twice in one day, over and above
what they had bargained for.

' I do not look upon the simplicity of this,

and several odd inquiries with which I shall

not trouble you, to be wondered at, much
less can I think that our youths of fine

wit, and enlarged understandings, have any
reason to laugh. There is no necessity
that every 'squire in Great Britain should

know what the word free-thinker stands for;

but it were much to be wished, that they
who value themselves upon that conceited

title, were a little better instructed in what
it ought to stand for; and that thy would
not persuade themselves a man is really
and truly a free-thinker, in any tolerable

sense, merely by virtue of his being an

atheist, or an infidel of any other distinc

tion. It may be doubted with good reason,
whether there ever was in nature a more ab

ject, slavish, and bigoted generation than
the tribe of

beaux-esprits,
at present so

prevailing in this island. Their pretension
to be free-thinkers, is no other than rakes
have to be free-livers, and savages to be

free-men; that is, they can think whatever

they have a mind to, and give themselves

up to whatever conceit the extravagancy
of their inclination, or their fancy, shaft

suggest; they can think as wildly as they*
talk and act, and will not endure that their

wit should be controlled by such formal

things as decency and common sense. De
duction, coherence, consistency, and all the
rules of reason they accordingly disdain, as
too precise and mechanical for men of a
liberal education.

' This as far as I could ever learn from
their writings, or my own observation, is a
true account of the British free-thinker.

Our visitant here, who gave occasion to

this paper, has brought with him a new
system of common sense, the particulars
of which I am not yet acquainted with, but
will lose no opportunity of informing my
self whether it contains any thing worth
Mr. Spectator's notice. In the mean time,

sir, I cannot but think it would be for the

good of mankind, if you would take this

subject into your consideration, and con

vince the hopeful youth of our nation, that

licentiousness is not freedom; or, if such a
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paradox will not be understood, that a pre
judice towards atheism is not impartiality.
1 am, sir, your most humble servant,
T. PHILONOUS.'

No. 235.] Thursday, November 29, 1711.

Populares
Vincentem strepitus-

ffor. Ars Poet. v. 81.

Awes the tumultuous noises of the pit.
Rosc.ommm.

THERE is nothing which lies more with
in the province of a Spectator than public
shows and diversions; and as among these
there are none which can pretend to vie

with those elegant entertainments that are

exhibited in our theatres, I think it parti

cularly incumbent on me to take notice of

every thing that is remarkable in such nu
merous and refined assemblies.

It is observed, that of late years there has
Deen a certain person in the upper gallery
of the playhouse, who when he is pleased
with any thing that is acted upon the stage,

expresses his approbation by a loud knock

upon the benches or the wainscot, which

may be heard over the whole theatre. The
person is commonly known by the name of

the ' Trunk-maker in the upper gallery.'
Whether it be that the blow he gives on
these occasions resembles that which is

often heard in the shops of such artisans,
or that he was supposed to have been a real

trunk-maker, who, after the finishing of

his day's work, used to unbend his mind at

these public diversions with his hammer in

his hand, I cannot certainly tell. There
are some, I know, who have been foolish

enough to imagine it is a spirit which
haunts the upper gallery, and from time
to time makes those strange noises; and the

rather, because he is observed to be louder

than ordinary every time the ghost of

Hamlet appears. Others have reported,
that, it is a dumb man, who has chosen
this way of uttering himself when he is

transported with any thing he sees or

hears. Others will have it to be the play
house thunderer, that exerts himself after

this manner in the upper gallery when he
has nothing to do upon the roof.

But having made it my business to get
the best information I could in a matter of

this moment, I find that the trunk-maker,
as he is commonly called, is a large black

man, whom nobody knows. He generally
leans forward on a huge oaken plant with

great attention to every thing that passes

upon the stage. He never is seen to smile,

but upon hearing any thing that pleases

him, he takes up his staff with both hands,
and lays it upon the next piece of timber

that stands in his way with exceeding ve

hemence; after which he composes him self

in his former posture, till such time as

something new sets him again at work.
It hns been observed, his blow is so well

timed that the most judicious critic could
never except against it. As soon as any
shining thought is expressed in the poet, or

any uncommon grace appears in the actor,
he smites the bench or the wainscot. If

the audience does not concur with him, he
smites a second time: and if the audience

is not yet awakened, looks round him with

great wrath, and repeats the blow a third

time, which never fails to produce the clap.
He sometimes lets the audience begin the

clap of themselves, and at the conclusion

of their applause ratifies it with a single
thwack.
He is of so great use to the play-house,

that it is said, a former director of it, upon
his not being able to pay his attendance by
reason of sickness, kept one in pay to offi

ciate for him until such time as he recover

ed; but the person so employed, though he
laid about him with incredible violence,

did it in such wrong places, that the audi

ence soon found out that it was not their

old friend the trunk-maker.
It has been remarked, that he has not

yet exerted himself with vigour this sea

son. He sometimes plies at the opera; and

upon Nicolini's first appearance was said to

have demolished three benches in the fury
of his applause. He has broken half a

dozen oaken plants upon Dogget,* and sel

dom goes away from a tragedy of Shak-

speare, without leaving the wainscot ex

tremely shattered.

The players do not only connive at his

obstreperous approbation, but very cheer

fully repair at their own cost whatever

damages he makes. They once had a

thought of erecting a kind of wooden anvil

f r his use, that should be made of a very-

sounding plank, in order to render his

strokes more deep and mellow; but as this

might not have been distinguished from the

music of a kettle-drum, the project was laid

aside.

In the meanwhile, I cannot but take no

tice of the great use it is to an audience,

that a person should thus preside over their

heads like the director of a concert, in or

der to awaken their attention, and beat time

to their applauses; or, to raise my simile, I

have sometimes fancied the trunk-maker

in the upper gallery to be like Virgil's

ruler of the winds, seated upon the top of a

mountain, who when he struck his sceptre

upon the side of it, roused a hurricane, and

set the whole cavern in an uproar, f

It is certain the trunk-maker has saved

many a go;xl play, and brought many a

graceful actor into reputation, who would

not otherwise have been taken notice of. It

is very visible, as the audience is n t a little

* Thomas Dorset, a celebrated comic actor, many
years joint manager of Drury-lane Theatre. He died

in 1721, leaving a legacy 10 provide a coat and badge
to be rowed for, from London HridEe to Chelsea, by six

watermen yearly, on the first of August, the day of the

accession (if George I. There is a particular account

of him in Gibber's Apology.
t --Eneid, i. 85.
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abashed, if they find themselves betrayed
into a clap, when their friend in the upper
gallery does not come into it; so the actors

do not value themselves upon the clap, but

regard it as a mere brutum fuimen, or

empty noise, when it has not the sound of

the oaken plant in it. I know it has been

given out by those who are enemies to the

trunk-maker, that he has sometimes been
bribed to be in the interest of a bad poet, or
a vicious player; but this is a surmise which
has no foundation: his strokes are always
just, and his admonitions seasonable; he
does not deal about his blows at random,
but always hits the right nail upon the head.
The inexpressible force wherewith he lays
them on sufficiently shows the evidence and

strength of his conviction. His zeal for a

good author is indeed outrageous, and breaks
down every fence and partition, every board
and plank, that stands within the expres
sion of his applause.
As I do not care for terminating my

thoughts in barren speculations, or in re

ports of pure matter of fact, without draw

ing something from them for the advantage
of my countrymen, I shall take the liberty
to make an humble proposal, that when
ever the trunk-maker shall depart this life,

or whenever he shall have lost the spring
of his arm by sickness, old age, infirmity,
or the like, some able-bodied critic should

be advanced to this post, and have a com
petent salary settled on him for life, to be
furnished with bamboos for operas, crab-
tree cudgels for comedies, and oaken plants
for tragedy, at the public expense. And to

the end that this place should be always
disposed of according to merit, I would have
none preferred to it, who has not given con

vincing proofs* both of a sound judgment,
and a strong arm, and who could not, upon
occasion, either knock down an ox, or write

a comment upon Horace's Art of Poetry.
In short, I w^uld have him a due composi
tion of Hercules and Apollo, and so rightly

qualified for this important office, that the

trunk-maker may not be missed by our

posterity. C.

No. 236.] Friday, November 30, 1711.

-Dare jura maritis. Hor. Jlrs Poet. v. 398.

With laws connubial tyrants to restrain.

'MR. SPECTATOR, You have not spoken
in so direct a manner upon the subject of

marriage, as that important case deserves.

It would not be improper to observe upon
the peculiarity in the youth of Great Britain

of railing and laughing at that institution;

and when they fall into it, from a profligate
habit of mind, being insensible of the satis

faction in that way of life, and treating their

wives with the most barbarous disrespect.
* Particular circumstances, and cast of

temper, must teach a man the probability
of mighty uneasiness in that state; (for un

questionably some there are whose very

dispositions are strangely averse to conjugal
friendship) but no one, I believe, is by his

own natural complexion prompted to tease

and torment another for no reason but being
nearly allied to him. And can there be any
thing more base, or serve to sink a man so

much below his own distinguishing charac

teristic, (I mean reason,) than returning evil

for good in so open a manner, as that of

treating a helpless creature with unkind-

ness, who has had so good an opinion of

him as to believe what he said relating to

one of the greatest concerns of life, by de

livering her happiness in this world to his

care and protection? Must not that man be
abandoned even to all manner of humanity,
who can deceive a woman with appearances
of affection and kindness, for no other end
but to torment her with more ease and au

thority? Is any thing more unlike a gentle
man than when his honour is engaged for

the performing his promises, because no

thing but that can oblige him to it, to be
come afterwards false to his word, and be
alone the occasion of misery to one whose

happiness he but lately pretended was
dearer to him than his own ? Ought such a
one to be trusted in his common affairs ? or

treated but as one whose honesty consisted

only in his incapacity of being otherwise ?

' There is one cause of this usage no less

absurd than common, which takes place
among the more unthinking men; and that

is, the desire to appear to their friends free

and at liberty, and without those trammels

they have so much ridiculed. To avoid this

they fly into the other extreme, and grow
tyrants that they may seem masters. Be
cause an uncontrollable command of their

own actions is a certain sign of entire domi
nion, they will not so much as recede from
the government even in one muscle of their

faces. A kind look they believe would be

fawning, and a civil answer yielding the

superiority. To this we must attribute an

austerity they betray in every action. What
but this can put a man out of humour in his

wife's company, though he is so dintinguish-

ingly pleasant every where else ? The bit

terness of his replies, and the severity of

his frowns to the tenderest of wives, clearly
demonstrate that an ill-grounded fear of

being thought too submissive, is at the bot

tom of this, as I am willing to call it, affected

moroseness; but if it be such, only put on to

convince his acquaintance of his entire do

minion, let him take care of the conse

quence, which will be certain and worse
than the present evil; his seeming indiffer

ence will by degrees grow into real con

tempt, and if it doth not wholly alienate the
affections of his wife for ever from him,
make both him and her more miserable

than if it really did so.

'However. inconsistent it may appear, to

be thought a well-bred person has no small

share in this clownish behaviour. A dis

course therefore relating to good-breeding
towards a loving and a tender wife, would
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be of great use to this sort of gentlemen.
Could you but once convince them, that to

be civil at least is not beneath the character
of a gentleman, nor even tender affection

towards one who would make it reciprocal,

betrays any softness or effeminacy that the
most masculine disposition need be ashamed
of; could you satisfy them of the generosity
of voluntary civility, and the greatness of
soul that is conspicuous in benevolence with
out immediate obligations; could you re
commend to people's practice the saying of
the gentleman quoted in one of your specu
lations, "That he thought it incumbent

upon him to make the inclinations of a wo
man of merit go along with her duty;"
could you, I say, persuade these men of the

beauty and reasonableness of this sort of

behaviour, I have so much charity, for

some of them at least, to believe you would
convince them of a thing they are only
ashamed to allow. Besides, you would re
commend that state in its truest, and con

sequently its most agreeable colours: and
the gentlemen, who have for any time been
such professed enemies to it, when occasion
should serve, would return you their thanks
for assisting their interest in prevailing over
*heir prejudices. Marriage in general would

oy this means be a more easy and comfort
able condition; the husband would be no
where so well satisfied as in his own par
lour, nor the wife so pleasant as in the com
pany of her husband. A desire of being
agreeable in the lover would be increased in

the husband, and the mistress be more ami
able by becoming the wife. Besides all

which, I am apt to believe we should find

the race of men grow wiser as their pro
genitors grew kinder, and the affection of

their parents would be conspicuous in the
wisdom of their children; in short, men
would in general be much better humoured
than they are, did they not so frequently
exercise the worst turns of their temper
where they ought to exert the best.

'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a woman who
left the admiration of the whole town to

throw myself (for love of wealth) into the
arms of a fool. When I married him, I

could have had any one of several men of

sense who languished for me; but my case

is just. I believed my superior understand

ing would form him into a tractable crea
ture. But, alas! my spouse has cunning and

suspicion, the inseparable companions of

little minds; and every attempt I make to

divert, by putting on an agreeable air, a

sudden cheerfulness, or kind behaviour, he
looks upon as the first act towards an insur

rection against his undeserved dominion
over me. Let every one who is still to

choose, and hopes to govern a fool, remem
ber TRISTISSA.'

' St. Martin's, Nov. 25.
' MR. SPECTATOR, This is to complain

of an evil practice which I think very well

deserves a redress, though you have not as

yet taken any notice of it: if you mention it

in yourpaper, it may perhaps have a very
good effect. What I mean is, the disturb
ance some people give to others at church,
by their repetition of the prayers after the

minister; and that not only in the prayers,
but also in the absolution; and the com
mandments fare BO better, which are in a

particular manner the priest's office. This
I have known done in so audible a manner,
that sometimes their voices have been as
loud as his. As little as you would think it,

this is frequently done by people seemingly
devout. This irreligious inadvertency is a

thing extremely offensive: But I do not re

commend it as a thing I give you liberty to

ridicule, but hope it may be amended by
the bare mention. Sir, your very humble
servant, 'T. S.'

T.

No. 237.] Saturday, December 1, 1711.

Visa carentem magna pars verit latet.

Seneca in (Edip.

They that are dim of sight tee truth by halves.

IT is very reasonable to believe, that part
of the pleasure which happy minds shall

enjoy in a future state, will arise from an

enlarged contemplation of the Divine Wis
dom in the government of the world, and a

discovering of the secret and amazing steps
ot Providence, from the beginning to the
end of time. Nothing seems to be an enter

tainment more adapted to the nature of

man, if we consider that curiosity is one of
the strongest and most lasting appetites im

planted in us, and that admiration is one of
our most pleasing passions; and what a per
petual succession of enjoyments will be af

forded to both these, in a scene so large and
various as shall there be laid open to our
view in the society of superior spirits, who
perhaps will join with us in so delightful a

prospect !

It is not impossible, on the contrary, that

part of the punishment of such as are ex
cluded from bliss, may consist not only in

their being denied this privilege, but in

having their appetites at the same time

vastly increased without any satisfaction

afforded to them. In these, the vain pur
suit of knowledge shall, perhaps, add to

their infelicity, and bewilder them ipto

labyrinths of error, darkness, distraction,

and uncertainty of every thing but their

own evil state. Milton has thus represented
the fallen angels reasoning together in a
kind of respite from their torments, and

creating to themselves a new disquiet amidst
their very amusements; he could n rt pro
perly have described the sport of con

demned spirits, without that cast of horror

and melancholy he has so judiciously min

gled with them :

Others npnrt gat on a hill rolirM.

In thoughts more elevato. ami reason'rl hiah
Of providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate.
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. Fixt fate, freewill, foreknowledge absolute,
And found no end in wandering mazes lost.*

In our present condition, which is a mid
dle state, our minds are as it were check
ered with truth and falsehood: and as our
faculties are narrow, and our views imper
fect, it is impossible but our curiosity must
meet with many repulses* The business
of mankind in this life being rather to act
than to know, their portion of knowledge is

dealt to them accordingly.
From hence it is, that the reason of the

inquisitive has so long been exercised with
difficulties, in accounting for the promiscu
ous distribution of good and evil to the vir
tuous and the wicked in this world. From
hence come all those pathetic complaints
of so many tragical events which happen
to the wise and the good; and of such sur

prising prosperity, which is often the lotf
of the guilty and the foolish; that reason is

sometimes puzzled, and at a loss what to

pronounce upon so mysterious a dispen
sation.

Plato expresses his abhorrence of some
fables of the poets, which seem to reflect
on the gods as the authors of injustice; and
lays it down as a principle, that whatever is

yermitted to befal a just man, whether
poverty, sickness, or any of those things
which seem to be evils, shall either in life

or death conduce to his good. My reader
will observe how agreeable this maxim is

to what we find delivered by a greater au

thority. Seneca has written a discourse

purposely on this subject;}: in which he
takes pains, after the doctrine of the Stoics,
to show that adversity is not in itself an
evil; and mentions a noble saying of Deme
trius, that *

nothing would be more unhappy
than a man who had never known afflic

tion.
' He compares prosperity to the in

dulgence of a fond mother to a child, which
often proves his ruin; but the affection of
the Divine Being to that of a wise father,
who would have his sons exercised with la

bour, disappointments, and pain, that they
may gather strength and improve their for

titude. On this occasion, the philosopher
rises into that celebrated sentiment,

' That
there is not on earth a spectacle more worthy
the regard of a Creator intent on his works
than a brave man superior to his sufferings;'
to which he adds, that it must be a plea
sure to Jupiter himself to look down from
heaven, and see Cato amidst the ruins of
his country preserving his integrity.'
This thought will appear yet more rea

sonable, if we consider human life as a state
of probation, and adversity as the post of
honour in it, assigned often to the best and
most select

spirits.
But what I would chiefly insist on here

* Paradise Lost, b. ii. v. 557.

t Spect. in folio ; for reward, &e.

j Vid. Scnec. De constantia sapientis, give quod in

apientem non cadit injuria.

44

is, that we are not at present in a proper
situation to judge of the councils by which
Providence acts, since but little arrives at

our knowledge, and even that little we dis

cern imperfectly; or according to the ele

gant figure in holy writ, 'we see but in

part, and as in a glass darkly
'

It is to be
considered, that Providence in its economy
regards the whole system of time and

things together, so that we cannot dis

cover the beautiful connection between in

cidents which lie widely separate in time,
and by losing so many links of the chain,
our reasonings become broken and imper
fect. Thus those parts of the moral world
which have not an absolute, may yet have
a relative beauty, in respect of some other

parts concealed from us, but open to his

eye before whom '

past,' 'present,' and 'to

come,' are set together in one point of view:
and those events, the permission of which
seems now to accuse his goodness, may in

the consummation of things both magnify
his goodness, and exalt his wisdom. And
this is enough to check our presumption,
since it is in vain to apply our measures of

regularity to matters of which we know
neither the antecedents nor the consequents,
the beginning nor the end.

I shall relieve my readers from this ab
stracted thought, by relating here a Jewish
tradition concerning Moses, which seems
to be a kind of parable, illustrating what I

have last mentioned. That great prophet,
it is said, was called up by a voice from
heaven to the top of a mountain; where in

a conference with the Supreme Being, he
was admitted to propose to him some ques
tions concerning his administration of the

universe. In the midst of this divine col

loquy he was commanded to look down on
the plain below. At the foot of the moun
tain there issued out a clear spring of water,
at which a soldier alighted from his horse
to drink. He was no sooner gone than a
little boy came to the same place, and find

ing a purse of gold which the soldier had

dropped, took it up and went away with it.

Immediately after this came an infirm old

man, weary with age and travelling, and

having quenched his thirst, sat down to rest

himself by the side of the spring. The sol

dier missing his purse returns to search for

it, and demands it of the old man, who
affirms he had not seen it, and appeals to

heaven in witness of his innocence. The
soldier not believing his protestations, kills

him. Moses fell on his face with horror
and amazement, when the divine voice thus

prevented his expostulation :
' Be not sur

prised, Moses, nor ask why the Judge of

the whole earth has suffered this thing to

pass. The child is the occasion that the
blood of the old man is spilt; but know that

the old man whom thou sawest was the

murderer of that child's father.
'

C.

1 Cor. xiii. 12.
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No. 238.] Monday, December 3, 1711.

Neqtiicquam populo bibulas donaveris aures;
Respue quod non es Persius, Sat. iv. 50.

No more to flattering crowds thine ear incline,
Eager to drink the praise which is not thine.

Bretcster.

AMONG all the diseases of the mind, there
is not one more epidemical or more perni
cious than the love of flattery. For as
where the juices of the body are prepared
to receive a malignant influence, there the
disease rages with most violence; so in this

distemper of the mind, where there is ever
a

propensity and inclination to suck in the

poison, it cannot be but that the whole order
of reasonable action must be overturned,
for, like music, it

So softens and disarms the mind,
That not one arrow can resistance find.

First we flatter ourselves, and then the

flattery of others is sure of success. It

awakens our self-love within, a party which
is ever ready to revolt from our better judg
ment, and join the enemy without. Hence
it is, that the profusion of favours we so
often see poured upon the parasite, are re

presented to us by our self-love, as justice
done to the man who so agreeably recon
ciled us to ourselves. When we are over
come by such soft insinuations and ensnaring
compliances, we gladly recompense the ar
tifices that are made use of to blind our
reason, and which triumph over the weak
nesses of our temper and inclinations.

But were every man persuaded from how
mean and low a principle this passion is de
rived, there can be no doubt but the person
who should attempt to gratify it, would then
be as contemptible as he is now successful.
It is the desire of s^me quality we are not

possessed of, or inclination to be something
we are not, which are the causes of our

giving ourselves up to that man who be
stows upon us the characters and qualities
of others, which perhaps suit us as ill, and
were as little designed for our wearing, as
their clothes. Instead of going out of our
own complexional nature into that of others,
it were a better and more laudable industry
to improve our own, and instead of a mise
rable copy become a good original; for
there is no temper, no disposition so rude
and untractable, but may in its own pecu
liar cast and turn be brought to some agree
able use in conversation, or in the affairs of
life. A person of a rougher deportment,
and less tied r.p to the usual ceremonies of

behaviour, will, like Manly in the play,*
please by the grace which nature gives to

every action wherein she is complied with;
the brisk and lively will not want their ad-
mircrs, and even a more reserved and

melancholy temper may at sometimes be
agreeable.
When there is not vanity enough awake

in a man to undo him, the flatterer stirs up
that dormant weakness, and inspires him

*
Wycherley's comedy of the Plain Dealer.

with merit enough to be a coxcomb. But if

flattery
be the most sordid act that can be

complied with, the art of praising justly is

as commendable; for it is laudable to praise
well; as poets at one and the same time

give immortality, and receive it themselves
for a reward. Both are pleased; the one
whilst he receives the recompence of merit,
the other whilst he shows he knows how to

discern it; but above all, that man is happy
in this art, who, like a skilful painter, re
tains the features and complexion, but still

softens the picture into the most agreeable
likeness.

There can hardly, I believe, be imagined
a more desirable pleasure than that of

praise unmixed with any possibility of flat

tery. Such was that which Germanicus

enjoyed, when, the night before a battle,
dsirousof some sincere mark of the esteem
of his legions for him, he is described by
Tacitus listening in a disguise to the dis

course of a soldier, and wrapt up in the
fruition of his glory, whilst with an unde

signed sincerity they praised his noble and

majestic mien, his affability, his valour,
conduct, and success in war. How must a
man have his heart full-blown with joy in

such an article of glory as this? What a

spur and encouragement still to proceed in

those steps which had already brought him
to so pure a taste of the greatest of mortal

enjoyments?
It sometimes happens that even enemies

and envious persons bestow the sincerest

marks of esteem when they least design
it. Such afford a greater pleasure, as ex
torted by merit, and freed from all suspicion
of favour or flattery. Thus it. is with Mal-
volio; he has wit, learning, and discern

ment, but tempered with an allay of envy
self-love, and detraction. Malvolio turm
pale at the mirth and good-humour of the

company, if it centre not in his person; he
grows jealous and displeased when he
ceases to be the only person admired, and
looks upon the commendations paid to an
other as a detraction from his merit, and an

attempt to lessen the superiority he affects;
but by this very method, he bestows such
praise as can never be suspected of flattery.
His uneasiness and distastes are so many
sure and certain signs of another's title to

that glory he desires, and has the mortifi

cation to find himself not possessed of.

A good name is fitly compared to a pre
cious ointment, f and when we are praised
with skill and decency, it is indeed the
most agreeable perfume; but if too strongly
admitted into a brain of a less vigorous and

happy texture, it will, like too strong an
odour, overcome the senses, and prove per
nicious to those nerves it was intended to

refresh. A generous mind is of all others
the most sensible of praise and dispraise;
and a noble spirit is as much invigorated
with its due proportion of honour and ap-

t Eccles. vii. 1.
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plause as it Is depressed by neglect and

contempt. But it is only persons far above
the common level who are thus affected

with either of these extremes; as in a ther

mometer, it is only the purest and most
sublimated spirit that is either contracted
or dilated by the benignity or inclemency
of the season.

MR. SPECTATOR, The translations

which you have lately given us from the

Greek, in some of your last papers, have
been the occasion of my looking into some
of those authors: among whom I chanced
on a collection of letters which pass under
the name of Aristsenetus. Of all the re

mains of antiquity, I believe there can be

nothing produced of an air so gallant and

polite; each letter contains a little novel or

adventure, which is told with all the beau
ties of language, and heightened with a
luxuriance of wit. There are several of

them translated;* but with such wide devia
tions from the original, and in a style so far

differing from the author's, that the trans
lator seems rather to have taken hints for

the expressing his own sense and thoughts,
than to have endeavoured to render those
of Aristaenetus. In the following transla

tion, I have kept as near the meaning of the
Greek as I c' uld, and have only added a few
words to make the sentences in English sit

together a little better than they would
otherwise have done. The story seems to

be taken from that of Pygmalion and the
statue in Ovid; some of the thoughts are
of the same turn, and the whole is written
in a kind of pnetical prose.'

Philofiinax to C/iro motion.

"Never was a man more overcome with
so fantastical a passion as mine ; I have

painted a beautiful woman, and am despair
ing, dying for the picture. My own skill

has undone me; it is not the dart of Venus,
but my own pencil has thus wounded me.

Ah, me ! with what anxiety am I necessi

tated to adore my own idol? How misera
ble am I, whilst every one must as much
pity the painter as he praises the picture,
and own mv torment more than equal to

my art. But why do I thus complain?
Have there not been more unhappv and
unnatural passions than mine? Yes, I have
seen the representation of Phxdra, Nar
cissus, and Pasiphss. Phaedra was unhappy
in her love: that of Pasiphx was monstrous;
and whilst the other caught at his beloved

likeness, he destroyed the watery imae:e,
which ever eluded his embraces. The
fountain represented Narcissus to himself,
and the picture both that and him, thirst

ing after his adored image. But I am yet
less unhappv. I enjoy her presence c^n-

tinuallv, and if I touch her, I destroy not
the beauteous form, but she looks pleased,

* By Tom B own and others. See his Works 4 vols.

12mo.

and a sweet smile sits in the charming
space which divides her lips. One would
swear that voice and speech were issuing

out, and that one's ears felt the melodious
sound. How often have I, deceived by a
lover's credulity, hearkened if she had not

something to whisper me? and when frus

trated of my h^pes, how often have I taken

my revenge in kisses from her cheeks and

eyes, and softly wooed her to my embrace,
whilst she (as to me it seemed,) only with
held her tongue the more to inflame me.

But, madman that I am, shall I be thus

taken with the representation only of a
beauteous face, and flowing hair, and thus

waste myself and melt to tears for a sha
dow? Ah, sure it is something more, it is

a reality; for see, her beauties shine out

with new lustre, and she seems to upbraid
me with unkind reproaches. Oh, may I

have a living mistress of this form, that

when I shall compare the work of nature

with that of art, I may be still at a loss

which to choose, and be long perplexed
with the pleasing uncertainty." T.

No. 239.] Tuesday, December 4, 1711.

-Bella, horrida bella! Virg. JEn. vi. 86.

Wars, horrid wars ! Dryden.

I HAVE sometimes amused myself with

considering the several methods of manag
ing a debate which have obtained in the
world.
The first races of mankind used to dis

pute, as our ordinary people do n^w-a-days,
in a kind of wild logic, uncultivated by rules

of art.

Socrates introduced a catechetical method
of arguing. He would ask his adversaiy
question upon question, until he had con
vinced him out of his own nrruth that his

opinions were wrong. This way of debat

ing drives an enemy up into a corner, seizes

all the passes through which he can make
an escape, and forces him to surrender at

discretion.

Aristotle changed this method of attack,
and invented a great variety of little wea

pons, called syllogisms. As in the Socratic

way of dispute you agree to every thing
which your opponent advances, in the Aris-

totelic you are still denying and contradict

ing some part or other of what he savs.

Socrates conquers you by strat-igem, Aris

totle by force! The one takes the town by
sap, the other sw rd in hand.
The universities of Europe for many

years carried on their debates by syllogism,
insomuch that we see the knowledge of

several centuries laid out into objections
and answers, and all the good sense of the

aere cut and minced into almost an infini

tude of distinctions.

When our universities f'und there was
no end of wrangling this way, they invented

a kind of argument, which is not reducible
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to any mood or figure in Aristotle. It was
called the arg^imentum Basilinum, (others
write it Bacilmum or Baculinum,) which is

pretty well expressed in our English word
club-law. When they were not able to
confute their antagonist, they knocked him
down. It was their method in these po
lemical debates, first to discharge their

syllogisms, and afterwards to betake them
selves to their clubs, until such time as they
had one way or other confounded their

eainsayers. There is in Oxford a narrow
defile, (to make use of a military term,)
where the partisans used to encounter; for
which reason it still retains the name of

Logic-lane. I have heard an old gentle
man, a physician, make his boasts, that
when he was a young fellow he marched
several times at the head of a troop of

Scotists,* and cudgelled a body of Smigle-
sianst half the length of High-street, until

they had dispersed themselves for shelter
into their respective garrisons.
This humour, I find, went very far in

Erasmus's time. For that author tells us,
that upon the revival of Greek letters, most
of the universities in Europe were divided
into Greeks and Trojans. The latter were
those who bore a mortal enmity to the lan

guage of the Grecians, insomuch that if

they met with any who understood it, they
did not fail to treat him as a foe. Erasmus
himself had, it seems, the misfortune to
fall into the hands of a party of Trojans,
who laid on him with so many blows and
buffets that he never forgot their hostilities

to his dying day.
There is a way of managing an argument

not much unlike the former, which is made
use of by states and communities, when they
draw up a hundred thousand disputants, on
each side, and convince one another by dint
of sword. A certain grand monarch^ was
so sensible of his strength in this way of

reasoning, that he writ upon his great
guns Ratio ultima reeum, ' The logic of

kings;' but, God be thanked, he is now
pretty well baffled at his own weapons.
When one has to do with a philosopher of

this kind, one should remember the old

gentleman's saying, who had been engaged
in an argument with one of the Roman
emperors.! Upon his friend's telling him
that he wondered he would give up the

question, when he had visibly the better of
the dispute; 'I am never ashamed,' says
he, 'to be confuted by one who is master
of fifty legions.

'

I shall but just mention another kind of

* The followers of Dims Scotus, a celebrated Fran-
ciscan divine, horn in Northumberland. From Oxford,
where he was educated, he went to Paris, where his

reputation was so high as a disputant, that he acquired
the name of the 'subtile doctor.' His opposition to the
doctrine of Thomas Aquinas pave birth to two parties,
the flcotists anil Thomists. Ho died at Cologne, in 1308.

t The followers of Martin Smiglecius, a famous logi
cian in the Kith century.

1 I^-wix XIV. of France.

f The Emperor Adria'i.

reasoning, which may be called arguing by
poll; and another which is of equal force,
in which wagers are made use of as argu
ments, according to the celebrated line in

Hudibras.ll

But the most notable way of managing a

controversy, is that which we may call

arguing by torture. This is a method of

reasoning which has been made use of with
the poor refugees, and which was so fashion
able in our country during the reign of

Queen Mary, that in a passage of an au
thor quoted by Monsieur Bayle, it is said
the price of wood was raised in England,
by reason of the executions that were made
in Smithfield.lT These disputants convince
their adversaries with a sorites,** commonly
called a pile of faggots. The rack is also a
kind of syllogism which has been used with

good effect, and has made multitudes of
converts. Men were formerly disputed out
of their doubts, reconciled to truth by force
of reason, and won over to opinions by the

candour, sense, and ingenuity of those who
had the right on their side; but this method
of conviction operated too slowly. Pain
was found to be much more enlightening
than reason. Every scruple was looked

upon as obstinacy, and not to be removed
but by several engines invented for that

purpose. In a word, the application ol

whips, racks, gibbets, galleys, dungeons,
fire and faggot, in a dispute, may be looked

upon as popish refinements upon the old
heathen logic.
There is another way of reasoning which

seldom fails, though it be of a quite different

nature to that I have last mentioned. I

mean convincing a man by ready money,
or as it is ordinarily called, bribing a man
to an opinion. This method has often

proved successful, when all the others have
been made use of to no purpose. A man
who is furnished with arguments from the

mint, will convince his antagonist much
sooner than one who draws them from rea
son and philosophy. Gold is a wonderful
clearer of the understanding; it dissipates

every doubt and scruple in an instant; ac
commodates itself to the meanest capaci
ties; silences the loud and clamourous, and

brings over the most obstinate and inflexi

ble. Philip of Macedon was a man of most
invincible reason this way. He refuted by
it all the wisdom of Athens, confounded
their statesmen, struck their orators dumb,
and at length argued them out of all their

liberties.

Having here touched upon the several

methods of disputing, as they have pre
vailed in different ages of the world, I shall

very suddenly give my reader an account
of the whole art of cavilling; which shall

at of Cluern Mary.
A writes is a heap ofpropositions th
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be a full and satisfactory answer to all such
papers and pamphlets as have yet ap
peared against the Spectator. C.

No. 240.] Wednesday, December 5, 1711.

Aliter non fit, Avite, liber.

Mart. Ep. 17. Lib. I.

Of such materials, sir, are books composed.

MR. SPECTATOR, I am one of the
most genteel trades in the city, and under
stand thus much of liberal education, as to
have an ardent ambition of being useful to

mankind, and to think that the chief end
of being, as to this life. I had these good
impressions given me from the handsome
behaviour of a learned, generous, and
wealthy man towards me, when I first

began the world. Some dissatisfaction be
tween me and my parents made me enter
into it with less relish of business than I

ought; and to turn off this uneasiness, I

gave myself to criminal pleasures, some
excesses, and a general loose conduct. I

know not what the excellent man above-
mentioned saw in me, but he descended
from the superiority of his wisdom and
merit, to throw himself frequently into my
company. This made me soon hope' that
I had something in me worth cultivating,
and his conversation made me sensible of
satisfactions in a regular way, which I had
never before imagined. When he was
grown familiar with me, he opened himself
like a good angel, and told me he had long
laboured to ripen me into a preparation to
receive his friendship and advice, both
which I should daily command, and the
use of any part of his fortune, to apply
the measures he should propose to me, for
the improvement of my own. I assure you
I_
cannot recollect the goodness and confu

sion of the good old man when he spoke to
this purpose to me without melting into

tears; but in a word, sir, I must hasten to
tell you, that my heart burns with grati
tude towards him, and he is so happy a
man that it can never be in my power to
return him his favours in kind, but I am
sure I have made him the most agreeable
satisfaction I could possibly, in being ready
to serve others to my utmost ability, as far
as is consistent with the prudence he pre
scribes to me. Dear Mr. Spectator, I do not
owe to him only the good-will and esteem
of my own relations, (who are people of

distinction,) the present ease and plenty of

my circumstances, but also the government
of my passions, and regulation of my de
sires, I doubt not, sir, but in your imagina
tion such virtues as these of my worthy
friend, bear as great a figure as actions
which are more glittering in the common
estimation. What I would ask of you, is

to give us a whole Spectator upon heroic
virtue in common life, which may incite

men to the same generous inclinations, as

have by this admirable person been shown
to, and raised in, sir, your most humble
servant.' ,

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a country gen
tleman of a good plentiful estate, and live as
the rest of my neighbours with great hos

pitality. I have been ever reckoned among
the ladies the best company in the world,
and have access as a sort of favourite. I
never came in public but I saluted them,
though in great assemblies, all around;
where it was seen how genteelly I avoided

hampering my spurs in their petticoats,
whilst I moved amongst them; and on the
other side how prettily they curtsied and
received me standing in proper r<5ws, and
advancing as fast as they saw their elders,
or their betters, despatched by me. But so
it is, Mr. Spectator, that all our good breed

ing is of late lost, by the unhappy arrival of
a courtier, or town gentleman, who came
lately among us. This person whenever he
came into a room made a profound bow,
and fell back, then recovered with a soft

air, and made a bow to the next, and so to

one or two more, and then took the gross of
the room, by passing them in a continual
bow until he arrived at the person he
thought proper particularly to entertain.

This he did with so good a grace and as

surance, that it is taken for the present
fashion; and there is no young gentlewoman
within several miles of this place has been
kissed ever since his first appearance among
us. We country gentlemen cannot begin
again and learn these fine and reserved airs;
and our conversation is at a stand, until we
lave your judgment for or against kissing

jy way of civility or salutation; which is

mpatiently expected by your friends of
>oth sexes, but by none so much as your
lumble servant,

RUSTIC SPRIGHTLY.'

'Decembers, 1711.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I was the other night

at Philaster, where I expected to hear your
"amous trunk-maker, but was unhappily
disappointed of his company, and saw an
other person who had the like ambition to

distinguish himself in a noisy manner, partly
>y vociferation or talking loud, and partly
>y his bodily agility. This was a very lusty
"ellow, but withal a sort of beau, who get-

ing into one of the side-boxes on the stage
>efore the curtain drew, was disposed to

ihow the whole audience his activity by
eaping over the spikes: he passed from
hence to one of the entering doors, where
le took snuff with a tolerable good grace,

displayed his fine clothes, made two or
hrce feint passes at the curtain with his

cane, then faced about and appeared at the
ther door. Here he affected to survey the
whole house, bowed and smiled at random,
and then showed his teeth, which were
,ome of them indeed very white. After this

te retired behind the curtain, and obliged
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us with several views of his person from
every opening.

'

During the time of acting, he appeared
frequently in the prince's apartment, made
one at the hunting-match, and was very for
ward in the rebellion.* If there were no
injunctions to the contrary, yet this practice
must be confessed to diminish the pleasure
of the audience, and for that reason pre
sumptuous and unwarrantable; but since
her majesty's late command has made it

criminal, f you have authority to take no
tice of it. Sir, your humble servant,
T. 'CHARLES EASY.'

No. 241. ] Thursday, December 6, 1711.

-Semperque relinqui
Sola sibi, semper longam incomitata videtur
Ire viam Virg. JEn. iv. 466.

All sad she seems, forsaken, and alone ;

And left to wander wide through paths unknown. P.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Though you have
considered virtuous love in most of its dis

tresses, I do not remember that you have
given us any dissertation upon the absence
of lovers, or laid down any methods how
they should support themselves under those

long separations which they are sometimes
forced to undergo. I am at present in this

unhappy circumstance, having parted with
the best of husbands, who is abroad in the
service of his country, and may not possibly
return for some years. Hiswarm and gener
ous affection while we were together, with
the tenderness which he expressed to me
at parting, make his absence almost insup
portable. I think of him every moment of
the day, and meet him every night in my
dreams. Every thing I see puts me in mind
of him. I apply myself with more than

ordinary diligence to the care of his family
and his estate; but this instead of relieving
me, gives me but so many occasions of wish

ing for his return. I frequent the rooms
where I used to converse with him, and not

meeting him there, sit down in his chair
and fall a weeping. I love to read the books
he delighted in, and to converse with the

persons whom he esteemed. I visit his pic
ture a hundred times a day, and place my
self over against it whole hours together. I

pass a great part of my time in the walks
where I used to lean iipon his arm, and
recollect in my mind the discourses which
have there passed between us: I look over
the several prospects and points of view
which we used to survey together, fix my
eye upon the objects which he has made
me take notice of; and call to mind a thou
sand agreeable remarks which he has made
on those occasions. I write to him by every
conveyance, and contrary to other people,

* Different scenes in Beaumont and Fletcher's tragedy
of Philaster.

t In the play-bills of that time, these words were in

serted :

'

By her majesty's command, no person is to be
admitted behind the scenes.'

am always in good-humour when an east
wind blows, because it seldom fails of bring
ing me a letter from him. Let me entreat

you, sir, to give me your advice upon this

occasion, and to let "me know how I may
relieve myself in this my widowhood. I
am, sir, your most humble servant,

'ASTERIA.'

Absence is what the poets call death in

love, and has given occasion to abundance
of beautiful complaints in those authors who
have treated of this passion in verse. Ovid's

Epistles are full of them. Otway's Moni-
mia talks very tenderly upon this subject:

-It was not kind
To leave me like a turtle, here alone,
To droop and mourn the absence ofmy mate.
When thou art from me, every place is desert ;

And I, methinks, am savage and forlorn.

Thy presence only 'tis can make me blest.

Heal my unquiet mind, and tune my soul.

Orphan, Act il.

The consolations of lovers on these occa
sions are very extraordinary. Besides those
mentioned by Asteria, there are many other
motives of comfort which are made use of

by absent lovers.

I remember in one of Scudery'sRomances
a couple of honourable lovers agreed at

their parting to set aside one half hour in

the day to think of each other during a
tedious absence. The romance tells us, that

they both of them punctually observed the
time thus agreed upon; and that whatever

company or business they were engaged in,

they left it abruptly as soon as the clock
warned them to retire. The romance fur
ther adds, that the lovers expected the
return of this stated hour with as much im
patience as if it had been a real assignation,
and enjoyed an imaginary happiness, that
was almost as pleasing to them as what they
would have found from a real meeting. It

was an inexpressible satisfaction to these
divided lovers to be assured that each was
at the same time employed in the same
kind of contemplation, and making equal
returns of tenderness and affection.

If I may be allowed to mention a more
serious expedient for the alleviating of ab

sence, I shall take notice of one which I

have known two persons practise, who
joined religion to that elegance of senti

ments with which the passion of love gene
rally inspires its votaries. This was, at the

return of such an hour, to offer up a certain

prayer for each other, which they had

agreed upon before their parting. The hus

band, who is a man that makes a figure in

the polite world, as well as in his own
family, has often told me, that he could no*

have supported an absence of three years
without this expedient.

Strada, in one of his Prolusions,}: gives an
account of a chimerical coiTespondcnce be
tween two friends by the help of a certain

loadstone, which had such virtue in it, that

J Lib. ii. prol. 6.
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if it touched two several needles, when ont
of the needles so touched began to move, th

other, though at never so great a distance
moved at the same time, and in the same
manner. He tells us, that the two friend

being each of them possessed of one of thes<

needles, made a kind of dial-plate, inscrib

ing it with the four-and-twenty letters, in

the same manner as the hours of the day
are marked upon the ordinary dial-plate.

They then fixed one of the needles on each
ot these plates in such a manner that it

could move round without impediment, so
as to touch any of the four-and-twenty let

ters. Upon their separating from one an
other into distant countries, they agreed to

withdraw themselves punctually into their
closets at a certain hour of the day, and to

converse with one another by means of this
their invention. Accordingly when they
were some hundred miles asunder, each of
them shut himself up in his closet at the
time appointed, and immediately cast his

eye upon his dial-plate. If he had a mind
to write any thing to his friend, he directed
his needle to every letter that formed the
words which he had occasion for, making a
little pause at the end of every word or

sentence, to avoid confusion. The friend in

the meanwhile saw his own sympathetic
needle moving of itself to every letter which
that of his correspondent pointed at. By this

means they talked together across a whole
continent, and conveyed their thoughts to

one another in an instant over cities or

mountains, seas or deserts.

If Monsieur Scudery, or any other writer
on romance, had introduced a necromancer,
who is generally in the train of a knight-
errant, making a present to two lovers of a

couple of these above-mentioned needles,
the reader would not have been a little

pleased to have seen them corresponding
with one another when they were guarded
by spies and watches, or separated by cas
tles and adventures.

In the meanwhile, if ever this invention
ehould be revived or put in practice, I would

propose that upon the lover's dial-plate
there should be written not only the four-

and-twenty letters, but several entire words
which have always a place in passionate
epistles; as flames, darts, die, languish,
absence, Cupid, heart, eyes, hang, drown,
and the like. This would very much abridge
the lover's pains in this way of writing a
letter, as it would enable him to express
the most useful and significant words with
a single touch of the needle. C.

No. 242.] Friday, December 7, 1711.

freditur, ex medioquia res arcessit, habere
Sudoris minimum HOT. Lib. 2, Ep. i. 168.

To write on vulgar themes, is thought an easy task.

' MR. SPECTATOR, Your speculations
do not so generally prevail overmen's man
ners as I could wish. A former paper of

yours concerning the misbehaviour of peo
ple, who are necessarily in each other's

company in travelling, ought to have been
a lasting admonition against transgressions
of that kind. But I had the fate of your
quaker, in meeting with a rude fellow in a
stage-coach, who entertained two or three
women of us (for there was no man besides

himself) with language as indecent as ever
was heard upon the water. The imperti
nent observations which the coxcomb made
upon our shame and confusion were such}
that it is an unspeakable grief to reflect

upon them. As much as you have declaim
ed against duelling, I hope you will do us
the justice to declare, that if the brute has

courage enough to send to the place where
he saw us all alight together to get rid of

him, there is not one of us but has a lover
who shall avenge the insult. It would cer

tainly be wnrth your consideration, to look
into the frequent misfortunes of this kind,
to which the modest and innocent are ex

posed, by the licentious behaviour of such
as are as much strangers to good-breeding
as to virtue. Could we avoid hearing what
we do not approve, as easily as we can see

ing what is disagreeable, there were some
consolation; but since in a box at a play,
in an assembly of ladies, or even in a pew
at church, it is in the power of a gross cox-

cpmb to utter what a woman cannot avoid

hearing, how miserable is her condition
who comes within the power of such im-

pertinents? and how necessary is it to re

peat invectives against such a behaviour?
If the licentious had not utterly forgot what
it is to be modest, they would know that

offended modesty labours under one of the

greatest sufferings to which human life can
be exposed. If these brutes could reflect

thus much, though they want shame, they
would be moved by their pity, to abhor an

impudent behaviour in the presence of the
chaste and innocent. If you will oblige us
with a Spectator on this subject, and pro
cure it to be pasted against every stage
coach in Great Britain as the law of the

journey, you will highly oblige the whole
ex, for which you have professed so great
an esteem; and in particular the two ladies

my late fellow-sufferers, and, sir, your most
lumble servant,

'REBECCA RIDINGHOOD.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, The matter which
[ am now going to send you, is an unhappy-
story in low life, and will recommend itself,

10 that you must excuse the manner of ex-

Dressing it. A poor idle drunken weaver in

Spitalfields has a faithful laborious wife,
who by her frugality and industry had laid

)y her as much money as purchased her a
icket in the present lottery. She had hid
his very privately in the bottom of a trunk
and had given her number to a friend and

confidant, who had promised to keep the

secret, and bring her news of the success.

The poor adventurer was one day gone
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abroad, when her careless husband, sus

pecting she had saved some money, searche

every corner, till at length he finds thi

same ticket; which he immediately carrie

abroad, sells, and squanders away the mo
ney without the wife's suspecting any thing
of the matter. A day or two after this, this

friend, who was a woman, comes and brings
the wife word, that she had a benefit of
five hundred pounds. The poor creature

overjoyed, flies up stairs to her husband,
who was then at work, and desires him to

leave his loom for that evening, and come
and drink with a friend of his and her's be
low. The man received this cheerful in

vitation as bad husbands sometimes do, anc
after a cross word or two, told her he woulc
not come. His wife with tenderness renew
ed her importunity, and at length said to

him,
" My love ! I have within these few

months, unknown to you, scraped together
as much money as has bought us a ticket
in the lottery, and now here is Mrs. Quick
come to tell me, that it is come up thi

morning a five hundred pound prize." The
husband replies immediately, "You lie,

you slut, you have no ticket, for I have sold

it.
" The poor woman upon this faints away

in a fit, recovers, and is now run distracted.
As she had no design to defraud her hus
band, but was willing only to participate in

his good fortune, every one pities her, but
thinks her husband's punishment but just.

This, sir, is a matter of fact, and would,
if the persons and circumstances were
greater, in a well-wrought play be called
Beautiful Distress. I have only sketched
it out with chalk, and know a good hand
can make a moving picture with worse
materials. Sir, &c.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am what the world
calls a warm fellow, and by good success in

trade I have raised myself to a capacity of

making some figure in the world; but no
matter for that. I have now under my
guardianship a couple of nieces, who will

certainly make me run mad; which you
will not wonder at, when I tell you they
are female virtuosos, and during the three

years and a half that I have had them un
der my care, they never in the least in

clined their thoughts towards any one single

part of the character of a notable woman.
Whilst they should have been considering
the proper ingredients for a sack-posset,
you should hear a dispute concerning the

magnetic virtue of the loadstone, or per
haps the pressure of the atmosphere.
Their language is peculiar to themselves,
and they scorn to express themselves, on
the meanest trifles, with words that are not
of a Latin derivation. But this were sup
portable still, would they suffer me to en

joy an uninterrupted ignorance; but unless
I fall in with their abstracted ideas of

things, (as they call them) I must not ex
pect to smoke one pipe in quiet. In a late
fit of the gout I complained of the pain of

that distemper, when my niece Kitty beg
ged leave to assure me, that whatever I

might think, several great philosophers,
both ancient and modern, were of opinion,
that both pleasure and pain were imaginary
distinctions, and that there was no such

thing as either in rerum natura. I have
often heard them affirm that the fire was
not hot; and one day when I, with the au

thority of an old fellow, desired one of them
to put my blue cloak on my knees, she an
swered, "Sir, I will reach the cloak; but
take notice, I do not do it as allowing your
description; for it might as well be called

yellow as blue; for colour is nothing but the
various infractions of the rays of the sun.

"

Miss Molly told me one day, that to say
snow was white, is allowing a vulgar error;
for as it contains a great quantity of nitrous

particles, it might be more reasonably sup
posed to be black. In short, the young
husseys would persuade me, that to believe
one's eves is a sure way to be deceived; and
have often advised me, by no means to trust

any thing so fallible as my senses. What
I have to beg of you now is, to turn one

speculation to the due regulation of female
literature, so far at least as to make it con
sistent with the quiet of such whose fate it

is to be liable to its insults; and to tell us
the difference between a gentleman that

should make cheese-cakes and raise paste,
and a lady that reads Locke, and under
stands the mathematics. In which you will

extremely oblige your hearty friend and
humble servant,
T. 'ABRAHAM THRIFTY.'

No. "243.] Saturday, Decembers, 1711.

Formam quidem ipsam, Marce fili, et tanquam faciem
lonesti vides; qiwe si oculis cerneretur. mirahiles

araores(ut ait Plato) excitaret sapientite. Tull. Qffic.

You see, my son Marcus, virtue as it wore embodied,
which, if it could be made the object of sight, would (as
Plato says) excite in us a wonderful love of wisdom.

I DO not remember to have read any dis

course written expressly upon the beauty
and loveliness of virtue, without consider-

ng it as a duty, and as the means of making
us happy both now and hereafter. I design
:herefore this speculation as an essay upon
:hat subject in which I shall consider virtue

no farther than as it is in itself of an amiable

latvire, after having premised, that I un
derstand by the word virtue such a general
notion as is affixed to it by the writers of

morality, and which by devout men gene
rally goes under the name of religion, and

)y men of the world under the name of
lonour.

Hypocrisy itself does great honour, or

rather justice, to religion, and tacitly ac-

nowledges it to be an ornament to human
nature. "The hypocrite would not be at so

nuch pains to put on the appearance of

virtue, if he did not know it was the most

>roper and effectual means to gain the love

and esteem of mankind.
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We learn from Hierocles, it was a com
mon saying among the heathens, that the
wise man hates nobody;, but only loves the
virtuous.

Tully has a very beautiful gradation of

thoughts to show how amiable virtue is.

'We love a virtuous man,' says he, 'who
lives in the remotest parts of the earth,
though we are altogether out of the reach
of his virtue, and can receive from it no
manner of benefit. Nay, one who died se
veral ages ago, raises a secret fondness and
benevolence for him in our minds, when we
read his story. Nay, what is still more, one
who has been the enemy of our country,
provided his wars were regulated bv justice
and humanity, as in the instance of Pyrrhus,
whom Tully mentions on this occasion in

opposition to Hannibal. Such is the natural

beauty and loveliness of virtue.

Stoicism, which was the pedantry of vir

tue, ascribes all good qualifications of what
kind soever to the virtuous man. Accord
ingly Cato, in the character Tully has left

of him, carries matters so far, that he would
not allow any one but a virtuous man to be
handsome. This indeed looks more like a

philosophical rant than the real opinion of
a wise man; yet this was what Cato very
seriously maintained. In short, the Stoics

thought they could not sufficiently repre
sent the excellence of virtue, if they did not

comprehend in the notion of it all possible
perfections; and therefore did not only sup
pose, that it was transcendently beautiful
in itself, but that it made the very body
amiable, and banished every kind of de

formity from the person inwhom it resided.
It is a common observation that the most

abandoned to all sense of goodness, are apt
to wish those who are related to them of a
different character; and it is very observ

able, that none*are more struck with the
charms of virtue in the fair sex than those
who by their very admiration of it are car
ried to a desire of ruining it.

A virtuous mind in a fair body is indeed
a fine picture in a good light, and therefore
it is no wonder that it makes the beautiful

sex all over charms.
As virtue in general is of an amiable and

lovely nature, there are some particular
kinds of it which are more so than others,
and these are such as dispose us to do good
to mankind. Temperance and abstinence,
faith and devotion, are in themselves per
haps as laudable as any other virtues: but

thos$ which make a man popular and be
loved, are justice, charity, munificence,
and, in short, all the good qualities that
render us beneficial to each other. For this

reason even an extravagant man, who has

nothing else to recommend him but a false

generosity, is often more beloved and es

teemed than a person of a much more
finished character, who is defective in this

particular.
The two great ornaments of virtue,

which show her in the most advantageous
45

views, and make her altogether lov ely, are
cheerfulness and good-nature. These gene
rally go together, as a man cannot be
agreeable to others who is not easy within
himself. They are both very requisite in a
virtuous mind, to keep out melancholy from
the many serious thoughts it is engaged in,
and to hinder its natural hatred of vice from
souring into severity, and censoriousness.

If virtue is of this amiable nature, what
can we think of those who can look upon
it with an eye of hatred and ill-will, or can
suffer their aversion for a party to blot out
all the merit of the person who is engaged
in it;

1 A man must be excessively stupid,
as well as uncharitable, who believes there
is no virtue but on his own side, and that
there are not men as honest as himself who
may differ from him in political principles.
Men may oppose one another in some par
ticulars, but ought not to carry their hatred
to those qualities which are of so amiable a
nature in themselves, and have nothing to
do with the points in dispute. Men of vir

tue, though of different interests ought to

consider themselves as more nearly united
with one another, than with the vicious

part of mankind, who embark with them
in the same civil concerns. We should
bear the same love towards a man of honour
who is a living antagonist, which Tully
tells us in the forementioned passage, every
one naturally does to an enemy that is dead.
[n short, we should esteem virtue though
'n a foe, and abhor vice though in a friend.

I speak this with an eye to those cruel
reatments which men of all sides are apt
o give the characters of those who do not

agree with them. How many persons
of undoubted probity and exemplary vir-

:ue, on either side, are blackened and de-
amed? How many men of honour exposed
to public obloquy and reproach? Those
herefore who are either the instruments
or abettors in such infernal dealings, ought
to be looked upon as persons who make use
of religion to promote their cause, not of
heir cause to promote religion. C.

No. 244.] Monday, December 10, 1711.

Judex et callidus audis.

Hor. Lib. 2. Sat. vii. 101.

A judge of painting you, a connoisseur.

' Covent Garden, Dec. 7.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I cannot, without
a double injustice, forbear expressing to

fpu the satisfaction which a whole clan of
virtuosos have received from those hints
vhich you .have lately given the town on
he cartoons of the inimitable Raphael. It

hould methinks be the business of a Spec-
ator to improve the pleasures of sight, and
here cannot be a more immediate way to

t than recommending the study and ob-
ervation of excellent drawings and pic-
ures. When I first went to view those of

aphael which you have celebrated, I must
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confess I was but barely pleased; the next
time I liked them better, but at last, as
I grew better acquainted with them, I

fell deeply in love with them; like wise

speeches, they sank deep into my heart:
for you know, Mr. Spectator, that a man
of wit may extremely affect one for the

present, but if he has not discretion, his
merit soon vanishes away: while a wise
man that has not so great a stock of wit,
shall nevertheless give you a far greater
and more lasting satisfaction. Just so it

is in a picture that is smartly touched, but
not well studied; one may call it a witty
picture, though the painter in the mean
time may be in danger of being called a fool.

On the other hand, a picture that is tho

roughly understood in the whole, and well

performed in the particulars, that is begun
on the foundation of geometry, carried on by
the rules of perspective, architecture, and
anatomy, and perfected by a good harmony,
a just and natural colouring, and such pas
sions and expressions of the mind as are
almost peculiar to Raphael; this is what
you may justly style a wise picture, and
which seldom fails to strike us dumb, until
we can assemble all our faculties to make
but a tolerable judgment upon it. Other
pictures are made for the eyes only, as rat
tles are made for children's ears; and cer

tainly that picture that only pleases the

eye, without representing some well-chosen

part of nature or other, does but show what
fine colours are to be sold at the colour-

shop, and mocks the works of the Creator.
If the best imitator of nature is not to be
esteemed the best painter, but he that makes
the greatest show and glare of colours; it

will necessarily follow, that he who can

array himself in the most gaudy draperies
is best drest, and he that can speak loudest
the best orator. Every man when he looks
on a picture should examine it according to

that share of reason he is master of, or he
will be in danger of making a wrong judg
ment. If men when they walk abroad
would make more frequent observations on
those beauties of nature which every mo
ment present themselves to their view, they
would be better judges when they saw her
well imitated at home. This would help
to correct those errors which most preten
ders fall into, who are over hasty in their

judgments, and will not stay to let reason
come in for a share in the decision. It is

for want of this that men mistake in this

case, and in common life, a wild extrava

gant pencil for one that is truly bold and

great, an impudent fellow for a man of true

courage and bravery, hasty and unreason
able actions for enterprises of spirit and
resolution, gaudy colouring for that which
is truly beautiful, a false and insinuating
discourse tor simple truth elegantly recom
mended. The parallel will hold through
all the parts of life and painting too; and
the virtuosos above mentioned will be glad
*x> see you draw it with your terms of art.

As the shadows in a picture represent the
serious or melancholy, so the lights do the

bright and lively thoughts. As there should

be but one forcible light in a picture which
should catch the eye and fall on the hero,
so there should be but one object of our

love, even the Author of nature. These
and the like reflections, well improved,
might very much contribute to open the

beauty of that art, and prevent young peo
ple from being poisoned by the ill gusto of

any extravagant workman that should be

imposed upon us. I am, sir, your most
humble servant.

'

MR. SPECTATOR, Though I am a wo
man, yet I am one of those who confess

themselves highly pleased with a specula
tion you obliged the world with some time

ago, from an old Greek poet you call Simo-

nides, in relation to the several natures and
distinctions of our own sex. I could not but
admire how justly the characters of women
in this age fall in with the times of Simo-

nides, there being no one of those sorts I

have not at some time or other of my life

met with a sample of. But, sir, the sub

ject of this present address are a set of

women, comprehended, I think, in the
ninth species of that speculation, called the

Apes; the description of whom I find to be,
" That they are such as are both ugly and

ill-natured, who have nothing beautiful

themselves, and endeavour to detract from
or ridicule every thing that appears so in

others." Now, sir, this sect, as I have
been told, is very frequent in the great
town where you live; but as my circum
stance of life obliges me to reside altogether
in the country, though not many miles from
London, I cannot have met with a great
number of them, nor indeed is it a desira

ble acquaintance, as I have lately found by
experience. You must kfiow, sir, that at

the beginning of this summer a family of

these apes came and settled for the season
not far from the place where I live. As
they were strangers in the country, they
were visited by the ladies about them, of
whom I was one, with a humanity usual in

those who pass most of their time in soli

tude. The apes lived with us very agree
ably our own way until towards the end of
the summer, when they began to bethink
themselves of returning to town; then it

was, Mr. Spectator, that they began to set

themselves about the proper and distin

guishing business of their character; and as

it is said of evil spirits, that they are af>t to

carry away a piece of the house they are
about to leave, the apes, without regard
to common mercy, civility, or gratitude,

thought fit to mimic and fall foul on the

faces, dress, and behaviour of their in

nocent neighbours, bestowing abominable
censures and disgraceful appellations, com

monly called nick-names, on all of them;
and in short, like true fine ladies, made
their honest plainness and sincerity matter
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of ridicule. I could not but acquaint you
with these grievances, as well at the de
sire of all the parties injured, as from my
own inclination. I hope, sir, if you cannot

propose entirely to reform this evil, you
will take such notice of it in some of your
future speculations, as may put the deserv

ing part of our sex on their guard against
these creatures; and at the same time the

apes may be sensible that this sort of mirth
is so far from an innocent diversion, that it

is in the highest degree that vice which is

said to comprehend all others. I am, sir,

your humble servant,
T. CONSTANTIA FIELD.'

No. 245.] Tuesday, December 11, 1711.

Ficta voluptatis causa sint proxima veris.

HOT. Ars Poet. v. 333.

Fictions to please, should wear the face of truth.

THERE is nothing which one regards so

much with an eye of mirth and pity as in

nocence, when it has in it a dash of folly.

At the same time that one esteems the vir

tue, one is tempted to laugh at the simpli

city which accompanies it. When a man is

made up wholly of the dove, without the
least grain of the serpent in his composition,
he becomes ridiculous in many circum
stances of life, and very often discredits his

best actions. The Cordeliers tell a story
of their founder St. Francis, that as he

passed the streets in the dusk of the even

ing, he discovered a young fellow with a
maid in a corner; upon which the good
man, say they, lifted up his hands to hea
ven with a secret thanksgiving, that there
was still so much Christian charity in the

world. The innocence of the saint made
him mistake the kiss of the lover for a sa

lute of charity. I am heartily concerned
when I see a virtuous man without a com
petent knowledge of the world; and if there

be any use in these my papers, it is this,

that without representing vice under any
false alluring notions, they give my reader an

insight into the ways of men, and represent
human nature in all its changeable colours.

The man who has not been engaged in any
of the follies of the world, or, as Shak-

speare expresses it,
*
hackneyed in the

ways of men,' may here find a picture of

its follies and extravagances. The virtuous

and the innocent may know in speculation
what they could never arrive at by prac
tice, and by this means avoid the snares of

the crafty, the corruptions of the vicious,
and the reasonings of the prejudiced. Their
minds maybe opened without being vitiated.

It is with an eye to mv following corre

spondent, Mr. Timothy Doodle, who seems
a very well-meaning man, that I have writ

ten this short preface, to which I shall sub

join a letter from the said Mr. Doodle.
'
SIR, I could heartily wish that you

would let us know your opinion upon seve
ral innocent diversions which are in use

among us, and which are very proper to

pass away a winter night for those who do
not care to throw away their time at an

opera, or the play-house. I would gladly
know in particular, what notion you have
of hot-cockles; as also, whether you think
that questions and commands, mottoes,
similies, and cross-purposes, have not more
mirth and wit in them than those public
diversions which are grown so very fashion

able among us. If you would recommend
to our wives and daughters, who read your
papers with a great deal of pleasure, some
of those sports and pastimes that may be

practised within doors, and by the fire

side, we who are masters of families should
be hugely obliged to you. I need not tell

you that I would have these sports and

pastimes not only merry but innocent; for

which reason I have not mentioned either

whisk or lanterloo, nor indeed so much as

one-and-thirty. After having communi
cated to you my request upon this subject,
I will be so free as to tell you how my wife
and I pass away these tedious winter even

ings with a great deal of pleasure. Though
she be young and handsome, and good
humoured to a miracle, she does not carp
for gadding abroad like others of her sex.

There is a very friendly man, a colonel in the

army, whom T am mightily obliged to for his

civilities, that comes to see me almost every
night; for he is not one of those giddy young
fellows that cannot live out of a play-house.
When we are together, we very often

make a party at Blind-man's Buff, which
is a sport that I like the better, because
there is a good deal of exercise in it. The
colonel and I are blinded by turns, and you
would laugh your heart out to see what

pains my dear takes to hoodwink us, so

that it is impossible for us to see the least

glimpse of light. The poor colonel some
times hits his nose against a post, and
makes us die with laughing. I have gene
rally the good luck not to hurt myself, but

am very often above half an hour before I

can catch either of them; for you must
know we hide ourselves up and down in

corners, that we may have the more sport.
I only give you this hint as a sample of such
innocent diversions as I would have you
recommend; and am, most esteemed sir,

your ever-loving friend,
'TIMOTHY DOODLE.'

The following letter was occasioned by
my last Thursday's paper upon the ab
sence of lovers, and the methods therein

mentioned of making such absence sup
portable.

SIR, Among the several ways ofconso

lation which absent loversmake use of while
their souls are in that state of departure,
which you say is death in love, there are

some very material ones that have escaped

your notice. Among these, the first and
most received is a crooked shilling, which
has administered great comfort to our fore-
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fathers, and is still made use of on this oc
casion with very good effect in most part
of her majesty's dominions. There ar

some, I know, who think a crown piece cu
into two equal parts, and preserved by th
distant lovers, is of more sovereign virtu
than the former. But since opinions are
divided in this particular, why may not th
same persons make use of both? Th
figure of a heart, whether cut in stone or
cast in metal, whether bleeding upon an
altar, stuck with darts, or held in the hanc
of a Cupid, has always been looked upon
as talismanic in distresses of this nature. ]

am acquainted with many a brave fellow
who carries his mistress in the lid of his

snuff-box, and by that expedient has sup
ported himself under the absence of a whole
campaign. For my own part, I have tried

all these remedies, but never found so much
benefit from any as from a ring, in which
my mistress's hair is plaited together very
artificially in a kind of true-lover's knot.
As I have received great benefit from this

secret, I think myself obliged to communi
cate it to the public for the good of my
fellow-subjects. I desire you will add this

letter as an appendix to your consolations

upon absence, and am, your very humble
servant, T. B.'

I shall conclude this paper with a letter

from a university gentleman, occasioned by
my last Tuesday's paper, wherein I gave
some account of the great feuds which hap
pened formerly in those learned bodies,
between the modern Greeks and Trojans.

'
SIR, This will give you to understand,

that there is at present in the society,
whereof I am a member, a very consider
able body of Trojans, who, upon a proper
occasion, would not fail to declare ourselves.

In the meanwhile we do all we can to annoy
our enemies by stratagem, and are resolved

by the first opportunity to attack Mr. Joshua

Barnes, whom we look upon as the Achilles
of the opposite party. As for myself, I

have had the reputation ever since I came
from school, of being a trusty Trojan, and
am resolved never to give quarter to the
smallest particle of Greek, wherever I

chance to meet it. It is for this reason I

take it very ill of you, that you sometimes

hang out Greek colours at the head of your
paper, and sometimes give a word or the

enemy even in the body of it. When I meet
with any thing of this nature, I throw down
your speculations upon the table, with that
form of words which we make use of when
we declare war upon an author,

Gnecum est, non potest legi.

' I give you this hint, that you may for

the future abstain from any such hostilities

at your peril.
C. 'TROILUS.'

No. 246.] Wednesday, December 12, 1711.

-OuK xex (TO I yt

IltTfXI T' ^XiSstTOi, OTI TO* 00} t<TTi ;ri|i>if;.

7/m. //iad, xvi. 33.

No amorous hero ever gave thee birth.
Nor ever tender goddess brought thee foith,
Some nigged rock's hard entrails gave thee form,
And raging seas produc'd thee in a storm :

A soul well suiting thy tempestuous kind.
So rough tby manners, so untam'd thy mind.

Pope.

'MR. SPECTATOR, As your paper is

part of the equipage of the tea-table, I

conjure you to print what I now write to

you; for I have no other way to communi
cate what I have to say to the fair sex on
the most important circumstance of life,

even " the care of children." I do not un
derstand that you profess your paper is al

ways to consist of matters which are only
to entertain the learned and polite, but that
it may agree with your design to publish
some which may tend to the information
of mankind in general; and when it does
so, you do more than writing wit and hu
mour. Give me leave then to tell you, that
of all the abuses that ever you have as yet
endeavoured to reform, certainly not One
wanted so much your assistance as the
abuse in nursing of children. It is unmer
ciful to see, that a woman endowed with
all the perfections and blessings of nature,
can, as soon as she is delivered, turn off her
innocent, tender, and helpless infant, and
give it up to a woman that is (ten thousand
:o one,) neither in health nor good condi-

:ion, neither sound in mind nor body, that
las neither honour nor reputation, neither
ove nor pity for the poor babe, but more
regard for the money than for the whole
:hild, and never will take farther care of
t than what by all the encouragement of

money and presents she is forced to; like

./Esop's earth, which would not nurse the
)lant of another ground, although never so

nuch improved, by reason that plant was
not of its own production. And since an
other's child is no more natural to a nurse
.han a plant to a strange and different

ground, how can it be supposed that the
child should thrive; and if it thrives, must
t not imbibe the gross humours and quali-
ies of the nurse, like a plant in a different

ground, or like a graft upon a different

tock? Do not we observe, that a lamb
ucking a goat changes very much its na-

ure, nay, even its skin and wool into the

ajoat kind? The power of a nurse over a

hild, by infusing into it with her milk her
ualities and disposition, is sufficiently and
laily observed. Hence came that old say-
ng concerning an ill-natured and malicious

ellow, that " he had imbibed his malice
ivith his nurse's milk, or that some brute
r other had been his nurse.

" Hence Ro
mulus and Remus were said to have been
ursed by a wolf; Telephus, the son of

lerculcs^ by a hind; Pelias, the son of Nep-
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tune by a mare; and j?Egisthus by a goat;
not that they had actually sucked such

creatures, as some simpletons have ima
gined, but that their nurses had been of

such a nature and temper, and infused such
into them.

' Many instances may be produced from

good authorities and daily experience, that

children actually suck in the several pas
sions and depraved inclinations of their

nurses, as anger, malice, fear, melancholy,
sadness, desire, and aversion. This, Dio-

dorus, lib. 2. witnesses, when he speaks,
saying, that Nero the emperor's nurse
had been very much addicted to drinking;
which habit Nero received from his nurse,
and was so very particular in this, that the

people took so much notice of it, as instead

of Tiberius Nero, they called him Biberius
Mero. The same Diodorus also relates of

Caligula, predecessor to Nero, that his

nurse used to moisten the nipples of her
breast frequently with blood, to make Ca
ligula take the better hold of them; which,
says Diodorus, was the cause that made
him so blood-thirsty and cruel all his life

time after, that he not only committed

frequent murder by his own hand, but like

wise wished that all human kind wore but
one neck that he might have the pleasure
to cut it off. Such like degeneracies asto

nish the parents, who not knowing after

whom the child can take, see one inclined
to stealing, another to drinking, cruelty,

stupidity; yet all these are not minded.

Nay, it is easy to demonstrate, that a child,

although it be born from the best of parents,

may be corrupted by an ill-tempered nurse.

How many children do we see daily brought
into fits, consumptions, rickets, See. merely
by sucking their nurses when in a passion
or fury? But indeed almost any disorder
of the nurse is a disorder to the child, and
few nurses can be found in this town but
what labour under some distemper or other.

The first question that is generally asked
a young woman that wants to be a nurse,

why she should be a nurse to other peo
ple's children, is answered, by her having
an ill husband, and that she must make
shift to live. I think now this very answer
is enough to give any body a shock if duly
considered; for an ill husband may, or ten

to one if he does not, bring home to his wife
an ill distemper, or at least vexation and
disturbance. Besides, as she takes the child

out of mere necessity, her food will be

accordingly, or else very coarse at best;
whence proceeds an ill-concocted and
coarse food for the child; for as the blood,

so is the milk ; and hence I am very well
assured proceeds the scurvy, the evil, and

many other distempers. I beg of you, for

the sake of the many poor infants that may
and will be saved by weighing this case

seriously, to exhort the people with the
utmost vehemence, to let the children suck
their own mothers, b^th for the benefit of

mother and child. For the general argu

ment, that a mother is weakened by giving
suck to her children, is vain and simple.
I will maintain that the mother grows
stronger by it, and will have her health
better than she would have otherwise. She
will find it the greatest cure and preserva
tive for the vapours and future miscar

riages, much beyond any other remedy
whatsoever. Her children will be like

giants, whereas otherwise they are but

living shadows, and like unripe fruit; and

certainly if a woman is strong enough to

bring forth a child, she is beyond all doubt

strong enough to nurse it afterwards. It

grieves me to observe and consider how
many poor children are daily ruined o*
careless nurses; and yet how tender ought
they to be to a poor infant, since the least

hurt or blow, especially upon the head,

may make it senseless, stupid, or other

wise miserable for ever!
' But I cannot well leave this subject as

yet; for it seems to me very unnatural that

a woman that has fed a child as part of

herself for nine months, should have no
desire to nurse it farther, when brought to

light and before her eyes, and when by its

cry it implores her assistance and the office

of a mother. Do not the very cruellest of

brutes tend their young ones with all the
care and delight imaginable? How can she
be called a mother that will not nurse her

young ones? The earth is called the mother
of all things, not because she produces, but
because she maintains and nurses what she

produces. The generation of the infant is

the effect of desire, but the care of it ar

gues virtue and choice. I am not ignorant
but that there are some cases of necessity,
where a mother cannot give suck, and then
out of two evils the least must be chosen;
but there are so very few, that I am sure
in a thousand there is hardly one real in

stance; for if a woman does but know that
her husband can spare about three or six

shillings a week extraordinary, (although
this is but seldom considered,) she cer

tainly, with the assistance of her gossips,
will soon persuade the good man to send
the child to nurse, and easily impose upon
him by pretending indisposition. This cru

elty is supported by fashion, and nature

gives place to custom. Sir, your humble
servant.' T.
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Their untir'd lipa a wordy torrent pour.

WE are told by some ancient authors,
that Socrates was instructed in eloquence
by a woman whose name, if I am not mis

taken, was Aspasia. I have indeed very
often looked upr>n that art as the most pro
per for the female sex, and I think the uni

versities would do well to consider whether
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they should not fill the rhetoric chairs with
she professors.

It has been said in the praise of some
men that they could talk whole hours to

gether upon any thing; but it must be
owned to the honour of the other sex, that
there are many among them who can talk
whole hours together upon nothing. I have
known a woman branch out into a long ex

tempore dissertation upon the edging of a

petticoat, and chide her servant for break
ing a china cup, in all the figures of rhetoric.

Were women permitted to plead in courts
of judicature, I am persuaded they would
carry the eloquence of the bar to greater
heights than it has yet arrived at. If any
one doubts this, let him but be present at
those debates which frequently arise among
the ladies of the British fishery.
The first kind therefore of female orators

which I shall take notice of, are those who
are employed in stirring up the passions; a

part of rhetoric in which Socrates his wife
had perhaps made a greater proficiency
than his above-mentioned teacher.
The second kind of female orators are

those who deal in invectives, and who are

commonly known by the name of the cen
sorious. The imagination and elocution of
this set of rhetoricians is wonderful. With
what a fluency of invention, and copiousness
of expression, will they enlarge upon every
little slip in the behaviour of another? With
how many different circumstances, and
with what variety of phrases, will they tell

over the same story? I have known an old

lady make an unhappy marriage the sub

ject of a month's conversation. She blamed
the bride in one place; pitied her in an

other; laughed at her in a third; wondered
at her in a fourth; was angry with her in a

fifth; and, in short, wore out a pair of

coach-horses in expressing her concern for

her. At length, after having quite exhaust
ed the subject on this side, she made a visit

to the new-married pair, praised the wife
for the prudent choice she had made, told

her the unreasonable reflections which
some malicious people had cast upon her,
and desired that they might be better ac

quainted. The censure and approbation of

this kind of women are therefore only to be
considered as helps to discourse.

A third kind of female orators may be

comprehended under the word gossips.
Mrs. Fiddle-Faddle is perfectly accom

plished in this sort of eloquence; she
launches out into descriptions of christen

ings, runs divisions upon a head-dress,
knows every dish of meat that is served up
in her neighbourhood, and entertains her

company a whole afternoon together with
the wit of her little boy, before he is able to

speak.
The coquette may be looked upon as a

fourth kind of female orator. To give her
self the larger field for discourse, she hates
and loves in the same breath, talks to her

.ap-dog or parrot, is uneasy in all kinds of

weather, and in every part of the room.
She has false quarrels and feigned obliga
tions to all the men of her acquaintance;
sighs when she is not sad, and laughs when
she is not merry. The coquette is in par
ticular a great mistress of that part of ora

tory which is called action, and indeed
seems to speak for no other purpose, but as
it gives her an opportunity of stirring a

limb, or varying a feature, of glancing her

eyes, or playing with her fan.

As for newsmongers, politicians, mimics,
story-tellers, with other characters of that

nature which give birth to loquacity, they
are as commonly found among the men as
the women ; for which reason I shall pass
them over in silence.

I have often been puzzled to assign a
cause why women should have this talent

of a ready utterance in so much greater
perfection than men. I have sometimes fan

cied that they have not a retentive power, or
the faculty of suppressing their thoughts,
as men have, but that they are necessitated

to speak every thing they think; and if so,

it would perhaps furnish a very strong ar

gument to the Cartesians for the support
ing of their doctrine that the soul always
thinks. But as several are of opinion that

the fair sex are nrt altogether strangers to

the art of dissembling and concealing their

thoughts, I have been forced to relinquish
that opinion, and have therefore endea
voured to seek after some better reason.

In order to it, a friend of mine, who is an
excellent anatomist, has promised -me by
the first opportunity to dissect a woman s

tongue, and to examine whether there may
not be in it certain juices which render it so

wonderfully voluble or flippant, or whether
the fibres of it may not be made up of a
finer or more pliant thread; or whether
there are not in it some particular muscles
which dart it up and down by such sudden

glances and vibrations; or whether, in the
last place, there may not be certain undis

covered channels running from the head
and the heart to this little instrument of

loquacity, and conveying into it a perpetual
affluency of animal sp'rits. Nor must I

omit the reason which Hudibras has given,

why those who can talk on trifles speak
with the greatest fluency; namely, that the

tongue is like a race-horse, which runs the

faster the lesser weight it carri-

Which of these reasons soever may be
looked upon as the most probable, I think

the Irishman's thought was very natural,

who, after some hours conversation with a

female orator, told her, that he believed

her tongue was very glad when she was

asleep, for that it had not a moment's rest

all the while she was awake.
That excellent old ballad of The Wan

ton Wife of Bath, has the following remark
able lines:

I think, quoth Thomas, women's tongues
Of aspen leaves are made.'

And Ovid, though in the description ofa
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very barbarous circumstance, tells us, that
when the tongue ofa beautiful female was cut

out, and thrown upon the ground, it could
not forbear muttering even m that posture:

Cotnprensam forcipe linguam
Abstulit ense fero : radix micat ultima lingua;.
Ipsa jacet, terraeque tremens immurmurat atras

;

Utque salire solet mutilate cauda colubrae

Palpitat Met. Lib. vi. 556.

-The blade had cut
Her tongue sheer off, close to the trembling root :

The mangled part still quiver'd on the ground,
Murmuring with a faint imperfect sound ;

And. as a serpent writhes his wounded train,

Uneasy, panting, and possess'd with pain. Croxall.

If a tongue would be talking without a

mouth, what could it have done when it had
all its organs of speech, and accomplices of

sound about it? I might here mention the

story of the Pippin Woman, had I not some
reason to look upon it as fabulous. *

I must confess I am so wonderfully
charmed with the music of this little instru

ment, that I would by no means discourage
it. All that I aim at"by this dissertation is,

to cure it of several disagreeable notes, and
in particular of those little jarrings and
dissonances which arise from anger, cen-

soriousness, gossipping, and coquetry. In

short, I would always have it tuned by
good-nature, truth, discretion, and sincerity.

C.
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Hoc maxime officii est, ut quisque maxime opis indi-

geat, itaei potissimum opitulari. Tull. Off. 1. 16.

It is a principal point of duty, to assist another most
when he stands most in need of assistance.

THERE are none who deserve superiority
over others in the esteem of mankind, who
do not make it their endeavour to be bene
ficial to society; and who upon all occasions

which their circumstances of life can ad

minister, do not take a certain unfeigned
pleasure in conferring benefits of one kind
or other. Those whose great talents and

high birth have placed them in conspicuous
stations of life are indispensably obliged to

exert some noble inclinations for the ser

vice of the world, or else such advantages
become misfortunes, and shade and privacy
are a more eligible portion. Where oppor
tunities and inclinations are given to the
same person, we sometimes see sublime in

stances of virtue, which so dazzle our ima

ginations, that we look with scorn on all

which in lower scenes of life we may our
selves be able to practice. But this is a
vicious way of thinking; and it bears some

spice of romantic madness, for a man to

imagine that he must grow ambitious, or
seek adventures, to be able to do great ac
tions. It is in every man's power in the
world who is above mere poverty, not only

1

* The crackling crystal yields, she sinks, she dies ;

Her head chopp'd off. from her lost shoulders flies
;

Pippins she cried, but death her voice confounds,
And pip-pip-pip along the ice resounds

to do things worthy, but heroic. The great
foundation of civil virtue is self-denial; and
there is no one above the necessities of life,

but has opportunities of exercising that

noble quality, and doing as much as his cir

cumstances will bear for the ease and con
venience of other men; and he who does
more than ordinary men practise upon such
occasions as occur in his life, deserves the
value of his friends, as if he had done en

terprises which are usually attended with
the highest glory. Men of public spirit
differ rather in their circumstances than
their virtue; and the man who does all he

can, in a low station, is more a hero than he
who omits any worthy action he is able to

accomplish in a great one. It is not many
years ago since Lapirius, in wrong of hi's

elder brother, came to a great estate by
gift of his father, by reason of the dissolute

behaviour of the first-born. Shame and
contrition reformed the life of the disin

herited youth, and he became as remark
able for his good qualities as formerly for

his ei'rors. Lapirius, who observed his

brother's amendment, sent him on a new-

year's day in the morning, the following
letter:

'HONOURED BROTHER, I enclose to you
the deeds whereby my father gave me this

house and land. Had he lived till now, he
would not have bestowed it in that manner;
he took it from the man you were, and I

restore it to the man you are. I am, sir,

your affectionate brother, and humble ser

vant, P. T.'

As great and exalted spirits undertake
the pursuit of hazardous actions for the

good of others, at the same time gratifying
their passion for glory : so do worthy minds
in the domestic way of life deny themselves

many advantages, to satisfy a generous be
nevolence, which they bear to their friends

oppressed with distresses and calamities.

Such natures one may call stores of Provi

dence, which are actuated by a secret ce
lestial influence to undervalue the ordinary
gratifications of wealth, to give comfort to

a heart loaded with affliction, to save a

falling family, to preserve a branch of trade
in their neighbourhood, to give work to the

industrious, preserve the portion of the

helpless infant, and raise the head of the

mourning father. People whose hearts are

wholly bent towards pleasure, or intent

upon gain, never hear of the noble occur
rences among men of industry and hu

manity. It would look like a city romance,
to tell them of the generous merchant, who
the other day sent this billet to an eminent
trader under difficulties to support himself,
in whose fall many hundreds besides himself
had perished: but because I think there is

more spirit and true gallantry in it than in

any letter I have ever read from Strephon
to Phillis, I shall insert it even in the mer
cantile honest style in which it was sent:

<SiR, I have heard of the casualties
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which have involved you in extreme dis

tress at this time, and knowing you to be a
man of great good-nature, industry, and

probity, have resolved to stand by you. Be
of good cheer; the bearer brings with him
five thousand pounds, and has my order to

answer your drawing as much more on my
account. I did this in haste, for fear I

should come too late for your relief; but

you may value yourself with me to the sum
of fifty thousand pounds; for I can very
cheerfully run the hazard of being so much
less rich than I am now, to save an honest
man whom I love. * Your friend and ser

vant, W. S.'

I think there is somewhere in Montaigne
mention made of a family-book, wherein
all the occurrences that happened from one
generation of that house to another were
recorded. Were there such a method in

the families which are concerned in this

generosity, it would be a hard task for the

greatest in Europe to give in their own an
instance of a benefit better placed, or con
ferred with a more graceful air. It has
been heretofore urged how barbarous and
inhuman is any unjust step made to the

disadvantage of a trader; and by how mucn
such an act towards him is detestable, by
so much an act of kindness to%vards him is

laudable. I remember to have heard a
bencher of the Temple tell a story of a tra
dition in their house, where they had for

merly a custom of choosing kings for such
a season, and allowing him his expenses at

the charge of the society. One of our

kings, f said my friend, carried his royal
inclination a little too far, and there was a
committee ordered to look into the manage
ment of his treasury. Among other things
it appeared, that his majesty walking in

cog, in the cloister, had overheard a poor
man say to another, 'Such a small sum
would make me the happiest man in the
world.' The king out of his royal compas
sion, privately inquired into his character,
and finding him a proper object of charity,
sent him the money. When the committee
read the report, the house passed his ac
counts with a filaudite without farther ex
amination, upon the recital of this article

in them;
For making a man happy.! / 10
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Frag. Vet. Poet.

Mirth out of season is a grievous ill.

WHEN I make choice of a subject that
has not been treated on by others, I throw

* The merchant involved in distress by ras-ialri >^

\vas one Mr. \Turelon. a linim-drap >r
; and til,- IT-H-TO'IS

merchant, here so justly ceh-brai I. u as .<ir William
Bcawen.

t This kins it is said, was bea'i Vash master of the
reri'rnonieg at Bath In kins; William's tiiu.> li \v:is a
student in the Temple His biographer says, though

together my reflections on it without any
order or method, so that thev may appear
rather in the looseness and freedom of an

essay, than in the regularity of a set dis

course. It is after this manner that I shall
consider laughter and ridicule in my pre
sent paper.
Man is the merriest species of the crea

tion, all above and below him are serious.
He sees things in a different light from
other beings, and finds his mirth arising
from objects that perhaps cause something
like pity or displeasure in higher natures.

Laughter is indeed a very good counter

poise to the spleen; and it seems but rea
sonable that we should be capable of

receiving joy from what is no real good to

us, since we' can receive grief from what is

no real evil.

I have in my forty-seventh paper raised
a speculation on the notion of a modern
philosopher,^: who describes the first mo
tive of laughter to be a secret comparison
which we make between ourselves and the

persons we laugh at; or in other words,
that satisfaction which we receive from the

opinion of srme pre-eminence in ourselves,
when we see the absurdities of another, or
when we reflect on any past absurdities of
our own. This seems to hold in most cases,
and we may observe that the vainest part
of mankind are the most addicted to this

passion.
I have read a sermon of a conventual in

the church of Rome, on th se words of the
wise man, 'I said of Laughter, it is mad;
and of Mirth, what does it?' Upon which
he laid it down as a point of doctrine, that

laughter was the effect of original sin, and
that Adam could not laugh before the fall.

Laughter while it lasts, slackens and
unbraces the mind, weakens the faculties,
and causes a kind of remissness and diss lu-
tion in all the powers of the soul; and thus
far it may be looked upon as a weakness in
the composition of human nature. But if

we consider the frequent reliefs we receive
from it, and how often it breaks the gloom
which is apt to depress the mind and
damp our spirits, with transient unexpected
gleams of joy, one would take care not to

grow too wise for so great a pleasure of life.

The talent of tu-ning men into ridicule,
and exposing to laughter those one con
verses with, is the qualification of little un

generous tempers. A young man with this

cast of mind cuts himself off from all man
ner of improvement Every one has his

flaws and weaknesses; nay,' the greatest
blemishes are often f und in the most shin

ing characters; but what an absurd thing
is it to p ss over all the valuable parts of a
nrui, and fix our attenti n < n his infirmi

ties? to (-b.-,erve his imperfections more
than his virtues? and to make use of him

he was much eiven to gamlilin?. he was very liberal,
and iKinif rous instances are recorded of his benevolence.

J Hobbes.
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lor the sport of others, rather than for our
own improvement?
We therefore very often find that per

sons the most accomplished in ridicule are
those who are very shrewd at hitting a blot,
without exerting any thing masterly in

themselves. As there are many eminent
critics who never turit a good line, there
are many admirable buffoons that animad
vert upcn every single defect in another,
without ever discovering the least beauty
of their own. By this means, these unlucky
little wits often gain reputation in the
esteem of vulgar minds, and raise them
selves above persons of much more laud
able characters.

If the talent of ridicule were employed
to laugh men out of vice and folly, it might
be of some use to the world; but instead of

this, we find that it is generally made use
of to laugh men out of virtue and good sense,

by attacking every thing that is solemn and
serious, decent and praiseworthy in human
life.

We may observe, that in the first ages
of the world, when the great souls and
master-pieces of human nature were pro
duced, men shined by a noble simplicity
of behaviour, and were strangers to those
little embellishments which are so fashion
able in our present conversation. And it

is very remarkable, that notwithstanding
we fall short at present of the ancients in

poetry, painting, oratory, history, archi

tecture, and all the noble arts and sciences
which depend'more upon genius than ex
perience, we exceed them as much in dog-
grel humour, burlesque, and all the trivial

arts of ridicule. We meet with more rail

lery among the moderns, but more good
sense among the ancients.
The two great branches of ridicule in

writing are comedy and burlesque. The
first ridicules persons by drawing them
in their proper characters, the other by
drawing them quite unlike themselves.

Burlesque is therefore of two kinds; the first

represents mean persons in the accoutre
ments of heroes; the other describes great
persons acting and speaking like the basest

among the people. Don Quixote is an in

stance of the first, and Lucian's gods of the
second. It is a dispute among the critics,
whether burlesque poetry runs best in he
roic verse, like that of the Dispensary; or
in doggrel, like that of Hudibras. I think
where the low character is to be raised,
the heroic is the proper measure; but when
a hero is to be pulled down and degraded,
it is best done in doggrel.

If Hudibras had been set out with as
much wit and humour in heroic verse as he
is in doggrel he would have made a much
more agreeable figure than he does; though
the

generality of his readers are so wonder
fully pleased with the double rhymes, that
I do not expect many will be of my opinion
in this particular.

I shall conclude this essay upon laugh-
46

ter with observing, that the metaphor of

laughing applied to the fields and meadows
when they are in flower, or to trees when
they are in blossom, runs through all lan

guages; which I have not observed of any
other metaphor, excepting that of fire and

burning when they are applied to love.

This shows that we naturally regard laugh
ter, as what is in itself both amiable and
beautiful. For this reasrn likewise Venus
has gained the title of e,^uaS ^,

' the laugh
ter-loving dame,' as Waller has translated

it, and is represented by Horace as the god
dess who delights in laughter. Milton, in

a joyous assembly of imaginary persons, has

given us a very poetical figure of laughter.
His whole band of mirth is so finely de

scribed, that I shall set down the passage
at length.

But come thou goddess, fair and free.

In heaven ycleped Euphrosyne,
And by men, heart-easing Mirth,
Whom lovely Venus at a birth,

With two sisters Graces more,
To ivy-crowned Bacchus bore.

Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee

Jest and youthful jollity,

(Imps, and cranks, and wanton wiles,

Nods, and becks, and wreathed smiles.

Such as hang on Hebe's cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek ;

Sport that wrinkled Care derides,

And Laughter holding both his sides.

Come and trip it as you go,
On the light fantastic toe :

And in thy right hand lead with thee

The mountain nymph, sweet Liberty;
And if I give the honour due,

Mirth, admit me of thy crew,
To live with her, and live with thee,
In unreproved pleasures, free.

L'Allcgro, v. 11. &.C.
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Disce docendus adhuc, qse censet amiculus, ut si

Caecus iter monstrare velit ;
tamen agpice si quid

Etnos, quod cures proprium fecisse, loquamur.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xvii. 3.

Yet hear what an unskilful friend can say:
As if a blind man should direct your way ;

Po I myself though wanting to be taught,

May yet impart a hint that's worth your thought.

' MR. SPECTATOR, You see the nature

of my request by the Latin motto which I

address to you. I am very sensible I ought
not to use many words to you, who are one
of but few; but the following piece, as it

relates to speculation in propriety of speech,

being a curiosity in its kind, begs your pa
tience. It was found in a poetical virtuoso's

closet among his rarities; and since the

several treatises of thumbs, ears, and noses,

have obliged the world, this of eyes is at

your service.
" The first eye of consequence (under the

invisible Author of all) is the visible lumi

nary of the universe. This glorious Specta
tor is said never to open his eyes at his

rising in a morning, without having a whole

kingdom of adorers in Persian silk waiting
at his levee. Millions of creatures derive

their sight from this original, who, besides

his being the great director of optics, is the
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surest test whether eyes be of the same

species with that of an eagle, or that of an
owl. The one he emboldens with a manly
assurance to look, speak, act, or plead be
fore the faces of a numerous assembly; the
other he dazzles out of countenance into a

sheepish dejectedness. The sun-proof eye
dares lead up a dance in a full court, and
without blinking at the lustre of beauty, can
distribute an eye of proper complaisance to

a room crowded with company, each of

which deserves particular regard: while
the other sneaks from conversation, like a

fearful debtor, who never dares to look out,
but when he can see nobody, and nobody
him.
" The next instance of optics is the fam

ous Argus, who, (to speak the language of

Cambridge) was one of a hundred; and

being used as a spy in the affairs of jeal

ousy, was obliged to have all his eyes about
him. We have no account of the particular
colours, casts, and turns of this body of eyes;
but as he was pimp for his mistress Juno, it

is probable he used all the modem leers,

sly glances, and other ocular activities to

serve his purpose. Some look upon him as

the then king at arms to the heathenish

deities; and make no more of his eyes than
of so many spangles of his herald's coat.
" The next upon the optic list is old

Janus, who stood in a double-sighted capa
city, like a person placed betwixt two op
posite looking-glasses, and so took a sort of

retrospective cast at one view. Copies of

this double-faced way are not yet out of

fashion with many professions, and the inge
nious artists pretend to keep up this species

by double-headed canes and spoons; but

there is no mark of this faculty, except in

the emblematical way, of a wise general

having an eye to both front and rear, or a

pious man taking a review and prospect of

his past and future state at the same time.
" I must own, that the names, colours,

qualities and turns of eyes vary almost in

every head; for, not to mention the common
appellations of the black, the blue, the

white, the grey, and the like; the most re

markable are those that borrow their titles

from animals, by virtue of some particular

quality of resemblance they bear to the

eyes of the respective creatures; as that of

a greedy rapacious aspect takes its name
from the cat, that of a sharp piercing nature
from the hawk, those of an amorous roguish
look derive their title even from the sheep,
and we say such a one has a sheep's eye,
not so much to denote the innocence as the

simple slyness of the cast. Nor is this meta

phorical inoculation a modern invention, for

we find Homer taking the freedom to place
the eye of an ox, bull, or cow in one of his

principal goddesses, by that frequent ex-

press.or. of

The oi-ey'd venerable Juno.
" Now as to the peculiar qualities of the

eye, that fine pai-t of our constitution seems

as much the receptacle and seat of our pas
sions, appetites, and inclinations as the mind
itself ; and at least it is the outward portal
to introduce them to the house within, or
rather the common thoroughfare to let our
affections pass in and out. Love, anger,
pride and avarice, all visibly move in those
little orbs. I know a young lady that can
not see a certain gentleman pass by without

showing a secret desire of seeing him again

by a dance in her eye-balls; nay, she cannot
for the heart of her, help looking half a
street's length after any man in a gay dress.

You cannot behold a covetous spirit walk

by a goldsmith's shop without casting a
wishful eye at the heaps upon the counter.

Does not a haughty person show the temper
of his soul in the supercilious roll of his eye;
and how frequently in the height of passion
does that moving picture in our head start

and stare, gather a redness and quick flashes

of lightning, and make all its humours

sparkle with fire, as Virgil finely describes it,

-Ardentis ah ore

Scintillas absistunt : oculis micat acrihus ignis.
,En. xii. 101.

-From his wide nostrils flies

A fiery stream, and sparkles from his eyes.

Dry(fen.

" As for the various turns of the eye

sight, such as the voluntary or involuntary,
the half or the whole leer, I shall not enter

into a very particular account of them ; but

let me observe, that oblique vision, when
natural, was anciently the mark of be-

witchery and magical fascination, and to

this day it is a malignant ill look; but when
it is forced and affected, it carries a wanton

design, and in playhouses, and other public

places, this ocular intimation is often an

assignation for bad practices. But this ir

regularity in vision, together with such
enormities as tipping the wink, the circum

spective roll, the side-peep through a thin

hood or fan, must be put in the class of

heteroptics, as all wrong notions of religion
are ranked under the general name of

heterodox. All the pernicious applications
of sight are more immediately under the

direction of a Spectator, and I hope you
will arm your readers against the mischiefs

which are daily done by killing eyes, in

which you will highly oblige your wounded
unknown friend, T. B.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, You professed in

several papers your particular endeavours

in the province "of Spectator, to correct the

offences committed by Starers, who disturb

whole assemblies without any regard to

time, place, or m-desty. You complained

also, that a starer is not usually a person to

be convinced by the reason of the thin?, nor

so easily rebuked as to amend by admoni

tions. 1 thought therefore fit to acquaint

you with a convenient mechanical way,
which may easily prevent or correct star

ing, by an optical contrivance of new per

spective-glasses, short and commodious like
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opera-glasses, fit for short-sighted people
as well as others, these glasses making the

objects appear either as they are seen with
the naked eye, or more distinct, though
somewhat less than life, or bigger and
nearer. A person may by the help of this

invention, take a view of another without
the impertinence of staring; at the same
time it shall not be possible to know whom
or what he is looking at. One may look to

wards his right or left hand, when he is

supposed to look forwards. This is set fcrth

at large, in the printed proposals for the
sale of these glasses, to be had at Mr. Dil
lon's in Lrng-Acre, next door to the White
Hart. Now, sir, as your Spectator has
occasioned the publishing of this invention
for the benefit of modest spectators, the in

ventor desires your admonitions concerning
the decent use of it; and hopes, by your
recommendation, that for the future beauty
may be beheld without the torture and con
fusion which it suffers from the insolence of

starers. By this means you will relieve the
innocent from an insult which there is no
law to punish, though it is a greater offence

than many which are within the cognizance
of justice. I am, sir, your most humble
servant, ABRAHAM SPY.'

Q.
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Lingute centum sunt. oraque centum,
Perrea vox Virg. JEn. vi. 625.

A hundred mouths, a hundred tongues,
And throats of brass inspired with iron lungs.

Dryden.

THERE is nothing which more astonishes

a foreigner, and frights a country squire,
than the Cries of London. My good friend

Sir Roger often declares that he cannot get
them out of his head or go to sleep for them,
the first week that he is in town. On the

contrary Will Honeycomb calls them the

Ramage de la Ville, and prefers them to

the sound of larks and nightingales, with
all the music of the fields and woods. I

have lately received a letter from some

very odd fellow upon this subject, which I

shall leave with my reader, without saying

any thing further of it.

'SiR, I am a man out of all business,
and would willingly turn my head to any
thing for an honest livelihood. I have in

vented several projects for raising many
millions of money without burdening the

subject, but I cannot get the parliament to

listen to me, who look upon me, forsooth,
as a crack, and a projector; so that despair

ing to enrich either myself or my country

by this public-spiritedhess, I would make
some proposals to you relating to a design
which I have very much at heart, and
which may procure me a handsome sub

sistence, if you will be pleased to recom
mend it to the cities of London and West
minster.

' The post I would aim at, is to be comp

troller-general of the London Cries, which
are at present under no manner of rules or

discipline. I think I am pretty well quali
fied for this place, as being a man of very
strong lungs, of great insight into all the

branches of our British trades and manufac
tures, and of a competent skill in music.

* The Cries of London may be divided

into vocal and instrumental. As for the lat

ter, they are at present under a very great
disorder. A freeman of London has the

privilege of disturbing a whole street for an
hour together, with the twanking of a brass-

kettle or a frying-pan. The watchman's

thump at midnight startles us in cur beds,
as much as the breaking in of a thief. The
sow-gelder's horn has indeed something
musical in it, but this is seldom heard within

the liberties. I would therefore propose,
that no instrument of this nature should be
made use of, which I have not tuned and

licensed, after having carefully examined
in what manner it may affect the ears of

her majesty's liege subjects.
' Vocal cries are of a much larger extent,

and indeed so full of incongruities and bar

barisms, that we appear a distracted city
to foreigners, who do not comprehend the

meaning of such enormous outcries. Milk
is generally sold in a note above E-la, and
in sounds so exceeding shrill, that it often

sets our teeth on edge. The chimney
sweeper is confined to no certain pitch ; he
sometimes utters himself in the deepest
base, and sometimes in the sharpest treble;
sometimes in the highest, and sometimes in

the lowest note of the gamut. The same
observation might be made on the retailers

of small-coal, not to mention broken glasses
or brick-dust. In these therefore, and the

like cases, it should be my care to sweeten
and mellow the voices of these itinerant

tradesmen, before they make their appear
ance in our streets, as also to accommodate
their cries to their respective wares: and to

take care in particular, that those may not

make the most noise who have the least to

sell, which is very observable in the venders
of card-matches, to whom I cannot but ap
ply the old proverb of " Much cry but little

wool."
Some of these last-mentioned musicians

are so very loud in the sale of these trifling

manufactures, that an honest splenetic gen
tleman of my acquaintance bargained with
one of them never to come into the street

where he lived. But what was the effect of

this contract? why, the whole tribe of card-

match-makers which frequent that quar
ter, passed by his door the very next day,
in hopes of being bought off after the same
manner.

' It is another great imperfection in our
London Cries, that there is no just time
nor measure observed in them. Our news
should indeed be published in a very quick
time, because it is a commodity that will

not keep cold. It should not, however, be
cried with the same precipitation as fire.
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Yet this is generally the case. A bloody
battle alarms the town from one end to an
other in an instant. Every motion of the
French is published in so great a hurry,
that one would think the enemy were at our

gates. This likewise I would take upon me
to reflate in such a manner, that there

should be some distinction made between
the spreading of a victory, a march, or an

encampment; a Dutch, a Portugal, or a

Spanish mail. Nor must I omit under this

head those excessive alarms with which
several boisterous rustics infest our streets

in turnip-season ; and which are more inex

cusable, because these are wares which are

in no danger of cooling upon their hands.
' There are others who affect a very slow

time, and are in my opinion much more
tuneable than the former. The cooper in

particular swells his last note in a hollow

voice, that is not without its harmony; nor
can I forbear being inspired with a most

agreeable melancholy, when I hear that

sad and solemn air with which the public
are very often asked, if they have any
chairs to mend? Your own memory may
suggest to you many other lamentable dit

ties of the same nature, in which the music

is wonderfully languishing and melodious.
' I am always pleased with that particu

lar time of the year which is proper for the

pickling of dill and cucumbers; but alas!

this cry, like the song of the nightingale, is

not heard above two months. It would
therefore be worth while to consider; whe
ther the same air might not in some cases

be adapted to other words.

'It might likewise deserve our most
serious consideration, how far, in a well

regulated city, those humorists are to be

tolerated, who, not contented with the tra

ditional cries of their forefathers, have in

vented particular songs and tunes of their

own: such as was not many years since,

the pastry-man, commonly known by the

name of the Colly-Molly-Puff;* and such

as is at this day the vender of powder and

wash-balls, who, if I am rightly informed,

goes under the name of Powder-Watt.
' I must not here omit one particular ab

surdity which runs through this wlr lo vo

ciferous generation, and which renders their

cries very often not onlv incommodious, but

altogether useless to the public. I mean,
that idle accomplishment which they all of

them aim at of crying so as not to be un

derstood. Whether or no they have learn

ed this from several of our affected singers,

I will not take upon me to say; but most

certain it is, that people know the waves

thev deal in rather by their tunes than by
their words; insomuch that I have some
times seen a country-boy run out to buy

* This little man was hut .just able to support the

basket of pastry which he carried on his head, and suns
Jn ;i very u'-ruliar tone the cunt words which

ji.-ird
1ii''i lii~ iiaine. Colly- Molly. Puff There is a half slifi't

print of him in the Pet of l.oiv'on oirs. M I.anron,
del V. Tempest, czc. Granger's Biographical History of

England.

apples of a bellows-mender, and ginger
bread from a grinder of knives and scissors.

Nay, so strangely infatuated are some very
eminent artists o'f this particular grace in a

cry, that none but their acquaintance are

able to guess at their profession : for who
else can know, that " work if I had it,"

sho\ild be the signification of a corn-cutter.
' For as much therefore as persons of this

rank are seldom men of genius or capacity,
I think it would be very proper that some
man of good sense and sound judgment
should preside over these public cries, who
should permit none to lift up their voices in

our streets, that have not tuneable throats,

and are not only able to overcome the noise

of the crowd, and the rattling of coaches,
but also to vend their respective merchan
dises in apt phrases, and in the most dis

tinct and agreeable sounds. I do therefore

humbly recommend myself as a person

rightly qualified for this post; and if I meet
with fitting encouragement, shall communi
cate some other projects which I have by
me, that may no less conduce to the emolu
ment of the public. I am, sir, &c.

C. 'RALPH CROTCHET.'
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Erranti, passimque oculos per cuncta ferenti.

Virg. JEn. ii.570.*

Exploring every place with curious eyes.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am very sorry to

find by your discourse upon the eye, that

you have not thoroughly studied the nature

and force of that part of a beauteous face.

Had you ever been in love, you would have
said ten thousand things, which it seems

did not occur to you. Do but reflect upon
the nonsense it makes men talk, the flames

which it is said lo kindle, the transport it

raises, the dejection it causes in the bravest

men; and if you do believe those things are

expressed to an extravagance, yet you will

own that the influence of it is 'very great,

which moves men to that extravagance.
Certain it is, that the whole strength of the

mind is sometimes seated there; that a kind

look imparts all that a year's discourse

could give you, in one moment. What mat

ters it what she says to you,
" see how she

looks," is the language' of all who know
what love is. When the mind is thus sum

med up and expressed in a glance, did you
never observe a sudden joy arise in the

countenance of a lover. Did you never see

the attendance of vears paid, overpaid, in

an instant? You a Spectator, and not know
that the intelligence of affection is carried

on by the eye < nly; that good-breeding has

made the tongue 'falsify the heart, and act

* ADAPTED.
With various power tlie wonder-workineeye
Can ;i\v,.. or sooth, reclaim, or lead astray.

Tin- motto in the original folio was taken from Virg
K, I. n i 103.

JVtecio ijuis teneros oculus mt/ii fasctnat agues.
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a part of continual restraint, while nature
has preserved the eyes to herself, that she

may not be disguised or misrepresented.
The poor bride can give her hand and say,"

I do," with a languishing air, to the man
she is obliged by cruel parents to take for

mercenary reasons, but at the same time
she cannot look as if she loved : her eye is

full of sorrow, and reluctance sits in a tear,
while the offering of a sacrifice is perform
ed in what we call the marriage ceremony.
Do you never go to plays? Cannot you dis

tinguish between the eyes of those who go
to see, from those who come to be seen? I

am a woman turned of thirty, and am on
the observation a little; therefore if you, or

your correspondent, had consulted me in

your discourse on the eye, I could have told

you that the eye of Leonora is slily watch
ful while it looks negligent; she looks round
her without the help of the glasses you
speak of, and yet seems to be employed on

objects directly before her. This eye is

what affects chance-medley, and on a sud

den, as if it attended to another thing, turns
all its charms against an ogler. The eye of

Lusitania is an instrument of premeditated
murder; but the design being visible, de

stroys the execution of it; and with much
more beauty than that of Leonora, it is not
half so mischievous. There is a brave sol

dier's daughter in town, that by her eye
has been the death of more than ever her
father made fly before him. A beautiful

eye makes silence eloquent, a kind eye
makes contradiction an assent, an enraged
eye makes beauty deformed. This little

member gives life to every other part about

us, and I believe the story of Argus im
plies no more, than that the eye is in every
part; that is to say, every other part would
be mutilated, were not its force represent
ed more by the eye than even by itself.

But this is heathen Greek to those who
have not conversed by glances. This, sir,

is a language in which there can be no de
ceit, nor can a skilful observer be imposed
upon by looks, even among politicians and
courtiers. If you do me the honour to print
this among your speculations, I shall in my
next make you a present of secret history,

by translating all the looks of the next as

sembly of ladies and gentlemen into words,
to adorn some future paper. I am, sir, your
faithful friend,

'MARY HEARTFREE.'
MR. SPECTATOR, I have a sot of a

husband that lives a very scandalous life;

who wastes away his body and fortune in

debaucheries; and is Smmoveable to all the

arguments I can urge to him. I would
gladly know whether in some cases a cudgel
may not be allowed as a good figure of

speech, and whether it may not be lawfully
used by a female orator. Your humble
servant, BARBARA CRABTREE.'
*MR. SPECTATOR, Though I am a

practitioner in the law ofsome standing, and

have heard many eminent pleaders in my
time, as well as other eloquent speakers of
both universities, yet I agree with you, that
women are better qualified to succeed in

oratoiy than the men, and believe this is to

be resolved into natural causes. You have
mentioned only the volubility of their

tongues: but what do you think of the silent

flattery of their pretty faces, and the per
suasion which even an insipid discourse
carries with it when flowing from beautiful

lips, to which it would be cruel to deny any
thing? It is certain, too, that they are pos
sessed of some springs of rhetoric which
men want, such as tears, fainting-fits, and
the like, which I have seen employed upon
occasion, with good success. You must
know that I am a plain man, and love my
money; yet I have a spouse who is so great
an orator in this way, that she draws from
me what sums she pleases. Every room in

my house is furnished with trophies of her

eloquence, rich cabinets, piles of china,

japan screens, and costly jars; and if you
were to come into my great parlour, you
would fancy yourself in an India warehouse.
Besides this, she keeps a squirrel, and I

am doubly taxed to pay for the china he
breaks. She is seized with periodical fits

about the time of the subscriptions to a new
opera, and is drowned in tears after having
seen any woman there in finer clothes than
herself. These are arts of persuasion purely
feminine, and which a tender heart cannot
resist. What I would therefore desire of

you, is, to prevail with your friend who has

promised to dissect a female tongue, that

he wouldat the same time giveus the anatomy
of a female eye, and explain the springs and
sluices which feed it with such ready sup
plies of moisture; and likewise show by
what means, if possible, they may be stop

ped at a reasonable expense. Or indeed,
since there is something so moving in the

very image of weeping beauty, it would be

worthy his art to provide, that these elo

quent drops may no more be lavished on

trifles, or employed as servants to their

wayward wills: but reserved for serious

occasions in life, to adorn generous pity,
true penitence, or real sorrow. I am, &c. v

T.
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Indignor quicquam reprehendi, non quia crasse

Compositum, illepideve putetur, sed quia nuper.
Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. ii. 76.

I feel my honest indignation rise,

When with affected air a coxcomb cries,

The work I own has elegance and ease,
But sure no modern should pretend to please.

Pranth.

THERE is nothing which more denotes a

great mind than the abhorrence of envy
and detraction. This passion reigns more
among bad poets than among any other set

of men.
As there are none more ambitious offame,

than those who are conversant in poetry, it
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is very natural for such as have not suc
ceeded in it to depreciate the works of those

who have. For since they cannot raise

themselves to the reputation of their fel

low-writers, they must endeavour to sink

that to their own pitch, if they would still

keep themselves upon a level with them.
The greatest wits that ever were pro

duced in one age, lived together in so good
an understanding, and celebrated one an
other with so much generosity, that each
of them receives an additional lustre from
his contemporaries, and is more famous for

having lived with men of so extraordinary
a genius, than if he had himself been the
sole wonder of the age. I need not tell my
reader that I here point at the reign of

Augustus, and I believe he will be of my
opinion, that neither Virgil nor Horace
would have gained so great a reputation in

the world, had they not been the friends

and admirers of each other. Indeed all the

great writers of that age, for whom singly
we have so great an esteem, stand up to

gether as vouchers for one another's repu
tation. But at the same time that Virgil
was celebrated by Gallus, Propertius, Ho
race, Varius, Tucca, and Ovid, we know
that Bavius and Msevius were his declared
foes and calumniators.

In our own country a man seldom sets

up for a poet, without attacking the repu
tation of all his brothers in the art. The
ignorance of the moderns, the scribblers of

the age, the decay of poetry, are the topics
of detraction with which he makes his en
trance into the world: but how much more
noble is the fame that is built on candour
and ingenuity, according to those beautiful

lines of Sir John Denhavn, in his poem on
Fletcher's works!

But whither am I stray'd? I need not raise

Trophins to thee from other men's dispraise :

Nor is thy fame on lesser ruins built,

Nor needs thy juster title the foul guilt
Of Eastern kings, who, to secure their reign,
Must have their brothers, sons, and kindred slain.

I am sorry to find that an author, who is

very justly esteemed among the best judges,
has admitted some strokes of this nature

into a very fine poem; I mean the Art
of Criticism, which was published some
months since, and is a master-piece in its

kind. The observations follow one another
like those in Horace's Art of Poetry, with
out that methodical regularity which would
have been requisite in a prose author. They
are some of them uncommon, but such as

the reader must assent to, when he sees

them explained with that elegance and

perspicuity in which they are delivered.

As fir those which are the most known,
and the most received, they are placed in

so beautiful a light, and illustrated with
such apt allusions, that they have in them
all the graces of novelty, and make the

reader, who was before acquainted with

them, still more convinced of their truth

and solidity. And here give me leave to

mention what Monsieur Be ileau has so very
well enlarged upon in the preface to his

works, that wit and fine writing do not con
sist so much in advancing things that are

new, as in giving things that are known an

agreeable turn. It is impossible for us,
who live in the later ages of the world, to

make observations in criticism, morality,
or in any art or science, which have not

been touched upon by others. We have
little else left us, but to represent the com
mon sense of mankind in more strong, more
beautiful, or more uncommon lights. If a
reader examines Horace's Art of Poetry,
he will find but very few precepts in it,

which he may not meet with in Aristotle,
and which were not commonly known by
all the poets of the Augustan age. His way
of expressing and applying them, not his

invention of them, is what we are chiefly
to admire.
For this reason I think there is nothing

in the world so tiresome as the works of

those critics who write in a positive dog
matic way, without either language, genius,
or imagination. If the reader would see
how the best of the Latin critics wrote, he

may find their manner very beautifully
described in the characters of Horace, Pe-

tronius, Quintilian, and Longinus, as they
are drawn in the essay of which I am now
speaking.
Since I have mentioned Longinus, who

in his reflections has given us the same
kind of sublime which he observes in the
several passages that occasioned them; I

cannot but take notice that our English
author has, after the same manner, ex

emplified several of his precepts in the

very precepts themselves. I shall produce
two or three instances of this kind. Speak
ing of the insipid smoothness which some
readers are so much in love with, he has
the following verses:

These equal syllables alone require,
Tho' oft the ear the open vowels tire.

While expletives their feeble aid do join,
And ten low words oft creep in one dull line.

The gaping of the vowels in the second

line, the expletive 'do,' in the third, and
the ten monosyllables in the fourth, give
such a beauty to this passage, as would
have been very much admired in an ancient

poet The reader may observe the follow

ing lines in the same view:

A needless Alexandrine ends the son?,
That like a wounded snake drags itselow length along.

And afterwards,

'Tis not enoiish no harshness gives offence,

The sound must seem an echo to the sense.

Soft is the strain when Xi-pliyr ecntly blows.

And the smooth stream in smoother numbers flows:

But when loud siirsr? \;\<h tin- sounding shore,

Tlir hoarse rough verse should like the torrent roar.

When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,

The line too labours, and the words move slow;
Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain.

Flies o'er th' unbending corn, and skims along *h

main.

The beautiful distich upon Ajax in the
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foregoing lines, puts me in mind of a de

scription in Homer's Odyssey, which none

of the critics have taken notice of. It is

where Sisyphus is represented lifting his

stone up the hill, which is no sooner carried
to the top of it, but it immediately tumbles
to the bottom. This double motion of the
stone is admirably described in the num
bers of these verses; as in the four first it

is heaved up by several spondees, inter

mixed with proper breathing places, and
at last trundles down in a continued line of

dactyls:

fttfv <ru$oy, iKrfiJoi/, xpxrif'

'Hr
*ti(i i>s x,i(V\

'Ax^OV U7Tp5:CX6IVj TOT* cfJTOITrpsfyxtTXS KpsCTaiifj
AUTI} iiritT* vtSovSs xuJuvJe-rO >.; avails.

Odyss. 1. 11.

I turn'd my eye, and as I turn'd survey'd
A mournful vision, the Sisyphian shade :

With many a weary step, and many a groan,
Up the high hill he heaves a huge round stone :

The huge round stone, resulting with a bound,
Thunders impetuous down, and smokes along the

ground. Pope.

It would be endless to quote verses out
of Virgil which have this particular kind
of beauty in the numbers: out I may take
an occasion in a future paper to show
several of them which have escaped the
observation of others.

I cannot conclude this paper without

taking notice that we have three poems in

our tcngue, which are of the same nature,
and each of them a master-piece in its

kind; the *Essay on Translated Verse, the

Essay on the Art of Poetiy, and the Essay
upon Criticism. C.
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E/UVO; efto; a^ei-ijj, o Si xujrpiJo; %05 ocpiAAsi.

Virtuous love is honourable, but lust increaseth sorrow.

WHEN I consider the false impressions
which are received by the generality of the
world, I am troubled at none more than
a certain levity of thought, which many
young women of quality have entertained,
to the hazard of their characters, and the
certain misfortune of their lives. The first

of the following letters may best represent
the faults I would now point at, and the
answer to it, the temper of mind in a con

trary character.

4 MY DEAR HARRIOT, If thou art she,
but oh how fallen, how changed, what an
apostate! how lost to all that is gay and
agreeable ! To be married I find is to be
buried alive; I cannot conceive it more dis
mal to be shut up in a vault to converse
with the shades of my ancestors, than to
be carried down to an old manor-house in
the country, and confined to the conversa
tion of a sober husband, and an awkward
chambermaid. For variety, I suppose you
may entertain yourself with madam in her

* By the Earl of Roscommon.

grogram gown, the spouse of your parish
vicar, who has by this time, I am sure,
well furnished you with receipts for making
salves and possets, distilling cordial waters,
making syrups, and applying poultices.

' Blest solitude ! I wish thee joy, my dear,
of thy loved retirement, which indeed you
would persuade me is very agreeable, and
different enough from what I have here
described: but, child, I am afraid thy brains
are a little disordered with romances and
novels. After six months marriage to hear
thee talk of love, and paint the country
scenes so softly, is a little extravagant; one
would think you lived the lives of sylvan
deities, or roved among the walks of Para
dise, like the first happy pair. But pray
thee leave these whimsies, and come to
town in order to live and talk like other
mortals. However, as I am extremely in

terested in your reputation, I would wil

lingly give you a little good advice at your
first appearance under the character of a
married woman. It is a little insolent in

me, perhaps, to advise a matron; but I am
so afraid you will make so silly a figure as
a fond wife, that I cannot help warning you
not to appear in any public places with

your husband, and never to saunter about
St. James's Park together; if you presume
to enter the ring at Hyde Park together,
you are ruined for ever; nor must you take
the least notice of one another at the play
house or opera, unless you would be laughed
at for a very loving couple, most happily
paired in the yoke of wedlock. I would
recommend the example of an acquaint
ance of ours to your imitation; she is the
most negligent and fashionable wife in the

world; she is hardly ever seen in the same
place with her husband, and if they hap
pen to meet, you would think them perfect
strangers; she was never heard to name
him in his absence; and takes care he shall
never be the subject of any discourse that
she has a share in. I hope you will pro
pose this lady as a pattern, though I am
very much afraid you will be so silly to
think Portia, &c., Sabine and Roman wives,
much brighter examples. I wish it may
never come into your head to imitate those

antiquated creatures, so far as to ccme into

public in the habit as well as air of a Ro
man matron. You make already the en
tertainment at Mrs. Modish's tea-table;
she says she always thought you a discreet

person, and qualified to manage a family
with admirable prudence; she dies to see
what demure and serious airs wedlock has

given you, but she says, she shall never
forgive your choice of so gallant a man as

Bellamour, to transform him into a mere
sober husband: it was unpardonable. You
see, my dear, we all envy your happiness,
and no person more than your humble ser

vant, LYDIA.'

>
' Be not in pain, good madam, for my

appearance in town; I shall frequent no
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public places or make any visit where the
character of a moderate wife is ridiculous.

As for your wild raillery on matrimony, it is

all hypocrisy; you, and all the handsome
young women of your acquaintance, show
yourselves to no other purpose than to gain
a conquest over some man of worth, in or
der to bestow your charms and fortune on
him. There is no indecency in the confes

sion, the design is modest and honourable,
and all your affectation cannot disguise it

' I am married, and have no other con
cern but to please the man I love; he is the
end of every care I have; if I dress, it is for
him ; if I read a poem, or a play, it is to

qualify myself for a conversation agreeable
to his taste: he is almost the end of my de
votions; half my prayers are for his happi
ness I love to talk of him, and never hear
him named but with pleasure and emotion.
I am your friend, and wish your happiness,
but am sorry to see, by the air of your
letter, that there are a set of women who
are got into the common-place raillery of

every thing that is sober, decent, and pro
per; matrimony and the clergy are the

topics of people of little wit, and no under

standing. I own to you I have learned of
the vicar's wife all you tax me with. She
is a discreet, ingenious, pleasant, pious
woman; I wish she had the handling of

you and Mrs. Modish; you would find, if

you were too free with her, she would soon
make you as charming as ever you were;
she would make you blush as much as if

you never had been fine ladies. The vicar,
madam, is so kind as to visit my hus
band, and his agreeable conversation has

brought him to enjoy many sober, happy
hours, when even I am shut out, and my
dear master is entertained only with his
own thoughts. These things, dear madam,
will be lasting satisfactions, when the fine

ladies, and the coxcombs, by whom they
form themselves, are irreparably ridicu

lous, ridiculous in old age. I am, madam,
your most humble servant,

'MARY HOME.'

' DEAR MR. SPECTATOR, You have no

goodness in the world, and are not in earn
est in any thing you say that is serious,
if you do not send me a plain answer
to this. I happened some days past to be
at the play, where during the time of per
formance, I could not keep my eyes off

from a beautiful young creature who sat

just before me, and who I have been since

informed, has no fortune. It would utterly
ruin my reputation for discretion to marry
such a one, and by what I can learn she has
a character of great modesty, so that there
is nothing to be thought on any other way.
My mind has ever since been so wholly
bent on her, that I am much in danger of

doing something very extravagant without

your speedy advice to, sir, your most hum
ble servant,

'

I am sorry I cannot answer this impa
tient gentleman but by another question.

DEAR CORRESPONDENT. Would you
marry to please other people, or yourself?
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Laudis amor'e tumes? stint certa piarula, quae te

Ter pure Iccto poterunt rccreare libelln.

Hor. Ep. 1. Lib. 1. ver. 36.

IMITATED.
Know there are rhymes.which (fresh and fresh apply'd)
Will cure the arrant'st puppy of his pride. Pope,

THE soul, considered abstractedly from
its passions, is of a remiss and sedentary
nature, slow in its resolves, and languish

ing in its executions. The use therefore
of the passions is to stir it up, and to put it

upon action, to awaken the understanding,
to enforce the will, and to make the whole
man more vigorous and attentive in the

prosecution of his designs. As this is the
end of the passions in general, so it is parti

cularly of ambition, which pushes the soul

to such actions as are apt to procure honour
and reputation to the actor. But if we
carry our reflections higher, we may dis

cover farther ends of Providence in im

planting this passion in mankind.
It was necessary for the world, that arts

should be invented and improved, books
written and transmitted to posterity, na
tions conquered and civilized. Now since

the proper and genuine motives to these,
and the like great actions, would only in

fluence virtuous minds: there would be but
small improvements in the world, were
there not some common principle of action

working equally with all men. And such
a principle is ambition, or a desire of fame,

by which great endowments are not suffer

ed to lie idle and useless to the public, and

many vicious men are over-reached as it

were, and engaged, contrary to their natural

inclinations, in a glorious and laudable

course of action. For we may farther ob

serve, that men of the greatest abilities are

most fired with ambition; and that on the

contrary, mean and narrow minds are the

least actuated by it: whether it be that a

man's sense of his own incapacities makes
lim despair of coming at fame, or that he
ias not enough range of thought to look out
:or any good which does not more imme

diately relate to his interest or convenience;

or that Providence, in the very frame of his

soul, would not subject him to such a pas
sion as would be useless to the world, and
a torment to himself.

Were not this desire of fame very strong;
the difficulty of obtaining it, and the dan

ger of losing it when obtained, would be

sufficient to deter a man from so vain a

pursuit.
How few are there who are furnished

with abilities sufficient to recommend their

actions to the admiration of the world, and
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to distinguish themselves from the rest of
mankind? Providence for the most part sets
us upon a level, and observes a kind of

proportion in its dispensation towards us.

If it renders us perfect in one accomplish
ment, it generally leaves us defective in

another, and seems careful rather of pre
serving every person from being mean and
deficient in his qualifications, than of making
any single one eminent or extraordinary.
Among those who are the most richly

endowed by nature, and accomplished by
their own industry, how few are there
whose virtues are not obscured by the igno
rance, prejudice, or envy of their behold
ers! Some men cannot discern between a
noble and a mean action. Others are apt to

attribute them to some false end or inten

tion; and others purposely misrepresent, or

put a wrong interpretation on them. But
the more to enforce this consideration, we
may observe that those are generally most
unsuccessful in their pursuit after fame,
who are most desirous of obtaining it It is

Sallust's remark upon Cato, that the less

he coveted glory, the more he acquired it.
*

Men take an ill-natured pleasure in cross

ing our inclinations, and disappointing us in

what our hearts are most set upon. When
therefore, they have discovered the pas
sionate desire of fame in the ambitious man,
(as no temper of mind is more apt to show
itself) they become sparing and reserved in

their commendations, they envy him the
satisfaction of an applause, and look on
their praises rather as a kindness done to

his person, than as a tribute paid to his
merit. Others who are free from this natu
ral perverseness of temper, grow weary in

their praises of one who sets too great a
value on them, lest they should raise him
too high in his own imagination, and by
consequence remove him to a greater dis

tance from themselves.
But further, this desire of fame naturally

betrays the ambitious man into such inde
cencies as are a lessening to his reputation.
He is still afraid lest any of his actions

should be thrown away in private, lest his

deserts should be concealed from the no
tice of the world, or receive any disadvan

tage from the reports which others make
of them. This often sets him on empty
boasts and ostentations of himself, and be

trays him into vain fantastical recitals of
his own performances. His discourse gene
rally

leans one way, and whatever is the

subject of it, tends obliquely either to the

detracting from others, or to the extolling
of himself. Vanity is the natural weakness
of an ambitious man, which exposes him to

the secret scorn and derision of those he
converses with, and ruins the character he
is so industrious to advance by it. For
though his actions are never so glorious,
they lose their lustre when they are drawn
at large, and set to show by his own hand;

* Sal. Bel. Catil. c. 49.

47

and as the world is more apt to find fault

than to commend, the boast will probably
be censured, when the great action that
occasioned it is forgotten.

Besides, this very desire of fame is look
ed on as a meanness and imperfection in the

greatest character. A solid and substan
tial greatness of soul looks down, with a

generous neglect, on the censures and
applauses of the multitude, and places a
man beyond the little noise and strife of

tongues. Accordingly we find in ourselves
a secret awe and veneration for the charac
ter of one who moves above us, in a regular
and illustrious course of virtue, without any
regard to our good or ill opinions of him,
to our reproaches or commendations. As
on the contrary it is usual for us, when we
would take off from the fame and reputa
tion of an action, to ascribe it to vain-glory,
and a desire of fame in the actor. Nor
is this common judgment and opinion of

mankind ill-founded: for certainly it de
notes no great bravery of mind, to be work
ed up to any noble action by so selfish a

motive, and to do that out of a desire of

fame, which we could not be prompted to

by a disinterested love to mankind, or by a

generous passion for the glory of him who
made us.

Thus is fame a thing difficult to be ob
tained by all, but particularly by those who
thirst after it, since most men have so

much either of ill-nature, or of wariness,
as not to gratify or soothe the vanity of the
ambitious man; and since this very thirst

after fame naturally betrays him into such
indecencies as are a lessening to his repu
tation, and is itself looked upon as a weak
ness in the greatest characters.

In the next place, fame is easily lost, and
as difficult to be preserved as it was at first

to be acquired. But this I shall make the

subject of a following paper. C.
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4>iui| yxf TI xocxi) x-fXeriti xou^i) ftiv .'ipi
Flint ju\', pyX.n Ss Qtpitv. Hcsiod.

Fame is an ill you may with ease obtain,
A sad oppression to be borne with pain.

THERE are many passions and tempers
of mind which naturally dispose us to de

press and vilify the merit of one rising in

the esteem of mankind. All those who
made their entrance into the world with
the same advantages, and were once looked
on as his equals, are apt to think the fame
of his ments a reflection on their own de

serts; and will therefore take care to re

proach him with the scandal of some past
action, or derogate from the worth of the

present, that they may still keep him on
the same level with themselves. The like

kind of consideration often stirs up the envy
of such as were once his superiors, who
think it a detraction from their merit to see

another get ground upon them, and over
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take them in the pursuits of glory; and will

therefore endeavour to sink his reputation,
that they may the better preserve their own.
Those who were once his equals envy and
defame him, because they now see him
their superior; and those who were once
his superiors, because they look upon him
as their equal.
But farther, a man whose extraordinary

reputation thus lifts him up to the notice
and observation of mankind, draws a mul
titude of eyes upon him, that will narrowly
inspect every part of him, consider him
nicely in all views, and not be a little pleased,
when they have taken him in the worst
and most disadvantageous light. There
are many who find a pleasure in contradict

ing the common reports of fame, and in

spreading abroad the weaknesses of an ex
alted character. They publish their ill-

natured discoveries with a secret pride,
and applaud themselves for the singularity
of their judgment, which has searched

deeper than others, detected what the rest
of the world have overlooked, and found a
flaw in what the generality of mankind
admires. Others there are who proclaim
the errors and infirmities of a great man
with an inward satisfaction and compla
cency, if they discover none of the like er
rors and infirmities in themselves; for while

they are exposing another's weakness, they
are tacitly aiming at their own commenda
tions, who are not subject to the like in

firmities, and are apt to be transported with
a secret kind of vanity, to see themselves

superior in some respects to one of a sub
lime and celebrated reputation. Nay, it

very often happens, that none are more in

dustrious in publishing the blemishes of an

extraordinary reputation, than such as lie

open to the same censures in their own
characters, as either hoping to excuse their
own defects by the authority of so high an

example, or to raise an imaginary applause
to themselves, for resembling a person of

an exalted reputation, though in the blame-
able parts of his character. If all these
secret springs of detraction fail, yet very
often a vain ostentation of wit sets a man on

attacking an established name, and sacri

ficing it to the mirth and laughter of those
about him. A satire or a libel on one of
the common stamp never meets with that

reception and approbation among its rea

ders, as what is aimed at a person whose
merit places him upon an eminence, and

gives him a more conspicuous figure among
men. Whether it be, that we think it

shows greater art to expose and turn to

ridicule a man whose character seems so

improper a subject for it, or that we are

pleased by some implicit kind of revenge,
to see him taken down and humbled in his

reputation, and in some measure reduced
to our own rank, who had so far raised

himself above us, in the reports and opinions
of mankind.
Thus we see hovr many dark and intri

cate motives there are to detraction and
defamation, and how many malicious spies
are searching into the actions of a great
man, who is not, always, the best prepared
for so narrow an inspection. For we may
generally observe that our admiration of a
famous man lessens upon our nearer ac

quaintance with him: and that we seldom
near the description of a celebrated person,
without a catalogue of some notorious weak
nesses and infirmities. The reason may
be, because any little slip is more conspi
cuous and observable in his conduct than in

another's, as it is not of a piece with the
rest of his character: or because it is im

possible for a man at the same time to be
attentive to the more important part of his

life, and to keep a watchful eye over all the
inconsiderable circumstances of his beha
viour and conversation; or because, as we
have before observed, the same temper of

mind which inclines us to a desire of fame,

naturally betrays us into such slips and un-

wariness, as are not incident to men of a

contrary disposition.
After all it must be confessed, that a

noble and triumphant merit often breaks

through and dissipates these little spots
and sullies in its reputation; but if by a mis
taken pursuit after fame, or through human
infirmity, any false step be made in the
more momentous concerns of life, the whole
scheme of ambitious designs is broken and

disappointed. The smaller stains and ble

mishes may die away and disappear,
amidst the brightness that surrounds them ;

but a blot of a deeper nature casts a shade
on all the other beauties, and darkens the

whole character. How difficult therefore

is it to preserve a great name, when he
that has acquired it is so obnoxious to such
little weaknesses and infirmities as are no
small diminution to it when discovered;

especially when they are so industriously

proclaimed, and aggravated by such as

were once his superiors, or equals; by such
as would set to show their judgment, or

their wit, and by such as are guilty, or in

nocent, of the same slips or misconducts in

their own behaviour!
But were there none of these dispositions

in others to censure a famous man, nor any
such miscarriages in himself, yet would he
meet with no small trouble in keeping up
his reputation, in all its height and splen
dour. There must be always a noble train

of actions to preserve his fame in life and
motion. For when it is once at a stand, it

naturally flags and languishes. Admiration
is a very short-lived passion, that imme
diately decays upon growing familiar with

its object, unless it be still fed with fresh

discoveries, and kept alive by a new per

petual succession of miracles rising up to

its view. And even the greatest actions of

a celebrated person labour under this dis

advantage, that however surprising and

extraordinary they may be, they are no
more than what are expected from him;
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but on the contrary, if they fall any thing
below the opinion that is conceived of him.

though they might raise the reputation of

another, they are a diminution to his.

One would think there should be some
thing wonderfully pleasing in the possession
of fame, that, notwithstanding all these mor
tifying considerations, can engage a man in

so desperate a pursuit; and yet, if we con
sider the little happiness that attends a

great character, and the multitude of dis

quietudes to which the desire of it sub

jects an ambitious mind, one would be still

the more surprised to see so many restless

candidates for glory.
Ambition raises a secret tumult in the

soul, it inflames the mind, and puts it into

a violent hurry of thought. It is still reach

ing after an empty imaginary good, that
has not in it the power to abate or satisfy
it. Most other things we long for can allay
the cravings of their proper sense, and for

a while set the appetite at rest; but fame
is a good so wholly foreign to our natures,
that we have no faculty in the soul adapted
to it, nor any organ in the body to relish it:

an object of desire, placed out of the possi

bility of fruition. It may indeed fill the
mind for a while with a giddy kind of plea
sure, but it is such a pleasure as makes
a man restless and uneasy under it; and
which does not so much satisfy the present
thirst, as it excites fresh desires, and sets

the soul on new enterprises. For how few
ambitious men are there, who have got as

much fame as they desired, and whose
thirst after it has not been as eager in the

very height of their reputation, as it was
before they became known and eminent

among men ! There is not any circumstance
in Czsar's character which gives me a

greater idea of him, than a saying which
Cicero tells us he frequently made use of

in private conversation,
' That he was satis

fied with his share of life and fame. ' ' Se
satis vel ad naturam, ~vel ad gloriam vix-
isse.

'

Many indeed have given over their

pursuits after fame, but that has proceeded
either from the disappointments they have
met in it, or from their experience of the
little pleasure which attends it, or from the
better informations or natural coldness of

old age; but seldom from a full satisfac

tion and acquiescence in their present en

joyments of it.

Nor is fame only unsatisfying in itself,

but the desire of it lays us open to many ac
cidental troubles which those are free from,
who have not such a tender regard for it.

How often is the ambitious man cast down
and disappointed, if he receives no praise
where he expected it? Nay, how often is

he mortified with the very praises he re

ceives, if they do not rise so high as he
thinks they ought; which they seldom do,
unless increased by flattery, since few men
have so good an opinion of us as we have
of ourselves? But if the ambitious man can
be so much grieved even with praise itself,

how will he be able to bear up under scan
dal and defamation? for the same temper
of mind which makes him desire fame,
makes him hate reproach. If he can be

transported with the extraordinary praises
of men, he will be as much dejected by
their censures. How little therefore is the

happiness of an ambitious man, who gives
every one a dominion over it, who thus

subjects himself to the good or ill speeches
of others, and puts it in the power of every
malicious tongue to throw him into a fit of

melancholy, and destroy his natural rest

and repose of mind; especially when we
consider that the world is more apt to cen
sure than applaud, and himself fuller of

imperfections than virtues.

We may further observe, that such a
man will be more grieved for the loss of

fame, than he could have been pleased
with the enjoyment of it. For though the

presence of this imaginary good cannot
make us happy, the absence of it may
make us miserable; because in the enjoy
ment of an object we only find that share
of pleasure, which it is capable of giving us,
but in the loss of it we do not proportion
our grief to the real value it bears, but to

the value our fancies and imaginations set

upon it.

So inconsiderable is the satisfaction that
fame brings along with it, and so great the

disquietudes to which it makes us liable.

The desire of it stirs up very uneasy mo
tions in the mind, and is rather inflamed
than satisfied by the presence of the thing
desired. The enjoyment of it brings but

very little pleasure, though the loss or
want of it be very sensible and afflicting;
and even this little happiness is so very
precarious, that it wholly depends upon
the will of others. We are not only tor

tured by the reproaches which are offered

us, but are disappointed by the silence of
men when it is unexpected; and humbled
even by their praises. C.
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fncert. ex Stot.

No slumber seals the eye of Providence,
Present to every action we commence.

THAT I might not lose myself upon a

subject of so great extent as that of fame, I

have treated it in a particular order and
method. I have first of all considered the
reasons why Providence may have implant
ed in our minds such a principle of action.

I have in the next place shown from many
considerations, first, that fame is a thing
difficult to be obtained, and easily lost; se

condly, that it brings the ambitious man
very little happiness, but subjects him to

much uneasiness and dissatisfaction. I shall

in the last place show, that it hinders us
from obtaining an end which we have
abilities to acquire, and which is accom

panied with fulness of satisfaction. I need
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not tell my reader, that I mean by this

end, that happiness which is reserved for
us in another world, which every one has
abilities to procure, and which will bring
along with it

' falness of joy and pleasures
for evermore.'
How the pursuit after fame may hinder

us in the attainment of this great end, I shall

.eave the reader to collect from the three

following considerations:

First, Because the strong desire of fame
breeds several vicious habits in the mind.

Secondly, Because many of those actions,
which are apt to procure fame, are not in

their nature conducive to this our ultimate

happiness.

Thirdly, Because if we should allow the
same actions to be the proper instruments,
both of acquiring fame, and of procuring
this happiness, they would nevertheless fail

in the attainment of this last end, if they
proceeded from a desire of the first

These three propositions are self-evident
to those who are versed in speculations of

morality. For which reason I shall not

enlarge upon them, but proceed to a point
of the same nature, which may open to us
a more uncommon field of speculation.
From what has been already observed, I

think we may make a natural conclusion,
that it is the greatest folly to seek the

praise or approbation of any being, besides
the Supreme, and that for these two rea

sons, because no other being can make a

right judgment of us, and esteem us accord

ing to our merits; and because we can pro
cure no considerable benefit or advantage
from the esteem and approbation of any
other being.

In the first place, no other being can
make a right judgment of us, and esteem
us according to our merits. Created beings
see nothing but our outside, and can there
fore only frame a judgment of us from our
exterior actions and behaviour; but how
unfit these are to give us a right notion of

each other's perfections, may appear from
several considerations. There are many
virtues which in their own nature are

incapable of any outward representation;

many silent perfections in the soul of a good
man, which are great ornaments to human
nature, but not able to discover themselves
to the knowledge of others; they are trans

acted in private without noise or show, and
are only visible to the great Searcher of

hearts. What actions can express the
entire purity of thought which refines and
sanctifies a virtuous man? That secret rest,

and contentedness of mind, which gives
him a perfect enjoyment of his present con
dition? That inward pleasure and compla
cency which he feels in doing good? That
delight and satisfaction, which he takes in

the prosperity and happiness of another?
These and the like virtues are the hidden
beauties of a soul, the secret graces which
cannot be discovered by a mortal eye, but
make the soul lovely and precious in his

sight, from whom no secrets are concealed.

Again, there are many virtues which want
an opportunity of exerting and showing
themselves in actions. Every virtue re

quires time and place, a proper object and
a fit conjuncture of circumstances, for the
due exercise of it. A state of poverty ob
scures all the virtues of liberality and mu
nificence. The patience and fortitude of a

martyr or confessor lie concealed in the

flourishing times of Christianity. Some
virtues are only seen in affliction, and some
in prosperity; some in a private, and others
in a public capacity. But the great So

vereign of the world beholds every perfec
tion in its obscurity, and not only sees what
we do, but what we would do. He views
our behaviour in every concurrence of af

fairs, and sees us engaged in all the possi
bilities of action. He discovers the martyr
and confessor without the trial of flames
and tortures, and will hereafter entitle

many to the reward of actions, which they
had never the opportunity of performing.
Another reason why men cannot form a

right judgment of us is, because the same
actions may be aimed at different ends, and
arise from quite contrary principles. Ac
tions are of so mixed a nature, and so full

of circumstances, that as men pry into

them more or less, or observe some parts
more than others, they take different hints,
and put contrary interpretations on them;
so that the same actions may represent a
man as hypocritical and designing to one,
which make him appear a saint or a hero
to another. He therefore who looks upon
the soul through its outward actions, often

sees it through a deceitful medium, which
is apt to discolour and pervert the object:
so that on this account also, he is the only
proper judge of our perfections, who does
not guess at the sincerity of our inten

tions, from the goodness 01 our actions, but

weighs the goodness of our actions by the

sincerity of our intentions.

But further, it is impossible for outward
actions to represent the perfections of the

soul, because they can never show the

strength of those principles from whence

they proceed. They are not adequate ex

pressions of our virtues, and can only show
us what habits are in the soul, without dis

covering the degree and perfection of such

habits. They are at best but weak resem
blances of our intentions, faint and imper
fect copies, that may acquaint us with the

general design, but can never express the

beauty and life of the original. But the

great Judge of all the earth knows every
different state and degree of human im

provement, from those weak stirrings and
tendencies of the will which have not yet
formed themselves into regular purposes
and designs, to the last entire finishing and
consummation of a good habit. He beholds
the first imperfect rudiments of a virtue in

the soul, and keeps a watchful eye over it

in all its progress, until it has received
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every grace it is capable of, and appears in
its full beauty and perfection. Thus we see
that none but the Supreme Being can esteem
us according to our proper merits, since all

others must judge of us from our outward
actions; which can never give them a just
estimate of us, since there are many per
fections of a man which are not capable of

appearing in actions; many which, allowing
no natural incapacity of showing them
selves, want an opportunity of doing it; or
should they all meet with an opportunity
of appearing by actions, yet those actions

may be misinterpreted, and applied to

wrong principles: or though they plainly
discovered the principles from whence they
proceeded, they could never show the de
gree, strength, and perfection of those
principles.
And as the Supreme Being is the only

proper judge of our perfections, so is he the
only fit rewarder of them. This is a con
sideration that comes home to our interest,
as the other adapts itself to our ambition.
And what could the most aspiring, or the
most selfish man desire more, were he to
form the notion of a Being to whom he
would recommend himself, than such a
knowledge as can discover the least ap
pearance of perfection in him, and such a
goodness as will proportion a reward to it?

Let the ambitious man therefore turn all

his desire of fame this way; and that he
may propose to himself a fame worthy of
his ambition, let him consider, that if he
employs his abilities to the best advantage,
the time will come when the Supreme Go
vernor of the world, the -great Judge of

mankind, who sees every degree of perfec
tion in others, and possesses all possible
perfection in himself, shall proclaim his
worth before men and angels, and pro
nounce to him in the presence of the whole
crentrn that best and most significant of

applauses,
* Well done, thou good and faith

ful servant, enter thou into thy master's

joy.' C.
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Divide et impora.

Divide and rule.

PLEASURE and recreation of one kind or
other are absolutely necessary to relieve
our minds and bodies from too constant at

tention and labour: where therefore public
diversions are tolerated, it behoves persons
of distinction, with their power and exam
ple, to preside over them in such a manner
as to check any thing that tends to the cor

ruption of manners, or which is too mean
or trivial for the entertainment of reason
able creatures. As to the diversions of this
kind in this town, we owe them to the arts
of poetry and mvisic. My own private opi
nion, with relation to such recreations, I

have heretofore given with all the frank
ness imaginable; what concerns those arts

at present the reader shall have from my
correspondents. The first of the letters

with which I acquit myself for this day, is

written by one who proposes to improve
our entertainments of dramatic poetry, and
the other comes from three persons, who,
as soon as named, will be thought capable
of advancing the present state of music.

MR. SPECTATOR, I am considerably
obliged to you for your speedy publication
of my last in yours of the 18th instant, and
am in no small hopes of being settled in the

post of Comptroller of the Cries. Of all the

objections I have hearkened after in public
coffee-houses, there is but one that seems to

carry any weight with it, viz. That such a

post would come too near the nature of a

monopoly. Now, sir, because I would have
all sorts of people made easy, and being
willing to have more strings than one to my
bow: in case that of comptroller should fail

me, I have since formed another project,
which being grounded on the dividing of a
present monopoly, I hope will give the
public an equivalent to their full content.
You know, sir, it is allowed, that the busi
ness of the stage is, as the Latin has it,

jucunda et idonea dicerf vitse. Now there

being but one dramatic theatre licensed for
the delight and profit of this extensive me
tropolis, I do humbly propose, for the con
venience of such of its inhabitants as are too
distant from Covent-garden, that another
theatre of ease may be erected in some
spacious part of the city; and that the direc
tion thereof may be made a franchise in fee
to me and my heirs for ever. And that the
town may have no jealousy of my ever com
ing into a union with the set of actors now
in being, I do further propose to constitute
for my deputy my near kinsman and ad
venturer, Kit Crotchet,* whose long ex
perience and improvements in those affairs

need no recommendation. It was obvious to

every spectator, what a quite different foot
the stage was upon during his government;
and had he not been bolted out of his trap
doors, his garrison might have held out for

ever; he having by long pains and persever
ance arrived at the art of making his army
fight without pay or provisions. I must
confess it is with a melancholy amazement,
I see so wonderful a genius laid aside, and
the late slaves of the stage now become its

masters, dunces that will be sure to sup
press all theatrical entertainments and ac-
:ivities that they are not able themselves to

shine in!

Every man that goes to a play is not

obliged to have either wit or understanding;
and I insist upon it, that all who go there
should see something which may improve
:hem in a wav of which they are capable,
[n short, sir, I would have something done,
as well as said, on the stage. A man may
lave an active body, though he has not a

1

Christopher Rich.
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quick conception; for the imitation there
fore of such as are, as I may so speak, cor

poreal wits, or nimble fellows, I would fain

ask any of the present mismanagers, why
should not rope-dancers, vaulters, tumblers,
ladder-walkers, and posture-masters ap
pear again on our stage? After such a re

presentation a five-bar gate would be leaped
with a better grace next time any of the
audience went a hunting. Sir, these things
cry aloud for reformation, and fall properly
under the province of Spectator-General;
but how indeed should it be otherwise,
while fellows (that for twenty years toge
ther were never paid but as their master
was in the humour) now presume to pay
others more than ever they had in their
lives: and in contempt of the practice of

persons of condition, have the insolence to

owe no tradesman a farthing at the end of
the week. Sir, all I propose is the public
good; for no one can imagine I shall ever

get a private shilling by it: therefore I hope
you will recommend this matter in one of

your this week's papers, and desire when
my house opens you will accept the liberty
of it for the trouble you have received from,
sir, your humble servant,

RALPH CROTCHET.
' P. S. I have assurances that the trunk-

maker will declare for us.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, We whose names
are subscribed, think you the properest per
son to signify what we have to offer the town
in behalf of ourselves, and the art which we
profess, music. We conceive hopes of your
favour from the speculations on the mis
takes which the town runs into with regard
to their pleasure of this kind; and believing

your method of judging is
?
that you consider

music only valuable, as it is agreeable to,

and heightens the purpose of poetry, we
consent that it is not only the true way of

relishing that pleasure, but also that with
out it a composure of music is the same

thing as a poem, where all the rules r\f

poetical numbers are observed, though the
words have no sense or meaning; to say it

shorter, mere musical sounds in our art are
no other than nonsense verses are in poetry.
Music therefore is to aggravate what is in

tended by poetry; it must always have son:e

passion or sentiment to express, or else vio

lins, voices, or any other organs of sound,
afford an entertainment very little above
the rattles of children. It was from this

opinion of the matter, that when Mr. Clay
ton had finished his studies in Italy, and

brought over the opera of Arsinoe, that

Mr. Haym and Mr. Dieupart, who had
the honour to be well known and received

among the nobility and gentry, were zeal

ously inclined to assist by their solicitations,

in introducing so elegant an entertainment
as the Italian music grafted upon English

poetry. For this end Mr. Dieupart and
Mr. Haym, according to their several op
portunities, promoted the introduction of

instrumental music for each night;
to be paid at the receipt of the

, at Mr. Charles Lillie's. It will,

Arsinoe, and did it to the best advantage so

great a novelty would allow. It is not pro
per to trouble you with particulars of the

just complaints we all of us have to make;
but so it is, that without regard to our oblig

ing pains, we are all equally set aside in the

present opera. Our application therefore

to you is only to insert this letter in your
paper, that the town may know we have all

three joined together to make entertain

ments of music for the future at Mr. Clay
ton's house in York-buildings. What we
promise ourselves is, to make a subscription
of two guineas, for eight times; and that the

entertainment, with the names pf the au
thors of the poetry, may be printed, to be
sold in the house, with an account of the

several authors of the vocal as- well as the
the

money
tickets,
we hope, sir, be easily allowed, that we are

capable of undertaking to exhibit, by our

joint force and different qualifications, all

that can be done in music; but lest you
should think so dry a thing as an account of

our proposal should be a matter unworthy
of your paper, which generally contains

something of public use; give us kave to

say, that favouring our design is no less

than reviving an art, which runs to ruin by
the utmost barbarism under an affectation

ofknowledge. We aim at establishing some
settled notion of what is music, at recover

ing from neglect and want very many fami
lies who depend upon it, at making all

Foreigners who pretend to succeed in Eng
land to learn the language of it as we our
selves have done, and not to be so insolent

as to expect a whole nation, a refined and
learned nation, should submit to learn theirs,

[n a word, Mr. Spectator, with all defer
ence and humility, we hope to behave our
selves in this undertaking in such a manner,
that all Englishmen who have any skill in

music may be furthered in it for their profit
or diversion by what new things we shall

produce ; never pretending to surpass others,
or asserting that any thing which is a sci

ence, is not attainable by all men of all na
tions who have proper genius for it. We
say, sir, what we nope for, it is not expected
will arrive to us by contemning others, but

through the utmost diligence recommend
ing ourselves. We are, sir, your most
humble servants,

T.

'THOMAS CLAYTON,
'NICOLINOHAYM,
CHARLES DIEUPART.
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Quod decet honestum est, et quod honestumest deeet.

ndt
What is becoming is honourable, and what is honour

able is becoming.

THK.RF. are some things which cannot
come under certain rules, but which one
would think could not need them. Of this
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kind are outward civilities and salutations.
These one would imagine might be regu
lated by every man's common sense, with
out the help of an instructor; but that which
we call common sense suffers under that

word; for it sometimes implies no more
than that faculty which is common to all

men, but sometimes signifies right reason,
and what all men should consent to. In
this latter acceptation of the phrase, it is no
great wonder people err so much against
it, since it is not every one who is possessed
of it, and there are fewer who, against
common rules and fashions, dare obey its

dictates^
As to salutations, which I was

about toTalk of, I observe, as I stroll about

town, there are great enormities committed
with regard to this particular. You shall

sometimes see a man begin the offer of a
salutation, and observe a forbidding air, or

escaping eye, in the person he is going to

salute, and stop short in the poll of his
neck. This, in the person who believed he
could do it with a good grace, and was re
fused the opportunity, 'is justly resented
with a coldness the whole ensuing season.
Your great beauties, people in much favour,
or by any means or for any purpose over-

flattered, are apt to practise this, which
one may call the preventing aspect, and
throw their attention another way, lest

they should confer a bow or a courtesy
upon a person who might not appear to
deserve that dignity. Others you shall find
so obsequious, and so very courteous as
there is no escaping their favours of this
kind. Of this sort may be a man who is in

the fifth or sixth degree of favour with a
minister. This good creature is resolved
to show the world, that great honours can
not at all change his manners; he is the
same civil person he ever was; he will ven
ture his neck to bow out of a coach in full

speed, at once to show he is full of business,
and yet not so taken up as to forget his old
friend. With a man who is not so well
formed for courtship and elegant behaviour,
such a gentleman as this seldom finds his

account hi the return of his compliments;
but he will still go on, for he is in his own
way, and must not omit; let the neglect fall

on your side, or where it will, his business

is still to be well-bred to the end. I think
I have read, in one of our English comedies,
a description ofa fellow that affected know
ing every body, and for want of judgment
in time and

place,
would bow and smile in

the face of ajudge sitting in the court, would
sit in an opposite gallery and smile in the
minister's face as he came up into the pul
pit, and nod as if he alluded to some fami
liarities between them in another place.
But now I happen to speak of salutation at

church, I must take notice that several of

my correspondents have importuned me to

consider that subject, and settle the point
of decorum in that particular.

I do not pretend to be the best courtier in

the world, but I have often on public occa

sions thought it a very great absurdity in
the company (during the royal presence}
to exchange salutations from all parts of
the room, when certainly common sense
should suggest, that all regards at that time
should be engaged, and cannot be diverted
to any other object, without disrespect to
the sovereign. But as to the complaint ot

my correspondents, it is not to be imagined
what offence some of them take at the cus
tom of saluting in places of worship. I have
a very angry letter from a lady, who tells

me of one of her acquaintance, who, out
of mere pride and a pretence to be rude,
takes upon her to return no civilities done
to her in time of divine service, and is the
most religious woman, for no other reason
but to appear a woman of the best quality
in the church. This absurd custom had
better be abolished than retained; if it were
but to prevent evils of no higher a nature
than this is; but I am informed of objec
tions much more considerable. A dissenter
of rank and distinction was lately prevailed
upon by a friend of his to come to one of the

greatest congregations of the church of

England about town. After the service was
over, he declared he was very well satisfied

with the little ceremony which was used
towards God Almighty; but at the same
time he feared that he should not be able to

go through those required towards one an

other; as to this point he was in a state of

despair, and feared he was not well-bred

enough to be a convert. There have been

many scandals of this kind given to our

protestant dissenters from the outward

pomp and respect we take to ourselves in

our religious assemblies. A quaker who
came one day into a church, fixed his eye
upon an old lady with a carpet larger than
that from the pulpit before her, expecting
when she would hold forth. An anabaptist
who designs to come over himself, and all

his family, within a few months, is sensible

they want breeding enough for our congre
gations, and has sent his two eldest daugh
ters to learn to dance, that they may not
misbehave themselves at church. It is

worth considering whether, in regard to

awkward people with scrupulous con

sciences, a good Christian of the best air in

the world ought not rather to deny herself
the opportunity of showing so many graces,
than keep a bashful proselyte without the

pale of the church. T.

No. 260.] Friday, December 28, 1711.

Singula de nobis anni pradantur euntes.
HOT. Lib. 2. Ep. ii. 55

Years following years steal something every day,
At last they steal us from ourselves away. Papr.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am now in the

sixty-fifth year of my age, and having been
the greater part of my days a man of plea
sure, the decay of my faculties is a stagna
tion of my life. But how is it, sir, that my
appetites are increased upon me with the
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loss of power to gratify them? I write this

like a criminal, to warn people to enter

upon what reformation they please to make
in themselves in their youth, and not expect
they shall be capable of it from a fond opinion
some have often in their mouths, that if

we do not leave our desires, they will leave

us. It is far otherwise; I am now as vain in

my dress, and as flippant, if I see a pretty
woman, as when in my youth I stood upon
a bench in the pit to survey the whole cir

cle of beauties. The folly is so extravagant
with me, and I went on with so little check
of my desires, or resignation of them, that

I can assure you, I very often, merely to

entertain my own thoughts, sit with my
spectacles on, writing love-letters to the
beauties that have been long since in their

graves. This is to warm my heart with
the faint memory of delights which were
once agreeable to me; but how much hap
pier would my life have been now, if I could
have looked back on any worthy action

done for my country? if I had laid out that

which I profused in luxury and wantonness,
in acts of generosity or charity? I have
lived a bachelor to this day; and instead of

a numerous offspring, with which in the

regular ways of life I might possibly have

delighted myself, I have only to amuse

myself with the repetition of old stories and

intrigues which no one will believe I ever
was concerned in. I do not know whether

you have ever treated of it or not; but you
cannot fall on a better subject than that of

the art of growing old. In such a lecture

you must propose, that no one set his heart

upon what is transient; the beauty grows
wrinkled while we are yet gazing at her.

The witty man sinks into a humourist im

perceptibly, for want of reflecting that all

things around him are in a flux, and con

tinually changing: thus he is in the space
of ten or fifteen years surrounded by a new
set of people, whose manners are as natural

to them as his delights, method of think

ing, and mode of living, were formerly to

him and his friends. But the mischief is,

he looks upon the same kind of errors

which he himself was guilty of with an eye
of scorn, and with that sort of ill-will which
men entertain against each other for dif

ferent opinions. Thus a crazy constitution,

and an uneasy mind is fretted with vexatious

passions for young men's doing foolishly,
what it is folly to do at all. Dear sir, this is

my present state of mind; I hate those I

should laugh at, and envy those I contemn.
The time of youth and vigorous manhood,
passed the way in which I have disposed
of it, is attended with these consequences;
but to those who live and pass away life

as they ought, all parts of it are equally

pleasant; only the memory of good and

worthy actions is a feast which must give
a quicker relish to the soul than e*ver it

could possibly taste in the highest enj y-
ments or jollities of youth. As f <r me, it' I

sit d )wn in my great chair and begin to

ponder, the vagaries of a child are not more
ridiculous than the circumstances which
are heaped up in my memory; fine gowns,
country dances, ends of tunes, interrupted
conversations, and midnight quarrels, are
what must necessarily compose my soli

loquy. I beg of you to print this, that some
ladies of my acquaintance and my years,

may be persuaded to wear warm night

caps this cold season: and that my old

friend Jack Tawdry may buy him a cane,
and not creep with the air of a strut. I

must add to all this, that if it were not for

one pleasure, which I thought a very mean
one until of very late years, I should have
no one great satisfaction left; but wl live to

the tenth of March, 1714, and all my se

curities are good, I shall be worth fifty

thousand pounds. I am, sir, your most hum
ble servant, JACK AFTERDAY.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, You will infinitely

oblige a distressed lover, if you will insert

in your very next paper, the following let

ter to my mistress. You must know I am
not a person apt to despair, but she has got
an odd humour of stopping short unac

countably, and as she herself told a confi

dant of hers, she has cold fits. These fits

shall last her a month or six weeks to

gether; and as she falls into them without

provocation, so it is to be hoped she will

return from them without the merit of new
services. But life and love will not admit
of such intervals, therefore pray let her be
admonished as follows:

MADAM, I love you, and honour you:
therefore, pray do not tell me of waiting
until decencies, until forms, until humours
are consulted and gratified. If you have
that happy constitution as to be indolent

for ten weeks together, you should consider

that all that while I burn in impatiences and
fevers: but still you say it will be time

enough, though I and you too grow older

while we are yet talking. Which do you
think the most reasonable, that you should

alter a state of indifference for happiness,
and that to oblige me; or I live in torment,
and that to

lay
no manner of obligation on

you? While 1 indulge your insensibility I

am doing nothing; if you favour my pas
sion, you are bestowing bright desires, gay

hopes, generous cares, noble resolutions,

and transporting raptures upon, madam,
your most devoted humble servant.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, Here is a gentle
woman lodges in the same house with me,
tint I never did any injury to in my whole

life; and she is always railing at me to

those that she knows will tell me of it. Do
not you think she is in love with me? or

would you have me break my mind yet,

or not? Your servant, T. B.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a footman in

a great family, and am in love with the

l\ouse-maid. 'We were all at hot-cockles
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last night in the hall these holy-days; when
I lay down and was blinded, she pulled ofl

her shoe, and hit me with the heel such a

rap, as almost broke my head to pieces.

Pray, sir, was this love or spite?' T.

No. 261.] Saturday, December 29, 1711.

r*,us; yxg mftfmmffr IUXTXIOV xxxov.

Frag. Vet. Poet.

Wedlock's an ill men eagerly embrace.

MY father, whom I mentioned in my first

speculation, and whom I must always name
with honour and gratitude, has very fre

quently talked to me upon the subject of

marriage. I was in my younger years en

gaged partly by his advice, and partly by
my own inclinations, in the courtship of a
person who had a great deal of beauty, and
did not at my first approaches seem to have
any aversion to me; but as my natural taci

turnity hindered me from showing myself
to the best advantage, she by degrees be
gan to look upon me as a very silly fellow,
and being resolved to regard merit more
than any thing else in the persons who
made their applications to her, she mar
ried a captain of dragoons, who happened
to be beating up for recruits in those parts.
This unlucky accident has given me an

aversion to pretty fellows ever since, and

discouraged me from trying my fortune
with the fair sex. The observations which
I made at this conjuncture, and the re

peated advices which I received at that
time from the good old man above-men
tioned, have produced the following essay
upon love and marriage.
The pleasantest part of a man's life is

generally that which passes in courtship,
provided his passion be sincere, and the

party beloved, kind with discretion. Love,
desire, hope, all the pleasing emotions of

the soul rise in the pursuit.
It is easier for an artful man who is not

in love, to persuade his mistress he has a

passion for her, and to succeed in his pur
suits, than for one who loves with the

gi-eatest violence. True love has ten thou
sand griefs, impatiences, and resentments,
that render a man unamiable in the eyes of

the person whose affection he solicits; be
sides that, it sinks his figure, gives him
fears, apprehensions, and poorness of spi

rit, and often makes him appear ridicu

lous where he has a mirid to recommend
himself.

Those marriages generally abound most
witli love and constancy, that are preceded
by long courtship. The passion should
strike root, and gather strength bef re

marriage be grafted on it. A long course
of hopes and expectations fixes the idea in

our minds, and habituates us to a fondness
of the person beloved.
There is nothing of so great importance

to us as the good qualities of one to whom
we join ourselves for life; they do not only

48

make our present state agreeable, but often
determine our happiness tq all eternity.
Where the choice is left to friends, the
chief point under consideration is an estate;
where the parties choose for themselves,
their thoughts turn most upon the person.

They have both their reasons. The first

would procure many conveniences and plea
sures of life to the party whose interests they
espouse; and at the same time may hope
that the wealth of their friends will turn to

their own credit and advantage. The others
are preparing for themselves a perpetual
feast. A good person does not only raise

but continue love, and breeds a secret plea
sure and complacency in the beholder,
when the first heats of desire are extin

guished. It puts the wife or husband in

countenance, both among friends and stran

gers, and generally fills the family with a

healthy and beautiful race of children.

I should prefer a woman that is agree
able in my own eye, and not deformed in

that of the world, to a celebrated beauty.
If you marry one remarkably beautiful, you
must have a violent passion for her, or you
have not the proper taste for her charms;
and if you have such a passion for her, it is

odds but it would be embittered with fears

and jealousies.
Good-nature and evenness of temper will

a^ve you an easy companion for life; virtue

and good sense, an agreeable friend; love

and constancy, .
a good wife or husband.

Where we meet one person with all these

accomplishments, we find a hundred with
out any one of them. The world, notwith

standing, is more intent on trains and equi
pages, and all the showy parts of life: we
ove rather to dazzle the multitude than
consult our proper interests; and as I have
elsewhere observed, it is one of the most
unaccountable passions of human nature,
that we are at greater pains to appear easy
and happy to others than really to make
ourselves so. Of all disparities, that in hu
mour makes the most unhappy marriages,

yet scarce enters into our thr.ughts at the

contracting of them. Several that are in

his respect unequally yoked, and uneasy
'or life with a person of a particular cha

racter, might have been pleased and happy
with a person of a contrary one, notwith

standing they are both perhaps equally
virtuous and laudable in their kind.

Before marriage we cannot be too ii.quisi-

ive and discerning in the faults of the per
son beloved, nor after it too dim-sighted
and superficial. However perfect and ac

complished -the person appears to you at a

distance, you will find many blemishes and

mperfections in her humour, upon a more
ntimate acquaintance, which you never
discovered or perhaps suspected. Here,
heref^re, discretion and good-nature are
o show their strength; the first will hinder

rour thns;hts from dwelling on what is

disagreeable, the other will raise in you all

he tenderness of compassion and humanity,
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and by degrees soften those very imperfec
tions into beauties.

Marriage enlarges the scene of our hap
piness and miseries. A marriage of love
is pleasant; a marriage of interest easy; and
a marriage where both meet, happy. A
happy marriage has in it all the pleasures
of friendship, all the enjoyments of sense
and reason ; and, indeed, all the sweets of
life. Nothing is a greater mark of a de

generate and vicious age, than the common
ridicule which passes on this state of life.

It is, indeed, only happy in those who can
look down with scorn and neglect on the

impieties of the times, and tread the paths
of life together in a constant uniform course
of virtue. C.

No. 262.] Monday, December 31, 1711.

Nulla venenato littera mista joco eat.

Ovid. Trist. Lib. 2. 566.

ADAPTED.
My paper flows from no satiric vein,
Contains no poison, and conveys no pain.

I THINK myself highly obliged to the

public for their kind acceptance of a paper
which visits them every morning, and has
in it none of those seasonings that recom
mend so many of the writings which are in

vogue among us.

As, on the one side, my paper has not in

it a single word of news, a reflection in po
litics, nor a stroke of party; so, on the other,
there are no fashionable touches of infi

delity, no obscene ideas, no satires upon
priesthood, marriage, and the like popular
topics of ridicule; no private scandal, nor

any thing that may tend to the defamation
of particular persons, families, or societies.

There is not one of those above-men
tioned subjects that would not sell a very
indifferent paper, could I think of gratify

ing the public by such mean and base
methods. But notwithstanding I have re

jected every thing that savours of party,

every thing that is loose and immoral, and

everything that might create uneasiness in

the minds of particular persons, I find that

the demand for my papers has increased

every month since their first appearance
in the world. This does not perhaps re

flect so much honour upon myself as on my
readers, who give a much greater attention

to discourses of virtue and morality than
ever I expected, or indeed could hope.
When I broke loose from that great body

of writers who have employed their wit and

parts in propagating vice and irreligion, I

did not question but I should be treated as

an odd kind of fellow, that had a mind to

appear singular in my way of writing: but
the general reception I have found, con
vinces me that the world is not so corrupt
as we are apt to imagine; and that if those
men of parts who have been employed in

vitiating the age had endeavoured to rectify
and amend it, they needed not to have sacri

ficed their good sense and virtue to their

fame and reputation. No man is so sunk
in vice and ignorance but there are still

some hidden seeds of goodness and know
ledge in him; which give him a relish of

such reflections and speculations as have
an aptness to improve the mind, and make
the heart better.

I have shown in a former paper, with
how much care I have avoided all such

thoughts as are loose, obscene or immoral;
and I believe my reader would still think

the better of me if he knew the pains I am
at in qualifying what I write after such a

manner, that nothing may be interpreted
as aimed at private persons. For this rea

son when I draw any faulty character, I

consider all those persons to whom the

malice of the world may possibly apply it,

and take care to dash it with such particu
lar circumstances as may prevent all such
ill-natured applications. If I write any
thing on a black man, I run over in my
mind all the eminent persons in the nation

who are of that complexion: when I place
an imaginary name at the head of a cha

racter, I examine every syllable and letter

of it, that it may not bear any resemblance

to one that is real. I know very well the

value which every man sets upon his repu
tation, and how painful it is to be exposed
to the mirth and derision of the public, and
should therefore scorn to divert my reader

at the expense of any private man.
As I have been thus tender of every par

ticular person's reputation, so I have taken
more than ordinary care not to give offence

to those who appear in the higher figures
of life. I would not make myself merry
even with a piece of pasteboard that is in

vested with a public character; for which
reason I have never glanced upon the late

designed procession of his Holiness and his

attendants, notwithstanding it might have
afforded matter to many ludicrous specula
tions. Among those advantages which the

public may reap from this paper, it is not

the least that it draws men's minds off" from
the bitterness of party, and furnishes them
with subjects of discourse that may be
treated without warmth or passion. This
is said to have been the first design cf

those gentlemen who set on foot the Royal
Society; and had then a very good effect,

as it turned many of the greatest geniuses
of that age to the disquisitions of natural

knowledge, who,' if they had engaged in

politics with the same parts and applica

tion, might have set their country in a

flame. The air-pump, the barometer, the

quadrant, and the like inventions, were
thrown out to those busy spirits, as tubs

and barrels are to a whale, that he may let

the ship sail on without disturbance, while

he diverts himself with those innocent

amusements.
I have been so very scrupulous in this

particular of not hurting any man's reputa

tion, that I have forborne mentioning even
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such authors as I could not name with ho
nour. This I must confess to have been
piece of very great self-denial: for as th

public relishes nothing better than the ridi
cule which turns upon a writer of any em
nence, so there is nothing which a man thi,

has but a very ordinary talent in ridicul

may execute with greater ease. One migh
raise laughter for a quarter of a year to

gether upon the works of a person who ha
published but a very few volumes. Fo
which reason I am astonished, that thos
who have appeared against this paper hav
made so very little of it. The criticism
which I have hitherto published, have been
made with an intention rather to discovei
beauties and excellences in the writers oj

my own time, than to publish any of their
faults and imperfections. In the mean
while I should take it for a very grea
favour from some of my underhand de
tractors, if they would break all measures
with me, so far as to give me a pretence
for examining their performances with an
impartial eye: nor shall I look upon it as

any breach of charity to criticise the au
thor, so long as I keep clear of the person.

In the mean while, until I am provokec
to such hostilities, I shall from time to time
endeavour to do justice to those who have
distinguished themselves in the politer parts
of learning, and to point out such beauties in
their works as may have escaped the ob
servation of others.
As the first place among our English

poets is due to Milton; and as I have drawn
more quotations out of him than from any
other, 1 shall enter into a regular criticism

upon his Paradise Lost, which I shall pub
lish every Saturday, until I have given my
thoughts upon that poem. I shall not, how
ever, presume to impose upon others my
own particular judgment on this author,
but only deliver it as my private opinion.
Criticism is of a very large extent, and
every particular master in this art has his
favourite passages in an author which do
not equally strike the best judges. It will
be sufficient for me, if I discover many
beauties or imperfections which others have
not attended to, and I should be very glad
to see any of our eminent writers publish
their discoveries on the same subject. In
short, I would always be understood to
write mv papers of criticism in the spirit
which Horace has expressed in these two
famous lines:

Si quid novisti rectius istis,
Candidas imperti ;

si non, his utere mecum.
Lib. I. Ep. vi. v. ult.

If you have made any better remarks of your own
communicate them with candour; if not, make use of
these I present you with.

c.

No.263.] Tuesday, January 1, 1711-12.

Gratulnr quod eum quern necesse erat diligere, qualis-
cunqueesset, talem habemus ut libenter quoque diliga-
mus Trebonius apud Tull.

I am glad, that he whom I muat have loved from duty,
whatever he had been, is such a one as I can Jove from
inclination.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am the happv fa
ther of a very towardly son, in whom 1 do
not only see my life, but also my manner of
life renewed. It would be extremely bene
ficial to society, if you would frequently re
sume subjects which serve to bind these sort
of relations faster, and endear the ties of
blood with those of good-will, protection,
observance, indulgence, and veneration. I

would, methinks, have this done after an
uncommon method, and do not think any
one, who is not- capable of writing a good
play, fit to undertake a work wherein there
will necessarily occur so many secret in

stincts, and biases of human nature which
would pass unobserved by common eyes. I
thank Heaven I have no outrageous offence

againstmy own excellent parents to answer
for; but when I am now and then alone,
and look back upon my past life, from my
earliest infancy to this time, there are many
faults which I committed that did not ap
pear to me even until I myself became a
father. I had not until then a notion of the

yearnings of heart, which a man has when
tie sees his child do a laudable thing, or the
sudden damp which seizes him when he
fears he will act something unworthy. It is

not to be imagined, what a remorse touched
me for a long train of childish negligences
of my mother, when I saw my wife the
other day look out of the window, and turn
as pale as ashes upon seeing my younger
joy sliding upon the ice. These" slight 5n-

imations will give you to understand, that
:here are numberlesss little crimes which
children take no notice of while they are

doing, which, upon reflection, when they
shall themselves become fathers, they will
ook upon with the. utmost sorrow and con-

rition, that they did not regard before those
whom they offended were to be no more
seen. How many thousand things do I re
member which would have highly pleased
my father, and I omitted for no other rea

son, but that I thought what he proposed
he effect of humour and old age, which I

am now convinced had reason and good
ense in it. I cannot now go into the par-
our to him, and make his heart glad with
an account of a matter which was of no

onsequence, but that I told it, and acted in

t. The good man and woman are long
ince in their graves, who used to sit and
>lot the welfare of us their children, while,

>erhaps, we were sometimes laughing at

hie old folks at another end of the house,
he truth of it is, were we merely to follow
ature in these great duties of life, though
ve have a strong instinct towards the per-
orming of them,"we should be on both sides

ery deficient. Age is so unwelcome to the

enerality of mankind, and growth towards
manhood so desirable to all, that resigna-
on to decay is too difficult a task in the

atherj and deference, amidst the impulse
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of gay desires, appears unreasonable to the
son. There are so few who can grow old with
a good grace, and yet fewer who can come
slow enough into the world, that a father,
were he to be actuated by his desires, and
a son, were he to consult himself only,
could neither of them behave himself as he
ought to the other. But when reason inter

poses against instinct, where it would carry
either out ofthe interests of the other, there
arises that happiest intercourse of good
offices between those dearest relations of
num an life. The father, according to the

opportunities which are offered to him, is

throwing down blessings on the son, and the
son endeavouring to appear the worthy off

spring of such a father. It is after this

manner that Camillus and his first-born

dwell together. Camillus enjoys a pleasing
and indolent old age, in which passion is

subdued, and reason exalted. He waits the

day of his dissolution with a resignation
mixed with delight; and the son fears the
accession of his father's fortune with dif

fidence, lest he should not enjoy or become
it as well as his predecessor. Add to this,
that the father knows he leaves a friend to

the children of his friends, an easy landlord
to his tenants, and an agreeable companion
to his acquaintance. He believes his son's

behaviour will make him frequently re

membered, but never wanted. This com
merce is so well cemented, that without the

pomp of saying,
"
Son, be a friend to such

a one when I am gone;" Camillus knows,
being in his favour is direction enough to
the grateful youth who is to succeed him,
without the admonition of his mentioning it.

These gentlemen are honoured in all their

neighbourhood; and the same effect which
the court has on the manners of a kingdom,
their characters have on all who live with
in the influence of them.

' My son and I are not of fortune to com
municate our good actions or intentions to

so many as these gentlemen do; but I will

be bold to say, my son has, by the applause
and approbation which his behaviour to

wards me has gained him, occasioned that

many an old man besides myself has re

joiced. Other men's children follow the ex

ample of mine, and I have the inexpressible
happiness of overhearing our neighbours, as

we ride by, point to their children, and say,
with a voice of joy,

" There they go."
'You cannot, Mr. Spectator, pass your

time better than in insinuating the delights
whicli these relations well regarded bestow

upon each other. Ordinary passages are
no longer such, but mutual love gives an

importance to the most indifferent things,
and a merit to actions the most insignificant.
When we look round the world and observe
the many misunderstandings which are
created by the malice and insinuation of the
meanest servants between people thus re

lated, how necessary will it appear that it

were inculcated that men would be upon
their guard to support a constancy of affec

tion, and that grounded upon the
principles

of reason, not the impulses of instinct.
' It is from the common prejudices which

men receive from their parents, that hatreds
are kept alive from one generation to an

other; and when men actby instinct, hatreds
will descend when good offices are forgot
ten. For the degeneracy of human life is

such, that our anger is more easily trans

ferred to our children than our love. Love
always gives something to the object it de

lights in, and anger spoils the person against
whom it is moved of something laudable in

him; from this degeneracy, therefore, and
a sort of self-love, we are more prone to

take up the ill-will of our parents, than to

follow them in their friendships.
' One would think there should need no

more to make men keep up this sort of re

lation with the utmost sanctity, than to ex
amine their own hearts. If every father

remembered his own thoughts and inclina

tions when he was a son, and every son re

membered what he expected from his

father, when he himself was in a state of

dependence, this one reflection would pre
serve men from being dissolute or rigid in

these several capacities. The power and

subjection between them, when broken,
make them more emphatically tyrants and
rebels against each other, with greater

cruelty of heart, than the disruptirn of

states and empires can possibly produce.
I shall end this application to you with two
letters which passed between a mother and
son very lately, and are as follows:

' DEAR FRANK, If the pleasures, which
I have the grief to hear you pursue in town,
do not take up all your time, do not deny
your mother so much of it as to read se

riously this letter. You said before Mr.
Letacre, that an old woman might live very
well in the country upon half my jointure,
and that your father was a fond fool to give
me a rent charge of eight hundred a year
to the prejudice of his son. What Letacre
said to you upon that occasion, you ought to

have borne with more decency, as he was
your father's well-beloved servant, than to

have called him a cruntry-put. In the first

place, Frank, I must tell yru, I will have

my rent duly paid, for I will make up to

your sisters for the partiality I was guilty

of, in making your father do so much as

lie has done for you. I mav, it seems,
live upon half my jointure! I lived upon
much less, Frank, when I carried you from

place to place in these arms, and could

neither eat, dress, or mind any thing for

feeding and tending you, a weakly child, and

shedding tears when the convulsions you
were then troubled with returned upon y<~u.

By my care you rutgrew them, to throw

away the vigour rf yeur yruth in the arms
of harl-ts, and deny vouf mother what is

not yrurs to detain. Both vrur sisters are

crying In see the passion which I smother;
but if you please to go on thus like a gentle-
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man of the town, and forget all regards to

yourself and family, I shall immediately
enter upon your estate for the arrear due to

me, and without one tear more, contemn

you for forgetting the fondness of your mo
ther, as much as vou have the example of

your father. O Frank, do I live to omit

writing myself, your affectionate mother,
A. T.'

/MADAM, I will come down to-morrow
and pay the money on my knees. Pray
write so no more. I will take care you never

shall, for I will be for ever hereafter your
most dutiful son, F. T.

' I will bring down new hoods for my
sisters. Pray let all be forgotten.

' T.
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Secretum iter et fallentis semita vitse.

Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. xviii. 103.

ADAPTED.
In public walks let who will shine or stray,
I'll silent steal through life in my own way.

IT has been from age to age an affectation

to love the pleasure of solitude, among those
who cannot possibly be supposed qualified
for passing life in that manner. This people
have taken up from reading the many agree
able things which have been written on that

subject, for which we are beholden to ex
cellent persons who delighted in being re

tired, and abstracted from the pleasures
that enchant the generality of the world.
This way of life, is recommended indeed
with great beauty, and in such a manner as

disposes the reader for the time to a pleas
ing forgetfulness, or negligence of the par
ticular hurry of life in which he is engaged,
together with a longing for that state which
he is chaiTned with in description. But
when we consider the world itself, and
how few there are capable of a religious,

learned, or philosophical solitude, we shall

be apt to change a regard to that sort of

solitude, for being a little singular in enjoy
ing time after the way a man himself likes

best in the world, without going so far as

wholly to withdraw from it. I have often

observed, there is not a man breathing who
does not differ from all other men, as much
in the sentiments of his mind as the features

of his face. The felicity is, when any one is

so happy as to find out and follow what is

the proper bent of his genius, and turn all

his endeavours to exert himself according
as that prompts him. Instead of this, which
is an innocent method of enjoying a man's
self, and turning out of the general tracks
wherein you have crowds of rivals, there
are those who pursue their own way out of a
sourness and spirit of contradiction. These
men do every thing which they are able to

support, as if guilt and impunity could not

go together. They choose a thing only be
cause another dislikes it; and affect for
sooth an inviolable constancy in matters of
no manner of moment. Thus sometimes an

old fellow shall wear this or that soil of cut
in his clothes with great integrity, while all

the rest of the world are degenerated into

buttons, pockets, and loops unknown to

their ancestors. As insignificant as even
this is, if it were searched to the bottom,

you perhaps would find it not sincere, but
that he is in the fashion in his heart, and
holds out from mere obstinacy. But I am
running from my intended purpose, which
was to celebrate a certain particular man
ner of passing away life, in contradiction to

no man, but with a resolution to contract

none of the exorbitant desires by which
others are enslaved. The best way of sepa
rating a man's self from the world, is to

give up the desire of being known to it.

After a man has preserved his innocence,
and performed all duties incumbent upon
him, his time spent in his own way is what
makes his life differ from that of a slave.

If they who affect show and pomp knew
how many of their spectators derided their

trivial taste, they would be very much less

elated, and have an inclination to examine
the merit of all they have to do with: they
would soon find out that there are many
who make a figure below what their fortune

or merit entitles them to, out of mere choice,
and an elegant desire of ease and disin-

cumbrance. It would look like romance to

tell you in this age, of an old man who is

contented to pass for a humourist, and one
who does not understand the figure he ought
to make in the world, while he lives in a

lodging of ten shillings a week, with only
one servant; while he dresses himself ac

cording to the season in cloth or in stuff,

and has no one necessary attention to any
tiling but the bell which calls to prayers
twice a-day: I say it would look like a fable

to report that this gentleman gives away all

which is the overplus of a great fortune by
secret methods to other men. If he has not

the pomp of a numerous train, and of pro
fessors of service to him, he has every day
he lives the conscience that the widow, the

fatherless, the mourner, and the stranger
bless his unseen hand in their prayers. This
humourist gives up all the compliments
which people of his own condition could
make him, for the pleasure of helping the

afflicted, supplying the needy, and be

friending the neglected. This humourist

keeps to himself much more than he wants,
and gives a vast refuse of his superfluities
to purchase heaven, and by freeing others
from the temptations of worldly want, to

carry a retinue with him thither.

Of all men who affect living in a particu
lar way, next to this admirable character,
I am the most enamoured of Irus, whose
condition will not admit of such largesses,
and who perhaps would not be capable of

making them if it were. Irus, though he is

now turned of
fifty,

has not appeared in the
world in his real character since five-and-

twenty, at which age he ran out a small

patrimony, and spent some time after with
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rakes who had lived upon him. A course of

ten years time passed in all the little alleys,

by-paths, and sometimes open taverns and
streets of the town, gave Irus a perfect skill

in judging of the inclinations of mankind,
and acting accordingly. He seriously con
sidered he was poor, and the general hor
ror which most men have of all who are in

that condition. Irus judged very rightly,
that while he could keep his poverty a
secret, he should not feel the weight of it;

he improved this thought into an affectation

of closeness and covetousness. Upon this

one principle he resolved to govern his fu

ture life; and in the thirty-sixth year of his

age he repaired to Long-lane, and looked

upon several dresses which hung there de
serted by their first masters, and exposed
to the purchase of the best bidder. At this

place he exchanged his gay shabbiness of

clothes fit for a much younger man, to

warm ones that would be decent for a much
older one. Irus came out thoroughly equip
ped from head to foot, with a little oaken
cane, in the form of a substantial man that
did not mind his dress, turned of fifty. He
had at this time fifty pounds in ready money;
and in this habit, with this fortune, he took
his present lodging in St. John-street, at

the mansion-house of a tailor's widow, who
washes, and can clear-starch his bands.
From that time to this he has kept the
main stock, without alteration under or over
to the value of five pounds. He left off all

his old acquaintance to a man, and all his

arts of life, except the play of back-gam
mon, upon which he has more than bore
his charges. Irus has, ever since he came
into this neighbourhood, given all the inti

mations he skilfully could of being a close

hunks with money: nobody comes to visit

him, he receives no letters, and tells his

money morning and evening. He has from
the public papers a knowledge of what
generally passes, shuns all discourses of

money, but shrugs his shoulders when you
talk of securities; he denies his being rich

with the air which all do who are vain of

being so. He is the oracle of a neighbouring
justice of the peace, who meets him at the

coffee-house; the hopes that what he has
must come to somebody, and that he has
no heirs, have that effect wherever he is

known, that he has every day three or four

invitations to dine at different places, which
he generally takes care to choose in such a
manner as not to seem inclined to the richer
man. All the young men respect him, and

say he is just the same man he was when
they were boys. He uses no artifice in the

world, but makes use of men's designs upon
him to get a maintenance out of them. This
he carries on by a certain peevishness,
(which he acts very well) that no one would
believe could possibly enter into the head
of a poor fellow. His mien, his dress, his

carriage, and his language, are such, that

you would be at a loss to guess whether in

the active part of his life he had been a

sensible citizen, or scholar that knew the
world. These are the great circumstances
in the life of Irus, and thus does he pass
away his days a stranger to mankind; and
at his death, the worst that will be said of
him will be, that he got by every man who
had expectations from him, more than he
had to leave him.

I have an inclination to print the following
letters; for I have heard the author of them
has somewhere or other seen me, and by an
excellent faculty in mimickry my corres

pondents tell me he can assume my air, and

give my taciturnity a slyness which diverts

more than any thing I could say if I were

present. Thus I am glad my silence is

atoned for to the good company in town.
He has carried his skill in imitation so far,

as to have forged a letter from my friend

Sir Roger in such a manner, that any one
but I who am thoroughly acquainted with

him, would have taken it for genuine.

MR. SPECTATOR, Having observed in

Lilly's grammar how sweetly Bacchus and

Apollo run in a verse; I have (to preserve
the amity between them) called in Bacchus
to the aid of my profession of the theatre.

So that while some people of quality are

bespeaking plays of me to be acted on such a

day, and others, hogsheads for their houses

against such a time; I am wholly employed
in the agreeable service of wit and wine.

Sir, I have sent you Sir Roger de Coverley's
letter to me, which pray comply with in

favour of the Bumper tavern. Be kind, for

you know a player's utmost pride is the

approbation of the Spectator. I am your
admirer, though unknown,

'RICHARD ESTCOURT.'
' To Mr. Estcourt,

At his house in Covent Garden.

'Coverley, Dec. 18, 1711.

OLD COMICAL ONE, The hogsheads
of neat port came safe, and have gotten thee

good reputation in these parts; and I am
glad to hear, that a fellow who has been

laying out his money ever since he was

born, for the mere pleasure of wine, has

bethought himself of joining profit and plea
sure together. Our sexton (poor man)
having received strength from thy wine

since his fit of the gout, is hugely taken

with it; he says it is given by nature for the

use of families, and that no steward's table

can be without it; that it strengthens diges

tion, excludes surfeits, fevers, and physic;
which green wines of any kind cannot do.

Pray get a pure snug room, and I hope next

term to help fill your bumper with our peo

ple of the club; but you must have no bells

stirring when the Spectator comes; I for

bore ringing to dinner while he was down
with me'in the country. Thank you for the

little hams and Portugal onions; pray keep
some always by you. You know my supper
is only good Cheshire cheese, best mustard,
a golden pippin, attended with a pipe of

John Sly's best. Sir Harry has stolen all
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vour songs, and tells the story of the 5th of

November to perfection. Yours to serve

you, ROGER DE COVERLEY. 5

' We have lost old John since you were
here.' T.
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Dixerit e multis aliquis, quid virus in angues
Adjicis ? et rabidte tradis ovile lupe ?

Ovid de Art. Am. Lib. iii. 1.

But some exclaim ; what frenzy rules your mind?
Would you increase the craft of womankind?
Teach them new wiles and arts ? as well you may
Instruct a snake to bite, or wolf to prey. Congreee.

ONE of the fathers, if I am rightly in

formed, has defined a woman to be {*,*,

xxoxo<TjUov, an animal that delights in finery.
I have already treated of the sex in two or

three papers, conformably to this definition;
and have in particular observed, that in all

ages they have been more careful than the
men to adorn that part of the head which
we generally call the outside.

This observation is so very notorious,
that when in ordinary discourse we say a
man has a fine head, a long head, or a good
head, we express ourselves metaphorically,
and speak in relation to his understanding;
whereas when we say of a woman, she has
a fine, a long, or a good head, we speak
only in relation to her commode.

It is observed among birds, that nature
has lavished all her ornaments upon the

male, who very often appears in a most
beautiful head-dress: whether it be a crest,
a comb, a tuft of feathers, or a natural little

plume, erected like a kind of pinnacle on
the very top of the head. As nature on the

contrary has poured out her charms in the

greatest abundance upon the female part
of our species, so they are very assiduous
in bestowing upon themselves the finest

garnitures of art. The peacock, in all his

pride, does not display half the colours
that appear in the garments of a British

lady, when she is dressed either for a ball

or birth-day.
But to return to our female heads. The

ladies have been for some time in a kind of

moulting season with regard to that part of
their dress, having cast great quantities of

riband, lace, and cambric, and in some
measure reduced that part of the human
figure to the beautiful globular form, which
is natural to it. We have for a great while

expected what kind of ornament would be
substituted in the place of those antiquated
commodes. Our female projectors were all

the last summer so taken up with the im
provement of their petticoats, that they
had not time to attend to any thing else; but

having at length sufficiently adorned their
lower parts, they now begin to turn their

thoughts upon the other extremity, as well

remembering the old kitchen proverb, 'that
if you light the fire at both ends, the mid
dle will shift for itself.'

I am engaged in this speculation by a

sight which I lately met with at the opera.
As I was standing in the hinder part of a
box, I took notice ofa little cluster ofwomen
sitting together in the prettiest coloured
hoods that I ever saw. One of them was
blue, another yellow, and another philo-
mot; the fourth was of a pink colovir, and
the fifth of a pale green. I looked with
as much pleasure upon this little party-
coloured assembly, as upon a bed of tulips,
and did not know at first whether it might
not be an embassy of Indian queens; but

uponmy going about into the pit, and taking
them in front, I was immediately undeceiv

ed, and saw so much beauty in every face,
that I found them all to be English. Such
eyes and lips, cheeks and foreheads, could
be the growth of no other country. The
complexion of their faces hindered me from

observing any farther the colour of their

hoods, though I could easily perceive by
that unspeakable satisfaction which ap
peared in their looks, that their own
thoughts were wholly taken up on those

pretty ornaments they wore upon their
heads.

I am informed that this fashion spreads
daily, insomuch that the Whig and Tory
ladies begin already to hang out different

colours, and to show their principles in their

head-dress. Nay if I may believe my friend
Will Honeycomb, there is a certain old

coquette of his acquaintance, who intends
to appear very suddenly in a rainbow hood,
like the Iris in Dryden's Virgil, not ques
tioning but that among such a variety of
colours she shall have a charm for every
heart.

My friend Will, who very much values
Kim selfupon his great insight into gallantry,
tells me, that he can already guess at the
humour a lady is in by her hood, as the
courtiers of Morocco knew the disposition
of their present emperor by the colour of
the dress which he put on. When Mele-
iinda wraps her head in flame colour, her
tieart is set upon execution. When she
covers it with purple, I would not, says he,
advise her lover to approach her; but if she

appears in white, it is peace, and he may
'land her out of her box with safety.
Will informs me likewise, that these

loods may be used as signals. Why else,

says he, does Cornelia always put on a
ilack hood when her husband is gone into
the country?
Such are my friend Honeycomb's dreams

of gallantry. For my own part, I impute
this diversity of colours in the hoods to the

diversity of complexion in the faces of my
3retty countrywomen. Ovid, in his Art of

Love, has given some precepts as to this

aarticular, though I find they are different

'rom those which prevail among the mo
derns. He recommends a red striped silk

to the pale complexion ; white to the brown,
and dark to the fair. On the contrary, my
riend Will, who pretends to be a greater
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master in this art than Ovid, tells me
that the palest features look the most agree
able in white sarsenet; that a face which is

overflushed appears to advantage in the

deepest scarlet; and that the darkest com
plexion is not a little alleviated by a black
hood. In short, he is for losing the colour
of the face in that of the hood, as a fire

burns dimly, and a candle goes half out, in

the light of the sun. '
This, says he,

'

your
Ovid himself has hinted, where he treats
of these matters, when he tells us that the
blue water-nymphs are dressed in sky-
coloured garments; and that Aurora, who
always appears in the light of the rising
sun, is robed in saffron.'

Whether these his observations are justly
grounded I cannot tell; but I have often
known him, as we have stood together be
hind the ladies, praise or dispraise the com
plexion of a face which he never saw, from

observing the colour of her hood, and [he]
has been very seldom out in these his

guesses.
As I have nothing more at heart than the

honour and improvement of the fair sex, I

cannot conclude this paper without an ex
hortation to the British ladies, that they
would excel the women of all other nations
as much in virtue and good sense, as they
do in beauty: which they may certainly do,
if they will be as industrious to cultivate
their minds, as they are to adorn their
bodies. In the mean while I shall recom
mend to their most serious consideration
the saying of an old Greek poet:

c.
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Id vero cst, quod ego mihi puto palmarium,
Me reperisse, quomodo adolescentulus
Meretricum ingenia et mores possit noscere :

Mature ut cum cognorit, perpetuo oderit.

Ter. JEun. Act v. Sc. 4.

This I conceive to be my master-piece, that I have
discovered how unexperienced youth may detect the
artifices of bad women, and by knowing them early,
detest them for ever.

No vice or wickedness which people fall

into from indulgence to desires which are
natural to all, ought to place them below
the compassion of the virtuous part of the

world; which indeed often makes me a
little apt to suspect the sincerity of their

virtue, who are too warmly provoked
at

other people's personal sins. 1 he unlawful
commerce of the sexes is of all others the
hardest to avoid; and yet there is no one
which you shall hear the rigider part of

womankind speak of with so little mercy.
It is very certain that a modest woman can
not abhor the breach of chastity too much;
but pray let her hate it for herself, and

only pity it in others, Will Honeycomb
calls these over-offended ladies, the out

rageously virtuous.

I do not design to fall upon failures in

general, with relation to the gift of c hastity,
but at present onlv enter upon that large
field, and begin with the consideration of

poor and public whores. The other even

ing, passing along near Covent-garden, I

was jogged on the elbow as I turned into

the piazza, on the right hand coming out
of James-street, by a slim young girl of

about seventeen, who with a pert air asked
me if I was for a pint of wine. I do not
know but I should have indulged my cu

riosity
in having some chat with her, but

that I am informed the man of the Bumper
knows me; and it would have made a

story
for him not very agreeable to some part of

my writings, though I have in others so

frequently said, that I am wholly uncon
cerned in any scene I am in but merely as
a Spectator. This impediment being in my
way, we stood under one of the arches by
twilight; and there I could observe as ex
act features as I had ever seen, the most

agreeable shape, the finest neck and bosom;
in a word, the whole person of a woman
exquisitely beautiful. She affected to al

lure me with a forced wantonness in her
look and air; but I saw it checked with

hunger and cold; her eyes were wan and

eager, her dress thin and tawdry, her mien

genteel and childish. This strange figure

gave me much anguish of heart, and to

avoid being seen with her, I went away,
but could not forbear giving her a crown.
The poor thing sighed, courtesied, and
with a blessing expressed with the ut

most vehemence, turned from me. This
creature is what they call 'newly come
upon the town,' but who falling, I suppose,
into cruel hands, was left in the first month
from her dishonour, and exposed to pass
through the hands and discipline of one of

those hags of hell whom we call bawds.
But lest I should grow too suddenly grave
on this subject, and be myself outrageously
good, I shall turn to a scene in one of Flet

cher's plays, where this character is drawn,
and the economy of whoredom most ad

mirably described. The passage I would

point to is in the third scene of the second
act ofthe Humorous Lieutenant Leucippe,
who is agent for the king's lust, and bawds
at the same time for the whole court, is

very pleasantly introduced, reading her
minutes as a person of business, with two

maids, her under secretaries, taking in

structions at a table before her. Her wo
men, both those under her present tutelage,
and those which she is laying wait for, are

alphabetically set down in her book; and
as she is looking over the letter C in a mut

tering voice, as if between soliloquy and

speaking out, she says,

ler maidenhead will yield me ; let me see now ;

3he is not fifteen they say ; for her complexion
'loe, Cloe, Cloe, here I have her,

Jloe, the daughter of a country gentleman ;

Her age upon fifteen. Now her complexion,
A lovely brown

; here 'tis ; eyes black and rolling,

The body neatly built ;
she strike* a lute well,

Sings most enticingly. Tnese helpi considered,
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Tier maidenhead will amount to some three hundred.
Or three hundred and fifty crowns, 'twill bear it hand
somely

Her father's poor ; some little share deducted,
To buy him a hunting nag.

These creatures are very well instructed
in the circumstances and manners of all who
are any way related to the fair one whom
they have a design upon. As Cloe is to be

purchased with 350 crowns, and the father
taken off with a pad; the merchant's wife
next to her, who abounds in plenty, is not
to have downright money, but the merce
nary part of her mind is engaged with a

present of plate, and a little ambition. She
is made to understand that it is a man of

quality who dies for her. The examination
of a young girl for business, and the crying
down her value for being a slight thing,

together with every other circumstance
in the scene, are inimitably excellent, and
have the true spirit of comedy; though it

were to be wished the author had added
a circumstance which should make Leu-
cippe's baseness more odious.

It must not be thought a digression from

my intended speculation, to talk of bawds
in a discourse upon wenches; for a woman
of the town is not thoroughly and properly
such without having gone through the edu
cation of one of these houses. But the

compassionate case of very many is, that

they are taken into such hands without any
the least suspicion, previous temptation,
or admonition to what place they are going.
The last week I went to an inn in the city
to enquire for some provisions which were
sent by a waggon out of the country; and as
I waited in one of the boxes till the cham
berlain had looked over his parcels, I heard
an old and a young voice repeating the

questions and responses of the church-
catechism. I thought it no breach of good-
manners to peep at a crevice, and look in

at people so well employed; but who should
I see there but the most artful procuress in

town, examining a most beautiful country-
girl, who had come up in the same waggon
with my things, whether she was well edu
cated, could forbear playing the wanton
with servants and idle fellows, of which
this town, says she, is too full. At the same
time,

* whether she knew enough of breed

ing, as that if a 'squire or a gentleman, or
one that was her betters, should give her a
civil salute, she should courtesy and be
humble nevertheless.

' Her innocent ' for

sooth s, yeses, and't please you's, and she
would do her endeavour,' moved the good
old lady to take her out of the hands of a

country bumpkin, her brother, and hire

her for her own maid. I staid till I saw
them all march out to take a coach; the bro
ther loaded with a great cheese, he prevail
ed upon her to take for her civilities to his

sister. This poor creature's fate is not far

off that of her's whom I spoke of above;
and it is not to be doubted, but after she has
been long enough a prey to lust, she will

49

i be delivered over to famine. The ironical

commendation of the industry and charity
of these antiquated ladies, these directors
of sin, after they can no longer commit it,

makes up the beauty of the inimitable de
dication to the Plain-Dealer, and is a mas
ter-piece of raillery on this vice. But to

understand all the purlieus of this game
the better, and to illustrate this subject in

future discourses, I must venture myself,
with my friend Will, into the haunts of

beauty and gallantry; from pampered vice
in the habitations of the wealthy, to dis

tressed indigent wickedness expelled the
harbours of the brothel. T.
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Cedite Roman! scriptores, cedite Graii.

Propert. El. 34. Lib. 2.65.

Give place, ye Roman, and ye Grecian wits.

THERE is nothing in nature so irksome
as general discourses, especially when they
turn chiefly upon words. For this reason
I shall waive the discussion of that point
which was started some years since, whe
ther Milton's Paradise Lost may be called
an heroic poem? Those who will not give
it that title, may call it (if they please) a
divine poem. It will be sufficient to its

perfection, if it has in it all the beauties
of the highest kind of poetry; and as for

those who allege it is not an heroic poem,
they advance no more to the diminution of

it, than if they should say Adam is not

jEneas, nor Eve Helen.
I shall therefore examine it by the jades

of epic poetry, and see whether it falls

short of the Iliad or jEneid, in the beauties
which are essential to that kind of

writing.
The first thing to be considered in an epic
poem, is thejable, which is perfect or imper
fect, according as the action which it relates

is more or less so. This action should have
three qualifications, in it. First, it should
be but one action. Secondly, it should be
an entire action; and, Thirdly, it should
be a great action. To consider the action

of the Iliad, JEneid, and Paradise Lost, in

these three several lights: Homer, to pre
serve the unity of his action, hastens into

the midst of things, as Horace has observed.
Had he gone up to Leda's egg, or begun,
much later, even at the rape of Helen, or

the investing of Troy, it is manifest that

the story of the poem would have been a
series of several actions. He therefore

opens his poem with the discord of his

princes, and artfully interweaves, in the
several succeeding parts of it, an account
of every thing material which relates to

them, and had passed before that fatal dis-

sention. After the same manner ./Eneas

makes his first appearance in the Tyrrhene
seas, and within sight of Italy, because the
action proposed to be celebrated was that

of his settling himself in Latium. But be
cause it was necessary for the reader to
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know what had happened to him in th

taking of Troy, and in the preceding part
of his voyage, Virgil makes his hero relat
it by way of episode in the second and thir
books of the ./Eneid. The contents of bot
which books came before those of the firs

book in the thread of the story, though fo

preserving this unity of action they follow
them in the disposition of the poem. Mil
ton, in imitation of these two great poets
opens his Paradise Lost with an inferna
council plotting the fall of man, which i

the action he proposed to celebrate; and a
for those great actions, which preceded, in

point of time, the battle of the angels, am
the creation of the world, (which wouk
have entirely destroyed the unity of the

principal action, had he related them in

the same order that they happened) he
cast them into the fifth, sixth, and seventh
books, by way of episode to this noble poem.

Aristotle himself allows, that Homer has

nothing to boast of as to the unity of his

fable, though at the same time that great
critic and philosopher endeavours to pal
liate this imperfection in the Greek poet,
by imputing it in some measure to the very
nature of an epic poem. Some have been
of opinion, that the jEneid also labours in

this particular, and has episodes which
may be looked upon as excrescences rather
than as parts of the action. On the con

trary, the poem which we have now under
our consideration, hath no other episodes
than such as naturally arise from the sub

ject, and yet is filled with such a multi
tude of astonishing incidents, that it gives
us at the same time a pleasure of the great
est variety and of the greatest simplicity;

uniform in its nature, though diversified in

the execution.
I must observe also, that as Virgil, in the

poem which was designed to celebrate the

original of the Roman empire, has de
scribed the birth of its great rival, the Car
thaginian commonwealth; Milton, with the
like art, in his poem on the fall of man, has
related the fall of those angels who are his

professed enemies. Besides the many other
beauties in such an episode, its running
parallel with the great action of the poem
hinders it from breaking the unity so much
as another episode would have done, that

had not so great an affinity with the prin

cipal subject. In short, this is the same
kind of beauty which the critics admire in

the Spanish Friar, or the Double Discovery,
where the two different plots look like

counter-parts and copies or one another.

The second qualification required in the
action of an epic poem, is, that it should be
an entire action. An action is entire when
it is complete in all its parts; or as Aristo
tle describes it, when it consists of a begin
ning, a middle, and an end. Nothing should

go before it, be intermixed with it, or fol

low after it, that is not related to it. As,
on the contrary, no single step should be
omitted in that just and regular process

which it must be supposed to take from its

original to its consummation. Thus we see
the anger of Achilles in its birth, its con
tinuance, and effects; and ./Eneas's settle

ment in Italy carried on through all the

oppositions in his wav to it both by sea and
land. The action in Milton excels (I think)
both the former in this particular; we see
it contrived in hell, executed upon earth,
and punished by heaven. The parts of it

are told in the most distinct manner, and
grow out of one another in the most natural
method.
The third qualification of an epic poem

is its greatness. The anger of Achilles was
of such consequence that it embroiled the

kings of Greece, destroyed the heroes of

Troy, and engaged all the gods in factions.

j?neas's settlement in Italy produced the
Caesars, and gave birth to the Roman em
pire. Milton's subject was still greater
than either of the former; it does notHe-
termine the fate of single persons or na
tions; but of a whole species. The united

powers of hell are joined together for the
destruction of mankind, which they effect

ed in part, and would have completed, had
not Omnipotence itself interposed. The
principal actors are man in his greatest per
fection, and woman in her highest beauty.
Their enemies are the fallen angels; the
Messiah their friend, and the Almighty
:heir Protector. In short every thing that
s great in the whole circle of being, whe-
:her within the verge of nature, or out of it,

las a proper part assigned it in this admir
able poem.

In poetry, as in architecture, not only
the whole, but the

principal members, and
every part of them, should be great. I will
not presume to say, that the book of games
n the JEneid, or that in the Iliad, are not
of this nature; nor to reprehend Virgil's
simile of the top, and many other of the
ame kind in the Iliad, as liable to any cen
sure in this particular; but I think we may
ay, without derogating from those won-
lerful performances, that there is an un-
luestionable magnificence in every part of
'aradise Lost, and indeed a much greater
han could have been formed upon any pa-
n system.
But Aristotle, by the greatness of the ac-

ion, does not only mean that it should be
rreat in its nature, but also in its duration,
r in other words, that it should have a due

ength in it, as well as what we properly
all greatness. The just measure or this

tind of magnitude, he explains by the fol-

owing similitude: An animal no bigger
han a rnite, cannot appear perfect to the

ye, because the sight takes it in at once,
and has only a confused idea of the whole,
nd not a distinct idea of all its parts; if on
ic contrary, you should suppose an animal
f ten thousand furlongs in length, the eye
ould be so filled with a single part of it,

lat it could not give the mind an idea of

le whole. What these animals are to the
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eye, a very short or a very long action
would be to the memory. The first would
be, as it were, lost and swallowed up by it,

and the other difficult to be contained in it.

Homer and Virgil have shown their prin
cipal art in this particular; the action of the

Iliad, and that of the ^Eneid, were in them
selves exceeding short, but are so beauti

fully extended and diversified by the inven
tion of episodes, and the machinery of gods,
with the like poetical ornaments, that they
make up an agreeable story, sufficient to

employ the memory without overcharging
It. Milton's action is enriched with such a

variety of circumstances, that I have taken
as much pleasure in reading the contents
of his books, as in the best invented story I

ever met with. It is possible, that the tra

ditions, on which the Iliad and the ^Eneid
were built, had more circumstances in them
than the history of the fall of man, as it is

related in scripture. Besides, it was easier
for Homer and Virgil to dash the truth
with fiction, as they were in no danger of

offending the religion of their country by it.

But as for Milton, he ifkd not only a very
few circumstances upon which to raise his

poem, but was also obliged to proceed with
the greatest caution in every thing that he
added out of his own invention. And in

deed, notwithstanding all the restraint he
was under, he has filled his story with so

many surprising incidents, which bear so
close an analogy with what is delivered in

holy writ, that it is capable of pleasing the
most delicate reader, without giving offence
to the most scrupulous.
The modern critics have collected from

several hints in the Iliad and ^Eneid the

space of time which is taken up by the ac
tion of each of those poems; but as a great
part of Milton's story was translated in re

gions that lie out of the reach of the sun and
the sphere of day, it is impossible to gratify
the reader with such a calculation, which
indeed'would be more curious than instruc

tive; none of the critics, either ancient or

modern, having laid down rules to circum
scribe the action of an epic poem with any
determined number of years, days, or hours.
This piece of criticism on Milton's Para

dise Lost shall be carried on in the following
Saturdays' papers. . L.

No. 268.] Monday, January 7, 1711-12.

-Minus aplus acutis
Naribus horum hominum

Hor. Sat. iii. Lib. 1. 29.

unfit

For lively sallies of corporeal wit. Creech.

IT is not that I think I have been more
witty than I ought of late, that at present I

wholly forbear any attempt towards it: I

am of opinion that I ought sometimes to

lay before the world the plain letters of my
correspondents in the artless dress in which

they hastily send them, that the reader

may see I am not accuser and judge my
self, but that the indictment is properly
and fairly laid, before I proceed against the

criminal.

' MR. SPECTATOR, As you are specta
tor-general, I apply myself to you in the

following case, viz. I do not wear a sword,
but I often divert myself at the theatre,

where I frequently see a set of fellows pull

plain people, by way of humour and frolic,

by the nose, upon frivolous or no occasions.

A friend of mine the other night applaud
ing what a graceful exit Mr. Wilks made,
one of those nose-wringers overhearing
him, pinched him by the nose. I was in

the pit the other night, (when it was very
much crowded,) a gentleman leaning upon
me, and very heavily, I very civilly re

quested him to remove his hand; for which
he pulled me by the nose. I would not re

sent it in so public a place, because I was

unwilling to create a disturbance; but have
since reflected upon it as a thing that is un

manly and disingenuous, renders the nose-

puller odious, and makes the person pulled
by the nose look little and contemptible.
This grievance I humbly request you will

endeavour to redress. I am your admirer,
&c. JAMES EASY.'

MR. SPECTATOR, Your discourse of

the 29th of December,* on love and mar
riage, is of so useful a kind that I cannot

forbear adding my thoughts to yours on
that subject Methinks it is a misfortune,
that the marriage state, which in its own
nature is adapted to give us the completest

happiness this life is capable of, should be
so uncomfortable a one to so many as it

daily proves. But the mischief generally

proceeds from the unwise choice people
make for themselves, and an expectation
of happiness from things not capable of

giving it. Nothing but the good qualities
of the person beloved can be a foundation

for a love of judgment and discretion ; and
whoever expects happiness from any thing
but virtue, wisdom, good humour, and a
similitude of manners, will find themselves

widely mistaken. But how few are there
who seek.after these things, and do not

rather make riches their chief, if not their

only aim? How rare is it for a man, when
he engages himself in the thoughts of mar
riage, to place his hopes of having in such
a woman a constant agreeable companion?
One who will divide his cares, and double
his joys? Who will manage that share of his

estate he intrusts to her conduct with pru
dence and frugality, govern his house with

economy and discretion, and be an orna
ment to himself and family? Where shall

we find the man who looks out for one who
places her chief happiness in the practice of

virtue, and makes her duty her continual

pleasure? No: men rather seek for money
as the complement of all their desires; and

* No. 361.
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regardless of what kind of wives they take,

they think riches will be a minister to all

kind of pleasures, and enable them to keep
mistresses, horses, hounds; to drink, feast,
and game with their companions, pay their
debts contracted by former extravagances,
or some such vile and unworthy end; and

indulge themselves in pleasures which are
a shame and scandal to human nature.
Now as for women, how few of them are
there who place the happiness of their

marriage in the having a wise and virtuous
friend? One who will be faithful and just
to all, and constant and loving to them?
Who with care and diligence will look after

and improve the estate, and without grudg
ing allow whatever is prudent and con
venient? Rather, how few are there who
do not place their happiness in outshining
others in pomp and show? and that do not
think within themselves when they have
married such a rich person, that none of
their acquaintance shall appear so fine in

their equipage, so adorned in their persons,
or so magnificent in their furniture as them
selves? Thus their heads are filled with
vain ideas; and I heartily wish I could say
that equipage and show were not the chief

good of so many women as I fear it is.
' After this manner do both sexes deceive

themselves, and bring reflections and dis

grace upon the most happy and most ho
nourable state of life; whereas, ifthey would
but correct their depraved taste, moderate
their ambition, and place their happiness
upon proper objects, we should not find

felicity in the marriage state such a wonder
in the world as it now is.

'
Sir, if you think these thoughts worth

inserting among your own, be pleased to

give them a better dress; and let them pass
abroad, and you will oblige your admirer,

A. B.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, As I was this day
walking in the street, there happened to

pass by on the other side of the way a

beauty, whose charms were so attracting,
that it drew my eyes wholly on that side,

insomuch, that I neglected my own way,
and chanced to run my nose directly against
a post; which the lady no sooner perceived,
but she fell into a fit of laughter, though at

the same time she was sensible that she
herself was the cause of my misfortune,
which in my opinion was the greater ag
gravation of her crime, I being busy wip
ing off the blood which trickled down my
face, had not time to acquaint her with her

barbarity, as also with my resolution, viz.

never to look out of my way for one of her
sex more: therefore, that your humble ser

vant may be revenged, he desires you to

insert this in one of your next papers, which
he hopes will be a warning to all the rest
of the women-gazers, as well as to poor

'ANTHONY GAPE.'

MR. SPECTATOR, I desire to know in

your next, if the merry game of "The

parson has lost his cloak," is not mightily
m vogue amongst the fine ladies this Christ

mas, because I see they wear hoods of all

colours, which I suppose is for that pur
pose. If it is, and you think it

proper, I

will carry some of those hoods with me to

our ladies in Yorkshire: because they en

joined me to bring them something from
London that was very new. If you can tell

any thing in which I can obev their com
mands more agreeably, be pleased to in

form me, and you will extremely oblige

your humble servant.'

Oxford, Dec. 29.

MR. SPECTATOR, Since you appear
inclined to be a friend to the distressed, I

beg you would assist me in an affair under
which I have suffered very much. The
reigning toast of this place is Patetia; I

have pursued her with the utmost diligence
this twelvemonth, and find nothing stands
in my way but one who flatters her more
than I can. Pride is her favourite passion;
therefore if you would be so far my friend

as to make a favourable mention of me in

one of your paper^I believe I should not

fail in my addresses. The scholars stand

in rows, as they did to be sure in your
time, at her pew door; and she has all the
devotion paid to her by a crowd of youths
who are unacquainted with the sex, and
have inexperience added to their passion.

However, if it succeeds according to my
vows, you will make me the

happiest
man

in the world, and the most obliged amongst
all your humble servants.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I came to my mis
tress's toilet this morning, for I am admitted
when her face is stark naked: she frowned
and cried pish, when I said a thing that

I stole; and I will be judged by you whether
it was not very pretty.

" Madam," said I,
"
you shall forbear that part of your dress;

it may be well in others, but you .cannot

place a patch where it does not hide a

beauty."* T.

No. 269.] Tuesday, January 8, 1711-12.

JEvo rarissima nostro

Simplicitaa Ovid. Ars Am. Lib. i. 341.

Most rare is now our old simplicity. Dryden.

I WAS this morning surprised with a great

knocking at the door, when my landlady's

daughter came up to me and told me that

there was a man below desired to speak
with me. Upon my asking her who it was,
she told me it was a very grave elderly

person,
but that she did not know his name.

I immediately went down to him, and found
him to be the coachman ofmy worthy friend

Sir Roger de Coverley. He told me that

his master came to town last night, and
would be glad to take a turn with me in

Gray's Inn walks. As I was wondering
with myself what had brought Sir Roger
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to town, not having lately received any
letter from him, he told me that his master
was come up to get a sight of Prince Eu
gene, and that he desired I would imme
diately meet him.

I was not a little pleased with the curiosity
of the old knight, though I did not much
wonder at it, having heard him say more
than once in private discourse, that he
looked upon Prince Eugenio (for so the

knight always calls him,) to be a greater
man than Scanderbeg.

*

I was no sooner come into Gray's Inn

walks, but I heard my friend upon the ter

race hemming twice or thrice to himself
with great vigour, for he loves to clear his

pipes in good air, (to make use of his own
phrase,) and is not a little pleased with any
one who takes notice of the strength which
he still exerts in his morning hems.

I was touched with a secret joy at the

sight of the good old man, who before he
saw me was engaged in conversation with
a beggar-man that had asked alms of him.
I could hear my friend chide him for not

finding out some work; but at the same
time saw him put his hand in his pocket
and give him sixpence.
Our salutations were very hearty on both

sides, consisting of many kind shakes of the

hand, and several affectionate looks which
we cast upon one another. After which the

knight told me my good friend his chaplain
was very well, and much at my service,
and that the Sunday before he had made a
most incomparable sermon out of Dr. Bar
row, * I have left,' says he,

'
all my affairs

in his hands, and being willing to lay an

obligation upon him, have deposited with
him thirty marks, to be distributed among
his poor parishioners.'
He then proceeded to acquaint me with

the welfare of Will Wimble. Upon which
he put his hand into his fob and presented
me in his name with a tobacco-stopper,
telling me that Will had been busy all the

beginning of the winter in turning great

quantities of them ; and that he made a pre
sent of one to every gentleman in the coun

try who has good principles, and smokes.
He added, that poor Will was at present un
der great tribulation, for that Tom Touchy
had taken the law of him for cutting some
hazel sticks out of one of his hedges.
Among other pieces of news which the

knight brought from his country-seat, he
informed me that Moll White was dead,
and that about a month after her death the
wind was so very high, that it blew down
the end of one of his barns. ' But for my
own part,' says Sir Roger, 'I do not think
that the old woman had any hand in it.'

He afterwards fell into an account of the

diversions which had passed in his house

during the holidays; for Sir Roger, after the

* George Castriot, a celebrated Albanian chief in the
fifteenth century: he was called Scanderheg by the

Turk*, with whom he long continued at war.

laudable custom of his ancestors, always
keeps open house at Christmas. I learned

from him that he had killed eight fat hogs
for this season, that he had dealt about his

chines very liberally amongst his neigh
bours, and that in particular he had sent a

string of hog's puddings with a pack of

cards to every poor family in the parish.
'I have often thought,' says Sir Roger, 'it

happens very well that Christmas should
fall out in the middle of winter. It is the
most dead uncomfortable time of the year,
when the poor people would suffer very
much from their poverty and cold, if they
had not good cheer, warm fires, and Christ

mas gambols to support them. I love to

rejoice their poor hearts at this season, and
to see the whole village merry in my great
hall. I allow a double quantity of malt to

my small-beer, and set it a running for

twelve days to every one that calls for it. I

have always a piece of cold beef and a

mince-pie upon the table, and am wonder

fully pleased to see my tenants pass away
a whole evening in playing their innocent

tricks, and smutting one another. Our friend

Will Wimble is as merry as any of them,
and shows a thousand roguish tricks upon
these occasions.

I was very much delighted with the re

flection of my old friend, which carried so

much goodness in it He then launched out
into the praise of the late act of parliament
for securing the church of England, f and
told me with great satisfaction, that he be
lieved it already began to take "effect, for

that a rigid dissenter who chanced to dine

at his house on Christmas-day, had been
observed to eat very plentifully of his plum-
porridge.

After having despatched all our country
matters, Sir Roger made several inquiries

concerning the club, and particularly of his

old antagonist Sir Andrew Freeport. He
asked me with a kind smile, whether Sir

Andrew had not taken the advantage of his

absence, to vent among them some of his

republican doctrines; but soon after, gather
ing up his countenance into a more than

ordinary seriousness,
' Tell me truly,

'

says
he, 'do you not think Sir Andrew had a
hand in the Pope's procession?' But with
out giving me time to answer him,

'

Well,
well,' says he,

' I know you are a wary
man, and do not care to talk of public
matters.

'

The knight then asked me, if I had seen
Prince Eugenio, and made me promise to

get him a stand in some convenient place
where he might have a full view of that

extraordinary man, whose presence did so

much honour to the British nation. He
dwelt very long on the praises of this great
general, and I found that since I was with
him in the country, he had drawn many
observations together, out of his reading in

Baker's Chronicle, and other authors, who

t The act against occasional conformity.
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always lie in his Hall window, which very
much redound to the honour of this prince.
Having passed away the greatest part of

the morning in hearing the knight's reflec

tions, which were partly private and partly
political, he asked me if I would smoke a

pipe with him over a dish of coffee at

Squires's? As I love the old man, I take

delight in complying with every thing that
is agreeable to him, and accordingly waited
on him to the coffee-house, where his vener
able figure drew upon us the eyes of the
whole room. He had no sooner seated him
self at the upper end of the high table, but
he called for a clean pipe, a paper of to

bacco, a dish of coffee, a wax-candle, and
the Supplement,* with such an air of cheer-
.fulness and good-humour, that all the boys
in the coffee-room (who seemed to take

pleasure in serving him) were at once em
ployed on his several errands, insomuch
that nobody else could come at a dish of

tea, until the knight had got all his con
veniences about him. L.

No. 270.] Wednesday, January 9, 1711-12.

Discit mini citius, meminitque libentius illud,

Quod quis deridet, quam quod probat
Hor. Ep. i. Lib. 2. 262.

For what's derided by the censuring crowd,
Is thought on more than what is just and good.

Dryden.
There is a lust in man no power can tame,
Of loud\y publishing his neighbour's shame;
On eagle's wings invidious scandals fly,
While virtuous actions are but born, and die.

E. of Corke.

Sooner we learn, and seldomer forget,
What critics scorn, than what they highly rate.

Hughes's Letters, vol. ii. p. 222.

I DO not know that I have been in greater
delight for these many years, than in be

holding the boxes at the play the last time
the Scornful Ladyj was acted. So great an

assembly of ladies placed in gradual rows
in all the ornaments of jewels, silks, and
colours, gave so lively and gay an impres
sion to the heart, that methought, the sea
son of the year was vanished, and I did not
think it an ill expression of a young fellow

who stood near me, that called the boxes
those 'beds of tulips.' It was a pretty
variation of the prospect, when any one of

those fine ladies rose up and did honour to

herself and friend at a distance, by courtesy-
ing, and gave opportunity to that friend to

show her charms to the same advantage in

returning the salutation. Here that action

is as proper and graceful as it is at church

unbecoming and impertinent. By the way
I must take the liberty to obsente, that I
did not see any one who is usually so full of

civilities at church, offer any such inde
corum during any part of the action of the

* A periodical paper.
t A comedy by Peaumont and Fletcher. It is said

that the character of Vellum in Addison's Drummer is

formed upon that of Savil in thi* P'nv

play. Such beautiful prospects gladden our

minds, and when considered in general,

give innocent and pleasing ideas. He that
dwells upon any one object of beauty may
fix his imagination to his disquiet; but the

contemplation of a whole assembly together
is a defence against the incroachment of
desire. At least to me, who have taken

pains to look at beauty abstracted from the
consideration of its being the object of de

sire; at power, only as it sits upon another,
without any hopes of partaking any share
of it; at wisdom and capacity, without any
pretensions to rival or envy its acquisitions.
I say to me, who am really free from form

ing any hopes by beholding the persons of

beautiful women, or warming myself into

ambition from the successes of other men,
this world is not only a mere scene, but a

very pleasant one. Did mankind but know
the freedom which there is in keeping thus
aloof from the world, I should have more
imitators, than the powerfullest man in the
nation has followers. To be no man's rival

in love, or competitor in business, is a cha
racter which, if it does not recommend you
as it ought to benevolence among those

whom you live with, yet has it certainly
this effect, that you do not stand so much
in need of their approbation, as you would
if you aimed at it more, in setting your heart

on the same things which the generality
doat on. By this means, and with this easy

philosophy, I am never less at a play than
when I am at the theatre; but indeed I am
seldom so well pleased with action as in

that place; for most men follow nature no

longer than while they are in their night

gowns, and all the busy part of the day are
in characters which they neither become,
nor act in with pleasure to themselves or
their beholders. But to return to my ladies:

I was very well pleased to see so great a
crowd of them assembled at a play, wherein
the heroine, as the phrase is, is so just a

picture of the vanity of the sex in torment

ing their admirers. The lady who pines for

the man whom she treats with so much im

pertinence and inconstancy, is drawn with
much art and humour. Her resolutions to

be extremely civil, but her vanity arising

just at the instant she resolved to express
herself kindly, are described as by one who
had studied the sex. But when my admira
tion is fixed upon this excellent character,
and two or three others in the play, I must
confess I was moved, with the utmost in

dignation, at the trivial, senseless, and un
natural representation of the chaplain. It

is possible there may be a pedant in holy
orders, and we have seen one or two of

them in the world: but such a driveller as

Sir Roger, ^ so bereft of all manner of pride,
which is the characteristic of a pedant, is

what one would not believe could come into

f The title of Sir was anciently given to every domes
tic chaplain. It is surprisine to observe how much has

been written on this subject by some of the commenta
tors on Shakspeare. See the Merry Wives of Windsor.
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the head of the same man who drew the
rest of the play. The meeting between
Welford and him shows a wretch without

any notion of the dignity of his function; and
it is out of all common sense that he should

give an account of himself * as one sent four
or five miles in a morning, on foot, for eggs.'
It is not to be denied, but this part, and that
of the maid, whom he makes love to, are

excellently well performed; but a thing
which is blameable in itself, grows still

more so by the success in the execution of
it It is so mean a thing to gratify a loose

age with a scandalous representation of
what is reputable among men, not to say
what is sacred, that no beauty, no excel
lence in an author ought to atone for it; nay,
such excellence is an aggravation of his

guilt, and an argument that he errs against
the conviction of his own understanding and
conscience. Wit should be tried by this

rule, and an audience should rise against
such a scene as throws down the reputation
of any thing which the consideration of re

ligion or decency should preserve from con
tempt. But all this evil arises from this one

corruption of mind, that makes men resent
offences against their virtue, less than those

against their understanding. An author
shall write as if he thought there was not
one man of honour or woman of chastity in
the house, and come off with applause: for
an insult upon all the ten commandments
with the little critics is not so bad as the
breach of a unity of time and place. Half
wits do not apprehend the miseries that
must necessarily flow from a degeneracy of

manners; nor do they know that order is

the support of society. Sir Roger and his
mistress are monsters of the poet's own
forming; the sentiments in both of them are
such as do not arise in fools of their educa
tion. We all know that a silly scholar,
instead of being below every one he meets
with, is apt to be exalted above the rank of
such as are really his superiors; his arro

gance is always founded upon particular
notions of distinction in his own head, ac

companied with a pedantic scorn of all for

tune and pre-eminence, when compared
with his knowledge and learning. This
very one character of Sir Roger, as silly as
it really is, has done more towards the dis

paragement of holy orders, and consequently
of virtue itself, than all the wit of that au
thor, or any other, could make up for in the
conduct of the longest life after it. I do not

pretend in saying this, to give myself airs

of more virtue than my neighbours, but
assert it from the principles by which man
kind must always be governed. Sallies of

imagination are to be overlooked, when they
are committed out of warmth in the recom
mendation of what is praise-worthy; but a
deliberate advancing of vice, with all the
wit in the world, is as ill an action as any
that comes before the magistrate, and ought
to be received as such by the people.

T.

No. 271.] Thursday, January 10. 1711-12.

Mille trahens varios adverse sole colores.

Virg. 5En. iv. 701 <

Drawing a thousand colours from the light.

Drydcn.

I RECEIVE a double advantage from the
letters of my correspondents; first, as they
show me which of my papers are most ac

ceptable to them : and in the next place,
as they furnish me with materials for new
speculations. Sometimes indeed I do not
make use of the letter itself, but form the
hints of it into plans of my own invention;
sometimes I take the liberty to change the

language or thought into my own way of

speaking and thinking, and always (if it can
be done without prejudice to the sense)
omit the many compliments and applauses'
which are usually bestowed upon me.

Besides the two advantages above men
tioned, which I receive from the letters

that are sent me, they give me an oppor
tunity of lengthening out my paper by the
skilful management of the subscribing part
at the end of them, which perhaps does
not a little conduce to the ease, both of my
self and reader.

Some will have it, that I often write to my
self, and am the only punctual correspond
ent I have. This objection would indeed
be material, were the letters I communi
cate to the public stuffed with my own
commendations; and if instead of endea

vouring to divert and instruct my readers,
I admired in them the beauty of my own
performances. But I shall leave these wise

conjecturers to their own imaginations, and
produce the three following letters for the
entertainment of the day.

'SiR, I was last Thursday in an assem

bly of ladies, where there were thirteen dif

ferent coloured hoods. Your Spectator of
that day lying upon the table, they ordered
me to read it to them, which I did with a

very clear voice, until I came to the Greek
verse at the end of it. I must confess I was
a little startled at its popping upon me so

unexpectedly. However, I covered my
confusion as well as I could, and after hav

ing muttered two or three hard words to

myself, laughed heartily; and cried, "a
very good jest, faith.

" The ladies desired
me to explain it to them ; but I begged their

pardon for that, and told them, that if it

had been proper for them to hear, they
might be sure the author would not have

wrapped it up in Greek. I then let drop
several expressions, as if there was some
thing in it that was not fit to be spoken De-
fore a company of ladies. Upon which the
matron of the assembly, who was dressed
in a cherry-coloured hood, commended the
discretion of the writer for having thrown
his filthy thoughts into Greek, which was
likely to corrupt but few of his readers.
At the same time she declared herself very
well pleased that he had not given a deci
sive opinion upon the new-fashioned hoods;
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" for to tell you truly," says she,
" I was

afraid he would have made us ashamed to

show our heads." Now, sir, you must know
since this unlucky accident happened to

me in a company of ladies, among whom
I passed for a most ingenious man, I have
consulted one who is well versed in the

Greek language, and he assures me upon
his word, that your late quotation means
no more than that "manners, not dress,
are the ornaments of a woman." If this

comes to the knowledge of my female ad

mirers, I shall be very hard put to it to

bring myself off handsomely. In the mean
while, I give you this account, that you
may take care hereafter not to betray any
of your well-wishers into the like incon

veniences. It is in the number of these
*that I beg leave to subscribe myself,

'TOM TRIPPIT.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, Your readers are so

well pleased with the character of Sir

Roger de Coverley, that there appeared a

sensible joy in every coffee-house, upon
hearing the old knight was come to town.
I am now with a knot of his admirers,
who make it their joint request to

you,
that you would give us public notice of the

window or balcony where the knight in

tends to make his appearance. He has

already given great satisfaction to several

who have seen him atSquires's coffee-house.

If you think fit to place your short face at

Sir Roger's left elbow, we shall take the

hint and gratefully acknowledge so great
a favour. I am, sir, your most devoted
humble servant, C. D.'

'SiR, Knowing that you are very in

quisitive after every thing that is curious

in nature, I will wait on you if you please
in the dusk of the evening, with my show

upon my back, which I carry about with

me in a box, as only consisting of a man,
woman, and horse.* The two first are

married, in which state the little cavalier

has so well acquitted himself, that his lady
is with child. The big-bellied woman and

her husband, with their whimsical palfrey,
are so very light, that when they are put

together in a scale, an ordinary man may
weigh down the whole family. The little

man is a bully in his nature; but when he

grows choleric I confine him to his box un
til his wrath is over, by which means I have
hitherto prevented him from doing mis

chief. His horse is likewise very vicicus,

for which reason I am forced to tie him
close to his manger with a packthread. The
woman is a coquette. She sti-uts as much
as it is possible for a lady of two feet high,
and would ruin me in silks, were not the

qinntity that goes to a large pincushion
sufficient to make her a gown and petticoat.
She told me the other day, that she heard

* About the time this pappr was published, thf-re

were exhibited in London, two dwarfs in man and his

wife) and a horse of a very diminutive size.

the ladies wore coloured hoods, and ordered
me to get her one of the finest blue. I am
forced to comply with her demands whilst

she is in her present condition, being very

willing to have more of the same breed. I

do not know what she may produce me,
but provided it be a show 1 shall be very
well satisfied. Such novelties should not,

I think, be concealed from the British Spec
tator; for which reason I hope you will ex

cuse the presumption in your most dutiful,

most obedient, and most humble servant,

L. 'S.T.*

No. 272.] Friday, January 11, 1711-12.

Longa est injuria, longs
Ambages Virg. JBn. i. 345.

Great is the injury, and long the tale.

'MR. SPECTATOR, The occasion of

this letter is of so great importance, and
the circumstances of it such, that I know

you will but think it just to insert it, in

preference to all other matters that can

present themselves to your consideration.

I need not, after I have said this, tell you
that I am in love. The circumstances ofmy
passion I shall let you understand as well

as a disordered mind will admit. " That
cursed pick-thank,

Mrs. Jane!" Alas, I

am railing at one to you by her name, as

familiarly as if you were acquainted with

her as well as myself: but I will tell you
all, as fast as the alternate interruptions of

love and anger will give me leave. There
is the most agreeable young woman in the

world whom I am passionately in love with,
and from whom I have for some space of

time received as great marks of favour as

were fit for her to give, or me to desire.

The successful progress of the affair, of all

others the most essential towards a man's

happiness, gave a new life and spirit not

only to my behaviour and discourse, but

also a certain grace to all my actions in the

commerce of life, in all things however re

mote from love. You know the predomi
nant passion spreads itself through all a

man's transactions, and exalts or depresses
him according to the nature of such a pas
sion. But, alas! I have not yet begun my
story, and what is making sentences and

observations when a man is pleading for

his life? To begin, then. This lady has

corresponded with me under the names of

love; she my Belinda, I her Cleanthes.

Though I am" thus well got into the account

of my affair, I cannot keep in the thread of

it so much as to give you the character of

Mrs. Jane, whom I will not hide under a

borrowed name; but let you know, that

this creature has been since I knew her,

very handsome (thrugh I will not allow

her even " she lias been
"

for the
future,}

and during the time cf her blocm and

beauty, was so great a tyrant to her lovers,

so overvalued herself and underrated all

her pretenders, that they have deserted
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ner to a man ; and she knows no comfort
but that common one to all in her condition,
the pleasure of interrupting the amours
of others. It is impossible but you must
have seen several of these volunteers in

malice, who pass their whole time in the
most laborious way of life in getting intelli

gence, running from place to place with
new whispers, without reaping any other
benefit but the hopes of making others as

unhappy as themselves. Mrs. Jane hap
pened to be at a place where I, with many
others well acquainted with my passion
for Belinda, passed a Christmas evening.
There was among the rest, a young lady,
so free in mirth, so amiable in a just re

serve that accompanied it; I wrong her to

call it a reserve, but there appeared in her a
mirth or cheerfulness which was not a for

bearance of more immoderate joy, but the
natural appearance of all which could flow

from a mind possessed of a habit of inno
cence and purity. I must have utterly for

got Belinda to have taken no notice of one
who was growing up to the same womanly
virtues which shine to perfection in her,
had I not distinguished one who seemed to

promise to the world the same life and
conduct with my faithful and lovely Belin

da. When the company broke up, the fine

young thing permitted me to take care of

her home. Mrs. Jane saw my particular
regard to her, and was informed of my at

tending her to her father's house. She
came early to Belinda the next morning,
and asked her,

" If Mr. Such-a-one had
been with her?" "No." "If Mr. Such-a-
one's lady?" "No." "Nor your cousin

Such-a-one?" "No."" Lord;" says Mrs.

Jane, "what is the friendship of women?
Nay, they may well laugh at it. And did
no one tell you any thing of the behaviour
of your lover, Mr. What-d'ye-call, last

night? But perhaps it is nothing to you
that he is to be married to young Mrs.
on Tuesday next?" Belinda was here ready
to die with rage and jealousy. Then Mrs.
Jane goes on: "I have a young kinsman
who is a clerk to a great conveyancer, who
shall show you the rough draught of the

marriage settlement. The world says, her
father gives him two thousand pounds more
than he could have with you.

"
I went in

nocently to wait on Belinda as usual, but
was not admitted; I writ to her, but my
letter was sent back unopened. Poor Betty,
her maid, who is on my side, has been
here just now blubbering, and told me the

whole matter. She says she did not think
I could be so base; and that she is now
so odious to her mistress for having so

often spoke well of me, that she dare not

mention me more. All our hopes are

placed in having these circumstances fairly

represented in the Spectator, which Betty
says she dare not but bring up as soon as it

is brought in; and has promised when you
have broke the ice to own this was laid

between us, and when I can come to a
50

hearing, the young lady will support what
we say by her testimony, that I never saw
her but that once in my whole life. Dear
sir, do not omit this true relation, nor think it

too particular; for there are crowds of for

lorn coquettes who intermingle themselves
with our ladies, and contract familiarities

out of malice, and with no other design
but to blast the hopes of lovers, the expec
tation of parents, and the benevolence of
kindred. I doubt not but I shall be, sir,

your most obliged humble servant,
'CLEANTHES.'

'Will's Coffee-house, Jan. 10.

'SiR, The other day entering a room
adorned with the fair sex, I offered, af

ter the usual manner, to each of them a

kiss; but one, more scornful than the rest,

turned her cheek. I did not think it proper
to take any notice of it until I had asked

your advice. Your humble servant,
'E. S.'

The correspondent is desired to say
which cheek the offender turned to him.

ADVERTISEMENT.
From the Parish-vestry, Jan. 9.

* All ladies who come to church in the
new-fashioned hoods, are desired to be
there before divine service begins, lest they
divert the attention of the congregation.
T. 'RALPH.'

No. 273.] Saturday, January 12, 1711-12.

Notandi sunt tibi mores,
Hor. Jlrs Poet. v. 156

Note well the manners.

HAVING examined the action of Paradise

Lost, let us in the next place consider the
actors. This is Aristotle's method of con

sidering, first the fable, and secondly the

manners; or, as we generally call them in

English, the fable and the characters.

Homer has excelled all the heroic poets
that ever wrote in the multitude and variety
of his characters. Every god that is ad
mitted into his poem, acts a part which
would have been suitable to no other deity.
His princes are as much distinguished by
their manners, as by their dominions; and
even those among them, whose characters
seem wholly made up of courage, differ

from one another as to the particular kinds
of courage in which they excel. In short

there is scarce a speech or action in the

Iliad, which the reader may not ascribe to

the person who speaks or acts, without see

ing his name at the head of it.

Homer does not only outshine' All other

poets in the variety, but also in th% novelty
of his characters. He has introduced among
his Grecian princes a person who had lived

thrice the age of man, and conversed with

Theseus, Hercules, Polyphemus, and the

first race of heroes. His principal actor is

the son of a goddess, not to mention the off

spring of other deities, who have likewise a
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place in his poems, and the venerable Tro-

jan prince, who was the father of so many
kings and heroes. There is in these seve

ral characters of Homer, a certain dignity
as well as novelty, which adapts them in a

more peculiar manner to the nature of an
heroic poem. Though, at the same time,
to give them the greater variety, he has
described aVulcan, that is a buffoon, among
his gods, and a Thersites among his

mortals.

Virgil falls infinitely short of Homer in

the characters of his poem, both as to their

variety and novelty. /Eneas is indeed a per
fect character; but as for Achates, though
he is styled the hero's friend, he does nothing
in the whole poem which may deserve that

title. Gyas, Mnestheus, Sergestus, and
Cloanthus, are all of them men of the same

stamp and character:

Fortemque Cyan, fortemque Cloanthum.

There are, indeed, several natural inci

dents in the part of Ascanius; and that of

Dido cannot be sufficiently admired. I do not
see any thing new or particular in Turnus.
Pallas and Evander are remote crpies of

Hector and Priam, as Lausus and Mezen-
tius are almost parallels to Pallas and
Evander. The characters of Nisus and

Euryalus are beautiful, but common. We
must not forget the parts of Sinon, Ca
milla, and some few others, which are fine

improvements on the Greek, poet In short,
there is neither that variety nor novelty
in the persons of the /Eneid, which we
meet with in those of the Iliad.

If we look into the characters of Milton,
we shall find that he has introduced all the

variety his fable was capable of receiving.
The whole species of mankind was in two

persons at the time to which the subject
of his poem is confined. We have, however,
four distinct characters in these two per
sons. We see man and woman in the

highest innocence and perfection, and in

the most abject state of guilt and infirmity.
The two last characters are, indeed, very
common and obvious, but the two first are
not only more magnificent, but more new
than any characters either in Virgil or

Homer, or indeed in the whole circle of

nature.
Milton was so sensible of this defect in

the subject of his poem, and of the few
characters it would afford him, that he has

brought into it two actors of a shadowy and
fictitious nature, in the persons of Sin and
Death, by which means he has wrought
into the body of his fable a very beautiful
and well-invented allegory. But notwith

standing the fineness of this allegory may
atone for it in some measure, I cannot think
that persons of such a chimerical existence
are proper actors in an epic poem; because
there is not that measure of probability
annexed to them, which is requisite in

writings of this kind as I shall show more
at large hereafter.

Virgil has indeed admitted Fame as an

actress in the /Eneid, but the pan she acts

is very short, and none of the most admired
circumstances in that divine work. We
find in mock-heroic poems, particularly in

the Dispensary, and the Lutrin, several

allegorical persons
of this nature, which are

very beautiful in those compositions, and

may perhaps be used as an argument, that

the authors of them were of opinion such

characters might have a place in an epic
work. For my own part I should be glad
the reader would think so, for the sake of

the poem I am now examining: and must
further add, that if such empty unsubstan

tial beings may be ever made use of on

this occasion, never were any more nicely

imagined, and employed in more proper
actions, than those of which I am now

speaking.
Another principal actor in this poem is

the great enemy of mankind. The part of

Ulysses in Homer's Odyssey is very much
admired by ArisUtle, as perplexing that

fable with verv agreeable plots and intrica

cies, not only by the many adventures in

his voyage, and the subtilty of his be

haviour, out by the various concealments
and discoveries of his person in several

parts of that poem. But the crafty being I

have now mentioned makes a much longer

voyage than Ulysses, puts in practice many
more wiles and stratagems, and hides him
self under a greater variety of shapes and

appearances, all of which are severally de

tected to the great delight and surprise of

the reader.

We may likewise observe with how much
art the poet has varied several characters

of the persons that speak in his infernal

assembly. On the contrary, how has he

represented the whole Godhead exerting
itself towards man in its full benevolence

under the threefold distinction of a Creator,
a Redeemer, and a Comforter!
Nor must we omit the person of Raphael,

who amidst his tenderness and friendship
for man, shows such a dignity and conde

scension in all his speech and behaviour as

are suitable to a superior nature. The an

gels are indeed as much diversified in Mil

ton, and distinguished by their proper parts,
as the gods are in Homer or Virgil. The
reader will find nothing ascribed to Uriel,

Gabriel, Michael, or Raphael, which is not

in a particular manner suitable to their

respective characters.*
There is another circumstance in the

principal actors of the Iliad and /Eneid,

which gives a peculiar beauty to those two

poems, and was therefore contrived with

very great judgment. I mean the authors

having chosen for their heroes, persons who
were so nearly related to the people for

whom they wrote. Achilles was a Greek,
and /Eneas the rem te founder of Rome.

* The two last sentences aw not in the original
folio paper.
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By this means their countrymen (whom
they principally propose to themselves for
their readers) were particularly attentive
to -all the parts of their story, and sympa
thized with their heroes in all their ad
ventures. A Roman could not but rejoice
in the escapes, successes, and victories of

.flSneas, and be grieved at any defeats, mis
fortunes, or disappointments that befel him;
as a Greek must have had the same re

gard for Achilles. And it is plain, that
each of those poems have lost this great
advantage, among those readers to whom
their heroes are as strangers, or indifferent

persons.
Milton's poem is admirable in this re

spect, since it is impossible for any of its

readers, whatever nation, country, or peo
ple he may belong to, not to be related to

the persons who are the principal actors in

it; but what is still infinitely more to its ad
vantage, the principal actors in this poem
are not only our progenitors, but our repre
sentatives. We have an actual interest in

every thing they do, and no less than our
utmost happiness is concerned, and lies at
stake in all their behaviour.

I shall subjoin as a corollary to the fore

going remark, an admirable observation
out of Aristotle, which has been very much
misrepresented, in the quotations of some
modern critics;

' If a man of perfect and
consummate virtue falls into a misfortune, it

raises our pity, but not our terror, because
we do not fear that it may be our own case,
who do not resemble the suffering person.

'

But, as that great philosopher adds,
'
if we

see a man of virtue mixed with infirmities,
fall into any misfortune, it does not only
raise our pity but our terror; because we
are afraid that the like misfortunes may-
happen to ourselves, who resemble the
character of the suffering person.

'

I shall take another opportunity to ob
serve that a person of an absolute and con
summate virtue should never be introduced
in tragedy, and shall only remark in this

place, that the foregoing observation of

Aristotle, though it may be true in other

occasions, does not hold in this; because in

the present case, though the persons who
fall into misfortune are of the most perfect
and consummate virtue, it is not to be con
sidered as what may possibly be, but what

actually is our own case; since we are em
barked with them on the same bottom, and
must be partakers of their happiness or

misery.
In this, and some other very few in

stances, Aristotle's rules for epic poetry
(which he had drawn from his reflections

upon Homer) cannot be supposed to quad
rate exactly with the heroic poems which
have been made since his time; since it

is plain his rules would still have been
more perfect, could he have perused the

/Eneid, which was made some hundred

years after his death.
In my next, I shall go through other

parts of Milton's poem; and hope that
what I shall there advance, as well as what
I have already written, will not only serve
as a comment upon Milton, but upon Aris
totle. L.

No. 274.] Monday, January 14, 1711 12.

Audire est operae pretiutn, procedere recte

Ciui mcechis non vultis

Hor. Sat. ii. Lib. 1. 37.

All you, who think the city ne'er can thrive
Till every cuckold-maker's flay'd alive,
Attend. Pope.

I HAVE upon several occasions (that have
occurred since I first took into my thoughts
the present state of fornication) weighed
with myself in behalf of guilty females, the

impulses of flesh and blood, together with
the arts and gallantries of crafty men; and
reflect with some scorn that most part of
what we in our youth think gay and polite,
is nothing else but a habit of indulging a

pruriency that way. It will cost some la

bour to bring people to so lively a sense of

this, as to recover the manly modesty in

the behaviour of my men readers, and the

bashful grace in the faces of my women;
but in all cases which come into debate,
there are certain things previously to be
done before we can have a true light into

the subject matter: therefore it will, in the

first place, be necessary to consider the

impotent wenchers and industrious hags,
who are supplied with, and are constantly

supplying, new sacrifices to the devil of

lust. You are to know, then, if you are so

happy as not to know it already, that the

great havock which is made in the habita

tions of beauty and innocence, is committed

by such as can only lay waste and not en

joy the soil. When you observe the pre
sent state of vice and virtue, the offenders

are such as one would think should have no

impulse to what they are pursuing; as in

business, you see sometimes fools pretend
to be knaves, so in pleasure, you will find

old men set up for wenchers. This latter

sort of men are the great basis and fund of

iniquity in the kind we are speaking of; you
shall have an old rich man often 'receive

scrawls from the several quarters of the

town, with descriptions of the new wares
in their hands, if he will please to send

word when he will be waited on. This in

terview is contrived, and the innocent is

brought to such indecencies as from time
to time banish shame and raise desire.

With these preparatives the hags break
their wards by little and little, until they
are brought to lose all apprehensions of

what shall befal them in the possession of

younger men. It is a common postscript of

a hag to a young fellow whom she invites

to a new woman, ' She has, I assure you,
seen none but old Mr. Such-a-one.' It

pleases the old fellow that the nymph is

brought to him unadorned, and from his

bounty she is accommodated with enough to
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dress her for other lovers. This is the mosl

ordinary method of bringing; beauty and

poverty into the possession of the town: but
the particular cases of kind keepers, skilful

pimps, and all others who drive a separate
trade, and are not in the general society or
commerce of sin, will require distinct con
sideration. At the same time that we are
thus severe on the abandoned, we are to

represent the case of others with that

mitigation as the circumstances demand.
Calling names does no good; to speak worse
of any thing than it deserves, does only
take off from the credit of the accuser, and
has implicitly the force of an apology in the
behalf of the person accused. We shall,

therefore, according as the circumstances

differ, vary our appellations of these crimi
nals: those who offend only against them
selves, and are not scandals to society, but
out of deference to the sober part of the

world, have so much good left in them as
to be ashamed, must not be huddled in the
common word due to the worst of women;
but regard is to be had to their circum
stances when they fell, to the uneasy per
plexity under which they lived under sense
less and severe parents; to the importunity
of poverty; to the violence of a passion in its

beginning well grounded, and all other al

leviations which make unhappy women
resign the characteristic of their sex, mo
desty.

" To do otherwise than this, would
be to act like a pedantic Stoic, who thinks
all crimes alike, and not like an impartial
Spectator, who looks upon them with all

the circumstances that diminish or enhance
the guilt. I am in hopes, if this subject be
well pursued, women will hereafter from
their infancy be treated with an eye to their
future state in the world; and not have their

tempers made too untractable from an im-

E
roper sourness, or pride, or too complying
om familiarity or forwardness contracted

at their own houses. After these hints on
this subject, I shall end this paper with the

following genuine letter; and desire 11 who
think they may be concerned in future

speculations on this subject, to send in what
they have to say for themselves for some
incidents in their lives, in order to have
proper allowances made for their conduct.

'Jan. 5, 1711-12.
' MR. SPECTATOR, The subject of your

yesterday's paper, is of so great import
ance, and the thorough handling of it mav
be so very useful to the preservation of

many an innocent young creature, that I

think every one is obliged to furnish you
with what lights he can to expose the per
nicious arts and practices of those unnatural
women called bawds. In order to this, the
enclosed is sent to you, which is verbatim
the copy of a letter written by a Jawd of

figure in this town to a noble lord. I have
concealed the names of both, my intention

being not to expose the persons but the

thing. I am, sir, your humble servant*

' MY LORD, T having a great esteem for

your honour, and a better opinion of you
than of any of the quality, makes me ac

quaint you of an affair that I hope will

oblige you to know. I have a niece that
came to town about a fortnight ago. Her
parents being lately dead, she came to me
expecting to have found me in so good a
condition as to set her up in a milliner's

shop. Her father gave fourscore pound
with her for five years: her time is out,
and she is not sixteen: as pretty a black

gentlewoman as ever you saw; a little

woman, which I know your lordship likes;

well shaped, and as fine a complexion for

red and white as ever I saw ;
I doubt not but

your lordship will be of the same opinion.
She designs to go down about a month
hence, except I can provide for her, which
I cannot at present. Her father was one
with whom all he had died with him, so

there is four children left destitute: so if

your lordship thinks proper to make an ap
pointment where I shall wait on you with

my niece, by a line or two, I stay for your
answer; for I have no place fitted up since

I left my house, fit to entertain your honour.
I told her she should go with me to see a

gentleman, a very good friend of mine; so

I desire you to take notice of my letter, by
reason she is ignorant of the ways of the
town. My lord, I desire if you meet us to

come alone; for upon my word and honour

you are the first that I ever mentioned her
to. So I remain your lordship's most hum
ble servant to command.

'I beg of you to burn it when you've
read it.' T.

No. 275.] Tuesday, January 15, 1711-12.

tribus Anticytis caput insanabile
Uor. j3rs Poet. v. 300.

A head, no hellebore can cure.

I WAS yesterday engaged in an assembly
of virtuosos, where one of them produced
many curious observations which he had
lately made in the anatomy of a human
body. Another of the company communi
cated to us several wonderful discoveries
which he had also made on the same sub

ject, by the help of very fine glasses.
This gave birth to a great variety of un
common remarks, and furnished discourse
for the remaining part of the day.
The different opinions which were started

on this occasion presented to my imagina
tion so many new ideas, that by mixing
with those which were already there, they
employed my fancy all the last night, and
composed a very wild extravagant dream.

I was invited, methought, to the dissec-
:ion of a beau's head, and a coquette's
leart, which were both of them laid on a
table before us. An imaginary operator
opened the first with a great di-al of nicety,
which upon a cursory and superficial view,
appeared like the head of another man;
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but upon applying our glasses to it, we
made a very odd discovery, namely, that
what we looked upon as brains, were not
such in reality, but a heap of strange ma
terials wound up in that shape and texture,
and packed together with wonderful art in

the several cavities of the skull. For, as

Homer tells us, that the blood of the gods
is not real blood, but only something like

it; so we found that the brain of a beau
was not real brain, but only something
like it

The pineal gland, which many of our
modern philosophers suppose to be the seat

of the soul, smelt very strong cf essence
and orange-flower water, and was encom

passed with a kind of horny substance, cut
into a thousand little faces or mirrors,
which were imperceptible to the naked
eye, insomuch that the soul, if there had
been any here, musthave been always taken

up in contemplating her own beauties.

We observed a large antrum or cavity in

the sinciput, that was filled with ribands,
lace, and embroidery, wrought together in

a most curious piece of net-work, the parts
of which were likewise imperceptible to

the naked eye. Another of these antrums
or cavities was stuffed with invisible billet-

doux, love-letters, pricked dances, and
other trumpery of the same nature. In an
other we found a kind of powder, which set

the whole company a sneezing, and by the
scent discovered itself to be right Spanish.
The several other cells were stored with
commodities of the same kind, of which it

would be tedious to give the reader an ex
act inventory.
There was a large cavity on each side of

the head, which I must not omit. That on
the right side was filled with fictions, flat

teries, and falsehoods, vows, promises, and

protestations; that on the left with oaths
and imprecations. There issued out a duct
from each of these cells, which ran into

the root of the tongue, where both joined
together, and passed forward in one com
mon duct to the tip of it We discovered
several little roads or canals running from
the ear into the brain, and took particular
care to trace them out through their seve
ral passage*. One of them extended itself

to a bundle of sonnets and little musical in

struments. Others ended in several blad

ders, which were filled either with wind or
froth. But the large canal entered into a

great cavity of the skull, from whence
there went another canal into the tongue.
This great cavity was filled with a kind of

spongy substance, which the French ana
tomists call galimatias, and the English,
nonsense.
The skins ofthe forehead were extremely

tough and thick, and what very much sur

prised us, had not in them any single blood
vessel that we were able to discover, either
with or without our glasses; from whence
we concluded, that the party when alive

must have been entirely deprived of the

faculty of blushing.
The os cribriforme wasexceedingly stuff

ed, and in some places damaged with snuff".

We could not but take notice in particular
of that small muscle which is not often dis

covered in dissections, and draws the nose

upward when it expresses the contempt
which the owner of it has, upon seeing any
thing he does not like, or hearing any thing
he does not understand. I need not tell mv
learned reader, this is that muscle which

performs the motion so often mentioned

by the Latin
poets,

when they talk of a
man's cocking his nose, or playing the rhi

noceros.
We did not find any thing very remark

able in the eye, saving only, that the mus-
culi amatorii, or, as we may translate it

into English, the ogling muscles, were very
much worn and decayed with use; where
as, on the contrary, the elevator, or the

muscle which turns the eye towards heaven,
did not appear to have been used at all.

I have only mentioned in this dissection

such new . discoveries as we were able to

make, and have not taken any notice of

those parts which are to be met with in

common heads. As for the skull, the face,
and indeed the whole outward shape and

figure of the head, we could not discover

any difference from what we observe in

the heads of other men. We were inform
ed that the person to whom this head be

longed, had passed for a man above five

and thirty years: during which time he eat

and drank like other people, dressed well,
talked loud, laughed frequently, and on

particular occasions had acquitted himself

:olerably at a ball or an assembly; to which
one of the company added that a certain

knot of ladies took him for a wit. He was
cut off in the flower of his age by the blow
of a paring-shovel, having been surprised

sy an eminent citizen, as he was tendering
some civilities to his wife.

WT

hen we had thoroughly examined this

head with all its apartments, and its seve
ral kinds of furniture, we put up the brain,
such as it was, into its proper place, and
laid it aside under a broad piece of scarlet

cloth, in order to be prepared, and kept in

a great repository of dissections; our ope
rator telling us that the preparation would
not be so difficult as that of another brain,
:
or that he had observed several of the little

pipes and tubes which ran through the

irain were already filled with a kind of

mercurial substance, which he looked upon
to be true quicksilver.
He applied himself in the next place to

the coquette's heart, which he likewise

aid open with great dexterity. There oc

curred to us many particulars in this dis-

icction : but being unwilling to burden my
eader's memory tco much, I shall reserve

this subject for the speculation of another

day. L
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No. 276.] Wednesday, Jan. 16, 1711-12.

Errori nomen virtus posulsaet hnncstnm.
Hor. Sat. iii. Lib. 1. 45.

Misconduct screen'd behind a specious name.

MR. SPECTATOR, I
hope you have

philosophy enough to be capable of hearing
the mention of your faults. Your papers
which regard the fallen part of the fair

sex, are, I think, written with an indeli

cacy which makes them unworthy to be
inserted in the writings of a moralist who
knows the world. I cannot allow that you
are at liberty to observe upon the actions
of mankind with the freedom which you
seem to resolve upon; at least, if you do so,

you should take along with you the distinc
tion ofthe manners ofthe world.according to

the quality and way of life of the persons
concerned. A man of breeding speaks
of even misfortune among ladies, without

giving it the most terrible aspect it can
bear: and this tenderness towards them is

much, more to be preserved when you speak
of vices. All mankind are so far related,
that care is to be taken, in things to which
all are liable, you do not mention what
concerns one in terms which shall disgust
another. Thus to tell a rich man of the in

digence of a kinsman of his, or abruptly
to inform a virtuous woman of the lapse of
one who until then was in the same degree
of esteem with herself, is a kind of involv

ing each of them in some participation of
those disadvantages. It is therefore ex
pected from every writer, to treat his ar

gument in such a manner as is most proper
to entertain the sort of readers to whom his

discourse is directed. It is not necessary
when you write to the tea-table, that you
should draw vices which carry all the hor
ror of shame and contempt: if you paint an

impertinent self-love, an artful glance, an
assumed complexion, you say all which
you ought to suppose they can be possibly
guilty of. When you talk with this limita

tion, you behave yourself so as that you
may expect others in conversation may
second your raillery; but when you do it in

a style which every body else forbears in

respect to their quality, they have an easy
remedy in forbearing to read you, and hear

ing no more of their faults. A man that is

now and then guilty of an intemperance is

not to be called a drunkard; but the rule of

polite raillery is to speak of a man's faults

as if you loved him. Of this nature is what
was said by Caesar: when one was railing
with an uncourtly vehemence, and broke
out with, "What must we call him who
was taken in an intrigue with another man's
wife?" Cxsar answered very gravely, "A
careless fellow.

" This was at once a re

primand for speaking of a crime which in

those days had not the abhorrence attending
it as it ought, as well as an intimation that
all intemperate behaviour before superiors
loses its aim, by accusing in a method unfit
for the audience, A word to the wise. All

I mean here to say to you is, that the most
free person of quality can go no further

than being a kind woman; and you should
never say of a man of figure worse than
that he knows the world. I am, sir, your
most humble servant,

FRANCIS COURTLY.'

MR. SPECTATOR, I am a woman of

unspotted reputation, and know nothing I

have ever done which should encourage
such insolence; but here was one the other

day, and he was dressed like a gentleman
too, who took the liberty to name the words
"
lusty fellow" in my presence. I doubt

not but you will resent it in behalf of, sir,

your humble servant, CELlA.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, You lately put out

a dreadful paper, wherein you promise a
full account of the state of criminal love;
and call all the fair who have transgressed
in that kind by one very rude name, which
I do not care to repeat: but I desire to know
of you whether I am or am not one of those?

My case is as follows: I am kept by an old

bachelor who took me so young that I know
not how he came by me. He is a bencher
of one of the inns of court, a very gay
healthy old man, which is a very lucky
thing for him; who has been, he tells me,
a scowerer, a scamperer, a breaker of win

dows, an invader of constables, in the days
of yore, when all dominion ended with the

day, and males and females met belter

skelter, and the scowerers drove before

them all who pretended to keep up order
or rule to the interruption of love and ho
nour. This is his way of talk, for he is very
gay when he visits me; but as his former

knowledge of the town has alarmed him
into an invincible jealousy, he keeps me in

a pair of slippers, neat bodice, warm petti

coats, and my own hair woven in ringlets,

after a manner, he says, he remembers. I

am not mistress of one farthing of money,
but have all necessaries provided for me,
under the guard of one who procured for

him while he had any desires to gratify. I

know nothing of a wench's life, but the re

putation of it: I have a natural voice, and
a pretty untaught step in dancing. His
manner is to bring an old fellow who has

been his servant from his youth, and is

gray-headed. This man makes on the vio

lin a certain jiggish noise to which I dance;
and when that is over I sing to him some
loose air that has more wantonness than

music in it. You must have seen a strange
windowed house near Hyde ParK, which is

so built that no one can "look out of any of

the apartments; my rooms are after this

manner, and I never see man, woman, or

child, but in company with the two persons
above-mentioned. He sends me in all the

books, pamphlets, plays, operas, and songs
that come out; and his utmost delight in

me, as a woman, is to talk over his old

amours in my presence, to play with my
neck, say

" the time was," give me a kiss.
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and bid me be sure to follow the directions
ofmy guardian, (the above-mentioned lady,)
and I shall never want. The truth" of my
case is, I suppose, that I was educated for
a purpose he did not know he should be
unfit for when I came to years. Now, sir,
what I ask of you as a casuist, is to tell me
how far, in these circumstances, I am inno

cent, though submissive: he guilty, though
impotent? I am, sir, your constant reader,

'PUCELLA.'
' To the Man called the Spectator.

'
FRIEND, Forasmuch as at the birth of

thy labour, thou didst promise upon thy
word, that letting alone the vanities that
do abound, thou wouldest only endeavour
to straighten the crooked morals of this our

Babylon, I gave credit to thy fair speeches,
and admitted one of thy papers, every day
save Sunday, into my house, for the edifica
tion ofmy daughter Tabitha, and to the end
that Susanna the wife of my bosom might
profit thereby. But, alas! my friend, I find
that thou art a liar, and that the truth is

not in thee; else why didst thou in a paper
which thou didst lately put forth, make
mention of those vain coverings for the
heads of our females, which thou lovest to
liken unto tulips, and which are lately
sprung up among us? Nay, why didst thou
make mention of them in such a seeming,
as if thou didst approve the invention, in

somuch that my daughter Tabitha begin-
neth to wax wanton, and to lust after these
foolish vanities? Surely thou dost see with
the eyes of the flesh. Verily, therefore,
unless thou dost speedily amend, and leave
off following thine own imaginations, I will
leave off thee.

' Thy friend, as hereafter thou dost de
mean thyself,
T. 'HEZEKIAH BROADBRIM.'

No. 277.] Thursday, January 17, 1711-12.

fas est et ab hoste doceri.

Ovid. Met. Lib. iv. 428.

Receive instruction from an enemy.

I PRESUME I need not inform the polite

part of my readers, that before our cor

respondence with France was unhappily
interrupted by the war, our ladies had all

their fashions from thence; which the mil
liners took care to furnish them with by
means of a jointed baby, that came regu-
iarly over once a month, habited after the
manner of the most eminent toasts in Paris.

I am credibly informed, that even in the
hottest time of the war, the sex made seve
ral efforts, and raised large contributions

towards the importation of this wooden
mademoiselle.
Whether the vessel they sent out was

lost or taken, or whether its cargo was
seized on by the officers of the custom-house
as a piece of contraband goods, I have not

yet been able to learn; it is however cer

tain, that their first attempts were without
success, to the no small disappointment of
our whole female world ; but as their con

stancy and application, in a matter of so

great importance, can never be sufficiently
commended, so I am glad to find, that in

spite of all opposition, they have at length
carried their point, of which I received
advice by the two following letters:

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am so great a lover
of whatever is French, that I lately dis
carded an humble admirer, because he
neither spoke that tongue nor drank claret.

I have long bewailed in secret the calami
ties of my sex during the war, in all which
time we have laboured under the insup
portable inventions of English tire-women,
who, though they sometimes copy indiffer

ently well, can never compose with that
"
gout" they do in France.
' I was almost in despair of ever more

seeing a model from that dear country,
when last Sunday I overheard a lady in the
next pew to me whisper another, that at

the Seven Stars, in King-street, Covent-

garden, there was a mademoiselle com
pletely dressed, just come from Paris.

' I was in the utmost impatience during
the remaining part of the service, and as
soon as ever it was over, having learnt the
milliner's "addresse," I went directly to
her house in King-street, but was told that
the French lady was at a person of quality's
in Pall-mall, and would not be back again
until very late that night. I was therefore

obliged to renew my visit very early this

morning, and had then a full view of the
dear moppet from head to foot.

' You cannot imagine, worthy sir, how
ridiculously I find we have been trussed up
during the war, and how infinitely the
French dress excels ours.

' The mantua has no lead in the sleeves,
and I hope we are not lighter than the
French ladies, so as to want that kind of

ballast; the petticoat has no whalebone, but
sits with an air altogether gallant and de-

gagl: the coiffure is inexpressibly pretty;
and, in short, the whole dress has a thou
sand beauties in it, which I would not have
as yet made too public.

' I thought fit, however, to give you this

notice, that you may not be surprised at my
appearing a la mode de Paris on the next

birth-night I am, sir, your humble ser

vant, TERAMINTA.'

Within an hour after I had read this let

ter, I received another from the owner of

the puppet.
*
SIR, On Saturday last, being the 12th

instant, there arrived at my house in King-
street, Covent-Garden, a French baby for

the year 1712. I have taken the utmost

care to have her dressed by the most cele

brated tire-women and mantua-makers in

Paris, and do not find that I have any rea

son to be sorry for the expense I have been
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at in her clothes and importation: however,
as I know no person who is so good a judge
of dress as yourself, if you please to call at

my house in your way to the city, and take
a view of her, I promise to amend what
ever you shall disapprove in your next

paper, before I exhibit her as a pattern to

the public.
I am, sir, your most humble

admirer, and most obedient servant,
' BETTY CROSS-STITCH.

As I am willing to do any thing in reason
for the service of my countrywomen, and
had much rather prevent faults than find

them, I went last night to the house of the
above-mentioned Mrs. Cross-Stitch. As
soon as I entered, the maid of the shop,
who, I suppose, was prepared for my com
ing, without asking me any questions, in

troduced me to the little damsel, and ran

away to call her mistress.

The puppet was dressed in a cherry-
<,oloured gown and petticoat, with a short

working apron over it, which discovered
her shape to the most advantage. Her hair
was cut and divided very prettily, with
several ribands stuck up and down in it.

The milliner assured me, that her com
plexion was such as was worn by all the
ladies of the best fashion in Paris. Her
head was extremely high, on which subject
having long since declared my sentiments,
I shall say nothing more to it at present. I

was also offended at a small patch she wore
on her breast, which I cannot suppose is

placed there with any good design.
Her necklace was of an immoderate

length, being tied before in such a manner,
that the two ends hung down to her girdle;
but whether these supply the place of kiss-

ing-strings in our enemy's country, and
whether our British ladies have any occa
sion for them, I shall leave to their serious
consideration.

After having observed the particulars of

her dress, as I was taking a view of it alto

gether, the shop-maid, who is a pert wench,
told me that Mademoiselle had something
very curious in the tying of her garters; but
as I pay a due respect even to a pair of

sticks when they are under petticoats, I did
not examine into that particular. Upon the

whole, I was well enough pleased with the

appearance of this gay lady, and the more
so because she was not talkative, a quality
very rarely to be met with in the rest of her
countrywornen.
As I was taking my leave, the milliner

farther informed me, that with the assist

ance of a watch-maker, who was her neigh
bour, and the ingenious Mr. Powel, she had
also contrived another puppet, which by
the help of several little springs to be wound
Up within it, could move all its limbs, and
that she had sent it over to her correspon
dent in Paris to be taught the various lean

ings and bendings of the head, the risings
of the bosom, the courtesy and recovery,
the genteel trip, and the agreeable jet, as

they are now practised at the court of

France.
She added, that she hoped she might de

pend upon having my encouragement as

soon as it arrived ; but as this was a petition
of too great importance to be answered ex

tempore, I left her without a replv, and
made the best of my way to Will Honey
comb's

lodgings,
without whose advice I

never communicate any thing to the public
of this nature. X.

No. 278.] Friday, January 18, 1711-12.

Sermonos ego mallem
Repentes per humum

Hor. Ep. i. Lib. 2. 250.

I rather choose a low and creeping style.

* MR. SPECTATOR, SIR, Your having
done considerable services in this great city,

by rectifying the disorders of families, and
several wives having preferred your advice

and directions to those of their husbands,
emboldens me to apply to you at this time.

I am a shop keeper, and though but a young
man, I find by experience that nothing but

the utmost diligence both of husband and
wife (among trading people) can keep af

fairs in any tolerable order. My wife at the

beginning of our establishment showed her-

selr very assisting to me in my business as

much as could lie in her way, and I have
reason to believe it was with her inclination:

but of late she has got acquainted with a

school-man, who values himself for his great

knowledge in the Greek tongue. He enter

tains her frequently in the shop with dis

courses of the beauties and excellences of

that language; and repeats to her several

passages out of the Greek poets, wherein
he tells her there is unspeakable harmony
and agreeable sounds that all other lan

guages are wholly unacquainted with. He
has so infatuated her with his jargon, that

instead of using her former diligence in the

shop, she now neglects the affairs of the

house, and is wholly taken up with her
tutor in learning by heart scraps of Greek,
which she vents upon all occasions. She
told me some days ago, that whereas I use

some Latin inscriptions in my shop, she

advised me with a great deal of concern to

have them changed into Greek; it being a

language less understood, would be more
conformable to the mystery of my profes

sion; that our good friend would be assisting

to us in this work; and that a certain faculty

of gentlemen would find themselves so much

obliged to me, that they would infallibly

make my fortune. In short, her frequent

importunities upon this, and other imperti
nences of the like nature, make me very

uneasy; and if your remonstrances have no

more effect upon her than mine, I am afraid

I shall be obliged to ruin myself to procure
her a settlement at Oxford with her tutor,

for she is already too mad for Bedlam.

Now, sir, you see"the danger my family is

exposed to, and the likelihood of my wife'a
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becoming both troublesome and useless, un
less her reading herself in your paper may
make her reflect. She is so very learned
that I cannot pretend by word of mouth to

argue with her. She laughed out at your
ending a paper in Greek, and said it was a
hint to women of literature, and very civil

not to translate it to expose them to the

vulgar. You see how it is with, sir, your
humble servant.'

' MR. SPECTATOR, If you have that hu

manity and compassion in your nature that

you take such pains to mate one think you
have, you will not deny your advice to a
distressed damsel, who intends to be de
termined by your judgment in a matter of

great importance to her. You must know
then, there is an agreeable young fellow, to

whose person, wit and humour, nobody
makes any objection, that pretends to have
been long"in love with me. To this I must
add (whether it proceeds from the vanity
of my nature, or the seeming sincerity of

my lover, I will not pretend to say) that I

verily believe he has a real value for me;
which, if true, you will allow may justly

augment his merit with his mistress. In

short, I am so sensible of his good qualities,
and what I owe to his passion, that I think
I could sooner resolve to give up my liberty
to him than any body else, were there not

an objection to be made to his fortunes, in

regard they do not answer the utmost mine

may expect, and are not sufficient to secure
me from undergoing tht reproachful phrase
so commonly used, "that she has played
the fool." Now though I am one of those
few who heartily despise equipage, dia

monds, and a coxcomb, yet since such op
posite notions from mine prevail in the

world, even amongst the best, and such as

are esteemed the most prudent people, I

cannot find in my heart to resolve upon in

curring the censure of those wise folks,

which I am conscious I shall do, if when I

enter into a married state, I discover a

thought beyond that of equalling, if not ad

vancing my fortunes. Under this difficulty

I now labour, not being in the least deter

mined whether I shall be governed by the

vain world, and the frequent examples I

meet with, or hearken to the voice of my
lover, and the motions I find in my heart in

favour of him. Sir, your opinion and advice

in this affair is the only thing I know can
turn the balance, and which I earnestly
entreat I may receive soon ; for until I have

your thoughts upon it, I am engaged not to ,

give my swain a final discharge.
' Besides the particular obligation you will

lay on me, by giving this subject room in

one of your papers, it is possible it may be
of use to some others of my sex, who will

be as grateful for the favour as, sir, your
humble servant, FLORINDA.

'P. S. To tell you the truth, I am mar
ried to him already, but pray say something
to iustify me.'

51

' MR. SPECTATOR, You will forgive us

professors of music if we make a second

application to
you, in order to promote our

design of exhibiting entertainments of music
in York-buildings. It is industriously in

sinuated that our intention is to destroy

operas in general, but we beg of you to in

sert this plain explanation of ourselves in

your paper. Our purpose is only
to improve

our circumstances, by improving the art

which we profess. We see it utterly de

stroyed at present, and as we were the

persons who introduced operas, we think it

a groundless imputation that we should set

up against the opera itself. What we pre
tend to assert is, that the songs of different

authors injudiciously put together, and a

foreign tone and manner which are expected
in every thing now performed amongst us,

has put music itself to a stand; insomuch
that the ears of the people cannot now be

entertained with any thing but what has an

impertinent gaiety, without any just spirit,

or a languishment of notes, without any

passion or common sense. We hope those

persons of sense and quality who have done
us the honour to subscribe, will not be

ashamed of their patronage towards us, and
not receive impressions that patronising us

is being for or against the opera, but truly

promoting their own diversions in a more

just and elegant manner than has been

hitherto performed. We are, sir, your
most humble servants,

THOMAS CLAYTON,
'NICOLINOHAYM,
'CHARLES DIEUPART.

' There will be no performances in York-

buildings until after that of the subscrip
tion.' T.

No. 279.] Saturday, January 19, 1711-12.

Reddere person* scit convenientia cuique.
liar. Ars Poet. v. 316

He knows what best befits each character.

WE have already taken a general survey
of the fable and characters in Milton's Para
dise Lost. The parts which remain to be

considered, according to Aristotle's method,
are the sentiments and the language. Be
fore I enter upon the first of these, I must
advertise my reader, that it is my design,

as soon as I have finished my general reflec

tions on these four several heads, to give

particular instances out of the poem which
is now before us, of beauties and imperfec
tions which may be observed under each of

them, as also of such other particulars as

may not properly fall under any of them.

This I thought fit to premise, that the

reader may not judge too hastily
of this

piece of criticism, or look upon it as im

perfect, before he has seen the whole ex

tent of it.

The sentiments in an epic poem are the

thoughts and behaviour which the author

ascribes to the persons whom he introduces,
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and are just when they are conformable to

the characters of the several persons. The
sentiments have likewise a relation to things
as well persons, and are then perfect when
they are such as are adapted to the subject.
If in either ofthese cases the poet endeavours
to argue or explain, to

magjiify
or diminish,

to raise love or hatred, pity or terror, or

any other passion, we ought to consider
whether the sentiments he makes use of
are proper for those ends. Homer is cen
sured by the critics for his defect as to this

particular in several parts of the Iliad and

Odyssey, though at the same time those,
who have treated this great poet with can
dour, have attributed this defect to the
times in which he lived. It was the fault

of the age, and not of Homer, if there
wants that delicacy in some of his senti

ments, which now appears in the works of

men of a much inferior genius. Besides,
if there are blemishes in any particular
thoughts, there is an infinite beauty in the

greatest part of them. In short, if there
are many poets who would not have fallen

into the meanness of some of his sentiments,
there are none who could have risen up to

the greatness of others. Virgil has excel
led all others in the propriety of his senti

ments. Milton shines likewise very much
in this particular: nor must we omit one
consideration which adds to his honour
and reputation. Homer and Virgil intro

duced persons whose characters are com
monly known among men, and such as are
to be met with either in history, or in or

dinary conversation. Milton's characters,
most of them, lie out of nature, and were
to be formed purely by his own invention.

It shows a greater genius in Shakspeare to

have drawn his Caliban, than his Hotspur,
or Julius Csesar: the one was to be sup
plied out of his own imagination, whereas
the other might have been formed upon
tradition, history and observation. It was
much easier therefore for Homer to find

proper sentiments for an assembly of Gre
cian generals, than for Milton to diversify
his infernal council with proper charac

ters, and inspire them with a variety of

sentiments. The loves of Dido and ^Eneas
are only copies of what has passed between
other persons. Adam and Eve, before the

fall, are a different species from that of

mankind, who are descended from them;
and none but a poet of the most unbounded
invention, and the most exquisite judgment,
could have filled their conversation and
behaviour with so many apt circumstances ,

during their state of innocence.
Nor is it sufficient for an epic poem to

be filled with such thoughts as are natural,
unless it abound also with such as are sub
lime. Virgil in this particular falls short

of Homer. He has not indeed so many
thoughts that are low and vulgar; but at

the same time has not so many thoughts
that are sublime and noble. The truth of

it is, Virgil seldom rises into very aston-

ishing sentiments, where he is not fired

by the Iliad. He every where charms
and pleases us by the force of his own
genius; but seldom elevates and transports
us where he does not fetch his hints from
Homer.
Milton's chief talent, and indeed his dis

tinguishing excellence, lies in the sublimity
of his thoughts. There are others of the
moderns who rival him in every other part
of poetry; but in the greatness of his senti

ments he triumphs over all the poets both
modern and ancient, Homer only excepted.
It is impossible for the imagination of man
to distend itself with greater ideas, than
those which he has laid together in his

first, second, and sixth books. The seventh,
which describes the creation of the world,
is likewise wonderfully sublime, though
not so apt to stir up emotion in the mind
of the reader, nor consequently so perfect
in the epic way of writing, because it is

filled with less action. Let the judicious
reader compare what Longinus has ob
served on several passages in Homer, and
he will find parallels for most of them in

the Paradise Lost.

From what has been said we may infer,
that as there are two kinds of sentiments,
the natural and the sublime, which are

always to be pursued in an heroic poem,
there are also two kinds of thoughts which
are carefully to be avoided. The first are
such as are affected and unnatural; the
second such as are mean and vulgar. As
for the first kind of thoughts, we meet with
little or nothing that is like them in Virgil.
He has none of those trifling points and

puerilities
that are so often to be met with

m Ovid, none of the epigrammatic turns of

Lucan, none of those swelling sentiments
which are so frequent in Statius and Clau-

dian, none of those mixed embellishments
of Tasso. Every thing is just and natural.

His sentiments show that he had a perfect

insight into human nature, and that he
knew every thing which was the most

proper to affect it.

Mr. Dryden has in some places, which I

may hereafter take notice of, misrepresen
ted Virgil's way of thinking as to this par
ticular, in the translation he has given us of

the /Eneid. I do not remember that Homer
any where falls into the faults above-men
tioned, which were indeed the false, refine

ments of later ages. Milton, it must be

confessed, has sometimes erred in this re

spect, as I shall show more at large in an

other paper; though considering how all

Hie poets of the age in which he writ were
infected with this wrong way of thinking,
he is rather to be admired that he did not

give more into it, than that he did some
times comply with the vicious taste which
still prevails so much among modern
writers.

But since several thoughts may be natu

ral which are low and grovelling, an epic

poet should not only avoid such sentiment*
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as are unnatural or affected, but also such
as are mean and vulgar. Homer has opened
a great field of raillery to men of more
delicacy and greatness of genius, by the
homeliness of some of his sentiments. But
as I have before said, these are rather to
be imputed to the simplicity of the age in
which he lived, to which I may also add,
of that in which he described, than to any
imperfection in that divine poet. Zoilus,
among the ancients, and Monsieur Perrault,
among the moderns, pushed their ridicule

very far upon him, on account of some
such sentiments. There is no blemish to
be observed in Virgil under this head, and
but a very few in Milton.

I shall give but one instance of this im
propriety of thought in Homer, and at the
same time compare it with an instance of
the same nature, both in Virgil and Milton.
Sentiments which raise laughter, can very
seldom be admitted with any decency into
an heroic poem, whose business it is to ex
cite passion of a much nobler nature. Ho
mer, however, in his characters of Vulcan
and Thersites, in his story of Mars and
Venus, in his behaviour of Irus, and in
other passages, has been observed to have
lapsed into the burlesque character, and
to have departed from that seiious air
which seems essential to the magnificence
of an epic poem. I remember but one
laugh in the whole ^Eneid, which rises in
the fifth book, upon Monaetes, where he is

represented as thrown overboard, and dry
ing himself upon a rock. But this piece
of mirth is so well-timed, that the severest
critic can have nothing to say against it;
for it is in the book of games and diversions
where the reader's mind may be supposed
sufficiently

relaxed for such an entertain
ment. The only piece of pleasantry in

Paradise Lost, is where the evil spirits are
described as rallying the angels upon the
success of their new invented artillery.
This passage I look upon to be the most

exceptionable in the whole poem, as being
nothing else but a string of puns,and those
too very indifferent ones.

No. 280.] Monday, January 21, 1711-12.

Principibus placuisse viris non ultima 'ausest.
Hor Ep. xvii. Lib. 1. 35.

To please the great is not the smallest praise.
Creech

Satan beheld their plight.
And to his mates thus in derision call'd :

' O friends, why come not on those victors proud ?

Ere while they fierce were coming, and when we,
To entertain them fair with openfront
And breast (what could we more ?) propounded

terms

Of Composition,, straight they changed their minds,
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell

As they would dance
; yet for a dance they secm'd

Somewhat extravagant, and wild
; perhaps

For joy of oftbr'd peace ; but I suppose
If our proposals once again were heard,
We should compel them to a quick result.

To whom thus Belial in 'ike gamesome mood:
Leader, the terms we sent were terms of weight,
Of hard contents, and full of force urg'dhome ;

Such as we might perceive amused them all,
And stumbled many; who receives them right,
Had need from head to foot well understand;
Not understood, this gift they have besides,
They show us when our foes walk not upright.'
Thus they among themselves in pleasant vein

Stood scoffing
Milton's Par, Lost, b. vi. I. 609, &c.

THE desire of pleasing makes a man
agreeable or unwelcome to those with whom
he converses, according to the motive from
which that inclination appears to flow. If'

your concern for pleasing others arises
from an innate benevolence, it never fails

of success; if from a vanity to excel, its

disappointment is no less certain. What
we call an agreeable man, is he who is en
dowed with the natural bent to do accep
table things from a delight he takes in them
merely as such; and the affectation of
that character is what constitutes a fop.
Under these leaders one may draw up all

those who may make up any manner of

figure, except in dumb show. A rational
and select conversation is composed of per
sons, who have the talent of pleasing with

delicacy of sentiments flowing from habit
ual chastity of thought; but mixed compa
ny is frequently made up of pretenders to

mirth, and is usually pestered with con
strained, obscene, and painful witticisms.
Now and then you may meet with a man
so exactly formed for pleasing, that it is no
matter what he is doing or saying, that is

to say, that there need be no manner of

importance in it, to make him gain upon
every b<idy who hears or beholds him.
This felicity is not the gift of nature only,
but must be attended with happy circum
stances, which add a dignity to the familiar
behaviour which distinguishes him whom
we call an agreeable man. It is from this
that every body loves and esteems Polycar-
pus. He is in the vigour of his age, and
the gaiety of life, but has passed through
very conspicuous scenes in it: though no
soldier, he has shared the danger, and ac
ted with great gallantry and generosity on
a decisive day of battle. To have those
qualities which only make other men con
spicuous in the world as it were supernu
merary to him, is a circumstance which
gives weight to his most indifferent actions;
for as a known credit is ready cash to a
trader, so is acknowledged merit imme
diate distinction, and serves in the place
of equipage to a gentleman. This renders

Polycarpus graceful in mirth, important
in business, and regarded with love in every
ordinary occurrence. But not to dwell
upon characters which have such particu
lar recommendations to our hearts, let us
turn our thoughts rather to the methods
of pleasing which must carry men through
the world who cannot pretend to such ad
vantages. Falling in with the particular
humour or manner of one above you, ab
stracted from the general rules of good be
haviour, is the life of a slave. A "parasite
differs in nothing from the meanest servant,
but that the footman hires himself for
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bodily labour, subjected to go and come at

the will <:f his master, but the other gives
up his very soul: he is prostituted to speak,
and professes to think after the mode of
him whom he courts. This servitude
to a patron, in an honest nature, would be
more grievous than that of wearing his

livery; therefore we will speak of those
methods only which are worthy and inge
nuous.

The happy talent of pleasing either tn;>se

above you or below you, seems to be wholly
owing to the opinion they have of your sin

cerity. This quality is to attend the agree
able man in all the actions of his life; and
I think there need no more be said in
honour of it, than that it is what forces the

approbation even of your opponents. The
guilty man has an honour for the judge
who with justice pronounces against him
the sentence of death itself. The author
of the sentence at the head of this paper,
was an excellent judge of human life, and
passed his own in company the most agree
able that ever was in the world. Augustus
lived amongst his friends, as if he had his
fortune to make in his own court. Candour
and affability, accompanied with as much
power as ever mortal was vested with, were
what made him in the utmost manner
agreeable among a set of admirable men,
who had thoughts too high for ambition,
and views too large to be gratified by what
he could give them in the disposal of an em
pire, without the pleasure of their mutual
conversation. A certain unanimity of taste
and judgment, which is natural to all of
the same order of the species, was the band
of this society: and the emperor assumed
no figure in it, but what he thought was due
from his private talents and qualifications,
as they contributed to advance the plea
sures and sentiments of the company.
Cunning people, hypocrites, all who are

but half virtuous, or half wise, are incapa
ble of tasting the refined pleasure of such
an equal company as could wholly exclude
the regard of fortune in their conversations.

Horace, in the discourse from whence I

take the hint of the present speculation,
lays down excellent rules for conduct in

conversation with men of power; but he
speaks with an air of one who had no need
of such an application for any thing which
related to himself. It shows he understood
what it was to be a skilful courtier, by just
admonitions against importunity, and show
ing how forcible it was to speak modestly
of your own wants. There is indeed some
thing so shameless in taking all opportuni
ties to speak of your own affairs, that he who
is guilty of it towards him on whom he de-

ix-nds, fares like the beggar who exposes
his sores, which, instead of moving com
passion, makes the man he begs of turn

away from the object.
I cannot tell what is become of him, but

I remember about sixteen years ago an
honest fellow, who so justly understood how

disagreeable the mention or appearance of
his wants would make him, that I have
often reflected upon him as a counterpart
of Irus, whom I have formerly mentioned.
This man, whom I have missed for some
years in my walks, and have heard was
some way employed about the army, made
it a maxim, that good wigs, delicate linen,
and a cheerful air, were to a poor depend
ent the same that working tools are to a

poor artificer. It was no small entertain

ment to me, who knew his circumstances,
to see him, who had fasted two days, attri

bute the thinness thev told him of, to the
violence of some galfantries he had lately
been guilty cf. The skilful dissembler car
ried on this with the utmost address; and
if any suspected his affairs were narrow, it

was attributed to indulging himself in some
fashionable vice rather than an irreproach
able poverty, which saved his credit with
those on whom he depended
The main art is to be as little trouble

some as you can, and make all you hope for

come rather as a favour from your patron
than claim from you. But I am here prat
ing of what is the method of pleasing so as

to succeed in the world, when there are

crowds, who have, in city, town court, and

country, arrived at considerable acquisi
tions, and yet seem incapable of acting in

any constant tenor of life, but have gone on
from one successful error to another: there
fore I think I may shorten this inquiry after

the method of pleasing; and as the old beau
said to his son^ once for all,

'

Pray, Jack,
be a fine gentleman;' so may I to my
reader, abridge my introductions, and finish

the art of pleasing in a word,
' Be rich.'

T.
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Pectoribus inhians spirantia consulit exta.

r\rg. JEn. iv. 64.

Anxious the reeking entrails be consults.

HAVING already given an account of the
dissection of a beau's head, with the seve
ral discoveries made on that occasion, I

shall here, according to my promise, enter

upon the dissection of a coquette's heart,
and communicate to the public such parti
culars as we observed in that curious piece
of anatomy.

I should perhaps have waived this un

dertaking, had I not been put in mind of

my promise by several or my unknown
correspondents, who are very importunatc-
with me to make an example of the co

quette, as I* have already done of the beau.
It is therefore in compliance with the re

quest of friends, that I have looked over
the minutes of my former dream, in order
to give the public an exact relation of it,

which I shall enter upon without farther

preface.
Our operator, before he engaged in this

visionary dissection, told us, that there was
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nothing in his art more difficult than to la'

open the heart of a coquette, by reason oj

the many labyrinths and recesses which
are to be found in it, and which do not ap
pear in the heart of any other animal.
He desired us first o'f all to observe the

pericardium, or outward case of the heart,
which we did very attentively; and by the
help of our glasses discerned in it millions
of little scars, which seemed to have been
occasioned by the points of innumerable
darts and arrows, that from time to time
had glanced upon the outward coat; though
we could not discover the smallest orifice,

by which any of them had entered and
pierced the inward substance.

Every smatterer in anatomy knows that
this pericardium, or case of the heart, con
tains in it a thin reddish liquor, supposed to
be bred from the vapours which exhale out
of the heart, and, being stopped here, are
condensed into this watery substance. Upon
examining this liquor, we found that it had
in it all the qualities of that spirit which is

made use of in the thermometer, to show
the change of weather.
Nor must I here omit an experiment one

of the company assured us he himself had
made with this liquor, which he found in

great quantity about the heart of a coquette
whom he had formerly dissected. He af
firmed to us, that he had actually enclosed
it in a small tube made after the manner of
a weather-glass; but that instead of ac

quainting him with the variations of the at

mosphere, it showed him the quality of
those persons who entered the room where
it stood. He affirmed also that it rose at the

approach of a plume of feathers, an em
broidered coat, or a pair of fringed gloves;
and that it fell as soon as an ill-shaped pe
riwig, a clumsy pair of shoes, or an un
fashionable coat came into his house. Nay,
he proceeded so far as to assure us, that

upon his laughing aloud when he stood by
it, the liquor mounted very sensibly, and

immediately sunk again upon his looking
serious. In short, he told us, that he knew
very well by this invention, whenever he
had a man of sense, or a coxcomb in his

room.

Having cleared away the pericardium,
or case, and liquor above-mentioned, we
came to the heart itself. The outward
surface of it was extremely slippery, and
the mucro, or point, so very cold withal,
that upon endeavouring to take hold if it,

it glided through the fingers like a smooth

piece of ice.

The fibres were turned and twisted in

a more intricate and perplexed manner
than they are usually found in other hearts;

insomuch that the whole heart was wound

ip together in a Gordian knot, and must
have had very irregular and unequal mo
tions, while it was employed in its vital

functions.

One thing we thought very observable,

namely, that upon examining all the ves

sels which came into it, or issued out of it,

we could not discover anyvcommunication
that it had with the tongue?)We could not but take notice likewise,
that several of those little nerves in the
heart which are affected by the sentiments
of love, hatred, and other passions, did not
descend to this before us from the brain,
but from the muscles which lie about the

eye.

Upon weighing the heart in my hand, I
found it to be extremely light, and conse

quently very hollow, which I did not won
der at, when, upon looking into the inside
of it, I saw multitudes of cells and cavities

running one within another, as our histo
rians describe the apartments of Rosa
mond's bower. Several of these little hol
lows were stuffed with innumerable sorts

of trifles, which I shall forbear giving any
particular account of, and shall therefore

only take notice of what lay first and up
permost; which, upon our unfolding it, and

applying our microscopes to it, appeared to

be a flame-coloured hood.
We are informed that the lady of this

heart, when living, received the addresses
of several who made love to her, and did
not only give each of them encouragement,
but made every one she conversed with be
lieve that she regarded him with an eye of

kindness; for which reason we expected to

have seen the impressions of multitudes of
Faces among the several plaits and foldings
of the heart; but to our great surprise not a

ingle print of this nature discovered itself

until we came into the very core and centre
of it. We there observed a little figure,

which, upon applying our glasses to it, ap
peared dressed in a very fantastic manner.
The more I looked upon it, the more I

thought I had seen the face before, but
could not possibly recollect either the place
or time; when at length, one of the com
pany, who had examined this figure more

licely than the rest, showed us plainly by
the make of its face, and the several turns
of its features, that the little idol which
was thus lodged in the very middle of the
icart was the deceased beau, whose head I

jave some account of in my last Tuesday's
Daper.
As soon as we had finished our dissection,

we resolved to make an experiment of the

icart, not being able to determine among
ourselves the nature of its substance, which
differed in so many particulars from that
of the heart in other females. Accordingly
we laid it in a pan of burning coals, when
we observed in it a certain salamandrine

quality, that made it capable of living in the
midst of fire and flame, without being con-

.umed, or so much as singed.
As we were admiring this strange phae-

inmenon, and standing round the heart in a

ircle, it gave a most prodigious sigh, or
ather crack, and dispersed all at once in

m:>ke and vapour. '1 his imaginary noise,
vhich me thought was louder than the
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burst of a cannon, produced such a violent
shake in my brain, that it dissipated the
fumes of sleep, and left me in an instant
broad awake. L.

No. 282.] Wednesday, Jan. 23, 1711-12.

Spes incerta'futuri.

Virg. JEn.viii. 580.

Hopes and fears in equal balance laid. Dryden.

IT is a lamentable thing that every man
is full of complaints, and constantly utter

ing sentences against the fickleness of for

tune, when people generally bring upon
themselves all the calamities they fall into,
and are constantly heaping up matter for

their own sorrow and disappointment. That
which produces the greatest part of the de
lusions of mankind, is a false hope which peo
ple indulge with so sanguine a flattery to

themselves, that their hearts are bent upon
fantastical advantages which they had no
reason to believe should ever have arrived
to them. By this unjust measure of calcu

lating their happiness, they often mourn
with real affliction for imaginary losses.

When I am talking of this unhappy way of

accounting for ourselves, 1 cannot but re

flect upon a particular set of people, who,
in their own favour, resolve every thing
that is possible into what is probable, and
then reckon on that probability as on what
must certainly happen. Will Honeycomb,
upon my observing his looking on a lady
with some particular attention, gave me an
account of the great distresses which had
laid waste her very fine face, and had

given an air of melancholy to a very agree
able person. That lady, and a couple of

sisters of hers, were, said Will, fourteen

years ago, the greatest fortunes about town;
but without having any loss, by bad tenants,

by bad securities, or any damAge by sea or

land, are reduced to very narrow circum
stances. They were at that time the most
inaccessible haughty beauties in town; and
their pretensions to take upon them at that

unmerciful rate, were raised upon the fol

lowing scheme, according to which all their

lovers were answered.

' Our father is a youngish man, but then

our mother is somewhat older, and not

likely to have any children: his estate be

ing 800/. fier annum, at twenty years pur
chase, is worth 16,000/. Our uncle, who
is above fifty, has 400/. per annum, which
at the aforesaid rate, is 8.000/. There is a

widow aunt, who has 10,000/. at her own

disposal, left by her husband, and an old

maiden aunt, who has 6,000/. Then our

father's mother has 900/. fier annum, which

is worth 18,0007. and 1,0001. each of us has

of our own, which cannot be taken from
us. These summed up together stand

thus:
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Immour or interests call fcr their capacity
either way.

It would not, methinks, be a useless com
parison between the condition of a man who
shuns all the pleasures of life, and of one
who makes it his business to pursue them.

Hope in the recluse makes his austerities

comfortable, while the luxurious man gains
nothing but uneasiness from his enjoyments.
What is the difference in the happiness of
him who is macerated by abstinence, and
him who is surfeited with excess? He who
resigns the world has no temptation to

envy, hatred, malice, anger, but is in con
stant possession of a serene mind: he who
follows the pleasures of it, which are in

their very nature disappointing, is in con
stant search of care, solicitude, remorse,
and confusion.

'January 14, 1712.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a young wo

man, and have my fortune to make, for

which reason I come constantly to church
to hear divine service, and make conquests:
but one great hindrance in this my design
is, that our clerk, who was once a gardener,
has this Christmas so over-decked the
church with greens, that he has quite
spoiled my prospect; insomuch that I have
scarce seen the young baronet I dress at

these three weeks, though we have both
been very constant at our devotions, and do
not sit above three pews off. The church,
as it is now equipped, looks more like a

green-house than a place of worship. The
middle aisle is a very pretty shady walk,
and the pews look like so many arbours on
each side of it. . The pulpit itself has such
clusters of ivy, holly, and rosemary about

it, that a light fellow in our pew took occa
sion to say, that the congregation heard the
word out of a bush, like Moses. Sir An
thony Love's pew in particular is so well

hedged, that all my batteries have no effect.

I am obliged to shoot at random among the

boughs, without taking any manner of aim.

Mr. Spectator, unless you will give orders

for removing these greens, I shall grow a

very awkward creature at church, and soon

have little else to do there but to say my
prayers. I am in haste, dear sir, your most
obedient servant,
T. 'JENNY SIMPER.'

No. 283.] Thursday, Jan, 24, 1711-12.

Magister artis ingenique largitor
Venter Pers. Prolog, ver. 10.

Necessity is the mother of invention.

English Proverbs.

LUCIAN rallies the philosophers in his

time, who could not agree whether they
should admit riches into the number of real

goods; the professors of the severer sects

threw them quite out, while others as re

solutely inserted them.
I am apt to believe, that as the world

grew more polite, the rigid doctrines of the

first were wholly discarded; and I do not

find any one so hardy at present as to deny
that there are very great advantages in the

enjoyment of a plentiful fortune. Indeed
the best and wisest of men, though they
may possibly despise a good part of those

things which the world calls pleasures,
can, I think, hardly be insensible of that

weight and dignity which a moderate share
of wealth adds to their characters, counsels,
and actions.

We find it is a general complaint in pro
fessions and trades, that the richest mem
bers of them are chiefly encouraged; and
this is falsely imputed to the ill-nature of

mankind, who are bestowing their favours

on such as least want them. Whereas, if

we fairly consider their proceedings in this

case, we shall find them founded on un
doubted reason: since, supposing both equal
in their natural integrity, I ought, in com
mon prudence, to fear foul play from an in

digent person, rather than from one whose
circumstances seem to have placed him
above the bare temptation of money.
This reason also makes the common

wealth regard her richest subjects, as those

who are most concerned for her quiet and
interest, and consequently fittest to be in

trusted with her highest employments. On
the contrary, Catiline's saying to those

men of desperate fortunes, who applied
themselves to him, and of whom he after

wards composed his army, that they had

nothing to hope for but a civil war, was
too true not to make the impressions he
desired.

I believe I need not fear but that what I

have said in praise of money, will be more
than sufficient with most of my readers to

excuse the subject of my present paper,
which I intend as an essay on the ways to

raise a man's fortune, or the art of growing
rich.

The first and most infallible method to

wards the attaining of this end is thrift.

All men are net equally qualified for getting

money, but it is in the power of every one
alike to practice this virtue, and I believe

there are very few persons, who, if they
please to reflect on their past lives, will not

find that had they saved all those little

sums which they have spent unnecessarily,

they might at present have been masters
of a competent fortune. Diligence justly
claims the next place to thrift. I find

both these excellently well recommended
to common use in the three following Italian

proverbs:
Never to do that by proxy which you can do yourself.
Never defer that till to-morrow which you can do to-day
Never neglect small matters and expenses.

A third instrument of growing rich, is

method in business, which, as well as the
two former, is also attainable by persons of
the meanest capacities.
The famous De Witt, one of the greatest

statesman of the age in which he lived,

being asked by a friend how he was able to
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despatch that multitude of affairs in which
he was engaged? replied, that his whole
art consisted in doing one thing at once.
'

If,' says he,
' I have any necessary des

patches to make, I think of nothing else
until those are finished: if any domestic
affairs require my attention, I give myself
up wholly to them until they are set hi
order.

'

In short, we often see men of dull and
phlegmatic tempers arriving to great es

tates, by making a regular and orderly dis

position of their business, and that without
it the greatest parts and most lively imagi
nations rather puzzle their affairs, than

bring them to an happy issue.

From what has been said, I think I may
lay it down as a maxim, that every man of

good common sense may, if he pleases, in

his particular station of life, most certainly
be rich. The reason why we sometimes see
that men of the greatest capacities are not

so, is either because they despise wealth in

comparison of something else; or at least

are not content to be getting an estate, un
less they may do it in their own way, and
at the same time enjoy all the pleasures
and gratifications of life.

But besides these ordinary forms of grow
ing rich, it must be allowed that there is

room for genius as well in this as in all other
circumstances of life.

Though the ways of getting money were
long since very numerous, and though so

many new ones have been found out of late

years,
there is certainly still remaining so

large a field for invention, that a man of

an indifferent head might easily sit down
and draw up such a plan for the conduct

t

and support of his life, as was never yet
once thought of.

We daily see methods put in practice by
hungry and ingenious men, which demon
strate the power of invention in this par
ticular.

It is reported of Scaramouch, the first

famous Italian comedian, that being at Paris
and in great want, he bethought himself of

constantly plying near the door of a noted

perfumer in that city, and when any one
came out who had been buying snuff, never
failed to desire a taste of them: when he
had got together a quantity made up of

several different sorts, he sold it again at a

lower rate to the same perfumer, who find

ing out the trick, called it
' Tabac de milie

^flairs,' or 'Snuff of a thousand flowers.'

The story farther tells us, that by this

means he got a very comfortable subsist

ence, until making too much haste to grow
rich, he one d-\v took such an unreasonable

pinch out of the b >x "f a Swiss officer, as

engaged him in a quarrel, and obliged him
to quit this ingennus wiy of life.

Nor can I in this place omit d -ing justice
to a youth of my own country, who, though
he is scarce yet twelve vt-irs old, Iris with

great industry and application attuned to

the art of beating the granadiers march on

his chin. I am credibly informed that by
this means he does not only maintain him
self and his mother, but that he is laying up
money every day, with a design, if the war
continues, to purchase a drum at least, if

not a pair of colours.

I shall conclude these instances with the
device of the famous Rabelais, when he
was at a great distance from Paris, and
without money to bear his expenses thither.

The ingenious author being thus sharp-set,

fot
together a convenient quantity of brick-

ust, and having disposed of it into several

papers, writ upon one, 'Poison for mon
sieur;' upon a second,

' Poison for the dau

phin,' and on a third,
' Poison for the king.'

Having made a provision for the Rcyal
family of France, he laid his papers so that

his landlord, who was an inquisitive man,
and a good subject, might get a sight of
them.
The plot succeeded as he desired. The

host gave immediate intelligence to the

secretary of state. The secretary pre
sently sent down a special messenger, who
brought up the traitor to court, and pro
vided him at the king's expense with

proper accommodations, on the road. As
soon as he appeared, he was known to be
the celebrated Rabelais, and his powder
upon examination being found very inno

cent, the jest was only laughed at; for which
a less eminent droll would have been sent

to the galleys.
Trade and commerce might doubtless be

still varied a thousand ways, out of which
would arise such branches as have not yet
been touched. The famous Doily is still

fresh in every one's memory, who raised a
fortune by finding out materials for such
stuffs as might at once be cheap and gen
teel. I have heard it affirmed, that had
not he discovered this frugal method of

gratifying our pride, we should hardly have
been able to carry on the last war.

I regard trade not only as highly advan

tageous to the commonwealth in general,
but as the most natural and likely method
of making a man's fortune; having observed
since my being a Spectator in the w rid,

greater estates got about 'Change, than at

Whitehall or Saint James's. I believe I

may also add, that the first acquisitions are

generally attended with more satisfaction ,

and as good a conscience.
I must not however close this essay,

without observing that what lias been said

is only intended for persons in the common
ways of thriving, and is not designed for

those men who from low beginnings push
themselves up to the top of states, and the
most considerable figures in life. My
maxim of saving is not designed for such
as these, since nothing is more usual thar.

for thrift to disappoint the ends of ambi
tion; it b?ing almost impossible that the
mind should be intent upon trifles, while it

is at the same time forming some great de

sign.
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I may therefore compare these men to a

great poet, who, as Longinus says, while he
is full of the most magnificent ideas, is not

always at leisure to mind the little beauties
and niceties of his art.

I would, however, have all my readers
take great care how they mistake them
selves for uncommon geniuses, and men
above rule, since it is very easy for them
to be deceived in this particular. X.

No. 284.] Friday, January 25, 1711-12,

Posthabui tamen illorum mea seria ludo.*

Virg. Eel. vii. 17.

Their mirth to share, I bid my business wait.

AN affected behaviour is without ques
tion a very great charm; but under the
notion of being unconstrained and disen

gaged, people take upon them to be uncon
cerned in any duty of life. A general ne

gligence is what they assume upon all

occasions, and set up for an aversion to all

manner of business and attention. ' I am
the carelessest creature in the world, I

have certainly the worst memory of any
man living,' are frequent expressions in the
mouth of a pretender of this sort. It is a

professed maxim with these people never
to think; there is something so solemn in

reflection, they, forsooth, can never give
themselves time for such a way of employ
ing themselves. It happens often that this

sort of man is heavy enough in his nature
to be a good proficient in such matters as

are attainable by industry; but alas! he has
such an ardent desire to be what he is not,
to be too volatile, to have the faults of a

person of spirit, that he professes himself
the most unfit man living for any manner
of application. When this humour enters

into the head of a female, she generally

professes sickness upon all occasions, and
acts all things with an indisposed air. She
is offended, but her mind is too lazy to raise

her to anger, therefore she lives only as

actuated by a violent spleen, and gentle
scorn. She has hardly curiosity to listen

to scandal of her acquaintance, and has

never attention enough to hear them com
mended. This affectation in both sexes

makes them vain of being useless, and take

a certain pride in their insignificancy.

Opposite to this folly is another no less

unreasonable, and that is, the 'impertinence
of bein<; always in a hurry.' There are

those who visit ladies, and beg pardon,
before they are well seated in their chairs,

that they just called in, but are obliged to

attend business of importance elsewhere

the very next moment. Thus they run

from place to place, professing that they
are obliged t

' be still in another company
than thnt which they are in. These per
sons who are just a g- ing somewhere else

* The motto oricinally prefixed to this paper was,
' Strtnua nos exercet inertia. Hor.' which is now that

Of No. 54.
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should never be detained: let all the world
allow that business is to be minded, and
their affairs will be at an end. Their

vanity is to be importuned, and compliance
with their multiplicity of affairs would ef

fectually despatch them. The travelling

ladies, who have half the town to see in an

afternoon, may be pardoned for being in a
constant hurry; but it is inexcusable in men
to come where they have no business, to

profess they absent themselves where they
have. It has been remarked by some nice

observers and critics, that there is nothing
discovers the true temper of a person so

much as his letters. I have by me two

epistles, which are written by two people
of the different humours above mentioned.

It is wonderful that a man cannot observe

upon himself, when he sits down to write,

but that he will gravely commit himself to

paper the same man that he is in the free

dom of conversation. I have hardly seen

a line from any of these gentlemen but

spoke them as absent from what they were

doing, as they profess they are when they
come into company. For the folly is, that

they have persuaded themselves they really
are busy. Thus their whole time is spent
in suspense of the present moment to the

next, and then from the next to the suc

ceeding, which, to the end of life, is to pass

away with pretence to many things, and
execution of nothing.

'
SIR, The post is just going cut, and I

have many other letters of very great im

portance to write this evening, but I could

not omit making my compliments to you
for your civilities to me when I was last in

town. It is my misfortune to be so full of

business, that I cannot tell you a thousand

things which I have to say to you. I must
desire you to communicate the contents of

this to no one living; but believe me to be,

with the greatest fidelity, sir, your most

obedient, humble servant,
STEPHEN COURIER.'

MADAM, I hate writing, of all things
in the world; however, though I have drank

the waters, and am told I ought not to use

my eyes so much, I cannot forbear writing
to you, to tell you I have been to the last

degree hipped since I saw you. How could

you entertain such a thought, as that I

should hoar of that silly fellow with pa
tience? Take my word for it, there is no

thing in it; and you may believe it when so

lazy a creature as I am undergo the pains
to assure you of it, by taking pen, ink, and

paper in mv hand. Forgive this; you know I

shall not often offend in this kind. I am
very much y~ur servant,

BRIDGET EITHERDOWN,'
' The fellow is of your country; pr'ythee

send me word, however, whether he has so

great an estate.'

'Jan 24, 1712.

MR. SPECTATOR, I am clerk of the
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parish from whence Mrs. Simper sends her

complaint, in your Spectator of Wednesday
last I must beg of you to publish this as
a public admonition to the aforesaid Mrs.
Simper, otherwise all my honest care in

the disposition of the greens in the church
will have no effect: I shall therefore, with

your leave, lay before you the whole mat
ter. I was formerly, as she charges me,
for several years a gardener in the county
of Kent- but I must absolutely deny that it

is out of any affecti n I retain for my old

employment that I have placed my greens
so liberally about the church, but out of a

E
articular spleen I conceived against Mrs.

imper (and others of the same sisterhood)
some time ago. As to herself, I had one

day set the hundredth psalm, and was sing
ing the first line in order to put the congre
gation into the tune; she was all the while

courtesying to Sir Anthony in so affected
and indecent a manner, that the indigna
tion I conceived at it made me forget my
self so far, as from the tune of that psalm
to wander into Southwell tune, and from
thence into Windsor tune, still unable to re
cover myself, until I had with the utmost
confusion set a new one. Nay, I have often

seen her rise up and smile, and courtesy to

one at the lower end of the church in the
midst of a Gloria Patri; and when 1 have

spoken the assent to a prayer with a long
Amen, uttered with decent gravity, she has
been rolling her eyes around about in such
a manner, as plainly showed, however she
was moved, it was not towards a heavenly
object. In fine, she extended her con

quests so far over the males, and raised

such envy in the females, that what be
tween love of those, and the jealousy of

these, I was almost the only person that

looked in a prayer-book all church-time.
I had several projects in my head to put a

stop to this growing mischief; but as I have

long lived in Kent, and there often heard
how the Kentish men evaded the conquer
or, by carrying green boughs over their

heads, it put me in mind of practising this

device against Mrs. Simper. I find I have

preserved many young men from her eye
shot by this means, therefore humbly pray
tire boughs may be fixed, until she shall

give security for her peaceable intentions.

Your humble servant,
T. 'FRANCIS STERNHOLD.'
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Ne. quicunque Deus, quic.unqiie adhibebitur heros,

Recall conspectus in aiiro nupr ct ostro,

Minr.'t in ohsniras Imnili sermone tahernas:

Aut, dum vital humum, null's et innnia captet.
Hor. Ars Poet ver. 227.

Put then they did not wronz themselves BO much,
To make a god, a hero, or a king,

(Stript off his golden crown, and purple robe)
Descend to a mechanic dialect ;

Nor (to avoid such maannpss) soaring high.
With empty sound, and airy notions, fly.

Roscommon.

HAVING already treated of the fable, the
characters, and sentiments in the Paradise
Lost, we are in the last place to consider
the language; and as the learned world is

very much divided upon Milton as to this

point, I h">pe they will excuse me if I ap
pear particular in any of my opinirns, and
incline to those who judge the most advan

tageously of the author.
It is requisite that the language of an

heroic poem should be both perspicuous
and sublime. In proportion as either of
these two qualities are wanting, the lan

guage is imperfect. Perspicuity is the
first and most necessary qualification; inso

much that a good-natured reader some
times overlooks a little slip even in the

grammar or syntax, where it is impossible
for him to mistake the poet's sense. Of
this kind is that passage in Milton, wherein
he speaks of Satan:

-God and his Son except.
Created thing nought valu'd he nor shunn'd :

and that in which he describes Adam and
Eve:

Adam the goodliest man of men since born
His sons, the fairest of her daughters Eve.

. It is plain, that in the former of these

passages, according to the natural syntax,
the divine persons mentioned in the first

line are represented as created beings; and
that, in the other, Adam and Eve are con
founded with their sons and daughters.
Such little blemishes as these, when the

thought is great and natural, we should
with Horace, impute to a pardonable in

advertency, or to the weakness of human
nature, which cannot attend to each minute

particular, and give the last finishing to

every circumstance in so long a wrrk. The
ancient critics, therefore, who were actua
ted by a spirit of candour, rather than that
of cavilling, invented certain figures of

speech, on purposes to palliate little errors
of this nature in the writings of those au
thors who had so many greater beauties to

atone for them.
If clearness and perspicuity were only

to be consulted, the poet would have no

thing else to do but to clothe his thoughts
in the most plain and natural expressions.
But since it often happens that the most ob
vious phrases, and those which are used in

ordinary conversation, become too familiar

to the ear, and contract a kind of meanness

by passing through the mouths of the vul

gar; a poet should take particular care

to guard himself against idiomatic ways of

speaking. Ovid and Lucan have many
poornesses of expression upon this account,
as taking up with the first phrases that of

fered, without putting themselves to the

trouble of looking after such as would not

only have been natural, but also elevated

and sublime. Milton has but few failings
in this kind, of which, however, you may
meet with some instances, as in the follow

ing passages:
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Embryos and idiots, eremites and friars,

White, black, and gray, with all trumpery,
Here pilgrims roam
A while discourse they hold,
No fear lest dinner cool; when thus began
Our author
Who of all aees to succeed, but feeling
The evil on Him brought by me, will curse

My head, ill fare our ancestor impure,
For this we may thank Adam

The great masters in composition know
very well that many an elegant phrase be
comes improper for a poet or an orator,
when it has been debased by common use.

For this reason the works of ancient au

thors, which are written in dead languages,
have a great advantage over those which
are written in languages that are now
spoken. Were there any mean phrases
or idioms in Virgil or Homer, they would
not shock the ear of the most delicate

modern reader, so much as they would
have done that of an old Greek or Ro
man, because we never hear them pro
nounced in our streets, or in ordinary con
versation.

It is not therefore sufficient, that the

language of an epic poem be perspicuous,
unless it be also sublime. To this end it

ought to deviate from the common forms
and ordinary phrases of speech. The judg
ment of a poet very much discovers itself

in shunning the common roads of expres
sion, without falling into such ways of speech
as may seem stiff and unnatural: he must
not swell into a false sublime, by endea

vouring to avoid the other extreme.

Among the Greeks, ^Eschylus, and some
times Sophocles, were guilty of this fault;

among the Latins, Claudian and Statius;
and among our own countrymen, Shak-

speare and Lee. In these authors the
affectation of greatness often hurts the

perspicuity of the style, as in many others

the endeavour after perspicuity prejudices
its greatness.

Aristotle has observed, that the idiomatic

style may be avoided, and the sublime

formed by the following methods. First,

by the use of metaphors; such are those of

Milton.

Imparadis'd in one another's arms.
-And in his hand a reed

Stood waving tipt with fire.-

The grassy clods now calv'd-

Spangled with eyes

In these, and innumerable other in

stances, the metaphors are very bold but

just: I must however observe, that the meta

phors are not so thick sown in Milton,
which always savours too much of wit:

that they never clash with one another,

which, as Aristotle observes, turns a sen

tence into a kind of an enigma or riddle;
and that he seldom has recourse to them
where the proper and natural words will

do as well.

Another way of raising the language, and

giving it a poetical turn, is to make use of

the idioms of other tongues. Virgil is full

of the Greek f n-ms of speech, which the

critics call Hellenisms, as Horace in his

odes abounds with them much more than

Virgil. I need not mention the several

dialects which Homer has made use of for

this end. Miltcn, in conformity with the

practice of the ancient poets, and with

Aristotle's rule, has infused a great many
Latinisms, as well as Grsecisms, and some
times Hebraisms, into the language of his

poem; as towards the beginning of it.

Nor did they not perceive the evil plicht
In which they were, or the fierce pains not feel.

Yet to their general's voice they soon nbey'd
Who shall tempt with wand'ring feet.

The dark unbottom'd infinite abyss:
And through the palpable obscure find out

His uncouth way. or spread his airy flight

Upborn with indefatigable wings
Over the vast abrupt !

^o both ascend
In the visions of God . Book 2.

Under this head may be reckoned the ,,

placing the
adjective

after the substantive,
the transposition of words, the turning the

adjective into a substantive, with several

other foreign modes of speech which
this poet has naturalized, to give his verse

the greater sound, and throw it out of /

prose.
The third method mentioned by Aristo

tle, is what agrees with the genius of the

Greek language more than with that of any
other tongue, and is therefore more used

by Homer than by any othei >oet; I mean
the lengthening of a phrase by the addition

of words, which may either be inserted or

omitted, as also by the extending or con

tracting of particular words by the inser

tion or omission of certain syllables. Milton

has put in practice this method of raising
his language, as far as the nature of our

tongue will permit, as in the passage above

mentioned, eremite, for what is hermit
in common discourse. If you observe the

measure of his verse, he has with great

judgment suppressed a syllable in several

words, and shortened those of two syllables
into one; by which method, besides the

above mentioned advantage, he has given
a greater variety to his numbers. But this

practice is more particularly remarkable
in the names of persons and countries, as

Beelzebub, Hessebon, and in many other

particulars, wherein he has either changed
the name, or made use of that which is not

the most commonly known, that he might
the better deviate from the language of the

vulerar.

The same reason recommended to him
several old words, which also makes his

poem appear the more venerable, and gives
it a greater air of antiquity.

I must likewise take notice, that there
are in Milton several words of his own
coining, as '

cerberan, miscreated, hell-

doomed, embryon, atoms, and many others.

If the reader is offended at this liberty in

our English Poet, I would recommend to
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him a discourse in Plutarch, which show
us how frequently Homer has made use ol

the same liberty.

Milton, by the above-mentioned helps
' and by the choice of the noblest words anc

phrases which our tongue would afforc
him, has carried our language to a greater
height than any of the Engiish poets have
ever done before or after him, and made
the sublimity of his style equal to that of
his sentiments.

I have been the more particular in these
observations on Milton's style, because it is
in that part of him in which he appears
the most singular. The remarks I have
here made upon the practice of other poets,
with my observations out of Aristotle, will

perhaps alleviate the prejudice which some
have taken to his poem upon this account;
though, after all, I must confess that I think
his style, though admirable in general, is
in some places too much stiffened and ob
scured by the frequent use of those me
thods which Aristotle has prescribed for
the raising of it.

This redundancy of those several ways
of speech which Aristotle calls 'foreign lan

guage, and with which Milton has so verymuch enriched, and in some places dark
ened the language of his poem, was the
more proper for his use, because his poem
is written in blank verse. Rhyme, with
out any other assistance, throws the Ian-

No. 286.] Monday, January "28, iril-12.

Nomina honesta prxtenduntur vitiis.

Tacit. Ann. Lib. xiv. c. 21.

Specious names are lent to cover vices.

'York, Jan. 18, 1711-12.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I pretend not to in

form a gentleman of somuch taste, whenever
he pleases to use it; but it may not be amiss
to inform your readers, that there is a false

delicacy, as well as a true one. True deli

cacy, as I take it, consists in exactness of

judgment and dignity of sentiment, or, if

you will, purity of affection, as this is op
posed to corruption and grossness. There
are pedants in breeding, as well as in learn

ing. The eye that cannot bear the light is

not delicate, but sore. A good constitution

appears in the soundness and vigour of the
parts, not in the squeamishness of the sto

mach; and a false delicacy is affectation, not
Joliteness. What then can be the stand-
ird of delicacy, but truth and virtue? Vir-
:ue, which as the satirist long since observed,
s real honour; whereas the other distinc-

ions among mankind are merely titular,

'udging by that rule, in my opinion, and
n that or many of your virtuous female
rtaders, you are so far from deserving Mr.
ourtly's accusation, that you seem toe

gentle, and to allow too many excuses for

.n enormous crime, which is the reproach
f the age, and is in all its branches and

guage off from prose, and very often makes '

degrees expressly forbidden by that reli-
an indifferent phrase pass unregarded; but
where the verse is not built upon rhymes,
there pomp of sound and energy of ex
pression are indispensably necessary to sup
port the style and keep it from falling into
the flatness of prose.
Those who have not a taste for this eleva

tion of style, and are apt to ridicule a poet
when he departs from the common forms
of expression, would do well to see how,
Aristotle has treated an ancient author
called Euclid, for his insipid mirth upon
this occasion. Mr. Dryden used to call
these sort of men his prose-critics.

I should, under this head of the language,
consider Milton's numbers, in which he has
made use of several elisions, that are not

customary among other English poets, as

may be particularly observed in his cut

ting off the letter Y, when it precedes a
vowel. This, and some other innovations
in the measure of his verse, has varied his
numbers in such a manner, as makes them
incapable of satiating the ear, and cloying
the reader, which the same uniform mea
sure would certainly have d^ne, and which
the perpetual returns of rhyme never fail

to do in long narrative poems. I shall close
these reflections upon the language of Para
dise Lost, with observing, that Milton has

gion we pretend to profess; and whose laws,
in a nation that calls itself Christian, one
would think should take place of those
rules which men of corrupt minds, and
those of weak understandings, follow. I

know not any thing more pernicious to

good manners, than the giving fair names
to foul actions: for this confounds vice and
virtue, and takes off that natural horror we
have to evil. An innocent creature, who
would start at the name of strumpet, may
think it pretty to be called a mistress, es

pecially if her seducer has taken care to

inform her, that an union of heart is the

principal matter in the sight of heaven,
and that the business at church is a mere
idle ceremony. Who knows not that the
difference between obscene and modest
words expressing the same action, consists

only in the accessary idea; for there is

nothing immodest in letters and syllables.
Fornication and adultery are modest words;
because they express an evil action as

criminal, and so as to excite horror and
aversion; whereas words representing the

pleasure rather than the sin, are, for this

reason, indecent and dishonest. Your pa
pers would be chargeable with something
worse than indelicacy, they would be im

moral, did you treat the detestable sins of

copied after Homer rather than Virgil in uncleanness in the same manner as you
the length of his periods, the copiousness rally an impertinent self-love, and an art-
of his phrases, and the running of his ful glarrce; as those laws would be very
Terses into one another.

L.
unjust that should chastise murder and

petty larceny with the same punishment.
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Even delicacy requires that the pity shown
to distressed indigent wickedness, first

betrayed into and then expelled the har
bours of the brothel, should be changed to

detestation, when we consider pampered
vice in the habitations of the wealthy. The
most free person of quality, in Mr. Court
ly 's phrase, that is, to speak properly, a
woman of figure who has forgot her birth
and breeding, dishonoured her relations
and herself, abandoned her virtue and repu
tation, together with the natural modesty
of her sex, and risked her very soul, is so
far from deserving to be treated with no
worse character than that of a kind woman,
which is, doubtless, Mr. Courtly's mean
ing, (if he has any,) that one can scarce be
too severe on her, inasmuch as she sins

against greater restraints, is less exposed,
and liable to fewer temptations, than beauty
in poverty and distress. It is hoped, there
fore, sir, that you will not lay aside your
generous design of exposing that monstrous
wickedness of the town, whereby a multi
tude of innocents are sacrificed m a more
barbarous manner than those who were of
fered to Moloch. The unchaste are pro
voked to see their vice exposed, and the
chaste cannot rake into such filth without
danger of defilement; but a mere spectator
may look into the bottom, and come off"

without partaking in the guilt. The doing
so will convince us you pursue public good,
and not merely your own advantage; but if

your zeal slackens, how can one help think

ing that Mr. Courtly's letter is but a feint
to get off from a subject, in which either

your own, or the private and base ends of
others to whom you are partial, or those
of whom you are afraid, would not endure
a reformation? I am, sir, your humble ser
vant and admirer, so long as you tread in
the paths of truth, virtue, and honour.'

' Trin. Coll. Cantab. Jan. 12, 1711-12.
' MR. SPECTATOR, It is my fortune to

have a chamber-fellow, with whom, though
I agree very well in many sentiments, yet
there is one in which we are as contrary as

light and darkness. We are both in love.
His mistress is a lovely fair, and mine a

lovely brown. Now as the praise of our
mistresses' beauty employs much of our
time, we have frequent quarrels in enter

ing upon that subject, while each says all

he can to defend his choice. For my own
part, I have racked my fancy to the ut

most; and sometimes with the greatest
warmth of imagination have told him, that

night was made before day, and many more
fine things, though without any effect; nay,
last night I could not forbear saying, with
more heat than judgment, that the devil

ought to be painted white. Now my desire
is, sir, that

you would be pleased to give us
in black and white your opinion in the mat
ter of dispute between us: which will either
furnish me with fresh and prevailing argu
ments to maintain my own taste, or make

me with less repining allow that of my
chamber-fellow. I know very well that *

have Jack Cleveland* and Bond's Horace
on my side; but then he has such a band of

rhymers and romance-writers, with which
he opposes me, and is so continually chiming
to the tune of golden tresses, yellow locks,

milk, marble, ivory, silver, swans, snow,
daisies, doves, and the Lord knows what,
which he is always sounding with so much
vehemence in my ears, that he often puts
me into a brown study how to answer him;
and I find that I am in a fair way to be quite
confounded, without your timely assistance

afforded to, sir, your humble servant,
Z. 'PHILOBRUNE.'

No. 287.] Tuesday, January 29, 1711-12,
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Toif \IHV e%s<ri xlttfix; Mfrtand.

Dear native land, how do the good and wise
Thy happy clime and countless blessings prize 1

I LOOK upon it as a peculiar happiness,
that were I to choose of what religion I

would be, and under what government I

would live, I should most certainly give the

preference to that form of religion and go
vernment which is established in my own
country. In this point I think I am deter
mined by reason and conviction; but if I

shall be told that I am actuated by preju
dice, I am sure it is an honest prejudice, it

is a prejudice that arises from the love of

my country, and therefore such a one as I

will always indulge. I have in several pa
pers endeavoured to express my duty and
esteem for the church of England, and de

sign this as an essay upon the civil part of
our constitution, having often entertained

myself with reflections qn this subject,
which I have not met with in other writers.

That form of government appears to me
the most reasonable which is most con
formable to the equality that we find in

human nature, provided it be consistent
with public peace and tranquillity. This
is what may properly be called liberty,
which exempts one man from subjection to

another, so far as the order and economy
of government will permit.
Liberty should reach every individual of

a people, as they all share one common
nature; if it only spreads among particular
branches, there had better be none at all,

since such a liberty only aggravates the
misfortune of those who are deprived of it,

by setting before them a disagreeable sub

ject of comparison.
This liberty is best preserved where the

legislative power is lodged in several per
sons, especially if those persons are of dif
ferent ranks and interests; for where they
are of the same rank, and consequently
have an interest to manage peculiar to that

rank, it differs but little from a despotical

* See Cleveland's Poems, 1653, 24mo. " The Senses'
Festival," p. 1.
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government in a single person. But the

greatest security a people can have for

their liberty, is when the legislative power
is in the hands of persons so happily dis

tinguished, that by providing for the par
ticular interests of their several ranks, they
are providing for the whole body of the

people; or in other words, when there is

no part of the people that has not a coin-
anon interest with at least one part of the

legislators.
If there be but one body of legislators, it

is no better than a tyranny; if there are

only two, there will want a casting voice,
and one of them must at length be swal
lowed up by disputes and contentions that
will necessarily arise between them. Four
would have the same inconvenience as two,
and a greater number would cause too much
confusion. I could never read a passage
in Polybius, and another in Cicero, to this

purpose, without a secret pleasure in ap
plying it to the English constitution, which
it suits much better than the Roman. Both
these great authors give the pre-eminence
to a mixed government, consisting of three

branches, the regal, the noble, and the po
pular. They had doubtless in their thoughts
the constitution of the Roman common
wealth, in which the consul represented
the king, the senate the nobles, and the
tribunes the people. This division of the
three powers in the Roman constitution,
was by no means so distinct and natural as

it is in the English form of government.
Among several objections that might be
made to it, I think the chief are those that
affect the consular power, which had only
the ornaments without the force of the regal
authority. Their number had not a cast

ing voice in it; for which reason, if one did
not chance to be employed abroad, while
the other sat at home, the public business
was sometimes at a stand, while the consuls

pulled two different ways in it. Besides, I

do not find that the consuls had ever a

negative voice in the passing of a law, or

decree of the senate: so that indeed they
were rather the chief body of the nobility,
or the first ministers of state, than a dis

tinct branch of the sovereignty, in which
none can be looked upon as a part, who are
not a part of the legislature. Had the con
suls been invested with the regal authority
to as great a degree as our monarchs, there
would never have been any occasion for a

dictatorship, which had in it the power of

all the three orders, and ended in the sub
version of the whole constitution.

Such a history as that of Suetonius, which

gives us a succession of absolute princes, is

to me an unanswerable argument against
despotic power. Where the prince is a
man of wisdom and virtue, it is indeed

happy for his people that he is absolute;
but since in the common run of mankind,
for one that is wise and good you find ten
of a contraiy character, it is very dangerous
for a ration to stand to its chance, or to

have its public happiness or misery depend
on the virtue or vices of a single person.
Look into the history I have mentioned, or
into any series of absolute princes, how
many tyrants must you read through, be
fore you come to an emperor that is sup-
portaDle. But this is not all; an honest

private man often grows cruel and aban
doned, when converted into an absolute

prince. Give a man power of doing what
he pleases with impunity, you extinguish
his fear, and consequently overturn in him
one of the great pillars of morality. This
too we find confirmed by matter of fact.

How many hopeful heirs apparent to grand
empires, when in the possession of them,
have become such monsters of lust and

cruelty as are a reproach to human nature!
Some tell us we ought to make our go

vernments on earth like that in heaven,
which, they say, is altogether monarchical
and unlimited. Was man like his Creator
in goodness and justice, I should be for fol

lowing this great model ; but where good
ness and justice are not essential to the

ruler, I would by no means put myself into

his hands to be disposed of according to his

particular will and pleasure.
It is odd to consider the connexion be

tween despotic government and barbarity,
and how the making of one person more
than man makes the rest less. Above nine

parts of the world in ten are in the lowest
state of slavery, and consequently sunk in

the most gross and brutal ignorance. Eu
ropean slavery is, indeed, a state of liberty,
if compared witb that which prevails in

the other three divisions of the world; and
therefore it is no wonder that those who
grovel under it have many tracks of light

among them, of which the others are wholly
destitute.

Riches and plenty are the natural fruits

of liberty, and where these abound, learn

ing and all the liberal arts will immediately
lift up their heads and flourish. As a man
must have no slavish fears and apprehen
sions hanging upon his mind, who will in

dulge the flights of fancy or speculation,
and push his researches into all the ab
struse corners of truth, so it is necessary
for him to have about him a competency of

all the conveniences of life.

The first thing every one looks after, is

to provide himself with necessaries. This

point will engross our thoughts until it be
satisfied. If this is taken care of to our

hands, we look out for pleasures and amuse

ments; and among a great number of idle

people, there will be many whose plea
sures will lie in reading and contemplation.
These are the two great sources of know

ledge, and as men grow wise they naturally
love to communicate their discoveries; and
others seeing the happiness of such a learned

life, and improving by their conversation,

emulate, imitate, and surpass one another,
until a nation is filled with races of wise and

understanding persons. Ease and plenty
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are therefore the great cherishers of know
ledge: and as most of the despotic govern
ments of the world have neither of them,
they are naturally overrun with ignorance
and barbarity. In Europe, indeed, notwith

standing several of its princes are absolute,
there are men famous for knowledge and
learning; but the reason is, because the

subjects are manv ofthem rich and wealthv,
the prince not thinking fit to exert himself
in his full tyranny, like the princes of the
eastern nations, lest his subjects should be
invited to new-mould their constitution,

having so manv prospects of liberty within
their view. But in all despotic govern
ments,' though a particular prince may fa

vour arts and letters, there is a natural

degeneracy of mankind, as you may observe
fn-'m Augustus's reign, how the Romans
lost themselves by degrees until they fell

to an equality with the most barbarous na
tions that surrounded them. Look upon
Greece under its free states, and vou would
think its inhabitants lived in different cli

mates, and under different heavens, from
those at present, so different are the ge-
niusses which are formed under Turkish
slavery, and Grecian liberty.

Besides poverty and want, there are other
reasons that debase the minds of men who
live under slavery, though I look on this as

the principal? The natural tendency of des

potic power to ignorance and barbarity,
though not insisted upon by others, is, I

think, an unanswerable argument against
that form of government, as it shows how
repugnant it is to the good of mankind, and
the perfection of human nature, which
ought to be the great ends of all civil in

stitutions. L.

No. 288.] Wednesday, Jan. 30, 1711-12.

Favor est utrique molestiis.

Hor. Lib. 1. Ep. vi. 10.

Both fear alike.

'MR. SPECTATOR, When you spoke of

the jilts and coquettes, you then promised
to be very impartial, and not to spare even

your own sex, should any of their secret or

open faults come under your cognizance;
which has given me encouragement to de
scribe a certain species of mankind under
the denomination of male jilts. They are

gentlemen who do not design to marry, yet
that they may appear to have some sense

of gallantry, think they must pay their de
voirs to one particular fair: in order to

which, they single out from amongst the
herd of females her to whom they design
to make their fruitless addresses. This

done, they first take every opportunity of

being in her companv, and then never fail

upon all occasions to "be particular to her,

laying themselves at her feet, protesting
the reality of their passion with a thousand

oaths, soliciting a return, and saying as

many fine things as their stock of wit will

allow; and if they are not deficient that

way, generally speak so as to admit of a
double interpretation ; which the credulous
fair is too apt to turn to her own advantage,
since it frequently happens to be a raw, in

nocent young creature, who thinks all the
world as sincere as herself, and so her un

wary heart becomes an easy prey to those
deceitful monsters, who no sooner perceive
it, but immediately they grow cool, and
shun her whom they before seemed so
much to admire, and proceed to act the
same common-place villany towards an
other. A coxcomb, flushed with many of
these infamous victories, shall say he is

sorry for the poor fools, protest and vow
he never thought of matrimony, and won
der talking civilly can be so strangely mis

interpreted. Now, Mr. Spectator, you that
are a professed friend to love, will, I hope,
observe upon those who abuse that noble

passion, and raise it in innocent minds by
a deceitful affectation of it, after which they
desert the enamoured. Pray bestow a little

of your counsel on those fond believing fe

males who already have, or are in danger
of having broken hearts; in which you will

oblige a great part of this town, but in a

particular manner, sir, your (yet heart-

whole) admirer, and devoted humble ser

vant, MELAINIA.'

Melainia's complaint is occasioned by so

general a folly, that it is wonderful one
could so long overlook it. But this false

gallantry proceeds from an impotence of

mind, which makes those who are guilty
of it incapable of pursuing what they them
selves approve. Many a man wishes a
woman his wife whom he dare not take for

such. Though no one has power over his

inclinations or fortunes, he is a slave to

common fame. For this reason, I think
Melainia gives them too soft a name in that

of male coquettes. I know not why irreso

lution
v

of mind should not be more con

temptible than impotence of body; and
these frivolous admirers would be but ten

derly used, in being only included in the
same term with the insufficient another

way. They whom my correspondent calls

male coquettes, should hereafter be called
fribblers. A fribbler is one who professes

rapture and admiration for the woman to

whom he addresses, and dreads nothing
so much as her consent. His heart can
flutter by the force of imagination, but can
not fix from the force of judgment. It is

not uncommon for the parents of young
women of moderate fortune to wink at the
addresses of fribblers, and expose their

children to the ambiguous behaviour which
Melainia complains cf, until by their fond
ness to one they are to lose, they become
incapable of love towards others, and by
consequence, in their future marriage lead
a joyless or a miserable life. As, therefore,
I shall in the speculations which regard
love, be as severe as I ought on jilts and
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libertine women, so will I be as little mer
ciful to insignificant and mischievous men
In order to this, all visitants who frequen
families wherein there are young females
are forthwith required to declare them
selves, or absent from places where their

presence banishes such as would pass their
time more to the advantage of those whom
they visit. It is a matter of too great mo
ment to be dallied with: and I shall expect
from all my young people a satisfactory ac
count of appearances. Strephon has, from
the publication hereof, seven davs to ex
plain the riddle he presented to Eudamia
and Chloris an hour after this comes to her
hand, to declare whether she will have
Philotas, whom a woman of no less merit
than herself, and of superior fortune, lan

guishes to call her own.

' To the Sfiectatdr.
'
SIR, Since so many dealers turn au

thors, and write quaint advertisements in

praise of their wares, one who, from an au
thor turned dealer, may be allowed for the
advancement of trade to turn author again.
I will not, however, set up like some of them,
for selling cheaper than the most able ho
nest tradesman can; nor do I send this to

be better known for choice and cheapness
of China and Japan wares, tea, fans, mus
lins, pictures, arrack, and other Indian

goods. Placed as I am in Leadenhall-street,
near the India company, and the centre of
that trade, thanks to my fair customers,
my warehouse is graced as well as the be
nefit days of my plays and operas; and the

foreign goods I sell, seem no less accept
able than the foreign books I translated,
Rabelais and Don Quixotte. This the cri

tics allow me, and while they like my wares

they may dispraise my writings. But as
it is not so well known yet, that I fre

quently cross the seas of late, and speak in

Dutch and French, besides other languages,
I have the conveniency of buying and im
porting rich brocades, Dutch atlasses, with

gold and silver, or without, and other fo

reign silks of the newest modes and best

fabrics, fine Flanders laces, linens, and pic
tures, at the best hand; this my new way of

trade I have fallen into, I cannot better

publish than by an application to you. My
wares are fit only for such as your readers;
and I would beg of you to print this ad
dress in your paper, that those whose minds
you adorn may take the ornaments for their

persons and houses from me. This, sir, if

I may presume to beg it, will be the greater
favour, as I have lately received rich silks

sind fine lace to a considerable value, which
will be sold cheap for a quick return, and
as I have also a large stock of other goods.
Indian silks were formerly a great branch
of our trade; and since we must not sell

them, we must seek amends by dealing in

others. This I hope will plead for one who
would lessen the number of teasers of the

Muses, and who, suiting his spirit to his

circumstances, humbles the poet to exalt

the citizen. Like a true tradesman, I hardly
ever look into any books but those of ac
counts. To say the truth, I cannot, I think,

give you a better idea of my being a down
right man of traffic, than by acknowledg
ing I oftener read the advertisements, than
the matter of even your paper. I am under
a great temptation to take this opportunity
of admonishing other writers to follow my
example, and trouble the town no more;
but as it is my present business to increase

the number of buyers rather than sellers, I

hasten to tell you that I am, sir, your most

humble, and most obedient servant,
T. 'PETER MOTTEUX.'

No. 289.] Thursday, January 31, 1711-12,

VitiB summa brevis spem nos vetat inchoare loneam.
Ilor. Oil. iv. Lib. 1. 15.

Life's span forbids us to extend our cares,
And stretch our hopes beyond our years. Creech.

UPON taking my seat in a coffee-house,
I often draw the eyes of the whole room

upon me, when in the hottest season of

news, and at a time, perhaps, that the
Dutch mail is just come in, they hear me
ask the coffee-man for his last week's bill

of mortality. I find that I have been some
times taken on this occasion for a parish
sexton, sometimes for an undertaker, and
sometimes for a doctor of physic. In this,

however, I am guided by the spirit of a

philosopher, as I take occasion from thence
to reflect upon the regular increase and
diminution of mankind, and consider the
several various ways through which we
pass from life to eternity. I am very well

pleased with these weekly admonitions,
that bring into my mind such thoughts as

ought to be the daily entertainment of

every reasonable creature; and can consi

der with pleasure to myself, by which of

those deliverances, or, as we commonly
call them, distempers, I may possibly make
my escape out of this world of sorrows, into

that condition of existence, wherein I hope
to be happier than it is possible for me at

present to conceive.

But this is not all the use I make of the
above-mentioned weekly paper. A bill of

mortality is, in my opinion, an unanswerable

argument for a Providence. How can we,
without supposing ourselves under the con
stant care of a Supreme Being, give any
>ossible account for that nice proportion,
vhich we find in every great city

between
he deaths and births of its inhabitants, and
>etween the number of males and that of

emales who are brought into the world?
*Vhat else could adjust in so exact a man-
ler the recruits of every nation to its losses,

and divide these new supplies of people
nto such equal bodies of both sexes?

hance could never hold the balance with
o steady a hand. Were we not counted
ut by an intelligent supervisor, we should
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sometimes be overcharged with multitudes
and at others waste away into a desert: w
should be sometimes a fiofiulus virorum
as Florus elegantly expresses it, a genera
tion of males, and at others a species oi

women. We may extend this considera
tion to every species of living creatures
and consider the whole animal world as a

huge army made up of innumerable corps
if I may use that term, whose quotas have
been kept entire near five thousand years
in so wonderful a manner, that there is no

probably a single species lost during thif

long tract of time. Could we have genera
bills of mortality of every kind of animals,
or particular ones of every species in each
continent and island, I could almost say in

every wood, marsh, or mountain, what
astonishing instances would they be of that
Providence which watches over all his
works?

I have heard of a great man in the Ro
mish church, who upon reading these
words in the fifth chapter of Genesis,

' And
all the days that Adam lived were nine
hundred and thirty years, and he died; and
all the days of Seth were nine hundred and
twelve years, and he died; and all the days oi

Methuselah, were nine hundred and sixty-
nine years, and he died;' immediately shut
himself up in a convent, and retired from
the world, as not thinking any thing in this

life worth pursuing, which had not regard
to another.
The truth of it is, there is nothing in his

tory which is so improving to the reader as
those accounts which we meet with of the
deaths of eminent persons, and of their be
haviour in that dreadful season. I may also

add, that there are no parts in history
which affect and please the reader in so

sensible a manner. The reason I take to

be this, because there is no other single
circumstance in the story of any person,
which can possibly be the case of every
one who reads it. A battle or a triumph
are conjunctures in which not one man in a
million is likely to be engaged: but when
we see a person at the point of death, we
cannot forbear being attentive to every
thing he says or does, because we are sure
that some time or other we shall ourselves
be in the same melancholy circumstances.
The general, the statesman, or the philo

sopher, are perhaps characters which we
may never act in; but the dying man is one

whom, sooner or later, we shall certainly
resemble.

It is, perhaps, for the same kind of rea

son, that few books written in English have
been so much perused as Dr. Sherlock's
Discourse upon Death; though at the same
time I must own, that he who hath not pe
rused this excellent piece, has not perhaps
read one of the strongest persuasives to a

religious life that ever was written in any
language.
The consideration with which I shall

dose this essay upon death, is one of the
53

most ancient and most beaten morals that
has been recommended to mankind. But
its being so very common, and so universally
received, though it takes away from it the

grace of novelty, adds very much to the

weight of it, as it shows that it falls in with
the general sense of mankind. In short, I

would have every one consider that he is in
this life nothing more than a passenger,
and that he is not to set up his rest here,
but to keep an attentive eye upon that state
of being to which he approaches every
moment, and which will be for ever fixed
and permanent. This single consideration
would be sufficient to extinguish the bitter
ness of hatred, the thirst of avarice, and
the cruelty of ambition.

I am very much pleased with the passage
of Antiphanes, a very ancient poet, who
lived near an hundred years before So
crates, which represents the life of a man
under this view, as I have here translated
it word for word. 'Be not grieved,' says
he,

' above measure for thy deceased
Friends. They are not dead, but have only
finished that journey which it is necessary
For every one of us to take. We ourselves
must go to that great place of reception in

which they are all of them assembled, and
in this general rendezvous of mankind, live

together in another state of being.'
I think I have, in a former paper, taken

notice of those beautiful metaphors in

scripture, where life is termed a pilgrim
age, and those who pass through it are all

called strangers and sojourners upon earth.
[ shall conclude this with a story, which I

lave somewhere read in the travels of Sir

Fohn Chardin. That gentleman, after

laving told us that the inns which receive
the caravans in Persia, and the eastern

countries, are called by the name of cara-

ansaries, gives us a relation to the follow

ng purpose.
A del-vise travelling through Tartary,

>eing arrived at the town of Balk, went into

he king's palace by mistake, as thinking it

o be a public inn, or caravansary. Having
ooked about him for some time, he entered
nto a long gallery, where he laid down his

wallet, and spread his carpet, in order to

epose himself upon it, after the manner ot

he eastern nations. He had not been long
n this posture before he was discovered by
ome of the guards, who asked him what
was his business in that place? The dervise
old them he intended to take up his night's

odging in that caravansary. The guards
et him know in a very angrjr manner, that

tie house he was in was not a caravansary,
ut the king's palace. It happened that

tie king himself passed through the gallery
uring this debate, and smiling at the mis-
ake of the dervise, asked him how he could

iossibly be so dull as not to distinguish a

ialace from a caravansary? 'Sir,' says the

ervise,
'
give me leave to ask your majesty

question or two. Who were the persons
lat lodged in this house when it was first
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built?' The king replied,
' His ancestors.

'

And who,' says the dervise,
' was the last

person that lodged here?' The king re

plied,
' His father.' ' And who is it,' says

the dervise,
' that lodges here at present?'

The king told him, that it was he himself.
' And who,' says the dervise,

' will be here

after you?' The king answered, 'The young
prince his son.' ' Ah, sir,' said the dervise,
4 a house that changes its inhabitants so

often, and receives such a perpetual suc-

cession of guests, is not a palace, but a

caravansary.' L.

No. 290.] Friday, February 1, 1711-12.

Projicit ampullas et sesquipedalia verba.
HOT. Jlrs Poet. v. 97.*

Forgets his swelling and gigantic words.
Roscommon.

THE players, who know I am very much
their friend, take all opportunities to ex

press a gratitude to me for being so. They
could not have a better occasion of obliging

me, than one which they lately took hold of.

They desired my friend Will Honeycomb
to bring me to the reading of a new tragedy :

it is called The Distressed Mother. f I

must confess, though some days are passed
since I enjoyed that entertainment, the pas
sions of the several characters dwell strong

ly upon my imagination; and I congratu
late the age that they are at last to see

truth and human life represented in the

incidents which concern heroes and hero

ines. The style of the play is such as be

comes those of the first education, and the

sentiments worthy of those of the highest

figure. It was a most exquisite pleasure to

me to observe real tears drop from the eyes

of those who had long made it their profes
sion to dissemble affliction; and the player
who read, frequently threw down the book,
until he had given vent to the humanity
which rose in him at some irresistible

touches of the imagined sorrow. We have
seldom had any female distress on the stage,

which did not, upon cool examination, ap
pear to flow from the weakness, rather

than the misfortune of the person repre
sented: but in this ti-agedy you are not en

tertained with the ungoverned passions of

such as are enamoured of each other,

merely as they are men and women, but

their regards are founded upon high con

ceptions of each other's virtue and merit;
and the character which gives name to the

play, is one who has behaved herself with

heroic virtue inrhe most important circum

stances of a female life, those of a wife, a

widow, and a mother. If there be those

whose minds have been too attentive upon
the affairs of life, to have any notion of the

passion of love in such extremes as are

* The original motto to this paper in folio was '

Spi
rat tragicum satis, ft feliciter audet.Hor.

t By Ambrose Philips. It was brought out at Drury-
Lane.

known only to particular tempers, yet in

the above-mentioned considerations, the

sorrow of the heroine will move even the

generality of mankind. Domestic virtues

concern all the world, and there is no one

living who is not interested that Androma
che should be an imitable character. The
generous affection to the memory of the

deceased husband, that tender care for her

son, which is ever heightened with the

consideration of his father, and these re

gards preserved in spite of being tempted
with the possession of the highest great

ness, are what cannot but be venerable

even to such an audience as at present fre

quents the English theatre. My friend

Will Honeycomb commended several ten

der things that were said, and told me they
were very genteel, but whispered me, that

he feared the piece was not busy enough
for the present taste. To supply this, he

recommended to the players to be very
careful in their scenes, and above all things

that every part should be perfectly new
dressed. I was very glad to find that they
did not neglectmy friend's admonition, be

cause there are a great many in this class

of criticism who may be gained by it; but

indeed the truth is, that as to the work

itself, it is every where Nature. The per
sons are of the highest quality in life, even

that of princes; but their quality is not re

presented by the poet with directions that

guards and waiters should follow them in

every scene, but their grandeur appears in

greatness of sentiment, flowing from minds

worthy their condition. To make a cha

racter truly great, this author understands

that it should have its foundation in supe
rior thoughts and maxims of conduct. It

is very certain, that many an honest woman
would make no difficulty, though she had

been the wife of Hector, for the sake of a

kingdom, to marry the enemy of her hus

band's family and country; and indeed who
can deny but she might be still an honest

woman, but no heroine? That may be de

fensible, nay, laudable, in one character,

which would be in the highest degree ex

ceptionable in another. When Cato Uticen-

cis killed himself, Cottius, a Roman ot

ordinary quality and character, did the

same thing; upon which one said, smiling,

Cottius might have lived, though Cxsar

has seized the Roman liberty.
' Cottius s

condition might have been the same, let

things at the upper end of the world

pass as they would. What is further very

extraordinary in this work is, that the per

sons are all "of them laudable, and their

misfortunes arise rather from unguarded
virtue than propensity to vice. The town

has an opportunity of doing itself justice

in supporting the representations
of pas

sion, sorrow, indignation, even despair

itself, within the rules of decency, honour,

and good-breeding; and since there is none

can flatter himself his life will be always

fortunate, they may here see sorrow as
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they would wish to bear it whenever i

arrives.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am appointed t
act a part in the new tragedy called tho
Distressed Mother. It is the celebratec
grief of Orestes which I am to personate
but I shall not act it as I ought, for I shal
feel it too intimately to be able to utter it.

I was last night repeating a paragraph to

myself, which I took to be an expression
of rage, and in the middle of the sen
tence there was a stroke of self-pity which
quite unmanned me. Be pleased, sir, to

print this letter, that when I am oppressed
in this manner at such an interval, a cer
tain part of the audience may not think I
am out; and I hope, with this allowance,
to do it with satisfaction. I am, sir, your
your most humble servant,

'GEORGE POWELL.'
MR. SPECTATOR, As I was walking

the other day in the Park, I saw a gentle
man with a very short face; I desire to
know whether it was you. Pray inform
me as soon as you can, lest I become the
most heroic Hecatissa's rival. Your hum
ble servant to command, SOPHIA.'

' DEAR MADAM, It is not me you are in
love with, for I was

very ill, and kept my
chamber all that day. Your most humble
servant,
T. 'THE SPECTATOR.'
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Ubi plura nitent in carmine, non egopaucis
Offendor maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,
Aut huoiana parum cavit natitra.

HOT. Ars Poet. ver. 35L
But in a poem elegantly writ,
I will not quarrel with a slight mistake,
Such as our nature's frailty may excuse. Roscommon.

I HAVE now considered Milton's Para
dise Lost under those four great heads, of
the fable, the characters, the sentiments,
and the language; and have shown that he
excels in general, under each ofthese heads.
I hope that I have made several discoveries
which may appear new even to those who
are versed in critical learning. Were I

indeed to choose my readers, by whose
judgment I would stand or fall, they should
not be such as are acquainted only with
the French and Italian critics, but also

with the ancient and modern who have
written in either of the learned languages.
Above all, I would have them well versed
in the Greek and Latin poets, without
which a man very often fancies that he un
derstands a critic, when in reality he does
not comprehend his meaning.

It is in criticism as in all other sciences
and speculations; one who brings with him
any implicit notions and observations, which
he" has made in his reading of the poets,
will find his own reflections methodized
and explained, and perhaps several little

hints that had passed in his mind, per
fected and improved in the works of a good

critic, whereas one who has not these pre
vious lights is very often an utter stranger
to what he reads, and apt to put a wrong
interpretation upon it.

Nor is it sufficient that a man, who sets

up for a judge in criticism, should have
perused the authors above-mentioned, un
less he has also a clear and logical head.
Without this talent he is perpetually puz
zled and perplexed amidst his own blun
ders, mistakes the sense of those he would
confute, or, if he chances to think right,
does not know how to convey his thoughts
to another with clearness and perspicuity.
Aristotle, who was the best critic, was also
one of the best logicians that ever appeared
in the world.
Mr. Locke's Essay on Human Under

standing would be thought a very odd book
for a man to make himself master of, who
would get a reputation by critical writings;
though at the same time it is very certain,
that an author who has not learned the art
of distinguishing between words and things,
and of ranging his thoughts and setting
them in proper lights, whatever notions
he may have, will lose himself in confusion
and obscurity. I might further observe,
that there is not a Greek or Latin critic,
who has not shown, even in the style of his

criticism, that he was a master of all the

elegance and delicacy of his native tongue.
1 he truth of it is, there is nothing more

absurd, than for a man to set up for a critic,
without a good insight into all the parts of

[earning; whereas many of those, who have
endeavoured to signalize themselves by
works of this nature, among our English
writers, are not only defective in the above-
nentioned particulars, but plainly discover

5y the phrases which they make use of,
and by their confused way of thinking,
that they are not acquainted with the
most common and ordinary systems of arts
and sciences. A few general rules ex
tracted out of the French authors, with a
certain cant or words, has sometimes set

up an illiterate heavy writer for a most
udicious and formidable critic.

One great mark, by which you may dis

cover a critic who has neither taste nor

earning, is this, that he seldom ventures
o praise any passage in an author which has
not been before received and applauded by
he public, and that his criticism turns

wholly upon little faults and errors. This
>art of a critic is so very easy to succeed
n, that we find every ordinary reader upon
he publishing of a new poem, has wit and
ll-nature enough to turn several passages
)f it into ridicule, and very often in the

ight place. This Mr. Dryden has very
greeaoly remarked in these two celebra-
ed lines;

Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow ;

He who would search for pearls, must dive below.

A true critic ought to dwell rather upor
xcellences than imperfections, to discover
tie concealed beauties of a writer, and
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communicate to the world such things as

are worth their observation. The most

exquisite words and finest strokes of an
author, are those which very often appear
the most doubtful and exceptionable to a
man who wants a relish for polite learn

ing; and they are these, which a sour

undistinguishing critic generally attacks
with the greatest violence. Tully ob
serves, that it is very easy to brand or fix

a mark upon what he calls verbum ardens,
or as it may be rendered into English, a

glowing bold expression, and to turn it Into

ridicule by a cold ill-natured criticism. A
little wit is equally capable of exposing a

beautv, and of aggravating a fault: and

though such treatment of an author natur

ally produces indignation in the mind of an

understanding reader, it has however its

effect among the generality of those whose
hands it falls into, the rabble of mankind
being very apt to think that every thing
which is laughed at, with any mixture of

wit, is ridiculous in itself.

Such a mirth as this is always unseason
able in a critic, as it rather prejudices the
reader than convinces him, and is capable
of making a beauty, as well as a blemish,
the subject of derision. A man who can
not write with wit on a proper subject, is

dull and stupid; but one who shows it in

an improper place, is as impertinent and
absurd. Besides, a man who has the gift
of ridicule is apt to find fault with any thing
that gives him an opportunity of exerting
his beloved talent, and very often censures
a passage, not because there is any fault in

it, but because he can be merry upon it.

Such kinds of pleasantry are very unfair
and disingenuous in works of criticism, in

which the greatest masters, both ancient
and modern, have always appeared with a
serious and instructive air.

As I intend in my next paper to show
the defects in Milton's Paradise Lost, I

thought fit to premise these few particulars,
to the end that the reader may know I en
ter upon it as on a very ungrateful work,
and that I shall just point at the imper
fections, without endeavouring to inflame
them with ridicule. I must also observe
with Longinus, that the productions of a

great genius, with many lapses and inad

vertencies, are infinitely preferable to the
works of an inferior kind of author, which
are scrupulously exact, and conformable
to all the rules of correct writing.

I shall conclude my paper with a story
out of Boccalini, which sufficiently shows
us the opinion that judicious author enter
tained of the sort of critics I have been
here mentioning. A famous critic, says
he, having gathered together all the faults

of an eminent poet, made a present of

them to Apollo, who received them very
graciously, and resolved to make the author
a suitable return for the trouble he had
been at in collecting them. In order to

this, he set before him a sack of wheat, as

it had been just thrashed out of the sheaf.

He then bid him pick out the chaff from

among the com, and lay it aside by itself.

The critic applied himself to the task with

great industry and pleasure, and after hav

ing made the due separation, was present
ed by Apollo with the chaff for his pains.

JL>.
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Illam, quicquid agit, qunquo vestigia flectit,

Componit furtim, subsequiturque decor.

Tibul. Eleg. ii. Lib. 4. 8.

Whate'er she does, where'er her steps she bend*,
Grace on each action silently attends.

As no one can be said to enjoy health
who is only not sick, without he feel within
himself a lightsome and invigorating prin

ciple,
which will not suffer him to remain

idle, but still spurs him on to action; so in

the practice of every virtue, there is some
additional grace required, to give a claim
of excelling in this or that particular ac
tion. A diamond may want polishing,

though the value be still intrinsically the

same; and the same good may be done with
different degrees of lustre. No man should
be contented with himself that he barely
does well, but he should perform every
thing in the best and most becoming man
ner that he is able.

Tully tells us he wrote his book of Offices,
because there was no time of life in which
some corresponding duty might not be prac
tised; nor is there a duty without a certain

decency accompanying it, by which every
virtue it is joined to will seem to be doubled.
Another may do the same thing, and yet
the action want that air and beauty which
distinguish it from others; like that inimit

able sunshine Titian is said to have dif

fused over his landscapes; which denotes
them his, and has been always unequalled
by any other person.
There is no one action in which this

quality I am speaking of will be more sen

sibly perceived, than in granting a request,
or doing an office of kindness. Mummius,
by his way of consenting to a benefaction,
shall make it lose its name; while Cams
doubles the kindness and the obligation.
From the first, the desired request drops in

deed at last, but from so doubtful a brow,
that the obliged has almost as much reason
to resent the manner of bestowing it, as to

be thankful for the favour itself. Carus in

vites with a pleasing air, to give him an

opportunity of doing an act of humanity,
meets the petition half way, and consents
to a request with a countenance which pro
claims the satisfaction of his mind in assist-

ingthe distressed.

The decency, then, that is to be observed
in liberality, seems to consist, in its being
performed with such cheerfulness, as may
express the godlike pleasure to be met
with, in obliging one s fellow creatures;
that may show good-nature and benero-
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lence overflowed, and do not, as in some
men, run upon the tilt, and taste of the
sediments of a grudging, uncommunicative
disposition.
Since I have intimated that the greatest

decorum is to be preserved in the bestow
ing our good offices, I will illustrate it a
little by an example drawn from private
life, which carries with it such a profusion
of liberality, that it can be exceeded by
nothing but the humanity and good-nature
which accompanies it It is a letter of

Pliny's, which I shall here translate, be
cause the action will best appear in its first

dress of thought, without any foreign or
ambitious ornaments.

Pliny to Quintilian.

*
Though I am fully acquainted with the

contentment and just moderation of your
mind, and the conformity the education

you have given your daughter bears to your
own character; yet since she is suddenly
to be married to a person of distinction,
whose figure in the world makes it neces

sary for her to be at a more than ordinary
expense, in clothes and equipage suitable
to her husband's quality; by which, though
her intrinsic worth be not augmented, yet
will it receive both ornament and lustre:

and knowing your estate to be as moderate
as the riches of your mind are abundant, I

must challenge to myself some part of the
burden; and as a parent of your child, I

present her with twelve hundred and fifty

crowns, towards these expenses; which
sum had been much larger, had I not feared
the smallness of it would be the greatest
inducement with you to accept of it. Fare-
welL'

Thus should a benefaction be done with a

good grace, and shine in the strongest point
of light; it should not only answer all the

hopes and exigencies of the receiver, but

even outrun his wishes. It is this happy
manner of behaviour which adds new
charms to it, and softens those gifts of art

and nature, which otherwise would be
rather distasteful than agreeable. Without
it valour would degenerate into brutality,

learning into pedantry, and the genteelest
demeanour into affectation. Even Religion
itself, unless Decency be the handmaid
which waits upon her, is apt to make
people appear guilty of sourness and ill-

hun our: but this shows Virtue in her first

original form, adds a comeliness to Reli

gion, and gives its professors the just title

to 'the beauty of holiness.' A man fully

instructed in this art, may assume a thou

sand shapes, and please in all; he may do
a thousand actions shall become none other

but himself ;
not that the things themselves

are different, but the manner of doing them.
If you examine each feature by itself,

Aglaura and Calliclea are equally hand
some, but take them in the whole, and you
cannot suffer the comparison: the one is

full of numberless nameless graces, the
other of as many nameless faults.

The comeliness of person, and the de

cency of behaviour, add infinite weight to

what is pronounced by any one. It is the
want of this that often makes the rebukes
and advice of old rigid persons of no effect,
and leave a displeasure in the minds of

those they are directed to: but youth and

beauty, if accompanied with a graceful and
becoming severity, is of mighty force to

raise, even in the most profligate, a sense of

shame. In Milton, the devil is never de
scribed ashamed but once, and that at the
rebuke of a beauteous angel;

So spake the cherub
;
and his grave rebuke,

Severe in youthful beauty, added grace
Invincible. Abash'd the devil stood,
And felt how awful Goodness is, and saw
Virtue in her own shape how lovely! saw, and pin'd
His loss.

The care of doing nothing unbecoming
has accompanied the greatest minds to

their last moments. They avoided even
an indecent posture in the very article of

death. Thus Caesar gathered his robe
about him, that he might not fall in a
manner unbecoming of himself; and the

greatest concern that appeared in the be
haviour of Lucretia when she stabbed her

self, was, that her body should lie in an
attitude worthy the mind which had in

habited it:

-Ne non procumbat honeste,
Extrema haec etiam cura cadentis erat.

Ovid. Fast. Lib. 3. 833.

Twas her last thought how decently to fall.

MR. SPECTATOR, 1 am a young woman
without a fortune; but of a very high mind:
that is, good sir, I am to the last degree
proud and vain. I am ever railing at the

rich, for doing things which, upon search
into my heart, I find I am only angry a*,

because I cannot do the same myself. I

wear the hooped petticoat, and am all in

calicoes when the finest are in silks. It is

a dreadful thing to be poor and proud;
therefore, if you please, a lecture on that

subject for the satisfaction of your uneasy
humble servant,
Z. JEZEBEL.'
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Frag. Vet. Poet.

The prudent still have fortune on their side.

THE famous Grecian, in his little book
wherein he lays down maxims for a man's

advancing himself at court, advises his rea

der to associate himself with the fortunate,
and to shun the company of the unfortunate;

which, notwithstanding the baseness of the

precept to an honest mind, may have some

thing useful in it, for th"se. who push their

interest in the world. It is certain a great

part of what we call good or ill fortune,

rises out of right or wrong measures and
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schemes of life. When I hear a man com
plain of his being unfortunate in all his un
dertakings, I shrewdly suspect him for a
very weak man in his affairs. In conformity
with this way of thinking, Cardinal Riche
lieu used to say, that unfortunate and impru
dent were but two words for the same thing.
As the Cardinal himself had a great share
both of prudence and good fortune, his fa
mous antagonist, the Count d'Olivares, was
disgraced at the court of Madrid, because
it was alleged against him that he had never
any success in his undertakings. This, says
an eminent author, was indirectly accusing
him of imprudence.

Cicero recommended Pompey to the Ro
mans for their general upon three accounts,
as he was a man of courage, conduct, and
good fortune. It was, perhaps, for the rea
son above-mentioned, namely, that a series
ofgood fortune supposes a prudent manage
ment in the person whom it befalls, that
not only Sylla the dictator, but several of
the Roman emperors, as is still to be seen

upon their medals, among their other titles,

gave themselves that of Felix or fortunate.
The heathens, indeed, seem to have valued
a man more for his good fortune than for

any other quality, which I think is very
natural for those who have not a strong
belief of another world. For how can I

conceive a man crowned with any distin

guishing blessings, that has not some ex
traordinary fund of merit and perfection in

him which lies open to the Supreme eye,
though perhaps it is not discovered by my
observation? What is the reason Homer's
and Virgil's heroes do not form a resolu

tion, or strike a blow, without the conduct
and direction of some deity? Doubtless,
because the poets esteemed it the greatest
honour to be favoured by the gods, and

thought the best way of praising a man was,
to recount those favours which naturally
implied an extraordinary merit in the per
son on whom they descended.
Those who believe a future state of re

wards and punishments act very absurdly,
if they form their opinions of a man's merit
from his successes. But certainly, if I

thought the whole circle of our being was
included between our births and deaths, I

should think a man's good fortune the mea
sure and standard of his real merit, since

Providence would have no opportunity of

rewarding his virtue and perfections, but
in the present life. A virtuous unbeliever,
who lies under the pressure of misfortunes,
has reason to cry out, as they say Brutus

did, a little before his death: 'O virtue, I

have worshipped thee as a substantial good,
but I find thou art an empty name.'

But to return to our first point. Though
prudence does undoubtedly in a great mea
sure, produce our good or ill fortune in the

world, it is certain there are many unfore
seen accidents and occurrences which very
often pervert the finest schemes that can
be laid by human wisdom. ' The race is

not always to the swift, nor the battle to
the strong.' Nothing less than infinite wis
dom can have an absolute command over
fortune; the highest degree of it, which man
can possess, is by no means equal to fortui

tous events, and to such contingencies as

may rise in the prosecution of our affairs.

Nay, it very often happens, that prudence,
which has always in it a great mixture of

caution, hinders a man from being so for

tunate as he might possibly have been with
out it. A person who only aims at what
is likely to succeed, and follows closely the
dictates of human prudence, never meets
with those great and unforeseen successes,
which are often the effect of a sanguine
temper, or a more happy rashness; and
this perhaps may be the reason, that, ac

cording to the common observation, For
tune, like other females, delights rather in

favouring the young than the old.

Upon the whole, since man is so short

sighted a creature, and the accidents which
may happen to him so various, I cannot but
be of Dr. Tillotson's opinion in another case,
that were there any doubt of a Providence,

yet it certainly would be very desirable

there should be such a Being of infinite

wisdom and goodness, on whose direction

we might rely in the conduct of human life.

It is a great presumption to ascribe our
successes to our own management, and not

to esteem ourselves upon any blessing,
rather as it is the bounty of heaven than
the acquisition of our own prudence. I am
very well pleased with a medal which was
struck by Queen Elizabeth, a little after
the defeat of the invincible armada, to per
petuate the memory of that extraordinary
event. It is well known how the king of

Spain, and others who were the enemies of
that great princess, to derogate from her

glory, ascribed the ruin of their fleet rather
to the violence of storms and tempests, than
to the bravery of the English. Queen Eli

zabeth, instead rf locking upon this as a
diminution of her honour, valued herself

upon such a signal favour of Providence,
and accordingly, in the reverse of the medal
above-mentioned, has represented a fleet

beaten by a tempest, and falling foul upon
one another, with that religious inscription,
'

Afflavit Dens, ct dissifiantur,' 'He blew
with his wind, and they were scattered.'

It is remarked of a famous Grecian ge
neral, whose name I cannot at present re

collect,* and who had been a particular
favourite of Fortune, that, upon recounting
his victories among his friends, he added
at the end of several great actions,

' And in

this Fortune had no share.' After which*
it is observed in history, that he never pros
pered in any thing he undertook.
As arrogance and a conceitedness of our

own abilities are very shocking and offen

sive to men of sense and virtue, we may
be sure they are highly displeasing to that

* Timotheus the Athenian.
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Being who delights in an humble mind, and
by several of his dispensations seems pur
posely to show us that our own schemes,
or prudence, have no share in our advance
ments.

Since on this subject I have already ad
mitted several quotations, which have oc
curred to my memory upon writing this

paper, I will conclude it with a little Persian
table. A drop of water fell out of a cloud
into the sea, and finding itself lost in such
an immensity of fluid matter, broke out into
the following reflection: 'Alas! what an
inconsiderable creature am I in this pro
digious ocean of waters.* My existence is

of no concern to the universe; I am reduced
to a kind of nothing, and am less than the
least of the works of God. '

It so happened
that an oyster, which lay in the neighbour
hood of this drop, chanced to gape and
swallow it up in the midst of this its humble
soliloquy. The drop, says the fable, lay a

great while hardening in the shell, until by
degrees it was ripened into a pearl, which
falling into the hands of a diver, after a

long series of adventures, is at present that
famous pearl which is fixed on the top of
the Persian diadem.

No. 294] Wednesday, Feb. 6, 1711-12.

Difficile est plurimum virtutem rnvereri qui semper
gecunda fortuna sit usus. Tv.ll. ad Herenmum.

The man who is always fortunate, cannot easily have
much reverence for virtue.

INSOLENCE is the crime of all others
which every man is apt to rail at; and yet
there is one respect in which almost all

men living are guilty of it, and that is the
case of laying a greater value upon the gifts
of fortune than we ought. It is here, in

England, come into our very language, as

a propriety of distinction, to say, when we
would speak of persons to their advantage,
'
They are people of condition.' There is

no doubt but the proper use of riches im

plies, that a man should exert all the good
qualities imaginable: and if we mean by a

man of condition or quality, one who, ac

cording to the wealth he is master of, shows
himself just, beneficent, and charitable, that

term ought very deservedly to be had in

the highest veneration; but when wealth is

used only as it is the support of pomp and

luxury, to be rich is very far from being a

recommendation to honour and respect. It

is indeed the greatest insolence imaginable,
in a creature who would feel the extremes
of thirst and hunger, if he did not prevent
his appetites before they call upon him, to

be so forgetful of the common necessities

of human nature, as never to cast an eye

*This beautiful little apologue in praise of modesty,
the writer had probably read in Chardin's Travels, (vol.

iii p. 189, 4to.) The original is in the Bustan, or Oar-

den, a work of the celebrated Persian poet Hafiz. The
learned reader will find both the original and two Latin
versions of it in Sir William Jones's Poeseos Asiatics

Cemmentarii, p. 343-352.

upon the poor and needy. The fellow who
escaped from a ship which struck upon a
rock in the west, and joined with the coun

try people to destroy his brother sailors,

arid make her a wreck, was thought a most
execrable creature, but does not every man
who enjoys the possession of what he natu

rally wants, and is unmindful of the unsup-
plied distress of other men, betray the same

temper of mind? When a man looks about

him, and, with regard to riches and poverty,
beholds some drawn in pomp and equipage,
and they, and their very servants, with an
air of scorn and triumph, overlooking the
multitude that passby them ; and in the same
street, a creature of the same make, cry
ing out, in the name of all that is good and
sacred, to behold his misery, and give him
some supply against hunger and nakedness;
who would believe these two beings were
of the same species? But so it is, that the
consideration of fortune has taken up all

our minds, and as I have often complained,
poverty and riches stand in our imagina
tions in the places of guilt and innocence.
But in all seasons there will be some in

stances of persons who have souls too large
to be taken with popular prejudices, and
while the rest of mankind are contending
for superiority in power and wealth, have
their thoughts bent upon the necessities of

those below them. The charity schools,
which have been erected of late years, are
the greatest instances of public spirit the

age has produced. But, indeed, when we
consider how long this sort of beneficence
has been on foot, it is rather from the good
management of those institutions, than from,

the number or value of the benefactions to

them, that they make so great a figure.
One would think it impossible that in the

space of fourteen years there should not

have been five thousand pounds bestowed
in gifts this way, nor sixteen hundred chil

dren, including males and females, put out

to methods of industry. It is not allowed
me to speak of luxury and folly with the
severe spirit they deserve; I shall only
therefore say, I shall very readily com
pound with any lady in a hooped petticoat,
if she gives the price of one half yard of

the silk towards clothing, feeding, and in

structing an innocent helpless creature of

her own sex, in one of these schools. The
consciousness of such an action will give
her features a nobler life on this illustrious

day,* than all the jewels that can hang in

her hair, or can be clustered in her bosom.
It would be uncourtly to speak in harsher
words to the fair, but to men, one may take
a little more freedom. It is monstrous how
a man can live with so little reflection, as

to fancy he is not in a condition very unjust
and disproportioned to the rest of mankind,
while he enjoys wealth, and exerts no be
nevolence or bounty to others. As for thi

particular occasion of these schools, there

* Queen Anne's birth-day, February 6.
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cannot any offer more worthy a generous
mind. Would you do a handsome thing
without return; do it for an infant that is

not sensible of the obligation. Would you
do it for public good; do it for one who will

be an honest artificer. Would you do it

for the sake of heaven; give it to one who
shall be instructed in the worship of Him
for whose sake you give it. It is, methinks,
a most laudable institution this, if it were
of no other expectation than that of pro
ducing a race of good and useful servants,
who will have more than a liberal, a reli

gious education. What would not a man
do in common prudence to lay out in pur
chase of one about him, who would add to

all his orders he gave, the weight of the

commandments, to enforce an obedience to

them? for one who would consider his mas
ter as his father, his friend, and benefactor,

upon easy terms, and in expectation of no
other return but moderate wages and gentle

usage? It is the common vice of children
to run too much ameng the servants; from
such as are educated in these places they
would see nothing but lowliness in the ser

vant, which would not be disingenuous in

the child. All the ill offices and defamatory
whispers, which take their birth from do

mestics, would be prevented, if this charity
could be made universal: and a good man
might have a knowledge of the whole life

of the person he designs to take into his

house for his own service, or that of his

family or children, long before they were
admitted. This would create endearing
dependencies: and the obligation would
have a paternal air in the master, who
would be relieved from much care and

anxiety by the gratitude and diligence of

an humble friend attending him as his ser

vant. I fall into this discourse from a letter

sent to me, to give me notice that fifty boys
would be clothed, and take their seats (at
the charge ofsome generous benefactors,) in

St. Bride's church, on Sunday next. I wish
I could promise to myself any thing which

my correspondent seems to expect from a

publication of it in this paper; for there can
be nothing added to what so many excel
lent and learned men have said on this oc

casion. But that there may be something
here which would move a generous mind,
like that of him who wrote to me, I shall

transcribe a handsome paragraph of Dr.

Snape's sermon on these charities, which

my correspondent enclosed with his letter.
' The wise Providence has amply com

pensated the disadvantages of the poor and

indigent, in wanting many of the conve
niences rf this life, by a more abundant

provision for their happiness in the next.

Had they been higher born, or more richly
endowed, they would have wanted this

manner of education, of which those only

enjoy the benefit who are low enough to

submit to it; where they have such advan

tages without money, and without price, as

the rich cannot purchase with it. The

learning which is given is generally more

edifying to them, than that which is sold

to others. Thus do thev become more ex
alted in goodness, by being depressed in

fortune, and their poverty is, in reality,
their preferment.' T.
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Prodiga non sentit pereuntem foemina censum:
At velut exhausta redivivus p llulet area

Nuinmus, et e pleno semper tollatur acervo,

Non unquam reputat. quanti sibi guadia constant.

Juv. Sat. vi. 361

But womankind, that never knows a mean,
Down to the dregs their sinking fortunes drain :

Hourly they give, and spend, and waste, and wear,
And think no pleasure can be bought too dear.

Dryden.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I am turned of my
great climacteric, and am naturally a man
of a meek temper. About a dozen years

ago, I was married, for my sins, to a young
woman of a good family, and of a high

spirit ; but could not bring her to close with

me, before I had entered into a treaty with

her longer than that of the grand alliance.

Among other articles, it was therein stipu

lated, that she should have 400/. a year for

pin-money, which I obliged myself to pay
quarterly into the hands of one, who acted

as her plenipotentiary in that affair. I have
ever since religiously observed my part in

this solemn agreement. Now sir, so it is,

that the lady has had several children since

I married her; to which, if I should credit

our malicious neighbours, her pin-money
has not a little contributed. The educa
tion of these my children, who, contrary
to my expectation, are born to me every

year, straitens me so much, that I have

begged their mnther to free me from the

obligation of the above-mentioned pin-mo
ney, that it may go towards making a pro
vision for her family. This proposal makes
her noble blood swell in her veins, inso

much, that finding me a little tardy in my
last quarter's payment, she threatens me
every day to arrest me; and proceeds so

far as to tell me, that if I do not do her

justice, I shall die in a jail.
To this she

adds, when her passion will let her argue

calmly, that she has several play-debts on

her hand, which must be discharged very

suddenly, and that she cannot Icse her mo
ney as becomes a woman of her fashion, if

she makes me any abatement in this arti

cle. I hope, sir, you will take an occasion

from hence to give your opinion upon a

subject which you have not yet touched,
and inform us if there are any precedents
for this usage, among cur ancestors : or

whether you find any menticn of pin-money
in Grotius, Puffendorf, or any other of the

civilians.
' I am ever the humblest ofyour admirers,

'JOSIAH FRIBBLE, Esq.'

As there is no man living who is a more

professed advocate for the fair sex than
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myself, so there is none that would be more
unwilling to invade any of their ancient

rights and privileges; but as the doctrine
of pin-money is of late date, unknown to
our great grandmothers, and not yet re
ceived by many of our modern ladies, ]

think it is for the interest of both sexes to

keep it from spreading.
Mr. Fribble may not, perhaps, be much

mistaken where he intimates, that the sup
plying a man's wife with pin-money, is fur

nishing her with arms against himself, and
in a manner becoming accessary to his own
dishonour. We may indeed, generally ob
serve, that in proportion as a woman is

more or less beautiful, and her husband
advanced in years, she stands in need of a

greater or less number of pins, and upon a

treaty of marriage, rises or falls in her de
mands accordingly. It must likewise be
owned, that high quality in a mistress does

very much inflame this article in the mar
riage reckoning.
But where the age and circumstances of

both parties are pretty much upon a level,
I cannot but think the insisting upon pin-
money is very extraordinary; and yet we
find several matches broken off upon this

very head. What would a foreigner, or
one who is a stranger to this practice think
of a lover that forsakes his mistress, be
cause he is not willing to keep her in pins?
But what would he think of the mistress,
should he be informed that she asks five or
six hundred pounds a year for this use?
Should a man unacquainted with our cus
toms be told the sums which are allowed in

Great Britain, under the title of pin-money,
what a prodigious consumption of pins
would he think there was in this island.

'A pin a day,' says our frugal proverb,
c
is

a groat a year:' so that according to this

calculation, my friend Fribble's wife must
everv year make use of eight million six

nundred and forty thousand new pins.
I am not ignorant that our British ladies

allege they comprehend under this general
term, several other conveniences of life: I

-ould therefore wish for the honour of my
-.ountrywomen, that they had rather call it

needle-money, which might have implied
something of good housewifery, and not

have given the malicious world occasion to

think, that dress and trifles have always the

uppermost place in a woman's thoughts.
I know several of my fair readers urge,

in defence of this practice, that it is but a

necessary provision they make for them
selves, in case their husband proves a

churl, or a miser; si that they consider

this allowance as a kind of aliminv, which
thc-v mav lav their claim to, without ac

tually sep'tratimr. from their husbands. But
with submission, I think a woman who will

give up herself to a man in marriage, where
there is the least room f ^r such an appre
hension, and trust her person to one whom
she will not rely on for the common neces
saries of life, may very properly be accused

54

(in the phrase of a homely proverb,) of

being
'

penny wise and pound foolish.
'

It is observed of over-cautious generals,
that they never engage in a battle with
out seeming a retreat, in case the event
should not answer their expectations; on
the other hand, the greatest conquerors
have burnt their ships, or broke down the

bridges behind them, as being determined
either to succeed or die in the engagement.
In the same manner I should very much
suspect a woman who takes such precau
tions for her retreat, and contrives methods
how she may live happily, without the af

fection of one to whom she joins herself for

life. Separate purses between man and
wife are, in my opinion, as unnatural as se

parate beds. A marriage cannot be happy,
where the pleasures, inclinations, and in

terests of both parties are not the same.
There is no greater incitement to love in

the mind of man, than the sense of a per
son's depending upon him for her ease and

happiness; as a woman uses all her en
deavours to please the person whom she
looks upon as her honour, her comfort, and
her support.
For this reason I am not very much sur

prised at the behaviour of a rough country
'squire, who, being not a little shocked
at the proceeding of a young widow that

would not recede from her demands of pin-

money, was so enraged at her mercenary
temper, that he told her in great wrath,
' As much as she thought him her slave,
he would show all the world he did not

care a pin for her.' Upon which he flew
out of the room, and never saw her more.

Socrates in Plato's Alcibiades says, he
was informed by one who had travelled

through Persia, that as he passed over a

great tract of land, and inquired what the
name of the place was, they told him it

was the Queen's Girdle: to which he adds,
that another wide field which lay by it,

was called the Queen's Veil: and that in

the same manner there was a large portion
of ground set aside for every part of her

majesty's dress. These lands might not

be improperly called the Queen of Persia's

pin-money.
I remember my friend Sir Roger, who, I

dare say, never read this passage in Plato,
told me some time since, that upon his

courting the perverse widow (of whom I

\ave given an account in former papers)
he had disposed of a hundred acres in a
diamond ring, which he would have pre
sented her with, had she thought fit to

accept it: and that upon her wedding-day,
she should have carried on her head fifty
f the tallest oaks upon his estate. He
urther informed me, that he would have
riven hr a coal-pit to keep her in clean

'men, that he would have allowed her the
profits of a wind-mill for her fans, and have
^resented her once in three years, with the

shearing of his sheep for her under petti

coats. "To which the knight always adds.
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that though he did not care for fine clothes

himself, there should not have been a woman
in the country better dressed than my lady
Coverley. Sir Roger, perhaps may in this,
as well as in many other of his devices, ap
pear something odd and singular; but if the
humour of pin-money prevails, I think it

would be very proper for every gentleman
of an estate, to mark out so many acres of
it unHpr t-hp tiH*> nf < Tim Pine T.it under the title of ' The Pins.

'

L.
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Nugis adhere pondus.
HOT. Lib. 1. Ep. xir. 42.

Add weight to trifles.

DEAR SPEC, Having lately conversed
much with the fair sex on the subject of your
speculations (which since their appearance
in public, have been the chief exercise of
the female loquacious faculty) I found the
fair ones possessed with a dissatisfaction at

your prefixing Greek mottos to the frontis

pieces of your papers; and, as a man of

gallantry, I thought it a duty incumbent on
me to impart it to you, in hopes of a re

formation, which is only to be effected by
a restoration of the Latin to the usual dig
nity in your papers, which, of late, the

Greek, to the great displeasure of your fe

male readers, has usurped; for though the
Latin has the recommendation of being as

unintelligible to them as the Greek, yet
being written of the same character with
their mother tongue, by the assistance of a

spelling-book it is legible; which quality the
Greek wants: and since the introduction of

operas into this nation, the ladies are so

charmed with sounds abstracted from their

ideas, that they adore and honour the sound
of Latin, as it is old Italian. I am a soli

citor for the fair sex, and therefore think

myself in that character more likely to be

prevalent in this request, than if I should
subscribe myself by my proper name.

'
J. M.

' I desire you may insert this in one of

your speculations, to show my zeal for re

moving the dissatisfaction of the fair sex,
and restoring you to their favour.

'

'
SIR, I was some time since in com

pany with a young officer, who entertained
us with the conquest he had made over a

female neighbour of his; when a gentleman
who stood bv, as I suppose, envyingthe cap
tain's good f-rtune, asked him what reason

he had to believe the lady admired him?
" Why," says he,

"
my lodgings are oppo

site to her's, and she is continually at her

window, either at work, reading, taking
snuff, or putting herself in some toying

posture on purpose to draw my eyes that

wav." The confession of this vain soldier

made me reflect on some of my own ac

tions; for you must know, sir, I am often
at a window which fronts the apartments
of several gentlemen, who I doubt not have

the same opinion of rm. I must own I love
to look at them all, one for being well-

dressed, a second for his fine eye, and one

particular one, because he is the least man
I ever saw ; but there is something so easy
and pleasant in the manner of my little man,
that I observe he is a favourite of all his ac

quaintance. I could go on to tell you of

many others, that I believe think I have

encouraged them from my window: but

pray let me have your opinion of the use of

the window, in the apartment of a beautiful

lady; and how often she may look out at

the same man, without being supposed to

have a mind to jump out to him. Your's,
AURELIA CARELESS.'

Twice.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I have for some time
made love to a lady, who received it with
all the kind returns I ought to expect; but
without any provocation, that I know of,

she has of late shunned me with the utmost

abhorrence, insomuch that she went rut of

church last Sunday in the midst of divine

service, upon my coming into the same

pew. Pray, sir, what must 1 do in this

business? Your servant,
'EUPHUES.'

Let her alone ten days.

'York, Jan. 20, 1711-12.

'MR. SPECTATOR, We have in this

town a sort of people who pretend to wit,
and write lampoons; I have lately been the

subject of one of them. The scribbler had
not genius enough in verse_to turn my age,
as indeed I am an old maid, into raillery,
for affecting a youthier turn than is con
sistent with my time of day; and therefore

he makes the title of his madrigal, The
character of Mrs. Judith Lovebane, born
in the year 1680. What I desire of you is,

that you disallow that a coxcomb, who pre
tends to write verse, should put the most
malicious thing he can say in prose. This
I humbly conceive will disable our country
wits, who indeed take a great deal of pains
to say any thing in rhyme, though they say
it very ill. Sir, your humble servant,

SUSANNA LOVEBANE.'
' MR. SPECTATOR, We are several of

us, gentleman and ladies, who board in the
same house, and after dinner one of our com

pany (an agreeable man enough otherwise)
stands up, and reads your paper to us all.

We are the civilest people in the world to

one another, and therefore I am forced to

this way of desiring our reader, when he is

doing this office, not to stand afore the fire.

This will be a general good to our family,
this cold weather. He will, I know, take

it to be our common request when lie comes
to these words, "Pray, sir, sit do\yn;" which
I desire you to insert, and you will particu
larlv oblige your daiiv reader,

'CHARITY FROST.'

'SiR, I am a great lover of dancing.
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but cannot perform so well as some others;

however, by my out-of-the-way capers,
and some original grimaces, I do not fail

to divert the company, particularly the

ladies, who laugh immoderately all the
time. Some, who pretend to be my friends

tell me that they do it in derision, and would
advise me to leave it off, withal that I make
myself ridiculous. I do not know what to

do in this affair, but I am resolved not to

give over upon any account, until I have the

opinion of the Spectator. Your humble
servant, JOHN TROTT.'

If Mr. Trott is not awkward out of time,
he has a right to dance, let who will laugh;
but if he has no ear he will interrupt others:
and I am of opinion he should sit still.

Given under my hand this fifth of Febru

ary, 1711-12. THE SPECTATOR.
T.
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-velut si

Egregio inspersos reprendas corpore nevos.
Hor Sat. vi. Lib. 1. 66.

As perfect beauties somewhere have a mole. Creech.

AFTER what I have said in my last Sa
turday's paper, I shall enter on the subject
of this without further preface, and remark
the several defects which appear in the

fable, the characters, the sentiments, and
the language of Milton's Paradise Lost ; not

doubting but the reader will pardon me, if

I allege at the same time whatever may be
said for the extenuation of such defects.

The first imperfection which I shall ob
serve in the fable is, that the event of it is

unhappy.
The fable of every poem is, according to

Aristotle's division, either simple or implex.
It is called simple when there is no change
of fortune in it; implex, when the fortune
of the chief actor changes from bad to good,
or from good to bad. The implex fable is

thought the most perfect: I suppose, be
cause it is more proper to stir up the pas
sions ofthe reader, and to surprise him with
a greater variety of accidents.

The implex fable is therefore of two
kinds: in the first, the chief actor makes
his way through a long series of dangers
and difficulties, until he arrives at honour
and prosperity, as we see in the stories of

Ulysses and jfEneas; in the second, the chief
actor in the poem falls from some eminent

pitch of honour and prosperity, into misery
and disgrace. Thus we see Adam and Eve
sinking from a state of innocence and hap
piness, into the most abject condition of sin

and sorrow.
The most taking tragedies among the an

cients, were built on this last sort of implex
fable, particularly the tragedy of CEdipus,
which proceeds upon a story, if we may be
lieve Aristotle, the most proper for tragedy
that could be invented by the wit of man.

I have taken some pains in a former paper
to show, that this kind of implex fable,
wherein the event is unhappy, is more apt
to affect an audience than that of the
first kind; notwithstanding many excellent

pieces among the ancients, as well as m^st
of those which have been written of late

years in our own country are raised upon
contrary plans. I must however own, that

I think this kind of fable, which is the most

perfect in tragedy, is not so proper for a
heroic poem.
Milton seems to have been sensible of this

imperfection in his fable, and has there
fore endeavoured to cure it by several ex

pedients; particularly by the mortifica

tion which the great adversary of mankind
meets with upon his return to the assembly
of infernal spirits, as it is described in a
beautiful passage of the third book; and
likewise by the vision wherein Adam, at

the close of the poem, sees his offspring,

triumphing over his great enemy, and him
self restored to a happier paradise than
that from which he fell.

There is another objection against Mil
ton's fable, which is indeed almost the
snme with the former, though placed in a
different light, namely That the hero in

the Paradise Lost is unsuccessful, and by no
means a match for his enemies. This gave
occasion to Mr. Dryden's reflection, that

the devil was in reality Milton's hero. I

think I have obviated this objection in my
first paper. The Paradise Lost is an epic,
or a narrative poem, and he that looks for

a hero in it, searches for that which Mil
ton never intended; but if he will needs fix

the name of a hero upon any person in it,

it is certainly the Messiah who is the hero,
b r th in the principal action, and in the
chief episodes. Paganism could not furnish

out a real action for a fable greater than
that of the Iliad or ./Eneid, and therefore a
heathen could not form a higher notion of

a poem than one of that kind, which they
call a heroic. Whether Milton's is not of

a sublimer nature I will not presume to

determine: it is sufficient that I show there
is in the Paradise Lost all the greatness of

plan, regularity of design, and masterly
beauties which we discover in Homer and
Vireil.

I must in the next place observe, that

Milton has interwoven in the texture of his

fable some particulars which do not seem
to have probability enough for an epic

poem, particularly in the actions which he
ascribes to Sin and Death, and the picture

"

which he draws of the ' Limbo of Vanity,'
with other passages in the second book.
Such allegories rather savour of the spirit
of Spencer and Ariosto, than of Homer
and Virgil.

In the structure of his poem he has like

wise admitted too many digressions. It is

finely observed by Aristotle, that the au
thor' of a heroic poem should seldom speak
himself, but throw as much of his work as
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he can into the mouths of those who are hi?

principal actors. Aristotle has given no
reason for this precept: but I presume it is

because the mind of the reader is more
awed and elevated, when he hears ^Eneas
or Achilles speak, than when Virgil or
Homer talk in their own persons. Besides
that assuming the character of an eminent
man is apt to fire the imagination, and raise

the ideas of the author. Tully tells us,

mentioning his dialogue of old age, in which
Cato is the chief speaker, that upon a re
view of it he was agreeably imposed upon,
and fancied that it was Cato, and not he
himself, who uttered his thoughts on that

subject.
If the reader would be at the pains to see

how the story of the Iliad and the j?Eneid
is delivered by those persons who act in it,

he will be surprised to find how little either
of these poems proceeds from the authors.
Milton has, in the general disposition of
his fable, very finely observed this great
rule; insomuch that there is scarce a tenth

part of it which comes from the poet; the
rest is spoken either by Adam -or Eve, or by
some good or evil spirit who is engaged
either in their destruction or defence.
From what has been here observed it ap

pears, that digressions are by no means to

be allowed of in an epic poem. If the poet,
even in the ordinary course of his narra
tion, should speak as little as possible, he
should certainly never let his narration

sleep for the sake of any reflections of his
own. I have often observed, with a secret

admiration, that the longest reflection in the
./Eneid is in that passage of the tenth book,
where Turnus is represented as dressing
himself in the spoils of Pallas, whom he
had slain. Virgil here lets his fable stand

still, for the sake of the following remark.
' How is the mind of man ignorant of fu

turity, and unable to bear prosperous for
tune with moderation! The time will come
when Turnus shall wish that he had left

the body of Pallas untouched, and curse
the day on which he dressed himself in

these spoils.' As the great event of the

./Eneid, and the death of Turnus, whom
/Eneas slew because he saw him adorned
with the spoils of Pallas, turns upon this

incident, Virgil went out of his way to

make this reflection upon it, without which
so small a circumstance might possibly
have slipped out of his reader's memory.
Lucan, who was an injudicious poet, lets

drop his story very frequently for the sake
of his unnecessary digressions, or his diver-

ticula, as Scaliger calls them. If he gives
us an account of the prodigies which pre
ceded the civil war, he declaims upon the

occasion, and shows how much happier it

would be for man, if he did not feel his evil

fortune bef ire it comes to pass; and suffer
not only by its real weight, but by the ap
prehension of it. Milton's complaint for
his blindness, his panegyric on marriage, his

reflections on Adam and Eve's going naked,

of the angels eating, and several ether pas
sages in his poem, are liable to the same
exception, though I must confess there is

so great a beauty in these very digressions,
that I would not wish them out of his poem.

I have in a former paper spoken of the
characters of Milton's Paradise Lost, and
declared my opinion, as to the allegorical

persons who were introduced in it.

If we look into the sentiments, I think

they are sometimes defective under the

following heads; first, as there are several
of them too much pointed, and some that

degenerate even into puns. Of this last

kind I am afraid is that in the first book,

where, speaking of the pygmies, he calls

them,

-The small infantry
Warr'd on by cranes.-

Another blemish that appears in some of

his thoughts, is his frequent allusion to

heathen fables, which are not certainly of

a piece with the divine subject of which he
treats. I do not find fault with these allu

sions where the poet himself represents
them as fabulous, as he does in some

places, but where he mentions them as

truths and matters of fact The limits of

my paper will not give me leave to be par
ticular in instances of this kind; the reader

will easily remark them in his perusal of

the poem.
A third fault in his sentiments is an un

necessary ostentation of learning, which
likewise occurs very frequently. It is cer

tain that both Homer and Virgil were
masters of all the learning of their times,
but it shows itself in their works after an

indirect and concealed manner. Milton

seems ambitious of letting us know, by his

excursions on free-will and
predestination,

and his many glances upon history, astrono

my, geography, and the like, as well as by
the terms and phrases he sometimes makes
use of, that he was acquainted with the

whole circle of arts and sciences.

If in the last place we consider the lan

guage of this great poet, we must allow

what I have hinted in a former paper, that ,

it is often too much laboured, and some
times obscured by old words, transposi

tions, and foreign idioms. Seneca's objec
tion to the style of a great author,

'

Riget

?jus oratio, nihil in ea filacidum, nihil lenc,'

s what many critics make to Milton. As
[ cannot wholly refule it, so I have already

apologized for it in another paper; to which
[ may further add, that Milton's sentiments

and ideas were so wonderfully sublime,that it

would have been impossible for him to have

represented them in their full strength and

jeauty, without having recourse to these

foreign assistances. Our language sunk
under him, and was unequal to that great
ness of soul which furnished him with such

jlorious conceptions.
A second fault in his language is, that he

often affects a kind of jingle in his words.
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as in the following passages, and many
others:

And brought into the world a world of woe.
-Begirt th' Almighty throne

Beseeching or
This tempted our attempt
At one slight bound high overleapt all bound.

I know there are figures for this kind of

speech; that some of the greatest ancients
have been guilty of it, and that Aristotle
himself has given it a place in his rhetoric

among the beauties of that art. But as it

is in itself poor and trifling, it is, I think,
at present universally exploded by all the
masters of polite writing.
The last fault which I shall take notice

of in Milton's style, is the frequent use of
what the learned call technical words, or

terms of art. It is one of the greatest beau
ties of poetry, to make hard things intelli-

/ gible, and to deliver what is abstruse of

itself in such easy language as may be un
derstood by ordinary readers: besides that
the knowledge of a poet should rather seem
born with him, or inspired, than drawn
from books and systems. I have often

wondered how Mr. Dryden could translate

a passage out of Virgil after the following
manner:

' Tack to the larboard, and stand off to sea,
Veer starboard sea and land.'

Milton makes use of larboard in the
same manner. When he is upon building,
he mentions doric pillars, pilasters, cor

nice, freeze, architrave. When he talks

of heavenly bodies, you meet with ecliptic
and eccentric, the trepidation, stars drop
ping from the zenith, rays culminating from
the equator: to which might be added many
instances of the like kind in several other
arts and sciences.

I shall in my next papers give an account
of the many particular beauties in Milton,
which would have been too long to insert

under those general heads I have already
treated of, and with which I intend to con
clude this piece of criticism. L.

No. 298.] Monday, February 11, 1711-12.

Nusquam tuta fides Virg. JBn. iv. 373.

Honour is no where safe.

'London, Feb. 9, 1711-12.
' MR. SPECTATOR, I am a virgin, and

in no case despicable; but yet such as I am I

must remain, or else become, it is to be
feared, less happy; for I find not the least

good effect from the just correction you
some time since gave that too free, that

looser part of our sex which spoils the men;
the same connivance at the vices, the same

easy admittance of addresses, the same viti

ated relish of the conversation of the great
est rakes (or, in a more fashionable way of

expressing one's self, of such as have seen
the world most) still abounds, increases,

multiplies.

' The humble petition, therefore, ofmanr
of the most strictly virtuous, and of myself,
is, that you will once more exert your au

thority; and that, according to your late

promise, your full, your impartial authority,
on this sillier branch of our kind; for why
should they be the uncontrollable mistresses
of ourfate? Why should they with impunity
indulge the males in licentiousness whilst

single, and we have the dismal hazard and

plague of reforming them when married?
Strike home, sir, then, and spare not, or
all our maiden hopes, our gilded hopes of

nuptial felicity are frustrated, are vanish

ed, and you yourself, as well as Mr. Court

ly, will, by smoothing over immodest prac
tices with the gloss of soft and harmless

names, for ever forfeit our esteem. Nor
think that I am herein more severe than
need be: if I have not reason more than

enough, do you and the world judge from
this ensuing account, which I think will

prove the evil to be universal.

You must know, then, that since your
reprehension of this female degeneracy
came out, I have had a tender of respects
from no less than five persons, of tolerable

figure, too, as times go: but the misfortune

is, that four of the five are professed fol

lowers of the mode. They would face me
down, that all women of good sense ever

were, and ever will be, latitudinarians in

wedlock: and always did, and will, give and

take, what they profanely term conjugal

liberty of conscience.

f The two first of them, a captain and a

merchant, to strengthen their arguments,
pretend to repeat after a couple of ladies

of quality and wit, that Venus was always
kind to Mars; and what soul that has the

least spark of generosity can deny a man
of bravery any thing? And how pitiful a
trader that, whom no woman but his own
wife will have correspondence and dealings
with? Thus these: whilst the third, the

country 'squire, confessed, that indeed he
was surprised into good breeding, and en

tered into the knowledge of the world un
awares: that dining the other day at a

gentleman's house, the person who enter

tained was obliged to leave him with his

wife and nieces; where they spoke with so

much contempt of an absent gentleman for

being so slow at a hint, that he resolved

never to be drowsy, unmannerly, or stupid,
for the future, at a friend's house; and on a

hunting morning not to pursue the game
either with the husband abroad, or with the

wife at home.
The next that came was a tradesman,

no less full of the age than the former; for

he had the gallantry to tell me, that at a late

junket which he was invited to, the motion

being made, and the question being put, it

was by maid, wife, and widow, resolved

nemine contradicente, that a young sprightly

journeyman is absolutely necessary in their

way of business; to which they had the

assent and concurrence of their husbands
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present. I dropped him a courtesy, and
gave him to understand that was his au
dience of leave.

I am reckon -d pretty, and have had
very many advances besides these; but
have been very averse to hear any of them,
from my observation on those above-men
tioned, until I hoped some good from the
character of my present admirer, a clergy
man. But I find even among them there
are indirect practices in relation to love,
and our treaty is at present a little in sus

pense, until some circumstances are clear
ed. There is a charge against him among
the women, and the case is this: It is al

leged, that a certain endowed female would
have appropriated herself to, and conso
lidated herself with a church which my
divine now enjoys (or, which is the same
thing, did prostitute herself to her friend's

doing this for her:) that my ecclesiastic, to
obtain the one, did engage himself to take
off the other that lay on hand; but that on
his success in the spiritual, he again re
nounced the carnal.

' I put this closely to him, and taxed him
with disingenuity. He to clear himself
made the subsequent defence, and that in

the most solemn manner possible: that he
was applied to, and instigated to accept of
a benefice: that a conditional offer there
of was indeed made him at first, but with
disdain by him rejected: that when no
thing (as they easily perceived) of this
nature could bring him to their purpose,
assurance of his being entirely unengaged
beforehand, and safe from all their after-

expectations, (the only stratagem left to
draw him in,) was given him: that pur
suant to this the donation itself was, without

delay, before several reputable witnesses,
tendered tohim gratis, with the open profes
sion of not the least reserve, or most minute
condition; but that yet, immediately after

induction, his insidious introducer (or her
crafty procurer, which you will) indus

triously spread the report which had reach
ed my ears, not only in the neighbourhood
of that said church, but in London, in the

university, in mine and his own country,
and wherever else it might probably ob
viate his application to any other woman,
and so confine him to this alone: and in a
word, that as he never did make any pre
vious offer of his service, or the least step
to her affection; so on his discovery of these

designs thus laid to trick him, he could not
but afterwards, in justice to himself, vindi
cate both his innocence and freedom, by
keeping his proper distance.

This is his apology, and I think I shall

be satisfied with it. But I cannot conclude

my tedious epistle without recommending
to you not only to resume your former chas

tisement, but to add to your criminals the
simoniacal ladies, who seduce the sacred
order into the difficulty of either breaking
a mercenary troth made to them, whom
they ought not to deceive, or by breaking

or keeping it offending against Him whom
they cannot deceive. Your assistance and
labours of this sort would be of great bene
fit, and your speedy thoughts on this subject
would be very seasonable to, sir, your most
humble servant,

CHASTITY LOVEWORTH.'

No. 299.] Tuesday, February 12, 1711-12.

Malo Venusinam, quam te, Cornelia, mater
Gracchorum, si cum magnis virtiitibiis affers

Grande supercilium, et numeras in dote triumphos.
Tolle tuum precor Annibalem, victumque Syphacem
In castria ; et cum tola Carthagine migra.

Juv. Sat. vi. 166

Some country girl, scarce to a courtesy bred,
Would I much rather than Cornelia wed;
If supercilious, haughty, proud, and vain,
She brought her father's triumphs in her train.

Away with all your Carthaginian state
;

Let vanquish'd Hannibal without doors wait,
Too burly and too big to pass my narrow gate

Dryden.

IT is observed, that a man improves
more by reading the story of a person emi
nent for prudence and virtue, than by the
finest rules and precepts of morality. In
the same manner a representation of those

calamities and misfortunes which a weak
man suffers from wrong measures, and ill-

concerted schemes of life, is apt to make a

deeper impression upon our minds, than
the wisest maxims and instructions that

can be given us, for avoiding the like follies

and indiscretions in our own private con
duct. It is for this reason that I lay before

my reader the following letter, and leave it

with him to make his own use of it, with
out adding any reflections of my own upon
the subject-matter.

'MR. SPECTATOR, Having carefully

perused a letter sent you by Josiah Fribble,

Esq. with your subsequent discourse upon
pin-money, I do presume to trouble you with
an account of my own case, which I look

upon to be no less deplorable than that of

'squire Fribble. I am a person of no ex

traction, having begun the world with a
small parcel of rusty iron, and was for some

years commonly known by the name ofJack
Anvil.* I have naturally a very happy
genius for getting money, insomuch that by
the age of five and twenty, I had scraped
together four thousand two hundred pounds,
five shillings, and a few odd pence. I then
launched out into considerable business, and
became a bold trader both by sea and land,
which in a few yeafs raised me a very great
fortune. For these my good services I was

knighted in the thirty-fifth year of my age,
and lived with great dignity among my city

neighbours by the name of Sir John Anvil.

Being in my temper very ambitious, I was
now bent upon making a family, and ac-

* It is said by some, that the author of this letter al

luded to Gore, of Tring, and Lady Mary Compton :

but others, with more probability, that it referred to Sir

Ambrose Crowley and his lady. See Tat. ed. 178C. ei.

8vo. The latter changed his name from Crowley to

Crawley, the folly of which seems to be ridiculed aboye,

by the change of Anvil into Envil.
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cordingly resolved taat my descendants
should have a dash of good blood in their
veins. In order to this, I made love to the

Lady Mary Oddly, an indigent young wo
man of quality. To cut short the mar
riage-treaty, I threw her a carte blanche,
as our newspapers call it, desiring her to

write upon it her own terms. She was very
concise in her demands, insisting only that
the disposal of my fortune, and the regula
tion of my family, should be entirely in her
hands. Her father and brothers appear
ed exceedingly averse to this match, and
would not see me for some time; but at

present are so well reconciled, that they
dine with me almost every day, and have
borrowed considerable sums of me; which
my Lady Mary very often twits me with,
when she would show me how kind her
relations are to me. She had no portion, as

I told you before; but what she wanted in

fortune she makes up in spirit. She at first

changed my name to Sir John Envil, and
at present writes herself Mary Enville. I

have had some children by her, whom she
has christened with the surnames of her

family, in order, as she tells me, to wear
out the homeliness of their parentage by
the father's side. Our eldest son is the
Honourable Oddly Enville, Esq. and our
eldest daughter Harriot Enville. Upon her
first coming into my family, she turned off

a parcel of very careful servants, who had
been long with me, and introduced in their

stead a couple of black-a-moors, and, three
or four very genteel fellows in laced live

ries, besides her French woman, who is

perpetually making a noise in the house, in

a language which nobody understands, ex

cept my Lady Mary. She next set her
self to reform every room of my house,

having glazed all my chimney-pieces with

looking-glasses, and planted every corner
with such heaps of china, that I am obliged
to move about my own house with the

greatest caution and circumspection, for

fear of hurting some of our brittle furniture.

She makes an illumination once a week
with wax candles in one of the largest

rooms, in order, as she phrases it, to see

company: at which time she always desires

me to be abroad, or to confine myself to the

cockloft, that I may not disgrace her among
her visitants of quality. Her footmen, as

I told you before, are such beaus that I do
not much care for asking them questions;
when I do, they answer me with a saucy
frown, and say that every thing which I

find fault with, was done by my Lady
Mary's order. She tells me, that she in

tends they shall wear swords with their

next liveries, having lately observed the

footmen of two or three persons of quality

hanging behind the coach with swords by
their sides. As soon as the first honeymoon
was over, I represented to her the unrea
sonableness of those daily innovations which
she made in my family; but she told me, I

was no longer to consider myself as Sir

John Anvil, but as her husband; and added,
with a frown, that I did not seem to know
who she was. I was surprised to be treated

thus, after such familiarities as had passed
between us. But she has since given me to

know, that whatever freedoms she may
sometimes indulge me in, she expects in

general to be treated with the respect that

is due to her birth and quality. Our chil

dren have been trained up from their

infancy with so many accounts of their mo
ther's family, that they know the stories of

all the great men and women it has pro
duced. Their mother tells them, that such
an one commanded in such a sea-engage
ment, that their great-grandfather had a
horse shot under him at Edge-hill, that

their uncle was at the siege of Buda, and
that her mother danced in a ball at court

with the Duke of Monmouth; with abun
dance of fiddle-faddle of the same nature.

I was the other day a little out of counte
nance at a question of my little daughter
Harriot, who asked me, with a great deal
of innocence, why I never told them of the

generals and admirals that had been in my
family? As for my eldest son, Oddly, he
has been so spirited up by his mother, that

if he does not mend his manners I shall go
near to disinherit him. He drew his sword

upon me before he was nine years old, and
told me that he expected to be used like a

gentleman: upon my offering to correct

him for his insolence, my Lady Mary step

ped in between us, and told me that I ought
to consider there was some difference be
tween his mother and mine. She is per
petually finding out the features of her
own relations in every one of my children,

though by the way, I have a little chub-
faced boy as like me as he can stare, if I

durst say so: but what most angers me,
when she sees me playing with any of them
upon my knee, she has begged me more
than once to converse with the children as

little as possible, that they may not learn

any of my awkward tricks.
' You must further know, since I am

opening my heart to you,
that she thinks

herself my superior in sense, as much as

she is in quality, and therefore treats me
like a plain well-meaning man, who does
not know the world. She dictates to me in

my own business, sets me right in points
of trade, and if I disagree with her about

any of my ships at sea, wonders that I will

dispute with her, when I know very well
that her great-grandfather was a flag-
officer.

'To complete my sufferings, she has
teased me for this quarter of a year last

past to remove into one of the squares at

the other end of the town, promising, for

my encouragement, that I shall have as

good a cock-loft as any gentleman in the

square; to which the Honourable Oddly
Enville, Esq. always adds, like a jack-a-

napes as he is, that he hopes it will be as

near the court as possible.
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' In short, Mr. Spectator, I am so muc
out of my natural element, that, to recove
my old way of life, I would be content t

begin the world again, and be plain Jack
Anvil; but, alas! 1 am in for life, and am
bound to subscribe myself, with great sor
row of heart, your humble servant,
L. 'JOHN ENVILLE, KNT.'

No. 300.] Wednesday, Feb. 13, 1711-12

Diversum vitio vitium prope majus.
Hor. Ep. xviii. Lib. 1. 5.

Another failing of the mind.
Greater than this, of a quite different kind. Pooley.
' MR. SPECTATOR, When you talk of

the subject of love, and the relations arising
from it, methinks you should take care t<

leave no fault unobserved which concerns
the state of marriage. The great vexation
that I have observed in it is, that the wed
ded couple seem to want opportunities of

being often enough alone together, and are
forced to quarrel and be fond before com
pany. Mr. Hotspur and his lady, in a
room full of their friends, are ever saying
something so smart to each other, anc
that but just within rules, that the whole
company stand in the utmost anxiety and
suspense, for fear of their falling into ex
tremities which they could not be present
at. On the other side, Tom Faddle and
his pretty spouse, wherever they come,
are billing at such a rate, as they think
must do our hearts good to behold them.
Cannot you possibly propose a mean be
tween being wasps and doves in public?
I should think, if you advised to hate or
love sincerely, it would be better: for if they
would be so discreet as to hate from the
very bottom of their hearts, their aversion
would be too strong for little gibes every
moment; and if they loved with that calm
and noble valour which dwells in the heart,
with a warmth like that of life-blood, they
would not be so impatient of their pas
sions as to fall into observable fondness.
This method, in each case, would save ap
pearances: but as those who offend on the
fond side are by much the fewer, I would
have you begin with them, and go on to
take notice of a most impertinent licence
married women take, not only to be very
loving to their spouses in public, but also
make nauseous allusions to private fami
liarities and the like. Lucina is a lady of
the greatest discretion, you must know, in

the world; and withal very much a physi
cian. Upon the strength of those two quali
ties there is nothing she will not speak of
oefore us virgins; and she every day talks
with a very grave air in such a manner as is

very improper so much as to be hinted
at, but to obviate the greatest extremity.
Those whom they call good bodies, notable

people, hearty neighbours, and the purest
goodest company in the world, are the
great offenders in this kind. Here I think
I have laid before you an open field for

pleasantry; and hope you will show these
people that at least they are not witty: in
which you will save from many a blush a
daily sufferer, who is very much your most
humble servant,

SUSANNA LOVEWORTH.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, In yours of Wed
nesday the 30th past, you and your corres

pondents are very severe on a sort of men,
whom you call male coquettes; but without
any other reason, in my apprehension, than
that of paying a shallow compliment to the
fair sex, by accusing some men of. imagi
nary faults, that the women may not seem
to be the more faulty sex; though at the
same time you suppose there are some so
weak as to be imposed upon by fine things
and false addresses. I cannot persuade
myself that your design is to debar the sexes
the benefit of each other's conversation
within the rules of honour; nor will you,
I dare say, recommend to them, or en
tourage the common tea-table talk, much
[ess that of politics and matters of state:
and if these are forbidden subjects of dis

course, then, as long as there are any
women in the world who take a pleasure
n hearing themselves praised, and can
)ear the sight of a man prostrate at their
r

eet, so long I shall make no wonder, that
there are those of the other sex who will

3ay them those impertinent humiliations.
We should have few people such fools as
L
.o practise flattery, if all were so wise as
:o despise it. I do not deny but you would
do a meritorious act, if you could prevent
all impositions on the simplicity of young
women; but I must confess, I do not appre-
icnd you have laid the fault on the proper
>ersons; and if I trouble you with my
houghts upon it, I promise myself your
>ardon. Such of the sex as are raw and
nnocent, and most exposed to these at-

acks, have, or their parents are much to
)lame if they have not, one to advise and
^uard them, and are obliged themselves
o take care of them; but if these, who
ught to hinder men from all opportunities
f this sort of conversation, instead of that

ncourage and promote it, the suspicion is

eryjust that there are some private reasons
or it; and I will leave it to you to determine
n which side a part is then acted. Some
fomen there are who are arrived at years of

iscretion, I mean are got out of the hands
f their parents and governors, and are set

p for themselves, who are yet liable to

icse attempts; but if these are prevailed
pon, you must excuse me if I lay the fault

pon them, that their wisdom is not grown
nth their years. My client, Mr. Strephon,
fhom you summoned to declare himself,
ives you thanks, however, for your warn-

ng, and begs the favour only
to enlai-ge his

me for a week, or to the last day of the

erm, and then he will appear gratis, and

ray no dav over. Yours,
PHILANTHROPOS.'
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MR. SPECTATOR, I was last night to

visit a lady whom I much esteem, and

always took for my friend; but met with
so very different a reception from what I

expected, that I cannot help applying my
self to you on this occasion. In the room
of that civility and familiarity I used to be
treated with by her, an affected strange
ness in her looks, and coldness in her be
haviour, plainly told me I was not the
welcome guest which the regard and ten
derness she has often expressed for me
gave me reason to flatter myself to think I

was. Sir, this is certainly a great fault,
and I assure you a very common one;
therefore I hope you will think it a fit

subject for some part of a Spectator. Be
pleased to acquaint us how we must be
have ourselves towards this valetudinary
friendship, subject to so many heats and

colds; and you will oblige, sir, your hum
ble servant,' MIRANDA, '

'SiR, I cannot forbear acknowledging
the delight your late Spectators on Satur

days have given me; for they are written
in the honest spirit of criticism, and called

to my mind the following four lines I had
read long since in a prologue to a play
called Julius Caesar,* which has deserved
a better fate. The verses are addressed
to the little critics:

Show your small talent, and let that suffice ye ;

But grow not vain upon it, I advise ye.
For every fop can find out faults in plays ;

You'll ne'er arrive at knowing when to praise.
'
Yours,

T. <D. G.'

No. 301.] Thursday, Feb. 14, 1711-12.

Ponsint ut juvenes visere fervidi

Multo non sine risu,

Dilapsam in cineres facem.
flor. Od. xiii. Lib. 4. 26.

That all may laugh to see that glaring light,

Which lately shone so fierce and bright,
End in a stink at last, and vanish into night.

rfnon.

WE are generally so much pleased with

any little accomplishments, either of body
or mind, which have oncle made us re

markable in the world, that we endeavour
to persuade ourselves it is not in the power
of time to rob us of them. We are eter

nally pursuing the same methods which
first procured us the applauses of mankind.
It is from this notion that an author writes

on, though he is come to dotage; without

ever considering that his memory is im

paired, and that he hath lost that life, and
those spirits, which formerly raised his

fancy, and fired his imagination. The same

folly hinders a man from submitting his be
haviour to his age, and makes Clodius,
who was a celebrated dancer at five-and-

twenty, still love to hobble in a minuet,

though he is past threescore. It is this,

* A tragedy, by William Alexander, Earl of Stirling,

printed in 1639.

55

in a word, which fills the town with elderly
fops and superannuated coquettes.
Canidia, a lady of this latter species,

passed by me yesterday in a coach. Canidia
was a haughty beauty of the last age, and
was followed by crowds of adorers, whose
passions only pleased her, as they gave her

opportunities of playing the tyrant She
then contracted that awful cast of the eye
and forbidding frown, which she has not yet
laid aside, and has still all the insolence of

beauty without its charms. If she now
attracts the eyes of any beholders, it is onlv

by being remarkably ridiculous; even her
own sex laugh at her affectation; and the

men, who always enjoy an ill-natured plea
sure in seeing an imperious beauty humbled
and neglected, regard her with the same
satisfaction that a free nation sees a tyrant
in disgrace.
Will Honeycomb, who is a great admirer

of the gallantries in King Charles the Se
cond's reign, lately communicated to me a
letter written by a wit of that age to his

mistress, who it seems was a lady of Cani-
dia's humour; and though I do not always
approve of my friend Will's taste, I liked

this letter so well, that I took a copy of it,

with which I shall here present my reader:

To Chloe.

MADAM, Since my waking thoughts
have never been able to influence you in

my favour, I am resolved to try whether

my dreams can make any impression on

you. To this end I shall give you an ac
count of a very odd one which my fancy
presented to me last night, within a few
hours after I left you.
'Methought I was unaccountably con

veyed into the most delicious place mine

eyes ever beheld: it was a large valley di

vided by a river of the purest water I had
ever seen. The ground on each side of it

rose by an easy ascent, and was covered
with flowers of an infinite variety, which,
as they were reflected in the water, doubled
the beauties of the place, or rather formed
an imaginary scene more beautiful than
the real. On each side of the river was a

range of lofty trees, whose boughs were
loaded with almost asmany birds as leaves.

Every tree was full of harmony.
* I had not gone far in this pleasant valley,

when I perceived that it was terminated by
a most magnificent temple. The structure

was ancient and regular. On the top of it

was figured the god Saturn, in the same

shape and dress that the poets usually re

present Time.
' As I was advancing to satisfy my curi

osity by a nearer view, I was stopped by
an object far more beautiful than any I had
before discovered in the whole place. I

fancy, madam, you will easilv guess that

this could hardly be any thing but yourself;
in reality it was so; you lay extended on the

flowers by the side of the river, so that your
hands, which were thrown in a negligent
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posture, almost touched the watet\ Your
eyes were closed; but ifyour sleep deprived
me of the satisfaction of seeing them, it left

me at leisure to contemplate several other
charms which disappear when your eyes
are open. I could not but admire the tran

quillity you slept in, especially when I con
sidered the uneasiness you produce in so

many others.
' While I was wholly taken up in these

reflections, the doors of the temple flew

open with a very great noise, and lifting

up my eyes, I saw two figures, in human
shape, coming into the valley. Upon a
nearer survey, I found them to be Youth
and Love. The first was encircled with a
kind of purple light, that spread a glory
over all the place, the other held a flaming
torch in his hand. I could observe, that all

the way as they came towards us, the co
lours of the flowers appeared more lively,
the trees shot out in blossoms, the birds
threw themselves into pairs and serenaded
them as they passed: the whole face of na
ture glowed with new beauties. They were
no sooner arrived at the place where you
lay, than they seated themselves on each
side of you. On their approach methought
I saw a'new bloom arise in your face, and
new charms diffuse themselves over your
whole person. You appeared more than

mortal; but, to my great surprise, continued
fast asleep, though the two deities made
several gentle efforts to awaken you.

' After a short time, Youth, (displaying
a pair of wings, which I had not before
taken notice of,) flew off. Love still re

mained, and holding the torch which he had
in his hand before your face, vou still ap
peared as beautiful as ever. The glaring
of the light in your eyes at length awaken
ed you, when to my great surprise, instead
of acknowledging the favour of the deity,

you frowned upon him, and struck the torch
out of his hand into the river. The god,
after having regarded you with a look that

spoke at once his pity and displeasure, flew

away. Immediately a kind of gloom over

spread the whole place. At the same
time I saw a hideous spectre enter at one
end of the valley. His eyes were sunk into

his head, his face was pale and withered,
and his skin puckered up in wrinkles. As
he walked on the sides of the bank the
river froze, the flowers faded, the trees shed
their blossoms, the birds dropped from off

the boughs, and fell dead at his feet. By
these marks I knew him to be Old Age.
You were seized with the utmost horror
and amazement at his approach. You en
deavoured to have fled, but the phantom
caught you in his arms. You may easily

guess at the change you suffered in this

embrace. For my own part, though I am
still too full of the dreadful idea, I will not

shock you with a description of it. I was
so startled at the sight, that my sleep im

mediately left me, and I found myself
awake, at leisure to consider of a dream

which seems too extraordinary to be with
out a meaning. I am, madam, with the

greatest passion, your most obedient, most
humble servant, c.' X.

No. 302.] Friday, February 15, 1711-12.

Lachrymaeque decora,
Gratior et pulchro veniens in corpore virtus.

Virg. .En. v. 34a

Becoming sorrows, and a virtuous mind
More lovely, in a beauteous form enshrin'd.

I READ what I give for the entertain

ment of this day with a great deal of plea
sure, and publish it just as it came to my
hands. I shall be very glad to find there
are many guessed at for Emilia.

'MR. SPECTATOR, If this paper has the

good fortune to be honoured with a place in

your writings, I shall be the more pleased,
because the character of Emilia is not an

imaginary but a real one. I have indus

triously obscured the whole by the addition

of one or two circumstances of no conse

quence, that the person it is drawn from

might still be concealed; and that the writer
of it might not be in the least suspected, and
for some other reasons, I chose not to give
it in the form of a letter; but if, besides the
faults ofthe composition, there be any thing
in it more proper for a correspondent than
the Spectator himself to write, I submit it

to your better judgment, to receive any
other model you think fit. I am, sir, your
very humble servant.

'

There is nothing which gives one so

pleasing a prospect of human nature, as the

contemplation of wisdom and beauty: the
latter is the peculiar portion of that sex
which is therefore called fair: but the hap
py concurrence of both these excellences
in the same person, is a character too ce
lestial to be frequently met with. Beauty
is an over-weening self-sufficient thing,
careless of providing itself any more sub
stantial ornaments; nay, so little does it

consult its own interests, that it too often

defeats itself, bv betraying that innocence
which renders it lovely and desirable. As
therefore virtue makes a beautiful woman
appear more beautiful, so beauty makes
a virtuous woman really more virtuous.

Whilst I am considering these two perfec
tions gloriously united in one person, I can
not help representing to my mind the image
of Emilia.
Who ever beheld the charming Emilia

without feeling in his breast at once the

glow of love, and the tenderness of virtuous

friendship? The unstudied graces of her

behaviour, and the pleasing accents of her

tongue, insensibly draw you on to wish for

a nearer enjoyment of them, but even her
smiles carry in them a silent reproof of the

impulses of licentious love. Thus, though
the attractives of her beauty play almost

irresistibly upon you, and create desire, you
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immediately stand corrected not by the
severity, but the decency of her virtue.
That sweetness and good-humour, which
is so visible in her face, naturally diffuses
itself into every word and action: a man
must be a savage, who, at the sight ofEmi
lia, is not more inclined to do her good,
than gratify himself. Her person as it is

thus studiously embellished by nature, thus
adorned with unpremeditated graces, is a
fit lodging for a mind so fair and lovely:
there dwell rational piety, modest hope,
and cheerful resignation.

_Many of the prevailing passions of man
kind do undeservedly pass under the name
of religion; which is thus made to express
itself in action, according to the nature of
the constitution in which it resides; so that
were we to make a judgment from appear
ances, one would imagine religion in some
is little better than sullenness and reserve,
in many fear, in others the despondings of
a melancholy complexion, in others the

formality of insignificant unaffecting ob
servances, in others severity, in others os
tentation. In Emilia it is a principle founded
in reason, and enlivened with hope; it does
not break forth into irregular fits and sallies
of devotion, but is a uniform and consistent
tenour of action : it is strict without severity,
compassionate without weakness; it is the

perfection of that good-humour which pro
ceeds from the understanding, not the effect
of an easy constitution.

By a generous sympathy in nature, we
feel ourselves disposed to mourn when any
of our fellow-creatures are afflicted: but

injured innocence and beauty in distress is

an object that carries in it something inex

pressibly moving: it softens the most manly
heart with the tenderest sensations of love
and compassion, until at length it confesses
its humanity, and flows out into tears.

Were I to relate that part of Emilia's
life which has given her an opportunity of

exerting the heroism of Christianity, it

would make too sad, too tender a story;
but when I consider her alone in the midst
of her distresses, looking beyond this gloomy
vale of affliction and sorrow, into the Joys
of heaven and immortality, and when I see
her in conversation thoughtless and easy,
as if she were the most happy creature in

the world, I am transported with admira
tion. Surely never did such a philosophic
soul inhabit such a beauteous form! For

beauty is often made a privilege against

thought and reflection; it laughs at wisdom,
and will not abide the gravity of its instruc

tions.

Were I able to represent Emilia's vir

tues in their proper colours, and their due

proportions, love or flattery might per
haps be thought to have drawn the picture

larger than life; but as this is but an imper
fect draught of so excellent a character,
and as I cannot, I will not hope to have any
interest in her person, all that I can say of

her is but impartial praise, extorted from

me by the prevailing brightness of her vir
tues. So rare a pattern of female excellence

ought not to be concealed, but should be
set out to the view and imitation of the
world; for how amiable does virtue appear,
thus, as it were, made visible to us, in so
fair an example!

Honoria's disposition is of a very different
turn : her thoughts are wholly bent upon
conquests and arbitrary power. That she
has some wit and beauty nobody denies,
and therefore has the esteem of all her ac

quaintance as a woman of an agreeable per
son and conversation; but (whatever her
husband may think of it) that is not suffi

cient for Honoria: she waives that title to

respect as a mean acquisition, and demands
veneration in the right of an idol; for this
reason her natural desire of life is continu

ally checked with an inconsistent fear of
wrinkles and old age.
Emilia cannot be supposed ignorant of

her personal charms, though she seems to
be so; but she will not hold her happiness
upon so precarious a tenure, whilst her
mind is adorned with beauties of a more
exalted and lasting nature. When in the
full bloom of youth and beauty we saw
her surrounded with a crowd of adorers,
she took no pleasure in slaughter and de
struction, gave no false deluding hopes
which might increase the torments of her

disappointed lovers; but having for some
time given to the decency of a virgin coy
ness, and examined the merit of their se

veral pretensions, she at length gratified
her own, by resigning herself to the ardent

passion of Bromius. Bromius was then
master of many good qualities and a mode
rate fortune, which was soon after unex
pectedly increased to a plentiful estate.

This for a good while proved his misfortune,
as it furnished his unexperienced age with
the opportunities of evil company, and a
sensual life. He might have longer wan
dered in the labyrinths of vice and folly,
had not Emilia's prudent conduct won him
over to the government of his reason. Her
ngenuity has been constantly employed in

humanizing his passions, and refining his

pleasures. She has showed him by her
iwn example, that virtue is consistent with
decent freedoms, and good humour, or ra-

:her that it cannot subsist without them.
Her good sense readily instructed her, that
a silent' example, and an easy unrepining
jehaviour, will always be more persuasive
than the severity of lectures and admoni

tions; and that there is so much pride inter

woven into the make of human nature, that
an obstinate man must only take the hint
From another, and then be left to advise
and correct himself. Thus by an artful

train of management, and unseen persua
sions, having at first brought him not to

dislike, and at length to be pleased with
that which otherwise he would not have
bore to hear of, she then knew how to press
and secure this advantage, by approving
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it as his thought, and seconding it as his

proposal. By this means she has gained an

interest in some of his leading passions, and

made them accessary to his reformation.

There is another particular of Emilia's

conduct which I cannot forbear mention

ing: to some, perhaps, it may at first sight

appear but a trifling inconsiderable circum

stance: but, for my part, I think it highly

worthy of observation, and to be recom
mended to the consideration of the fair sex.

I have often thought wrapping-gowns and

dirty linen, with all that huddled economy
of dress which passes under the general
name of ' a mob,' the bane of conjugal

love, and one of the readiest means imagi
nable to alienate the affection of a husband,

especially a fond one. I have heard some

ladies, who have been surprised by com

pany in such a dishabille, apologize for it

after this manner: '
Truly, I am ashamed

to be caught in this pickle: but my husband
and I were sitting all alone by ourselves,

and I did not expect to see such good com

pany.' This, by the way, is a fine compli
ment to the good man, which it is ten to one

but he returns in dogged answers and a

churlish behaviour, without knowing what
it is that puts him out of humour.

Emilia's observation teaches her, that as

little inadvertencies and neglects cast a

blemish upon a great character; so the ne

glect of apparel, even among the most inti

mate friends, does insensibly lessen their

regards to each other, by creating a fami

liarity too low and contemptible. She un
derstands the importance of those things
which the generality account trifles; and

considers every thing as a matter of conse

quence, that has the least tendency towards

keeping up or abating the affection of her

husband; him she esteems as a fit object to

employ her ingenuity in pleasing, because

he is to be pleased for life.

By the help of these, and a thousand other

nameless arts, which it is easier for her to

practise than for another to express, by the

obstinacy of her goodness and unprovokec
submission, in spite of all her afflictions anc

ill usage, Bromius is become a man of sense

and a kind husband, and Emilia a happy
wife.

Ye guardian angels, to whose care heaver

has intrusted its dear Emilia, guide her stil

forward in the paths of virtue, defend her
from the insolence and wrongs of this un

discerning world: at length when we mus
no more converse with such purity on earth

lead her gently hence, innocent and unre

provable, to a "better place, where, by an

easy transition from what she now is, she

may shine forth an angel of light T.

No. 303.] Saturday, Feb. 16, 1711-12.

Volet hsc Bub luce videri,
_

Judicis argutum quoe non formidat acumen.
Hr. Jlrs Poet. TCT. 363.

-Some choose the clearest licrht,

And boldly challenge the most piercine eye.
Rtscommon.

I HAVE seen, in the works of a -modern

ihilosopher, a map of the spots in the sun.

Vlv last paper of the faults and blemishes
n Milton's Paradise Lostmay be considered

s a piece of the same nature. To pursue
he allusion: as it is observed, that among
he bright parts of the luminous body above-

mentioned, there are some which glow more

ntensely, and dart a stronger light than

)thers; so, notwithstanding I have already
hown Milton's poem to be very beautiful

n general, I shall now proceed to take no-

ice of such beauties as appear to me more

exquisite than the rest. Milton has pro-
josed the subject of his poem in the follow-

ng verses:

Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one jrreater man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat,

Sing, heav'nly muse!

These lines are, perhaps, as plain, sim

ile, and unadorned, as any of the whole

joem, in which particular the author has

conformed himself to the example of Ho
mer, and the precept of Horace.
His invocation to a work, which turns in

a great measure upon the creation of the

world, is very properly made to the Muse
who inspired Moses in those books from

whence our author drew his subject, and

to the Holy Spirit who is therein repre
sented as operating after a particular man
ner in the first production of nature. This
whole exordium rises very happily into

noble language and sentiments, as I think

the transition to the fable is exquisitely
beautiful and natural.

The nine days' astonishment, in which
the angels lay entranced after their dread
ful overthrow and fall from heaven, before

they could recover either the use of thought
or speech, is a noble circumstance, and very

finely imagined. The division of hell into

seas of fire, and into firm ground impreg
nated with the same furious element, with

that particular circumstance of the exclu

sion of Hope from those infernal regions,
are instances of the same great and fruitful

invention.

The thoughts in the first speech and de

scription of Satan, who is one of the princi

pal actors in this poem, are wonderfully

proper to give us a full idea of him. His

pride, envy, and revenge, obstinacy, de

spair, and impenitence, are all of them

very artfully interwoven. In short, his first

speech is a complication of all those pas
sions which discover themselves separately
in several other of his speeches in the poem.
The whole part of this great enemy of man
kind is filled with such incidents as are very
apt to raise and terrify the reader's imagi
nation. Of this nature, in the book now
before us, is his being the first that awakens
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out of the general trance, with his posture
on the burning lake, his rising from it, and
the description of his shield and spear:
Thus Satan talking to his nearest mate,
With head up-lift above the wave, and eyes
That sparkling blaz'd, his other parts beside
Prone on the flood, extended long and large,
Lay floating many a rood
Forthwith upright he rears from off the pool
His mighty stature ; on each hand the flames
Driv'n backward slope their pointing spires, and roll'd

IB billows, leave i' th' midst a horrid vale.
Then with expanded wings he steers his flight
Aloft, incumbent on the dusky air
That felt unusual weight

His pond'rous shield
Ethereal temper, massy, large and round,
Behind him cast ; the broad circumference

Hung on his shoulders like the moon, whose orb

Through optic glass the Tuscan artists view
At ev'ning, from the top of Fesole,
Or in Valdarno, to descry new lands,
Rivers, or mountains, on her spotty globe.

. His spear (to equal which the tallest pine
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great admiral, were but a wand)
He walk'd with, to support uneasy steps
Over the burning marl!

To which we may add his call to the
fallen angels that lay plunged and stupified
in the sea of fire:

He call'd so lond, that all the hollow deep
Of hell resounded.

But there is no single passage in the whole
poem worked up to a greater sublimity,
than that wherein his person is described
in those celebrated lines:

-He, above the rest
In shape and gesture proudly eminent,
Stood like a tower, &c.

His sentiments are every way answerable
to his character, and suitable to a created

being of the most exalted and most de

praved nature. Such is that in which he
takes possession of his place of torments:

-Hail horrors 1 hail

Infernal world ! and thou profoundest hell

Receive thy new possessor, one who brings
A mind not to be chang'd by place or time.

And afterwards:

Here at least

We shall be free ! th' Almighty hath not built

Here for his envy ; will not drive us hence :

Here we may reign secure; and in my choice
To reign is worth ambition, though in hell :

Better to reign in hell, than serve in heav'n.

Amidst those impieties which this en

raged spirit utters in other places of the

poem, the author has taken care to intro

duce none that is not big with absurdity,
and incapable of shocking a religious rea

der; his words, as the poet himself de
scribes them, bearing only a * semblance of

worth, not substance.' He is likewise with

great art described as owning his adversary
to be Almighty. Whatever perverse inter

pretation he puts on the justice, mercy, and
other attributes of the Supreme Being, he

frequently confesses his omnipotence, that

being the perfection he was forced to allow

him, and the only consideration which could

support his pride under the shame of his

defeat.

Nor must I here omit that beautiful cir

cumstance of his bursting out into tears,

opon his survey of those innumerable spirits

whom he had involved in the same guilt
and ruin with himself:

He now prepar'd
To speak ; whereat their doubled ranks they bend,
From wing to wing, and half enclose him round
With all his peers : attention held them mute.
Thrice he essay'd, and thrice, in spite of scorn,

Tears, such as angels weep, burst forth *

The catalogue of evil spirits has abun
dance of learning in it, and a very agreeable
turn of poetry, which rises in a great mea
sure from its describing the places where

they were worshipped, by those beautiful

marks of rivers so frequent among the an
cient poets. The author had doubtless in

this place Homer's catalogue of ships, and

Virgil's list of warriors, in his view. The
characters of Moloch and Belial prepare
the reader's mind for their respective

speeches and behaviour in the second and
sixth book. The account of Thammuz is

finely romantic, and suitable to what we
read among the ancients of the worship
which was paid to that idol:

Thammuz came next behind,
Whose annual wound in Lebanon allur'd

The Syrian damsels to lament his fate,

In am'rous ditties all a summer's day;
While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple to the sea, suppos'd with blood

Of Thammuz yearly wounded : the love talo

Infected Sion's daughters with like heat,
Whose wanton passions in the sacred porch
Ezekiel saw ; when by the vision led,

His eye survey'd the dark idolatries

Of alienated Judah

The reader will pardon me if I insert as

a note on this beautiful passage, the account

given us by the late ingenious Mr. Maun-
drell of this ancient piece of worship, and

probably the first occasion of such a super
stition.

*We came to a fair large river

doubtless the ancient river Adonis, so famous
for the idolatrous rites performed here in

lamentation of Adonis. We had the fortune

to see what may be supposed to be the oc

casion of that opinion which Lucian relates

concerning this river, viz. That this stream,
at certain seasons of the year, especially
about the feast of Adonis, is of a bloody
colour; which the heathens looked upon as

proceeding from a kind of sympathy in the

river for the death of Adonis, who was killed

by a wild boar in the mountains, out of

which this stream rises. Something like

this we saw actually come to pass; for the

water was stained to a surprising redness;

and, as we observed in travelling, had dis

coloured the sea a great way into a reddish

hue, occasioned doubtless by a sort of mi

nium, or red earth, washed into the river

by the violence of the rain, and not by any
stain from Adonis's blood.

'

The passage in the catalogue, explaining
the manner how spirits transform them
selves by contraction or enlargement of

their dimensions, is introduced with great

judgment, to make way for several surpris

ing accidents in the sequel r>f the poem.
There follows one at the verv end. of the

first book, which is what the French critics

call marvellous, but at the same time pro-
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Dable by reason of the passage last men
tioned. As soon as the infernal palace i

finished, we are told the multitude and rab
ble of spirits immediately shrunk them
selves into a small compass, that there

might be room for such a numberless as

sembly in this capacious hall. But it is th<

poet's refinement upon this thought which
I most admire, and which is indeed very
noble in itself. For he tells us, that not

withstanding the vulgar among the fallen

spirits contracted their forms, those of the
first rank and dignity still preserved their
natural dimensions:

Thus incorporeal spirits to smallest forma
Reduc'd their shapes immense, and were at large,
Though without number, still amidst the hall
Of that infernal court. But far within,
And in their own dimensions like themselves,
The great seraphic lords and cherubim
In close recess and secret conclave sat,
A thousand demi-gods on golden seats.
Frequent and full

The character of Mammon, and the de
scription of the Pandaemonium are full of
beauties.

There are several other strokes in the
first book wonderfully poetical, and in

stances of that sublime genius so peculiar
to the author. Such is the description of
Azazel's stature, and the infernal standard
which he unfurls; as also of that ghastly
light by which the fiends appear to one
another in their place of torments:

The seat of desolation, void of light,
Save what the glimm'ring of those livid flames
Casts pale and dreadful

The shout of the whole host of fallen an-

gr.ls when drawn up in battle array.
The universal host up sent

A shout that tore hell's concave, and beyond
Frighted the reign of Chaos and old Night.

The review, which the leader makes of
his infernal army:

-He through the armed files

Parts his experienc'd eye, and soon traverse
The whole battalion views, their order due,
Their visages and stature as of gods,
Their number last he sums; anrl now his heart
Distends with pride, and hard'ning in his strength
Glories

The flash of light which appeared upon
the drawing of their swords:

He spake : and to confirm his words out flew
Millions of flaming swords, drawn from the thighs
Of mighty cherubim; the sudden blaze
Far round illumin'd hell.

The sudden production of the Pandxmo-
nium:

Anon out of the earth a fabric huge
Rose like an exhalation, with the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.

The artificial illuminations made in it:

-From the arch'd roof
Pendent by subtle magic, many a row
Of starry lamps and blazing cressets,* fed
With Naphtha and Asphaltus, yielded light
As from a sky.

*
Cresset, t. e. a blazing light set on a beacon; in

French, rroissete, because beacons formerly had crosses
on tlieir tops. Johnson.

There are also several noble similes and
allusions in the first book of Paradise Lost.
And here I must observe, that when Milton
alludes either to things or persons, he never

quits his simile until it rises to some very
great idea, which is often foreign to the
occasion that gave birth to it. The resem
blance does not, perhaps, last above a line
or two, but the poet runs on with the hint
until he has raised out of it some glorious
image or sentiment, proper to inflame the
mind of the reader, and to give it that sub
lime kind of entertainment which is suit

able to the nature of an heroic poem. Those
who are acquainted with Homer's and Vir

gil's way of writing, cannot but be pleased
with this kind of structure in Milton's simi
litudes. I am the more particular on this

head, because ignorant readers, who have
formed their taste upon the quaint similes
and little turns of wit, which are so much
in vogue among modern poets, cannot relish

these beauties which are of a much higher
nature, and are therefore apt to censure
Milton's comparisons, in which they do not
see anv surprising points of likeness. Mon
sieur Perrault was a man of this vitiated

relish, and for that verv reason has en
deavoured to turn into ridicule several of
Homer's similitudes, which he calls 'com-

fiaraisons a tongue queue,' 'long-tailed

comparisons.' I shall conclude this paper
on the first bock rf Milton with the answer
which Monsieur B'ileau makes to Perrault
on this occasion: 'Comparisons,* says he,
' in odes and epic poems, are not introduced

only to illustrate and embellish the dis

course, but to amuse and relax the mind
of the reader, by frequently disengaging
him from too painful an attention to the

principal subject, and by leading him into

other agreeable images. Homer, says he,
excelled in this particular, whose compari
sons abound with such images of nature as
are proper to relieve and diversify his sub-
ects. He continually instructs the reader,
and makes him take notice even in objects
which are every day before his eyes, of
such circumstances as he should not other
wise have observed.

' To this he adds, as
a maxim universally acknowledged, 'that
t is not necessary in poetry for the points
of the comparison to correspond with one
another exactly, but that a general resem-
>lanee is sufficient, and that too much
nicety in this particular savours of the
hetorician and epigrammatist.'
In short, if we look into the conduct of

lomer, Virgil, and Milton, as the great
"able is the s^ul of each poem, so, to give
heir works an agreeable variety, their epi-
odes are so many short fables, and their
imiles so many short episodes; to which

may add, if you please, that their

metaphors are so many short similes. If
he reader considers the comparisrns in the
irst book of Milton, of the sun in an eclipse,
fthe sleeping leviathan, ofthe bees swarm-
ng about their hive, of the fairy dance, in
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the view wherein I have here placed them,
he will easily discover the great beauties
that are in each of those passages. L.

No. 304.] Monday, February 18, 1711-12.

Vuinus alit, venis et caeco carpitur igni.

Virg. Mn. iv. 2.

A latent fire preys on his fev'rish veins.

THE circumstances of my correpondent,
whose letter I now insert, are so frequent,
that I cannot want compassion so much as
to forbear laying it before the town. There
is something so mean and inhuman in a di

rect Smithfield bargain for children, that

if this lover carries his point, and observes
the rules he pretends to follow, I do not

only wish him success, but also that it may
animate others to follow his example. I

know not one motive relating to this life

which could produce so many honourable
and worthy actions, as the hopes of obtain

ing a woman of merit. There would ten
thousand ways of industry and honest am
bition be pursued by young men, who be
lieved that the persons admired had value

enough for their passion, to attend the event
of their good fortune in all their applica
tions, in order to make their circumstances
fall in with the duties they owe to them
selves, their families, and their country.
AH these relations a man should think of

who intends to go into the state of marriage,
and expects to make it a state of pleasure
and satisfaction.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have for some

years indulged a passion for a young lady
of age and quality suitable to my own, but

very much superior in fortune. It is the

fashion with parents (how justly, I leave

you to judge,) to make all regards give way
to the article of wealth. From this one

consideration it is that I have concealed

the ardent love I have for her; but I am
beholden to the force of my love for many
advantages which I reaped from it towards
the better conduct of my life. A certain

complacency to all the world, a strong de

sire to oblige wherever it lay in my power,
and a circumspect behaviour in all my
words and actions, have rendered me more

particularly acceptable to all my friends

and acquaintance. Love has had the same

good effect upon my fortune, as I have in

creased in riches in proportion to my ad

vancement in those arts which make a man

agreeable and amiable. There is a certain

sympathy which will tell my mistress from

these circumstances, that it is I who writ

this for her reading, if you will please to

insert it. There is not a downright enmity,
but a great coldness between our parents;
so that if either of us declared any kind

sentiments for each other, her friends would

be very backward to lay an obligation upon
our family, and mine to receive it from hers.

Under these delicate circumstances it is no

easy matter to act with safety. I have no

reason to fancy my mistress has any regard
for me, but from a very disinterested value
which I have for her. If from any hint in

any future paper of yours she gives me the
least encouragement, I doubt not but I shall

surmount all other difficulties; and inspired

by so noble a motive fur the care of my for

tune, as the belief she is to be concerned in

it, I will not despair of receiving her one

day from her father's own hand. I am,
sir, your most obedient humble servant,

'CLYTANDER.'
' To his Worship, the Spectator.

' The humble petition of Anthony Title-

page, stationer, in the centre of Lin-
coln's-Inn Fields;

' Showeth,
' That your petitioner, and his forefathers,

have been sellers of books for time imme
morial: that your petitioner's ancestor,
Crouchback Title-page, was the first of

that vocation in Britain; who, keeping his

station (in fair weather,) at the corner of

L^thbury, was, by way of eminency, called
" The Stationer," a name which, from him
all succeeding booksellers have affected to

bear: that the station of your petitioner and
his father has been in the place of his pre
sent settlement ever since that square has
been built: that your petitioner has for

merly had the honour of your worship's
custom, and hopes you never had reason to

complain of your penny-worths: that par

ticularly he sold you your first Lilly's

Grammar, and at the same time a Wit's

Commonwealth, almost as good as new:

moreover, that your first rudimental essays
in spectatorship, were made in your peti
tioner's shop, where you often practised for

hours together; sometimes on his books

upon the rails, sometimes on the little hiero

glyphics, either gilt, silvered, or plain,
which the Egyptian woman on the other

side of the shop had wrought in ginger
bread, and sometimes on the English youths,
who in sundry places there, were exercis

ing themselves in the traditional sports of

the field.
' From these considerations it is, that your

petitioner is encouraged to apply himself

to you, and to proceed humbly to acquaint

your worship, that he has certain intelli

gence that you receive great numbers of

defamatory letters designed by their au

thors to be published, which you throw
aside and totally neglect: Your petitioner
therefore prays, that you will please to be

stow on him those refuse letters, and he

hopes by printing them to get a more

plentiful provision for his family; or, at the

worst, he may be allowed to sell them by
the pound weight to his good customers the

pastry-cooks of London and Westminster.

And your petitioner shall ever pray, &c.
*

' To the Spectator.

'The humble petition of Bartholomew

Lady-Love, of Round-court, in the
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parish
of St. Martin's in the Fields, in

behalf of himself and neighbours;
'
Showeth,

That your petitioners have, with great
industry and application, arrived at the
most exact art of invitation or intreaty : that

by a beseeching air and persuasive address,
they have for many years last past peace
ably drawn in every tenth passenger, whe
ther they intended or not to call at their

shops, to come in and buy; and from that
softness of behaviour have arrived, among
tradesmen, at the gentle appellation of
"The Fawners."

' That there have of late set up amongst
us certain persons from Monmouth-street
and Long-lane, who by the strength of their

arms, and loudness of their throats, draw
off the regard of all passengers from your
said petitioners; from which violence they
are distinguished by the name of "The
Worriers."

' That while your petitioners stand ready
to receive passengers with a submissive
bow, and repeat with a gentle voice,

" La
dies, what do you want? pray look in here;"
the worriers reach out their hands at pis
tol-shot, and seize the customers at arms*
length.

' That while the fawners strain and re
lax the muscles of their faces, in making
distinction between a spinster in a coloured
scarf and a handmaid in a straw hat, the
worriers use the same roughness to both, and
prevail upon the easiness of the. passengers,
to the impoverishment of your petitioners.

' Your petitioners therefore most humbly
pray, that the worriers may not be per
mitted to inhabit the politer parts of the
town; and that Round-court may remain a

receptacle for buyers of a more soft edu
cation.

' And your petitioners, 8cc.*

%* The petition of the New-Exchange,
concerning the arts of buying and selling,
and particularly valuing goods by the com
plexion of the seller, will be considered on
another occasion. T.
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Non tali auxilio, nee defensoribus istis

Tempus eget Virg. JEn. M. 521.

These times want other aids. Dryden.

OUR late newspapers being full of the

project now on foot in the court of France,
for establishing a political academy, and I

myself having received letters from several
virtuosos among my foreign correspondents,
which give some light into that affair, I in

tend to make it the subject of this day's
speculation. A general account of this pro
ject may be met with in the Daily Courant
of last Friday, in the following words,
translated from the Gazette of Amsterdam.

Paris, February 12.
' It is confirmed

that the king is resolved to establish a new

academy for politics, of which the Marquis
de Torcy, minister and secretary of state,
is to be protector. Six academicians are to
be chosen, endowed with proper talents,
for beginning to form this academy, into
which no person is to be admitted under
twenty-five years of age: they most like

wise have each of them an estate of two
thousand livres a year, either in possession,
or to come to them by inheritance. The
king will allow to each a pension of a thou
sand livres. They are likewise to have
able masters to teach them the necessary
sciences, and to instruct them in all the
treaties of peace, alliance, and others,
which have been made in several ages
past. These members are to meet twice a
week at the Louvre. From this seminary
are to be chosen secretaries to embassies,
who by degrees may advance to higher
employments.*

Cardinal Richelieu's politics made France
the terror of Europe. The statesmen who
have appeared in that nation of late years
have, on the contrary, rendered it either

the pity or contempt of its neighbours.
The cardinal erected that famous academy
which has carried all the parts of polite

learning to the greatest height. His chief

design in that institution was to divert the
men of genius from meddling vrith politics,
a province in which he did not care to have

any one else interfere with him. On the

contrary, the Marquis de Torcy seems
resolved to make several yotmg men in

France as wise as himself, and is therefore
taken up at present in establishing a nur
sery of statesmen.
Some private letters add, that there will

also be erected a seminary of petticoat poli
ticians, who are to be brought up at the
feet of Madame de Maintenon, and to be
despatched into foreign courts upon any
emergencies rf state; but as the news or

this last project has not been yet confirmed,
I shall take no further notice of it.

Several of my readers may doubtless re

member that upon the conclusion of the
last war, which had been carried on so suc

cessfully by the enemy, their generals were

many of them transformed into ambassa-
dors;but the conduct of these who have c< m-
manded in the present war, has, it seems,
brought so little honour and advantage to

their great monarch, that he is resolved to

trust his affairs no longer in the hands of

those military gentlemen.
The regulations of this new academy

very much deserve our attention. The stu

dents are to have in possession, or rever

sion, an estate of two thousand French
livres, per annum, which, as the present
exchange runs, will amount to at least one
hundred and twenty-six pounds English.
This, with the royal allowance of a thou
sand livres, will enable them to find them
selves in coffee and snuff; not to mention

newspapers, pens and ink, wax and wafers,
with the like necessaries for politicians.
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A man must be at least five-and-twenty
before he can be initiated into the mysteries
of this academy, though there is no question
but many grave persons of a much more ad
vanced age, who have been constant readers
of the Paris Gazette, will be glad to begin
the world anew, and enter themselves upon
this list of politicians.
The society of these hopeful young gen

tlemen is to be under the direction of six

professors, who, it seems, are to be specu
lative statesmen, and drawn out of the body
of the royal academy. These six wise mas
ters, according to my private letters, are to
have the following parts allotted to them.
The first is to instruct the students in

state legerdemain; as how to take off the

impression of a seal, to split a wafer, to

open a letter, to fold it up again, with other
the like ingenious feats of dexterity and art.

When the students have accomplished
themselves in this part of their profession,
they are to be delivered into the hands of
their second instructor, who is a kind of

posture-master.
This artist is to teach them how to nod

judiciously, and shrug up theJr shoulders
in a dubious case, to connive with either

eye, and, in a word, the whole practice of

political grimace.
The third is a sort of language-master,

who is to instruct them in the style proper
for a minister in his ordinary discourse.
And to the end that this college of states

men may be thoroughly practised in the

political style, they are to make use of it in

their common conversations, before they
are employed either in foreign or domestic
affairs. If one of them asks another what
o'clock it is, the other is to answer him in

directly, and, if possible, to turn off the
\ question. If he is desired to change a louis

d'or, he must beg time to consider of it. If

it be inquired of him, whether the king is

at Versailles or Marly, he must answer in

a whisper. If he be asked the news of the
last Gazette, or the subject of a proclama
tion, he is to reply that he has not yet read

it; or if he does not care for explaining
himself so far, he needs only draw his brow

up in wrinkles, or elevate the left shoulder.

The fourth professor is to teach the whole
art of political characters and hierogly

phics;
and to the end that they may be per

fect also in this practice, they are not to

send a note to one another (though it be but
to borrow a Tacitus or a Machiavel) which
is not written in cypher.
Their fifth professor, it is thought, will

be chosen out of the society of Jesuits, and
is to be well read in the controversies of

probable doctrines, mental reservation, and
the rights of princes. This learned man is

to instruct them in the grammar, syntax,
and construing part of Treaty Latin: how
to distinguish between the spirit and the

letter, and likewise demonstrate how the

same form of words may lay an obligation

upon any prince in Europe, different from
56

that which it lays upon his most Christian

majesty. He is likewise to teach them the
art offinding flaws, loop-holes, and evasions,
in the most solemn compacts, and particu
larly a great rabbinical secret, revived of
late years by the fraternity of Jesuits,

namely, that contradictory interpretations
of the same article may both of them be
true and valid.

When our statesmen are sufficiently im
proved by these several instructors, they
are to receive their last polishing from one
who is to act among them as master of the
ceremonies. This gentleman is to give
them lectures upon the important points of
the elbow-chair and" the stair-head, to in

struct them in the different situations of the

right hand, and to furnish them with bows
and inclinations of all sizes, measures, and

proportions. In short, this professor is to

give the society their stiffening, and infuse
into their manners that beautiful political

starch, which may qualify them for levees,

conferences, visits, and make them shine
in what vulgar minds are apt to look upon
as trifles.

I have not yet heard any further par
ticulars which are to be observed in this

society of unfledged statesmen; but I must
confess, had I a son of five-and-twenty, that
should take it into his head at that age to

set up for a politician, I think I should go
near to disinherit him for a blockhead.

Besides, I should be apprehensive lest the
same arts which are to enable him to nego-
ciate between potentates, might a little in

fect his ordinary behaviour between man
and man. There is no question but these

young Machiavels will in a little time turn
their college upside down with plots and

stratagems, and lay as many schemes to
circumvent one another in a frog or a
salad, as they may hereafter put in prac
tice to overreach a neighbouring prince or
state.

We are told that the Spartans, though
they punished theft in the young men when
it was discovered, looked upon it as honour
able if it succeeded. Provided the convey
ance was clean and unsuspected, a youth
might afterwards boast of it. This, say the

historians, was to keep them sharp, and to

linder them from being imposed upon,
either in their public or private negotia
tions. Whether any such relaxations of

morality, such littleyez/.r d'esfirit, ought not
to be allowed in this intended seminary of

politicians, I shall leave to the wisdom of
;heir founder.
In the mean-time we have fair warning

given us by this doughty body of statesmen :

and as Scylla saw many Marius's in Cxsar,
so I think we may discover many Torcy's
n this college of academicians. Whatever
we think of ourselves, I am afraid neither
our Smyrna nor St. James's will be a match
'or it. Our coffee-houses are, indeed, very
good institutions; but whether or no these
our British schools of politics may furnish
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out as able envoys and secretaries as an

academy that is set apart for that purpose,
will deserve our serious consideration, espe
cially if we remember that our country is

more famous for producing men of integrity
than statesmen: and that, on the contrary,
French truth and British policy make a

conspicuous figure in nothing; as the Earl
of Rochester has very well observed in his
admirable poem upon that barren subject.

Li.

[No. 306.

No. 306.] Wednesday, Feb. 20, 1711-12.-Q.UBB forma, ut se tibi semper
Imputet ?- Juv. Sat. vi. 177.

What beauty, or what chastity, can bear,
So great a price, if, stately and severe,
She still insults ? Drydtn.

MR. SPECTATOR, I write this to com
municate to you a misfortune whicli fre

quently happens, and therefore deserves a

consolatory discourse on the subject. I was
within this half year in the possession of as
much beauty and as manv lovers as any
young lady in England. But my admirers
nave left me, and I cannot complain of their
behaviour. I have within that time had the

small-pox: and this face, which (accord
ing to many amorous epistles which I have
by me) was the seat of all that was beauti
ful in woman, is now disfigured with scars.
It goes to the very soul of me to speak what
I really think of my face, and though I
think I did not overrate my beauty while I

had it, it has extremely advanced in its

value with me now it is lost. There is one
circumstance which makes my case very
particular; the ugliest fellow that ever pre
tended to me, was and is most in my favour,
and he treats me at present the most un-

reas^nably. If you could make him return
an obligation which he owes me, in liking a

person that is not amiable but there is, I

fear, no possibility of making passion move
by the rules of reason and gratitude. But

say- what you can to one who has survived
herself, and knows not how to act in a new
beiner. My lovers are at the feet of my
rivals, mv rivals are every day bewailing
me, and I cannot enjoy what I am, by rea
son of the distracting reflection upon what
I was. Consider the woman I was did not
die of old age, but I was taken off in the

prime of youth, and according to the course
of nature may have fortv years after-life to

come. I have nothing of myself left, which
I like, but that I am, sir, vo'ur most humble
servant, PARTHENISSA.'
When Lewis of France had lost the bat

tle of Ramilies, the addresses to him at that
time were full of his fortitude, and they
turned his misfortune to his glory; in that,

during his prosperity, he could never have
manifested his heroic constancy under dis

tresses, and so the world had lost the most
eminent part of his character. Parthenis-
sa'e condition gives her the same opportu

nity: and to resign conquests is a task as
difficult in a beauty as a hero. In the very
entrance upon this work she must burn all

her love-letters; or since she is so candid as
not to call her lovers, who follow her no
longer, unfaithful; it would be a very good
beginning of a new life from that of a beauty,
to send them back to those who writ them,
with this honest inscription,

' Articles of a
marriage treaty broken off by the small

pox.' I have known but one instance where
a matter of this kind went on after a like

misfortune, where the ladv, who was a wo
man of spirit, writ this billet to her lover:

'SiR, If you flattered me before I had
this terrible malady, pray come and see me
now: but if you sincerely liked me, stay
away, for I am not the same

'CORINNA.'
The lover thought there was something

so sprightly in her behaviour, that he an
swered:

' MADAM, I am not obliged, since you
are not the same woman, to let you know
whether I flattered vou or not: but I assure

you I do not, when I tell you I now like you
above all your sex, and hope you will bear
what may befal me when we are both one,
as well as you do what happens to yourself
now you are single; therefore I am ready
to take such a spirit for my companion as

soon as you please. AMILCAR.'

If Parthenissa can now posses's her own
mind, and think as little of her beauty as
she ought to have done when she had it,

there will be no great diminution of her
charms; and if she was formerly affected
too much with them, an easy behaviour
will more than make up for the loss of
them. Take the whole sex together, and

you find those who have the strongest pos
session of men's hearts are not eminent for

their beauty. You see it often happen that
those who engage men to the greatest vio

lence, are such as those who are strangers
to them would take to be remarkably de
fective for that end. The fondest lover I

know, said to me one day in a crowd of
women at an entertainment of music,

' You
have often heard me talk of my beloved;
that woman there,' continued he, smiling,
when he had fixed my eye,

'
is her very

picture.' The lady he showed me was by
much the least remarkable for beauty of

any in the whole assembly; but having my
curiosity extremelv raised, I could not keep
my eyes off her. Her eyes at last met mine,
and with a sudden surprise she looked round
her to see who near her was remarkably
handsome that I was gazing at. This little

act explained the secret. She did not un
derstand herself for the object of love, and
therefore she was so. The lover is a very
honest plain man; and what charmed him
was a person that goes along with him in

the cares and joys of life, not taken up with

herself, but sincerely attentive,with a ready
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and cheerful mint!, to accompany him in
either.

I can tell Partheriissa for her comfort
that the beauties, generally speaking, are
the most impertinent and disagreeable of
women. An apparent desire of admiration,a reflection upon their own merit, and a
precise behaviour in their general conduct,
are almost inseparable accidents in beau
ties. All you obtain of them, is granted to

importunity and solicitation for what did
not deserve so much of your time, and you
recover from the possession of it as out of a
dream.
You are ashamed of the vagaries of fancywhich so strangely misled you, and your

admiration of a beauty, merely as such, is
inconsistent with a tolerable reflection upon
yourself. The cheerful good-humoured
creatures, into whose heads it never en
tered that they could make any man un
happy, are the persons formed for makingmen happy. There is Miss Liddy can
dance a jig, raise paste, write a good hand,
keep an account, give a reasonable answer,
and do as she is bid; while her eldest sister,
Madam Martha, is out of humour, has the
spleen, learns by reports of people of higher
quality new ways of being uneasy and dis

pleased. And this happens for no reason
in the world, but that poor Liddy knows
she has no such thing, as a certain negli
gence 'that is so becoming:' that there is

not I know not what in her air; and that if
she talks like a fool, there is no one will say,' Well ! I know not what it is, but every
thing pleases when she speaks it.'

Ask any of the husbands of your great
beauties, and they will tell you that they hate
their wives nine hours of every day they
pass together. There is such a particularity
for ever affected by them, that they are
encumbered with their charms 'in all they
say or do. They pray at public devotions
as they are beauties: they converse on or

dinary occasions as they are beauties. Ask
Belinda what it is. o'clock, and she is at a
stand whether so great a beauty should an
swer you. In a word, I think, instead of

offering to administer consolation to Parthe-
nissa, I should congratulate her metamor
phosis; and however she thinks she was
not the least insolent in the prosperity of
her charms, she was enough so to find she

may make herself a much more agreeable
creature in her present adversity. The en
deavour to please is highly promoted by a
consciousness that the approbation of the

person you would be agreeable to, is a
favour you do not deserve: for in this case
assurance of success is the most certain way
to disappointment. Good-nature will al

ways supply the absence of beauty, but

beauty cannot long supply the absence of

good-nature.
' POSTSCRIPT.

'

February 18.

'MADAM, I have yours of this day,
wherein you twice bid me not disoblige you,

but you must explain yourself farther, be
fore I know what to do. Your most obedient
servant, THE SPECTATOR.'
T.
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Versate diu, quid ferre recusent,
Quid valeant liumeri

HOT, Jtrs Poet. v. 39.

Often try what weight you can support,
And what your shoulders are too weak to bear.

Roscommon.

I AM so well pleased with the following
letter, that I am in hopes it will not be a
disagreeable present to the public.

'
SIR, Though I believe none of your

readers more admire your agreeable man
ner of working up trifles than myself, yet
as your speculations are now swelling into

volumes, and will in all probability pass
down to future ages, methinks I would have
no single subject in them, wherein the ge
neral good of mankind is concerned, left

unfinished.
' I have a long time expected with great

mpatience that you would enlarge upon
:he ordinary mistakes which are committed
in the education of our children. I the more
easily flattered myself that you would one
time or other resume this consideration, be
cause you tell us that your 168th paper was
only composed of a few broken hints: but

finding myself hitherto disappointed, I have
ventured to send you my own thoughts on
this subject.

'I remember Pericles, in his famous
oration at the funeral of those Athenian
young men who perished in the Samian ex
pedition, has a thought very much cele
brated by several ancient critics, namely,
that the loss which the commonwealth suf
fered by the destruction of its youth, was
like the loss which the year would suffer

by the destruction of the spring. The pre
judice which the public sustains from a

wrong education of children, is an evil of
the same nature, as it in a manner starves

posterity, and defrauds our country of those

persons, who, with due care, might make
an eminent figure in their respective posts
of life.

I have seen a book written by Juan
Huartes a Spanish Physician, entitled Ex-
amen de Ingenois, wherein he lays it down
as one of his first positions, that nothing but
nature can qualify a man for learning: and
that without a proper temperament for the

particular art or science which he studies,
his utmost pains and application, assisted

by the ablest masters, will be to no pur
pose.

' He illustrates this by the example of

Tully's son Marcus.
'
Cicero, in order to accomplish his son

n that sort of learning which he designed
lim for, sent him to Athens, the most cele-

>rated academy at that time in the world,
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and where a vast concourse, out of the mos
polite nations could not but furnish th

young gentleman with a multitude of grea
examples and accidents that might insensi

bly have instructed him in his designec
studies. He placed him under the care oi

Cratippus, who was one of the greates
philosophers of the age, and, as if all tht
books which were at that time written hac
not been sufficient for his use, he compose<
others on purpose for him: notwithstand

ing all this, history.informs us that Marcus
proved a mere blockhead, and that nature

(who it seems was even with the son for
her prodigality to the father) rendered him
incapable of improving by all the rules of

eloquence, the precepts of philosophy, his
own endeavours, and the most refined con
versation in Athens. This author, there

fore, proposes, that there should be certain
triers or examiners appointed by the state,
to inspect the genius of every particular
boy, and to allot him the part that is most
suitable to his natural talents.

* Plato in one of his dialogues tells us that

Socrates, who was the son of a midwife,
used to say, that as his mother, though she
was very skilful in her profession, could nol

deliver a woman unless she was first with
child, so neither could he himself raise

knowledge out of a mind where nature had
not planted it.

'

Accordingly the method this philoso
pher took, of instructing his scholars by
several interrogatories or questions, was
only helping the birth, and bringing their
own thoughts to light.
'The Spanish doctor above-mentioned,

as his speculations grew more refined, as
serts that every kind of wit has a particular
science, corresponding to it, and in which
alone it can be truly excellent. As to those

geniuses, which may seem to have an equal
aptitude for several things, he regards them
as so manv unfinished pieces of nature

wrought off in haste.

'There are indeed but very few to whom
nature has been so unkind, that they are
not capable of shining in some science or
other. There is a certain bias towards know
ledge in every mind, which may be strength
ened and improved by proper applications.

'The story of Clavius is very well known.
He was entered in a college of Jesuits, and
after having been tried at several parts of

learning, was up^n the point of being dis

missed, as a hopeless blockhead, until one
of the fathers took it into his head to make
an essay of his parts in geometry, which it

seems hit his genius soluckily,that he after
wards became one of the greatest mathema
ticians of the age.

* It is commonly thought
that the sagacity of these fathers in dis

covering the talent of a young student, has
not a little contributed to the fisrure which
their order has made in the world.

Clavius died at Rome in Ifil2. age
ire comprised in five volumes in folio.

75; his works

' How different from this manner of edu
cation is that which prevails in our own
country ! where nothing is more usual than
to see forty or fifty boys of several ages,

tempers, and inclinations, ranged together
in the same class, employed upon the same
authors, and enjoined the same tasks!

Whatever their natural genius may be,

they are all to be made poets, historians,
and orators alike. They are all obliged to

have the same capacity, to bring in the
same tale of verse, and to furnish out the
same portion of prose. Every boy is bound
to have as good a memory as the captain
of the form. To be brief, instead of adapt
ing studies to the particular genius of a

youth, we expect from the young man,
that he should adapt his genius to his stu

dies. This, I must confess, is not so much
to be imputed to the instructor, as to the

parent, who will never be brought to be

lieve, that his son is not capable of per
forming as much as his neighbour's, and
that he may not make him whatever he
has a mind to.

' If the present age is more laudable than
those which have gone before it in any sin

gle particular, it is in that generous care
which several well-disposed persons have
taken in the education of poor children;
and as in these charity-schools there is no

place left for the overweaning fondness of

a parent, the directors of them would make
them beneficial to the public, if they con

sidered the precept which I have been thus

long inculcating. They might easily, by
well examining the parts of those under
their inspection, make a just distribution

of them into proper classes and divisions,
and allot to them this or that particular

study, as their genius qualifies them for

professions, trades, handicrafts, or sen-ice

by sea or land.
' How is this kind of regulation wanting

n the three great professions!
' Dr. South, complaining of persons who

took upon them holy orders, though alto

gether unqualified for the sacred function,

says somewhere, that many a man runs his

lead against a pulpit, who might have done
lis country excellent service at the plough-
ail.

'In like manner many a lawyer, who
makes but an indifferent figure at the bar,

might have made a
very elegant ^aterman,

and have shined at the Temple stairs, though
ic can get no business in the house.

' I have known a corn-cutter, who with a

right education would have been an excel-

ent physician.
' To descend lower, are not our streets

filled with sagacious draymen, and politi

cians in liveries? We have several tailors

f six foot high, and meet with many a
iroad pair of shoulders that are thrown

away upon a barber, when perhaps at the
ame time we see a pigmy porter reeling
under a burden, who might have managed
a needle with much dexterity, or have
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snapped his fingers with great ease to him
self, and advantage to the public.

' The Spartans, though they acted with
the spirit which I am here speaking of,

carried it much farther than what I pro
pose. Among them it was not lawful for

the father himself to bring up his children
after his own fancy. As soon as they were
seven years old, they were all listed in se

veral companies, and disciplined by the

public. The old men were spectators of

their performances, who often raised quar
rels among them, and set them at strife

with one another, that by those early dis

coveries they might see now their several
talents lay, and, without any regard to their

quality, disposed of them accordingly, for

the service of the commonwealth. By
this means Sparta soon became the mis
tress of Greece, and famous through the
whole world for her civil and military dis

cipline.
' If you think this letter deserves a place

among your speculations, I may perhaps
trouble you with some other thoughts on
the same subject. 1 am, &c. ' X.
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Jam proterva
Fronte petct Lalage maritum.

Hor. Od. 5. Lib. ii. ver. 15.

-Lalage will soon proclaim
Her love, nor blush to own her flame. Creech.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I giveyou this trou
ble in order to propose myself to you as an
assistant in the weighty cares which you
have thought fit to undergo for the public
good. I am a very great lover of women,
that is to say, honestly; and as it is natural

to study what one likes, I have industriously

applied myself to understand them. The
present circumstance relating to them is,

that I think there wants under you, as

Spectator, a person to be distinguished and
vested in the power and quality of a censor
on marriages. I lodge at the Temple, and
know, by seeing women come hither, and
afterwards observing them conducted by
their counsel to judges' chambers, that

there is a custom, in case of making con

veyance of a wife's estate, that she is car

ried to a judge's apartment, and left alone

with him, to be examined in private,
whether she has not been frightened or

sweetened by her spouse into the act she is

going to do, or whether it is of her own free

will. Now if this be a method founded

upon reason and equity, why should there

not be also a proper officer for examining
such as are entered into the state of matri

mony, whether they are forced by parents
on one side, or moved by interest only on
the other, to come together, and bring forth

such awkward heirs as are the product
of half love and constrained compliances?
There is nobody, though I say it myself,
would be fitter for this office than I am:

for I am an ugly fellow, of great wit and
sagacity. My father was a hale country
'squire, mv mother a witty beauty of no
fortune. The match was made by consent
of my mother's parents against her own,
and I am the child of the rape on the wed
ding night; so that I am as healthy and as

homely as my father, but as sprightly and
agreeable as my mother. It would be of

great ease to you, if you would use me un
der you,

that matches might be better

regulated for the future, and we might
have no more children of squabbles. I shall

not reveal all my pretensions until I receive

your answer: and I am, sir, your most
humble servant,

'MULES PALFREY.'

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am one of those

unfortunate men within the city-walls, who
am married to a woman of quality, but her

temper is something different from that of

Lady Anvil. My lady's whole time and

thoughts are spent in keeping up to the
mode both in apparel and furniture. All
the goods in my house have been changed
three times in seven years. I have had
seven children by her: and by our mar
riage-articles she was to have her apart
ment new furnished as often as she lay-in.

Nothing in our house is useful but that
which is fashionable; my pewter holds out

generally half a year, my plate a full

twelve- month; chairs are not fit to sit in

that were made two years since, nor beds
fit for any thing but to sleep in, that have
stood up above that time. My dear is of

opinion that an old-fashioned grate con
sumes coals, but gives no heat. If she
drinks out of glasses of the last year she
cannot distinguish wine from small beer.

Oh, dear sir, you may guess all the rest.

'Yours.

'P. S. I could bear even all this, if I

were not obliged also to eat fashionably. I

have a plain stomach, and have a constant

loathing of whatever comes to my own
table; for which reason I dine at the chop-
house three days in a week; where the

good company wonders they never see you
of late. I am sure, by your unprejudiced dis

courses, you love broth better than soup.'

'

Will's, Feb. 19.

'MR. SPECTATOR, You may believe

you are a person as much talked of as any
man in town. I am one of your best friends

in this house, and have laid a wager you
are so candid a man, and so honest a fellow,
that you will print this letter, though it is

in recommendation of a new paper called
The Historian. I have read it carefully,
and find it written with skill, good sense,

modesty, and fire. You must allow the
town is kinder to you than you deserve;
and I doubt not but you have so much sense
of the world's change of humour, and in

stability of all human things, as to under
stand, that the only way to preserve favour
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is to communicate it to others with good
nature and judgment. You are so generally
read, that what you speak of will be read.
This with men of sense and taste, is all that
is wanting to recommend The Historian.

' I am, sir, your daily advocate,
READER GENTLE.'

I was very much surprised this morning
that any one should find out my lodging,
and know it so well, as to come directly to

my closet door, and knock at it, to give me
the following letter. When I came out I

opened it, and saw, by a very strong pair
of shoes, and a warm coat the bearer nad
on, that he walked all the way to bring it

me, though dated from York. My misfor
tune is that I cannot talk, and I found the

messenger had so much of me, that he
could think better than speak. He had, I

observed, a polite discerning, hid under a
shrewd rusticity. He delivered the paper
with a Yorkshire tone and a town leer.

Ma. SPECTATOR. The privilege you
have indulged John Trot has proved of

very bad consequence to our illustrious as

sembly, which besides the many excellent

maxims it is founded upon, is remarkable
for the extraordinary decorum always ob
served in it. One instance of which is that

the carders (who are always of the first

quality) never begin to play until the
French dances are finished, and the coun

try dances begin : but John Trot, having now
got your commission in his pocket, (which
every one here has a profound respect for)
has the assurance to set up for a minuet-
dancer. Not only so, but he has brought
down upon us the whole body of the Trots,
which are very numerous, with their aux
iliaries the hobblers and the skippers, by
which means the time is so much wasted,
that, unless we break all rules of govern
ment, it must redound to the utter subver
sion of the brag-table, the discreet mem
bers of which value time as Fribble's wife

does her pin-money. We are pretty well

assured that your indulgence to Trot was

only in relation to country-dances; how
ever, we have deferred issuing an order of

council upon the premises, hoping to get

you to join with us, that Trot, nor any of

his clan, presume for the future to dance

any but country dances, unless a hornpipe
upon a festival day. If you will do this you
will oblige a great many ladies, and parti

cularly your most humble servant,
' ELIZ. SWEEPSTAKES.

York, Feb. 16.'

I never meant any other than that Mr.
Trot should confine himself to country
dances. And I further direct that he shall

take out none but his own relations accord

ing to their nearness of blood, but any
gentlewoman may take out him.

THE SPECTATOR.
London, Feb. 21.' T.

No. 309.] Saturday, February 23, 1711-12.

Di, quibus imperium est animarum,umbrteque silentes,
Et Chaos, et Phlegethon, loca node silentia late :

Sit tnihi fas audita loqui ! sit numine vestro

Pandere res aita terra et ealigine mersus.

Virg. JE.*.. vi. ver. 264

Ye realms, yet unreveal'd to human sight.

Ye gods, who rule the regions of the night,
Ye gliding ghosts, permit me to relate

The mystic wonders of your silent state. Dryden.

I HAVE before observed in general, that

the persons whom Milton introduces into

his poem always discover such sentiments

and behaviour as are in a peculiar manner
conformable to their respective characters.

Every circumstance in their speeches and
actions is with great justice and delicacy

adapted to the persons who speak and act.

As the poet very much excels in this con

sistency of his characters, I shall beg leave

to consider several passages of the second
book in this light. That superior great
ness and mock-majesty, which is ascribed

to the prince of the fallen angels, is admi

rably preserved in the beginning of this

book. His opening and closing the debate;
his taking on himself that great enterprise,
at the thought of which, the whole internal

assembly trembled; his encountering the

hideous phantom who guarded the gates of

hell, and appeared to him in all his terrors;

are instances of that proud and daring mind
which could not brook submission, even to

Omnipotence!
Satan was now at hand, and from his scat

The monster moving onward came as fast

With horrid strides, hell trembled as he strode,
Th' undaunted fiend what this might be admir'd,

Admir'd, not fear'd.

The same boldness and intrepidity of be
haviour discovers itself in the several ad
ventures which he meets with, during his

passage through the regions of unformed

matter, and particularly in his address to

those tremendous powerswho are described

as presiding over it.

The part of Moloch is likewise, in all its

circumstances, full of that fire and fury
which distinguish this spirit from the rest

of the fallen angels. He is described in the

first book as besmeared with the blood of

human sacrifices, and delighted with the

tears of parents, and the cries of children.

In the second book he is marked out as the

fiercest spirit that fought in heaven: and if

we consider the figure which he makes in

the sixth book, where the battle of the

angels is described, we find it every way
answerable to the same furious, enraged
character:

-Where the miglit of Gabriel fnu

And with fierce ensigns pirrc'd the deep array
(If Moloch, furious kin<;, who him defy'd,

And at his chariot-wheels to drag him bound,

Thr>?aten'd, nor from the Holy One of heaven
Refrain'd his tongue blasphemous : but anon
Down cloven to the waist, with shatter'd arms

And uncouth pain fled bellowing.

It may be worth while to observe, that

Milton has represented this violent impetu
ous spirit, who is hurried on by such pre-
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cipitate passions, as the first that rises i

that assembly to give his opinion upon thei
present posture of affairs. Accordingly, h
declares himself abruptly for war, and ap
pears incensed at his companions for losing
so much time as even to deliberate upon it
All his sentiments are rash, audacious, anc
desperate. Such is that of arming them
selves with their tortures, and turning their
punishments upon him who inflicted them

No, let us rather choose,
Arm'd with hell flames and fury, all at once
O'er heav'n's high tow'rs to force resistless way,
lurning our tortures into horrid arms
Against the tort'rer; when to meet the noise
Jf his almighty engine he shall hear
Infernal thunder, and for lightning see
Black fire and horror shot with equal rage
Among his angels: and his throne itself
Mix'd with Tartarian sulphur, and strange fire
His own invented torments. .

His preferring annihilation to shame or
misery is also highly suitable to his charac
ter; as the comfort he draws from their
disturbing the peace of heaven, that if it
e not victory it is revenge, is a sentiment

truly diabolical, and becoming the bitter
ness of this implacable spirit.

Belial is described in the first book as
the idol of the lewd and luxurious. He is
in the second book, pursuant to that de
scription, characterized as timorous and
slothful; and if we look into the sixth book,we find him celebrated in the battle of an
gels for nothing but that scoffing speech
which he makes to Satan, on their sup
posed advantage over the enemy. As his
appearance is uniform, and of a piece in
these three several views, we find his senti
ments in the infernal assembly every way
conformable to his character. Such are
his apprehensions of a second battle, his
horrors of annihilation, his preferring to be
miserable, rather than <not to be.' I need
not observe, that the contrast of thought in
this speech, and that which precedes it,

gives an agreeable variety to the debate.
Mammon's character is so fully drawn in

the first book, that the poet adds nothing
to it in the second. We were before told, that
he was the first who taught mankind to
ransack the earth for gold and silver, and
that he was the architect of Pandsemonium,
or the infernal palace, where the evil spirits
were to meet in council. His speech in
this book is every way suitable to so de
praved a character. How proper is that
reflection of their being unable to taste the
happiness of heaven, were they actually
there, in the mouth of one, who, while he
was in heaven, is said to have had his mind
dazzled with the outward pomps and glories
of the place, and to have been more intent
on the riches of the pavement than on the
beatific vision. I shall also leave the reader
to judge how agreeable the following senti
ments are to the same character:

And with the majesty of darkness round
Covers his throne

; from whence deep thunder* roar,
Mustering their rage, and heav'n resembles hell!
As he our darkness, cannot we his light
Imitate when we please? This desert soil
Wants not her hidden lustre, gems and gold;Nor want we skill or art, from whence to raise
Magnificence; and what can heav'n show more?

Beelzebub, who is reckoned the second
in dignity that fell, and is, in the first book,
the second that awakens out of the trance,
and confers with Satan upon the situation
of their affairs, maintains his rank in the
book now before us. There is a wonderful
majesty described in his rising up to speak.
He acts as a kind of moderator between
:he two opposite parties, and proposes a
:hird undertaking, which the whole assem
bly gives into. The motion he makes of
detaching one of their body in search of a
new world is grounded upon a project de
vised by Satan, and cursorily proposed by
him in the following lines of the first book:

Space may produce new worlds, whereof so rife
There went a fame in heav'n, that he ere long
Intended to create, and therein plantA generation, whom his choice regard
Should favour equal to the sons of heav'n ;

Thither, if but to pry, shall be perhaps
Our first eruption, thither or elsewhere:
For this infernal pit shall never hold
Celestial spirits in bondage, nor th' abyss
Long under darkness, cover. But these thoughts
Full counsel must mature :

It is on this project that Beelzebub grounds
his proposal :

-What if we find

This deep world
Of darkness do we dread? How oft amidst
Thick clouds and dark doth heav'n's all-rulin" sire
Choose to reside, his glory unobscur'd,

Some easier enterprise? There is a place,
(If ancient and prophetic fame in heav'n
Err not,) another world, the happy seat
Of some new race call'd man, about this time
To be created like to us, though less
In pow'r and excellence, but favour'd more
Of him who rules above; so was his will
Pronounc'd among the gods, and by an oath,
That shook heav'n's whole circumference, confirm'd.

The reader may observe how just it was,
not to omit in the first book the project
upon which the whole poem turns; as also
that the prince of the fallen angels was the
only proper person to give it birth, and that
the next to him in dignity was the fittest to
second and support it.

There is besides, I think, something won
derfully beautiful, and very apt to affect the
reader s imagination, in this ancient pro
phecy or report in heaven, concerning the
creation of man. Nothing could more show
the dignity of the species, than this tradi
tion which ran of them before their exist
ence. They are represented to have been
the talk of heaven before they were created.

Virgil, in compliment to the Roman com
monwealth, makes the heroes of it appear
in their state of pre-existence; but Milton
does a far greater honour to mankind in

general, as he gives us a glimpse of them
even before they are in being.
The rising of this great assembly is de

scribed in a very sublime and poetical
manner:

Their rising all at once was as the sound
Of thunder heard remote.
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The diversions of the fallen angels, with
the particular account of their place of

habitation, are described with great preg
nancy of thought, and copiousness of in

vention. The diversions are every way
suitable to beings who had nothing left

them but strength and knowledge misap
plied. Such are their contentions at the
race and in feats of arms, with their enter
tainment in the following lines:

Others with vast Typhaean rage more fell

Rend up both rocks and hills, and ride the air
In whirlwind, hell scarce holds the wild uproar.

Their music is employed in celebrating
their own criminal exploits, and their dis

course in sounding the unfathomable depths
of fate, free-will, and foreknowledge.
The several circumstances in the de

scription of hell are finely imagined; as the
four rivers which disgorge themselves into

the sea of fire, the extremes of cold and
heat, and the river of oblivion. The mon
strous animals produced in that infernal
world are represented by a single line,
which gives us a more horrid idea of them
than a much longer description would have
done:

-Nature breeds,
Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things,
Abominable, inalterable, and tvorse
Than fables yet have feign'd, or fear conceiv'd,

Gorgons and hydras, and chimeras dire.

This episode ofthe fallen spirits and their

place of habitation, comes in very happily
to unbend the mind of the reader from its

attention to the debate. An ordinary poet
would indeed have spun out so many cir

cumstances to a great length, and by that

means have weakened, instead of illustrated

the principal fable.

The flight of Satan to the gates of hell is

finely imaged.
I have already declared my opinion of

the allegory concerning Sin and Death,
which is, however, a very finished piece
in its kind, when it is not considered as

a part of an epic poem. The genealogy
of the several persons is contrived with

great delicacy. Sin is the daughter of Satan,
and Death the offspring of Sin. The in

cestuous mixture between Sin and Death

produces those monsters and hell-hounds
which from time to time enter into their

mother, and tear the bowels of her who
gave them birth.

These are the terrors of an evil con

science, and the proper fruits of Sin, which

naturally rise from the apprehensions of

Death. This last beautiful moral is, I think,

clearly intimated in the speech of Sin,

where, complaining of this her dreadful

issue, she adds:

Before mine eyes in opposition sits

Grim Death, my son and foe, who sets them on,
And me his parent would full soon devour,
For want of other prey, but that he knows
His end with mine involv'd.

I need not mention to the reader the
beautiful circumstance in the last part of

this quotation. He will likewise observe
how naturally the three persons concerned
in this allegory are tempted by one com
mon interest to enter into a confederacy to

gether, and how properly Sin is made the

portress of hell, and the only being that can

open the gates to that world of tortures.

The descriptive part of this allegory is

likewise very strong, and full of sublime

ideas. The figure of Death, the regal
crown upon his head, his menace of Satan,
his advancing to the combat, the outcry at

his birth, are circumstances too noble to be

past over in silence, and extremely suitable

to this king of terrors. I need not mention
the justness of thought which is observed
in the generation of these several symbo
lical persons; that Sin was produced upon
the first revolt of Satan, that Death ap
peared soon after he was cast into hell,

and that the terrors of conscience were con

ceived at the gate of this place of torments.

The description of the gates is very
poetical, as the opening of them is full of

Milton's spirit:

-On a sudden open fly

With impetuous recoil and jarring sound
Th' infernal doors, and on their hinges grate
Harsh thunder, that the lowest bottonvshook ^
Of Erebus. She open'd, but to shut

Excell'd her pow'r ; the gates wide open stood,

That with extended wings a banner'd host

Under spread ensigns marching might pass through
With horse and chariots rank'd in loose array ;

So wide they stood, and like a furnace mouth
Cast forth redounding smoke and ruddy flame.

In Satan's voyage through the chaos there

are several imaginary persons described,

as residing in that immense waste of mat
ter. This may perhaps be conformable to

the taste of those critics who are pleased
with nothing in a poet which has not life

and manners ascribed to it; but for my own

part, I am pleased most with those passa

ges in this description which carry in them n

greater measure of probability, and are such

as might possibly have happened. Of this

kind is his first mounting in the smoke that

rises from the infernal pit, his falling into a

cloud of nitre, and the like combustible

materials, that by their explosion still hur

ried him forward in his voyage; his spring

ing upward like a pyramid of fire, with his

laborious passage through that confusion of

elements which the poet calls

The womb of nature, and perhaps her grave.

The glimmering light which shot into the

chaos from the utmost verge of the crea

tion, with the distant discovery of the earth

that hung close by the moon, are wonder

fully beautiful and poetical. L.

No. 310.] Monday, February 25, 1711-12.

Connubio jungam gtabili

Firg. .ffiJn. 1.77.

Til tie the indissoluble marriage-knot.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a certain young
woman that love a certain young man veiy
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heartily; and my father and mother were
for it a great while, but now they say I can
do better; but I think I cannot. They bic
me not love him, and I cannot unlove him.
What must I do? Speak quickly.

'BIDDY DOW-BAKE. 1

'Feb. 19, 1712.
'DEAR SPEC, I have loved a lady en

tirely for this year and a half, though for a
great part of the time (which has contri
buted not a little to my pain) I have been
debarred the liberty of conversing with
her. The grounds of our difference was
this; that when we had enquired into each
other's circumstances, we found that at our
first setting out into the world, we should
owe five hundred pounds more than her
fortune would pay off. My estate is seven
hundred pounds a-year, besides the benefit
of tin mines. Now, dear Spec, upon this
state of the case, and the lady's positive
declaration that there is still no other ob
jection, I beg you will not fail to insert

this, with your opinion, as soon as possible,
whether this ought to be esteemed a just
cause or impediment why we should not be
joined; and you will for ever oblige yours
sincerely, DICK LOVESICK.'

POSTSCRIPT.
'
Sir, if I marry this lady by the assist

ance of your opinion, you may expect a fa
vour for it.

'

' MR. SPECTATOR, I have the misfor
tune to be one of those unhappy men who
are distinguished by the name of discarded

lovers; but I am the less mortified at my
disgrace, because the young lady is one of
those creatures who set up for negligence
of men, are forsooth the most rigidly virtu
ous in the world, and yet their nicety will

permit them at the command of parents to

go to bed to the most utter stranger that
can be proposed to them. As to me myself,
I was introduced by the father of my mis
tress; but find I owe my being at first re
ceived to a comparison of my estate with
that of a former lover, and that I am now
in like manner turned off to give way to an
humble servant still richer than I am.
What makes this treatment the more ex

travagant is, that the young lady is in the
management of this way of fraud, and

obeys ner father's orders on those occasions
without any manner of reluctance, but does
it with the same air that one of your men
of the world would signify the necessity of
affairs for turning another out of office.

When I came home last night, I found this

letter from my mistress:

'SiR, I hope you will not think it is any
manner of disrespect to your person or

merit, that the intended nuptials between
us are intemipted. My father says he has
a much better offer for me than you can

make, and has ordered me to break off the

treaty between us. If it had proceeded, I

should have behaved myself with all suit-

57

able regard to you, but as it is, I beg we
may be strangers for the future. Adieu.

'LYDIA.'
' This great indifference on this subject,

and the mercenary motives for making al

liances, is what I think lies naturally before

you, and I beg of you to give me your
thoughts upon it. My answer to Lydia was
as follows, which I hope you will approve;
for you are to know the woman's family-
affect a wonderful ease on these occasions,
though they expect it should be painfully
received on the man's side.

' MADAM, I have received yours, and
knew the prudence of your house so well,
that I always took care to be ready to obey
your commands, though they should be to
see you no more. Pray give my service to
all the good family. Adieu.

'CLITOPHON.
' The opera subscription is full,

'

MEMORANDUM.
The censor of marriage to consider this

letter and report the common usages on
such treaties, with how many pounds or
acres are generally esteemed sufficient rea
son for preferring a new to an old preten
der; with his opinion what is proper to be
determined in such cases for the future.
See No. 308, let. 1.

' MR. SPECTATOR, There is an elderly
person lately left off business and settled in

our town, in order, as he thinks, to retire

From the world; but he has brought with
him such an inclination to tale-bearing,
that he disturbs both himself and all our

neighbourhood. Notwithstanding this frail

ty, the honest gentleman is so happy as to
have no enemy: at the same time he has
not one friend who will venture to acquaint
trim with his weakness. It is not to be
doubted, but if this

failing were set in a pro
per light, he would quickly perceive the

ndecency and evil consequences of it.

N"ow, sir, this being an infirmity which I

lope may be corrected, and knowing that
ic pays much deference to you, I beg that
when you are at leisure to give us a specu-
ation on gossiping, you

would think of my
neighbour. You will hereby oblige several
who will be glad to find a reformation in

iheir grey-haired friend: and how becom-
ng will it be for him, instead of pouring
brth words at all adventures, to set a
watch before the door of his mouth, to re-
rain his tongue, to check its impetuosity,
and guard against the sallies of that little

iert, forward, busy person; which, under
a sober conduct, might prove a useful
member of society! In compliance with
those intimations, I have taken the liberty
to make this address to you. I am, sir, your
most obscure servant,

'PHILANTHROPOS.'
'MR. SPECTATOR, This is to petition

you in behalf of myself, and many more of
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your gentle readers, that at any timewhen
you may have private reasons against let

ting us know what you think yourself, you
would be pleased to pardon us such letters

of your correspondents as seem to be of no
use but to the printer.

' It is further our humble request, that

you would substitute advertisements in the

place of such epistles; and that in order
hereunto Mr. Buckley may be authorized
to take up of your zealous friend Mr.
Charles Lillie, any quantity of words he
shall from time to time have occasion for.

'The many useful parts of knowledge
which may be communicated to the public
this way, will, we hope, be a consideration
in favour of your petitionars. And your
petitioners, &c.'

Note. That particular regard be had to

this petition; and the papers marked letter

R may be carefully examined for the fu

ture. T.
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Nee Veneris pharetris macer est, aut lampade fervet :

Inde faces ardent, veniunt a dote sagittse.
Juv. Sat. vi. 137.

He sighs, adores, and courts her ev'ry hour :

Who would not do as much for such a dower?
JDryden.

'MR. SPECTATOR, I am amazed that,

among all the variety of characters with
which you have enriched your speculations,

you have never given us a picture of those
audacious young fellows among us who
commonly go by the name of the fortune-

stealers. You must know, sir, I am one who
live in a continual apprehension of this sort

of people, that lie in wait, day and night
for our children, and may be considered as

a kind of kidnappers within the law. I am
the father of a young heiress, whom I be

gin to look upon as marriageable, and who
has looked upon herself as such for above
these six years. She isnow in the eighteenth
year of her age. The fortune-hunters have

already cast their eyes upon her, and take
care to plant themselves in her view when
ever she appears in any public assembly.
I have myself caught a young jackanapes,
with a pair of silver-fringed gloves, in the

very fact You must know, Sir, I have kept
her as a prisoner of state, ever since she
was in her teens. Her chamber windows
are cross-barred; she is not permitted to go
out of the house but with her keeper, who is

a staid relation of my own; I have likewise

forbid her the use of pen and ink, for this

twelvemonth last past, and do not suffer a
band-box to be carried into her room before

it has been searched. Notwithstanding
these precautions, I am at my wit's end,
for fear of any sudden surprise. There
were, two or three nights ago, some fiddles

heard in the street, which I am afraid

portend me no good: not to mention a tall

Irishman, that has been seen walking be

fore my house more than once this winter.

My kinswoman likewise informs me that
the girl has talked to her twice or thrice of
a gentleman in a fair wig, and that she
loves to go to church more than ever she
did in her life. She gave me the slip about
a week ago, upon which my whole house
was in alarm. I immediately despatched
a hue and cry after her to the 'Change,
to her mantua-maker, and to the young la

dies that visit her; but after above an hoar's
search she returned of herself, havingbeen
taking a walk, as she told me, by Rosa
mond s pond. I have hereupon turned off

her woman, doubled her guards, and given
new instructions to my relation, who, to

give her her due, keeps a watchful eye
over all her motions. This, sir, keeps me
in perpetual anxiety, and makes me very
often watch when my daughter sleeps, as I

am afraid she is even with me in her turn.

Now, sir, what I would desire of you is, to

represent to this fluttering tribe of young
fellows, who are for making their fortunes

by these indirect means, that stealing a
man's daughter for the sake of her portion,
is but a kind of a tolerated robbery; and
that they make but a poor amends to the

father, whom they plunder after this man
ner, by going to bed with his child. Dear
sir, be speedy in your thoughts on this sub*-

ject, that, if possible, they may appear be
fore the disbanding of the army. I am,
sir, your most humble servant,

'TIM WATCHWELL.'

Themistocles, the great Athenian gene
ral, being asked whether he would rather
choose to marry his daughter to an indigent
man of merit, or to a worthless man of an
estate, replied, that he should prefer a man
without an estate to an estate without a
man. The worst of it is, our modern for

tune-hunters are those who turn their heads
that way, because they are good for nothing
else. If a young fellow finds he can make
nothing of Coke and Littleton he provides
himself with a ladder of ropes, and by that
means very often enters upon the pre
mises.

The same art of scaling has likewise

been practised with good success by many
military engineers. Stratagems of this na
ture make parts and industry superfluous,
and cut short the way to riches.

Nor is vanity a less motive than idleness

to this kind of mercenary pursuit.
A fop,

who admires his person in a glass, soon

enters into a resolution of making his for

tune by it, not questioning but every wo
man that falls in his way will do him as

much justice as he does himself. When an
heiress sees a man throwing particular

graces into his ogle, or talking loud within

her hearing, she ought to look to herself;
but if withal she observes a pair of red

heels, a patch, or any other particularity
in his dress, she cannot take too much care

of her person. These are baits not to be
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trifled with, charms that have done a world
of execution, and made their way into hearts
which have been thought impregnable
The force of a man with these qualifica
tions is so well known, that I am credibly
informed there are several female under
takers about the 'Change, who, upon the
arrival of a likely man out of a neigh
bouring kingdom, will furnish him with
a proper dress from head to foot, to be
paid for at a double price on the day of

marriage.We must, however, distinguish between
fortune-hunters and fortune-stealers. /The
first are those assiduous gentlemen who
employ their whole lives in the chase, with
out ever coming to the quarry. Suffenus
has combed and powdered at the ladies for

thirty years ^ogether; and taken his stand
in a side-box, until he has grown wrinkled
under their eyes. He is now laying the
same snares for the present generation
of beauties, which he practised on their
mothers. Cottilus, after having made his

application to more than you meet with in
Mr. Cowley's ballad of mistresses, was at
last smitten with a city lady of 20.000/.

sterling; but died of old age before he could

bring matters to bear. Nor must I here
omit my worthy friend Mr. Honeycomb,
who has often told us in the club, that for

twenty years successively upon the death
of a childless rich man,' he immediately
drew on his boots, called for his horse, and
made up to the widow. When he is rallied

upon his ill success, Will, with his usual

gaiety, tells us, that he always found her
pre-engaged.
Widows are indeed the great game of

your fortune-hunters. There is scarce a
young fellow in the town of six foot high
that has not passed in review before one or
other of these wealthy relicts. Hudibras's
Cupid, who

-Took his stand
Upon a Vidow's* jointure land,'

is daily employed in throwing darts and
kindling flames. But as for widows, they
are such a subtle generation of people, that

they may be left to their own conduct; or
if they make a false step in it, they are an
swerable for it to nobody but themselves.
The young innocent creatures who have no
knowledge and experience of the world,
are those whose safety I would principally
consult in this speculation. The stealing
of such an one should, in my opinion, be as

punishable as a rape. Where there is no

judgment there is no choice; and why the
inveigling a woman before she comes to

years of discretion should not be as criminal
as the seducing of her before she is ten

years old, I am at a loss to comprehend.
L.

* See Grey's edit, of Hudibras, vol. 1. part i. canto iii.
r 212, 213.
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Quod huic officium, qua: laiis, quod docus erit tanti,
quod adipisci cum dplore corporis velit, qui dolorem
summum malum sibi persiiaswrit ? Uuum porro quia
ignominium, quam ttirpitudinem non pertulerit, ut effii-

gial dolorem, si id summum malum esse decreverit.

Tully.
What duty, what praise, or what honour will h

think worth enduring bodily pain for, who has per
suaded himself that pain is the chief evil ? Nay, to
what ignominy, to what baseness, will he not stoop, to
avoid pain, if he has determined it to be the chief evil ?

IT is a very melancholy reflection, that
men are usually so weak, that it is abso

lutely necessary for them to know sorrow
and pain, to be in their right senses. Pros
perous people (for happv there are none)
are hurried away with a fond sense of then
present condition, and thoughtless of the

mutability of fortune. Fortune is a term
which we must use, in such discourses as

these, for what is wrought by the unseen
hand of the Disposer of all things. But
methinks the

disposition of a mind which is

truly great, is that which makes misfor
tunes and sorrows little when they befal

ourselves, great and lamentable when they
befal other men. The most unpardonable
malefactor in the world going to his death,
and bearing it with composure, would win
the pity of those who should behold him;
and this not because his calamity is deplo
rable, but because he seems himself not to

deplore it. We suffer for him who is less
sensible of his own misery, and are inclined
to despise him who sinks under the weight
of his distresses. On the other hand, with
out any touch of envy, a temperate and
well-governed mind looks down on such as
are exalted with success, with a certain
shame for the imbecility of human nature,
that can so far forget how liable it is to ca
lamity, as to grow giddy with only the sus
pense of sorrow, which is the portion of all
men. He therefore who turns his face from
the unhappy man, who will not look again
when his eye is cast upon modest sorrow,
who shuns affliction like a contagion, does
but pamper himself up for a sacrifice, and
contract in himself a greater aptitude to

misery by attempting to escape it A gen
tleman, where I happened to be last night,
fell into a discourse which I thought showed
a good discerning in him. He took notice,
that whenever men have looked into their
heart for the idea of true excellence in hu
man nature, they have found it to consist
in suffering after a right manner, and with
a good grace. Heroes are always drawn
rearing sorrows, struggling with adversi-
:ies, undergoing all kinds of hardships, and
laving, in the service of mankind, a kind
of appetite to difficulties and dangers. The
gentleman went on to observe, that it is

Tom this secret sense of the high merit
which there is in patience under calami-
:ies, that the writers of romances when
:hey attempt to furnish out characters of
the highest excellence, ransack nature for
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things terrible; they raise a new creation

of monsters, dragons, and giants; where
the danger ends the hero ceases: when he
has won an empire or gained his mistress,
the rest of his story is not worth relating.

My friend carried his discourse so far as to

say, that it was for higher beings
than men

to join happiness and greatness in the same
idea; but that in our condition we have no

conception of
superlative excellence, or he

roism, but as it is surrounded with a shade
of distress.

It is certainly the proper education we
should give ourselves to be prepared for the
ill events and accidents we are to meet with
in a life sentenced to be a scene of sorrow;
but instead of this expectation, we soften

ourselves with prospects ofconstant delight,
and destroy in our minds the seeds of for

titude and virtue, which should support us
in hours of anguish. The constant pursuit
of pleasure has in it something insolent and

improper for our being. There is a pretty
sober liveliness in the ode of Horace to

Delius, where he tells him, loud mirth, or

immoderate sorrow, inequality of behavi

our, either in prosperity or adversity, are
alike ungraceful in man, that is born to die.

Moderation in both circumstances is pecu
liar to generous minds. Men of that sort

ever taste the gratifications of health, and
all other advantages of life, as if they were
liable to part with them, and when bereft

of them, resign them with a greatness of

mind which shows they know their value
and duration. The contempt of pleasure
is a certain preparatory for the contempt
of pain. Without this the mind is, as it

were, taken suddenly by an unforeseen

event; but he that has always, during
health and prosperity, been abstinent in

his satisfactions, enjoys, in the worst of

difficulties, the reflection, that his anguish
is not aggravated with the comparison

of

past pleasures which upbraid his present
condition. Tully tells us a story after Pom-

pey, which gives us a good taste of the

pleasant manner the men of wit and philo

sophy had in old times, of alleviating the

distresses of life by the force of reason and

philosophy. Pompey, when he came to

Rhodes, had a curiosity to visit the famous

philosopher Possidonius; but finding him
in his sick bed, he bewailed the misfortune

that he should not hear a discourse from
him :

' But you may,' answered Possidonius;
and immediately entered into the point

of

stoical philosophy, which says, pain is not

an evil. During the discourse, upon every

puncture he felt from his distemper, he
smiled and cried out, 'Pain, pain, be as

impertinent and troublesome as you please,
I shall never own that thou art an evil,

'

'MR. SPECTATOR, Having seen in se

veral of your papers a concern for the

honour of the clergy, and their doing every
thing as becomes their character, and par

ticularly performing the public service with
a due zeal and devotion; I am the more en

couraged to lay before them by your means,
several expressions used by some of them
in their prayers before sermon, which I am
not well satisfied in. As their giving some
titles and epithets to great men, which are
indeed due to them in their several ranks
and stations, but not properly used, I think,
in our prayers. Is it not contradiction to

say, illustrious, right reverend, and right
honourable poor sinners? These distinc

tions are suited only to our state here, and
have no place in heaven; we see they are
omitted in the Liturgy: which, I think, the

clergy should take for then-pattern in their

own forms of devotion.* There is anothei

expression which I would not mention, but
that I have heard it several times before a
learned congregation, to bring in the last

Eetition

of the prayer in these words,
" O

:t not the Lord be angry, and I will speak
but this once;" as if there was no difference

between Abraham's interceding for Sodom,
for which he had no warrant, as we can

find, and our asking those things which we
are required to pray for; they would there

fore have much more reason to fear his

anger, if they did not make such petitions
to him. There is another pretty fancy:
when a young man has a mind to let us

know who gave him his scarf, he speaks a

parenthesis to the Almighty.
"

Bless, as I

am in duty bound to pray, the right ho
nourable the countess;" is not that as much
as to say, ".Bless her, for thou knowest I

am her chaplain?" Your humble servant,
T. 'J. O.'
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Exigite ut mores teneros seu pollice ducat
Ut si quis cera vultum faeit

Juv. Sat. vii. 237.

Bid him besides hie daily pains employ.
To form the tender manners of the boy,
And work him, like a waxen babe, with art,

To perfect symmetry in ev'ry part. CA. Dryden.

I SHALL give the following letter.no
other recommendation than by telling my

* In the original folio edition of this paper, there.was
the following passage, after the above sentence.

[Another expression which I take to be improper, is

this,
' the whole race of mankind,' when they pray for

all men; for race signifies lineage or descent; and if

the race of mankind may be used for the present trene-

ration, (though, I think, not very fitly) the whole race

takes in all from the beginning to the end of the world.

I do not remember to have met with that expression, in

their sense, any where but in the old version of I'sjilm

xiv, which those men, T suppose, have but little esteem

for. Ant1 some, when they have prayed for all schools

and nurseries of good learning and true religion. <
s;>;

-

cially the two universities, add these words, 'Grant that

from them, and all other places dedicated to thy wor

ship and service, may come forth such persons.' &c. But

what do they mean by all other places 1 It seems to me,
that this is either a tautology, as l>eins the same with
all schools and nurseries before expressed, or else it

runs too far; for there are several places dedicated to

the divine service, which cannot properly be intended

here.]
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readers that it comes from the same hand
with that of last Thursday.

'
SIR, I send you according to my pro

mise, some farther thoughts on the educa
tion of youth, in which I intend to discuss
that famous question, "Whether the edu
cation at a public school, or under a private
tutor, is to be preferred ?"
'As some of the greatest men in most

ages have been of very different opinions in
this matter, I shall give a short account of
what I think may be best urged on both
sides, and afterwards leave every person to
determine for himself.

'It is certain from Suetonius, that the
Romans thought the education of their chil
dren a business properly -belonging to the
parents themselves; and Plutarch, in the
life of Marcus Cato, tells us, that as soon
as his son was capable of learning, Cato
would suffer nobody to teach him but him
self, though he had a servant named Chile,
who was an excellent grammarian, and
who taught a great many other youths.
'On the contrary, the. Greeks seemed

more inclined to public schools and semi
naries.

'A private education promises, in the
first place, virtue and good breeding; and a
public school, manly assurance, and an early
knowledge in the ways of the world.

' Mr. Locke, in his celebrated treatise of

education, confesses, that there are incon
veniences to be feared on both sides: "

If,"

says he,
" I keep my son at home, he is in

danger of becoming my young master; if I

send him abroad, it is scarce possible to

keep him from the reigning contagion of
rudeness and vice. He will perhaps be
more innocent at home, but more ignorant
of the world, and more sheepish when he
comes abroad," However, as this learned
author asserts, that virtue is much more
difficult to be obtained than knowledge of
the world, and that vice is a more stubborn,
as well as a more dangerous fault than

sheepishness, he is altogether for a private
education; and the more so, because he
does not see why a youth, with right man
agement, might not attain the same assur
ance in his father's house as at a public
school. To this end, he advises parents to

accustom their sons to whatever strange
faces come to the house: to take them with
them when they visit their neighbours, and
to engage them in conversation with men
of parts and breeding.

'It may be objected to this method, that
conversation is not the only thing neces

sary; but that unless it be a conversation
with such as are in some measure their

equals in parts and years, there can be no
room for emulation, contention, and several
of the most lively passions of the mind;
which, without being sometimes moved, by
these means, many possibly contract a dul-

ness and insensibility.

' One of the greatest writers our nation
ever produced, observes, that a boy who
forms parties, and makes himself popular
in a school or a college would act the same
part with equal ease in a senate or a privy
council; and Mr. Osborne, speaking like a
man versed in the ways of the world, af

firms, that the well laying and carrying on
a design to rob an orchard, trains up a

youth insensibly to caution, secrecy, and

circumspection, and fits him for matters of

greater importance.
' In short, a private education seems the

most natural method for the forming of a
virtuous man; a public education for making
a man of business. The first would furnish
out a good subject for Plato's republic, the
latter a member of a community overrun
with artifice and corruption.

' It must, however, be confessed, that a

person at the head of a public school has
sometimes so many boys under his direc

tion, that it is impossible he should extend
a due proportion of his care to each of

them. This is, however, in reality, the
fault of the age, in which we often see

twenty parents, who, though each expects
his son should be made a scholar, are not
contented altogether to make it worth
while for any man of a liberal education to

take upon him the care of their instruction.
' In our great schools, indeed, this fault

has been of te years rectified, so that we
have at present not only ingenious men for

the chief masters, but such as have proper
ushers and assistants under them. I must
nevertheless own, that for want of the same
encouragement in the country, we have

many a promising genius spoiled and abused
in those little seminaries.

' I am the more inclined to this opinion,

tiaving myself experienced the usage of
:wo rural masters, each of them very unfit

for the trust they took upon them to dis

charge. The first imposed much more
upon me than my parts, though none of
:he weakest, could endure; and used me
jarbarously for not performing impossibili
ties. The latter was of quite another tem-
jer; and a boy who would run upon his

errands, wash his coffee-pot, or ring the

bell, might have as little conversation with

any of the classics as he thought fit. I have
tnown a lad at this place excused his exer
cise for assisting the cook-maid; and re

member a neighbouring gentleman's son
vas among us five years, most of which
ime he employed in airing and watering
Dur master's gray pad. I scorned to com-
)ound for my faults by doing any of these

ilegant offices, and was accordingly the
>est scholar, and the worst used of any boy
n the school.

I shall conclude this discourse with an

idvantage mentioned by Quintilian, as ac

companying a public way of education,
which I have not yet taken notice of;

amely, that we very often contract such
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friendships
at school, as are a service to us

all the following parts of our lives.

*I shall give you, under this head, a

story very well known to several persons,
and which you may depend upon as a real

truth.
*
Every one, who is acquainted with

Westminster-school, knows that there is a
curtain which used to be drawn across the
room to separate the upper school from the

lower. A youth happened, by some mis

chance, to tear the above-mentioned cur
tain. The severity of the master* was too

well known for the criminal to expect any
pardon for such a fault; so that the boy,
who was of a meek temper, was terrified

to death at the thoughts of his appearance,
when his friend who sat next to him bade
him be of good cheer, for that he would
take the fault on himself. He kept his

word accordingly. As soon as they were
grown up to be men, the civil war broke
out, in which our two friends took opposite
sides; one of them followed the parliament,
the other the royal party.
'As their tempers were different, the

youth who had torn the curtain endeavour
ed to raise himself on the civil list, and the
other who had borne the blame of it, on the

military. The first succeeded so well that
he was in a short time made a judge under
the protector. The other was engaged in

the unhappy enterprise of Penruddockf
and Groves in the West. I suppose, sir,

I need not acquaint you with the event of
that undertaking. Every one knows that
the royal party was routed, and all the

heads of them, among whom was the cur
tain champion, imprisoned at Exeter. It

happened to be his friend's lot at that time
to go to the western circuit The trial of

the rebels, as they were then called, was

very short, and nothing now remained but
to pass sentence on them; when the judge
hearing the name of his old friend, and ob

serving his face more attentively, which he
had not seen for many years, asked him, if

he was not formerly a Westminster scho
lar? By the answer, he was soon convinced
that it was his former generous friend; and
without saying any thing more at that time,
made the best of his way to London, where,

employing all his power and interest with

the Protector, he saved his friend from the

fate of his unhappy associates.

The gentleman whose life was thus pre
served by the gratitude of his school-fellow,
was afterwards the father of a son, whom
he lived to see promoted in the church, and
who still deservedly fills one of the highest
stations in it.

' X.

Busby.
t John Penruddock, the son of a. gentleman of the

came name in Wiltshire ; his party was defeated by co

lonel Coke, who, notwithstanding his having promised
quarter, ordered Penruddock to be beheaded in 1665.

t The gentleman alluded to was colonel Wake, father

to Dr. Wake, archbishop of Canterbury.
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Tandem desine rnatrem

Tempestiva sequi viro. Hor. Od. xiiii. Lib. 1. 1L

Attend thy mother's heels no more.
Now grown mature for man, and ripe for joy.

Creech.

'Feb. 7, 1711-12.
'MR. SPECTATOR, I am a young man

about eighteen years of age, and have been
in love with a young woman of the same

age about this half year. I go to see her
six days in the week, but never could have
the happiness of being with her alone. If

any of her friends are at home, she will see

me in their company; but if they be not in

the way, she flies to her chamber. I can

discover no signs of her aversion ; but either

a fear of falling into the toils of matrimony,
or a childish timidity, deprives us of an
interview apart, and drives us upon the dif

ficulty of languishing out our lives in fruit

less expectation. Now, Mr. Spectator, if

you think us ripe for economy, persuade
the dear creature, that to pine away into

barrenness and deformity under a mother's

shade, is not so honourable, nor does she

appear so amiable, as she would in full

bloom.'

[There is a great deal left out before he

concludes.]
'Mr. Spectator, your humble servant,

'BOB HARMLESS.'

If this gentleman be really no more than

eighteen, I must do him the justice to say,
he is the most knowing infant I have yet
met with. He does not, I fear, yet under
stand, that all he thinks of is another wo
man; therefore, until he has given a farther

account of himself, the young lady is here

by directed to keep close to her mother.
THE SPECTATOR.

I cannot comply with the request in Mr
Trot's letter; but let it go just as it came to

my hands, for being so familiar with the old

gentleman, as rough as he is to him. Since
Mr. Trot has an ambition to make him his

father-in-law, he ought to treat him with
more respect; besides, his style to me might
have been more distant than he has thought
fit to afford me : moreover, his mistress shall

continue in her confinement, until he has
found out which word in his letter is not

rightly spelt.

' MR. SPECTATOR, I shall ever own my
self your obliged humble servant, for the

advice you gave me concerning my dancing;
which, unluckily, came too late: for, as I

said, I would not leave off capering until I

had your opinion of the matter. I was at

our famous assembly the day before I re

ceived your papers, and there was observed

by an old gentleman, who was informed I

had a respect for his daughter. He told

me I was an insignificant little fellow, and

said, that for the future he would take care

of his child: so that he did not doubt but to
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cross my amorous inclinations. The lady
is confined to her chamber, and, formy part,
I am ready to hang myself with the thoughts
that I have danced myselfout offavour with
the father. I hope you will pardon the
trouble I give; but shall take it for a mighty
favour, if you will give me a little more of
your advice to put me in a right way to
cheat the old dragon, and obtain my mis
tress. I am once more, sir, your obliged
humble servant, JOHN TROT.'

'York, Feb. 23, 1711-12.
' Let me desire you to make what altera

tions you please, and insert this as soon as
possible. Pardon mistakes by haste.'

I never do pardon mistakes by haste.
THE SPECTATOR.

'Feb. 27,1711-12.
'
SIR, Pray be so kind as to let me know

what you esteem to be the chief qualification
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business of this claim in the audience, and
let us know when we may cry, "Altro
Volto," Anglice, "Again, Again," for the
future. I am an Englishman, and expect
some reason or other to be given me, and
perhaps an ordinary one may serve; but I

expect your answer. I am, sir, your most
humble servant, TOBY RENTFREE.'

'Nov. 29.
'MR. SPECTATOR, You must give me

leave, amongst the rest of your female cor

respondents, to address you about an affair
which has already given you many a spe
culation; and which, I know, I need not tell

you has had a very happy influence over
the adult part of our sex; but as many of
us are either too old to learn, or too obsti
nate in the pursuit of the vanities which
have been bred up with us from our infancy,
and all of us quitting the stage whilst you
are prompting us to act our part well; your j Cli C JJ1 UI11 ULlllt U \t\J d.l>L \JU1

f
Jill I VTC11; V UU.

it a good poet, especially one who writes ought, methinks, rather to turn your in-
lays; and you will very much oblige^ sir, structions foflfche benefit of that part of our

your very humble servant,

To be a very well-bred man.

N. B.
*

{ex

who are jilt in theii native innocence,
nd ignorant of the

vicjs
and that variety

f unhappiness \hatlreiim amongst us.

S mu^h a, pait of j5pu\pflftce
to oversee the

ducation of the lemiu* pairt of the nation,

w.. M ..b ^ illo s well as the male; and to convince the
gallant temper ofmine makes me extreme
ly delighted \iik battles on'the sfci&e. I

give you this troublp to complain* to you,
that Nicolini refused to gratify me in that

part of the opera for which I have most
taste. I observe it is become a custom, that
whenever any gentlemen are particularly
pleased with a song, at their crying out

"Encore," or "Altro Volto" the per
former is so obliging as to sing it over again.
I was at the opera the last time Hydaspes
was performed. At that part

of it where
the hero engages with the lion, the graceful
manner with which he put that terrible

monster to death gave me so great a plea
sure, and at the same time so just a sense of

that gentleman's intrepidity
and conduct,

that 1 could not forbear desiring a repeti
tion of it, by crying out "Altro Volto" in

a very audible voice; and my friends flatter

me that I pronounced these words with a
tolerable good accent, considering that was
but the third opera I had ever seen in my
life. Yet, notwithstanding all this, there
was so little regard had to me, that the
lion was carried off, and went to bed, with
out being killed any more that night. Now,
sir, pray consider that I did not understand
a word of what Mr. Nicolini said to this

cruel creature; besides, I have no ear for

music; so that, during the long dispute be
tween them, the whole entertainment I had
was from my eyes. Why then have not I

as much right to have a graceful action re

peated as another has a pleasing sound,
since he only hears, as I only see, and we
neither of us know that there is

any
rea

sonable thing a-doing? Pray, sir, settle the

'world you are not partial, pray proceed to

Detect the mal-administration ofgovernesses
BS successfully as you have exposed that of

pedagogues; and rescue our sex from the

prejudice and tyranny of education as well
as that of your own, who, without your sea
sonable interposition, are like to improve
upon the vices that are now in vogue.

' I who know the dignity of your post as

Spectator, and the authority a skilful eye
ought to bear in the female world, could
not forbear consulting you,

and beg your
advice in so critical a point, as is that of the
education of young gentlewomen. Having
already provided myself with a very con
venient house in a good air, I am not with
out hope but that you will promote this

generous design. I must further tell you,
sir, that all who shall be committed to my
conduct, besides the usual accomplishment*
of the needle, dancing, and the French
tongue, shall not fail to be your constant

readers. It is therefore my humble peti

tion, that you will entertain the town on
this important subject, and so far oblige a

stranger as to raise a curiosity and inquiry
in my behalf, by publishing the following
advertisement. ]

admirer,
am, sir, your constant

M.W,'

ADVERTISEMENT.
The Boarding School for young Gentle

women, which was formerly kept on Mile

End-Green, being laid down, there is now
one set up almost opposite to it, at the Two
Golden Balls, and much more convenient
in every respect; where, besides the com
mon instructions given to young gentle-
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women, they will be taught the whole art of

pastry and preserving, with whatever may
render them accomplished. Those who
please to make trial of the vigilance and

ability of the persons concerned, may in-

quii-e at the Two Golden Balls on Mile-

End-Green, near Stepney, where they will

receive further satisfaction.

This is to give notice, that the Spectator
has taken upon him to be visitant of all

boarding-schools where young women are

educated; and designs to proceed in the
said office after the same manner that
visitants of colleges do in the two famous
universities of this land.

All lovers who write to the Spectator,
are desired to forbear one expression, which
is in most of the letters to him, either out
of laziness or want of invention, and is true
of not above two thousand women in the
whole world: viz. ' She has in her all that
is valuable in woman. ' T.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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